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PREFACE. 

IT was the earnest desire of the late Dr. Jakob Jakobsen that his 
Etymologisk Ordbog over det Norrene Sprog pd Shetland should 

appear in an English edition, but he knew that his wish would never 
be fulfilled by himself, all his time being devoted to further original re- 
search; a considerable collection of Orkney Norn required to be worked 
out, and he was also occupied with a Fseroese dictionary which he had 
commenced. Death unfortunately intervened, and what he left un- 
done no one else could adequately do. But, deeming it a sacred 
duty incumbent upon them, his nearest relatives have endeavoured as 
far as possible to carry out his wishes; and it is with that end in 
view that the present translation is now issued. 

To those who knew his character it will not be difficult to un- 
derstand that, as an expression of natural patriotism, and in gratitude 
to that country in which the expenses of printing were defrayed, he 
prepared the work in a language which could be easily read in all 
the Northern countries. 

At the time of his death the work was practically complete; the 
Dictionary was finished with the exception of about two pages of 
the letter 0, which were found in manuscript on detached sheets, 
but the Introduction was not fully worked out. 

In the Introduction to this English edition appears some hitherto 
unprinted matter from Dr. Jakobsen’s manuscript, such as the Norn 
fragments to which references are frequently made in the Dictionary. 
These fragments were found arranged as he intended them for the 
Introduction. It was his intention, also, that a portion of the matter 
from his early thesis, Det Norrene Sprog pd Shetland, should be 
included in this Introduction. Hence it is that Chapters VI and VII 
of that work are here incorporated. This was the more advisable 
seeing that references to these chapters constantly appear in the Dic- 
tionary. Finally, it ought to be stated that the materials collected in 
Shetland by Dr. Jakobsen for his Dictionary were noted down by him 
in English; of this every advantage has been taken, and thus it is in 
a measure Dr. Jakobsen’s own English that appears in this edition. 
A language map of the Shetland Islands also accompanies this Eng- 
lish edition, according to Dr. Jakobsen’s own instructions during his 
last illness. 

It would have been impossible to produce this work without 
help, and in this respect the relatives of Dr. Jakobsen (and in par- 
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ticular his sister who writes this) have been singularly fortunate in 
obtaining the generous assistance of Professor W. A. Craigie, now of 
the University of Chicago. Not only has he gone through and ar- 
ranged the matter for the Introduction, but he has further been good 
enough to revise the final proof-sheets of the Dictionary itself. To 
him heartfelt thanks are due. Sincere thanks are likewise due to Mr. 
George Watson of the Oxford English Dictionary, and author of 
the Roxburghshire Word-book, who has greatly assisted by devoting 
his valuable time to revising the first proofs. Further, warmest thanks 
are tendered to Dr. Hugh Marwick, Kirkwall, without whose kind en- 
couragement the work of translation might never have been attempted, 
and who has smoothed the path over various difficulties. As a native 
of Orkney he was able to assist with various troublesome Shetland 
technical terms, and he helped also in revising the translation of the 
Norn fragments. Dr. Jakobsen’s friend, the late Shetland author, Mr. 
J. J. Haldane Burgess, kindly translated parts I, II and III of the Introduc- 
tion, and also revised a portion of Part I of the Dictionary. Mr. William 
Ratter, Lerwick, who takes a keen interest in the Shetland Norn, has 
always been ready with assistance, which is here gratefully acknow- 
ledged. Great indebtedness is also felt to Dr. Amund B. Larsen, 
Oslo, and to Professor Magnus Olson of the University of Oslo, 
for their aid in revising the Word-lists in the Introduction. Further, 
special thanks are due to Professor Finnur J6nsson of the Univer- 
sity of Copenhagen, whose friendly interest has been evident in the 
readiness with which he has responded to every inquiry, and whose 
concluding words from his Postscript to the Danish edition may 
here be quoted: “No one will underestimate the contribution which 
Dr. Jakobsen by his excellent work has made to Scandinavian, and 
in particular to Norse, philological research, carried out as it was 
with never-flagging energy, keen penetration, and delicacy of judge- 
ment. It will preserve his name for all time in the annals of Scan- 
dinavian philology”. 

Copenhagen, August, 1927. 

Anna Horsbdl, nee Jakobsen. 



Explanation of marks and characters, especially those 
of phonetic script, used in the Dictionary. 

The Shetlandic Norn words are recorded in a somewhat normalized 
form, in order to avoid the setting up of phonetic forms with special 
characters as the normal forms. Immediately after the normal form 
of the word, the pronunciation is indicated by phonetic symbols within 
brackets. 

An asterisk (*) before a Shetlandic word denotes that it is obsolete; 
one before an Old Northern word denotes that it is not attested in the old 
literature1. A dagger (f) before a Shetlandic word denotes that the origin 
of this word is doubtful or not originally Norn. 

Heavy italics denote that the word is Lowland Scottish in form. Such 
words have been given in the Dictionary when used in senses and ap- 
plications which differ from Lowland Scottish and are in accord with the 
usage of the corresponding word in Old Northern or in later Scandinavian 
languages. 

Words in inverted commas, within brackets [‘ ’], in sentences given 
to explain further the use of Shetlandic Norn words, are Standard Eng- 
lish forms, or translations of Lowland Scottish (and Shetlandic) words. 

Phonetic Characters. 
1. Vowels. 

i: almost as in Danish “hvid” or in English “we”, 
i: a sound between i and e; almost as in Danish “fisk” or Scottish “fin", 
e (close), a little more open than Danish e = ei in Scottish “rein”, 
s: a sound between e and ae = e in English “there”, 
ae as Danish e, ae, in “best, praest”. On Westside, in the neigh- 

bourhood of Sandness more open, between ae and a = a in southern 
English “bat”. 

a: a sound between ae and a, almost as in English “man, hat”, but 
generally approaches somewhat to the 6-sound; see below So. 

a: as in Danish; sometimes approaches a, especially before a softened 
consonant, = the vowel in English “far”. 

1 An asterisk before an Old Northern place-name in its original form, put 
after a Modern Shetlandic place-name form as an explanation of the latter, com- 
monly denotes merely that the Old Northern form referred to is assumed to be the 
original one. The same applies to sentences in the Old Northern, given in ex- 
planation or translation of Shetlandic sentences. 



VIII CHARACTERS 

a: a long, deep, diphthongal a-sound, deep a with suggestion of S; 
approaches the Faeroese diphthong ha. Only found in the isles of Yell 
and Unst. — In English (Lowland Scottish) words in Shetland, h is less 
diphthongal than in Norn words, and then signifies a deeply-shaded a-sound. 

h: somewhat more open than Danish h, but not so open as e.g. the 
vowel in English “not”. 

o: a sound between & and o = the vowel in English “not”, 
o (close), almost as in Danish “ost” or northern English “so”. — 6 

denotes a somewhat deeper, long o-sound, as in English “who”, 
u: almost as in Danish “du, nu” = u in English “butcher”. 
0 (close), almost as in Danish “rod”, French eu in “creux”. On 

Westside, especially in Sandness and Aithsting, more close, almost as 
short y in Danish, e.g. in “kyst, bryst”. 

d: open, almost as in Danish “(orn) orn” = eu in French “peur”. 
6: a sound between o and 0 (occas. somewhat more open, between 

0, and a sound bordering on 0 and d). Nearly = u in English “but”. 
5: more open than 6; approaching 0, but with a suspicion of d. 
06: a sound between a and 6. 
A: almost = English “u” in e.g. “but”, but pronounced somewhat 

farther to the back Of the tongue (more like a). 
o in a stressed syllable denotes a middle sound between e and 0; 

is found in various shades and occas. approaches 6, especially in the 
combination “wa”. In an unstressed syllable, esp. in endings such as 
-3k, -am, it denotes the semi-sound e, shading towards 0 = e in English 
“butter”. 

i, 1, e, e, ae, a, a, h, 0, o, u, 0, d, 6, 5, so, A, 3, denote short 
vowel-sounds. A long vowel is shown by a line above it (T, I, e, e, ®, 
a, 5, d, u, 0, 6, jd). For typographical reasons, however, a long h is 
not marked with a line, but is denoted by a doubling of the vowel [hh]. 
For a and 6 see above. — Occas. in order to mark a contrast, an arc 
is placed above a short vowel, e.g. a, opposed to a. 

A small superior 3 after a (long) vowel denotes that the latter is 
diphthongal. 3, in this case, is a semi-sound which assumes the char- 
acter of the preceding vowel — after e, shading to 0 (see above), after 
d and a, gliding towards h; after u, shading to 6; occas. after i, and, in 
that case, almost like an e. 

A small superior e or 3 before i or 1 denotes that the vowel is 
diphthongal by a prefixed e or 3, gliding towards i or 1. — An * after 
e denotes a diphthongal £, £ ending in an se-sound. — 3 between two 
consonants denotes a toneless e, losing its function as a syllable. 

A small superior ' before d, t, 1, n, g, k, when medial or final [e.g. 
bre'd, gd't, go't, be'lg, agdova'n-, a'gl], and after one of these consonants 
when initial [e.g. d'eld, g'a'lti, g'dssnd] denotes a weak softening, weaker 
than in cases where the consonant in question is distinguished by a 
special phonetic sign. ' or 1 * in connection with r is more rarely found; 
note, e.g. br'd (bro, vb.) with a weak softening of r. In e.g. “a'sju” and 
“f’erdi”, 1 gives a suspicion of an i-sound, after and before the main- 
vowel respectively. 
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2. Consonants. 

d, t, 1, n, are dental. 
The stops p, t, k, are almost as strongly aspirated as in Danish. — 

b, d, g, are half-voiced. 
1: almost = English 1, slightly guttural, esp. when final. 
r: lingual r, slightly rolled. 
z: almost as in English, somewhat less aspirated. 
‘1. t> 1> U* <j> are dorsal and denote softened, palatal pronunciation of 

d, t, 1, n, g, k. ^ and as well as [ and 1$ easily converge, e.g. a) fje9ld, 
(Jeld, (je8ld, <}eld (written deld, djeld), b) and l^o (written to, tjo). 

jj: strongly palatalized s; with stress almost fjj (like No. sj), Eng. sh. 
— 3: the corresponding voiced sound. 

d-j and t^ are almost like English j and ch (e.g. in “jaw, church”) 
respectively, but more palatal after a vowel. 

The spirants 6 and p are almost as in Icelandic; the first (d), how- 
ever, slightly more aspirated and nearer to p (nearer Eng. th in “with, 
other”), p as in Icel. “ping”, Eng. th in “think, teeth”. Shetl. 6 and p 
are esp. characteristic of Dunrossness (the south of Shetland). In other 
places in the Isles these sounds appear only sporadically in a few old 
words. 

y: spirant (“soft”) g as in Danish “dage”. 
open spirant k, as in Danish “magt”, = ch in Scottish “loch”. 

g: nasal sound of the palatal class (written ng, as in Danish “gang”). 
ui: labial sound, a middle sound between m and w — m pronounced 

with the lips not quite closed. 
A ‘ denotes a breath before a stop (p, t, k). — ‘1, ‘j, ‘m, ‘n, ‘q, ‘g, 

‘r denote voiceless 1, \, m, n, q, g, r. 

An additional dot denotes that the accent is put on the syllable after 
which it is placed, e.g. a) berfap, berso’di, gorhard1 (garhard1) with stress 
on the second syllable (written bergfall, bergsodi, gordhird, respectively), 
b) at'ave'j'ta, drrgali-an (written attavelta, dagalien, with equal stress on 
the first and the third syllable), barflog1 (written barflog, with equal stress 
on the first and the second syllable. With variation of stress in the same 
word, e.g. barkla- and barkla- (written bar-claw). — Two dots and a 
single dot respectively denote main stress and secondary stress on the 
preceding syllable, e.g. brir"das6g-a, fser"dimet- (fer"dimef, -met-), with 
main stress on the first, and secondary stress on the third syllable (written 
bardasoga, ferdimet). Conversely, e.g. in dun'lop” (written doon-lop, -lup) 
with main stress on the second, and secondary stress on the first syllable. 

Abbreviations of names of Shetlandic localities. 
N.I. = the Northern Isles, which embrace: 1) U. = Unst, 2) Y. = 

Yell, 3) Fe. = Fetlar. 
M. = Mainland (the main island). 
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The following parishes in Mainland (mentioned consecutively from 
north to south) are quoted in abbreviated form: 

Nm. = Northmavine; N.Roe = North Roe (pronounced re; the northern 
part of Northmavine and northern part of Nm". — see below); Esh. = 
Eshaness on the west side of Northmavine (Nmw.). 

De. = Delting. 
L., Lunn. = Lunnasting. 
N. = Nesting. 
Ti. = Tingwall. 
Wd. = Weisdale. 
Ai. = Aithsting ] 
St. = Sandsting I 

(Sa. = Sandness \ collectively: “Wests.” = the Westside. 
IW. = Walls (pronounc. waz) 
C., Conn. = Conningsburgh 
Sw., Sandw. = Sandwich 
Du. = Dunrossness 
Easts. = the Eastside of Shetland. 

collectively: S.Sh. (S.Shetl.) = South 
Shetland. 

The following are names of small isles: 
Sk. = Skerries (Out Skerries)) 
Wh. == Whalsay > east of Mainland (north to south). 
Br. = Bressay 
M.Roe = Muckle Roe (West Delting: Dew.). 

P. (Papa) St. = Papa Stour (pronounc. stur) 
Fo. = Foula (pronounc. fula) 

west of Mainland, in- 
cluded under “West- 

side” (see above). 
W.Burra = West Burra Isle (Mw-'s.). 
F.I. = Fair Isle. 

The “n> s- w’ e” (half above the line) added to these abbreviated 
place-names mean: north, south, west, east. U"., Yn. thus = the northern 
part of Unst and Yell respectively. Nms >n. = the southern and northern 
part of Northmavine. Duw. = the western part of Dunrossness, etc. 

Ub. = Burrafirth in Unst1. Uc. = Colvidale in Unst (Ue). Um. or 
IJbait. = the middle part of Unst (the district of Baltasound). Umo = Mooness 
(Muness) in Unst (Us"e.). Yb. = the neighbourhood of Bastavoe in Yell2. 
Ym. = Mid Yell. Yh. — the neighbourhood of “de Herra” in Yell. Feh. 
= the neighbourhood of “de Herra” in Fetlar. Fef. = Funzie in Fetlar 
(Fe6.). Nm®. = Gunnister in the western part of Northmavine. M1. = 
the district of Lerwick in Mainland (Me.). Mm. = the middle of Mainland. 
Dum. = the village Maywick in the parish of Sandwick in the north-western 
part of Dunrossness. 

Uw. = the western part of Unst. Uw&. = the village of Westing in 
Unst. Yw. = the western part of Yell. Ywy. = the village of West-Yell. 

b) 

1 Part of Un., embracing: a) the villages Haroldswick (Uh.), Norwich and Skaw, 
Burrafirth. 

2 Southern part of Yn. 
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Bard. = the village of Bardister in the southern part of Northmavine 
(the district of Sulem). Ennisf. = the village of Ennisfirth, Nmw. Flad. 
or Fladab. = the village of Fladabister in the northern part of Connings- 
burgh. Irel. = the district of Ireland in the north-western part of Dun- 
rossness. Lw. = Lerwick in Mainland. W.Burr. = the village West Burra- 
firth in Aithsting. W.Burra = West Burra Isle. W.Sw. = the village West 
Sandwick in Yell (Yw.). 

Other abbreviations. 
Aa. = Ivar Aasen, Norsk Ordbog. Christiania 1873. 
Ant. (G. G., Ant.) = Gilbert Goudie, The Celtic and Scandinavian An- 

tiquities of Shetland. Edinburgh and London 1904. 
B. H. = Bjorn Haldorsen, Islandsk Lexicon. Copenhagen 1814. 
Balf., Balfour = the Glossary to David Balfour’s “Oppressions of the 

Sixteenth Century in the Islands of Orkney and Zetland”, Edinburgh 1859 
(Maitland Club), and also his Glossary to “Odal Rights and Feudal Wrongs, 
a Memorial for Orkney”, Edinburgh 1860 (Maitland Club). 

Barcl., Barclay MS. Supplement by Principal Barclay of Glasgow 
University, to Thomas Edmondston’s Shetl. and Ork; Glossary (see be- 
low: Edm.). The Suppl. contains special Shetl. words. A copy of 
Edmondston’s Glossary which belonged to Barclay, interleaved with white 
pages upon which the Suppl. is written, is preserved in the library of 
the Museum of Antiquities, Edinburgh. 

DN, D.N. = Diplomatarium Norvegium. Christiania 1849 ff. 
Denn., Dennison = Walter Traill Dennison, The Orcadian Sketch- 

book. Kirkwall 1880. 
Diet. Scott. Lang.: see below “Jam.”. 
E. J. = Eirik Jonsson, Oldnordisk Ordbog. Copenhagen 1863. 
EDD. = Joseph Wright, The English Dialect Dictionary. London 

1898—1905. 
Edm. = Thomas Edmondston, Glossary of the Shetland and Orkney 

Dialect (Transactions of the Philological Society of London 1866). 
Eg. — Sveinbjorn Egilsson, Lexicon poeticum antiquse linguae septen- 

trionalis. Hafniae 1860. 
F. A., Faer. Anth. II = The Glossary to V. U. Hammershaimb, Faer- 

osk Anthologi, Copenhagen 1891 (published for “Samfund til udgivelse 
af gammel nordisk litteratur”). 

Fejlb. = H. F. Fejlberg, Ordbog over jyske almuesmiU. Copenhagen 
1886 ff. 

Fid. = Fornaldar sogur Nordrlanda. Copenhagen 1829, 1830. 
Fr. = Johan Fritzner. Ordbog over det gamle norske Sprog. Chris- 

tiania 1886—96. 
F. F.S. = (The Glossary to) J. Jakobsen, Faeroske folkesagn og aeventyr. 
G. V. (Vigf.) == Gudbrand Vigfusson (Cleasby and Vigfusson. Icelandic- 

English Dictionary. Oxford 1874). 
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Jam. = John Jamieson’s Dictionary of the Scottish Language, abridged 
by John Johnstone, revised and enlarged by Longmuir. London and 
Edinburgh 1877. 

J. Th. = Jon Thorkelsson, Supplement til islandske Ordboger. Reykja- 
vik—Copenhagen 1890—99. 

K. Q. (Glsl.). = Konrad Glslason, Dansk-Islandsk Ordbog. Copen- 
hagen 1851. 

Molb. = C. Molbech, Dansk Dialect-Lexicon. Copenhagen 1841. 
NG., N.G. = Oluf Rygh, Norske Gaardnavne. Christiania 1897 ff. 
N.Spr. = J. Jakobsen, Det norrone sprog p& Shetland. Copenhagen 

1897. 
No. Elvn. — Oluf Rygh, Norske Elvenavne. Christiania 1904. 
Proc. SSA. = Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland. 
R. = Hans Ross, Norsk Ordbog (Suppl. to Aasen). Christiania 1895. 

Also New Suppl. Christiania 1902. 
Ri. = Johan Ernst Rietz, Svenskt Dialekt-Lexicon. Malmo 1867. 
S. E. = Snorre’s Edda (the list of words and names). 
Sh. Stedn. (Sh. St.), Shetl. Stedn. = J. Jakobsen, Shetlandsoernes Sted- 

navne (in Aarboger for nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historie, Copenhagen 1901). 

A.W.J. = A W Johnston (London). 
G.G. = Gilbert Goudie (Edinburgh). 
J. I. = John Irvine (Lerwick). 
K. I. = Katherine Irvine (in EDD.). 
L. W. = Laurence Williamson (Mid-Yell). 
R. C. = Robert Cogle (Conningsburgh). 
S. B. = Sophus Bugge. 
V. Th. = Vilhelm Thomsen (Copenhagen). 
W. R. = William Ratter (Lerwick). 

A.S. = Anglo-Saxon. 
(in) acc. (with) = (in) accordance (with). 
acc. (to) = according (to). 
accus. = accusative. 
adj. = adjective. 
adv. = adverb. 
appl. = applied. 
art. = article. 
c. = common gender. 
Celt. = Celtic, 
cf. = confer (compare), 
coll. = collocation, 
collect. = collective, -ly. 
colloq. = colloquial, -ly. 
comb. = combination, 
comm. - common, -ly. 
compar. = comparative, 
compd. = compound, 
conj. = conjunction. 

conn. = connection. 
Cymr. = Cymric. 
Da. = Danish, 
dat. = dative, 
def. = definite, 
dem. = demonstrative, 
deriv. = derivative, 
dial. — dialect, 
diet. = dictionary, 
diff. = different, 
dim. = diminutive. 
Dut. = Dutch (vernacular). 
e. g. = exempli gratia (for example). 
Eng. = English. 
esp. = especially, 
etym. = etymology, 
expr. = expression. 
f. , fern. = feminine. 
Faer. = Faeroese. 
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fig. = figurative, -ly. 
foil. = following. 
Fr. = French, 
freq. = frequent, -ly. 
Fris. = Frisian. 
Gael. = Gaelic, 
gen. = genitive. 
Germ. = German. 
Goth. = Gothic. 
Gothl. = Gothland, 
gram. = grammar. 
H.G. = High German. 
Icel. = Iceland, -ic. 
id = idem (the same), 
i.e. = id est (that is), 
imp. = imperative, 
impers. = impersonal, 
impf. = imperfect, 
infl. = influence, 
interj. = interjection, 
infrod. = introduction. 
Jut. = Jutlandic. 
L.G. = Low German. 
L. Sc. = Lowland Scottish, 
lang. = language. 
Lap. = Lapland. 
Lat. = Latin. 
lit. = literal, -ly. 
m., masc. = masculine. 
M. Eng. = Middle English. 
M.H.G. = Middle High German. 
M. L.G. = Middle Low German, 
metaph. = metaphorical, -ly. 
Mod.Eng.(etc.) = Modern English (etc.). 
Ndl. = Nederlandish (standard Dutch), 
neut. = neuter. 
No. (occas.: Norw.) == Norwegian, 
nom. = nominative. 
N. Eng. (etc.) = North English (etc.). 
N.H1. = North Hordeland. 

N. Sh. = North Shetland, 
num. — numeral. 
obs. = obsolete, 
occas. = occasionally. 
O. Da. (etc.) = Old Danish (etc.). 
O.N. = Old Northern. 
O.Sax. = Old Saxon, 
opp. = opposite, 
orig. = original, -ly. 
Ork. = Orkneyan. 
perf. part. = perfect participle. 
pers. = person, personal, -ly. 
phr. = phrase. 
pi. = plural. 
poet. = poetic. 
poss. = possible, -ly. 
prec. = preceding. 
prep. = preposition. 
pres. part. = present participle. 
prob. = probable, -ly. 
pron. = pronoun. 
pronunc. = pronunciation. 
prop. = proper, -ly. 
q.v. = quod vide (which see). 
rad. = radical. 
ref. = reference, 
refl. = reflexive. 
reg. = regarding, 
sb. — substantive. 
Sc. = Scottish. 
Shetl. = Shetland, -ic. 
sing. = singular. 
S.Sh. = South Shetland, 
sup. = superlative. 
Sw. - Swedish, 
syn. = synonym, -ous. 
vb. - verb. 
vb. a. = verb, active voice. 
vb. n. = verb neuter or intransitive. 



INTRODUCTION. 
I. THE Orkney Isles and Shetland, according to old Saga-accounts, 

were peopled from Norway in the 9th century, in the days of 
King Harald Fairhair, at the same time as the Faeroe Isles and Ice- 
land; but, from old Celtic monuments and inscriptions and from the 
place-names, it appears that the Orkney Isles and Shetland had an 
aboriginal Celtic population; while, from place-names of a distinctly 
ancient character, it is evident that the Islands had Norse inhabitants 
also. Neither that Celtic population nor the Norse is mentioned in 
the Sagas. The Celtic settlement lies so very far back in time, and 
the Norse settlement, before King Harald’s day, took place so gradually 
and quietly and was so little marked by striking events, that the great, 
strong tide of emigrants, setting westward from Norway in King Harald 
Fairhair’s time, swept out of mind all previous emigrations, and 
absorbed the entire attention of the Saga-writers. 

The Shetland Isles became a province of Norway in King Harald 
Fairhair’s time, and belonged to that country till 1469, when King 
Christian I of Denmark and Norway (which countries had shortly 
before been united) pledged the Isles, together with the Orkney Islands, 
to Scotland as security for the dowry he had undertaken to provide 
on the occasion of the marriage of his daughter Margaret to King 
James III of Scotland. 

Although it was expressly stipulated by Denmark, at the time of 
the mortgage, that no changes should be made by Scotland in the 
ancient laws and institutions of the Islands, as Denmark intended to 
redeem them, we find that, about 1600, all the old conditions had 
been turned topsy-turvy. Owing to the unrest in Scotland, and the 
remoteness of Shetland, the Scottish Earls, who held the Islands in 
fief, could do practically as they pleased. Robert Stewart became 
particularly notorious, and his son Patrick still more so. Their tenure 
of the Earldom falls in the latter half of the 16th century. As they 
were closely related to the royal house of Scotland, Earl Robert 
being an illegitimate son of James V, they did not fear the vengeance 
of the law, and so allowed themselves almost every liberty in their 
treatment of the common people of Shetland. The taxes were increased 
at the will of the rulers; the standards of measure and weight were 
repeatedly raised1, and the “bismers”, steelyards, falsified; the udal or 

1 See David Balfour: Oppressions of ihe Sixteenth Century in the Islands of 
Orkney and Zetland. Edinburgh 1859. 
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allodial property was gradually and craftily shuffled out of the hands 
of the unenlightened and unwary Shetland peasantry and into the 
hands of Scottish adventurers, many of whom thus rose to be large 
landed proprietors, while the Shetland peasants sank to a poor and 
oppressed class of small tenants, who, until the passing of the Crofters’ 
Commission Act in 1886, could only be regarded as the slaves of 
the lairds. 

Under Patrick Stewart, the ancient law-book of Shetland disappeared. 
It is said that he destroyed it, in order to give himself a freer hand. 
When he could not succeed in getting the Law-Ting, the old legislative 
council of the Islands, with him, he pushed it aside; and tradition has 
it that he created a new Law-Ting composed of his own friends and 
favourites, who had no desire to put obstacles in his path. In this 
way his decrees obtained a certain semblance of legality. A more 
detailed account of Earl Patrick’s rule and of Shetland under him 
would simply be in the main a saga of oppression. The complaints 
of the Shetlanders against Patrick Stewart at last reached the ear of 
the Crown. They were found to be justified, and he was beheaded 
in 1615. But this led only to the annexation of the whole Shetland 
fief by the Crown. No restitution of what had been taken from them 
was made to the Shetland peasantry. After the lapse of some time 
the Islands were again given in fief, and were treated almost as before. 

By the time of the Stewarts we no longer find any mention of 
the office of Law-man. On the other hand, we find mention of the 
office of Foude. Under the Stewart Earls all the ancient forms 
connected with the government of the Islands were by degrees 
abolished, and replaced by Scottish forms. Meetings of the Law-Ting, 
however, are mentioned, according to Hibbert, after the time of the 
Stewarts, and even as late as 1670. 

The unscrupulous way in which the Islands were treated during 
the time that they belonged to Scotland (and after Scotland and 
England were united the connection of the Islands with that country 
was particularly close), has kept alive in the minds of the people an 
ill-will towards Scotsmen and everything Scottish, an ill-will which, 
however, during the last fifty years has steadily decreased, and 
which, as a result of the closer intercourse established in the 19th 
century, has now almost entirely disappeared. On account of the 
remote situation of the Islands, there was really no regular communi- 
cation with Scotland before the 19th century. Before that time, the 
Shetland trade was with Bergen in Norway and with the Hanse towns 
Hamburg, Lubeck and Bremen. The name “Hjeltefjorden”, given to 
the northern entrance of the harbour of Bergen, is an evidence of the 
frequent visits of Shetlanders to that port. These relations certainly 
help to explain the partiality with which Shetlanders still regard the 
time when the Islands belonged to Norway and Denmark. 

Although Shetland has been a province of Scotland for nearly 
four and a half centuries, Shetlanders still cherish the old feeling of 
kinship with the Scandinavian people, and have, to this day, strongly 
pronounced Scandinavian sympathies. 
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Even as late as 1774 Low, who was a Scot, could say of the 
Shetlanders: “Most of their tales are relative to the history of Norway; 
they seem to know little of the rest of Europe but by name; Norwegian 
transactions they have at their fingers’ ends”. 

The social and economic subjection of the peasantry of Shetland 
is hastening the breaking up of the Norn speech in the Islands, and 
its blending with Lowland Scottish. 

As far back as the time of Earls Robert and Patrick Stewart, the 
intruded Scottish element in the population had become very marked. 
The long lists of names to be found in the complaints of the people 
against Earls Robert and Patrick, lists given in extenso by David 
Balfour, exhibit a very considerable number of Scottish ones. By the 
separation from Denmark and Norway, the small Shetland population 
had become intellectually and linguistically isolated, a circumstance 
that was bound to weaken very much their power of resistance to the 
persistent Scottish influence. Bit by bit, the peasantry began to think 
it genteel to adopt Scottish words and modes of expression, and to 
feel ashamed of the old homely words, which they gradually came 
to look upon as lacking authority and justification. Moreover, once 
the development had taken this line, things went so far that in the 
eyes of many people the use of the pure old dialect was a mark of 
defective breeding. In the 17th century the perversion of the Norn 
had begun; but it was not till about 1700 that it made much 
progress. 

It may perhaps be of interest to see what older writers on 
Shetland have to say about the language ot the Islands. 

Brand in his “Description of Orkney, Zetland, etc.” (1701) says 
that “English is the Common Language among them [sc. the people 
of Shetland] yet many of the People speak Norse or corrupt Danish, 
especially such as live in the more Northern Isles, yea so ordinary 
it is in some places, that it is the first Language their Children speak” 
(ed. 1703, p. 69). — Martin, in his “Brief Description of the Isles of 
Orkney and Schetland” (1703) says of the inhabitants of Mainland 
that “they generally speak the English tongue, and many among 
them retain the ancient Danish Language, especially in the more 
Northern Isles” (pp. 383—4); and he writes similarly of the natives 
of Orkney (p. 369). 

When older writers mention “English” as having been spoken 
in Shetland in the 18th century, the term must be understood to mean 
Lowland Scottish, the spoken language in Scotland developed from 
Northern English. A. J. Ellis, in “The existing Phonology of English 
Dialects”, part V of “Early English Pronunciation”, regards the present 
Shetland dialect as belonging to the northern branch of Lowland 
Scottish. But Lowland Scottish cannot have been spoken in Shetland 
generally, instead of Norn1, so early as 1700. 

1 This term, which is used by the people (along with the term “Norse”), and 
which is an abbreviation of Norrona, denotes, in the following pages, the old 
Shetlandic dialect. 
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This does not accord with the fact that the dialect as a whole, 
even now at the end of the 19th century, is fairly saturated with 
Norn words, although that stock of words, with each generation that 
has passed during the last century and a half, has been growing 
smaller and smaller, and especially so in the course of the very latest 
generation. 

Even in 1600 the knowledge of English (Lowland Scottish) 
seems to have been very meagre in Shetland; for, according to the 
“Fasti Ecclesiee Scotticanse”, Magnus, surnamed “Norsk”, minister of 
Unst (the most northerly of the Islands), made a voyage to Norway 
to learn the language spoken there, because his congregation did 
not understand any other language than “Norse”. It is said 
that he got his surname on account of this voyage. Even if it may 
be doubtful whether the minister went to Norway only to learn the 
language, out of consideration for his flock in Shetland, and got his 
surname for that reason, the interesting remark in “Fasti” still 
remains, that his congregation did not understand any other language 
than “Norse”. 

The statement, made by both earlier and later writers who 
mention Shetland, that after the extinction of the Norn, only a few 
Norn names of objects were preserved, is simply a general phrase, 
resting on ignorance of the actual circumstances, which have never 
been sufficiently investigated. 

That the Shetland Norn was still a living language in the middle 
of the 18th century, one may conclude from what is said by the 
Scottish writers George Low and Samuel Hibbert about the Shetland 
dance-songs. 

Even rather late in the 18th century, Norn songs and ballads 
survived in the mouths of the common people, and were sung as the 
music to the native dance, which was the same as, or somewhat 
similar to, the chain-dance in a circle, still popular in the Faeroe 
Isles. The dance is described by Low in his “Tour thro’ Orkney 
and Shetland”, written in 1774 (first published in Kirkwall in 1879 by 
Joseph Anderson): . . . “There is one species of dance, which seems 
peculiar to themselves [i.e. the Shetlanders], in which they do not 
proceed from one end of the floor to the other in a figure, nor is it 
after the manner of a Scottish reel; but a dozen or so form them- 
selves into a circle, and taking each other by the hand, perform a 
sort of circular dance, one of the party all the while singing a 
Norn visick. This was formerly their only dance, but has now 
almost entirely given way to the reel”. 

Hibbert, in “Description of the Shetland Islands”, Edinburgh 
1822, says: “Not longer ago than seventy years (about 1750) a number 
of popular historic ballads [according to the context is to be 
understood ballads in Norn] existed in Shetland . . and in 
another place: “It was not many years before Mr. Low’s visit to 
Shetland in 1774, that numerous songs, under the name of 
Visecks [viz.: ballads in Norn], formed the accompaniment to dances 
that would amuse a festival party during a long winter’s evening”. 

u 
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A little verse from Unst, half in Norn, half in Scottish, which is 
said to date from the last century, sheds, by its contents, a certain 
light on the position of the dialect at that time. It is about a Shetland 
lad who has been in Scotland (Caithness) — a thing very rare in 
those days — and has come home again, with increased linguistic 
acquirements, of which the parents are not a little proud. The verse 
is put in the mouth of the father, or mother: 

Da vara gna tl, 
when sona mm guid1 to Kadanes: 
haii kaii ca’ rossa mare 

„ „ „ big bere 
„ „ „ eld fire 
„ „ „ klovamdi taings  

uIt was in a good hour, that my son went to Caithness: He can 
call rossa, mare; big, bere; eld, fire; klovamdi, taings’’ These 
quite common Scottish words were evidently not, even at that time, 
in use in Shetland, at any rate in Unst. 

In “A view of the ancient and present state of the Zetland 
Islands”, Edinburgh 1809, the Shetland author, Arthur Edmondston, 
makes the following observation in regard to the disappearance of 
the Norn as a spoken language in Shetland: “The old Norse has 
long been wearing out, and the change appears to have begun in 
the southern extremity and to have been gradually extended to the 
northern parts of the country. The island of Unst was its last abode, 
and not more than thirty years ago several individuals there could 
speak it fluently. It was preserved too, for a considerable length of 
time, in Foula2; but at present there is scarcely a single person who 
can repeat even a few words of it”. 

In regard to this last statement, one may remark that as 
late as 1894, there were people in Foula who could repeat 
sentences in Norn, as I myself had an opportunity of hearing; this 
must also have been the case in 1809. That the more northerly isles 
retained the Norn considerably longer than most of the more 
southerly parts of Shetland, as, for example, Dunrossness, is undoubtedly 
the case, to judge by the circumstance that the North Isles, Unst, Yell 
and Fetlar, are the parts of the country where, to this very day, one 
finds preserved the larger proportion of the old word-stock, and where 
also by far the greater number of fragments of connected Norn 
have been recorded. On the other hand, it is very doubtful whether 
the old dialect held its own longer in Unst than it did in the lonely 
island of Foula, or whether it held out even as long. It is quite 
certain that, at the present time, the Norn element has been pushed 
more into the background in the Foula dialect, spoken by not more 
than two hundred and fifty persons, while Unst has a population of 

1 pronounced: god; Shell, form of Scottish gaed, past tense of to gang, 
geng, to go. 

2 According to George Low about 1774, some people in Foula still spoke 
the old language. 
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2000; but, of the fragments that have been preserved as specimens 
of Norn, those belonging to the island of Foula are kept in quite as 
distinct remembrance as those belonging to Unst or to any other 
part of Shetland. The transition from the old to the new, in the case 
of the language, seems, when one compares the oldest with the 
youngest generation now living, to have taken place more rapidly in 
Foula than anywhere else in Shetland. The last man in Unst who is 
said to have been able to speak Norn, Walter Sutherland from Skaw, 
died about 1850. In Foula, on the other hand, men who were living 
much later than the middle of the present (19th) century are said to 
have been able to speak Norn. The Norn spoken towards the middle 
of the century and later can hardly have been of much account. 
The difference between it and the dialect of the oldest people of the 
present generation probably consisted in little more than the fact that 
the former contained a greater sprinkling of Norn words which the 
younger people did not understand. Moreover, the persons mentioned 
had probably a certain reputation because they could recite fragments 
of songs, rhymes and modes of expression, etc. in Norn, things that 
others had forgotten. I wish here to lay stress only on the circum- 
stance that, so late in the present century, a dialect was spoken that 
bore the name of Norn, and consequently must have been considerably 
more old-fashioned than the present dialect. 

The two islands named are by no means the only places where 
such a state of matters prevailed. The development in Yell and 
Fetlar must be said to have proceeded practically at the same time 
as that in Unst, and there also, in the latter half of the century, a 
dialect named Norn was spoken by some individuals. The same can 
be said about some other districts of the country, among which one 
may name Conningsburgh in S.Sh., a place that in many respects 
forms a contrast to the surrounding districts, although Norn disappeared 
there somewhat earlier than in the places mentioned above. 

The statement that the Norn died out in the previous century 
must not, however, be taken too literally. The process has been a 
steady and gradual one, which is still continuing even at the present 
day. One must certainly suppose that even at the beginning of the 
18th century the dialect was hard hit, and after that time it 
seems to have degenerated very rapidly. The old Foula crofter who, 
in 1774, recited to Low the well-known ballad about Hildina and the 
Orkney Jarl1 was, it seems, unable to accompany it with any 
translation, and could give only a general summary of the main 
contents. 

The first portions of the old language to be affected, as one can 
easily imagine, and as appears from the fragments preserved, were 
the inflections, the grammatical endings, since assimilations became 
common, by degrees, as the forms were obliterated; next the minor 
words frequently recurring in speech, such as: conjunctions, prepositions, 

1 Printed in Low’s Tour; also in Barry’s History of the Orkney Islands, and by 
Munch in Samlinger til det norske Folks Historic, vol. VI. 

II* 
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pronouns, numerals, and common adverbs; likewise adjectives and 
verbs in general use, as well as abstract nouns. 

As a rule the substantives, denoting visible things, inanimate 
objects and living beings, have lasted longer (especially the words 
that denote species, while the words that denoted the genera 
embracing those species, have been lost), names of implements, 
household utensils; and this, of course, naturally applies to such things 
as stand in close connection with the daily life and activities of the 
people. Such words still form a very considerable part of the word- 
stock preserved in Mod, Shetlandic. As a special and very rich 
class, may be adduced: a) the many jocular and derisive names, used 
about a person or an object that presents an appearance differing 
from the normal; b) pet names. 

That many old words and phrases relating to the state of the 
weather, the wind and the sea, have been preserved, may be regarded 
as almost a matter of course, in the case of a population so much 
a fisher-population as that of Shetland. 

Of the other classes of words that have been preserved, may 
be mentioned such as express anger or a peevish state of mind; 
verbs that denote the various, especially comical, ways of moving 
or conducting oneself; adjectives that denote differently shaded or 
differently grouped colours of domestic animals, especially of sheep 
and cows, while the old names of the chief colours are lost. 

In conclusion, it should be mentioned here that the superstition 
of the fishermen, now almost vanished, according to which a great 
many things could not be spoken of at sea by their ordinary names, 
but only by circumlocutions, has saved from destruction very many 
old words and roots that would otherwise have been entirely lost. 

The Shetland dialect, in its present form, cannot without further 
consideration be described as Lowland Scottish, although it falls 
under the L.Sc. dialect-system. The main portion of it is Lowland 
Scottish, embracing most of the words in daily use as well as 
inflectional forms; but the older stratum in the language, the Norn, 
still makes its influence strongly felt, not only in the vocabulary, 
notably in the case of special words, but also in the construction 
of the verbs. The Literary English is, however, now making a rapid 
advance, chiefly as a result of the compulsory education introduced 
within the last half-century. This education, in which the use of 
English is impressed upon the children, and the use of such words 
and phrases as are peculiar to the Shetland dialect is not permitted 
in the schools, will involve, in the near future, the Anglicising of 
practically the whole speech. 



Thomas Edmondston’s Glossary and“Shetl. Fireside Tales”, which 
is written partly in the Shetl. dialect, formed the basis of my know- 
ledge of the Shetlandic, when, after spending a year in the Faeroe 
Isles collecting folklore and tales as well as linguistic material, I set 
out in the early summer of 1893, via Leith and Edinburgh, for the 
first time to Shetland, to investigate what might be left of the old 
language locally known as Norn. 

The first assistance I received was from the antiquary Gilbert 
Goudie in Edinburgh, a Shetlander by birth and belonging to Dun- 
rossness in the south of Shetland, who has written about Shetland 
antiquities, with intimate knowledge of the subject. In the library of 
the Museum of Antiquities in Edinburgh, I became acquainted with 
a valuable manuscript supplement to Edmondston’s Glossary, written 
by the Shetlander, Barclay, Principal of Glasgow University. After a 
short stay in Edinburgh I proceeded to Lerwick, Shetland, where 
James Goudie, afterwards Provost of Lerwick, who has the largest 
and most valuable private library in the Islands, helped me over my 
first difficulties. Unfortunately, Arthur Laurenson, a Shetlander who 
had a wide knowledge of the Old Norse literature and language and 
was consequently strongly interested in the Norn, had died shortly 
before I came. Through James Goudie I made the acquaintance of 
J. J. Haldane Burgess (who has written several excellent stories, 
partly in the dialect, picturing the life of the Shetland people), and 
also of John Irvine, ship-broker. 

This remarkable man, too early removed by death, who behind 
a somewhat brusque manner had a warm heart, cherished a strong 
sympathy with the Northern countries, spoke Norwegian and Danish 
fluently and had a deep affection for the old people, language and 
history of Shetland, and saw with sorrow the breaking-up and per- 
version of the old homely dialect. He had early begun to record old 
Shetland words and phrases, and to compare them with correspond- 
ing ones in Aasen’s Norwegian Dictionary. He placed his notes at 
my disposal with the most unselfish readiness, and both at his office 
and at his house often afforded me an opportunity of questioning 
people from different quarters of the Islands. His assistance was of 
very great value to me. John Irvine was of Fetlar descent but his 
notes embraced all parts of the country. 

From many others also in Lerwick I obtained valuable help, among 
whom I will especially mention Thomas Mathewson, bookseller, a native 
of South Yell; William Ratter, afterwards Inspector of Poor in Lerwick, a 
native of North Roe; James Inkster, at Greenbank, a native of N.Roe(but 
also well acquainted with North Yell), John Nicolson, a native of 
Aithsting, and my landlady, Mrs. Linklater, also a native of Aithsting. 
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After I had collected a considerable stock of material during a 
month’s stay in Lerwick, I decided to make a journey to the remote 
island of Foula in the west before the season should be too far spent 
and communication between Mainland and that island rendered difficult. 

Foula lies about sixteen miles west from Walls, the nearest point 
of land. A post-boat went there every fortnight. I first made a short stay 
in Sandness, where I found the schoolmaster, Robert Jamieson, an 
enthusiast for Old Norse associations. He and his wife showed the 
most lively interest in my undertaking. I visited Sandness again 
after my return from Foula; and the main portion of the word-stock 
I collected on the Westside, excepting Foula, I obtained in Sandness, 
especially from Jamieson (now deceased) and Mrs. Jamieson. 

From Walls I proceeded to Foula, where I stayed for a month. 
The people of the island are lively and intelligent. Here I collected 
some fragments of Norn; but the Hildina-ballad, recorded by Low 
in 1774, was. irrevocably lost. 

The present Foula-dialect is not in any special way more old- 
fashioned than that of the Westside, in the main; but conversation 
with the old people in the Islands soon convinced me that ancient 
modes of life and language had been maintained longer here than 
on Mainland, —indeed, than in all the rest of Shetland. Recollections 
here in Foula were more vivid than elsewhere, even taking the North 
Isles into account. 

Among my authorities in Foula I will name David Henry of 
Guttern (Guttorm), a descendant of Wm. Henry of Guttorm, who re- 
peated the Hildina-ballad to Low in 1774. To David Henry I am 
indebted for a valuable little collection of words, a fragment of the 
Eagle-song, and a proverbial expression in Norn; and to a man and 
his wife in Lerabakk for another fragment of the Eagle-song, and 
for the verse “I have malt meldra min”, and the Fairy-verse “Hore- 
du, horedu ria”. The masquerader’s verse, Skekla, etc. was repeated 
to me by the two sisters Manson, de Mires. Finally, I will name 
Robert Gear, schoolmaster, who afforded me much indirect help by 
introducing me into many homes in Foula, and much direct help by 
giving me information regarding the Nesting dialect. Gear was a 
native of the parish of Nesting on the east side of Mainland. 

After a month’s stay in Foula, I returned by the post-boat to 
Walls, and from there went by land to Sandness, where R. Jamieson 
had collected some new material. From Sandness I crossed to the 
island of Papa Stour and stayed there for a week. 

Returning to Lerwick I made another long stay there, partly 
in order to arrange my collections and partly in order to obtain in- 
formation from people belonging to the country districts who had 
settled in Lerwick, but had preserved their old home-dialect. Winter was 
now setting in, the worst season, of course, for undertaking journeys. 

After a fortnight’s stay in Lerwick I went south to Connings- 
burgh, where I remained for a week. The inhabitants of Connings- 
burgh are intelligent and lively and generally differ somewhat in 
appearance from most of the people of Shetland; they are rather shorter 
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in stature and more squarely built as well as of a darker complexion, 
at least in the case of the older generation. This circumstance may 
be due to an ancient mingling of an original Celtic element with the 
Norse immigrants. The people of Conningsburgh have held firmly 
to old customs, and in no parish of Mainland has Norn persisted 
longer than in Conningsburgh; there is a considerable difference be- 
tween the dialect here and that in the more southerly Dunrossness, 
where the Norn element has been more strongly pushed into the 
background. Among my authorities in Conningsburgh I will specially 
mention Robert Cogle, fisherman, who by himself had earnestly stu- 
died Old Norse and Icelandic; and also Mr.Malcolmson,merchant. The 
so-called “Conningsburgh Phrase”, an ancient rule of life in Norn, 
recorded by Low in 1774, was unfortunately lost. Later, I noted a 
variant in Yell. 

My next expedition was to the North Isles, Unst, Yell and Fet- 
lar, where, it was said, the richest stock of old Norn words was to 
be found. This statement proved later to be quite correct. I proceeded 
by steamer as far north as Baltasound in Unst, where Andrew An- 
derson, merchant, gave me the first guidance in regard to the island. 
Baltasound, the chief centre in the island for the curing of herrings 
caught on the banks to the eastward, where Dutch, Norwegian and 
Swedish, as well as Scottish fishermen have long fished, has become 
modernized, and so I went north to Haroldswick, which has still 
preserved its old-world character. Here I immediately got very im- 
portant help from my host, the schoolmaster Robert Dowal, who 
was a native of the parish of Tingwall on Mainland, but had been for 
a long time in Haroldswick; he took great trouble to introduce 
me to persons and families who might be expected to be able and 
willing to give me the information I sought. 

Among my authorities in Haroldswick I will specially mention 
Peter Nicolson and Robert Nicolson in Spul, and the brothers Andrew 
Magnus Sutherland and David Sutherland, merchant. 

From P. and R. Nicolson I obtained fragments of a sea-song in 
Norn, and much old information relating to the fishing; and from 
Nanna Bruce, of Burrafirth, a couple of little rigmaroles in Norn. 

From Haroldswick I went several times to the little village of 
Norwick, lying farther to the north, where valuable help was given 
by the Henderson family, especially by Wm. Henderson, sen., and 
his sons Wm. Henderson, jun., and John Henderson. 

In Westing, the west and south-west part of Unst, I got great 
help, both direct and indirect, from my host John Foubister Lund, 
who introduced me to several families in Westing. 

Of those in the south of Unst who assisted me with information 
I will specially name my host Mr. Sutherland and his wife, of Uyea- 
sound, John Nisbet, of Uyeasound, as well as Mr. James Mackay and 
his family, of Muness. 

From Unst I went by steamer to Mid-Yell, the main village in 
the large island of Yell, to the south-west of Unst. 

In Mid-Yell I at once made the acquaintance of Laurence William- 
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son, of Gardie, and his mother. L. Williamson, though still young, 
is the man who, along with John Irvine, already mentioned, afforded 
me the most outstanding help of all in Shetland. With these two men, 
I will especially mention W. Ratter of N. Roe, settled in Lerwick, who, 
in a long-continued correspondence after I had left Shetland and re- 
turned to Copenhagen, constantly sent me information regarding Shet- 
land words and place-names. 

L. Williamson, who regards his native isles, their memories, and 
old traditions with deep affection, is a man of a strongly marked, 
scientific cast of mind, to a greater extent than John Irvine was, and 
had, long before I made his acquaintance, constructed for himself a 
phonetic alphabet for use in connection with his linguistic notes. He 
had by himself studied Old Norse and Danish. In contradistinction 
to Irvine, L. Williamson had always been very careful to note down 
the exact locality to which the words he collected belonged. This is of 
great importance in the comparison of the dialects. L. Williamson 
made several expeditions with me, especially to the district “de Herra” 
in Yell, and to his native isle Fetlar, and in this manner opened the 
way for me. 

Of those who afforded me special assistance I will mention 
Thomas Hunter of Bjelagord in the east of Fetlar, and his family, 
now settled at Clivocast in the south of Unst; and the old fisherman 
Thomas Tait, a man of most vivid power of narrative, and the last 
who could tell the remarkable old story of “Jan Tait and the bear”, 
a saga in miniature. It is the only historical tale which has come 
down to us from that period, and is quite in the style and spirit of 
the old Icelandic tales or “sagas”. The tale belongs to Fetlar. It 
runs thus (as rendered into English by Dr. Jakobsen): 

The king of Norway sent his chamberlain across to Shetland to collect the “skat” (tax) due to the Crown. The chamberlain came to Fetlar, where the skat was collected at Urie (“0ri”). To Urie the udallers came with the “teinds” or tithes they had to pay. They brought with them the “bismers”: ancient wooden steelyards. The chamberlain of course had his own bismer, which was considered standard weight, and on which he tested the udallers’ bismers. A udaller by the name of Jan Tait, while paying his butter tithe, was accused by the chamberlain of having a false bismer. This at once led to a quarrel, in which Tait denounced the cham- berlain’s bismer as false, and being threatened by the chamberlain, Jan finally raised his bismer and struck the king’s representative dead on the spot. This was, of course, a great crime, for which he was summoned to appear before the king in Norway. Arrived there, Jan went in before the king bare-headed and bare-footed, and carrying an axe in his hand. Jan was a strongly-built man, and had big knobs on the joints of his feet. So the king stared at his feet, until Jan suddenly asked him why he was staring so fixedly. The king said that he had never seen such strange feet before. Jan said, that if they gave him any offence, he would soon cure that, whereupon he took the axe and hewed off one of the knobs. The king said that he did not at all wonder that Jan had killed his chamberlain, since he had so little regard for his own flesh and blood. But seeing his courage, he would give him a chance to save his life. There was a bear infesting a certain place, and constantly endangering the lives of the inhabitants. If he could catch it and bring it alive before the king, he should be pardoned. Tait then went to an old woman who lived near a spot the bear used to frequent, and asked her all about its ways and habits. She said to him: “By butter you have got into the present trouble, and by butter you shall get out of it”. Then she advised him to take a kit full of butter and place it in an open spot in the forest, where the bear used to come, watch 
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there till the bear appeared on the scene and licked the butter, and then, when it had lain down to sleep, seize his opportunity and bind it with ropes, fait acted according to her advice. The bear, after having licked the butter, felt heavy, lay down and fell asleep, whereupon Tait, who had been watching, hastened to tie the animal with strong ropes. He managed to bring the bear alive before the king, but the king, wanting to be rid of him, ordered him out of his sight, bidding him to ; take the bear home with him to Shetland. Tait went back to Fetlar with the bear and transported it from there to the island of Yell-Linga (off the Yell coast), where there is a spot still called “the Bear’s Bait”, which name is known by very few people now. There is a green circle in the island, said to have been made by the bear’s walking around the pole to which it was tethered. 

Mid-Yell was the centre from which I made journeys to de Herra, 
to North Yell, to East Yell, and to Fetlar. 

In North Yell I got very special help from J. Fraser, carpenter, 
who had a most intimate knowledge of the old dialects of the 
district. To him 1 am indebted for the variant of the “Conningsburgh 
Phrase”, mentioned in “Fragments of Norn”; and to his daughter 

| Margaret Fraser for the riddle in Norn about the melting snow- 
flakes. Mr. Sandison, the merchant at Cullivoe, with whom I stayed 
part of the time, gave me good indirect help. — I also received good 

1 assistance from Wm. Brown, bookseller, a native of Fetlar, settled 
in Mid-Yell. In the course of his journeys in the North Isles, Brown 
collected a quantity of linguistic material, which he willingly placed 
at the disposal of L. Williamson and myself. 

The two brothers Charleson, John and David, both old men, 
| natives of de Herra, had a unique knowledge of the old dialect of 

. their native district, and from them I obtained many obsolete words 
belonging to de Herra, especially from John Charleson, who was 
blind. The explanations accompanying the words were very exact 
and striking. 

Among my informants who were settled in de Herra, I will 
name Thomas Henry of Buster, and Gilbert Gilbertson of Raga. To 
the first of these I am indebted for a proverbial expression in Norn 
and a couple of fragments of songs in Norn. 

After returning to Lerwick and staying there again for a short 
while, I went a second time to Conningsburgh; and from there pro- 
ceeded to Dunrossness, the most southerly parish in Shetland. Dun- 
rossness, which is generally spoken of as “the Ness”, has been more 
strongly affected by the influence of Lowland Scottish than the other 
parts of Shetland, and, as a consequence, the Norn element here has 
been pushed further into the background. Nevertheless I found in 
Dunrossness a certain Norn vocabulary, peculiar to that parish. There 

t exists a certain difference between the various parts of Du., especi- j ally between the most northerly and the most southerly. 
Among my helpers in Du. I will mention Mr. and Mrs. Jamieson 

of De Mul, Levenwick, from whom I got information not only about 
Levenwick and the surrounding district, but also about Sandwick, the 
most northerly part of Du., though only in a parochial sense belong- 
ing to it. For the middle part of Du. I will name my host Andrew 
Goudie, ofBraefield, Clumlie, a brother of the antiquary Gilbert Gou- 
die of Edinburgh, already mentoned. A. Goudie and his family gave 
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me very extensive help. Mrs. A. Goudie, who by birth belongs to 
Sandsting, gave me much information about that district, which I did 
not manage to visit personally. 

For the west of Du. 1 will mention the two brothers Henderson, 
of Scousburgh; and for the south of Du., Gawin Gadie and Wm. Young, 
of Scatness. 

My next visit, after another short stay in Lerwick, was to North- 
mavine, the most northerly and the largest parish on Mainland, 
and the district which, after the North Isles, gave me the richest 
result. Among those who assisted me with information, I will men- 
tion, in connection with North Roe, the most northerly part of the 
parish, the Jamieson family at Brebister, as well as the young intelli- 
gent James Inkster, of Huland. Mr. Jamieson was of Unst descent. 
To his three daughters I am specially indebted for a large vocabulary 
of words belonging to North Roe. For Eshaness, Nmw., I will name 
the fisherman Arthur Anderson, at de Funds; on the west side of 
Nm., south of Eshaness, Thomas Hawick, at Nibon; and in the 
southerly and south-easterly parts of Nm., Andrew Robertson, at 
Taften, “Sulem” (Sullom); and Robert Williamson, at Bardister. 

Within the scope of the Northmavine dialect, I have specially 
distinguished between the following branches: Nmn. (with its central 
point in North Roe), Eshaness (a special part of the west of Nm.), 
Nmw., the west of Nm. in a narrower sense (to the south of Eshaness, 
with its central point in the south-west), Nms., particularly Sullom in 
the south, and Bardister in the south-east. Incidentally mention may 
be made of Uyea, in the north-west of Nm., Collafirth, and Olla- 
berry in the east of Nm. 

In the case of the Delting dialects, I distinguish between East 
Delting, Dee. Mossbank; and West Delting, Dew. (especially Voe), with 
which is reckoned also the island of Muckle Roe. 

The Lunnasting and the Nesting dialects are both divided into 
a northerly and a southerly branch. Vidlin represents the northerly 
branch of the Lunnasting dialect, and Skelberry the southerly. The 
district-names North Nesting and South Nesting agree fairly well 
with the linguistic distinction drawn between Nesting", and Nesting5. 

The districts Walls, Sandness, Aithsting and Sandsting are em- 
braced under the name “The Westside”. All four districts have certain 
prominent linguistic characteristics in common (which will be mentioned 
later) and might therefore be said to form a linguistic unit. Sandness 
is divided, in regard to dialect, into Sandnessw. (that is, Sandness 
proper) and Sandness6. (Snaraness); Aithsting into Aiw. (Fogrigert) and 
Ai6., or Ai. proper (Ai., W. Burr., Clousta). To the Westside in a wider 
sense, we assign also the island of Papa Stour, in the north, and 
Foula, far to the west, each with its own linguistic peculiarities. 

In the case of the Unst dialects, a distinction is here made be- 
tween areas where the lines of demarcation are very strongly marked: 
a) the northerly, U"., specially represented by Haroldswick, Nor- 
wich and Skaw. The more westerly Burrafirth (Ubu.) differs only 
slightly from the districts named, but falls under Un. in a wider sense. 
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b) Um., Mid Unst, or Uba., Baltasound, c) Ue. or Uc., Colvidale in the 
east of Unst, south from Baltasound, d) Westing, or the westerly 
(west-south-west) Unst, here written Uws., while Uw. denotes Unst 
west, in a wider sense, including the little village Widwick in the 
north, e) the south of Unst, Us., esp. the village of “0jasund”, Uyea- 
sound. Linguistically the little village of “Mooness” (Um0.), Muness, 
forms a special district in the east of Unst. 

In the Yell dialects, several ramifications are to be distinguished: 
a) the north of Yell, Yn., in a narrower sense, with centres in “Kollivo” 
Cullivoe, Brecken and the northerly village GIoup. b) Bastavoe, Yb. 
which can be classed under Yn. in a wider sense, c) Mid Yell, Ym., 
on the east side of the island, d) de Herra, Yh., the district round 
Hwalfirth Voe, west and north-west from Ym. e) WestSandwick, on the 
west side of the island (Yw). f)the village West-Yell(Ywy),south fromW.Sw. 
g) the little district East Yell, Ye., in the south-east of the island, h) the 
south of Yell, Ys., with centre in Burravoe, and Hamnavoe. 

In the case of the Fetlar dialects, a special distinction is made 
here between the easterly branch, Fe6., and the westerly, Few. Along 
with these are Feh., de Herra, the central district, as well as Fe*., the 
village “Finni”, Funzie, on the east side of the island, a special 
sub-division of Fee. 

In Lerwick, I collected a good deal of information from people 
who had moved into the town from the country, and had retained 
their home-dialect. The most varied districts and dialects were 
in this way represented in the capital. Everything thus re- 
corded I investigated and sifted later, during visits made to the 
districts or to the islands to which the people concerned belonged. 

Among other methods employed during my visits to the various 
places, I made a point of getting into conversation with people who 
did not belong originally to the place, but had moved into it from 
another neighbourhood. These people quite naturally took particular 
notice of such words and expressions as differed from those used 
in their original homes. In that way I often obtained knowledge of 
differences in the vocabulary of the dialects, that otherwise might 
have escaped my observation; but of course, information about places 
obtained from people who were half-strangers in such places, had to 
be confirmed by people who were natives of the places concerned. 

Old people who had good knowledge of the matters I wished 
to investigate, were often difficult to question, for, as a rule, they did 
not and could not have that comprehension of my undertaking which 
the younger people had, or quickly acquired. The older people were 
sometimes anxious lest what they said should be recorded, and were, 
on that account, at first apprehensive of unpleasant consequences. 
Further conversations, however, almost invariably dispelled such ap- 
prehensions. A certain intimacy of relation had to be established, before 
I could, with any real advantage, obtain replies to my numerous inquiries. 

It was from the younger generation that I collected by far the 
greater part of the Shetland Norn vocabulary presented in this dic- 
tionary. The younger people were thoroughly interested in my work, 
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had a certain understanding of its scope, and they formed a needed 
link between me and the older people. The younger people did not, 
of course, themselves possess such a fund of Norn vocabulary as 
the older generation; but they had better opportunity than I had to 
question the old people, and, in general, could more easily obtain 
information from them. Where the rarer words were concerned, I 
myself sought and afterwards obtained confirmation regarding them 
from the older people. 

On the occasion of my visits to Shetlandic homes, especially 
evening visits which gave the best results, I often took up two defi- 
nite subjects for discussion in one evening, in order to become 
acquainted with the older words and expressions connected with 
these subjects: as for example, everything belonging to the house, 
the daily activities, the activities peculiar to each season of the year: 
weather; sea; fishing, the question of the fishermen’s tabu-language 
having to be handled carefully; and much else; without, however, 
keeping my inquiries closely directed to the subject chosen when 
circumstances showed that more diffuse conversation, involving the 
discussion of different subjects, might yield a good result, especially 
when many people were present. 

It was of special importance to get the rarer words brought out, 
such words as had either become obsolete within the memory of 
people, or were about to become obsolete; words that had been used 
by the parents and grand-parents of the generation now living,— and 
which were far from being readily remembered even by the older 
people. But, as soon as interest was awakened and people began to 
search their memories, such forgotten or half-forgotten words often 
appeared again. There were, as a rule, in each neighbourhood where I 
made a stay, one or more young men and women who took notes for me. 

At each new place to which I came in the course of my travel- 
ling about, I went through, either wholly or partly, the old dialect 
material I had collected in other places. It was an effective means 
of getting my collection enlarged by corresponding words at each 
new place. It gave people at once an idea of what I sought and 
immediately drew out variants, often entirely different words from 
those I had for the same thing. 

While it was comparatively easy to get names of material ob- 
jects, it was a somewhat different question with ideas, as, for ex- 
ample, words denoting states of mind, behaviour, jocular words, pet- 
and nicknames, etc. These could only now and then be obtained by 
direct questioning; the words were for the most part not just at hand; 
they might come on chance occasions and had often to be caught 
in the course of conversation. 

A number of the districts I visited twice, partly because there 
was evidence that my first visit had awakened such a lively interest 
in the old language that many people had begun to take notes, which 
I wished to examine before I left the Islands; and partly because, in 
the interval since my first visit, I had elsewhere collected new mate- 
rial which I wished to go through at places that were of special 
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significance in connection with my investigations. It was particularly 
necessary to visit the North Isles for a second time. I made two 
visits also for example to Conningsburgh and to the Westside, Sand- 
ness. Foula, unfortunately, was too far away to permit of a second visit. 
Such a visit would have demanded more time than I had at my disposal. 

Continual investigations showed me the necessity of visiting as 
many places as possible, because of the difference not only in pro- 
nunciation, but also, to a still greater extent, in the very vocabulary 
handed down from the ancient speech. Many years ago, when Norn 
was spoken in the Islands, there was undoubtedly considerable differ- 
ence among the dialects of the various districts and islands, as is 
the case in the Faeroe Islands. The intercourse between the places 
was not frequent, and there was no written language to form a 
connecting link between the different dialects. But to this must be 
added the fact that, when Norn was broken up and gradually dis- 
appeared as an independent speech, it was not always the same ele- 
ment in the language that perished in the different places. This cir- 
cumstance soon became clear to me during my journeys. In each 
new island or district to which I came, I had again to go through 
the whole of the material I had collected in order to discover how 
much of it was known or was strange in the new place, and which 
words in the place were equivalents of those that were strange. This 
diversity was specially apparent in the fishermen’s tabu-language, in 
the sea-terms, which might change from neighbourhood to neigh- 
bourhood, indeed, might sometimes differ even in the same village. 

Districts lying apart, as, for example, the island of Unst, esp. 
the north of it, and Foula, where Norn had been spoken fully as 
long as anywhere else, and where a Norn vocabulary peculiar to 
themselves had been preserved, lacked altogether, on the other hand, 
many words of Norn origin that were quite common elsewhere, and 
that sometimes were rather widely distributed, especially on Main- 
land. Foula is a small island with a very sparse population, only 
about three hundred people, and this fact weakens the power of the 
old to resist the new, in spite of the remote situation of the island. Unst, 
one may say, lies apart, in a purely geographical sense, but the trans- 
formation of Baltasound, the chief place of the island, into a trading 
and fish-curing centre, as a consequence of the herring-fishery prose- 
cuted on the banks to the east of the island, is reacting on the other 
neighbourhoods; Haroldswick and Norwich, the kernel of the north 
of Unst and hitherto one of the places for the preservation of Norn, 
lie close to Baltasound on the north, and have a great deal of inter- 
course with it. Moreover, the north of Unst, as the most northerly 
point of Great Britain, is much visited by tourists. Both Unst and 
Foula therefore will probably soon lose the greater part of their an- 
cient character. Yell is in reality more isolated than Unst, and this 
large island, with its still very rich Norn vocabulary, will certainly 
be the part of Shetland where the old dialect with its intermixture of 
Norn will maintain itself longest. 



The old Norse speech of Shetland shows in its vocabulary a 
close connection with the mother-tongue, Norwegian, a closer 
connection than that shown by Icelandic and partly by Faeroese with 
the same language, the common mother-tongue of them all. This 
circumstance has a natural explanation in the fact that Shetland was 
situated so much nearer to Norway. Certainly the political connection 
between the Islands and Norway was severed by the mortgaging of 
the Islands to Scotland in the 15th century; but a close intercourse 
between Norway and Shetland was maintained for several centuries 
after that, especially through the trade connection with Bergen, while 
the connection with Scotland was very slight, even down to the 
19th century. 

The Shetland speech of the present day must be reckoned as 
falling under that northerly branch of Northern English which is 
called Lowland Scottish. Most of the words generally used in daily 
speech, as well as most of the inflectional forms, are Lowland Scottish. 
But the dialect of Shetland is saturated with an old Norse element, 
the numerous relics of the language formerly spoken in the Islands, 
the so-called Norn, which had been in use there since the Islands 
were peopled by the Northmen in the Viking-age, and partly in the 
period just preceding the Viking-age proper (800—1000), i. e. from the 
close of the so-called ancient Norse period till well into the 18th 
century. Then, Norn, after more than three hundred years of steadily 
increasing influence from Lowland Scottish, had become so strongly 
impregnated with the latter speech, that, except in possibly some 
outlying quarters of the Islands, it could no longer really be 
called Norn. 

Of the words of Norn origin, more than ten thousand in number, 
that I succeeded in collecting in Shetland, not more than half can be 
said to be in general use at the present time. The other half may 
be divided, in the main, into the following two classes: 1) those 
words that have survived only in single districts or in single islands, 
and 2) those obsolete words that are only known, and occasionally used, 
by old people. Since my first and longest itinerary in the Islands, 
1893—95, the number of obsolete words has steadily and uninterruptedly 
increased on account of the fact that since that time a great many 
people of the older generation have passed away, and a great 
part of their vocabulary has not been picked up by the younger 
generation. 

Of the Norn words that are not in general use throughout 
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Shetland, some belong to certain larger portions of the Islands, as, 
for example, North Shetland, more strictly, the North Isles; the West- 
side; South Shetland; but many are limited to a single district or to 
a single island. 

Of the great mass of words that have become antiquated, some 
cannot be said to have perished, as they are still used by old people, 
though often only in certain islands, districts or neighbourhoods; they 
are not to be heard in the speech of younger people. Other words 
are remembered only by elderly people, as having been used, at an 
earlier time, by their parents and grand-parents. A third and smaller 
group consists of the words that old people can remember being 
used only on certain occasions. Finally, there are the words that 
are known only through old writings, or lists of words. 

Very many words that are current, or to some extent so, are 
used in different senses in different places; see, for example, aber, 
adj., one of the first words in the Dictionary. 

The Shetland Norn is, in a lexical sense, specially allied with the 
dialects in the south-west of Norway, from Bergen to Mandal in the 
west, with Telemarken and SmSlenene in the south. This becomes 
obvious on a closer examination of the localities given in connection 
with the words contained in the Norwegian dictionaries of Aasen 
and Ross. 

Aasen’s stock of words is fairly evenly distributed over the 
different parts of Norway, in such a way, however, that the parts of 
the country lying farthest to the south-west are rather weakly 
represented. Such being the case, it is fortunate that the south-west 
of Norway is strongly represented in Ross’s large dictionary, which 
appeared as a supplement to Aasen’s. 

Even taking into account the circumstance that some of the words 
recorded by Aasen, and particularly by Ross, as belonging to the 
south-west of Norway, are also to be found or were formerly to be 
found in other parts of Norway, the character of the word-material 
in the Shetland Norn points so decisively to the south-west of Norway, 
that one can conclude that the Shetland Islands were peopled to an 
altogether preponderating extent from these parts: the stretch of 
country from Bergen down to Lister and Mandal. The centre-point 
of this Norwegian emigration to Shetland in ancient times was 
Agdesiden (Jaederen, Dalene). To this part of the country, and the 
parts lying nearest to it, one can refer by far the largest number of 
those words in the Shetland Norn vocabulary that are not of a 
general Norwegian character. 

Although Ross’s dictionary is a supplement to Aasen’s, it also con- 
tains, in addition to a more exact account of words given by Aasen, 
a very important independent stock of words, with explicit reference 
to the localities concerned. This weighty supplement has been of 
great value in connection with my investigations into Shetland Norn, 
and that in a double sense. 

Very many of the Norn words in the Shetlandic are of an 
insignificant character and apparently of a lower class, half-comic, 
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sometimes bantering, sometimes derisive, mere dialect-words. The 
greater number of these are verbs referring to the behaviour and 
manner of people, their walk and movements, in many shades of 
meaning, especially with a dash of the comic, silly or awkward 
manner, peculiar or clumsy way of acting or moving; besides words, 
especially adjectives, that denote various states of mind, singularity, 
peevishness, etc. 

Words of this class are to be found in all sub-languages, but 
in Shetland Norn they are specially numerous. While large portions 
of the vocabulary of this speech have been lost, words of the class 
just mentioned have maintained themselves in use in an unaltered 
form on account of their deeply-rooted homely character. In many 
instances, it would have been difficult to find equivalent words in 
Lowland Scottish to take their places. 

This vocabulary of lighter or lower words is one of the fields 
in which Ross supplements Aasen in the most copious way, and 
affords excellent assistance in fixing both the close connection of 
Shetland Norn with Norwegian in general, and its special kinship 
with the Norwegian of the south-west. 

In view of the fact that the Old Norse element surviving in the 
Shetland dialect is so rich and varied, it cannot surprise one to find, 
mingled with the Norn or Old Norwegian element which is the kernel 
of the language, a large number of words that are only known as 
Faeroese, Icelandic, Danish or Swedish. In most cases such words 
have probably been at one time common to all the Northern 
languages. 

In some cases, however, those old Shetland words, that are not 
to be found in Norwegian, seem to have been borrowed later from 
other Northern languages, especially from Danish. 

It is not only in a merely statistical sense, that is, by reckoning 
the number of the words, that Shetland Norn shows a closer 
connection with the language of the south-west of Norway or of 
the south of Norway than with the other Norwegian dialect-groups. 

A comparison based exclusively on an estimate of the number 
of the words would be of a somewhat casual character. Many' of 
the words now recorded only in the -Norwegian of the south or 
south-west might indeed, at an earlier period, have been in use in 
the more northerly parts of the country, in which parts perhaps there 
are to be found, here and there, words that have simply not been 
brought to light, or noted in the dictionaries. In this connection, 
however, it may be pointed out that the Norwegian dialects have 
been thoroughly and in equal measure investigated in almost all parts 
of the country. If Aasen’s dictionary does not contain enough of the 
vocabulary of the south-west of Norway, this defect has been remedied 
in Ross’s dictionary, where the vocabulary of the south-west of Norway 
is copiously dealt with, though not more so than the dialects of the 
other parts of the country. From this it is evident that in both 
dictionaries considerable attention has been paid to the northern 
parts of the country. 
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A conclusion drawn only from the number of the words would 

not be sufficient to prove the affinity between Shetland Norn and the 
speech of the south-west or south of Norway, unless there was an 
unusually great preponderance of words from the south and south- 
west of Norway in the Shetland dialect. When I have, nevertheless, 
so decidedly asserted the close connection of Shetland Norn with the 
speech of the south-west of Norway, I have done so for more than 
one reason. 

In the first place, the preponderance in the number of the words 
from south-south-west Norway, in Shetland Norn, is large enough 
to make it possible to form a definite idea as to the quarter from 
which the Norse inhabitants of the Islands, in the main, have come. 
The number of the words belonging quite specially to the south- 
south-west corner of Norway and to the most southerly portion of 
the country, Telemarken and Sm&lenene, to be found in Shetland Norn, 
is greater than the number of the words from all the other parts of 
Norway put together. But to this is still to be added an important 
circumstance, namely the kind of the words, to which one must pay 
as much attention as to their number. Investigation into the nature 
of the Norwegian vocabulary in the Shetlandic makes it evident that 
most of such words as are characteristic of the northern parts of 
Norway are not strongly-marked dialect words, but are rather words 
of a general character. Several of them are to be found in other 
Northern languages also: Swedish, Danish, Icelandic, Fseroese. Of 
the words from the north of Norway to be found in the Shetlandic 
one may specially adduce such as refer to fishing and occasionally 
to the weather. 

A portion of the vocabulary peculiar to the dialects of the east 
of Norway also is found in Shetlandic, words of a mixed character. 

As regards, on the other hand, the large element of the south- 
south-west Norwegian in Shetlandic, a very large proportion of the 
vocabulary consists of strongly-marked dialect words, words that 
have deeply impressed on them the stamp of domestic use. By far 
the greater number of the so-called ‘lower’ words, the numerous 
words denoting foolish or awkward appearance or walk, everything 
peculiar or ludicrous, whims, fretfulness, ill-nature, etc., which are 
distinctly domestic words — the great majority of these are words 
that especially belong to the south-west corner of Norway, particularly 
to Jaederen, Ryfylke, Lister and Mandal, and to some extent also to 
the most southerly parts of the country, Telemarken, Saetersdal. 
Such words are of special significance when the vocabulary of a 
dialect is examined for the purpose of comparison. 

The fact that some words of the class here mentioned are found 
again in the Norwegian of the east, or of the north, cannot in any 
way shake the main proportion just pointed out, and the conclusion 
that one is forced to draw from it. 

Next to the Norwegian of the south-west and of the adjacent 
southerly parts of the country, the Norwegian of the south-east is the 
dialect group that is most fully represented in Shetland Norn. In 

in 
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particular, many words peculiar to the south-east corner of the 
country, Sm&lenene, are found again in Shetlandic. This also is of 
significance in an investigation of the origin of the Shetland Norn. 
A wave of migration from these south-easterly parts of Norway went 
in a westerly and north-westerly direction out to the sea, and then 
from the south-westerly parts of the country a stream of immigrants 
went farther to the westward, to the Shetland and Orkney Isles. 

One fact that plays a part in an investigation regarding the 
original homes of the Shetland settlers has still to be mentioned, 
and that is, that along with the Norn kernel in the Shetland dialect 
there are to be found many words that are peculiar to Danish and 
Danish dialects and not to Norwegian. Some of these words appear 
also in Swedish dialects. 

A few of these Danish words in Shetlandic can be shown to be 
later loan-words, and several of them certainly came in during the 
fifteenth century, especially after Norway had become united with 
Denmark, and Danish began to force its way into the speech. The 
Danish vocabulary in Shetlandic is, however, relatively large and of 
weight, and contains not a few strongly-marked old dialect words, 
so there certainly must be an original or, at all events, very old Danish 
element in Shetlandic. Some of the words may have been in use, in 
ancient times, both in Denmark and in southern Norway. Altogether, 
the occurrence of the Danish element in Shetlandic strengthens the 
conviction, reached on other grounds, that the central point for the 
emigration to Shetland is to be sought in the south-west and south 
of Norway. 

There are also to be found a not insignificant number of words 
that have parallels only in Swedish dialects. But, as regards the 
localisation of these Swedish dialect words, investigation gives a very 
variegated picture, although, in this case also, the central point falls 
in the south. It may be remarked that a Shetland word such as 
bends, pi., pack-horse equipment, seems to have a parallel only in 
Northern Swedish, Helsingland, where “bande, banne”, according to 
Rietz, are found used in a similar sense. The word is also found, 
indeed, in other parts of Sweden, but with other meanings. 

In this connection, special notice must be taken of the Shetlandic 
place-names in relation to the Norwegian. In a linguistic investigation 
as to the parts of Norway from which the Shetland settlers came, it 
is necessary to take the place-names into account, in such a manner 
that, on the one hand, the names from the different parts of Norway 
shall be examined and compared, in order to find out the peculiarities 
of each individual part, and that, on the other hand, the Norwegian 
and Shetlandic names shall be compared, in order to discover with 
what Norwegian place-names the Shetlandic place-names best agree. 

The Norwegian settlers in Shetland would, where they did not 
adopt the names in use by the earlier Celtic inhabitants, give new 
place-names in harmony with use and wont in their original home- 
land, and, in many instances, they would certainly call places in their 
new homeland by old Norwegian names. It is not possible to 
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undertake any exhaustive comparison, as no complete work on 
Norwegian place-names is available. But there is a very comprehensive 
production covering part of the field, the large work entitled “Norske 
Gaardnavne”, begun by O. Rygh, and continued by others after his 
death. A very large number of place-names enter into “gaard-” or 
farm-names as parts of a compound, and this affords a good oppor- 
tunity for investigation with a view to comparison. 

A closer observation shows, again in this case, that it is the 
south-westerly and southerly parts of Norway with which Shetland 
most fully agrees. It is not the names, formed by indifferent combi- 
nations of ordinary words, with which one is here concerned, but 
more peculiar names; partly such uncompounded names containing 
well-known roots little used in place-names; partly compounds of a rare 
or special kind; partly, and especially, such ancient names as are 
formed from words the meanings of which have been lost, even as 
long ago as the beginning of the historical period, and are not met 
with in the literature of that time. 

The central point for the comparison, then, is again in the south 
of Norway. On a comparison of words and a comparison of names 
there appears merely the difference that, while words belonging to 
the east, and especially to the south-east of Norway, are found 
in Shetlandic in a not inconsiderable number, the place-names of the 
east, and especially of the south-east, of Norway are rather more 
conspicuous in Shetland. A wave of immigrants went, in prehistoric 
times, from the parts of the country round about and to the north 
of Viken (Christiania-fjord), across the land in a westerly and north- 
westerly direction, and a part of it later passed farther west over the 
North Sea to the islands (in Vesterleden), while a part went after- 
wards still farther west to the islands lying to the north of Scotland. 
The Orkney place-names show, in spite of local differences, an origin 
similar to that Of the place-names of Shetland. One must suppose 
that some of the names from the south-east of Norway that appear 
in Shetland and the Orkney Isles also hailed, in older times, from 
the south-west of Norway, which was the connecting link between 
the south-easterly parts of the country and the islands in the west. 
Some of the names from the south-east of Norway may have come 
in a more direct way, through inhabitants of Viken and the sur- 
rounding parts of the country having taken part in viking expedi- 
tions to the west, and through some of them having settled in Shet- 
land and the Orkney Isles. 

Though Shetland Norn stands nearer to Modern Norwegian than 
is the case with Fseroese and Icelandic, it occupies, nevertheless, 
an independent position in regard to Norwegian (in the narrower 
sense). Phonetically, Shetland Norn has gone its own way in sev- 
eral respects, and Scottish-English influence has played its part in 
altering it from the mother-tongue. And, as far as the vocabulary is 
concerned, there are a great many Shetland Norn words that in 
meaning and use differentiate themselves from Norwegian (Faer- 
oese, Icelandic), both modern and ancient. Most of the significations 
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peculiar to Shetland Norn have, no doubt, been developed in the 
Islands themselves, some in ancient times, others only more recently, 
but many certainly go back to the original language. 

Stress may be laid upon the numerous compounds, that are 
characteristic of Shetlandic. 

Sometimes there are to be found, preserved in Shetland Norn, 
meanings of words more primitive than in other Northern languages, 
occasionally more primitive even than those that have come down 
to us in the Old Northern literature. 

In the next place there are, in the Shetlandic, some words orig- 
inating from prehistoric Norse [ur-nordisk], words that are lost in 
Old Norse itself, although the stems have been preserved in other 
words belonging to this language. Note the peculiar use in Shet- 
landic of O.N. annarr, second, and annarhvarr, every second one, 
used in Foula and Yell respectively, in sense of alternating, alter- 
nately, of sea and wind or rain, in the words adnasjur, adnakwi, 
annehwart and *atrahola [*aSrahvara], all ancient, 

aber, adj., is used in Shetl. in numerous meanings, 
bjog has several different meanings in Shetl., all pointing back 

to the root-meaning ring, O.N. baugr. The word has been lost in 
Norwegian and Faeroese. 

dokka is still occasionally used in Shetl. (U.) in its original 
sense: girl. In O.N. only handed down in derived senses. 

firsmo, vb., still occasionally used in an original sense: to dim- 
inish. O.N. fyrirsma, vb., to despise; scorn. 

raga, sb., woman, now only used in a few combinations, and 
only disparagingly. It is certainly a very old word. From O.N., only 
ragr, adj., is known, womanish, cowardly. 



IV. 
The old inflexional endings have, for the most part, dropped off, 

and the simple English method of inflexion has become general. In 
various words, however, old inflexional endings are found preserved 
in a fossilized state (i.e. having lost their significance); and added on 
to these endings, in the case of nouns, is the English genitive and 
plural inflexional -s. Several words have adopted English and Scot- 
tish suffixes. 

Substantives, Substantival Endings. 
1. The masculine nominative -r is found in a few substantives: 

adna^Dr. blostar, bloustar [blastr]. fogbordor (-gar) [*fokbur<5r]. glomor 
[glamr]. gogor [Icel. goggr]. gostor [gustr]. helar [hellir]. hogar 
[hagr], ildar [eldr], ilder1. ksgar, Kegar = keger1. kepar, l^tpar 
[keppr]. *madar [matr] (see Fragments of Norn, conversation), s^okar, 
siiogar, si^ukar, sijugar [snykr], snjuger. s^aldar [tjalSr], sjalder. 

2. Nominative -i has been preserved in several words, e.g.: 
aiidi [andi], andi1. bani [bani]. bidi [biti]. brimi [brimi]. bodi 
[*boeti], bodi2, boti. fjaiidi [fjandi}. ga'lti/go'fti [galti]. grani [granni], 
granni. hegri [hegri], hegri1. kavi [*kafi]. liri [Faer. Hri]. mogi 
[magi], mae'rki [merki], merki2. noki [nokki], nokki1. peti, etc. 
[*pytti], potti, potti. raki [rakki], rakki1-2. sodi, sodi [*sati = saeti], 
sodi1. spadi [spadi]. stjagi [stjaki]. -twari [*pvari] *twari, riva- 
twari. taeri [*p>erri], terri. Applied to some names of stallions and 
bulls, ending in see § 8. 

Note. In some words the suffixed -i is the Scottish diminutive 
ending -ie, which however in Shetl. by no means always has a dim- 
inutive sense. Thus e.g.: boli = bol [bal], bol1, boul. glani = glan: 
glan2, glani. yoti = goit [g&tt], gott, etc. hogi [hpgg], hogg1, etc. 
krugi [No. krugg], krugg. lopi, lupi [laupr], lopi1, lupi. me-ji [meiss]. 
mae'rki [mergr], merki1 = mergi1. ous-kaeri [aus(t)ker], ouskerri. 
roni [hraun]. sksvi [skauf], skovi1. ^opa'l ti, etc. [*sj6piltr], sjupilti. 
stae'rti [stertr]. sukni [sokn]. — With regard to -i for older -a see 
§ 9; as also -ak for -i see § 11. 

3. Some words in the masculine gender ending in -i have been 
preserved in the accusative form, ending in -a. Occas. -i and -a alter- 
nate, e.g.: fona, fana (-/) [funa from funi]. hdga [haga from hagi]; 
see bonnhoga. ila (ila-stane) [ili]. kafa (murka fa) = kavi [*kafi]. 
klova (klovi) [klofa from klofi]. sl^ega (-/) [skeka from skeki]. stroba 
[stropi], 

4. In some words -i has been dropped, e.g.: andar, etc. [and- 
dyri], andor, etc. bod [bo6i], bod2, dim [dimmi]. (oga-) du [dai], 
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ogedu1. gro [gr^fli]. host [host!], kjo'lk [kj^lki]. khbor [klyfberi]. 
kod [koddi]. krak [kraki], krak or krakk1. lom [*lummi]. -mj6‘rk, 
-m6‘rk [mjorkvi, myrkvi]. skotal, etc. [skutpilja], skottel1. stab (stob) 
[stabbi (stubbi)], stabb. -stik (nsegistik) [stykki], neggistikk. toskar, 
toijkar [torfskeri], torvsker. 0m [*6mi]. 

Some words appear in a double form, e.g.: ba‘lki and bei‘lk [*bylki], 
bilk, bilki. brimi and brim (briv) [brimi]. kavi and kav [*kafi]. klovi 
and klbv [klofi]. [umi and IDm [lj6mi], ljumi, ljum. 

5. The nominative -a has been preserved in, e.g.: blaijda [blanda]. 
braia [brenna]. fjora,_fjora [fjara]. flokara [*flykra], flukra, etc. -floga 
[fluga], floga2. *gafa [gafa], gola [gola, gulaj. grola [No. grsela]. 
groma (-6-) [groma?]. hamna [himna]. ja'rta [hjarta]. *joga [auga]. 
*jdra [oyra]. kupa [kupa]. f^ela [hela], sjela. *‘3a[o-ga [Icel. sja- 
Isegja], *sjoljoga, etc. *skjoldra [*skjaldra]. st6‘[ka [stulka]. sgda 
[*s0y3a]. vemba [*vemba]. -a is long in the word rirra- [No. rura]. 

6. Sometimes -a (orig. nom. fem. -a) alternates with -o or -u 
(orig. acc., gen., and dat.: -u): gro'r^ka and gro'^ko (-^ku; greenska, 
-sko, -sku) [*grcenska]. I'ls^ka, a'^ka, eil<jko [*ilska], ilska1. lega and 
lego ([ega, -go) [lega]. wosta and wostu, wostu [*vasta] (cf. O.N. V9st). 

7. A number of cow-names have been preserved with the end- 
ing -a, esp. in Fo. and N.I.; now commonly the ending -i has re- 
placed -a. Examples: Flfka, Flaeka; a flekot, flsekot [*flekkott] coo. 
Fuda, *F6ta. Grima; a grTmot [*grimott] coo. Kidna; a kidnat [*kinn- 
6tt] coo. Kraga; a kragat [*krpg6tt] coo. La‘rka; a IS'rkat [*lark- 
6tt = *laerkott] coo. Laenda; a laendat [*lendott] coo. Rig(g)a; a 
ng(g)at [*hryggjott] coo. ^alma = Sjolma; a sjSlmat [’hjalmott] coo. 
Spogga; a spaggat [*sp9ngottJ coo. Swa‘rta. 

8. Consciousness of -i being a masc. sign and -a a fem. sign 
has not died out, as is proved by the following names of domestic 
animals, preserved in the N.I.: Bro'gki, brown stallion or bull [*Brtinki], 
Bro'gka, brown mare or cow [*Brunka]; Grogi, gray stallion or bull 
[*Grai], Groga, grey mare or cow [*Graa]; Rodi, red stallion or bull 
[*Rau3i], Roda, red mare or cow [*Rau5a]. 

To these may further be added: puki and puka = puki1. grotsi 
and grotsa. 

9. In a number of words (through infl. of English and Scottish 
words ending in -y, -ie) -i has replaced the older -a (-ja), e.g.: ber- 
go'l'ti [*berggylta]. bo'gki [No. bunka], bunki1. bomi [No. bumba]. 
floti [flatta], flotti. grlmi [grima]. kf^i [No. kjessa]. koli [kola], 
kopi, kupi, kobi, kobi [kupa]. -lodi [hlada], lodi1. paki [pikka], 
pikki2. rodi [No. rodda]. ti[i, te[i [[>ilja], *tilji, *tilli. widi [vidja]. 

ros(s)i, russi, is partly = hross, partly = hryssa. 
-i and -ak (see the foil, paragraph) alternate, e.g.: groli and grslak 

[gr^la]. sodi and sodak [s^ta], sodi2, sodek. wo'lki and wo'lkak 
(wolak). 

10. Sometimes an original -a is dropped or alternates with the 
suffix -ak (Eng. and Sc. -ock: diminutive ending). 

Dropping of -a always takes place in words, such as bland 
[blanda], bland2, es [eisa]. frod [fro5a], fro2, frod. klok [*klokka 
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or *klukka], klokk1. ksd [No. kjeda]. nail [*negla]. rDg [hruga]. 
romikal, remikal [*rj6makolIa]. fjok [No. tjukka], sjukk. swel [svsela], 
swel2. (w)od [Icel. va3a], wod, od. 

Alternation between forms ending in -a and forms without end- 
ing is found in words, such as: at-ave‘[*ta and ative‘lt, atifels (-fals) 
[*aptrvelta]. da'mska, do'msk [*dimska]. kat-jog-la, katjog-al [*katt- 
ugla], kattjugla, etc. marflog-a, marflog'[*marfluga]. soga, s6g [No. 
sugga]. Beside the general form skod [Faer. skadda, No. skodda], 
the unfrequent skoda = skodda1, skodd2, is still occas. used. 

-a and -dk alternate in, e.g.: greta, grstak (grodak) [gryta]. 
Forms without ending, and forms ending in -ak alternate in words, 

such as: (planti-) krob and krobak [krubba]. skep and skebak, skaebak 
[skeppa]. spor and spaerak [sperra], sperrek. 

11. In a number of words the ending -a (more rarely: -i) has 
been superseded by the suffix -ak (-ock), e.g.: betak, ba®tak [beita]. 
birdak [byrfli from byrQr, f.]. bi'rtak, ba'rtak [birta, birti]. bnsmak 
[brosma]. d6[ak [No. dulla, dylla], dollek1’2. flad(a)rak, etc. [*flaQra]. 
fodak, fadak [fata], godak, godak [gata], helak [hella], hella2, hellek. 
hifsak [No. hyfsa]. kibak [kippa]. kjelak, kjsrak [No. kjora], kragak 
[kraki]. kromak [krumma], krummek. nisak [hnisa]. nvak (revak) 
[rifa]. rovak [rofa], rovek2. tug (tuag) (for *tu ak) [pufa]. v(j)edak 
[veita], vedek2. visak [visa]. 

12. -ak is found also in some words which in O.N. end in a 
consonant, e.g.: faerdak [fer5], ferd1. hoipk [horn], honnek1. h6r- 
dak [ur5]. kramak [hrammr]. molak [mal]. soqdak (soiiak) [sj6n(d), 
s^n(d)], soinnek, soindek. 

Alternation takes place in cjord and gordak [gjdrd, gerd], gjord. 
grik (more rarely: grok) occas. assumes the suffix -in: grikin; 

in Fo.: gronin. 
-ak has a dim. sense in words, such as: sto'mpak [stumpr], stum- 

pek. taqak [tpnn], tannek, etc. todak = tod [tuttr], toddek, todd. 
urmak [from ormr]. 

More irregular is -ak (tak) in “istak (is-t-ak) wadder” [is6tt vedr], 
and “brei<ntak wadder”. Cf. ronifei‘iytak. bonak, bOnak = bsnhus. 

13. The foil, words may exemplify the treatment of old genitive 
endings in words forming the first part of compds. (O.N. -ar, -a, -u 
> Shetl. -a or -i or -a). 

bagiskjo'mp [bakka-]. bakagrof, etc. [*bakkagrpf]. beniman [*bon- 
a(r)ma5r]. *daiamj6‘rk [*dalamjbrkvi]. dorifel [*durafj9l]. fiskafel 
[*fiskafj9]]. *fhrjasa = *flingaso, -so. faerdalak [ferdalag]; but: faer- dimet, ferdimet [ferdarmatr]. *hs[ahwa‘rf [*heillarhvarf]. h6m(b)li-, 
homliband (homlaband) [hpmluband]. jor}nak6di = jognakoddi. kja‘1- 
kakast [*kjalkakast]. landimors [landamceri]. naraleg [*nalarleggr]. 
naegistik [*hnakkastykki]. paqibrad [*p9nnubrot]. poita- and paiti- 
brad [*pottabrot]. ngagital [*hryggjargeitill?]. rodastab, rodarastob 
[roy5(r)arstabbi]. sakatn [*sokkat6]. spoqnakodi, see *spunnin, spug- 
nin and koddi. torj-gafap (-fal, -fadal) [*tungufall]. to'rkasot, -sat 
[*purkas6tt]. vaita-, vatf- or vaitiband, veitiband [*vattaband]. 
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The nominative endings have found their way in: fjorahwa'rf, 

fjoraskit, fjoraskit and rivatwari. 
Gen. -r from O.N. -(a)r is found in orli, worli [*&rhli5] and ^ur- 

mol [*sj6varm^l], sjurmol. On the other hand: “sus” = sj6s in 
sD-samel-abak-a. Gen. pi. forms, governed by milium, are found in: 
hosamel’a [*husa milium], and ska^imeliskru-a = skotameliskru-. 

14. A trace of the pi. ending -ar is to be found in skeklar, still 
remembered by a few persons as the old pi. of skekal (see skekel 
in Diet.). Now skekal and skekbr alternate as sing, forms; pi.: 
skekols and skekbrs. 

15. The derivative ending -ing(r) (-ung(r)) mostly changes to 
-in (through analogy with words, taken from English and Scottish, 
ending in -in’ — ing), more rarely -an. Examples: 

bja‘rtin [birtingr]. bulin or bolin [bulungr and bolungr], bolin(g), 
etc. eijins [*sesingar]. fjedin [*feitingr?]. fudin [*f6tingr = *fcetingr?]. 
-groinin [Icel. grunnungr], *groinin. gronin [No. graaning], see§ 12. 
halin [*halingr]. ha'nklin [*hangling(r)]. hd kil(l)-in [hakerling]. homin 
[*hyming]. jelin [Da. iling]. klainin [kliningr], klovin [*kl0yfingr]. 
pjuslin, poslin [Da. pusling]. nvlin [hriflingr], setnin [*setningrj. 
skavin [*skafingr], skavin2. skot-honrlin [-hymlungr]. skrovin [*skra- 
fingr]. smgin [*hneggingr], sneggin, etc. stablin [*stabblingr]. stlvin, 
stivan [*st^fingr]. ta‘nt-f£[-9n [*tantfellingr], tantfellin1-2. -an for 
-at] in stamaran [*stafnr9ng], stamron. 

In a few words (in certain parts of the Isles, such as in the 
isle of Whalsey and occas. in Yell) the ending -ian appears for -in, 
e.g.: bdd/jan [Icel. belgingr]. glnbian [*glupingr]. radian, rodian. 
urian = hdrin. In a few words ending in -i, the -i seems to be an 
abbr. of -in, e.g.: hSli (cf. halin). kavi for *kavin = *kafingr. kogi 
[kagingr?], '"kogi1. negi = neggi (cf. smgin). rami (for: *ramin). 

16. In some cases -in alternates with -ak, corresponding to an 
old -ingr, e.g.: foitlin and f6it(l)ak [prob. *fcet(l)ingr]. horin and horak, 
see prec. urian. njafin and njafak. skeptin and skebdak [*skeptingr]. 

17. In a number of words -ak has found its way, replacing-/«, 
corresponding to -ingr (-ungr). Examples: 

breniak, braijak [Fser. brenning], brennek1. brobk. bOrak. erak, 
aerak [*aeringr]. gromak [*grymingr = !,!grimungr?]. hodak [^hpdd- 
ungr?], hoddek2. hudak, hodak [h6tingr? hcetingr?]. jarmak [*jarm- 
ingr]. sabk, sAbk [Icel. silungr], silek2, sillek. skltak [*skitingr]. 
slodarak [*slytringr]. swa[ak, etc. [*skvettingr], swettek, etc. 

In individual cases it is uncertain whether -ah is only a later 
addition to the word-root or represents an older -ingr, -ungr, e.g.: 
pA'ltak [piltr or piltungr], piltek. 

18. The derivative ending -ari almost always changes to -ar 
(Eng. -er). The foil, words form exceptions to this rule: 

bjhrtar [*bindari], binder, stbggari, stoiygari [*stangari]. 
In drorjasi [*drynjari], dronjer, -as/ has replaced an older -ari. 
The ending -ar(r) has changed to -ari, -ari in: de hamaris (-risj) 

or hemaris, hamaris = hamari. 
The ending -ur(r) is recognisable in the word g6[ur, ga[ur [gollurr]. 
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19. The old definite article is recognised as a fossilized suffix 

in a number of words. In some instances it is the nominative form, 
in others the accusative form, which has prevailed. Examples: 

de bi'rtan = birtek, birti. a drolin [*dryiinn]. de (vats-) dudlin 
= *vatsdudla. de fsston [festin(a) from festr, f.]. fjandin, de fjan-dhr 
[*fjandinn]. de fjoron [fjaran or fjoruna]. de globaran [*glaparinn?]. 
de (h)ildin [eldinn], ilder1, etc. a hihmog'gin [*himlunginn?]. de 
hogan, hogan [hagann], hoga, hog. a holgin [hblginn]. a hordin 
[ur5in(a)]. de klovan [klofann], klovi, etc. (with lengthened ending 
in a'lyklova'm). de kropin, krupin [kroppinn], kruppin, etc. de *kw6l- 
vin [kalfinn]. de ro^an, ru^an [hryssan], russen, etc. a siman [simi]. 
a skogin [skdinn]. a skaln [skalin(a)] = a skol. a tra^fag-gin [*prael- 
fanginn]. a vad^gordin [fastgardinn], vasgord. Usually in pi.: de 
knokins or nogins [*hnokkarnir], fknokk2, knokkin and nokkin. 

In a rigmarole from Fetlar (in recent dialect) appear the words: 
de bogans: the children, and de hogans: the dogs. 

de *l$0r(a)n [k^rnar], “"korn (see Fragments of Norn, conversation), 
de somara laitla (la(la, Fitja) [sumarit litla] (see under lit el, adj.). 

20. In place-names the suffixed, definite article has freq. sur- 
vived, commonly preserved in the accusative form. Adjectives, when 
added to substantives, also assume in the feminine the ending -a 
(for: -u), like the substantives to which they belong. Examples: 

Bakan swa'rta (Ai.), *bakkann svarta. Blegana hwida (Y.), *bleik- 
jurnar hvitu. Blatana grona (Yh.), Blaekna grona (Yn.), *blettina groenu. 
Dalin (-an) grena (U.), '“dalinn groena. Fidna grena (Ai.), *fitina 
groenu. Go'rstan stura or StOra Go‘rsti (Sound near Lerwick), *gar3- 
stadinn stdra. Hejana brse’ta (Fe.), H. gro (Yn.), H. hwlda (Yh.), 
*helluna brvttu, grau, hvitu. Hulan bragda (Un.), H; kwida (Flada- 
bister in Conn.), H. ska'rpa (Weisdale), H. stura (Du.), *h61inn brenda, 
hvita, skarpa, stora. Haesan gola (N.Roe), *hestinn gula. Logana 
grgna (Y^.), *loekina groenu. Morna kwida (Fo.), *Myrina hvitu. 
Pojan d/^uba (Ai.), *polIinn djupa. Roni fogra (Fedeland in N.Roe), 
*hraunit fagra. SkDan bragda (Quarff), *sk6ginn brenda. Stakan gok(k)a 
(Un.), *stakkinn pjukka. Tegana groga (Fe.), *teigana grunnu or groenu? 
Tona grona (Sound near Lerwick), *t6na groenu. Vae'lta kSdna kwida 
(Fo.), *velta kornit hvita. 

In a number of names of fishing-grounds, named after the land- 
marks by which they are recognised, examples may be found of sub- 
stantives in the definite form, governed by the preposition “viQ”, which 
has become “wi, wi”, through influence of Eng. with, e.g.: Rivana- 
hogana-wi(Uw.) = *rifuna hauginn vid (see rivek, sb.). -a in hogana 
has doubtless arisen through influence of the preceding nvana. 0rnawi 
(Un.): *0yrina vi5. 

Adjectives, Adjectival Endings. 
21. The ending -an (rarely: -in) [O.N. -inn] is found in a few 

words: bo'jtin [No. bulten]. dovan [dofinn]. nbman. valan. gosan 
and gozan [gosinn], properly perf. part., but now only used as an adj. 
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in the expr.: g. fish, -an and -/ (Eng. -y) alternate in, e.g.: dravan 
and travi. fosan, fozan and fosi, fozi (L.Sc. fozy). -i for -in or -an in, 
e.g.: ko'lti [No. kulten]. 

22. The ending -at [O.N. -ottr] is preserved in a number of 
words: bjdgat [*baug6ttr], bjoget1. fa'lskat [*fiflsk6ttr]. k6[at [koll- 
6ttr]. ska[at [’"skallottr for *sk9ll6ttr]. Applied to sheep, e.g.: a) bjae'lsat 
= kragat: kraget1. According to S. Bugge, the prefixed b in bjse'lsat 
may doubtless be regarded as a survival of the old prefix “bi-”, 
thus: *bihae‘lsat from an older *bi-helsottr. Cf. blohoryin: V, § 19. 
b) Tmat [*im6ttr]. c) isat [*isottr]. d) mdgat [*m9gottr], esp. in the 
compd. kat-mo-gat. e) moskat, muskat (= imat) [*muskottr]. f) skjomat 
[No. skjaamut]. Various adjectives ending in -at are mentioned un- 
der § 7. 

-at and -i (Eng. -y) alternate in, e.g.: fjo'rjsat and fjo'.qsi == fjung- 
set, fjungsi. glodarat and glodari. trojat and tr6[i. to'rfat and to'rfi. 
-i has become prevalent in, e.g.: umi = umie. skumi = skumie. ho'msi 
= humset2, humsi. 

ibskod- [*ilskott: corn, understood] = a^kat, a. corn = ilsket corn. 
23. The ending -igr, as a rule, has become -i (Eng. -y), e.g.: 

(un-)hagali. tlli [pySligr]. In a few cases -ah and -a(k)t (prop, 
neuter: -igt) interchange: oqdali, also (more rarely) oxjdalak, oqdalat 
[undarlig(t)]. untlli and *nto[lakt (-la^t). -ak and -at interchange in: 
lolak or lolat [hloeg(i)ligr]. 

24. O.N. smart (from smar) is found in smut (smot) = smutt, adj. 
25. A number of adjectives have adopted the ending -ous (on 

analogy with Eng. adjectives in -ous): ub(j)a-dous, o-. ugjowous, o-, 
= ubjadous. unds mious. usorydious (= usoiydali). irto- and utsdous. 

26. Of the few adjectives which have been preserved in the def. 
form, are occas. mentioned: laitla, la[la, leit|a [litla from litill], litel; fur- 
thermore (among the sea-terms): de fogri [hinn fagri], and prob. de 
hardi [hinn har3i]; de hwadi [hinn hvati], hwadi2, and de flada 
[hin flata]. 

27. An old compar. form appears to have been preserved in 
the expr.: de a((9)ri, aitri or at(a)ri (o’ de dim) = ettri. 

In a versified riddle (of common occurrence) are found two ad- 
jectives ending in -6ttr in the def. form: Huk-atr, kruk-atr [*huk6tti, 
kr6k6tti] = huketi, kruketi. 

Surviving Pronominal Forms. 
28. O.N. pu, thou, is preserved in the form dn, du. 
For the plural form (prop, the old dual form) in 2nd pers., see 

dor. Forms of the word minn, my, are contained in the endearing 
exclamation: kerami! see ker, adj., and lamit or my lamit = lamb 
mitt, my lamb! see *min. 

For aiphwa'rt [annathvart] and aHrahola [aflrahvara] see *anne- 
hwart and atrahola. 
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Verbs. 
29. Survivals of Old Northern verbal inflexion are found only 

quite sporadically, thus: -foran [farinn] in the compd. mis-fo-ran. In 
the preterite is found mislord' (-fold) [misf6r(sk)] with added d (for 
o from “6”: see V, § 8), from which form d has found its way into 
the infinitive and present along with the preterite: he mis-fordat. For 
oplos- and oplosh see upplos. For lopam (lopm) [O.N. hlaupinn] 
see lop, lup. 

A single conjunctive form has been preserved, viz.: “verSi” with 
dropped i-mutation, in the expr.: ve var dee (Un.; rare), woe to you! 
See var3, vb. 

In the verb “to fin”, the old inflexion is still found (pres.: fin; 
preterite: fan; perf. part.: I’m fon, I have found1, but, for the rest, 
the Shetl. dialect is almost in accordance with L.Sc., with reference 
to the inflexion of the verbs. 

30. On the other hand, the Old Northern verbal construc- 
tions have been preserved to a great extent. Many of the Latin 
verbs current in English are not known, or not used by the common 
people, who prefer to employ everyday verbs of Northern or Anglo- 
Saxon origin in combination with certain prepositions or adverbs. In 
some cases, in which an old verb has been assimilated in form to 
an English or Scottish verb, the Old Northern use of the word has 
been preserved, differing from Mod. English or Scottish usage. 

“to bear” is still occasionally used instead of the more common 
“to carry”. See Diet, under ber (kom, lay, set, stand, tak). 

The English periphrasis with the auxiliary “do” (Shetl. “ds”) is 
now commonly used in Shetl. In some cases, however, where it 
might have been expected, this periphrasis is not used (e.g. in a 
couple of tabu-phrases): row no (pronounced rouna), don’t row; 
settle no, don’t settle. Cf. “why spsrs du?” to be found under 
huketi, adj. 

1 The use of “lo be” instead of “to have” as auxiliary is characteristic of more recent Shetl.; thus, e.g.: I’m been ill; I’m done it; dey’re gotten plenty o’ fish; he was seen him; he was ta’en it, etc. 



V. 
Phonology. 

The phonology of the Norn words handed down is on the whole 
somewhat confused, largely owing to the strong Scottish influence, 
an influence which has made the vowel-system very diversified. In 
a large number of cases, different forms of a word exist side by side 
(differing in different districts, but sometimes differing in one and the 
same district), frequently representing different stages of development. 
This alternation is due partly to non-uniform purely local develop- 
ment (especially in respect of the consonantal system), and partly to 
foreign (Scottish) influence, stronger or weaker in the different cases. 

A. Vowel-changes (stem vowels). 
I. Changes before non-mouille consonants or (partly on account of 

dropping of the following consonant) when final. 
1. O.N. “a” is usually preserved as a or a, but has, however, 

in certain words changed to: a) 0, 0; b) 0. In several cases a, a 
alternate with 0, 0, 0. 

a is commonly found in words and forms where the ancient 
language has only one consonant following the vowel, e.g.: dala- 
mist. far- far1, haf. kavi. lag, Jag lag1, (but: to lag’stet-). to 
lag [laga], lag2, sl&g, slSgin slag1, slagin. 

On the other hand, short vowel occurs in, e.g.: bani. flag = 
flag3, slag = slag5, slagg. tari-crook. See below, granibane. 

Alternation between long and short vowel is found in, e.g.: drag 
and (doon-)drag. rab and rab = rab1. Side by side with dagali, 
dagali (which have regularly short a because 0, 0 between g and / 
is a later-inserted connecting vowel) go the forms dagali, da-galhan. 

Long a is found also in some cases before “r” followed by a 
consonant (esp. 1, m, n), e.g.: arm; farbk; kwarna farna (see Frag- 
ments of Norn, conversation); b&rdasoga, bardasoga (for “-arfl” see 
further below), as well as in some words before “nd” (occas. “nt”), 
e.g.: band; a brand = brand1; to handinsh, hantnst- (on the other 
hand, *ha‘iita(r)less, ^haqaless, see Fragments of Norn, riddles); a tand. 
— The a-sound is the most common in English words ending in 
“-and” in Shetl. For O.N. -and > Shetl. -and (-dlyf) see below § 16. 

Alternation between 0, 0 and 0, 0, 0 takes place, inter alia, in 
the following words: artree and ordatags. dag, dagali, etc. (see prec.). 
dag-dwajs; but: opado-ga uppadoga. de mill is dragan and grin- 
din’, but: to drbg a ke$i drog1. farna (Fragments of Norn), 
but: misfo'ran. granibane and granabane - graniben. hag- in 
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compds., such as a) *hag-m£t- (on the other hand: hogstane — hog- 
sten, in Wh.); b) hagori hagri1. On the other hand: hoga, hogan. 
boij'ho'ga. hogahf (-lit, -hv). hag = hag2, and hogar [hagr]. to 
knab and to knob, magar [magr], but: come to mogardam. slag and 
slog (slog) [*slagi], slag5, slagg. slag and slog slag2 and slog1, 
stari (Fo.), but: bggasto ri (Wh.). umag- and (j)u mog’ [umagi]. 

o, j, o are preserved in, e.g.: a) mogi [magi], oga-, okra- [akr] 
in words such as ogedu and okrebung. vokar [vakr]. b) de fdgri 
[hinn fagri]. to kog [kaga], kog1. to dg [aka], skord [skard], 
skord1. Now only appearing in place-names: a) Gdrd [gardr], name 
of a house in Conningsburgh. “Me[a Gorda” (see *gord). b) Vord 
[varda, vardi], generally with the def. art.: de V. (see *vord). 

More rarely e, as replace an original a (esp. before r), e.g.: to 
erg or erg [arga]. erskai [*ardskid]. gerbak, gaerbak alongside of 
garbak [*gardbalkr], and gae'rsti alongside of go'rsti [gardstadr or 
-stcedi]. Further: to *be [bada]. naegistik [hnakkastykki]. 

2. To O.N. “a” correspond in Shetl.: a) d (wo), u, (more rarely) 
ju; b) o, wo, o, o (d) (rarely) u. Examples: 

a) bol (boul) [bal], bol1, boul. ddma and dnma [ddmr]. ho 
[hafr]. hdrin, wdrin (for *hworin). Drian [*haringr for *haeringr]. kum 
[‘•'kam]. to lod [lata], skori [skari], skori1. to so [sa]. sod [s&t]. 
to spo [spa]. tadbou|s) [*tidbra], *tidbous. vo [vagr], d appears 
very rarely, as in gSfa [gafa]. b) blostar, bbustar [blastr], borak, 
barak [bara]. gratsi [*gratsi]. hovi [hafr]. (h)w6‘lsbane [halsbein], 
hwolsben. smut (smot) [smatt], smutt, adj. spj§‘lk, spja'lk [spj^lk 
from spjalk]. -tit (ha]-tit-) [pattr], halltott. w6‘lki (w6‘lkak, wolak). 
To these may be added the place-name Hofal, Hufal (names of various 
hills) == *Hafjall. 

Long and short vowels alternate in, e.g.: gddak and godak [gata]. 
lodigrod (-grot, -grod) [*latugratr]. orli and worli [’“arhlid]. O-ram- 
and hor(a)m (huram) [*hirhamr], uram. 

Various examples of a change i > wo appear in the Foula 
ballad, e.g. in verse 4: “sadnast wo” [sannast a]; v. 6: “twor” [tir]; 
v. 33: “fwo” [fa]. See prec. (2 a) worin. 

3. To O.N. “e” correspond in Shetl.: a) e, ae, (occas.) e\ b) e. 
Examples: 

a) (e), s, ae (ae commonly before r): bek [bekkr], bekk1. brena 
[brenna]. baeral [berill], berel. baerg [berg], berg; (unstressed in 
berdus’, berfa]- = ber(g)dus, bergfall). des [des]. to eg [eggja], egg> agg- to ^ret [freta]. faerd, faerdak [ferd], ferd1. haekal [*hekl], fhekl2, hekkel, vb. klets (klaets) [klettr], klett1. mel- [mel-] (e is 
unchanged in this case because the main stress prob. has been laid 
on the foil, part of compd.). mae'rki [merki], merki2. nev and nev 
[hnefi], nev2. raekstar [rekstr], rekster1. skekal (skaekal) [*skekill]. 
to slap, sleep [sleppa], slepp. stae'rti [stertr], sterti. to ae'lt [elta], 
elt1. b) evalous [efalauss]. hegri [hegri], hegri1. lega [lega], reg 
[rek], reg2, and to reg [reka]. 

Alternation between short and long vowel is found in words, 
such as: faerdimet and ferdimet [*ferdarmatr], fles and fles [fles], 
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fles1. glseral and glerla, glerlak. km and lem [hlemmr], lemm. 
With this prob. goes haekla (hekla). 

Sometimes an original “e” changes to o or d owing to the pre- 
ceding w, e.g.: hwoli [O.N. hvelja, Faer. kvolja], hwelji. hwopat 
(kwopat) [hvepti from hveppa], past t. of hwepp, hwipp. 

4. O.N. “e” — Shetl. je (e), je, s. 
Of this there are only a few examples: s^ela from *hjela [h61a], 

sjela. *spjelman [*spelma5r]. sp(j)eviti [*spevsetti], speviti. jelins 
[*61ingar]. reta-dyke [rettar-]. 

k> 3, d (after iv) in wala'nt, wola'nt [velindi], willend, wollend. 
5. O.N. “i” — Shetl. a) i, e, a, a; b) i (partly abbreviated to i). 

Examples: 
a) i, e, a, a (before r usually 5; a before /, If, It and tjk): bidi [biti]. 

bi'rtak, be'rtak, ba'rtak [birta, -i]. da‘msk(a) [*dimska], daral [*dirl], 
dirl, dirrel. dnv [drif], driv1. el and a/ (comm.) [illr], ill. 9‘lta 
and A‘lta, ilta. fiskafel [*fiskafjgl]. gil (gilak, 9il) [gil] giF. grind 
[grind], hamna [*himna], himna. to hard [hirda], bird, kibak [kip- 
pa]. ka'rkasukmi [*kirkjusokn]. to bn [lina], linn1, to ma'nk [minn- 
ka], mink, nebart [^niarburdr], nebord. ned [nidr]. to pepar and 
papar [pipra], pipr, pipper. pVltak [piltr], piltek. nvak (revak) 
[rifa]. salak and salak [^silungr], sillek. to staran [stirdna], stirn. 
ta'lfar, tA‘lfar [*pil(ju)far]) tilfer. taran = tirren. — b) “i” has more 
rarely been preserved as i or (abbr.) -li (drli, worli) [-hlid]. ITvan 
[lifandi]. mid [mid], mid1. Alternation between and in brim 
(briv) and brimi [brimi], I and je in monwlg- and -vjeg [*munnvik]. 

6. O.N. “i” — Shetl.: a) 1, occas. (= Eng. long “i” in Shetl.) 
di\ b) more rarely short: i, 1, e. Examples: 

a) grlmi [grima]. hwlld [hvild]. ibit [*ibit]. to klv [klfa]. II 
[hlid]._ lital [litill]1 rl [hrid]. to rin [hrina], rin1. uje (e)" for in 
orjnibjedar (omnivedar) = agglabiter. — i and di alternate in, e.g.: hwi 
(kwi) and hwai (kwai) [kvi]. — di has found its way in, e.g.: aim 
[ini], im. haim [No. him], him. to klain [klina]. -skai [skid] in er- skai [*ardskid]. — b) nisak [hnisa]. risal [hrisla]. siman [simi], sim- 
men. tedbou(s) [*tidbr^]. visak [visa]. 

di, i and 1 alternate in “de sdmara laitla (latla) and leitla”, de 
htla summer [sumarit Iftla]. 

7. O.N. “0” — Shetl. a) o, j, d, j, u; b) 0 (0). Examples: 
a) -brad [brot], brod1. daf mould, fog and fag (fjog, fjog, fjok) 

[fok]. gor [gor]. grap [*grop]. hast [hosti]. kali [kola], to krog, 
krag, krog [kroka]. kr6v [krof]. nog, nogin [*hnokkr], nogg2, nugg. 
rok [rok], ruk1. -skod (af(a)skod, ovarskod) [skot], afskod, over- 
skod. slod [slot], spord [spordr]. stroba [stropi], strobba. In a 
couple of words J replaces an orig. 0: bid [bodi], bod2, did [pot], 
dod. *brinrtid\ In a few cases u replaces O.N. “0”: krupin (krop- 
in) [kroppinn], urm- (orm-) [ormr], urmek. — b) o in, e.g.: frod 
[froda], fro2, frod. to sov [sofa], sov1. to t(j)dg [toga]. — 0 re- 
places an older “o (od)” in, e.g.: in-b0 = innb0. Further: mo [mod], 
me2, like the more common mor = morr1; in the N.I.: modar = 
modder. Occas. 0 for long 0 or oa finds its way also into Eng. 
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words in Shell., e.g.: “bor” (bore, the past t. of to bear), “bord” (board 
in a boat). On the other hand, to mov or m6v (move). 

Long and short vowel-sounds (o, b) alternate in, e.g.: to dovan 
and to dofan [dofna]. gosan and gozan [gosinn]. klov(i) and klova 
[klofi]. 

a has found its way in, e.g.: gagal [gogli], gagl. katamel'a (skal,-- 
imeliskru a) [skotta milium skrufa]. — a in ba [bo5i], ba1. 

8. O.N. “6” — Shetl. a) u, occas. 0, exceptionally o; b) more 
rarely short vowel: u, 0 (d), 0, 0. Examples: 

_ a) guan [*g66an or j'goding]. hnb [hop], to klur [kl6ra]. mud (mod) [mot], mud2, slu [sl6S], slu1. <jur- [sjbvar], sjurmol. stur 
[storr]. kr@ [Icel. kr6] kro2. to ros [hrosa].— u and 0 alternate in, e.g.: 
mO or m0j=-mu1 and mo1,sbs. mod and mod [m63r], mudS m0d, m0. 
utu- or n-r0(d)- [ur6], uru. — b) groma, gr6ma [gr6ma?]. hulsund 
[*h61msund], hulmsund. rovak [r6fa], rovek2. skogin [skbinn]. 
*spogna [sponninn] (see Fragments of Norn, conversation), tovi [t>6fi], 
*tovi-rovin, *tuvi-rovin. 

bol [bol], in place-names, on the other hand: bul. — u and o 
alternate in lirmbl- and lomol* [*hlj63mal]. 

9. O.N. “u” — Shetl. u, o, b (b is also the Shetl. pronunciation 
of short Eng. u). Examples: 

bohjki [No. bunka], bunki1. boral [*burl]. bomi [No. bumba], 
bommi, etc. -bord (farabord, fogbord). bulin (bolin) [bulungr (and 
bolungr)], bolin(g), bolek. bu‘lk [No. bulk], bus [*bus]. -dudlin 
and dodlak [*dulla], dollek2. -floga (and -flog) [fluga], floga2. gola- 
tag [*gulapang], go'lsa [gulusbtt], gulsa. krob, krobak [krubba], 
krobb, krobbek. krugi and krog [No. krugg], krugi1, krogg. 
mo'rt [murtr], murt. mosk [*musk], musk and musker1. to m6n 
[muna]. most [No. must]. 6rdal- [hurfiar-], or del-tree, pjusk and 
pjosk [*pusk]. rus [*rus]. rosk [*rusk], rusk1, skorm (skoram, sko- 
rom). s6g(a) [*sugga], sogga. sund [sund], sund1; (u in sund is 
prob. due to Scottish infl.: Sc. soond; cf. -s6gd as a place-name, 
§19). tog-gafal-[*tungufall], tungefall. to'rkasot [*purkasott], turke- 
sott. 

10. O.N. “u” — Shetl. a) u;_b) u, occas.: o, b, 0. Examples: 
a) bu- [bia], bu2. to kur. pju [*pu]. rug [hruga]. skm [skriif]. 

skur [skur], skur1. tug (tuag) [pufa]. tun [tun]; on the other hand 
comm.: tunwal(s), tunmal(s) [tunvpllr]. — b) grot [Icel. grutr], grot2, 
hukati [hiikbtti] (see IV, § 27). kupa [kupa]. kupi, kopi, kobi, kobi 
[kupa], kupi. mul, mol, mal [miili], mul1. puki [piiki], puki1. 

Long and short vowel-sounds alternate in, e.g.: hun and hun [*hunn]. 
To this rule belong perhaps stjngi and stuki, stogi [stiika?], stuki. 

11. O.N. “y” — Shetl. a) 1 (e), 0, b, 0-, b) 0. Examples: 
a) benjiTtak [No. berggylta]. bar, bor [byrr], bir, birr, big 

[byg3],bigg2, bigin, occas. bogin [*bygging], biggin2, birdak [byrflr]. 
birak, berak, bjerak [*byrjan or *byrjing], birek, birrek. don [dynr], 
don2, dos [dys]. fara [fyrir], *fire, prep, ghg, gleg [glygg(r), 
gligg1. kor(l) [kyrr], korr1. to ko'rk (1^6‘rk) [kyrkja]. lona-break. 
ma‘rk [myrkr, Sc. mirk], mdard, nedard [*nytr6ttr], nidderd. poti, 
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pati (paiti) [*pytti], p0tti. ngagital [hryggjar-]. slodar, slord [*slytr], 
slodder1 (sluder). sot^kins (so^kins) [systkinj. tod [pytr]. — b) 
long vowel-sound (0) in a few words, as: to smsr [smyrja]. to spor 
[spyrja]. si [ylr]. To this rule prob. also belong nl, ns [*nyt?], 
ni, no2. 

12. O.N. “y” — Shetl. a) 0, i, occas. (like long Eng. “y” in 
Shetl.) di; b) 0, i. Examples: 

a) drslin [’dryll]. to flsd [flyta], flod2. gor [gygr]. ho [h^], ho1, 
de *l$0r(a)n [kyrnar], *korn. I0 [lydr], I02. ‘'sks [sky] (see Fragments 
of Norn, riddles), to *bri [bryna]. tili [p^dligr]. — i and 0 alternate in, 
e.g.: skrlvlin, skrsvlin [*skryflingr]. 0 and di alternate in, lor and lain 
[tyrr], lor1, to skail and skol, sl^sl [skyla]. b) -bosni [b^sn], bosni. 
homin [*hyming]. Cf. the place-name Morna [marina], IV, § 20. — nivi 
[*hnyf-]. — i and 0 alternate in, e.g.: grik and (more rarely) grok. 

Long and short vowels alternate in, e.g.: grstak (grota) and gro- 
dak [gryta]. trsni and troni [tryni]. stivin and stivan [*styfingr]. 

13. O.N. “se” — Shetl. a) e\ b) e, e (ae), etc. Examples: 
a) ker, kera [kaerr]. ler — fler1. skrelin [skraelingr]. swel [svaela], 

swel2. ven [vaenn]. — b) erak, aerak [*aeringr], erik. to res [raesa], 
res2, e, d, i in: dwetal, dwatal, twidal [*pvaetl, *pvaetla], see § 36. 
6 in grola [No. graela], 

14. O.N. “ceM — Shetl. a) 0; b) 0 (occas.: e). Examples: 
a) a boli [bceli], boli1. *f@r [fcera] (see Fragments of Norn, 

conversation), kod [*kceaa]. -ms [mceda,-i], mo4. — b) beniman (for 
*b0niman) [*boena(r)madr]. bodi [*bceti], bodi2, boti. lolak [hloegligr]. 
moni [moena]. sot(a) [soetr]. 

Long and short vowels alternate in, e.g.: bodi and boti [*bceti], 
bodi2, boti. 

15. O.N. “9” — Shetl. a) d, o(u), 0, a, 0-, b) o, 0. 
a) ba'rk [bprkr], berk, fjora-, fjora, fjora [fjpru from fjara]. to hjog 

[hpggva], hjogg, hjugg. hogi [hpgg], hogg1, hugg, etc. homliband, 
h6m(b)li- [hpmluband]. jokal [jpkull]. jakal [pxl], jokl, jokkel. kos, 
kus [kps] = kj6s. ^6n (^6dan) and jjon [tjprn], sjonn. spaggat 
[spongottr]. stag [stpng], stong. to'rfat, t6‘rfi and ta'rfi [*tprf6ttr]. 
todalak, tudalak, topalap (taudilep) [^tpQulaupr], tudelep. — b) fori 
(ford?) [fpr]^ fori, mogat [mpgdttr]. og = jog, jog1. 

e (e), e have found their way into a few words: dek [dpkk], 
dekk. reg [rpng], reng. steg = stag (see prec.). — fjel [fjpl]. 

II. Vowel changes before palatalized consonants. 
16. “a” regularly changes to d (occas. 6 or d; cf. the change 

a > 0, j) before palatalized consonants, esp. / and occas. t (d). 
"dit" freq. replaces udt". Examples: 

ba[ = ball. -fa[ [fall], fall. ska]9t [*skall6ttr for skplldttr]. ag- 
der (ogdar, agdar) [anddyri]. agdi [andi], andi1. *ag3hwa‘rt [an- 
nathvart]. blagda [blanda]. bog- (bog-) [barn], *bonn. fjagdi [fjan- 
di]. *hag, kag [hann, kann], *hann, *hanna, *hanne. vagd [vandi]. 
a^ifar (aitifar) and atwars [atferS], atferd. 6c]ba‘rt, 5<]- (more rarely: 
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a<ib9‘rt), [atburSr], odbord, etc. ka^ikinr and kaitaklur [’*kattakl6r], 
kattaklur. pa^al- and paital-tree [from *patla], patl-tree, pattel- 
tree. vati- and vaitaband (also: veiti-) [*vattaband], vattaband. 

se > a in twa[ald, twaitald [from a verb: *pvsetla], see § 36. 
17. In the same position orig. “e” changes rather frequently to d. 

It has been preserved as £ (e) in e.g.: ahav^ta [’•‘aptrvelta], atta- 
velta, etc. h£[9k [hella], hellek, hella2. h£[9r [hellir], heller. ve[- 
9n, V£[9n = vellin1 (villin). — Alternation between e (e) and d takes 
place in words, such as: breqak (brapk) and braipk [Faer. brenning], 
brennek1. breqar (brfiqor) and braq9r [*brennir], brenner. sme[9r 
(sm£[9r) and sma[9r [*smellari], smellek, smeller. sweit9k, swa[9k 
and swaitok [*skvettingr], swettek, swaittek. d is always found in 
words as: to dwa[ [dvelja], dwalj. ska[ [O.N. skellr], skell. to 
rai}d [renna], raind. *vaiid(i) [vent pik or per], vaind. 

18. Original “i” (and “1”) is treated in the same way as “e”: a‘[- 
^k9t ["ilskdttr, O.N. *illsk6ttr], ilsket, 2. ba'qt^r = bji‘nt9r: binder, 
haqd [O.N. hinna], haind. to pei‘[k and pa‘[k = pilk. fjopa'lti [sj6- 
piltr], sjupilti. somora latla and laitla [litla] (see under litel, adj.). 
sta‘[k [stilkr], stilk. stijars- (ste[9rs) and sta[9rs-dyke [stillis-], stil- 
ler s-dike. On the other hand, /, e are always found in ti[i, te[i [pilja], 
tilji, tilli. 

19. Original “d” before a palatalized consonant (mostly /, t}) 
changes to j or d (j), while “o (6), u, u, y, ae and 9”, in the 
same position, regularly become 0 (d). jit, dit {pit) mostly replace 
final jt, 6$ (3t); din occas. replaces drj. Examples: 

goit, goit (goit, g6(i) [gatt]. Q-moC or uTnoit- [umattr], umott. 
umopa, omo[-a = umotta, is derived from the latter. *g6it [g6tt or 
gott], *gott and *goit. h6[i==holli. h6‘[k (h5‘lk) [No. hoik], hoik2, 
hoq- (hai^-) [horn] in honngel. *k6i},m3e‘rki (k5q-) *konnmerki. 
For the change Sk > rk cf. No. mark, maggot, worm, to skoit (skjit), 
skott. 6[a (5[a)-pluck [ullar-], olla-pluck. r6‘[k [No. rulk]. st6‘[ka 
[stulka]. moijd [mund]. oqdali [undarligr]. -soiid [sund] in place- 
names: Hul-soqd-[*h61msund], hulmsund. storjdi = stond (stoind)2, 
etc. g6[d9t = goldet. *bloh6iiin (-an, -hoiydin) = *blohonnin. 
hoqin, hoipn [*hyrningr], honnin. *doqa [dyrnar], *donna, *donni. 
molgat [Icel. myglaflr]. so^kins [systkin]. *nt6[l9kt, ^Dtoitbkt (-la^t) 
[upjaiig-t], *utoitleg, -t. gro'^ka [groenska]. dobhoit-, -hoit- [dyl- 
hvttr (or -hattr), dolhoit. oqd (5qd) [9nd], ond1. tr6[ [trpll], troll. 

din for dq in e.g.: tangroinin [*tanngrunnungr], tanngroinin. 
to droin [drynja], dronj, droin. ei and d for orig. “y” have found their way in bei‘[k and ba‘[ki 
[*bylki], mutated form of bu'lk. On the other hand, 0 in ro'pci [*rylki] 
(= r6‘[ki) is a mutated form of r6‘[k, and in *0qd, ^e^d [O.N. hyrni] 
(but: hoiiak == O.N. horn). 

Note. After / and q {nj) regularly appear: a) o, u iox 0 ov d\ 
b) o, u for 0; e.g.: to f[og [fl0ygja], flog3, fljog. ]og [Ipgr], log, 
Ijog1. [og [loekr], log, Ijog3. On the other hand: Logana, IV, § 
20. [u [hlj66], lju1; cf. 10(d). lu [Icel. hlyr], I01, adj. [Od [lj6tr], 

iv 
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ljud. lutn(i) [Ijdmi]1, ljumi, ljum. njogal, iiogal [nykr], njuggel 
(njugl). sijukor (s^okar), s^uger (siioger) [snykr], snjuger, snjuker. 

III. Diphthongs. 
The old diphthongs (ei, au [911], oy) in Shetlandic have become 

monophthongs. 
20. O.N. ei — Shetl. a) e (e, as), occas. prefixed by j (je, etc.); 

b) e, s, and prefixed by j: ye. Examples: 
a) bleg (but Blegana, IV, § 20). ed [eid], *ed (esp. in place- 

names). es [eisa], es, sb. fjedin [*feitingr]. gre(d) [greiSi], gred 
and gre. je, jie [eiS]. keb [keipr]. me<ji [meiss]. skre [skreifl], skre1. 
vedak, vjedak [veit(a)], vedek2. b) etar and jedar [eitr]. fedmal [feitr]. 
hela- (helahwa‘rf) [heillar-], *hellahwarf. to he'nt, hae'nt [heimta], 
hent1. jema [eimr]. lera [O.N. leira]. redsjkab [reidskapr]. 

ben in compds., such as: benibitar, is O.N. bein. Furthermore 
Shetl. en, ben, sten, assimilate to Scottish ane [one], bane [bone], 
stane [stone]. 

21. O.N. au (yu) — Shetl. a) 0, mostly with prefixed j: jo, and 
.0; b) 0, j, 6, u, 0. r is usually followed by 0 or 0. Examples: a) bjbg [baugr], bjog1. to gjol [gaula]; on the other hand: to gol-brih *hjog [haugr], hjog1. hag in a compd. (place-name), see 
IV, § 20, the end; short vowel-sound in hjokfaryi (hjok-) [*haugfunn- 
in], hjogfinni. *joga [auga], *joga and *jog2. *jbra and orna- 
[oyra], *jora and joraskap, -skep. a tom [taumr]. brad [braut]. 
skavi [skauf], skevi1. stari [staurr]. — 0 and 0 alternate in the place- 
name Sabel and Sobel: see bol, sb. b) a gjopm (gopm)2 [gaupn], 
gopn, etc. *gr0t.‘jta [^grautstaOr]. klostar, klostar, klostar (klustor) 
[klaustr]. -lop (-lup) (vandilop, -lup) [hlaup], lop and lup, vand- 
lup. lopi, lupi [laupr], lopi1, lupi. 

Long and short vowel alternate in e.g.: nad and not, nut [naut], 
nod, not1, nut. *ra and *rod [rau5r]. ran(i) and roni [hraun]. 

In a few cases the sound ju is found preserved (owing to Scot- 
tish influence), e.g.: to ous [ausa], ous. ouskaeri [aus(t)ker], oust- 
kerri. op'bmsin-= upp-lousin’. 

22. O.N. oy — Shetl. 0 (rarely e). Examples: 
klavin [*kloyfingr]. a labin [*hloypingr]. radastab [’•'royQarstabbi]. 

to stra [stroyja]. sada [*soySa]. an *ar, old measure of land, l/8 of 
a ma'rk, mae'rk [myrk], mark2; O.N. oyrir. Change of 0 (orig. oy) 
to e has taken place, e.g.: er (occas. 0r) [oyrr], er3. 

Short vowel (d) in rodarastob [*roySrarstabbi or -stubbi]. 
23. The combinations j£, j6, and jii in O.N. commonly change 

to 0 (0) in Shetl. Examples: 
*drag [drjtigr]. *for3 [fjbrir] (Fragments of Norn, riddles), to 

kla [O.N. at klj&]. la(d) (lod) [hlj65]. to rad [hrjdta], rod1. 
In Foula an older “1]6” is partly preserved as lju and (with sec- 

1 for ]6^> 0, 0 see § 23. 2 with vocalized m. 
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ondary accent) Ijo, e.g.: *ljns [lj6s], *ljus (see Fragments of Norn, 
verse of a song). *ataljos [*aptrlj6s], attaljos. 

For lj6 > lu and (with dropped palatalization) lu, see §§ 19 
(note) and 39. 

Mutation. 
24. In a number of feminine words ending in a, and with a as 

the root-vowel, the u-mutation has found its way into the nom- 
inative1. 

bbka, bbk, bloga [Icel. blaflka], blokk and blokka. *bogga 
[bang], fjora, fjora [fjara]. flodarak, flbd(3)rak1 [*fla3ra], fladr'ek, 
flodrek. fodak [fata] = fedek (fiddek), etc. lodi [hlafla]1, lodi1. 
bggafish [langa]. *skjoldra [*skjaldra]. soita [*salta], sulta. 0g, 
jog [a5a], jog1. 

a of the stem has been preserved in e.g.: Magda [blanda]. a 
in bland = bland2, has been lengthened. 

25. The dropping of i-mutation, in many cases, is characteristic 
of the Shetlandic dialect. 

a, a have replaced e s, se \n e.g.: to hwarv [hverfa], hwarv2. 
lama = lem [hlemmr], lemm. to rag [reka], rag2. (dro[-)gbg3t 
[-slegit], drollslaget = troll-. v&r [verdi], var3, vb. (see var, IV, § 
29). to vav [vefja]. — d (?) (orig. a) has replaced e (e) (orig. ae) 
in e.g.: horin [*haeringr]. lorin [*laeringr]. ro [hrae], ro3. to ron 
[raena], ron1. *g3lo-ga [Icel. sjalaegja],*sjologa, etc. to sod [saeta]. sodi 
(sodi) [saeti], sodi1. to spron [O.N. spraena]. strodi [O.N. straeti], 
strodi1. ugjovous [ugaefr], Cf. verse 4 in the Foula ballad: “osta” 
[haesta], v. 25: “grothe” [graetr], v. 35: “bo” [baedi]. In Low’s list 
of words: “oron” [= aer-in], ewe. smora. — o (:?), «, u (orig. o, u, 
6, ti) have replaced 0, 0, 6, 3, 1, i, i (orig. y, ce, ^) in e.g.: to andn 
[O.N. andoefa]. *boga [O.N. bygg], *bugga. borliband; cf. vatta- 
band. *droka [O.N. drykrr and drykkja], *drukka. hunak [hcena]. 
hjo'nsa, jo‘nsi. ormal, urmal [*yrmill or yrmlingr]. ros(s)i and rosjan, 
rugan [hryssa-n], russen, etc. to ru [O.N. ryja], ru4. to stu [O.N. 
styfa], stu1. trogal [trygill], trugel, truggel1. Cf. verse 30 in the 
Foula ballad: “otsta” [ytsta]. 

In a number of words, forms without mutation are found side 
by side with mutated forms. Alternation between o and 0 appears 
in kldvin and kbvin; between U and 0 in bilnak and bonak = b0n- 
hus, krOgi and krggi [*krceki], krugi2, krogi. 

Alternation between 0 and 3 (ju) occurs in e.g.: estat milk 
(comm.) and ostat (oustat) milk [yst mjdlk]. 

26. Breaking of “e, i” is found in a few words where it is 
absent in O.N.: bja'rtin [birtingr]. to *fj&l [fela]. Cf. Kwata jada 
[hvat er pat], see Fragments of Norn, conversation, and verse 4 in 
the Foula ballad “Whar an yaar” [hvar hann er], v. 13: “yach” [ek]. 
— ja for orig. “6” is found in: spj&br [*sp61ari]; on the other hand, 
*spjelman. 

1 Cf., however, the change “a” > 0, 0, 0, mentioned in § 1. IV 
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la, rja mostly replace Ija, nja, e.g.: l&gar (and with dropped 

palatalization: lagar) = legar, (egar. i^fatag = nevatjog [*hnefatak]. 
to rjam [O.N. nema], njam. 

Consonantal Changes. 
27. b and p, when initial, occas. alternate, e.g.: berdus- and per- 

dus* [*bergdus]. bjak and pjak [No. pjakke]. p for b in onplost, 
o'mplost (-plast) [*andblastr]. 

Initial b and v (for orig. b) alternate in e.g.: bal and val [No. 
bull], bill, will1-2, bi'rtak, etc., and virda, virdak [birta, -i]. bo'i^-- 
vam- and vo'^-vam1 [*barnsvamm]. 

28. d in the comb, nd changes to t in several cases, e.g.: bji'n- 
tar, etc. [*bindari], bjintaar, etc. = binder, blo'rit [O.N. blundr]. to 
harntrisb [handhrista], handrist. *hanta(r)less (see Fragments of Norn, 
riddles), la'ntfal [landfall], landfell, -fel. To this rule prob. be- 
longs: a'nti = anti. Occas. also initially: travi = dravan. 

dj commonly changes to dz; (in a few places, such as Wh., to 
tz;): d^a'rf (tsja‘rf) [O.N. djarfr]. d^ub (tsjub) [O.N. djiip], djub, djup. 
d$ur [dj6r], djur1. — da'lk > dja‘lk > *([a‘lk > *d$a‘lk > tsja'ik. 

29. As a rule original “5” is partly 1) dropped, partly 2) changed 
to d. In Du. 6 is found preserved in several words — see further 
§ 42. Examples: 

3 is dropped in e.g.: *gua [g63a for g65ri]. gDan [*g66an or 
*g6Qing]. H [hliQ]. to Is [htyfla], I01; more rarely: to lod, lod = 
led2, lo [iy3r], I02. mg: a) [mo3], m02; b) [mce3a, -i], m04. ri 
[hri6]. *rln(a) [riflandi], *ria. *ro [r&5], *ro2. slu [sl6Q], slu1. sini 
[sl69i]. to snl, sne [snida, sneiSa]. -ti [ti5] in swartati. *tro [f>ra3r], 
see Fragments of Norn, verses, va [O.N. va6]. 

6 is preserved as d in e.g.: to bod [boSa], bod2, frod [frofla], 
fro2, frod. godin [*goefling]. kod [*kce3a]. mid [miQ], mid1, to 
rad. sed [sei3r]. spadi [spa3i]. stodak [staSi or *stce<5a]. tadbou(s) 
[*ti5brd], *tidbous. vadal [va3ill]. (w)dd [va3a]. 

Parallel forms (with and without d) appear, inter alia in the foil, 
words: a) to afro1 and afrod- [afr&3a]. gre and gred [greifli]. lo and 
lod [hlj6S], I01. *ro and *rod [rauOr]. With regard to the three 
words here first given, forms with and without d are used pro- 
miscuously. b) ba and bid [bo3i]. *bo and bodi [*by5-]. jadar 
[ja3arr]. je (j«) and ed [ei6] = ’"ed. The forms with and without 
d of these words have assumed different meanings. 

6 is usually preserved as d in the combination “Or”, e.g.: fladrak, 
flodarak [*fla3ra]. lodar [IpOr]. ludarhorn [liiOr]. *modara, -a [maOr- 
(inn)] (see Fragments of Norn, riddles). Alternation takes place in 
rudar and rilr [hruOr]. “r5” is commonly preserved as rd, e.g.: bir- 
dak [byrOr]. bird [burOr], bord2. faerd [ferO], ferd1; but unstressed 
“-far” in galafar. *gord [garOr]. hardi [harOi]. to hard [hirOa]. hor- 
dak, hordin [urO]. orda(r)-[arOr] in *orderus. skord [skarO], skord1. 
spord [sporOr]. On the other hand, with consonant following, e.g.: 
to staran [stirOna]. To this rule, var [verOi], var3, forms an excep- 
tion (see IV, § 29). 
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6 is mostly dropped in the conbination “g5”, but is occasionally 

changed to d or (3)t. Examples: to af-breg(d)-, obreg (ut brag- or 
ut-brag-: Sa.). Further: (he'nti-, hse‘nti-)lag and -lagat (lagad) [lagdr], 
hentilaged. to he'nt (hae'nt) lag(at)s (lagads), hent1. 

A development 5 > d > / (/) has taken place in e.g.: ^a'drahoda 
[adrahv^ra]. Ertoflakt [up^Sligt]. vati- or vaitikeb [*vaSkeipr]. When 
final, t is often found after r in an unstressed or secondary stressed 
syllable: -ga'rt (ma‘rtiga‘rt, okraga'rt merkigord, okregord) [garQr]. 
neba'rt [*ni5rburdr], nebord. o^ba'rt [atburdr], odbord, etc. Fur- 
ther: murat [mbrauflr], mured. 

“5j” has become dz, in e.g.: to r6d^ [rydja], rodj; on the other 
hand, e.g.: widi [vi6ja], widdi. 

Occasionally d from 3 (when final) gives place to g\ fog'(a)b6r- 
gar [*fokbur3r] and kavaborg [*kafabur5r]. jog, og [aCa], jog1, 0g. 
leg-vlsar [*lei5visari]. skrig, parallel form to skrid [skri6]. Cf. verse 
12 in the Foula ballad: “Nu linge stug an Konign”: mi lengi st6S 
hann konungrinn; v. 4: “gloug” [gl65]. 

30. f, when final, and before a vowel at the end of a word, has 
sometimes been preserved, in other cases it has been changed to v. 
Forms with f and v alternate in several words. Examples: 

dof mould [*dofmold], but dbvan [dofinn]. *gafa [gafaj. gof [*gof(a), 
*guf(a)]. haf [haf]. f commonly follows r, e.g.: d^a‘rf [djarfr]. ska'rf 
[skarfr]. to'rfat, etc. [*t9rf6ttr]. On the other hand, arvi [arfi], arvi1. 
evalous [efalauss]. hovi, hovi [h^fr]. to kav [kafa]. klovin [*kl0yf- 
ingr]. krov [krof]. nev, nev [hnefi], nev2. to nv [rifa], riv2^ rovok 
[r6fa], rovek2. a skdv [^skaf]. to skav [skafa], skav1. to sov [sofa 
and scefa], sov2. to tav [pcefa]. 

Alternation takes place in e.g.: to dovan and to dofan [dofna]. 
kavi, kava and kafa, kafa kavi, etc. klov(i), klovan and klofan 
[klofi, klofann]. nevatjag and n&fatag [*hnefatak], nevatag.^ 

f (after u) has been dropped in e.g.: skm [skriif]. to stu [styfa], 
stu1. Likewise f is dropped after d in ho [h&fr]. 

Initially, f and v (for orig. f) alternate in a few words, e.g.: fas- 
ga'rt, vasga‘rt and vad^gordin [fastgarSr], vatak fodak. 

31. g is commonly preserved as g, when final and between two 
vowels, e.g.: bogi [bogi], bogi1. drag (-drag), to drog [draga], drog1. 
-floga (-flog) [fluga], floga2. mogi [magi], mogi (see Fragments of 
Norn, adages and proverbs), rug [hriiga]. slag, slagin [slag], slag1, 
slagin. smoga, smoga [smoga or smuga]. a stigi [stigi], jitiggi1. 
trogal [trygill], trugel, truggel1. g has been dropped in vo [v&gr]. 
“gi (ggi)” > dy in e.g. beld^ian = belgjin; kn6dy'= knoggi. 

g alternates with q (the latter is esp. common in N.I.) before e 
and i in a stressed syllable, e.g.: gebi and <|ebi [Icel. gepill]. to gfld 
and <jdd [gelda]. a (jddin [geldingr]. qera. (see Fragments of Norn, 
conversation), a gdlin, (jetlin [*geltingr]. (jil (gilak) and (jil [gil], gil1. 
gild or <pld [gildr]. ^i‘mp [*gim], gimp1. On the other hand, al- 
ways with g-sound in the unstressed, final syllable “gi”. ilg0” and 
“gd” from orig. “gy” in gor, qor [gygr]. 
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gj is preserved in e.g.: gjo [gj£]. On the other hand, gj is com- 

monly changed to dz; in e.g.: d^olgar, d^olgar = gjolg (gjolg), etc. 
g occas. changes to k, esp. in the comb. Ig, ng. Examples: 

ho'lkin (ha'lkin). to h6‘lk = hoik1, t^o'lk = d^olgar, d^olgar, see prec. 
ha‘i)klin = hanklin; on the other hand hajjglin hanglin. ste'i}- 
kals = ste'gglins: stenglin. — rg > rk in e.g.: mse'rki [mergr], mergi1. 
— gn > kn in e.g.: f[oknar [prob. *flognir]. op(a)brak = uppbrak, 
uppabrak. — g > k, when initial (rarely): to korhord’ = to gorhard-. 

32. Initial h is occas. dropped before a vowel, as well as be- 
fore j and w. Examples: 

(h)a<Hagog,gi [halt gongu], *haltagonga, -gi. hjigal (hjogal) and 
jigal, jigalti [hegeitill]. hjo'nsa and jo'nsi [hcens]. horam and O ram- 
[hdrhamr]. horin and worin, jorin, Orian [*h&ringr]. hwo‘ls- and w6‘ls- 
bane [*halsbein]. to og(g) [hugga], ogg1. ordaltree [*hurQartre]. Cf. 
in the Foula ballad: “elde” [heldr], “e(i)dnar” [hennar], “yilsa” [heilsa], 
“yom” [heim]. 

On the other hand, h is prefixed to a few words, e.g.: to haiy- 
vag- [*andvaka], hanvag. hildin = ildin [eldinn]. hordak, hordin 
[ur6(in)]. Among these should prob.be reckoned hoi pA‘ltak = hoi1. 
Alternation occurs in ofsa- and hofsahf[ak [*upsarhella]. 

hj has been changed to §, e.g.: ^aral [*hjarl], sjarl, sjarrel. <jSl- 
mat [hjdlmbttr], sjolmet. sjela from *hjela [hela], sjela. On the 
other hand with dropped h: ja‘rta [hjarta]. 

h has been dropped in the comb, hi (hlid > //, etc.), and mostly 
in hr (hraun > reni, etc.), and occas. in hn (hnisa > nisak). nogins 
= knakins: noggin, etc., fknokk2, etc.; nogs [from *hnokkr], nogg2, nugg- — r and kr alternate in ram and kramak [hrammr]. In some cases kn, in others sn, corresponds to orig. hn (kn), e.g.: to kntp, 
knsep (occas.: snep, snaep) [hneppa, kneppa]. knokins, see prec. — 
snap [*hnappr], snapp1. to smg [hneggja], snegg, snigg. smgin, 
smgom and negi [*hneggingr], sneggin, sniggin. snivalak [kny- 
fill], snivel and snivlek. smvari, smvaripin snivri. snjug, snjngi 
[knjiikr], snjug1, snjugi. snot(i), snat(i) [hnpttr, knpttr], snott and 
snotti. snokal = snukkel. 

Shetl. hw, kw (rarely sw) correspond to an older “hv”; see fur- 
ther § 42, regarding dialectal differences of pronunciation. 

33. k is preserved or alternates with # (the latter esp. comm, 
in N.I.) before e, e, e, i, i, as well as before 0 (d) 0, the latter aris- 
ing from “y, f': keb (l^eb) [keipr]. kegar, H£g3r [*keikr], keger1. 
kepar, Hepar [keppr]. ke^i, ke^i [*kessa], (in the latter word k is al- 
ways applied, owing to the following softened s). kin-pus-as, but 
kil'posks- [kinnpiistr]. kipak (kepak) and Kipak (Hepak) [kippi]. to 
Ko'rk (H6‘rk) [kyrkja]. ^0r(a)n [k^rnar], *k0rn. sl^ega [skeki]. skae'r- 
pin, sHe'rpin [*skerpingr]. to ski'mp (ski‘mp). to skol, sHol [skyla]. 
k-sound is preserved before d (from “i, y”), e.g.: ka'rkasuk ni [*kirkju- 
s6kn]. 

Initial kj is preserved, e.g.: kjo'lk [kj^lki]. kjolak, kjsrak [No. 
kjore, kjora]. skjo [No. skjaa]. *skjoldra [*skjaldra]. — kj > % in 
kjob, l^ob [kaup]. in 8^01 (sHol) [skj61], skjul. 
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Shetl. hw and kw correspond to an older initial “kv”; see fur- 

ther § 42. 
k usually changes to g, when final, or between two vowels, e.g.: 

b&gi [bak]. to blag [blaka]. brogi [No. brokutt]. fog, fog, fjog [fok 
(fjuk)], fjog2 or fjug. to klag [klaka]. kragok [kraki]. krug [kr6kr], 
krug1. [og [loekr], log, Ijog3. njogal [nykr], njuggel. to og [aka], 
to rag and reg [reka], rag2, and reg. stjagi [stjaki]. soga and sogi 
[Icel. syki]. -tag and -tjog (i^afatag, nevatjog) [tak]. — k has been 
dropped in tahejok [*pakhella]. Alternation between g and k takes 
place in words, such as: bloka, bloga [*bla5ka], blokk, blokka. fjok, 
cf. prec. fog, fjog. og9(r)- and okra- [akr]. siiukar and si^ugar [snykr], 
snjuger, -ker. stuki and stjUgi (stogi) [stuka]. On the other hand, 
k is always applied in: kikan [*kykandi]. lik [lik]. puki, -a [ptiki, 
*puka], puki1. to rek [reika], rek1 (and rsek). rok [rok], ruk1. (ga’-) 
<30k [sjiikr] = ga’ [gall]-sick. vokar [Fser. vakur]. 

g occas. replaces original k when initial: gjbla [prob. No. kjore]. 
gogi(s)--kogi(s) = kogi2. grog krog, krugi == grogg2. To this 
rule prob. belongs cjega pA'ltak = kega p. 

34. p usually becomes b, when final, or between two vowels, 
e.g.: d^ub [djtip], djub. flab [flapr]. glab [No. glap]. glob [*glop]. 
glob [*gl0ypr], glob1, globi. hub [hop], kjob [kaup]. to kjob [kaupa]. 
lobin [*hl0ypingr]. rab, rab [*hrap], rab1. soba [saup], stroba [stropi]. 
ub and ob [6p]. to ub (ob) [cepaj. 

p and b alternate in a few words: etarskab and etarskop [*eitr- 
skapr]. With b: redsjkab [reiflskapr]. a spjeskab [*speskapr]; on the 
other hand: l&ndskep [*landskapr]. Further: kupi and kobi [kiipa]. 
laepak and laebak, lopak and lobak = lupi2, lupek. skupak and 
skobak. 

p is always found in: gapos [gapuxi]. grop [*grop]. lopi, lupi 
[laupr], lopi1, lupi1 (-lap in topalap = tudelep). van(di)lop, -lup 
[*vatnhlaup]. 

35. t usually changes to d, when final, or between two vowels, 
e.g.: bidi [biti]. -brad [brot], brod1. de flada [hin flata]. gad [gat], 
gad2. [Dd [lj6tr], ljud. madar [matr], *mader, (see Fragments of 
Norn, conversation), mud (mod) [m6t], mud2, to rod [hrjdta], rod1, 
slod [slot], -sod [sat], sodi, sbdak [sata], sodi2, sodek. sbdi, sodi 
[saeti], sodi1. v(j)edak [veita], vedek2. — Alternation between t and d 
is found, e.g.: *enda and *a‘nta [ennpd], *ante, see Fragments of Norn, 
song, verse, etar and jedar [eitr]. fodak and vatak [fata] = fedek 
(fiddek), etc. fudin and futan. -grot and -gmd [grj6t], grot1, gro- 
tak and grodak [gryta] = grota, etc. nod and not, nut [naut]. *soda 
(see Fragments of Norn, song, verse), but sot(a) [soetr]. 

t is always found in e.g.: to fret [freta]. to hatar [hatra], hater2, 
klut [klutr]. to mjat —mat. skltak [*skitingr]. 

d for t, when initial, is found in droj^ia-gat = trol^l^-gat. da'mp 
[Da. (L.Germ.) tamp]. 

final t is sometimes dropped, e.g.: (spirvi-)gru [grj6t] =- *grud. 
to lag-sto- = lag-stot- [*lagstoyta]. To these may prob. be added ni 
and no ni, and no2. *6rdatu = "'brdadoit. In hwl (see Fragments 
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of Norn, and *hwid, adj.) “tt” [hvitt] has been dropped. Cf. dropped 
n in: to *bri [bryna], and dropped k in tahslak [*pakhella], and kra- 
for kraga- [kraka from kraki] in “kra-taes”. 

Initial tj changes to §, e.g.: ^aldar [tjaldr], sjalder. §6n, etc. 
[tjgrn], sjonn. To these may prob. be added: u.^irna [No. utjona], 
usjuna. Cf. verse 25 in the Foula ballad: “chaldona” [tjaldinu]. 
t§ from tj, when final, in e.g.: to vibj [vitja], vitj. 

36. p changes partly to t, partly to d. Examples: 
a) tari- [pari], ’'tari1. ta'lfar, tA'lfar [*pil(ju)far]. ti[i, te[i [pilja], 

*tilji, *tilli. (un-)tili [(u-)p^31igr]s utili. togamo [poku-], togemo, 
tuggemo1. to'rkasot [*purkas6tt]. *trb [pra3r], ^tro1 (see Fragments 
of Norn, song, verse), trhan [pro]. — b) dbm [Icel. pam]. dad [pot],but 
brmrtod-. up--dr6it- (-drop) [upp proyttr]. du, du [pu]. dwa'rs [pvers]. 
to dwetal, dwatal [*pvsetla from O.N. pvsetta]; on the other hand: 
twatald, twaitald [*pvaetlaar]. Cf. verse 4 in the Foula ballad: “dar” 
[par], v. 31: “do” [pa]1). 

pj like tj changes to §, e.g.: siOk(k)a [pjukkr], see IV, § 20, and 
sjukk, adj. (under sjukkolo, sb.). 

37. Initial v, in most cases, has been preserved: vagal [vagi], vagi1, 
vaggel. van-, vats- [from vatn] in e.g.: vandlup[*vatnhlaup]; vats*- 
gar vatsgar2, but Watli [*vatnhli6] in the place-name: de loch o’ 
W. (U.). vara [No. and Da. vare]. vegwol, vsgal [*veggvplr]. to 
vipj [vitja], vitj. vor [v^r], — In a few words w has replaced initial 
v: wadmal [va5mdl]. wala'nt, wola'nt [v^lindi], wallend, etc. widi 
[vi5ja]. wae'l^i [vplsi], welsi. 

38. The following changes may also be mentioned: 
a) A few examples are found of a change kk > ^ (y), pp > b, 

\i> d: baga- (baya-), bagi- [bakka-]. 1) bagraf, bayagrof, more rare- 
ly: bakagrof. 2) bagiskjo'mp. 3) bakahst. naegishk (naeyi-) [*hnakka- 
stykki], neggistikk. Cf. bloga (bloya) = bbka [*bla6ka]. nogs and 
nogins [from *hnokkr], nogg2, and noggin, etc. skebak, skaebak 
[skeppa], skepp. snaebak, snabak = snsp(i), snsep(i) [*hneppi]. kibak 
[kippa]. mined- (-nli ad) [mbn^tt]. tod, todak [tuttr). 

b) Shetlandic mn, as in Norwegian, corresponds to O.N. fn, e.g.: 
stomna, stamna [stofn], stomna1, stimna1. In place-names: Ham- 
navb (Y.) = *Hafnarvagr. de Ramnastaks (Fedeland in N.Roe) = 
*Hrafnastakkarnir. When not followed by a vowel, n is dropped in 
this combination, e.g.: Ham (Br.) for: *Hamn. stamaran (for: stam- 
ran) [*stafn-rpng], stamron. 

c) g(k)s for ms is found, e.g.: fjo‘gs, fjo'gsat, and occas. in: ho‘r)(k)s 
= ho‘ms: horns2 = hums2, etc. ro‘r](k)s = ro'ms: rums1. 

!) unvoiced “th” in Eng. words, when initial, has become “t” in Shell., in e.g.: to tank, tief, ting (“i” is here pronounced: a, a), to link (“i” pronounced: a), tred (thread), and freq., when final, after a consonant, e.g.: lent (lenght), strent (strenght); healt; eart, fourt, nort. th has however been preserved as a p-sound, when final, after a vowel, e.g.: oath, mooth (mouth), sooth (south), tooth, truth. Voiced “th” in Eng. word has comm, become “d” in Shell., e.g.: dat, de, dem, deir, dere, dis; bridder (brither = brother), faider (father), to gader, idder (ither = other), midder (mither = mother), neder (neither), rader; blide. 
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d) pt (bd) for ft is found, eg.: *apta, furthermore abbreviated to 

*ap, *ap or *op (Fo.) = aptann, e.g.: jol ap(ta), etc. skeptin and 
skebdak [*skeptingr]. Cf. ps in *vfps [O.N. vepts, vepz, gen. of 
veptr], *vept. In place-names Topti- (Tapti-), Toptans (Taptans) alter- 
nate with Taft [O.N. popt]. 

e) Transposition of consonants, vl [O.N. fl] and lv. a keval [O.N. 
kefli]; on the other hand, kelvak, kelva olak. skalva [skafl], skalv2, 
etc. gl > lg\ molgat [Icel. mygladr]. — 1m and ml alternate, e.g.: to 
skul(a)m, skol(a)m, and (with inserted b) to skumbal, skuml (skum- 
bel)1. — dr and rd: to slodar and to slord [Icel. slytra], si odder1. 

f) Inserted b between m and 1 appears, e.g.: *gambli, *gam(b)la 
*gam m eI, (see Fragments of Norn, song, verse). h6m(b)libands. — *himb- 
hns, see Fragments of Norn (Our Lord’s Prayer). Cf. prec. to skumbal. 

g) s is dropped in the comb, ksl (xl), e.g.: bjakal [boexl], bjokl, 
bjokkel1. jakal [jaxl], jakkel1, jakl. jokal [pxl]. 

h) In a few words r has changed to 1 and conversely (esp. where 
another r or 1 comes before or after in the word): a'drahoda [aSravara]. 
bulig = burak. dolibrod - dorifal. To these may prob. be added: 
dolatree. gjola, kjolak, kjglak and kprak [No. kjore, kjera]. k6rl[kyrr], 
under korr1. mis-fsrd-and mis-Md* [misf6r(sk)]. njogal, i^ogal [nykr]. 
6rdal- [prob. hurflar-]. fjord [fjold(i)], fjord2, noraleg [*n^larleggr]. 
swal or swar [No. sval], swal2, swar1. 

i) Assimilation, 1) of nd to # in e.g.: *h6iian (hund-inn); *haiia- 
less = *ha‘rita(r)less [*handa(r)lauss] (see Fragments of Norn, riddles); 
2) of Id to /, e.g.: milanasto'mp (-stick) [*myldingarstumpr], mil din- 
stump, etc. 

j) suffixed d (after rj) in e.g.: to ra^d [renna], raind. to sand 
[sanna], sand; furthermore in blohoiydin = blohoiyin; to dro^d = to 
droin [drynja], dronj, droin. 

39. Palatalization. Insertion of j. 
11 (rl) commonly changes to /, nn and rn to rj. Several exam- 

ples of this change have been mentioned in preceding sections; see 
§§ 16—20, regarding vowel-changes before palatalized consonants. 
Softening of 1, n and t, ft (d, dd) before another consonant has been 
exemplified in the same paragraphs. In a few cases 11, rl, nn, rn 
have remained unsoftened, e.g.: to ban(n) [banna]. hokil(l)*in [h£- 
kerling]. honi-, hani- [horn, hyrni], hinnispott. *mana [manna] (see 
Fragments of Norn, adages), span [spann], spann1. In a few words 
palatalized and unpalatalized forms alternate, e.g.: brena and bre^a 
[brenna]. m6n- and moq- [munn-], *monn. Melan Fjela and Mejan 
Fjeja (place-name in Yh.) = milium fjalla. 

In a number of words /, rj alternate with /, n} corresponding to 
original I and n, e.g.: alma'rk and alma'rk. andar and aqdar. baldin, 
bajdin. bleg, b|eg. ha[in = halin. holgin, hojgin. lega, ]ega. nad, 
qad = nad2, njad2. 

Initially, nja = ria appears for orig. “na”; njad (see prec.). nja- 
fin (-fak). njatari = njatr, njatter1. njogal njuggel. 

Inserted j frequently appears after initial consonants. Examples: 
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bji'ntar. bjorg [borg], bjorg1. bjodi = bodi: bedi1. da'lk and dja‘lk; 
on the other hand: <|eld [deild]. fjedin. fjo'rkon. gjoggar. hjimals- 
faerd. hjosi, hjosan. hjo'nsa. mjat (mait and mjait). " tog and tjog 
== tog2, tjog3. ubma-gat, ut-mja-gat. vedak and vjedak = vedek2. 
vja'lskat and va'hkat [*valskottr]. 

Cf. verses 7 and 8 in the Foula ballad: “fiegan” [feigan]; v. 3: 
“stien” [steinn]; v. 2: “stiendi” [stendr]. 

§ for s is found in eg.: esjns. me.^i. *^agda [sagQi]. -^Mgat 
(droj-, troj-). 5 and § alternate in e.g.: toskar and to^kar = torvsker. 
Shetl. $ corresponds to O.N. initial “sj”. 

For the palatalized change before t (as well as before n) see §§ 
16—20. A weaker palatalization occurs in: a'taslO. a'drahoda. blse'tajsee 
Fragments of Norn, riddles (and cf. Bla(ana, IV, § 20) — on the other 
hand: blst, bleet [*blettr]. — Palatalization before d: o'di = a<li [oddi]. 

Other words exemplify an opposite development, j is occasion- 
ally dropped in the comb. “(h)lj”, e.g.: lod (lb). Urmbh, lombh [*hlj6<5- 
mal]. tolur[*lj6ra],lur1. lusa = ljns[Ij6s] (see Fragments of Norn, song, 
verse). With the last cf. l^gar for jagar from legar. Orig. “sj” has 
been changed to “s” in sirsamejabak'a = *sjusamillabakka. The 
form at(a)ri has doubtless arisen from a((a)ri, aitri owing to dropped 
palatalization. 

40. Supporting vowel; connecting vowel. 
Inserted connecting vowel (a) between two consonants (most 

freq. when r is one of them), when initial and final, is found in se- 
veral words: a^ak. baerag, baerak, in place-names = baerg [berg], 
dwarak = dwarg. flodarak. flokara. folaks. regan(-wosta). rodara- 
(-stob) — *rodrastobb. rojak = ro‘lk. *segal. slodarak. slopara. vagal 
— vagi1, vaggel. *vetarin [vetrungr]. Between a diphthong and a 
consonant, e.g.: taiag. 

Occasionally a connecting vowel (a, a) is inserted in compds. in 
which the first word ends and the second begins with a consonant: 
afaskod = afskod. bnma-stew [brim], dagali, dagali. fag-abor gar — fag-- 
bordar. hagari = hagri2,hageri. ng'galb^di = nrclb'di. udavid-, utavid-. 

In some words an added, supporting final vowel is found, e.g.: 
skalva [skafl], skalv2. stomna [stofn], stomna1. To these should 
prob. be added forms such as: dbma, duma [damr]. lama ( lem, 
Ism) [hlemmr], (and jsma? [O.N. eimr]). Cf. (h)a‘lta gaggi [halt 
gyngu], and kwata jada, kwata ita [hvat er pat] (see Fragments of 
Norn, conversation). 

41. Stress. 
In a number of compds. both parts are equally stressed; occa- 

sionally the latter part has received the main stress. Examples: a‘g-- 
klova^-; ag-lova'n; at-avs'pta; ba-fap and bafap; bsrgo'pti,-(pTtak; blo- 
hoiyin; boiyhb’ga and boqhb'ga; bo'qs vam-; brimd^d-; dobhait' and dol- 
haib; dropsjlagat (trop-); fag-bordar; to gorhard-, korhard, = gordhird; 
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helur and hclur; hjok-faijd; kin-pus-9s and l^ikposks-= *kinnpuster; 
koivmae'rki; lu-mol- and lomok; marll-, marfl-dg; minod-; mon-vjeg- 
(-vig-); op-slag-= uppslag; riq-(ga)lo-di; ^o-ga *sjoljoga, *sjo- 
loga; jjopa'l-ti = sjupilti; ta'nt-fsl'an = tantfellin1-2. tralfai]-gin; 
u-lTd-; u-mot- and u-moit-, urno^-a; u-ranr hor(9)m; u-tavid- and utavid-. 

In some uncompounded words, the stress lies equally on the 
stem and the ending. In a few cases, the ending receives the main 
stress: bjin-t^r [*bindari]. goinr, galDr ( golar). *hihnoi)-gin and 
*helmor)gin [*himlungi-nn]. il-skod- [*ilsk6tt]. *kl6van di [klofa-nn], 
klovi, etc. laver-ni. stog-gari- (stog-gari) [’'stangari]. 

42. Dialect differences of pronunciation. 
The deep, somewhat diphthongal a-sound, indicated by d, and 

approaching to Faer. aa, is peculiar to U. and Y., and corresponds to 
a in the other parts of the Isles, e.g.: a ali (comm.: ali) lamb; a 
brand (comm.: brand) = brand1; tand (comm.: tand). 

On Westside (e.g. the neighbourhood of Sandness) “e, a?” are 
occas. pronounced more open than usual. 

0 is pronounced with a closer sound on Westside than in the 
other parts of the Isles short “y” in Danish. Thus: bryni breni; 
ryni reni; tryni = troni. 

On Eastside (including N.I., and the greatest part of S.Sh., esp. 
Du.) hw corresponds to an older “hv, kv”; on Westside (and in part 
of S.Sh., esp. Conn, and Quarf) kw. Examples: hwal (Easts.), kwal 
(Wests.), hwam (Easts.), kwam (Wests.); with change of hv to siv: 
swam = swamm. hwi and hwai (Easts.), kwl and kwai (Wests.): 
mostly in place-names. The same rule holds with ref. to English words 
in Shetl. prefixed by wh and qu; thus on Wests.: quite (quite and) 
white — on Easts.: wheen queen. 

As mentioned in § 39, 11 has commonly changed to /, nn and 
rn to q. On Westside there are still, however, traces of a change 
to dly dn (an old change which later was superseded by the more 
common / and #); thus Si6d9n = .<j6n, ^on [tjyrn], sjonn, sjonn. 
Fografidol (Sandsting) *Fagrafell(i) In Foula dl and dn are still 
prevalent; thus: *dudlin and dodtak (in N.I.: dolgk), dollek2. toggg- 
fadgl (in Y. and Fe.: togggfal), tungefall. adnasft. adna^Dr. *bjadni 
[barnit] (see Fragments of Norn, conversation), bodla- and bodla- 
stane bolsten. Likewise in place-names: Bodlifel [*BolIafjaIl]; Kodli- 
fgl [*Kollafjall]; de Hodon [*Hornit]. 

In several cases, however, the softened forms have prevailed in 
Foula also; thus now commonly: ko|9t (for older *kodl9t) kollet. 

In Du. the original 3 has been preserved in several words, while 
in other parts of Shetland it has been changed to d. Thus: S3 = 
ed. kw3 = ksd. mTS mid mid1. se3 sed. Sporadically as 
p (outside Du.): *k0p> (Yh.) kod. topatap tudelep. 

In a few places (such as Y\) traces of an older -irj = -in have 
been found, corresponding to O.N. -ingr (-ungr). Thus, from Yh.: 
bulig == burak; bulig, bolig = bulin, bolin; drolig = drolin. 
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i-mutation. 
As the i-mutation is so old and so usual a phenomenon in Norse 

as well as in German, it is almost as a matter of course that it ap- 
pears in Shetland Norn. There is, however, the peculiarity that the 
i-mutation is wanting in a great many words in Shetland Norn, in 
words too, where no closely related words with an original vowel 
are to be found that could have a smoothing effect and abolish the 
mutation. As Shetland, for several reasons, must be assumed to have 
been colonized considerably earlier than the Faeroe Islands and Ice- 
land, and prior to the appearance of the i-mutation in Norse, and as 
such an insular dialect must in one respect and another end by 
going its own way, one can very easily suppose that, in spite of 
Shetland’s close connection with Norway, and the steadily maintained 
linguistic influence from that country, the i-mutation was never com- 
pletely carried out in Shetland Norn. In all probability there were, 
in very many instances, double forms, a mutated form and a non- 
mutated form. 

In one group of words the mutated form, with the support of 
the mother-tongue, has gradually displaced the non-mutated form; 
while in other cases the non-mutated form has remained, and the 
mutated form has been dropped. Even at the present day there are 
to be found in Shetland Norn many such words with double forms, 
a mutated form and a non-mutated form. 

In most instances, in the later Norn, the i-mutation has been 
carried out; but in a large group of words it is not to be found 
at all. 

Words with and without i-mutation: 
blagda, blaget and blegd, bligd (bleg, blig), sb., a wedge. 
bonhus, bunek = the more common bonhus (bonek), sb., 

a church. 
bordin and birdin, sb.: *byrS or *byr5ingr (from borfl, n.). 
borstet, bosten, bostet and birst, birstet, bistet: *byrstinn, 

No. bysten and busten, adj. On the other hand, birstalek, sb., from 
*bursta-leif. 

bro and bred, vb., to melt. 
bulk: *bulkr, and bilki, bilk (Un.), bailki (Y., Fe.): *bylki. 
darl (dorl) and derl, sb., caudal vertebra. 
dos and dos, sb., small corn-stack. 
fardimet and ferdimet: *ferdarmatr. 
flu- (fluid, fluin) and fli, sb.: *fly. 
fronet and fernet (*frenet), cf. Icel. frann and frsenn, adj. 
fro and fro; fro [fro]: O.N. frae, (fro might also be derived from 

O.N. frj6, but this word ought rather to have given *fru or fro). 
Words with i-mutation: 
blem and blen1, sbs., from *bl&mi (O.N.) and *bkmi. 
brigda, brigdi: No. brugda, brygda, brigde. 
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brind1, vb.: No. brunda (Da. brynde). 
bedi2, beti (a strip of land) = No. bot, f., a small piece of 

a field. 
Words without i-mutation: 
andu, vb. [*andoefa]. 
afljud, vb. [af-*lyta]. 
bjokl, sb.: O.N. bcexl, n. (bjokl, sb.: *bygl?). 
brodd, vb.: O.N. brydda, (brodd through influence of the sub- 

stantive). 
buks, vb.: O.N. byxa, No. byksa, vb. 
djur1, sb., animal: O.N. dyr (in O.Norw. also djtir). 
djur2, sb., excellent fellow: O.N. dyrr, adj., dear, valuable, costly. 
dolek, sb.: O.N. daela, No. dsela, f. 
doli, sb.: O.N. dael, f. (No. dol). 
dollek2, sb., may, acc. to the pronunc. “dolak”, be either *dull- 

or *dyll-. 
dudla, sb. (Fo.): No. and Faer dylla (No. dull, dyll, m.). 
flog3 [flog, fjog], fljog, also flug, fljug, fljuk, fluch, vb., to 

clean thrashed, dried corn by flinging it out of one’s hand: O.N. 
floygja, to let fly. The Shetl. forms spring from the root-form fljuga, 
vb., to fly. 

fluder (flodrek2), sb.: *fly<5r(a). 
flukra (flokra), sb.: *flykra. 
fradin, sb.: O.N. fretr. 
fudin, sb., ulight-foot”, cat (tabu-name), *f6tingr for *f0tingr. 
fuglekavi, sb., snow-storm: *fyklikafi (No. fykla, fyklesnjova, vb.). 
hottena, hottin, hoittin, etc., adj., accomplished-, concluding-, 

last-, finished, to be classed with O.N. haetta, vb., to cease-, stop. 
O.Shetl.: *hatta. 

lor, sb., the thigh, O.N. laer. 
lorin, sb., the great cormorant: *laeringr. The Shetl. form pre- 

supposes a *laringr. 
lung, sb., heather, now comm.: ling, but u is preserved in the 

compds. lungkillin and lungklo, as well as in various place-names. 
*moliskop from *malingskaup = *maelingskaup. 
nomen, adj.: *naminn = *naeminn, No. naemen (O.N. naemr, adj.). 
ro3, sb., carcass, O.N. hrae. The Shetl. form presupposes 

a *hra. 
rori (brori), ro, scarecrow, O.N. hraeda, f. The Shetl. forms 

spring from a *hrad-. 
*snolda [sn§lda], prop, a spindle, now the name of high, nar- 

row rocks (sea-rocks), a form without i-mutation [*snalda], from O.N. 
snaelda, a spindle. 

sodi1, sb., a seat: O.N. saeti, n. O.N. sat, f., has a different sense, 
de Trimolins (place-name, piece of a field in Fe.): No. trimae- 

ling. The Shetl. form presupposes a *J?rim&lingr. 
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u-mutation. 
This specially Northern mutation, which appears far later than 

the i-mutation, is also to be found in Shetland Norn, but is difficult 
to substantiate, as a has generally changed to o. Such an o, long 
or short, proceeding from an original a in the stem of feminine 
words ending in -a, can stand partly as a u-mutation of a, partly as 
a. regular Shetlandic development of a. 

In Faeroese, the u-mutation from the accusative, genitive and 
dative in -u has generally entered into the nominative in -a, e.g. 
fjora, gola, S0ga, blonda (O.N. fjara, gala, saga, blanda), in No. in 
most cases also, e.g. fjora, “soga (soga)” from “saga”, “blanda”, 
blended drink, whey and water, has, in single No. dialects, the mu- 
tated parallel-form blonda (cf. Faer. blonda), but in Shetl. the word is 
bland, without mutation. On account of its meaning, it cannot be 
the neuter word “bland”, but must be No., Faer. and Icel. blanda, f.). 

Without mutation: mar a, sb., mud (= Faer. marra, f.) and mara, 
sb., night-mare, O.N. mara, f. Also mera in Shetl. 

Shetl. (Fo.) fjora [fjora, fjora] (yroy. foreshore, ebb, now with 
somewhat altered meaning, see the Dictionary), may be a form with 
u-mutation such as No. and Faer. fjora (O.N. fjara, acc. fjpru), but 
not necessarily. 

Shetl. Baga (a cow with a back of a certain colour), Starabaga, 
*baka, f., from bak, back, has no u-mutation. 

On the other hand, the u-mutation is doubtless to be found in 
bjoget (long o), *boget, adj., applied to an animal with a back of 
a certain colour, *bpk6ttr from bak. In a similar manner moget 
[mogat]: with a belly of a certain colour, *mpg6ttr from magi (belly), 
in which the relation is more obscure, because also the word “magi” 
in Shetl. has become an o: mogi. 

blogaben: "blpkubein (from O.N. blaka, f.). 
blokka, blokk: O.N. *bla5ka. 
bonga, sb.: *banga, f. 
longa-fish (O.N. langa, Faer. longa). 
ronga, sb., wrong: *ranga, f. 
*skjoldra: *skjaldra, f. 
On the other hand, the 0-sound in foger [fogar] (Ub.), (tabu- 

name), indicates that this word is the mutated form fpgr, f., from fagr, 
adj. Also [fogar, fegar, feg] (Un., Y".). “fogar”, like “fogar”, origin- 
ates doubtless from “fpgr”. 

As the accusative, genitive and dative forms ending in -u, from 
feminine words ending in -a, have generally been dropped in Shet- 
landic, and, with some few exceptions, only the nominative forms 
ending in -a are preserved, alternating with forms without endings 
(generally through the dropping of -a), or sometimes with the end- 
ing -i for an older -a, and as mutation in the nominative forms is 
irregular, it must remain doubtful, in most cases, how far the -0 from 
an original -a, in such words, is due to u-mutation or not in Shet- 
landic. 
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The pronunciation [6] of o in *fjorahwarf and partly also in 

fjoraskit, compds. with fjora, indicates that it is the mutated form 
fjpru. In the same manner skodda [skoda] with [6] is doubtless a 
mutated form from O.N. skadda, f., like No. skodda, Faer. skodda. 

fladrek and flodrek, limpets, patella: *fla5ra. [fldd(a)rak] may 
be developed from [flad(a)r3k], without being due to u-mutation. 
[flod-rak-], on the other hand, is rather a mutated form *flp5ra from 
flpflru, [6] not being regularly developed from a. 

homliband [homh- (homli-)] and humliband [homh-], humla 
[homla-] and hombli [hombh-], oar-grummet, presupposes the mu- 
tated form hpmlu- from hamla, f. 

There is no mutation in *ovaga, sb., from an original *aurvaka, 
f., Faer. eyrvoka. On the other hand, o is found for a in the place- 
name Yoga [voga], de hole o’ V. (Hubi, Fe.), a piece of moist, 
muddy soil: originally doubtless *vaka, f. 

Without u-mutation: raga, sb., woman. 
ring [rirj, rerj], knee-timber in the stem of a boat, goes back to 

the mutated form “rpng” [from *rangu] in O.N., because short i and 
short u (o) often alternate in Shetlandic. 

In a similar sense, sting [stirj, steg], mast (tabu-word, sea-term) 
has arisen from O.N. stpng [orig. *stangu], f., bar; pole. An older 
form, stong is, however, found in Shetl (N.I.). The form steng 
[stag], in which a may have arisen either from i or a, is under doubt, 

spong [spog]: O.N. sppng. Place-name: Sping [spig]. 
sponget [spogat, sp&gat, spogat]: *sp9ng6ttr. 
stonga, thick gruel or porridge: *stanga, f. 
kwag, hwag [a], sb., a cake, flour-dumpling, prob. stands for 

*kwog, *hwog [*o] with diphthongization from an older *kog [*kog]: 
O.N. kaka, No. kaka and koka, Faer. koka. kwag cannot be directly 
developed from a *kag. Whether any u-mutation appears in the 
Shetlandic word cannot be proved by the vowel-sound. 

The u-mutation can be exactly proved in *g0da [goda, <j0da], 
sb., way, path, as 0 here can only be developed from 9 in “gptu”, 
nom.: gata. Besides *g0da, the form *goda[goda, (joda], and (rare- 
ly) *gota [(jota], is found, and prob. on account of the [6]-sound, must be accepted as a mutated form, “goda, goda”, now only a 
place-name, is remembered as a common noun, esp. in Fe. godins 
[godins], in “de Midgodins” (Y.), is def. pi. form: O.N. g9turnar, with 
a later added Eng. pi. s. 

As a veritable place-name, name of a farm, Got [got, got] is 
found: orig. *i g9tu. See under *goda, sb., in the Dictionary. Cor- 
responding to the Shetl. forms are No. gota and Faer. gota (as a 
place-name in Faeroe: i Gotu). 

Skoderump [styad-aro'mp-], name of a flat skerry (N.Roe), is an 
orig. *sk9tu-rumpa, tail of a ray, from O.N. skata, f., ray. Cf. “de 
Skate 0’ Islesburgh” (Nmw.) as the name of a flat skerry. Sk0de-, 
as the 0-sound shows, is the mutated form. 

Noss [n&s], name of a small, elevated isle in the list of names 
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of islands in Snorre’s Edda, written “ngs” and in a Shetl. deed of 
1490 “nws”, is doubtless an orig. “ngs” (nas-), nose. 

all > a’. 
go,’1, sb., mock-sun, from an original *gall. Formed in accor- 

dance with ga, the gall, L.Scottish form of the Eng. gall, sb. 
ga’*, sb., something hard, pressed together-, alternates some- 

times with older gall, thus in the word gall-knot, now more com- 
monly “ga’-knot”. 

ca', in the form now used for to call, but in a couple of frag- 
ments of older language, half Norn, and half L.Scottish, kail [kafl is 
used. In sense of to cry, of gulls, kail is commonly used; likewise 
in sense of a call-, claim. 

fall is called “fa”’, but in compds. the older form fall [fal] is 
found as the second part: bafall, bergfall, tungefall, occas. alter- 
nating with fadl: tungefadl, and with fell, in sense of current, in 
landfell. 

ba\ sb., ball, globe. Older forms are: bolli, bollek, ball [bal, baf, 
diff. from Eng. ball]. 

a', all, adj. Older al, ol, wol, as the first part of some compds.: 
almark, olmark, *wolmen (*olmenn), wolmo, sbs.; alt in *alta- 
senn. 

The change all > a’ probably took place in the 18th and 19th 
centuries, beginning with the breaking up of Norn, first in words 
common to Norn and English (L.Scottish), and later in words with- 
out English and Scottish parallels after it had become apparent that 
O.N. -all, like Eng. -all, become in L.Scottish a long a. 

I, i > ai. 
The long i is in Shetl. Norn often changed to the diphthong di 

through influence of English, and for a great part in words not hav- 
ing an English analogy to influence the sound: im > aim (rarely 
im), soot, him > haim (rarely him), klina > klain, to spread on. 
skid > skai (mould-board on a plough). The fact that the diph- 
thong ai for i is carried through in words not having English par- 
allels, shows that in Shetl. the long i in Norn has been understood 
to correspond with the English diphthong ai. 

T > ai. 
Parallels are, however, commonly found with / [I (i)], thus: imet, 

adj., dirty-grey, (sooty), not “aimet” from *imottr. himet, not “hai- 
rnet” from *him6ttr. i [i (i)] is prevalent in a number of words: is, 
vb., iset, adj. grima, sb„ grimek, sb. (now occas. with a shorten- 
ing of original long /), grimet, adj. to geng to de ila (of fishing 
from an anchored boat), in Du.: “to geng to de ails”. 

Alternation between i and di: gris, “gis”, and now commonly: 
grais, grise (grize), as in Eng. dial. (L.Sc.). skrid and skraid, vb., 
from O.N. skrida. 
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*bite'' [bait] as in English, but bit- [bit, bit] from O.N. bita. i 

[i, i] is found in derivatives, such as: bitel, -biter in hobiter, be- 
nibiter, onglabiter, in the two latter words alternating with “biter 
[baiter]”, and in onglabiter also with bjeder [bjedar], in which je 
has arisen from l. 

Alternation between i and di must have begun with such words 
which were common to the Shetl. Norn and English, e.g.: *hwid 
(hwit) and “white”; *bit and “bite”; *ri(d) and “ride”; riv and 
“rive”. Thereby it was* observed that an older Shetl. i (long) corre- 
sponded to English (ai) ai, and thereafter di began to make its way, 
replacing i in Norn words which had no parallels in English. This 
development doubtless began in the 18th century, at the time that 
Norn was passing out of use, and later continued during the 19th 
century, at which time Norn is only found mixed with Lowland 
Scottish. This development hardly dates further back than to the 
18th century, as there are only comparatively few words with the 
di form only; while i and di alternate as a rule, “ai” gradually be- 
comes more and more predominant. In not a few words, however, 
the /-form alone accurs. 



VI. 
The words embodied in the Dictionary can, with single excep- 

tions, be traced back to Old Norse, in some instances to Primitive 
Norse, partly by direct comparison with the vocabulary presented in 
Old Norse, partly by comparison with parallel words in later North- 
ern languages, especially Norwegian. 

In regard to a small portion of the Shetlandic vocabulary here 
embodied, it cannot be definitely determined whether the words spring 
from O.N., or are loan-words from English, particularly Northern 
English, and Scottish (Lowland Scottish) dialects. Northern English, 
from which Lowland Scottish has evolved, is saturated with a North- 
ern, especially Danish, linguistic element, that goes back to the Vik- 
ing age. 

I have, in such doubtful cases, elected to include the material 
concerned. Where it was a question of words that were common in 
O.N., and that had followed the usual (Shetlandic) phonetic rules for 
Shetland Norn, there was indeed no reason for omitting them. And, 
even in cases where the words did not follow the phonetic rules of 
Shetland Norn, but were Lowland Scottish in form, doubt might ex- 
ist, as Norn has been exposed, during so many centuries, to a strong 
influence from Lowland Scottish, on account of which approximations 
to the latter speech have occurred, both in the meanings and in the 
forms of the words. 

Several Shetlandic words, although they are English (L.Sc.) in 
form, must be regarded as of Norse origin on account of their diffu- 
sion in Northern languages, especially in Norwegian, Faeroese and 
Icelandic; and, when such words are either not found at all or are 
found only very sporadically in Lowland Scottish or in English dia- 
lect, they are included in this Dictionary. This applies, for example, 
to “dorrow” from O.N. dorg, in Shetlandic developed in English 
words ending with -orrow (-orough), corresponding to O.N. -org, as 
English sorrow, O.N. sorg, English borough, O.N. borg. Where Shet- 
landic words have meanings that are partly Northern, partly English- 
Scottish, all the meanings are usually given except those that have 
come in, or must be considered to have come in, very recently from 
standard English. On the other hand, a form such as “goul, gowl”, 
vb., to cry, howl, has not been entered, although it corresponds 
rather to O.N. gaula (goula) and No. gaula (goula). In Lowland 
Scottish the word has the same form as in more recent Shetl., in 
Jam.: goul, gowl. But in Shetl. Norn “au, ou” regularly change to 
o (commonly with prefixed j: jo), occasionally to u or 0. Now a 
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more rare form gjol [gjol], to howl, is found in Shetl., which is the 
exact phonetic form; cf. e.g. joga from “auga”, bjog from “baugr”, 
etc.; goul is borrowed from Lowland Scottish, and is found mentioned 
under gjol. 

With regard to a form “upp-lousin”, sb., sudden thaw, the con- 
ditions are somewhat different. “lousin” corresponds in meaning to 
No. loysing, Icel. leysing, and is the same word. It is Lowland 
Scottish in form; but as I have not found the word either in Scottish 
or in English dialects, applied in the same sense as in Shetl., 1 there- 
fore have recorded it in the Dictionary, as I consider it to be an 
older *l0sin (cf. *los and los, adj., loose), which has been modi- 
fied according to Lowland Scottish; similarly with “louse”, vb. and 
“louse”, adj. 

nout, cattle, was remembered by old people in Unst in the close 
of the 19th century, as having been introduced from Scotland. Al- 
though the word in form and meaning corresponds to O.N. naut, 
cattle, it is therefore not given in the Dictionary. On the other 
hand, more strictly phonetical forms have been entered, such as 
nod and nut, both words from Unst. They are no longer used in 
the simple sense of cattle (see the Dictionary); this alteration and re- 
striction in sense and use show furthermore that they originate 
from O.N. naut. 

A compound such as bam bus, hurry-skurry, has been put in, 
though hardly O.N. bambusel appears in a similar sense (confu- 
sion on account of hurry), which word seems to have arisen from 
English (L.Sc.) “bamboozle”, which, however, has another meaning 
(to confuse; deceive; trick); but the word must have changed in 
meaning in Shetl. through influence of Norw. words such as “bang” 
and “bus”, verb: “busa”, also used in Shetl. The compound has not 
been met with in the Northern languages outside Shetland, bam- 
busel is therefore not a derivative of bambus, but conversely bam- 
bus has arisen from “bamboozle” by misinterpretion. Cf. bambirl. 

Shetl. ske [ske], vb., to wind the snell around a fish-hook, is 
not O.N. skeida, vb., to sheathe (the sword, knife), but comes nearer 
in sense and use to English sheathe, vb., in the derived, secondary 
sense of the word, to cover. 

In the following I will adduce characteristic words belonging to 
Shetland Norn, naming at the same time those parts of Norway where 
corresponding meanings are to be found: 

Appendices. 
Shetlandic Norn. South-West Norwegian. 

bangsgrip, sb. 
bengel, vb. 

Lister: bjorntak. 
Telemarken: bengla, and Faer. bongla = 

bergfall, sb. 
Shetl. bengel. 

Hardanger: bergfall. 
v* 
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berggiltek, -gilti, -golti 

(-golti, -goltek), sb. 
berhogg, sb. 
*bersugget, adj. 
birst, birstet, etc. (borst, 

borstet, bosten), adj., 
peevish, cross. 

bisi, bissi1, sb. (litter for 
cattle in the stall). 

bisper, sb., mouse (sea-term), 
biss biss bio!, inter]. 

blogummi, blugummi, sb. 
bofi1, sb. 
bog2, sb., cross-sea. 
bolteri, bulteri,adj. (lumpy). 
bonabag (banabak), sb. 
bossi, bussx-needle, sb. 
bromek, sb. 
brosek, sb. 
brol1, rol, sb. (elongated 

bump). 
bodi2, boti, sb. (strip of land). 
dal, sb., in sense of lull, abat- 

ing, of rough sea, bad wea- 
ther, rain or wind. dal, 
vb., to abate, cease, lull, of 
rough weather. 

tiaXa-reek, sb. 
dalk, djalk (tjalk), vb. 
darg (darget), sb., a mass, 

large portion. 
dask, sb. (misty clouds, dense 

haze). 
dasket, adj. (exhausted). 
ditti-^ag-, sb. 
doddel, sb. 
drafs, vb. 
dritl, vb., in sense of to 

walk slowly. 
druf (drof), sb., and druf s, sb. 
druls, sb. 
drult (droit), sb. 

To the South of the Dovrefjeld: berg- 
gylta (S. Berg.), Trondhjem: berggalt. 

Sogn: berrhogg = Shetl. berhogg. 
Ryfylke: bergsugga (wrasse, labrus) — 

berggylta. 
No. bysten, adj.: S.W.Norw. busten, adj., 

fierce, harsh. 
Tel.: bys, n., litter. 
Li., Dalene: bispur, m., rascal. 
To the South of the Dovrefjeld: bissa 

(byssa), vb., and bia (bya), vb. (bia: 
Dal., Mandal, etc.). 

Nordhordland: blaagume. 
Jaederen: boven, adj. 
Hard.: bauka, vb., to gurgle noisily. 
Ma., Tel.: bultren, adj., lumpy. 
Tel.: banabeig. 
Sogn (Hallingdal, Gausdal): bossenaal. 
Tel., Saetersdalen: brama, f.? 
Dal.: brose, m. 
Ryf.: ryl, m. 
See of Bergen: bot, f., a patch, small 

piece. 
Tel.: dala av, of storm-charged clouds. 

Sondhordland: dal(a)r0yk. 
Tel., Jaed., Agder: dalka, vb., in a sense 

corresponding to the Shetl. word. 
Tel.: dorg, m., a mass, heap. 
Ryf.: dasken, adj., moist, wet and heavy. 
Ryf., Roldal (Agder): dasken, adj., limp 

from over-exertion. 
Outer Sogn: dytta, vb., Shi., Hard.: dut- 

ta, vb. 
Esp. S.W. Norw.: “dutla”, vb. 
Agder (Ma., Saet.), Tel.: dramsa, vb. 
Li.: dritla, vb. 
Tel.: dryvja, f., and drufsa, f. 
Dal. (Jaed.), Tel.: drols, m., and drulsa, f. 
Tel. (Jaed.): drult, m., and drulta, f. 
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drult (droit), vb. 
drumb,vb.,and drumbet,adj. 
dunk(a), dunker, sb., mist; 

dense haze; drizzle. 
ennapi, ennepi(g), sb., (an- 

napi, onnapi). 
finsk, sb. 
fladrek, flodrek, sb. 
flek(k), sb. 
flings (flinks), vb. 
flungs (flunks), vb. 
fret, vb., to rain slightly. 
frott, sb. 
gam, vb. 
gams, vb. 
gest, sb. 2, in sense of half- 

burnt piece of peat, stand- 
ing right on its end. 

giget, adj. 
gil3, sb. (mock-sun). 
giltek, sb. 
gimp, vb. 
ginsj, ginzj, vb. 
girbi, sb. 
girj (gilj), vb. 
gjola, sb. 
glams, vb. 
gloder2, sb. 
glons, sb. 
goieg, goiek, sb. (young 

coalfish). 
gomra, sb. 
grins, grinsi, sb. 
grist, sb. 2. 
grittin, sb. (thunder). 
grunnka, sb. 
grotl- (first part of compd.). 
‘grotsta, sb. 
guen, sb. 
guls, sb. and vb. 
hagi, sb. (a spade). 
hater2, vb. (to bully). 
haust, vb. 

Tel., Nhl., Hard.: drulta, vb. 
Tel.: drumbemaelt, adj. 
S.W. Norw.: dunken, adj., moist; sultry 

(dynkjen: Ma.). 
W. Agder (Li.): agneliten. 
Ryf.: finnske(?), mustiness. 
(Vestfold), Shi., Tel.: fla(d)ra, floyra, f. 
Sset., Ryf., Hard.: flekk, n., a small 

stretch of field. 
Tel. (and Li.): flingsa, vb. 
Hard., Saet.: flumsa, vb. 
Cf. Tel.: regnfret, n. 
S.W. Norw. (and E. Norw.): frott and 

frutt. 
Tel. and Hard.: gama (gamast, gama seg). 
Agder and Tel.: gamsa, vb. 
characteristic of S.W. Norw.: gjest. 

Hard., Outer Sogn: giga, vb. 
N. Berg., (Sdm.): gil, m. 
Sogn: gylta, f. 
Nhl., Hard., Voss: gimpa, vb. 
Tel., Saet.: gnysja, vb. 
Li., Raabyggelaget, Tel.: gurpa, gyrpa, f. 
Tel., Saet., Li., Ma., Dal.: gyrja, vb. 
S.W. Norw.: kaare, kaaremjolk. 
Li.: glamsa, vb. (Jutlandic: glamse, vb.). 
Nhl.: gyldra, f. 
Tel., Nedenes, Jaed., Hard.: kluns, m. 

(also Da. dial, and Sw. dial.). 
Shi.: gaukpale, m. 
S. Berg., Tel.: gyrma, in sense b (closely 

allied with Shetl. gomra). 
S.Norw. and S.W. Norw.: kreimsk-, 

kreimsl-. 
Saet., Tel.: grust, m. 
Li.: grylta, vb. Saet.: grulta, vb. 
Ryf.: grunka, f. 
S.W. Norw.: grutl, n. 
Ryf. (Toten), Tel.: grautstad, m. 
Jaed.: goda seg, vb. 
Nhl.: guls, m., gulsa, vb. 
Shi., Nhl., Sogn: hake, a spade. (Faer. 

haki, a spade). 
Nhl.: hatra, vb., = Shetl. hater, vb. 
Li., Dal., Tel., Rbg.: hausta, vb. 
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heglabister, sb. 
hekl1, vb. (to walk bent). 
helur, sb. 
bevel, sb. 
hims1, vb. 
hims (himset, himst), adj. 
hipp, vb. 
hjogfinni, adj. 
holg, sb. 
hoiks, sb. pi. 
holli, adj. 
horl, vb., in sense of, to tattle. 
horro, sb. 
horus, horrus (hums), sb. 
hovl (hovel), vb. 
huss (hussj), vb. 
hwekk (hwakk), sb. 
hwider, sb. 
hwikk, adv. 
ill-birstet, adj. 
ill-snuget (ill-snuket), adj. 
ill-visket, adj. 
iset and hoset, adj. 
kessi, sb. 
kilp, vb. 
kim(m)ek, sb. 
kirns, vb. 
kirp (kirpet, kirpin), adj. 
kjoks, vb. 1. 
klait, interj. (sb.). 
klons (*kloss), sb. 
knirj, vb. 
knolt1, sb. 
knolt, vb. 
krab, sb. (inter alia collec- 

tion of small creatures). 
krabbaliri, sb. 
krampi, sb. 
krimp, vb. 

Li. (and N. Berg.): hekel, m. 
Tel.: hokla, vb. n. 
“helorar”, characteristic of S.W. Norw., 

in the same sense as Shetl. helur. 
S.W., S. Norw. (and occas. E. Norw.): 

hevel, m. 
Saet.: himsa (himsa seg), vb. 
Saet.: hims-. 
Tel. (Smaal.): hypja, vb. (Da.: hyppe, vb.). 
Dal., Jaed.: haugfunnen, adj. = Shetl. hjog- 

finni. 
Ryf., Shi.: holga, vb., holga, adj., (h. sjo). 
Shi., Ryf., Tel.: ulka, vb., to be sulky. 
S.W. Norw. (occas. E. Norw.): holleg, adj. 
Voss: hurla, vb., id. 
Tel.: hurra, f. 
Ma.: herraas, f. 
Li., Dal.: hofla, hufla, vb. 
$ogn, Tel.: hussa, vb. 
characteristic of S.Norw. and S.W. Norw. 

kvekk (gvekk), m. 
Tel., Li., Saet.: kvidra, vb. (Icel. hvidra, vb.). 
S.W. Norw.: kvik, adv., Nedenes: kvekka 

(gvaekke), vb., to disappear suddenly. 
Ryf.: illbyste, “idlabyste” (also Sw. dial.: 

Nerike). 
S.Norw. and S.W. Norw.: snugg, snygg, 

snok (snaak-), m. 
Ryf.: illvis(k)en, adj. 
(Vestfold, Bamle), Tel., Jaed., N. Berg.: 

hysjutt, adj. (Hall.: hyskjutt). 
Tel. (and Voss): kjessa, f. 
Li.: kylpa, vb. 
See of Bergen, Li.: kime, m., in sense 

close to Shetl. kim(m)ek. 
Tel. (Hall.), Ned., Ma., Ryf. (Roldal): 

kimsa, vb. 
Dal.: kyrpa, vb. 
Ryf., Jaed., Hard.: kjakstra, kjaaksta. 
Ryf., Hard., Tel.: klett, m. {a crack, etc.). 
Tel., Ned.: kluns, m. (and Sw. dial.). 
West Tel.: knyrja, vb. 
Voss, W. Tel.: knolt, knult, m. 
Jaed.: knolta, vb. 
Li.: krap (small animals). 
Tel., Li.: krabbe (a small creeping thing). 
Rbg.: krampa, vb. 
Rbg.: krympe, vb. (Sw. and Da.). 
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kripmaliri, sb. 
krom, vb. 
krummek, sb. 
krump, sb. and vb. 
kust, interj. 
kvikkrepp, sb. 
korek, sb. 
lag4, sb. 
lagg, vb. 
legdi, sb. 
leger, sb. 
leper, sb. 
lisk, sb. 
lju2, sb. 
lond, londi1, sb. 
long (lung), vb. 
lonn, vb. 
losker, sb. 
lufsi (lofsi), sb. 
lugg, vb. 
lum3, vb. 
lum4, vb. 
lungkillin, sb. 
luts(a), sb. 
megem (megom), sb. 
moggjek, sb. 
molek, sb. 
morg, vb. 
morki, adj. 
mosin, adj. 1. 
mossi, adj. 
mud2, sb. 
muffi, adj. 
mulikin2, sb. 
mulin1, sb. 
musker2, vb. 
m0l(l)in, sb. (and millin, sb.). 
nav, njav, vb. 
netl, vb. 
nild4, vb. 
nipp (and knipp), vb. 

Tel.: lira, vb. 
Nhl.: kraumen, adj., Hard.: krauma, vb. 

(N.Sw.: kraum’, vb.). 
Tel., Dal.: krumma, f., Li.: krummar, pi. 

(also Icel. and Fser.). 
See of Bergen: krumpa, vb. 
Berg., Ryf., (East-country): kusta, vb. 
Tel., Rbg., Ma.: krepp, m. 
Tel.: kjora, f. 
Shi., Jaed., Nordfjord (Sondmore, East- 

country): lake, m. 
Tel., Li., Rogaland: lagga, vb. 
Rbg., Ma., Saet.: legd, legda, f. 
See of Bergen: lega, f. 
Ma.: labr, n. 
Rog.: lusk, m. 
Nhl., Shi.: Ijo, f. 
Tel.: lund, m., tune; tone. 
Shi., Sogn: lyngja, vb. 
Tel. (Sdm.): Iona, luna, vb. (and Sw. dial.). 
Hard., Ryf.: laska, loska, f. 
W. Agder, Dal.: luffe, m., and luffa, f. 
W. Tel.: lugga, vb. 
Tel., Saet.: luma, vb. 
Li., Rbg.: lyma, vb. 
Sogn: kylling, m. 
Hard., Saet.: lusse, m., lussa, f. 
Tel., Li.: meim, m. [*meidm-]. 
Tel.: mygg, mugg, n. (elsewhere: my. Sw. 

mygg, Da. myg, sb.). 
Sogn: maale, m. 
Agder, Dal., Jaed.: murka, vb. (and Sw. 

dial, morka, morga, murka, vb.). 
Shi.: murken, adj. (of weather). 
Hard.: mosen, adj., in sense b. 
Hard.: mossen, adj. 
Saet., W.Tel.: mot, n. 
Hard. (Hall.): muff, m. (skeggjamuff). 
(Smaal.: mula, vb. and) Hard.: mulka, vb. 
Tel., Saet.: mul, n. 
Rbg. and several places (Aa.): muska b (to 

rain slightly), also Sw. dial. 
Tel.: myl, n. 
W. Agder, Dal.: gnava, vb. 
Sondfjord: netla, vb. 
Ma.: knella, vb. 
Ryf.: knippa, vb., in the same sense as 

the Shetl. word. 
Sogn: knitla, vb. nitl, vb. 
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orrawiss, sb. 
osmel, adj. and sb. 
pari, sb. 
pisk, vb. 
pisker2, sb. 
piti, sb. 
pjag2, vb. 
pjorl, vb. 1. 
pjusk, sb. 
plip, vb. 
plud, vb. 
pluter, vb. 
pramm, vb. 
pusjin, posjin, adj. 
putti, sb. 
rab1, sb. 5. 
rab1, as a place-name. 
rab, vb. 3. 
raba-s//c£, stick, sb. 
rag7, sb. 
rag4, vb. 
rak2, rakk, sb. 
rail, ralli, vb. 
ralli1, sb. 
ram, krammek, sb. 
ram, vb. 
rama-, (first part of compd.). 
raimist, adj. 
rant, sb. 
re1, sb. 
reng, sb. 
rental, rentel, sb. 
repel, sb. 
revel, sb. 
ribbek, sb. 
ridl, sb. 
riget, adj. 
rikker, sb. 
ril1, sb. 
ril8, sb. 
*rimbel, sb. 
rimsk, vb. 
rippek, sb. 
rist2, sb. 

Saet.: orvissa, f. 
Hard. (Nhl., Shi.): ysmen, adj. 
N. Berg.: parle, m. 
Shi.: pjuska, pjaska b, vb. (Faer. plska). 
Tel. and several places: pjask, n. (Sw. dial.). 
Shi.: pit, m., pita, f. (Hall.). 
Sfj.: pjaga a, vb. 
See of Bergen: purla, vb. 
Nfj.: (regn-) pjusk, n. 
Sfj.: pipla, vb. 
Rbg : plaata, vb. (Ned.: ployta, vb.). 
Tel.: pultra, vb. 
Shi.: prempa, vb. 
Tel. (Sdm.): pysja, f., Ma.: puse, m. 
Li. (Hall.): pute, putte, m. (Da. putte, c.). 
Rog.: rape, m. 
Rbg.: rape, m. 
Ryf., Jaed.: rapa c., vb. 
(Vestfold, Romerike, Larvik), Ma.: ra- 

bal, Saet.: rabbis (Sw. dial.). 
Ma.: rak, n. 
Sogn: raga, vb. 
See of Bergen, Ryf.: rakka, vb. 
Jaed. and several places: ralla, vb., Hard., 

Roldal: radla, vb. (N. Norw.: rala, vb.). 
Saet., (Hall.): ralla, vb. 
Ryf., Tel.: ramm, m. 
Ryf., Shi.: rama, vb. 
Ryf.: rama-, rame-, etc. 
S. Norw. and S.W. Norw.: raumsk-, rumsk-. 
Njf.: rante, m. 
Jaed., Dal., Li., (Sdm.): reia, vb. 
Nhl. and several places: rong,f. (and Faer.). 
Nfj.: rante, m. (elsewhere rande), and Sw. 

dial, ranntel, m. 
Ma., Shi., Ryf., Dal., Agder, Nfj.: repel, 

m. (Jut.: rebel). 
Li.: revel, revle, c. 
Rbg.: ribbe, m. 
Li.: rodla, f. 
N. Berg.: rikkutt, adj. 
See of Bergen: rykkjar, m. 
Tel., Ryf.: reil, m. 
Tel., Ryf.: reil, m. 
Hard.: rymbydl (Shi.: rymb, rimb). 
Saet.: rymta, vb. 
Ma., Hard.: ripakjeft, m. 
Tel., Saet.: rist a (Smaal., Oslo), Saet.: 

rist b. Nhl.: rust, f. 
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roddek, sb. 
rog, sb. 
roget, adj. 
rolk, sb. 
ronek, sb. 
ronifintek, sb. 
ronk, runk, vb. 
rons, ronzj, vb. 
rossel-hol, sb. 
revolt (ruvolt), adj. 
ru3, vb. 
ruderpikker, sb. 
ruffet, adj. 
rugl, vb., ruglet, adj. 
rukka (rukk), sb. 
rums, vb. II. 
ruproll, sb. 
rura, sb. 
rod1, vb. 4. 
rod1, vb. 5. 
roll2, sb., rollet1, adj. 
sabbet, adj. 
sagg2, vb. 
sail, sb. and vb. 
sjag (*kjag), vb. 2. 
sjams (*kjams), vb. 
sjolgre, sjol-girs, sb. 
sjolmet, adj. 
sjon, vb. 
sjorg, sb. 

W. Tel., Sset.: rodda, f. 
Li. (and several places), W. Agder: raak, 

f. (Icel., Sw.). 
W. Agder: raakutt, adj. 
S. Berg., Tel.: rulk, m. (Faer.). 
Li., Ma., Ned., Dal., Jsed., Rbg., Tel.: 

ron, run (Faer. runa, f.). 
Ma.: runefen, n. 
Rbg., Tel., W. Agder, Li.: rakna (rokna), 

vb., in sense of to pass off. 
Li., Ma., Sfj. and Jaed. (Sdm.): runsa, vb. 
Ma.: raesl, n. 
(Hall.), Hard., Shi.: ravvill, adj., ravvilla, 

-villing, sb. 
Shi.: rova, vb. 
Sogn: rurpikka, f. 
S.W. Norw.: ruffen (ruffutt), adj. 
S.W. Norw.: rugla, vb., ruglen, ruglutt, adj. 
Nfj. and several places: ruka, f., Rbg. and 

several places: rykk, m. 
Rbg., Ma.: rumska, vb. 
Li.: rolla (rolda), f. 
Ryf., Shi.: rura, f. 
Sogn, Sfj., Hard., Shi.: rjoda (rjoa), vb., 

in sense d in this Dictionary. 
See of Bergen: rjota, vb. (to growl, 

grumble). 
Tel., Saet: ruvel, m., ruvlen (ruvlutt), ryv- 

len, royvlen, adjs. 
Ryf.: sabben, adj., applied to the weather: 

close, rainy. 
Dal., Rbg., Tel.: sagga, vb. 
a) S.W. Norw.: sala and (in Li.) salla, 

vb., Da. salle, vb., b) Ryf.: sila (ii), vb. 
Tel., (Hall., Valdres): kjaka, vb. 
Tel., Shi., Ryf. (Roldal): kjamsa, vb. 
Tel., (Numedal): skjellegras (Da. skjaller). 
Sogn: hjelmutt (the word is also Icel. and 

Fser.). 
S.W. Norw.: hsena, vb. 
Norw.: saur, m., characteristic of the south- 

west. 

Shetlandic Norn. 
bog2, sb., cross-sea. 

East Norwegian. 
0sterdalen, Rendalen: bauk(a), inter 

alia heavy swell. (Hard.), 0sterd.: 
bauka, vb., to gurgle noisily. 
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bossi, b\iss\-needle, sb. 
bro2, sb. (bubble of foam 

enveloping an insect injuri- 
ous to cattle). 

(ennapi, ennepi(g)), an- 
napi, onnapi, sb. 

fladrek, flodrek, sb. 
fleper, vb. 
flingset (flinkset), adj. 
fross1, sb. 
frott, sb. 
ganers, sb. pi. 
gas, sb. 
gjolm, vb. 
gro, sb., wind. 
grundslo, grund-s\o, sb. 
grotsta, sb. 
habbi-gabbi, sb. and vb. 

hipp, vb, 
bungs, vb. 
hunk, vb. 
huter, vb. 
hwadi2, sb., a gaff. 
ill-kint, adj. 
ilsket, adj. 
iset and hoset, adj. 
kims, vb. 
krogg, sb. 
krugg, sb. 
kust, interj. 
lag3, vb. 
lag4, sb. 
lag5, vb. 
lep(p)er, vb. 
1 i k k i, 10 k k (a), sb., small piece 

of ground. 
lum2, sb. 
lumet1, adj. 
muffi, adj. 
mulikin2, sb. 
mu-sickness (mu3), sb. 
nikk, vb. 2. 
n i p \>-sicker, adj. 
nirp, vb. 
nirpet, adj. 

Hallingdal, Gausdal: bossenaal. 
Smaalenene: braae. 

Hall.: egnende, ognande liten. 
Vestfold: fla(d)ra, floyra, f. 
E. Norw.: fleipra, vb. 
Vestfold: flingsutt, adj. 
Hall.: fruns, m. 
E. Norw.: frott and frutt. 
E. Norw.: ganer, f. pi. 
E. Norw.: gasveder, n. 
E. Norw.: gjomla, vb. 
The form gru is E. Norw.: groe. 
E. Norw. and (N. Norw.): grunnslaa, f. 
To ten: grautstad, m. 
E. Norw. and (N. Norw.): “(paa) hopp og 

glopp”, in sense of chance, at hap- 
hazard. 

Smaal.: hypja, vb. (Da. hyppe, vb.). 
Smaal.: humsa, vb. 
Smaal., Vestfold: honka (hunka), vb. 
Hall.: hutra, vb. 
S. 0sterdal, Hedemarken: kvette, n. 
Hall.: illkyndt (Icel. ilia kyntr). 
Hall.: illskjen, adj. 
Vestf., Bamle: hysjutt, adj., Hall.: hysk- 

jutt, adj. 
Hall.: kimsa, vb. 
Hall.: krugg, m. 
Gudbrandsdalen, Hall., East-country: 

krugg, m. 
East-country: kusta, vb. 
Gbr., Hedem.: laga, vb. 
East-country: lake, m. 
Valdres, Land, Solor: laka, vb. 
Smaal.: lepra, vb. 
East-country: lykkja, f. 
Smaal.: lumme, m. 
Hall., Buskerud: lum, adj. 
Hall.: muff, m. (skeggjamuff). 
Smaal.: mula, vb. 
East-country: modsott, f. 
E. Norw. (Gbr.), “n0kk(j)a”, vb. 
Oslo: knippen, adj., Toten: knips, adj. 
Vald.: nipra, vb. 
Vald.: nipren, adj. 
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nirt, sb. 1. 
pel, sb. 
piti, sb. 
pulter, sb. 
putti, sb. 
raba-stick, sb., rab'\-stick, sb. 
ralli1, sb. 
ram, sb. 
rimma2, rimmi, sb. 
risp, vb. 
rist2, sb. 
rod3, sb. 
revolt (ruvolt), adj. 
rusk3, sb. 
roslet, adj. 
sag, vb. 
saks, sb. 2. 
sar, sb. 
sjag (*kjag), vb. 2. 
sjolgre, sjol-girs, sb. 

Gbr.: nerta, vb. 
E. Norw.: peele, paele, m. 
Hall.: pit, m., pita, f. 
E. Norw.: puldr, pulder, m. 
Hall.: pute, putte, m. (Da. putte, c.). 
Vest!., Romerike, Larvik: rabal, m. 
Hall.: ralla, vb. 
0sterd.: ram, m. 
Vald., Hall.: rime, m. 
East-country: rispa b, vb. 
Smaal., Oslo: rist, f. b. 
Hall., Vald.: rote, m. 
Hall.: ravvill, adj., ravvilla, -villing, sb. 
Odalen, Hedem.: rusk, m., and ruska, f. 
East Toten: ruslutt, adj. 
Vald.: saga, vb. (elsewhere “sagga”). 
Hall.: saks in sense a (Peer.). 
In the form E. Norw.: sar, n. 
Hall., Vald.: kjaka, vb. 
Numedal: skjellegras (Da. skjaller). 

Shetlandic Norn. North Norw. and Swedish dialects. 
bitel, sb. 
bladd, sb. 
dak, djak, vb. 
daver, vb. 
drums, sb., drumset, vb. 
dwarg, sb. and vb. 
ganfer1, sb. 
gil3, sb., mock-sun. 
glaks, sb. 
gled, adj. 
go it2, vb., to peer out. 
gorek, sb. 
grim, sb. 
grundslo, grund-s\o, sb. 
habbi-gabbi, sb. and vb. 
hint, vb. 
homek, sb. 
hudek, hodek, hoder, hut- 

rikin, sb., a gaff. 
ill-vistet, adj. 
knab, vb. 
knikr, knikker, vb. 
kranset2, adj. 

Namdalen: bitel, m. 
Sw. dial.: bladda, f. 
Sdm.: daka, vb. 
characteristic of N. Norw.: davra, vb. 
N. Norw.: drumsen, adj. 
N. Norw.: dorg, f. (run, speed). 
Helgoland: gandferd, f. 
Sdm.: gil, m. 
Sdm. and several places kleksa, f. 
Sdm., Orkedal: gleid, adj. 
Nordmore, Romsdalen, Ork.: gytta, vb. 
N. Norw.: gare, m. 
N. Norw.: grim (grimm), n. 
N. Norw.: grunnslaa, f. 
N. Norw.: “(paa) hopp og glopp”, in sense 

of chance, at hap-hazard. 
N. Norw.: himta, vb. 
Nordland: humbakke, m. 
N. Norw.: hytt, m. 
N. Norw.: illvisten, adj. 
N. Norw. (Stjordalen): knapa, “knaa- 

paa”, vb. 
N. Norw. (Indherred, Stjor.): knikra, vb. 
Posen, Orkedal: krange, m. 
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krekin (krechin), sb. 
kroddins, sb. pi. 
lag4, sb. 
longvi, long!, sb., the guille- 

mot. 
lonn, vb. 
letter, sb. 
malabos, sb. 
marfloga, sb. 
marul, sb. 
modd2, vb. 
nikk1, sb. 
ondergjud, sb. 
pusjin, posjin, adj. 
rabi (tribi), sb. 
rail, ralli, vb. 
ram 1st, adj. 
ratteri, sb. 
re1, sb. 
rons, ronzj, vb. 
roll1, sb. 
simm, sb. 
sjogg1, sogg, s(j)ugg, sb. 

Nordl.: krake and krakunge, m. (a large 
marine animal). 

Romsd.: krodde, m. 
Sdm.: lake, m. 
Nordl.: langve, “lomvie”, m. 
Sdm.: Iona, luna, vb. (also Sw. dial.). 
Orkedal: lotte, m. 
Indh. (Sparbu): mal, n. 
N. Norw.: markfluga, f. (and Faer.). 
Nordmore: marul, m. [*manilfr?]. 
Sdm.: modda, vb. 
Nordl.: nekk, m. 
Lofoten: gjot, f. 
Sdm.: pysja, f. 
N. Norw.: rave, m. 
N. Norw.: rala, vb. 
N. Norw.: romsen, adj. (S. Norw. and 

S.W. Norw.: raumsk-, rumsk-). 
N. Norw.: rat, n., = ratri. 
Sdm.: reia, vb. 
Sdm.: runsa, vb. 
Stjor.: ruvlen, adj. (ryvlen, adj.). 
N. Norw.: sem and sim, m. 
N. Norw.: sogg, adj. (Icel. saggi, m., 

soggur, adj., Sw. dial, sdgg, adj.). 

Ancient, rare Place-names in Norway recurring in Shetland. 
Jeloen in Moss district, Smalenene. Older forms: Jalund, J9- 

lund. Prob. formed from a name of a firth, Mali, which at that time 
was the name for the Moss Sound (the bay of Verle). According to 
Rygh, N.G. I and “Sproglighistoriske Studier”. 

Yell: one of the northern isles in Shetland. Ancient form: Jala 
(Snorre’s list of names). Jali (Snorre’s list of names) was the name 
of the present “Yell Sound”. 

Fluravog (Uw w-n), a small bay with a skerry or islet outside, 
forming a channel on each side, leading into the bay, now commonly 
Flurafog or -fok, prob. named after No. Florevaag, older Floruvagar 
(Fornm. sbgur, volumes VII—X), lying on the Isle of Ask outside 
Bergen. 

Similar to the Shetl. Fluravog, but on a larger scale, there is in 
Florevaag a small island just outside the bay, almost opposite this, 
and the natural surroundings there resemble those of Shetl. Fluravog. 
As no other Florevaag is mentioned in Norway than that of the Isle 
of Ask, it is reasonable to suppose that Norsemen settling in Flura- 
vog in Unst, from the Isle of Ask, or its vicinity, on account of the 
close resemblance to the old Flbruvagr called the new place after it. 
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Mosterhul [M6S”tarol-], a hill near the village Sound, south of 

Lerwick, M. This Moster must be the same name as the Norw. 
Mostr, which is found as an original name of high isles in Send- 
hordland (prefecture of S. Bergenhus) and in Ryfylke; also on the 
coast of Halland (Monstr, Mustr). “Mostr” is explained by M. Ol- 
son as an original *Monstr with root-meaning “height”, and cognate 
with mpn, mane, maenir, ridge of a roof, and with the Lat. mons, 
mountain. 

Vors or Virs [v9‘rs], two places in Unst, denoting the shoulder 
of a hill. The word must originally have denoted crag or height 
(cf. M. Olson in N. G. XI, p. 527) and must be the same name as 
No. Voss, orig. Vprs, in the prefecture of S. Bergenhus. 

Listi, the present provincial name “Lister” in the south of Nor- 
way, prop, edge, as the place-name of a stretch of coast, beach. In 
Fetlar, Shetland, a compd. bakkalist, beach, is found, now with a 
somewhat obscure meaning, used in phrases. 

Visdal(ii) in the district of Austad, prefecture of Li. and Ma. 
(a dale through which a brook runs). 

Visdal(ii) in Lorn, N. Gbr. (district of Opland). 
Visland (the district of Bakke, Li. and Ma.). 

Shetl. Wisdal. 
Spekkabu: Smaalenene. 
Spikkeland: 1) Finsland, Li. and Ma. 2) Fjotland, Li. 
Spikset (i Spikkarsaetron): S. Odalen, Hedemarken. 
Spikdalen (i Spikkaedale): Furnes, Hdm. 

Shetl. Spiggi. 
Gy (name of a stream). 

Gyland: Sogndal, prefecture of Stavanger. 
Gya, Gystol: district of Heskestad, Stav. 
Gydal: district of Helleland, Stav. 
Jydalsaaen: tributary, joining a stream, which falls out near 

Jossanger in Strand. 
Gyberg: Haegebostad. 

Shetl. Gju (Uba). 
Ork. Godal (Rousay). 
Gaut (name of a stream). 

Guddal: 1) Sogndal, Stav., 2) Kvinnherred, Sondhordland, S. 
Berg, (older form: Gautdalr), 3) Stryn, Send- and Nordf jord (older: 
Gaut-). 

Leining: 1) Sogndal, Stav., 2) Egersund, Stav., 3) Saetersdalen, 
Nedenes. 

Skjaldbreidr, repeatedly in the prefecture of Stavanger. 
Stapnes: Egersund, Stav. 

Shetl. Stapnes. 
Trossevigen (Trosavik): Egersund, Stav. 

Shetl. Troswik. 
Fiilavik: prefecture of Stav. 
“Fdlavik” in Moss (Smaal.), Raade (Smaal.) and Brunlanes. 

Shetl. Fulawik. 
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lie: *fll: prefecture of Stav. (district of Vikedal), fla: N. G. HI. 
Vormedal (district of Avaldsnes, prefecture of Stav.). Several 

names with “Varma” are found in the prefecture of Stav. 
Videimar, “Veum”: Glemminge, Smaal. 
ViSheimr, “Veim” in Aurland. 
Gluppa: Smaal., Romerike, Hdm. 
Njar5(ar)heimar: Smaal. 
Snekkja (name of a stream?): Snekketorp (Id, Smaal.), Snekke- 

nes (Rakkestad, Smaal.), Snekkestad (Vaale, Jarlsberg). 
“de Hwiv o Burraland”, sea-term for the foreland “de Nup” 

(Sandwick, Du.); properly a name for what is considered to be the 
ruins of an old Pictish tower at that place, used as a landmark by 
fishermen. 

The word is prob. O.Sw. hvif, m., Sw. dial. (W. Gothland, 
Blekinge, Smalandia) hviv, m., female head-dress (W. Gothl.), 
bridal veil or pocket-fiandkerchif, O Da. hvif, hviv, m. and n., veil, 
(female) head-dress, Da. dial, hviv, m., female head-dress (Molbech): 
according to Ri. The word is South Skandinavian. 

Shetlandic Norn. Icel., Fser., <Su>., Da., Celt, Dutch. 
alikruki, sb. 
ansperr, sb. 
bellek, sb. 
bels, belz, vb. 

bend2, sb. (pack on a pack- 
horse). 

blogaben, sb. 
bora, sb. 
buffel, vb. 
bunsi(n), bunsom, adj. 

dafek, sb. 
di, sb. 
di1, vb. 
drevl, vb. 
dronn, sb. 
drufs, vb. 
dunger, sb. 
fa’ (ut-, in-), *fall, fell, in 

land fell (current). 
fider, fidder, sb., of ear- 

mark in sheep. 

Dut. alikruik, sb. 
Faer. andsperri, n. 
Icel. bjalla [*bella], Fser. bjolla, f. 
Da. dial., Jut. bselse, vb. (the Jut. word 

comes closer in meaning to the Shetl. 
word than No. balsa). 

Sw. dial. (N. Sw.) banne (bende), n. 
Fser. blokubein, n. 
Fser. bordur, m., bord(a)gras, n. 
Sw. dial, buffla, vb. 
Sw. dial, bonsig, adj. Da. dial, bons, m. 

(No. bunsig, adj., differs more from the 
Shetl. word). 

Gael, dabhach, sb. 
Icel. pyda, f. (of weather). 
Icel. pydr, adj. (of weather). 
Sw. dial. (Uppland) drevla, vb. 
Gael, dronn, sb. 
Sw. dial, druffsa, vb. (in No. only the 

corresponding subst. is noted down). 
Sw. dial, dungen, adj., Da. dyng- (dyngv&d). 
Fser. fall, n., current. 
Icel. and Fser. fjoflur, f. (slanting cut 

downwards). 
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first, adj. and adv., in sense 

of not before now. 
fisk2, sb. 

fisti-da\ sb. 
*flingaso, sb. 
fomm, vb. 
fosens, interj. 
fron, sb. 
frou, sb. 
gab set, adj. 
ga1, sb. 
gilet, adj. (yellowish, whit- 

ish), 
glams, vb. 2. 
glan2, sb. (glani). 
globiben, sb. 
gob, sb., foam. 
gol(l)ur, goller, sb. 
golmoget, adj. 

gongsj, vb. 
goni, gonni, sb. 
gorm, sb. 4. 
grums, sb. 
grums, vb. 

grolek, sb., in sense o\ masked 
person. 

godin, sb. 

got, vb. 1. 
haivers, hevers, “haivins” 

(Barclay), sb. pi. 
halltott, sb. 
ban a, interj. 
ban nan a, interj. 
harki, sb. 
harrabel.sb. (Ork.“harroble”). 

Faer. nd firsta, Da. forst nu (nu forst). 
Sw. dial, fjas, n., Sw.-Da. dial. (Sca- 

nia): fjasskjad, adj., bushy, thick, of 
hair (S. Scania, Da.), older Da.: fjaes, 
fjos. 

No. fisball and A.S. fist, m. (Da. dial, 
fisebolle). 

The first part flinga- from an orig. *flidna- 
is Faer. flifla, f. 

Lat. fumus, m., Faer. (from Lat.) fumma, f. 
Sw. dial, fasen, fassen! 
The same form as Sw. dial, fr&n, m. 
Dut. vrouw, f. 
Sw. dial, gapsig, adj. 
L.Sc. gaw? Jut. and Sw. dial, gall, n. 
Icel. golottur, Faer. gulutur. i in gilet 

indicates an infl. from A.S. geolo (Ne- 
derl. geel, O.H.G., gel-, gelo). 

Da. dial. (Jut.) glamse, vb., in sense b. 
Icel. glan, n. 
Icel. gleypubein. 
Gael, cobhar, sb. 
Icel. gollur (rad. r) (O.N. gollorr, gollurr). 
Faer. gulmogutur, Icel. golmogottur, adj. 

(the Faer. word comes closer in sense 
to the Shetl. word). 

Sw. dial, gungsa, vb. 
Sw. dial, gonnar, sb. pi. 
Sw. dial, gorm, m. (West Bothnia). 
Da. grums, n. 
Da. grumse, vb., Sw. grumsa, vb. (with 

Shetl. grums2, vb. 5 cf. Sw. dial, grummsa, 
vb., in a similar sense: to mutter; grumble). 

Faer. gryla, f. 
comes closer in sense and use to Da. 

“godning” than to No. gjoding, Faer. 
goding, f. 

Da. dial., Jut. kyvte, “kywt”, vb. 
Sw. “(dt-)hafvor”, hafder, f. pi. 
cf. Faer. hollur, m. 
Icel. hana, interj. 
Sw. dial, hennena, interj. 
most closely to Faer. herkja, vb. 
Da. harvebul, Sw. dial, harvbole, n. 
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harri, vb. 
hemfer, sb. 
hipp! (to horses), 
hirs! hirsi! (to swine), 
horlos, hor(a)-/£SS, adj. 
humska, hunska, sb. 
husvirdin, sb. 
hwadi1, sb. (tidal eddy). 
hwepp, hwipp, vb. 

hwerm1, vb. 
hwerm2, hwirm, vb. 
hobet, hobi, adj. 
ilget, adj. 
ill-sneget, adj., ill-sn(j)uget, 

adj. 
fill-ti’-pass! 
innri, innari, sb. 
istek, sb. and adj. 
jakkel2, sb. 
“John’smass-girs”. 
kegga-piltek, kigga-piltek, 

sb. 
kilsket, adj. 
kju, sb., kjud, adj. 
kla- (klabunk, klabunks, 

vb.). 
klodi (kloud-), sb. 
klont, sb. 
kramp, krapp1, sb. 
krommin, sb. 
krotl, sb. 1 a. 
krumpet, adj. 
kunki, sb. 
kwillin (hw-), sb. 
kwin2, kwini (hw-), sb. 
kwingi, sb. 
lag(a)mesi, sb. 
lamp, lampi, sb. 
landfell, sb. 
langband, sb. 
Langspina, sb. (name of a 

cow). 
lar, sb. 

Sw. dial. har(r)ja, vb. (E. Gothl.). 
O.Da. (and Da. dial.) hiemfserd, c. 
Da. hyp! 
Sw. dial, hyss, hiss (huss)! (to swine). 
I cel. heyrnarlauss, adj. 
O.Da. humske, hunske, f. 
Q. hauswirthin. Da. husvsertinde. 
Moeso-Gothic, hvapo, f., Sw. dial. (W. Gothl.) 

hvaa, f., Bornholm: hvae (vae), n., foam. 
Fser. “kveppa” (*hv-), vb., comes closer 

in meaning to the Shetl. word than No. 
kveppa vb. 

Sw. dial, hvimmer-, in compds. 
assimilates in form to Jut. hvirm, hvirme. 
Fser. hopin, adj., and Icel. hsepinn, adj. 
Faer. iglutur, adj. 
Faer. ill-snaekin, adj. 
Da. “ilde til pas”. 
Faer. innrid, f. ?Icel. innriSa, f. 
Sw. dial, issje, adj. (in neut.: issje ute). 
Sw. dial, jakka, vb. (Germ. dial, jacken, vb.). 
Faer. Joansokugras, n. (No. Jonsokeblom is 

another plant). 
Icel. kekki, kikki, n. 
Icel. (O.N.) kerskinn, adj. 
Icel. kiigr, m., kiigadr, adj. (pf. pt.). 
A.S. cl&d or M.Eng. clath. 
Celt. (Cymr. clodd, clawdd, Irish clad). 
Da. klunt, c. 
S w. kramp (krampe,krappe),m., Da. krampe, c. 
Da. dial., Jut. kramme, c. 
Sw. dial, krottel, m. 
Sw. and Da. krumpen, adj. 
Sw. dial, kyng, m. 
Icel. kvilli (O.N. kvelli), f. 
O.Eng. cwinan, vb. (Germ, quienen, vb.). 
Sw. dial, kvinklig, adj., O.Frisian kwin- 

ka, vb. 
cf. Sw. dial, meis, m., with mesi as a 

measure. 
Sw. dial, lampa, f. 
see “/a”’, *1311, sb. 
Icel. langband, n. 
Fser. Langspina, f. 
Da. laring, c. 
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for making bread). 
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lep(p)el, lep(p)ek, sb. 
ler, sb., boot. 
linn2, sb. 
lirigob, sb. 
lisker, sb. 
lomm, vb. 
lond2, vb. (to lean oneself). 

lungklo, -klu, sb. (bunch of 
heather). 

10 b e r, sb. (a kind of pulley- 
block). 

*mardestinkel, sb. 
mar-fluke, sb. 
marsopp, sb. 
meg, sb. 
mesel, sb. 
mint, vb. 
mirkel, sb. 
mirl, vb. 
mollek1, sb. (gleanings). 
mur- in murgab, sb. 
murkavi, sb. 
musker2, sb., musker, vb. 
nart, sb. 
naver and naver(s)ben, sbs., 

the neck, vertebrae of the 
neck, 

nebord, sb. 
nikkum, sb. 
nild, njild, sb. 
nirt, sb. 2. 
nistikorn, sb. 
njarg, sb. 
njarg, vb. 
nokkisnorl, sb. 
*nov, *niv, sb., in place- 

names. 
du in ogedu2, sb. 
dun in ogerdun (= oge- 

du1), sb. 

A.S. hldf, m., M.Eng. Mf (O.N. hleifr), (on 
the other hand, levin, sb., from O.N. 
hleifr). 

I cel. lepill, m. 
Out. laars, sb., boot. 
Sw. dial, linn and lina, f. 
see gob, sb. (Celt.). 
?Icel. lyskra, f. 
most closely to Sw. dial. Ijdmma, vb. 
Da. dial., Jut. lunde (londe), vb., to in- 

cline (lund, sb., Sw. dial, lonn, sb., stoop- 
ing position). 

I cel. klo, f., sprig of heather. 
Da. dial., Jut. lober, c. (sheave in a pulley). 
Sw. dial, stinka, vb. (to rush along, flare 

up), Da. dial, stinke, vb. 
Sw. dial, mareflundra, f., Da. mareflyndre, c. 
Faer. marsoppur, m. 
Da. dial., Jut. mjaege, vb. 
Da. dial., Jut mjasl-. 
Da. dial., Jut. mynte, vb. 
Faer. mirkjallur, mirkjalla, f. 
Sw. (dial.) morla, myrla, vb., Da. dial, 

myrle, vb. 
Sw. dial, mulla, f. 
Sw. dial, murro, f. 
Faer. murrukavi, m. 
I cel. muskr, n., muskra, vb. (Sw. dial, 

muska, vb.). 
Faer. nortur, m., and nartl, n. 
Faer. navargeisli, m. 

I cel. nidurburdur, m. 
Sw. dial, knykka, vb. 
Sw. dial, gnall, n., Da. dial, gneld, n. 
Faer. ndrtur, m. 
Da. knyst, c. (No. knystre, gnystre, n.). 
Sw. dial, narg, n. 
Sw. dial, narga, vb. 
Da. dial., Jut. nokkesnorl, (No. nokke- 

snur, m.). 
assimilates in sense and use esp. to Faer. 

nov, f. 
Sw. dova, “d&va”, vb., Faer. duv-. 
Sw. dial. dSn, n. 

VI 
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ongasto, sb. 
fossel, sb. 
*ovaga, sb. 
patti, pati, sb., patti-grice. 
pattin (paitin), sb. 
peg, pegi, sb. 
pertek, sb. (mare). 
p es-iw'syO (-wasp), sb. 
*pigvar, sb. 
piller, sb. 

pirket2, adj. 
pirm, vb. 
pist, sb. 
pju, sb. 
pju, vb. 
plank, sb. 
plait calm. 
pli1, sb. 
pli2, sb. 
pling, vb. 
plukker, sb. 
pint, sb., (foot). 
pints, vb. 
plutsi, sb. 
pramm2, sb. 
prigga-Z/oo/, sb. 
prog1, sb. 
purl2, sb. 
pusk1, vb., pusker, sb. and 

puster, sb. 1. 
rabl, sb. 
rabl, vb. 
rag3, sb. 
rag3, vb. 
rag0, vb. 
ram ska, sb. and adj. 
rant, sb. 
rantel, sb. 
ream calm, 
res (resin), sb. 
rib, vb. 
ribet, adj. 

I cel. andstbduvindur, andstoedur vindur, m. 
Eng. dial.? (N.Eng. ussel, sb.). 
Fser. eyrvoka, f. 
Da. pattegris, c. 
I cel. patti, m., little boy. 
Jut. paek (peg, pseg), c. 
L.Germ. (perd). 
Fser. pes, n., pesja, f. 
Da. pighvarre, Sw. piggvar, m. 
Da. pylre, vb. (to chirp. Jut., correspond- 

ing to the Shetl. word), Sw. dial, pillra, 
vb. 

most closely in sense with Da. dial., Jut. 
pirken, adj. 

Da. dial., Jut. pirme, vb. 
Sw. dial, pysk, m., pyske, pjaske, n. 
Icel. pti, Fser. pu, n. 
I cel. piia, vb. 
corresponds in sense of strip of field of 

a certain size to Sw. dial, planka, f. 
Fser. platta logn. 
Fser. plinka, f. 
Fser. pli, n. 
Sw. pling, interj. 
Gael, ploc? 
N.Eng. dial, plouts, sb. pi., hands. 
Nederl. plotsen, vb., L. Germ, plotzen, vb. 
Sw. dial, plutt, m. 
Da., Da.-No., pram, c. 
Sw. dial, prigge, m. 
Icel. br&k, f. 
Jut. purl, sb. 
W.Jut. pust, c. (squall of rain with wind). 
Sw. dial, rappal, n. 
Sw. dial, rabbla, rappla, rappal, vb. 
Icel. rak, n., raki, m. (L.Sc. rak, sb.). 
Icel. hraka, vb. (O.N. hrekja, vb.). 
Fser. raka, vb., Da. rage, vb., to hit (de- 

viating No. [and Sw.] raaka, vb.). 
Sw. dial, ramsa, vb. (L.Sc. ramsh, Eng. 

rammish, adj.). 
Sw. dial, rannt, m. 
Sw. dial, ranntel, m. 
Icel. rjomalogn. 
Fser. reisa (torv-), f. 
Icel. hripa, vb., hrip, n. 
Fser. riputur, adj. 
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rink, vb. 
rinkel, vb. 
rip, ripp, vb. rip(p)in, sb. 
rit(t)1, sb. 
rit(t)1, vb. 
rivlin, sb. 
rodin, rodien, sb. ♦rodrastobb, rodastabb, sb. 
rogg4, sb. (drizzle). 
rogi, sb. 
roll2, sb. 2. 
ron2, ronn, vb. 
rommikel, rummikel, sb. 
runk2, sb. 
rustju, sb. 
sagg (sjagg), sb. and vb. 
sagta, sakta, adv. 
sagten, vb. 
sail (*sall), sb. and vb. 

“sea-egg”, sb., sea-urchin. 
serinsten, sb. 
sesin-uww, sb. 
“shot1”, sb. 
sid, sidd, vb. 
sidd, sb. 
*sigga1 (*siga), sb. 
silek, sb., sow-pig. 
simmen, sb. 
sirpet, adj. 
sjag2, vb. 
sjagl1, vb. 

sjaphus, shap-\uxs, sb. 
sjarg, sb. and vb. 
sjask1, sb. 
sjask2, sb. 

Sw. dial, rinka, vb. 
Sw. dial, ringal, n., or rinka, f. 
I cel. hripa, vb. 
Icel. hrip, n., Da. dial., Jut. rip, n. 
Jut. rut, c. 
Jut. rutte, vb. 
A.S. rifeling, m. 
Icel. hrota (or rytja), f. 
Faer. roydrarstabbi, m. 
Sw. dial, rugg, n., Da. dial., Jut. rug, 

rog, n. 
Sw. dial, rk (r&d), m. 
Icel. rolla, f. 
Da. dial., Jut. ronne, runne, vb., Sw. dial. 

r&na(s), vb. 
Sw. dial, rammel-, rummel-. 
Sw. dial, rinka, f. 
Icel. rii and stii (stju in rumlastju, Icel. 

std, rii and stii). 
Icel. saggi, m., Sw. dial, sagga, vb. 
L.Germ., Da. and Da.-No. (sacht, sagte, 

sagta, adv.). 
Da. sagtne, from L.Germ. 
Da. dial, salle, vb., S.S.W. Norw. sala, vb., 

salla, vb.: Li. — or S.S.W. Norw. (Ryf.) 
sila (ii), vb. 

Icel. sse-egg, n. 
Peer, sigursteinur (O.N. sigrsteinn), m. 
Sw. dial, sadesknappare, m. (No. saamakk, 

m.). 
Jut. skudtarv. 
Icel. sudda, vb. 
?Icel. sifl, n. 
Fser. (and Icel.) sig, n. 
Gael, siolag, a sow with young (M.A.). 
corresponds more closely in form to Sw. 

dial, simme, m., and simm, n. 
comes most closely in meaning to Sw. 

dial, sorpa, syrpa, vb. 
Icel. pjaka, vb. 
*kjakla, Sw. dial, kjaggla, vb., Eng. dial, 

chag, Shetl. sjag1, shaag, vb., and 
sjagg, vb. 

A.S. scipen, f., Eng. dial, shippen, sb. 
Sw. dial, sarg (sjarg), n., and sarga, sjar- 

ga, vb. 
Da. sjask, n., or (dial., Jut.) hjask, n. 
?Sw. dial, sjaska, Da. sjaske and hjaske, 

vb. vi* 
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sjel, sb. 
sjogga, sb. 
sjosk, sb. 

Da. hjal, n. 
Sw. dial. (Gothl.) sj&ggug, adj. 
Da. sjusk-, sjask, Sw. dial, sjosk, “sjSsk”, n. 

Many of the Shetl. Norn words have from a more general root- 
meaning been developed in a specialized or individual sense not 
found in the mother tongue. Thus, certain words with root-meaning 
of scrapings, something diminutive or worthless, a grain, particle, 
are now used in sense of small shellfish, small mussels. 

Shetl. fladrek, flodrek, limpets, patella. No. fladra?, flake, 
splinter. Cf. Peer. fliSa [flla], limpet-, No. fleda (flida), flake, splinter. 

Shetl. krab, testaceous animals, prop., small, worthless things. 
Shetl. muti, alamuti, stormy petrel, prop., only a small being. 
Shetl. pil in “craw-pil” and “skordipil”, small mussels. No. 

pile, grain-, particle. 
Shetl. skrap, small mussels, from O.N. skrap, No. skrap, scraps. 
A great number of words have had an opposite development; 

from originally denoting a single, definite object, they have acquired 
other somewhat vague meanings through the original sense becom- 
ing obscure and not understood. 

bar, sb. (from O.N. bard, n., brim-, edge-, beard) has been de- 
veloped in Shetl. in some meanings peculiar to this dialect. Used of 
bearded ear of corn, bar has doubtless been influenced by Eng. 
beard sb., in this sense. The compounds barflog, vb., bar-claw, 
sb., barlopen (-lobin), adj., are peculiar to Shetl. dialect. 

belg and belker, sbs., O.N. belgr, m. (prop, skin of an animal 
taken off) which in Shetl. has been split into two forms with diff. 
meanings. 

As the L.Sc. ee, sb., eye, has for the most part superseded in 
Shetl. the older *joga, *jog, hjog (from O.N. auga, eye), so also 
has it inherited the various other meanings of *joga, *jog, hjog. 
Thus ee is now also used for (1) a pool (in a Foula place-name 
*joga is preserved as the name of a pool); (2) a hollow or depres- 
sion-, (3) a peat-bank (= Fser. eyga); (4) two lengths of twisted 
straw in a basket, in which sense hjog is still used in the N.I. 

kattaklu, kattiklu (cat’s claw), now only as the name of a 
plant, has in Yn. another meaning, viz. an entangled bundle or lump, 
in which it cannot easily be explained from kattaklu (katti-), the 
name of a plant. Prob. the word klu in the Yell form has been 
understood as Eng. clew of thread. 

lik: cemetery, prop, dead body. 
Old Northern words in Shetlandic having developed special- 

ized meanings: 
afluva, sb., blan, sb., a blan (blen) o’ wind, (light) wind, breath 

of wind (C.), ancient form. In O.N., the word is only found with 
added s: blasa, vb., blastr, m. 
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benlin, sb., definite area at sea, fishing-ground. 
domra2, sb., fog-, dimness of the atmosphere. 
Further: drolin, gjola, horek, kani, kappi1, (kappisten), katt- 

hus, piltek, veil, veltrin, welsi, vild, sbs. 
Words in Shetlandic with meanings opp. or partly opp. to those 

found in Norw. or other Northern languages: 
bjart, adj.: prop, bright, shining, in Shetl. now dark-, storm- 

menacing. 
*brimeld, acc. to Edm.: old female seal (see under brimer, sb.). 
hu-grice: Norw. and Sw. boggris. 
evalos, adj., doubtful. 
hesta-/ofl/.- filly? see Edm. 
With changed meaning: 
bund (bond) and bundsman, sb., from O.N. b6ndi. To this, 

bunderi, sb. 
Verbs preserved only in the past participle, partly used ad- 

jectivally: 
boren grund: *barinn, from berja, v., to beat. (cf. *bortend in 

*brimbortend: ^brimbardr). 
*faren and misforen. 
Adjectives in the neuter used as substantives: 
illskod, sb., new, green corn growing among the ripe, in the 

field: *ilsk6tt (corn), from ilska1, sb., O.N. ilska, f., malice-, en- 
mity, etc. 

ilta, sb., rancour-, enmity, from “illt”, neut., from O.N. illr, adj., 
bad-, evil-, hostile. 

Sometimes old prefixes, esp. diminutives, have become separated 
from words (adjectives) to which they belonged. They have then 
become substantives. Thus: e.g. urek, a small creature or thing, 
formed from the prefix “ur” (= or, ir), is used as a diminutive in 
No. and esp. as a prefix to “liten”. 

In Ork. the same prefix has also developed independently, but 
as an adjective in the form orri, in sense of very small. 

Compounds in which one or more parts have become obscure: 
biggerablanda (buggera-, buggerum-), huliferdal [hulefer 

(baser)], husamilla, skattamillaskru, uppomora, uppomjora. 
Metathesis of parts in compounded words-. 
bukkiblindi for blindibukki (blind-man’s-buff), ferdaluri for 

luraferdi. 
Stoven swala (Kwarf?), name of a farm. *Swalastofa (a room 

with a balcony). 
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Shetlandic Norn words found only in I cel.: 
bolga, sb., inflammation, Icel. b61ga, f. 
bova, bovek, sb., box-bed, Icel. paufi, sb., out-of-the-way 

nook. 
blur a, sb., Icel. blbrar, pi. 
dien (dine-, dain, donek), sb., swamp, O.N. (Icel.) dyna. 
lisker, sb., small cluster (corn-stalk), cf. Icel. lyskra, f. 
Shetlandic Norn words or meanings found only in Faer.: 
blogaben, sb. = Faer. blokubein, n. 
brill, sb., a buoy, cf. Faer. prilla, a leather-sack. 
flingaso (’flignaso) = Faer. flidnasod, water in which limpets 

have been scalded, from flifla, f., limpet. No. flida, i., flake, splinter. 
Cf. Shetl. fladrek, flodrek, limpet, which is the same word as No. 
fladra, f., a small splinter, flither (flidder), in N.Eng. dial. (Yorksh.) and 
in the Isle of Man, is used of limpets. 

g j o m ekl, sb., the fill of two hands cupped together = Faer. keymur 
[*kaumr] and kjdmur. gjomek is more regularly developed from 
kaumr than from kj6mr, the latter of which would more correctly 
have given *kjum, *gjum, in Shetl.; au, yu, on the other hand, regu- 
larly give jo. 

ilget, adj., mottled, of sheep = Faer. iglutur (igldttur), adj., [*igl- 
6ttr, *ygl6ttr?]. 

Shetlandic words, especially corresponding to Sw. dialect words, 
or found only in Sw. dialects: 

bends, sb. pi. = Sw. dial, banne (bende), sb. (n.). 
bladd, sb. = Sw. dial, bladda, f. 
blaget2 (bleget), adj., prob. to be classed with Sw. dial, blaga, vb. 
daddet, adj., faint-, limp-, tired, Sw. dial, datta, vb., to weary, 

exhaust. 
dank(i), sb., hollow = Sw. dial, dank(e), m. (O.N. dpkk, f., cf. 

Shetl. dekk, bottom of the sea). 
dikel, sb. 3, thick mud, Sw. dial, dikkel, n., mud in a morass. 
goni, gonni, sb., supernatural or infernal being (of elf or fairy 

origin) = Sw. dial, gonnar, gonnar, pi., trolls. 
goit1, sb. (god2, vb.), soft, slimy mass = Sw. gytja, mire-, mud 

(No. gota, melted mass, in Aa., but queried. In compds. halvgota). 
Shetlandic words found only in Danish (a few also in 

Swedish). 
bakk, sb., in sense of hill, hill-side, corresponding to Da. bakke. 

Otherwise brekk = No. brekka, while bakk more often denotes 
brink-, edge-, bank-, steep coast. 

brekk (brekks), sb., Un., corresponds to Germ, “brink”, in sense 
of a common. 

ganfer2, sb., a ghost = Da. genfaerd, Sw. genfard. 
god in, sb. = Da. godning (manure). 
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hjams, adj. = Da. dial. (Jut.) hjamsk. 
humska2 (hunska), sb., blackpudding, a dish made from blood 

and meal = older Da. humske (hunske), (impure) liquid. 
Shetlandic words with English endings. 
Shell. Norn words, influenced by English, and partly merged 

with such English words as have a likeness to them in form and 
pronunciation. 

*argeri, and *argosi, sbs., formed from arg, adj., later with 
added English endings -ery (in “bravery”), -acy, -ocy. 

bipong, sb., probably from O.N. sppng, f., with the first part of 
compd. in A.S. and M.Eng. “bi” (by, with). 

bunderi, sb., crofter’s allotment, etc., from bund, sb., (farmer) 
crofter-, tenant of a piece of land. The ending “-eri” is due to in- 
fluence of English boundary, sb. 

dibjassafit, adj., properly ate-bjassafit, adj. 
dorro, sb., dorrow, from O.N. dorg. 
evalos, adj., doubtful, has got a meaning opposite to the orig- 

inal, as the ending has been accepted as English -ous, and not as 
the negative -less (O.N. efalauss, undoubtful). 

fogensi, sb., drifting snow, from fog, *fok, later with added 
English -ency (cf. e.g. clemency). 

fusom, adj., eager, from O.N. fuss, eager for, desirous, but in- 
fluenced in form by L.Scottish fousom (fowsom), fulsome. 

gevlos = gevlet, adj., powerless, limp in one’s movements. 
fgodasi, sb., dainty morsel = Fser. godska, No. godskor, pi. (cf. 

Eng. ecstasy, clemency, fallacy, heresy, hypocrisy, legacy, lunacy), 
hallo, hallow, sb., wisp of straw, = No. halge. 
linnati, sb., a period of intermission or lull in rain, cf. e.g. 

anxiety, barbarity, brevity, charity, dexterity, eternity, integrity, rarity, 
veldersi, sb., intensive from veil, sb., rain. 
Words with Old Northern meaning changed in form into Eng. 

(L.Sc.) by divers influences. 
When a Norn word, cognate with an English word and having 

the same sense, has been superseded by the Eng. (L.Sc.) form, a 
similar anglicising sometimes takes place in a Norn word of the 
same form as the other, but of different meaning. 

baf, vb., to warm-, poultice — O.N. bada, vb., to warm up, i \s 
due to influence of L. Scottish baff, vb., to beat. 

ien, fain, vb., is in form Eng. fain, vb., but corresponds in sense 
and use to O.N. fagna, vb., to welcome with good cheer. 

il, ueeV\ sb., a stripe, O.N. all. The old form *ol has been 
dropped, as the name for the fish, *ol has been superseded by Eng. 
“eel”, and the other *ol has then been changed similarly to “eel”. 
This change must have taken place at a time when the older (Norn) 
form *ol, as a name for the fish, and the more recent (Eng.) form 
“eel”, were used simultaneously in Shetlandic. 
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Many Norn words in Shetland have been fully or partly trans- 

lated into English (L. Scottish), but with the special Northern 
(Norn) meanings preserved. 

bank, sb., ledge, as e.g. peat-bank, and banks, pi., steep coast, 
show anglicising of O.N. “bakki”. 

doon-lay, sb., doon-lie, sb., and various other words beginning 
with “doon”. 

doors, sb. pi., door, with sing, meaning. O.N. dyrr, f. pi., door. 
ebb, sb., in sense of foreshore (O.N. fjara, in sense of foreshore, 

as well as ebb). 
elf(s)wind, sb., netle-rash, cutaneous eruption. Cf. No. alv- 

blaaster, alvgust, id. 
/a’-sjon, sb., epidemic, esp. in cattle, from O.N. fall-s6tt, epidemic. 
ior-speak, fore-speak, vb., to consecrate by reciting a formula: 

O.N. fyrirmsela, vb. 
}(f)ae-say, sb., f(r)ae-tale, sb., from O.N. frasaga or fraspgn, f. 

Special meanings more recently developed in Shetlandic (as 
well as older meanings found only in Shell. Norn): 

as(s)u, esmel, sb. (heavy rain), a bas o’ a fire (bas2, sb.). 
binder, sb. (jarbind). binjek, sb. bjart, adj., partly with opp. mean- 
ing to the original, bjartin, sb. bjels, sb. bjog, sb. blegd, sb. 2. 
blonaild, adj. bodabid, -bit, sb, to geng bodabid. bodda, sb. 
bogel, sb. bolts, sb. pi. brenna in “brenna-stew”, heavy break- 
ers, surf-, otherwise brim, brust, sb. and vb. bunksi, sb. 2, skua 
(gull). 

dava, sb., dai, sb., daib, vb. 2, dolhoit, sb., dokka, sb. 1 (an- 
cient meaning), drelin, sb. 

faks, sb., long, foam-crested billow, faks, vb., of billows: to 
form combers-, O.N. fax, n., a mane, fisp, vb. [*fipsa]. fjuglins 
(fjoglins), sb. pi. folgju, sb. 

ganfer, sb., weather phenomena [*gandfer6]. getel, sb., *gei- 
till (induration) in get(els)rigg, get(la)rigg, getilben, rigga- 
gitel, where it means vertebra-, getel, gitel is hardly the same word 
as Faer. geisli, vertebra, because si does not change to tl (or con- 
versely) in Shetl. Norn, glunta, etc. = a) the moon, b) a lamp. 
hjolpinsten, sb. kilpersten, sb. 

Compounds from Old Northern in Shetlandic, not found in 
other Northern languages: 

adna(n)kwi, adnasjur, allakrabb, annaset (adna-), annister, 
sbs. 

bakkalist, bambirr, bambus, bar-c/civ, sbs., barlopen (-lobin), 
adj., boljasog(a), bomfisin, bonnhoga, bonnsvamm, bordaskep, 
*br0niskolt, sbs. 

darri-inkel, vb., drittslengi, drottslengi, sbs., drups(j)agi, adj. 
ennapi, ennepig, sb. 
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fillaf(j)oga, *fjorahwarf, flogadrift (flokadrift), flokatros, 

sbs. 
gandaguster, gandigo, gandigoul, gilgal, sbs., gili-hunkers, 

sb. pi., *golsa-fera, sb., granbet, vb., grotlekrabb, sb. 
habagoitlek, sb., (the first part of compd. poss. Eng.), hall- 

tott, sb. and adj., hjogeldarigg and hjogelsterigg, hobbaviti, 
hobnaviti, hottabor, hottafer, mirkabrod, sbs. 

In the place-names, the Celtic element is predominantly Cym- 
ric, in this instance Pictish. The Pictish element is pre-Northern. 

In the spoken language the case is different, for one finds there 
only a very small number of Cymric (Piet.) words, but relatively many 
Gaelic words, belonging to very different periods and, in great part, 
to later periods. While the Gaelic words and names in Shetland may 
date partly from ancient times, and partly from later periods with Low- 
land Scottish (which contains a large Gaelic element) as an interme- 
diate link, the Pictish element in Shetland is very ancient, and is 
pre-Northern. 

Gradually, as the Scots from Ireland, in the course of cen- 
turies of conflict, got the upper hand of the Piets in Scotland, the 
earlier Pictland, the Piets were forced back, and undoubtedly some 
of them from the North of Scotland emigrated to Orkney and Shet- 
land. But these Island-groups had already, a long time previously, 
probably during several thousands of years, been peopled by Celts 
(Piets) emigrating from the nearest mainland, “Pictland”. This last 
name is contained in O.N. P^ttlandsfjprflr, nowadays called “Pett- 
landfirth” by the common people in Orkney and Caithness, in Eng- 
lish misspelt Pentlandfirth, the fairway between Scotland and the 
Orkney Isles. The name Pettland contained in “Pettlandfirth” has 
sometimes been construed as referring to the Orkney Islands, but 
this is hardly correct. In the first place, the Orkney Isles had, 
even then for a long time, another name: Orcadian, latinized Celtic 
adopted by the Northmen, O.N. Orkneyjar; and, in the second 
place, Pictland was the natural name for Scotland before the Scots 
became masters of the country; and, later, for those parts of Scot- 
land, where the bulk of the Pictish inhabitants had taken up their 
abode, particularly the north-east. In the third place, a name end- 
ing in “-land” appears less appropriate to the Orkney Isles, whose 
chief island, Mainland, is not so large and prominent in relation to 
the other islands as the Shetland Mainland in relation to the other 
Shetland Islands. “Hjaltland”, the proper and original name for the 
main island, can therefore be used, with greater warrant, as a name 
for the whole island-group, collaterally with “Hjaltlandsoyjar”. 

Celtic was spoken in Orkney and Shetland in ancient times, and 
long after Northmen had settled there. It was gradually displaced 
by Norse in proportion as the number and power of the immigrating 
Northmen increased, and not all at once. But, while the Norn, after- 
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wards displaced by Lowland Scottish, has left behind it many and 
deep traces in the present dialect of the Islands, there remain now 
only very slight traces of the original Celtic. 

Certainly there is a not quite insignificant Gaelic element in the 
Orkney and Shetland speech; but this must, for the most part, be 
supposed to come in, later, through Lowland Scottish, which in its 
vocabulary has been strongly influenced by Gaelic. The original 
Celtic element in the Islands was, as the place-names show, predom- 
inantly Cymric (Pictish); but of Cymric there is almost nothing left 
in the speech itself. 

That Norn was able to gain so strong a foothold and to main- 
tain itself so long in Orkney and Shetland is due, in great part, to 
the fact that the stretch of country on the mainland of Scotland, 
lying opposite to Orkney, that is Caithness, was also peopled by North- 
men, and that Norn was the prevailing speech in the eastern parts 
of Caithness. Celtic (first Pictish, afterwards Gaelic) was certainly the 
language generally spoken in the interior parts of the country, but 
the Orkney-Norn had a strong support in the Caithness-Norn, which 
latter formed a kind of bulwark that checked the advance of the 
Celtic language towards the north, and prevented it from displacing 
Norn in Orkney and Shetland. Later, both Celtic and Norn, in Caith- 
ness, were displaced by Lowland Scottish. 

In the Hebrides, Norn was the language generally spoken both 
in the viking-age itself and for a long time after that, even if Celtic 
was hardly ever quite displaced there. But the coast regions of 
Scotland, lying right opposite to the Hebrides, had already a greatly 
preponderant Celtic-speaking population, and there was thus no bul- 
wark that could defend the Norn of the Hebrides against the steadily 
continued pressure of the Celtic of West Scotland, which at last over- 
whelmed it. 

The Hebrides, also, lay much farther away from Norway than 
Orkney and Shetland, and were separated from Norway at an earlier 
date than these latter Island-groups, that is, immediately after King 
H&kon Hakonsson’s ill-starred expedition to the West of Scotland. For 
the reasons given, the Norn of the Hebrides was soon overcome 
by Gaelic, which is still the language generally spoken in those Is- 
lands, but is certainly intermixed with a great many remnants of 
Norn. 
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As Norn expired before it was ever scientifically examined and 

studied, the continuous specimens of it which have been hitherto 
recorded for us are very few — only the incomplete Foula-song, and 
the “Lord’s Prayer”, together with a few corrupt trifles recorded 
in B. Edmonston and Jessie M. Saxby’s “The Home of a Naturalist”. 
The memory of the Foula-song is now quite forgotten; on the other 
hand, a few persons in Foula still remember the existence of the old 
“Lords’s Prayer”. 

The fragments of Norn phrases and sentences which have been 
preserved in the Shetlandic dialect are small fragments of verse, 
nursery rhymes, fairy rhymes, riddles, a few proverbs, and some 
fragments of conversation. They come chiefly from the Northern 
Isles and Foula, and are, with a few exceptions, greatly corrupted, 
especially the remnants of verse. The fragments of conversation and 
the proverbs were still intelligible to the people who could repeat 
them. Some of the nursery rhymes and riddles were still intelligible 
or partly so. On the other hand, the fragments of verse and some 
of the riddles had become unintelligible. 

In nearly all the fragments, the grammatical endings have been 
obliterated or fossilized. In many of them, especially those which 
first become unintelligible, the words have been corrupted by 
those in juxtaposition having had an assimilating influence, the one 
upon the other, so that the form of one has been made to approx- 
imate to that of the other; and (what makes the interpretation more 
difficult) words, sometimes even whole lines, have been twisted about, 
and, in the worst mutilated fragments, have been inverted, while, at 
the same time, words and phrases have dropped out altogether. The 
variant forms are therefore often very different. 

“The last lisp of a dying child” is the striking phrase applied 
by S. Bugge to those last remnants of Shetland Norn1. Of the worst 
mutilated fragments it will hardly be possible to give any translation 
or adequate interpretation. To explain isolated words and phrases 
with more or less probability is all that can be contemplated. This is 
particularly the case with the remnants of verse from Unstn (the 
sea-song) and Foula (the eagle-song), which are only small, disjointed 
fragments. 

1 In a letter written to me after my return from my first Shetland trip in 1895, upon his receipt of the copy of most of my Norn records from the Isles. J. J. 
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Fragments of Conversation. 
Kwarna farna? (Fo.), where are you going? 
Spopna ligara (ligana) glegan (Fo.), the spoon is lying in the window L[sp6nninn liggr \ glygginu(m)]. 
Madar to de bjadni (Fo.), food for the child. 
0‘lt i ngan (Un.), (/ feel) a pain in the back [ilt \ hrygginum]. 
Fo me a dak (Uw.), give me something to drink (a drink) [f£ 

m6r (ein) drykk]. 
Skoi^di (skoi^d dee), pjagi (Us.), be quick, you slowcoach [cf. Faer. 

pjak (F.A.)]. 
to lag de H0r(a)n (U., Fe.?), to “flit" the cows [laga kyrnar]. Now 

commonly: to m6n de baess (O.N. muna, to move). 
Oba dorja (C.), open the door [opna1 dyrnar]. 

It will be seen that little words such as “til”, “at”, “mig”, “en” 
have been replaced by English equivalents, and in a few cases the 
suffixed def. art. has lost its significance, because “de” {the) has been 
prefixed to such words (de bjadn-i, de 1^0r-(a)n). 

In Foula is still remembered the old greeting: Godan dag (also 
quoted: Dogan dag) with the return greeting: Godan (dogan) dag 
til dora, good-day to you! 

A couple of fragments of conversation have been preserved in 
a somewhat corrupted form: 

a) From Foula a colloquy between two old men: 
Ja‘rta, bodana komana ro'ntana (rotana) Komba (or: Ja'rta, bota 

komana ro'mpa (romba) Komba). 
Kwata jada? or: Kwata ita? 
Dsefnajor(n)a! 
(Sturaskitinl): 
“My heart" (my dear), the boat {a boat) has come round “de Kaim”2. 
What do you say? (prop, hvat er pat?) what is that? (“you say” 

— understood). Deaf ear! 
b) From Unst: 

Morjan, ara du nje? 
Jo! 
Sala slag dain far I^eran? 
Jo (jera so, ^tra so: 
Marion, are you in there? 
Yes! 
Shall I 'flit” your cows? 
Yes, do so. 

1 n may have been dropped in “oba” on account of q in the foil. doqa. But a form “opa” (without n) occurs in Faer. in sense of: to open (cut up) sheep, in slaughtering. 2 “de Kaim” (older: Komba): name of a hill in Foula, near the coast. 
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In B. Edmondston and Jessie M.Saxby’s, “The Home of a Natur- 

alist”, this appears in the foil, form: 
Morian arra doo enya? 
Yo! 
Skolaug dine cur furen? 
Yo gerrasso gerrasso! 

The third line is evidently (in both versions) corrupted, and the 
words transposed: “far” must be O.N. fcera, and “l^aran” O.N. k^rnar, 
the cows', “en” in “furen” has been borrowed from “l^aran”. 

Kwarna farna? 
Farna sikana droka? 
Farna radna sikana droka? 

Given to me with the foil, translation: 
Where have you been? 
I have been to get something to drink {a drink). 
Have you been up in the roof to get something to drink? 

The situation is said to be this: 
A man is awakened in the night by the noise of his servant 

going up to the top of the house, in order to steal some meat hung 
up there to be smoked. 

From Conningsburgh 
a few lines are preserved as a kind of address to the cat: 

Up (op) aboot de (ora (for: *jora), goit fara rnona: 
Up around the ear (with the paw)! 
(that is) good for the mouth (which means: that promises us 
a lucky catch of fish). 

Nursery-rhymes, Cradle-songs. 
An old “gryle” (“bogey”) verse (Fo.): 

Skekla komana rina tnna 
swa'rta haesta blae'ta brnna, 
fo‘mtana (fjo'mtan) hala 
and fo'mtana (fjo'mtan) bjadnis a kwara hala1. 

The foil, translation was given me by an old woman: 
A bug-bear [*skekill] has come riding into the home-field (the 

tun) on a black horse having a white spot (blaelta) on its brow 
(bruna), and fifteen tails, and with fifteen children on each tail. 

Cf. the foil, passage in Sturlungasaga: pa er Loptr reiS a tunit, 
kvad hann petta: Her ferr gr^la i garO ofan ok hefir a ser hala 
fimmtan (Vigfusson’s edition, I. 246). 

1 All the old grammatical endings in this verse have been levelled to -a ex- cept in bjadnis, which has got the Eng. plural ending s. 
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A Nursery-rhyme. 
Klapa klapa soda 
boksina skolana bjoda 

Recorded in “The Home of a Naturalist” as follows: 
Clapa clapa suda 
Boochsina scholina Bjoda 
Bauta deema kjota schin 
Swala clovena1 vjenta in 
Roompan poman soda. 

Another Nursery-rhyme (same source): 
Bis bis byo 
Bulva reeka tyo2 

Tak laigen 
Slogan veggin 
Bulva reeka tyo. 

Variant form: Bon vil ikka tlae 
tak an laeggan 
slogan vaeggan 
bon vil ikka tiae. 
  (J. I.) 

Sera s4ere skdlma 
:|: Ek skal <jera :[: 

trev i neva 
an kasta band to. (Kwarf) (J. I.) 

A Cradle-song. 
Vallilu ega s6ar o a sig"alin- 
leka tu sa fma a mormn a gib-aim- (L. W. Fe.) 

The introductory word “vallilu” is L.Sc. balow, hush-a-bye, in an 
extended form with a change of initial b to v. This must be a later 
addition, as the rhyme is of Norn origin, and has commenced with 
some Norn equivalent of balow. That Norn equivalent is probably 
seen in suro [so3ro], which doubtless is the same word as No. 
(south-west Norw.) “su-ru”, a word with which children are hushed 
asleep. After balow one might expect a pet name for a little child, 

1 No. klov, n., (cleft) fork. No. svola, f., a) a swallow, b) acute-angled notch. 2 “Bulva reeka” is evidently a corruption of: Boil (a) vil ika, the child will not (be quiet). Cf. aFaeroese rigmarole (Antikvarisk tidsskrift, 1851, p. 322), beginning: “Rura, rura barni9” — and containing the lines: “vil ikki barniQ tiga, so tak urn legg og sla i vegg — so skal barni3 tiga”: If the bairn will not be quiet, take it by the leg, and hit it against the wall that will make it be quiet. 
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and siggalin suggests such a word. It may be *s0yglingr or sog- 
lingr (from No. suga, vb., to suck, soygja, vb., to give suck, sogbarn, 
suckling), formed in Shetl. with the ending “ling” in accordance with 
Eng. suckling, sb. 

As the words in the first line have been disturbed by addition 
of “vallilu”, and as it is doubtful whether [ega] is in its proper place 
before suro, it would probably be vain to attempt an interpretation 
of this word, which has various meanings. 

The second line is easier to interpret, and was prob. originally: 
*Ieikar pu sva fr6r (frar) um morguninn geiplandi, are you playing 
so blithe and gay in the morning, waving your arms about? (or 
possibly: making vigorous mouthing efforts to take the nipple). 

The k-sound in leka (and also the foil, frua) favour the prob- 
ability of a derivation from leika, vb., to play, rather than from 
liggja, vb., to lie. fru(a) may be *fr6r, O.N. frar and fr6r, adj., hale-, 
vigorous-, lively, or a later imported *fr6r = Faer. fr6ur, Da. fro 
(Germ, froh), adj., gay. a mornin: Scoto-English form (“in the 
morning”). 

gibbelin doubtless for *giblin, from a *gibl, vb., which is No. 
geipla, vb., to make wild gestures with the arms, esp. having an 
implement in the hand (= geipa, R.), etc. “geipla” can also mean: 
to make great lip-movements, but this meaning does not suit the 
rhyme so well, if leka is the verb leika, to play, because the child 
is fairly quiet when sucking. In view of the double meaning of the 
No.: geipla, the following interpretation is conceivable: Are you 
lying so joyously in the morning, mouthing for the nipple? But as 
leka agrees better phonetically with “leika” than with “liggja”, the 
former interpretation is more probable. 

Rigmaroles. 
The Troll’s Message. 

A fairy-verse connected with an old legend about a man riding 
past a mound, who hears some words shouted to him from the 
interior: 

Foula versions. 
A. Horadu horadu rla 

ria ria raen(na) 
sina divla dona vivla 
kopara jadla 
hoqdana bradna. 

Variant form: 
B. —  

seana divla d03na vivla 
kopara ketal 
hoijda bredan. 
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The probable old form of lines 1 and 2 was: 

Heyr pii, hoyr pti rldari, 
n'S, rib, renn! 

(Nark you, horseman, ride, ride, run! i.e.: ride quickly!) 
ria in line 1 is prob. *riflari, No. ridar, m., horseman. The twice 

repeated ria in line 2 must, on the other hand, be imp. (2. pers. sing.), 
“rid”! of the verb rida, to ride, sin a divla, etc., tell her, Divla 
(Tivla, see the foil, variants), that Vi via (Fivla)  , some- 
thing has been dropped here. The contents of the latter part of the 
verse is said to be: the dog has upset the copper-kettle into the fire, 
and the child (Vivla, Fivla) has burnt itself. It is of this accident 
that the horseman is asked to carry tidings to Divla (Tivla). But 
there are only three detached words left: 1) ketel [ketol], which is 
O.N. ketill, kettle, with parallel form (in version a) jadla, meaning 
kjadla = kjatla with “breaking” of e to ja in the stem; koppere- 
ketel and kopperajadla, copper-kettle. 2) “hundena, hunde [hor\- 
dona, hoiida]” = the dog. 3) bradna and bredn [bredan] from 
O.N. brenna, vb., to burn, with the change nn > dn, characteristic of 
Foula. This change does not, however, always appear; note e.g. 
renn, and not redn, in line 2 of this verse. 

Feilar versions. 
A. From Fetlar come some variants of this fairy-verse in a 

mixture, chiefly L.Scottish with scraps of Norn preserved in between. 
The Fetlar version, most similar to the Foula form, is the following: 
Geng hame to Fivla [fivla], and tell Divla [divla] at de honnins 
[hoiiins] wis lopen [lopan] in a “tuilly” [toli] and brunt de bonn- 
ins [boqins]; go home to Fivla, and tell Divla (Tivla) that the 
dogs were fighting and had "burnt the bairns", i.e., had knocked 
over the children into the fire. 

Here, as in the Foula versions, the dogs have caused the mis- 
chief. 

B. A second Fetlar version is as follows: 
Trlra rara gorjga, 
tell du tivla, 
at fivla is fa’en i’ de fire and is brunt [burnt] her. 

The first line is corrupt Norn. The only intelligible word is 
gonga, to go, O.N. ganga. 

C. A third Fetlar version is: 
Du at rides de rod 
and rins de grey, 
tell tbna [tuana] tivla 
at nuna mvla 
is vSJna va(na [= fallinn 1 vatnit]. 
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de rad, the red horse or mare. In this version the water takes 

the place of the fire. 
Nivla as a troll-name, name of a troll-child, may, if not formed 

simply to rhyme with Tivla, be set alongside No. nyvel, m., a small, 
insignificant person (Aa.), a good-for-nothing (R.). 

D. A fourth Fetlar version runs as follows: 
Du at rides de red 
and rins de grey, 
tell Tivla tahta (Tahta) 
at Varna vahta (Va'tta) 
is fa’en i’ de fire and brunt her. 

VaHta, troll-name, is certainly identical with the troll-name 
“Vatte”, which appears in Danish myths and especially in the myth 
here treated of the troll who sends a message. 

Ta'tta, Tatta, troll-name, a further designation of the troll 
Tivla. Possibly derived from *tatti, No. tatte, m., nipple, unless the 
word has been coined for the purpose of rhyming with Vatta. Cf. 
vatta in the following line from Um.: Di rua vatta mega sustri, 
given me with no other explanation than that it was just what the 
troll said (Andrew Anderson, Baltasound). 

Varna Vatta: Vatta, daughter 0/Varni or Varna? Connected 
with the giant’s name Vprnir or the mythical man’s name Varinn? 

The troll-child in the horn. (Us., orig. Fe.?) 
A troll-wife sat milking her cow in a stall when she heard the 

following warning cry: Ha'mpi horni hoi mmni kotn kar3l mi mgg. 
Whereupon she cried: “O dol and hwaen! dat is my bairn at is 
fa’en i’ de fire and is brunt her”, whereupon she quickly went out 
of the byre, leaving the milk-pail behind. 

No doubt, here is a mingling of two different troll myths, be- 
cause the milker’s answer properly belongs to the story of “The 
Troll’s Message”, while the lines Himpi, etc., belong to the tale of 
“The troll-child in the horn”, being a dialogue between a troll-wife 
and her child. 

A man found a horn, took it home and hung it on the wall. 
Then a voice was heard outside saying: “Himpi horni hai”, or “humpi 
horni hou”, whereupon the troll-child in the horn cried: “My midder 
kaller 0’ me” [- - kal-aramr, kal arami ], my mother calls me, *(min 
modir) kaller & mik. A variant form is: “Dat is my midder kali in 
[kajin] on me”. Both these versions were noted down in Fetlar. It 
seems as if “kar3l mi mog” is another and more corrupt Shet- 
landic form of “kallar a mik” — kallar by metathesis of 11 and r 
becoming [kar3!]. mog is a Shetl.-Norn form of “mik”, me, which 
is found again in the Hildina ballad (“moch”) and in the rhyme of 
“The Crow and the Crab” (“mog”). “mi mog”, doubtless with 
added English “me” as mog was no longer understood. 

VII 
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Himpi or Humpi, the introductory word, with which the troll- 

mother calls to her child, is probably the child’s name, and may be 
the Norwegian word “hympe”, n., clumsy figure-, foolish, odd per- 
son, Tel. (R.), prop, piece of meat (Aa.), from “hump”. Cf. Sw. dial, 
hympel, m., a boy, not full-grown, from hump, piece. “Hympe” in 
the horn, hoi! (haul). 

A troll legend. (Fe.) 
Katta mega de llde lo. 

A man found a fiddle-case out of doors and hung it up on the 
wall of his house. But his wife, who thought it was troll-gear, made 
him put it back again. Then a voice was heard calling out the 
above words. The voice was thought to be that of the old troll or 
troll-wife calling to the child in the fiddle. 

The line is no longer intelligible, katta moga may, however, 
be a *kattar mpgr in sense of troll’s son, as O.N. ketta, f., cat, tabby, 
also denotes a troll-wife. O.N. mpgr, son, is found again in the 
Shetlandic troll am og, prop, troll's son-, see Dictionary, “kpttr” and 
“kattar sonr” are given in Lex. Poet. (F.J.) as names for a giant: 
“kattar sonr”, prop, giant’s son. 

The Cow-call Verse. 
The following is a verse or formula used in calling the cows 

together: 
Koma koma hasta koma 
so sal du ek skam (skam) 
fal aldaral da kjgra 
nepart nani laegsprali 
stil kom ou(a)r‘ mi .^Slma 
falaldaralda kjora. 

Come, come quickly and you will not get a scolding (shame)! 
Here follow a couple of cow-names “nipperd Nani” (see Diction- 
ary), and Lengsprali. 

still kom ower mi SjSlma. “still” is doubtless the English adv., 
still, kom ower, come over here, mi SjSlma, my white-headed cow, 
*Hjalma. 

“Fallalderalde kjora”, as a kind of refrain, ending the rhyme, 
is also found in the middle of the verse, as if to divide it into two 
parts. 

As the Faeroese and Icelandic cow-rhymes, corresponding to the 
Shetlandic verse, end in the words: all the cows are counted (Icel.: 
“pa eru taldar kyr kails allar”. Faer.: “komnar” or “taldar eru k^r 
okkrar allar”), it is reasonable to assume that the Shetlandic verse 
has ended similarly, and that “fallalderalde kjora” is a corruption of 
an original “taldar eru allar kyrnar”, all the cows are counted. 
“Taldar allar”, not being understood, would easily become corrupted 
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to “falderalde” and later extended to “fallalderalde” by confusion 
with the common English and Scottish refrain: Fol-de-rol-de-ri-do, 
or Fal-al-de-ral-de-ri-do. This assumption is supported by a line 
which occurs in a fragment of the same verse that comes from 
Sandsting: 

“komin ower de Sjolma 
telda ralda rird". 

That this is a fragment of the cow-call verse is clearly evident 
from the words: “komin ower de Sjolma {the white-headed cow)"] 
and linked with this line are the words “telda ralda rira”, which ap- 
pear to be meaningless, but can hardly be other than “taldar allar 
eru”, they are all counted (viz.: the cows), telda(r) for *talda(r), 
because the past tense and past participle of tell, vb., a) to count, 
b) now: to tell, in Shetl. is “telled” [tdd and taeld]. 

A couple of lullaby fragments, sent to me by Wm Ratter, also 
contain lines of the cow-call verse. 

a) Ba wa boria (boina) 
dl manna wakna 
starna strets^a lira 
bi]spona (-spoina) 
(aa) komin hem an ^olmu (N.Roe). 

b) a variant from N.Roe, Nmn., containing a small fragment of 
the same verse in which only a few names of cows appear. 

Flekka Ferna 
Strippa Sterna 
cornin’ doon? and Langspina. 

Starna in variant (a), and Sterna in variant (b), are *Stjarna, 
a cow with a spot {star) on the forehead. The form Starna has 
been influenced by L.Scottish starn, sb., star. Flekka, {the) spotted 
cow. Ferna for *Frena, piebald, spotted cow, originally *Fraena. 
See Ferna and Frona in Dictionary. 

Langspina, a cow with long teats. O.N. speni, Faer. spini, 
m., teat. 

Lengsprali has certainly the same meaning as Langspina; but 
sprali in Lengsprali is a different word from spina. Strekkja, 
probably means one who strays far and wide, to be classed with 
No. strekkja, vb., to stray far and wide, of cattle (R.). 

Lira, possibly *Htyra, a cow with a spot on the cheek, from 
O.N. hiyr, n., cheek, corresponding to Kinna, the name of a cow 
(see Dictionary), the one with the spotted cheek, O.N. kinn, f., cheek. 
Other derivatives are possible, but not probable, such as from No. 
lira, vb., to wriggle, sneak (R.), or No. lyra, vb., to walk slowly, 
drag oneself along (R.), Sw. dial, lira, vb., to move lightly and 
quickly, but quietly (Ri.). 

VII* 
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In the Faeroese folk-rhyme, “langspina” is linked with the name 

Kinna, and has been accepted as an adjectival designation of this 
name. It should be remarked that “Langspina” in the Shetlandic 
rhyme is placed directly after Lira which concludes a line. Shetl. 
Langspina has possibly originally been an adjectival attribute of 
Lira. The Faeroese combination, mentioned above, supports the ac- 
ceptance of Lira as an ancient *Htyra. 

Strippa as a name for a cow, may be either a) No. (south- 
west Norw.) stripla, f., Da. dial, strippe, goldstrippe, f., a cow giving 
but little milk, or b) the striped one. As the immediately preceding 
and immediately following names have been given by reason of col- 
our, Strippa has probably been accepted here in sense b, but is, in 
that case, a more recent form (formed from L.Sc. strippit, adj., striped). 

Haii strok op and haij strok nera 
amijana gf'msina frua 
bat odalog a da ora 
hwat god raman Ijoa 
a mi kejaka 
mdlhus man soda 
molhus fse ma'jkfad 
ma'jkfad fse drav gad 
drav gad fse gloan vl 
gloan vi fse k'niknan k'nak 
an(d) a piknan stak 
an(d) a nju an vajdat. 

Variant forms: 
a) Haii skre op o han skre nera 

amilana ge'msana frOa 
maina log (log) a da hoira hand 
hwat gets raman Ijoa. 

b) Haii skre, etc. 
mnia loga frua 
stak fe'jta groa 
hwat gets de raman Ijoa. 

c) Haii, etc. 
mijana gse'msa frua 
stat feldin gro fudan gna. 

Line 1 and 2. The older form of these has been: Hann strauk 
upp ok hann strauk nidr ^milium gemsanda frua. 

i.e. he stroked up, and he stroked down among the gibing 
(scoffing, frolicsome) ladies. 

strok = O.N. strauk, past tense of strjtika, vb., to stroke. Some 
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versions have skre instead of strok. skre is O.N. skreid, the past 
tense of skrifla, vb., to creep-, slide-, glide, etc. Here the meaning 
is — {he) let his hand glide, i.e. stroked. 

In line 2, ge'msma is gemsanda, pres. part. gen. pi. of O.N. 
gemsa, vb., to gibe-, scoff-, behave wantonly. 

Line 3 shows how one and the same line can appear very dif- 
ferent in the different versions, thus: a) bit odelog i de ora and 
b) maina log i de hoira hand. 

Line 5: a’ mi keljaka is an older “allr mlnn kserleiki”, or (in 
accus.) “allan minn kaerleika”, i.e. all my love. 

Line 6: molhus. O.N. malhus, literally—"speech-house," — a 
periphrasis for "mouth", min soda: umy sweet!" (In this verse 
several parts of the body are referred to by periphrasis.) 

Line 7: “fae” is L.Scottish f(r)ae = from, milk-fad is O.N. 
mjdlkfat, milk-vat. 

Line 8: dravgad possibly denotes the stick with which malt is 
stirred in mashing. O.N. draf, n., draff, and O.N. gaddr, m., goad-, 
spike, etc. L.Scottish gaud = gad, sb., a goad, pointed stick. 

Line 9: gloen vi (O.N. gldandi viSr), "glowing wood” {fire- 
wood ). 

Line 10: kniknan knak: is possibly "crushed {or broken) krak" 
{a three-legged stool)-, No. knakk, id. 

The rest is unintelligible, though in the variant versions a few 
words and phrases may be explained; variant b, line 3: stakk, here 
probably = O.N. stakkr, m., skirt and bodice in one. f el din (felt a) 
gro (groa): the grey fur overcoat {cape), O.N. feldinn gr& (accus.). 

fuden gua: the good foot, O.N. fdtinn goda (accus.). 
A corresponding rigmarole “pula”, is found in Icelandic, be- 

ginning: 
Hann t6k upp og hann t6k ni<5r, og svo t6k hann a frtiinni. 
In this rigmarole, as in the Shetland fragment, occurs “mdlhds” 

as a periphrasis for mouth. 

The following folk-verse, originating from Conn, and dictated by 
R. Cogle, is supposed to be a charm with which to drive away lung- 
disease from cattle. 

>Gng3 bSgga 16ra 
bael skola rina 
bael skola beti 
&ndru wistras 
gild to bid to braeti 
git^a gitfp gStigi 
bits^a bit<j3 befi. 

Here several different things seem to have run together. 
The last line is probably part of a lullaby. Bitse, bitse can be 

explained as No. biss(a), biss(a) = hush-a-bye, and accordingly the same 
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word as “bis”, in the line “bis bis bio”, in the cradle-song from Unst. 
(ts is a frequent development of ss in Norn words in Shetlandic.) 
beti, following bitse, may almost be accepted as denoting a child, 
as in “Hushie baw beti”, hush-a-bye my little child?, the introductory 
line in a lullaby from Conn, in which L.Sc. “hushie baw” corresponds 
to an older Norn “biss biss”. beti might correspond to the Da. and 
Sw. dial, word batting, a child. 

The first line also appears to have belonged to a lullaby, as 
enge bonge can be explained as “eignar barnit”, my own dear 
child, from O.N. eign, f., possession, with metathesis of gn to ng in 
Shetl. Cf. enk (ink, jenk, jink), sb., from O.N. eign, in Dictionary. 
The compound “eignabarn” is found in No. {lovable child-. R.). 
Another word is “einkabarn (onka-)”, in Peer, (a dearly loved child). 
bonge for *bonne, the child, is easily explained through alliteration 
to the preceding enge. Such alliterations are fairly common in Norn 
folk-verses, especially in cases where all sense of the original mean- 
ing of the word has been lost, and the term appears to be simply 
gibberish. If enge bonge is “eignarbarnit”, lura must mean sleep! 
from *lura, No. lura, vb., to sleep lightly, to have a little nap. 

The remaining lines probably show traces of an actual charm- 
formula. The two lines: “bsel skola rina, bsel skola beti” are prob- 
ably the remnants of such; in any case, they can be best explained 
as a charm to drive out sickness: *bpli skulum renna, *bpli skulum 
beita? the evil (the hurt) shall leak (stream) out, or we shall make 
the evil leak out? (cf. the foil.), we shall chase or subdue the evil. 

bael may be O.N. byl, n., hurt-, evil-, disaster, skola is the verb, 
O.N. skulu, to be obliged to. The twice repeated skola, to be 
obliged, must, indicates a spell. 

O.N. beita, vb., prop, to cause to bite, thereafter (inter alia), to 
chase-, subdue-, kill. 

The following two lines are not connected with the preceding 
ones, “andru” is doubtless the name of a man “Andrew”; “gud to 
bid”, went to invite-, “brseti”: place-name? 

gitse gitse gongi. gongi is O.N. ganga, vb., to go. If this 
should have any connection with the two preceding lines, gitse may 
be a metathesis of giste, O.N. gista, vb., to visit-, call, through in- 
fluence of the following bitse. 

Valafjel. 
V&lafjel woz to‘rt (trot) o bro(a 
hagada wazo hala 
vogada noit (not, nat), sega me das 
(and) ruda kngada &la. 

Variant forms: 
a) Valafjel waz to‘rt o brota 

hafatu wizo haia 
fram slkato (sakato) dafa vagada noit 
sen ruda kngada aia. 
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b) Valafiel wiz tort u bruta 

hafatu wiz o hfila 
fraem sSkkatu data vaggodu ndit 
sen rude knrj de jala. 

(acc. to J. I.) 
This rhyme comes from Fetlar, but the contents point back to 

its northern neighbour, Unst. AH conception of the meaning has 
been lost. Valafjel is a hill-ridge in Unst, running north and south, 
and steep on its western slope; it is about half-way between the 
north and the south ends of the isle, but nearer to the west side 
than to the east. 

Line 1. Valafjel was tort (trott) o brotta, Valafjel (Valla-Field) 
was laborious and steep. As O.N. “tor-” is found only as a prefix 
attached to adjectives signifying difficult, it is doubtless unreasonable 
to explain Shetlandic tort from that source, trott, on the other 
hand, from which tort may have arisen by dissimilation (through in- 
fluence of the following brotta), is more easily explained from O.N. 
tranten, adj., laborious, difficult. 

Line 2. Hageda was o hala or hafatu was o hala. The 
variants differ widely with respect to the first word in the line. Hageda 
might, if necessary, be thought to be the place-name “Hagdale”, pre- 
served in the combination Hagdaleness in Westing, west of Vala- 
fjel. But o hala must then be left unexplained. “Hafatu was o 
hala”, on the other hand, can be explained as a *haft6 vor aharda, 
there the damp sea-wind was violent. No. havto, f., moist weather 
with wind from the sea (Aa.), and No. aahard, adj., of wind: very 
strong-, violent. The connective vowel in hafatu, and the change 
r (rd) >1 in ohala (*ohara) would be in full conformity with Shet- 
land-Norn phonology. 

Line 3. Vogede noit (nott), sege me das, or Fram sokketu 
dafa, vogede noit. 

Voge noit can be explained as to be awake, to watch by night, 
O.N. vaka natt. sege me das, is by way of contrast to this: to 
search by day, an older: scekja med (vid) dag, scekja dags. In 
variant b the order is inverted, sokketu must be the past tense (3. 
pers. pi.): *soktu, {they) searched, older “sdktu”, O.N. (peir) sdttu. 
dafa is doubtless a corruption of *daga, day. In accordance with 
sokketu, vogede is doubtless also past tense: vyktu from vaka, vb., 
to be awake, watchful. But it does not appear from the connection 
what it is that is searched for, or why it is necessary to be awake 
or watchful. It might be reasonable, with reference to sege me 
das (fram sokketu dafa), to think of searching for cattle in the 
hill-pasture, but this would not explain why “to watch by night” 
is placed side by side with “to search by day”. Probably the 
reference is rather to rowing (out at the fishing), the seeking for a 
fishing-ground out at the “haaf”. fram, in “fram sokketu”, is 
best explained by: out at the haaf — far out from land, because 
the word is always found in this sense in Mod. Shetlandic handed 
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down from Norn (with the exception of the irrelevant sense here: 
forward in the boat). 

The verb vog, properly to be awake, be watchful, means in 
Mod. Shetl. (U.) to remain at rest, or remain lying at the same 
fishing-ground. Both these words give countenance to the idea that 
the third line refers to deep-sea fishing: seeking out the fishing- 
ground at the haaf by day, and remaining there at rest by night. 
It was formerly the custom among Shetland fishermen, going out to 
the haaf-fishing, to take cooking utensils with them and stay away 
for several days and nights. 

Line 4. (and) rude kringede ala (jala). This has been inter- 
preted as meaning "to pluck the wool off the home-reared lambs, 
bound together in couples": (to r u, to pluck the wool off sheep, to 
kring, to tie two lambs together by the necks, ali-lamb, a little 
lamb reared at home). That has, however, not the least connection 
with the foregoing, if the third line is to be accepted in the sense 
suggested above. 

Most of the versions have ala as the last word in the line, but 
one version (also from Fetlar, acc. to J. Irvine) has jala. If we take this 
version as the basis for the last line, there is a clear connection 
with the preceding three lines, rude can then be accepted as rowd, 
past tense of *ru, vb., to row (a boat), O.N. roa; kringe (de) as: 
“i kring urn”, about, around-, and the last word then becomes the 
old name for the isle of Yell, viz.: Jala, which lies to the west and 
south-west of Unst and Fetlar respectively. 

Jala is found recorded among the island-names in the list of 
names in Snorre’s Edda, but is now quite obsolete, the more recent 
form of the name “Yell [jel]” having taken its place. The now un- 
intelligible Jala could have become ala by association of the sound 
with the familiar word ali in “ali-lamb”. Accordingly the line might 
be translated thus: they rowed round {the north point of) Yell. The 
Unst fishermen, especially those from Westing, and some also from 
Fetlar, have, like the Yell inhabitants, carried on haaf-fishing to the 
north and west of Yell, and on these expeditions the high Valafjel 
on Unst was a particularly prominent landmark to be taken in find- 
ing the fishing-grounds. 

The mention of Valafjel in the first line of the verse thus be- 
comes quite natural, and in clear association with that which follows. 

A Fable of animals. 
The crow and the crab. (Fetlar.) 

Kraba kraba koma ISqda 
£eva rig riva mog 
skajana riva dok 
na trot S0. 
Kraba jl'nsa trl(alos. 
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Variant (a): Kraba kraba koma land 

ava rig riva 
mog ska^ana riva dig 
na trSt^a kraba 
jS'n^a trlts^alos or triples. 

Variant (b): From Unst comes: 
Crab, crab, come ashore! 
Naga troita, naga troita — 
I’m feared, du “ngraivs” me. 

The original form was probably: 
The crow: “Krabbi, krabbi, kom at landi!” 

“Crab, crab, come to the land {ashore)!" 
The crab’s answer: 

“(Ek) efa(sk), at f>u hrygghrifir mik.” 
“/ am afraid that you will tear my back." 

The crow: “Ek skal eigi hrifa pik.” 
“/ will not tear you." 
“Nei, pratt!” sagdi krabbi, 
“(Hon er) sva trygdalaus.” 
“No, certainly not!" said the crab, 
“{she is) so faithless." 

The form landa in the first line implies the dative form “landi”. 
kome lande must therefore be “kom at landi”. 

seve in line 2, is O.N. efa, vb., commonly used in sense of to 
doubt. It has also been used in sense of to hesitate, or to have sus- 
picion about something (efask, ifask), and in this sense seve must 
here be explained: to have a suspicion, to be afraid. 

mog [mog], me. In variant (a) mog has been inserted, through 
misunderstanding, as the first word of the third line. 

In line 3 the English (Scottish) “no” = not has replaced “eigi”. 
ska[ana = skal eg no, I shall not. dok and dig, you. 

In line 4 Lowland Scottish na, no, has replaced the older “nei” 
= no. trott, O.N. pratt, expresses a strengthening of the negative; 
see *trott in the Dictionary. 

Whilst the first three lines are ordinary dialogue, the words 
jonsa trottjelos in the fifth line do not appear to be the direct 
answer of the crab to the crow. 

Jonsa may be a corrupted form of “‘jon’ (hon?) er sv&”, she 
is so. “hon”, s/i£, may have changed to jon in Shetlandic in the same 
way as *haens, a hen, has changed to jonsa in Foula. But one 
might almost suppose jon here to be L.Sc. and English dialect yon. 

trottjelos (trotsjelos) can hardly be No. trottlaus, unsteady, 
*pr6ttlauss, because the root-meaning of this latter word is wanting 
in perseverance {force), which does not suit in this connection. It 
might be taken to be a “traustlauss” in the same sense as the 
O.N. titraustr, unreliable, but “traustlauss” in O.N. has a different 
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meaning, viz.: 11 lacking confidence, without anyone or anything to 
rely upon." Nor does “tr^alos” agree well phonetically with “traust- 
lauss”. Notwithstanding phonetic difficulties, the most reasonable ex- 
planation seems to be “*tryg5alauss”,unreliable, from O.N. 
trygdar, trygdir, f. pi., safe conditions. This definition suits logically, 
and is the expression to be expected. “*tryg<5alauss” would normally 
have become *tr0delos, *tr0djelos, in Shetland Norn, but the preced- 
ing line gives the combination trott se [tr&t ^o], which may quite 
probably have influenced the sound of a following *tr0d(j)elos, 
changing the word by assimilation to trott(j)elos and trots(j)elos. 
Moreover, a development 5 > d > t is not without parallel in Shet- 
land Norn. 

Having regard to this definition, Jonsa trottelos may be a 
“‘yon’ (hon?) er sva trygaalaus”, she {she there) is so faithless, in 
which case, the words contain the crab’s opinion of the crow, and 
constitute the reason for her refusing the invitation. 

Riddles. 
A riddle from Unst, noted down by John Irvine in Lerwick, dic- 

tated by an Unst-man. Comparatively well preserved. 
Fora hojiga, fora gogga, 
fora stad apo sks, 
twa vistra vegabi 
and en comes ata dnlandi. 

The original form is probably: 
Fjorir hanga, fjorir ganga, 
fjbrir standa upp a sky, 
(tveir) visa veg i b^ 
(ok) einn (kemr) aptan drallandi. 

(Solution: the cow — four teats, four legs; ears and horns: four; 
two eyes, one tail.) 

Cf. Gest the Blind’s riddle about the cow (in Hervarar Saga): 
Fjorir ganga, fjdrir hanga, 
tveir veg visa, 
tveir hundum verja, 
einn eptir drallar ok optast ohreinn. 

From Fetlar comes a corrupted variant of the above-mentioned 
riddle from Unst. 

Twa standan opa sko, 
twa vegabi, four hogga, 
four gagga, etom oita droita. 
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Another riddle: 
hwi hgara hwi, white lies in white (an egg, lying in meal). 

A very mutilated riddle from North Yell. It exists in three ver- 
sions: 

a) Fbkara flura fedderless, 
ut kom modoro ha'ntatess, 
haqae beiise goratess. 

b) Fbkera flua fedderless, 
sot^a bena gora/^55, 
ut kom modora haija/^ss 
and drave awa fl. fl. /. 

c) White fool fedderless, 
ut kom modara ha'ntar/m, 
soi^a goa bfndar/^s 
and plucked awa wh. f. f. 

(= flakes of snow being melted in the sun.) 
Original form: 

(Fuglinn flaug) fjadralauss, 
(hann) settisk a gar6inn beinlauss, 
ut kom ma5r handlauss. 

In a) and c) lines 2 and 3 are transposed; in a) and b) likewise 
the words beqae or bena (bein) and gora (garQinn in c, with drop- 
ped r: gda) are placed in inverted order. The form bendartess has 
arisen by assimilation to the preceding ha'ntartess. By mistake the 
very word to be guessed — fbkara, = Shetl. term for a snowflake 
— has been placed at the beginning of the riddle. According to 
rule, it should not have been mentioned, as that was the word to 
be guessed. 

Bona sita po tap(a) tirl (tiral) 
kalma (ka^i in a) banrbirl- (-biral) 
luta ko^a he'ltar simitar 
ondar a kSiygalir. 

Said to be a riddle about a man sitting on the roof of a house, 
or on a hay-stack (acc. to others: a cat on a hay-stack). A mouse 
appears from under the hay-stack, and runs in under a heather-bush. 

In “The Home of a Naturalist” the following variant is given: 
Bunye sits uppo tappa tirl 
calye inta bamba birl 
Ba hilkie toonie; 
Ladyco hilka tilta, 
Roonin oondie conggaloo. 
Ba hilkie toonie. 
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Variant forms: 

a. Bonna sat paa tap da tarl 
kallin aa bam baral 
luta ku^a ha‘ltar skia'ltar 
ondar a kSqgaln. 

(about a man sitting upon the top of a house, and seeing a mouse 
ruuning in under a heather-bush). 

b. Boiyia sit upo tap tirral 
ka'h in a bambirral 
he^ltar te^ltar ledi ko^an 
ondar kaijgain. 

The cat (boiyia) was sitting on the top of the corn-stack; the 
mouse came out of the corn-stack and ran in under a heather-bush; 
the man was laying down sheaves. 

(Klebergswick, Haroldswick, Un.) 
Mrs. Peter Anderson, Klebergswick. 

c. Boiyia sat upo happana tarl 
cryin’ oot for bamba barl 
kom and see hai‘lki 
rmnin seftar skaHki 
raametana skui. 

Unst (acc. to Mrs. Robertson, Walls.) 
d. Bonni sits upo tappa hrl 

kalla inn a bamba birl 
baa hilka tnni 
ledi ko hiika h'lka 
runmn undi k&ngahL 

(ISlaani Bruce, Burrafirth, Un.) 
A man, sitting on the top of a corn-stack, is calling in to his wife, 

that he saw a mouse running in under a heather-bush. 
Bonna (bonja) site po tappatirl. 

“The farmer sits on the top of a high heap.” 
Bonna (bonja) is doubtless O.N. bbndA, farmer, “bondi” else- 

where is found in the forms bund and bonder in Shetland, but 
with reference to the definition given: “man or cat on a hay-stack”, 
bonna, bonja cannot here, as elsewhere, be the word child. It may 
have been developed from “bdndi” in the same way as *honnin, 
-en (*honnens) has been developed from O.N. hundinn (accus.), the 
dog, by assimilation of nd to nn which has then been liquified. 

As the verse is supposed to be a riddle in which figures a man 
or a cat, together with a mouse, and as that which has to be guessed 
must not be mentioned by its proper name, the farmer here can 
scarcely be an actual farmer or head of a family. The expression 
then may stand as a designation for the cat. 

tappatirl, high, pointed pile, evidently the same word as Low- 
land Scottish tappie-tourie (-toorie), sb., “any thing raised very high to 
a point” (Jam.), and quite suitable as a periphrasis for “hay-stack”. 
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The meaning in the second line is obscure. The old man 

(*kall, man) in great excitement? bambirr and bambirl (Un.) means 
hurry-scurry or excitement, “kali” might also be accepted as O.N. 
kalla, vb., to call, cry\ but if this definition should point back to the 
cat, the latter has, at any rate, not seen the mouse. The two first 
lines must go together, considering the rhyming of tirl and birl. 

luta kussa, ledi kossen and “Ladyco” may denote the mouse. 
The verbs hilter tilter and hilka doubtless mean to trip, walk lightly 
and quickly (No. hultra, hykla and hekla, vb., to trip, Shetl. tilt, vb., 
No. tylta, vb., to walk lightly), and must then denote the movements 
of the mouse, “hilkie toonie”, tripping in the farm-yard or in the 
home-field, near the house, kussa, kossen may be the same word 
as Sw. dial, kuse, m., sometimes bug-bear (= No. kuse), master, 
sometimes name for various kinds of beings both large and small: 
vermin-, beetles-, worms-, bears-, wolves (Rietz). In Shetlandic this 
word would easily be merged in kussi (calf), young cow, which 
might possibly explain “co” in “ladyco”. 

luta and ledi, “lady”, stand as a closer definition of kussa, 
kossen, “co”. It can hardly be a question of Eng. lady, as luta 
and ledi preferably must be explained from one and the same pri- 
mary form, ledi may have arisen from O.N. hlada, f., barn, hay- 
ox corn-barn, with anglicising of a [a] to e [e]; cf. N.Eng. dial, lade, 
sb., barn, luta then might be a *luda, *ludu, developed from O.N. 
hlgdu, gen. of “hlada” (cf. Norw. forms, such as “loda, ludu”, besides 
“loda”, a barn, by assimilation of vowel). The periphrasis '"barn- 
animal", animal living in a barn, would be a suitable periphrasis for 
“mouse”. 

under a kongalu, under a heather-bush, “roonin oondie cong- 
galoo”, has run under a heather-bush, O.N. runninn undir *kong!u. 
kongalu, in this verse, is handed down in sense of heather-bush, 
but is doubtless a periphrasis. 

ba hi'lki tuni probably means the cat sneaking about in the 
field (the tun) near the farm-yard, ba may be an abbreviated form 
of Lowland Scottish badrans (baudrons, bathrons), sb., cat, also used 
in Shetland, where it is pronounced [badrans]. hilki, in that case, 
is here doubtless a verb denoting the cat’s gait, corresponding to 
the above-mentioned hailki as a periphrasis for cat. hailki, Sw. 
halka, vb., to slide, haalk (dial.), vb., “smyga sig in, fram” (Ri.), to 
sneak in. 

ledi may be Icel. IceSa, Faer. lofla [loa], f., tabby, orig. *lceSa. 
luta in lutakussa (variant a) must be the same word as ledi 

in ledikossen (variant b). It may stand for *luda and be deve- 
loped from a form *16Sa without i-mutation = loeda. 

As hailki, in variant c, acc. to the connection must denote the 
cat, and as hilka, hilki in the other versions, as a substantive or 
verb, must correspond to this hailki, and moreover as tilta (Mod. 
Shetl. tilt), to walk on tiptoe, connected with hilka in the main version, 
corresponds better to the cat’s gait than to that of the mouse, lediko, 
in the combination lediko hilka tilta, and ledikossen, in the com- 
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bination hilter tiller ledikossen (variant b), must be accepted as 
the name for “cat” rather than for “mouse.” luta kussa (variant a) 
is the same as lediko, ledikossen. 

rametana skui, the beast of prey eating the vermin {the cat 
eats the mouse). 

ram in Shetlandic indicates a cat’s paw {a paw with claws). 
From this comes rami, a name (tabu-name, used by fishermen) for 
cat (S.Sh.). O.N. “hrammr” denotes the paw of a beast of prey, 
especially that of a bear, and thereafter applied as a name for the 
bear itself. In a similar sense Shetlandic ram, from denoting a 
cat’s paw, may have become the name of the cat itself. 

etana, doubtless from et, vb., to eat. The form may be pres, 
part., “etandi”. If the definitions of ram and etena are correct, 
skui must be a periphrasis for the mouse. 

The supposition may be explained in two different ways; 1) from 
an old “sk65” in sense of vermin, with which cf. No. skot (skoot), 
n., small animals, mice or birds, that damage by eating corn in 
the field, (O.N. sk65, n., harmful thing or tool, esp. in poetry, F. J. 
Lex. Poet.), 2) from No. skoe, m., = skobeist, skodyr, n., voracious, 
bold, thievish animal (R.), from skoa (sko), vb., to grab greedily, 
eat greedily. 

But then one or more lines must have been dropped before the 
words “runnin undi kongalu” or “under a kongalu”, run in under a 
heather-bush, for these words in the definition given, are applied to 
the mouse. 

Fragments of Song, Verse and lines of Verse. 
I have malt (malat, mae'lt) maeldra mm (maeldran), 
I have supat usan (popat posan), 
enda seva de sada lin {or: a'nta hga de soda min or lin), 
and dena(-a) komana(-a) lusa (ljus). 

The original form was probably: 
Ek hef malit meldra minn (or meldrann), 
ek hef sdpat htisin; 
ennf>& sefr (sofr) (liggr) pat soeta lin (hin soeta minn), 
ok dagrinn er kominn i Ijds.1 

The following translation has been given me by an old Foula 
man: 

I have ground my morning-meal (breakfast-meal), I have swept 
the floor; still the old wife sleeps, and the daylight is in the “lum” (= *ljoren": roof-opening for the smoke to escape). 

“hwlgan swiglan swa'rtan tro” (Yh.) = hvitum seglum svortum 
prseSi, {with) white sails {sewn with) black thread (acc. to translation 
given me). 

1 O.N. koma I lj6s, to come to light, to appear. 
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In hwigan swiglon a double assimilation appears (vi and e > wi, 

t and g > <j). (Possibly a line of a song). 

Hana dSga frlsa frsga 
I wish it may be very gooit 
and vera si moga (Yh.) 

Given to me with following translation: 
The day is breaking; I wish it may be very good and sober. 

A Refrain. 
Two lines of an old ballad-refrain handed down in Yelln. 

Skouan srla gr0n(a) 
HwSr j&'rtan (f&r tjaTtan) gru gren orla (-bk) 

or: „ „ „ » han gr^n „ 
After the decay of the Shetland-Norn ballads, this became at- 

tached to the Scottish ballad about King Orfeo. 
The first and the last words in line 1 of the refrain are easily 

intelligible: the forest (is) green, O.N. skdgrinn grcenn. 
orla might be O.N. “aria” = &rliga, yearly (“the forest becomes 

green every year”), corresponding to the orla in the second part of 
the refrain, which is a normal, phonetic development from “&rla”. 

aria, however, may quite reasonably be explained in a different 
way, viz.: as Icel. hardla, adv., much, because this very word ap- 
pears in a line of the Icel. refrain (hon b^r undir) skdgrinn (-inum) 
harSla grcenn(a), the forest (is) very green, which evidently is to be 
classed with the above-mentioned line of the Shetlandic refrain. 

“hardla” here might easily be changed to aria in Shetlandic, 
because a in the following word gran, green, would act in an assi- 
milating manner on the “a” in the root word. 

The second part: Hwar jorten, etc., prob. means: Where the 
plant, “urt” (she, “hon”) becomes green every year. An explana- 
tion of jort as “the hart” would not tally with the latter half of the 
line; but jort from O.N. urt f., plant, is a characteristic, phonetical 
development in Shetland Norn, where a prefixed j is common be- 
fore all vowels. 

gru gren, grows green (O.N. gr6a, vb., to grow), han seems 
to replace hon, she, as O.N. “urt”, is feminine. 

gron, gren can hardly be any other word than the adj. green. 
orla here must rather be interpreted as yearly, every year, than 

in sense of early, when associated with “the plant becomes green", 
yearly has a more general relevance than early. 
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Fragments of the Eagle-song. (Foula.) 
A‘nti padua sat on skna 
padua sat on grua 
A'nton ger skrikor dla 
ssetor ola festin 
paerla mora hae'^ra boga 
Midori jala nsstin. 

Variant fragments: 
A‘nti padua s^St on groa 
saetor ola fesa 
taerla mora hae'i^ra boga 
^idon ala neso. 
A'nti pakota sakota sO 
opa jon skoton grb 
by came de fdnin 
an fji ta a'nti bo 
a'nti gavora (gafora) skrikor ola 
saetor ola fesa 
paerla mura 
hae'n^istor bogra 
^adora jala nesa. 
Skrikona hjola 
dogona fjola 
midora harda a‘ntu 
ato n§‘rti jalani. 
A'jka lama bit 
hae'nso bokra 
paerla mora 
sjedon jalo neso 
meni me mita gama. 
Jodnar ^ud tra i‘lka bit 
an moni meta gama 
at sjal a bi edna hoga. 

Jodnar: 0Xw. eating of it. the raven, mom: hog’s 
flesh, hoga: Christmas-day. 

The import of the eagle’s song is said to be this: an eagle is 
carrying off a child, which has been playing outside the house. 
At the cry of the child’s brother, the mother comes hurrying out and 
makes a knot, called “de ern’s knot”, on a string, by means of which 
magical knot she hopes to get the eagle to let go the child. 
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Fisher-verse. (Burrafirth, U.) 
I lay and I hanvagat1 

and I res and I klabo'rjkdF- 
I looked fort and de seven starns wis come upo Nedars 
and de glorrP i’ de sudwast 
I kom in and I took de pernisipes and stird i’ de fdkum 
and I hang on my waksipan* 
and when I wis klaa(i)n ut my wakstpan 
I took mi foe/3/5 upo mi back 
and I gud to Staba 
and when I kom to StSba, it was 
nothing but a and a m^d1 

and de could no a boat gaeng aff 0’ a /fo/z8. 
I lay and I hanvdgat 
and I res and I klabo'rjkst 
and I took te pernisimos and I stirred op i’ de fdkom 
and den 1 klju 1 de waksipan 
and den de aliklevins* wis giaan aboot de hus 
and de kridls10 dey were begun to l&d11 

I pat my bedi™ upo my shooder and I gud to Staba 
and when I cam’ to Staba 
dan der’ wer’ nothing dere but a dndarhwig and a “misari”.13 

A Sea-song from Unst. 
Ddan staitan stSgga rara 
oba moija 
hwat 86*5 du ta bo'i^ka vela 
latna me* bi drigga 
sena poba vara 
latna me' bi drigga 
sta'rka borna vaesta 
^agda kSl, <j. k., 
saenda bora vaesta 
^agda k§la gamla 
hwen da werna top^ag, 
^agda kaj, <5. k., 
hwen da werna top^ag, 
^agda klja gamla. 

Variant: 
Dala stSita stSgga r&r (rela) 
bo^ka vaela moga 

reared at home. 10 the cocks, u to crow. 12 a creel. 13 commotion in the seS. 
VIII 
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sta'rka borna fiskali (sta'rka vorna vaestali) 

k§la gambli1 — 
Ledra bd bi aijdi2. 

In the “Home of a Naturalist” the following variant form of this 
song is given: 

Saina poba wer-a 
Leetra mavi, leetra mavi, 
Saina poba wer-a, 
Leetra mavi drengie. 
Daala stuyta stonga rara 
Oh badeea, oh badeea, 
Daala stuyta stonga rara, 
Oh badeea moynie. 
Wher der isno topshag, 
topshag, topshag, 
Wher der isno topshag, 
Shakda cole o Gamblie. 

Adages and Proverbs. 
Adage: 

Dea legdi (leggi), mogi swegdi (sweggi); probably an older: dagar 
lengSir, magar svengSir. 

Cf. No.: dagarne lengjast, magarne svengjast, {as) the days 
lengthen the stomachs grow hungrier. 

In Weisdale on Mainland this old proverb is preserved: 
Go't a taka gamla mana ro (James Angus.); 
O.N.: gott at taka gamla manna ra6, 
It is wise to take old men’s advice. 

A Proverb from de Herr a: 
“Ma'rta di gS‘ns teka di (da) veps”, given to me with following 

explanation: much can be used for woof that is useless for warp. 
Ma'rta: O.N. margt, much\ di gS‘ns: O.N. til garns, for yarn\ teka 
di veps: O.N. tekit(?) til vepts (veptr = woof). Before di ga‘ns 
something must have been dropped (e.g. uthat is worthless" or 
something similar). 

1 These words are frequently repeated: “<jagda ka( (koj)” [: sagdi kail] and 
“.‘jagda M]a (ka[a, ko]a) gambli or gam(b)la” [: sag9i kallinn gamli]. 2 This line is said to be the refrain. 
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A proverbial Phrase. 
Dea dombvidla voga dea vidla voga pesa {or passion) voga. 

Given with following explanation: Easter-Sunday weather will last 
all the week. More correct probably: the weather of Passion-week 
will be the weather of Easter-week. 

The Conningsburgh phrase face, to Low): “Myrk in e Liora, Luce 
in e Liunga, Tim in e Guest in e geungna” (It’s dark in the Chim- 
ney, but it’s light thro’ the Heath, it’s still time for the stranger to 
be gone). 

In Yell (in “de Herra”) this phrase is still preserved in the fol- 
lowing form: 

Ma'rka lora, lestra hijga, tamra gestra go^gara [myrkt er i lj6ra, 
Ij6st er i lyngi, timi er, at gestr(inn) gengr]. With regard to the form 
goggara, cf. Faer. gongur. 

Our Lord’s Prayer1 from Foula (reported by Low in his “Tour 
thro’ Orkney and Shetland”, reprinted by Barry and in “Annaler for 
nordisk oldkyndighed”, 1860): 

Fy vor o er i Chimeri. Halaght vara nam det. La Konungdum 
din cumma. La vill din vera guerde i vrildin sinda eri Chimeri. Gav 
vus dagh u dagloght brau. Forgive sindor wasa (wara?) sin vi for- 
giva gem ao sinda gainst wus. Lia wus eke o vera tempa, but de- 
livra wus fro adlu idlu, for do i ir Konungdum, u puri, u glori. Amen. 

An Incantation. 
This is found, in the tale: “Da Tief i’ de Neean” (Shetland 

Times 1879). 
The tale itself, as well as the language used in it, doubtless or- 

iginates from Ai. (Wests.). 
The formula, which is mainly in Scoto-English, has Norn words 

sprinkled throughout, some of which show old grammatical endings, 
that have lost their significance. It runs as follows: 

Da stuhl es scarp an fien, 
Da sacheles emer a snean, 
Da vird es sicer en pura, 
A glimer i’ mirk-as-dim hura, 
La stuhl an vird ay gyrda 
An prof er an skyla, an svirda. 

1 A man still living in Unst was formerly able, according to his own and other’s statements, to recite Our Lord’s Prayer in Norn, or at any rate, the greater part of it. Some time ago, however, he had an illness which gradually enfeebled his mem- ory, and when I looked him up, he could only remember the following corrupted fia8rnents; — — halagat wa'rta name (hallowed be Thy name) — — sae himbhns (as in Heaven). 
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The author of the tale gives a free, poetical translation, as fol- 

lows: 
The steel is sharp, the edge is fine, 
It’s severed many a tough design, 
The word is sure, the word is pure, 
A light e’en in the midnight hour, 
Let steel and word for ever gird 
And be to her a shield and -sword. 

Literally the formula has to be translated thus (with one or two 
doubtful words): The steel is sharp and fine, the sickle is always 
sharp; the word is certain and pure, a glimpse of light in the dark- 
est hour. Let the steel and the sword always guard her and appear 
to her as a protection (a shield?), a sword. 

u in “stuhl”, from O.N. stal, n., steel, denotes, in this case, a 
close o-sound [6]. a in “sachel” probably expresses an e-sound, 
open pronunciation of English sickle, sb. “emer” is possibly Germ, 
immer. “snean” is snien, cutting, from sni, vb., to chip, cut-, O.N. 
snida. v for w in “vird”, L.Scottish wird, word, is probably due to 
consciousness of the fact that initial w in Eng. corresponds to v in 
the old Norn, “sicer” means sicker, i.e. certain. 

“mirk-as-dim”, accepted as a compound of three words, must be 
“mirkastim”, dat. masc. sing, of the indef. superlative form of mirk, 
O.N. myrkr, adj., dark, “hura”, Eng. hour, replaces an older (Norn) 
word of the masc. gender, which the form “mirkastim” shows. 

The first part has doubtless run: *i mirkastim tima, O.N. i 
myrkastum tima, in the darkest hour. 

gyrda is older girSa = gerQa, vb., to guard, protect, which mean- 
ing suits better than to gird with, O.N. gyrda. 

skyla is rather O.N. sk^li, n.,/w0tec//0/z (= skail2, sb., skol, vb., in 
Dictionary) than the word shield (O.N. skjpldr), though the author 
has “shield” in his poetical translation, svirda is O.N. sverd and 
L.Scottish swird, a sword. 

Considering the fossilized Norn forms in it, the formula was prob- 
ably first composed in that language. 

A burial Formula. 
An ancient burial formula, used at St. Olav’s church at Ness in 

North Yell even into the 18th century, is noted down by Thomas 
Irvine of Midbrekk (N. Yell) in the MS. “Zetlandic Memoranda”, pre- 
served in the Museum of Antiquities in Edinburgh. 

It is specially interesting to note that this formula is in the 
Danish language and not in the usual Norn of the Isles, as is seen 
from some words in it. Th. Irvine has recorded the formula as 
follows: 
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Yurden du art fur af yurden du vis skav’d 
Oktoa yurden nu ven deed. 
Op fra yurden skal du Opstaa, 
naar Herren laar syne bastnan blaa. 

Th. Irvine’s translation: 
“Earth thou art, for of earth thou wast made, — to earth thou 

returns now when dead. From the earth thou shalt arise when the 
Lord shall blow the last trumpet”. 

Th. Irvine writes at the end of line 2: “ven doed” and appears 
to understand these words in the translation as “when dead”. It is, 
however, probably “vende at (ad)”, i.e.: “vende atter (tilbage)” (to 
return), which words are in accordance with the (original) formula, 
and would be missed if the translation reads “when dead”. In this 
case, there would be no verb in the sentence (Irvine inserts “return” 
in his translation: to earth thou returns now when dead); more- 
over, English “when” can hardly have been pronounced “ven” in 
Shetlandic. 

Words and forms showing Danish characteristics in the formula, 
are: “opstaa” for “upstand or opstand”, to arise-, “naar” in sense 
of when (conj.), and the contracted from “laar”, let, arising from 
“lather, laQer” with d aspirate, a pronunciation also occurring in Mod. 
Danish: lar. 

It may be assumed that the formula dates back to the close of 
the 14th or the beginning of the 15th century. 





a' [&], adj., is the L.Sc. form of Eng. 
all, but is sometimes used in Shetl. 
in a sense diff. from Eng. (and 
L.Sc.) and answering to the O.N. allr; 
e.g.: hit [‘it’] is a’, it is finished; 
at an end; de tale or story is a’, 
the story is ended, complete. Cf. 
O.N. allr in sense of ended; finished; 
complete; Faer. sogan er 611, the tale 
is ended. — for a’, beyond recall; 
for good, = No. fyre ollu, Sw. dial, 
for alio, Faer. fyri alia; he’s gane 
[‘gone’] for a’. — a’-fe(r)-jens, just 
this minute, see *fer, prep. — O.N. 
all- is found in Shetl. in the compd. 
almark and the neuter-form “alt” 
in *altasenn. 

a-, prep., on, upon; O.N. h, for 
*o- in avunavara, q.v. Cf. o- in 
ovi. Obs. as an independent word. 

aba-knot, aber-knot, sb., see un- 
der aber, adj. 5. 

abadous, adj., see ubadous. 
abder, sb., see obder. 
aber [abor], adj., \) sharp; keen, 

e.g. of the edge of a cutting tool, 
esp. a knife, a a. edge, a a. knife; 
Wests., Nmw. 2) with sharp outlines; 
clear and distinct; de land is very 
a. de day [‘to-day’], the land is very 
clear and distinct to-day (seen far 
off or from a distance); a a. sky, 
a sky with clouds which are in sharp 
contrast to the deep-blue in between, 
or: a clear deep-blue sky which is 
becoming overcast (harbinger of 
wind); U"; cf. ampel, amper, adj. 
3) sharpsighted; keenly observant; 
watchful; vigilant; Nmw. (Esh.). 

4) very bent on getting something; 
keenly desirous of something; gree- 
dy; a. aboot [‘about’] or for a thing; 
N.I., de fish is a., the fish is 
swallowing the bait greedily (Nm., 
De.). “de a. heart-cake”, a medi- 
cament acc. to old superstitious be- 
lief; 11 heart-cake” (molten lead, 
poured into water) as a cure for 
excessive appetite in a child; a 
vessel with water, containing the 
molten lead in the shape of a heart, 
was put in a sieve and placed on 
the child’s head; U.; for further de- 
tails of the procedure in preparing 
a “heart-cake”, see under rinn, vb. 
(to rinn de heart). Cf. iveri “heart- 
cake” = aber h.-c. (opp. to nidi 
and “feckless” h.-c. as a cure for 
lack of appetite). 5) magical; hav- 
ing supernatural power, esp. in the 
comb. “a. knot, a.-knot”, a magi- 
cal knot, a slip-knot (knot com- 
posed of several hitches) used as 
a remedy or powerful agent. Such 
knots are (were) made e.g. a) on 
a so-called “wrestin-tread” [‘thread’] 
which is (was) bound round a sprain- 
ed or dislocated limb and is (was) 
accompanied by a magic formula, 
b) on a fishing hand-line or long- 
line when the end of it chances 
(chanced) to stick fast to the sea- 
bottom (Un), c) on a* rope which is 
tied round the body of a sick ani- 
mal (esp. that of a sick cow) (comm.). 
Sometimes “de a. knot” was em- 
ployed also of the eagle-knot, de 
ern’s knot (hitches which were 
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made on a string after an eagle 
had flown away, to get it to let go 
its prey), aba [sba]-knot (U. occas., 
Fe.), ava [ava]-knot (Fe.) and abi 
[abi]-knot (Du.) = “aber-knot”. 
Acc. to a statement from Fe. an 
“aba (ava)-knot” tied on a sick 
cow consisted of 9 hitches (3 knots, 
each consisting of 3 hitches). — 
O.N. apr, adj., sharp; hard; bad; 
Fser. apur, adj., severe; great; that 
has a great effect (apur otti, 
very great fear); Sw. dial, aber, 
adj., strong; pungent (mostly of 
smell). 

aber [abor, abar], vb., (prop, to 
sharpen), to liven up; to get to 
blaze, in the expr. “to a. up de 
birtek”; to get the fire to blaze by 
poking it, nautical phrase, tabu-phrase, 
used by fishermen at sea, the colloq. 
“to hurt op [‘up’] de fire”. Nmw. 
[abar]. From De. has been report- 
ed in the same sense, likewise a 
nautical phrase: to a. [abar] op i’ 
de birki. *apra, to sharpen, from 
apr,adj., see above aber,adj. Sw. 
dial, abra or appra (pa), Da. dial. 
(Jut., Vends.) abre (pa), set to work 
energetically, to make haste. Cf. 
agl1, vb. 

aboot-geng [abufgeg, -gaerj, -qej] 
(-(jserj)], sb., border, band which 
forms the rim of a mesi (a net- 
work basket; open straw-work bas- 
ket), = abootgaan [“aboutgoing”] 
stori, omgordin stori, gorda- 
stori. O.N. umgangr, m., a cir- 
cuit; border. In “abootgeng” and 
“abootgaan”, an ancient “um” has 
been anglicised to “aboot” [‘about’], 
but has been preserved in “omgor- 
din”, q.v. 

aboot-gaan [abubgiin, -gjan, 
-qan], pres. part, and adj., going 
about; running round, esp. in the 
comb. “a.-g. stori”, see aboot- 
geng, and wind”, a wind that 
shifts about, — No. umgangsveder. 

aboof-kast [abutkast], sb.,change; 
alternation; esp.: a) in agriculture: 
rotation of seed or crops; Fe.; 
abbr.: ’boot-kast [butkast] and un- 
compounded: kast; b) the change 
of the seasons; time of the equi- 
nox, when the days begin to be 
longer than the nights or con- 
versely; he will be hame at a.-k. 
again (Yn); c) change; exchange 
(Sa). Orig. doubtless from an old 
“*umkast” with anglicising of “um-” 
to “aboot” [‘about’]. O.N. umkast, 
n., turning round; change; No. 
“umkast” also: change; exchange. 
Cf. kast (k. aboot), vb. 

a-brodd(a), adv., see brodda 
(brodd), sb. 

abunavara, adv., see *avuna- 
vara. 

adber [af(b3r], adbert [af]b3‘rt], 
sb., strange or clumsy behaviour; 
awkward deportment. Nm. More 
comm, in the form, odbert [S<|- 
bo‘rt, 6r[-, j(|-] (N.Sh., esp. N.I.; 
Wests.), which is occas. used in 
a diff. sense; q.v. In Conn, the 
word is found in the form atbord 
[atbord]; to mak’ ill or puir [‘poor’] 
atbords (pi.), to do something in 
an awkward and wrong manner. 
O.N. atburdr, m., inter alia: gest- 
ure; deportment; manner, (atb. 6 
in Fr.); Faer. atburiJur, No. aatburd, 
m., behaviour; mode of proceeding. 
Cf. atferd.sb. 

adna(n)kwi [ad"na(n)kwi‘, ad"- 
n3(n)kwi-, -kwl-], sb., intermittent 
breakers (series of billows) and 
calm sea near the coast; series of 
high breakers followed by calmer 
sea, = adnasjur; he’s a a.-k. i’ 
de sea. Fo. Prob. *9nnur-hvida 

I (from O.N. annarr, pron., other, 
and O.N. hvida, f., onfall, tradition- 
ally handed down in the sense of 
blast of wind, gust of wind; but in 
Icel. of onfall in a wider sense), 

! thus intermittent rush of waves, 
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in the same manner as adnasjur 
may be explained: *annarsjor (inter- 
mittent sea or series of billows). 
We might also think of an old 
*9nnur-hvlld (intermittent state of 
rest), prop, expressing the calmer 
intervals between the rows of break- 
ers — for the dropping of one or 
more consonants at the end of the 
words, see Introd. V (also N. Spr. 
VII) § 35, but the deriv. of “hvida” 
suits better both as regards form 
and use. For the above-mentioned 
use of “annarr” cf. annehwart and 
atrahola of unsteady wind, blast. 
The change nn > dn is esp. cha- 
racteristic of Foula. 

adnaset, sb., see annaset, anne- 
ster. 

adnasjur [ad"na^ar], sb., sm'^5 of 
high breakers followed by calmer 
sea; he’s cornin’ on a a. again; 
a a. sea. Fo. prob.: *annarr sjor, 
*annarsjor, m., intermittent sea or 
wave (series of waves). Cf. above 
adna(n)kwi. 

a-dems, adv., see dom, sb. 
af, aff [af(f)], adv. (prop, prep.), 

of; O.N. af, L.Sc. aff. As prep, 
the old “af” is now entirely super- 
seded by Eng. dial, and L.Sc. “o’” 
(=of). In conjunction with a number 
of verbs, “af, aff” is used in a 
sense handed down from the old 
Norn language, thus: “ber (bear) 
aff, had aff, geng aff, kom (com’) 
aff, lay aff, set aff, tak’ aff, winn 
aff”; — see under the respective 
verbs. An old form: av is found 
in avbregget, adj., and avnet, sb. 
(No. and Peer. av). 

af(a)linns [af"(a)li‘ns-], adv., ^ sea- 
fishing, prop, of a boat: off (haul- 
ing off) the runners, i. e. the pieces 
of wood laid down at a landing- 
place over which a boat is drawn. 
Shetl. linn, sb., piece of wood laid 
underneath a boat for it to rest on, 
O.N. hlunnr. For afa- cf. afaskod 

= afskod,sb.; afalinns might poss. 
mean “aff o’ de linns”, 

afaskod, sb., see afskod. 
afatag [af"atag], apateg [ap"a- 

teg‘], sb., mitten, sea-mitten, tabu-word 
at sea. Fef. (afatag). Yn. (apateg). 
Uncertain origin. 

afbend [af bsend ], vb., to take off 
the pack (de bend) of a pack-horse, 
to a. a horse. *afbenda. de af bend- 
in gang or geng, see gang, sb. 

afberin [af'be3‘rm], pres. part, and 
adj., having desire to decline or 
withdraw; also: diverting, endea- 
vouring to stop or to turn the sub- 
ject of conversation (= ber in oot 
o’ mooth). U". See ber (b. aff and 
ut), vb. 

aibiddin [af bid’in], adj. (prop, 
pres, part.), distasteful, of a repul- 
sive appearance. N.Roe. Cf. Fser. 
bjoda Imoti, No. bjoda mot, Icel. 
bjoda vid, arouse dislike, repugnance. 

afbled [af-bled-], vb., to strip off 
leaves, esp. to pluck the outer leaves 
from a cabbage-stalk, to a. a kail- 
stock. *afbledja; Da. afblade, vb. Cf. 
bled, vb. 

afbreg(d), afbrig(d) [af breg(d)-, 
af'brig(d) ], sb., altered sheep-mark 
(brag(d), breg), additional ear-mark 
(sheep-mark), or one which is added 
to the old one, e.g. when a sheep- 
flock has changed owners; S.Sh. 
*afbregdi, *afbrigdi, from “bragd” in 
the sense of sheep-mark. See bragd 
and breg, obreg, utbrag, sbs. 

afbreg(d), afbrig(d) [af breg(d)-, 
af-bng(d)-], vb., to change a sheep- 
mark, to add a new ear-mark to 
the old one (or ones), e.g. when 
a sheep-flock changes owners; to 
a. a mark. S.Sh. *afbregda, *af- 
brigda. See further afbreg(d), sb., 
and cf. avbregget,adj. 

affljogins [af‘(f)j<Tgins], sb. pi., 
husks which are shaken from the 
corn after it has been dried. *af- 

j fl0ygi(ngar). See fljog, vb. 
1* 
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afgeng [afgen, -gaei], -g'eg, -(jeg], 

sb., 1) accomplishment, conclusion, 
esp. a) the finishing of some piece 
of heavier work, e.g. de vor (the 
field labour in spring), as well as 
the feast held on this occasion, Nmw. 
(Esh.). b) the last trip to the hill 
when bringing the peats home 
by pack-horse — afbendin geng 
(gang), Conn.; cf. hottin (hoit- 
tin) gang. 2) breakfast given by 
the bridegroom on the morning of 
the wedding-day, before going to 
fetch the bride; Wests. *afgangr, 
departure. O.N. afgangr, m., and 
afganga,f., have been handed down 
in diff. senses. 

*afhent, vb., to assign; transfer; 
hand over, in older Shetl. deeds, 
often on sale of property, in con- 
nection with the verbs “sell” and 
“analie” (sellis analies and afhentis, 
see G. Goudie in Proc. S. S. A., 
April 10, 1882). Also written “of- 
hent” (sawld or sellit, analeit and 
ofhentit). O.N. afhenda, vb., to assign; 
hand over. 

al-hide, vb., to flay, to get a 
bit of skin torn off (by accident); 
to a.-h. a finger; a bit of skin; to 
get a bit of skin af-hidet. A word 
seldom used, Barclay. Da. afhude, 
vb., to flay, O.N. afhyda, vb., to 
scourge. 

afkled [af'kled-], vb., to undress; 
to a. anesell, to undress oneself, 
= O.N. afklaedask. 

afkom [afkom], sb., offspring-, 
mostly in pi.: afkoms, offspring; 
descendants. Barclay. O.N. afkvaemi, 
afkcemi, n. id. 

afkom [ahkonr], vb., 1) to ex- 
haust; to weaken; 2) to make amaz- 
ed; to surprise completely. Mostly 
in participial forms: a) afkom in, 
pres, part., exhausting; quite sur- 
prising-, and b) afkom, perf. part, 
and adj., exhausted; weakened; 
amazed. Wests. (Sa). *afkoma,vb., 

perf. part, and adj.: *afkominn. Cf. 
No. avkomen, adj., reduced; en- 
feebled; emaciated. 

'di-lay [af-le-j, sb., volubility; flu- 
ency of speech; he has a great 
a.-/. Yb. *af-(lag). Cf. “lay (1. aff)”, 
vb., and lag,sb. andvb. 

afled [af led-], vb., to unload; to 
take off a burden, esp. to take a 
load of peat off a pack-horse; to 
a. a horse. *af-(hlada). O.N. hlad, 
n., pile; load, etc.: L.Sc. lade, laid, 
sb., = Eng. load. Cf. afloden, vb. 

afljud [af’Jnd-], vb., to make ugly; 
deface; to suit badly; disfigure; dat 
afljuds dee. N.I. Ork.: afflude, 
vb. (Jam. Suppl.). *af-tyta (O.N. 
lyta, vb., to deface; disfigure, etc.). 
See ljud, adj. and sb. 

afljudin [af jrrdin], sb., defacing; 
disfiguring mark. Yh. *aflyting. See 
afljud, vb. 

afloden [afio'don], vb., to unload; 
discharge; esp. to discharge or 
unload a boat; to a. a boat. With 
this goes another form aflodnin 
[af lodmin], unloading; discharging 
of a boat. Fe. O.N. afhladning, f., 
taking out and laying by. The 
compd. with “af” is certainly old 
in Shetl.; but it may be noted that 
a form “lodnin”, sb., is found in 
L.Sc. (under “laden”, vb., to load, 
Jam. refers to a “lodnin”, which, 
however, does not appear in its own 
proper place; cf. *“lodnit”, perf. part., 
ladet). Cf. above afled, vb. 

afluva [af’ju’va], sb., back-sweep 
of breakers, backwash of waves 
breaking against the shore, de a. 
fae (frae) [‘from’] de shore. Fe. *af- 
l$va; O.N. 10, la,f., Mod. Icel. 16, 
f., wave; water; liquid; esp. a wave 
on the beach; sea which washes 
against the shore. Cf. Shetl. lovi 
and levi (wave, wave-motion). 

aflod, vb., see afro(d). 
afmark [afma‘rk],sb.,a/tera/ sheep- 

mark, = afbregd, sb. S.Sh. *afmark. 
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afmark [afma'rk], vb., to alter a 

sheep-markon, to a.a sheep, =af- 
breg(d), vb. S.Sh. *afmarka; Faer. 
avmarka, vb., id. 

afore, prep, and adv., before, 
used in some connections diff. 
from Eng. “afore, before”, and an- 
swering to O.N. “fyrir”, in con- 
nection with certain verbs; thus: 
a) “broken a.'\ of a young one 
(chicken) in an egg: “he’s [‘has’] 
broken a.”, it has chipped a hole 
in the shell (U.); also of the egg 
itself: broken; cf. Faer. “brostid fyri 
nev”, of the egg with the young 
one inside: broken (“broken before 
the beak’’); in Shetl. the word “nebb”, 
beak, is understood; b) to geng a. 
(Fo.), perish by falling (from a 
rock, a precipice or cliff), from an 
older “ganga (fara) fyrir (bakka, 
berg, etc. understood)”; Icel. “ganga 
fyrir bjbrg”; Icel. and Faer. “fara 
fyri bakka”, id.; c) laid a., see for- 
legen, adj. Further: “bear a., fa’ 
a., stand a.” — see under verbs 
concerned. 

afraains [af ra ins] and afrarins 
[af’rarins], sb. pi., immature grains 
of corn mingled with husks which 
by sifting are separated from the 
fully ripened corn and used for 
the cattle. Fo. *af-hro3-. O.N. 
hrodi, m., scrapings; refuse; rub- 
bish; No. rode and rade, m., chips; 
fragment from (chopped) wood. 
With the transition hrofl > rar in 
Shetl. (Fo.) cf. the transition d r 
in O.N. hraeda, vb., frighten, from 
which is found a form hraerir = 
hraedir; and conversely r > d in 
hroedi, f., for hroeri, movement; rest- 
lessness (see Fr. under hroedi, f., 
and S. Bugge in Ark. f. nord. 
Fil. II, p. 241 foil.). Cf. afrodins 
and rod, sb. 

afrinnins [af'rin(n),ins], sb. pi., 
husks shaken from the corn after 
its drying; immature grains of corn. 

*afrenningar? See rinn, vb., (to 
rinn de corn), and cf. afra(r)ins, 
afrodins, affljogins. 

afro [afTo’] and afrod [af rod*], 
vb., to dissuade, to a. ane fae (frae) 
a ting or no [‘not’] to do [‘do’] a 
ting. Partly afrod [afTod'], — per- 
haps under influence of rod, to 
mutter; chatter; to talk nonsense 
— and aflod [aMod’] (Ub.). *af- 
r&da; Icel. afrada, Fser. avrdda, No. 
avraada, vb., to dissuade. 

afrog [afrog], sb., 1) backwash 
of the waves after having broken 
on the shore; the streaming back 
of the water after the breaking of 
the billows. Fo.; Burra; N.I., etc.; 
2) off-shore tide; outward tide from 
the shore at the setting in of ebb, 
= afron and afsuk; De. *af-rak 
(O.N. reka,vb., drift). Faer. r&k, 
n., set of current; Icel. rak, No. 
raak, Sw. dial, r&k, f., channel; the 
bed of a current (Sw. stromrak). 
Cf. utrog, sb. 

afron [afron], sb., (weak) off- 
shore tide; outward tide from the 
shore at the setting in of ebb, = 
afrog 2 and afsuk. De. *afrun 
(ron)-. Cf. Peer, run, n., very weak 
breaker; the wash of the waves to 
and fro on or near the shore; No. 
ron, run, f., current in between 
(O.N. run, n., partly the same); 
Eng. (and W.Sc.) run, sb., narrow 
current. 

afrodins [af’ro’dms, af'rod ins], sb. 
pi., = afrinnins and afraains 
(afrarins). 

afsedel [af'se'dal, -sea'd3l], vb., to 
unsaddle; take the saddle off a 
horse, *afsadla, Da. afsadle, vb. 

afset [afset, -saet], sb., weak tidal 
movement; the dying away of the 
tide shortly before it changes, de 
a. o’ de tide; to get de a. (o’ de tide); 
Conn. Cf. O.N. setja (to set), vb., 
meaning quell; still, stop anything, 
so that it decreases, ceases (setja 
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5. Fr.). — In the sense off-shore 
tide; current setting towards the 
sea, Shetl. afset is, however, cer- 
tainly a modern word (offset — cf. 
Eng. set, sb., set of tide). 

faisettin [af'saefin], pres. part, and 
adj., repulsive, — afbiddin. N.Roe. 

afskerri [ah'skeeri], sb., remote, 
out of the way skerry (rock in the 
sea), skerri, far from land. Yh. 
*af-sker; cf. “af” in O.N. “afdalr”, 
remote, solitary valley, and Da. 
“afkrog”. 

afskod [afskod], sb., rebound of 
a wave; backwash of breakers, 
Nmw. afaskod [af"askod']: N.Roe. 
*af-skot, shoving off; shoving away; 
O.N. skot, n., shooting; shot. Cf. 
otterskod and 0verskod,sb. 

afsuk [afsuk], sb., off-shore tide; 
outward setting tide at the begin- 
ning of ebb; — diitog 2 and afron. 
De. *af-sugr. Fser. siigur (stigvur), 
m., and sug (siigv), f., “rennisiig(ur)”: 
back-sweep; sweep of the sea on 
the shore to and fro; Icel. sugur, 
m., wash ashore of the sea (B.H.). 
O.N. sog, n., the backwash of the 
breakers. The Shetl. form -suk has 
arisen through influence of L.Sc. 
“sook, souk”,vb., to suck. 

aftak [aftak], sb., improvement in 
the weather; calming; the cessa- 
tion of storm (rain or wind), a a. 
o’ wadder. *af-tak, “abating”. See 
tak (t. aff), vb., and optak, sb. In 
the sense mockery, taunt, aftak is 
L.Sc. “afftak”, sb. 

aftakin [aT'tak'in], pres, part., used 
adjectivally in the phrase: “de a. 
geng”, (in knitting of stockings), 
the last ring or gang of loops at 
the lower end of a stocking leg, 
before making the heel. See tak’, 
tak’ aff, vb. 

aftek [af’tek-], vb., to unthatch; 
to take the thatch-roof off a house. 
*af-pekja (O.N. pekja, vb., to thatch); 
Icel. afpekja, vb., to unthatch. 

afwinnin [af'win(n)-in], sb., finish- 
ing of the field-work in spring 
(preparing of the soil in spring, 
O.N. varvinna, Shetl. vor); festi- 
vity, festival at the conclusion of 
the field-work in spring; also partly 
(festival at) the end of the harvest- 
work (hay- and corn-harvest), “af- 
winnin-day”, day on which an 
aiwinmn-feast is celebrated. *af- 
vinning (and *afvinningardagr). See 
winn, vb. (to winn de vor, winn aff). aS> agg fag], sb., prop, drift, move- ment (forward), used in foil, senses: 
1) wave-motion; ripple of waves; 
the wash of waves upon the shore 
(with steady wind from the sea), 
de ag (o’ de sea) upo de shore; a 
norderli or sodderli ag; very 
slight break of waves with wind 
from north or south; a ag fae (frae) 
de sooth-east; he is a ag doon here, 
there is a slight swell upon the 
shore here caused by the shore- 
ward-blowing wind; N.Sh.; 2) foam 
near the shore; objects floating on 
or under the surface of the water 
which are driven by the beat of 
waves shorewards into bays and 
clefts, esp. small creatures (mol- 
luscs, small Crustacea) which serve 
as food for fish; also called: grav; 
3) fig.: stir; impulsion; der’r [‘there 
is’] nae [‘no’] ag upo de fish, the 
fish will not bite (Fe.). *ag- (drift, 
movement, etc.). No. ag, n., swell, 
slight heaving movements of the 
waves; Sw. dial, agg, n., water stream- 
ing back; wave dashed against the 
beach. 

ag, agg [ag], vb., 1) vb. a., a) of the dash of waves caused by an on- 
shore wind: to drive something 
against the shore, de sodderli 
wind ag(g)ed de fish in to de 
shore (Fe.); of steady wind from 
the sea : to drive the waves (ripples) 
towards the shore; a light wind, 
ag(g)in doon or (in) upo de shore 
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(Fe.). b) to allure fish (with bait), 
to ag op [‘up’] de fish (Fe.). 2) vb. 
n., of the sea, the waves: to be 
driven shore wards (by wind from 
the sea) ; to ripple against the shore, 
de sea is ag(g)in on (on de shore, 
upo de sten); of objects floating on 
the surface of the water: to be 
washed or driven shorewards; also 
of small fish driven shorewards in 
this way, e.g.: de pilteks (young 
coalfish) ag(g)ed upo de shore (Yh.). 
3) to irritate someone by continual 
teasing (joking remarks); to speak 
in an offensive, irritating manner, 
to agg ane, to keep aggin awa 
(Fo.). — ag(g) in all the above- 
mentioned senses, can be explained 
from a root-meaning: to force on; 
to set in motion, or state of unrest. 
Nevertheless ag(g) 1 -j- 2 and ag(g) 
3 are possibly not one and the same 
word, as ag(g) 1 + 2 may be either 
*aga or *agga — see above ag, 
agg, sb., — on the other hand, 
ag(g) 3 certainly is an *agga; cf. 
Sw. dial, agga, vb., to incite; to ir- 
ritate; disquiet; Icel. agg, n., quar- 
rel; wrangling; No. (and Sw.) agg, 
n., inquietude; remorse; vexation 
(“agg”: root-word for “eggja”,vb., 
incite). 

ag [ag], vb., to have feelings of 
sickness; to be obliged to vomit, 
e.g. of a sea-sick person. Du. No. 
aga, vb., to feel sick. Prob. to be 
classed along with the preceding 
words: ag, agg, sb. and vb. 

aga [aga], ager [agor] and aggek 
(agek) [agok],sb., a variety of eight- 
armed cuttle-fish; has a more round- 
ed tail than the common so-called 
skitek and is of a lighter colour. 
Also (more rarely) ega [ega] and 
jaga [jiiga]. Nmw. (Esh.): aga, ega. 
N.Roe: aga, jaga. Wests, occas.: 
ager. U.: aggek, agek. ager with 
the long main-vowel arises prob. 
from an older *akarr, m.; cf. Sw. 

dial, aka, vb. (see Rietz under “aa”, 
vb.), to go to stool (of children), 
to dirty (aka, see eka), No. ak- 
kar, m., cuttle-fish, formed from 
“akka”, vb., to evacuate the bowels 
(R. Suppl.). aga, aggek is poss. 
the same word as (side-forms to) 
ager, but can also be explained 
from an older *agga; cf. No. skit- 
agga, f., corpulent, dirty woman. 
Cf. amok (amek) and skitek. 
Acc. to Edm. “agguck” is a spe- 
cies of fish which can inflate its 
body (= awmuck); see further un- 
der amok. 

agbond [agbond], sb., care for and 
interest in something; to tak’ a 
great a. in onyting [‘something’]. 
N.Roe. *ag-band? Prob. from *ag or 
*agg in sense of drift or unrest; 
cf. Shet. ag, agg, sb. and vb., as 
well as agl1, vb. 2. 

aggek, sb., see aga, etc. 
agglovan [ag’lova'n-, ag'la-, ag‘- 

la-, aglavon], sb., fire-tongs, tabu- 
name, used by fishermen at sea. 
Yn., Nmw., Sa. ag'lova’n', ag’la-, ag - 
la-: Yn., Nmw.; aglavon: Sa. A 
compd. the second part of which 
(-glovan) is certainly *klofa-nn (def. 
form in acc.) from O.N. klofi, m., a 
cloven tool, tongs, Fser. klovi, m., 
fire-tongs. The first part is poss. 
*agga-, from *aggi; No. agge, m., 
notch; tooth; fork of a cleft tool, 
partly = “ange”. Cf. anklovan 
[*anga-klofann]. From M.Roe is re- 
ported a form agglavander [ag-- 
lavan'dor]. 

agisom [u"gisom-], adj., fright- 
ful; fear-inspiring, a.-lookin (Yh.); 
also very repulsive (Fe.). O.N. aga- 
samr, adj., handed down in sense 
of restless, but may also have 
meant fear-inspiring (O.N. agi, m., 
fear; fright, etc.); cf. No. agesam, 
Sw. dial, agasam, adj., fear-inspir- 
ing, etc. See agos, sb. 
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agl1, agel or aggel [agol], vb., 

1) vb. a., to get to blaze, in the 
expr.: to a. op [‘up’] de birtek = 
to aber op de b., to get the fire 
to blaze up; to liven up the fire, 
tabu-phrase, used by the fishermen at 
sea. Yn. On long fishing excur- 
sions at sea they commonly had 
cooking-utensils in the boat. 2) vb. 
n., to work energetically and per- 
severingly; to push on something 
vigorously and with perseverance, to 
a. atill ony wark [‘into any work’]. 
Nmw. With agl2, must be classed 
Ag(g)lom or Ag(g)lem [aglom], 
used as a nickname for someone 
who with great eagerness pursues 
some particular occupation, e. g. fish- 
ing (Nmw.). — agl is prob. to be 
explained as a deriv. of “ag”, drift 
(or “agg”, unrest; incitement; irri- 
tation); see further under ag, agg, 
sb. and vb. One may, however, 
also think of No. alka, vb., to irri- 
tate, with change of 1 and k; cf. 
agl2, vb. agl2» ag®l [ag9! (a'gl)L vb., to dirty; defile; soil, to a. anesell 
(du’s ageld dee), to a. wi’ dirt; 
to root, do no a. wi’ dat, don’t lie 
and root among that, ageld, perf. 
part., and adj., defiled; soiled 
(comm.), occas. also in disorder; 
crumpled (Us.). Cf. No. alka, vb., 
to dirty; defile. For the form, cf. 
ugl, ugel, vb., prob. from No. 
“ulka”, syn. with “alka”. Or orig. 
*a51a? For adl- see alan, sb. 

agment [agmo'nt], sb., unrest, 
anxiety (anxious care?). Appears 
to be a deriv. of or a compd. with 
*ag or *agg (No. agg, n., unrest, 
aggast, vb. r. to be anxious). See 
above, agbond, sb. 

agos [agos], sb., thing or being 
fear-inspiring to look at, Yh., Fe. 
Deriv. of O.N. agi, m., fear; fright; 
cf. agisom. agos is either an ori- 
ginal adjective, formed with the 

affix -ous (ag-ous; cf. e.g. bad-ous, 
ubad-ous), or a substantive formed 
similarly to gap os. 

ah [a(h)], interrogative interjec- 
tion, what? what do you say? Also 
aeh and oh (Mi). No. ha, hae, Faer. 
ha, Mod. Icel. a(h), interr. int., what? 
In O.N.: “ha” with long a. 

aker [akar], sb., 1) stalks of corn 
with the ears on, gleaned from the 
corn-field, in pi.: akers, gleanings. 
Rare. (Ys.). Cf. mollek. 2) crushed, 
decomposed or crumbled mass; 
crushed or decomposed state, to 
lie in a.; to lay in a., to crush; 
destroy. S.Sh. Also a) aeker [aekar] 
and eker [ekar], rather comm., as 
well as b) more rarely (N.I.) oker 
[&kar, okar]. Prop, crushed mass 
of corn. Freq. used in same sense 
as herda (to lie or lay in h.), of 
corn in a decomposed and wholly 
or partly ruined condition on the 
field; corn trampled down by cattle, 
battered down by wind, etc. — From 
Du. is reported as obsolete eker 
[ekar] in the comb. “e. and ho”, 
corn (field) and hay. — O.N. akr, 
m., field; seed; crop, partly merged 
in the etymologically connected L.Sc. 
“aiker (aicher, aigar)”, ear, in pi. 
(aigars) of dried corn. — cf. with 
ref. to aker 2, the use of herda, 
sb. — In some compds. in Shetl. 
O.N. akr assumes the forms okr-, 
oge(r); see okrabung, okregert, 
oge(r)du, ogemuld. 

*akkel [akal], sb., projecting knoll; 
crag; hillock; esp. as a place-name, 
sea-term, used by fishermen as de- 
signation for hillocks serving as 
land-marks by which to find a fishing- 
ground. Thus: “de Akkels”, some 
hillocks on the hill Valafell (U.), serv- 
ing as land-marks for the fishing- 
place “de Aklins” (Un.) which was 
named after them; “de Akkels”, two 
hillocks near the shore (Fedeland, 
N.Roe); “de Akkels”, “de inner and 
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framer (inner and outer) Akkel” 
(Fe.), now the name of fishing-places. — O.N. pxl (axl-),- f., a) shoulder, 
b) crag. — As the word (the name) 
in Shetl. mostly appears in pi. (of 
two or more hillocks collect.), akkel 
is doubtless derived from the pi. 
form akkels = O.N. axlar, pi.; 
de Aklins = *axlarnar (def. pi.) 
+ Eng. s. — Cf. jokkel (hjokl) and *okkel, sb. 

aklin, sb., peevish, grumpy per- 
son. Edm. Not further confirmed. 
Can be referred either to No. alka, 
vb., to irritate; to quarrel, with 
change of 1 and k, or to No. “hakke- 
(hakkenyn)” of a peevish, grumpy 
woman. 

-aks [aks], sb., (ears of corn), in 
the compd. bitteraks, q.v. 

al [al], ali [ali], vb., l) to feed; 
rear; support, esp. to feed an 
animal at home (in the house) 
in winter, comm, in the form ali: 
to a. a lamb, a grice [‘pig’]; cf. 
the substantives compounded with 
ali-. 2) to entice an animal to the 
house by fondling it and giving it 
food; to accustom an animal to 
have the run of the house, comm, 
in the form al and occas. ali; du’s 
[‘has’] aid (alid) de coo (lamb, bird, 
etc.) to de hoose or upo dy hand; 
also of persons: to entice one by 
kindness; to accustom one to have 
the run of one's house. O.N. ala, 
vb., to feed; rear; support; in Fser. 
occas. also entice to the house. 
No. “ala” inter alia: to entice with 
food, bait. 

alakadi, sb., see alikadi. 
alamuti [a'lamut'i], sb., stormy 

petrel (sea-bird), from muti, a) small 
being, b) stormy petrel. Ork. ala- 
motti (Edm.). On account of the 
stormy petrel’s habit of squirting out 
a yellowish train-oil through the 
nostrils as a kind of defence the 
first part ala- may poss. be derived 

from an original *a51- meaning squirt- 
ing out; belching out (of filth; filthy 
fluid). For this word-root see fur- 
ther under the foil, bird-name alan, 
alen. 

falan, alen [alan, alan, alan], sb., 
= sjui, sjug, a species of gull, 
skua, lestris parasitica, also named 
skuti [skuti]-alan (alen). Shetl. 
and Ork. (partly also L.Sc.). “scouti- 
aulin”, Ork. acc. to Jam. The bird 
is said to have its name from the 
fact that it swoops down on other 
birds and belches out a stinking 
fluid upon them for the purpose of 
depriving them of their food and 
taking it to its own young ones, 
skuti is derived from L.Sc. skoot, 
vb., to squirt any liquid; to eva- 
cuate liquid excrement; and alan, 
alen is poss. an older synonym: 
*adl-? cf. Da. and Sw. dials, adel, 
al, sb., urine; cattle-wash; liquid 
manure, Da. dial, ale, vb., Sw. dial. 
ala, vb., wash (of cattle), L.Q. adeln, 
vb. , to sully with mud; fluid sharn, 
A.S. adela, O.Eng. adele, Mod. 
Eng. addle. Cf. the bird-name ala- 
muti, where the first part of the 
word can be explained in the same 
way. The name “Allan hawk” is 
found in certain parts of Scotland 
and Ireland, partly for “Richardson’s 
skua” or “skuti-alan”, stercorarius 
crepidatus (Lat. stercus, n., excre- 
ment), partly for the red-throated 
diver and for the great northern 
diver. Cf. with “scouti-aulin” Ork. 
“skout” as a name for Uria Lomvia 
Pall. — Having regard to the oc- 
currence of the word thus outside 
of Shetland, alan, alen is perhaps 
not originally a Shetl. term (i.e. 
orig. Shetl. Norn) even though it 
may be explained as Norse. 

aid [aid], intensive in the phrase 
“aid udal”, immovable odal-pro- 
perty inherited from forefathers, 
scarcely originates from L.Sc. (and 
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Shetl.) aid, auld, adj., old, but rather 
from O.N. alda, gen. pi. of Qld, f., 
mankind; an age, used in the phrase 
“alda 65al (aldaodal)”, odal posses- 
sion in perpetuity. 

ali [all], s\>., young animal brought 
up in the house, O.N. alidyr; also a 
weakly being (Du.). Cf. ali-grice, 
ali-lamb, etc. 

ali [ali], adj., pet, that follows 
one about. Conn. From al, ali, vb. 

ali [ali]-gr/ce, sb., pig reared or 
brought up in the house. Comm. 
*ali-grlss; Sw. dial, alagris, m., id.; 
O.N. alidyr, n., tame animal; dom- 
estic animal (“alisvln”, domesticated 
pig)- alikadi [alikad’i (-kad’i)], sb. 
domesticated lamb; orphan lamb, 
fostered or reared in the house. More 
rarely alakadi [aiakad'i]. — For 
ali- see above. — kadi may also 
denote a petted child; a malicious 
fellow, and is doubtless the same 
word as L.Sc. “cadie”, sb., boy; 
young fellow; No. kate, m., boy; 
little boy. 

aliklover [aiiklo-vor] and ali- 
klovin [rliklo-vin], sb., sheep; lamb, 
prop, one which is reared at home; 
tabu-word, used by the fishermen. 
U. For ali- see “ali-lamb”; for 
-klover, -klovin (“hoofedanimal”) 
see kl0vin,sb. 

alikrabb, sb., see allakrabb. 
alikrogi [a'likrog'i], sb., a weakly 

animal, not able to stand the cold. 
Fe. For ali- see ali, sb. krogi 
prop, animal which seeks shelter, 
which huddles itself up against bad 
weather (rain, cold); see further krog 
and krok, vb. 

talikruki [alikruk-i], sb., small 
univalve (buckie), narrower and with 
longer spiral or tail than the com- 
mon so-called “grey buckie”. Fe. 
With kruki, may be compared krok- 
in the diminutive deriv. kroklin, 
small mussel, feel, and Peer, kraek- 

lingur, as well as Icel. krakuskel, a 
species of mussel, and with ali it 
might be reasonable to think of 
O.N. hali, m., tail, on account of the 
long spiral of the shell. However, 
Dut. “alikruik” has been defined by 
van Dale as a small univalve, but 
by Sicherer and Akveld as a scallop. 

alilam, ali /a/nft [a 'lilam ], sb., 
lamb reared at home in winter. 
Comm. *ali-lamb; Icel. alilamb, n., 
fatted lamb. Cf. ali-grice. 

alipati [aiipa ti] or -patti [-pati], 
sb., domesticated pig; sucking-pig, 
brought up in the house. For ali- 
see ali, sb., and “ali-grice”. pati, 
patti, sb., = Da. “pattegris”, suck- 
ing-pig. 

aliplukkins [aliplok ins], sb. pi., 
wool plucked from the belly of a 
sheep (short and inferior wool). Yn. 
ali- is here prob. an abbr. of O.N. 
alisaudr, m., sheep reared at home. 
For the second part of the compd. 
cf. plukkins and ollaplukk, sb. 

allakrabb [a["akrab-, a["a-], sb., 
a variety of round or heart-shaped 
crab (narrowest in front), the back 
and legs of which are covered with 
short woolly hair, crab of the genus 
maja, spider-crab; generally found 
in sea-weed. Also called alikrabb 
[al‘ ikrab'] and j a 1 ak ra b b [jah’akrab’]. 
Un. allakrabb is also reported as the 
name of a species of fin-footed crab, 
swimming crab (Un.). The first part 
of the compd. poss. an orig. *a31-, 
the same word as A.S. adela, L.Q. 
adel, sb., mud; dirt; uncleanliness, 
on acc. of the spider-crab’s dirty 
and disgusting appearance; for the 
forms alia-, ali-, jala- cf. “al” in 
Da. and Sw. dials, as a parallel form 
to “add”, cow wash; liquid manure, 
and cf. the bird-names alamuti and 
alan. alia-, ali-, jala- might, how- 
ever, poss. be explained from O.N. 
adal, n., as a first part in compds.: 
head-, arch- (cf. older Da. adelfalk, 
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adelfisk, adelravn); in No. a form 
“ale” is found (Sw. dial.: al), deve- 
loped from “adal”. Other Shetl. 
names for spider-crab are trolla- 
krabb or “trowy crab”, De’il’s (Sor- 
row’s, Ill-healt’s) lupek or lubi: 
“the devil’s spoon”, prop, desig- 
nating the shell; further lulikrabb 
(hairy crab), rutsikrabb and 
spundikrabb or sponkrabb. 

almark [alma'rk, alma’rk], sb., 
an unruly animal, esp. a sheep 
which breaks through enclosures. 
Comm. Abbreviated form of “al- 
mark-sheep”. *almarkasaudr: 
which breaks in on land which is 
common property. Cf. No. aalmark, 
f., a common. 

*allagongi, see *haltagongi. 
*altasenn [aTtas0en(n)‘], adverbial 

phrase.: 1) all at once, (hitguid = 
it went) a., everything was lost at 
one and the same time; a.! excla- 
mation used by a fisherman at sea 
who lost fish and fishing-tackle (Un.); 
2) at once; just now; quickly, hit 
was a., at [‘that’] dey came. Also 
*alkasenn [a‘l’kasaen(n)‘]. Un. *alt 
(i) senn; alt, n. from O.N. allr, 
adj. (pron.), all; the whole; O.N. 
senn, 1 senn, adv., simultaneously, 
at the same time (Mod. Icel. “senn” 
and “1 s.” Fser. “1 s.”, No. “i s.”). 

alter [a‘ltor, alitor (a'ltor)], vb., 
to hesitate; waver; to think twice 
before doing something, to a. to 
do a ting; he ’ll no a. to do [‘do’] 
it. Wests. (Sa.). Pronounced differ- 
ently from Eng. alter, vb., in Shetl.: 
a'ltor. — From O.N. haltra, vb., 
to halt? “haltra” also means to 
waver; cf. the expr. “haltr 1 triinni”, 
wavering in faith. 

ambel, sb. and vb., see ami, 
ammel. 

amder, sb., see ander. 
amek, sb., see amok, 
amerswakk [a"m3rswak-], sb., un- 

rest; irritation; noisy and feverish 

haste, to be in a a. aboot some- 
t’in’. Also emerswakk, hemer- 
swakk [em"3r-, hem"3r-]. Ai. The 
first part of the word is prob.: *am- 
(No. ama, vb., to push on; to set 
in motion, Icel. ama, vb., to plague; 
disturb; O.N. amask, vb., to trouble 
oneself; to take pains); the second 
part prob.: *hvekkr (No. kvekk, m., 
Faer. kvokkur, m., a start; being 
startled; No. kvekka, Fser. kvokka, 
vb., to be startled; Icel. hvekkur, 
m. , inter alia, irritation). 

ami, ammel1 [amal] and ambel 
[ambal], sb., fumbling attempt to 
carry out a task; dabbling in any- 
thing, to mak’ a a. at somet’in’ (Du.); 
fumbling attempt to walk, to mak’ 
a a., e.g. of little children; weak 
movement in general, de leastest 
[‘least’] ammel (Ai.). *aml; Icel.ambl, 
n. , continuous effort without special 
dexterity or progress; dabbling. 

ami, ammel [amsl] and ambel 
[ambal], vb., to make fumbling at- 
tempts; make little progress; to 
dabble at a job, to ambel at or 
efter [‘after’] a ting; what is du 
[‘are you’] amblin at? (Du.); to 
walk feebly and totteringly, hit [‘it’] 
begins to ammel and geng [‘go’], 
of a child which is beginning to 
walk (Ai.); ambel: U.; ambeld, 
perf. part., hampered in one’s free- 
dom of movement, U. *amla; No. 
amla, vb., to be engaged continu- 
ally with; to slave; to toil without 
success; Icel. ambla, vb., to dabble. 
Diff. from Eng. amble, vb., to go 
at an ambling pace; to trip. 

ami, ammel2 [amal], sb., l) little 
wooden rod; short fishing-rod, used 
while fishing from boat near land; 
Ai. 2) splinter-bar; swingle-tree of 
a plough; cross-bar between the 
traces; Du.; mester [msestarj-a., 
with team of four (oxen): long 
swingle-tree in front of two smaller 
ones on a plough (Du.); “ammel- 
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tree”, an oblong piece of wood, 
nailed down to the foremost part 
of the .plough-beam (Irel., Du.). 
O.N. hamla, f., beam; swing-beam; 
swingle-tree (Egilsson); No. homul 
(humul), Sw. and Da. “hammer 
(swingle-tree) of a plough. 

ami, ammel [amol], vb., to put 
hooks, rings on the swingle-trees 
of a plough in order to fasten the 
smaller ones to the foremost and 
longest (de mester ammel), with 
team of four (oxen). Du. (Irel.). 
Though this verb is only preserved 
in connection with ammel, sb., 
swingle-tree of a plough, it ap- 
pears, however, from its use to 
spring from O.N. hamla, f., in the 
sense of a noose (grummet for 
oars; loop through which a sheet- 
rope is run in order to furl to- 
gether the sail of a vessel). 

amok (amek) [amok, amok], sb., 
cuttle-fish. Prob. a compounded 
word, in which case the first part 
might be “aa, aka” (Sw. dial.), to 
evacuate; to soil; mentioned under 
aga, etc. (cuttlefish); second part 
poss. *smokkr; cf. Icel. smokkfiskur, 
m., cuttle-fish. For the dropping 
of initial s before a consonant see 
“bipong” and “bulag”, as well as 
N. Spr. p. 55. The likeness be- 
tween Shetl. amok and Qreenl. 
amikok (cuttle-fish) is doubless ac- 
cidental. Different varieties of amoks 
answer to the names hwal-a., ling-a., 
skate-a., (ling-a. = aggek; U.). Cf. 
aga, ager, aggek, sb. Edm. has: 
“awmucks, a kind of fish found 
upon sandy beaches; they possess 
the power of inflating their bodies. 
There are ‘ling-awmucks’ and ‘skate- 
awmucks’ and ‘shell-awmucks’.” No 
further confirmation of the sense is 
given by Edm. 

amos [amos], sb., l) alms; is in 
form the L.Sc. aumous, awmous 
= almous (alms), but is used in 

Shetl. frequently of alms which is 
promised at sea (in hope of getting 
better fishing or in time of distress), 
either to a person (the first person 
one meets if one again reaches 
land) or particularly to a church, 
like Peer, “olmusa”; to lay on a 
a., to promise alms, to winn a a., 
to get a promised alms; “he’ll winn 
a a. ut inunder a sten” is said of 
a very poor person (Ai.); see below 
a.-sten; if de kirk o’ Ness (Yn.) 
winns de a., at [‘that’] we get some 
fish — if our promise of alms to 
the Ness church gains a hearing 
then we shall get some fish —. 
a.-kirk, church to which one pro- 
mises alms at sea (while fishing or 
in distress), a.-sten, stone (wish- 
stone) which acc. to old custom 
was thrown upon a heap of stones, 
an a.-heap, by a passer-by when 
making a promise of alms. Some- 
times “amos” can be heard fig. 
used in sense (good or bad) ac- 
tion, esp. trick; knavish trick: hit 
[‘it’] would be a guid [‘good’] a. to 
do [‘do’] so and so (Ye.). Likewise 
amous in sense of action is a good 
Scottish use. 2) pitiful creature; 
poor thing, comm, used adjectivally: 
poor; wretched; a. creature, puir 
[‘poor’] a. ting (poor little thing); 
in this sense also in the older form 
olemos, o. body (Wests.). O.N. pl- 
musa, f., a) alms, b) wretch; poor 
thing; Faer. olmusu (gen. sing.) as 
first part in compds. or adjectivally: 
poor; wretched. 

amp [a‘mp],sb., restlessness; anx- 
iety; he drew a a. upon him, he 
had a presentiment of ill (Un.); esp.: 
restless state of mind which pre- 
vents one from sleeping, der’r [‘there 
is’] a a. upo me, I canno [‘-not’] 
sleep; to be “upo de a.” (o’ gaun 
= going, o’ doin’ somet’in’), to be 
eager and longing to get away or 
to do something as soon as pos- 
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sible; N.I. etc. *ampi; Faer. ampi, 
m., trouble; unrest; haste; No. 
ampe, m., trouble; inconvenience. 

amp [a‘mp], vb., to be anxious, 
restless; be unable to sleep; esp. 
in connection with the verb “lie”, 
to lie and a., to lie ampin. Wests. 
See amp, sb. 

ampel [a'mpal] and more rarely 
amper [a’mpor], adj., l) with sharp 
outline; clear and distinct; Fe.; 
Yn., de land is very ampel, the 
land appears clear and distinct (in 
clear weather); a ampel sky = 
a aber sky; see aber, adj. 2. 
2) greedy; eager; active; indefatig- 
able at work; Fe.; cf. aber, adj. 4. 
Along with this amp el ness (Fe.), 
greed; eagerness; activity; indefatig- 
ability. *ampr, parallel form to *apr 
(Shetl. aber); No. amper,adj.,s/w/*/?; 
acrid (in taste) etc. (also inter alia 
bustling; hastening, R.); Sw. (dial.) 
amper, adj., sharp (in taste), also 
inter alia active; indefatigable; Da. 
dial, ampre sig and ample, Sw. dial, 
ampla, vb., to set strenuously to 
work; to strive eagerly. 

annapi, sb., see ennapi. 
*an(n)ari [ana'ri], see under *fari, 

sb. 
*and [and, arid], sb., breath, esp. 

the last breath of life; to blag de 
(ane’s) a., to give up the ghost; 
die, he’s blaget de (his) a. (see 
blag, vb.); to draw ane’s a., to 
worry one to death, diff. from “to 
draw ane’s end, aend”. N.I. O.N. 
andi, m., and pnd, f., breath; “pnd” 
esp. soul; life, cf. end (aend), sb. 
The word used in the expr. hand2, 
handi (q.v.) is certainly the same. 

andelokk (-lukk) [a'n -dalok-, aq"- 
dalok, -lak-], sb., accident; misfor- 
tune; sudden, unforeseen illness 
etc.; if nae [‘no’] a. happens till 
[‘to’] de coo [‘cow’] or yowe [‘ewe’] 
—. Fe., Yn., Un. Also ondelokk 
(•lukk) [&iyd9l6k\ -lak1, 6q"d3-]; 

der’r a 0. fa’en [‘fallen’] upo dem, 
they have met with an accident 
(Yn.). *andlukka; O.N. “and” against 
(particle, forming the first part of 
compds.); O.N. lukka,f.,/tfcA. Edm. 
expresses “angaluck” as “accident; 
misfortune”; this is poss. an older 
form: *andg(a)lukka, where “g(a)” 
is the old prefix (cf. G. “Gluck”). 

andi1 [andi, aqdi], sb., stink; strong 
and disagreeable smell. Fe., Um0. 
From Uwg. a form ongdi [o'rjdi] is 
reported. O.N. andi, m., breath. 

andi2 [andi], recorded in the 
verse “Eeli eeli a.! kast a knot upo 
dy tail! I’ll slipp dee hwar I fann 
dee” (Un.). Eel, eel (in hand?) 
make a knot upon thy tail and I’ll 
set thee free again where I found 
thee, (said by boys to a captive eel 
which is grasped by the head and 
held with outstretched arm). *1 
handi = 1 hendi (in hand)? 

andor [aqdor (andor, aq'dor)] 
and more comm, ander [andar, 
andsr, aqdar], sb., small porch; 
penthouse; Wests, [andar: Sa., Fo.; 
andor: Papa St.); S.Sh., esp. Conn, 
[iindar, andar, aqdar]; Fe. [aqdor, 
aqdar]. On Wests, a parallel form 
amder [amdar] is found. In Fe. 
the word is also used to de- 
signate the foil.: a) the space 
between the byre-door and the 
door which leads from the byre 
to the dwelling-house; b) the door 
between the byre and the barn; 
c) wooden lintel or (esp.) shelf 
above the door to lay things on; 
the uppermost edge of a stone 
wall, forming an angle with the 
roof, esp. and prop, above the 
door, and used for depositing things 
on (cf. esins, sb. pi.); he laid it 
op [‘UP’] UP° do a- °’ de hoose, o’ de byre (Fe.); — From Fe. also in 
the form onder[6qdar, aqdar]. From 
Yh. is recorded andor [aq'dor’], 
meaning a blind door in a byre or 
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barn. O.N. anddyri, n., porch, in 
Icel. also: inner porch-door; No. 
anddyr, f., back-door, door in the 
wall opposite the main-door (esp. 
in barns). Cf. obder, katthus, 
sjapphus. 

andu [an"•dir], vb., by help of 
oars to keep a boat from drifting 
with wind and stream; keep a boat 
on the same spot by rowing slight- 
ly against stream or wind. Comm. 
Also Ork. O.N. andoefa, vb., id. 
Shell, andu, vb., is also used me- 
taphorically of slow walking as if 
one were working oneself forward: 
to geng andu in; he cam’ here op 
[‘up’] anduin (Fe.). 

anglop [aijlop] -tree, sb., = 
ami, ammel2 2 (swingle-tree of 
a plough). Du. anglop prob. a 
compd. angl- = ami-? See ami, 
ammel2, sb. 

fanker [a'rjksr], sb., partly = 
Eng. anker (liquid measure), partly 
a dry measure, a third of a barrel, 
e.g. “a a. o’ taatis” [‘potatoes’], 
= No. anker, “anker-kettle”, large 
kettle or pot. More recent word. 

tanker [a'rjkor], vb., to calve (of 
a cow). Fo. Slang? 

anklovan [a'g’klova'n-, -klava'm], 
sb., tongs, tabu-name, used by fish- 
ermen at sea. Yn. Prob.: *anga- 
klofann (def. acc. form), from *angi 
(Icel. angi, No. ange, m., branch or 
fork of a forked implement), and 
O.N. klofi, m., forked implement; 
tongs (Faer. klovi, m., tongs). See 
agglovan, sb. 

annaset, annesed, anni- [ad"na- 
set-, -set-, -sjet; an"i^ed', aiyised’, 
aiyis^e'nt], annester, annister [aif- 
ostor, agistor], sb., 1) lamb in its 
second year or two years old; 
young ewe which has not yet had 
a lamb; often adjectivally: a a. 
gimmer or yowe [‘ewe’]; see 
gimmer, sb.; 2) the second lamb 
of a ewe; the second calf of a 

cow; also adjectivally: a a. lamb, 
a a. calf. — Fo. [adnaset, -set, 
-sjet]. Ai [aip.^e(‘n)t]. Conn, [ani^ed]. 
Easts, occas. (Wh.) [aipsed]. N.I. 
[ariostar, aipstar]. From Un. and Y". 
is recorded “a annester (annister) 
goose” of a one or two year old 
goose; and from Yh. a form anne- 
ste [ai|"3ste-], esp. of the second 
calf, second lamb, and from Fe. a 
form enniste [eij"iste‘], signifying 
a young animal (lamb, calf, pig, 
gosling), belonging to the second 
brood. O.N. (and Mod. Icel.) ann- 
ars vetrar, of the second year. 

*annehwart [aii"3hwa‘rt ], adj. and 
adv., a) as adj.: irregular; change- 
able, of wind, alternating with calm, 
a a. wind; b) as adv.: in the expr. 
“to blaw [‘blow’] a.”; he blaws or 
is blawin’ a., it blows unsteadily; 
it is alternately wind and calm. Yh. 
Prop.: (coming) every other time. 
*annathvart, -hvart, neut. from O.N. 
pron. annarhvarr, -hvarr, every se- 
cond one. Cf. atrahola. 

anns [ans], sb. pi., husks of corn, 
esp. of oats. Almost corresponds 
in form to L.Sc. (and Eng. dial.) 
“awns”, defined by Jam. as: beards 
of corn, but otherwise is derived 
from O.N. agnar, agnir, pi. of pgn, 
f., husk. 

ans [a‘ns], vb., to heed; look 
after; mind; care about; never a. 
him! never mind him (what he 
says)! I’ll no a. de day, I don't 
care about getting it or doing it 
to-day, it is of no importance to 
me to-day, a. dee! look out! be 
on your guard! Wh., Conn., Wests. 
O.N. ansa (anza), vb., to notice; 
care about. The forms ant and 
ent are just as common as ans. 

ansible [a‘n"sib-3l], adj., that likes 
to lend a helping hand, that wil- 
lingly offers his services; he is 
very a., he likes to offer his as- 
sistance. Sa. Formed from ans, 
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vb., with the modern (Eng.) suffix 
-ible. 

ansperr [a'lpyjor], sb., stiffness 
in the limbs, esp. in the thighs af- 
ter a long and rapid or weari- 
some walk; to get de a. U". han- 
sper [ha'nspor]: L. ensper [en- 
^por, en<jpor] and hens per [hae*!}- 
fjpor]: Fe. hensperr [hei|'<jpaerr"] 
and hansfer [ha'n^for]: Nm., De.' 
— Peer, andsperri, n., id. 

ant [a‘nt], vb., to heed = a ns, 
vb.; never ant him! S.Sh. (Du.). 
N. Shetl. (N.I.). Also ent [ae‘nt]. 
O. N. enta, vb., to heed; care about, 
= ansa. 

*ante [a‘nto], adv., even; yet; still, 
= *ende. In an old rigmarole; 
see Introd., fragments of Norn, also 
N. Spr. p. 19. Fo. *enn p£; Icel. 
ennpa (Faer. ennta), adv., yet; still. 

anti [a‘nti], sb., oil-lamp (koli); 
tabu-word used by fishermen at sea. 
Fo. *andi? cf. Faer. ana (parallel 
form to “anda”), vb., to shine or 
burn faintly; O.N. anda, vb., to 
breathe, in No. and Sw. dial, also 
of wind: to puff; blow gently. For 
the change nd > nt, see Introd. V 
(also N. Spr. VII) § 28. Cf. andi, sb. 

*ap, sb., see apta. 
apateg, sb., see afatag. 
aper [apor, apor], vb. a. and n., 

1) vb. a., a) to detain; hinder; tame, he 
would no be aperd, he would not 
be hindered in the carrying out of 
his plan; Conn, [apar]; b) to recall, 
esp. to call back or to stop a dog 
by shouting, e.g. while chasing 
sheep, to a. de dog; N.Roe [apar]; 
2) vb. n., a) to change one’s mind, 
mostly negatively, he would no a., 
he would not budge, he held to 
his purpose; N. (and U.?); b) to 
comply; obey orders; to cease or 
stop in the act of doing something 
when ordered, esp. of a dog called 
back by shouting, e.g. while chas- 
ing sheep; de dog will no a.; is 

he a guid [‘good’] aperin dog? 
Wests., De., L. [apar]; N. — Some- 
times with prefixed h: haper [hapar]; 
doo’ll be haperd (stopped) i’ dat 
(Conn.); when swearing: De’il haper 
dee! D. h. me! devil take you! 
devil take me! (Conn.). — *apra 
from an older “aptra”; O.N. aptra, 
vb., to pull; take or keep back; 
call back; aptra s£r, retire. — Cf. 
hater1, vb., prop, the same word. 

*apta [apta], sb., eve of a feast; 
the day before a holy-day or mass- 
day; also abbr. *ap [ap] and *op 
[ap]. Fo. Recorded in the foil., all 
from Fo.: a) Tammasmass-ap (ta), 
the 20th of December, the day be- 
fore St. Thomas’s day, b)Todleses 
(Tollegsis, Toljegsis)-ap(ta) [tad -- 
losos'-, ta["3(g)sis-']: *E>orlaks-(messu)- 
aptann, the 22nd of December, the 
day before “St. Thorlak’s day”; 
To dieses- is the correct Foula-form 
of this name; the form Tollegsis 
(Toljegsis)- with softened (palatal) 
1 is comm, outside Fo. in the phrase 
“T-e’en” (e’en = apta); c) jol- 
ap(ta), Christmas eve. Strictly 
speaking, these terms really form 
a sort of rigmarole: Tamm.-ap(ta), 
Tamm.-day, Todl.-a., Todl.-day, 
Jol-a., Jo 1-day, referring to the 
days from the 20th of December to 
and including Christmas day. O.N. 
aptann, m., evening; the day before 
a holy-day or saint's day. Instead of 
ap(ta) the word “e’en” is now comm, 
used. Eng. even = eve, sb. 

ar1 [fir], sb., l) speck; small par- 
ticle; very small part of something; 
Wests. (Sa.); 2) very faint life; very 
feeble movement. Esp. in foil, combs.: 
a ar o’ frost, a) a slight frost\ very 
slightly frosty weather, “hit [‘it’] is 
very cauld [‘cold’]; I tink’, der’r a 
ar o’ frost i’ de air” (Sa.); b) very 
thin and faint layer of rime frost 
(Sa.). a ar upo de shore, extremely 
slight surf; slight wash of the waves 
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on the shore, der’r hardly a ar upo 
de shore, a ar o’ wind, very light 
breeze (Y\). Icel. ar, n., minute 
speck of dust; mote in a sunbeam. 
For *“ar” of feeble movement see 
below ar, vb., and arel, sb. and vb. 
Cf. er, sb. 

ar2 [ar], sb., scar; scratch; mostly 
with prefixed h: har [har]. O.N. prr, 
n., Da. ar, Eng. dial, and L.Sc. arr, sb. 

ar [ar], vb., to move oneself feebly 
and almost lifelessly, esp.: a) of 
living beings, men or animals; to ar 
(geng arin) aboot, walk with diffi- 
culty; to totter about (N.Sh.), = 
to ur; b) of tide: to move; begin to 
move (immediately after the turn 
of the tide), or to move very slowly 
(immediately before slack water and 
turn of the tide), N.I.; hit [‘it’] was 
a’, dey could ken, hit was arin, 
they could just tell that the tide 
was moving (Un.); de tide is begun 
to ar, to “ar in” (move shore- 
wards), to “ar fram” (= ar ut, 
go out seawards) (Yh.). *ar- of 
feeble movemfent. No. arra, vb., walk 
with difficulty; Da. dial. (Jut.) aerre, 
vb., to move; O.N. and Mod. Icel. 
arka, vb., to go forward, walk slowly; 
Icel. orga, vb., to move slightly. Cf. 
arel, vb. 

ard [ard], adj., scarred; covered 
over with scars or scratches, a. 
hands; mostly with a prefixed h: 
hard [hard]. Deriv. of ar2, sb. 

arel [arol], sb., feeble, dying away 
movement, esp. of the tide, just be- 
fore the turn, and then generally in 
pi.: arels; de hidmost arels o’ de 
nort’-tide; Fe. Also ari, comm, in 
pi.: aris; Ai. In Ai. ari(s) is used, 
de aris o’ de tide, comm, about 
the first movement of the tide. 
*arl-. See arel, vb. 

arel [arol], vb., to move oneself 
very feebly or lifelessly; just able 
to a. (Fe.), to geng arlin (aboot); 
sho [‘she’] ’s still arlin aboot, she 

is still crawling about (of a poor 
sick person) (Sa.); de tide is still 
arlin (Um0.). In Sa. a parallel form 
aren [aran] is found, to a. aboot. 
— From *ar- of slight movement; 
see above ar, sb. and vb. For the 
suffix -(e) 1 cf. Icel. orla, vb., of 
waves: to break very slightly (B. H.). 

aren [aran],vb. — arel, vb. Sa. 
*arff, *airff, *ayrffe, sb. 1) in- 

heritance; share of inheritance; 
2) succession to property. In these 
meanings “arff” and “ayrffe” are 
given by Balfour; “airff” by S. Hib- 
bert (Memoir on the Tings of Orkn- 
ey and Shetland 1823), meaning 
share of inheritance: “The place 
appointed for the adjudication of 
airffs was originally the site in 
which other parish tings were held”. 
3) partition of an inheritance; ap- 
portionment of inheritance; to mak’ 
a(n) a. “Airff” is explained in a 
judicial document, dated 19th of 
Aug. 1602 (Matters of Succession 
and Inheritance): “. . . anent the 
airff (division) appointit to be haldin 
at Vyea . . for divisioun of the landis 
and moveablis airit be . . .” (Peter- 
kin’s Notes). Here, however, the 
word might also be understood in 
the sense mentioned below (given 
by Hibbert). 4) probate court, can- 
tonal court at which the partition 
of inheritance (allodial possessions) 
to the heirs-apparent, took placr 
Thus “airff” is explained by S. Htc 
bert in “Memoir, etc.” “It was or- 
dained that an airff should be made 
at the airff-house of Norbie” (S. H., 
Memoir, etc.). In the phrase “to 
mak” a(n) airff” the correct mean- 
ing of this word must be the parti- 
tion of an inheritance; to had a(n) 
a., to hold a probate court or a 
court for the partition of an inher- 
itance; cf. the quotation above under 
*a(i)rff 3, where the word in this 
connection is expressed by (arve)- 
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skilte: partition of inheritance. — 
The form *arff is derived from O.N. 
arfr, m., inheritance, *airff, *ayrffe 
either from “arfr” or from O.N. erfd, 
f., succession to property; inher- 
itance. In meaning 3, “airff” is prob. 
an abbr. of O.N. arfskipti, n., parti- 
tion of inheritance, airff 4, which can 
be accepted as an abbr. of *“airff-ting”, 
is doubtless a development from “airff 
3” with which, in the phrases “to mak’ 
a., to had a.”, it is merged. — Ork. 
(Dennison) erif = Shetl. a(i)rff 4. 
— Cf. *arvhus. 

arg [arg], adj., 1) evil; bad; in 
this sense now certainly in only a 
few phrases; exclamations such as: 
arga dirt! damned dirt! Fe. Cf. the 
under-mentioned derivatives argeri 
and argosi, sb. 2) desirous and 
eager; very desirous of something; 
foil, by infinitive or prep, upon; a. 
upon somet’in’; Fo. O.N. argr, adj., 
evil; bad; sensual, etc.; with ref. to 
meaning 2 of Shetl. arg cf. Sw. dial, 
arg, adj., which inter alia, can mean 
active. 

arg [arg], vb., to talk ill-temper- 
edly and hot-headedly ; insist upon 
or contradict violently, esp. of a hot- 
headed quarrel; dey arged [argot] 
de ane i’ de face o’ de tidder [‘the 
one in the face of the other’]. N.I. 
Partly O.N. (No., Sw., Icel., Faer.) 
arga, vb., to worry; excite; partly 

pg. argue, vb. Cf. erg, vb. 
*3Lrgeri [ar-gori-], sb., angry, im- 

portunate crowd. Un. Edm. has: 
“argerie, a crowd, a multitude”. 
Prob. deriv. of arg, adj. 1. 

*argos/ [ar"gosi], sb., malice; 
passion; anger. Un. Formed from 
arg, adj., wicked; naughty, etc. Cf. 
Faer. argur, adj., bad; ill-tempered. 

ari [ari], sb., comm, in pi.: aris, 
de aris o’ de tide, o’ de brost 
(beginning of ebb): the first slight 
movement of the tide after the turn. 
Ai. See arel, sb. and vb. 

ark [a‘rk], sb., chest; case, comm, 
used fig. of a heavily-built and big- 
boned animal, a great a. o’ a coo 
[‘cow’] or hweg (heifer). O.N. prk 
and arka, f., chest; case; L.Sc. ark, 
sb., chest. 

arm [iirm], sb., tail-end; end, esp. 
on a fishing hand-line. Tabu-word 
at sea. Un. O.N. armr, m., a) arm; 
b) extremity; extreme edge, arm, a 
part of the body, in Shetl. is now 
comm, called: airm [serm, ierm]. — 
Cf. arvi2 and damp, sb. 

arm [arm], adj., poor; wretched; 
weakly and thin; Yh. armet [armot] 
and armin [armin], a.-lookin’: Fe. 
armet: Du. arm has a further use 
in combination with “poor” in expr. 
as: he’s nedder [‘neither’] puir[‘poor’] 
or arm, he is well off. O.N. armr, 
adj., poor; unhappy. 

arm [arm], vb., of a wretched, em- 
aciated being: to drag oneself along; 
to crawl about, to geng armin aboot; 
de sheep gengs armin aboot de dykes. 
Fe. Formed from arm, adj., influ- 
enced by the verbs ar and arel. 

ar [ar]-free, sb., 1) plough-beam; 
long-bar; the foremost part of a 
plough; Irel., Du.; 2) a piece of 
wood which is nailed down on the 
fore-end of the plough-beam, and to 
which the traces are fastened; Sandw., 
Du. *ar3r-(tr6); O.N. ardr, m.,/?/owg/!. 
Cf. orderos (erderos) and erskai. 

arvek [arvok], sb., species of sea- 
bird, see further under hervek, 
hirvek. 

*arvhus [arvhus], sb., now only 
preserved in the phrase “de a. o’ 
Norbi” (Sa.), also called “de ha’- 
hoose o’ Norbi”. ha’ [‘hall’]-hoose 
= large and high-class house. The 
house in question has now disap- 
peared, but stood within living me- 
mory as a ruin (acc. to the judicial- 
register discarded as a dwelling- 
house before 1735). “arvhus” is 
mentioned by the late schoolmaster 

2 
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Robert Jamieson, Sandness, with the 
explanation: “head-bol or principal 
house of an udaler, mansion-house”. 
Edmondston in his Shetl. Glossary 
mentions “aairvhous” with the ex- 
planation “the place of meeting ap- 
pointed by the Foud general or chief 
governor”. This last vague explan- 
ation presupposes house where- 
in the probate-court or the court 
for the partition of an inheritance 
was held— see *arff, *airff, mean- 
ing 4, and the “airff-house of Norbie” 
mentioned thereunder. Barclay gives 
in his M.S. suppl. to Edm. “arv- 
house”: “a house adjudged to be- 
long to one of the heirs of the de- 
ceased”. The word appears thus to 
have been used in a double sense, 
partly in the original sense: the 
dwelling-house of a udaler, legally 
inherited by one of his sons; partly 
in a later and derived sense: a house 
in which the partition of inheritance 
is made or a probate-court is held. 
*arf-hiis; O.N. arfr, m., inheritance, 
Shetl. *arff, *airff. The name “Arv- 
hus Inn” in Wd. cannot be taken 
notice of here, as having an etymo- 
logical connection, since it is quite 
modern (former name Hogster). 

arvi1 [arvi], sb., chickweed (plant), 
Alsine media, Stellaria media, comm. 
No. and Da. “arve”, Sw. arv, Faer. 
arvi, m., Icel. arfi, m., id. 

arvi2 [arvi], sb., end; piece of a 
broken fishing hand-line or long- 
line, de lous a. Tabu-word, used 
by fishermen at sea. Wests. From 
Walls we have “de lous a.”, used 
of the piece of the line which on 
breaking was lost in the sea; from 
Ai. (W. Burr), on the contrary, of 
that piece of the line which was 
hauled into the boat when the lower 
portion was lost. — arvi perhaps 
for *armi, *arm-ie, and, in that case, 
the same word as arm, sb., end of 
a fishing hand-line; q.v. 

asek [a<j3k], sb., a closely woven 
straw-basket, esp. for taking the 
ashes from the fire-place. Yh. O.N. 
askr, m., small vessel; box; No. 
ask, m., id. 

asel1 [asol], sb., 1) cold and keen 
Wind, a a. o’ wind, a cauld [‘cold’] 
a.; 2) a laborious battling against 
the wind; I’m had a heavy a., I have 
had a hard struggle, strong contrary 
Wind. S.Sh. No. as, asveder, n., gale 
of Wind, rough weather, asa, vb., 
a) to storm; blow; b) to be tumbled 
about; move with difficulty; exert 
oneself, etc. Da. ase. Cf. asel2 and 
asu. 

asel2 [asol], sb., in the phrase “upo 
de a.”, in uneasy movement; eager- 
ly on the look-out for something. 
N. I. Prob. from *as- (No. asa,vb., 
to storm; blow; riot; No. aseim and 
asn, sb., breathless, excited hutry) 
and therefore actually the same word, 
or of the same origin, as asel1. 

ask [ask, ask], sb., l) haze; mist; 
bank of fog, a a. upo de land 
(Ai.), der’r [‘is’] a a. lyin’ ower de 
land (Un.). Comm, of mist or banks 
of fog in the sky betokening wind, 
a windy a. More rarely, cold Wind, 
coming from such a mist or such 
banks of fog, a cauld [‘cold’] a. (Yh.). 
2) drizzle; fine rain; fine flakes of 
snow; thus Edm. (Un.); now cer- 
tainly rare in this sense, which how- 
ever is confirmed by the under- 
quoted Ork. “ask” and Sw. dial, 
“askregn”. — ask and ask: U., Y. 
(and Papa St.): otherwise comm.: 
ask. — Seeing that the word is 
sometimes found in the form “hask” 
with the derivative “haski (hoski)”, 
adj., hazy, grayish (of weather), it 
might be thought to be an original 
*hask, cognate with O.N. hqss, adj., 
grayish, Eng. haze, sb., but it is 
most probably to be associated with 
O. N. aska, f., ashes, the root- 
meaning of which doubtless is dust; 
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cf. Ork. ask, sb., a) dust; speck of 
dust-, b) drizzle; mist-, c) fine flakes 
of snow, as also Sw. dial, askregn, 
n., drizzle. 

ask [ask], vb., of the sky: to be 
covered with haze or gray clouds 
foreboding wind, de sky is as kin 
(Yh.). Hence the substantive askin, 
a a. for wind, slight cloudiness; 
haze foreboding wind (Yh.). See 
above ask, sb. 

aslin [aslin], adjectivally in the 
expr.: de coo or horse is a., the 
cow or the horse has two owners, 
each possessing one half. (Yh.). 
Ork. asley, horses in asley, id. 
(Jam.). Uncertain origin. 

asu, assu [a'sju], sb., very rough, 
rainy weather, heavy rain, a awfu’ 
a. rare. M. (Ai.? De.?). Also os a, 
ossa, q.v. Cf. No. as (rush; fer- 
ment) in “asveder”, very bad weather 
with wind and high sea; asa, vb., 
of the weather: to rage; also osa, 
vb., and osveder, sb. (R.). 

at1 [at], prep., at; to; by; with 
respect to, in several phrases has 
an application handed down from 
Norn and diff. from Eng. Examples: 
1) prep., a) to ha’e ill (ill will, a 
pikk) at ane, to bear ill-will to- 
wards somebody (Un.); what has 
du at him? what have you against 
him? (Un.); b) to be weel at ane- 
sell, to be in good condition, vigor- 
ous and well nourished, he (sho) 
is weel at him (her); O.N. vel at 
s£r, capable; good, etc.; c) flit 
(had) dee at dee! move a little 
aside, get a little out of the way! 
lay dee at dee! lie a little farther 
away! he bade him stand at him, 
he begged him to move a little 
aside; cf. Sw. dial.: gh &t dej! 
hurry up! (see Ri. under “ganga”). 
d) op at, up against;by, alongside, 
to stand op at de wa’ [‘wall’], op at de 
dyke. 2) adverbially in such phrases 
as: a) gi’e me a tak at! give me a 

helping hand; help me to pull up 
the bow of the boat (on arriving 
at a landing-place); tak’ (stick) her 
(de boat) at! after landing: pull the 
boat up a little! b) nort’ at, in a 
northerly direction, northward, sooth 
at, in a southerly direction, south- 
ward, esp. of wind, direction of the 
wind; c) op at, a) upward, north- 
ward, de wind is gane [‘gone’] op 
at, the wind has gone a little more 
to the north, p) up against; up 
by, “de ballisten is a sten afore de 
fire for to set [‘for setting’] de ballis 
op at” (see balli). 3) in connec- 
tion with certain verbs; as: to draw 
at, dr eng at, drive at, fa’ at, geng 
at, kom (come) at, lay at, les at, 
pjog at, rinn at, set at, stigg at, 
tird (tirs) at, winn at — see 
under these verbs. 

at2 [at], conj., that, introducing a 
subordinate sentence, = Eng. that; 
I ken at du’ll do [‘do’] it, / know 
that you wilt do it; often omitted. 
In the infinitive, on the other hand, 
the Eng. “to” is always used. O.N. 
at, conj., that; also O.Eng. andL.Sc. 

atbord, sb., see adber, adbert. 
at-draw [at-dra], sb., prop, pull- 

ing and dragging towards oneself, 
esp. in foil, senses: 1) (slow and 
tedious) hauling in, hauling up of 
a fishing hand-line, when in a very 
strong current, or when the line 
chances to stick fast to the sea-bot- 
tom ; a heavy a.-d., a lang a.-d. 2) on 
the arrival of a boat at a fishing- 
ground: the impression formed of 
the fishing-ground on the first run- 
ning out of the line (Burra), = at- 
komin, war; de first a.-d. o’ de 
grund. 3) vigorous stroke, e.g. during 
rowing; to tak’ a a.-d. 4) fig. a bit 
of one’s mind, a volley, a broad- 
side, when quarrelling; to gi’e ane 
a a.-d. — *at-(drag or drattr). O.N. 
draga at s£r, to draw or drag to- 
wards oneself; O.N. atddittr, m., 

2* 
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prop, drawing towards oneself, is 
handed down in a diff. sense. 

atersom [a"ters6nr], adj., see eter- 
som, etri, adj. 

atferd [atferd, atfard], sb., behav- 
iour; conduct; manners, he has nae 
a., he does not understand how 
to behave himself; now esp. queer 
conduct; ludicrous deportment. Often 
in pi.: atferds [atferds, -fords, at- 
fors], wheer (queer) atferds; he has 
nae [‘no’] atferds = he has nae a. 
(see above). Occas. also atwerd, 
atwerds [atword(s)]. S.Sh. (atferd, 
atwerd). N. and L. (atferd). atifer 
[at”ifor, ai"tifor], a wheer [‘queer’] 
a.: Wh. [at”if9r‘], N.Roe [ai”tifor]; 
he had a wheer a. aboot him. In 
Wh. also etifer [et' ifar]. Ork.: at- 
fares, sb. pi. (Dennison). O.Nt at- 
ferd, f., behaviour; manner of pro- 
ceeding. Cf. adber, odbert, sb. 

fatkins [atkins], sb. pi., a kind 
of short trousers. Conn. Etym. un- 
certain. 

atkomin [at"konrin], sb., prop, ap- 
pearance; arrival, now rare and only 
in certain collocations; thus: de (first) 
a. o’ de grund, impression formed of 
the fishing-ground, on running out 
the first line from the boat after ar- 
riving at the fishing-ground (Burra), 
= at-draw. O.N. atkoma, f., ar- 
rival. “komin” in “atkomin” = Eng. 
coming. 

atl, attel [a(ol, a(al], sb., small 
portion of food, a a. o’ meat. Fe. 
a(al points back to an *atl; a^ol 
might originate either from *3etl 
(etl) or *atl. Cf. No. etla and atla, 
vb., inter alia, to deal out food 
(Aa.), also to cook food (etla, R.); 
etlavord, m., portion of food (Aa.); 
O.N. aetlan, f., (thought; design; plan; 
determination) inter alia also: arrange- 
ment; entertainment (ae. 6. Fr.). 

at[at]-/ay, sb., a taking hold vigor- 
ously, exertion of strength whilst per- 
forming some task. See “lay (1. at)”, 

vb. Cf. O.N. atlaga, f., a laying along- 
side (of a ship in battle); attack; onset. 

atrahola [at rahd la, a't raho la (ai - 
tra-)], adj., prop, p ro n., chopping; inter- 
mittent; unsteady, occas. of wind with 
intermittent calm, occas. of alternat- 
ing drizzling rain and dry weather (in 
dull weather); a. wadder [‘weather’]: 
hit [‘it’] is a. wi’ him, a) it varies 
between wind and calm, — he’s bla- 
win’ annehwart (see annehwart); 
b) it drizzles and is dry at intervals, 
it is neither rainy nor dry weather. 
Yn. *adrahvara, acc. f. sing, from 
O.N. annarhvarr, pron. every other; 
after “adrahvara” a feminine noun is 
understood (ferd, f., a time; a turn). 
The change from r to 1 in -hoia can 
be explained as dissimilation on acc. 
of the preceding r in atra-. 

atri [atri, a((9)ri, aitri], adj., see 
etersom and etri, adj. 

atset [atset, -saet], sb., the be- 
ginning of the tide at the setting 
in of the ebb. See set (s. at), vb. 
Cf. O.N. setja, vb., setja at: set 
or press towards. 

attafeld, attifeld, sb., see atta- 
velta, sb. 

atta-lay [a’t'ale ], sb., fallow-land; 
fallow-field in its second year. U. 
*aptr-(lega); O.N. aptr, adv., once 
more; again. No. atterlega, f., fal- 
low-land; field laid down to grass. 

*attaljos [at"aljos ], sb., daybreak 
in summer; Fo. From Nmw. has 
been reported, attalos [a'^alos"] in 
the sense: a) daybreak; dawn, de 
a. o’ de mornin’; and by fusion; 
b) dusk; twilight, de a. o’ de eenin’ 
[‘evening’], = homin. *aptr-ljos. 
Cf. a) the Shetl. expr.: he’s light- 
nin’ again (comm.), it is dawning 
(after the short midsummer-night), 
and b) No. atterlysa, vb., to dawn; 
atterlysing, f., early dawn. 

*attaslu [a't- asln], sb., weight, at- 
tached to the back of a harrow 
and dragged after it to smooth the 
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mould and cover the seed; an old 
straw-basket (kessi) or a piece of 
one, containing a turf or some earth, 
was mostly used for this purpose. 
Us. *aptr- or *aptan-slo<5i. O.N. aptr 
and aptan, adv., behind; at the back 
of; O.N. slodi, m., a sort of brush- 
wood-harrow (bundle of branches 
or twigs bound together and drag- 
ged over the field, e.g. to crush 
and spread the manure, laid on 
this)-, somewhat similar is No. slode, 
m.f Icel. slodi, m., basket for car- 
rying manure into the field. Cf. 
slui, sb. 

attavelta [at'ave'J'ta], attavelt [at"- 
avae'lt-], attivelt, -velti [a‘t"iv£‘lt-, 
a‘t ivae‘l ti], sb., ground (field) re- 
cultivated after having lain fallow 
for some time, esp. field in its sec- 
ond year of cultivation after fallow- 
ing. The forms given are distrib- 
uted over the foil, localities: atta- 
velta Fe., Y. occas., attavelt De. 
occas., attivelti and -velt Wests. (Sa., 
Papa), attafeld [at"afeld-] and atti- 
feld [at’ifeld'] are more used, oc- 
cas. in pi.: attifelds [at"ifel(d)s-]. 
S.Sh.: attifelds. From Un. we have 
the forms “ait"ifel(d)s-, artafels*”, 
from Nm. “atfeld” and “a^l••afeld•” 
(Nmw.) besides “attafeld”. ottafeld 
[ofafeld]: L. -feld, written field and 
now partly pronounced “fild”, usually 
accepted as Eng. field. — *aptr-velta, 
soil turned over and prepared anew. 
For the second part of the compd. 
cf. No. velta, f., turned-over soil-, 
ploughed strip of land, and Fser. 
velta, f., piece of land dug over with 
a spade. See velt, velter, sb., and 
cf. siverka, sb. 

*atte [ata], adv., at the back of-, 
behind, O.N. aptan. Only handed 
down in the old riddle (from Unst) 
of the cow: en comes a. drillandi, 
one (= the tail) comes dangling 
behind. From Fe. in the form oita 
[oita], influenced by the foil, “droita” 

j in the same riddle. See Introd., rid- 
j dies, also N.Spr. pp. 17—18. 
! attikassen [ahikas'an], adj. (perf. 

part.), prop, castoff-, rejected, now 
generally stupid-, foolish-, helpless, 
of men and animals, a puir [‘poor’] 
a. ting. *aptr-kasta5r, thrown back-, 
rejected-, O.N. kasta aptr, vb., to 
reject-, throw away, etc.; Peer, kasta 
attur, to reject-, disdain. 

attikast [at-ikast-], sb., queer, fool- 
ish and helpless person, prop, scum, 
a puir [‘poor’] a. comm. *aptr-kast, 
something cast away or rejected-, 
O.N. aptrkast, n., is handed down in 
the sense of resistance-, adversity. 
See attikassen, adj. 

attri [atri, a[ri] and atteri [at"3ri\ 
a["3ri-], adj. compar. and sb., see ettri. 

*austerco(u)p, see *eystercop. 
av, sb., see avriet, sb. 
avbregget [avbrseg’at], adj. (prop, 

perf. part.), of ear-mark on sheep: 
marked anew, altered on the sheep’s 
changing owners. Fo. *afbregdaar, 
perf. part, from an *af-breg5a, vb., 
to alter (a sheep-mark), from bragd, 
sb., in the sense of sheep-mark\ see 
further afbreg(d), sb. andvb. as well 
as bragd, sb. For the weak form 
*breg<5aar cf. the Faer. forms breg(5)- 
a3ur and bregdaSur as well as No. 
bregdad (in O.N. only the strong 
participial form “brug3inn” is found). 

avel [aval, (aval)], vb., to walk 
feebly and totteringly = ami, am- 
mel (ambel), vb. N.I. Prob. *avl- 
through *aiul- from *aml-. Cf. for 
the phonetic development, Faer. gauili 
(ui = m pronounced without closing 
the lips and approaching to w or 
v), parallel form to “gamli” (the old). 
See ami, etc. 

avnet [avnet], sb., in fishery, esp. 
herring-fishery, with nets: small net 
(similar to a trout-net), by which a 
man, the so-called skumer, catches 
the fish (herrings) falling or slip- 
ping out of the net. Also abbr.: 
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av[av]. U". Doubtless an *afnet for 
*afnetjanarnet, (small) net with which 
the fish are taken out of a net; cf. 
No. avnetja, vb., to take fish out of 
a net. 

avoros, avorous [avo ros], adj., 
of fishing-ground: not fished on for 
a longtime, a. grund [grand] = uvart 
grund (opp. of boren, reket and 
utskjumpet grund). Un. Poss. from 
dvarr, adj., in sense of unnoticed; O.N. 
livarr is handed down in the sense 
of unawares, unwary, etc. a- in 
avoros then stands for *U-, as the 
syllable is unaccented. See uvart, adj. 

*avunavara (avona-) [avn navn - 
ra, av6 na-], *avunevara (avone-) 
[avu’novaTa, avoms-], adj., at ran- 
dom; haphazardly, to set de lines 
a., he cam’ a. on it; also “upon a.”: 
to do [‘do’] somet’in’ upon a. Y. 
(Ym., Yh.). vunevara: Yn.; I just 
did it v. In S.Sh. (Conn., Du.) the 
foil, forms, not yet wholly obsolete, 
are to be found: abunavara, bu- 
tt avara [(a)bu‘nava‘ra] or (a)bune- 
vara [(a)bu‘n3-], partly as, a) = 
avunavara in the above sense, to 
geng (a)b., to go upon chance, = 
“upo lukk’s head”, “upo blind [blind] 
heads”, partly; b) in the sense of 
makeshift, reserve, to ha’e or keep 
in (a) b., laid by, of reserve provi- 
sions. — *avunavara is prop, four 
words: *a von (van) ok vara; O.N. 
v£n (Fser. von, No. von), f., antici- 
pation; prospect; hope; O.N. vari, 
m., a) carefulness-, caution, b) make- 
shift, reserve, anything kept in read- 
iness in case of necessity (Fr.). 
No. “paa von ok vara”, a) at hap- 

hazard; b) in reserve, as make- 
shift, in store, see “vare”, m., and 
“von”, f. (Aa. and R.). The in- 
troductory prep, a- stands for *o- 
as it is unaccented, (a)bunavara 
may stand for an older *(a)vuna- 
vara with usual dropping of the 
unaccented prep, a-; v in vun-, in 
that case, has become b by dissi- 
milation under the influence of the 
foil, v in vara; but the forms with 
b might also have originated from 
*uppa von ok vara. 

“*ayning ”, *ayng, *eing, sb., the 
property of a udaler or his right 
to property. Balfour. Appears in 
old Sh. deeds; bills of sale written 
in L.Sc. dial, occas. interspersed 
with old Norse words and phrases. 
O.N. eign, f., possession; property. 
See enk (ink, jenk, jink), sb., 
which in an altered sense is the 
present Shetl. form of this word. 

a- The greater number of the 
words beginning with the vowel a 
may be found under a; a develop- 
ment a > a occurs along with the 
softening of the foil, consonant, but 
mostly a alternates with a, non- 
mouill6 together with the mouilte 
forms: “acjbart, a[ma‘rk, aijdi, ai|d6r, 
arpsed and a^astar, aijahwa’rt, a[al, 
aitifar”: see “adbert, almark, andi, 
andor, annased (annised, annester), 
annehwart, atl, atferd”. Some few 
words such as: “aiiapi (ainapiti), 
aitri or a((a)ri” are to be found under 
e (ennapi, etri, ettri), a number such 
as “aidant, ails, a‘]sjka, a‘]^kat, aim, 
aismonsi” under i (ident, ila, ilska, 
ilsket, im, isbensi). 

B. 
bal [ba], sb., \) a sunken rock I rock; de ba is breakin’, the surf is 

in the sea; 2) surf on a sunken \ breaking on the rock-, on the other 
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hand, in a diff. sense: de ba is bodin, : 
f/ze Wave rises (just before breaking j 
on the rock); ba here = bod, sb., 
groundswell. In place-names, names 
of (sunken) rocks, bod (bo) and ba 
alternate; see further bo2, and bod1, 
sb. O.N. bodi, m., a hidden shoal 
in the sea; the breaking of the sea 
on a hidden shoal. 

ba2 [ba], sb., only in the expr.: 
“der’r [‘there is’] nedder ben or 
ba (suk or sap) in it” [nedder...or 
= neither...nor], of an extremely 
skinny fish. Sa. *pad (something 
to pick)? cf. Fser. pada [prea], vb., 
to pick, in the skinning of a slaugh- 
tered sheep to tear off pieces of 
the inside membrane with flesh at- 
tached and to let these adhere to 
the skin; similar to this is Faer. pida 
[plja], vb., to pick the flesh from 
the bones. Change from initial p 
to d is found in several Shetl. words; 
in this case a change *pad > ba 
could easily be explained as having 
arisen from the foregoing ben un- 
der assimilating influence. 

bSL-break [babrak], sb., 1) the 
breaking of the waves on a sunken 
rock (ba); high sea (U.). 2) fig. of 
very badly and carelessly executed 
Work: to dell (delve) or lay onyting 
in b. (Yb.); cf. kolgrof. ba1 com- 
pounded with Eng. “break”. 

fbad [bad, bad], sb., garment; 
comm. Also a suit of clothes; a 
new b. [bad] (Du.). Prob. the same 
word as A.S. pad,f., outer garment; 
cloak, Goth, paida, O.Sax. peda; Sw. 
dial.pade, m.,c/oaA; overcoat. Jamie- 
son gives (in Diet. Scott. Lang.) un- 
der “bit”, sb., a phrase “bit and baid” 
in sense of food and clothes. Cf. (?) 
No. badang, m., bodice (R. suppl.), 
Mod. Sw. dials, bading, biding. 

bad [bad, bad], vb. a. and n., 
l) to bathe; 2) to bathe oneself. 
to badd (Barclay). 

badous [bados], adj., weakly; good 

for nothing, a b. body. Us. See u b a d- 
ous, of which badous is merely an 
abbr. 

baf [baf], sb., warm poultice (on 
wound or swelling). See baf, vb. 

baf [baf], vb., to warm; poultice, 
to b. ane’s face (with a warm cloth). 
A comb, of O.N. “bada” and L.Sc. 

! “baff”? The word must doubtless 
originate from “bada”, vb., to warm 
up, but is in form assimilated to L.Sc. 
baff, vb., to beat, also used in Shetl., 
occas. in a fig. sense: to have a hard 
fight for it (baff, beff). 

bafall [bafa]-], sb., l) the rush 
of a wave over a sunken rock (b a); 
de ba is gaun [‘going’] b., there is 
a heavy surf on the rock; U. 
2) roar of something rushing down; 
tremendous splash, hit guid [‘went’] 
b., hit ga’e [‘gave’] a b., e.g. of 
falling fragments of cliff; U.; also 
befall [bofa]-], AL, and befal [be- 
fal ], a great b., De. 3) fig., hurry- 
skurty; noisy haste, he cam’ in a 
b.; Um0. — O.N. bodafall, n., pre- 
cipitation; fall of a wave breaking 
over a rock or shoal. — In Un. is 
found a form “bafel” in a differ- 
ent sense from “ba-fa]’”, viz.: water 
farthet off, clear of the land, out- 
side the so-called spjelpol, pel or 
Ijog (sea nearest the coast), but 
before reaching the high sea. 

bag [bag], sb., purse. Yh. O.N. 
baggi, m., bundle. Diff. from Eng. 
bag, which in Shetl. is pronounced 
“bag”. 

baga [baga], sb., a cow the back 
of which is of a different colour 
from the lower part of the body 
and flanks. Mostly used as a name 
for such a cow. Fo. *baka, deriv. of 
O.N. bak, n., back. Cf. Starabaga. 

bagerplett, sb., and -pletted, adj., 
see boger-. 

baggiskjump [bag' iskjo'mp-], sb., 
i the first peat cut off (skjumpek, 
I skjumpin), usually spoiled by the 
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frost and consequently thrown down 
into the peat-bank. Du. For the 
first part of the compd. (O.N. bakki) 
see bakk 2, bakkagrof, and bank, 
sb.; with the second part cf. Da. 
(Jut.) skumpe, flat turf which is cut 
from the sward (M.). 

baggref, bagref, sb., see bakka- 
grof. 

bagi [bagi], sb., black-backed gull, 
= baki, sb. 1. Also Ork. Fser. bakur, 
m., id. Deriv. of O.N. bak, n., back. 
See swartbak. In Wh. “bagi-maw” 
[bagi-] is a bird which differs from 
the black-backed gull (bagi, baki, 
swabi, swabek), viz.: stormy-petrel 
(petrel glaciarius), fulmar, = mali- 
mok. The name must orig. from 
the bluish-gray back of the bird in 
contrast to the yellowish-white belly 
and breast. Cf. baki, sb. 2. 

bail, sb., see ball, sb. 
bak1 [bak], sb., ridge of hills, O.N. 

bak. Now mostly in place-names as 
the last part of the word (uncommon). 

bak2 [bak], sb., high and long 
wave, great baks o’ waves; heavy 
swell, esp. when the wind is against 
the waves (opposite to gol); der’r 
a (great, heavy) b. i’ de sea. Du. 
O.N. bak, n., back, L.Sc. bauk. 

bak3 [bak], sb., = baki 2 (auk). 
bak4 [bak], sb., backwash of break- 

ers; backflow after the breaking of 
a wave on the shore, de b. o’ de 
le (le= wave breaking on the shore). 
Burra. Prob. abbr. of a compd. with 
“bak” as the first syllable; cf. Shetl. 
baksuk, Faer. bakbrot, n., backwash 
of waves. 

bak5 [bak], sb., 1) piece of a 
long-line of a certain length, a 
line-b., de b. o’ de line; cf. No. 
linebolk; 2) = sprol, sprol on a 
fishing hand-line. — bak is L.Sc. 
in its form, bauk, balk, but corre- 
sponds exactly in sense 1 to No. (line-) 
balk, bolk (O.N. balkr, bfllkr, m.,parti- 
tion). See ba(l)k under gardba(l)k. 

bak [bak], vb., of a stallion: to 
cover, de mare is been baked 
[bakad]; of a mare: to be in heat; 
to desire the stallion, de mare is 
bakin. *baka, vb., from O.N. bak, 
n., back. 

bakbar [bakbar], sb., the dorsal- 
fins of a flounder (halibut). *bak- 
bard. See further under bar. 

bakbiter [bak"bit-ar and comm, 
-bai’tar], sb., backbiter, slanderer. 
O.N. bakbitari. Cf. (for the pronun- 
ciation of biter) stenbiter. 

bakbord [bakbord], sb., port-side 
of a boat. *bak-bord. 

bakflakki [bak-flaki], sb., a mat 
(flakki) placed under a straw-basket 
(kessi) to protect the back of the 
bearer. *bak-flakki. 

bakflan [bak'flan-], sb., gust of 
Wind swept back. See flan,sb. 

baki [baki], sb., l) =bagi, black- 
backed gull; N.Sh. occas. 2) auk, 
alca torda; S.Sh. The auk is called 
baki, because it has a black back, 
while its belly and breast are white 
(cf. “bagi-maw”). In N.Sh. the name 
tjogi [togi, Hogi] is used of baki 
2. Cf. wolki. 

bakins [bakins], sb. pi., small tufts 
of wool left on the hind-legs of the 
sheep after the shearing. Diff. from 
L.Sc. “backings” (msfe wool or flax). 

bakk [ba‘k], sb., 1) bank; slope, 
de b. o’ de hill, o’ de knowe (the 
slope). 2) edge; bank; ledge, in 
the phrase “de b. o’ de gref” of 
a ledge in a peat-pit, now comm.: 
peat-bank; see under bakkagrof, 
bank. — As a place-name comm, 
in the sense of shore; steep shore, 
uncompounded in the form Bakka 
[ba‘ka] (sometimes with the def. art.: 
Bakken) and as the second part of 
a compound: -bakka and (more 
comm.) -bakk. Rarer in sense of 
(inland) bank, (inland) slope. See 
further Shetl. Stedn. pp. 74—75. — 
O.N. bakki, m., edge; bank; ele- 
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vated piece of land limited by a 
depression on the one side; Da. 
bakke. No. “bakke” also = ledge 
in a peat-pit (R.). — See bank, sb. 

bakkagrof [ba'k 'agrof ], bakka- 
gref [-grof-], sb., peat-pit below 
the so-called “(peat-)bank” or ledge 
where the peats are cut; a hollow 
into which the uppermost turf of 
the peat-bank is thrown before the 
actual peat-cutting begins; Un. Also 
in such forms as bakkgref [bakref] 
(Un.), baggagrof [baga-, ba/agrof], 
baggref [bagraef] and bagref [bag- 
raef]: U., Y., etc. *bakkagrpf (O.N. 
bakki, m., ledge; edge; bank; O.N. 
grpf, f., ditch; hollow). 

bakkalist [ba‘k"ahst-], sb., prop. 
edge of the sea? now only in cer- 
tain phrases, as: to geng trough 
[‘through’] or aboot [‘about’] de hale 
[‘whole’] b., to search far and wide; 
to search everywhere (out of doors, 
away from the house), prop., per- 
haps to walk along the whole shore \ 
he wakend [wakond] de hale b., 
he awakened the whole neighbour- 
hood. Fe. The first part of the 
compd. is doubtless O.N. bakki, 
m., edge-, bank-, (steep) coast, see 
bakk; the second part might be 
the syn. O.N. lista, f., a strip-, edge-, 
rim, in place-names sometimes de- 
noting a tract of coast; tongue of 
land, as No. Lista, Lister, Sw. (Ble- 
kinge) Lister, Listershuvud. 

baklengi [bak’ lerj gi], sb., a strip 
cut out lengthways from the back 
of a halibut (opp. to “belly-1 engi”). 
O.N. baklengja, f., the back-strip of 
the hide (Fr.). See lengi, sb. 

baklim [bakhm], sb., hind-leg of 
an animal. *baklimr. 

baklins [baklms], adv., backwards. 
*baklengis (No. baklengjes). 

bakravi [bakravi], sb., a fat strip, 
nearest the fins, cut from the back 
of a halibut (opp. to “belly-ravi”). 
*bak-rafr. See ravi, sb. 

bak-sare [bakser, -ser], adj., sore 
on the back, esp. of a horse, = O.N. 
baksarr, adj. The form “sare”isL.Sc. 

baksnad [baksned], sb., on a had- 
dock-line: small length of line, fix- 
ed to the long-line (de bak). See 
snod, sb. 

baksten [baksten], sb., “ back-stone’ ’, 
stone (set on edge) forming the back 
of the hearth. Phrase: as black as de 
b. *bak-steinn. 

baksuk [baksuk], sb., backwash 
of the waves after having broken 
on the shore. S.Sh. *bak-sugr. More 
comm.: utsuk. See suk, sb. . 

bal [bal], sb., noise-, uproar-, merri- 
ment, only noted in the intensive 
compd. gobal; q.v. No. bal, n., 
noise; alarm-, uproar. v 

bald [bald], adj., (bold), quick-, skil- 
ful; good-, mostly in compar.: bal- 
der [baldor], a corn balder, a little 
quicker, better, brisker. Assimilates 
in meaning to Sw. (dial.) “b&l” from 
O.N. *bald-, see Ri. Slightly diff. 
from L.Sc. bauld (Eng. bold), 

baldi, sb., see baldin. 
baldi[baldi], vb.,fisherman’sphrase; 

tabu-phrase at sea, used with reference 
to the ling: b. her! close its (the 
ling’s) eyes (when protruding from 
its head). Yn. Origin uncertain. 

baldin [baldin, bajdin, -dm], sb., 
the fishermen’s tabu-name at sea for 
the halibut-, N.I. baldien[bal"di3n-]: 
Wh.; baldi [baldi], de “gley’d” (the 
squint-eyed) b.: Dew. May be O.N. 
baldinn, adj., powerful-, head-strong-, 
defiant. Remarkable (chance?) likeness 
to Lapp, baldes, halibut (V.Th.). 

balker [ba'jkor], sb., a lump, esp. 
of a large, round stone, the sinker 
on a fishing hand-line or long-line. 
N.I.? Allied to No. balk, m., knot, 
etc., deriv. of “ball”. Cf. ballisten 
and bolker. 

ball [bal, ba]], sb., a round lump-, 
small bundle-, tangled knot-, some- 
thing in disorder, in a b., tangled. 
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bail [bail,bail]: Nm., etc.; O.N. bpllr, 
No. ball, m., a globe\ lump. 

ball1 [bal, ba[], vb., 1) to roll 
together (in a lump)-, put in dis- 
order-, b al 1 d [ba[d] togedder, tangled-, 
in disorder, (Un.); O.N. balla, vb., 
to pack (roll) up. 2) to speak in- 
distinctly, in a disjointed manner-, 
Fe. (Fe6.); Fser. balla, vb., to babble-, 
chatter-, tungan ballar (ballast), the 
tongue trips. Cf. vail2, vb. 

ball2 [bal, bal], vb., l) to strike 
against something so that it re- 
sounds-, to carry out some work 
energetically, de lass stod [‘stood’] 
ball in [balhn] de boots, the girl 
was cleaning the boots with all 
her might-, U.? 2) a) to throw, 
fling, to b. onyting at ane, to b. 
snawba’s [‘snowballs’]; b) to hit by 
throwing, to b. de geese, to throw 
e.g. clods of earth at the geese 
(N.I.). Du. [bal, bal]. N.I. [bal]. Also: 
to bell [bsel]. O.N. bella, vb., to hit-, 
Icel. bella, to knock against some- 
thing so that it bangs (B.H.). 

ball! [bali], sb., small cake of 
barley- or oat-meal, comm, in the 
compd. melloin- or mellins-b. = 
the last and smallest of the cakes 
(broni) baked at one time. S.Sh. 
A form bali [baali], a “mellins-b.”, 
a “tirl-b.”, is reported from Sandw., 
Du. See further mellins, melloin, 
and tirl2, tongi (-balli). O.N. bpllr, 
m., a ball-, globe-, lump-, No. ball, 
m., inter alia bun-, a sort of clumsy 
cake, Sw. dial, ball, m., inter alia 
a lump of meat. 

balligrat [bahigrob, ba["igr0t], 
sb., pebbles (collect.), a heap oj 
pebbles. N. Now hardly used ex- 
cept as a place-name, e.g. “de Er 
o’ Balligrot”, beach at Stavanes, N. 
Prob.: *ball(a)grjot. For the first part 
of the compd. “balli-” see ball, sb., 
and ballisten1. The second part is 
grot, stone (heap of stones, variety 
of stone). Cf. rolligrot. 

ballisten1 [bab isten ], sb., a small, 
round stone, pebble. Br. Prob.: *ball 
(or ballar)-steinn, from bpllr, m., a 
globe-, lump. Cf. bolleti (b. sten) 
and bolli, sb. 

ballisten2 [bab isten*], sb., a stone 
on the hearth in front of the fire, 
stone on which the ballis (cakes, 
see balli, sb.) are placed while being 
baked. Conn. 

balti [ba‘lti], sb., struggle-, exer- 
tion-, pains and trouble; to ha’e 
[‘have’] a b. Wh. or N.Roe. From 
the root “bal-”; No. bal, m., inter 
alia trouble; No., Icel. and Faer. bala, 
vb., to fight one's way; exert one- 
self, etc. O.N. baldrask, vb., to work 
one’s way with exertion (from a sub- 
stantive “baldr”). 

bambirr [banrbir(r)-] and more 
comm, bambirl, -birrel [banrbirol], 
sb., great haste-, excitement, in a b., 
hurry - skurry; with intense emotion. 
Un. Prob. *bangbyrr and *-byrl. O.N. 
bang, n., noise; uproar, and L.Sc. 
bang, start; springing away; speed. 
*byrl, deriv. of “byrr”, m., fair wind; 
cf. No. byr, m., (fair wind) propul- 
sion; speed, and byrja, vb., to start 
energetically (R.). In L.Sc., “birl” 
signifies partly a drilling or whirring 
sound, partly quick motion. Cf. bir(r), 
bor(r) [*byrr], sb., which in Shetl. is 
used uncompounded in the same 
sense as bambir(l); and cf. the foil, 
bambus and -busel. 

bambus [barn-bus’, -bos], sb., hurry- 
skurry, to come in a b. Um0. Prob. 
*bang-bus. For “bang” see above 
bambirr; bus is allied to Da. buse, 
No. busa, to rush blindly on. — 
bambusel [bam’bos'ol (-bus'ol)], sb., 
confused state; great disorder, esp. 
on account of too great haste; in a 
b., pell-mell, (of mental state) con- 
fused; amazed. Fo., U. — Seems to 
be a deriv. of bambus, sb. (see 
above), but prob. arises rather from 
Eng. “bamboozle”, vb.; “boozle” has 
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then in Shetl. been regarded as Norse 
“busa”, to precipitate; rush on. — 
bambusel [bam bos ol], vb., to turn 
upside down; to confuse; amaze; 
bambuseld, l) in disorder; pell- 
mell. 2) confused; amazed. Fo., U. 
This is more closely allied to Eng. 
“bamboozle” than bam bus and 
-busel. 

bamp [ba‘mp], vb., to harp on 
the same topic constantly, nag about 
the same thing, to b. upon a ting. 
*bamba (to make a drumming sound)? 
The form bamp seems to be in- 
fluenced by Eng. “bump”. 

band [band], sb., l) band in 
general; a tether, see bandku; de 
b. o’ de kessi = de fetel; — one 
of the bands (comm, of rush or 
coarse grass, bent-grass) put round 
a straw-basket, kessi, plaited in 
between the straw-bands, == geng; 
Conn. O.N. band, n., Eng. band. 
2) bunch-, bundle-, two objects tied 
together, esp. a) two small bunch- 
es (bets, pi.; L.Sc. “beet”) of 
rush or straw tied together, a b. 
o’ floss, o’ gloy; b) two fish tied 
together and hung up to dry, esp. 
coalfish, a b. o’ pilteks; cf. kip- 
pek. No. band, n., bundle; bunch. 
3) a plank across the bottom of a 
boat, ribs of a boat; also collect. 
No. and Faer. “band” in the same 
sense. 4) a long stone, bond-stone, 
laid crosswise when building a 
stone wall; also “t’rough-band” and 
bindinsten. No. bandstokk, m., 
binding-joist in a building-, L.Sc. 
band-stane, sb., a stone laid cross- 
wise through a wall. 

banabak, sb., see bonabag. 
band [band], vb., to tie fish, esp. 

coalfish (silleks, pilteks), together 
w (bands). Deriv. of band, 
sb., in sense of 2 b. — In the 
sense of tethering the cow in the 
byre, to b. de coo, band is doubt- 
less Eng. band. 

bandku [bandku], sb., a cow fast- 
ened in the byre. 

bang [bag], sb., 1) crack; noise; 
sudden, violent movement; of liv- 
ing beings, persons: to come or 
geng [‘go’] wi’ a b.; of a storm 
suddenly rising: he cam’ wi’ a b., 
it came with violence-, of wind, e.g.: 
he guid [‘went’] wi’ a b. to de sud 
(sooth)-east; of the tide: de b. o’ 
de tide, the tide at its highest, 
a b. o’ tide, strongly-running tide, 
N. I. 2) a knock-, blow, a b. at 
or upo de door; cf. bonga, sb. — 
O. N. bang, n., a) noise\ din-, up- 
roar; b) knocking-, O.N. banga, vb., 
to knock-, hammer, in special sense: 
to knock at a door; Eng. bang, sb. 
In Shetl., bang is also used in the 
comm. L.Sc. sense of the word, viz.: 
a start-, springing away; speed. 

bang [bag], vb., 1) to knock, esp. 
at a door, to b. at (upo) de door; 
O.N. banga, vb., to knock (at a door). 
2) to come or to go with sudden 
vehemence; to come or geng bapg- 
in; N.I.; see above, bang, sb. 1. 
3) (L.Sc.) to dash away. 

bang! [baggi], sb., something thick 
and round, esp.: a) a thick cake, 
broni, made of barley- or oatmeal, 
baked on a gridiron, usually with a 
lump of tallow in the middle; tallen 
[‘tallow’]-b. = fatti-broni; Y.; b) 
(small) round or roundish stone, 
mostly in the compd. “row-b.” (L.Sc. 
row= Eng. roll; cf. rolligrot); Br.; 
c) in the compd. slam-b., great jelly- 
fish, medusa; Yh. From the root 
“bang-” denoting something thick, 
heavy and clumsy; cf. No. bangsa, 
vb., to walk heavily and clumsily, 
Icel. bangsi, m., a bear (prop, a 
heavy and clumsy figure). 

bangsgrip [ba‘gsgnp], sb., trial of 
strength, in which two persons clutch 
each other’s bent fingers and pull-, 
to tak’ a b. Un. Prop, bear's hug. 
Icel. bangsi, No. and Da. bamse, m., 
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a bear\ No. (Li.) bjorntak, n., trial 
of strength by placing one's hand in 
that of another at right angles (R.). 

bani [bani, bani], sb., prop, bane; 
death, but now only used of: 1) at- 
tack on one's health-, a bad cold, 
he’s gotten his b. 2) bad treatment 
or usage; a drubbing in a fight, 
he’s gotten his b. Fe. O.N. bani, 
m., bane; death. 

bank [ba'gk], sb., edge-, bank; 
ledge, esp. 1) ledge in a peat-pit, 
row of spade-depths, peat-bank, = 
No. bakke 5 (Ross); see bakk 2 
and bakkagrof. 2) steep coast, — 
Peer, bakki; comm, in pi.: banks. 
— bank is the Eng. form which 
has superseded the old bakk(a); 
but the word is preserved in special 
Norn applications. 

bann fban(n)], vb., to swear, esp. 
in the tautological phrase “to curse 
and b.”, to swear vigorously. O.N. 
banna, vb., to forbid-, curse, in No. 
and Faer. also: to swear; L.Sc. to ban. 

bar [bar], sb., 1) the fins of a 
fish, esp. long fins, forming a fringe, 
such as of tusk, ling, halibut and 
ray; occas. in pi., as: de bars o’ 
de skate (Conn.), de bar-cut o’ a 
turbot [= Eng. halibut], a strip, 
including the fins, cut from a hali- 
but-, fairly comm. Also in the form 
herd [herd, be3rd], comm, in the 
pi.: herds, de b. o’ a turbot [‘hali- 
but’] (Du.). O.N. bard, n., brim-, 
edge-, beard. See bakbar, sb., and 
barlopen, adj. 2) ear, bearded 
ear of corn-, the upper part of the 
straw where the ear is attached, 
de b. o’ de strae (Sullom, Nm.); cf. 
barfljug, vb., and barlopen, adj., 
as well as bard (herd), vb. With 
regard to the verbal forms bard, 
herd (see below), bar also in sense 
2 is more prob. to be derived from 
O.N. bard, n., beard, than from O.N. 
barr, m., (inter alia — corn; barley). 

*bard [bard], sb., promontory. 

prominent edge of a cliff; now only 
as a place-name, e.g. de Bard o’ 
Bressay. O.N. bard, n., brim-, edge-, 
border. Cf. *bord (*bordek, *borr, 
*berdek). 

bard [bard], vb., 1) vb. a., to 
thrash the corn from the stalks in 
a sheaf, to b. ut [‘out’] de sheaf. 
2) vb. n., of the ears in a bundle 
of corn, sheaf: to be loosened from 
the stalks (on account of mildew), 
to b. ut, de corn bards or is 
bardin ut. Also herd [herd], vb., 
in the same sense (cf. Eng. beard). 
Fe., Y. *barda. See bar, sb. 2. 

bardasoga [bar dasog'a, bar"d3- 
so'ga], sb., prop. St. Bartholomew's 
Day, but only preserved in sense 
of an unreasonably long time, u eter- 
nity", in exprs. such as: to wait a 
b., to stand for (in) a b.; hit [‘it’] 
will be a b., afore du gets dis [‘this’] 
done. U. [bardasoga]. Fe. [barda- 
soga]. O.N. Bardolsvaka, f., No. dial. 
Barsoka: St. Bartholomew's Day 
(August24th). The former application 
of the name in Shell, possibly alludes 
to an unusually long service, held 
in former times on the above-men- 
tioned day (S.B.). 

barfljug [barfjug, -f]og], vb., after 
the thrashing of the corn: to sepa- 
rate the remaining corn from the 
straw by shaking and flinging it 
about’, to b. de corn; esp. of barley. 
Fo. Prob.: *bard-fl0ygja. For bar 
[*bard] see above bar, sb. 2, and 
bard, vb. O.N. floygja, vb., to fling-, 
throw. Cf. fljog, vb. The so-called 
barfljugin is preceded by: a) the 
actual thrashing (“treshin’”), and 
b) de humlin’. For a second bar- 
fljug, vb., see barflog, vb. 

barflog [barflog-, barflog-, -flog-, 
-flog-], vb., to beat one's hands 
crosswise around the shoulders to 
keep oneself warm, to stand bar- 
flogin; with object: he barflogged 
him [‘himself’] or his hands. Comm. 
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Wests.:bar'flog-,barflog,

) Nmw.:bar- 
flog'. Other forms are b a r f l(j)u g [bar- 
fing-]: U. berflog [bserflog] and 
belflog [baelflog]: Papa St., ber- 
fl(j)ug[bserflng-]: Fo. InNms. bar- 
floga [barflog'a, -flog a] is found as 
a substantive, to beat de b. — Prop, 
two words merged into one: O.N. 
*berja floka, No. “berja floke” in the 
same sense as Shetl. barflog. O.N. 
berja, vb., to flog-, “floka” poss. from 
O.N. floki, m., handed down in the 
sense of something tangled (lock-, 
knot). In cases where the two syl- 
lables are not merged together, “berja” 
has given place to “beat”: to beat de 
floga or de fluk (fl juk); thus inY., Fe. 

bark [ba‘rk], sb., tormentil (poten- 
tilla erecta), esp. the root of the plant, 
which formerly was commonly used 
in tanning of skins and hides (for 
sea-clothes and boots). Faer. bdrka, 
orig. *barka, f., root of the tormentil 
(borkuvlsa). 

bark [ba'rk], vb. a., to tan (skins, 
hides). *barka. See bark, sb. 

barkklepp [ba'rklop], sb., a crook- 
ed piece of iron, for tearing up the 
tormentilla by the root, fixed to a 
wooden handle. Fo. *bark-kleppr. 
See klepp, sb., and cf. berki, ber- 
kiklepp and berkikepp, sb. 

bar*c/aw [bar-kla-, barkla-], sb., 
small claw high up on the inner- 
side of a dog’s hind-leg. Wests. (St.). 
Also ber-claw [berkla-, berkla-] and 
bor-claw [borkla-]: N.I. Prob.:*bar5- 
(klo); O.N. bard, x\.,beard,(projecting) 
edge, etc. 

bar-clawed [barkl&d ], adj., of a 
dog: with claw high up on the 
inner-side of its hind-leg-, “double 
bar-clawed”: with two “bar-claws”. 
Also ber-clawed [berklad ] and bor- 
clawed [borklad-]. The possession 
of such a “double dew-clawed” dog 
was formerly considered as an ef- 
fective protection against fairies and 
elves. 

barklav [ba‘rklav], sb., leaves and 
flowers of the tormentil (potentilla 
erecta). Ai., Fo. *bark-laf. See lav, sb. 

barlopen and -lobin [bar lop on, 
-lop-(3)m, -lobin], adj., properly perf. 
part., 1) of fish: the fins of which 
are covered with blisters and blains, 
b. fish; Papa St. [bariop-(3)m, -an]; 
2) of corn-stalks: the ears of which, 
on account of being mouldy or half- 
rotten, are very loose, b. strae; of 
corn: mouldy, b. corn, — mork- 
end corn; de corn is b., the ears 
of corn are loose, the corn is mouldy, 
Fo. [bariop (9)m]; Fe. [bariob in]. 
— *bard-lopinn. For the explana- 
tion of the two parts of the compd. 
see bar, sb., and lopen, adj. 

barmskinn [barTnaskin-, bar mi-], sb., “breast-skin", tanned sheep-skin, 
used by fishermen at sea as a breast 
protector while working with the long- 
lines. Also in the form barminskinn 
[barmin-]. Instead of a tanned sheep- 
skin a piece of oil-skin is now com- 
monly used, the old name being, 
however, retained. *barm-skinn; Sw. 
barmskinn, n., shaggy skin for cov- 
ering the breast, leather apron-, in 
N.Eng. dials.: barmskin, skin apron, 
leather apron. 

barnjiggel, sb., see varnagl, sb. 
bas1 [bas, baz], sb., a stout, fat, 

clumsy person. No. basse, m., (a 
bear) big, well-fed animal-, a big, 
strong fellow, bassa, f., an enorm- 
ous bulk (R.); Da. basse. 

bas2 [bas], sb., large, fiercely 
blazing fire-, peat-fire, a b. o’ a 
fire; Un. In Y. is found a form 
bSs [bas: Yn., baas, baas: Yh.], 
occas.: a) = bas, “a (great) bas 
o’ a fire”; occas., b) a mass of 
peat piled up on the hearth when 
lighting a fire; dey’re bigget on a 
b. [baas, baas] o’ peats, they have 
piled up a big heap of peats (on 
the hearth): Yh. Cf. partly Sw. 
dial, “base” in “solbase”, m., solar 
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warmth, partly No.basa,vb.,/o spread 
on liberally. See below, ba s, vb., and 
cf. also bus, rus, sb. and vb. 

bas3, sb., see busbas.sb. 
bas [bas, bus], vb., to build up 

a fire\ to get a fire to blaze up 
by piling peats on the fire-place, 
to “b. on” a (great) fire. Fe. [bas], 
Un. [bas]; in Y.: b&s [bas: Yn., 
bMs, baas: Yb.], to bas on a (great) 
fire. Is partly No. basa, vb., to 
spread on liberally, “b. paa”, partly 
Sw. dial, basa, vb., to warm-, heat. 
Cf. bus and rus, sb. and vb. 

basek [basok], sb., ship. Tabu- 
word at sea. Yn. Prob. from a verb 
*basa, to splash-, plash, in Sw. dial, 
also: to run. 

base! [basal], sb., \) a splash-, 
plash-, commotion, as e.g. of a fish on 
the surface of the water or in the bot- 
tom of a boat, de basels o’ a tur- 
bot [‘halibut’]; 2) toil and moil-, hard 
work. *basl. See basel, vb. 

basel [basal], vb., l) to splash-, 
plash-, to make quick movements, 
as e.g. fish on the surface of the 
water or in the bottom of a boat; 
de fish basels (is baslin’). 2) to 
work hard-, to toil-, struggle with 
something, to b. awa [‘away’] at 
onyting [‘something’], to b. against 
de wind. *basla. No., Icel. and Sw. 
basa, vb.,to splash; beat; plash; gam- 
bol-, exert oneself-, to slave-, strive. 

fbati [bati], sb., a great pile-, mass, 
esp. of fish after a fortunate catch; 
“ye’re gotten a b. o’ her dis morn- 
in’”, you have had a good catch 
(of fish) this morning. Nw. (Esh.). 
Orig. uncertain. O.N. bati? 

bad, sb., see bad, sb. 
bagerplett, sb., and -pletted, adj., 

see boger-. 
bail [bail], sb., small lump-, clod 

of earth, uncomm. Must be the 
same word as ball (q.v.). Another 
bail, eart’-b., a piece of quaking 
soil, a place where water has oozed 

in and raised the surface of the 
earth, is prob. the Eng. “bile”, sb., 
in sense of boil-, swelling. 

bailki, sb., see bilki, sb. 
baitel [baitol, ba[3l], vb., to bite 

pieces out of something-, mostly in 
perf. part.: baiteld [baitold, ba[old], 
a) bit off or gnawed around the 
edges, e.g.: a baiteld bit o’ bread, 
b) frayed-, notched-, very much worn 
at the edges, e.g.: a baiteld piece 
o’ wood. N.I. *bitla and *bitladr, 
deriv. of O.N. bita, vb., to bite. Cf. 
b(a)itlek and bitel, sb. 

baitlek, sb., see bitlek. 
bainter, sb., see binder, sb. 
ball, vb., see ball2, vb. 
banjek [baqok, (baoqok)], sb., a 

round stone which is very easy to 
handle or throw (Wests.: Fo.); hard, 
lumpy stone (Nmw.: Esh.). For the 
possible origin of the word see fur- 
ther under binjek. 

barflog, vb., and barfloga, sb., 
see barflog,vb. 

ba-. For words beginning with 
phonetic ba, see under bo-. 

(*)be [be], sb., is found sometimes 
as a name of a hillock, hill-side, 
thus: Krokri(g)s be [krok"3ris‘ be] 
(Sund near Lerwick, M.). *be5-. 
Cf. No. bed, m., a bank or solid 
pile-, elevation (R.), heap (R. suppl.), 
L.Sc. (reported) bae, bay, sb., mass-, 
heap. “be”, in sense of slope, 
might also suggest No. bedja, f., in 
sense of resting-place for (small) 
animals. O.N. bedr, m., is handed 
down in sense of mattress-, feather- 
bed-, bolster. “Krokri(g)s” is doubt- 
less an orig. *Kr&k-hryggs; cf. the 
Faer. place-name “Krakuriggur”. — 
As a common noun: be, bei [bsi] and 
baei [b*i] are found in Shetl. in the 
sense of slight elevation; knoll; lump. 

bedek, sb., see vedek, sb. 
befal(l), sb., see bafall. 
begel [begol], vb., to crumple-, 

dent-, put out of shape, to b. a hat, 
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to b. in. Un. Parallel form to the 
foil. word. 

bekel, bekkel (bjekel, bjekkel) 
[bekol, baekol, bjekol, bjaekol], vb., 
l) to wrest-, twist-, put out of 
shape. Fo. [bekal]; U. [bsekol, 
bjskol, Un.: bjaekol]; de heel (o’ de 
shoe) is bjek(k)eld doon (U.); fig.: 
to bjek(k)el a person, to have 
entirely the upperhand of a person 
(IP1.). 2) to walk clumsily, crook- 
edly, to geng [‘go’] skevlin and 
beklin; Fo. [bekol]. — *bekla (or 
*beksla); Faer. bekla, vb., to walk 
crookedlybegla (doubtless bekla), 
vb., to bungle-, botch, and “beksla”, 
to walk clumsily. For a possible 
change ksl > kl cf. Shetl. jakkel 
from “jaxl”, jokkel from “gxl”. 

bekk1 [bae‘k], sb., transverse tie 
(wooden beam) under each of the 
thwarts in a boat-, wooden beam 
joining the ribs of a boat. Conn. 
O.N. bekkr, m., a seat-, Faer. bekk- 
ur, m., thwart in a boat-. No. bekk, 
m., = Shetl. bekk. Cf. fastiband, 
fastibekk and hadiband. 

*bekk2 (*bakk) and *bekki, *bak- 
ki, sb., a brook, water-course. Now 
used only in place-names and then 
rarely, e.g.: Lomabekk [lom•■abaek•, 
-bak-], a brook in St. That the word 
was used formerly is evident from 
Sibbald (in Descr. of Orkney and 
Zetland) where among other ex- 
amples of Shetl. words a “backie” 
is cited with the foil, explanation: “a 
small, running water which gave rise 
to the surname of the people of that 
name”. O.N. bekkr, m., a brook. 

*bekkabung [be'k’abog-, bae‘k"a-], 
sb., brooklime, thick-leaved speed- 
well (plant), veronica beccabunga, 
= No. bekkbung, Sw. beckbunga, 
backbona. Reported by J. I. It is 
difficult to decide whether this is an 
old Shetl. name for the plant or only 
the Lat. name (Norse latinized) which 
has found its way in. bekka-isO.N. 

bekkr, m., brook, and with the second 
part of the compd. cf. bung in Shetl. 
okrabung and helmabung. 

beldin [be[din], sb., big lump, a 
b. o’ a sten, a round, clumsy stone, 
a b. o’ a broni, a thick, round cake. 
Fe. Deriv. of O.N. byllr (lump; globe); 
see ball and balli, sb. With beldin 
may poss. be compared Sw. dial, 
ballting, m., ball, knot, Icel. bbllti, 
m., globe, and bblltr, m., elevation 
(B.H.). beldin might, however, also 
be a parallel form to bell in 2 in the 
same sense, q.v.; reg. Id for 11 one 
might, in this case, compare hondin 
= honnin (*hyrningr). 

belg [be[g, be’lg (be'lg)], sb., am- 
nion, esp.: a) chorion of a cow, 
b) membrane in which a foal is 
born. Fe. O.N. belgr, m., belly. 

belget [baelgot] and belliget [bael- - 
igst-], adj., gluttonous-, greedy, esp, 
of cattle, a b. creature. Yh. *belg- 
ottr, from “belgr”, belly, paunch. 
Cf. No. belga (belgja), vb., to fill 
the stomach. 

belgjin [beldam, beh'd^ian ], sb., 
sudden, violent shower, a sleety b. 
Yn. *belgingr, m., prop, a bellyful-, 
cf. No. vindbelg, m., dense, windy 
cloud, and Icel. belgingr, m., stiff wind. 

beli [beli, beli, beli], bella, belja 
[be[a, be[a (b3[a)] and belli [be[i, 
b£[i], sb., comm, in the compd. b.- 
piltek, a coalfish 2 or 3 (in some 
places 3 or 4) years old. beli: 
Du.; Sa. bella, belja: Conn.; Ai. 
Doubtless: a “bellied” coalfish. Icel. 
and Faer. beli, n., belly (Shetl. beli 
is occas. heard pronounced “baeli” 
similar to Eng. belly, but, as a rule, 
diff. from this). For the forms 
bella, belja and belli (belji) cf. 
Sw. dial, “ball, bell”, and Da. dial, 
“baelle”, a toddler, little boy, to be 
classed with O.N. belgr (belly). 

belker [bae'lker, be‘lkar], sb., 
1) dense, rain-cloud, he’s settin’ op 
a b.; 2) violent shower, a b. o’ a 
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shooer [‘shower’]. Fec. [bse‘[k3r]. 
Yh’n. [be'lkar]. From Yn. also re- 
ported in the form belget [bejgat]. 
Appears to be O.N. belgr, m., belly, 
with the oft-recurrent hardening from 
g to k in Shetl.; cf. No. vindbelg, 
dense cloud, Icel. belgingr, m., stiff 
Wind, Shetl. belgjin (see above), 
violent shower. No. balga, vb., to 
rain violently (R.). Sometimes the 
word “bag” (Eng. bag, sb.) is used 
in Shetl. of a violent shower, e.g.: 
a bag o’ rab (prop, a sackful). If 
the etym. given is correct, O.N. “belgr” 
must have branched into two forms in 
Shetl.; see above belg, sb. 

bellek [be[3k], sb., bunch or 
garland on the lower part of a 
stalk of sea-weed, esp. of edible 
sea-weed; waar-belleks (waar = 
L.Sc. “ware”, sea-weed, alga). Sa. 
Prob. *bella = *bjalla; Icel. bjalla, 
f., the root of edible sea-weed\ 
Faer. tangbjolla, f., edible sea-weed. 

bellin1 [be]3n], sb., = beli, bella, 
belli-piltek. Conn. Derived form. 

bellin2 [belin], sb., a small, round 
stone, ahand-b.; Sandw., Du. Also 
bollen [b6[3n, ba6[3n, bajan], hand 
(handi)-b., esp. of a stone to knock 
with; Conn. Prob. *bellingr and*b9ll- 
ungr, dim. derivations of bpllr, m., a 
lump-,globe. Cf.bollekand bolli,sb. 

6e//y-gerdin, -lengi, -plukkins, 
-riv: see the latter parts of the compd. 
of the words concerned. 

bels [be‘lfj] and belz [bebj, vb., 
to shake and pull somebody or 
something about, to b. ane, onyting. 
Un. Prob. *balsa; cf. No. balsa, vb., 
to frolic-, disport oneself, and Da. 
(Jut.) dial, bselse, vb., to beat, bols 
(bolz), vb., is a cognate word. 

belsin [be'lfjin] and belzin [belz^in], 
sb., shaking and pulling, to gi’e ane 
a b., to shake one violently. Un. 
*balsan, *balsing; see bels, vb. 

belt [bae‘lt], sb., in the comb, trussi 
[trosi]- and trossi [trosi, tr6.^i]-b., esp. 

in pi.: trossi-belts, a sort of sea- 
weed which grows to a great length 
(Conn., Wh.), is O.N. belti, n., a belt-, 
girdle-, cf. Icel. beltispari, m., fucus 
balteiformis (a sort of sea-weed). See 
further under trussibelt, sb. 

belt! [be'lti], sb., only preserved in 
the expr. “as hard as a b.” of some- 
thing very hard. Gluss, Nm. Poss. 
the same word as, or closely cog- 
nate with beldin, sb., round stone-, 
cf. Icel. bdllti, m., iron- or leaden 
ball. See bio belti, sb. 

beml, bemmel [beemal], sb., splash 
(in the water), de b. o’ a seal. Fe. 
*beml, *baml. See beml, vb. 

beml, bemmel [bsemal], vb., to 
splash in the water. Fe. No. hern- 
ia and bamla, vb., id. Cf. deml, 
demmel, sb. and vb. 

ben1 [ben, be3n], sb., one of the 
small incisions made (e.g. with a 
razor) on an injured part of the 
body, esp. the leg, to make the 
blood flow-, lay on twartree [‘two 
or three’] bens! make some inci- 
sions on the leg (with the razor)! 
N.I. O.N. ben, n., sore-, ulcer-, Faer. 
ben, n., cut in flesh or fish. 

ben'2 [(ben) ben], sb., bone, partly 
= Eng. bone, L.Sc. bane, bein, 
partly = Eng. leg; he is clever 
upon his bens, he is quick on his 
feettjJ.). O.N. bein, n., leg (bone-, 
shinbone). 

ben [ben, be3n], vb., to make small 
incisions upon an injured part of the 
body, esp. the leg, with a razor, to 
b. de leg, = saks, vb. N.I. O.N. 
benja, vb., to wound. See ben, sb. 

*bena-/ess [ben'^alas'] and *ben- 
der-/ess [bcn' darlas'], adj., without 
legs or feet-, in a riddle. Yn. *beina- 
(lauss). O.N. beinlauss, adj., without 
legs. 

Bena [bena, bena] -Sunday, sb., 
prop., Prayer-Sunday, preserved as 
the name of the 4th Sunday in Ad- 
vent. Other common forms are: Beni 
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[beni]-sunday, Bener [benar, benar]- 
sunday and (esp. in N.I.) Bjena 
[bjena]- or Bjener [bjenor]-Sunday 
(the latter form noted in U. andY.). 
*bcena(r)-(sunnudagr); O.N. been, f., 
prayer. Cf. Eng. dial, bene-day, day 
of prayer. For the change oe > e 
in Shetl. cf. benihus (under bonhus) 
and beniman. 

bend1 [bsend], sb., preparedness, 
in the expr. “to be upo b.”, to be 
on the point of undertaking some- 
thing or going somewhere-, what is 
du upo b. aboot? where are you 
going, what are you about? Yh. 
No. bend(e), n., tension-, tenseness-, 
balance-, “st& i bend”, to be on the 
point of. 

bend2 [baend], sb., pack on a 
pack-horse, pack belonging to the 
equipment of a pack-horse (ben- 
din-klut or -skinn, flakki, klib- 
ber, kessi); occas. in pi., bends. 
Comm. Prop, that which is girt 
on, from O.N. benda, vb., to bend; 
strain. Sw. dial, banne (bende), sb. 
(n.), a hamper, which is girt on a pack- 
horse-, see Rietz under banda, vb. 

bend [baend], vb., to equip-, place 
the packs on a pack-horse-, to b. a 
horse. O.N.benda,vb.,/obend; strain. 
See bend2, sb. 

bendin [baendin], sb., l) the act 
of placing the pack, bend on a 
pack-horse; 2) the place where two 
pieces of long-line, bugts (see bugt), 
are joined-, U. In the sense 2 more 
comm.: samber, sember, sambek. 
*bending, sb., from O.N. benda, vb., 
to bend-, strain. 

bendin-kles, -claes [baendin-kles], 
sb'pl., cloths which are placed next 
the back of a pack-horse when being 
loaded. See bend2, sb. 

bendin-klut [baendin-klut], sb., a 
piece of cloth which is placed under 
the mat (de flakki) on the back of 
a pack-horse when being loaded. 
Papa St. See bend2, sb. 

bendin-skinn, bendi-skinn [baen- 
din-, baendi-skin], sb., sheep- or calf- 
skin, the hair of which has been 
shaved off, laid underneath the pack- 
saddle when a pack-horse is being 
loaded. See bend2, sb. 

bengel [beijol, begol], vb., in carry- 
ing out a piece of work in a clumsy 
manner: to make something uneven 
and crooked-, mostly used adjectiv- 
ally in the perf. part., ben geld, 
twisted-, uneven, with many notches 
and bends. Du. *bengla. No. bengla, 
vb., to bungle-, botch-, twist-, wring-, 
Faer. bongla, vb., to bend askew. 

benibiter [ben ibit or], sb., “bone- 
biter, bone-gnawer”, tabu-word at 
sea for the dog. N.I.: benebiter 
[be"n3bl,t3r]. Often with Eng. pro- 
nunc. of the last part: ben"ibai't3r. 
— *bein(a)bltr or -bltari. — Some- 
times only beni (Vidlin, L.; Wh.), 
in which case it is poss. a totally 
diff. word (Lapp, baena, Finn, peni, 
dog)\ see further bjenek, bjener, sb. 

benidju or benigju [ben if]n‘, 
sb., clenched hand, fist. A jesting 
word; tabu-name (sea-term). Yn. Etym. 
uncertain. 

benigrind [ben- igrmd ] and benji- 
grind [bam’d/^i-], sb., 1) skeleton of 
a dead animal, benigrinds, pi.; 
Qulberwick, M.; 2) miserable, skin- 
ny animal, a benjigrind ting o’ a 
yowe [‘ewe’]; Weisdale, M. No. bein- 
grind, Icel. beinagrind, f., skeleton. 

benihus, sb., see bonhus. 
beniman, beni-man [ben"iman-], 

sb., clergyman-, tabu-word, used by 
fishermen at sea. N. *bcena(r)-ma3r, 
“man of prayer”. For the form b e n i- 
see bonhus (benihus). 

benjek, sb., see binjek. 
benk1 [be‘gk, bo'rjk], sb., 1) a 

bench, prop, "a stone-bench covered 
with turf, placed along the wall 
(esp. the gable-wall) in a room or 
out-building, thus e.g. in the living- 
room of the house; in a fisher- 

3 
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man’s booth and in a water-mill. 
In the living-room, however, such 
stone and earth benches are anti- 
quated. 2) low ridge (see bors- 
benk), esp. of the ridge formed by 
the earthing of potatoes, taati [‘po- 
tato’]-b. No. and L.Sc. benk, Faer. 
bonkur, m., bench. 

benk2 [bo'gk], sb., bank of clouds 
or fog-bank near the horizon, a b. 
o’ cloods, o’ mist. Y., Fe. Prop, 
the same word as bank. O.N. 
bakki, m., inter alia, bank of clouds-, 
likewise No. bakkje, Sw. dial, “bank” 
and “banker (sol-banker)”. TheShetl. 
form has prob. arisen through influ- 
ence of L.Sc. “bink” (bank, ledge, 
— Shetl. peat-bank). Cf. benker, sb. 

benk [be'rjk], vb., to make a benk 
or low ridge of earth, esp. to earth 
up potatoes, to b. de taatis. Conn., 
Du. See benk1, sb. 2. 

benkel [be'gkol], sb., a dent-, small 
hollow. Prob. *bengl-. Cf. No. bungl, 
m., Faer. bongla, f., a dent. For the 
form see further under benkel, vb. 

benkel [be’rjkol], vb., to dent-, 
crumple up, to b. a ting; benkeld, 
perf. part, and adj., dented, full of 
dents, benkel is prob. the same 
word as ben gel, vb., with harden- 
ing of ng to nk. Cf. No. bungla, 
vb., to dent something. 

benker [bo'rjkor], sb., a heavy 
cloud ascending on the horizon. 
Y., Fe. See further benk2, sb. 

benki [be‘gki, be‘gki], sb., a coal- 
fish 3 to 4 years old; often in the 
compd. b.-piltek. Wh. The word 
prob. indicates something thick and 
roundish (cf. beli, etc.) and, in that 
case, is cognate with No. byngja, f., 
thick-set or pot-bellied figure, benki 
(for *bengi) may be deriv. from a 
root *bang (see bangi, sb.) or *bing. 
A hardening of ng to nk is often 
found in Shetl. 

benlin [baenlm], sb., definite area 
at sea, esp. fishing-ground-, what 

b. are ye been at? also boundary 
of a fishing-ground, de b. o’ de 
grund. Du. Deriv. of O.N. band 
(band)? cf., for the use of this 
word, No. “band”, a pass between 
two extended valleys (R. suppl.). 

bennel [baenol], sb., a band of 
straw with which a sheaf of corn 
is tied-, also one of the bands of 
straw with which a stack of corn 
(dos, skru) is kept together-, b.- 
simen (see simen, sb.). S.Shetl. 
(Conn., Du.). In Conn, bennel, ben- 
nal [baenal] also means a piece of a 
worn-out rope. O.N. bendill, m., a 
string, band of straw with which a 
sheaf of corn is tied together. 

bennel [bsenol], vb., to tie together; 
plait together, to b. togedder, e.g. 
two ropes, bands of straw, esp. 1) to 
b. sheaves, to tie sheaves of corn 
together by means of bands of straw 
(bennels), 2) to b. a dos or (corn-) 
skru, to put bands of straw round 
a stack of corn to keep it together, 
to twist some of the topmost straws 
of a stack of corn together and tie 
them to some which are twisted in 
a similar manner at the bottom 
of the stack. S.Shetl. (Conn., Du.). 
*bendla; Faer. bendla, b. satu: to 
fix bands of hay (bendlar, pi.) across 
a hay-stack. 

bennen [baenon], sb., a band, some- 
thing to tie with-, has du a bit o’ b. 
aboot dee? Ti. Doubtless the same 
word as bennel, sb. 

benwerk or -wark [benwa'rk], sb., 
gouty pains, = O.N. beinverkr, m. 

ber, bear [bsr], vb., 1) vb. a., 
to carry, prop, to b. a birdek, a 
kessi, to carry a burden, a basket-, 
I “bor” [ber: ‘bore’] every stane o’ 
dis hoose upo my back. — to carry 
in other senses, as: to wear-, lead-, 
bring-, produce (crops)-, to endure-, 
sustain, to b. de ayre, to use the 
oar (in the right way) while row- 
ing-, cf. O.N. Sraburdr, m., the 
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use of the oars, to b. anesell, to 
behave oneself in a certain manner, 
he bor [‘bore’] him weel, === O.N. 
bera sik; also, to carry oneself (of 
deportment). 2) vb. n., to move-, 
steer towards-, go in a certain di- 
rection, = O.N. bera (and berask): 
de tide bers or is berin nort’, 
sooth, in, ut, the tide is running 
northward, southward, in, out-, 
partly impers.: hit is berin fast, it 
is running quickly, — to drive-, 
drift-, to form drifts, of snow during 
a thick driving snow-storm, usually 
in the phrase “to kav and ber”: 
he (hit) is kavin and berin, the 
snow falls densely and blows to- 
gether in drifts (cf. kavabord, sb.); 
borne, b. togedder, of snow: blown 
together in drifts. — In phrases with 
“weel” [‘well’] and “ill”, ber de- 
notes: to entertain (kind or unkind) 
feelings-, to b. weel [‘well’] to ane, 
to be kindly disposed to someone-, 
to b. ill, a) to bear a person a 
grudge-, remember a person on ac- 
count of an insult, to b. ill to ane; 
b) to take offence, in the phrases, 
to b. (= tak’) ill wi’ onyting; ye 
maun no b. ill wi’ it, Don’t be of- 
fended. — 3) in conn, with prep, 
and adv.: b. aboot, = b. till (to), 
to happen-, occur-, take place. — 
b. aff, a) to bear off; b) to induce 
someone to give up a purpose or 
an idea, to b. ane aff o’ a ting; 
c) to decline-, apologize (= No. 
and Faer. bera seg or berast undan), 
he bor aff (Un.). In the sense of 
to hold off a boat from striking 
against the rocks, b. aff is = Eng. 
bear off. — b. afore, /o occur to 
one in dreams or thoughts, hit 
bor afore me, I had a presenti- 
ment-, it occurred to me (O.N. bera 
fyrir). — b. at, to get fastened to or 
become entangled with something, de 
line bor at in a pluk and was “made 
op”, the long-line was caught be- 

tween sharp rocks at the sea bot- 
tom and snapped in two (U.). — 
b. in, a) to stick in, esp. to knot 
the carrying band (de fetel) to a 
mesi (straw-net-, straw-basket), Un.; 
b) to occur to one, hit bor in on 
my mind, it entered my mind-, came 
into my mind, cf. “b. afore”; c) to 
agree-, harmonize-, sympathize. — 
b. on: to endeavour-, take pains, 
he bor on to hear it (Fe.); cf. Sw. 
dial, baras om, to try, Icel. bera sik 
at e-u, to take pains with something 
(B.H.). — b. op: a) to arrive at the 
destination-, to land-, stay, he bor 
op at sicc a (such and such) place; 
b) to introduce a topic-, begin a con- 
versation about anything, to b. ony- 
ting op till (to) ane. O.N. bera 
upp, to introduce-, address. — b. 
till or to [prep., unaccented: to; 
adv., accented: to]: a) to happen-, 
take place-, chance, hit [‘it’] bor 
till, at [‘that’] —; O.N. bera(sk) 
til, id.; cf. tilbord, sb.; b) b. weel 
[‘well’] or ill to ane, see above. — 
b. togedder, to match-, harmonize-, 
agree-, come to an agreement (= 
Faer. bera saman; O.N. bera sa- 
man, to harmonize). — b. trough 
[‘through’]: a) to b. trough ane’s 
mind, to bear in one’s mind-, hit 
[‘it’] bers trough my mind (Sa.); 
b) to b. trough wi’ a ting, to hold 
out-, carry to the end. — b. ut: 
a) to execute-, accomplish-, b) to 
corroborate-, confirm, de ane [‘one’] 
witness bor ut de tidder [‘other’], 
du will b. ut what I say; O.N. 
bera, id. (see “bera 6” in Fr.); c) to 
differ-, disagree-, quarrel about 
something, dey’re borne ut aboot 
it, they have disagreed about it 
(begun to quarrel about it)-, O.N. 
bera sundr, to separate, Faer. bera 
sundur, to differ-, d) to b. onyting 
ut o’ mooth [‘mouth’], to try to 
stop the subject and direct the 
conversation another way, he bor 

3* 
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it ut o’ mooth (Un.)- — b. wi’, /o 
make the best of\ to bear, I maun 
[‘must’] just b. wi’ it; to b. ill wi’, 
see above “b. ill”. 

berbank, -benk, sb., see borbakk. 
ber-c/aw [berkla-, berkla'], sb.,see 

bar-claw. 
ber-clawed [berklad-], adj., see 

bar-clawed. 
herd, sb., see bar, sb. 1. 
herd, vb., see bard, vb. 
berdek, sb., see birdek. 
berdel [(berdol) baerdol], sb., soft 

kind of rock, steatite, soap-stone, 
also in compd.: b.-sten. Conn. Prob. 
*berg-talg. O.N. talgugrjot, n., a 
stone which can easily be cut (telg- 
jask) or shaped, esp. steatite-, No. 
talgstein = steatite (see Fritzner 
under “talgugrjot”; not in Aasen or 
Ross; Aa. mentions “telgjestein”). Cf. 
kleber, klemel. See berg, sb. 

6ere-geng, sb., see geng, sb. 
feere-lag, sb., see lag, sb. 
berel [baerol], sb., a basket-, creel, 

tabu-word used by fishermen at sea. 
Yn. O.N. berill, m., vat (to con- 
tain liquids). See bodi1, sb. 

berer [beror], sb., 1) carrier-, 
2) cross-bar in the bottom of a bed-, 
Sa.; 3) wooden hoop, small inner 
beam under the gunwale of a boat, 
beam on which the ends of the 
thwarts rest, — stringer; Conn. 
Deriv. of ber, vb. 

berfljug, berflog, vb., see barflog. 
berg [baerg], sb., mountain-, rock-, 

rocky tract, now little used or known 
except in place-names, mostly as the 
second part of a compd. in various 
forms, as: berg, berreg and ber- 
rek [baerog, -ok], berri [baeri]. In 
some places (as: Ai. and Yh.) berg 
is still occas. used of a (small) rocky 
hill and sometimes — as in Nm. 
(N.Roe) — in the foil, senses: a) 
rocky soil-, rocky soil with a thin 
stratum of earth, “here is naet’in’ 
[‘nothing’] but a shauld [‘shallow’] 

b.”, said of a very thin layer of earth 
which, on cultivation, quickly shows 
the rocky stratum underneath; b) me- 
taph. and jokingly, as: (he has) a b. 
on de nose, (he has) a big protu- 
berance on his nose. O.N. berg, n., 
mountain-, rock-, rocky soil. 

ber(g)dus [berdus-, bordus-], sb., 
crash of something falling (e.g. 
of a fragment of rock), = berg- 
fall; hit ga’e [‘it gave’] a great 
b.; noise, hubbub, tumult. Ai., De. 
Also perdus [perdus-]. Prob.: *berg- 
dus (the falling down of great frag- 
ments of rock, = *bergfall); No. dus, 
m., thrust-, blow, and dusa, vb., to 
fall-, tumble down. Influenced by 
the word “bardus” (Qer. bardaus)? 

bergel(t), see berggiltek, etc. 
bergfall [berfaj-], sb., crash of 

something falling, prop, of a frag- 
ment of rock-, tremendous crash-, 
hit ga’e [‘it gave’] a b. Ai. *berg- 
fall; No. bergfall, n., the falling 
down of great fragments of rock 
(R.). Cf. bafall and ber(g)dus. 

berggiltek, berggilti [bsnjiTtak, 
-qiTti], berggolti, -golt, -goltek [ber- 
go‘l'ti, -g6‘[t- and -<j6‘lt-, -go'l'tok] 
and berggelti [benjoTti], sb., wrasse 
(labrus). No. berggylta, berggalt, f., 
wrasse, berggiltek, -gilti: Un., 
Du., etc.; berggolti(-goltek): N.I., 
M. (occas.), Fo., etc.; berggolt: 
Wests. (Ai., Sa.); berggolti: Dew., 
Nmw. In Du. the forms bergelt 
[baergo'lt] and bergel [beergol], also 
are used. — The word is used of 
various, at any rate two, species of 
labrus, in some places denoting a 
more reddish, in others, a more 
bluish species. — In Yn. berggol- 
tek is used to designate a little 
clumsy person. — Other names for 
labrus are blogummi, suter (No. 
blaagume (Aa.) and sutar (R.), and 
“Norwa haddock”. 

*bergset, -sed [bse'rsad], *berg- 
sodi [berso’di], sb., a rock on the 
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seashore from which angling is car- 
ried on. U. *berg-sat or -saeti, “rocky 
seat”. See further under sod(i), sb. 

berhogg [berhog-, borhog-], sb., a 
bare and elevated place, exposed 
to the wind\ a barren, unfertile 
pasture-, de bare b. Also belhogg 
[belhog-] and bolbogg [bolhog-]. 
N.I. Prob.: *berhpgg; No. berrhogg, 
n., exposed place (R.; in suppl.: 
berrhogg, “bserroug” of a treeless 
field)-, O.N. “berhpgg” is handed 
down in diff. sense, berhogg is 
scarcely syn. with hog- (hoga, ho- 
gen), pasture. 

berin [berin], sb., l) the act of 
carrying-, 2) dense snow-fall dur- 
ing which the snow is whirled to- 
gether in drifts, a snaw [‘snow’]-b.; 
cf. fogbord(er), kavabord. 

berinband [be••rlnband•], sb., a 
band fixed to the side of a basket 
(kessi). Cf. fetel, sb. 

berinkessi [be' nnkesj i], sb., a dos- 
ser, carried on a person’s back (oppo- 
site to kessi, used on a pack-horse). 

berk [bo'rk], sb., 1) skin on the 
surface of a liquid, esp. on boiled 
milk, also on sowans and porridge; 
comm.; 2) a covering of clouds in 
the sky. O.N. bprkr, m., bark, exterior 
covering on trees, Icel. and Faer. 
borkur, m., skin on boiled milk. 

berk [b3‘rk], vb., of clouds: to 
gather; of the sky: to be overcast-, 
comm, in perf. part.: “berket [b3‘r- 
kst] ower”; de sky is berket ower 
(Du.), the sky is overcast. 

*berkenfot [ba'r-kanfot ], sb., de- 
fined as the foot of a horse, leg of a 
horse. Lunn. Occurs in an old riddle, 
now falling into disuse: Hedder-co’-ret [‘heather-cow-root’] I grow, berkenfot I stand, I rade a mare, was never foaled, “leded” [‘led’] de midder [‘mother’] atill my hand. 
“hedder-cow” = tuft of heather, 
heather-bush, L.Sc. heather-cow(e). 
“Whisky” is given as the solution of 

the riddle. According to an old tra- 
dition, a sort of whisky or liqueur 
was brewed from heather-berries. 
The roots of the heather-bush are 
said at times to be shaped like a 
horse’s foot.—With berken- (?)cf. 
No. “borke” as a horse-name, name 
of a horse of a pale yellow with a 
touch of reddish shade; “borkutt”, 
adj., esp. of horses of such a colour. 

berket [ba’rkat], adj., 1) covered 
with a skin, e.g. of boiled milk, 
gruel, porridge; 2) of the sky: over- 
cast, covered with unbroken clouds, 
a b. sky (Nm.). !|tbprk6ttr. See berk, 
sb. and vb. 

berki, birki [ba‘rki], sb., = ber- 
kikepp and berkiklepp. 

berkikepp,birki- [bo'r ’kikcp ], sb., 
a crooked piece of iron fixed to a 
wooden handle, for tearing up the 
tormentilla by the root. Woodwick, U. 
*berki (or birki)- keppr, in which *berki 
(or birki)- is a deriv. of “bark-”; cf. No. 
berkja, vb., to strip off the bark, O.N. 
(O.Norw.) birkja, vb. See kepp, sb., 
and cf. the foil. word. 

berkiklepp, birki- [b3‘r”kiklep-, 
bi‘r"ki-],sb.,=berkikepp and bark- 
klepp. Un. *berki- or birki-kleppr. 
The form berki, likewise peculiar to 
Un., is doubtless an abbr. of berki- 
klepp. See klepp, sb. 

bernbund, bairnbund [bernbond], 
adj., of a woman: hindered by hav- 
ing a child to take care of, = No. 
barnbunden. N.I. bern- is a L.Sc. 
form: bairn; the regularly developed 
Norn forms are: a) bonn in *bon- 
nens (bonjens) and in compds. 
as bonnhoga, bonsvamm, and 
b) *bjadn- (Fo.). 

berndom, bairndom [berndom], 
sb., childhood. With ref. to bern- 
see above bernbund, adj. 

bernjuggel, sb., see varnagl, sb. 
berrel [baeral], sb., point or sum- 

mit of a rock. Rare. Deriv. of berg. 
*berri[baeri], vb., to thrash corn, 
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to b. de corn. U. O.N. berja, vb., 
to beat-. No. berja and L.Sc. berry, 
in special sense: to thrash corn. 

*berriskin [bsr -askin ], sb., a 
wooden tub-, large wooden bowl. 
Fladab., Conn. From Fo. the word 
has been recorded in Low’s “Tour 
thro’ Orkney and Schetland” (written 
1774): bergesken = a trencher or 
plate. — For *borriskin. Prop. *bor3- 
diskrinn, def. form of O.N. borddiskr, 
m., a dish, plate. 

bersket [bo’rskot], adj., of taste: 
stale; unpleasant-, strong, a b. taste; 
denotes the taste of something which 
has been kept too long, of half spoiled 
flesh or fish. Wests. (St.). From Ai. 
(and Sa.) has been reported a form: 
berstet or birstet [ba'rstot], and 
from Sa. a doubtful versket [vo‘r- 
skot]. bersket prob. for *bresket, 
*brisket with change of r; cf. No. 
brisken, adj., bitter, harsh (brisk, m., 
pungent, acrid taste), berstet, bir- 
stet suggests L.Sc. birssy, adj., prop. 
bristly, also used in sense of sharp-, 
bitter (of the weather), versket is 
more closely connected as well in 
form as in meaning with No. vesken 
and L.Sc. warsche, wersh (Shetl. war- 
shy, wershy), insipid-, nauseous, and 
prob. orig. to be classed with these 
words. 

*bersugget [bo‘rsog-at], adj., varie- 
gated-, spotted-, with faded colours, 
of sheep. Fo. Only metaphorically; 
the prop, sense is lost. *bergsuggottr ? 
No. bergsugga, f., — “berggylta”, 
wrasse. An adjective, formed from 
“bergsugga”, then might denote the 
colours of the wrasse and be ap- 
plied in transferred sense (doubtless 
of variegated, faded colours). 

besel1 [besol], sb., one of the two 
pieces of wood that go (went) down 
from the yoke on each side of the 
neck of plough-oxen, and are (were) 
tied under the neck with a strap (a 
plaited band), called “de klewel”. 

Nms., Conn., Du. Now obs. Must be 
O.N. beisl, beizl, n., bit-, rein-, bridle. 
The mode of using this word in 
Shetl. indicates that orig. it cannot 
be associated with bita, to bite (see 
Vigfusson’s remarks on “beisl” in his 
Icelandic Dictionary, referring to the 
other Ger. forms in which r follows b). 

besel2 [besol, be3sol], sb., clotted 
lump in wool not properly teased-, 
besels i’ de oo’ [‘wool’]. Du. Is prob. 
the same word as pesel [pesol], a 
word used outside Du., tangled lump, 
(something in) disorder, and derived 
from a *pes-: Fser. pes, n., and pesja, 
f., old, tangled wool on sheep. 

besi, sb., see bisi, bissi. 
best [baest], adj. and adv. sup.,6es/, 

deviates from Eng. and answers to 
Da. in the expr. “to best”, for the 
benefit of-, saved up-, to the good. 

*besten, sb. InSibbald’s “Descrip- 
tion of Orkney and Zetland”, “bei- 
stane” is quoted from Shetland with 
explanation: “a termination of a sur- 
name signifieing the superlative de- 
gree of comparison”. Prop, the best-, 
my best: *besti-nn, m.,and*besta-n, f. 

bet [bet, be3t], sb., l)prop. some- 
thing to bite, esp. of grass, given 
to a cow: gi’e de coo a b.! give 
some good grass to the cow! 
(Conn., Sandw., Du.); 2) pasture-, 
grazing in the pasture for cows 
and sheep-, in Du. sometimes with 
a short e [bet]. 3) taatibet, seed- 
potatoes. O.N. beit, f., and beiti, n., 
grazing, prop, something to bite. 
Diff. from this word is bet with a 
short e in sense of a small bundle 
of straw (dried straw: gloy), coarse 
grass (bent) or dried rushes (floss), 
= L.Sc. beet, sb. 

bet [bet, be3t], vb., prop, to get 
to bite-, let bite, esp.: 1) to set a 
dog on the sheep-, drive sheep with 
the help of a dog, to b. de sheep; 
to b. de tun wi’ de dog, to drive 
the sheep away from the home- 
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field (de tun) with the help of a 
dog\ 2) to plant seed-potatoes (see 
bet, sb. 3.), to b. de roddek (Nm.) 
— to set de geng(Ai.,etc.), to plant 
a single row of potatoes on part of 
a field-, 3) in the compd. granbet, 
vb.; q.v. — O.N. beita, vb., to set on 
or upon-, hunt with hawk or hound; 
also: to let graze-, to use for grazing. 

betek [betok, be^ak, be^tak], sb., 
a piece of old or poor bait that the 
fish not will rise to. O.N. beita, f., a 
bait. — Differs in its restricted use 
from Eng. “bait”. 

better [bae'tar], adj. and adv. corn- 
par., better, is certainly Eng.“better”, 
but the use of the adv., in certain 
connections, is more in accordance 
with Norse usage (O.N. betr, adv.), 
thus, e.g.: to drink better = Eng. to 
drink more, No. drikka beter, to drink 
more-, tak’ de table better in to dee! 
(Fe.), draw the table nearer to you! 
Cf. best, sup. 

fbevel [baeval], sb., lump-, uneven- 
ness-, projecting knot or swelling-, 
der’r a b. upo de wa’ [‘wall’]. W. 
Connection with the foil, word, 
doubtful. Bevla is found as a place- 
name in St. 

fbevel [baeval], vb., to work assidu- 
ously, with implied notion of awk- 
wardness: to b. atill ony [‘any’] kind 
o’ wark [‘work’]. Wests. Prop, to 
strike-, thrust? Poss. conn. withL.Sc. 
bevel, sb., a blow, (violent) push. 

beverslutsi [bea,varslut,.^i], sb., jo- 
cular exclamation to a person; my b.! 
Nm. Etym. uncertain. 

*bi, sb., see *b02, sb. 
fbibo [bi'bo-], sb., small, insignifi- 

cant thing, a trifle. S.Sh. Conn, with 
Sw. dial, bibba, f., something lum- 
bering or large, ironically used in opp. 
meaning? More prob. Eng. dial, bee- 
baw, sb., lullaby. 

bid [bid], sb., small length of line, 
fastening the hook to the fishing 
hand-line or long-line, bid on a 

long-line is comm, a small length 
of line of twisted hemp or horse- 
hair, fixed to the so-called tom (a 
smaller line hanging from the main- 
line). Prob.: *bit or biti. O.N. bit, 
n., a bite-, biti, m., a bit-, a small 
piece. Cf. hemp, sb. 

bid [bid], vb., essentially = Eng. 
“bid”, but in a few exprs. of spe- 
cial Norn origin (O.N. bjoda, vb., to 
bid)-, thus: l) b. in, to invite (cf. 
inbo, sb.), esp. of the cat: de cat 
is “biddin’ in”, the cat “invites”: 
raises one of its hind-legs, while in 
a sitting posture, and licks its tail, 
which is supposed to foretell the 
coming of visitors; 2) b. ut, to call 
out-, Fe.; Faer. bjoda lit; also: b. 
on. — “bid” [bid], sb., invitation. 

bidi [bidi], sb., \) cake of barley- 
or oat-meal, broni; in Unst of a 
large “broni”, in Nmw. of a small 
“broni”; bursten-b. (Du.), see bur- 
sten, sb.; fatti-b. (De.) = fatti- 
broni. At some places, esp. of 
the barley- or oat-cakes constituting 
the deep-sea fishermen’s provisions: 
sea-b. (Fo.). 2) small object or 
child, bigger than circumstances 
warrant, a great b. 3) sheep-mark; 
small, semicircular cut (piece cut 
out) on the side of a sheep’s ear 
(= kruk); Fo.; cf. bit, sb. O.N. 
biti, m., a bit-, piece. 

bidin [bidin], sb., on a long-line: 
small line, fastened to the main- 
line. Y., Fe. Deriv. of bid, sb. 

*bigd, sb., see bigg2. ♦bigg1 [big] and *biggin1 [bigin], 
sb., barley. Nm. (bigg); U". (big- 
gin); now comm, “bere” (L.Sc.). 
biggin is partly preserved as tabu- 
name (sea-term). Also *bugga [boga]: 
Fo. O.N. bygg, n., barley. 

bigg2 [big], sb., l) a collection of 
houses, = biggin2; Fe. a large, 
fine house-, Yn. In Edm.: bigd, a 
building, a house. — Bigd and Bigg 
are found as sea-terms, names for a 
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farm or village, serving as land-marks 
for fishermen by which to find a fish- 
ing-ground, thus: a) “de upper Big- 
dens [begdons]” and “de neder 
(lower) Bigdens”, sea-terms for the 
villages “Taft” and “Nisthus” in Wh. 
Later used as name for fishing-pla- 
ces: de Bigdens. b) “de Bigg, de 
auld [‘old’] and de new Bigg”, sea- 
term for the village Lund (Uwg.), the 
old and the new part respectively. 
— O.N. bygd, f., a village. 

bigg [big], vb., to build\ con- 
struct, to b. a hoose; to b. de 
corn, de hay (to stack)-, in a spe- 
cial sense: to build a nest-, to fre- 
quent, of birds (Fe.), = Faer. byg- 
gja. O.N. byggja and L.Sc. big, vb., 
to build. Cf. bigg2, sb., and bigg- 
in2 (boggin), sb. 

biggerablanda [big’orablaiyda, 
big'ra-], sb., “dredge”, a mixture of 
barley and oats-, U". buggera- 
blanda, buggerumblanda [bog-- 
orablaiyda, bog'orom-], id.; Yn. Prob. 
an old *bygg-hafra-blanda (bugger- 
umblanda poss. !|!bygg-hafra-um- 
blanda). The uncompounded bland a 
also denotes mixed oats and bar- 
ley, but a more even mixture; 
biggerablanda (Un.) contains more 
barley than oats, and buggera- 
blanda, buggerum- (Yn.) consists 
of: a) Shetl. barley; b) Shetl. oats; 
c) Sc. oats. Cf. *bigg1 (biggin) 
and bugga. O.N. hafri, m., oats, 
of which a trace is left here in 
-era-, has in Shetl., at all events 
on the Wests., been superseded, 
first by the Celtic korka (Gael, 
coirce), later — to a great extent 
— by L.Sc. ait, aits (oat, oats). — 
A more modern form for biggera- 
blanda is beriblanda [beri-], the 
first part of which is L.Sc. (and Eng. 
dial.), here, bear, sb., barley. 

*biggin1, sb., = *bigg\ sb. 
biggin2 [bigin], sb., collection or 

cluster of houses, a b. o’ hooses; 

comm. Noted down in Papa St. in 
the form hoggin [bogin], a b. o’ 
hooses. *bygging, from byggja, vb., 
to build. L.Sc. (and Eng.) “biggin”, 
building. 

biggin [bigin]-peaf, sb., large 
piece of peat placed on the out- 
side of a peat-stack when being 
built. Yh. *bygging (ar-torfa). 

*bik [bik], sb., pitch. O.N. bik, n. 
fbiker [bikor], sb., a wooden cup-, 

drinking-vessel-, round wooden ves- 
sel with an upright handle on one 
side. Ai., Fo. O.N. bikarr, m., cup-, 
drinking-vessel-, L.Sc. and Eng. dial, 
bicker, bowl-, drinking-vessel. The 
preservation of the word in Shetl. 
is certainly due to the influence of 
L.Sc., as the form indicates. 

bikk [bik, bek], sb., bitch-, also 
occas. bekk [bek]. O.N. bikkja, f., 
L.Sc. bick, id. 

bikk, sb. and vb., see pikk, sb. 
and vb. 

bilk, bilki [bei‘lk, bi'lki or bei‘lki], 
sb., = bulk, (bare, naked) breast, 
in the phrase “de bare b.”, to geng 
wi’ de bare b., to go about with 
a bare breast-, U". bailki [bai'lki, 
ba‘[ki]: Yn., Fe. *bylki, n., deriv. of 
*bulk-, of something roundish and 
projecting; No. bulk, m., bump. 

bill [bil, bal], sb., eddy or streak 
of foam from an oar in rowing, a 
b. fae [‘from’] de ayre [‘oar’]; pull 
of an oar, to tak’ forward a b., to 
row the boat an oar-stroke for- 
ward, to set op a b., to pull a 
stroke (prop, to make an eddy, a 
streak of foam) with the oar. From 
Wests. (Sa.) the forms boll [bol] 
and boil [b&il] are reported, de b. 
o’ de ayre. U.: vill [vol] = bill. 
No. bull, m., bubble, etc.; bulla, vb., 
to bubble-, eddy. 

bilskod [bil'^kad1, be[--], sb., piece 
of wood, nailed below on the out- 
side of a crank boat to make it 
more seaworthy. Sa. The second 
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part of the compd. is prob. skod 
= No. skaute or skoyt, m., Sw. 
dial, skot, m., Icel. skeyti, n., Faer. 
skoyti, n., = added stay (wooden 
stay, etc.), enlargement, filling up. 
The first part is more uncertain, per- 
haps Eng. “bilge”; Shetl. “de bilge o’ 
de boat” = the lower, bilgy part of 
a boat. 

bind [bind], vb. (imp. band [band], 
perf. part, bund [bond]), to bind, O.N. 
binda; corresponding both to Eng. 
“to bind” and “to tie”; — to b. de 
coo, to tether the cow in the home- 
field (bind is here in contrast to 
knit, to k. de coo, to tie the cow 
in the byre)\ sometimes, however, 
also “to b.”, used of tying up the cow 
in the byre (e.g. in Dem.). — de 
eart’ is bund op, the earth has 
become quite hard owing to con- 
tinuous wind\ see binder and jar- 
bind, sb. 

binder [bindar], sb., cold, dry 
north-east wind which makes the 
earth dry and hard or “binds” it(see 
bind, vb.). The word, which is found 
in the above-mentioned form in May- 
wick, Sandw., Du., is common in 
other forms in N.I. (with hardening 
of d to t), viz.: binter [bi'ntor] 
(Yh.), bjinter, bjenter [bji’ntor, 
bje'ntor (bje'ntor), bje'^tor, bjae'ntor, 
bjaehitor (bja'i^tor)] (U. and Y.; the 
form “bje‘i|t3r” is peculiar to Un., 
bjae'ntar, bjaehitar and bja'i^tor: in 
various places in Yn.; unknown in 
Ys.), bjintaar [bjin'tar] (Us.), bein- 
ter [bae^tar] and bainter [bahitar] 
(Fe.); a dry b.; a cauld [‘cold’] b.; 
a b. sky: overcast sky with north- 
east wind, = a berket sky. Some- 
times of cold, dry wind from another 
quarter than north-east, but in that 
case, indicating the direction of wind, 
e.g.: “he’s been a b. fae [‘from’] de 
sooth-east de day [‘to-day’]” (Fe.; Y.), 
a b. o’ frost, black-frost, prop, frost 
which merely “binds” the surface of 

the soil (Few.: bae'qtar). — *bindari, 
m., “binder”, one who binds. — a 
bent [bae‘nt] sky(Dum.) = a binder 
sky. See jarbind, sb. 

binder-op [bin' darop ], in the 
exprs.: a) de b.-O. kast, when angl- 
ing: the final cast of the fishing- 
line before finishing the fishing and 
winding up the line about the 
rod-, b) de b.-O. bait, the bait put 
on the hook at the last cast of the 
fishing-line. Conn. Prop.: “bind her 
up”? “her”, in this case, most prob. 
to be explained as the fishing-rod; 
cf. Peer.: binda traduna upp (tr^fla, 
f., fishing-rod). The word for fish- 
ing-rod in Shetland is generally wand, 
a word orig. of the m. gender (O.N. 
vqndr, m.), but esp. in the south of 
Shetl. “she” [‘she’] is often used of 
things originally masculine. 

bing1 [big], sb., a lump-, ball, de 
b. o’ de foot, the ball of the foot, 
esp. the part behind the big toe-, 
de b. o’ de hand, the ball of the 
hand, the muscle behind the thumb. 
*bing- or *byng-. No. bung and byng, 
m., a bump-, Icel. bunga, f., swelling. 
Cf. bong. 

thing2 [big], sb., a pile-, heap, a 
b. o’ hay, o’ corn, o’ taaties [‘po- 
tatoes’]; “to lie in a soor [‘sour’] b.”, 
said of a damp, somewhat stinking 
heap. Fig.: “a lazy b.”, a lazy fel- 
low (Umo.). Icel. bingr, Sw. dial, 
binge, m., L.Sc. (and M.Eng.) bing, 
sb., pile-, heap. No. and Da. “bing”, 
on the other hand, denotes com- 
partment-, box (O.N. bingr, m.). 

bingel [biggsl], sb., a bad piece 
of peat mixed with clay which does 
not burn to ashes, but remains 
solid, a aessy [‘ashy’] b. N.I. *byng- 
ill or *byngla, deriv. of *bungr (No. 
bung, m., a bump-, lump)-, cf. No. 
byngla, f., = byngja, a big or 
corpulent figure. See bungel, sb. 

binjek [biqak, beqak, baipk], sb., 
a round or lumpy stone easy to 
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handle-. Wests, [bn^k, be^ak]; Br. 
[baipk]. In St. esp. of one of the 
so-called bighters: small sinkers on 
a long-line (fishing-line), one to 
each bugt (q.v.) or coil\ in Br. esp. 
of larger sinkers, kappi, on a fishing 
hand-line or long-line, and further, 
in the form bonjek [boqak]. ban- 
jek [baqok, baoqok], a round stone 
easy to handle (Fo.), lumpy stone 
(Esh., Nmw.). The etymology of this 
word is uncertain. No. byngja, f., big 
or bulgy figure, might be compared 
— by referring to Shetl. bangi, sb. 

bipong [bip&r]], sb., small hook 
on the line along with a big one. 
Un. A dissyllable of uncertain or- 
igin. The first syllable bi- seems 
to be A.S. and M.Eng. be, bi, prep, 
and adv., by\ beside-, close to, 
(Mod. Eng. by, Ger., bei). pong 
might be taken to be a deriv. of 
O.N. spgng, f., small metal plate-, 
iron band, as the initial s in Shetl. 
is sometimes dropped before the con- 
sonants, esp. in the combs, sk and 
sp (thus: kattamilliskru; krell, kroll; 
panni, penni = spann; pon [spann]; 
*bulag for a prob. older *buslag). 

bir, birr [bor(r)], sb., 1) (fair wind) 
strong, sudden breeze, now mostly 
a light, feeble breeze, a b. o’ wind 
(prob. through infl. of L.Sc. “pirr”, 
sb., a gentle breeze, also in Shetl.; 
a p. o’wind); N.I. 2) haste-, hasty 
movement-, bustle-, great commotion-, 
excitement-, to be in a b.; de(r) were 
[‘there was’] a great b. [borr] on 
him, he dashed away (or round, in 
a state of great excitement)-, he 
was much excited-, N.I.; biri, birri 
[bor(r)i] (N.Roe): he is in a b. on 
dee, he is embittered against you. 
— borr [bor(r)] (Sa.) = bir 1 and 
2. — O.N. byrr, m., fair wind-. No. 
“byr” also: propulsion-, speed (No. 
byrja, vb., to set going vigorously, 
to take hold of energetically, etc.). 
In the sense of excitement, bir, bir(r)i 

is poss. merged into another word 
(cf. No. byrren, adj., angry, fiery, 
prop, “that raises the bristles”-, see 
Shetl. birst, borst, adj. 

bir, birr [bor(r)], vb., l) to com- 
mence to blow, b. op; he begins to b. 
op; it begins to blow, De.; 2) to 
sail before a fair wind-, sho [‘she’] 
is birin alang [‘along’], the boat or 
ship makes good headway. O.N. byr j a, 
vb., to set going, etc. See bir, sb. 

birdek [birdok, berdok], sb., a heavy 
burden-, somewhat ironically or jok- 
ingly. Also berdek [berdok, bserdok]. 
N.I. O.N. byrdr, f., a burden. 

birdin [bordin], sb., in the compd. 
“boddom-b. [boddom = bottom]”, 
the bottom planks of a boat. Also 
herd in [bfrdin]. L. Prob.: *byn5i 
(or byrdingr?); Icel. byrdi, n., the 
covering of planks round a ship 
(B.H.); O.N. byrdingr, m., boat-, 
vessel. Cf. bordin, sb. 

birek, birrek [birok, berok], sb., 
rather strong and sudden breeze,wind, 
= opgeng. Also bjerek [bjerok]. U. 
Deriv. of bir, sb. 

birk [b3‘rk], sb., 1) a species of 
aquatic plant, belonging to the wil- 
low family; also called “widi” and 
“water-willow”. 2)used in the phrase: 
“As bare as de b. a jol-day”, of 
something very bare and naked. — 
Must be the word birk (O.N. bjprk, 
f., L.Sc. birk, sb., birch). 

birkikepp, -klepp, sb., see berki- 
kepp and -klepp. 

birl, birrel, sb. and vb., see borl, 
borrel and burl, burrel. 

birliband [bar-liband'], sb., a band 
which is tied over the mouth of 
a straw-basket (kessi, bodi); L.; 
De. (M.Roe). Also burli- and borli- 
band [boriiband-, bor"li-] (Wests.). 
*byn5ilband; No. byrdel, m., a handle 
(Aa.), handle-shaped carrying-strap 
(R). birren [bsran], sb., sea-term (tabu- 
name) for otter-, also borren [boran]. 
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Yh. Cf. No. borre, m., (burdock)proud, 
harsh fellow, byrren, adj., angry, 
fierce (of animals). 

birsi [bo'rsi], sb., de b.: “the 
bristly one”, sea-term (tabu-name) 
for the swine. Fo. Also as a name 
for some fishing-grounds with a 
very uneven bottom: de Birsi (Uw.). 
Prob. an old name,-but the present 
form, with the final -i and omission 
of t after s, is L.Sc. (L.Sc. “birs”, 
bristle, with derived adj. “birsy, 
birssy”, bristly). Cf. birst, adj., and 
birstalek, sb. 

birst [bs'rst], adj., angry, peev- 
ish-, ill-tempered (prop, bristly, that 
raises the bristles)-, also in other 
forms: borst [bo'rst], borstet [bo‘r- 
stat], bosten [bost9n], bostet [bo- 
st9t], birstet [b9‘rst9t], bistet [b9- 
st9t]. Fo. (birst, borst). Sa., Ai., 
etc. (birstet, borstet). Papa St. 
(bosten, bostet). Usually com- 
pounded with ill: ill-birstet, -bor- 
stet, -bistet, -bosten, -bostet. In 
some places on Wests. (Ai.; Sa. 
occas.) birstet also means un- 
pleasantly strong in taste, said 
esp. of something kept too long 
(see bersket, adj.). *byrstinn, adj., 
from O.N. burst, f., bristle-, hog’s 
bristle-, No. bysten, adj., choleric, 
“busten”, fierce-, harsh (R.). No. 
illbyste, “idlabyste”, n., ill-tempered 
woman (R.). Cf. Shetl. ill-bistet, adj. 
With birstet in sense of strong (of 
taste) cf. L.Sc. birssy (bristly), adj., 
in sense of bitter, sharp, of weather; 
No. busten, bustren, adj., in a simi- 
lar sense. Cf. bist, sb.,and host, sb. 

birstalek [b9‘r"stalek-], sb., hog’s 
bristle at the end of a thread 
for sewing shoes, pi. (birstaleks): 
sewing-thread (waxed) with hog’s 
bristles at both ends-, ha’e ye [‘have 
you’] ony [‘any’] birstaleks? U. 
(Woodwick). *bursta-leif; No. bus- 
teleiv, f., a piece of waxed thread 
with a bristle at the end-, O.N. 

bursti, busti, m., hog’s bristle used 
by shoemakers. 

birstet, adj., see birst, adj. 
birt, adj., see bjart, adj. 
birt [b9‘rt], vb., to quicken afire 

(a light), to b. op de fire; opposite 
to the phrase “to b. ut de fire”, to 
let the fire out (Yn.). — More comm, 
in the form hurt; see hurt, vb. — 
O.N. birta, vb., to make bright and 
clear. 

birtek [bi‘rt9k, ba'rtak] and birti 
[bi‘rti, b9‘rti], sb., 1) sea-term (tabu- 
name) for fire-, sometimes birten 
[bi'rtan] with preserved def. art. 
N.Sh. (N.I. Mn.). Sporadic in diff. 
districts: birtek [bi'rtak]: De. occas. 
and Lunn occas.; birdek [berd9k, 
b9rd9k]: St. occas.; birki [ba'rki]: 
De. occas. With altered vowel- 
sound: hurt [bo‘rt]: Du. Forms as 
virda, virdek [virda, vird9k] are 
corrupted by combination with an- 
other word (see virdek; sb.). 2)fig., 
bright spot-, enlivenment-, birtek: 
Nmw. (Esh.); dis is a b. — O.N. 
birta, birti, f., clearness-, light-, shin- 
ing-, brightness. — Cf. hurt, vb. 

bisi, bissi1 [bisi, besi, bizi], sb., 
1) litter for cattle (or lambs) in 
stall, esp. litter consisting of earth 
and dried manure in separate 
layers (bisiflas); a byre-b.; comm. 
2) in transferred sense of: a) poor, 
damp bed (Y.), and b) heap-, mass-, 
dunghill (Fe.). No. bys, n., litter-, 
Sw. dial, bossja, byssja, f., litter un- 
der animals. 

bisi, bissi2 [bisi, besi], sb., stall 
in a byre-, reported from U. in the 
sense of stall for a cow, from Fo. 
in the sense of stall for a calf. 
This word is much rarer than the 
preceding “bisi, bissi”, by which 
it has been influenced and to 
which it assimilates in form. O.N. 
b&ss, m., stall. 

bis(s)ifla [bis-ifla-, bes'i-.bizi-], sb., 
one of the layers composing the 
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cow’s bis(s)i or litter in the stall. 
See bis(s)il, sb., and fla1, sb. 

bismer [bismar], sb., steelyard-, 
wooden lever-balance-, rough scale 
for weighing large articles (30 to 
40 lbs.). O.N. bismari, m., steel- 
yard. Cf. punder, sb. 

bisnakk [bis'nak-, biz’nak'], vb., 
to be busy with something without 
really doing or making anything 
definite with it, to be occupied 
with useless trifles-, to b. aboot a 
ting; rather comm. Prob. an ex- 
tended form of No. bisna, vb., inter 
alia, to tumble about-, lay about 
one-, make fun-, also: to do some- 
thing tentatively (R.). 

bisper [bispar], sb., sea-term (tabu- 
name) for mouse. Fo. Prob. the 
same word as No. bispur, m., a 
tramp-, knave-, prop, a corruption 
(spisbur > bispur) from G. spitzbube. 
bisper is consequently of foreign 
— not Norn — orig., but is, however, 
prob., a Norw. form of the word. 

*biss [bis(s)], inter]., lullaby! b. 
b. bio! Un. No. bia (bya), vb., and 
bissa (byssa), vb., to lull. 

bist [bist, bast], sb., partly bad 
characteristics; bad disposition, partly 
a tendency to anger and bad tem- 
per, a ill b.; der’r [‘there is’] a ill 
b. in him. Wests. Partly = host1, 
sb. (q.v.). Prop, the word burst, f., 
bristle, cf. No. “bjoa bust”, to bid 
defiance (R.). See under birst (bir- 
stet), adj., and ill-bi(r)stet. 

bist, vb., see ill-bist, vb. 
*bister [bistar, bestar], sb., a) dwel- 

ling-, farm-, b) collection of farms. 
Now quite obs. as common noun, 
but it appears as the second part 
of compds. in a great number of 
names for farms and villages, so 
that the meaning of the word is still 
understood, e.g.: Brebister, Bretta- 
bister, Evrabister, Fladabister, Kirka- 
bister, Krossbister, Simbister, Utra- 
bister — see Shetl. Stedn. p. 80. In 

old deeds comm, written as “buster”. 
In two names in the form busta 
[bosta]: Muklebusta [mokla-] and 
Litlebusta [htla-] (Sa.); Shetl. Stedn. 
p. 80. — O.N. bolstadr, m., domi- 
cile-, farm, as the second part in No. 
place-names, is often shortened to 
“host, bust”. 

bit1 [bit], sb., a bit of some- 
thing taken in the morning before 
breakfast proper, mornin-b. Sa. O.N. 
bit(i) and Eng. bit. For the applica- 
tion of the word in Shetl. cf. Fser. 
abit, n., a bit of something taken 
in the morning before breakfast, No. 
aabit(e), m., bitaa, n., and Icel. arbiti, 
m. (Gisl.), breakfast. See ibit, sb. 

bit2 [bit], sb., sheep-mark; small 
(semicircular or triangular) piece 
cut out of the side of a sheep’s 
ear-, comm.; almost = bidi 3. *biti; 
Fser. biti, m., sheep-mark; small 
piece, cut out of a sheep’s ear. 

bit [bit, bit], vb., to fix bids 
(small lengths of line of hemp or 
of horse-hair, see bid, sb.) to the 
end of a long-line, esp. to a tom 
(on long-line: another smaller line, 
attached to the long-line), to b. de 
line, de pakki (the long-line in its 
whole length). *bita, vb., to attach 
“bitar” (pieces). Shetl. bit, vb., how- 
ever, approaches L.Sc. beit (beet), 
vb., to add to-, mend-, repair-, “to 
bit de line”, may be heard in the 
sense of to repair the line, and 
must here be regarded as L.Sc. beit. 

6/Ye, vb., is in form Eng. bite, 
but sometimes it is used differently 
from this word, and corresponding to 
O.N. bita; thus, in sense of: a) to 
eat-, graze, of cattle (cf. hob iter, 
sb., and rennabitel, sb.); b) to cut, 
of cutting implements, esp. a knife, 
scythe, axe: to b. weel [‘well’] or 
ill. O.N. bita, vb., to bite-, eat-, 
graze-, cut with the edge-, shear, etc. 

bitel [bital, bital (batol)] and botel 
[botol (batal)], sb., large tooth, esp.: 
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a) a fang\ tusk of a hog\ Sa. [bit- 
si, bitsl]; b) great, malformed tooth; 
front tooth\ N. [bstsl, botsl]. *bitill 
or *bitull; No. bitel, bitle, m., small, 
solitary tooth (R. suppl.). — Bitli, 
Botli [bstli, botli] is reported from 
N. as a nickname of a person with 
“bitel b.” — Cf. bitlek (baitlek) 
and jakkelbitel. 

bitin [bitin, bltin], sb., a piece of a 
line, serving as the so-called bid o/z 
a long-line. See bid, sb., and bit, vb. 

bitlek [beitl9k] and baitlek [bai‘t- 
Isk, bayak], sb., 1) broken tooth-, 
2) small tooth, esp. of children’s 
growing teeth; “lat [‘let’] me see 
if du’s gotten ony [‘any’] baitleks!” 
(talking to a little child) let me see 
if you have got any teeth! (Un.). 
bitlek: Uws; baitlek: Un. Dim. 
deriv. of bitel, sb.; see further un- 
der that word. 

bitteraks [bit-araks-], sb., dande- 
lion (plant), taraxacum. Yh. *(bitr)- 
ax. O.N. bitr, adj., keen-, bitter, and 
Eng. bitter, adj.; O.N. ax, n., ear-, 
seed-cluster. Instead of “bitteraks”, 
the name “bitter-flooer” [‘-flower’] 
(Y. occas., Fe.) or eksis-girs (q.v.) 
is used in other places. ,|:bjadna [bjadna], *bjadni [bjadni], 
sb., child-, mader (food) to de b. 
Fo. Prop. def. form: *barnit. dadna 
for *badna in “jarta dadna”, is still 
used occas. as an endearing term or 
when speaking kindly: “child of my 
heart”. Fo. Cf. bonn- in bonna, 
bonnins, bonnhoga, bonsvamm. 

bjakk [bjak], sb., a small person, 
= pjakk; Un. Also disparagingly 
of a person of very slight physical 
strength-, IIs. Cf. No. pjakk, m., 
young salmon, and pjokk, m., a 
little boy, both words properly 
denoting an undeveloped being, 
Da. pjog, pjok, sb., a worthless sort 
of person-, further: No. pikke, adj. 
(Sw. dial, pikker) and adv., small-, 
little, “pikke liten”, quite little. 

bjakki [bjaki] and bjaki [bjiiki], 
sb., a person with very little phy- 
sical strength. Fe. [bjaki]. Y. [bjaki]. 
Dim. deriv. of bjakk, sb., see prec. 

bjakki [bjaki] and bjaki [bjaki], 
adj., weakly, having very little phy- 
sical strength, a b. body. U. and 
Fe.: bjakki; Y.: bjaki [bjaki] and 
bjakki. See bjakk (and bjakki), 
sb., and cf. pjakket, adj. 

bjarki [bja‘rki], adj., little-, insigni- 
ficant, a b. body. Yb. *pjark-. No. 
pirk, adj., weak-, slight-, insignificant, 
and pirken, adj., having delicate 
health-, feeble. For the change p 
> b cf. above bjakk as parallel form 
to pjakk, sb. 

bjart1 [bja‘rt], adj., of wind: cold 
and dry, keen, a cauld b. (or 
bjarti) wind; of weather: cold and 
dry with cloudy sky, b. wadder 
[‘weather’]; of the sky: very cloudy 
(in cold, dry weather), esp. of a 
dark sky, overcast with storm-charged 
clouds, a b. sky; also fig. of a person 
of a morose, threatening aspect: he 
was very b.-lookin’, he looked mo- 
rose and threatening. Un. bjork 
[bjo'rk], a b. sky, b. wadder: Uws.; 
bjork for *bjort. In Fe. the word 
is found in the forms bjert [bja'rt] 
and birt [ba'rt], applied to the 
weather: biting-, sharp, b. wadder, 
a b. day. From Nm. (Nms.) is re- 
corded bjerk [bja‘rk], of weather: 
biting cold, with occasional show- 
ers-, b. wadder, he is very b. de 
day [‘to-day’]; bjerk for *bjert. 
O.N. bjartr, adj., bright-, shining-, 
clear-. Da. (Jut.) dial, bjart, bjaert, 
of the weather: clear. For the 
change in the meaning, cf. snell, 
adj., clear-, shining, of colour (s.- 
white), in L.Sc., on the other hand: 
sharp; biting, of air, weather. Change 
of t to k is also found in No. 
bjart (bjert), adj. — see “bjerk”, adj., 
in Ross. 

bjart2 [bja'rt], adj., recorded in foil. 
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phrase: hit [‘it’] is b., it is quite 
bare, there are no fish on the fish- 
ing hand-line or long-line (in boat- 
fishing). Un. From an older *bart, 
n. sing, from O.N. (O.Norw.) barr 
= berr, adj. — without mutation — 
bare \ naked. 

b jar tin [bja'rtin, bja‘rtin], sb., a 
tittle fellow (child). U. Cf. Icel. 
(O.N.) birtingr, m., trout (of light 
colour). No. byrting. 

bjekel, vb., see bekel, vb. 
bjels1 [bje3ls, bje‘lsj], sb., on a ray 

(fish), the hindmost, thin edge on 
both sides of its head, the circular 
flaps remaining when the middle 
of the head is cut out\ sometimes 
in pi.: bjelses [bjeld^as]. IP. *bi- 
helsi? See further under bjels2, sb., 
which poss. is the same word. 

bjels2 [bjae'ls], sb., stripe of an- 
other colour round the neck of 
sheep. Fo., Ys. *bi-helsi; O.N. 
helsi, n., collar. b(j)- must be re- 
garded as being the old prefix 
“bi” (round-, about). In this way 
bjels1 might also be explained as 
being merely a division of the very 
same word. See bjelset, adj. 

bjelset [bje'lsat, bjae'lsat], adj., of 
sheep: having a stripe of another 
colour round the neck, a b. sheep, 
a black sheep with a white stripe 
round the neck, or conversely. Fo. 
[bje'lsst]. Ys. [bjse'lsat]. In Fo. also 
with metathesis of j: b els jet [be‘l- 
?pt]. *bi-helsottr; Faer. holsutur 
(-ottur), adj., of sheep: with a stripe 
of another colour round the neck. 
See bjels2, sb. 

Bjena-, Bjener-sunday, sb., see 
Bena-sunday. 

fbjenek [bjean3k, bjenak], fbje- 
ner [bje3n3r], sb., sea-term (tabu- 
name) for a dog. N.I., etc. Bor- 
rowed word from Lapp.? No.-Lapp, 
baena, gen. baednaga, Sw.-Lapp. 
piaednak, a dog. 

bjerk, bjert, adj., see bjart, adj. 

—BJOQ 
bjert [bj3‘rt], adj., \) miserly, spar- 

ing-, stingy, b. wi’ onyting, b. upon 
it; 2) testy; peevish-, having the 
habit of grumbling. Nm. Poss. for 
*pjert (cf. bjakk from *pjakk, 
bjarki from *pjark-, *pirk-) and, in 
that case, deriv. of *pir-; cf. No. 
pir, m., a miser-, piren, adj., a) thin-, 
tender-, weak-, b) miserly (Aa.), 
c) irritable (R.). Cognate to this: 
Faer. pertin, adj., thin-, slender-, de- 
licate. — bjert might also stand 
for *bjerk, from *pirk-, deriv. of 
*pir- (No. pirka, vb., to finger-, tease, 
Da. dial, pirken, adj., a) shrunken-, 
shrivelled-, b) scanty, pirk, m., a 
thin or lean person); cf. the change 
bjert > bjerk in Nm. under bjart1, adj. 

*bjesnek [bjaesnsk], sb., a tabu- 
name, formerly used by fishermen, 
for bodi, fishing-basket. Lunn. 
(Vidlin). Prob.: *bidn- or *bydn-; 
cf. No. bidne, x\., vessel (cup-, pail), 
bydnor, f. pi., depositories-, vessels. 

bjintaar, bjinter. sb., see binder. 
bjog1 [bjog], sb., l) collar of 

plaited straw, placed about the 
horse’s neck (for draught); ring 
of straw placed round the hollow 
of “de knockin’-stane” (a stone hol- 
lowed out for separating the husks 
from the ears of barley by knock- 
ing with a smaller stone)-, N.I. 
2) collar, consisting of three pieces 
of wood, placed round the neck 
of a sheep to prevent it from 
breaking through the fences-, De. 
3) ring round the sun or the 
moon, a sun- or moon-b. 4) cir- 
cular stripe, esp. a stripe of an- 
other colour round a stocking or 
sock. O.N. baugr, m., ring. 

bjog2 [bjog], sb., disorderly heap-, 
mass, lyin’ in a b. (of things dis- 
orderly flung together). Y., Fe. — 
No. bauk (bok, boka), sb., digging-, 
overturning-, rooting up-, O.N. bauka, 
vb., to root-, dig. 

bjog [bjog], vb., to knit circular 
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stripes in a stocking or sock, to 
b. de sock. Un. Deriv. of bjog1, 
sb. 3. 

bjoget1 [bjogat], adj., 1) of stock- 
ings or socks: having circular stripes 
of another colour-, often of such 
stripes, caused by a bad mixing of 
the wool; sometimes of the wool 
itself: badly mixed (Fe.). 2) of 
animals: having a circular stripe 
round the neck, sometimes also a 
circular stripe across the belly up 
along the sides or round the tail, 
a b. sheep, a b. swine; Ai. *baug- 
ottr, adj., ring-shaped, from O.N. 
baugr, m., ring. 

bjoget2 [bjogot], adj., white-backed 
with darker (black) sides and belly, 
also: black-backed with lighter 
(white) sides and belly, of sheep. 
Ai. *b9kottr, adj., of another col- 
our on the back (bak). Ought 
prop, in Shetl. to be called *boget, 
but the form is doubtless mingled 
with the more usual bjoget1 from 
*baugottr. Cf. mo get, adj. 

bjokl, bjokkel1 [bjokal, bjakol], 
sb., high dorsal-fin of a whale. 
Un. O.N. bcexl, n., a) shoulder- 
blade-, b) the high dorsal-fin of 
certain species of whales. 

bjokl, bjokkel2 [bjokol], sb., 1) a 
bump-, bunion, a b. on de foot; 
Yb.; Fe.; 2) prominent knee-joint 
(on certain animals, as cattle, sheep): 
de lamb gengs (goes) on its bjok- 
kels (when the foot is too weak); 
N.Roe(?). Either O.N. bukl, n., semi- 
spherical boss (on a shield), or a 
1-deriv. of O.N. bugr, m., bend-, cur- 
vature (cf. No. bygel, m., and bygla, 
f., = Da. bojle,/ZOO/O). Cf. bjonkel, 
sb. In Du. “a bjochel [bjo^ol]” de- 
notes a weak, incapable person, esp. 
a person with a bad gait, weak in 
the knee-joints (see bjoklet, adj.); 
this is prob. L.Sc. bauchle, sb., inter 
alia: a pitiful, feeble being, in- 
fluenced by bjok(ke)l 2. 

bjoklet [bjoklot], adj., weakly, weak 
in the knees, esp. of walking: a b. 
way o’ gaun [‘going, walking’]. Du. 
Differs from No. bokla, vb., used of 
stiff (clumsy) gait. See bjokl2 2 
(and bjochel), sb. 

bjolk [bj6‘[k], sb., a hard lump-, 
bump (on the body)-, also bjolk 
[bjb‘lk, bjd‘[k], bjolki [bjo‘lki] and 
bjdlki [bjo'lki], Fe., Nm. (NRoe). 
No. bulk, m., bump-, Da. bulk id.; Icel. 
bulki, m., small hump-, large bump. 
Cf. bilki and bulk, sb. 

bjolket [bjo‘[k3t], adj., 1) clumsy, 
a great b. foot; 2) knotted or bumpy 
(havingbjolks),a b.foot. Also bjolket 
[bjbikat]. Fe., N.Roe. *bulkottr. See 
bjolk, sb. 

bjolki [bjo‘lki], sb., 1) = bjolk, 
sb.; N.Roe. 2) boulder, b. or b.- 
sten; Fe. Deriv. of bjolk, sb. 

bjonkel [bjo'qkol, bjo'rjkol], sb., 
growth-, bump-, bunion, a b. on the 
foot. Wh. Either *bungl- (*bongl-), 
1-deriv. of “bung”, (No. and Icel. 
bunga, f., protuberance-, bump-. No. 
bungl, m., and Faer. bongla, f., a 
bump), or 1-deriv. of *bunk- (No. 
bunka, f., bump). Cf. bingel and 
bungel, sb. 

bjonklet [bjo'gklot, bjo‘gkl3t], adj., 
having growths or bunions, a b. foot. 
Wh. Deriv. of bjonkel, sb. 

bjorg1 [bjorg], sb., house, tabu- 
name, used by fishermen at sea; 
esp. of the manse, de opstander’s 
b. (see opstander). Also bjorg 
[bjorg]. L. O.N. borg, f., inter alia, 
a fortified place-, castle. 

bjorg2 [bjorg], sb,, see bjorg, sb. 
bjorg [bjorg], vb., to save-, put 

away, hide (something appropri- 
ated), esp. to hide in the earth or 
under a heap of stones, to bury. U. 
O.N. bjarga, vb., to save-, carry to 
safety, hide. 

bjodi, sb., see bodi, sb. 
*bjorg [bjorg], sb., rocky hill, esp. 

of a fairly great height. Yh. O.N. bjarg, 
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n., mountain, rock, bjorg is doubt- 
less the pi.-form “bjprg”; cf. Faer. 
bjorg, n. sing., for “bjarg”. — In the 
Shetl. forms bjorg [bjorg] and bjorg 
[bjorg] are found as place-names, 
e.g. de Bjorg (Olnesfirth Ness. Nm.); 
de Bj6rg(Kokeren,Wd.), partly grass- 
grown, rocky formation; de Bjorgs, 
Bjdrgs (N.Roe), extended, rocky, ele- 
vated ridge; de Bjorgens (Hamister, 
Wh.): *bjprgin (def. pi.) with Eng. pl.- 
sign “s”. 

bjorg [bjorg], sb., in the compd. 
“finger-b.” [firpr-bjorg1], finger- 
stall, piece of skin, shaped like 
the finger of a glove, pulled over 
a piece of linen, tied round an in- 
jured finger. N.Roe. O.N. bjprg f., 
help-, protection. Icel. fingurbjorg, 
No. fingerbjorg, f., finger-stall. 

Z)Aacfc-baka [-baka],sb., = swar(t)- 
bak(a), sb. 

fc/acfc-moget [-mogot], adj., black, 
with white belly, of sheep. Fo. *(svart-) 
mpgottr. See moget, adj. 

blad [blad], sb., intheexpr. “de’il’s 
[‘devil’s’] b.“ = no news at all (on 
inquiry about news). Yn. From O.N. 
blad, n., blade? -blad [blad] is comm, 
used as L. Sc. “blad”, of a feeble 
person, a b. o’ a man; bladi [bladi], 
adj., feeble; see further blati, adj. 

blad [blad], vb., 1) to reap; to 
cut heatherf or thatching, in the expr. 
“to b. de heddrek [‘heather’]”, tabu- 
expr. (used by fishermen at sea) for 
what is comm, called “to strike de 
tekk” (see tekk, sb.). 2) to cut peat, 
to b. be wideks (see widek, sb.), 
tabu-expr., sea-expr., = to fla de mor 
[‘moor’]. Yn. Orig. prob.: to strike; 
throw, and is to be classed with 
L.Sc. blad, vb., to slap; strike, O.N. 
blaka, vb., to flap; wave. Sw. dial, 
blaa and blaka, vb., to warp-, hew 
down-, rough-hew (timber). 

bladd [blad], sb., very large rain- 
drop, esp. in the pi.: bladds, large 
drops falling rapidly (when sleet is 

falling); “he’s layin’ bladds upo de 
windeg [‘window’], de same as [‘as 
if’] it wis [‘was’ = had] been snaw 
[‘snow’]”. Us. Sw. dial, bladda, f., 
a) lump of dirt; b) large fast-falling 
rain-drops and great, wet flakes of 
snow (Ri.). Deviating somewhat from 
L.Sc. “a blad o’ weet [‘wet’],” violent 
shower of rain (blad, vb., to strike-, 
drive against, inter alia of rain). 

blag [blag], sb., interval-, breath- 
ing-space-, rest, reported in foil. expr. 
with regard to fishermen’s sea-term 
tabu: “halt [ha‘[t] dy hands and tak’ 
a b.!” in fishing: stop the work (prop. 
keep your hands still) and take a 
rest! Un. O.N. blak, n., flap-, tap-, 
fluttering movement, etc. See blag, 
vb. 

blag [(blag) blag, b[ag], vb., l) 
to fling-, throw; throw away, to b. 
awa (Ym.: b|ag); b. dee doon! throw 
yourself down (Un.: blag), to b. de 
sail, to lower the sail, on a vessel, 
boat (Un.: blag). N.I. At times (rare- 
ly; N.I.) in the expr.: “to b. [blag, 
blag, b[ag] de (ane’s) and or send”, 
to give up the ghost; to die, he’s 
blaget his send (and); blaget, perf. 
part., adjectivally used, is more com- 
mon, meaning expired-, dead. 2) to 
b. anesell [‘oneself’], to breathe-, take 
a (little) rest-, b. dee! rest a little! 
= tak’ a b.! see blag, sb., Un. — 
O.N. blaka, vb., to tap; wave; flap; 
Fser. blaka, vb., to throw; fling. 

blagda [blagda] and blaget [blagot, 
blagot], sb., l) wedge; 2) a longish 
piece, cut from the belly of a fish 
(esp. coalfish), used for bait. Wests, 
blagda: Ai. blaget: Papa St.; Sa. 
*blagd- (*bleg3-, prop, wedge). See 
further blegd, sb. 

blaget1, perf. part, and adj., dead, 
see under blag, vb. 1. 

blaget2 [blagot] and bleget [blegot 
(bjegot, b[e3g3t)], adj., spotted, speck- 
led-, a b. sheep, a white sheep with 
black spots-, de eart’ is b., the earth 
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is partly covered with snow (with 
many bare spots appearing). Not 
comm. [K.I. in E.D.D.: blaagit]. ble- 
get [blegot] is reported from Ai. in 
sense of: having a black back and 
white belly, of sheep; a b. sheep. 
From U. is reported bleget [b^got], 
of partly snow-covered earth; b. eart’. 
— Cf. Sw. dial, blaga, vb., to spot 
with dirt. — For the mingling with 
another word see bleget2, adj. 

blaho [blaho], sb., a very large 
shark (Shetl. ho is a smaller spe- 
cies of shark); Fo. Is named in 
Conn.: blogaho [bloyaho-] and 
salho [salho]. blaho from *bla3- 
har, blogaho from *blp<Jku-har 
(Shetl. blog(g)a, blokk(a) = large 
leaf, leaf of marsh-marigold). No. 
“bladhaa” is considered to be a fe- 
male shark in contrast to “ridhaa” 
(Aa.). Also in Conn, blogaho is 
regarded as a female shark (full- 
grown). In Foula, blaho is a large, 
full-grown shark in contrast to the 
young shark, called wodho. 

blan [blan], sb., (light) wind, breath 
of wind, mostly used negatively: no 
a b. (o’ wind), not a breath of wind, 
not a breeze. Also blen [bisen]; no 
a blen ut o’ de lift (lift = air), no 
a blen o’ wind i’ de sail. Conn. 
Cognate with O.N. bl&sa, vb., to blow. 
The root is found without addition 
of s in O.H.G. blajan, Ger. blahen, 
vb., to blow; puff\ A.S. bl£wan. 

bland1 [bland], sb., mixture; quan- 
tity of diff. things mingled together. 
Nmw. O.N. bland, n., mixture. 

bland2 [bland], sb., whey mixed 
with water; an ordinary summer- 
drink. O.N. blanda, f., milk (whey) 
mixed with water, bland, blandi 
[blandi] is found as first part in diff. 
compds., names of drinks or gruels, 
consisting of bland mixed with meal: 
a) blandi-blirek or -bliri [bllrok, 
-i], U.; L.Sc. “bleirie, blearie”, a 
thick gruel of butter-milk mixed with 

oatmeal; b) blandi-kjolek orkjoli 
(U.),blandi-kjorek or -kjolek (Fe.; 
Yn.); see kjolek, kjoli and kjorek; 
c) blandsturins f-sturms], N.Roe; 
L.Sc. “stourum” = “brochan”, thick 
water-gruel, and “sturoch” = mix- 
ture of milk or water and meal\ 
d) blandi-swarek (Y.). 

blanda [blanda, blaqda, b]anda], 
sb., 1) "dredge”, mixed oats and bar- 
ley; sometimes Shetl. and Sc. oats 
mixed (St.), [blarjda] is the comm', 
pronunc.; in Conn. [b]anda]. In some 
places: blenda [blenda: Sa.; ble'nda: 
Du.], blanda-mel, -meal = meal 
from mixed corn; blanda-bursten, 
see bursten, sb. Cf. biggera- 
blanda. 2) confused heap of dif- 
ferent things, — millablanda; Fe. 
[blarida]. Prop, the same word as 
bland2. 

blanna blura [blan’ablu'ra, -b]n'ra], 
as adj. and interj.: a) adj., mixed up 
in a (bad) undertaking, in a con- 
spiracy; dey ’re a’ [‘all’] b.-b. to- 
gedder, they have all conspired about 
it (esp. for some evil purpose), b) 
interj.: “b.-b.! hit [‘it’] is a bonie 
business”. N.Roe. — The first part 
prob. O.N. bland, n., mixture; mass. 
For the second part, see blura1, sb. 

blasmek [blasmok], sb., thin cake 
of barley-, oat-, or wheatmeal. Sa. 
Also blesmek [blsesmok]: Ai. and 
St. Must be cognate with the al- 
most syn. No. flasma, f., thin slice 
(also Sw.). With ref. to bl for fl 
might be compared e.g. Sw. dial, 
blakka, i., a flat stone, = *flakka, Ger. 
blach, adj., = flach, flat; further Sw. 
dial, blakka, vb., to roam-, fare, — 
flakka. As, however, Shetl. blas- 
mek (blesmek) is certainly mostly 
used in the compd. “beremeal-b.”, 
a thin barley-meal cake, “b(l)”, in 
this instance, might poss. have arisen 
from “f(l)” by assimilating influence 
from the preceding “here”. 

blastek [blastak], sb., = blasmek, 
4 
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and doubtless the same word; a flour- 
blastek (by dissimilation for *flas- 
tek, *flasmek?). Sa. 

fblati [bla(i], adj., weak; feeble, 
a b. body. Few. From O.N. blad, 
n., blade? In L.Sc., blad, sb., is used 
of a feeble person; but Shetl. blati 
has the hardening of 5 (through d) 
to t (0, characteristic of the Norn 
words; see Introd. V (also N.Spr. 
VII) § 29. A form bladi [bladi] = ■blati, however, is also found. 

blatter [blator], vb., to flicker; 
flutter; move to and fro; de light 
blatters, the light flickers; de sails 
b., the sails are flapping to and 
fro (in the wind); blatter in claes 
(of clothes hung to dry in the wind). 
*blaktra, from O.N. blaka, blakra, vb., 
to wave; flap; Faer. blaktra, vb., to 
flap; flicker. Eng. blatter, vb., has 
a quite diff. sense. 

bled [bled, ble'd, bleed], sb., in its 
form Eng. “blade” (blade of grass; 
oar-blade-, blade of a knife, etc.), 
but used in a wider sense, of leaves 
of plants in general, = Eng. leaf; 
also of leaves in a book. Finally 
bled is used of a tongue of land, 
shaped like a leaf-, often in place- 
names, e.g.: de Bled o’ de Er [er] 
(C.), o’ Fiblister (Nm.), o’ Heljer 
(Nm.). The older form bla [bla] is 
also found in sense of tongue of 
land, but now only as a place-name; 
thus: 0rabla (Housay, Skerries), 
Jora(Jori)-bla (Brewik,Esh.,Nmw.): 
*0yrar-blad (from “oyrr”, f., beach; 
etym. = de Bled o’ de Er, see 
prec.); “Jorabla” itself is now washed 
away by the surf. O.N. blad, n., 
blade, leaf, something shaped like 
a leaf. 

bled [bled, ble'd, blsed], vb., \)to 
pluck off leaves, esp. cabbage-leaves, 
= O.N. bledja, L.Sc., blade, vb., to 
b. kail (cabbage); de kail is bleded, 
the leaves have been plucked off 
the cabbage; Sw. dial, “blada”, like 

L.Sc. “blade”, esp.: to pluck off 
leaves of cabbage. 2) of plants (ex- 
cept vegetables, cabbage): to leaf; 
shoot out leaves; de plants is bled- 
ed, the plants have got their 
leaves; Y. 

bleg [bleg, b[eg], adj., light and 
rather drab, of colour; esp. of sheep, 
sheep’s wool: whitish and grayish 
or whitish and reddish (yellowish), 
a b. colour, yowe [‘ewe’], a b.-faced 
lamb or yowe. Fairly comm., esp. 
on Easts.; on Wests, more often ble- 
get, q.v. In Fo. blega [blega] is 
used as name for a cow of such a 
colour: Blega. O.N. bleikr, adj., 
pale; light-yellow; as name for a 
cow: *bleika (“the pale one”). 

blega1 [blega], sb., white vein, 
whitish streak or spot in a rock- 
formation; Fe. bleg [bleg]: U. O.N. 
bleikja, f., white colour; whitish, 
clayey or chalky soil; No. blik, n., 
white spot, e.g. on a rock. See 
blig, sb. 

blega2 [blega], sb., a species of 
pure white rock-moss, scraped off 
and used in dyeing; it gives a very 
light colour, whitish with a yellow- 
ish-reddish tinge. Ub., Fo. *bleikja 
or *blik(a); No. blik, n., (pale shine) 
light coloured lichen or moss on the 
rocks; Peer, blik, n., lichen tarta- 
reus. Cf. stenblega and blind-lit. 

blegd, bligd, bleg. blig [blegd, bleg 
(ble3g), bhg(d)], sb., 1) small wedge; 
U”. and occas. Fe6.: blegd, bligd 
[blegd, bligd]; U". also blegdi, 
bligdi [blegdi, bhgdi]; Conn.: bleg 
[bleg]; Fo. and occas. Fe.: bleg, 
blega [bleg(a)]; blaegda: W.Bur.,Ai. 
(Th. Mathewson). 2) longishpiece, cut 
from a fish, esp. from the belly, and 
used for bait; bleg: Un., Yn., Fe. 
[bleg]; Us.[ble*g]; blegi [blegi]: Ub., 
U".; blega [blega]: Fe.; blig [blig]: 
Yn.; bligd (blegd), sed [sed]-b. (a 
piece of bait, cut from a coalfish): 
U. occas. In Foula bleg [bleg] de- 
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notes a short piece, cut from the 
throat of a fish, while the longer 
piece, cut from the belly, is called 
tali. Prop, the same word as blagda, 
blaget; q.v. O.N. blegdi(?), wedge. 
Fritzner gives “blegdi”, but strikes 
out the word in “corrections and er- 
rata” as being due to a misunder- 
standing. At the same time the Nor- 
wegian forms of the word, such as 
“blegg, blei, bleig” (wedge), Sw. dial, 
“bligd, blajde, blaje” (wedge), and 
Da. dial, “blejr” (wedge), together 
with the Shetl. forms, point back to 
a root-form *bleg<J-. 

bleget1, adj., see blaget2, adj. 
bleget2 [blegat, blegot, blegot], adj., 

of a whitish, drab colour: whitish 
with faint reddish, or brownish (red- 
dish-brown), yellow, or gray tinge, 
esp. of sheep, sheep’s wool; a b. 
sheep. Wests, and (occas.) N.I. Al- 
most = bleg, adj. In Fetlar “a b. 
[blegot] sokk” denotes a dark-col- 
oured stocking or sock having light 
(white) stripes. In Un. b. [bj«3g9t], 
besides denoting the above-mentioned 
colour of sheep’s wool, also denotes 
the appearance of the earth when co- 
vered with half-melted snow: de eart’ 
gets b. (whitish-drab, gray-drab), bu\ 
is doubtless here the same word as 
blaget2,adj. — bleget is formed from 
bleg, adj., by addition of the com- 
mon adjectival ending -et (O.N. -ottr), 
but appears in some cases to be of 
another orig., viz., a parallel form to 
blaget2, adj. 

blegg [bleg], vb., to drive a wedge 
into something, to b. a hoe, to drive 
a wedge into a hoe in order to 
fasten the iron to the handle. Fo. 
Formed from bleg(d), sb. 

blekk [blaek], sb., in the compd. 
“eart’-b.”, iron ore, earth containing 
iron, used as a black dye. Fe. Dif- 
fers in the vowel-sound from Eng. 
black, in Shetl. pronounced “bisk”. 
O.N. blakkr, adj., dun (of the col- 

our of a horse), also used of the col- 
our of copper. With the form blekk 
cf. Sw. dial, blakka, f., as a name 
for the pewit because of its colour. 

blem [bls3m], sb., 1) blue stripe, 
a blue b. on de skin; N.Roe. 2) (bluish) 
curl of smoke; very faint, small cloud 
of smoke, a b. o’ reek; mostly nega- 
tively: no [‘not’] a b. *blsem- from 
*blam-. O.N. bldmi, m., blue col- 
our. See blen1, sb. 

blemek, blemmek [blemak (ble- 
msk), blaemak], sb., blain; blister; 
vesicle. Fo. [blemsk]. N.Roe [blae- 
mak]. No. blema, blemma, f., id. 
Cf. bulek, sb. 

blen1 [blen, ble3n, blEan, blaen], 
sb., 1) blue stripe or spot of cloud, 
esp. negatively: no [‘not’] a b. on 
the sky; N.Roe [blen, ble3n]. 2) light 
smoke; the direction which the smoke 
(from the fire-place) takes; to sit i’ 
de b. o’ de reek: Dew. (M.Roe) [blen, 
blean]. Negatively: no a b. o’ reek, 
not a sign of smoke; Du. [blaen]. 
3) fig.: spot; blemish; der’r no a b. 
upo de wood, no a b. upon him (his 
character); Nmw. [blE3n]. — *blaen- 
from *blan-. Da. and No. blaane, 
bluish cloud-, Sw. (dial.) bl&ne, bluish 
colour-, O.N. bl£na, vb., to become 
blue. Cf. blem, sb. 

blen2 [blaen], sb., see blan, sb. 
blenda, sb., = blanda 1. 
bles [bias, blaes], sb., a blaze-, 

whitish stripe or spot on the fore- 
head of an animal: a b. on de horse. 
No. and Icel. blesa, f., a blaze. 

bleset [blesst, blaesat], adj., blazed, 
having a white stripe or spot on the 
forehead, of animals: a b. horse or 
dog. O.N. blesottr, adj., blazed. 

blesmek, sb., see blasmek. 
blett [blet, blaet], sb., spot, esp. 

1) dirty spot on cloth, dirty bletts; 
Fe. 2) plot of ground, esp. in the 
phrases: “a green b.”, a grass- 
grown plot on a stretch of heather, 
and “a muldi [moldi, moldi] b.”, a 
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plot of mould; sometimes also “a 
steni b.”, a stony plot of ground. 
*blettr; Icel. and Fser. blettur, m., a 
spot. Cf. bogerplett. 

bletta [bleta, blaeta] •//uke, sb., 
plaice. Nm.; prop, spotted flounder. 
*bletta-(floki). bletta: gen. pi. See 
blett, sb. 

blettet [blae'tat], adj., spotted, of 
sheep; “twaa-b.”, prop, having two 
spots, of a sheep having a white spot 
on the top of its head and a white 
spot on its nose. Fo. *blettottr. See 
blett, sb. 

blide [blaid], adj., gentle-, kind-, 
mild-, he is no “blide i’ de broo”, he 
looks angry, in bad humour. O.N. 
blidr, adj., id. L.Sc. blithe, blyde, 
and Eng. blithe, mean glad\ joy- 
ous, and are accordingly used in 
a somewhat different sense. 

blidin [blidin] and biodin [blodm], 
adjectivally in the expr. “a b. calm”, 
calm weather and sea, comm, of 
warm weather. Fe. blidin is doubt- 
less the orig. form of the two words; 
blodin has prob. arisen through a 
misunderstanding, the word having 
been regarded as Eng. “bleeding”; 
cf. Shetl. blod, sb., blood, and Mod, 
vb., to bleed. With “blidin calm” 
it is reasonable to compare Icel. 
blidalogn, n., calm weather and sea. 
One might, however, also think of 
Fser. bliktalogn = blikalogn, n., dead 
calm (cf. No. blikta, vb., to gleam-, 
flash, and Shetl. blit, blitek, sb., 
prob. from *blikt), or of a connec- 
tion with No. blidra, vb., to tremble-, 
vibrate (with intermittent gleams of 
light). 

blig [bhg, bleg], sb., = blega1. 
Un., Yn. O.N. blik, n., (shine) some- 
thing gleaming, pale or white-, No. 
blik, n., white spot, e.g. on a rock. 
The pronunc. bleg might, however, 
as well be an abbr. of blega and 
allied to O.N. bleikja, f. 

blikken [bhkon], vb., l) to turn 

pale-, he blikkend wi’, he turned 
pale (on account of something); Icel. 
and Faer.: hann bliknadi vid. 2) to 
fade-, wither-, de taatis [‘potatoes’] is 
blikkend (Nm.). O.N. blikna, vb., 
to turn pale. 

blind1 [blind], sb., 1) = blink: a 
glint; gleam; gleam of light; mostly 
negatively in expr. as: der’r [‘there 
is’] no [‘not’] a b. o’ light within de 
door; no a b. o’ fire, o’ oil (lamp- 
oil); no. a b. i’ de lamp; we canno 
get a b. ut o’ dese peats. Y., Fe. 
2) a wink of sleep-, doze-, I’m no 
sleepet [‘slept’] a b. de night [‘to- 
night’]. Y., Fe. *blindr, parallel form 
to O.N. blundr, m., a wink of sleep. 
Cf. blink and blont, which are used 
like blind, sb., in both senses of this 
word. 

blind2 [blind], sb., a species of 
spider with very long legs, daddy- 
longlegs, found in the pasture, esp. 
on peaty soil. Noted down in the 
compd. “Sara [sara]-blind”, in which 
“Sara” is = Soro from “Sorrow”, a 
name for the devil. Un. The name 
“blind” can be explained from the 
insect’s natural avoidance of light. 
Cf. No. blindklegg and blinding, Sw. 
dial, blinding, m., horse-fly, tabanus. 

blind [blind], adj., 1) blind. 2) very 
dense and dark, of mist, a b. mist. 
O.N. blindr, adj., blind. 

blind [blind], vb., 1) to make 
blind, — O.N. blinda. 2) in the 
expr. “to b. de een”, to slumber-, 
close the eyes(Vn.)-, also with object 
omitted: I’m no blinded de night, 
/ did not sleep a wink last night 
(Y., Fe.); *blinda, parallel form to 
O.N. blunda, vb., to slumber-, see 
blind1, sb. 2. 

blindho [blmd'ho'], sb., another 
name for the so-called hotosk, a 
small, dark-coloured shark, spotted 
and without dorsal fin (mustelus). 
*blindr h&r. Regarded by fishermen 
as being blind. 
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blindlit, blindlut [blindiif, blend- 

lot], sb., l) the light (whitish, slightly 
yellowish-reddish) colour obtained 
from the lichen “(sten-) blega”. 2) 
= blega2, stenblega. Fo. prob.: 
*blindr litr (“blind colour”), denot- 
ing a rather undecided colour. 

blink [bli'gk], sb., \) a flash; gleam-, 
a b. o’ de ee [‘eye’]; de first b. o’ 
day, the first peep of day; I got a 
b. o’ it. From N.I. is reported a tabu- 
expr., used by fishermen at sea: “I 
see a b.”, / catch a gleam, i. e. of 
a fish under the surface of the wa- 
ter (= light i’ de luml). No., Da. 
and Sw. blink, Eng. blink, sb. 2) a 
light band of fog; bluish streak; haze, 
a (blue) b. alang de shore; Fo. 3) a 
wink of sleep; doze; he’s ta’en him 
a b., he has had a short or (ironically) 
a good sleep (Yh.); no a b. I got 
(Fo.); = blind1 2 and blont. Mean- 
ings 2 and 3 are peculiar to Shet- 
landic. 

blink [bh‘gk], vb., l) to gleam; 
flash; to b. de ee, to blink one’s 
eyes; to b. de koli, to light the 
open train-oil lamp (koli) for a mo- 
ment; N.I. From N.I. is reported a 
tabu-expr., used by fishermen at sea: 
“sho [‘she’] blinks”, a fish shows 
itself (see blink, sb.). 2) to miss; 
miscarry, hit [‘it’] blinked for me 
(— hit kjud); Fo. No. and Sw. 
blinka, Da. blinke, Eng. blink, vb. 
For meaning 2 of Shetl. blink, cf. 
Da. g 1 i p p e, occas.: to gleam; flash, 
occas.: to miscarry. 

blinker [bh'ijkor], sb., 1) eye, oc- 
cas. as a tabu-name, sea-term, oc- 
cas. of a child’s eye; de blinkers 
is doon [‘down’] (in sleepy children); 
Fo. 2) star, tabu-word, used by fisher- 
men at sea; Un. 

blit, blitek [blit, blitok], sb., white 
vein; whitish spot or streak on a 
rocA, = blega1 and blig, sb. Un. 
The current form is now blitek; blit 
is found in a few names of fishing- 

grounds: Blit [bleit], Hoddjeblit 
[h6(]"(|713blit'], Gloffisblit [glMfis-] 
(Un.); these names doubtless origi- 
nate from the fact that the most im- 
portant landmarks are streaks or 
veins of a light colour on the rocks, 
by which these fishing-grounds can 
be found, blit(ek) assimilates in 
meaning to No. blik, n., of which 
it might be either a corrupted form 
or rather a deriv. (*blikt). A *“blikt” 
is confirmed by No. blikta, vb., — 
blika (to gleam; flash), and Faer. 
bliktalogn = blikalogn (dead calm). 

bio- [bio (b|o)], adj., dark blue, 
O.N. bl&-, is found as the first part 
in some compds.: blofinni, sb.,m//- 
dew; mould, with adjectives: blo- 
finnet, blofinsket, further: blo- 
naild(et), adj., id., and blogummi, 
sb., a species of wrasse (labrus), — 
see under finni, finnet, blonaild, 
blogummi. In place-names e.g. as: 
Bloberg [blubaerg, b[o-], sea-term for 
“Ronis Hill” (Nmn.),the highest eleva- 
tion in Shetland, on account of its 
bluish colour seen from a distance: 
*bla-berg, Blofell [blofel, b[ii-] (Yh., 
Ys.): *bla-fell; Blogjo [blogjo] (fre- 
quent): *bla-gj&; Blomorna [b[o- 
morna] (Ai.): *bl&-myrrin (myrina), 
de Blomors [blomars] (Dus.): *bla- 
m^rar, pi.; (de) Blosjons [bbsjans] 
(Levenwick, Du.): *bla-tjarnir; Blo- 
stakk [blostak] (Hillswick, Ness, 
Nmw.): *bl£-stakkr. Alternative use 
of “bio” and Eng. “blue” is found 
in Blobrekk [blobraek] (C.): *bla- 
brekka, = “Blue mire”. 

blobelti [blobeTti], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name, for peat (collect.). Nms. 
See belti, sb. 

*bloda [bbda, bloda], sb., (dirty) 
bilge water in a boat, tabu-word, 
used by fishermen at sea. N. *bloti 
(or *bl0yta); Icel. bloti, No. blote, 
m., and Icel. bleyta, No. bloyta, f., 
dampness-, liquid. 

blofinni, sb., see finni, sb. 
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blofinnet, -finsket. adj., see fin- 

net, finsket, adj. 
bloga, blogda, blogga, sb., see 

blokk, blokka, sb. 
blogaben [blog"aben ], sb., collar- 

bone of a halibut. U. (Un., Uw.). 
From this bone a number of smal- 
ler bones branch out along the gills, 
and when the fish opens its mouth 
these are spread out in fan-shape. 
O.N. blaka, f., large leaf, used as 
a fan\ No. bloka, f., flake-, slice, in- 
ter alia of the cartilaginous lamina 
of the ear-, Peer, bloka [bl03ka], f., 
wing of a bird, used for sweeping 
(differs from “blodka, blokka”, from 
*bla5ka; see blokk, blokka). In 
Faer. “blokubein” is found, partly in 
the same sense as Shetl. blogaben, 
partly (acc. to Svabo) in the sense 
of hip-bone. 

blogaho, sb., see blaho. 
blogg [blog, blog], adj., big and 

clumsy, a b. boy, a b. piece o’ wood. 
Sa. No. blokk- used as an intensive 
in compds.: “blokkstor”, enormously 
large-, also in Sw. (dial.). Sw. dial, 
blokk (blok), n., a) bole of a tree; 
b) something exceptionally large. 

blogummi [blogonri, b]o-] and blu- 
gummi [blrrgonvi, b[u--], sb., a spe- 
cies of wrasse (labrus) of a reddish- 
blue colour, = No. blaagume, m. Un. 
Cf. berggiltek, etc. and suter. 

*bloho [bloho], sb., a species of 
shark, either blue shark or = blaho, 
blogaho. Br. 

' blohonnin [blohoipn (-hoipn, -hori- 
din), b[o-], sb., sheep (lamb) having 
woolly hair growing out of the tip 
of its horn. Y\,YS., Ai. Prob.:*bi- 
lodhyrningr (“*lo5hyrningr” with the 
old prefix “bi”, round-, about)-, O.N. 
lod, n., fleece-, downy hair (as the first 
part in compds.); O.N. hyrningr, m., 
a horned person, animal or object. 

bloit [bloi't], vb., = gloit, vb. 
blokk [bb‘k, bl&‘k] and blokka 

[bloka], sb., a large leaf, esp. leaf 

of marsh-marigold or buttercup (ra- 
nunculus)-, also as a name for the 
plant itself, blokk (Du., Fo. occas.), 
blokka (Nm. occas.). With gg (g, 
gd) for kk: blogga [bloga, bloga, 
bloga] (Wests.occas., Nm. occas., N.I., 
etc.), blogg[blog] (Fo. occas.), bloga 
[bloya,bloga](Conn.), blogda.blogdi 
[blogd-] (Ai.) for *blodga, *blodgi. 
Other and more corrupted forms are 
blodda [bloda] and blobba [bloba] 
(Y. occas.). — TheConn.-form “bloga” 
is reported with the translation “colt’s 
foot”. — *bladka; Icel. blaflka, f., leaf 
of certain plants (B.H.); No. blokka, 
f., (small) leaf-, Faer. blodka [blo‘ka], 
f., large leaf, cabbage-leaf. In Icel. 
“h6fbla(d)ka” denotes marigold globe- 
flower, caltha palustris, = Shetl. 
blokk(a), blogga. In Fe. this plant 
is named “horse-hov [ha'rs'hov]”; 
Shetl.hov, sb.,hoof. In Conn.bloga- 
hay denotes hay from grass grow- 
ing in swampy places (hay well mixed 
with leaves of marigold). 

blonaild [blonaild' and -na[d‘, b[o-] 
and blonaildet [blonaikdot and -na['- 
dat, b[o-], adj., musty, mildewed-, 
mouldy, b. fish, flesh. N., Conn., 
etc. Denotes a somewhat damper 
mould than (blo-)finnet, finsket. 
*bl&-naeltr? naild(et) seems to be 
perf. part, from *naela, vb.; cf. No. 
naela (It), Faer. naela (Id), to shoot 
forth with small sprouts-, of grain; 
seed; hair, etc. Arises, in that case, 
from an orig. *neld in which e has 
changed to a on account of the soft- 
ening of the foil, consonant: najd. 

blont[bl6‘iit], sb., X^aflash-,gleam-, 
gleam of light, = blind1, sb. 1, to 
which blont must be considered as 
a parallel form; der’r no [‘not’] a 
blont o’ light within de door (Yn.). 
2) wink of sleep-, doze-, to tak’ a 
b.; he’s ta’en [‘taken’] him a b. U., 
Y. O.N. blundr, m., wink of sleep-, 
doze. Cf. blind1, sb. 

bloster [blostor, btostor, bloust3r, 
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bloustar, blostar], sb., 1) violent wind 
with squall, he is a b. de day [‘to- 
day’]; U. 2) flaring up\ fieriness-, 
violence-, hasty speech-, also very 
great haste-, he was in a b., a) he 
had a violent fit of anger (spoke 
violently); b) he was in an unusual 
hurry; U. 3) mouth of a skin-buoy, 
through which it is inflated, de b. 
o’ de bow. 4) a) soil where water 
has oozed in and raised the sur- 
face-, swollen stretch of land, full 
of fissures-, esp. of peaty soil in 
such state; b) inflated, loose peats. 
5) jokingly of cough (Um0.: blostor). 
— blost3r,bloust3r,bloust3r: U.; other- 
wise comm, (in senses 3 and 4): 
blostor, blostor, blostar. — O.N. blastr, 
m., a) blowing-, blast-, b) rising; 
swelling; c) breath-, puffing, blastr 
ok hosti (cough). 

bloster, bluster [blostor], vb., to 
cough-, to go coughing-, mostly jok- 
ingly. Umo. Deriv. of bloster, sb. 5. 

blot [(blot) bllit], sb., steeping, 
soaking, esp.: a) the first water in 
which clothes are soaked, de first, 
second b.; b) one of the filterings to 
which the soaked “sooen-sids” (L.Sc. 
“sowen-seeds” or “-seidis”: the dust 
of oatmeal, mixed with the remains 
of the husks) are subjected in the 
making of the so-called “sooens” 
(L.Sc. sowens), a sort of oatmeal 
gruel-, de first b. o’ sooens = sede; 
c) dirty water in which something 
has been rinsed or cleaned, taati 
[‘potato’]-b. — No. and Faer. blot, n., 
softening-, soaking, steeping. 

blue-\W [-lit], sb., indigo, — No. 
blaalit, m. See lit, sb. 

blulopen [blodop'on, -lop'am, 
-lopnr], adj., bruised. *bl651opinn; 
cf. No. blodlaupa, vb., to suffuse 
with blodmelta (coagulated blood 
under the skin). 

fblum [blnm], sb., crystallization 
in flower-like forms on fish when 
thoroughly dried. O.N. blom, n., 

bloom-, flowers and leaves (collect.), 
Eng. bloom, sb. 

blumelt [bln-mae'lt-], vb., to hurt, 
strike so that coagulated blood ap- 
pears under the skin. I’m blu- 
meltet me; mostly as adj.: blu- 
melt et (prop. perf. part.), suffused 
with coagulated blood. *bl63-melta; 
Faer. blodmelta; No. blodmelta, vb., 
= Shetl. blumelt. 

blura1 [blora], sb., in the phrase: 
“in b.”: a) of something kept secret 
and brooded over; to ha’e or keep 
somet’in’ in b., to brood over some- 
thing, to meditate secretly the car- 
rying-out of a plan-, N.I.; I ha’e it 
(e.g. a scolding) in b. for him (Uw.); 
to lie in b., to think about playing 
(esp. in retaliation) someone a trick 
(Yn.); from Nmw. is reported “to 
keep somet’in’ in b.” of two per- 
sons having a secret in common (cf. 
meaning c); b) of something kept 
secret which is beginning to leak out 
or to be known; hit [‘it’] is (is co- 
rnin’) in b., it begins to leak out or 
to be known-, N.I.; sometimes also 
of something palpable, an object 
brought to light: do no [‘not’] bring 
it in b.! don’t let it be seen! (Umo.); 
of something which can be seen in- 
distinctly at a distance: dat is in b., 
it is just in sight; Uw.; c) in b. wi’ 
somebody, in partnership with a 
person in carrying out a plan (a 
trick)-, he was in b. wi’ him aboot 
it; U". — In some of the above-men- 
tioned exprs., blura approaches the 
Icel. blorar, m. pi., “the doing of 
something so that others have to 
bear the blame” (B.H.), i blora vid 
einhvern (so that the blame can be 
placed on somebody), til blora (who 
can be accused)-, cf. O.N. blora- 
madr, m., a person whom one can 
blame for something. 

blura2 [blura], sb., dense, bluish 
fog along the shore (in calm weather; 
harbinger of wind). Fo. *bia-r0ykr 
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(blue-reek)? (cf. dolra-mist = dala- 
reek). 

blod [blod], vb., to bleed, O.N. 
blceda. Older form, gradually super- 
seded by Eng. bleed, vb. — blod 
[blod], sb., blood, is, as regards the 
form, L.Sc. “bluid, blude”; the older 
Shetl. form of the substantive is *blu, 
and is preserved in some compds. 
(blulopen, blumelt). 

bledfastin [blod'fas'tin], adj. (pres, 
part.), absolutely fasting, prop. 
“blood-fasting”. 

bledfrind, -friend [blodfrend*, 
-frmd'], sb., kinsman. *bl6a-fr0endi. 
Also L.Sc. (blood-friend). 

blodin [blodin], adj., see blidin. 
bledsdrap, -drap [blods'drap ], sb., 

drop of blood; he’s no [‘not’] a b. 
to me, he is no blood relation of 
mine (Fe.). As a compd. the word 
is = Fser. blodsdropi. O.N. bl63- 
dropi. In No. occas. “blodsdrope” 
= bloddrope (see R.). 

bl0dsprung[bl0d-sprog-], adj. (prop, 
perf. v&rt..),blood-shot-, swollen, owing 
to a rush of blood. *bl6a-spreng5r, 
from *bl6a-sprengja, vb.; No. blod- 
sprengd, Faer. bloSsprongdur. The 
form -sprung in Shetl. has doubt- 
less arisen under influence of Eng. 
sprung, perf. part, of spring, vb. 

+bl0v [blov], vb., to perish-, die-, 
he blovd destreen, he died yester- 
day, he is gaun [‘going’] to b.; ge- 
nerally of human beings, but some- 
times also of animals: de horse 
blovd. blovd [blovd], perf. part, 
and adj., dead. The word is now 
used in a very wide sense, but 
doubtless once really denoted “to be 
lost, perish at sea'’, like No. “bliva”, 
with which Shetl. blov must etym. 
be connected; in the same sense 
Out. and L.G. have “bliven, blijven” 
(to perish). 

fbo [bo], sb., old fellow (con- 
temptuous expr. for a man), a auld 
[‘old’] bo. Fo. No. bo, booe, m., 

a bug-bear or bogey, in a similar 
sense L.Sc. bo (Cymr. bo). 

*bo2 [bo, b6] and bod1 [bod (bo3d)], 
sb., in place-names most often = ba1, 
a sunken rock, e.g.: de Bo [b6], a 
sunken rock at Foula; de Bod (Balta 
Isle, U.); de Bods (Fedeland, N.Roe). 
Sometimes also as a name for small 
low-lying rocks on the sea-shore, 
fishing-rocks: de Nort’-, Mid- and 
Sooth [‘South’] Bod (near Oddste, 
Fe.), de Boens [boons] (Sund near 
Lerwick, M.). *bo6arnir, def. pi. As- 
sociated herewith is doubtless also 
bud [bud] in Brattabud [brai‘,-ta- 
bud'], fishing-rock near Sund (Ler- 
wick, M.): *bratti bodi? O.N. bodi, 
m., a sunken rock-, hidden shoal. 
See ba1, sb. 

bod2 [bod, bad, bod, bad], sb., a 
big, high wave, esp.: a wave rising 
suddenly, groundswell immediately 
before it breaks on a sunken rock 
(ba); he mak’s (is makin’) a b. upo’ 
de ba, a groundswell, a breaker, is 
rising (U.); — also a big wave com- 
ing in towards the shore. The form 
“bad” is recorded from Fe. bod, 
bSd: U. and Y. O.N. bodi, m., a 
sunken rock or the sea breaking on 
a sunken rock. No. bode, m., also 
an eddying and bubbling movement 
of the sea. Cf. ba1, sb. 

bod;! [bod], sb., message-, offer-, 
invitation. O.N. bod, n., and L.Sc. 
bode, bod, sb., in the same sense. 

bod1 [bod (bod), bad], vb., of a 
wave, esp. a groundswell imme- 
diately before it breaks on a sunken 
rock or shoal: to rise before break- 
ing, de ba (the breaker) bods or 
is bod in. The word is used also 
in contrast to faks, vb., as bod de- 
notes the rise (and fall) of a ground- 
swell without forming a foam-crest, 
while faks denotes the latter. From 
Papa Stoor the foil, is noted down: 
“When a ba does no [‘not’] bod, 
but is komin op (till a face), den 
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it is faksin”. to kom = to form 
a crest, foam-crest. Cf. bod2, sb. 

bod2 [bod, bSd, bod], vb., to pro- 
claim; announce; bode, to b. and 
“b. for”, = O.N. boda and “boda fy- 
rir”, vb.; he bods [bods, bads] for 
ill [‘evil’], he is bent on mischief. 
Partly agrees with Eng. bode, vb. 

*boda, *bodin(a), *bota [boda, 
bodin, bod'^ona1, bota], sb., a boat; 
bodin(a) really the boat (def. form); 
Fo. O.N. batr, m., a boat; def. 
form: batr-inn, acc. bat-inn. 

bodabid, -bit [bo"dabid', bod"a-, 
(bod"a)bit'], sb., used adverbially in 
the expr.: “to geng b.”, of two or 
more boats’ crews: to go fishing to- 
gether and share the catch equally; 
also (more corrupted) bodafid [bod”- 
afid']. Un. *bata-byti, sharing out 
from a boat; O.N. byti, n., parti- 
tion; dividing out. 

bodda [boda], sb., term of endear- 
ment to children or young persons: 
(my) little treasure, my dear; gen- 
erally in combination with jarta 
(heart): jarta b.! Y.; Fe. From 
Wests. (St.) is reported the form 
boddi [bodi]; mami’s piri boddi, 
mother’s little darling; pronounced 
diff. from Eng. “body” which in 
Shetl. is pronounced “bodi” in the 
physical sense while in the sense 
of person, it is pronounced “bodi, 
badi”. Ork. “bodda” and “my peerie 
(little) bodda”. Prob. the same word 
as Icel. budda, f., which besides 
meaning purse (B.H.) is also comm, 
used of a dumpy person, esp. of a 
woman. Cf. Sw. dial, badd, budd, 
m., head (flenbuddeter, adj., bald on 
the top). Cf. *bolli2, sb. 

bodden, boddom. sb., see botn, 
botten. 

bodek [bodak], sb., an old, worn- 
out boot, esp. foot of a boot (cut 
off from the leg), brogue (Edm.); 
also slipper with wooden sole (Un.). 
U., Y. bodek [bodok], an old, worn- 

out shoe (Umo.). The form shows 
that the word is old in Shetl., and 
cannot be directly derived from Mod. 
Eng. “boot”. In O.N., b6ti, m., is 
found in sense of “boot or similar 
foot-wear” (Fr.). Change of t to 
d at the beginning and end of words 
characterises the Norn words in Shetl. 

boder, bodder [bjdar], vb., to ex- 
ceed (a certain weight, a certain meas- 
ure or amount), to b. a cran, tree 
[‘three’] cwts. Nmw. Poss. O.N. betra, 
vb., prop, to improve, but also doubt- 
less to augment-, cf. Sw. dial, battra 
pa, vb., to augment; add to. 

bodlasten,bodler, sb., see b Olsten. 
*bodlet [bodlat], adj., round-, clum- 

sy, now only in place-names, e.g. “de 
b. Sten”, name of a rock. Fo. O.N. 
bgllottr, adj., globular-, round. Cf. 
ball- and boll-. 

bofek, sb., see bova, bovek. 
bofi1 [bofi], sb., large, thick piece 

of turf, esp. a large “bora-fail (feal”), 
a turf overgrown with club-rushes 
and used as a seat in a house. Wh. 
Doubtless something large and clum- 
sy. Prob. corresponding to O.N. b^fa, 
f., large, clumsy foot. Cf. No. boven, 
adj., large; that broadens out, and 
“bova”, vb. 

bofi2 [bofi], sb., an exclamation in 
swearing, as: b. tak’ dee! devil (evil) 
take you! b. tak’ me! devil take 
me! Conn. Prob. the same word 
as No. buve (boe), m., bug-bear or 
bogey, Icel. bofi, Sw. bof, m., knave; 
rogue (O.N. bofi, m., boy, Ger. bube 
and bufe, occas. of the devil). 

fbofskit [bof-s^et1], ^v.,headlong, 
precipitately, dey gude [‘went’] b. 
de ane ower de tidder [‘other’], they 
fell or rolled headlong, the one 
over the other. Yn. The first part 
of the compd. is prob. No., Sw. and 
L.Sc. buff, a stroke-, blow; the 
second part prob. skit. Cf. kolli- 
ferbolli. 

bog1 [bog], sb., see bogi1. 
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bog2 [bog], sb., cross-sea., rough 

sea with short, choppy waves break- 
ing against each other, really “root- 
ing up” ■, der’r a b. i’de sea. Conn. 
Sometimes in place-names, as: Stak- 
kabog [sta‘kabog], difficult, agitated 
seas near “de Ramnastakks” (some 
skerries to the north of Fedeland, 
Nm11.). No. bauk (bok), m., and 
bauka (boka), f., digging-, rooting up\ 
heavy sea-, O.N. bauka, vb., to root; 
dig; in No. of breakers: to gurgle 
noisily. Cf. twarbog, sb. 

bog [bog], vb., of liquid: to spout 
out of a narrow opening, to jet, 
spurt, to b. ut; de water, matter or 
blood boget (stood bogin) ut. N.I. 
Also occas. of very wet feet, of wa- 
ter oozing from the shoes, in walk- 
ing: de feet is [‘are’] bogin, bogin 
weet [‘wet’], the feet are soaking 
wet (Yh.). Prob.: *boga. Cf. No. 
boga, vb., to form a curve; bend-, 
O.N. blodbogi, m., a jet of blood 
(in the form of an arch)-, Icel. bogi, 
m., (curve) “the direction taken by 
a liquid when it rushes with force 
out of a narrow opening” (B.H.). 
Cf. sor, vb. 

boga [boga], sb., in the expr.: 
“in b.”, crumbling; crushed, to be 
or lie in b.; to lay in b., to crumble-, 
crush; destroy completely. Also 
voga [voga, voga]. N.I.? The word 
is occas. used of grass and corn 
trampled down, or laid by the wind. 
Poss. from *bok- and corresponding 
to No. and Sw. dial, boka, Da. dial, 
boge, Peer, buka, vb., to press; beat; 
beat until pliable. Cf. bok, vb., and 
also aker and herda, sb. 

*boga [boga], *bogra [(bogra) bog- 
ra], *bokra [bokra], sb., a little boy, 
only preserved in the so-called “ern’s 
song” or eagle’s song from Foula. 
Same word as No. pok, Sw. p&k 
and Da. pog (boy)? b is often used 
for p, when initial, in Shetl. Norn. 

bogdalin, bogdelin, bogdel, sb., 
see bugdalin. 

bogel [bogal], sb., a large cake 
(of oat- or barley-meal), often with 
notched edges. These cakes were 
formerly baked and eaten on a kind 
of holiday, the so-called “Bogel-day” 
(Bogla- or Bugla-day [bogla-]: Ai.), 
March 29th, the day on which the 
field-work (de vor) began. The word 
can be connected either a) with Fser. 
bokul, bokil, m., lump, lumpy piece 
(esp. of peat: torvbokil), also mass 
of cloud, or b) with No. bugla, bygla, 
f. (bygel, m.), a bend-, curve — most 
prob., however, with the former word, 
as “boglo” in Ork. dial, denotes a 
lumpy piece, esp. a big, lumpy piece 
of peat (the first peat cut off or the 
edge-peat; cf. Shetl. skumpi), exactly 
corresponding to Faer. bokul, bokil. 

Bogelri [bogol-ri], sb., storm; rough 
weather setting in about11 B o g e 1-day ”. 
Fe. See bogel and ri, sb. 

fbogerplett [bog"9rplaet-], sb., 
comm, in the pi., bogerpletts: 1*) 
pock-marks, scars from small-pox. 
2) small wrinkles and folds in some- 
thing unevenly sewn. More comm.: 
bager [bagar]- or bager [bagar]- 
pletts. In sense 1 (obs.) for *poger- 
blett (see blett, sb.), from *pok-ar- 
blettr (No. pokeaer, smaapokeaer, L.Sc. 
pock-arrs, pock-marks)-, in sense 2 
poss. quite another word: Eng. pucker, 
sb.? and Eng. plait, sb.? 

fbogerpletted [bog"3rplaet3d], adj., 
1*) pock-marked-, 2) wrinkled, con- 
tracted, of something unevenly sewn. 
More comm.: bager [bagar]-, bager 
[bagar]-pletted. Seebogerplett,sb. 

bogi1 [bogi], sb., small bay or 
round cove-, creek. Conn. Outside 
Conn, the word is found in place- 
names, names of small bays, in the 
forms bog [bog (Yn.), boy (Du.)], 
boga [boga] and (more rarely) bogi. 
O.N. bogi, m., curve-, bend-, “bugr” 
also in the same sense as Shetl. bogi. 
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bogi2 [bogi], sb., a skin\ leather 

sack. Comm, bog- is prob. *bolg- 
(from *balg) = entire skin of an 
animal-, cf. to bogi-flay, bogi-flach- 
ter f-fla/tor], vb., to “bcelgfla”, to 
flay an animal without cutting the 
skin at the belly, — No. bsegfletta 
(prop, belgfletta; see Aa. and R.). 
For the Shetl. form of the word cf. 
Sw. dial, bog, m., leather sack. 

bogibinder [bog ibaii'dor], sb., a 
miser-, stingy person, prop, “a per- 
son who ties up his leather-bag (de 
bogi)”. Nm. See bogi2, sb. 

bogi-//ay and -flachter, vb., see 
under bogi2, sb. 

bogi [bogi, b6gi]-//ooer, sb., catch- 
fly (pink), Silene. The Shetl. name 
certainly orig. from the bladder- 
shaped, inflated calyx; see bogi2, sb. 

Bogla (Bug!a)-£/ay, sb., — Bogel- 
day. Ai. See under bogel, sb. 

bogs [bogs], vb., to be in con- 
stant activity in scenting out and 
appropriating trifles-, to go about pil- 
fering. Mm. (Lerwick). Prob.:*poksa 
from *poka. Cf. No. poka, vb., to 
be busy, to busy oneself with trifles, 
etc. 

bohonnin [bohoryon], sb., mouse, 
tabu-word, used by fishermen at sea. 
Papa St. Ironical application of the 
word “biihundr” (watch-dog)? Cf. 
honnin, sb. 

bok [bok, bok or bo*k], vb., to 
squeeze-, press down (with small 
jerks), to stamp-, trample-, to b. claes, 
to full clothes in a tub by treading 
on them-, to b. op de land, to trample 
the ground down-, to geng bokin 
[bo3kin] aboot, to stamp about (Du.). 
Also to walk clumsily, to jump along 
(= buks, boks, vb.), to b. trough 
gutter (through mire, morass), trough 
a mire; Conn. — Du. [bok, bok, bo3k]. 
Conn. [bok]. — No. and Sw. dial, 
boka, vb., to work spasmodically, 
squeeze-, beat, etc., Da. dial, boge, 
No. and Fser. buka, to drub-, beat. 

Also L.Sc. buck, vb., to push-, butt-, 
but the long o-sound which can be 
heard in bok, indicates that the word 
is of Norse extraction in Shetl. — Cf. 
pukk, vb. — In the sense of mak- 
ing a gurgling sound-, bubbling up 
(e.g. of water in shoes), bokk [bok, 
bak] and bukk [bok], vb., is another 
word, prob. L.Sc. bok, bock, to be 
ready to vomit, in which sense also 
Shetl. bokk, bukk may be heard used. 

boken [boak9n], perf. part, and adj., 
baked, of bread. Wh. Prob. orig. 
from O.N. baka, vb., to bake, with 
the common change in Shetl. Norn 
of a to o. 

boki [boki, boki], sb., ghost, bogey 
for frightening children-, Fo.; N.I.; 
also occas. used contemptuously of 
a person one cannot bear: “a de’il’s 
b.”; U. O.N. bokki, m., man-, No. 
bokke, m., bogey, ghost. A form 
with long o [boki] is found in Shetl., 
corresponding to “boakie” in a few 
L.Sc. dialects. From Unst is recorded 
a form “ba&ki, b&aki”. 

bok-s/iacfc/e [bok^ak-al], vb., to 
shackle the fore-legs of a horse, 
to b. a horse (in breaking in a horse). 
Ye. bok- for *bog- from O.N. b6gr, 
m., a shoulder-, Eng. shackle; cf. 
bu1, sb. 

boks [boks], sb. and vb., see buks. 
bol1 [bol, bo3l] and boul [boul], 

sb., beacon-, blazing fire, a b. o’ fire; 
N.I., etc.; sometimes fig. “in a b.”, 
of living beings, esp. of human beings: 
flushing with heat and dripping with 
sweat, he was in a b. o’ sweat (N.I.). 
a boli [boli] o’ reek, very dense 
smoke-, Fo. O.N. bal, n., beacon-, 
fire. From Nm. and De. is reported 
boul in [bouhn] in sense of fire, a 
“boulin” o’ a fire — doubtless a pres, 
part, form of the verb boul — bol. 

bol2 [bosl] and boli [boli], sb., a 
pile of peats stacked up for drying 
(3—4 resins of peats put together). 
Fo. O.N. bolr, m., = bulr, trunk-, 
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body. The forms bolin(g) and bu- 
lin are more common than bol(i), 
see bolin(g). 

bol3 [bol], sb., hollow or middle 
of a net-basket, de b. o’ de mesi 
(cf. idracht, stori). Prop, the same 
word as bol2, boll. O.N. bolr, bulr, 
m., trunk; body.— In some compds. 
bul [bul, bol] alternates with bol; 
see bol (bul)-bend, sb., and bol 
(bul)-led, sb. Abbr., bul in some- 
times found in the same sense as 
bulled. 

bol1 [bol, bo3l] and boul [boul], 
vb., 1) of fire: to blaze; flame, a 
bo(u)lin fire; N.I. (bol, boul); Nm. 
and De. (boul). 2) of smoke; dust, 
etc. in quantities: to smoke; drift; 
drive before the wind; roll onward 
or along; U. (bol, boul). 3) a) to start 
along, warm and dripping with sweat 
(to bol); he cam’ bolin in, he burst 
into the house (Fe.); b) to bowl along, 
esp. of a vessel: de boat is bolin 
to the east(w)ard (Un.); of the 
moon passing through quickly-driving 
clouds: de moon is bolin (Un.); cf. 
wed, vb. — *bala, *balask, (of fire) 
to blaze; flame; cf. Icel. balast, vb., 
to leap up; blaze up. 

bol2 [bo3!], vb., to stack peats in 
a boUf) or heap. Fo. See bol2, sb. 

bolbak, bolbek [bolbak, -bok], 
bolbog[b6[bog] and bolvog [bol-vog-], 
sb., upperhand; advantage; benefit 
obtained at another’s expence; to tak’ 
(get) b., to use the opportunity; to 
get the upperhand; du will no tak’ 
(get) b. ower me, you shall not get 
the upperhand of me or benefit at 
my expense (Fe.); he took b. upo 
me, he took too great liberties at 
my expense. N.I. [bolbak: U., Y.; 
bolbak and bol-vog-: Fe.]. De. [bo]- 
bog]. Wests, [bolbak, bolbok, bolokj. 
bolek [bolok] (Ai.): “. . . gin ye try 
ta tak ower muckle bul lack (too 
impertinent) apo wis . . .” (quotation 
from “Da Tief i’ da Neean”, “Shet- 

land Times”, 1879). O.N. bilbugr, 
m., bending; yielding as the result 
of a strong impression; a violent 
obtrusion; Icel. fa bilbug & e-m, to 
vanquish someone (verbally reported); 
Fser. bilbugt, f., predominance; up- 
perhand, faa bilbugt vid einun, to 
get the upperhand of someone. — 
In Fe. also as a verb: to bolbak 
ane [‘one’]. 

bolbank, sb., see bolkes, sb. 
bolbend [bokbaend-], sb., the pack 

(bend) for transport of peats in a 
straw-rope net (mesi), without use of 
the ordinary basket (kessi); Y. Al- 
so comm.: bulbend [bul'baend-, bol"- 
baend']; Nm., De., Conn. See fur- 
ther bol3, sb., and boiled (bul- 
led), sb. 

bolder, sb. and vb., see bulder. 
bolford [bo[-f03rd-, boil"-], vb., to 

hide away; put aside; keep safe in 
a secret place, to b. a ting. Un-and w- 
Prob.: *b61-fcera = to hide away (O.N. 
bol, n., bed; couch; hiding-place). 

bolfordin [bol-fordin, boil--], sb., 
an object (found and) preserved in 
a secret place. Un-and w- Deriv. of 
bolford, vb. 

bolga [bolga], sb., inflammation 
together with dropsy in the throat 
of cattle and sheep. Nn. More 
comm.: kwerkapus (kwarki-; hwer- 
ka-, hwarki-). Icel. bolga, f., swell- 
ing; inflammation. 

bol-/joo/r, sb., see bolnokki. 
bolin(g) [bohrj, bohg, bolin, bolin, 

bolin] and bolek [bolok, bolok], sb., 
heap of peats, piled up for drying, 
consisting of 3—4 or 5 resins (see 
resin, sb.), a b. o’ peats. Comm, 
in N.I. bohg, bohg (b&hg): Un., bo- 
hg: Fe., bolin: Uw., Y., bolin: Y., 
bolok: Uw. Sporadic outside of the 
N.I. From De. is reported bolek 
[bolok]; and from Wests. (Sa.) the 
form bul in [bulin], denoting a big- 
ger pile of peats (6 to 12 resins). 
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O.N. bolungr and bulungr, m., pile 
(of logs). 

bolin [bolin, bolin, bohn], and bu- 
lin [bulin], vb., to pile up peats into 
a bolin. See bolin(g), sb. 

boljasog (or bollasog) [bol 'asog ] 
and boljasoga (or bollasoga [bol'a- 
sd'ga], sb., violent shower; heavy 
downpour of rain; a boljasog o’ 
rain. Conn. *byljar-sog (-siigr)? O.N. 
bylr, m., violent squall of wind, in 
Icel. also heavy snowfall or rain 
combined with stormy weather(E.H.)\ 
O.N. and Mod. Icel. bylja (impf. buldi), 
vb., to resound; peal; boom; crash, 
in Icel. inter alia of very heavy rain; 
No. bylja, vb., to roar, also of wind. 
With sog (soga) cf. esp. No. sog, 
n., in sense of whirlpool (R.); O.N. 
(Icel., No.) sog, n., suction; current, 
Icel. stigandi and siigr, m., strong 
current of air; draught. It is diffi- 
cult to try to explain bo la- from 
*ball = No. “bal(l)-”, intensive, e.g. 
in “baler, violent shower, “bal(l)- 
regn”, downpour, or irom *belg- (note 
the use of Shetl. belgjin and bel- 
li er), inter alia for phonetic reasons. 

bolk1 [boik], sb., partition-wall 
(of straw) in a house, now mostly 
compounded with “head”: “bolks- 
head”, the triangular straw-plaiting 
placed over the wooden wall be- 
tween “de but” (kitchen and living- 
room) and “de ben” (the best room). 
Wests. (Sa.). O.N. balkr, bplkr, m., 
partition-wall, department (No. bolk), 
is merged with Eng. bulk-head (in 
a ship). — As a place-name, name 
for fields, in Shetland we find “de 
Bulkigerds” [boT'kigards-] (Skel- 
bre, Lunn) and “de Bjolkagords” 
[bja‘l"kagords‘](Bjolka, Conn.); prob.: 
*balk(ar)-garflar; cf. gardbalk, sb. 

bulk2 [bo'jk], sb., l) large lump-, 
bundle; something rolled together; 
also bolki [bo'lki, boi'lki]. 2) pro- 
tuberance; small hump, a b. atween 
de shooders [‘shoulders’]. N.Roe. No. 

bulk, m., boss; Da. bulk; Icel. bulki, 
m., (small) hump; large bumpiRW.). 
See bulk, sb. 

bolker [bo'lkar], sb., (lump) large, 
round stone, sinker on a fishing 
hand-line or long-line. N.I.? Deriv. 
of bolk2. Cf. balker. 

bolkes [bol'ke3s, b6l'^e3s-, bokoes], 
sb., small heap of peats, some peats 
recently cut and piled up to dry; 
occas. of a row of such peats piled 
up to form a small fence; in the 
last sense also “bol [bol]-bank”. U. 
(Un., Um.). *bol (bul)-kps: O.N. kps 
(kas-), f., a heap. Cf. kjos, kus. 
For bol- see bol2 (boli) and bo- 
lin(g), sb. 

bolket [b6‘[kat], adj., lumpy; bulky; 
prominent (like a bulk, bump). N.Roe. 
*bulkottr. See bolk2, sb. 

bolki [b6‘[ki], sb., see bolk and 
bulk, sb. 

boll (boil), sb., see bill, sb. 
boiled [bolded-, -led-], sb., load 

of peats carried on a pack-horse 
in two mesis, one on each side of 
the pack-saddle, without using the 
kessi (the usual basket for trans- 
port). Y. More usual is the form 
bulled [bukled-, boi led-]: Nm.; De.; 
Conn. Sometimes abbr.: bul (N.Roe 
[bul]). *bol- and *bul-(hla3, hlass). 
-led may spring from O.N. hlad, n., 
pile; load, but ought rather to be 
interpreted as L.Sc. lade, laid, sb., 
load; burden. For bol-, bul-, and 
the meaning of the word in this 
compd., see bol3, sb. 

bollek1 [bojak, bojok, bojak], sb., 
1) lump; something round or lumpy, 
a) a b. o’ eart’, a clod of earth-, 
a b. o’ a stane, o’ a bairn (child) 
or shield (person, fellow)-, Ai. [b6[3k]; 
Du. [bojak, bojak]; esp.: (large)round 
stone (Du.); b) something rolled up, 
confused-, a b.o’ confusion, a tangled 
lump or mass (Ai.). With an added 
dim. ending: bolleki [bo[--aki-] (Ai.). 
2) wide eye(s), jokingly, comm, in pi.: 
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a pair o’ bolleks, a pair of big, 
wide eyes; IP., Yn.; to water de 
bolleks, of children: to cry (IP.); 
in IP. also occas. jokingly of the ears; 
bojok, bojok: IP., bojok: Yn. O.N. 
bpllr, m., a ball; globe; lump. 

bollek2 [bojok], sb., foolish talk; 
tattle; nonsense; a lock [‘lot’] o’ b., 
to speak b. Yn. *bull, n., bubbling; 
seething; boiling, in No., Fser. and 
Icel. also meaning incoherent or un- 
intelligible talk; jabber; nonsense. 

bollen, sb., see bellin2, sb. 
bolleti [bol"9ti-, bol"9ti'], adj., 

round, esp. in the phrase “a b. sten”, 
a small, round stone; pebble. O.N. 
bpllottr, adj., globular; round. Cf. 
bolli1 and ballisten, sb. 

bolli1 [boli], sb., (small) round 
stone; pebble; comm, in pi.: bol- 
li s. IP. Prop, the same word as 
bollek1: bpllr; see prec. Cf. bol- 
leti, adj., and balli-sten. 

*bolli2 [boll], sb., fondling ad- 
dress: my piri b.! my little dar- 
ling! prop. “lump”. Fe.? May be 
either O.N. bpllr, m., globe; lump, 
or O.N. bolli, m., something round 
(esp. small vessel), in Fser. also 
head; forehead. Cf. bodda, sb. 

*“bolman”, sb., a farmer; lessee. 
Balfour. Acc. to Edm., “bollman”, 
small holder, pronounced “bow- 
man”, is found in Ork. dial. Cf. 
bol2, sb., and bu2, sb. 

bolnokki [bal-noki, bol-], sb., the 
nearest fishing-hook (nokki) under 
the sinker (de bol sten) 0/ a fish- 
ing hand-line or long-line; prop, 
tabu-name at sea for “bo 1-hook”. 
Sa. See bolsten and nokki. 

bols, bolz [bold^, baldij], vb., to 
press; squeeze; to nip, in play, 
wrestling; he bolsd (bolzd) him 
= he njivveld him. IP.(?). bols 
(bolz) is poss. a parallel form to 
bels, vb., from *balsa (No. balsa, 
vb., to disport oneself; to press 
down or together); cf. No. bulsa. 

vb., to form pads or protuber- 
ances. 

bolsten [boksten-, b&l--], sb., a sin- 
ker (of a fishing hand-line, long- 
line). Wests. (Sa.) [bol-, bM-] and 
occas. N.I. [bol-]. In Foula: bod- 
lasten [bod”lasten‘, bod”la-] and 
uncompounded bodler [bodl9r, bod- 
l9r]. In Eshaness (Nmw.): boltu- 
sten [boT’tusten-, bol"tu-], now ob- 
solete. — bolsten and bodlasten 
orig. prob. from an old *bolla-steinn 
(O.N. bolli, m., something round) or 
*ballar-steinn (O.N. bpllr, m., globe; 
lump) — cf. ballisten and bolli1, 
sb. For the change a > 0 see In- 
trod. V (also N.Spr. VII) § 1. bod- 
ler poss. = “bpllr” with preserved 
nom.-r (for change 11 > dl in Foula 
dial, see Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), 
§ 42. boltu- (from a f. word *bol- 
ta?) appears to be another word and 
to be allied to bolt, sb. The above- 
mentioned names for the sinker were 
occas. applied as tabu-names by fish- 
ermen at sea. Usual name: kappi, 
kappisten. 

bolt(bult) [bo‘lt, and more comm.: 
b6‘[t], sb., big, clumsy figure; a b. 
[bo‘lt] 0’ a sheaf (Y.), a bulky sheaf 
of corn; — something round, pro- 
minent; a lump; knot (e.g. on the 
body), partly = bolk2. N.I. [b6‘[t, 
bo'lt]. Nm. [b6‘[t]. A deriv. of bolt 
is the form bolti [bo‘]ti (b&'jti)], sb., 
of something plump: a) large, round 
potato (Um0.); b) sleek, well-fed 
animal (Yh.). *boltr or *bultr. O.N. 
boltr, m., bundle (D.N.), Da. bylt. 
Cf. boltet, boltin, adj. 

bolt [ba‘lt], vb., to swallow greed- 
ily, in large mouthfuls; to bolt 
food. Wests. (Sa., St.). Poss. to be 
classed with Sw. dial, bolka, vb., to 
drink excessively, in great gulps. 

bolter (bulter) [bo'ltor, b6‘lt9r], sb., 
a large, round stone. U. Poss. the 
same word as bolt, sb., from “boltr, 
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bultr”. For the final r cf. below 
bolteri, adj. 

bolter!, bulteri [bo‘l"tari], adj., 
lumpy, a b. stane. U. No. bultren, 
adj., lumpy. 

boltet [bo'jtot, bo'jtat], adj., big; 
round; lumpy, a great b. head. Nm., 
Y. bo'jtat: Yn., bo'ltat: Nm. *bolt- 
ottr or *bultottr; No. bultutt, adj., 
thick; clumsy. 

boltin, bolt! [bo‘lti(n), bo'jtin, b^j- 
tin], adj., = boltet, adj.; N.I. (bol- 
tin: Un.; otherwise comm.: bolti); 
a bolti(n) codlin (shield), a plump, 
fully half-grown cod. *boltinn or 
*bultinn; No. bulten, adj., clumsy; 
plump. 

bolts [bo'jts], sb. pi., a) anxiety; 
restless, irritable state of mind-, 
great nervousness: “he lay a year i’ 
de b.”; b) peevishness; fretfulness, 
to be i’ de b., to be fretful and 
irritable. Un. If group a be funda- 
mental, the word is poss. to be 
classed with Icel. bult, n., a) con- 
tinual movement in tumbling or turn- 
ing round-, b) subdued growling 
(B.H.); deriv. bylta, vb., a) in Icel.: 
to fall; turn over; roll, = Faer. 
bolta, bolta; b) in Sw. dial.: to be 
very busy. 

boltusten, sb., see bolsten. 
bombel, bommel, sb. and vb., see 

bumbel, bummel. 
bomfisin [bonrfl-sm], sb., \) one’s 

fill of food-, an abundant meal; U. 
(Uws). 2) a sound drubbing; I’ll 
gi’e dee a b.; Us. — Prob.: *bumb- 
fysn. Icel. bumbr, m., belly; paunch 
(O.N. bumba, f., a drum). O.N. 
fysn (fysi, fyst), f., desire; lust. 
Meaning 1 is certainly the orig. one, 
meaning 2 has prob. arisen by conn, 
with Eng. bum, sb. 

bommi (bummi) fbomi, bomi, bo- 
mi], sb., 1) wooden vessel (esp. for 
milk, curdled milk); small, shallow 
churn. Br. [bomi]. 2) abusive term 
for a person, who speaks badly or 

has a bad pronunciation.: a barkin’b.; 
Y. [bomi]. Conn. [bomi]. O.N. bumba, 
f., a drum-, No. bumba, f., provision- 
chest; Da. bomme, id. In the phrase 
“stupid as a b.” (Br.: bomi) the Shetl. 
word is prob. L.Sc. bummie, sb., a 
stupid person; a fool. 

bomen, bomer, sb., see bum- 
mer, sb. 

bon, sb., see bonfrost, sb. 
bonabag [bon' abag ], sb., dwind- 

ling; languishing; miserable state, 
esp. of cattle lean from hunger; 
come to b. (Yn.), miserable; skinny 
(of cattle); sometimes in the expr. 
“gane to b.” (Yh.), vanished; gone 
away; lost, both of living beings 
(animals) and of objects. Y. — From 
Fe.,banabak [ba'^nabak1] is reported 
in sense of a miserable, skinny animal 
(by association with the word “back”). 
— *bana-beigr. No. banebeig (bana- 
beig), m., mortal illness or injury. 
Cf. bani, sb., and the use of this word. 

bond, bondsman, sb., see bund, 
bundsman. 

bonek [bonok], sto.,large bone;joint, 
esp. the upper and thick end of an 
animal’s thigh-bone, b. or bonek- 
ben. Un. No. buna, f., cannon-bone 
(Aa.); large bone, esp. the fibula 
or femur (R.); O.N. “buna” as a 
nickname. 

bonfrost [bonfr&st, bjn-], sb., very 
severe frost, prop, when water freezes 
to the bottom. *botnfrost (O.N. botn, 
m., bottom); cf. No. botnfrjosa, vb., 
= Da. bundfryse. Y., Fe. In the 
expr. “to freeze lek [‘like’] de bon 
[bon, b jn]” (Y., Fe.), to freeze very 
hard, bon is certainly an abbr. of 
bonfrost. 

bong1 [b&rj, bog], sb., a stroke-, 
blow. O.N. bang, n., id. More 
comm.: bung. 

bong2 [bot]], sb., a ball, ball of 
the foot, de b. o’ de foot. N. *bung- 
(bump; lump). Parallel form to 
bing; q.v. 
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bong3 [bog], sb., bladder of sea- 

weed, tangbong. Fe. *bung- (bump). 
Parallel form to bungi, sb. 

bong [Mg], vb., to knock, esp. to 
knock at a door, to b. at de door. 
Yh. O.N. banga, vb., to knock, esp. 
to knock at a door. 

bong-, bonk-, see bung-, bunk-, 
bonga [bagga, bogga], sb., \)knock; 

knocking at a door; open de door! 
dat is a b., open the door! some- 
body is knocking. Yh. [b&gga]. 
2) rocky cave; grotto where the 
breakers roar, a b. or “a hole o’ 
b.” U"10., Uc. [(b&gga) bogga]. As 
a place-name: de hole o’ Bonga 
(Uc.). *banga. O.N. bang, n., knock- 
ing; clamour; noise; uproar. 

bongtang [bogtag], sb., sea-wrack. 
Fe. See bong3 and bungi, sb. 

bonhus, sb., see bonhus. 
bonks, sb. and vb., bonksi, sb., 

see bunks, bunksi. 
*bonn [boi}], sb., child\ only pre- 

served in some old rigmaroles: a) a 
cradle-song from N.Roe, that begins: 
Baw waw bonna [ba wa bor^a], 
lullaby baby! -a in bonna is the 
def. art. (barn-it); L.Sc. baw, vb., to 
lull, lull asleep (bawaw, sb., is a jocu- 
lar name for a child)-, b) an obs. 
cradle-song from Un.: Bis bis bio, 
bonn(e) vil ikke tio [bis b. bro, 
boii(3) vil iko ti’o], etc., lullaby! the 
child will not hush, etc.; c) a verse 
from Fe., used in an old troll-tale 
(fairy tale): Geng hame to Fivla 
[fivla] and tell Divla [divla] at de 
honnins [hoipns] wis lopen [lo- 
pon] in a “tuilly” [toli] and brunt 
[‘burnt’] de bonnins [boiyns] = Oo 
home to Fivla and tell Divla (Tivla) 
that the dogs were fighting and 
had “burnt the children”, i.e. had 
killed the children by pushing them 
into the fire on the hearth, bon- 
nins is the def. form in pi. (bprn- 
in) with added Eng. pi. “s.” From 
Foula come the forms bjadna, 

bjadni: *barn-it; seebjadna. bonn- 
is also found in two compds.: bonn- 
hoga, bonsvamm. O.N. barn, n., 
child-, No. bann, badn, baan, pi.: 
bonn, bodn, boon. Mod. Shetl. bairn, 
from L.Sc. 

bonnhoga [boivho-ga], sb., child- 
hood’s home, ane’s ain [‘own’] b., 
= “calf-ground” [-grond], now more 
comm, used; also in a wider sense: 
place of resort-, former haunt, ane’s 
auld [‘old’] b.; U., Fe., YV, he is 
gane [‘gone’] back till his auld b., 
a) he has now begun to come back 
to his old haunt-, b) fig., used of 
the wind: it has begun to blow 
from the same quarter from which 
it blew before (U.). Another fig. 
use of the word is to be found in 
the expr.: “hit [‘it’] was b. atween 
dem”, understood between them, 
without mentioning the name of the 
person or thing spoken about (Fe.). 
Sometimes in connections where the 
orig. sense of the word has become 
obscure, thus, ironically: a good 
trip-, a good piece of work, etc. 
(Y.); dey’re made a b. de day [‘to- 
day’], they got nothing out of their 
trip or errand to-day, dat’l! be a 
b. to geng [‘go’] to Mid-Yell. *barn- 
hagi, prop, “child-pasture”. See 
*bonn and hoga, sb. 

bon(n)svamm [bo'^vanr, bi'qsj-], 
sb., l) sickness-, labour-pains which, 
according to old superstition, the 
wife by certain means can transfer 
to the husband, and thereby evade 
these pains herself, — “bairn-sick- 
ness”; U. By assimilation: von(n)- 
svamm [vo'n^vanr]: Fe. 2) lame- 
ness of the loins of women in child- 
bed. *barns-vamm (O.N. vamm, n., 
partly defect, partly damage done 
to one by others). See *bonn and 
vamm, sb., and cf. monnhwam (= 
bonsvamm). 

bons, bonz [bond/,, bondzj, sb., 
strong tide, a b. o’ tide: that part 
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where the current is strongest. Un. 
Allied to No. bunsa, vb., to burst 
out; rush violently on, etc.; cf. 
Eng. bounce, vb. For the change of 
sound “uns”>6nd^, 61^3 cf. skonzj 
[skond^ (skond^)] from *skunza, vb. 

bor1 [bor, bo’r], sb., hole; open- 
ing; trough [‘through’] every b. and 
corner. O.N. bora, f., hole; open- 
ing; Eng. bore, sb. — Also bor 
[bor, hoar], vb., to pierce (a hole), 
O.N. bora, Eng. bore, vb. Used of 
sun and moon: to appear through 
breaks in the clouds, bor, vb., is 
certainly L.Sc. (Jam. has: bor, bore, 
sb., in sense of opening in the clouds). 

bor2 [bor], sb., the upper welt of 
a shoe, prop, the edge of a piece 
of hide sewn to a shoe {x'wWn). In 
some cases, the word is merely used 
of the welt on the one side of a 
shoe; pi. bors, of the welt all round 
the shoe, bor is also: instep of a 
shoe (or foot). U., Fe. O.N. borda, 
f., margin; brim; strip. Besides bor, 
a form bord[bord] (U.) is found in the 
sense of border, esp. of a woman’s 
bonnet or cap, = L.Sc. bord, sb. 

bor3, borr [bor(r)], sb., breeze; 
slight squall of wind, — bir, birr 
(q.v.). Sa. 

bora [bora], sb., moss-rush, Jun- 
cus squarrosus (Hibbert), b. or b.- 
girs [‘grass’], written “burra”. comm. 
A form boro [boro] is noted down 
in Du. bori [bori]: Conn, occas. 
In Faer. bordur [bo3ror], m., and 
bord(a)gras [b63r(a)gr0eas], n., de- 
signate the same plant; cf. No. borde- 
gras (boregras), rt., from borda, f. 
a long, narrow leaf, really, edge; 
brim; band; strip, O.N. borda, f. 
The Shetl. forms bora, boro refer 
to a root-form *borda, accus. (gen. 
dat.) bordu. — borabrogg, sb., bo- 
rasodi, sb., see brogg, sodi. 

borastikkel [borastik-al], sb., stalk of rush, rush, bora, with bud at 
the top; comm, in pi., collect.: 

borastikkels. Du. The second part 
is stikkel, sb., stalk. 

borbakk [borbak, borbak, borbak], 
borbank, borbenk [b6rba‘rjk, -be‘rjk], 
sb., 1*) rocky ledge. 2) low ridge 
of earth; longish mound both nat- 
ural and artificial. 3) grass-grown 
strip of land alongside a cultivated 
patch or at the foot of a bank. 
The word is used in S.Sh. (Conn., 
Sandw., Du.) in senses 1, 2 and 
3. 4) the green slope of the back 
of a turf-dike (opp. to the steep 
foreside, “the breast”); Sa. 5) a 
low, supporting wall of earth and 
stone, built outside, against the wall 
of a house or byre; Wests.; U.; Fe. 
6) a longish seat or bench of green 
turf (esp. rush-grown turfs: bora- 

, divots), partly with substratum of 
stones, along the wall of a house. 
Y. The diff. forms of pronunc. are 
distributed thus: borbak: Fo.; borbak: 
Sa.; borbe'gk (-be'rjk): S.Sh.; borbe'gk: 
Wests, occas.; borba'qk: N.I. — further 
forms are also found, such as: a) ber- 
bank [barba'rjk], berbenk [berbahjk] 
(Y.) = borbank 6 (bench, seat), 
and b) borsbenk [bo‘rsbe‘gk] (Conn.; 
Sandw.; Du.) = borbenk 1, 2 and 3. 
As a place-name, name of some rocky 
ledges, is found in Sandw. (Du.): de 
Borbenks o’ Muligio, and in Yell 
(in de West Nips, Yh.): Borsa [bo‘rsa]- 
bank. — The root-forms prob.: *bard- 
bakki and *bard-benkr (forms begin- 
ning with bors-, borsa- presuppose 
a gen.: bards). O.N. bard, n., brim; 
edge; margin, in Norw. place-names 
more freq. of a rocky ledge on a 
mountain side (N.Q., Introd., p. 43). 
No. benk, m., (bench) inter alia of 
a long, narrow terrace on a moun- 
tain slope (Aa.), ledge in a peat-pit; 
wall of turf (R.). For -bakk see 
further bakk and bank, sb.; -benk 
see benk1, sb. 

*bordl [bord], *bordek [bordak, 
bardak] and *borr [bor(r)], sb., point 
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of land, promontory, — *bard; now 
only as a place-name (with prefixed 
def. art.), thus: a) de Bord o’ Musa, 
the east point of the Isle of Mousa 
(Sandw., Du.); b) with dim. suffix -ek: 
de Bordek (N.Roe), rocky point; 
c) de Borr: fishermen’s sea-term 
(tabu-name) for the foreland “de Head 
o’ de Navar” (Esh., Nmw.), used as 
a landmark by which to find fish- 
ing-grounds. — The names a and c 
almost merge into common nouns. 
— O.N. borda, f., and bordi, m., 
parallel forms to bard, n., brim; edge; 
margin (see O.Rygh, N.G., Introd., 
p. 43). Cf. Fser. Bordan [bo3ran] as 
the name of the south point of the 
Isle of Nolso. Shetl. “bord” may be 
either *bord- or *bard (cf. “gord” 
from “gardr”, “vord” from „ varda” 
or “vardi”), whereas “bor(r), bordak” 
must certainly be derived from *bord-. 
The pronunc. “bard-” might also be 
taken to be a “*berd-”, deriv. of 
*bard, thus e.g.: de Berdins [bardins], 
pi., projecting part of the coast (Fe6.). 
The sea-term for “de Bord o’ Musa’’, 
used by fishermen, is “de Bordek 
or Berdek [bardak (berdak)]”. 

bord2 [bord], sb., young; brood, 
esp.: a) young of birds; young be- 
fore hatching; der’r a b. i’ de egg; 
cf. bordet, adj.; b) young seal (N.I.); 
her (de seal’s) b. was wf her; c) of 
offspring, young animals in general, 
chiefly jocularly or contemptuously 
of human beings — except when 
used as a form of address — always 
disparagingly: brood, a bony b.; d) as 
a term of address, esp. to children 
and young persons, endearingly: my 
b.! my sweet b.! my dear little one, 
my love! similar to the now more 
comm, “jewel, my jewel!” Cf. luk- 
kabord. In Fair Isle burd [bnrd] 
is found as a term of endearment: 
my b.! — O.N. burdr, m., prop. 
bearing; then the act of giving birth; 
fetus; offspring; descent. L.Sc. burd, 

sb., offspring. — In sense of move- 
ment; propulsion, bord [*bur3r] is 
found in some compds.: bordaskep, 
ferdebord, firebord, fogbord 
(-border, -borger, -borg), kava- 
bord. 

bordaskep [b6r"dasHep'],sb., whirl- 
pool; current, or part of a current, 
setting in at flood-tide, forming ed- 
dies between rocks and skerries; a 
b. o’ de tide, lesser current, eddy, 
issuing from the main stream. Un. 
burdar-skaep ? or -skepl? Faer. burdur, 
m., inter alia, current, drift of cur- 
rent. The second part to be classed 
either with No. skjsepa, vb., to speed 
along, or with No. skjeplast, vb., to 
displace; to be confused or agitated 
(Faer. skeplast, vb., to get out of order; 
O.N. skjaplask, skjpplask, vb., to fail; 
forsake). — See further bort, sb. 

bordet [bordot], adj. of bird’s 
eggs, esp. the eggs of hens: con- 
taining young; de egg is b., there is 
young in the egg. Du. Deriv. of 
bord, sb., brood. 

bordin [bordin], sb., plank in the 
side of a boat, immediately above 
“the sulbord” (comm, denoting the 
plank just above the water; orig. 
solbord). Nmw. Prop, the same word 
as birdin, sb.; q.v. 

borek [borok, borok], sb., a short, 
breaking wave; he made a b. at de 
boat’s starn, a choppy wave broke 
at the boat’s stern. N. and Ai. [bo- 
rok]; Esh., Nmw. [borok]. O.N. b£ra, 
f., a little wave; wave-motion. 

boren [boron], adj., in the phrase 
“b. grund [grond, grand]”: fishing- 
ground often visited and too much 
exploited, therefore bare of fish, — 
reket (“raked”) or utskjumpet 
grund, opp. to uvart (avorous) 
grund. Yh. boren is poss. a perf. 
part. *barinn, beaten-, flogged-. No. 
bard, perf. part, of berja, a) beaten-, 
b) battered-, worn out. For this ex- 
planation cf. brimbortend, adj. 
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boret [bo rat], adj., of sheep: 

a) dark-coloured on the back, belly 
and legs of a lighter colour (grey 
or white), and with light stripes be- 
hind the ears-, b) black, with white 
belly and white breast-, c) dark-col- 
oured (black), with a light (white) 
stripe round the tail; d) with lighter 
(brownish) outer wool and a darker 
ground, also somewhat lighter down 
towards the loins than on the body. 
Wests. Reported from Ai. in senses 
a, c, d, from Sa. in sense b. 
Prob.: *bor56ttr, trimmed, from O.N. 
borda, f., border\ trimming-, strip. 

*borg [borg] and *borri [borri], 
sb.,fort, in Shetl. place-names comm, 
applied to old Pictish forts which 
formerly stood in these places. Un- 
derstood as a common noun in “de 
stakk o’ de Borri (borri)”, also 
called “de stakk o’ de brough [bra/]”, 
the name of an isolated rock off the 
north-east coast of Foula with ruins 
of a Pictish fort on the top (L.Sc. 
brough, brugh, brogh = ring-fort). 
Otherwise only in place-names, partly 
with meaning understood, as: de 
brough o’ Borgen [borgOn] (Gluss, 
Nm.): *borgin (def. form). As the 
first part borga- [borga] and borra- 
[borra, bora (borra, bora)], of which 
-a is the gen. sing, ending -ar, more 
rarely borge- [borga]; thus: de Bor- 
gadelds (Scousburgh, Du.): *borgar- 
deildir; de Borgaskerris (Burravoe, 
Ys.): *borgar-sker; Borgateng (W.Sw., 
Y.): *borgar-tangi; Borgegjo (Burra- 
firth, U.): *borgar-gja; Borrafirt’, 
comm, written “Burrafirth” (U.; Ai.: 
East and West B.-f.): *borgar-fj9rdr; 
Burraness (De.; Ys.): *borgar-nes; 
“Borravo”, Burravoe (Ys.): *borgar- 
v£gr; Burrawick (Ue.): *borgar-vik. 
As the last syllable, “brough” has 
generally superseded the old form 
“borg”. See Shetl. Stedn. p. 81. — 
O.N. borg, f., fort. — Cf. *bjorg, sb. 

borgimester or -master [bor gi- 

maes’tor, -mas'tor], sb., prop. uburgo- 
master”, used as a name for: 
a) skua-gull, skui, bunksi; b) black- 
backed gull, bagi or swar(t)bak. Un. 

borl, borrel [boral], sb., blast of 
wind, sudden squall of wind, a b. 
o’ wind; he cam’ wi’ a b. Also 
birl, birrel [borol]. Sa. No. burla, 
vb., of air, water: to whirl; bluster; 
L.Sc. birl, sb., rolling or whirring 
sound; quick movement. Cf. burl, 
burrel, vb. 

borliband, sb., see birliband. 
boro, borro [b&ro], sb., 1) a cer- 

tain quantity of corn, from two to 
six sheaves, threshed at one time 
on the threshing-floor; N.I.; Nm. 
2) threshing-floor in a barn; N.I. 
No. berja, f., a layer of corn on the 
threshing-floor; as much corn as is 
laid down at one time for threshing. 
boro presupposes a root-form *bara, 
accus., etc.: bpru; cf. No. bara, vb., 
= berja, to beat; thresh. 

boros, borros [b&ros, b&rros], sb. 
pi., a hand-barrow. Un. Always in 
pi. as O.N. barar, bprur, f., Fser. 
borur, f., bier; hand-barrow. Other- 
wise the form has been developed 
through infl. of Eng. barrow, 

borren, sb., see birren, sb. 
borst, borstet, adj., see birst, adj. 
borsten, sb., see bursten. 
bort [bo‘rt, b3‘rt], sb., 1) in set- 

ting a long-line: the distance that 
a boat has been carried away by 
the tide from the place where the 
setting began; a bort’s rowin’; to 
row on or op a b., after the setting 
of the long-line: to row the distance 
back again to the original spot. Fo. 
2) a certain distance between two 
boats setting their fishing-lines, reck- 
oned acc. to the tide. Fo. From U. 
bord [b0ard] is noted down in both 
the above-mentioned senses; to row 
op a b.; du ga’e me a very krimp 
b., you did not allow me much 
space. — Certainly the same word 

5* 
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as Ork. birth (Jam.), a small current 
in the sea issuing from a strong 
main stream. — O.N. burflr, m., car- 
rying-, leading, etc.; Peer, burflur, b. 
av streymi, current; drift of current. 
— In U. herd is also used of the 
direction in which a boat is steered, 
in phrases such as; “lay her. (= the 
boat) upon anidder [’another’] b.!”; 
but here it points rather to Eng. 
board, Shetl. bord [bord], plank in 
a boat, in the expr. given = side 
of a boat. 

bort, vb., see hurt, vb. 
bos [bos, bos (bos)], sb., litter of 

straw and hay, esp. refuse of straw 
and hay forming a bird’s nest. No. 
bos, Sw. dial, bits, n., litter, straw 
for litter; waste straw or hay. 

bos [bos], vb., to produce a faint, 
rustling sound, esp. by stirring up 
straw, hay, etc.; der’r a moose 
[‘mouse’] or cat bosin among de 
strae [‘straw’], der’r a moose bosin 
i’ de strae or meal. Un. *bosa; deriv. 
of *bos, Shetl. bos, sb. No. bosa, 
vb., to litter with waste hay or straw. 

boser [bosor], sb., see buser. 
bosk, sb., see busk. 
bossi, bussi [bosn]-needle, sb., 

a short, coarse needle, darning- 
needle-. Reported by J.I. No. bosse- 
naal, “baassnaal”, f. (R.), triangular 
bone-needle for sewing a pack- 
saddle and pack-saddle padding, 
coarse bodkin (bossa, f., a pad un- 
der the saddle or horse-collar). 

host1 [host], sb., attack of peevish- 
ness; bad humour-, de(r) were [‘there 
was’] a ill b. upon him. Papa St. 
Partly=bist, sb. (q.v.). Prop.11 brush”, 
O.N. burst,!. See further under birst, 
adj. Can scarcely be associated with 
host2. 

host2 [host, b&st], sb., a short spell 
of bad weather. Sa., N. Allied to No. 
bausta and busta, vb., to rush vio- 
lently on, etc. Cf. host, vb. 

host [host, bSst], vb., to speak 

harshly and angrily, threateningly, 
to b. at ane; he hosted at him. 
Sa. No. bausla and busta, vb., to 
rush onward-, to make a noise. See 
host2, sb. 

bosten, bostet, adj., see birst, adj., 
and ill-bosten. 

hotel, sb., see bitel. 
*botistiind, sb., see *bottiind, sb. 
botli [both], sb., blind gut in sheep. 

Conn. Cf. Sw. dial, botn and bot- 
ning, m., blind gut in ruminants. 
In No. botning (botn, bytning) de- 
notes the hindmost or fourth sto- 
mach of a ruminant, also called 
“vinster”. — botli either for *botni 
or poss. abbr. of a compd. *botn- 
langi; cf. No. botnlange, “botlangje”, 
m. (R.), = botning. 

*botn, *botten [baton (baton), bo- 
ton, boton, bo(on, ba[on], *boiten, 
*boitten [boiton (boitton), boiton] and 
*bodn, *bodden [bodon, bO(]on], sb., 
a) a little round valley, deep hol- 
low, b) a semicircular valley, open 
towards the sea, partly also c) a 
little round bay in front of a val- 
ley, resembling botn b. The word 
is now found only in place-names, 
but its meaning, on account of its 
comparatively freq. occurrence, is 
understood by the common people 
in several places. Uncompounded, 
the word is mostly found with the 
prefixed def. art. “de B.” Among 
the many diff. forms of pronunc., 
the softened forms: “boiton (boitton), 
boiton, bo(on (ba(on), bo<jon” are 
peculiar to U.; and further, boiten 
[boiton] is noted down, e.g. in Y. 
and Conn. On Wests, the forms of 
pronunc. “boton, baton, boton, boton” 
are found. The pronunc. “boton” is 
noted down, e.g. in Black Botn (Nmn., 
on the north side of Ronis Hill), Easter 
and Waster [‘west-’] Botn (De.), de 
Bottens (Reawick, St.), de Bottens 
(Fo., at the foot of Hamnafell Hill), 
Libotn [li'bofon] (Sandw., Du.; Le- 
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venwick, Du.). In meaning c is 
found, e.g. de Boitten (de Niv, Kle- 
bergswick, Un.). Voboit(t)en [vd- 

boit^^an] (Skaw, Un.) = O.N. vags- 
botn, m., the head of a bay. In 
some cases, the L.Sc. form boddom, 
boddum (Jam.: boddum = hollow, 
valley) has superseded the older 
(Norse) form, e.g. in Du. See 
further Shetl. Stedn. pp. 81—82.— 
O.N. botn, m., bottom; the inner- 
most end of a valley (dalsbotn), the 
head of a firth or bay (fjardar-, 
vagsbotn). Peer, botnur, m., a semi- 
circular valley, open towards the sea. 

*bottnnd' botistiind. sb., fishery 
tithe, *bat(s)tlund; O.N. (Norse) 
batatiund, f., a kind of boat-tithe. 
Shetl. tiind [tind], sb., tithe, “bot 
teind” and “botis teind” in old Shetl. 
deeds referring to church tithes (G.Q., 
Ant. of Shetl., p. 156 f.). Cf. bu- 
tiind, sb. 

boul, sb. and vb., see bol1, sb., 
and bol1, vb. 

bova [bova], bovek [bdvak], sb., 
sea-term, fishermen’s tabu-name for 
a bed, box-bed. U., Yh. Also bo- 
fek [bdfak]; U. Poss. the same word 
as Icel. paufi, sb., an out-of-the-way 
nook (B.H.). Change of the initial 
p to b is not rare in Shetl. Norn. 

*bragasten [brag"asten-, bra"ga- 
sten-], sb., a heavy stone that one 
tries (used to try) to lift as a test 
of strength, = No. lyftestein, Icel. tak 
andhaf, Faer.hav. N.I.(Fe.).*bragS(a)- 
steinn. O.N. bragd, n., hasty move- 
ment; (great) enterprise; manly 
deed, etc. 

bragd [bragd] and brag [brag, 
brag], sb., incision, serving as an 
ear-mark in sheep. Wests, bragd: 
Fo.; brag: Sa. *bragd. Icel. bragd, 
No. and Faer. bragd, n., incision; 
ear-mark in sheep. Cf. utbrag, 
breg, obreg, afbreg(d), sb. 

bragd [bragd] and brag [brag, 
brag], vb., to incise; cut an ear- 

mark in sheep. *bragda. See 
bragd, sb. 

braktin [braktin], sb., recently en- 
closed and cultivated ground. Yh. 
Doubtless orig. allied to No. brote, 
m., cleared stretch of ground (O.N. 
broti), and brotning, m., a piece of 
old meadow ploughed up (R., suppl.), 
Sw. dial, brot, m., separated and 
cleared piece of ground; but the 
Shetl. form braktin has certainly 
arisen under infl. of Eng. break, vb., 
L.Sc. and Shetl. “brak”, Shetl. “to 
brak ut”: to bring fallow land un- 
der cultivation. 

bran [(bran) bran], sb., in the 
phrase: to be upo de b., to be on 
the point of going out or of doing 
something. Y., Fe. Doubtless allied 
to Icel. brana, vb., to burst (bold- 
ly) out. 

brand1 [brand], sb., burning or 
partly burnt piece of peat (on the 
hearth); in a similar sense Faer. 
brandur, m. O.N. brandr, m., (burn- 
ing) log; No. brand, m., burning or 
partly burnt piece of wood, Eng. 
brand, sb. — brander [braijdor] 
(Wh.) is an older, now obs. Shetl. 
form with the r of the nom. pre- 
served. In Wh. brander [braiidor] 
and branda, brenda [brarjda] were 
used occas.: a) = brand, occas.: 
b) as tabu-name at sea for fire, by 
merging of brenner and brenna, 
sb. (q.v.). 

brand2 [braqd], sb., stripe; dis- 
coloured or disfiguring stripe, esp. 
in woollen yarn, stuff or cloth. Nm. 
*brandr. See further under bran- 
det, adj. 

brander [brandor, brandor], sb., 
one of the two long pieces of wood 
on which the bottom-trees of a bed 
rest, de branders o’ de bed: L. 
and U. [brandar]; cross-bar between 
two chair-legs: S.Sh. [brandar]. O.N. 
brandr, m., stock; beam; post. Cf. 
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L.Sc. branderis, sb. pi., “frames of 
wood for supporting tables” (Jam.). 

brandet [braiidat] and brendet 
[bre'ndot], adj., striped, esp. a) of 
animals (cows, sheep): having stripes 
of another (esp. drab) colour across 
the body, a b. sheep or coo; Esh., 
Nmw. [bre'ndat]; b) of woollen yarn, 
stuff, clothes: striped, having drab or 
disfiguring stripes, a b. piece o’ 
claith [‘cloth’]; streaked with dirt, 
claes [‘clothes’] b. wi’ dirt; N.Roe 
(Nmn.) [braiidot]; c) of bread baked 
on the gridiron: burnt across the 
middle; bread which has got a 
burnt stripe in the cooking-, Wh. 
[brandot]. Icel. brpndottur, No. bran- 
dutt, adj., striped (with variegated 
or dark stripes). Cf. O.N. brand- 
in brandkrossottr: brownish-red with 
darker vertical stripes and a white 
cross on the nose (of an ox). L.Sc. 
branded, adj., of reddish-brown col- 
our, a branded cow. 

bratl, brattel [brat(o)l, brait(3)l, 
bra(3l] and bratli [bra'tli, bra(li], sb., 
l) spell of bad weather; wind with 
rain or sleet, mostly of short dura- 
tion; a sudden, hard blast with 
some rain; he cam’ on a b. fae 
[‘from’] de sooth-east: Un. [bra'tal, 
bra[al; bra'tli, bra[li]. 2) squall of 
wind; Wests. (Sa.). [brat(3)l]. *bratl 
(noise; rattle). Cf. No. bratla, vb., 
to bungle (Aa.), to work noisily; 
tumble about (R.); Sw. dial, bratla, 
vb., to speak much and quickly 
(prop, to make a noise; rattle); 
L.Sc. brattyl, brattle, sb., a rattling 
sound; rapid movement; violent at- 
tack. Cf. brutl, bruttel, sb. 

*brattin [bra[in, braitin], sb., a 
steep piece of cultivated field. Ub. 
*bratti-nn (or *bratta-n)? cf. No. bratta, 
f., inter alia = steep fields, brat- 
tin may poss. be associated with 
braktin, sb., q.v. 

braim, braima, braind, brainer, 

etc., see brim, brima, brind2, 
brenner, etc. 

brainter [bra‘qt3r], sb., = binder, 
etc. Yh. “brainter” has prob. arisen 
from “bainter”. As both words are 
sometimes used in the phrase “a 
burnin’ b.”, older “a brinnin (burn- 
ing, freezing cold) b.”, the inserted 
r may come from the previous 
“brinnin”. 

bred [bred, bred], adj., broad; 
O.N. breidr, L.Sc. braid (brade). 
bred, now comm, with short e; in 
place-names also with long e, e.g., 
de b. [bred] Tongi, “the broad 
tongue of land” (Fo.). The form 
bre [bre (bre)] is more common 
than “bred” in place-names, e.g.: 
Brebister[bre"bis't3r, bre"-]: *brei(5a- 
bolstadr, de Bredjeld [bredjeld] (Fef.), 
de Bredelds [bredelds] (Hul, N.Roe): 
*brei5deild (-deildir, pi.), Bree [*bree, 
bre] (De11.): *brei3eid, Bregjo [bre- 
gjo] (at several places): *brei5gja, 
Bregoda or -goda [bre"q6d a, -cjod’a] 
(Feh.): *breidgata, Bremor [bremar] 
(Conn.): *breidm^rr, Bre [bre]-water 
(Nibon, Nmw.): *brei3a vatn, Brewik 
[brewik] (at several places): *brei3- 
vik — see respectively “bister, deld 
(djeld), ed, gjo, goda, mor, vatn 
(water), wik”. Breen [broan], in “de 
Hem [hem]-Breens” and “de Mid- 
Breens” (Tumlin, Ai.), field-plots, is 
poss. the same name as “Breidin 
(Breidvin)”, freq. occurring in No. 
place-names; see N.G. 

bred [bre'd, brer]], vb., to melt; 
liquefy, e.g. oil from liver (cod liv- 
er) or blubber, to b. oil. Wests. 
(Sa.). In Foula with dropped i-mu- 
tation: bro [bro, br'o], to b. oil. 
O.N. brseda, vb., to melt; dissolve. 

bred (bret, braeit) [breid, breid, 
breit, brai‘t], vb., only in the expr.: 
“to b. ane’s boats”, to idle away 
one's time; to do nothing useful; doze, 
doubtless lit. “to tar one’s boats”, 
ironically used; he breds (is bre- 
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din) his boats de day [‘to-day’]. Fe. 
O.N. brseda, vb., to tar; coat with 
tar (br&5). From Yell (Yn.) has been 
recorded *br0 [bro], vb., in the orig. 
sense: to tar, to b. de far, to tar 
the boat (tabu-expr., used by fisher- 
men). 

bredband [bredband], sb., in the 
expr. “to lie on b.”, of a sheaf of 
corn on the field which has become 
wet, and from which the band has 
been loosened: to lie spread (on the 
band) for drying. Yn. No. breida, 
vb., esp. to spread hay to dry. 
For the expr. “lie on b.”, cf. Sw. 
dial, “ligga p& bredsel”, of grass or 
flax, laid out to dry. 

bredd [bred(d)], sb., breadth, O.N. 
breidd, f. 

breg1 [brsg, bre*g], sb., a stripe, 
esp. disfiguring or discoloured stripe 
(in woollen yarn or cloth, stuff); 
grey bregs trough [‘through’] red or 
blue (Nm.); often of drab stripes in 
woollen yarn, resulting from poor 
mixing of the wool, darker stripes 
in light-coloured worsted (Esh.,Nmw.; 
Ai.). As reg [reg] and rig [rig], 
without initial b, are found in the 
same sense as breg, this word may, 
in all probability — taken in conn, 
with the other words with the pre- 
fix “bi” (about) (see bjelset, adj., 
brolk, sb.) — be derived from an 
orig. *bi-reik (or -reikr); No. (O.N.) 
reik, f., a stripe; line (O.N. “reik”, 
handed down in the sense of part- 
ing in the hair; Fser. reikur, m., id.). 

breg2 [breg, breg, breg], sb., ad- 
ditional ear-mark in sheep, added 
to the old mark or marks, e.g. 
when a flock has changed owners; 
altered sheep-mark (ear-mark). S.Sh. 
[breg, breg]. Nm. [breg, breg]. De. 
[breg]. *bregdi (brigdi), n., deriv. of 
“bragd”; see bragd (brag), sb. Cf. 
afbreg(d), obregd and utbrag, sbs. 

bregd [bregd] and breg [breg, breg, 
breg], vb., 1) bregd: to braid; twine; 

plait, esp. of plaiting a thin rope, 
e.g. for a fishing hand-line, quad- 
ruple plaiting; to b. skogs, toms 
(see “skog” and “tom”, sbs.). U. 
Also brigd [bngd]. II) breg: \) to 
sew together; to stitch, e.g. a but- 
ton-hole; Fo. [breg]. 2) to change 
a sheep-mark, to add a new ear- 
mark to the old mark (or marks), 
to b. fae (frae) a mark, to b. de 
sheep; de sheep is breget; S.Sh. 
[breg, breg]; Nm. [breg]; see prec. 
breg, sb. — O.N. bregda, vb., a) to 
alter; shift, etc.; b) to braid; twine; 
plait. — In sense of to plait-, braid, 
the form bred [bred] is now most 
freq. used in Shetl., and has doubt- 
less arisen from O.N. bregda, but 
is certainly formed through infl. of 
Eng. braid, vb., in same sense. 

breget [brsgot], adj., striped, esp. 
having darker, disfiguring stripes, 
of worsted and cloth; b. oo’ [‘wool’], 
a b. piece o’ claith [‘cloth’]. Ai., 
Nm. Prob.: *bi-reikottr; No. reikutt, 
adj., striped. Cf. breg1, sb., as 
well as reget and riget, adj. L.Sc. 
braikit, adj., is diff. (speckled, from 
Gael, breac). 

breid [breid, braeid], vb., 1) vb. 
n., to sprout-, grow, of corn: de 
corn is weel [‘well’] breided de 
year [‘this year’], the corn grows 
well this year. 2) vb. a., of cul- 
tivated land: to produce corn-, yon 
[‘that’] tun breids better as [‘than’] 
ony idder [‘any other’] tun, on that 
field (that farm) better corn is grown 
than on any other. N.Roe. *brydda 
(from “broddr”, m., a shoot, shoot 
of corn)-. No. brydda, vb., to sprout, 
of corn; grass. — breid differs in 
the vowel-sound from breed, vb., 
which poss. has occasioned the 
transitive use of the word. 

brekk [brsek] and brek [brg3k, 
br®3k], sb., hillock-, ridge-, elongated 
mound. N.I. From Fe. “brek [br£sk, 
brffiak]” is reported as a common- 
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noun, “brekk [braek]”, mostly as a 
place-name (Brekk, e.g. de B. o’ 
Kloden, Feh.). From Yh. is reported 
the expr. “de brek, brsek [brje®k] 
o’ de hill”, used of the uppermost 
edge or part of a slope (the lower 
part is called “de slag [slag] o’ de 
hill”]. In Un. brekk [breek] and pi. 
brekks is found in sense of a com- 
mon, a plot of uncultivated or fal- 
low land, used as pasture, between 
two farms or parts of a village. — 
brek has arisen from brekk through 
vowel-lengthening. — The word is 
freq. and comm, used in place-names, 
compd. and uncompd., and assumes 
various forms (occas. with and oc- 
cas. without prefixed def. art. “de”): 
Brekka [brseka] (Uyea, Nmw.), (de) 
Brekk [brsek (brek), brek], (de) Brek 
[brek], (de) Bregg [breg, breg], 
Brakk(a) [brak(a)], (de) Brokk [briik], 
Brogga [broga, broga] (de knowe o’ 
Brogga: Yb.), (de) Brogg [brog, brog], 
and sometimes with lengthened o: 
de Brogi [brogi]. “de Breks [breks] 
o’ Gord” = de Lis o’ Gord (Conn.); 
see li, sb. With suffixed def. art.: 
Brekken, Breggen, Brokken, Brog- 
gen, esp. used in pi. with an added 
s: de Brekkens, etc. (O.N. brek- 
kurnar). See Shetl. Stedn. pp. 82— 
83. brogg is also found as a com- 
mon noun with a meaning slightly 
diff. from brekk. — O.N. brekka, 
f., slope; edge (Eng. and Germ, brink 
= edge). Germ, brink, m., in sense 
of grass-plot, common may be par- 
alleled with brekk, a common (Un.). 
— Cf. brogg, sb. 

bremer,sb., see brimer(*brimel). 
brenna [brena, breqa], sb., fire, 

occas.: a) blazing fire on the hearth 
or fire in a kiln for drying corn, 
occas.: b) tabu-name (sea-term) for 
fire in general. S.Sh. From Wh. 
brina [brina] has been reported as 
a sea-term (tabu-name) for smoke. 
O.N. brenna, f., burning; fire. 

brenna-sfew [brei^astju1], sb., 
fine, mist-like spray from heavy 
breakers (surf). Y., Fe. The first 
part of the compd. is O.N. brenna, f. 
(burning; fire; see prec. brenna, 
sb.), used, in this case, in the sense 
of surf on the shore; the second 
part is L.Sc. stew, sb., vapour. Cf. 
brim(a)-stew. 

brennek1 [breqok (braeipk, bra- 
qak)], sb., mock-sun; bright spot 
near the sun; also end of a rain- 
bow. N.Sh. (comm.), brendek [breq- 
dak]: Yh. *brenning. Peer, brenning 
(b. firi sol, ettir sol), f., mock-sun. 

brennek2 [breqak (broqak, broqok)], 
sb., nettle, No. brenneta (brennenata). 
Also thistle. Fe. 

brenner [brenar, brm(n)ar, breqar, 
braqar, brainar], sb., de b.: tabu- 
name used by fishermen at sea for 
fire; really “the burner". L., etc. 
(Me.) [breqar, braqar, brainar]. Du. 
[brenar, brm(n)ar]. O.N. brennir (for- 
brennir), m., fire (poet.). The pro- 
nunc. “brm(n)ar”has doubtless arisen 
through infl. of the verb brin [brm], 
L.Sc. bryn, brin, to burn. 

brest [brsest], sb., 1) the crash 
of a rapidly moving mass; some- 
thing (a mass; a number or a 
crowd) rushing along at high speed; 
a b. o’ hwals, a shoal of whales 
(ca' ing whales) swimming at high 
speed (cf. grind, sb.); dey saw a 
b. o’ him, a b. o’ fish, a large shoal 
of fish moving rapidly. 2) violent 
and sudden storm. 3) hard struggle; 
we’re [‘we have’] had a b. (a hard 
pull). Un. O.N. brestr, m., (burst, 
break) crash; crack; Faer. brestur, 
also hard struggle. 

brest [braest], vb., to come rush- 
ing along with a crashing noise at 
full speed (of a flock; mass); to com’ 
brestin. Also of rough weather: 
to break loose, Un. O.N. bresta, 
vb., to burst; crash; crack. See 
brest, sb., and brist, vb. 
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*bri [brl], vb., to sharpen, to b. 

de skoni (the knife)\ tabu-expr. 
among fishermen. For *brin. Un., 
Du. O.N. bryna, vb., to sharpen. 

fbrid [brld], vb., in the expr. “to 
b. de flow”, to begin to be flood- 
tide, esp. of the turn of the tide; 
he brids (is bridin) de flow. Papa 
St. Opposite to: to nugg de brust 
(to be at ebb). — In this case, poss. 
a peculiarly local application of Eng. 
breed, vb., but brid in the above- 
mentioned application might well 
come from Norn: O.N. brydda (to s/art 
showing prong or point-, to goad-, 
urge forward)? cf. Fser. broddur, m., 
(sting; point) tide at its highest; 
Shetl. to come in brodda (a-brood), 
to come in sight; show oneself. 
One might also compare O.N. brigda 
(bregda), vb., to swing; change; 
turn; 6m/ (thus: No. brigda, vb.). 

brids [brlds], sb. pi., midriff; se- 
parating membrane between the 
thorax and abdomen. Prob. the same 
word as No. brseda, f., or braede, n., 
planks; boards(e.g. of a book); brim. 
Like the Shetl. pi.-word brids (prop. 
= the brims?). No. braeda is used: 
a) in the sense of brim comm, in 
the pi.; b) of each of the two halves 
into which a log of wood is cleft 
(R.). Cf. also No. halsbrae(d)e, n., 
each of the two long, flat muscles 
(sterno-cleido-mostoideus) along the 
trachea (R.). (acc. to Ross.) the word 
is also found in Sw. dials, (brae). 

brigd [bngd], vb., to braid; twine; 
twist (a rope, e.g. for a fishing 
hand-line), = bregd, vb.; to b. 
toms (see tom, sb.). Also “brig- 
din [bngdm]-keys” or brigd is 
[bngdis], sb. pi., apparatus for 
twisting a thin rope or line (fish- 
ing hand-line), and consisting of 
two pieces of wood, one for each 
hand, each having two protruding 
pins at the top on the same side. 
brigdin-keys: Un. brigdis: Yn. 

O.N. bregda, vb., to braid; twine; 
plait, brigd seems, acc. to the 
i-sound, to come from O.N. “brigda”, 
parallel form to “bregda”, but only 
handed down in fig. sense (to 
change; overthrow; transpose, etc.). 
The relation of the vowels in Shetl. 
is, however, not conclusive. 

brigda [bngda], brigdi [bngdi], 
sb., basking shark (the largest spe- 
cies of shark); No. brugda, brygda, 
brigde, f., id. Also called sulbrigda, 
-di, orig. *s61-brugda, -brygda, be- 
cause the basking shark usually 
basks in the sunshine on the sur- 
face of the sea. 

brigdis, sb.pl., see under brigd, vb. 
fbrigg [brig], sb., a bridge; O.N. 

bryggja, f. (= bni), L.Sc. brigg, 
bridge, de b. o’ de nose, the bridge 
of the nose. “Ros de b., at [‘that’] 
bears dee ower”, praise the bridge 
you safely cross (proverbial phrase: 
praise nothing before it has been 
well tried), brigg in Shetl. has 
entirely superseded bru (O.N. bru) 
as the usual designation for bridge, 
owing to L.Sc. influence. — brigg, 
stenbrigg and comm.: briggstens, 
sb. pi., are used also of stone pave- 
ment or courtyard before a house 
or outhouses. The Shetl. word 
briggstens [bng stens-], correspond- 
ing to O.N. “stein(a)bru”, pave- 
ment, is found in the foil, old phrase: 
“as auld [‘old’] as de briggstens”, 
= O.N. “gamall sem steinabrii” (Fid. 
Ill, 614), of something very ancient. 

brill [bril], sb., buoy of hide, 
fishing-buoy; tabu-word used by 
fishermen at sea. Fe., Wh. Prob. the 
same word as Fser. prilla, f., a skin 
of an animal made into a sack 
(lysiprilla, hide-sack for keeping oil 
in). For the change p > b, cf. e.g. 
bjakk, bjarki. 

brim [brim], sb., surf, breaking 
of the waves on the shore, or the 
sound thereof. Also sometimes in 
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the form brom [bromj. U. O.N. 
brim, n., surf. In Ai. is used: 
a) braim [braim] of spray from the 
surf (the pronunc. influenced by 
L.Sc. brime, sb., = Eng. brine), 
and: b) brim a [bnma] of vapour 
or mist-like spray rising from heavy 
surf-, the last form is certainly an 
abbr. of “brima-stew” (see brim- 
stew). From Woodwick, U., brimi 
is noted down in the same sense 
as brima, brim(a)-stew. 

brima, sb., see brimi. 
brimaskodd [brim'^askod1], sb., = 

brim-“stew” (q.v.). Y. For the sec- 
ond part of the compd. see skodd, 
sb. (drizzling rain-, mist). 

brima-stew, sb., see brim-stew. 
*brimbortend [brmrb&'rtand], adj. 

(prop. perf. part.), of the bottom of 
the sea, fishing-ground: quite strip- 
ped of fish-, de wolhard wis [‘was’] 
a’ [‘all’] b., tabu-expr. at sea: there 
was no fish to be had on the 
fishing-ground (de wolhard). Fo. 
Prob.: *brim-bar3r, really, beaten, 
lashed by surf, of a barren, naked 
coast, and in transferred sense of a 
barren sea-bottom. Cf. boren, adj. 

brimek [bnmok], sb., mock-sun-, 
part of a rainbow, = brennek1. 
Nms. *brim- (fire, flame, etc.). Per- 
haps prop, the same word as brimi, 
sb.; q.v. 

brimer [bremor], sb., male of a 
large species of seal. An older 
and obs. form: *brimel. Un. Edm. 
has: “brimeld, a very old female 
seal”. O.N. brimill, m., a species 
of large seal-, No. brimul, m., id.; 
Icel. brimill, Faer. brimil, m., a large 
male seal. 

brimi [brimi, brimi, brimi], brima 
[bnma], brim [brim, bri3m, brim, 
brim], braim, braima [braim(a)], 
brem, brema [bre3m(a)], sb., 1) wave 
of heat rising from a fire (esp. 
from the fire on the hearth), de 
brimi o’ de fire; Fo. [brimi]; — 

heat and smoke from the fire on 
the hearth, a brim o’ reek [‘smoke’]: 
U. [brim]; a braima o’ reek (loc- 
ality uncertain); — direction which 
the smoke from the fire-place takes, 
to sit r de brim [bri3m, brim] or 
briv [briv] o’ de reek (Nm.); to sit i’ 
de brem or brema (De.,Nm. occas.). 
2) aurora borealis (in the form of a 
bright fog-bank), a brimi [brimi] o’ 
pretty dancers (pretty dancers=a«rora 
b.)\ Wests. (Sa.). 3) narrow strip 
of clouds, strip of fog or mist, 
esp. of a somewhat light or yellow- 
ish (dull) colour, a brimi or brim 
[brim] ower de sky (N.Roe); bank 
of clouds, esp. of a dull yellowish 
colour (regarded as harbinger of 
wind or snow), der’r [‘there is’] a 
brimi i’ de nort’ (N.Roe); reddish 
clouds on the horizon at sunset 
(harbinger of wind); a windy brim 
[brim] (Nmw.), braim (Un.,Y.), light 
wind-clouds, esp. reddish clouds 
foreboding wind-, — light fog or 
mist (light-coloured), a brimi o’ 
mist (N.Roe); a misty brima (Conn.): 
on the horizon or along a hill- 
side; “a misty brima” (mist-like 
spray from the surf along the 
shore), recorded from Ai., refers, 
on the other hand, rather to brim, 
sb., surf-, — a snaw [‘snow’]-brimi 
or snawy brimi, light mist or bank 
of clouds, foreboding snow, der’r 
a snawy b. ower (upo) de hill 
(N.Roe). brimi, recorded from 
Woodwick, U., is allied to brim1, 
sb. — O.N. brimi, m., fire (poet.); 
Mod. Icel. brimi, m., flaming fire. 
The meanings of Shetl. brimi, etc., 
given under 3, must be considered 
as being developed from meaning 1 
(meaning 2 forming a link), as the 
word “fire” has been used in trans- 
ferred sense of bright, flame-col- 
oured clouds — latterly in a wider 
sense. It may be remarked, with 
reference to the expr. “a windy b.”, 
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that in Sw. dialects “bremme”, m., is 
found in sense of cold wind (Ri.). 

brimmogi. sb., see brinnamogi. 
brim-sfew [bnmstju, -sl^a], bri- 

ma [bnma]- and (more rarely) bri- 
me [brimaj-stew, sb., dense, misty 
spray rising from a heavy surf 
breaking on the coast. Comm. Oc- 
cas. by comparison, in sense of va- 
pour rising from the earth; der’r a 
“brim-stew” standin ut fae (frae) 
de land (Nmw.). The first part is 
O.N. brim, n., surf; the second part 
L.Sc. stew, dust; vapour. Cf. bri- 
maskodd, sb. 

brimtod [brirn'tod', -t.kT], sb., 
sound of the surf breaking on the 
shore. Fe. Latterly the word has 
been used as a tabu-term by fish- 
ermen at sea. *brim-pot; No. brim- 
tot, n., sound of the waves break- 
ing against the rocks. 

brind' [brind, breind, bre'nd, bre'nd, 
brand], vb., of animals: to be in 
heat; esp. a) of females (sheep, 
mares): to desire the male; de yowe 
[‘ewe’] or mare is brind in; also of 
males: rutting; b) to pair; de hwals 
is brindin, de cats is brindin. — 
b r i n d i n-time, rutting-time. — *brynda 
= *brunda; No. brunda, Sw. dial, 
brunnda (brynnda, bronnda), vb., to 
be in heat; O.N. brundr, m., rut; 
sexual desire; Da. brynde, sb., id. 

brinn1 [brm] and comm, brind2 

[brind, breiiid, brae^d, brand], vb., 
to give domestic animals water, to 
brinn or brind de cattle; U. More 
comm, in the sense: to feed a small 
animal, to give a calf, a sucking- 
pig or a lamb something warm (a 
sort of gruel, see veil in, sb.) to 
drink by pouring the fluid into the 
mouth of the animal, to brind de 
calf, grice, lamb. O.N. brynna, vb., 
to water the horses, the cattle; No. 
“brynna” esp.: to give the cattle 
something warm to drink (R.). 

brinn2 [brm, bren], vb., to burn-, 

O.N. brenna. In its vowel-sound 
the word has been influenced by 
L.Sc. bryn, brin, vb., to burn, to 
which it also assimilates. Cf. bren- 
na, brennek1, brenner, sbs. 

brinnamogi [bren"amog‘i, braifa- 
mog'i], sb., the foremost part of the 
stomach (mogi) of a fish, attached 
to the gills; Nmw. Also in the form 
brimmogi [bn(m)"mogi, brai(m)"- 
mogi]; Nm.; Wests. (Fo.). brim- 
has prob. arisen from brinn- through 
assimilating infl. of the foil, m in 
“mogi”. The first part of the compd. 
might be thought to be either O.N. 
brynn, adj., projecting, or rather a 
deriv. of O.N. brunnr, m., a well, 
designating, in this case, a channel; 
mouth; cf. No. brynne, n., the nar- 
row part of a lake towards its 
outlet (R.). The second part is 
O.N. magi, m., stomach. Other 
names for the foremost part of the 
stomach of a fish are minnamogi 
(monna-) and topmogi. 

brintek [brei‘nt3k, bn'ntek], ad- 
jectivally in the expr. “b. wadder”, 
weather with strong (and dry) wind; 
U. Prob. orig. from O.N. “briin 
veSr”, \>\., fair wind (Eg.), or brynn 
byrr, fair breeze (O.N. brynn, adj., 
keen; projecting, etc.). For the 
suffix -tek, cf. e.g. istek (istek 
wadder). 

bris1 [bns, bras], sb., glandulous 
lump of flesh and fat adhering to 
the liver, esp. in sheep. *bris. No. 
and Faer. bris, n., lump in the flesh; 
glandulous lump of flesh or fat. 

bris2 [bris], sb., crack; fissure; 
defect; der’r no a b. or skamm 
upon it, there is neither scratch 
nor blemish on it (Fe.). O.N. brestr, 
m., crack; fissure. 

briskatilli [bras"katil-i, -tal i], sb., 
brisket of an animal, esp. that of a 
cow; de b. o’ de coo. Fe., N.Roe. 
The first part of the compd. “braska”- 
(orig. from O.N. brjost, n., breast) 
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modified by Eng. brisket, sb.; the 
second part tilli = No. tylling, m., 
lump. 

brisk!, sb., see brosk, sb. 
brismek [bnsmok], sb., cask (a 

species of cod), esp. a young cusk 
(while “tusk” denotes the species or 
the full-grown fish). Comm. O.N. 
brosma, f., cusk. 

fbrist [bnst, brist], sb., on the old 
Shetl. wooden plough: “breast”, the 
foremost part of the plough-beam 
from “de knee” (the bend of the 
plough-beam where the plough- 
share is fastened). S.Sh. In its 
form the word is most like Eng. 
“breast”, but the designation is cer- 
tainly handed down from the old 
Norn dialect. Cf. ar-tree, orderos 
(erderos), sb. 

brist [bnst, brist], vb., l) to come 
or go at great speed (rudely); he 
cam’ or guid [‘went’] bristin. 2) to 
“b. on” upon a body, to accost a 
person very angrily and violently 
(Nmw.). O.N. bresta, vb., to crash\ 
crack \ Fser. bresta, “koma brest- 
andi”, of an inconsiderate, headlong 
gait. In such senses as: a) to walk 
quickly up-hill, he guid bristin op 
de hill, and b) to walk quickly 
against the wind, to geng bristin 
on upo de wind (Nmw.), brist has 
been influenced by Eng. breast, vb., 
to which it also partly assimi- 
lates. In the pronunc. the Shetl. 
word is doubtless influenced by 
brist [brist, brist], sb., the Shetl. 
form of Eng. breast, sb. — Cf. 
brest, sb. and vb. 

brit [brit, bnt], vb., to b. anesell, 
to stretch oneself in the warmth 
(in the sunshine or by the fire); 
he lay britin him afore de sun, de 
grice [‘pig’] lay britin him afore 
de fire. N.I. Prob. O.N. bretta, vb., 
to raise on end; to bend or to 
twist backwards; No. bretta seg = 
to twist and turn oneself (R.). 

britj1 [bntsj], vb., to cut up, to 
cut (or saw) into pieces, to b. kail, 
to cut up cabbage-leaves for the 
cattle; to b. fish, to cut a fish half 
through across the back before 
boiling-, to b. a sawstock, to saw 
a piece of timber in two. N.I. Al- 
so brotj [brobj], e.g.: to b. op claes, 
to cut clothes, stuff, into pieces;^., 
Fe. O.N. brytja, vb., to cut up (a 
slaughtered animal). 

fbritj2 [bntsj], vb., to fall or to 
slip suddenly; hit [‘it’] britsjed 
[bntsjOd, bntJjt] doon [‘down’] or back 
on me. Prob. the same word as 
Mod. H.G. britschen, Sw. dial, britsa, 
vb., to strike. 

britjin [bnt^in], sb., a cod, cut half 
through with a single cut across 
the back before being put into the 
pot (in contrast to tribritjin, sb., 
cod with three cuts). Yb. *brytjingr. 
See britj1, vb. 

bro1 [bro], sb., characteristic fea- 
ture or likeness, esp. inherited like- 
ness in features; only reported in 
negative phrases: sho [‘she’] has 
no [‘not’] a b. o’ her midder [‘moth- 
er’], she has no resemblance to her 
mother. N.Roe or Wh. *bra. No. 
braa, Sw. dial. br&, b. p&, vb., to 
resemble; take after (= bregda, 
bragda); cf. O.N. bragd, n., inter 
alia outward appearance (b. 4. Fr.). 

bro2 [bfo], sb., l) a bubble of 
foam, resembling spittle, enclosing 
an insect; freq. seen in the grass 
in the fields, esp. in autumn, and 
said to cause sickness among cattle; 
doubtless the name of the insect. 
2) butterwort, pinguicula (plant); 
full of sticky, insect-catching glands 
and avoided by grazing cattle; U. 
— “de coo is eten [‘has eaten’] a 
b. ut o’ de eart’”, is said of a cow 
when having cramp in the tongue 
(U.). The word is usually applied 
in the phrase “to bite (upo) de b.”; 
“sho [‘she’] has bitten de b.”, of a 
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cow suddenly taken ill; metaph. of 
persons: “he (sho) has bitten upo 
de b.”, he (she) has taken offence, 
has felt offended (without any real 
reason). No. braae, m., an insect, 
said to be dangerous to cattle (Aa.), 
Acarus Holosericus (Wilse); Sw. dial. 
brSde, br&e, m., Acarus terrestris 
ruber: insect, said to cause the so- 
called tympanitis in cattle (Ri.). — 
brat [brat] (Nm.; C.), bratek [bra- 
tok] and braten [bratsn, -bn] (Nm.; 
De.; Ai.), appear in the same sense 
as bro 1, likewise brater [bratar] 
(Nm.), which (orig.) designates larva 
of an insect (caterpillar), and must, 
in this sense, be a deriv. of Gael, 
bratag, f. 

bro3 [bro], sb., liver of a hali- 
but. Fo., N.I. *brad (something to 
be melted). Cf. bro, vb., and 
bred, vb. 

bro [bro, br'o], vb., to melt (oilfrom 
liver). Fo. See further bred, vb. 

brod1 [brod, brad], sb., a piece 
of something broken; a broken 
wooden vessel or pot. Mostly of 
wooden objects, prob. through infl. 
of another brod (L.Sc. brod = Eng. 
board). O.N. brot, n., fragment. Cf. 
the compds. pottabrod, skola- or 
skolibrod. brod must be regarded 
as Eng. “board” in compds. such 
as dolibrod (=dorifel) and klib- 
berbrod. 

brod2 [brfid], sb., capable, vigor- 
ous person, a b. o’ a chield. Ai. 
Cf. Fser. “brot” in “konubrot”, n., 
active, clever woman; No. brota, 
adj. (and adv.), powerful; mighty; 
strong. 

brod3 [br&d], sb., a sudden pull 
on the line, to drive the hook into 
the mouth of a fish, to mak’ a b., 
to gi’e [‘give’] a b. Du. Prob. from 
O.N. brot, n., breach, also in sense 
of violent movement (cf. No. brot 3 
in Aa.), convulsion (brot 8: Fr.). 

brod [brSd], vb., to pull the line 
suddenly, in order to drive the hook 
into the mouth of a fish; occas. with 
object: to b. de fish. Du. Prob. to 
be regarded as a deriv. of brod3, 
sb. The verb might, however, also 
be explained as a brodd from O.N. 
brodda, vb., to pierce, really to 
sting. 

brodd [brod], sb., the first shoot- 
ing up of plants, esp. of corn; de 
breer (corn-breer) is in b. Yh. O.N. 
broddr, m., spike; point. See brod- 
da, sb. 

brodd [bro'd, bro'd], vb., to come 
in sight (with the top or point, 
somewhat faintly)-, de hill (hill-top) 
just brodds in sight; de fish 
brodds i’ de “skrof” (L.Sc. scroofe, 
scrufe): near the surface of the 
water. Nmw. Also pronounced [brod] 
(Yh.) in sense of to begin to sprout, 
of plants, esp. of grain; de corn 
(corn-breer) is broddin [brodin]; de 
kro (the cabbage-plants in the en- 
closure, de kro) is broddin. O.N. 
brydda, vb., to show the point. See 
brodda, sb. 

brodda [brocja], sb., the first view 
or appearance of something-, to 
come “in b.” and a-brodda [abrot^a, 
abr&cj-a], a) to come in sight, show 
itself, e.g. of the point of a pro- 
montory, the top of a hill, a fish 
coming to the surface of the water; 
b) to begin to leak out, of a piece 
of news, a rumour, a-brodd [abrSd'] 
=a-brodda a. to be (lie) in b., 
a-brodda and a-brodd, to be in 
sight, in brodda: Fe., Us. (Un.: 
in skoit); a-brodda: Fe., Y.; a- 
brodd: N.Roe. The form is in- 
fluenced by Eng. “abroad” (in Shell, 
pronounced: abrikh). O.N. broddr, 
m., spike; point-, the sharp end of 
an object-, O.N. brydda, vb., inter 
alia: to project by top or point {e.g. 
of the top of a hill). For the form 
brodda, cf. No. brydda, f.,= brodd, 
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m. — Cf. brodd, vbM and skott, 
skoit, sb. 

broget [brdgst], adj., pied\ stain- 
ed-, variegated-, a b. coo [‘cow’], a 
b. sock [‘stocking, sock’). Rare 
(reported by J.I.). No. brokutt, adj., 
stained (R.), Da. broget, pied\ L.Sc. 
broakit, broakie, brocked, variegated, 
black and white (of a cow). The 
change brok- > brog- in Shetl. in- 
dicates the word to be Norn and 
not borrowed later from L.Sc. Cf. 
brogi, adj., which prop, is the 
same word. 

brogg [brog, brog], sb., low bank-, 
knoll-, elevation-, also a large lump 
of earth-, borabrogg, rush-grown 
knoll. Comm, in pi., broggs, of 
uneven ground, broken up, cut by 
cracks and fissures. Prop, the same 
word as brekk, sb.; q.v. For the 
vowel cf. No. brokka, brokke, f., 
parallel form to “brekka”. A form 
brokk [br&k] is found, e.g. in Papa 
St., but only as a place-name, name 
of a bank: de Langbrokkens [lag'- 
brak'ans]: *langbrekkurnar. For a 
change kk > gg, g, cf. e.g. baggi- 
skjump, sb., and see Introd. V 
(also N.Spr. VII), § 38 a. A form 
with lengthened vowel, brogi [brogi], 
peculiar to N.Roe and M.Roe, is 
used, partly as a common noun, 
partly as a place-name: de Brogi 
o’ Brebister, o’ Hulen, etc., names 
of banks; in M.Roe only as a place- 
name: de Brogis, two hillocks. 

brogget [brogat], adj., lumpy, 
uneven, of worsted; b. worsed [‘wor- 
sted’]. Un. Deriv. of brogg, sb. 

broggi [brogi], adj. of soil: rough, 
cut by cracks and fissures. Prop, 
the same word as brogget. 

brogi [brogi, brogi]. adj., of the 
sky: overcast with clouds through 
which the clear sky appears in 
large patches, a b. sky (= a holi 
sky); of weather: dry, but with a 
partly overcast sky (cloud-forma- 

tions with clear sky in between). 
b. wadder. Un. Deriv. of an obs. 
word *brog in the sense of: 
a) stain; spot (large discoloration); 
b) cloud-formation. N. Sw. dials, 
brok, m., dark spot; Icel. brok, n., 
cloud-formation; No. brokutt, adj., 
stained. 

brok [brok], sb., 1) tangle; dis- 
order, a’ [‘all’] in a b.; Y. 2) com- 
motion in the sea, heavy sea with 
choppy waves, a b. i’ de sea (Fe.); 
der’r a b. o’ sea on, there is a 
choppy sea near the land (Nmw.). 
N.Sh. To be classed with No. 
braaka and broka, vb., a) to break; 
wring; wriggle; b) to be noisy; to 
creak; roar; braak, n., a breaking; 
wringing; etc. 

brok [brok], vb., 1) to walk in a 
heedless and careless manner, lay- 
ing about one and overturning 
(smashing) what comes in one’s 
way, to geng brokin aboot; Du. 
2) to speak badly and unintelli- 
gibly; he could b. trough [‘through’] 
English; N.I. Is prob. the same 
word as No. braaka, broka, vb., to 
break; wring; to be noisy, etc.; Sw. 
dial, br&ka, vb., to break. See 
brok, sb. 

broket [brokot], adj., queer; ludi- 
crous; behaving in a strange man- 
ner; he was very b.-like, he had a 
b. way aboot him, he behaved in a 
peculiar way. N.Roe. To be classed 
with brok, sb., and brok, vb. 

brol, sb. and vb., see brol2, sb., 
and brol, vb. 

brolk1 [bro‘|k], sb., protuberance-, 
knob, a b. on de nose; knob on 
the forehead of a polled cow or 
the sprouting horns of a calf’s 
forehead-, small hump, a b. atween 
de shooders [‘shoulders’]; bump 
caused by a blow (= brol). N.Sh. 
*bi-rulkr. Fser. rulkur, m., bundle-, 
knot: No. rulk, m., bundle-, pad-form- 
ed protuberance-, elongated bump. 
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For the prefix b- from *bi-, cf. bjels, 
bjelset, blohonnin, breg, brori, 
bruks, brol1 (sb.)- 

brolk2 [br6‘lk], sb., contemptuous 
expr. regarding a person. Wests. 
Doubtless the same word as brolki2. 

brolket [br6‘lkat], adj., uneven-, 
lumpy, having lump(s) or knot(s)\ 
a b. nose, a b. taati [‘potato’]. N.Sh. 
*bi-rulkottr. See brolk1, sb. 

brolki1 [br6‘lki], sb., knot-, bump-, 
esp.: a) backbone of a ray when 
the meat has been scraped off, de 
b. o’ de skate; b) instep, de b. o’ 
de foot. N.Roe. Either directly de- 
rived from brolk1, sb. (q.v.) or a 
mutated form: *bi-rylki; cf. No. rylkje, 
n., = rulk. 

brolki2 [br6‘]ki], sb., a blunt, rough 
person. Conn. Poss. for *brolt(i), 
and, in that case, to be classed with 
No. bruit and brylt, m., a vulgar, 
noisy person. The change bjert > 
bjerk (and *bjort > bjork), given 
under bjart1, adj., may be com- 
pared with *brolt > brolk. See 
brolk2, sb. 

brolli [br6]i], sb., brother, tabu- 
name, sea-term. Yn. 1-deriv. of 
“brodir”. Cf. brui, sb. 

bromek [bromok], sb., \) a big, 
stout person, esp. a woman-, Un. 
2) a fat ewe, slaughtered at Christ- 
mas-time, a jol-b.; Conn.; Fo. — 
No. brama, f., stately, imposing 
woman-, brama, vb., to glitter-, look 
well-, flourish, bromek is poss. 
rather to be associated with No. 
(Dal, Sogn) brumsa, f., corpulent, 
slow (and slipshod) woman (R.). 

*brong, *bronga, *brongi [brog, 
brogga, -gi], sb., small (breast- 
shaped) hill or bank-, now only as 
a place-name. Icel. (Mod.Icel.) bringr, 
m., hillock-, O.N. bringa, f., bteast. 

bronget, brunget [broggot], adj., 
of animals, esp. sheep: dark-colour- 
ed with light breast or light-colour- 
ed with dark breast, a b. sheep. 

Ai. *bringottr, adj., from O.N. 
bringa, f., breast. 

brongi, brungi [broggi, broggi], 
sb., = brongiskarf. 

brongikwidin, brungi- [brog-gi- 
kwi'din], sb., 1) = brongiskarf, 
white-breasted cormorant. 2) “white- 
breasted man”, nickname for a man 
wearing a white waistcoat. Fo. 
*bringuhvlti-nn (def. form) of *brin- 
guhvltr, adj., white-breasted (Faer. 
bringukvltur). See*brong and bron- 
giskarf. 

brongiskarf, brungi- [brog-giska'rf1, 
broggi-], sb., white-breasted cormo- 
rant, in contrast to lorin skarf. 
*bringu-skarfr. See *brong and 
bro ngikwidin. 

brori [brori], sb., bugbear, scare- 
crow, = rori; also fig. of a repul- 
sive, ragged person. Wests. (Sa.). 
“(b)rori” must be the same word 
as ro (bugbear, scarecrow), used 
in Fo., and prob. springs from an 
orig. (*bi-)hraeda or (*bi-)hraera; 
cf. Icel. hraeda, No. raeda, f., bug- 
bear, scarecrow. For a poss. root- 
form *bi-hraera, cf. O.N. “raerir” for 
“raedir” (= hraedir) and hrcedi = 
hroeri; see S. Bugge in Arkiv f. nord. 
Fil. II, 241 f. For the vowel-sound 
-o in Shetl. brori, rori, ro, cf. e.g. 
ro (comm.), carcass, = O.N. hrae, 
n., carcass-, see further Introd.V (also 
N. Spr. VII), § 25 for dropped i-muta- 
tion in Shetl. Norn. The prefix 
*bi- in Shetl. is exemplified under 
brolk, sb. 

brosek [brospk], sb., bold, quick, 
active person, a b. o’ a chield; 
mostly of a woman: a b. o’ a lass. 
L., Ai. In Ai. also brusek [bru<j3k, 
brosjak]. No. brose, Sw. dial, bruse, 
m., active, vigorous, stately fellow. 
[bro/^k] from No. brysja, vb.? See 
broser, sb. 

broser [brossr], sb., a stout, vigor- 
ous, stately person-, also vigor- 
ous, energetic woman (= brosek). 
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L. In Wh. is found a form brou- 
ser [brousor], in sense of a preten- 
tious person. — Orig. from the same 
word as the preceding brosek; cf. 
further No. brosen and broseleg, adj., 
well-built-, clever-, stout, etc. (R.). 

brosk(i), sb., see brosk. 
brost, sb., see brush 
brotj, vb., see britj1, vb. 
brotl, brottel. sb. and vb., see 

brutl. 
bru, sb., see brun, sb. 
brug [brug], sb., a small height 

or mound, flat on the top. Sa. Prob. 
a contraction of *bruek (bru-ek), 
an extended form of bru (No. bru, 
f.) = *brun, sb., brow; edge (q.v.) 
and the suffix -ek (L.Sc. -ick, -ack, 
-ock). Cf. L.Sc. brow, sb., a rising 
ground. A development *bruek > 
brug may be confirmed by referring 
to the word tug [tag], sb., knoll, 
from *tuek (tu-ek). 

brugg [brog], sb., edge-, border, 
e. g. of a cultivated patch of land, 
also of a steep coast: de b. o’ de 
(corn-)rig, o’ de banks. Du. No. brugd, 
f. , upward bent edge-, raised frame 
or selvage. 

brugg, sb., see brogg and brekk, 
sbs. 

brugget, adj., see brogget, adj. 
brui [brni], sb., brother, only 

preserved in certain phrases: a) as 
a tabu-name, used by fishermen at 
sea; Yn.; b) in jocular address to a 
person: “bridder [‘brother’] brui!” 
Fe. — brui is also sometimes used: 
a) in sense of gnome, bugbear: 
had [‘hold’] dy tongue, boy! b. will 
come, b. will tak’ dee (Un.); b) as 
a name for the devil; in that case, 
it may be either the same word as 
b.rui, brother, or syn. with Sw. dial, 
braue, n. pi., trolls-, witchcraft (Ri.). 

bruk [bruk (bruk)], sb., mass-, heap, 
a b. o’ fish, a b. o’ waar (L.Sc. 
ware, seaweed-, cf. O.N. parabriik); 
occas. also fig. of a multitude or 

crowd, a b. o’ fok. O.N. briik, n., 
a mass-, multitude-, heap. 

bruks [broks], vb., to have a bad 
cold in the head with a hoarse 
throat and cough, to b. or geng 
bruksin in a cauld [‘cold’]. N.Roe(?). 
Ti. Prob. from an orig. *bi-hraksa, 
deriv. of *bi-hrak-. O.N. hrdki, m., 
sputum, and hrsekja, vb., to spit; 
No. rsekja, vb., to hawk, etc., also 
to emit hoarse sounds (roar); Sw. 
dial, raka, vb., to cough and spit. 
For the s-deriv. cf. No. kraksa, vb., 
to cough up, N. Sw. dials, kraaks’, 
vb., to cough, cough up phlegm, as 
well as Shell, krek and kreks, vb. 
For examples of the prefix *bi- in 
Shetl., see under brolk, sb. 

bruits [bro‘lts], sb., crash; noise; 
tramping, mostly in pi. (brultses); 
I heard de brultses o’ him (cornin’), 
I heard him coming, stumbling and 
tramping. Wests. Cf. O.N. brqlta, 
vb., to tumble about; No. bruit 
(brolt), n., noise; crash, “bralsa, 
braalsa”, vb., = brolta, brulta (to 
make a noise). 

brumplek [bro'mplok], sb., 1) rock- 
ling, motella, a species of cod, esp. 
a young rockling of brownish colour. 
2) blenny, a small fish, belonging 
to the genus blennius, No. tang- 
brosma, Fser. tarabrosma; tang-tusk, 
tang-brismek (Fe.) = brumplek 
(Papa St.). — S.Sh., L., Wh., Wests, 
occas. Also (more rarely) brumplin 
[bro‘mphn] (L. occas.). — Should 
the word be a compd., the first part 
may be *bnjm-, brown, referring to 
the brownish colour of the fish, or 
poss. a contraction of the word 
“brosma”, cusk. plukk [plok], sb., 
small cod, may poss. be compared 
with -pick. 

brun [brun], sb., brow; ridge; steep 
hill or bank, now scarcely used 
except as a place-name, in names 
of steep banks. O.N. briin, f., brow, 
sharp edge. In sense of brow; 
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edge, the form bru [bro], = No. bru, 
f., brow, is now commonly used. 
Shetl. bru, however, has sometimes 
a special Norse application in the 
colloq. use, differing from Eng., e.g. 
in the phrase: “de bru o’ day” or 
“de bru o’ de mornin’,” the break 
of day, = O.N. dagsbrun. To be 
classed with this, prob. also the 
compd. “brun [brnn]-starn”(Y., Fe.), 
a star appearing just before dawn, 
morning-star, also called “day-starn” 
(O.N. dagstjarna). 

brun [bran], adj., brown-, O.N. 
briinn, brown. — “brun button”, sb., 
wren (bird); Fe. 

brunget, brungi, see: a) bron- 
get, brongi; b) brunket, brunki. 

bruni [broni], sb., tabu-name (sea- 
term) for the otter. U., Y. “*(hinn) 
bruni”, the brown one. 

brunka [bro‘r|ka], sb., brown mare 
or cow, used as a proper noun. N.I. 
*briinka. See brunki, sb., and brun- 
ket, adj. 

brunket fbro'gkat], adj., brownish, 
having a brown tint-, Conn, brun- 
get [brorjgat], id.; U. *brunkd6r; cf. 
No. brunka, Faer. brtinka, vb., to 
dye slightly brown-, No. brunke, m., 
the act of dying brown; brown spot. 

brunki [bro'rjki], sb., brown stal- 
lion or bull, used as a proper noun. 
N.I. Proverbial phrase: “Some day 
Brunki was as weel [‘well’] saidled 
[‘saddled’]”, “once upon a time the 
brown (the brown horse) was fully 
as well saddled” (N.I.), of someone 
who has seen better days. — In Fo. 
the word is used in the form brungi 
[broggi] of a brown potato. — *bnjmki. 
For the derivative ending see brun- 
ket, adj. 

brus [brus, bro3s], sb., in the 
expr. “de hard b.” as a tabu-name 
(sea-term) for the sinker, the lead 
of the fishing hand-line or long- 
line. Poss. to be classed with Icel. 
bnisi, m., a jar, earthenware bottle. 

bruski [bruski, broski], sb., a bold 
person with an open, frank demean- 
our, a b. o’ a man or o’ a wife 
[‘woman’]. Du. Etym. cognate with 
brosek and broser, sb.; q.v. 

bruski [bruski, broski], adj., frank, 
bold-looking, a b. face. Du. See bru- 
ski, brosek and broser, sbs. 

brust1 [brost (brust)], sb., the .set- 
ting in of ebb and the simultaneous 
turning of the tide-, he nuggs de b., 
it begins to ebb (P.; Fo.); de b. o’ 
de tide, de snar o’ de b., turn of 
tide at the setting in of ebb. Also 
found in the forms brustin [brostin] 
and brost [brost]. In Fo. brust is 
used in the expr.: “he flods de b.” 
(applied to the beginning of flood), it 
begins to flow, opp. to “he nuggs 
de b.” — The word is prob. to be 
classed with No. brusta (and brau- 
sta), vb., to force one’s way or to 
push forward. L.Sc. broost, sb., a 
violent movement forward. The be- 
ginning of ebb is sometimes called 
“de brakin’ [‘breaking’] o’ de water” 
(Nm.). — Cf. brust2, bruster, sb. 

brust2 [brost] and bruster [broster], 
sb., 1) violent gale or squall of 
wind-, he’s blawin’ [‘blowing’] a b. 
2) violence-, bad temper; he was in 
a b., he spoke in an ill-tempered, 
angry manner. U. Doubtless the 
same word as brust1, sb. Cf. further 
No. brosa, f., gust of wind-, heavy 
squall. 

brust [brost], vb., 1) to blow hard; 
he’s brustin; U. 1) to begin to ebb 
(at the turn of the tide); he’s bru- 
stin, he’s begun to b. — Cf. No. bru- 
sta (brausta), vb., and L.Sc. broost, 
sb., under brust1, sb. — “to brak 
[‘break’] de water” is another phrase 
for “to begin to ebb”; he braks (is 
brakin’) de water (Nm.). 

brutl, bruttel [brot(a)l], sb., rumb- 
ling-, tramping, he cam’ in wi’ a b.; 
a loud rattling or scraping sound, 
esp. upon stony ground: a b. ower 
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de stanes, to mak’ a b. Dew. (M.Roe). 
From Sa. is recorded brotl, brot- 
tel [br6t(a)l] of a confused, rumbling 
sound of many tramping feet; de 
kye [‘cows’] guid [‘went’] ut wi’ a 
b. (ut o’ de byre). No. brutla, vb., 
inter alia to make a noise; to rattle. 
Cf. bratl, brattel, sb. 

brutl, bruttel [brot(a)l], vb., to 
rumble-, tramp-, to make a loud, rattl- 
ing or scraping sound, to geng brut- 
lin, e.g. upon stony ground. Dew. 
(M.Roe). brotl, brottel [br6t(a)l]: 
Sa. See brutl, sb. 

*br0 [brg], vb., to tar, to b. de 
far, to tar the boat, tabu-expr., used 
by fishermen. Yn. O.N. brseda, vb., 
to tar. See bred (bret, brseit), vb. 

bred [brad], sb., an opened road; 
to brak de b., to clear the way, 
also in fig. sense;—series of foot- 
prints, e.g. in snow; a path or strip 
of ground trampled by cattle (M. 
== trod: N.I.); (sheep-)br0d, sheep- 
track (Nm.); breds o’ a auld [‘old’] 
dyke, traces, remains of an old wall 
(N.). de Brods [brads, brods] o’ 
Kalsta (N.Roe) is found as a place- 
name (in pi.), denoting a rocky stretch 
along the shore. O.N. braut, f., 
breaking up; an opened way, etc. 
(in place-names: braut, brauta, f., a 
steep bank)-, No. “braut”, inter alia: 
a way cleared in the snow or in a 
slope. 

brel1 [brol], sb., a bump-, swell- 
ing, esp. after a knock or blow; he 
drave [‘drove’] a b. op [‘up’] upon 
his broo [‘brow’], he struck him 
such a blow that a bump appeared 
on his brow. Um-n. No. ryl, m., a 
wale\ bump; Sw. dial, ml, roll (ryl), 
m., pad-formed knot; bump, b in 
brol must be explained as the pre- 
fix *bi-; cf. brolk, sb. 

brel2 [brol, bra3!], sb., a bellow, 
esp. the lowing of a cow; comm. — 
brol [brol, broal]: Du. — See brol, vb. 

brel [bral, bra8l], vb., to bellow. 

esp. of cows; comm.; a\so to howl; 
shriek, e.g. of cat’s caterwauling in 
pairing time (Conn.), brol [brol, 
bro®l]: Du. No. braula, vb., to bawl; 
Da. brole (O.N. baula). 

brelek [bralak, bra3l9k], sb., a 
cow, prop, the lowing one, esp. as 
a tabu-name, used by fishermen at 
sea. Deriv. of brol, vb. Cf. O.N. 
baula, f., a cow, from baula, vb., to 
bellow. 

breni [(brani) broni], sb., a bar- 
ley- or oat-cake baked on a grid- 
iron. Comm. Prob. *“bryn-”, deriv. 
of brunn, adj., brown, and denoting 
something made brown over the fire; 
cf. Sw. dial, “brun” in the compd. 
“brunost”, cheese-cake, and “bryna”, 
vb., to roast-, No. bryne, kakubryne, 
n., a piece or slice of bread or 
cake (R.). 

*br0niskolt [broij-iskait-], sb., a 
kind of banquet, a feast, recorded 
in the foil, phrase: “Would ye no 
[‘not’] stop and ha’e part in wir [‘our’] 
b.?” Un. The first part of the compd. 
is doubtless broni, cake (see prec.); 
the second part is poss. associated 
with No. and Sw. dial, skulta, vb., 
to settle one’s account-, *skolt then 
would designate either a subscrip- 
tion-party or a feast, given recipro- 
cally or by turns. Or *bronis-golt? 
*golt = O.N. gildi, n., a feast? 

bresk, breski [brosk, -i], s\)., gristle; 
N. I.; Conn. Also brosk [brosk], bro- 
ski [broski] and briski [braski], de 
b. o’ de nose (rather comm.). Acc. 
to Edm.: “brnsk” with a long vowel- 
sound. O.N. brjosk, n., gristle. 

*brest [brost] and *bres [bros], sb., 
a steep bank or hill, prop, breast, 
O. N. brjost, n. Now only found in 
place-names. Fo. [brost]. Conn. [bros]. 
In Conn. Skelderbros [skseldar-] 
[*skjaldar-brjost] is another name for 
Skelderhul [skaek'darok] [*skjaldar- 
holl]; hul [*h611], hill. — In a similar 
sense, *brong (q.v.). 
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bu1 [bn], sb., shoulder of an ani- 

mal, “fore-bu”; de (fore-)bus o’ a 
sheep, coo, horse. O.N. bogr, m., 
shoulder (of an animal). Shetl. bu, 
“boo”, is also comm, used of the 
bow of a vessel. 

*bu2 [bo], sb., sometimes abode-, 
farm, sometimes stock of cattle on 
a farm, — O.N. bii, n.; in Shetl. now 
only used in some compds.: buhelli, 
bulag, “bu-man”, busten, butiind 
— q.v. In Jam. suppl., “bd”, sb. 
pi., cattle, is given as appearing in 
old Shetl. and Ork. deeds. In Ork., 
bu [bn] is still found in sense of 
manor. 

bu3 [bn], sb., continuance of any 
kind of weather, good or bad 
(mostly indeed with south-easterly 
wind); a bu o’wadder; he “set in” 
a bu fae (frae) de sooth-east, more 
settled weather set in with wind 
from the south-east. Un. The word 
may poss. be explained from O.N. 
bud, \., (habitation-, residence-, booth) 
“situation in which one finds one- 
self at the time” (Fr.). Somewhat 
diff. are No. budvedr, n., “long, heavy 
rains, confining one to the booth” 
(R.), and No. bu(d?)vind, m., south- 
easterly wind with fine, drizzling rain 
(R.). See lega, sb. 

bua [bna], sb., a cow, as a pet- 
name; geng and bind de b., go 
and tether the cow. Conn. Cf. Da. 
bu-ko. See boa. 

buffel [bufal, bofal], vb., 1) to push-, 
shove-, buffet, to b. a body [‘person’]. 
2) to walk with a clumsy, rolling 
gait-, to work one’s way through 
mud and snow, to geng buflin 
[buflin] trough de snaw [‘through the 
snow’] (N.Roe). Cf. Sw. dial, buffla, 
vb., deriv. of “buffa”, to strike-, push-, 
shove-. No. buffa, L.Sc. (Eng.) buff, 
vb., id.; No. bufsa, vb., to spring or 
run clumsily. 

buflin [buflin, boflin], sb., ^push- ing-, shoving. 2) clumsy or rolling 

gait. 3) a drubbing. Deriv. of buf- 
fel, vb. 

bugdalin [bog"dalin', -lin*], sb., 
stuffing, something rolled up for stuff- 
ing into an opening to fill it, e.g. in 
a boat, wall, shoe, etc. Un. More 
comm, in the forms bogdalin [bog"- 
dalin-], bogdelin ^^•^311^] and 
bogdel [bogdal]; N.I.; Nm. Edm. 
has: “bugdalin, ceiling of a boat 
or ship”; not confirmed in this sense. 
Poss. a compd.; bugd-, bogd- might 
be Icel. bugda, f., a bend; curve, No. 
bugda, f., a bight-, loop. 

*bugga [boga], sb., barley. Fo. 
O.N. bygg, n., barley. See *biggL, 
*biggin. 

buggerablanda (buggerum-), sb., 
see biggerablanda. 

buglin [boglin], sb., refuse of bar- 
ley, used as fodder for cattle. Fo. 
Deriv. of *bugg(a), sb.; see prec. 

bugraeis, bu-grice [bugrais], sb., 
the first pig of a sow’s litter, suck- 
ing the pap next to the shoulder. 
*boggrlss. No. and Sw. “boggris” 
denotes conversely, the last pig of 
a litter. Cf. “water-droger.” 

bugt [bo/t (bo/t)], sb., coiled-up 
fishing-line-, esp. of a certain length, 
40 to 50 fathoms-, 10 to 12 bugts 
make a pakki (the whole length of 
the line). Comm. O.N. bugt, f., = 
bugr, m., a bend-, curvature. — In 
sense of the inside bend of the el- 
bow-joint (de bugt, bogt o’ de 
airm), bugt and bogt [ba/t] are = 
L.Sc. boucht, bought (curvature). 

buhelli [bu-hel'i], sb., 1) sexual 
continence in a bridal couple be- 
tween the reading of the banns and 
the wedding itself; to had [‘hold’] 
or keep b.; Um’n. 2*) acc. to Edm.: 
The 5th day before Christmas, a 
sort of holiday, on the keeping of 
which the future safety of one’s 
cattle was supposed to depend. — 
*buhelgi (-helgr); O.N. bii, n., do- 
micile-, place of residence; house- 
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hold, etc.; O.N. helgi and helgr, f., 
holiness-, inviolability; day or time 
which must be kept holy. In bu- 
helli 2, bu mainly denotes stock 
of cattle, in which sense O.N. bii 
also is found (bti 6. Fr.); see *bu2. 

buk [buk], sb., trunk of the body, 
in contrast to the limbs; he has baid 
[‘both’] b. and ben, der’r b. and ben 
in him, he is both stout and vigor- 
ous (Fo., Conn.); cf. Fser. “biikur 
og bein’’, with reference to the flesh 
and frame of a body. O.N. btikr, 
m., abdomen; body; trunk; L.Sc. 
bouk, buik, sb., trunk of the body 
(esp. in contrast to the limbs). 

bukk [bo‘k, bok], sb., 1) sheep, 
esp. a ram with 3 or 4 horns; also 
bokk [bo‘k]; Nm. (bukk, bokk); De. 
(bukk). 2) scarecrow; bugbear with 
horns, “horn-bukk”; Un. O.N. bukkr, 
bokkr, m., billy-goat; No. “bukk” also 
occas. used of a ram (saud-bukk). 

bukkiblindi [bokibhn'di], sb., blind- 
man’s buff; to play b. No. blinde- 
bukk, Da. blindebuk. In Shetl.thetwo 
parts of the compd. are transposed. 

buks, boks [boks, boks], sb., clumsy 
jump (jumps)-, tramping steps-, to 
mak’ a b., to tramp clumsily (really 
to make a clumsy jump). U". Cf. 
No. byks(e), n., a jump; spring, and 
Shetl. buks, vb. 

buks [boks] and boks [boks], vb., 
to jump in a clumsy manner-, to 
plunge-, tramp with clumsy, jump- 
ing steps; he bukst(bokst) in a hole, 
he plunged into a hole-, to b. trough 
gutter, trough a mire, to plunge 
through a morass (Conn.). N.I. [boks 
(boks)]. Conn.[boks]. — “knee-buks”, 
to k.-b. a body, (during a wrestling- 
match) to keep a vanquished man 
down by placing one’s knee on his 
abdomen. — O.N. byxa, vb., to jump-, 
to walk or run with jumping, swing- 
ing movements; No. byksa. 

buksteros, -ous [bok"st3r6s,]) adj., 
pushing; obtrusive-, a b. body, one who 

pushes himself forward too much. 
Un. Deriv. of buks- (see prec. buks, 
sb. and vb.), which again is a deriv. 
of *buk, *bok C'bauk); cf. No. bykja, 
vb., to push or force one’s way, 
occas. = boka, buka, bauka. 

bul1, sb. and vb., see bol. 
bul2, sb., see bol3, sb. 
*bulag [bniag-], sb., special kind 

or breed of cattle-, fig. and in a 
disparaging sense of people: family, 
breed. Un. *bti-(lag or)slag. The first 
part of the compd. is O.N. bti, n., 
domicile, also stock of cattle. The 
second part might poss. be O.N. lag, 
n., placing; position-, mode; species, 
etc., in No. also = brood, but is more 
probably (O.N.) slag, n., kind; sort 
(No., Sw., Icel., Fser.), with drop- 
ped initial s in Shetl., the more so as 
No. “buslag”, n., is found in Aasen 
in the same sense as the Shetl. word 
(breed of cattle-, jokingly of rela- 
tions, family). For sporadic dropping 
of initial s in Shetl., see bipong, sb., 
and N.Spr. p. 55. 

bulbend, sb., see bol bend, 
bulder [boldor] and bolder [bol- 

dor], sb., l) a rumble-, noise. 2) bub- 
bling-, seething-, a sound of some- 
thing boiling. 3) quick, unintelligible 
speech. No. bulder,buller, m.,rumble-, 
bubbling; Da. bulder, rumble. 4) a 
bulder o’ stens, a heap of stones (Un.). 
With the latter cf. bulder, vb., sense 4. 

bulder [boldar] and bolder [bol- 
dar], vb., l) to rumble-, make a 
noise. 2) to bubble-, seethe. 3) to 
speak quickly and unintelligibly, to 
b. Dutch. 4) to pile up anything 
large in a quick and careless way, 
e.g. a peat-stack consisting of big 
peats; to b. a ting (a peat-stack) op; 
Few. [boldar]. No. buldra, vb., to 
rumble; bubble-, Da. buldre, to rumble. 

buleg [bniag], sb., overeating-, an 
excessive meal; he took a b. Yh. 
Doubtless to be classed with No. 
bula, vb., to fill-, stuff-, pack. 
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bulek [bulak, bolak], sb., a bump\ 

small swelling or boil\ sty, a b. on 
de ee [‘eye’]; blister; Main; vesicle, 
a watery b. on de skin, = blem- 
(m)ek. O.N. bola, f., bump\ semi- 
globular swelling-, No. “bola” also 
= bubble-, vesicle. 

buli [bull], adj., healthy; vigorous-, 
robust, a b. lad. Nm. No. bulig, 
bulug, bulleg, adj., having a large 
trunk; corpulent-, vigorous and well- 
grown. 

buling, sb., see burek, sb. 
bulk [bu‘lk, bo‘lk], sb., bump; knot; 

small hump; in a restricted sense, 
of breast-, bosom-, to geng wi’ de 
bare b., to go bare-breasted; put it 
in dy b.! put it in your bosom! — 
“under de b.”, in the armpit under 
the jersey, to bear [‘carry’] onyting 
under deb. U. bolki (boilki) [bo‘]ki, 
boi'lki] (Y., Fe.) — bulk in the expr. 
“under de bo 1 ki (b oi 1 ki), under ane’s 
b.” No. bulk, m., Icel. bulki, m., 
Da. bulk, c., bump-, knot. bo(i)lki 
might also be a mutated form *bylki. 
Cf. bilki, bjolk and bolk, sb. 

bulki [bu‘lki], sb., a humpback. 
Un. Deriv. of bulk, sb. 

*bull,*bulle, sb., measure for fluids, 
esp. for train-oil, = 4 kanns; see 
kann2, sb. “4 canis makis ane bull 
and 9 bullis makis ane barrell oyllie” 
(Rental of Yetland, 1628; see G.Q., 
Ant. p. 178). O.N. belli, m., a bowl-, 
vessel, as a measure: 4 “justur". 

bull [bul], vb., 1) of tide: to bubble; 
run rapidly, he’s bullin, a-bullin 
(Papa St). 2) of fish: to play on 
the surface of the water-, comm. No. 
bulla, vb., to bubble; whirl; well 
up; stream forth; Icel. bulla, vb., to 
boil up. 

bulled, sb., see boiled, 
bult, sb., see bolt, sb. 
bull [bo‘lt], vb., to push-, esp. of 

animals: to butt-, a bultin ox, coo 
or ram. Sw. bulta, vb., to knock; beat. 

human, bu-man [human], sb., a 

brownie. Un. Conn. Also bo man [bo- 
man] (Un.). “*bii-(ma5r)” from O.N. 
bu, n., dwelling; household; farm. 

hummel [bomol], bommel [bomol], 
bumbel [bombel], bombel [bombol], 
sb., 1) bubbling; seething; bubbling 
sound. 2) tumbling; splashing. 3) a 
splash; splashing sound, e.g. of a 
large stone falling or flung into the 
water; a b. o’ de ayre [‘oar’], a 
splash of an oar (Fe.; bommel). 
4) a b. i’ de sea, agitation in the 
sea (Uw.; bummel, bommel). 

bummel [bomol], bommel [bomol], 
bumbel [bombol], bombel [bombol], 
vb., 1) to bubble; seethe; boil up; 
de kettle bumbels, is bumblin (Yh.). 
2) to tumble about; splash, to b. 
trough [‘through’] de water (of one 
not very good at swimming; Sa.: 
bummel). 3) to tumble-, he bum- 
meld or bommeld atill a hole, he 
tumbled into a hole (N.Roe). 4) to 
stutter and stammer; to speak care- 
lessly, making many mistakes in pro- 
nunciation or in the construction of 
a sentence (Fe., N.Roe: bommel).— 
No. bumla, vb., to splash; dabble; 
Icel.bumla (bumbla), Sw. dial, bum(b)- 
la, vb., to give an (hollow) echo. 

bummer [bomar], sb., 1) object 
or living being of unusual size-, Sa. 
2) something particularly good and 
durable, also of living beings; used 
promiscuously as a laudatory term: 
sho (‘she’: de boat, de woman, etc.) 
is a b.; Papa. — bomen [boman] 
(Fo.) = bummer 2. Cf. No. bumba, 
f., a bloated female, with bummer 
1, further: Da. dial, bommerutte, 
Sw. dial, bomar&tta, f., a big, bloated 
woman. Cf. Sw. dial, bommad, adj., 
sleek (of fat cattle) with bummer 2. 

bummi. sb., see bom mi. 
bun [bnn], sb., see klednabun. 
bund [bund, bound] and bunds- 

man [bun(d)sman, boun(d)s-], bond 
[bond, b&nd] and bondsman [bon(d)s- 
man, ban(d)s-], sb., 1) capable far- 
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mer, a guid [‘good’] b. [bond, bon(d)s- 
man, bun(d)sman] upo de land: Ye; 
sho’s [‘she has’] married a guid 
bond (Y.; Fe.). 2) crofter, tenant 
of a piece of land, bundsman: U. 
bunds [bu‘ns,bounds], pi., = bunds- 
folk [bu'nsfok, boundsfok], collect., 
poor crofters; U.; bunds [bu‘ns, 
bounds]-lass, (poor) crofter'sgirl (U.). 
— Balfour gives a form *bonder 
in sense of udaller. — O.N. bondi, 
m., freeholder; udaller. — “bonder” 
is prob. the old pi. form: O.N. boendr. 
“bonder” is doubtless a sing, form, 
arisen from the later pi. form “bon- 
ders”, which is formed by adding the 
Eng. pi. s to the older pi. sign “(e)r”. 

bunderi [bon"dori] sb., crofter’s 
allotment; also disparagingly of an 
ill-kept house; Sa. In compds.: a) 
bunderi-body, an active person (esp. 
a woman) good at all indoor and out- 
door work about a tenant’s farm; 
Sa.; b) bunderihus, a house with 
a small piece of land attached; Fo.; 
c) bunderiwark and bunderewark 
[bon••d^r^wa‘rk•], the work (wark) on 
a crofter’s allotment-, Fo. — Deriv. 
of bund, sb., husbandman; crofter 
(prop, udaller), see prec. The form 
bunderi (bundere) has arisen un- 
der influence of Eng. boundary, sb., 
which word is also found in Shetl., 
pronounced bunderi [bon"dari-]. In 
the expr. “ane’s ain [‘one’s own’] b.”, 
one's own home, one's own hearth 
(Sa.), a mingling of the Shetl. word 
and of the Eng. “boundary”, appears 
to have taken place. 

bunavara, adv., see avunavara. 
bunek. sb., see bonhus (bonek). 
bung1 [bog], sb., a stroke; slap; 

push. Parallel form to bang, sb. 
Prob. from an orig. *bung; cf. O.Sw. 
bunga, f., a drum and Qer. (Swz.) 
bunggen, vb., to hit. L.Sc. “bung” 
denotes a twanging sound or clang. 
Cf. bonga, sb. 

bung2 [bog], sb., name of a number 

of plants, esp. species of grass, in 
compds., such as: *bekkabung,hel- 
mabung, okrabung (ekrabung); 
q.v. No. bunk, bunke, Da. bunke, of 
certain species of grass (Aira), Sw. 
dial, bynke, weeds in the field. 

bung [bog], vb., to strike; push. 
Prob.: *bunga = banga, vb. See 
bung1, sb. 

bungel [boggal, sb., big clod of 
earth turned up in harrowing; comm. 
From De. is recorded “bungle” in sense 
of bundle; packet. Also bongel 
[boggal, b&ggal]; Fe. occas. [boggal]; 
Conn, [boggal, b&ggal]. As a place- 
name: “de Bonglin [bogglin] o’ 
Samfre [sa'uifre]”, the western part 
of the Island of Samfre (Samphray) 
in Yell Sound, a patch of land con- 
nected with the main part of the Isle 
by two strips of beach, between which 
there is a small lake. — No. bungl, 
m., Fser. bongla, f., bump, “-in”, in 
“Bonglin”, is the suffixed def. art. 

bungel [boggal]and bongel [boggal], 
vb., to pelt each other (one another) 
with clods of earth (bungels), to 
b. ane anidder [‘one another’]. Fe. 

bungi [boggi], sb., 1) a bump-, 
swelling; I’m gotten a b. upo my 
hand or foot. 2) a lump-, bundle-, 
small heap, a b. o’ claes [‘clothes’]; 
N.Roe. 3) hollow blister of sea-weed; 
Un. No. bung, bunge, m., bump-, 
swelling-, bunga, f.,also: small heap-, 
Icel. bunga, f., swelling. 

bungset [bo‘gsat], adj., = bunkset. 
bunki1 [bo'gki], sb., a round wooden 

tub-, Fo., Pc'., etc.; in Fe. esp. for 
keeping lamp-oil: a oli [‘oil’]-b. No. 
bunka, f., a milk-pail-, Faer. bukka, 
f., wooden-bucket. 

bunki2 [bo‘gki], sb., a nickname 
for a corpulent, thick-set person. 
Du. *bunki, m., and *bunka, f., doubt- 
less “bump; lump”. Cf. No. bunka, 
f., a) bump-, b) corpulent woman, 
and Shetl. bunksi, sb. 

bunki3 [bo‘gki], sb., sea-term (tabu- 
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name) for “de vatikeb” or hailin- 
keb: reel fixed on the gunwale, 
over which the fishing-line is hauled 
in. N.Roe. Cf. No. bunke, m., roller 
in a loom. 

bunks [bo‘r)ks] and bonks [bo'gks 
(b&‘ijks)], sb.' a heap of clothes, esp. 
on an overclad person: she [‘she’J 
had a b. o’ claes [‘clothes’] upon her 
(P.: bo'gks); in a b., of clothes: worn 
untidily (Y., Fe.: bo'gks). Deriv. of 
*bunk-; No. bunke, Da. bunke (a 
pile\ heap)-, O.N. bunki, m., of the 
cargo packed in a ship. 

bunks [bo'gks] and bonks [bo'gks 
(b&'gks)], vb., 1) to heap clothes on 
oneself-, he bonkst him [‘himself’] 
op [‘up’] wi’ claes [‘clothes’], he 
wrapped himself up (P.); bunkst 
op wi’ claes, untidily, heavily dressed 
(Fe.). 2) to walk clumsily, he guid 
[‘went’] bunksin by (Y.); to come 
bunks in in, to tramp in roughly 
(Du.). For bunks (bonks) 1, see 
bunks, sb.; with bunks 2 cf. No. 
bangsa, vb., to move clumsily. 

bunkset [bo'gksot] and bungset 
[bo'gsot], adj., a) short-, stout; awk- 
ward; bungset: Un>, Yn.; b) dressed 
too heavily (and carelessly). Occas. 
with the suffix -i (“-y”) instead of 
-et: bunksi, bonksi; a b. [bo'gksi] 
lady (P.). See bunks, sb. 

bunksi [bo'gksi], bonksi [bo'gksi 
(bS'gksi)], bungsi [bo'gsi], sb., 1) a) 
a short, stout person-, bungsi: Un.; 
b) a person too heavily (and care- 
lessly) dressed. 2) skua (gull), lestris 
catarrhactes; skui (sjui, sjug = 
lestris parasitica. Un.). Deriv. of 
*bunk- in sense of lump, something 
lumpy. See bunki2, sb., and bunks 
(bonks), sb. and vb. 

bunsi [bo'nsi], bunsin (bounsin) 
[bo'nsin, bounsin], bunsom (bonsom) 
[bo'nsom, -som, bo'nsom], adj., stout-, 
thick-set. N.I. (bunsin, bounsin, 
bunsom, bonsom). L., etc. (bunsi). 
Cf. Sw. dial, bonsig, adj., large-, 

round (from “bons”, sb., something 
round)-, Da. dial, bons, m., a cor- 
pulent, thick-set fellow. No. bunsig, 
adj., coarsely built, etc., differs in 
sense from the Shetl. adjective. 

bur [bnr], sb., porch, now only 
in the compd. “bur-door”, porch- 
door, outer-door. Yn. O.N. bur, n., 
a bower-, store-room-, L.Sc. bour(e), 
a chamber. 

burd, sb., see bord. 
burek [bnrok], sb., sea-term (tabu- 

name) for a cow, N.I.; buling [buhg] 
(Yh.), id. *buringr (“the bellowing 
one”); No. bura, vb., to bellow. 

burl, burrel [borol] and borl, bor- 
rel [borol], vb., to whirl; move quickly. 
No. burla, vb., to whirl-, bluster. A 
Shetl.parallel form birl, birrel [borol] 
is L.Sc. birl, vb. — Cf. borl, bor- 
rel, sb. — For another burl, bur- 
rel, sb. and vb., see purl, purrel. 

burliband, sb., see birliband. 
burlin [borlin]-free, sb., a piece 

of wood used as a shuttle, wea- 
ver’s shuttle. U. Must doubtless be 
referred to burl, burrel, vb. 

burra, sb., see bora, 
bursten, burstin [bo'rston, bo'rstin], 

sb., corn dried over the fire in a 
pot and not in a kiln. Comm. Also 
in the form borsten [bo'rston]. In 
Orkney “burston”, acc. to Jam., de- 
notes a dish of half-ground corn, 
roasted by being rolled between hot 
stones, and afterwards mixed with 
sour milk. Origin uncertain. 

burt [bo'rt], sb., tabu-name (sea- 
ternOfor/tf^.Du. Seebirtek,birti,sb. 

burt [bo'rt], vb., to kindle: a) to 
quicken a fire, esp. the fire on the 
hearth, to poke the fire, to b. op 
[‘up’] de fire, to b. i’ de fire; also 
sometimes in a contrary sense “to 
b. ut de fire”, let the fire go out-, 
b) to snuff the wick in an open 
train-oil lamp (koli), to get a train- 
oil lamp to give a better light by 
pulling up the wick with a wooden 
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pin (burter), to b. de koli; to b. 
ut de wick o’ de koli, to pull up 
the wick (C.). A form bort [b6‘rt]. 
is noted down in Conn. More rarely 
birt [bo'rt] (Yn.). O.N. birta, vb., to 
make light, brighten-, Fser. birta and 
No. byrta, vb., inter alia to quicken 
a fire\ snuff the wick in a lamp 
(train-oil lamp-, Faer. birta kolu; No. 
byrta kola). Ross gives with hesita- 
tion a form “burta” from Nhl. 

burter [bo'rtor], sb., a wooden 
pin with which the wick in an open 
train-oil lamp (koli) is trimmed and 
pulled up to make it burn brighter. 
Wests. No. byrtar, m., a pin with 
which to trim a lamp. 

bus [bus, bos, b°us], sb., l) pre- 
cipitation-, excessive (and somewhat 
noisy) haste (Nmw.). 2) agitated 
state of the sea; de sea is in a b., 
the sea is in uproar (Uw.: b°ns). 
3) short period of stormy and partly 
rainy weather, a b. [bus] o’ wadder 
[‘weather’]: N.I. 4) a blazing fire, 
a b. [bus] o’ a fire (Nm.; De.), = bas2, 
sb. — *bus (rushing forward, etc.). 
No. bus, n., something excessively 
violent, esp. violent storm; cf. Sw. 
dial, busa, vb., inter alia: to blow 
hard. — Shetl. busel [busal, bosal], 
haste; busy, hurried activity, in a b. 
(Un.), assimilates in meaning to Eng. 
“bustle”, sb., but the pronunciation 
with u points to a deriv. of bus; cf. 
bambusel under bambus, sb. 

bus [bus], vb., \)vb.n.,dL) to go pre- 
cipitately, rush on-, he cam’ bus in 
in (into) de hoose (Sa.); to b. on, 
to walk very fast (Y.); b) to make 
a pretence of activity, to b. aboot 
de hoose (Fe., Conn.). 2) vb. a., 
a) to “b. on” a fire, to light a big 
fire in a hurry (Ym.); b) to b. to- 
gedder, to pack up something in a 
great hurry (Du.). No. and Sw. 
dial, busa, Da. buse, vb., to rush 
blindly forward or along. Cf., No. 
busa (bu‘sa: R.) = to fling, with Shetl. 

bus, in sense of to pack up in a 
hurry. — Shetl. busel [busol, bosal], 
vb., to be in a hurried activity, a 
bustlin body (Un)., almost assimi- 
lates in meaning to “bustle”, vb., but 
the pronunc. with u points to a 
deriv. of bus. 

busbas [bus-bas-], sb., great noisy 
haste-, he cam’ wi’ a b., he came 
with a rush. Fe. The first part of 
the compd. is bus, sb.; q.v. The 
second part: *bas; cf. No. basa, vb., 
to rollick; make a noise; Sw.(dial.) 
basa, vb., to spring; jump along. 

busel, sb. and vb., see bus, sb. 
and vb. 

busel [busol, bosol], vb., to litter 
animals, rake up the straw in the 
litter, to b. among de strae [‘straw’]. 
N.Roe. *busla. Sw. dial, “bussla”, 
vb., of swine: to root up the litter, 
make a lair. Cf. No. bus, n., = 
bos, litter, Shetl. bos. 

busen [buson and comm.: bnzon], 
adj., 1) of fire: big, blazing, a b. 
fire: Fo. 2) very active, energetic-, 
fairly comm.; also busom [bosom] 
(U.). Ork. boosam, adj., = Shetl. 
busen 2 (busom). No. bussen and 
byssjen, adj., big\ powerful-, in hot 
haste, that goes in head foremost 
(bussa, vb.). L.Sc. bousum, bowsom, 
adj., has a different sense (pliant-, 
tractable-, glad-, gay), but the change 
-en > -om in the suffix of the Shetl. 
(and Ork.) word may be due to the 
infl. of the L.Sc. word. 

buser [bosor]. sb., a well-devel- 
oped, vigorous person-, also occas. 
boser [bosar]. L. No. buse and bose 
(bause), m., a well-fed, vigorous (vig- 
orous-looking) person. 

busigget [bo-sig-at], adj., of an 
animal (esp. a horse or cow); hav- 
ing a stiff shoulder-joint, caused by 
dislocation-, a b. mare, horse or coo. 
N.I. Prob. *b6g-sigg6ttr or -siggadr 
(ustiff-shouldered’j. O.N. bogr, m., 
Shetl. bu, shoulder of an animal-, 
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O.N. sigg, n., thick, hard (hardened) 
skin. Mod. Icel. sigg, id.; No. sigg, 
n., hog-skin\ rind of pork; Fser. 
sigg, n., hard, gristly blubber of a 
whale, e.g. in the fins. 

busk [bosk], sb., lump-, bundle-, 
bunch-, cluster, a b. o’ corn, o’ girs 
[‘grass’], o’ dockens [‘docks’, of the 
genus rumex]; top-, tuft-, tassel, de 
busks on a skekel’s (a masked 
person’s) hat, straw-hat (Yh.). N.Sh. 
Also bosk [bosk]: de b. o’de bow, 
wisp of heather, sticking up from 
the top of a fishing-buoy (Ai.); b o s k s 
o’ hair, tangled tufts of hair, = 
tuskis (Ai.); a bosk, a woman’s 
bonnet of white cotton (Ai.). No. 
busk, m., top-, tassel-, copse. 

buslinpinn, -pin [bos'impin-], sb., 
in a mill, water-mill: wooden pin 
fixed in front of the hopper (de 
hopper, happer), through which the 
corn falls into the so-called shoe 
(“shoe”: a small box, open in front, 
fixed under de hopper and leading 
to the eye of the millstone). The 
wooden pin is fixed to the “shoe” 
on both sides by a string which is 
tightened or slackened by turning 
the pin, thus raising or lowering 
the “shoe”, and regulating the flow 
of the corn. U. The usual name 
for this pin is now “turnin’-pin.” — 
buslin is poss., considering the freq. 
change of initial p > b in Shetl. 
Norn, to be referred to No. pusla, 
vb., to potter; move slowly. Hardly 
derived from bus el, vb., mentioned 
under bus, vb., denoting eager, bust- 
ling motion. 

bussa [bu^a] and bussi [busi, 
bo^i], sb., a cow, as a pet-name or a 
call-name. Comm, (bussa: Conn.). 
Da. dial, “busse, busseko” as a pet- 
name for a cow. Cf. No. and Sw. buss, 
m., a small piece, as well as No. 
and Icel. bussa, f., a corpulent wo- 
man. 

*busta, *buster, sb., see *bister. 

busten [hasten], sb., 1) “bosten”, 
a big boulder, left (when quarrying 
out the ground for a house to be 
built on) standing in the ground 
and forming a part of the outer 
wall. Conn. Such bustens (or 
prop, the good fairies which, acc. 
to old superstition, lived under the 
stones) were supposed to bring good 
luck to the houses to which they 
belonged. When milking the cow, 
some drops of milk were sprinkled 
on the “bosten” in the byre; likewise 
at a private baptism, the “bosten” 
was sometimes sprinkled with a few 
drops of the baptismal water. 2) a 
sea-term, tabu-name in fishermen’s 
language for the sinker on the 
fishing hand-line or long-line. Conn. 
— Meaning 1 is doubtless the ori- 
ginal one, and meaning 2 derived 
from the former, as a certain faith 
and sense of consecration were as- 
sociated with the sinker, as well as 
with the actual “bosten”. A successful 
sinker was thought to bring good luck 
when used in fishing. — *bti-steinn; 
O.N. bti, n., abode-, farm. — Besides 
busten, the form bosten [bosten], 
orig. *bce- or bce(j)ar-?, is found in 
both senses mentioned above; see 
*b02, sb. — A similar belief is found 
mentioned in Denmark and Sweden 
with regard to the so-called “botrseer”, 
trees near dwelling houses. 

fbuster [bustor, bostar], sb., prop. 
bolster, cushion (O.N. bolstr, n., 
L.Sc. bouster, bowstar = Eng. bol- 
ster), but usually applied in the sense 
of joist, esp. in the compd. “buster- 
head”, a wooden beam along the 
back wall of the substructure (o n d e r- 
hus) of a water-mill, serving as a 
support for the innermost end of 
the groundsill (de sole-tree), into 
which the axle of the mill is fitted. 
“b.-head” is also used of the actual 
joint of the two beams, “bolster” 
is found in sense of supporting beam, 
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as wel in Norse (dial.) as in Eng. 
bolster, bolsterstokk is found in Sw. 
dial, in the sense of a joist to which 
the floor is nailed, etc. L.Sc. bol- 
ster (acc. to Jam.), that part of a 
mill in which the axletree moves, 
while “bouster, bowstar” is given in 
sense of the bolster of a bed. 

but [but, bot], vb., to buffet-, push-, 
also of sea-birds: to dive. No. butta, 
Sw. dial, botta, butta, vb., to beat-, 
buffet-, push. L.Sc. bout, bowt, vb., 
to spring-, leap. 

buti [buti, boti], sb., guillemot 
(sea-bird). Y. Arisen either from 
O.N. butr (No. butt, m., stub, a 
piece of wood cut off-, Sw. dial, but, 
m., inter alia big, stout person) or 
more prob. derived from but, vb., 
in sense of to dive (of sea-birds). 
See lum1, sb. 

*butiind [butind], sb., cattle tithe, 
tithe of milk-cows, “bow teind, bow- 
teind” in old Shetl. deeds concerning 
church tithe (G.G., Ant. of Shetl., p. 
155 ff.). *bii-tlund. O.N. bii, n., 
abode, also stock of cattle on a 
farm-, O.N. tlund, f., tenth; tithe. 

baen [bffi®n], vb., of sheep: to 
bleat. Du. No. baea (baekta), L.Sc. 
bae, vb., to bleat. 

*be1 [bg], sb., a churn, tabu-word, 
used by fishermen at sea. Fo. *by5-. 
Icel. byda (bida), f., vessel-, tub-, 
Faer. bydi (bifli), n., a milk-pail. 

*b02 [bo], sb., i) farm-, house-, 
with this possibly goes the compd. 
bosten [bgsten] (Conn.) — see un- 
der busten, sb. 2) home-field.— 
bo is used in a few cases as a 
tabu-name by fishermen at sea, to 
designate certain farms or home-fields, 
serving as landmarks, occas. as a 
place-name, e.g. de bo (de Bo), a 
sea-term for Kjorkabi [l^6‘r"kabi, 
-pi'], Westing, U. [*kirkjubcer]; de bo (Bo) or de Harrier-bo, sea- 
term for “de Longli [l&gli: *langa- 
hlld] o’ Harrier”, a patch of home- 

field in Foula. As a place-name 
(name of farm and village): Bo and 
Eksnabo [seks"nab0'] in Du. [*boer 
and *oxnaboer]. Otherwise, though 
rarely, mostly in the form “bi [bi, 
bi]” as a suffix in compounded 
names of farms and villages; thus: 
Kjorkabi [1^6‘r"kabi'] (Uwg., Wd.): 
*kirkjubcer; Melbi [maelbi] (Sa.): 
*medalboer (“i Medalbce a Sand- 
nese”: in a letter of 24th Nov. 1509; 
D.N. VI); Norbi [narbi] (Sa): *nordr- 
boer; Toptebi [top-tobi', t3p"tobi'] 
(Fe.): *toptabcer. See further Sh. 
Stedn. pp. 85—86.— O.N. bcer(byr), 
m., farm-, Faer. hour, m., home-field-, 
No. bo, m., a) farm-, b) = Faer. hour. 
Besides being a suffix in place-names, 
the form bi is handed down in the 
Unst riddle in Norn about the cow, 
in the connection vegebi [veg"obi'], 
the way to town or farm: *veg(r) 
f by. 

be3 [bo], sb., a low bellowing. U. 
An onomatopoeic word. 

bo [bo], vb., to low softly, of 
cattle; also of human beings: to 
emit a sound like a low bellow, in 
order to frighten someone, to boo; 
he bos (is boin) at dee. U. From 
bo, sb. 

boa [boa], sb., a cow, as a pet- 
name, = bua. Conn. See bo3, sb., 
and bo, vb. 

bod [bod], sb., booth-, hut-, shed, 
esp. a fisherman’s booth, a small 
house in which fishing-tackle is 
kept, and serving as a temporary 
shelter for the crew of a fishing- 
boat during the fishing-season. O.N. 
btid, f., booth-, tent, etc.; No. bud, 
f., a) a hut-, shed-, b) a hut for 
fishermen, during the fishing-season, 
“rorbud” (Nordland). Shetl. bod cor- 
responds in meaning to No. bud b, 
but the vowel o rather presupposes 
Eng. oo. 

bodek, sb., see bodek. 
bodi1 [bodi], sb., fish-creel made 
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of straw or dried stalks of dock-, 
comm.; bjodi [bjodi]: U. In Nm. 
bodi denotes not only a fish-creel, 
but a carrying-basket (kessi) in ge- 
neral ; peat-b 0 d i, peat-basket. Prob.: 
*byd-. Icel. byda (bida), f., wooden 
tub. Faer. bydi (biSi), n., milk-pail. 
d in bodi might, however, also have 
arisen from an original tt (O.N. bytta, 
f., tub-, vessel). 

bedi2 [bsdi, bodi] and beti [boti], 
sb., a strip of land-, esp.: a) a strip 
of peat-bog along the edge of a 
peat-bank (see bank, peat-bank, and 
bakkagrof, sb.); new layer taken 
up for peat-cutting-, he’s ta’en [‘has 
taken’] a b. ahint [‘behind’] me, he 
has begun to cut a strip of the 
peat-bog behind me-, Yn. [bedi, boti]; 
b) a strip of grass-land (a patch of 
home-field, laid out for grazing), a 
bodi 0’ girs [‘grass’]; De". [bodi]. 
— In place-names (names of small 
patches of ground, tilled ground), 
mostly in the forms bodi [bodi] and 
bot [bot] as the second part of a 
compd. — *bceti (n.), deriv. of O.N. 
bot, f., a patch-, piece; No. bot, f., 
a patch -, small piece, e.g. of a field. 

beggin [bogin], sb., = biggin2, sb. 
bel [bol], sb., 1) litter, resting- 

place for animals ' (sheep-, cows-, 
horses)-, sheep-fold-, enclosure-, \n 
some cases metaph. of a poor couch 
or jokingly of a bed (N.I.); also 
a place where fishing-lines are 
spread to dry, a line-b. (N.I.). 2*) re- 
sidence ; farm, esp. in the compd. 
“head-bol”, an allodial farm and 
rfiv^//^(formerly),—*hjemis-place. 
bol also in special sense = head-b. 
Balfour gives “bull” and “head-bull” 
with the definition: “the principal 
farm of the Odalsjord”. — In place- 
names: bol [bol, bol], bul [bul, bul], 
buli [boli, buli] and bol, denoting 
resting-place for animals-, unstress- 
ed bel [bol], as the second part in 
the names Kubel [knbol] and So- 

fa el, So bel (Sjobel) [sobol, sobol 
Ojobol)], resting-place for cows and 
sheep respectively: *kfibol and *saud- 
bol— O.N. bol, n., a) resting-place-, 
b) abode-, farm. With Shetl. “head- 
bol” cf. O.N. hpfudbol, n., chief 
dwelling of a landed proprietor (Fr.). 

bel [bol], vb., 1) vb. a., to drive 
cattle, sheep or horses to a certain 
resting-place (bol), to b. de kye 
[‘cows’], sheep, horses; also occas. 
bul [bul, bol], to bul de horses 
(Yh.). 2) v. n., of animals, grazing 
in the pasture: to rest in a certain 
place-, de sheep bols in sicc a place, 
the sheep rest in such and such a 
place. *bcela; Icel. baela, vb., to 
get the animals (cattle, sheep) to 
rest, b. f6; No. and Faer. bola, vb., 
to prepare a resting-place (O.N. 
b61). O.N. “bcela” is handed down 
in sense of to let out land. 

beli1 [boli], sb., breeding-place for 
sea-fowl (on a ledge of a high sea- 
cliff); U.; Fo. Also a flock of sea- 
fowl in such a breeding-place-, Fo. 
O.N. bceli, n., resting-place-, haunt 
(deriv. of “bol”). 

beli2 [boli, bo3li], sb., heap-, con- 
glomerate mass, a b. 0’ stens (heap 
of stones), o’ girs [‘grass’], 0’ weeds 
(Y.). Orkney: “a bol [bol], e.g. 0’ 
taatis [‘potatoes’]. Doubtless to be 
classed with the preceding boli; cf. 
Sw. dial, b&l2, n., scrap-heap-, mound. 
No. bala, vb., to heap up, and Sw. 
bala, vb., to build a nest (with Sw. 
dial, bale, m., bird’s nest, breeding- 
place, cf. Shetl. boli1). Cf. also 
No. bola, vb., to rummage; stuff-, 
pack, etc. (R.). 

boli3 [boli, bo3li], sb., 1) ominous 
warning; unlucky word, esp. in con- 
nection with fishing (e.g. the un- 
lucky meeting with someone, acc. 
to old belief, when the fisherman is 
going to his boat, and likewise the 
breaking of tabu-rules at sea). 2) tre- 
mendous oath, a b. 0’ oath; he laid 
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ut a b. o’ oath, he swore a tre- 
mendous oath. U. O.N. b9l, n., 
damage-, misfortune-, curse-, bplva, 
vb., to curse (Icel. “bolva” also: to 
swear-, curse). 

b0li [b0\i]-bag, sb., bag contain- 
ing various scraps or trifles, ob- 
tained by begging; beggar’s wallet. 
Also “bolji [bo!i]-bag”. Fe. boll 
is doubtless to be classed with No. 
bola (bula), vb., to fill-, stuff (esp. 
with worthless objects, scraps). The 
pronunciation “b6[i” refers rather to 
No. bolja (bylja?), vb., to gorge one- 
self (R.). 

benek. sb., = bonhus. 
bonhus [b0nhus,b03n-], sb.,church, 

tabu-word, used by fishermen at sea; 
N.I. Outside N.I. comm.: benihus 
[ben••ihus•]. Other forms are: a) bon- 
hus [bonhus, bon-, bon-]: Fo. [bon- 
hus, bon-] and Ai. [bonhus]; b) bo- 
nek [b03n9k, bonak], bunek [bn- 
nak]: Yn. Bonhus [borjos, b^r^as] is 

found as a place-name, name of a 
farm (Klusta, Ai.). O.N. bcenhiis 
(boenahiis), n., house of prayer, 
chapel. The forms bonhus and 
bunek presuppose an older form 
without mutation and spring from 
O.N. “bonhiis”, which is found as 
a parallel form to “boenhtis” (O.N. 
bon, f., a prayer, = been, f.). — 
Cf. beniman. 

fberd1 [bord], sb., board-, plank, 
esp. a board in a boat. O.N. bord, 
n., id. The Shetl. form of pronunc. 
points most prob. to a development 
from Eng. board. 

herd2, sb., see bort, sb. 
besni [bosni], sb., creature or ob- 

ject of ludicrous, ugly appearance-, 
strange, ugly or queerly dressed 
person-, a vild [‘vile’] b.; what a 
b.! Conn. O.N. bysn, n., a wonder. 
Cf. sjonibosni (sjonibosni). 

besten, sb., see busten. 
b0ti and *b0t, sb., see bodi2. 

D. 
da [da], sb., see dag1, 
daba [dsba], sb., see dava. 
fdabb [dab], sb., a tract of muddy 

and sandy sea-bottom, esp. applied 
to such a fishing-ground; a d. o’ 
sand. Prob. the same word as Sw. 
dial, dabb and dabbe, m., thick 
slime-, mud-, dirt, etc., No. dabbe, 
m., — dape (O.N. dapi), m., stag- 
nant pool, Eng. dab, sb. dabb is 
also used in the sense of nucleus, 
the central part of something, thus: 
de d. o’ de dimm (Fe.), the dim- 
mest hours of the midsummer-night 
(de dimm); the word is to be classed 
either with No. and Sw. dial, dabb, 
dabbe, m., in the sense of lump, 
or with Eng. dab, sb. 

dadderi [dad"ari-], sb., tiresome, 
exhausting work; we’re had a d.; 

d. and sageri. Y., Fe. For the 
etymology of the word see dad- 
det, adj. 

daddet [dadat], adj.,/awtf; weary, 
tired-, tired-looking (owing to exer- 
tion)-, d.-like. Nm. Doubtless perf. 
part, and to be classed with Sw. dial, 
datta, vb., a) to tire-, exhaust; b) to 
become tired; lose one’s strength 
(datta 2. Ri.). 

dafi [dafi], sb., otter (the mam- 
mal), tabu-name, sea-term used by 
fishermen. From a *dafa, No. dava, 
vb., to saunter (R. suppl.), deriv. of 
O.N. dpf, f., loin, the hind-part of 
animals. The name points, like 
dratsi (q.v.) and No. slenter (an- 
other name for “oter”, the otter), 
to the otter’s gait. Other sea-terms 
for the otter, besides dafi and dratsi, 
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are borren, bruni, fibi or fobi, 
hali (halin), tik or tek. 

*dagl fdag, dag, (day) da/], sb., 
day in the foil, phrases: a) goden 
(dogen) dag (dagh), good day! 
Fo.; *g66an dag; b) in the names 
of a series of holidays, mass-days, 
such as: Tammasmass-dag [dag], 
St. Thomas’s day, the 21st of De- 
cember-, Todleses (Tollegsis, Tol- 
jegsis)-d., St. Thorlak’s day, the 
23rd of December-, jol-d., Christ- 
mas day, — see further under apta, 
sb. Fo. A form, da [da] is found 
preserved in Sa. in a few phrases, 
such as: “a da’s wark [‘work’]”, a 
day’s work; prob. L.Sc.; cf. L.Sc. 
da, daw, sb., = day. A pi. form 
“dea, day-a [dea, dea]” is handed 
down in the obs. phrase: dea 
leng(d)i, mogi sweng(d)i, as flfays 
grow longer, stomachs get hungrier 
(Fo.), see the verbal forms lengi 
and swengi; dea is a composite 
form, because “-a” represents the pi. 
ending “ar” in O.N. dagar, while “de-” 
is Eng. day. The word is found an- 
glicised in the old compd. “day-set”, 
sb., the close of day, sunset, — 
O.N. dagsetr, n. — O.N. dagr, m., 
day. See the compds. dagalien 
(dagali), daga-light, dagdwalj, sb. 
and vb., daggri. 

fdag2 [dag (dag), dag], sb., tabu- 
name, used by fishermen at sea for 

usually in pi.: dags. Origin 
uncertain. Cf. afatag (apateg).— 
Sometimes dag (dag) is used of a 
sheep-mark (ear-mark), shaped like 
a mitten-, e.g. in Nm. and De. 

*daga [daga], vb., 3rd pers. sing, 
pres., handed down in the phrase 
“hanna d. [haqa daga]”, the day 
breaks, as an introduction to a frag- 
ment of song, partly in Norn, from 
Yh. *hann dagar, the day breaks, 
from O.N. daga, vb., to dawn. 

dagali [dag'ali1, dag"3li], adj., 
badly done-, badly prepared, of 

work, food, etc.; dis is d. Yh. Poss. 
from *dalk- by metathesis of Ik to 
kl, gl. No. dalka, vb., to bungle-, 
dirty, to stir; root, etc. 

dagalien [da gall an] and dagali 
[dag"alr, dag"alr, drrga-], sb., the 
decline of day, the beginning of 
twilight, hit’s [‘it’s’] come to de d., 
the day declines. N.I. dagalien: 
Un., Yh) n (occas.). Sometimes, by 
transferred use of the break of morn- 
ing or day (Yh.); cf. the use of 
attaljos. The word is also used 
in certain phrases to denote a long 
absence: hit [‘it’] will be dagali, 
ere [‘before’] dey come back, it will 
be long before they come back (Y.); 
du’s [‘you have’] been dee a d. (Yn.), 
you have been long away (said to 
one coming home about nightfall). 
Outside the N.I., de heild o’ de day 
is generally used for dagali(en), 
(L.Sc. heild, sb., declivity, inclining 
to one side). *dag-113an, decline of 
day, O.N. 113a, vb., to wear on, pro- 
ceed. dagali is certainly orig. used 
adjectivally in the phrase “hit will be 
dagali, etc.”; cf. No. “daglidet” in the 
phrase “det er daglidet”, the day is 
advanced. 

*daga [daga]-//g7i/, sb., daylight, 
daybreak. Y., Fe. Only preserved 
in a short rhyme, belonging to the 
fable of the swan and the heron 
that fought for the down. “The 
heron and the swan got the offer, 
that the one that watched best, and 
first heralded the dawn, should re- 
ceive down as a reward. The swan 
immediately went to sleep, and the 
heron started watching; but, as dawn 
approached, the swan awoke and 
was quite fresh, whereas the heron 
was about to fall asleep. At the 
decisive moment the swan called to 
the heron: 
“Hegri, hegri! daga-light i’ de hed- der [‘heather’] 1 
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I ha’e de double doon [‘down’] and du de single fedder [‘feather’].” 
(“Heron, heron! daylight in the heather! I have the double down and you the single feather”). 

The swan had thus won the down.” 
The same fable is told in Faeroe 

of the eider-duck and the cormo- 
rant; see Faer. Anthol. I, pp. 381 — 
82. — *dag(s)-(l]6s); O.N. dagsljos, 
n., daylight. 

dagdwalj [dag-dwa[', dagdwal’] 
and dag(d)wel [dagwol], sb., ^loung- 
ing', fruitless occupation, e.g. ap- plied to fishing at a place where 
little or no fish is to be had; Uwg.: 
dagdwalj [dagdwa[-]; dis is naet’in’ 
[‘nothing’] but a d. 2) esp. in pi., 
toys for pastime: a) toy demanding 
mental activity, tiring-irons, esp. a 
wooden frame with three cross-pins, 
around which a string is wound and 
unwound again-, Un. dagdwaljs 
[dag'dwajs-], pi.; b) in wider sense: 
playthings (for children)-, Yb.: dag- 
(d)wels [dagwols]; “de bairns will 
get dem (de broken dishes) for dag- 
(d)wels”. — *dag-dvelja; No. dag- 
dvelja, f., pastime, toys for pas- 
time, tiring-irons-, Faer. dagdvolja, 
f., esp. artfully carved wooden pins 
to be put together and separated 
again, acc. to Svabo: wooden pins 
with three holes, and a string with 
two small pieces of wood attached 
to the string, which is wound through 
the holes and again unwound, = 
fimla. 

dagdwaij [dag’dwa]-], vb., 1) to 
while away the time uselessly, to 
dawdle about, to geng [‘go’] dag- 
dwalj in aboot; Yn. 2) to work con- 
tinuously with a poor result, e.g. 
when doing field-work in spring or 
when at fishing; dey will d. upo 
yon [‘that’] till de morn [‘to-mor- 
row’]; Yh. *dag-dvelja, vb., to while 
away the day, cf. No. dagdvelja, f., 

a) pastime-, b) idler. See dagdwalj, 
sb., and dwalj, vb. 

fdagg [dag(g), dag(g)], sb., dew, 
moisture, esp. a) dampness in the 
air (Sa., etc.); b) drizzle-, gentle 
rain-, a d. o’ weet. More rarely with 
a lengthening of the vowel: dag 
[dag]. A form djagg [dz^ag, d^ag] 
is used in Du. O.N. dpgg, f-, dew, 
moisture-, No. dogg and Sw. dagg 
(dew) also drizzle-, L.Sc. (Eng. * and 
dial.) dag, sb., dew, drizzle. — A 
form dagin [dagin, dagin] from U., 
in the sense of small rain falling for 
long duration, may be regarded as 
a deriv. of the verb dagg with length- 
ening of vowel; cf. O.N.dpggvan and 
d9ggving, f., moisture (drizzle), from 
d9ggva, vb., to bedew, moisten. 

fdagg [dag(g), dag(g)], vb., to 
drizzle. Comm, djagg [d/^ag, d/fig]: 
Du. See dagg, sb. 

*daggast0 [dag-asto-], sb., wind 
with rain; tabu-word at sea, used 
by fishermen. Uwg. Is a compd. of 
dagg, sb., dew, moisture-, rain, and 
*st0, sb., tabu-name for wind. 

fdaggen [dagon, dagon], sb., lump 
or stub, a thick piece, e.g. a piece 
of the root of a tree: a d. o’ wood; 
also of meat: a d. o’ meat. Etym. 
uncertain. 

daggri [dagri], sb., dawn, de d. 
o’ de mornin’. U. (Un.). The first 
part of the compd. dag- is O.N. 
dagr, m., day, for the second part 
gri, Da. “gry”, dawn, see grik 
(grok), sb. 

dai, sb., see dai. 
fdaikel [dai'kol, dai'kol], sb., com- 

pass, tabu-name, used at sea by 
fishermen. A corruption of Eng. 
“dial”, sb.? 

dak [dak] and more comm.: djak 
[dz/ik], vb., to saunter aimlessly 
about, to geng djakin aboot (Sa.). 
No. daka, vb., to walk lazily and 
carelessly, to saunter about (R.). 

*dakk [dak], sb., thanks-, handed 
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down as the only word in Norn left 
from the lost grace before meat. 
Fladab., Conn. O.N. ppkk (pakk-), 
f., thanks. For the change p> > d 
in Shetl. see Introd. V (also N.Spr. 
VII), § 36. 

dal [dal], sb., 1*) valley, direc- 
tion of a valley, depression in the 
landscape. 2) trough of the sea 
between two waves, a d. atween 
twa waves (Un.). 3) a break in the 
weather-, lull-, abatement: a) calm- 
ing of rough sea-, he is a d. i’ de 
sea, the sea has gone down some- 
what (Du.); b) short break between 
showers or squalls (Wests.); he’s 
just a d. for de maament [‘moment’] 
(Sa.); c) break in a storm or rough 
weather (N.Roe), a d. i’ de wadder 
[‘weather’], dali [dali], a dali i’ de 
wadder: a) in N.Roe = dal 3 c; 
f) a fall in strong wind (Conn.; 
Du.), he’s makin’ a dal or dali, 
there is a break in the rough 
weather (in the storm), the gale 
abates. Cf. dol, sb. 4) a sound-, 
firth-, inlet (Fo.); mainly as a place- 
name; the inlet to the village “Ham” 
in Foula is thus called “de Dal”. 
— In sense 1, dal is now scarcely 
found except in place-names, mostly 
as a suffix in names of dales where, 
however, it is often pronounced del 
[del, unstressed del, del, dol], in- 
fluenced by Eng. “dale”, a word 
which is used colloquially in Shetl., 
side by side with “valley”. In Unst 
the form -dal is now, however, 
mostly used. See Shetl. Stedn. pp. 
86—87. — O.N. dalr, m., dale. For 
dal (dali) 3, cf. No. dala av, vb., 
of storm-charged clouds: to glide 
away from the sky. — Shetl. dal 
[dill] is also found in sense of a 
strip of level land-, a flat, fertile 
patch of arable land, thus: a d. o’ 
grund, a bere-d., small patch of ar- 
able land for the sowing of barley 
(Ai.), “every tun (farm) has its dais” 

(Conn.); but in this case, dal comes 
from Celt. (Gael.) dail, sb., a patch 
of field, which often is found as 
the first part of Scottish place-names, 
denoting field; flat land. The two 
words are merged in Shetlandic. — 
See the compds. dala-mist, dala- 
mjork, dal(a)-reek, dalslag. 

dal1 [dal], vb., prop, to descend-, 
sink, now doubtless only in fig. 
sense: to diminish-, cease-, calm-, 
a) of a short break in rough weather 
(between showers, squalls): to break-, 
to calm-, he’s dalin, there is a lull, 
= he’s a dal (Wests.); also of the sub- 
siding of strong wind (S.Sh.); b) of 
rough sea: to assuage, go down, be- 
come calmer, noted down in Du. 
in the form dali [dali]; he’s dal id 
a little. — O.N. dala, vb., to de- 
scend-, sink-, No. dala av, of storm- 
charged clouds: to glide from the 
sky (R.). See dal, sb. 3. 

dal2 [dal] and dali [dali], vb., to 
idle about-, to come sauntering be- 
hind, to geng dal(i)in aboot, to 
come dal(i)in ahint or behint [‘be- 
hind’]. dali is now the usual form. 
Sw. dial, dala, dalla, vb., to go 
slowly, to dawdle-, No. dalla, vb., 
to fidget-, bustle, indicates quicker 
movements, -i in Shetl. “dali” prob- 
ably originates from Eng. “dally”. 

dalamist, dala-m/sf, sb., see un- 
der dalamjork. 

dalamjork [da 'lamj6‘rk ] and dala- 
mork [da"lam6‘rk-], sb., mist lying 
in the dales while the heights are 
clear. Yh. *dala-mjQrkvi (myrkvi), 
“dale-mist”. O.N. mjprkvi, myrkvi, 
m., dense fog\ Peer, mjorki, m., 
mist (summer-mist), is often used 
of low-lying mist or fog while the 
upper atmosphere is clear; Faer. 
pollamjorki corresponds to Shetl. 
dalamjork. In U. is used dala- 
mist [da”lamist-], dalamist = dala- 
mjork; mist is here either O.N. 
mistr, m., mist, or Eng. “mist”. In 
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Fe. the same phenomenon is called 
“dala [dala]-reek”, really “dale- 
smoke”. 

dala [diila]-reeAr, dal [dal]-reeAr, 
sb., 1) = dalamjork, dalamist. 
2) mist rising from low-lying, stag- 
nant water (lakes-, ponds), spread- 
ing itself over the bottom of a 
valley. Fe. Other forms are: a) da- 
lari [dal"arr] (Nmw.), prob. an abbr. 
of “dala-reek”, and b) dolra [dalra]- 
mist, dol(le)rom [dal"3r6m-, dol"- 
3r6m‘] (Wests.)- — *dal-(r0ykr), “dale- 
smoke”, No. dalroyk (R. suppl.) = 
frostroyk, m., mist or fog rising 
from water during severely cold 
weather. — The form dol(le)rom 
may have arisen under influence of 
the word dolleroms, dolderoms 
[d&l"3r6ms-, dM"d3r6ms\ dol"-], sb. 
pi., = Eng. doldrums, sb. pi. 

dali [dali], sb., see dal, sb. 3. 
dali1, vb., see dal1, vb. 
dali2, vb., see dal2, vb. 
dalibrod [dal'ibr&d*], sb., see 

dorafel. 
dalk [da‘lk], djalk [dja'lk (d/,a‘lk)], 

vb., 1) to walk heavily as if wad- 
ing, to geng d(j)alkin; Fe. In Wh. 
in the form tjalk [t^a‘lk] by hard- 
ening of dj [d$] to tj [t<j]; te geng 
tjalkin, a) = to geng dalkin, djal- 
kin (see above); b) to walk with 
soaking-wet feet, with water oozing 
from one’s shoes, with transition to 
meaning 3. 2) to stride-, swagger; 
to geng dalkin; S.Sh. 3) to make 
a gurgling, slightly splashing sound, 
e.g. as a stroke with anything wet; 
only noted down in Wh. in the 
form tjalk [t^a'lk]; a tjalkin soond, 
a gurgling or slightly splashing 
sound, caused by giving a stroke 
with something wet. — On Wests. 
(Sa.) a form djolk [d^‘lk] is found 
in the sense of to walk with soak- 
ing-wet feet, with water oozing 
from one’s shoes; djolkin weet 
[‘wet’], with soaking-wet feet. — 

-DAMP 
No. dalka, vb., to dangle; bungle; 
mismanage; to soil with moist filth 
(Faer. dalka); to give a slight stroke 
with something soft and wet; also 
to saunter. — Cf. tjalk, sb. 

dalslag [dating-], sb., depression 
in the sea-bottom, fishing-ground with 
poor, soft (muddy, sandy) bottom; 
to fa’ upon [‘fall on’, to come up- 
on] a d. (in fishing). Fe. Cf. No. 
dalslage (dal-slage), m., a small, 
low valley. Shetl. slag, sb., soft, 
damp hollow. 

dammen(s) [dam3n(s)], sb., a ledge 
caused by a landslide on a steep 
slope, esp. near the coast; a dam- 
men (s) i’ de banks, a green d. Fe. 
As a place-name, e.g. in: de Dam- 
mens o’ Bakkigert, de Dammens 
o’ Hubi (Fe.), steep stretch of coast 
with ledges caused by landslides. 
The plural -s in place-names has 
found its way into the sing, form 
in the colloq. language. The word is 
prob. O.N. dammr, m., dam, in an 
o\fex sense: “mound, bank”. damm 
is found, in the sense of bank, in 
Kalder-damm [kaldar dam] (Sa.), 
the name of a steep, rocky bank of 
a stream. Cf. “Dam” in Scottish 
place-names, e.g. Starry Dam (H. 
Maxwell, Topography of Galloway) 
in the sense of lake-shore. 

fdamp [da‘mp], sb., end; the 
lower end of a fishing hand-line 
or long-line; comm.; occas. of an 
end-piece in general. Tabu-word, 
used by fishermen at sea. Of fairly 
mod. origin.; L.G., Da. and No. tamp, 
sb., a piece of a rope. Fser. dam- 
pur, m., end of a long-line 
is certainly a word borrowed from 
Shetl. 

fdamp [da‘mp], vb., to wear off 
the end of a fishing hand-line or 
long-line; de line is dampet (dam- 
pet op), the end has been torn off 
the hand-line. Sometimes in a wi- 
der sense: to break or tear off the 
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end of anything-, to break asunder, 
to d. de pipe (Esh., Nmw.). Tabu- 
word used at sea. Formed from 
damp, sb. 

dand [dand, dand] and dandi 
[dandi, dandi], vb., 1) to dandle-, 
2) to muse-, be half-asleep, to geng 
dandin (dandiin) aboot. U. Fser. 
danda, vb., a) to dandle-, b) to 
muse, ganga dandandi. Forms 
such as dan del [dandol] and dan- 
der [dandar] are also used in both 
senses mentioned above; but these 
words are respectively: a) L.Sc. 
“dandill” to stroll; saunter; and 
b) Eng. dial, and L.Sc. “dander”, 
to saunter. 3) to keep the fish- 
ing-line in constant motion, up 
and down, with short jerks, esp. in 
herring-fishing; in this sense comm.: 
dandi; to sit dandiin wi’ de line 
or wand (wand = rod), to d. (for) 
herring, to catch herring by keep- 
ing the line (hand-line) in constant 
motion, up and down. A line, used 
in such fishing, is called “a dandi- 
line”. From Du. is recorded “to 
dan del [danal] for herring” = to 
dandi [dandi] for herring. — The 
form dandi (note the final -i in 
inf.) is prob. influenced by Eng. 
“dandy”, sb. The root-meaning of 
the word seems to be, to move up 
and down by repeated, short jerks. 
Cf., esp. for dandi 3, No. denta, 
vb., to make repeated, short jerks 
(from *dant-); Sw. dial, datta (*dan- 
ta) and dunta, vb., to strike lightly, 
thrust-, to shake (be shaken) up 
and down (O.N. datta, vb., to pal- 
pitate, of the heart). See the etym. 
statement under “denta” in Ross. 

fdangel [daggol, dagal], vb., to 
dangle-, saunter-, idle about, to d. 
(geng danglin) aboot. No. dang- 
la, vb., to dangle (dangleskjerding, 
idler)-, Sw. dial, dangla, vb., to 
dangle-, idle. The Shetl. word is 
in meaning more closely connected 

with Sw. (No.) “dangla” than with 
Eng. “dangle”. 

fdangler [dag(g)l3r], sb., idler. 
From dangel, vb. No. dangleskjer- 
ding, m., idler. Eng. “dangler” is 
used in a rather diff. sense. 

dank[da‘gk] anddanki [da‘gki], sb., 
1) a slight hollow, depression in the 
surface of the soil-, dank and danki: 
N.Roe; dank: Uw.; danki: Umo.,Yn., 
Ai.; denki [de‘gki]: Sa. 2) hollow 
between two waves, trough of the sea; 
dank: N.Roe. Sw. dial, dank, danke, 
n., hollow in a field, marshy spot 
(O.N. dpkk, f., a depression-, hollow). 

danser [da'nsar], sb., sea-term, 
fishermen’s tabu-name for the shark, 
a species of small shark, Shetl. ho. 
Da. danser. Really: “den dansende”, 
the dancing one. 

dapl, dapel, vb., see djapl, vb. 
dar [dar], vb., noted down in the 

pres. part, form in the phrase: “a 
darin [darm] gale”, a hard gale, a 
violent storm. N.I. darin poss. means 
trembling, and, in that case, is to be 
referred to No. dadra and darra, vb., 
to tremble; shake-, quiver, Sw. darra 
(dial.: daddra). — dar [dar], sb., in 
sense of a feeling of awe, fear, is 
L.S. daur. — Cf. darr, vb. 

darbek, sb., see garbek. 
darg [darg] and darget [dargat], 

sb., a mass-, large portion of some- 
thing, comm, used ironically when 
getting less than expected; I’m got- 
ten a darg(et); a darg(e-t) ut o’ de 
coo, a large (small) quantity of milk 
in milking (U.). *dorg-. No. dorg, 
m., mass-, heap-, Sw. dial, dorje, 
heap (acc. to Ross). — For a sec- 
ond darg, from *dorg, see dwarg 
(dwerg), sb.— Different from these, 
and quite as extensively used, is a 
third darg in sense of day’s work-, 
great or heavy piece of work-, large 
tract of land to be cultivated-, the 
latter is L.Sc. “darg”, abbr. of “day’s 
(da’s) wark [‘work’].” 

7 
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darl, darrel [daral], sb., caudal 

vertebra, the hindmost dorsal verte- 
bra of an animal. Du. (Irel.). Also 
dorl, dorrel [d^rol]: Papa St. *darl, 
something rocking or loose. No. dar- 
re, m., pivot; vertebra of the neck; 
the first joint in the spinal column; 
No. darl, m., something trembling and 
dangling. See derl, derrel, sb. 

darr [dar(r)], vb., to poke the fire 
too much, and thus spoil it, to d. 
i’ fire; often used actively, thus: to 
d. ut de fire; du’s darr in ut de fire. 
N. No. (and Sw.) dadra, darra, vb. 
(vb. n.), to quiver-, tremble-, bob up 
and down (repeatedly). — Cf. dar, 
vb., and derg, vb. 

darri-inkel[dari-i‘g“k3l], vb., l)vb. 
n., to walk with a lurch. 2) vb. a., 
to set in an untidy, zigzag manner, 
e. g. at the setting out of a fishing- 
line (long-line) into the water. Br. 
Compound word. The first part darri- 
is probably No. darra (darla), vb., to 
shake-, to dangle-, the second part -in- 
kel is probably No. hingla, vb., par- 
allel form to “hangla”, to dangle-, ba- 
lance, etc. The acceptance of *dingla 
would raise phonetic difficulties in 
regard to the dropping of the initial d. 

darro [daro], sb. and vb., see d o r r o, 
sb. and vb. 

dart [da‘rt], vb., to raise the foot 
and set it down again hard, to stamp, 
comm, with the word “foot” as ob- 
ject; to d. de feet, to stamp with the 
feet, to stamp along-, to d. de foot, 
to stamp with the foot, I darted my 
foot at him. *darta. No. darta, vb., 
to trip-, Sw. dial. (Gothlandic) darrta, 
to step cautiously; Faer. darta, vb., 
to be in constant motion. Cf. Icel. 
dark, n., heavy gait, and darka, vb., 
a) to walk heavily, b) to walk quick- 
ly and carelessly. See dert, sb., 
dertek, sb., and dird, vb. 

dask [dask], sb., thickness-, misty 
clouds-, dense haze, a lump o’ d.; 
of fog when lowering: he’s cornin’ j 

(cornin’ doon) a d.; a d. ower (on) 
de land. Also used of damp, drizz- 
ly fog > almost = dunk(-a). Fo. Cf. No. dasken, adj., damp, wet and 
heavy. The word is prob. cognate 
with *dusk, Eng. dusk; see duska, sb. 

dasket [daskot], adj., exhausted-, 
worn out. Prop, a perf. part. *dask- 
adr, of a lost *daska, vb. O.N. 
dasask, vb., to be exhausted by worry; 
to be powerless, faint (No. dasa, to 
grow faint-, Sw. dial, dasa, Da. dase, 
to drowse-, to idle). For the deriv- 
ative ending cf. No. dasken, adj., in 
sense of limp from over-exertion. — 
The word is also found in the forms 
desket [deskot, daeskot], comm., and 
dsesket [dfTiskot], which might either 
be later developed forms of pronunc. 
of dasket, or deriv. of O.N. daesa(sk), 
vb., parallel form to “dasa(sk)”; No. 
daesa, vb., = dasa. 

dat [dat], dem. pron., neut., that 
(O.N. pat), is used as the def. art. in 
the Shetl. phrase, handed down from 
O.N.: “wi’d. sam”\ at once-, at the 
same moment-, immediately (Yh.), = 
Faer. vid tad sama. See de, pron. 

dava [diiva], sb., a porridge-like 
substance resulting from the un- 
successful churning of milk, when 
the butter is either not at all or 
only partially separated from the 
milk-, whey in which particles of the 
curd are floating. Wests, d a b a [dsba]: 
Un. dava must be classed with O.N. 
dafi = dapi, m., puddle-. No. dave = 
dape with the deriv. depel, puddle; 
small portion of liquid (e.g. in a ves- 
sel). daba is doubtless O.N. dapi. 

daver [davor], vb., 1) vb. n., to 
abate-, diminish: a) of wind; de wind 
daverd; b) of anger; hot temper; 
he daverd, he quietened down. 2) 
vb. a., to calm-, quieten-, to calm a 
person who is in a temper; I da- 
verd him. Wests. (St.). *dafra; No. 
davra and davrast, vb., to calm-, to di- 
minish, of storm, passion, illness, d a- 
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ver is also comm, used in the sense 
of a) to walk aimlessly, blindly, to 
geng da ver in; b) to speak incoher- 
ently and vaguely, to speak dave- 
rin; c) to fall into a slumber, to d. 
ower (Ai.), but is in the three last 
given senses L.Sc. dauer, daiver, 
vb., to become or to be benumbed, 
or stupid. Cf. dover, vb. 

davet [davot], adj., in the phrases 
“d. kirn, d. milk” = dava, sb.; q.v. 
Wests. Y. (Yh.). 

dai [dai], sb., l) commotion in the 
sea; heave; swell, esp. as harbinger 
of storm; der’r a d. i’ de sea; Fe. 
2) wave\ Y\; Fe. — Sometimes = 
moderdai, a shoreward drift, cur- 
rent under the surface of the sea, 
by which the fishermen (before the 
compass was in general use) steered 
their boats to the shore, eg. in fog; 
to finn 'de land by de d. (Burra). 
Prob. to be classed with O.N. d^ja, 
vb., to shake; Icel. d$a, vb., to 
move; draw to and fro (B.H.). For 
the development of sound 1, ^ > ai 
in Shetl. see Introd. V (also N.Spr. 
VII), §§ 6, 12, — and cf. daib, vb. 

daib [daib], sb., prop, dipping, 
or one who dips (see daib, vb.), 
comm, in fig. sense: a person keenly 
and constantly occupied with some 
business, esp. with trifles; generally 
an elderly person: a auld [‘old’] d. o’ a 
creature. Noted down in Unst in the 
foil, senses: one who strives and 
toils, esp. of an aged, decrepit per- 
son; an old, worn-out animal; a jade 
(Un.); a worn-out person or animal 
(horse), a auld d. o’ a mare (Un.); 
a person who is very slow at work 
(Uws); a person who roams too 
much about and comes home late 
(Uwg.), — For the etym. relation, see the foil, daib, vb. 

daib [daib], vb., 1) to dip, esp. 
of sea-fowl: to dip the beak into the 
water, to d. i’ de water; also dip, 
in general. 2) fig.: a) to be con- 

stantly at sea, occupied with fish- 
ing; he’s daib in i’ de sea for ever 
(Few.); b) usually: to plod, to work 
assiduously, esp. to be very much 
occupied with trifles-, comm.; as vb. 
n. and vb. a.: he’s daibin, or daib- 
in him [‘himself’]; c) to strive and 
toil; to slave, esp. of an aged, some- 
what worn-out person; an old jade; 
to d. on (Un.); d) constantly to soil 
oneself, to d. intill [‘into’] gutter (dirt); 
Conn.; e) to engage or indulge in gos- 
sip, to d. intill clash or gossip; Conn.; f) 
to stay out long, away from home 
(Uwg.); de kye [‘cows’] lie daibin 
ut till de head o’ dimm (dimm - 
midnight in summer). — *dypa, vb., 
to dip, from O.N. djtip, n., deep; cf. 
L.G. djupen, O.N. dtifa, deyfa and 
deypa, vb., to dip. The development 
i, y > ai is rather freq. in Shetl. 
Norn (through infl. of Eng.); cf. dai, 
sb., and dai(e)n under dien1, sb. 

dain and daien, sb., see dien1, sb. 
de [de, da], pron. neut. sing., it, 

O.N. pat, prop, dem., but only used 
impersonally and indefinitely in the 
expr. “de wer’”, it was; de [de] wer’ 
ae [e] day, that. . ., it was a day, 
that. . .; assimilates in pronunc. to 
“de’ wer’ ” for “der’ wer’ ”, there were 
(was). The form de, it, appears in 
the first line of an old Norn verse 
from Unst: De vare (vera) gue ti [da 
vara, vera, goa tl], etc., it was at 
an opportune time, etc.; see the In- 
trod. Cf. the use of dat, pron. 

fdeffi [daef(f)i], sb., a species of 
web-footed bird, sanderling. Wh. 
Poss. referable to L.Sc. daff, vb., to 
be foolish; make sport; toy. 

*defna-jora [daef"najo*ra]f sb., “deaf- 
ear", in sarcastic address to a deaf 
person; also *defna-jorna [daef"na- 
jorna]. Fo. *dauf-0yra (No. dauv- 
oyra, Da. d0V0re). The first part of 
the compd. is anglicised, the ending 
-na is prob. due to influence of Eng. 

7* 
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deafen, vb.; for the second part see 
jora, sb. 

degi [degi, degi], sb., swamp-, mo- 
rass-, very wet piece of ground, hol- 
low, “de coo [‘cow’] is doon [‘down’] 
i’ de d., geng and look efter [‘after’] 
her!” U. (Uwg.). Also found as a 
place-name, esp. in Unst. degi may 
stand for *digi and be O.N. diki, n., 
swamp-, morass, which word is still 
common in feel., Faer. and No. The 
word might, however, also be a deriv. 
of *deig- (O.N. deigr, adj., soft) or 
*dig- (No. diga, f., and dige m., soft, 
quaking mass-, digemyr, “deegemyr”, 
f., quagmire). 

dekk [dek (dek, daek), dsk], sb., 
sea-bottom, tabu-name, used by fisher- 
men at sea; de line is i’ de d., de 
“steed” (the sinker of the long-line) 
is at de d. Occas. also in a wider 
sense of bottom in general, dek: 
comm, dok: U". (Har.). Besides 
dekk [dek] a form dekki [dae'ki] is 
found in Fo. Prob. O.N. dpkk, f., 
No. dokk and dekk, f., hollow, de- 
pression. 

del [de3l and more comm, del], 
sb., deaf part. O.N. deill, m., and 
deild, f.; del merges into Eng. deal, 
sb. Cf. the foil. word. 

deld, djeld [d^ld, djeMd, <leald, 
9e®ld (djeld), ([eld, geld], sb., a plot 
of ground, esp. a strip of grass- 
land, pasture (home-field), a d. o’ 
girs [‘grass’]; N.I.; in U. also cul- 
tivated patch, part of afield: a corn- 
d. The forms with a long e (e, e3) 
are peculiar to Fe.; djeld, ([eld: Y.; 
(djeld) ([eld, geld: U. The word is 
commonly used in place-names, esp. 
as the last (second) part of a compd., 
denoting a plot of land (piece of 
home-field), cultivated patch. While 
the forms with softened initial d or 
inserted j are now dominant in the 
common noun d(j)eld, this is not the 
case with place-names with “deld 
(djeld)”, where instead, we sometimes 

find a softening of 1. The word oc- 
curs, as a place-name, recorded in 
the foil, forms: deld, dseld, de[d, da[d, 
de‘lt, djeld, djeld (dje3ld), ([eld (geld). 
In “de Daldeldins” [dal'daekdins, -del’- 
([ins] (Fe1.), from an original *dal- 
deildirnar, -ins is a survival from 
O.N. def. pi. -irnar with Eng. pi. -s. 
See further Shetl. Stedn. pp. 87-88. 
— O.N. deild, f., deal-, portion-, Faer. 
deild, f., plot of land (home-field). 
Cf. bodi2 (bot), *flet2 and *teg, sbs. 

deml, demmel [daemol] and more 
comm.: dembel [daemb3l],sb.,tf s/?/as/? 
in the water caused by dipping. *deml 
from *daml; No., Icel.and Faer. daml, 
n., splash-, splashing. See deml, vb. 

deml, demmel [daemol] and more 
comm.: dembel [daembol], vb., to 
splash-, to cause a splash in the 
water by (quick) dipping, to d. i’ de 
water; often governing an object, thus, 
esp.: to d. de daffock, lo dip a bucket 
(with a splash) into the water in or- 
der to fill it. *demla, *damla, No., 
Icel. and Faer. damla, vb., to splash-, 
No. demla, vb., a) to splash, = dam- 
la; b) to fill a vessel by pressing it 
down into the water. 

deng [deg, deg], vb., to thrash; 
strike, O.N. dengja; merges into Eng. 
and L.Sc. ding, \b.,to strike-, beat, etc. 

denki [de'gki], sb., see dank, dan- 
ki, sb. 

densk [dae'nsk], adj., Danish, esp. 
in the expr. “d. money”, Danish 
money. N.I. Otherwise comm.: Dan- 
ish. O.N. danskr, adj., Danish. 

dentel-free, sb., see dintel-tree, 
sb. 

*depel [depol, daepol], sb., (collec- 
tion of water,) swamp; puddle-, a 
hollow in the ground in which water 
gathers-, now only as a place-name: 
de D. Un. A form *debel [debol] 
is found in Fe. as the name of a 
loch “Debels-water”. O.N. depill, 
m., stagnant water; puddle. 
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derdel [dserdal], sb., short tail, 

sheep’s tail. U". Icel. dirdill, Faer. 
dirdil, m., id. With ref. to derd- for 
*dird- see derl, derrel, sb. der- 
del is also found in the sense of 
tail-root, caudal vertebra (Umo.), = 
derl, derrel. 

derg [daerg, dorg], sb., something 
important and valuable, comm, iron- 
ically of trumpery or (collect.) worth- 
less things. Doubtless the same word 
as darg, sb. 

derg [daerg], vb., to poke the fire 
persistently and violently, to d. i’ 
de fire. Prob. a form derived from 
darr, vb., or for *degr from *dadra; 
see further under darr, vb. 

derl, derrel [daerol], sb., tail, esp. 
of sheep-, also tail-root-, caudal verte- 
bra-, the hindmost bone of the spine 
of an animal, de d. o’ de grice [‘pig’]. 
At times in a wider sense: some- 
thing dangling-, a rag-, pi., derrels, 
rags. Prob.: *darl or *derrill, a deriv. 
of *darri; No. darre, m., vertebra of \ 
the neck; pivot of a door; a slen- 
der, quivering object. Cf. d a r 1 (d o rl), 
sb. — In Unst a distinction is made 
between derdel [daerdol], tail of a 
sheep, and derl, derrel, caudal ver- 
tebra. derdel seems to come from 
*dirdill: Icel. dirdill, Faer. dirdil, m., 
short tail; tail of a sheep; but the 
vowel-sound, in any case, indicates 
the influence of derl, derrel. 

dermin [daermm]-/acer/, adj., of 
sheep: having gray (dark) stripes on 
the face, esp. of a sheep of light 
colour with darker stripes. Conn. Not 
sufficiently confirmed; in any case, a 
rare word, derm(in) — provided this 
word is authentic — might represent 
*d e m r(i n) in the sense of something 
dark, gray, as a deriv. of or cog- 
nate with *dimm- (O.N. dimmr, adj., 
Eng. dim, adj.); for the final r cf. 
domra, sb., fog, and Qer. dam- 
mern, Da. daemre. The suffix -in 
for -et [-ottr]? For the metathesis 

mr > rm cf. the reverse order in 
gomra from *gorma; see gomra, sb. 

dert [dae'rt], sb., an old, decrepit, 
emaciated animal, a auld [‘old’] d. 
o’ a coo, o’ a sheep (N.Roe). Also 
an old maid. Really one who trips 
about? Cf. dart, vb., to stamp, No. 
darta, to trip, and derta, to step 
carefully, lightly and daintily, Goth- 
landic darrta, to step cautiously. 

dertek [dae'rtak, de'rtak], sb., a 
boot, sea-boot, tabu-word, used by 
fishermen at sea; comm, in pi.: der- 
teks. Fe. *dertingr? To be classed 
with dart, vb., to stamp with the 
foot; q.v. — Other names are lers, 
pi., and stenkels, pi. 

des [des, daes], sb., 1) hay-rick, 
large hay-stack-, comm. 2) heather- 
stack; U.; Y. The mown heather 
(tek), to be used for thatching pur- 
poses, is dried in small, oblong stacks, 
called riggins, and then stacked up 
in a larger one, the so-called des. 
O.N. des, f., stack; hay-stack. Cf. 
dos, doss, sb. 

des [des, daes], vb., 1) to heap up 
hay in stacks; comm. 2) to heap 
up mown heather in stacks; U.; Y. 
*desja, vb. See prec. des, sb. 

desket [deskat, daeskat], adj., 1) 
exhausted-, worn out-, comm.; at 
times also with long ae-sound: dae- 
sket [d«skat] (Fladab., Conn.). 2) 
limp; slothful; dull, a desket body 
(Fo.; N.I. occas.). Cf. Sw. dial, da- 
ska, vb., a) to be indolent and dil- 
atory; b) to go quietly; jog along. 
3) confused; helpless; moping (Fe.; 
Us.). — For the etym. of the word 
see dasket, adj. 

dess [daes(s)], vb., only noted down 
in the sense of to set out the long- 
line, in boat-fishing; he’s dess in 
her (de line) doon [‘down’] to Da- 
gen [dagan], he sets out the line 
by “Dagen” (a fishing-ground, also 
called “Mirka” [ma‘rka]). Fe. Un- 
certain origin. Poss. to be referred 
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to No. and Sw. dial, dissa, vb., to 
swing, or to No. deisa, vb., to throw; 
fling. 

dev [dev (de®v, de^v), more rarely 
dev, dov], vb., 1) to deafen, esp. 
to bewilder one with loud noise, = 
L.Sc. deave, deve; du’s devin [de- 
vin] me wi’ din. 2) to soften; calm; 
alleviate, e.g. pain; de pain is devd 
[devd], the pain is alleviated. 3) to 
take the chill off-, warm slightly, e.g.: 
to d. water (Du.: dev, dav); devd 
[devd, davdl, having the chill taken 
off-, made lukewarm. — O.N. doyfa 
(deyfa), vb., to deafen-, deaden, dev 
doubtless arises from *d0v, by change 
of 0 to e (cf. e.g. er from or: O.N. 
oyrr, eyrr, f., ear; sandy beach), 
but is prob. influenced in form by 
L.Sc. “deave, deve”, to which it as- 
similates in sense 1 (No. doyva, vb., 
is also found in the same sense). 
In senses 2 and 3, however, dev is 
especially Norse; cf. No. doyva, Da. 
“dove”, in sense of to deaden; al- 
leviate (dev 2), and No. doyva —/o 
soften; prepare by warming up and 
steaming (dev 3). A rarer parallel 
form to dev is the form dov [dov], 
vb., to deafen or confuse by loud 
noise (N.), derived from a *daufa or 
*dauva, which has arisen from “d0yfa” 
by dropping of i-mutation; cf. No. 
dauva, vb., to make slack, in con- 
junction with dauv, adj., deaf-, sloth- 
ful; dull, O.N. daufr. See dovin, sb. 

devilin [devilm-], sb., the devil, 
only noted down in the phrase “to 
d.”! oh! the devil! N.I. (Fe.). The 
word itself is anglicised in form, but 
the Old Northern def. art. is pre- 
served. O.N. djpfullinn, m., the devil. 

di [di], sb.,calming of the weather; 
abatement of storm-, he’s a di i’ 
de wadder. Also dien [dian]. S.Sh. 
(Conn., Du.). Prob. from an orig. 
*pyd- with the freq. change in Shetl. 
Norn p > d (see di2, vb., and In- 
trod. V — also N.Spr. VII — § 36); cf. 

I cel. pyda, f., mildness, “mildness of 
weather” (YS.W.)-, Icel. p^dr, adj., mild, 
of weather: pytt vedr (O.N. pydr, 
mild-, kind), di, dien is common- 
ly regarded as being derived from 
L.Sc. and Shetl. dee, vb., a) to die; 
b) to die away; become weakened. 
See di1, vb. 

di1 [di], vb., to abate-, calm, of rough 
weather; he’s did i’ de wadder. S.Sh. 
From O.N. pyda, vb., to attach (one- 
self) to. See prec. di, sb. The word 
merges into dee, vb., to die; die 
away; to become weakened. 

di2 [di], vb., to warm up, esp. to 
prepare limpets (patella), used for 
bait, by putting them into hot water 
to loosen them from their shells-, 
to di de limpets, di de bait. Du. 
Otherwise comm.: to “leep” de lim- 
pets. Cf. the sea (tabu)-term “to fell 
(*vell) de flodreks”. di, in this 
case, prob. arises from O.N. plda, 
vb., to thaw-, melt by heating, Icel. 
plda upp, to warm up. For the form, 
cf. di, sb. 

*di, pers. pron. 2nd p. (pi.), see du, 
pron. 

*di [di], prep., for, in an old pro- 
verbial phrase where it governs the 
genitive,lilfeO.N.til,/o./or: marta di 
gons teke di (de) veps [ma'rta di 
ga‘ns teko di (da) veps], much can 
be used for the woof that is use- 
less for the warp, lit.: much (use- 
less, understood) for warp, can be 
used for woof; original (O.N.) form: 
margt... til garns, tekit(?) til vepts. Yh. 

dibjassafit (?f/e bjassafit) [dibjas"- 
afit (-fit-)], adj., weak; ailing; wretch- 
ed; a puir [‘poor’] d. body. Un. 
Uncertain compd. Prop, a substan- 
tive? bjas(s) might be a develop- 
ment from *pis-, *pjas-, like bjakk 
from *pikk-, pjakk-, and bjark- from 
*pirk-, *pjark- (see bjakk, sb., and 
bjarki,adj.). No.pis,m.,/70or wretch, 
Sw. dial, pjas, n., (feeble-minded) 
wretch. Should the last part of the 
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compd. be viti, vit [*vsetti], a dis- 
paraging expr. used of a person (as 
the second part of the compd.)? 
The first part, di (de?)- might have 
arisen through infl. of syn. Eng. and 
L.Sc. words beginning with “de-”, 
thus, e.g. the common Shetl. adj., 
“depooperet”, ailing-, poor (from Eng. 
depauperate, L.Sc. depauper, vb., to 
make poor; impoverish). 

dien1 [dlon] and dSin [dain], daien 
[daian], sb., swamp; marshy hollow; 
water-hole, de coo [‘cow’] is gane 
[‘gone’] in a d. Du. dien: Dus’e.; [ 
dai(e)n: Duw. (frel.). In U. a compd. 
“dines [d3inas (dain9s)]-pit” is found 
in the sense of very deep swamp; 
very deep hole (water-hole).— dien1, J 
dai(e)n, dine- must be O.N. (feel.) 
dyna, f., swamp-, morass (G.V.). — 
To be classed with this is prob. also I 
d o n ek [donak (danak)], swampy hole; 
puddle (Du.), with dropped i-muta- 
tion. Cf. do in place-names, occas. | 
= do (swamp, O.N. dy); see further j 
under do, sb. 

dien2 [dlan], sb., = di, sb. 
dig [dig], vb. a., to stamp, trample 

something down or together, to d. 
doon,/o trample down. Du. (Sandw.). 
Either a) the same word as Faer. 
dika, vb., to beat hard (= dikja), 
to tramp along, dik, n., vigorous 
blow or push, also speed; run (O.N. 
dik, n., running; run), or b) = No. 
diga, vb., (to shake; rock) in the 
sense of to press down, compress 
(acc. to Ross, who, however, gives 
this definition as somehwat uncer- 
tain). See digel, vb., and dikel, 
sb. and vb. 

digel (digl) [digal] and djigel (djigl) 
[d/^igal], vb., 1) vb. a., to stamp-, 
trample something down or together; 
de eart’ is a’ [‘all’] digeld (djigeld); 
N.I. 2) vb. n., to work without re- 
sult, making no head-way; to bungle, 
to stand d(j)iglin; Ai. 3) vb. a. and 
vb. n., to shake or to be shaken to 

I and fro, up and down; to swing, 
d(j)igel; N.I. — Poss. diff. words; 
d(j)igel 1, in any case, is a deriv. 
of dig, vb., see prec; with d(j)i- 
gel 3 compare, partly No. diga, vb., 
to tremble; shake; swing, partly No. 
dika, vb., in sense of to rock; move 
slightly to and fro (R.). Cf. further 
dikel (djikel), sb. In sense 3 the 
Shetl.-Norn digel, djigel has been 
blended with Eng. jiggle, vb. 

f digeimur, -moor [dig'almnr], 
djigelmur [d^ig-almnr], digelsmur 

| [dig-alsmur ] and diglamur, diglimur 
[dig"lamnr, dig”li-], sb., 1) hard, 

| clayish ground (reddish, rust-col- 
oured); Fo.: digelsmur. 2) thick 
mud; mire; very sodden ground; Sa.: 
djigelmur; Esh., Nmw.: digla-and 
diglimur. In Esh. esp. of sodden, 
peaty soil. — These two words treated, 
seem to be different. With digels- 
mur (sense 1) cf. Icel. deigulmor, m., 
potter's clay (deigull, O.N. digull, 
m., melting-pot). With djigelmur, 
digla- and diglimur (sense 2) may 
be compared, partly No. digemyr, 
f., quagmire (diga, f., and dige, 
m., soft mass; soft, muddy bottom), 
partly No. dikemyr, f., swamp; muddy 
bottom (dike, O.N. diki, n., mud-, 
slough-, morass)-, see further dikel, 
sb. 3. 

digger [dig(g)ar], sb., firmness of 
texture; strength; quality to with- 
stand wear, of clothes; implements; 
der’r d. in it, nae [‘no’] d. in it. Y. 
(Yh.). From the root *dygg-; O.N. 
dygd, f., virtue; strength; ability-, 
good quality, a parallel form “dygg- 
leike” in No. = strength-, goodness; 
quality. The ending -er in digger 
might be due to infl. of the syn. 
doker. 

dikel [dikal] and djikel [d^ikal], 
sb., l) quick motion up and down-, 
violent shaking, esp. commotion in 
the sea, swell with small, choppy 
waves-, de sea is in a djikel (Un.). 
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2) trampled condition, of ground; 
de grund is in a dikel (Un.: dji- 
kel). 3) thick mud; Uwg.: dikel. 
— From *dik-?; see further under 
dig, vb., and digel (djigel), vb. 
Possibly different words. With d(j)i- 
kel 1 cf. d(j)igel, vb. 3, correspond- 
ing partly to No. diga, partly to 
No. dika. dikel 3 (connected with 
d. 2) assimilates in form, as well 
as in meaning, to Sw. dial, dikkel, 
n., mud in a morass (see Ri. un- 
der du, m., = dy, mud)\ or poss. 
connected with O.N. diki, n, mud\ 
morass. 

dikel [dikal] and djikel [dykal], 
vb. n. and vb. a., to trample\ trample 
down (in mud)-, to dikel de flor 
[‘floor’], to tread down the floor 
(earthen floor, clay floor): Uwg. See 
digel (djigel), vb. 1. 

*dikk [dik, dok], sb., drink; some- 
thing to drink, fo me a d.l give me 
something to drink! Uw. From an 
older*drikk, O.N. drykkr, m.,a drink. 

dill [dil (del, dol)], sb., rag, prop. 
something dangling-, to hang in dills, 
of ragged clothes. See dill, vb. 

dill [dil (del, dol)], vb., 1) vb. n., 
to be shaken to and fro\ to hang 
dangling, e.g. of ragged clothes; also 
to jog idly along, walking in a maze-, 
to d. aboot, to geng dillin. 2) vb. 
a., to d. awa [‘away’] de tirrfe, to 
idle away one's time by aimless 
walking about (Sa.). — No. and Sw. 
dilla, vb., to dangle-, shake. This 
word is diff. from the Eng. dial, dill, 
vb., to soothe-, also die down; be- 
come quiet (to d. down), which has 
been taken over into Shetl., and esp. 
used of a lull in rough weather; a 
“dill”, a lull (Shetl.). 

dilldus [dikdus-], sb., collect.,afo/zg-- 
ling rags, esp. of ragged clothes on 
a person-, to hang in d.; it is a’ 
hangin in d. aboot him, he is com- 
pletely in rags. Umo. Compd. For 
the first part see above dill, vb.; 

the second part is prob. = No. duss, 
m., a shake, which is to be classed 
with “dissa”, vb., to shake; swing. 

diled (?cte-l0d) [dilod], vb., to 
disfigure; to be unbecoming = af- 
ljud,vb.; yon [‘that’] hat dilods dee. 
N.Roe. lod is O.N. lyta, vb., to dis- 
figure; blemish, etc. The form di- 
lod has prob. arisen under infl. of 
the Eng. delude, vb., pronounced in 
the same way in Shetl. 

dimm [dim], more rarely dimma 
[dim(m)a] and dimmer [dimor, domor], 
sb., dusk; twilight; hit [‘it’] will be 
dimm ere [‘before’] dey come back 
(Y.). — dimm is here to be regarded 
as the substantive and not as the 
adjective; du’s been dee a dimm 
(Un.), a dimma (Fe.), a dimmer 
(Yh., M.Roe), a dimmek [domok] 
(Uwg.), you have been a long time 
away, orig. said to one who has 
been away during the day and comes 
home when darkness falls; cf. da- 
gali and dimmodali in the same 
sense, dimmek (Uwg.) and dim- 
mer (Yh.) are reported in the sense 
of long time, long while. — dimm 
is especially used in the sense of 
midsummer-night-, de head o’ (de) 
dimm, the dimmest part of the mid- 
summer-night (cf. dabb and korl, 
de k. o’ dimm). The word is found 
used metaph. in the phrase “a dimm 
o’ dirt”, of very troublesome and 
tedious work, unless the latter dimm 
happens to be a word differing from 
dimm in sense of dusk. — O.N. 
dimma, f., (slight) darkness-. No. 
dimm, Fser. dimmi, n., the darkest 
hours of the night in summer, mid- 
summer-night. — dimmek [dimok, 
domak] (Us.), in sense of a) stormy 
weather-, rough weather at sea-, b) 
violent quarrel, is prob. a diff. word 
from the above-mentioned; poss. 
Cymric, tymm- (cf. Welsh tymmestl, 
f., storm; rough weather, and tym- 
mer, f., temperament), dim [dim] 
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(Fe.), a useless person, is prob. 
L.Sc. “deam”, contemptuous term for 
a girl. 

dimm [dim], vb., to make or grow 
(somewhat) dark; to grow dusk, he’s 
dim min, the darkness (the twilight) 
is falling. O.N. dimma, vb., to make 
dark; grow dusk. — dimm [dim], 
adj., somewhat dark, O.N. dimmr, 
assimilates to Eng. dim. 

dimma, sb., dimmek, sb. and dim- 
mer, sb., see dimm, sb. 

dimmer [dimor], vb., to darken, 
become nightfall = dimm, vb. “he 
dimmers doon de night.” Few. For 
the final r cf. dimmer, sb., dark- 
ness, domra2, sb., fog, and poss. 
“d e rm i n-faced (*d e m ri n-faced ?).” 

dimm [dim]-/ia/7, sb., successful 
haul of fish on a midsummer-night 
(dimm); also of a good catch, good 
profit in general. L.Sc. and Shetl. 
hail, sb., = Eng. haul. 

dimmodali [dim oda li], sb., in the 
phrase “du’s been dee a d., you 
have been long (a good while) away. 
Sa. From an older *dimm-ok-da- 
gali? See further under dimm, sb., 
and dagalien, sb. Poss. influenced 
by dali, vb. 

dimmriv [dmrnv], sb., dawn in 
summer; a\so “dimm-rivin”’. From 
dimm, sb., dusk, and riv, sb., clear- 
ing up; cf. No. riva, Faer. rlva, vb., 
to tear, of weather: to clear up. 

dimmset [dinrset1], sb., nightfall 
in summer, the beginning of mid- 
summer-night (Fe.). d i m m, sb., and 
set, sb., transferred from “day-set” 
(O.N. dagsetr, n., the close of day, 
sunset, see dag1). 

dims, sb., see dimska, sb. 
dimska [de‘mska, do’mska], sb., 

fog, bank of fog (in the distance), 
line of fog\ der’r a d. upo (ower) 
de land, alang de horizon; misty 
vapour; der’r a d. gaun [‘going’] ut 
fae (frae) de sea; a d. i’ (upo) de 
sea. Also dimsk [de'msk, do'msk]. 

S.Sh. — dims [(de‘ms) d3‘ms], light 
covering of clouds, haze; may be 
either an abbr. of dimska or derivat- 
ive of *dism(a) with a later metathesis 
of sm to ms; No. disma, f., dism, 
n., light fog, heat-haze, haze (Faer. 
dism, n., dust). 

din [dm], sb. and vb., see don. 
*din, pron., see under du, pron. 
dines-p/7, sb., see dien, sb. 
ding [dn]], sb., proud, somewhat 

arrogant gait and bearing, tossing 
one’s head and swinging one’s body 
when walking-, der’r a d. upo dee 
de day [‘to-day’]. Fe. *ding-. Prob. 
to be classed with the foil, derived 
word dingel, vb. 

dingel [dirjgal, deggol], vb., to 
dangle; swing; to be shaken to and 
fro; also to walk waveringly, swing- 
ing ly; to potter aimlessly about with 
various trifles, to geng dinglin 
(aboot). Comm, dinkel [de‘gkal], to 
geng dinklin (pottering) aboot de 
hoose: Du. *dingla. 

fdinol (?de-nol) [dinok], vb., to 
crush-, smash to pieces. Sa. 

dintel-rivlin [ds'ntel-rivlm], sb., a 
brogue, rivlin, made of particular- 
ly thick, tanned hide. Du. With 
dintel cf. No. dynta, adj., thick-, 
stout; corpulent, and duntul, m., 
small bundle. 

dintel [de'ntol, dA‘nt3l]-/ree, sb. 
= settin-tree: a dibble. Un. din- 
tel prob. from *dynt-; O.N. and Mod. 
Icel. dyntr, m., a push-, thump-, dint, 
with the deriv. “dyntill”, m.; Eng. 
dint, sb., id. No. duntul, “duntedl”, 
m., pestle-, churn-staff (R., doubtful). 

dip [dip], vb., is Eng. dip, but 
sometimes used with following refl. or 
pers. pron. in acc. in the sense of 
to bend oneself-, sit down for a mo- 
ment-, dip dee doon! In a similar 
sense No. dyppa (duppa), duva, vb. 

dird [dird], sb., feverish haste; 
der’r a d. upo dee de day [‘to-day’]. 
Un. Doubtless to be classed with 
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No. didra, dirra, vb., to vibrate; shake. 
dirdom [dirdom], sb., is used al- 
most in the same sense; to be in a 
d., to be in a great hurry (N.I.); 
but this is really L.Sc. dirdum, up- 
roar; tumult, etc., and Eng. dial, 
durdum, sb., which in Shetl. has been 
affected in meaning by words such 
as dirr, dirl — see the foil, articles. 

dird [dird], vb., to stamp, to d. 
de feet, to stamp with the feet. Conn. 
Occas. also to trample something 
down (Sa.). Parallel form to dart, 
vb. Poss. an orig. *derta; cf. No. 
derta, vb., to step lightly, as a par- 
allel form to “darta” and Shetl. der- 
tek, sb. L.Sc. dird, sb., a stroke. 
— djird, vb., =jird, differs from 
dird. 

dirdel, djirdel [d^irdal], vb., to 
shake; swing; de bog is djirdlin 
under me. Sa. Hardly the same word 
as the common dirl, vb.; more prob. 
for *dilder (*djilder) by metathesis 
of r and 1, = No. dildra, vb., inter 
alia, to shake; tremble (R.). For the 
development di- > dji [d^i]- cf. e.g. 
digel > djigel, vb., and dikel > 
djikel, sb. and vb. 

dirl. dirrel [dirol, deral, dorol], sb., 
vibration; swinging; trembling or 
shaking movement, to set onyting in 
a d.; shake; push, to get a d.; quick 
movement; bustle; to be in (upon) 
a d., to bustle away or about; he 
cam’ wi’ ad., a) he came rushing 
along (in a heedless manner); b) of 
the wind: it came with a sudden 
gust (so that everything shook) (Sa.). 
Also applied to a dangling object, 
something trailing behind one in 
walking-, kwatna [‘what’] d. is yon 
[‘that’], (at) du has behint dee? (Sa.). 
*dirl (vibration; shaking); No. dirl, 
n., something dangling or swinging. 
See dirl, vb. 

dirl, dirrel [dirol, derol, dorol], vb., 
to vibrate; shake; dangle; swing; to 
come dirl in behint, to come dang- 

ling behind (Sa.). No. and Faer. 
dirla, vb., id. 

dirlet [(dirlet) dorlat], adj., that 
walks carelessly, swinging and bob- 
bing; a d. body. Du. *dirlottr. See 
dirl, dirrel, sb. and vb. 

dirr [dirr, dorr], sb., vibration; 
trembling; vibrating sound. *dirr. 
See dird, sb. 

dirr [dirr, dorr], vb., to vibrate; 
tremble; quake. *dirra (*didra). See 
dird, sb. 

dirridu [dorr idn], sb., stormy 
petrel (bird). Nmw. (Esh.). The first 
part of the compd. dirri may poss. 
be classed with No. dirl, n., and dirle, 
m., slender figure; nimble person, 
derla, f., inter alia: wagtail (bird); 
cf. “dodr-” in O.N. doflrkvisa, f., a 
certain bird (S.E.). The second part 
is prob. O.N. dufa, f., dove. 

fdist [dist (daist)] and fdistin [di- 
stin], sb., a light threshing of corn; 
to gi’e de corn a d., to thresh the 
corn lightly, thresh some corn (to 
give to the cows). Conn. Poss. to 
be referred to L.Sc. dyst, sb., a dull 
blow. See further dus, sb. and vb., 
and dust, sb. 

fdist [dist], vb., to beat a little, 
thresh the corn lightly, to d. op [‘up’]; 
d. op twa [‘two’] sheaves! thresh some 
corn, e.g. two sheaves (to give to the 
cows)!Conn. *dysta? See further dist, 
sb., dus, sb. and vb., and dust, sb. 

ditti [datti, dot\]-bug\ sb., a small 
bag for keeping trifles, esp.: a) a 
bag with trifles, belonging to a wom- 
an’s occupation; Y.; Fe. b) fish- 
erman’s bag (with materials for re- 
pairing minor damages to a fishing- 
line); Esh., Nmw. c) sailor’s bag; 
Uwg. (“forsin-bag”, of a boat-fish- 
erman’s bag). — ditti- is prob. to 
be classed with No. dytta, vb., to 
potter; busy oneself with trifles. 

divlek [divlok], sb., a large, un- 
shapely piece of bread, cake (broni, 
bannock). U". Either for *dilvek and 
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to be classed with No. dolva, f., 
block, large piece, or a parallel form 
to tivlek, sb. 

djadd [dijad], vb., in the phrase 
“to d. de glonter [glo'iitor]”, to snuff 
the wick in the train-oil lamp, tabu- 
phrase (sea-phrase) belonging to the 
fishermen’s lang. Conn. Prob. from 
the root *datt- and really denoting 
to give a light stroke or push (cf. 
Sw. dial, datt, m., stroke; push, and 
dutta, vb., to push gently; O.N. 
datta, vb., of the heart: to palpitate, 
and detta, to fall). In L.Sc., “dad”, 
acc. to Jam., denotes a sudden and 
violent stroke. The development 
*dadd > djadd [d^ad] may be par- 
alleled with, e.g. dak > djak [d/jak], 
vb., dalk >■ djalk (djolk), vb. 

djafs [d^afs], vb., to splash through 
mud, to geng djafsin t’rough a mire. 
No. dafsa, vb., to plash; walk care- 
lessly (R.SB). — jafs [d/^afs], vb., 
q.v., differs from djafs. 

djag, djagh (djach) [djay or djt#, 
d^ay or d/ji/], sb., dough; lump of 
dough, esp. leaven; lump of leaven. 
L. djag(h) is prob. a development 
of an older *deg [*deg, *dey], from 
O.N. deig, n., dough; kneaded mass 
of flour. For ja from e, see Introd. 
V (also N.Spr. VII), § 26 (“an yaar” 
= hann er, “yach” = ek, in the Foula 
ballad); for the gutturals y, % deve- 
loped from g, cf. da^ (day) = dag1, 
furtherbaya-,bloya,naeyi -bagga-, 
bloga, naegi-(see bakka-, blokka, 
neggistikk). djagh (djach), how- 
ever, is certainly influenced by L.Sc. 
daigh, dagh (dough). 

djagg [d/^ag, d^ag], sb. and vb., see dagg, sb. and vb. 
djak [dz/k], vb., see dak, vb. 
dialk [dja‘lk (d/ja'ik)], (sb. and) vb., 

see dalk, vb., and tjalk, sb. 
fdjapl, djapel (japl, japel) [d^a- 

pal], sb., slush; mire, a d. (j.) o’ 
gutter. See djapl, vb. 

fdjapl, djapel (japl, japel) [d/.a- 

pol], vb., 1) vb. n., to stamp with 
the feet in water, to d. (j.) wi’ de 
feet in water (Wd.); to go splashing, 
to geng (d)japlin. A rarer parallel 
form, perhaps the original dapl, 
dap el [dapol], is reported from U. 
2) vb. n., to gurgle, squelch, of 
water in the shoes, in walking; of 
the feet: to be soaking wet (really, 
making a squelching sound when 
walking), de feet is [‘are’] (d)japlin. 
3) vb. a., to full stuff or clothes by 
stamping, to d. (j.) claes. — May be 
referred partly to No. dabla, vb., to 
splash; gurgle (O.N. dafla), Eng. 
dabble, vb., partly to No. japla, vb., 
to gurgle (R. citing Christie), partly 
to L.Sc. jabble, vb., to agitate fluid; 
splash; sprinkle; gurgle. An initial 
d^- in Shetl. may develop from an 
oiig. d (see e.g. dalk, vb.), or an 
orig. j (see jafs, vb.), and at times 
from an orig. gj (see gjolger, sb.). 
— (d)japl partly assimilates to japp 
[d/^ap], vb., a) to bring down the 
foot (esp. of soaking-wet feet), so 
as to make a squelching sound in 
the shoes, when walking, to geng jap- 
pin; b) = (d)japl 2. japp is most 
prob. L.Sc. jawp, jaup (jalp), vb., to 
splash; bespatter with mud, etc., 
though it almost assimilates to No. 
jappa, vb., to gurgle (but certainly 
rare in this sense, R. citing Christie). 
In like manner japp [d/^ap], sb., com- 
motion in the sea, choppy sea, is 
prob. L.Sc. jawp, jaup (jalp), sb., a 
dash of water; spot of mud, etc., 
though, in meaning, it almost assi- 
milates to No. japp- and Icel. gjalp, 
f., dash of waves; beating of waves. 

djarf [d/^a'rf], sb., hardiness; 
courage, esp. absence of fear the 
dark; had du ony [‘any’] d., when 
du guid [‘went’] dat [‘that’] way? Fo. 
O.N. dirffl, f., Fser. dirvi, f. and n., 
boldness; hardiness; courage, from 
djarfr, adj. In Shetl. the substantive 
assimilates in form to the adjective; q.v. 
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djarl [ctya'rf], adj., (bold,) hardy; 

fearless; esp. not afraid the dark. 
Parallel form: tjarf [t^a'rf] (Wh.,etc.), 
by hardening of dj to tj. djarfi 
[d/^a'rfi]: Fo. occas. — Sometimes 
used as a substantive: a djarf (tjarf), 
a bold person (not afraid the dark). 
— O.N. djarfr, adj., hardy; bold; 
courageous. 

djeld, sb., see under deld, sb. 
djimp, sb., see dump, sb. 
djimp [dy/mp], vb., to pound, thrust 

or press down; to stamp, trample 
down, to d. doon [‘down’]. Wests. 
(Sa.). Hardly direct from Eng. jump, 
because some of the senses, in which 
djimp is used, deviate too widely; 
poss. an orig. *dimp and the same 
word as Sw. dial, dimpa, vb., to fall 
down heavily, also to thump; pound 
(dompa, dimpa); O.N. dumpa, vb., 
to beat; pound. For a development 
of sound di-> dji [d^i]- in Shetl. see 
e.g. digel (djigel), vb., and dikel 
(djikel), sb. and vb. djimp may 
have been affected by Eng. jump. — 
gimp, vb., differs from the word 
here treated. 

djolg, djolger (djolger), sb., see 
gjolg, gjolger (gjolger), sb. 

djolk [dzji'lk], vb., see dalk, vb. 
djoll [d$61], sb., lump; thick, round 

figure, e.g. a d. o’ a ox, a stubby 
ox (Du.), a d. o’ wood, a shapeless 
piece of wood djoll prob. for 
*doll, *dolj [*do[] from *dull-. Cf. 
No. dall, m., dalla and dulla, f., a 
lump; round figure. 

*djordafill [djor'dafik], sb., noted 
down in the foil, phrase: “du’s made 
a d. o’ yon ane (yon corn-sheaf)”, 
you have made that sheaf much too 
large. Conn. Compounded word. 
Etym. uncertain. 

djub [dyjib] and more rarely djup 
[d^up], sb., depth-, depths of the sea; 
deep morass, a deep d.; a blue d., 
a very deep place in the sea, = 
O.N. bladjup, n., "bottomless depth 

in the sea” (Vr.). djub: comm, djup: 
U. In a few places (Wh.): tjub [t^ub, 
tfj63b]. In Fo. “de djub” is pre- 
served as the fishermen’s tabu-name 
(sea-term) for the ocean; the sea, 
esp. for deep-sea fishing-grounds. 
In Wh. tjub [tsj63b] is occas. used 
of a muddy hollow in the sea-bottom, 
a spot where little or no fish is 
to be had-, dey were fa’en [‘fallen’] 
intill a tjub or guttery (muddy) hole. 
— O.N. djup, n., depth; depths of 
the sea; in poetry also ocean. 

djubek [d^obok], sb., a small, un- 
developed ling (fish). Fo. Prob. a 
deriv. (*d^pingr, *djtipingr) from O.N. 
djtip, n., Shetl. djub, sb., depths of 
the sea. 

djur1 [d/jir, d/j^r], sb., animal; head 
of cattle; I ha’e no a d., / do not 
own a single beast, a auld d., an 
old ewe (Conn.). In Du. esp. of a 
horse. PI. djurs, cattle, esp. cattle 
kept in the out-field. Sometimes “de 
djurs” means the horses, the horses 
in the out-field, in contrast to “de 
baess”, the cows, the cattle, djtir 
or *djor. Norse djtir = dyr, n., an 
animal; Faer. djor, Sw. djur. 

djur2 [dy<n3r], sb., "brick”, excel- 
lent fellow, etc., ironically in ad- 
dress to persons. Un. A mingling 
of djur1 [djtir, *djor], animal; beast, 
and either ON. dyrr, adj., dear; 
valuable; costly, or a substantive 
prefixed by “d^r-” (O.N. dyrgripr, m., 
treasure, Icel. dyrmenni, n., an ex- 
cellent man)? 

djutt [d^ut], vb., to walk slowly 
with heavy steps, to tramp, to geng 
djuttin ower de face o’ de earf. 
Du. No. dutta (dytta), vb., to stamp, 
Sw. dial, dutta, vb., to touch; nudge 
gently. 

do [do (do)], sb., strength; energy; 
activity and perseverance in work- 
ing-, der’r nae [‘no’] do in him. Also 
sometimes of objects: solidity, dur- 
ability, quality, der’r nae do in (atill) 
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it. Sa., etc. dwo [dwo]: Fo. O.N. 
dad, f., (deed,) good capacity, valour. 
See dolos, do-less, adj. 

dod [dad (d&d), d5d], sb., a low 
soughing sound, caused by the wind 
through the opening in the roof (as 
a harbinger of snow), a snawy d. 
(somewhat weaker than don, sb.). 
dod (dad): Conn, dad: N.I. O.N. pot, 
n., a howling; soughing; roaring. 
Cf. tod in brimtod, sb. 

dodd1 [d&d(d)], sb., tuft; tangled 
lock, a d. o’ hair; Flad., Conn., Sa. 
No. dodd, m., = dott, m., tuft; wisp; 
lump-, Faer. doddur, m., inter alia: 
tangled tuft of hair. In the sense 
of a very large piece (Fo.), dodd 
is L.Sc. “dawd, daud”, and in the 
sense of rag, ragged article of dress, 
it is Eng. “dud”. 

fdodd2 [dod], sb., a broken nail 
(iron nail). Um0. O.N. toddi, m., small 
piece? 

dodda [d&dda], inter]., expressing 
surprise: bless usl in the expr. oh, 
d. me! Conn, datt neut. of O.N. 
dar, adj., that makes a tremendous 
impression? 

doddel [dodol], sb., a person con- 
stantly occupied, esp. with trifles. 
Y. (Ym.). Prob.: *dutl. Cf. No. dutta 
(dytta), vb., to make repeated, slight 
jerks-, to busy oneself with trifles. 
and dutla, vb., to be busy with trifles-, 
dutlar, m., slow-going person. 

doddel [dodol], vb., to be constantly 
occupied, esp. with trifles, Y. See 
doddel, sb. 

dof [dof, dof, dof], adj., prop, stale, 
having lost its strength, esp. in the 
phrase “d. [dof, dof] mould [mold]”, 
mould, dried in heaps and (mixed 
with dry manure) used as litter for 
cows in the byre (Nm.; Fe.). a d. 
[dof] peat, a slow-burning or non- 
heating piece of peat (Sa.). Cf. 
No. dovamold, f., loose and barren 
(u powerless")mould,'w\\hu4i.xnov\d". 
— In a more comprehensive sense: 

dull-, inert-, silly, dof is L.Sc. dowf, 
adj. — Cf. doven, adj.,and dofen,vb. 

dof [dof], sb., = dof mould; a 
kessi (basket) o’ d. Nmw. See dof, 
adj. 

dofen [dofon], vb., l) to become 
slack and feeble (powerless)-, comm. 
2) to abate-, calm, of storm, rough 
weather; he’s defend i’ de wadder. 
Conn. O.N. dofna, vb., to become 
slack and feeble. No. dovna, vb., 
to calm-, abate, etc. See doven, vb. 

dofikus [dof 'ikus ], sb., a heap, 
kus, of dried (powerless) mould; 
Nm. See dof, adj. (dof mould). Cf. 
moldikjos, sb. 

dofnin [dofnin], sb., calming, abate- 
ment of storm and rough weather; 
he’s a d. i’ de wadder. Conn. From 
dofen, vb. 

*dogen, adj., see *goden. 
doger [dogar], sb., intense anxie- 

ty, anxious waiting, e.g. fearing that 
an accident may have occurred; sho 
[‘she’] was in a d„ she was waiting 
anxiously. Ai. Poss. arisen from 
the more common uppadoga [*uppi- 
dagadr] by omission of the first part 
of the compd., as the phrase “to be 
in a doger” is syn. with “to be 
uppadoga”; see further under the 
latter word. Note, however, No. do- 
ger, n., day and night, used in sense 
of: a) point of time with regard to 
a certain natural or mystic effect 
of the time of day; b) spirits; hu- 
mour, = Sw. dial, doger (O.N. deegr, 
m., period of twelve hours). 

fdoi [d&i], sb., expletive, in the 
phrase “Doi tak’ dee!” Conn. Real- 
ly, name for the devil? 

doit [doi't, d§i‘t], sb., a dull, in- 
dolent person. O.N. dottr, No. dott, 
m., a dull, incapable, careless per- 
son-, L.Sc. doit, sb., a fool; num- 
skull. As the development of sound 
-ott > -oit is regular in Shetl. Norn 
(see Introd. V — also N.Spr. VII — 
§ 19), and the foil, doit, vb., as 
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well as *ordedoit, sb., must be 
supposed to be Shetl. Norn words, 
there need be no question of loan 
or influence from L.Sc. 

doit [doi't, d&i't], vb., to nod from 
sleepiness; to doze over some work 
or other, to sit doitin ower a ting; 
also to walk drowsily and lazily. 
Rarely in the form dott [d&‘t] (St. 
occas., really Ork.?). *dotta; Icel. 
dotta, vb., to nod from sleepiness; 
take a nap. In sense of to walk 
lazily, doit partly assimilates to L.Sc. 
doytt and doiter, vb., but the sound- 
change -oit must, however, be re- 
garded as a regular Shetl. develop- 
ment of -ott; see doit, sb., and cf. 
*ordedoit, sb. 

doker [dokar, dokar, dSkar], sb., 
firmness of texture; strength; qua- 
lity to withstand wear, esp. of ar- 
ticles of clothing; der’r nae [‘no’] d. 
in it. Sometimes of wear (the act 
of wearing out something); hit [‘it’] 
can stand or bide nae d., it can stand 
no wear. Prob. from O.N. dugr, m., 
(ability)-, strength-, power-, force, by 
hardening of g to k. Cf. the syn. 
digger from *dygg- (dygd). 

dokk [do‘k], ad].,gloomy; depress- 
ed; discouraged; he’s unco [‘very’] 
d. upon him (it); often intensive in 
the phrase: “d. and dowie” (L.Sc. 
dowie = dolly, adj., dull; spiritless). 
Fe. O.N. dqkkr, adj., dark; dim. 

dokka [doka] and comm.: dokki 
[doki (doki)], sb., 1) a young girl; 
now mostly as a term of endearment 
to a child, esp. a girl: my dokki! 
From Norwick, Un., an original form 
is reported, ending in -a: (my) piri 
(little) dokka! Sometimes in the 
sense of a) a good-looking girl, “sho 
[‘she’] is a regular dokki” (Un.), 
and b) sweetheart, “Ola’s dokki” 
(Un.). 2) doll, imitation of a doll, 
esp. a rag-doll. O.N. dokka, f., girl; 
vertical support in a windlass; a 
skein. No. dokka, Sw. docka,= Da. 

dukke, a doll\ skein-, enduring term 
to a girl. 

dokki [doki], sb., a new sprout 
of an old cabbage-plant; new sprout 
that starts growing along the stalk 
from the root of an old cabbage- 
plant. Un. Really the same word 
as the foregoing? 

dol [do3l], sb., abatement; short 
calm or break in rough weather or 
in a high wind; he’s a d. Conn., 
Du. No. dola, daala, vb., of wind: 
to abate-, calm-, daal, n., lull be- 
tween squalls. 

dol [do3l], vb., to abate-, calm, 
of rough weather; high wind; he’s 
dolin. Conn. More commonly as 
a substantive; see dol, sb. 

dolabrod, doll-, sb., see dora- 
fel, sb. 

dola [dola (do|a)]-free, sb., con- 
temptuous expr. applied to a use- 
less, indolent person. Conn. Doubt- 
less *duratr6; Icel. dura (dyra)-tre, 
Faer. duratrae, n., lintel. 

dolek [dolak, d&lok], sb., 1) a 
small watercourse; brook; De. 2) 
liquid manure from the byre, flow- 
ing through an open gutter (= ru- 
nek, ronek and oil(er), oiler, ol- 
ger); orig. doubtless of the gutter 
itself. Y. More common in the foil, 
derived senses: 3) a) a dirty puddle; 
duck-pond-, slough-, b) very marshy 
piece of ground. Y. O.N. daela, f., 
a gutter-, in No. also: water-furrow, 
ditch-, small brook. 

dolerom, sb., see dala-reek, sb. 
do-/ess, adj., see dol os, adj. 
dolhoit [d6L->hoif, -tiMf, -hoit-], 

sb., prop, fairy-hat, but now only 
used in a fig. sense in the foil, 
exprs.: 1) to cast a d. ower anesell 
[‘oneself’], to cast anesell op in (in- 
till) a d., a) to malinger in or- 
der to get out of some work or 
other (N.I.); b) more rarely: to be- 
come retiring, become silent and 
sulky (Yn., U. occas.) — really to 
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hide oneself in a fairy-hat; he cuist 
[pronounced kjost; past tense of 
“cast”] a d. ower him (himself), he 
cuist him op in (c. h. intill) a d.; to 
sit in a d., to feign illness (N.I.), 
to sulk (Yn., etc.); he laid him op 
wi’ a d., he lay down refusing to 
work (feigning illness). 2) some- 
what differing in sense, as: a) he’s 
cassen (casten) a d. upon him, he 
is dirty and carelessly dressed {Ft.) \ 
b) de creature is turned d., the beast 
has lojst its condition and good ap- 
pearance (Yh.) — dolhoit, in the 
last expr., is used adjectivally. — 
O.N. dulhpttr, m., a hat or hood to 
put on in order to conceal one’s 
identity. 

doli [doli, do3li], sb., soft (muddy 
or sandy) hollow in the sea-bottom, 
esp. of a bad fishing-ground. Some- 
times also dwali [dwali]. Nmw. O.N. 
dcel, f., a small dale\ depression in 
the landscape (No. dol, f.). 

dolk [d6‘lk], sb., a big, bulky per- 
son; a big great d. Du. No. dolg, 
m., lump-, indolent person, and dolk, 
m., a slack, indolent lout. 

dollek1 [dolok, dojak (dj[ek)], sb., 
a big, clumsy being or object; Du. 
[dolak]; N.I., etc. [do[3k (da[3k)]; a 
d. o’ a wife [‘woman’] (N.I.); a d. 
[do[3k] o’ a brani, a thick, lumpy 
cake (Wh.). Besides dollek a form 
dullek [dolsk] is reported from Un. 
in sense of a stout clumsily-built 
woman. No. dulla (dylla), f., a round- 
ish figure. See the foil, dollek. 

dollek2 [d6]3k (da[3k)], sb., a 
bucket, pail. Un., Yn. Now rare. — 
dudla [dodla], dudlek [dodlak] and 
dudlin [dudlin, dodhn]: Fo. (partly 
obs.); cf. *vats(a)-dudlin. — Orig. 
doubtless the same word as dollek1. 
— *dulla, *dylla; Faer. dylla (“didla”), 
f., a small milk-pail. No. dujl, dyll, 
m., and dylla, f., a pail. The form 
dudlin = *dulla-n with the def. art. 
Other forms for bucket, water-pail 

are: a) fodek (fedek), q.v., and b) 
most comm.: dafek[daf3k],from Gael, 
dabhach, large tub-, brewing-vat. 

dolos. do-/ess [dolas, do®l3s, (-les, 
-les)], adj., slow; inactive; wanting 
in energy and ability. Comm, dwo- 
los, dwo-less [dwolss, -les]: Fo. 
O.N. dadlauss, adj., lacking in deeds 
(good capacity, energy of action-, 
ability). See do, sb. “da (du)-less” 
differs slightly from “do-less”; see 
dal os, da-less, adj. 

dolra-mist, sb., see dala-reek, sb. 
dolsket [d6‘lsk3t] and dolsi [do'lsi], 

ad\.,foolish; half-witted. Nmw. (Esh.). 
O.N. doelskr, ad\., foolish; silly. With 
dolsi cf. L.Sc. dulse, adj., dull;heavy. 

dolt, sb., see dult, sb. 
dom [dom, do3m], sb., slight mist 

in fine, warm weather-, haze-, heat- 
haze, a misty d., a fine wadder-d. 
Burra. *pam (*dam-?). Icel. p&m,n., 
dark, misty atmosphere in a thaw, 
Faer. tarn, n., haze-, No. taam, n., 
dimness of the atmosphere-, drizzly 
covering of clouds. For the change 
p > d in Shetl. Norn see Introd. V 
(also N.Spr. VII), § 36. Note, how- 
ever, No. daame, m., with d, in sense 
of a veil of clouds -, dimness of the 
atmosphere, from “daam”, adj., dark-, 
dim. 

doma [doma], sb., prop, sensation, 
sense-impression, applied to taste or 
smell, on\y noted down in a phrase, be- 
longing to fishermen’s tabu-language 
(sea-term): “der’r nae [‘no’] d. on de 
fish”, the fish will not bite, (really: 
the fish have neither taste nor smell). 
Alsoduma[duma]. Fo. *dam-,*d0m-. 
O.N. damr, m., taste-, No. daam, m., 
effect on the senses; taste; smell, etc. 

domba, sb., see dumba, sb. 
dombet, adj., see dumbet, adj. 
domlaw, vb., see *dumlaw, 

dwmlaw, vb. 
*domra', sb., fine which is paid 

for non-compliance with a judge- 
ment or for absence from court. 
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Balfour: domera, domeral. In old 
Shell, legal documents, legal ordi- 
nances, the word is found several 
times in the form dwmra (dumra). 

. Quhilk [payment] is ordanit to 
be done within ane moneth ilk per- 
soun under the paine of ane dwm- 
ra” (Anent payment of Syse herring. 
Court of Burray, etc. at Hous the 
XXV day of Junij 1604. Acts and 
Statutes). “Compeirit etc. and dwin- 
law it (submitted in judgement) . . . 
that thai and ewerie ane of thame 
sould cast and win ther peitis [‘peats’] 
yeirlie in time of yeir according to 
the ordinance set down in my Lordis 
precept direct theranent wnder the 
paine of ane dwmra” (Anent casting 
of peitis, etc. Court of Burray, etc. 
at Hous the XXV day of Junij 1604. 
Acts and Statutes). O.N. domrof, n., 
failure to comply with a judgement. 

domra2 [domra], sb.,/o!gv dimness 
of the atmosphere; gathering of drizz- 
ly clouds, a d. o’ mist. Mn. (not comm.). 
Deriv. of *dumm-, parallel form to 
“dimm-”; No. durum, adj., = dimm 
(O.N. dimmr), adj., dim\ obscure, 
inter alia, of the sky. r in domra 
may be original (cf. forms such as 
Qer. dammern, Dammerung, Da. 
dsemre, daemring); note, however, 
No. dumla, vb., of the sky: to be- 
come dense and dark. 

domsket [do'mskot], adj., dejected; 
silent-, melancholy, Nmw. (Esh.); oc- 
cas. also dumsket [do'mskot]. 2) 
gaping; struck dumb with astonish- 
ment; also domsi [do'msi]; Du. 
Deriv. of O.N. dumbr, adj., dumb-, 
speechless (with paralysed senses)-, 
cf. Shell, dummi, adj., hard of hear- 
ing. For the derivative ending cf.: 
a) No. dumsken, adj., hazy (R.), from 
“dumm” in sense of dim-, dark-, 
further, b) Shetl. dimsk-. — doms 
[d6‘ms], adj., out of sorts-, peevish-, 
sullen (Yh.), is possibly a word differ- 
ent from domsket, domsi, arisen 

by shortening of the Eng. expr. (also 
used in Shetl.) “in the dumps”. 

don1 [don], sb., prop, dust, used 
in the foil, senses: 1) adhesive meal- 
dust which, in grinding corn, settles 
on the edges of the millstones-, it 
is used e.g. in the preparing of 
“sooens” (L.Sc. sowans), pottage 
made of “sowans” mixed with meal-, 
comm.; more rarely dun [dun], de 
d. o’ de meal (Conn.). 2) misty 
covering of clouds-, haze in warm 
weather-, der’r a het [‘hot’] don ower 
de land; Nmw. Along with this, 
doni [doni], adj., of weather: hazy, 
misty and warm, d. wadder (Nmw.). 
3) a grain-, trifle-, particle, a don o’ 
meal, o’ sugar; no a don, not a 
grain-, cf. dost, sb., in the same 
sense. Generally pronounced diff. 
from dun [dim, dun], sb., bird’s 
down. — Cf. a) No. “dun” in “dun- 
jord, dunmold”, f., a sort of loose, 
light earth-, b) No. dunk, m., a quan- 
tity of refuse of hay, straw, etc. 

don2 [don], sb., boom-, din, of wind, 
esp.: a) gust of wind-, sudden squall, 
a d. o’ wind (Un.); b) a whistling 
sound of the wind in the roof-open- 
ing, somewhat stronger than dod; 
Conn. *dun- or *dyn-. O.N. duna, 
f., and dynr, m., boom-, noise-. No. 
dun, dune and dyn, m.; Faer. dun, 
n., and duni, m. The form din [dm], 
boom, may have arisen from *dyn-, 
but is rather to be regarded as Eng. 
din, sb. 

don [don], vb., to boom-, din\ make 
a noise-, to crash-, of wind: to come 
with a gust or with a sough. Also 
din [dm], = Eng. din, vb. O.N. 
duna and dynja, vb., to boom-, crash. 
See don2, sb. 

donder, sb. and vb., see dunder. 
donek [donok (donok)], sb., a 

swampy hole-, puddle. Du. Prob. to 
be classed with dien, dine-, sb.,with 
dropped i-mutation; see further dien. 

doner [donor], sb., a fierce blaz- 
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ing fire, a d. o’ a fire. N.I. O.N. 
duni, m., fire (poet.; Eg.), 

dongel, sb., see dungel. 
dongjin [dond^in, dond^an], sb., a 

heap; pile, e.g. a d. o’ hay. Dew. 
(M.Roe). *dungi-nn or *dyngja-n (def. 
form)? No. dunge, Fser. dungi, m.; 
O.N. dyngja, f., a heap. For -gji 
[d^i], instead of the more common 
-gi [gi]» in the ending of Shetland words, cf. e.g. belgjin, sb., and 
knoggji, sb. 

*donna, sb., see Monna, *d0nni, 
sb. 

cfoon-dragg, -droggin, sb., see 
dragg (drogg), sb. 

doon/a’-klokk [dunfa’klok"], sb., 
a large species of beetle, klokk, 
of bluish colour, with small wings, 
which enable it to fly a short di- 
stance, and then it falls down; it 
is found in the out-fields, esp. in 
boggy or peaty soil. Conn. Doubt- 
less an old *ni5rfalls-klokka or klukka, 
where the first part of the compd. 
(O.N. nidrfall, n., downfall) has been 
translated into Eng. (L.Sc.). 

doon-lay [dmrle"], sb., heavy 
snowfall, a d.-l. o’ snaw. Doubt- 
less a translation of an old (O.N.) 
nidrlag, n., or *ni5rlaga, f'.; cf. No. 
nedlag and nedloga, prop, a laying 
down. — doon-layer [dunde'^r] and 
do on-lie [dundai"] are reported in 
sense of a thick coat of snow on 
the ground, lying for some time, a 
d. o’ snaw (Sa.). 

doon-lie [dundai -], sb., 1) prop. 
couch; resting-place. 2) settled fair 
weather, a d.-l. o’ wadder [‘weather’]; 
he’s just been a d.-l. de hale ook 
[‘whole week’]. Un. An anglicis- 
ing of an old *nidrlaga or -lega, 
“lying down”. Cf. lega, sb., settled 
weather, and “lie doon”, under lie, 
vb. — Another doon-lie, sb., is 
given under doon-lay, sb. 

doon-lop, -lup [dun lop”], a heavy 
downpour of rain, a d.-l. o’ rain. 

From an old *nidr-hlaup, n., rushing 
down. Cf. vanlop, vandilop, sb. 

doon-set [dun'set", -saet”], sb., 
haunt, domicile, house with a small 
plot of ground attached. Cf. Peer, 
nidursetur, n., settlement, and nidur- 
seta, f., of a tenant’s farm. L.Sc. 
down-seat, sb., acc. to Jam.: “settle- 
ment as to situation”. 

doon-tak [-tak], sb., taunt; dis- 
paraging reference to or designa- 
tion for a person, a d.-t. on a per- 
son. Fe. Anglicising of an older 
“*nidr-tak(a)” in sense of pulling 
down; disparagement; O.N. nidrtaka, 
f., pulling down. 

doon-\em [dmrtonr], sb., heavy 
downpour of rain; a d.-t. o’ rain. 
Really emptying. See tom, vb. 

doors, sb. pi., entrance-door of 
a house. The word is anglicised, 
but the pi. form is a relic of the 
old language: O.N. dyrr, f. pi., 
door. The sing, form, Eng. door, 
is now, however, more commonly 
used. The old gen. form “dura-” 
is found in some compds.: dora- 
fel (dorifel, dola- and dolibrod), 
durasuk (dora-, doro-), as well as 
do la-tree; q.v. 

dor [dor], sb., a drop; trifle, only 
noted down negatively, “no a d.”, 
in the phrase: der’r no a d. o’ blod 
[‘blood’] in his (her) face, there is 
no natural, fresh colour in his (her) 
face at all, he (she) has a very un- 
healthy or sickly appearance, prop.: 
there is not a drop of blood in his 
(her) face. Fe. Is doubtless O.N. 
ter, n., tear; for the Shetl. use of 
the word, cf. Sw. ter, m., a) tear; 
b) drop; small drops of fluid, Da. 
ter, c., id.* For initial d for t in Shetl. 
Norn, see Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), 
§ 35. dor [dor], pron.; pi. form, prop, 
the old dual-form of the second per- 
son, pers. pron., used in polite ad- 
dress to a single person: You (thou)\ 
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Conn, (now rare); kwar’r dor gaun? 
where are you going? Fser. tygur, 
No. dykker, dokker, daar (O.N. ykkr, 
acc. and dat.). — From Fo. is re- 
ported an obs. gen. form dora [do"- 
ra1] with last vowel lengthened, in the 
phrase: til dora, to you (thee), esp. 
in the return greeting: Goden dag 
til d.! good day to you! as reply to 
a Goden dag! Cf. dor (you) and 
dora (your) in the Foula-ballad. Sim- 
ilar gen. forms are found in Faer.: 
tygara (in addressing a single per- 
son), in No.: dykkar, dokkor, etc., 
in East Norway occas. “daar, door” 
(see “de”, pron. pi. in Aa., R.). 

dor [dor], vb., l) to deprive one 
of one’s senses (esp. the hearing), 
to paralyse; make deaf, a) in ex- 
pletive expr. such as: De’il [‘devil’] 
d. dee! b) to bewilder a person by 
noise and shouting-, de bairn dors 
me, dors me doon; in same sense 
Ork. dore, vb. (Jam.). 2) to shout 
something into one’s ear in order 
to get the person in question to 
remember it-, to repeat something 
(an instruction) several times in a 
loud, emphatic manner (N.I.); he 
dord it intill [‘into’] him. — *dara, 
deriv. of the root “d&-”, denoting 
deadening of the senses; O.N. da, 
n., catalepsy (No. daae, m., senseless 
state of mind; lethargy)-, dar, adj., 
that makes an overwhelming impres- 
sion on a person. O.N. dara, vb., 
is handed down in the sense of: to 
mock, to make a fool of one (dari). 
Cf. the rare Eng. dorr (dor), vb., 
a) to make a fool of one; b) to 
deafen with noise. 

*dora, pron., see under dor, pron. 
dorabrod, sb., see dorafel, sb. 
dorafel [dor' afek, dor"a-] and do- 

rifel [dorifek, -fol-, dori-],, sb., really 
board of a door, but now only used 
metaph., a) in the phrase: gane i’ 
dorafels, dorifels, broken into 
pieces, loosened, of something con- 

sisting of boards joined together; b) 
of an object, old; fragile, on the 
point of falling to pieces, e.g. a auld 
[‘old’] d. o’ a kist, an old, extremely 
fragile chest, a auld d. o’ a bed, an 
old, rickety and poor bed. Besides 
dorafel, dorifel, are also found 
forms such as dorabrod [dor"a- 
brod-] (Yb.) and the more comm, 
dolabrod [dol"abrod\ d;>l"a-] (Fe.; 
Y.); dolibrod [dol"i-, dol"ibrod\ 
-br&d-] is found in the phrase: gane 
i’ dolabrods, dolibrods (dora- 
brods). dolabrod and dalibrod 
[dal"ibrad-]: Yn. In Y. (Yn.) dola- 
brod is found also in the sense of 
a piece of broken timber. — dora- 
fel, dorifel is an old *dura-fjpl, f., 
board of a door; cf. fjel, sb. brod 
in dora-, dola-, dolibrod, is rather 
L.Sc. brod, sb., a board, than O.N. 
brot, n., a fragment; cf. the phrase: 
gane i’ klibberbrods (really side- 
boards of a pack-saddle, klibber) 
= gane i’dorafels, etc. brod, from 
O.N. brot, is found, e.g. in potta- 
brod. 

dorasuk, dorosuk, sb., see dura- 
suk. 

dord [dord], sb., lump; a big, 
corpulent person, a d. o’ a chield. 
Du. Prob. the same word as darg, 
sb., and dorg (dork), sb.; q.v. 

dordek [dordok], sb., a portion of 
something; occas. ironically: yon 
[‘that’] is a d.; not comm. Prob. a 
form of dord, sb., enlarged by the 
suffix -ack, -ock; see prec. In the 
sense of a portion of food, the word 
might, however, originate from O.N. 
dagverdr, dpgurdr, m., early dinner, 
corresponding as to time to Eng. 
breakfast; cf. with this, L.Sc. “dor- 
der-meat”, sb., a piece of bread, 
bannock, given between dinner and 
supper, from O.N. Mpgurdarmatr. 

doren [doron] and dorin [dorin], 
sb. and inter]., as in: 111 d.! a) ex- 
pressing impatience, anger, or thirst 
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for revenge: to the devil, etc.; b) 
stop that noise! hold your tongue! 
In similar manner: Heavy d.! and 
Oh, d. dee! Also Ork. (doren). See 
dor, vb. 

dorg [dorg], sb., a corpulent or stout, 
large-boned person, a d. o’ a fellow. 
Conn. Outside Conn, more comm.: 
dork [do'rk, do'rk]; a d. o’ a lass, 
a plump, somewhat clumsily-built 
young woman (N.Roe); a great d. 
o’ a man, o’ a bull (Du.), dork 
may also mean any thick, clumsy 
object whatsoever: a d. o’ a knife, 
o’ a needle; a d. o’ a piece (o’ meat), 
a thick, fat morsel; N.Roe. No. dorg, 
f., a heavy, slatternly woman, a 
good-for-nothing. — From Conn, is 
reported a form tork [to'rk] = dorg, 
with allusion to the word “Turk”. 

dorifetels, dorrifetels [dor-ifeet ols 
(dor"i-)], sb. pi., lazy lounging or 
huddling up; indisposition and fret- 
fulness; only noted down in the 
phrase: “to lie (be) op i’ de d.” to 
lounge lazily or huddled up; to be 
indisposed and fretful. Sa. As the 
word morkifetel, sb., is used occas. 
in the sense of a damp, rotting 
or disorderly heap, occas. fig. of a 
confused or depressed state of mind; 
irresolution, a similar change may 
be thought to have taken place in 
the sense of dorifetel(s). The origi- 
nal meaning then might be a bundle 
flung down or rolled up carelessly; 
cf. No. durra, f., disorderly pile; 
entangled mass (dudra, durra, vb., 
to wrap up; to bundle. R.), and 
No. fetl, n., binding; winding round. 
Shetl. fetel, sb., carrying-band, fe- 
tel is L.Sc. (fettil, fettle 2 and 3. 
Jam.) when used of condition, frame 
of mind. 

dorin [dorin], sb., deafening or con- 
fused noise; shouting. Seedor, vb. 

dork, sb., see dorg, sb. 
dorkaft/e, adj., see dorkable. 
dorl, dorrel, sb., see darl, darrel. 

dorpelt [do'rpald], adj., mottled; 
speckled, esp. of the sky: covered 
closely with small clouds, = drip- 
let, adj. N.Roe occas. Must be a 
metathesis of *droplet=No. drop- 
lutt, adj., variegated; small-dotted 
(Sw. dial, dropplug, Icel. dropdttur, 
adj., spotted-, speckled-, variegated). 

dorro [d&r(r)o], sb., l) a fishing- 
line, a special angling-line used in 
boat-fishing (esp. for mackerel and 
coalfish), kept in constant motion 
to and fro (up and down) while 
the boat is gently rowed forward, 
— O.N. dorg, f. comm. Sometimes 
also darro [dar(r)o]. In Ai. dorro 
is used of a fishing-line with many 
hooks. 2) wooden frame around 
which a fishing-line is wound, U. 
(Un.): dorro (darro). Cf. herewith 
No. dorg, f., in sense of fishing- 
tackle, a rod with hooks left hang- 
ing overnight (R.). — See stoba- 
dorro, sb. — The form dorro, 
written “dorrow”, is not quite re- 
gularly developed from “dorg”, but 
is formed like Eng. words, such as 
“borough, borrow, morrow, sorrow”, 
corresponding to O.N. “borg, borga 
(vb.), morg(inn), sorg”. In Jam. the 
word is not found as L.Sc. Edm. 
has: “dorrow, to fish with a float- 
ing hand-line”. 

dorro [dSr(r)o], vb., to fish with 
an angling-line (esp./or coalfish and 
mackerel); see dorro, sb. comm. 
Occas. darro [dar(r)o]. Formed from 
the substantive and cannot be de- 
rived directly from O.N. dyrgja, vb., 
to fish with a trolling-line. 

dorska [do‘rska, d&'rska], sb., dar- 
ing, foolhardy action-, also do ska 
[d&skaj. Y., Fe. *d&rska (lack of 
sense-, delusion)? The word prob. 
arises from O.N. d£ra, vb., to de- 
ceive-, delude, which again is de- 
rived from the root “d&” — see un- 
der dor, vb.; but the infl. of Eng. 
dare, vb., can also be traced. 
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dos [dos, dos (das, d§s)], sb., 

1) small stack of corn, a d. o’ corn; 
partly = a throve of corn, 24 sheaves 
of corn put together in a stack (Du.). 
S.Sh. (comm.). Also dos [dos]. Du. 
and Conn.: dos, do^j (Dum.: das). 
Quarf: ddsj and dos. Burra: d&s. In 
Wh. is found a form, dossek [dd^ak] 
= dos. 2) a) a high, steep, de- 
tached rock (cf. stakk); b) height, 
summit of a rock. Rare in the senses 
given under 2. dos, on the borderline 
between a common noun and a place- 
name, in “de Dos [dos] o’ de holm 
(de Door-holm)”, a name for the 
high, conical-shaped western end of 
the rocky holm “de Door-holm” (Esh., 
Nmw.), serving as a landmark for 
fishermen by which to find a fishing- 
ground. — O.N. dys, f., a cairn\ Sw. 
dial, dos, f., a cairn\ stack of straw 
or hay, with deviating vowel-sound: 
N.Eng. dass, a stack, and L.Sc. dass, 
a d. o’ corn, a heap of corn. In No. 
is found “dos”, f., = “stakk” in 
sense of skirt (doubtless also stack-, 
pile-, heap-, cf. dosa, vb., in R.). 
Shetl. “dos (dos), d6«j” may spring 
either from “dys” or *dos; dos points 
back to “dys”; d&s, on the other hand, 
points to *dos. The word skrivlin, 
skrovlin has superseded dos in the 
N.I. Cf. des, sb. 

dos [dos, dosj (d&s)], vb., to stack 
up reaped corn in small stacks 
(doses), to d. de corn. S.Sh. Oc- 
cas. also dos [dos]. Du. and Conn.: 
dos, dofj. Quarf: doij and dos. Bur- 
ra: dSs. *dysja or *dosa. O.N. dysja, 
vb., to raise a cairn-, No. dosa, vb., 
to fling together into a heap (doubt- 
less, to make into a stack. R.). In 
the N.I. is used the expr. “to skri- 
vel (skrovel) de corn”. 

dosk, doska. dosker, sb., see 
duska, sb. 

doss [dosj), sb., a sudden shake-, 
a fall with a flop-, a splash-, he 
fell i’ de gutter (in the mire, the 

morass) wi’ a d. Sa., etc. No. dyss 
(duss), m., a shake. 

doss [d6fj], vb., to fall with a 
flop or splash. Sa., etc. No. dyssa, 
vb., to shake, jerk. See doss, sb. 

dost [dost], sb., a grain-, particle-, 
trifle-, no a d., not a grain. No. 
dust, f., a) dust-, b) particle-, trifle 
(inkje dust, not a particle). O.N. 
dust, n., dust. In the usual sense 
of dust, Shetl. dost may spring from 
O.N. dust, but, in that case, it has 
merged into Eng. dust, sb. 

doster, sb., see duster, 
dott, vb., see doit, vb. 
dotter, dutter [dotor], sb., daughter. 

This form with a short, closed o, origi- 
nating from O.N. dottir, f., daughter, 
is now found only here and there as 
the last part of a compd. in women’s 
surnames,thus: James’-d o tt e r,John’s- 
dotter (Y.). The usual Shetl. word, 
Eng. “daughter”, differs from this in 
being pronounced (with a long &) 
“d&Stor”. 

dov [dov], vb., to become drowsy 
or sleepy, to slumber, fall asleep, 
to d. ower; he dovd ower to sleep. 
S.Sh. (Conn.; Sandw.). *dofa, vb., 
from the root *dof, in sense of weari- 
ness-, drowsiness-, cf. O.N. dofi, m., 
indolence-, slackness-, No. dova,vb., 
to abate-, calm. Cf. dover, vb. — 
dov, mentioned under dev, vb., dif- 
fers from the dov treated here. 

doven [dovan] and dovin [dovin], 
adj., slack-, feeble-, numb-, my hands 
(feet) is d., my hands (feet) are numb 
with cold. O.N. dofinn, adj., slack, 
dull, feeble, numb and insensible. 

doven [dovan], vb., to become 
slack and feeble, numb and insen- 
sible. More comm.: dofen; q.v. (d. 
1). O.N. dofna, vb., to become dull, 
slack, feeble or insensible. 

dover [dovar], sb., a doze-, a light 
slumber. See dover, vb. 

dover [dovar], vb., to be or become 
drowsy or sleepy (Un.); to doze-, 
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I just doverd, / slept quite lightly 
(Sa.); to d. ower = to dov ower, to fall into a light sleep-, he do- 
verd ower (Sa.); to sleep badly; 
to doze (Us.); to make limp or 
sleepy movements-, metaph., e.g. in 
theexpr.: deword was d over in afore 
him, afore his mooth [‘mouth’], he 
could not speak distinctly, either for 
sleepiness or weakness (IP.). The 
word is found in L.Sc.: dover, vb., to 
slumber lightly; but the Shetl. dover 
has a wider use and is prob. of Norse 
origin. Cf. No. daaver, n., sickly 
drowsiness; attack of faintness and 
giddiness, and No. davra, vb., to be 
weakened. — daver [davor], vb., is 
used syn. with dover, but daver is 
prob. L.Sc. “dauer (daiver)”, to be- 
come or to be stupid, benumbed, 
dull, which in Shetl. has merged into 
dover. daver, however, is found 
in a single sense, orig. from Norn 
(No. davra), and diff. from L.Sc.; 
see daver, vb. 

dovin [dovin], sb., deafening, con- 
fused noise. N. dovin is formed 
by the suffix -an or -ing together 
with a deriv. of the verb *daufa, 
*dauva, to deafen, formed directly 
on daufr, in place of *doyfa with 
imutation. See dev, vb., and dov, 
vb., mentioned thereunder. 

drabb [drab], sb., drizzle; drizzly 
weather. Fo. Doubtless to be class- 
ed with No. drabba, vb., to over- 
flow the bank; Faer. drabb, n., some- 
what rough sea; sea-spray; small 
waves near the shore. Further, Shetl. 
drabb also approaches the Celt, 
“drab-”, dirt; mud (Gael, drabach, 
adj., dirty), drabb, of a slatternly, 
disorderly person (esp. a woman) 
who soils and spills things (Fe., 
Papa), on the other hand, is 
most prob. Eng. drab, sb., in the 
sense of a slattern; L.Sc. “dirty 
drab”. 

drabbi, drabb-y [drab(b)i], adj., 

drizzly; rainy, d. wadder [‘weather’], a 
d. mornin. Fo. Deriv. of drabb, sb. 

f?drabelli [dra'bael i], sb., one of 
the openings between the keelson 
and the knee-timbers in a boat (to 
secure the running off of the water). 
Also draberri [dra’bseri]: Fe.; U". 
The word is generally used in the pi.: 
drabellis (-berris). Cf. roshols. 

dradska [draijfjka], sb., slowness; 
tardiness; slow and dragging gait. 
Y., Fe. *drattska. O.N. dratta, vb., 
to move with a heavy, slow gait. 
Cf. drats, vb. 

dradsket [dra^kst], adj., slow; 
dragging, applied to movement, gait. 
Y.;Fe. *drattskottr. See dradska, sb. 

draf, sb., see under dravin, adj. 
drafs [drafs], sb., a person who 

walks slowly and carelessly. Un. 
See drafs, vb. 

drafs [drafs], vb., to walk slowly 
and carelessly. Un. Somewhat diff. 
from No. and Sw. dial, drafsa, vb., 
to squander; waste, but approaches 
No. dramsa, vb., to draggle; spill, 
etc. Cf. drags and drats, vb. 

drafset [drafsot], adj., slow; care- 
less-, dragging, applied to gait. U". 
Deriv. of drafs, vb. 

drag [drag, drag], sb., dragging-, 
pulling; esp. in the foil, phrases.: 
I) with a short a-sound [drag]: 1) 
dragging; helping hand; grip, in 
hauling a boat up or down, some- 
times also when rowing; gi’e us a 
d. [drag] wi’ dee, boy! give a hand, 
my boyl (N.); cf. rogg, sb. 2) 
heavy, downward-dragging weight; 
der’r a heavy d. [drag] on the line, 
there is a heavy weight of fish on 
the line (Un.). II) with a long a- 
sound [drag]: 1) a) the quantity of 
milk taken from a cow at each 
milking, a d. [drag] o’ milk, a d. ut 
o’ de coo (N.I.); to tak’ a d. ut o’ 
de coo, to milk the cow at an ir- 
regulartime (Un.); b) a draught of 
milk, a sip of milk (U.). 2) a) cur- 
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rent, draught of the tide, a d. [drag] 
o’ tide; gi’e [‘give’] de line plenty 
o’ skob (scope) for de d. o’ de tide 
(IL); b) backwash; the wash of waves 
upon the shore and the receding of 
the water, de d. [drag] o’ de sea 
(U.). 3) heavy downpour of rain; he is gaun [‘going’] to be a d. [drag], 
we are going to have a downpour 
(Um0.). dragg (q.v.), of dense, fine 
rain, differs from the above. — O.N. 
drag, n., dragging, pulling, etc.; for 
the use of the word in connection 
with milking, see under draw, vb. 
— In some of the old meanings of 
the word, only the anglicised forms 
“draw” and “draught”, q.v., are now 
used in Shetl. 

drag1 [drag], vb., to draw; to pull 
(slowly), to move slowly, pronounced 
with a long a, different from Eng. 
“drag”, drag is now only used in 
certain phrases, as: de mill is dra- 
gin [dragin] and grindin [grmdin], 
the mill is grinding quite slowly 
(prop, drawing and grinding). O.N. 
draga, vb., to drag; pull, drog, 
vb. (q.v.), is developed from “draga”, 
likewise as drag, but used some- 
what diff. from this word, “draw” 
is found anglicised in a few instances, 
deviating from Eng. and originating 
in meanings and applications from 
O.N.; see draw, vb. 

fdrag2 [drag], vb., in the phrase 
“d. op”, to educate; rear; “I was no 
[‘not’] draget [dragot] op in Bressay”. 
For perf. part, “draget op”, is also 
used “opdraget” [op'drag'at]. — Da. 
opdrage, vb., id. Eng. dial, “drag 
up” is used disparagingly: to bring 
up children badly or without care. 

dragel(s) [driig3l(s)], drachwel(s) 
[dra/wol(s)] and drawel(s) [drawol(s)], 
sb., the end of a boat’s keel where 
it curves upwards to the stem, = 
No. draghals. *drag-hals. The word 
in Shetl. now, however, esp. denotes 
the fore-part or after-part of a false 

keel (keel-draught), strap on a boat’s 
keel, fore- and aft-d. dragel(s): Un., 
drachwel(s): Wests. (Sa., Ai.), dra- 
wees): comm. The forms ending in 
-el, -wel have arisen from words in 
-els, -wels, the s has been mistaken 
for the pi. sign and thus freq. dropped 
in the sing. See “draught”, sb. 

drager [dragor], sb., one of the 
runners over which a boat is drag- 
ged, tabu-word, used by fishermen for 
the common linn. Un. *dragari (ob- 
ject by means of which or over which 
something is dragged). See 1 i n n and 
draglinn, sb. 

dragg [drag(g)], dragg [drag(g)] 
and drogg [dr6g(g)], sb., 1) close, 
fine rain, a d. o’ weet [‘wet’]. N.l. 
(dragg, dragg, drogg). Wests, (drogg). 
2) in the compds. “doon [‘down’] 
-dragg” and “doon-droggin [drogg- 
in]”: heavy rain, downpour, esp. in 
a calm (in contrast to tomeld, sb.). 
Dew. (M.Roe): doon-dragg. Sa: doon- 
droggin. — May be O.N. dregg, f., 
Icel. dregg and dreggjar (pi.), Eng. 
dregs (pi.); cf. L.Sc. dreg, sb., a 
drop, a very small quantity of liq- 
uid. See drogget and droggi- 
som, adjs. — In Foula an extended 
form, droggeri [dr6g••^ri•], is found 
as an intensive of drogg: a mor- 
nin’ o’ “droggeri”, an unpleasant, 
rainy morning. — dragl [dragsl] and 
dregl [dregol], “a d. o’ weet”, syn. 
in meaningwith dragg, etc., are,how- 
ever, prob. Eng. dial, (and L.Sc.) 
draggle, draigle, sb., mire-, drench- 
ing; wet, muddy condition; in written 
Eng.: draggle, vb. 

draglinn [dragiim], sb., one of 
the runners (linns) over which a boat 
is dragged. U". *drag-hlunnr. See 
linn, sb. 

drags [drags], vb., to have one’s 
clothes trailing along, applied to a 
slatternly person, esp. a woman; to 
geng dragsin; also to walk slowly, 
as if dragging oneself along. Y., Fe. 
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O.N. dragsa, vb., to trail, drag or 
carry something heavy. 

dragsa [dragsa], sb., a slatternly, 
negligent woman, who trails her dress 
along, a draggletail; a “skowret” d. 
[L.Sc. scowry, adj., = scurvy, shabby]. 
Y.,Fe. *dragsa, f. See drags, vb. 

dragset [dragsat], adj., slatternly, 
having trailing garments while walk- 
ing, esp. of a woman; dragset-like. 
Y., Fe. From *drags-; see drags, 
vb., and dragsa, sb. 

dral [dral], vb., to walk as if drag- 
ging oneself along; to idle about; 
saunter, to geng dralin; a dralin 
body Y. (Yh.). No. drala, vb., id. In 
the sense of to speak, with slow utter- 
ance, d ral, however, is Eng. drawl,vb. 

drall[(dral) dra[], sb., splinter-bars 
or swingle-trees, belonging to a 
plough; collect. Conn. Really some- 
thing dangling; see drall, vb. Cf. 
drill, sb. 

drall [dra], dra[], vb., to dangle; 
idle about, to geng dr allin abpot. 
Conn. Du. (Sandw.). No. dralla, vb., 
to saunter (behind); trip; Icel. dralla, 
vb., to lag behind. Cf. drill1, vb. 

draller [drajar, drajar], sb., in a 
water-mill: a wooden block, one end 
of which rests on the upper mill- 
stone and is fastened by a string 
to the “shoe”: a wooden trough, 
through which the corn from the 
deep, funnel-shaped box, “de hop- 
per”, runs down to the eye of the 
millstone. Yn. “de draller” is set 
in motion by the turning of the mill- 
stone, and, by its continual striking 
against “the shoe”, ensures the steady 
descent of the corn. Hence the 
name, draller; really, the dangling, 
swinging one. draller is to be for- 
mally classed with drall, vb., and 
is a deriv. of the latter. Otherwise 
drall-, in this case, might poss. stand 
for an orig. *darl-; cf.No. darla, vb., 
to move; dangle, Fser. darla, vb., to 
hang dangling, with which draller, 

acc. to the usage of the word, agrees 
fairly well. 

drallet [dra'jot, drajot], adj., slo- 
venly, negligent of appearance, esp. 
about the legs; he is very d.-like 
abootdelegs. Fe. Deriv. of drall, vb. 

drals [dra‘ls], vb., to walk slowly 
and carelessly, as if dragging one- 
self, to geng dral sin. Nmn. (N.Roe). 
Either a) derived from dral, vb. (q.v.), 
and, in that case, parallel to drats 
from *dratt-, or b) by metathesis from 
a form *drasl, and, in that case, =• 
No. and Sw. dial, drasla, drassla, vb., 
to trail; drag, Icel. drasla, vb., to 
rush heedlessly (and hastily) along. 
Cf. drels, vb. 

dralset [draisat] and more comm, 
dralsket [dra'lskat, dra^kat], adj., 
that moves slowly and lazily. Nmn. 
(N.Roe). Deriv. of drals, vb. For 
the form dralsket, cf. dradsket, 
adj., from *dratt-. See drels(k)et 
and drolsket, adjs. 

dramm [dram (dram)], sb., tuft of 
wool, small piece of cloth or string, 
tied as a mark through a hole, made 
in horses’ and sheep’s ears. As a 
mark on a horse, a dramm is at- 
tached also to the mane or to the tail 
(Sa.). More rarely dremm [draem]. 
Really tied mark? Is prob. the same 
word as Icel. drambr, m., stub; piece 
of knotty wool, etc. (E.J.). 

dramm [dram], vb., to tie a mark, 
dramm, on a horse or on a sheep, 
to d. a horse, a sheep (a lug). Sa. 

drang [draq], vb., to tie firmly, 
draw a knot firmly together, to d. 
to [‘to’]. Sa.; Du. occas. A form with 
dropped i-mutation. O.N. drengja, 
vb., to tie (firmly); Icel. drengja, vb., 
to draw together; tie firmly. See 
dreng, vb., and drung, vb. 

drasj, drass, sb., see drosj, sb. 
dratl, drattel [dra'tol, dratol, drai- 

tal], sb., a slow person who comes 
lagging behind. U. See dratl, vb. 

dratl, drattel [dra'tsl, dra[3l], vb., 
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to walk slowly and heavily, to come 
lagging behind, to geng (come) d rat- 
lin; a dratlin body. U. Also drai- 
tel [draitol] (Un.). No. and Fser. 
dratla, vb., id.; deriv. of O.N. dratta, 
vb., to walk heavily and slowly. 

drats [drats], vb., to move heavily 
and slowly, to shuffle along, to geng 
dratsin; to come drogin and drat- 
sin (U.), to come lagging behind. 
Deriv. of O.N. dratta, vb., to move 
with a heavy, slow gait. L.Sc. dratch, 
vb., to linger. 

dratset [dratsot], adj., 1) that walks 
heavily and slowly. 2) clumsy; care- 
less. 3) negligent in dress, with sag- 
ging clothes; also with untidy shoes 
or boots. 4) of shabby, unattractive 
appearance. Deriv. of drats, vb. 

dratsi [dratsi], sb., one who walks 
heavily and slowly. As a tabu-name 
(sea-term), used by fishermen, the 
word esp. denotes otter, prob. from 
the way in which the otter drags its 
tail when going over the ground. 
Cf. Icel. dratthali, m., as a nickname 
for the fox, also Shetl. drillaskovi 
and dafi, other tabu-names for the 
otter with a similar root-meaning. — 
dratsi: deriv. of drats, vb. 

draught [dra^t], sb., false keel, 
strap on the keel of a boat, keel- 
d., = O.N. drag, n. Anglicised form. 
See dragel(s), sb. 

drav [dmv], sb., 1) drift, esp. sea- 
weed floating on the surface of the 
water; Fe. Opposite to grav (sub- 
stances under the surface of the 
water-, Fe.). 2) shoal of young fish, 
esp. young herring; Nmw. (Esh.). — 
O.N. draf, n., refuse; particles-, dust. 
— See dravin, adj. 

dravin [dravin, dravan], adj., de- 
composed, in a state of decomposi- 
tion, 1) of meat, esp. fish: half-rotten; 
sour; d. fish; U., d. milk, turned milk 
(seelntrod. IV, § 21). Also travi(n). 
2)drenched, d. weet [‘wet’]; de claes 
[‘clothes’] is d.; Un. 3)fig.: out of 

sorts; indolent; indisposed; in a tire- 
some, peevish mood; du’s uncon 
[‘very’] d. de day [‘to-day’]; N.Roe. 
*drafinn, adj., deriv. of “draf” in the 
sense of decomposed mass-, O.N. 
draf, n., refuse, and drafna, vb., to 
be dissolved into small parts. (Icel. 
drafna, inter alia: to become rotten); 
Faer. dravin, adj., moist, and “drav- 
vatur”, drenched; No. drav-, intensive 
prefix in adjectives, denoting decom- 
posed state, etc.: dravroten, putrid. 
With dravin 2 cf. the phrase “as 
weet [‘wet’] as draf [draf].” draf, 
sb., grains; draff, has arisen from 
O.N. draf, n., but has assimilated to 
Eng. draff, sb. 

draw [dra], used in some mean- 
ings, diff. from Eng. “draw”, orig. 
from an older (O.N.) drag; thus: 1) 
esp. in fishermen’s tabu-language at 
sea: halyard, = No. drag, n. (d. 9 
in Aa.). 2) a place on the shore 
over which a boat is drawn from 
and to the boat-shed, = No. drag, 
n. (d. 6 in Aa.); hwar [‘where’] is 
dy [‘your’] boat’s cf.? (U.). Cf. drag, 
sb., and “draught”, sb. 

draw [dra], vb., both = Eng. “to 
draw” and “to pull”; used in several 
phrases, handed down from Norn and 
from O.N. (draga), freq. deviating 
from Eng. — 1) vb. a.: to d. corn, 
to draw some sheaves out Of a stack 
of corn-, to d. fish, to catch fish 
with a hand-line, O.N. draga fisk; 
to d. de milk (ut) o’ de coo (U.), 
to milk the cow (esp. of milking at 
an irregular time; see drag, sb. II 
1 a), also “to d. de coo”; cf. Sw. 
dial, dra koa, to milk the cow; — 
to d. de (ane’s) and, end, see and, 
end, sb.; to d. ane’s drori, to make 
one’s blood flow. 2) vb. n., of a cur- 
rent: to move, run in a certain di- 
rection; de tide is drawin’ in de firt’, 
the tide is running up the firth 
(Nmw.); cf. O.N. draga in the sense 
of to move in a certain direction 
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(d. 18. Fr.) and Shell, drag, sb. II 
2 a, current, under-draw, sb., under- 
current. — 3) With preps, and advs.: 
d. at, in the phrase “he is drawin’ 
at de dekk”, the end of the fishing- 
line has chanced to stick fast to the 
sea-bottom (Un.), tabu-term at sea 
in boat-fishing, doubtless (as the 
thought is often veiled or expressed 
approximately in such tabu-phrases): 
the line is approaching the sea-bot- 
tom; O.N. draga(sk) at, to approach. 
— d. doon [‘down’]: a) to pull the 
teats of a cow repeatedly before 
milking; b) he is drawin’ him doon 
to night, the night is coming down. 
— d. f(r)ae [‘from’], a) to draw up 
the long-line a little from the sea- 
bottom (Yh.), Icel. draga fra; b) in 
sailing or rowing a boat: to bear 
from, to run clear of the breaking 
waves. — d. on, to put on an ar- 
ticle of clothing, esp. a new or rarely 
used garment; to d. on a new bad; 
see “drawin”, sb., and “on-draw”, 
sb. — d. op (op to): a) to d. ane- 
sell [‘oneself’] op, to approach, he 
drew him [‘himself’] op to de hoose 
(Yh.); b) of time: he draws (is draw- 
in’) him op to twall [‘twelve’], noon, 
twelve o’ clock, is drawing near, he 
draws him op to jol, Christmas is 
drawing near; cf. O.N. draga(sk) at, 
to draw near, approach, impers.: 
draga at, to get near to a certain 
time (Fr.). — cf. ower: a) to “cf. 
ower” de tows, to overhaul the ropes; 
b) to cf. anesell [‘oneself’] ower, to 
begin courting (Yh.); he drew him 
ower to so and so (sicc and sicc a 
lass; sicc = ‘such’). — cf. to [to], to 
steer the boat up into the wind, on 
a change of wind. — cf. upo, to draw 
out, make long-drawn; to d. upo de 
words, to drawl, to speak very slow- 
ly, No. draga paa maalet. — cf. ut: 
a) to take fish out of brine, to wash 
and prepare it; b) impers.: to cf. ut 
upo(n) ane, to excite a kind of preter- 

natural anxiety in one; hit [‘it’] began 
to cf. ut upo me, / began to be anx- 
ious. — Besides the anglicised form 
“draw”, are found the Norn forms 
drag [drag] and drog [drog], vb. 
(q.v.), but with a more limited ap- 
plication. 

drawel(s), sb., see dragel(s), sb. 
drawin [drain], sb., a garment, 

worn only on certain occasions, = 
“on-draw”, sb. Yh. 

cfraw-sten [dra"sten’], sb., 1) a 
round, disk-shaped grindstone turn- 
ing in a box made for the purpose, 
and used esp. for sharpening scythes 
(Du.); is the same word as Sw. dial. 
dra(g)sten, a grindstone on an axle 
with a handle (Ri.). 2) pi., “draw- 
stens”, stones forming the outer 
edges of the gable of a house, = 
“wind-skew1”; de draw-stens o’ de 
gavle [‘gable’] (Fo.). 

dredl, dredel [dredol, dread9l], vb., 
1) to walk with something trailing be- 
hind, draggle, to d. de petticoat (Wh.). 
2) to hang low, and trailing, of a gar- 
ment; yon coat o’ dine is dredlin 
ower de grund (Wh.). 3) to vibrate; 
tremble, used of a slurred sound, 
e.g. on a fiddle; a dredlin soond 
[‘sound’]; Wh. — In Fe. is used; a) 
dred(e)l; b) dridl, dridel [dndsl], 
and c) drotl, drotel [drotal] in the 
senses 2 and 3, set forth above. 
— dred(a)l, dridl, drotl are par- 
allel forms to dratl, drattel, vb.; 
q.v. In No., dratla, vb., may occas. 
denote a sound: to rattle; to roll, 
of small, falling objects. Cf. dritl, 
vb., of which dridl is really an- 
other form with a somewhat deviat- 
ing meaning. 

dredlet [dre3dl9t], adj., that trails 
something, e.g. garments, behind 
while walking, a d. human. Wh. 
Deriv. of dred(e)l, vb. 

drefl, drefel, vb., see drevl, vb. 
dreg [dreg, dreg], vb., to troll 

with a fishing-tine, to keep the line 
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in constant motion up and down, 
to and fro (see dorro, sb. and vb.), 
esp. when catching coal-fish, to d. 
for sed, to troll for coalfish. Du. 
dreginsnod, sb., of a hand-line 
and trolling-line (dorro): a small 
line, snod (Du.), hanging from the 
sinker, dreg may be a parallel form 
to drag, drog, “draw”; cf. O.N. 
drega, vb., = draga, to draw; but the 
word might also be explained as 
standing for *drog from an older 
*d0rg, O.N. dyrgja, vb., to troll. 

dregl, sb., see dragg, sb. 
dregl, vb., see drigl, vb. 
drel [drol], vb., to have a wav- 

ing motion, as strips of gossamer 
(movement in cobweb): de tidbou(s) 
is drelin (see tidbou, sb.). Fe. Cf. 
Sw. dial, drejla, vb., of air, heated 
by the sun: to vibrate; shimmer. 
Cf. re1 and ril1, sbs. 

drels [dra'ls, dra'l^], vb., to walk 
slowly, draggingly and feebly, to 
geng drelsin. Nms. [dra'ls]. Fe. 
[dro'lsj]. The vowel-sound 3 is here 
normalised to e in regard to the 
adj., drelsket, which occas. is pro- 
nounced “drae'l^kst”. — Parallel form 
to drals, vb.? May also stand for 
“*dresl” or “*drisl” by metathesis 
of s and 1; cf. Icel. drbsla, vb., to 
walk slowly in a dragging manner, 
Sw. dial, drosla, vb., to be slow 
and slatternly, Faer. drisla (drysla), 
vb., to be dilatory or slow. 

drelset [drsMsst, drs'^st], adj., 
slow and dragging, that drags itself 
slowly and feebly along, a d. body. 
Nms. [drs'lsat]. Fe. [dra^at]. Deriv. 
of drels, vb. (?)Cf. Faer. drislutur 
(dr^slutur), adj., dilatory; slow. 

drelsket [dra'J^kat, drae^kat], adj., 
— drelset. Fe. See drels, vb., for 
the suffix cf. dralsket and drol- 
sket, adjs. 

dremm. sb., see dramm, sb. 
dreng [draet]] and dring [dren, drip], 

vb., l) to draw tight, e.g. a knot, to d.. 

and “d. at”; dis [‘this’] knot is 
drengd (dringd) at ower [‘too’] 
hard (U.); see drang, vb. 2) to 
strangle,\o dring (U.?,acc. toEdm.). 
3) to make it up after a quarrel or 
disagreement, to dring at; U.; the 
word has arisen from the root-mean- 
ing “to tie”. 4) to recover from 
sickness, to d. at, d. till (to); he’s 
dringin (Fe.), drengin, dringin 
at (U.), dringin at or till (Y.) again. 
— O.N. (and Mod. Icel.) drengja, vb., 
to tie (tight, firmly), to draw to- 
gether. In meaning 4 of the Shetl. 
word, “drengja” and “dragna” seem 
to mingle; Fser. dragna, vb., to be- 
gin to recover (after a severe ill- 
ness), No. dragna, vb., to recover 
(R. suppl.). For a change -gn > 
-ng, -nk in Shetl. Norn see honk, 
lunk2, ronk, vbs. 

*drengen,*drenger, sb., see d r e n g i. 
drengi [drepgi], sb., sea-term, tabu- 

name in fishermen’s language for 
halibut. Un. Prob. O.N. drengr, m., 
man; unmarried man, also a cud- 
gel, in No. occas. applied to fish, 
e.g. aaldreng, m., a thick, heavy eel 
(R. and Fr.). — An obs. Shetl. form 
drengen (U.?) is given by Edm. in 
the sense of a man, a lad. The word 
is found in same sense in the obs. 
compd. ungadrenger (A.L. in Proc.) 
or ungadrengen (Edm.), really a 
young, unmarried man, O.N. drengr. 
drengen is the old def. form in ac- 
cusative: O.N. drenginn; in drenger 
the old nom. sign r is preserved. 
The word is proved to be O.N. drengr, 
m., as Fser. drongur, m., an unmar- 
ried man, is also found in fisher- 
men’s language as a kind of tabu- 
name for halibut (Kirkebo). 

drentel, sb., see drintel. 
drep(e)l, sb., see dripl, dripel. 
dretl, dretel [dratal], vb., = dratl 

and dritl, vb.; q.v. U. occas., Du. 
drets, vb., see drits. 
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drev[dre8v], sb., in fastdrev; see 

fastdrog, sb. 
drevl, drevel [draeval], vb., to walk 

badly and heedlessly, to geng drev- 
lin; Dew. drefl, d ref el [draefal] is 
reported from N.Roe in sense of to 
drag, slouch, to walk in a dragging 
manner, of a slovenly person; to 
geng dreflin. — *drefla. Sw. dial, 
drevla, vb., to idle; to dawdle; No. 
dravla, vb., to work slowly and care- 
lessly, also “drivla”, vb., to idle; to 
saunter; dawdle. — Cf. drivl, vb. 

drevlet [draevlat], adj., careless in 
one's gait, a d. body. Dew. Deriv. 
of drevl, vb. 

fdribbins[dnb(b)ins], sb.pl. 
ing; drubbing. Poss. to be classed 
with No. dribb, m., a push; a blow, 
but might also be a Shetl. form of 
Eng. “drubbing”. 

dridl, driddel, vb., see dredl, vb., 
and dritl, vb. 

drift [drift], sb., drift; speed, may 
be partly O.N. drift, dript, f., partly 
Eng. drift, sb. See the compounds 
flogadrift, murdrift, sb. 

drigl, drigel (dregl, dregel) [dngal, 
dregal], vb., to shuffle along; to 
move slowly and indolently; to geng 
driglin (dreglin). No. drigla, vb., 
to drag oneself along. — The Shetl. 
word is also rather freq. used in the 
sense of to walk through mud and 
mire with sagging clothes, and is 
then most prob. Eng. draggle, dial, 
draigle, vb. Perf. part, drigeld (dre- 
geld), — Eng. draggled (draigled). 

*drikk, sb., see *dikk. 
drill [dri]], sb., = drall: splinter- 

bars or swingle-trees, belonging to 
a plough. Conn. See drill1, vb. 

drill1 [dn], dral], vb., to lag be- 
hind, dragging in one’s gait, to com’ 
drillin behint: U. and Conn, [dn]]; 
to move indolently, dully; to work 
without will or energy, to geng dril- 
lin aboot de wark [‘work’]: Du. [dral]. 
Parallel form to drall, vb.; q.v. Cf. 

No. and Sw. dial, drila, Icel. drlla, 
vb., to walk heavily and indolently; 
to loiter. — An obs. Norn-form, pres, 
part., ending in -andi: *drillandi 
[dri]"andi'], dangling; dropping (be- 
hind), is preserved in an old riddle 
from Unst, about the cow: en comes 
atte drillandi, one comes dangling 
behind (the cow’s tail). Cf. the use 
of the verb “dralla”, regarding the 
cow’s tail, in Gest the Blind’s riddle 
about the cow (in Hervarar Saga). 
— Cf. drol, vb. 

drill2 [dnl], vb., to upset; knock 
over, to d. onyting [‘anything’ .= 
something] ower; Du. Cf. Sw. dial, 
drilla, vb., to twist; turn, H.G. dril- 
len, vb., to turn. 

drillaskovi [dn^askowi], sb., sea- 
term, tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. 
for the otter Uwg. Really “the one 
that drags its tail” (de s k 0 v i); see 
drill1, vb. Cf. dratsi, sb., as a tabu- 
name for the otter, and Icel. dratt- 
hali, m., a nickname for the fox, with 
the same root-meaning as drilla- 
skovi. 

dring, vb., see dreng, vb. 
drinj [dnq], sb., sea-term, tabu- 

name for the cat; also “drinj-tail.” 
Yh. “dring [drirj]-tail” is now the 
more comm. form. — drinj is most 
prob. an orig. *drynj- from *drynja 
in sense of to walk slowly and drag- 
gingly; “drinj-tail,” thus = one that 
drags its tail. Cf. Sw. dial, dryna, 
vb., to be slow and sluggish; to idle-, 
loiter, and cf. Shetl. drillaskovi 
(“drag-tail”), as well as dratsi as 
tabu-names for otter, and Icel. dratthali 
(“drag-tail”) as a nickname for the fox. 
dring is L.Sc. dring, vb., to be slow. 

drintel1 [dn’ntol], sb., in building 
a wall or fence: a projecting cross- 
stone the end of which has to be 
broken off. Conn. May represent an 
older *trintel, prop, denoting a pole. 
Cf. Shetl. trintlet, trentlet, &d,\.,long 
and thin, also No. trandle, m., a cleft 
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log (for laying a floor or pavement), 
Sw. dial, trinna, trenta, f., a pole\ 
hedge-stake (O.N. trana, f., in “tjalds- 
trana”, a tent-pole, and O.N. trjona, 
f., a) a snout-, b) a pole; No. trunt, 
m., and trynt, n., a snout-shaped, 
projecting object). 

drintel2 [dri‘ntol, dr&'ntol, dro'ntol, 
drei‘ijt9lJ, sb., 1) a person with baggy 
clothes, flapping about him; Fo. 
[dre'ntal]. 2) a slow, slouching per- 
son; Du.[dn‘nt9l,dr3‘nt9l]; Yh. [drei‘i^- 
t9l]. 3) a person fiddling about with- 
out really doing anything, and 4) a 
weakling; sickly wretch; N.I. [dn‘n- 
t9l,drei‘nt9l: Fe. drei‘rit9l: Yh.]; N.Roe 
[dre‘nt9l, dr9‘nt9l]. 5) an insignifi- 
cant person-, Nm. [dn‘nt9l, dre‘nt9l]. 
6) a miserable, ragged person; N.Roe 
[dre‘nt9l, dr9‘nt9l]. 7) a poor, worth- 
less article; N.Roe [dre'ntol, dr9‘nt9l]. 
— *dryntl or*dryntill? This must be as- 
sociated partly with No. drunta, dryn- 
ta, vb., = dranta, to idle; dawdle; 
loiter, Sw. dial, drunta, Da. dial, drun- 
te, drynte, dronte; partly with Sw. dial, 
drunt, m., a) dirt, mud; b) a coarse, 
slovenly person. Is doubtless more 
than one word. Cf. trintel, sb. 

drintel [dn'ntol, dre‘nt9l, dro'ntal, 
drei‘i}t9l], vb., 1) to wear baggy 
clothes, flapping about one, to geng 
drintlin; Fo. [dre‘nt9l]. 2) to walk 
slowly and loiteringly, to slouch, to 
d. or geng drintlin aboot; Du. [dn‘n- 
t9l, dr9‘nt9l]; Yh. [drei‘iit9l]. 3) to 
potter about without really doing 
anything; Yh. [drei‘iit9l]. With hard- 
ening of initial d to t through infl. 
of the t foil.: trintel [trei‘nt9l, trei‘i}- 
tol] (Fe., Yh. occas.) = drintel 2 and 
3. — Prob.: *dryntla from *drunta, 
*drynta, to dawdle; loiter; see the 
sb. drintel2. Cf. trintel, vb. 

drintelskiti [dn‘n"t9lskit-i], sb., l) 
dirt which remains in woollen yarn 
or clothes after washing. 2) diar- 
rhoea; also drintelskiter [dn‘n"t9l- 
slyhor]. Conn. With the first part of I 

the compd. cf. Sw. dial, drunt, m., 
dirt; filth, and Eng. dial, drent (drint), 
sb., spot in badly washed linen. The 
second part is O.N. skltr, m., dirt; 
excrement. 

drintlet [dn‘ntl9t, dre‘ntl9t, dr9‘nt- 
l9t, drei‘i}tl9t], adj., 1) wearing baggy 
clothes flapping about one’s body; 
Fo. [dre‘ntl9t]. 2) slow; dawdling-, 
slouching; Du. [dn'ntlat, dr9‘ntl9t]; 
Yh. [drei‘qtl9t]. 3) pottering about 
without really doing any work; Yh. 
[drei‘!]tl9t], also trintlet [trei‘i^tl9t]; 
a puir [‘poor’] d. body. — *dryntl- 
ottr. See drintel2, sb., and drin- 
tel, vb. 

drip [drip], vb., to bend one’s body 
and let oneself sink slowly down; 
to collapse, drop slowly down; to d. 
doon [‘down’]; esp. of living beings. 
Wests. (Sa.). Cf. Faer. drypa (for 
driipa), vb., to bend-, stoop-, lower. 
L.Sc. dreip, vb., is somewhat diff. (to 
fall in drops; to descend perpendicu- 
larly; to drip, etc.). See drup, vb. 

dripl, dripel [dropol], sb., 1) sprink- 
ling; drizzling rain; Nm. 2) small 
stain; Nms. Prob.: *dripl = *dropl. 
See dripl, vb., and for meaning 2, 
driplet, adj. 

dripl, dripel [dropol], vb., l) vb. 
n., a) to dribble; sprinkle; drizzle; 
he is driplin; b) of liquid in a pail: 
to drip; de water is driplin fae 
[‘from’] de daffock [‘pail’]. 2) vb. a., 
to spill-, drop, of one who carries 
something in a careless manner; to 
d. water, to d. de taatis [‘potatoes’]; 
with object omitted: to geng drip- 
lin. Nm. — No. dripla, dropla, vbs., 
to dribble, L.Sc. dripple, vb., = Eng. 
dribble. That the Shetl. dripl, vb., 
is of Norse origin may be concluded 
by the senses given under dripl, 
sb. 2, and driplet, adj. 

driplet [droplat], adj., spotted; 
speckled, having small, irregular 
spots, e.g. of the sky covered with 

i very small clouds; a d. sky. Nms. 
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Wests. (Sa.). No. driplutt, droplutt, 
adj., variegated; having small dots. 
Cf. dripl, sb., and dripl, vb. 

drisel [dris8l, drisol], vb., to dip 
clothes; in washing, to put clothes 
into water and take them out again, 
to d. claes [‘clothes’]. Sa. No. drisla 
and drysla, vb., to sprinkle; “drisla” 
is really the same word as Eng. drizzle, 
vb. Cf. drusel, vb. 

drit [drit, dnt], sb., excrement. 
O.N. drit, n., id. 

drit [drit], vb., to evacuate; ca- 
care, = O.N. drita. Now generally 
with anglicised pronunc. “drite [drait]” 
like L.Sc. — Impf. dret [dret], = O.N. 
dreit, and perf. part, dritten [dnton] 
= O.N. dritinn, are preserved in Shetl. 
as remains of the old inflextion of 
the verb. 

dritl, dritel [drait9l, dr3i[al; dreital; 
dntal, dretal, dratal], sb., 1) a person 
who walks slowly; U. [digital, dr3i[al]; 
Du. [dntsl, dratal], 2) a person busy- 
ing himself with some work with- 
out really doing anything; Fe. [drei- 
tal]. 3) an awkward person who 
spills anything he is carrying; Du. 
[dntal, dratal]. See dritl, vb. 

dritl, dritel [dr3ital, drai^al; drei- 
tsl; dntal, dratal], vb., I) vb. n., 
1) to walk slowly, = dratl, drat- 
tel, vb.; to geng dritlin [dr3i[]in: 
Umo.]; Us. [dr’ital, dr^al]; Du. [dn- 
tal, dratal]. 2) to trifle with some 
work without really doing anything-, 
to d. aboot; Fe. [dreital]. II) vb. a., 
to drop or spill from what one is 
carrying in an awkward manner-, Du. 
[dntal, dratal]. — For dridl [dndal], 
which is another form of dritl with 
somewhat deviating meaning, see 
dredl, vb. — No. dritla, vb., to walk 
slowly, dragging something (R., doubt- 
ful); L.Sc. driddle, vb., to move slow- 
ly, to work without progress-, also 
to spill from carelessness. 

dritlet [dr3itlat, dreitlat, dntlat, dret- 
lat, dratlat], adj., 1) having a slow 

gait. 2) trifling with any work with- 
out really doing anything. 3) awk- 
ward and spilling what one is carry- 
ing-, a d. body. See further dritl, vb. 

drits [dnts, dn^, dretsj], I)vb. n.: 
1) to move slowly, to come trailing 
behind, to d. ahint [‘behind’], to geng 
(come) dritsin. Y. and Fe. Wests. 
2) to be dragged or trailed behind-, 
to hang too low on one’s back, e.g. 
of a straw-basket; de kessi (the bas- 
ket) is dritsin doon [‘down’] ower 
dee [‘you’]; N.Roe. II) vb. a.: to 
drag, carry something so that it trails 
behind, or hangs too low on one’s 
back, to geng dritsin de kessi 
(N.Roe). — Parallel form to drats, 
vb.; q.v. Cf. L.Sc. dretch, vb., to 
loiter, which doubtless has influenced 
the form of the Shetl. word. 

dritten [dntan], adj., paltry, mean-, 
contemptible, a d. body. Prop. perf. 
part, of drit, vb.; q.v. 

drittslengi [drit-.<jl£r|"gi], sb., heavy 
swell in the sea-, high, running sea-, 
succession of such waves. Yn. The 
first part of the compd. is poss. Faer. 
dritt (drift)- in “drittingur (drifting- 
ur)”, m., heavy swell-, agitated sea, 
esp. in the pi. (F.F.S.); really, swing-, 
agitation-, drive (Faer. dritta, vb., to 
swing-, No. dryfta, vb., to shake or 
move up and down-, to winnow). 
The second part is slengi, sb., a 
great billow, swell (No. sleng, m., 
swing-, roll-, drive). The word drott- 
slengi, sb., q.v., differs from dritt- 
slengi. 

driv1 [dnv], sb., 1) a light, pass- 
ing shower. 2) a drizzle, a d. o’ weet 
[‘wet’]. Wests. O.N. drif, n., drift-, 
spray (that which drives or is driven 
through the air)\ Faer. driv, Sw. dial, 
driv, drev, n., drizzle. Cf. the de- 
rived No. drivla, vb., to drizzle. 

driv2 [drav], sb., hurry-, agitated 
haste-, excitement-, to be in a d., a) 
to hurry, b) to be excited. Du. Cf. 
No. driva, f., (propulsion-, drift) great 
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haste; agitation-, confusion.— Prop, 
the same word as the foregoing. 

drive, vb., to drive, sometimes 
in some applications handed down 
from Norn, used somewhat diff. from 
Eng. drive; thus: to d., or d. at 
somet’in’ [‘-thing’], to work or to be 
occupied with something-, de young 
men never drave [‘drove’] de haf 
like de auld [‘old’] men, the young 
men did not attach importance to 
deep-sea fishing as the old men did 
(L.); what does du cf. at? what is 
your work? (Un.). Thus: No. driva 
paa, Fser. driva uppa, Da. drive p&. 

drivl, drivel [dnv3l],sb.,as/0m*/j;p dirty, negligent person, a dirty d. U. 
*drifl, n. See drivl, vb. 

drivl, drivel [drival], vb., to dawdle-, 
to be or go slovenly and untidily, to 
geng drivlin. U. *drifla. Cf. No. 
drivla, vb., to saunter-, dawdle, and 
Shetl. drevl (drefl), vb. 

drivla[dnvla], sb., a slovenly, dirty, 
negligent woman. U. *drifla, f. See 
drivl, vb. 

drivlet [dnvlat], adj., slovenly, 
dirty and negligent (in appearance), 
a d.-lookin’ bein’. U. *driflottr. See 
drivl, vb. 

drof, sb., see druf, sb. 
drofs, sb. and vb., and drof set. 

adj., see drufs and drufset. 
drog [drog], sb., a person who is 

constantly carrying heavy burdens, 
a drudge (Un.), almost = droger. 
*drag. Cf. No. drag, n., a being 
that drags itself along (d. 12 in R.). 

drog1 [drog], vb., 1) (to drag), to 
carry a heavy burden, to d. a heavy 
burden; to “d. on”; N.Sh. 2) to 
walk heavily and slowly, to come 
drogin and dratsin behint, to come 
slowly, toiling behind (Un.). 3) of 
an animal: to be in a state of utter 
exhaustion, esp. by long pregnancy, 
de baess [‘beast’] is drogin, sho 
[‘she’] is still drogin: when a cow 
is on the point of calving, esp. when 

she is going over her time; Nm.; 
De. 4) to work a long time at some- 
thing without being able to finish it, 
to d. upon a wark [‘work’]; U. — 
O.N. draga, vb., to drag-, pull\ also 
to postpone-, No. draga etter, to come 
toiling behind. 

drog2 [drog], vb., see trog1, vb. 
droger [drcigar], sb., a carrier, 

one who carries heavy burdens, a 
peat-d. (Wh.). From drog1, vb. Cf. 
“water-droger”. 

drogg1 [drog(g), dr6g(g)], sb., a 
person who drags himself along, a 
slow person, a d. o’ a body. Fe. 
and Y. occas. fdrog(g)]. Ai. [drog(g)]. 
See drogg, vb. 

drogg2 [drog(g)], sb.,see dragg, sb. 
drogg [drog(g), drog(g)], vb., to 

drag oneself along, to walk very 
slowly, to d. awa [‘away’] (Ai.), to 
come droggin behint (Fe.; Y.). Fe. 
and Y. occas. [drog(g)]. Ai. [drog(g)]. 
No. dragga, vb., to drag oneself for- 
ward (deriv. of draga), and drugga, 
vb., to walk wearily. Cf. drog1, vb. 

drogget [dr6g(g)at], adj., 1) rainy, 
continuously drizzling, a d. kind o’ 
a day; Wests. 2) wet through-, soak- 
ing wet, partly = djolkin (see dalk, 
djalk, vb.); Sa. — Deriv. of drogg2, 
sb.; see dragg, sb. 

droggisom [dr6g"is6nr], adj.. = 
drogget 1; a d. day, a rainy day. St. 

droin anddroind,vb.,seedronj,vb. 
droinet, adj., see dronjet, adj. 
*droita [droita], verbal-form ap- 

pearing in the version of a riddle 
about the cow, noted down in Fe.: 
. . . etom oita d , something (viz. 
the tail) comes lagging behind. *d rat- 
tar (or *drattandi). O.N. dratta, vb., 
to walk heavily and slowly. Cf. 
drill1, vb., and the use of this word 
in the same riddle. 

droiti [droi'ti], sb., a name given 
jocularly to an old object of little 
value, noted down in the sense of 
an old clay-pipe. Uw. Prob. derived 
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from the root *dratt- (of something 
clumsy) and the same word as — or 
cognate with — O.N. drpttr, m., in- 
dicating a rude person. Cf. the foil, 
words as well as *droita. 

droits, vb., see drots, vb. 
droitsi, sb., see drotsi, sb. 
droitslengi. sb., see drottslengi. 
droll [dr6U, sb., hesitation; slow- 

ness in movement. Du.; Conn. Cf. 
Icel. droll, n., delay; loitering (B.H.). 
Shetl. droll is also used in the sense 
of slow or drawling speech, “der’r 
a queer d. upon him” — certainly 
through infl. of Eng. drawl; de(r) 
wer a queer d. upon him (Conn.). 

droll [droll, vb., to move indo- 
lently and heavily, esp. of a sloven- 
ly person; to geng droll in. Du.; 
Conn. Icel. drolla, vb., to dawdle 
(B.H.). Shetl. droll has been in- 
fluenced by Eng. drawl, vb., in the 
sense of to talk drawlingly. Cf. 
drall, vb., and drol, vb. 

drollet [drolot], adj., that dawdles, 
negligent and dilatory (Du.); negli- 
gent, untidy (Conn.). Also drolli 
[droli] (Du.). Deriv. of droll, vb., 
but merges partly into trollet, adj. 

drollslaget, adj., see trollslaget. 
drolsket [dro'lskat, dro'l^kot], adj., 

slow; lounging; dilatory. Nmn. oc- 
cas. (N.Roe) and Nmw. [dro‘lsk9t, 
dro'l^kat]. Ai. [dro'lskat]. Prob. a 
parallel form to dralsket, adj.; q.v. 
In Nmn. “drolsket” and “dralsket” 
alternate in the same sense. 

droit, sb. and vb., see drult, sb. 
and vb. 

droltet, adj., see drultet. 
drolti [dro'lti], sb., a nickname for 

a clumsy being with heavy move- 
ments, e.g. a stubborn horse. The 
word was used by fishermen as a 
tabu-name (sea-term) for a codfish. 
U. *drult-. See further drult sb. 
and vb. 

dromsket,adj., see drumsket, adj. 
*drong [drag], sb., a high rock 

in the sea; hardly used now except 
as a place-name, thus: de Drongs 
(two rocks in St. Magnus’ Bay, Nmw.). 
Edm. has “drong” as a common noun. 
O.N. drangr, m., a pointed rock. Cf. 
stakk, sb., as the name generally 
used of a rock in the sea. 

dronj [droq] and more comm.: 
droin [droin (droin, drSin)], vb., 1) 
(to low), to emit a hollow, prolonged 
sound; comm, of cows: to low soft- 
ly, prolonging the sound (as cows 
do sometimes for fodder). Also dron 
[dron], dronj [droq] and drond, 
droind [dro'nd, droqd]. dron: Du. 
dronj: Fe. drond, droind: Y. and 
U. occas. 2) to speak slowly and 
drawlingly; Ai. [(droq) droin]. 3) to 
growl, speaking in a low voice, inco- 
herently; also to speak crossly in a 
low voice; muttering in a cross tone; 
Wests. (Sa.); Nm.; De.; L. droin: 
Sa. droin: Nm., De., L. 4) to drone; 
buzz, of insects, esp. of bees, wasps; 
de bee is droin in [droimn] (Nm.; 
De.; L.). 5) to hum a tune in a 
droning voice, to droin atune(Nm., 
De., L.: droin. Sa.: droin). — No., 
Icel. and Peer, drynja, Sw. dial, dryna 
(dronja, drdna), Da. dial, drynne, 
dron(n)e, vb., to low softly, prolong- 
ing the sound, esp. of cows; also 
(as in No. and Sw. dial.) to 
mumble; to speak indistinctly, mut- 
ter, growl. — dronj, droin, etc. 
are rarely found as substantives; 
see dron, sb. 

dronjer [droqor], sb., fishermen’s 
tabu-name (sea-term) for a cow. S.Sh., 
L., De., etc. Occas. also dronjasi 
[dr6q"asi-] (L.; De.). “dronjasi” and 
“dronjesi [dr6q"osi,l” are also some- 
times used as tabu-names for pig. — 
*dronjer from an older *drynjari; 
see dronj, vb. dronjasi is formed 
on the analogy of words ending 
in -asi. 

dronjet [droqot] and droinet [droi- 
not], adj., that speaks slowly and 
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drawlingly, a d. body; occas. also slow 
in movements. Ai. *drynj6ttr. See 
dronj, droin, vb., and also drinj, sb. 

dronn [drorj, dro'n, droin], sb., the 
hindmost part of the back of an 
animal; rump. De. Fser. drunnur, 
m., id. Prob. of Celt. orig.; Gael, 
dronn, sb., back. 

dronnslingi [dro'n'sleij'gi, droiy- 
jjleg'gi], sb., lameness in the hind- 
part of the back in consequence of 
sturdy; disease in cattle and sheep. 
De. Is also called “loop-ill” (L.Sc. 
loupin-ill) and “sturdy i’ de back”. 
*drunn-slyngja? The first part of the 
compd. seems to be dronn (the hind- 
most part of the back), mentioned 
above, and the second part is No. 
slyngja, f., acc. to Ross inter alia: 
“disease in goats; perhaps = tulle- 
sott” (tullesott = sturdy), dronn- 
slingi can hardly, through infl. of 
dronn, have arisen as a corrupted 
form of No. “draugslag”, sb., draug- 
slegen, adj., which, acc. to Ross, in- 
dicates the same disease. 

dronsket, adj., see tronsket, adj. 
dront [dr6‘i}t], vb., to snuffle; see 

tront, vb. 
drosj, dross [drosj], sb., drizzle, 

usually with light wind; rather comm. 
— drasj, drass [draij] is found as 
a parallel form to drosj in Papa St. 
— *drys. See drosj, vb. 

drosj, dross [drofj], vb., to drizzle 
(usually with light wind); he’s dros- 
jin (drossin); rather comm. — 
*drysja; No. drysja, Da. drysse, vb., 
to sprinkle. 

drosji, drossi [drosji], adj., moist; 
rainy, a A. day. Also drasji, drassi 
[drasp]. Papa St. Deriv. of drosj, sb. 

drotl, drottel [drotal (dro'tal, dro- 
(ol)], sb., \) a porridge-like sub- 
stance, resulting from the unsuc- 
cessful churning of butter, where the 
butter has not, or only to a slight 
degree, been separated from the milk 
(cf. dava and gjola); a\so grain-like 

particles floating in the butter-milk 
after an unsuccessful churning; S.Sh. 
[drotol]; U. occas. [drotol, dro'tol]. 
2) thin, unsolidified butter-milk (cf. 
gjola). Wests, [drotal]; Wh. [drotol]. 
3) a mixture of milk and bland 
(whey and water), of butter-milk and 
bland, of gjola and “bland”; Fe. 
[dro'tol, drotGl]. — More rarely dritl, 
drittel [dntol, drotal]. — Prob. a dis- 
paraging word and cognate with 
drit, sb. Cf. L.Sc. drutle, vb., in a 
similar sense to “drite”, O.N. drita, 
vb., cacare; see drit, vb. 

drotl, drotel [drotol], vb. — dre- 
d(e)l 2 and 3; see dredl, vb., and 
dratl, vb. 

drots, droits [dro'ts, dro'tsj, drol^, 
droits, droitsj], vb., to walk slowly 
and heavily, to go or come lagging 
behind, to geng (come) dro(i)tsin. 
N.I. “droits” is peculiar to Un., the 
other forms to Y. and Fe. — Parallel 
form to drats, vb.; q.v. 

drotsi, droitsi [(drohsi) dro'tsji, 
droitsi], sb., a person who, in walk- 
ing slowly and draggingly, comes 
slouching behind. N.I. droitsi: Un.; 
dro'tsji: Y. In Y. esp. as a derisive 
epithet, applied to the last person in 
a string. Deriv. of dro(i)ts, vb., and 
a parallel form to dratsi, sb.; q.v. 

drottslengi, droitslengi [droh^leg-- 
gi, droit-], sb., a bungler, a person 
who cannot do any work properly. 
Yh. Doubtless a person with very 
slow movements, who goes (comes) 
loiteringly, in which case, the first 
part is an orig. *dratt-; O.N. dratta, 
vb., to move heavily and slowly; for 
the Shetl. form of the word cf. 
*droita from “dratta”, as well as 
drots, droits, vb., from drats. The 
second part of the compd. (slengi) 
is doubtless to be classed with No. 
slenga, vb., to dangle; idle about, 
Da. sleenge, to fling, but is in mean- 
ing more closely allied to No. slin- 
ka, vb., to idle during work-, cf. 
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Shell, slink, vb.— Diff. from dritt- 
slengi, sb. 

fdrow fdrou], sb., one of the 
“GoodPeople”; drows, pi., gnomes; 
trolls. Parallel form to the syn. and 
more usual trow, sb., poss. by blend- 
ing with O.N. draugr (dead man, 
ghost), No. draug, m. In Ork.“drow, 
trow” is used to denote the devil. 
“trow” is L.Sc. 

druf [drofj and drof [drof], sb., a 
heavy, indolent person. Du. *druf-. 
Cf. a) No. dryvja, f., a stout woman 
(deriv. of *druv-), and b) Shetl. 
drufs, sb. 

drufi, drofi [drufi, drofi, drofi], adj., 
heavy and clumsy. Du. Deriv. of 
druf, drof, sb. 

drufs [drofs], sb., a big, heavy 
and clumsy person, a d. o’ a body. 
Also drofs [drofs]. Ai. Cf. No. drufsa, 
f., a big, clumsy woman (No. drufsa, 
vb., to wrap oneself up; Sw. dial, 
druffsa, vb., to jump heavily). 

drufs [drofs], vb., to walk heavily, 
to stump, to geng druf sin. Also 
drofs [drofs]. Ai. Sw. dial, druffsa, 
vb. See drufs, sb. 

drufset [drofsot] and drofset [drof- 
sat], adj., big, heavy and clumsy in 
one’s movements. *drufsottr. See 
drufs, sb. 

*drukka [droka], sb., a drink; some- 
thing to drink. Fo. O.N. drykkr, m., 
and drykkja, f., a drink. The i-muta- 
tion is dropped in the Shetl. drukk-. 
Cf. *dikk (*drikk), sb. 

drukken [dro'kan], adj., (prop. perf. 
part.), drunk, intoxicated, = O.N. 
drukkinn; also L.Sc.: drucken. 

druls [dro'ls], sb., prop, a lump; 
bundle, comm, in sense of: \) a 
stout, clumsy (awkward) person, = 
No. drols, m., and drulsa, f. 2) a 
person who walks very wearily, a 
miserable, weak person (with a very 
bad gait): Nm. 3) a gruff, peevish 
person (De.). No. drols, besides de- 

noting something bulky and clumsy, 
may also mean a stiff figure. 

druls [dro'ls], vb., to walk weari- 
ly and trudgingly, to geng drulsin. 
Nm. See druls, sb. 

drulset [dro‘lsat], adj., 1) lumpy; 
bulky. 2) trudging wearily, a d. body 
(Nm. occas.). 3) gruff; peevish (De. 
occas.). Deriv. of druls, sb. 

drult [dro‘lt] and droit [dro'lt, dr6‘]t 
(dnVjt)], sb.,<2 ponderous, clumsy per- 
son with a heavy gait. The form 
drult is characteristic of S.Sh. and 
Wests.w., but alternates in N.Sh. with 
droit [dr6‘[t], which is commonly 
used in various places. Nm.: dr6‘]t. 
Y. and Fe.: dr6‘]t (dr5‘]t). U.: dro‘lt 
and dr6‘[t. Du.: dro‘lt and dro‘lt. 
droit [dr6‘[t] is reported from Un. 
in sense of a poor cod; cf. drolti, 
sb. — No. drult, m., and drulta, f., 
stout, clumsy person. 

drult [dro‘lt] and droit [dro‘lt, dr6‘]t 
(dra‘]t)], vb., to walk heavily and 
clumsily; to d. like a horse. The 
distribution of the various forms of 
pronunc. in the diff. localities is the 
same with respect to the verb as to 
thesubst.: see drult, sb.— No. drul- 
ta, vb., to move heavily, with a roll- 
ing gait. 

drultet [dro‘[t3t] and more comm, 
droltet [dro'ltot], adj., that moves 
heavily and clumsily, a d. body. 
See drult, sb. and vb. 

drumb [dromb], sb., a person who 
talks unwillingly and crossly, a 
morose person. Nm. Doubtless of 
a cross, peevish state of mind, with 
similar development of meaning as 
in drums, sb. In Conn, drumps 
[dro'mps] is found in sense of mo- 
roseness, peevishness, esp. in the 
phrase “i’ de drumps”, morose; 
peevish-, prob. to be regarded as the 
pi. of *drump for *drumb; see drum- 
ped, adj. (Conn.), under drumbed, 
adj., and note, syn. with “(i’ de) 
drumps”, the pi. phrases “(i’ de) 

9 
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bolts, frotts, hoiks, urikuris (huriku- 
ris), dorts, sulks”, the last two bor- 
rowed from L.Sc. and Eng. respect- 
ively. — *drumb. See drumb, vb. 

drumb [dromb], vb., to emit cross 
(prop, hollow, drumming) sounds, to 
talk crossly and unwillingly, said of a 
peevish person; he drumbed twa’r- 
tree [‘two or three’] words ut o’ him. 
Nm. *drumba. Cf. No. drumbemselt, 
adj., talking in a hollow voice. 

drumbet [drombst], adj., peevish, 
that talks crossly and unwillingly, 
ad.body. Nm., Wests. (Sa.). drum- 
ped [dro'mpad]: Conn. *drumb6ttr. 
For the etym. see drumb, vb. 

drummer [dromor] and drummi 
[drom(m)i], sb., snipe, common snipe, 
= snippek (sneppek), horsgok. 
“drummer” sporadically inM.; “drum- 
mi”: Fo. The name is probably due 
to the bird’s peculiar, bleating cry. 
Cf. Da. “drum” in the bird’s name 
“rordrum” (ardea stellaris, botaurus 
vulgaris), likewise from the bird’s cry; 
Da. (Jut.) dial, drum, sb., a hollow 
sound-, song-, booming or drumming 
sound, and drum, a&\., hollow; boom- 
ing, of sound; Eng. drum, sb. 

drummer [dromar] -6ee, sb., a 
honey-bee, bumble-bee, prop, a drone. 
Named after the insect’s humming 
sound, like “drone”. See drummer 
and drummi, sb. 

drums [dro'ms], sb., 1) gloomy, 
peevish mood; what set dee [‘you’] 
in sicc [‘such’] a d.? 2)gruff,peevish 
person. Nm.,T)Q. drumps [dro‘mps], 
noted down in Conn., is rather con- 
nected with drumb, sb., as a pi. 
form of the latter. — *drums; cf. No. 
drumsen, adj., languid-, disinclined. 
The Shetl. word, in its meaning, al- 
most assimilates to trums, sb. 

drums [dro'ms], vb., to be peevish; 
to sulk; what are ye drumsin aboot? 
Nm., De. See drums, sb. 

drumset [dro‘msat], adj., sulking; 
peevish;morose. Nm., De. No. drum- 

sen, adj., languid-, disinclined (R.). 
drumsket is somewhat more closely 
allied in meaning to the Norw. word. 

drumsket [dro'mskat] and drom- 
sket [dro'mskat], adj., out of sorts-, 
in a gloomy, peevish mood. Du. 
See drumset and trumsket, adjs. 

drung [drorj], adj., troublesome-, 
heavy: a) difficult to force onward, 
e.g. of a boat difficult to row: a d. 
boat; b) in a wider sense: fatiguing; 
heavy,oi work: heavy d.wark[‘work’]. 
Fo. O.N. prpngr, adj., narrow, press- 
ed, really and orig. in the same sense 
as Shetl. drung a, which can be ob- 
served from the verbs pryngva and 
prpngva, to push; press; to move 
in a certain direction by pressure; 
to force, etc. No. trong, adj., a) 
narrow, b) difficult-, troublesome. 
For the change p > d in Shetl. see 
Introd. V. (also N.Spr. VII), § 36. 

drung [dror|], vb., to draw firmly 
together; to "tie fast, to d. to [‘to’]. 
Du. occas. (Clumlie). Most prob. to 
be considered as a parallel form to 
the verbs drang and dreng, dring, 
though the word may also be explain- 
ed from O.N. pryngva or prpngva, vb., 
to push-, press — see drung, adj. 

drup [drop], vb., to stoop-, bend-, 
lean over-, de wa’ [‘wall’] drups to 
dis [‘this’] side. O.N. driipa, vb., 
to lean over; droop. 

drupinslebi [drrrpinslo bi], sb., a 
person with a hanging under-lip 
(sleb2, slob), a peevish-looking per- 
son-, grumbler. Uwg. See drup, vb., 
and slobi, sb. 

drupsagi, -sjagi [drup^a-gi], adj., 
1) quite exhausted. 2) in a gloomy, 
depressed mood; sad; disheartened. 
3) disagreeably rainy, of weather; a 
d. day, a dull, rainy day. Fe. Also 
trupsagi [trup,<ja"gi] (Fe.). The first 
part of the compd. is doubtless the 
above-mentioned drup (O.N. driipa, 
vb., to droop, to hang one’s head). 
The second part, sagi, sjagi, may 
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be No. saggjen, adj., a) heavy; in- 
dolent; slow (cf. “sagd”, adj., ex- 
hausted from weariness or disgust); 
b) thoroughly moist; heavy from 
dampness-, cf. Icel. saggi, m., damp- 
ness, soggur, adj., damp, Shetl. 
s(j)agg, s(j)ogg, sb. In drups. 1 
the last part, however, might equally 
well be derived from sjag2 [^ag],vb., 
to exhaust, from *pjaka. In drups. 3 
there is poss. influence from *drjiip- 
(O.N. drjtipa, vb., to drip). 

drus [drus], sb., a person who 
works well and energetically, is ac- 
tive and energetic in carrying out 
manual work, a d. o’ a hand. Ai. 
Cf. No. drusen, adj., fearless; ener- 
getic, from drusa, vb., to push for- 
ward, etc.; drys, drysja, f., a quick, 
active person, etc. (R.). 

drusel1 [drusol], vb., to chase; to 
drive away in a harsh manner; boy, 
d. awa [‘away’] yon [‘that’] swine! 
(Un.); d. him (de horse) op [‘up’]! 
in ploughing: drive it (the horse) 
along; make it go quicker! (Fe.). 
U., Fe. *drusla, a deriv. of *drusa; 
No. drusa, vb., to push forward. 

drusel2 [drusol (drosol), drnsol], 
vb., 1) to sprinkle, esp. to sprinkle 
some salt on fish, to d. saut [‘salt’] 
on fish, to d. herring(s); comm, [dru- 
sol, drosal]. 2) to drench; soak; he 
cam’ in druseld [drnsolt], drenched 
to the skin (Conn.). No. drusla, vb., 
to sprinkle (drizzle); to strew. Cf. 
drisel, vb. 

druslin [druslin], sb., driving away; 
to gi’e ane a d., to chase or drive 
one away in a harsh manner. U., 
Fe. From drusel1, vb. 

drebi [drobi], sb. and adj., I) sb., a 
dilatory, slovenly person with a pee- 
vish expression. II) adj., dilatory 
(slovenly); peevish, a d. body. Um0. 
Doubtless to be classed with O.N. 
driipa, vb., to droop one’s head 
from grief, but assimilates to the 
foil, drobset, adj. 

drebset [dr0bs3t],adj.,s/ouv sloven- 
ly; occas. also surly-looking, d.- 
lookin’. Umo. *dryps-? Somewhat 
like No. drupsen, adj., spilling (No. 
drupsa, drypsa, vb., to spill; waste). 
Assimilates in meaning to drobi. 

*dr0g [dreg], adj., substantial; 
abundant; large, only preserved in 
fishermen’s tabu-lang. at sea; to sni 
de nebert ower [‘too’] d., to cut 
the bait into too large pieces, in 
the orig. lang.: snida nidrburdinn of 
drjugan. Uw. O.N. drjiigr, adj., sub- 
stantial-, abundant-, that is sufficient 
or lasts long. Cf. dork, vb. 

drel [(drgl) drg3!, drol], vb., to 
dawdle; move indolently and clumsi- 
ly; to walk slowly or feebly, to geng 
drolin. U., Fe. [(drial) drg3!]. Du. 
[drol]. In Du. esp. of a slovenly 
person. Also sometimes = drill, vb., 
to dangle behind (M1.: drol with a 
short o-sound). — No. draula, dryla 
and drola, vb., to bear oneself in- 
dolently and stupidly; to loiter; idle, 
etc.; Sw. dial, drula, drola. 

dreleks [dr^loks], sb. pi., sour 
bland (whey mixed with water) in 
which particles of the separated 
curds are floating. Fe. d r 01 e k prob. 
for Mrovlek or ’drolvek, and, in 
that case, the same word as O.N. 
drafli, m., boiled milk in which the 
curd has separated from the whey. 
In No., dravle (= O.N. drafli) may 
also mean curd floating on the sur- 
face of the whey, boiled after the 
actual cheese-making (R.). For the 
vowel-sound 0 in the Shetl. word, 
cf. No. drovla, drovle = dravla, vb., 
to idle; and Sw. dial, drovla = dravla, 
vb., to idle; tattle. — From N.Roe 
is reported droli [dr03li], sb. sing., 
and drolins [drains], sb. pi., in 
sense of turbid liquid, esp. a) dirty 
water, manure-water, and b) sedi- 
ment, dregs. This word may prob. 
be the same as dr0lek(s) with re- 
ference to the root-meaning of “drafl” 

9* 
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(see further the etym. notes under 
dravin, adj.), but is poss. borrowed 
from L.Sc., as dr0li(ns) must be 
classed with L.Sc. drulie, adj., muddy 
(Jam.), which might indicate that d ro- 
le k(s) also is a L.Sc. form or has 
arisen through infl. of L.Sc. 

drelet [(drolot) dr08lot, drolot], adj., 
dragging; dawdling, partly with im- 
plication of slovenliness. U., Fe. 
[(drglot) dr03lat]. Du. [drolot]. Deriv. 
of drol, vb. Cf. drollet, adj. 

drelin [drolin (dr^lin), drolin], sb., 
a half-grown coalfish, about 3 years 
old (fish of family gadidae). N.I. Un.: 
3-4 years old coalfish. Yn.: 2-3 years 
old. In Yh. drolin may designate any 
well-developed, half-grown fish, esp., 
however, coalfish. Other forms are: 
droli [droli] (Fe.) and droling [dr@- 
hrj] (Yh. occas.) besides drolen [dro- 
lon] and droljen [drojon]. drol- 
orig. from (*drjol-) *dr^l-. No. dryl, 
m., a cudgel; fellow; large, cylin- 
drical object, etc.; Peer, drylur, m., 
a cylinder-shaped loaf (baked in em- 
bers); Icel. drjoli, m., a cudgel; fel- 
low; bull. The form droling from 
Yh. points to a derived form: dry- 
lingr; otherwise -in can be regarded 
as the preserved def. art.: O.N. -inn. 
drolen, droljen is doubtless the 
same word as drolin, but might also 
spring from No. droll (Aa.) or droid, 
drolde (R.), m., a round or cylin- 
drical object (figure), etc. 

drem [dram], vb., to make indo- 
lent, slow movements-, to doze, to 
geng dromin ower de wark [‘work’]. 
U. *droema from *drom-? No. dro- 
ma, vb., to loiter; walk slowly; Icel. 
droemr, adj., dilatory; slow. O.N. 
droema, vb., to tie; hinder; “lata 
drcemtvid”, to linger. Shetl. drom, 
however, may also be O.N. droyma, 
(dreyma), vb., to dream, which 
formerly also had the meaning to 
doze; to be slow (cf. No. droyma, 
vb., and droym, m.). “*droema” and 

“droyma” have prob. merged in 
Shetl. drom. 

dron [dron], sb., a low bellowing; 
de coo ga’e a d. Du. Icel. and Peer, 
drynur, No. dryn, m., id. Cf. dronj, 
droin, vb. 

dren, vb., see dronj (droin), vb. 
dreri [drari, drori], sb., blood, esp. 

from a wound-, blood flowing from 
a fish, when cut up, etc. Comm, 
in the phrase “to draw ane’s d.”, to 
draw blood, to make one’s blood 
flow; to give one a blow on the 
nose. Occas. corrupted (by dissi- 
milation): droni [droni]. O.N. droyri 
(dreyri), m., blood, e.g. flowing from 
a wound. For the expr. “draw ane’s 
d.” cf. the syn. O.N. “vekja ein- 
hverjum droyra”. 

dres [dras, dra3s], vb., to make 
slow, drowsy movements-, to walk 
or work drowsily and sluggishly, to 
dawdle-, to d. ower de wark [‘work’]. 
U. Sw. dial, drosa, Da. drose, vb., 
to be dilatory, deriv. to be found in 
the Icel. drosla, vb., to walk slowly 
and clumsily. 

dreset [drasat, dra3sat], adj., slow, 
drowsy and sluggish in one’s move- 
ments. U. Deriv. of dros, vb. 

dretslog [drohslag-], vb., to walk 
slowly, indolently and clumsily. Uw. 
The first part of the compd. is doubt- 
less “dratta” (see dratl, drats and 
droit-); the second part is *sloekja 
from *slok-; No. slokja, vb., to walk 
heavily and clumsily (R.), O.N. (Icel.) 
slokr, m., an idle person. The vowel- 
sound o in drot must be due to 
assimilation from slog. 

du [do], sb., dove, O.N. diifa, f., 
dove-, L.Sc. dow. See du in dirri- 
du, sb. 

du [dn; unstressed du, do], pron., 
thou. Still common in intimate ad- 
dress and used instead of Eng. you. 
*do (Lord’s Prayer). — Suffixed to 
the verb and unstressed, esp. in cer- 
tain exclamations: (tu), to [to, to, to]; 
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sees-to (tu)! looks-to (tu)! look there, 
there you are! (£orm.)\ also: “sees- 
to (tu)-no (nu) [sis"t6-no']!” nu, no 
= now. — O.N. pii; No., Sw. and Da. 
du; Eng. thou. — The obsolete 
forms dig [dig] and dok[dok], thee, 
from O.N. [>ik (pek), are found pre- 
served in Shetl. in acc. sing, in the 
verse about the crow and the crab; 
see Introd., and N.Spr. p. 150. Now 
generally in acc. sing.: dee (Eng. and 
L.Sc. thee). In the Foula-ballad du 
and dogh, doch are found as nom. 
Cf. *mog (me), 1st pers. sing. acc. 
— *din is found as gen. sing, of 
du (Foula-ballad), to din, to thee, 
O.N. (til: to) pin. Also ’“din (Foula- 
ballad and Lord’s Prayer), and neut. 
*dit or *det (Lord’s Prayer), as a 
poss. pron. thine, O.N. plnn, pltt. — 
*di (Foula-ballad), ye, as nom. pi. of 
du, is also found in addressing an 
individual. O.N. p£r, pi., and pit, 
dual, ye. Phonetically, Shetl. *di 
seems most prob. to be developed 
from the dual-form pit, like Fser. 
tit, pi., ye, you. — See dor, pron., 
2nd pers. (pi.). 

du [du], vb., to “thou” a person, 
to address one familiarly, to du a 
body (person). Icel. pua, No. and 
Sw. dua, vb., id. 

dudla, dudlek, dudlin, sb., see 
dollek2, sb. 

duk [duk, duk], sb., duck-, fabric-, 
cloth-, now esp. of duck, = L.Sc. 
doock. In Shetl. the word is found 
also as a tabu-name (sea-term) in 
fishermen’s lang. for a sail, boat’s 
sail. O.N. dtikr, m., duck-, cloth-, 
a length of woven stuff. 

fduk (dukk) [duk], vb., 1) vb. n., 
to plunge (under the surface of the 
water). 2) vb. a., to duck someone, 
to d. ane. A more recent word. 
L.Sc. douk, dock, vb. a. and n. No. 
dukka, vb. n., Da. dukke, dykke, 
Sw. dyka. 

dukki [doki], sb., see dokki, sb. 

fdulk [do‘lk], sb., a night-cap. U. 
Orig. uncertain. Poss. an abbr. form 
of L.Sc. *dowlcap (cf. to dowlcap, 
vb., to cover the head. Jam.). O.N. 
“dul(ar)kufl” and “dulhpttr” are found 
in sense of hat or hood used for 
purposes of disguise (cf. Shetl. dol- 
hoit, sb.). 

dullek, sb., see dollek1, sb. 
dulos, du-/ess, adj., see doles, 

do-less. 
dult [do‘lt] and dolt [do‘lt, do‘lt], 

sb., \) a thick, heavy lump-, lumpy, 
shapeless object, e.g. an unwieldy 
stone; Wh. [do‘lt, do‘[t]. 2) a clumsy, 
heavy person; also stupid, awkward 
person, a d. o’ a boy; Fe. and Y. 
[d6‘[t]; Nmw. (Esh.) [do‘lt]. No. dult, 
dolt, m., a bundle; dulta, f., a cor- 
pulent woman. Eng. dolt, sb., L.Sc. 
dult, sb., a dunce. The Shetl. word 
is of Norn origin as proved by mean- 
ing 1, but poss., in meaning 2, in- 
fluenced by (Eng. and) L.Sc. 

duma, sb., see doma, sb. 
dumba [domba] and domba [dom- 

ba], sb., dust, fine refuse hovering 
in the air from the winnowing or 
sifting of corn. O.N. dumba, f., dust, 
esp. dust resulting from the thrash- 
ing of corn. 

dumbet [dombot] and more comm, 
dombet [dombot], adj., 1) applied to 
colour of cattle, esp. of sheep: some- 
what dark, dust-like, grayish-, Ai.; 
Nm.; De. 2) of clothes: shabby, 
having lost freshness; d.-lookin’ claes 
[‘clothes’]; Fe. [dombat]. — *dumb- 
ottr. No. dumbutt, adj., dusty, Icel. 
dumbottur, adj., dull of colour; of 
a dusky hue (B.H.). 

dumbvidla [domb"vidia], in the 
obs. compd. “dea-d.-voga [dEa 
domb"vid’la voga]”, sb., Holy Week 
(the week before Easter Sunday). Fo. 
O.N. dymbildagavika, f., id. dea and 
dumbvidla are transposed. 

*dumfaw', *dwmfaw, vb., see 
| *domra1, sb. 
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dummi [dom(m)i], adj., deaf, hard 

of hearing, d. i’ de lugs; uncomm. 
O.N. dumbr, dumbi, adj.; dumb, orig- 
inally prob. in a wider sense which 
can be deduced from the meanings 
preserved in the present Northern 
dialects; Fser. dumbur (dummur) and 
No. dumm, a) mute\ b) deaf and 
dumb, in No. also inter alia, of sound: 
dull-, faint. No. dumhoyrd, somewhat 
deaf-, Sw. dial, dumm, drowsy, cf. 
also older Ger. dumm, deaf. — Shetl. 
dummi is also found in a more mo- 
dern sense, stupid (Ger. dumm); a 
d. fellow (N.Roe). 

dump [do'mp], sb., a thump-, fall-, 
a d. i’ de sea, commotion in the sea, 
= a tump [to‘mp] i’ de sea. No. 
dump, m., a fall-, precipitation; O.N. 
dumpa, vb., to thump. — djimp 
[dz/mp] (for *dimp?), of rough sea, 
esp. with short, choppy waves, a 
dj. i’ de sea, is possibly a parallel 
form to dump, sb.; also agitated 
sea of this kind, a dj. o’ a sea. It 
is hardly directly Eng. jump, with 
which djimp doubtless is mingled. 
See further under djimp, vb. 

dump [do‘mp], vb., to thump; push, 
O.N. dumpa. 

*dumra (dwmra), sb., see *d o m r a1, 
dumsket, adj., see domsket. 
dun1 [don, dun], sb., down, the 

undermost fine, soft plumage of birds. 
O.N. diinn, m., down, sb. 

dun2 [dun], sb., fine dust, esp. 
adhesive meal-dust(m grinding corn), 
= don1 1. See further don1, sb. 

dunder [dondor], and more comm, 
donder [dondar (dondar)], sb., a rumb- 
ling sound. No. dunder, m., id. — 
Dondri [dondri, dom'dari'] is the 
name of a waterfall in “Gilla burn” 
in Wd. 

dunder [dondar], and more comm, 
donder [dondar (dondar)], vb., to 
rumble; crash. No. and Faer. dun- 
dra, vb., id. 

dungel [doijgal] and dongel [dorj- 

gel], sb., a lump-, clod, sometimes: 
a) a clod of earth, = b\in%Q\, some- 
times : b) a barley- or oat-cake, esp. 
a lump of dough for such a cake, 
unbaked “hran'i'\ a bursten-d. (see 
bursten, sb.). Nm. A form dung- 
lin [dorjlin, dorjlin] is reported from 
Un. in sense of “bursten-broni”, a 
cake (brani) made of bursten. — 
Prob. a dim. deriv. of *dung-; No. 
dunge, Faer. dungi, m., a heap; pile. 

dungel [dorjgal], vb., to pelt with 
clods of earth, dungels. From 
dungel, sb. Cf bungel, vb. 

dunger [dongar], sb., formation of 
misty clouds, covering the hill-tops; 
der’r a d. lyin’ ower [‘over’] de land. 
Wh. Cf. Sw. dial, dungen, adj., a 
parallel form to “dunken”, damp-, 
Da. dyng- in “dyngvaad”, drenched. 
Forms with a k, such as dunker, 
dunk a, dunk, q.v., are more comm, 
in Shetl. than dunger. 

dunglaberri [dog-glabaeri], sb., 
a lump of dough, leaven, for mak- 
ing a cake (esp. a barley- or oat- 
cake, broni). Yn. The first part of 
the compd. is dungel, sb., q.v.; the 
second part is Eng. berry, sb., ap- 
plied in sense of a lump? orig. per- 
haps another word, merged with 
“berry” (perhaps Faer.pirra.f., a small 
object, steinpirra, a small stone). 

dunk, dunka, dunker [do‘gk, -a, 
-ar], sb., mist or haze; drizzle. The 
diff. forms are noted down in the 
foil, places with various applications: 
a) damp fog, drizzle; dunker, night- 
dun ker (Nm.), night-mist-, de night-d. 
is cornin’ doon (N.Roe); a dunk (a 
little rain) ut o’ de mist (Fo.); a 
dense drizzle, dunker (Y.; Nm.); 
b) very dense haze, dunker (Fe.); 
c) dunka: tabu-word, used by fisher- 
men at sea of rain-, Fo. *dunk-. 
No. and Sw. dial, dunken, adj., damp 
(muggy, mouldy). Cf. dunger, sb. 

dunker [do'gkar], sb., a vessel 
(wooden vessel, made of staves), 
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narrower above than below, = h o 1 k2. 
Wh. No. dunk, m., a keg, a barrel- 
shaped vessel, Da. and Sw. (dial.) 
dunk, id., also an earthen or stone 
bottle. The suffix -er in the Shell, 
word appears to be the old (O.N.) 
nom. sign -r, which has been grafted 
to the root of the word. 

dunki [do'gki], adj., damp and 
misty, of weather; he’s very d. Fo. 
Deriv. of dunk(-a), sb. 

dunt [do'nt], sb., 1) a thump; 
stroke; heavy fall, a d. o’ a fa’ (Du.); 
a fall with a rebound, esp. that of 
a ball, a shuttlecock (Conn.). 2) a 
dull sound caused by a stroke or 
a falling object. No. and Sw. dial, 
dunt, m., a push; thump; L.Sc. dunt, 
dount, sb. O.N. dyntr, m., a din; 
heavy fall; push, in Mod. Icel., esp. 
one of a series of small bumps up 
and down (B.H.). 

dunt [do‘nt], vb., \) to strike;push; 
I dunted my head i’ de door (Sa.). 
2) to fall with a thump; to fall and 
rebound, e.g. of a ball, a shuttlecock 
(Conn.). 3) to tramp, to geng dun- 
tin. No. dunta, dynta, Sw. dial, dun- 
ta, Icel. dynta, vb., to shake, push; in 
Icel. esp. also to shake up and down; 
L.Sc. dunt, vb., to strike; thump. 

dunter [do‘nt3r], sb., eider-duck; 
also “d.-duke [‘duck’]”, comm. Really 
one that bobs up and down, a diver. 
Deriv. of dunt, vb.; cf. esp. Icel. 
dynta, vb., to bob lightly up and 
down. — dunter is found in Yell as 
a nickname for a person with a jerky 
gait: “de D.” — “dunter” is found in 
L.Sc. designating a porpoise, “dun- 
ter-goose” is given by Jam. in the 
sense of an eider-duck, with Brand 
as authority (Brand’s Description of 
Orkney and Shetland), which indi- 
cates that “dunter” in the sense of 
eider-duck is characteristic of Ork. 
and Shell.; Ork. and Shetl. sources 
are also given in the E.D.D. (Brand, 
Swainson). 

dur [dnr], sb., prop, a slumber; 
nap, now esp. of drowsy, lethargic 
movements; drowsy gait; being in 
the clouds. Un. Icel. durr, Faer. diirur, 
Sw. dial, dur, m., a short sleep-, a 
doze-, nap. 

dur [dur], vb., to doze-, to move 
drowsily and torpidly, to geng du- 
rin aboot. Un. O.N. diira, vb., to 
sleep lightly, Icel. and Faer. diira, 
No. and Sw. dial, dura, vb., to 
sleep lightly, to doze. 

durasuk [dtrrasnk', -suk-], sb., 
draught between doors or through 
a narrow passage-, also dorasuk 
[dor"asuk‘] and dorosuk [dor'osuk-]. 
U. *dura-siigr. O.N. dyrr, f. pi., fltoor 
(gen. dura); Icel. siigr, m., a draught 
of wind. Cf. suk, sb. 

dus [dus], sb., 1) a stroke-, blow-, 
to gi’e ane ad. 2) a stamping-, 
tramping (U.). 3) = dist, a light 
thrashing of a small quantity of 
corn (U.). No. dus, m., L.Sc. douss, 
a blow, stroke. 

dus [dus], vb., 1) to knock-, strike. 
2) to stamp-, tramp-, to geng dusin 
ower (de face o’) de eart’, to stamp 
forcibly along (U.). 3) to thrash a 
small quantity of corn lightly, = 
dist, vb.; dus ut twa [‘two’] sheaves! 
(U.). No. dusa, vb., to fall-, tumble 
down-, beat violently. Eng. douse, 
dowse, vb. 

duska (doska) [doska (doska)] and 
dosk, dosker [dosk, -3r], sb., 1) mist-, 
misty clouds-, haze (really a slight 
darkness)-, der’r a d. on de land; Y.; 
Fe. 2) a light shower, a dosker o’ 
a shooer [‘shower’]; Yh. (dosker). Cf. 
No. and Sw. duska, vb., to drizzle, 
as from fog\ Sw. dial, duskug, adj., 
somewhat dusky, misty and damp (of 
atmosphere, weather). Cognate with 
Eng. dusk, sb. Cf. dask, sb., and 
dusket, adj. 

dusket [duskat (doskat)], adj., some- 
what dusky-coloured-, dirty-grayish, a 
d. colour. N.Roe. Deriv. of “dusk”, 
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of dusky colour; see duska, sb., and 
cf. Eng. dusk, dusky, adj. 

fdust [dust (dost)] and fdost [dost], 
sb., a dull, heavy thump or blow. 
Conn. Deriv. of dus, sb. Cf. Eng. 
*dowst, sb., a blow in the face, L.Sc. 
dyst, doist (doyst), sb., a thud-, dull 
fall, and Shetl. duster1, sb. 

duster1 [dustor (dostar)] and doster1 

[dostar], sb., a sudden squall of wind-, 
the dull sound of a gust of wind-, a 
d. o’ wind. Conn. Cf. Sw. dial, dust, 
m., wind-, puff of wind (dust 3, Hi.). 
No. dysta, f., a squall (R.), L.Sc. doi- 
ster, dystar, sb., a storm from the sea. 

duster2 [dostar] and doster2 [d&- 
star (dostar), dostar], sb., a quarrel-, 
angry dispute-, dey’re [‘they have’] 
had a d.; de(r) wer’ [‘there was’] a 
d. atween dem. Freq. in the expr. 
“to shak’ a d.”, to wrangle-, dispute 
angrily-,tey're [‘theyhave’] shaken ad. 
U. The use of the verb “shak’” (shake) 
in association with “duster, doster”, 
indicates the verb to be connected 
with No. dusta, vb., to dust-, sweep, 
also inter alia to tumble about, and 
dysta, vb., to raise dust-, shake in 
something. On the other hand, there 
is doubtless also a conn, with No. 
and Sw. dial, dust, m., Da. dyst, c., 
a struggle-, quarrel, O.Sw.dyst (dost, 
dost), m., a din-, crash. 

dwal [dwal] and dwali [dwali, dwali], 
sb., \) a light slumber-, a nap. 2) a 
short lull in rough weather-, dwal: 
Conn.; dwali: Nmw.; a d. i’ de wad- 
der [‘weather’]; he made a dwali for 
de time, there was a lull in the storm 
for a time (Nmw.). 3) stillness of 
tide immediately before it turns; calm 
sea at change of tide-, he’s a dwali; 
Nmw. — Icel. dvali, m., Sw. dvala, f., 
Da. dvale, a light sleep-, state of 
rest-, No. dval, m., and dvala, f., a 
short break between squalls of wind, 
a lull (O.N. dvpl and dvala, f., he- 
sitation-, delay). 

dwal [dwiil], vb., 1) to sleep light- 

ly, to fall into a light slumber, to d. 
ower [‘over’], d. ower asleep (Un.). 
2) to abate, calm for a moment, of 
rough weather; he’s dwald a bit; in 
this sense more common as a sub- 
stantive, see prec.— Deriv. of dwal, 
sb. O.N. dvala, vb., to delay, = 
dvelja, is different. 

dwamer, sb. and vb., see dwarm. 
dwang [dwag], sb., a piece of wood, 

log of wood (doubtless orig. for fasten- 
ing something); in a special sense: 
a wedge. Reported from De. in the 
sense of a log of wood, from N. in 
the sense of a wedge. Cf. No. tveng, 
m., a) a strap-, b) a small piece of 
wood with which the iron of a join- 
er’s plane is fastened-, O.N. pvengr, 
m. , a strap-, latchet. “dwang” in 
L.Sc. designates a lever. For the 
change p > d in Shetl. see Introd. V 
(also N.Spr. VII), § 36. 

dwarg [dwarg], sb., 1) haste; speed-, 
to geng wi’ a d.; he guid [‘went’] wi’ 
a d. upon him; Nm. 2) a) a pass- 
ing shower, usually with wind; a 
light shower passing at a distance-, 
Nm., De. occas., L.; b) a heavy, 
passing shower (Un.), a d. o’ a shooer 
[‘shower’]; he “is on” a d., a shower 
is on (Un.); c) a light shower (Ym.). 
dwarek [dwarok], a passing shower 
(De. occas.). — Besides dwarg, the 
forms darg [darg] and dwerg 
[dwaerg, dwsrg (dwerg)] are also found 
in Unst; darg is used in the foil, 
senses: a) a burst-, rush, he cam wi’ 
ad. , he came rushing (Un.); b) a 
violent, passing shower (Us.). dwerg 
is: a) == dwarg 2 b (thus, in Un.: 
dwerg, dwerg); b) = darg b (thus, 
in IIs.: dwaerg). — No. dorg, f., run-, 
speed. 

dwarg [dwarg], vb., /o move speedi- 
ly, esp. of a passing squall (Nm.); de 
shooer [‘shower’] guid [‘went’] dwar- 
gin ower [‘over’] de sky. Sw. dial, 
d&rga, vb., to rush off-, Icel. dorga, 
vb., to chase-, strive (also: to fish 
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with a floating hand-line); No. 
dyrgja, vb., to hasten; to run to 
(in Aa., doubtful). 

dwarm [dwarm], sb., a very light 
slumber; a nap; he’s fa’en [‘fallen’] 
in a d. Fo. In the same sense dwe- 
mer [dwamor]: Du.; I was upon a 
d. (for *dwerm?). dwarm, in any 
case, seems to be the same word as 
No. dorm (durm), m., a nap; light 
sleep; for the development of sound, 
cf. dwarg (dwerg), sb., from *dorg, 
and dwaver, vb.,from dover. dwe- 
mer is somewhat more uncertain. On 
Wests, a form dwamer [dwamor] is 
found, which appears to be a deriv. 
of the commonly used dwam [dwam, 
dwam] in the same sense; the latter 
is L.Sc. dwaum (dualm, dwalm), sb., 
a swoon, dwamer might be thought 
to have arisen from dwarm by me- 
tathesis of r and m. 

dwarm [dwarm], vb., to doze, to 
sit dwarmin. Fo. dwemer (from 
*dwerm?) [dwamor], to d. ower 
[‘over’], to fall into a light slumber, 
Du. Icel., No. and Sw. dial, dorma,vb., 
to slumber (Lat. dormire, to sleep). 
For the development of sound, see 
dwarm, sb. On Wests.: dwamer 
[dwamar] is prob. a deriv. of the 
comm, dwam [dwam, dwam], to d. 
ower (to fall into a slumber), to sit 
dwamin — of L.Sc. origin (dualm, 
dwaum; see under dwarm, sb.). 
dwamer might, however, also be 
thought to have arisen from dwarm 
by metathesis of r and m. Cf. dwa- 
ver, vb. 

dwars [dwa'rs], vb., prop, to place 
(oneself) crosswise or to go cross- 
wise; to take, or give something, a 
crosswise direction; noted down in 
the foil, applications: 1) vb. a., in the 
expr. “to d. de grund [grond, grond]”, 
to set the long-line across the fish- 
ing-ground (Nm.; De.), really, to go 
athwart the ground. 2) vb. n., to idle 
aimlessly about, to geng dwarsin 

aboot. Nmn. (N.Roe). — Probably a 
deriv. of O.N. pverr, adj., crosswise; 
athwart; cf. O.N. (Icel.) pvera, vb., 
to give something a crosswise di- 
rection, O.N. pverask, vb., to turn 
athwart, and No. tvera, vb., a) to 
get oneself in a cross temper; b) to 
walk aimlessly, first to one side then 
to the other (R.). — TheShetl. form, 
ending in s, is most prob. formed 
on the analogy of the adverb; see 
dwars, adv. — Faer. tvassa, to go 
plashing in mud, given under dwog, 
sb., doubtless differs from the Shetl. 
dwars, vb. 2. 

dwars [dwa‘rs], adv., across; a- 
thwart, in a slanting direction or po- 
sition; de nail is driven in d. (Nmw.). 
O.N. pvers, adv., across, in the op- 
posite direction, prop. gen. of the 
adj. pverr, crosswise. 

dwaver [dwavar], sb., a doze. Fe. 
Prob. from dover, sb. See dwa- 
ver, vb. 

dwaver [dwavar], vb., to take a 
light sleep; to doze (for a moment), 
to d. ower. Fe. Prob. from dover, 
vb., through infl. of dwam, dwa- 
mer, vb. For a change o>wacf. 
dwarg, sb. and vb., from *dorg. 

dwait [dwait], dwaita [dwaita], 
dwaitek [dwaitak], sb., a small, in- 
significant, weak and stunted being, 
a d. o’ a ting. Nm. Etym. uncertain. 

dwalj [dwa[], vb., to idle away the 
time; dawdle about, to geng dwal- 
jin aboot. Yn. O.N. dvelja, vb., a) 
to delay; retard; prolong; b) to linger, 
loiter, — dveljask. Cf. dagd wal j, vb. 

dwemer, sb. and vb., see dwarm, 
sb. and vb. 

dwerg, sb., see dwarg, sb. 
dwell (dwitl), dwetel (dwitel) [dwe- 

tal, dwital, dwatal], vb., to wash slight- 
ly; rinse (clothes), to d. i’ de water. 
N.Roe. *pv3etla. Fser. tvaetla, vb., to 
wash a few things (fig. to jabber; 
tattle); O.N. pvsetta (from pv&), vb., 
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to wash. Cf. twaittel (twaitl), vb., 
and twidel, sb. 

tdwimmis [dwimi5j],vb., to dwindle; 
of an object: to diminish; to taper. 
Du. A mingling of “dwine” and 
“diminish”? 

dwo, sb., see do, sb. 
dwog [dwo8g], sb., 1) mud; mire; 

(small) puddle; a dirty place. 2) a 
dirty streak on clothes, streak which 
cannot be washed out; dirty dwogs 
on claes [‘clothes’]. N.Roe. — Orig. 
prob. from an old *pvag; Icel. pvag, 
No. and Faer. tvag, n., (strong) wash- 
ing-lye, urine. The word has prob. 
had a wider root-meaning, such as 
mud; moisture; cf. No. tvaga and 
tvagla, vb., to soil; splash; go about 
in wet or storm, etc. (Faer. tvassa, 
vb., to go plashing in mud, doubt- 
less for *tvagsa). *t>vag > dwog 
would be a regular development of 
sound in Shetl. — dwog 2 is doubt- 
less a later development of the mean- 
ing of dwog 1. 

dwolos, dwo-Aess, adj., see do- 
les, do-less. 

daesket [diSskat], adj., see desket. 
de [ds], sb., a miry place; swamp; 

bog\ de coo [‘cow’] is gane [‘gone’] 
i’ de do. Fe. In place-names occas. 
also do [do] (Ai.). O.N. d#, n., mire. 
See dien, sb. 

dell [dol], vb., to hang dangling. 
M1. Parallel form to dill, vb. 

delos, de-/ess [dotes, doles, do9-], 
adj., lazy, inactive-, unwilling to work. 
comm. More rarely dulos, duless 
[dates,doles]: N.Roe. dolos may orig- 
inate from an old *dyg3(ar)lauss; O.N. 
dygdarlauss, adj., incapable; useless, 
from dygd, f., virtue-, strength-, good 
quality, dulos prob. springs from 
a *duglauss; Icel. duglauss, No. dug- 
laus, adj., weak-, incapable. — do- 
los, dulos, differ somewhat in mean- 
ingfrom dolos [O.N. dadlauss], which 
denotes lack of ability, while the 

words first mentioned denote lack 
of will. 

*dem [dom], sb., an example, O.N. 
deemi; now only preserved in the gen. 
form doms, used adverbially; see the 
foil. word. 

dems [doms], a-dems [adorns-], 
an adverbial exp*-, as, for example-, 
a-doms o’ mysell [‘-self’]. S.Sh. (Du., 
Conn.). Prop. gen. of an obs. sub- 
stantive *dom, with dropped prep, 
til: to. O.N. deemi, n., an example, 
that by which a statement is proved-, 
til doemis, in proof of, for example. 

*d0nna [doqa] and *d0nni [doip], 
sb., the door (def. form): also handed 
down in the form *donna [dorja]. 
Only reported in the now obs. expr.: 
opa (oba) d.! open the door! Conn. 
O.N. dyrnar, def. form of dyrr, f. pi., 
door. 

d0rk [do‘rk], vb., to hold out-, to 
continue one’s work or project as long 
as possible, esp. in the phrase “to 
d. him, d. him ut”, = to dree ut 
(L.Sc. dre, dree, drey). Occas. also 
dork[d6‘rkj. Examples: we dorked 
(dorked) him ut; he’s a ill [‘bad’] 
night for gaun [‘going’] to Skaw (Un.), 
but we’re “strong inside” (= have 
got a good dram), so we can d. him 
a while; he’s eased noo [‘now’], so 
we’ll d. him a while, the tide is 
slackening, so we will continue fish- 
ing a while-, dey’re dorkin (dor- 
kin) him weel [‘well’] ut de day [‘to- 
day’], they are staying long to-day 
on the fishing-grounds in spite of 
the bad weather. Un. dork for 
*dorg from an older *dr0g; O.N. 
drygja, vb., to make to keep longer 
(drjiigr), to augment, etc. (No. drygja). 
See *drog, adj. 

dorkable [do'r kab'ol] and dork- 
able [d6‘r-kab-3l], adj., usable-, ser- 
viceable (in carrying out a work or 
project); esp. of weather: d. wadder; 
he is gaun [‘going’] to be a d. day, 
it will surely be a fairly good day 
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(e.g. for fishing, field-work, spring- 
er harvest-work). U. Deriv. ofdork 
(dork), vb. 

des [dos], sb. and vb., = dos, sb. 
and vb.; q.v. 

fDet [dot], sb., in the phrase “de 

earf’-fast [ae‘rt"fast'], adj., fixed 
in the earth, of a stone: e.-f. sten, 
= O.N. jardfastr, j. steinn. See jard- 
fast, vb. 

ebb [eb, aeb], sb., not only = Eng. 
ebb, but denotes also foreshore, that 
part of the shore overflowed at flood- 
tide and left dry at ebb. to geng to 
de e., to go to the shore (the rocks) 
to gather limpets, patella, for bait. 
In O.N., fjara, f., is partly a) ebb, 
partly b) foreshore, dry at ebb. 

ebbmidder [eb"mid'ar, aeb"-], sb., 
1) a very heavy wave, running far- 
ther up the shore than the rest. Nmw. 
2) a very heavy current or eddy, 
caused by the ebb\ Nm.; Y. Esp. 
used of the heavy current (eddy) in 
Yell Sound, between Yell and North- 
mavine. 3) a large stone on the sea- 
shore (see ebb-sten, sb.). Un. — 
Prob. an anglicised form from an old 
Norn word *fjQru-m6(5ir. For “ebb” = 
foreshore, beach, seeprec.; “midder” 
[Shetl. form of L.Sc. mither, mother\ 
is frequently used of something un- 
usually large, and in like manner No. 
“moder” is sometimes used, see fur- 
ther “midder”, sb. For ebbmidder 1 
cf. No. grunnmoder, f., in sense of: 
the largest of a series of billows. 

e-bfc-pikker [eb' pik or, aeb"-], sb., 
purple sandpiper, sea-fowl, = No. 
fjorepist, fjoretit, m. (No. fjora, f., ebb, 
foreshore), and rurpikka, f. See ru- 
derpikker, sb. 

ebb-sleeper, sb., a species of 
sea-fowl, occas. = ebb-pikker (see 

man upo D.”, used of a person whom, 
during conversation, one wants to 
refer to without mentioning his name: uhim you know”, etc. Yn. Cf. han- 
nepaa, bannister, haipernor, 
Owik, Og (under Owik). 

prec.) and “ebb-snippek b (c?)” 
(see below), occas., acc. to Edm., = 
Eng. “plover-page”, “dunlin”. Cf. 
ruderpikker, sb. 

efeft-snippek [eb’smpok, aeb"-], 
sb., reported as a name for the foil, 
wading-birds, sea-fowl: a) turnstone\ 
b) dunlin; c) sandpiper, “purple sand- 
piper”. Nmw. *(fjpru-) snipa. See 
snippek, sb. 

ebb-sien [eb"sten-, aeb -], sb., a 
stone on the sea-shore, — O.N. fjqru- 
steinn (from fjara b; see ebb, sb.). 
Sometimes the pi., “ebb-stens”, is 
used in sense of sea-shore (Yh.). 

*ed [ed], sb., an isthmus-, neck of 
land-, narrow strip of land between 
two seas (firths), O.N. eid, n. As a 
place-name (name of a village) ed is 
found in several places (Ai., C., Br., 
Wh., Fe.). ed[ed]: Du. The word 
is still partly remembered in S.Sh. in 
its orig. meaning, but is elsewhere 
quite obs. As the first part of a 
compd. in place-names, pronounced 
“e, e”, e.g. E(d)seter [estar] (C.): 
*eid-setr; E(d)snes [esnes] (C.): *eids- 
nes; E(d)sting [esten, estan], name 
of a parish (Mw.): *eids-ping; Efirt, 
Effirt [efert] (St.): *eid-fjprdr (really 
name of a firth, now name of a vil- 
lage). More rarely used as the sec- 
ond part of a compd., and then in 
the form “e (e)” or quite dropped 
(after a vowel); thus: Bre [bre], older 
Bre-e [bre-e, bre-e] (De11.), now name 
of a village, from *breid-eifl, “the 
broad neck of land”, opposite to the 
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neighbouring Meves grind [mgves 
grind] from *msefei5s grind, which 
marks the boundary between Nm. 
andDe.; *msef-ei5, "the narrow neck 
of land” (O.N. maer, msef-, parallel 
form to mjor, mjar, adj., slender). 
Through Meve(s) the older forms 
“Msefeid, Maeveid, Mawed” are found; 
hence the name of the parish “North- 
mavine” [n&'rt'me'von], older: firer 
nordhan Maefeid, for nordan Mawed, 
Norden Maeveid [*fyrir norSan maef- 
eiS]. See Sh. Stedn. pp. 88-89. — 
Besides *ed (ed) a form, not yet obs., 
is found in N.Sh. (N.I., esp. in Y.; 
Nmw.), je or jae [je, je, js] in a some- 
what diff. sense, viz.: shoal; exten- 
sive bank in the sea, forming a way 
of communication at low-water-, see 
je, sb. 

eder1 [edor, ead3r; edor], sb., 1) 
venom-, poison-, fig., in several senses, 
such as: sharp, acrid fluid-, cancer-, 
bitter cold, a e. o’ cauld [‘cold’]; evil 
speech, to spit e.; Y. More comm.: 
jeder and eter, q.v. eter as the 
first part in various compds. 2) a 
bubble of foam like a clot of spittle, 
containing an insect; to be seen in 
the grass in the outfields, esp. in au- 
tumn, and said to be poisonous and 
harmful to cattle; Yh.: [edar, e3d3r]; 
also eder-spittle (Yh.) and eterfrod 
(U.), q.v.; in Mainland comm.: bro, 
see bro2, sb. — O.N. eitr, n., venom-, 
poison, also inter alia: bitter cold-, 
enmity. 

eder2 [edar], sb., denotes certain, 
partly mythical fish. Appears really 
(esp. acc. to a description from Nmw. 
of the rows of scales on the fish) to 
mean weaver-fish, trachinus (thus 
Wests, occas., esp. Fo., and Nmw. 
occas.), and is, in that case, doubt- 
less an abbr. of an old *eitr-fiskr 
(venomous fish, poisonous fish); No. 
eit(e)rfisk, m., weaver-fish, trachinus 
draco (said to have poisonous fin- 
rays. R.). Nowadays eder most often 

means a kind of mythical fish, feared 
by fishermen, as it is said to be able 
to perforate their boats when at sea 
(thus e.g. in the N.I.). The phrase 
“to fly like a(n) eder”, to make rapid 
headway, is used in several places, 
e.g. on Wests, and in the N.I. From 
Esh.,Nmw., “de eder” is reported as 
a name for the sea-serpent, and in 
IP. eder is occas. used (by elderly 
fishermen) as a name for the lamp- 
rey. In the two latter cases, the 
Shetl. word appears to be a (L.Sc.?) 
form of Eng. adder in the expr. “sea- 
adder”, used of the fish, the fifteen- 
spined stickleback. Cf. also Eng. 
dial, adder-pike = trachinus vipera. 

edjek (idjek) [ed/^ok], sb.,an eddy, 
branch from a main current; esp. at 
the turn of the tide: a smaller cur- 
rent, running before the proper tide 
sets in. Norwich, IP. O.N. ida, f., 
an eddy, backward-running current, 
separating from the main current in 
a watercourse. Cf. idi, sb. 

*ednin, sb., see ern, sb. 
ee [I], sb., is L.Sc. ee, eye, but 

is used in Shetl. in various meanings 
orig. from the old joga, jog, hjog, 
eye, and diff. somewhat from Eng. 
(L.Sc.), thus: 1) a small, roundish 
hollow, pool of water, O.N. auga, n., a) 
an eye-, b) a hole-, hollow, small 
swamp, etc.; No. auga, n., a) an 
eye\ b) a pool of waler (in place- 
names), Peer, eyga, n., a) an eye\ 
b) a small hollow, peat-pit. *joga 
(eye) is found in Fo. as .a place- 
name in the sense of a puddle: de 
Pols o’ de Jogins. 2) two braid- 
ed lengths of straw in a plaited straw- 
basket, — hjog2; de“een”o’de kessi 
= de hjogs o’ de kessi. — “ee” is 
comm, used in sense of the central 
part of anything, e.g. de ee o’ de set 
or skor (set, skor = fishing-ground), 

efald, adj., see enfald, adj. 
efter [sefter], prep., o/ife/', O.N. eptir, 

L.Sc. efter, eftir, as well as “after”. 
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to lay ane’s mind e. a ting; see lay, 
vb. to wait e. ane, to wait for some- 
body, = Icel. bida eptir einhverjum, 
Faer. bida ettir einun; in Eng., how- 
ever, to wait for somebody. — Some- 
times used adverbially in a sense orig. 
from the Norn and diff. from Eng. 
and L.Sc., esp. in the sense of to- 
wards-, along-, in a certain direction, 
= No. etter, Faer. ettir; thus: nort’ e., 
in a northerly direction-, sooth e., in 
a southerly direction-, ower e., to- 
wards that side, in that direction 
over there-, in e., inwards, farther 
in-, ut e., a) with stress on “ut”: 
outward, in an outward direction; 
b) with stress on efter: all the time 
after, right through, from beginning 
to end\ he was de same ut e.; when 
onyting [‘something’] is right or wrang 
done, it will be right or wrang a’ 
[‘all’] ut e. (Sa.); in the same sense 
Faer. “lit ettir”. — “Lat dem red it 
op, as dey’re able or sibb efter”, 
let them arrange or settle it as they 
are able to, or as they are related 
(acc. to their family relations or in- 
timacy) (Fe.). 

efter [aeftor]-ftoaf, sb., a boat which 
cannot keep up with the others, fig. 
of a person less important than or 
inferior to another. O.N. eptirbatr, 
m., a) a boat towed after a vessel-, 
b) a person inferior to another-, Icel. 
eptirbatur, Faer. ettirbatur, m., a per- 
son inferior to another. 

efterhank [^ef••t^rha‘I]k•], sb., the 
place where the side-planks of a boat 
are mortised together with the stern -, 
the stern-compartment of a boat. See 
hank, sb. 

efterkast [eeh'torkast-], sb., after- 
clap, = No. etterkast, n., L.Sc. af- 
tercast. Also comm, “efterklaps”, 
sb. (pi.), id. 

efter [aeftor]-mak/n’, sb., \) for- 
gery, imitation-, counterfeit work. 2) 
discovering of stolen goods by witch- 
craft. In the same senses No. etter- 

gjerd, Faer. ettirgerd, f. See mak’, 
m. efter, vb. 

efterman [aef"t3rman‘], sb., a fol- 
lower-, successor. No. ettermann. 

efter [aeftsr] -peat, sb., an out- 
side peat in a peat-bank, = skjum- 
pek. Yh. 

efterskuttel [aef"t3rskot-al], sb., bot- 
tom board or floor in the stern of a 
boat. Sa. See skuttel, skottel1, sb. 

efterstander [aeh'tarstan'dar], sb., 
something left standing, esp.: a) a 
small cabbage-plant, not yet fit for 
taking up from the so-called “planti- 
krobb or -kra” (small enclosure for 
young cabbage-plants) to be plant- 
ed in the vegetable garden-, Y.; Fe.; 
b) wet peat, not sufficiently dried to 
be taken home from the hill at the 
usual time when the peats are brought 
home-, Y. *eptir-standari. 

eg or egg [eg], sb., chastisement-, 
correction, in such exprs. as: a) to get 
ane’s e., to get one’s deserved pun- 
ishment, du’s [‘you have’] gotten dy 
e.; b) to gi’e ane his e.; I’ll gi’e dee 
dy e., I will give you your deserts. 
Ti. Either O.N. agi, m., in sense of 
awe-, chastisement (cf. Shetl. agisom, 
adj., agos, sb.), or to be classed 
with egg, vb., to egg; urge. 

ega, sb., see aga, sb. 
egg1 [eg, aeg], sb., an egg; bird’s egg, O.N. egg, n. 
*egg2 [eg, aeg], sb., an edge; ridge, 

sharp-crested hill, now only in place- 
names; see Sh. Stedn., p. 88. O.N. 
egg, f., an edge; sharp ridge. 

egg [eg(g), aeg(g)] and agg [ag(g)], vb., to egg; drive; incite; stir up, — 
O.N. eggja. Esp. to egg someone to 
do harm; to e. twa togedder, to set 
two together (quarrelling or fighting). 
egg: comm, agg: Wests. (Fo.). 

ei [aei], inter]., eh! ha! esp. as an 
expr. of surprise, = hei. Fo. O.N. 
ei, inter]., eh! ha! 

eident, adj., see idint. 
*ek [ek], pron., I, O.N. ek; only 
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in an old Norn fragment, the verse: 
Skjere, skjere skulma! ek ska(l) 
skjera (I shall cut) — see 
Introd. In the Foula-ballad (Hildina- 
ballad), by assimilation, “yach” and 
“yagh” (cf. Sw. jag). — Acc. sing., 
mog [mog, mog], me, O.N. mik, is 
preserved in the verse about the crow 
and the crab; cf. “moch” in the Foula- 
ballad. mier and mir, me, in dat. 
sing., O.N. m6r, are found in the 
Foula-ballad. nom. pi.: *vi (Lord’s 
Prayer), we, O.N. v6r, pi., and vit, 
dual; vi is most prob. developed 
from “vit”, like *di (see du, pron.) 
from “pit”. *vus and *wus (Lord’s 
Prayer), acc. dat. pi., us, O.N. oss. 
— Cf. min (mine), poss. pron. 

eken [sekon], adj., thin-, meagre-, a 
puir [‘poor’] e. body. Un. Poss. for 
*heken, and cognate either with No. 
hik, hek, m., a small corner, a thin, 
insignificant person, of which “ hekel”, 
a small corner-, a tall, thin man, is 
a derivative, or with No. hekkja, f., 
a long shelf-, tall, thin woman, eken 
almost assimilates in pronunc. to 
“achin’ [-in]”, from Eng. ache, vb. 

eker [skor, sekor], sb., 1*) corn 
(field), in the phrase “e [ekar] and ho”, 
corn and hay-, Du. 2) crushed mass 
of corn, trampled or blown down on 
the field-, in a wider sense: decom- 
posed or crushed mass; decompos- 
ed (crushed) state; to lie in e.; to 
lay in e. (to crush; destroy). See 
aker, sb. 

ekra, sb., see ekrabung, sb. 
ekrabung [aek Tabog ] and eker- 

bung [aek-arbog-], sb., denotes diff. 
sorts oigrass, esp. weeds in the field: 
barley-grass, oat-grass or brome- 
grass, rye-grass, couch-grass. Also 
long, dry grass; the aftermath, fog- 
grass (Uwg.: ekrabung). In the N.I. 
as a parallel form to okrabung; q.v. 
From Yn. is reported an abbr. form 
ekra [aekra] in the sense of weeds. 
— O.N. ekra, f., land ploughed up; 

cultivated land; field (deriv. of “akr”, 
m.); No. sekra, f., Sw. dial, ekra, akra, 
f., a fallow field; meadow, formerly 
field. — For the last part see b u n g2, sb. 

eksben [3eks"ben-], sb., the rump- 
piece of a cow, given as payment 
to one who slaughters a cow. U. 

tksis-girs [sek-sisgi'rs1, -ga'rs-], 
sb., a plant, occas.: a) dandelion, ta- 
raxacum, also called “bitter-aks”and 
“bitter-flooer”; occas.: b) devil’s- 
bit, scabiosa succisa. The first part, 
eksi, is prob. an older *exi from 
O.N. ax, n., ear of corn, raceme; 
No. ekse, n., = ear of corn. Cf. “bit- 
ter-aks” as a name for the dan- 
delion. 

*eld [eld, eld], sb., fire, a) noted 
down as belonging to the Unst fisher- 
men’s tabu-lang. at sea (Un.); b) hand- 
ed down in an old rigmarole from 
Unst, preserved in Nm.: De vare 
(vera) gue ti hann kann ca’ 
e. [eld] fire (see Introd.). Other 
forms (from Wests.) are: ilder, ildin 
(hildin); q.v. O.N. eldr, m., fire. 

felderin [eeL’dornr], adj., elderly, 
up in years, a e. man. N.I. Also 
O.Eng. and L.Sc. (eldern, eldren, el- 
derin). Da. aldrende, No. eldande 
(R.); O.N. aldrsenn, aldradr, aldinn, 
adj., old. 

elf(s)wind[&\\(s)wmdi\,sb.,nettle- 
rash; a sort of rash with small, red 
spots and pimples, prop, elf-wind, 
as the complaint was supposed to be 
caused by the breath of the elves; 
“du’s gotten e.-w. upo dee”. Ang- 
licised form of an old *alf-bl£str or 
*alf-gustr, -vindr (O.N. alfr, m., elf; 
O.N. blastr, gustr, m., wind, breath 
of wind); cf. No. alvblaaster, elve- 
blaast, alvgust, Sw. dial. elvblSst, m., 
rash, nettlerash. The old Shetl. form 
of O.N. “alfr”, occurring in the Shetl. 
place-names (esp. hill-names), is wolv 
(wol) from *olv (Icel. alfr, Faer. £1- 
vur), e.g. Wolvhul [wolvol, -vol, 
-wol], O.N. *alf-holl; Wolvhul [wol- 
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volj in Clumlie, Du., also called “Bo- 
kis’ brae” (Shell, boki, sb., hill-man 
or hill-lady)\ see Sh. Stedn., pp. 59 
and 112. L.Sc. and Shell, elf-shot, 
sb. and adj. Da. elverskud, sb., elle- 
skudt, adj., No. alvskot, sb., denote 
diff. diseases considered to be caused 
by the elves. 

*elin [elm], sb., a shower-, dark 
cloud (in frosty weather), O.N. 61 and 
*61ingr — see jelin, sb., which is 
now the current form. 

elis, eles? [ehs, e319s], a strong 
current of air; strong draught, a e. 
o’ wind. Du. compd.? el- is doubt- 
less O.N. 61, n., a shower. No. eling, 
m., a) a shower: b) jerk; attack, 
Sw. il, m. (in dialect also n.), a vio- 
lent gust of wind. elis, eles is poss. 
only a gen. form “61s” or “*61ings” 
with the second part of the compd. 
dropped. 

ell, sb., a stripe. See il, sb. 
*elsk, vb., to love, acc. to Edm. 

O.N. elska, vb., to love. Cf. the 
foil. word. 

*elsket1 [ae‘lsk9t], an exclamation; 
saying, used by an old woman in 
Fedeland (N.Roe), in the phrase “e. 
I! wearied I!” From O.N. elska, vb., 
to love? 

elsket2, adj., see ilsket, adj. 
elt [ae‘lt], sb., 1) a kneaded mass, 

No. and Fser. elta, f. 2) mud\ mire, 
Fser. elta, f. 3) fig. a jumble; bungled 
work; to mak’ a e. o’ onyting (N.Roe). 
See elt1, vb. 

elt1 [ae‘lt], vb., 1) to squeeze-, 
handle too roughly, pull about-, du’s 
eltin dat creature (ketlin, kitten, or 
whelp) to death, boy! (Sa.). 2) to 
knead (prop, and esp. dough-, butter), 
to e. dough, butter; in a fig. sense: 
to be very long about doing some- 
thing, to e. on a ting (Un.). 3) to dig 
and rake up the ground for some- 
thing; to rake in dirt, to lie eltin; 
(Conn.); dey’re eltin at de taatis [‘po- 
tatoes’], they are eagerly occupied 

in taking up the potatoes (Conn.); 
de hands is eltet [ae‘lt9t] wi’ dirt, 
your hands are soiled with dirt (Y.; 
Fe.). 4) to chase-, pursue eagerly, 
to e. efter a sheep (Conn.). 5) to 
keep close at another person’s heels, 
to geng eltin efter ane (Sa.). O.N. 
elta, vb., a) to squeeze-, press-, knead-, 
b) to drive-, chase-, Fser. elta, vb., 
a) to knead-, b) to keep close at the 
heels of someone, elta ein. 

elt2 [se‘lt], vb., to spew; vomit. 
Conn. Connected with the preced- 
ing elt1, vb.? 

em [e*m], vb., of meat and esp. of 
fish: to swarm with small, crawling 
maggots-, de fish (flesh) is emin, the 
fish (meat) is full of small, moving 
maggots. Also sem [ie3m]. Y., Fe. 
Prob. to be classed with No. eima, 
ema, sema, vb., to steam-, reek-, 
smoulder, and with ima, vb. (cog- 
nate with eima), to show a slight in- 
dication of something-, to gleam-, 
ripple-, move-, smoulder-, warm-, 
stream. Cf. orm, vb. 

emek [emak], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for fire. 
Nmn. O.N. eimr, m., steam, in poet- 
ry also fire (Eg.). — For other tabu- 
names in Shetl. \oxfire, see birtek, 
brenner (brenna), fona, *furin, 
ilder (ildin) and eld. 

emers [emars], sb. pi., and em(ni)er 
[emar, semar], sb. sing., embers-, red- 
hot ashes. N.Roe. The form em- 
mers [emars, aemars] is more wide- 
spread. The long e.-sound in emers 
indicates that the word arises from 
O.N. eimyrja, f., embers, with addi- 
tion of plural -s from Eng. embers, 
L.Sc. ameris, emmers. From “ei- 
myrja” arises also the sing, form em- 
(m)er (N.I.?). The Norse, Eng. and 
L.Sc. forms are merged together in 
emmers, pi. 

emerswakk [em-arswak-], sb., = 
amerswakk, sb. 

emikin [em 'ikin-], sb., commonly 
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in the pi.: emikins, a collection 
or heap oj tiny objects, e.g. small 
potatoes; a lock [‘lot’] o’ emikins. 
Disparaging expr. Fe. Prob. derived 
in a jocular way from O.N. 1m, n., 
dust; a layer of dust. Cf. Sw. dial, 
im, n., fish fry (Ri.). See umikin, sb. 

eml, emmel [aemal], sb., bungle-, 
bungled work-, badly prepared food 
or drink-, to mak’ a e. o’ a ting. Du. 
Parallel form to ami, ammel1 (am- 
bel), sb., q.v. 

eml, emmel [aemol], vb., to bungle-, 
to carry out work badly, esp. in the 
expr. “e.efter”, to copy; imitate (de- 
fectively, poorly)-, to try to e. efter 
somet’in’ (Esh., Nmw.). Parallel form 
to ami, ammel (ambel), vb. 

emmer, sb., see emers, sb. pi. 
emp, sb., see hemp, sb. 
emsket [e‘mskat], adj., of colour: 

dusky gray or bluish, mixed and in- 
definite. Ai. See under imet, im- 
sket, adj. 

en [e8n, en], numeral, one, assi- 
milates to L.Sc. “ane”, but has arisen 
from O.N. “einn”. The neut. form 
*et [et] is preserved in an old rig- 
marole from Fe. (the riddle about the 
cow); see Introd. 

end [send, seqd], sb., breath-, re- 
spiration; to draw de e., to draw 
one's breath; “he drew his e.”, in 
a special sense: he drew a deep 
breath; he recovered his breath, of 
a person out of breath (Sa.). Diff. 
in the expr.: to swallow de e., to 
swallow phlegm in one’s throat so 
as to be able to breathe more easi- 
ly (Br.); I could no [‘not’] get my e. 
swallowed. From O.N. andi, m., 
breath, under infl. of L.Sc. “aynd, 
end, eind”, sb., breath. Cf. and, sb., 
which is used in a somewhat diff. 
sense. 

*ende [ends], adv., yet-, still; even 
now, = *ante. In an old rigmarole. 
Fo. *enn p£; Icel. ennp& (Fser. enn- 
ta), adv., yet; still; even now. 

endlang [end'iar)’, send"-], adj., at 
full length, from end to end, — O.N. 
end(i)langr, adj. Also L.Sc. 

endmark [fnd"ma‘rk, send"-], sb., 
the farthest boundary, = No. ende- 
merke; O.N. endamark and enda- 
merki, n., end; boundary. 

en [een]-draught and en-cfraw, 
sb., see i(n)-draught, in-draw, sb. 

entald [en"fald‘] and more comm.: 
efald [e"fald‘], adj., single (consist- 
ing of a single part, not folded), in 
contrast to “twafald”, double. O.N. 
einfaldr, adj., single. The form efald 
is L.Sc. “afald, aefauld”, which in 
Jam. is only mentioned in fig. sense 
(honest, without duplicity). 

*eng [£f](g), 0erj(g)], sb., meadow. 
Now only in place-names as the final, 
or more freq. as the first, part of a 
compd. (gen.: enga-, enger-). Ex- 
amples: de Orarengs [or'arajs-] (Uc.), 
pi., pasture near the sea-shore: *oy- 
rar-engjar. With a double pi. end- 
ing (Norn -er and Eng. -s): de En- 
gers [eggars] (Ti.): *engjar. Enga- 
mor [seg"am6r', -mar] (W. Burr., Ai.): 
*engjar-myrr, and Engamosdelds [eg"- 
amcsdelds'] (Bakka, De.): *engjar- 
mos-deildir; Engermorvatn [seg’gar- 
morvatm] (Sandw., Du.): *engjar- 
myrar-vatn. de Engatus [eg"gatns'] 
(Y): *engjar-pufur. — O.N. eng, f., 
a meadow; whence N.Eng. ing, id. 

*en(g)skipta [enskip-ta, in-], sb., a 
meadow-lot; allotted piece of mea- 
dow; now only as a place-name, e.g. 
de E. o’ Hul, de E. o’ Isbister. N.Roe. 
The meaning of the word (the name) 
is still partly understood, though the 
first syllable is comm, regarded as 
Eng. “in”. — O.N. engjaskipti, n., 
division of meadow-lots. 

enk (ink) [e‘gk, a‘gk, A‘gk] and 
jenk (jink) [je‘gk (ji‘gk), ja‘gk, jio'gk, 
jA‘gk], sb., 1) prop, possession, but 
nowadays only in a very restricted 
application, esp. = sweetheart, a per- 
son to whom one is engaged; sho 
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[‘she’] never had a jenk (Un.); he 
is still a jenk, he is certainly not 
worth much, but still so much that 
one may put up with him as a 
sweetheart (lit., is still a possession): 
Un.; if it was a little wort’ sweet- 
heart, hit [‘it’] was still a jenk (Fe.); 
sicc a ane [‘such a one’] didno [‘-not’] 
wort’ ha’e a jenk (so-and-so had 
no one whom he or she might 
call sweetheart): Fe. 2) dedication-, 
transfer: a) transfer of something 
of slight importance-, to gi’e a body 
(person) a jenk o’ onyting, to trans- 
fer something (a little thing, a trifle) 
to one: Un.; b) more comm.: ded- 
ication or transfer to someone 
(mostly a little child), not as a real 
property, but so as to give it the name 
of possession, esp. to call a young 
domestic animal its own-, to gi’e ane 
(a bairn) de enk (jenk) o’ a lamb, 
o’ a chicken; to get de enk (jenk) 
o’ a lamb or chicken; I ga’e him 
(her) de enk o’ it. N.Sh. Meaning 
2 b is the most common, and in this 
sense, the word is noted down both 
with and without prefixed j; meaning 
1 is reported only with prefixed j 
(N.I.); cf. jenk, sb. — The diff. main 
forms are distributed thus: a) enk 
(ink): Fe. (meaning 2 b), Nm., De. 
(Den.); b) jenk (jink): U., Y. and 
(in meaning 1) Fe. — The diff. forms 
of the pronunc. of enk are distri- 
buted thus: Fe. [a‘i]k]; Nmn. (N.Roe) 
[e‘gk, a‘gk]; Esh., Nmw. [A'rjk]; De". 
[a‘gk]; the diff. forms of pronunc. of 
jenk: U". [jA‘gk]; Uws. [je'gk (ji‘gk), 
j9‘gk]; Y". [je‘gk (ji‘gk)]; Fe. [ja‘gk, 
jso'gk]. — enk, jenk prob. through 
*eng, *jeng from *egn, *jegn by 
change of g and n, and the conse- 
quent hardening of g to k (cf. “honk” 
and “lunk2”,vb.). — In old Shetl. deeds 
(in L.Sc. dial., partly mixed with Norn) 
the word is found written eing, aing 
(ayng), more rarely eyne, in sense 
of possession, esp. in the expr. “eing 

and owthell”: O.N. eign ok 63al (Deeds 
rel. to Orkn. and Zetl. 1433—1581; 
see also G.Q., Ant. p. 139 ff.). A 
form ayning is found in Balfour. 
— O.N. eign, f., possession. 

enk (ink) [e‘gk (i‘nk), 9‘gk, A‘gk] 
and jenk (jink) [je‘gk (ji‘gk), (j^'gk). 
jA‘gk], vb., 1) to dedicate or trans- 
fer something to one (only nominal- 
ly), to allow a child to call some- 
thing, esp. a young domestic animal, 
its property without real ownership; 
a) with prep, “till”: to enk (ink) a 
chicken till so-and-so (Esh., NmiV.); 
I enked de lamb till her (Fe.); I 
jenked (jinked) de lamb till [‘to’] 
Jamie (Yn.); b) with addition “upon 
ane’sname”: to enk a [‘an’] animal 
upon a body’s (some bairn’s) name 
(Den.); we sould [‘should’] j en k (j i nk) 
it (de lamb) upo dy name (Wests.). 
2) of children: to be allowed to 
call something, esp. a young dome- 
stic animal, one’s own, and let it go 
by one’s name; I’m [T have’] enket 
a chicken (N.Roe).— enk: Fe. [9‘gk]; 
Nm". (N.Roe) [e‘gk, 9‘gk]; Esh., Nmw. 
[A‘gk]; De". [9‘gk]; jenk: U. [jA‘gk: 
U".]; Y. [je'gk (ji'gk): Y".]; Wests. 
[je‘gk]. enk, jenk prob. through 
*eng, *jeng from *egn, *jegn; see 
under enk, sb. — O.N. eigna, vb.j 
to transfer something to someone-, 
eignask (eigna s6r), to appropriate, 
to get possession of. Cf. jenk, vb. 

ennapi [eq-apr, aeiyapi-], ennepi 
[eq"9pi‘], ennepig [en"9pig- (en"i-), 
aen-aplg ], sb., a tiny, fragile crea- 
ture, used e.g. of lambs, chickens; 
often, however, also of people; more 
rarely of inanimate things, small ob- 
jects. Other forms are: annapi [aq"- 
api-], jennapi [jen"api,]( onnapi 
[oq"api‘] and ainapiti [ai'napiti]. 
Sometimes with -bi for -pi: enna- 
bi, ennebi [eq"abi‘, eq"9-] (U. oc- 
cas.), or with dropped -i: annep 
[a'n9p, aq9p]: De. [a'nop] and Wd. 
[aqop]. — ennapi, ennepi: N.Sh. 

10 
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(esp.N.I.); ennepi: Conn.; ennepig: 
Du.; jennapi and ennapi, ennepi: 
U.; ainapiti and ennapi, [seqa-]: 
N.Roe; annapi: Fo. (occas.) and P.; 
onnapi: Fo. (occas.). In Fo. and 
P. the word is only noted down as 
used of something tiny; elsewhere 
comm, with implied sense of frailty, 
feebleness: sometimes this implied 
sense has changed and become the 
chief sense. In Conn, ennepi comm, 
denotes an impertinent child. In 
Edm.’s Glossary the word is found 
in three places, diff. spelt and de- 
fined in each place (poss. regarded 
as three diff. words): “eenabie: di- 
minutive, small for one’s age”; “in- 
yaby: a defeated cock driven away 
and kept at a distance by the ruler 
of the dunghill”; “jennapie:a dwarf- 
ish person or animal”. — The last 
syllable pi is prob. an abbr. of pig 
[pig], denoting a small creature or 
thing, little cabbage-stalk, = peg, 
pegi. piti is No. pit, m., or pita, 
f., a small, slender thing (R. suppl.), 
pita, a tiny fish (R.). The first part 
of the compd. doubtless intensifies 
the second part, so that the root- 
meaning of ennapi, etc. is some- 
thing diminutive and insignificant, 
though in a few places the diminu- 
tive idea has been forced back and 
that of frailty, feebleness, has come 
to the front: a weakling, etc., thus, 
esp. in Du.: ennepig. enna- (jen- 
na-), enne-, anna-, aina- and on- 
na- may originate from an *agn-; cf. 
No. agn, n., a grain; particle, in 
compds. such as: agneliten, diminu- 
tive, and in derivatives: egnende (aeg- 
nande) liten, ognende (ognande) li- 
ten = agneliten (R.).— ennapinak- 
ket [erfapi'-nakot], a little, obstinate 
fellow (Uw.). The last part of this 
word is doubtless L.Sc. nachet, nack- 
et, sb., an insignificant person, also 
an obstinate fellow. 

*enni [eni, eqi (up, aip, aini)], sb., 

a steep projection, steep slope, ed- 
ni [aedni, aedm] and idni [idni]: Fo. 
Now only in place-names, commonly 
preceded by the def. art. Examples: 
de Enni [eip] (Skaw, Un.), a steep, 
rocky stretch of coast; de Enni [eni] 
(Sandw., Du.); de Enni-knowe (Cat- 
firth, N.), a hill, the one side of which 
forms a very steep slope; de Enni 
[aip, Mini] (South Gluss, Nms.), a steep 
hill-side; de Enni (Inni) [up] (deNorf 
Nips, Yn.), projecting, steep coast, pro- 
montory. de Ennins, pi. [eipns] (Su- 
lem, Nms.), and de Innins, pi. [np 
ins] (Futabrough, W.), steep plots of 
arable land, “de Edni” and “de Idni” 
(Tun o’ Ham, Fo.), a steep stretch of 
cultivated land. — O.N. enni, n., fore- 
head-, Fser. enni, n., a) forehead-, b) 
a brow-shaped mountain-formation 
(F.A. II, suppl.). Ennins, Innins, is 
O.N. def. pi. “enni-n” with the added 
Eng. pi. -s. 

enni [eip], vb., of sheep: to yean. 
Conn. Sw. dial, onna, ona, Mina. 

enniste. sb., see annaset, anni- 
ster, sb. 

ensper, sb., see ansperr. 
ent [ae‘nt], vb., to heed-, care for 

something, to e. onyting; he never 
ented it; also to obey, fairly comm. 
Other forms are ant and ans,vb.; q.v. 
O.N. enta, vb., to heed-, care for. 

ent/6/e [se’n-tib'ol], adj., obedient, 
a e. dog. Nmw. Deriv. of ent, vb. 
Cf. ansible, adj. 

erl [er, e9r], sb., a small particle 
or morsel of something, a (piri) er 
o’ onyting, = ar. comm. In the 
expr. “a er o’ wind” = “a ar o’ 
wind”, er (ar) is merged into Eng. 
“air”. Cf. Ork. ere, sb., a small 
particle-, morsel. See ar, sb. 

er2 [er, e*r], sb., honour-, glory, 
only noted down in the expr.: a’ 
[‘all’] be er to dee! may all be hon- 
our to you; glory be to you! = a’ 
be honour [honor] to dee! evasive 
answer, given in order not to spoil 
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his luck, by one going out or re- 
turning from fishing, when questioned 
regarding his doings (where he was 
going or how much fish he had 
caught, etc.). Ai. O.N. sera, f., hon- 
our. Similar evasive answers were 
(are): A’ be dee je (jae)! may all 
your wishes be fulfilled! a’ be du 
blide [‘blithe’]! etc. Cf. the use of 
Eng. “honour”, in Shetl. in address 
or exclamations such as: (guid) hon- 
our be to dee (him)! ill [‘bad’] honour 
be to dat creature (shame to that 
fellow)! 

er3 [er, ear], sb., “or”, a flat sand- 
or gravel-bank, jutting out into the 
water; a sandy or gravel-covered 
stretch of shore, — O.N. oyrr (eyrr), 
f. comm, er for *0r. In place- 
names are found: a) uncompd. 0r 
[sr] (Esh., Nmw.) and 0ri [ori] (Fe.); 
b) as the first part of compd. 0ra-, 
0ri- and before a vowel: 0rar- [gr- 
and shortened: or-], e.g. 0rafirt’ 
(Nmw.), 0rasund (Yn.), 0rigjo (Un.), 
0rarengs (Uc.): O.N. oyrar, gen. sing. 
— see Sh. Stedn. p. 173; c) as the 
second part: -or [(or) or] and -ori, 
-eri [ori], e.g.Litlorfhtlor] andMukl- 
o r [moklor] (W.): *litla oyrr and *mikla 
oyrr; Hwalori [hwal••ori•] (Yn.): 
*hval-oyrr; Skibori [skib"ori’] (Uyea- 
sound, U5.): *skip-oyrr. — Cf. Faer. 
oyri, f., and Mod. Icel. eyri, f., with 
the form ori (eri). — Ork. er [er] 
denotes esp. a bank between two 
waters. 

erdros [aerdros, -os], sb., on the 
old Shetl. wooden plough: a piece 
of wood nailed down in the front 
of the plough-beam, to which the 
traces are fastened. Orig. denoting 
the plough-beam itself. Conn. Is 
called orderos, orderus [or'doros1, 
-us‘] in Nm. (Nms.). *ardr-ass (O.N. 
ardr, m., with rad. r, a plough; O.N. 
&ss, m., a beam). 

erend-/ess, errand-less [er ’ond- 
les’, aer"ondles’], adj., uerrandless”, 

without errand, mostly used nega- 
tively in the phrase, “no [‘not’] e.-/.”; 
he is no e.-/., he is not without er- 
rand, i.e., he has an important er- 
rand. “Weel [‘well’], dat is a strang- 
er; hit [‘it’] is surely no [‘not’] e.-/., 
at [‘that’] has sent dee here”: you 
have surely not come here except on 
an important errand (Yh.). — Faer. 
orindisleysur, adj., uerrandless”, is 
used in a similar sense to the Shetl. 
word; O.N. erend(is)lauss, adj., is 
handed down in a diff. sense: fruit- 
less, not having accomplished one’s 
errand. erS [£rg) erg» and more comm.: org], adj., desirous; eager; very bent 
on getting something, e. upo’ some- 
t’in’. N.l. occas. org: Yh. Parallel 
form to arg, adj.; q.v. 

erg [erg, erg, org], vb., to vex; 
irritate; tease. No. erga, vb., = arga, 
to vex; irritate. Cf. arg and erg, adj. 

erik [enk (enk), aenk, -ok], sb., a 
yearling; used in some places of a 
one-year-old horse, but mostly of 
a one-year-old goose, a e. goose. 
*aeringr. No. aering, m., a yearling, 
esp. a horse (R.); L.Sc. eirack, er(r)- 
ack, -ock, etc., a hen of the first year. 

erin [aenn] and herin [haerm], sb., 
a boat rowed by means of a cer- 
tain number of oars. O.N. -aeringr; 
only as the last part in some compds.: 
four-(h)erin, seks-(h)erin; q.v. 

erli1 [erli], sb., in theexpr.: “tirli 
(terli) e. [torli qtM]'', bunting (bud). 
Nm.? Reported by J.I. In No. and 
Da. respectively, “erla”, f.,and “erle” 
denote a wagtail, O.N. ertla, f. The 
first part “tirli (terli)” may be refer- 
red either to Sw. dial, tirla, vb., to 
sing; trill, or to No. tirla, f., a small, 
thin, weak figure (cf. No. derla, f., 
a) a small, brisk figure; b) wagtail). 

erli2 [e3rli], sb., a breath of wind, 
a e. o’ wind. Du. (Cl.). Uncertain 
form. If correct, the word must doubt- 
less be regarded as a deriv. of er1, sb. 

10* 
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ern [ern, garn, ern], sb., an eagle. 

O.N. pm (orn), m., L.Sc. ern, sb., 
eagle. In the so-called “ern’s song” 
(the eagle’s song) from Fo., the 
eagle is called “de ednin [fdnin]”: 
O.N. prninn, def. form. 

erp (irp) [o‘rp], vb., to turn up one’s 
nose, to be prudish, cross, touchy 
(N.I.); to be constantly grumbling 
and complaining, to e. ower or 
aboot somet’in’ (N.I.); to harp upon 
the same subject, to e. aboot some- 
t’in’ (Un.); to be always asking for 
or demanding the same thing, to e. 
upon a ting [‘thing’] (Wests.); to keep 
on asserting, esp. something wrong, 
to e. at (upon) a ting (Wests.). Also: 
a) irp [i‘rp (e‘rp)], to i. at a ting (Sa.), 
to keep on asserting something in- 
correct; b) prob. by change of e or 
i to ja: a) jarp [ja'rp], to j. upon 
a ting (Sa.), to repeat the same ques- 
tions or demands; ft) jarb, to j. aboot 
or upo somet’in’ (Un.), to harp upon 
one subject, continually insist on 
something-, c) In Fe. erp [a‘rp] some- 
times is used in a diff. sense, viz.: 
to walk falteringly, slowly, to e. aboot. 
— The root-meaning is prob. to make 
(slight) jerks, (slight) twitches. Cf. 
Fser. erpa, e. sser, really, to turn 
up one’s nose, now usually in a 
sense diff. from the Shetl. word: to 
affect importance-, give oneself airs-, 
L.S. erp, vb., to be constantly grumb- 
ling on one topic. Diff. forms with 
initial h are found in the Northern 
languages; thus: Icel. harpa, herpa, 
vb., to pinch up-, clench-, reprimand-, 
Sw. dial, herpa, vb., Da. dial, herpe, 
hserpe, to have a twitch or stitch in 
one’s limbs (of aching sensations), 
to shrink-. No. and Sw. dial, hyrpa, 
vb., to draw together in wrinkles, to 
shrink. — Though the Shetl. erp, etc., 
in the senses first given, assimilates 
to L.Sc. erp, the word itself is hardly 
borrowed from L.Sc. The changed 
forms jarp, jarb (the latter with a 

chauge of p to b) point to an old 
Northern origin, and in the sense of 
to walk falteringly, slowly, the Shetl. 
(Fe.) erp comes close to Sw. and Da. 
dial, herpa, herpe (see prec.). “i‘rp” 
poss. originates from *(h)yrpa (No. 
and Sw. dial, hyrpa); “a‘rp” may orig- 
inate either from *erpa or *(h)yrpa. 

erskai [er”skai ], sb., on the old 
Shetl. wooden plough: really mould- 
board, but later on, denoting a small 
board fixed in a slanting position 
behind (to the right), directly above 
the mould-board (de skai). Also 
Ork. — *ard(r)-skl5 or -skida. O.N. 
ardr (rad. r), m., a plough-, O.N. skid, 
n., and skida, f., a piece of wood-, 
ski; No. skida, f., also board; plank; 
Cf. ar-tree and erdros, sb. 

ert [se'rt], vb., to irritate; tease; 
incite; provoke; to e. fornenst [L.Sc. 
foreanent, foment = opposite to] an- 
idder [‘another’] ane, to threaten to 
strike someone, to make threatening 
movements with the hand, as if to 
strike; de kye is ertin wi’ ane an- 
idder, the cows are threatening to 
butt each other (Sa.). O.N. erta, vb., 
to irritate; incite; L.Sc. ert (e. up), 
vb., id. In sense of to strive on- 
ward and upward (to ert op efter), 
“ert” is another word: L.Sc. airt, ert, 
vb., to urge forward, etc. 

*ervhus, sb., see *arvhus, sb. 
es [es, e®s], sb., fiercely blazing 

fire, flaming fire, a es o’ a fire, a 
es o’ fire. comm. O.N. eisa, f., (in- 
tense) fire. — Cf. os, sb. 

es [es, eas], vb., to blaze fiercely, 
to flame, of fire; comm, in pres, 
part, esin: a esin fire, a flaming 
fire. O.N. eisa, vb., to rush on 
violently (occas. of fire). 

esins [esins and comm.: eijins, 
e3fjins], sb. pi., the lower, interior 
part of a roof. Things, kept on the 
top of the broad stone wall in the 
angular space formed by the upper 
part of the wall and the lower part 
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of the roof, are said to lie “under 
de esins”, perhaps really “under 
the roof-beams and the rafters”. 
comm. No. aesing, f., inter alia, 
beams and rafters in a building, 
also beams or stocks forming the 
inside breast-beams (from O.N. ass, 
m., ridge; beam). L.Sc. easing, ei- 
sin, sb., eaves. A sing, form esin 
[esin, esjin] occurs in the compds. 
“esin-head” (Nm.), esin-sten, one 
of the flat stones laid along the 
eaves to prevent the rain-water en- 
tering, — ufsahella, -hellek; but 
in that case, esin is certainly L.Sc. 
easing. 

esmel [aesjmal], sb., heavy, dense 
rain. In Ai. “a e. o’ rain” is less 
violent than a “tomelt”, but con- 
tains finer and closer drops than the 
latter. In a few places in N.Sh. (N.I.) 
esmel denotes a violent downpour 
of rain, almost — tomelt and asu, 
assu. The word is prob. etym. cog- 
nate with as(s)u; q.v. For the suf- 
fix -mel cf. No. asm, m., and aas- 
me, vb., in Ross under “osna”, vb., 
= asna, vb., to rush along. 

Essi [aessi], sb., ash-coloured cow, 
as a proper name. Du. (not comm.). 
Shetland Fire-side Tales by G. Ste- 
wart, second edition, p. 244 (Mansie 
Mudjick’s courtships): Essie. Cf. Faer. 
Eskja as the name for a cow in a 
rig-marole; doubtless an ash-coloured 
cow. In that case, Essi for *Eski, 
trough infl. of “aess” [aess], theShetl. 
form of L.Sc. as, ass, sb., ashes. 

esten [eston, eston], estin [estin, 
estin], prop, adv., but commonly used 
as a subst. and adj.: a) sb., “de e.”, 
the eastside, the eastern part or 
neighbourhood; a man f(r)ae de e., 
a man whose home lies east of a 
certain place; esp. in Unst, the east- 
ern part, south of Baltasound, being 
called “dee.”, while the northern part 
is called “de norden, nordin”, the 
western part “de wasten, wastin’’, 

and the southern part “de sudin”. b) 
adj., a e. man, a man living east of a 
certain place. Ti. [est-]. Cf. norden 
and was ten(under norden).—esten, 
-in from O.N. austan, adv., from the 
east, east of (= fyrir austan), towards 
the east; austanma5r,m.,a/wa/r whose 
home lies east of a certain place. 
The form est- replaces an older *0st 
through infl. of Eng. “east”. The 
suffix -en, -in, corresponds to O.N., 
-an. Otherwise, -ten, -tin, suffixed 
to words (names), must sometimes 
be accepted as O.N. ping, n., coun- 
cil; district; see *ting, sb. While 
“de wasten”, similar to “de esten, 
de norden”, must be supposed to 
be an old “vestan”, wastin (U.), 
without def. art., seems to be an 
old *vest(r)-ping, all the more so, as 
Wasten, Wastin, written “Westing”, 
is used as the name of a much more 
limited district than “(de) esten, nor- 
den, sudin”. 

ester [aestor], vb., of wind: to be- 
come easterly, to shift to the east; 
de wind esters. Fe. The final r 
points towards an older *0ster, 
arisen from O.N. austr, n., east, with 
radical r. A change 0 > e can be 
proved in various words in Shetl. 
Norn, but has, in this case, certainly 
taken place through infl. of Eng. 
east, vb., to shift to the east, be- 
come easterly. — est [est], sb., east, 
with close e, is most prob. Eng. 
east, sb.; est, however, is also oc- 
cas. pronounced with an open e or 
ae [est, aest, ae'st]. 

festerli [e"st3rli\ aes"t3rli‘], adj., 
easterly, e. wind. Differs from Eng. 
“easterly” in the pronunc. of the 
main vowel. Now, however, often 
with a short, close e in the first 
syllable, like est, sb. See further 
ester, vb. 

et1 [et], sb., doubtless eating, noted 
down in the foil, phrases: 1) der’r 
a et upo de fish, de fish is in a et, 
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the fish takes the bait willingly; 
der’r nae [‘no’] et upo de fish, the 
fish will not take the bait. Un. 2) a 
et o’ fish (sed, pilteks, = coal's/?, 
etc.), in boat-fishing: a shoal offish, many of which take the bait will- 
ingly. Un. With ref. to et 1, cf. 
No. eta, f., partly = aata, f., eating, 
etc. (Aa. and R.), and with ref. to 
et 2, No. aata, f., in sense of a 
shoal of small fish, small shoal of 
herrings (R.); O.N. at, n., eating, 
and ata, f., a) eating; b) food, oc- 
cas. of a shoal of small creatures 
serving as food for whales and fish. 

et2 [ft, et], sb., agitation; excited 
state of mind; to be in a et ower 
onyting [Un.: et]; fidgety eagerness 
or haste; to be in a et or “cat’s 
et” [Sa.: et], in a et aboot some- 
t’in’. comm. The word is most prob. 
to be referred to O.N. at, n., agita- 
tion; incitement, and to etja, vb., to 
agitate; goad; irritate. 

et [et (et), e3t], vb., 1) commonly 
with a short e [et]: to eat, = O.N. eta, 
de fish is no etin, the fish will not 
bite (Un.). etin [etin], pres, part., is 
occas. used in the sense of edible, 
like No. etande, Icel. and Faer. etandi. 
“etin taatis”, potatoes which have 
grown large enough to be dug up 
for eating (N.I.). 2) In conn, with 
the prep, op [op], et [et (et), e8t] is 
used in a fig. sense: to penetrate; 
worry, esp. to cause great vexation, 
malice, envy, sordidness, etc. in 
someone; dat opets him (dat ets 
him op), that makes him vexed 
(cross, malicious, envious), see up- 
pet, vb. In meaning 2 mostly perf. 
part, eten op [eton op] or opeten 
[op-et’on, -e3'ton], filled with anger, 
malice, envy, sordidness, etc.; he 
is just eten op wi’ ill [‘bad’] nature, 
wi’ greed; opeten aboot onyting, 
very vexed, angry, etc. about some- 
thing. With et 2 cf. O.N. eta, vb., 
in sense of to gnaw; grieve. 

*et [et], numeral (neut.), one; see 
under en. 

etel [etal, aetol], sb., a) a hard 
lump, esp. a gland in the body; b) 
a hard spot in a stone. More comm, 
in the form jetel. Icel. eitill, Faer. 
eitil, No. eitel, Sw. dial, ettel, m., a 
gland; hard lump. Cf. hjegel (ji- 
gel, jigelti) and hjugel, sb. 

eter [etor], sb., venom; poison, 
esp. a) cancer; b) bitter cold, a e. 
o’ cauld [‘cold’], a cauld e.; a e. o’ 
wadder, bitterly cold weather (Fe.). 
O.N. eitr, n., venom; bitter cold, etc. 
See eder1, sb. — eterfrod = eder1 

2. — eterkap [et"3rkap-], sb., a) a 
large spider; b) poison from a spider 
(U.); c) a malicious (unreasonable, 
quarrelsome) person (esp. of a little 
fellow), is L.Sc. attircop, attercap, 
ettercap. Though the word is found 
in Sw. dialects (etterkoppa, -kopp) 
and in Da. (edderkop), it is hardly 
of Norn orig. in Shetl., but is prob. 
borrowed from L.Sc. It does not 
appear in No. (is not found in Aa. 
and R.), nor in the O.N. literature 
(O.N. kpngurvafa, f., a spider; diff. 
forms of this word are found in No. 
and Sw. dialects). 

eterfrod [et"arfro8d ], sb., bubble 
of foam on the grass in the hill- 
pasture, containing an insect; lit. 
‘venomous foam’; cuckoo-spit. (U.). 
*eitrfroda. See further eder1, sb. 2. 

eterskab [et-orskab-] and eter- 
skop [et-orskop ], sb., 1) bitterly cold 
weather, freezing cold weather with 
sharp wind, a e. o’ cauld [‘cold’], a 
cauld e., — eter b. Fe., Yh. Oc- 
cas. also eterskseb [et"3rskaeb‘] 
(Fe.). *eitrskapr. Cf. O.N. eitrkaldr, 
adj., freezing cold. 2) a) a fretful, 
cross person; Fe.: eterskab; b) im- 
pudent, free-spoken person who is 
always stirring up strife; a person 
always talking out of due time; 
Nmw.: eterskab. *eitrskapr; deriv. 
of O.N. eitr, n., venom, also bitter- 
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ness; enmity, etc. — See eder1, eter, 
and jeder, sbs. 

etersom [et-arsonr], and etri [etri, 
aetri, a t(3)ri, aitri], adj., bitterly cold, bit- 
ter, ol cold; a e. cauld [‘cold’]; freez- 
ing cold, e.wadder [‘weather’]. Deriv. 
of O.N. eitr, n., venom; etersom 
from *eitrsamr, adj.; cf. O.N. eitr- 
kaldr, adj., freezing cold. The form 
ending in -som is now rare, etri 
assimilates to L.Sc. “eterie, etrie”, 
bitter, cold, etc. More common than 
the forms given is atri [atri, atri], 
“a. wadder”, from L.Sc. “atry, at- 
trie”, adj., a) festering; b) stern; 
grim; c) irritable;peevish. The modes 
of pronunc. “at(a)ri, aitri” may spring 
from both etri and atri. atersom 
[a'^torsonr], “a. wadder”, noted down 
in Unst, is a mingling of eter- 
som and atri. Cf. eter and eter- 
skab, sbs. 

Eti [eti], sb., in the phrase: “Goni 
[goni] E.”, name of a goblin, male 
or female, with which children are 
threatened. “Goni E. will tak’ dee!” 
Sa. Perhaps really the eating one, 
he who eats children? 

etifer, sb., see atferd, sb. 
eti, ettel, sb., see atl, attel, sb. 
ettri [£tri, aetri], sb., prop. adj. 

compar., “de e. o’ de dimm”, the 
latter half of the midsummer-night, 
from midnight (de head o’ de dimm, 
de dabb o’ dimm) till dawn; the 
first daylight, in midsummer. Also 
in the forms attri [atri, a[ri], atteri 
[at”3ri‘, aV'ari-] and aitri [aitri]. The 
pronunc. at,-, ait- may, however, 
spring from ett- as well as from 
att-. U. Is doubtless O.N. eptri and 
aptari, adj. compar., farther back; 
following; latter (from aptr, adv., 
back, backward). 

ev [ev, eav], sb., doubt; irresolu- 
tion; to ha’e a ev aboot onyting 
[‘something’], to have one’s doubts 
about something, to be in a ev, to 
be in doubt. U". O.N. ef (if), n., 

doubt; feel, efi, Faer. ivi, No. eve, 
m., doubt. 

ev [ev, e3v], vb., to doubt; to be 
doubtful; he was evin (aboot it). 
Un. O.N. efa (efask), = ifa (ifask), 
v., to doubt. In the verse about the 
crow and the crab (Fe.) we find 
aeve [«v3] with a variant ave [avo] 
in sense of: (I) am doubtful; I am 
afraid that; aeve (ave) rigrive 
mog, I am afraid that you will tear 
my back (the crab to the crow). In 
the variant from Unst the same line 
reads: “I’m feared, du ‘rigrives’ 
me”. Cf. O.N. “ifask” in sense of 
to hesitate about something. 

evalos [e"val6s\ ea"va-], adj., 
doubtful, not to be relied upon, esp. 
of weather: e. wadder [‘weather’], 
weather not promising fair. Un. In 
Shetl. the word has, by mingling, 
obtained a meaning opposite to the 
orig. one; O.N. efalauss, adj., un- 
doubted; sure. The second part of 
the compd., -los (O.N. lauss, adj., 
less), in evalos has not been re- 
garded as Eng. -less, but has been 
reduced to a mere suffix and treated 
like the Eng. adjectival ending “-ous”, 
and thereby the meaning of the word 
has been changed. See ev, sb. and vb. 

evel [eval], vb., to master; be able 
to do; 1 canno (canna) e. onyting 
[‘anything’] at it, I cannot manage 
it, the work is too much for me. 
Un. O.N. efla, vb., a) to strengthen; 
b) to master; be able to do. 

*even [evan] and now iven [ivan], 
sb., matter; material; means; esp. 
in pi.: (*evens) ivens, material-, 
means-, he’s done it ut o’ [‘out of’] 
sma’ [‘small’] ivens (*evens), he 
has carried out (that work) with little 
material or few resources at his 
disposal. Un. O.N. e\m,r\., material-, 
matter-, means (at one’s disposal). 
Owing to Eng. infl., the pronunc. 
“ivan” has superseded the older 
“*evan” (cf. Eng. even, adj.). 
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ever [evar], sb., a being or thing 

of an unusually large size-, a e. o’ a 
man, o’ a coo [‘cow’], etc.; a e. o’ 
a fire, a great, blazing fire. N.I. 
From an orig. *cefr-? Cf. O.N. oerinn 
and yfrinn, adj., excessive-, abun- 
dant-, very large, also Sw. dial, ovra 
and avra se(j), vb., to increase in 
vigour and growth. 

ewiltu [e’wiT'to], exclamation, 
threatening a child: will you leave 
that alone! will you stop that! etc. 
Fo. Prob. an old “*ei, viltu (vilt 
pu)!” ho, will you (leave that alone, 
etc.)! O.N. ei, inter]., ha, ho. 

“ *eystercop” and “ *austercup”, sb., 
prop, and orig.: fine, formerly paid 
every third year at each renewal 
of the leasehold of islets (isles 
and holms)-, seems to have corre- 
sponded to L.Sc. grassum, payment 
made by the tenant to the landlord 
on entering into possession of his 
farm. Also Ork. Thus David Bal- 
four, who gives the word with the 

foil, explanation: “a fine paid every 
third year at each renewal of the 
tack or setting of the smaller islets 
— afterwards assumed to be equi- 
valent to the Scottish Grassum; and 
still later both burdens were some- 
times exacted in Zetland” (D. Bal- 
four, Oppressions of the 16. century 
in Orkney and Zetland. Odal Rights 
and Feudal Wrongs). — Prob. an old 
“*0y-setr(s)-kaup”, from: a) O.N. oy 
(ey), f., an isle-, b) setr, n., a seat, 
residence, partly — saetr, applied to 
summer hut for people and cattle, 
and c) kaup, n., a purchase-, pay- 
ment (in Mod. Shetl.: kjob). Bal- 
four gives also as a root-form “Ey- 
settr-kaup”. For the explanation of 
eystercop cf. *landseterkop, sb. 
O.N. setr, n., a seat, residence, 
and saetr, n., mountain pasture, dairy- 
land, are found as the last part 
of compds. in the Shetl. place- 
names, often abbreviated from “-set- 
er” to “-ster”. 

F. 
/a’ [fa], sb., is in form L.Sc. fa’ 

= Eng. fall, but is used in a spe- 
cial sense in Shetl.: current in the 
sea, course of the tide, direction of 
the tide-, de fa’ o’ de tide, the course 
or direction of the tide. Esp., how- 
ever, in compds. as: “in-fa’,” flow- 
ing tide, and “ut-fa’,” ebbing tide-, 
Conn, fa’, in this sense, is of Norn 
origin; cf. Faer. fall, n., in the sense 
of current (eystfall, easterly cur- 
rent-, vestfall, westerly current), and 
Shetl. landfell (lantfel). An older 
Shetl. Norn form fall (fadl) is found 
preserved in some compds.; see 
fall, sb. 

/a’ [fa], vb., is in form L.Sc. fa’ 
= Eng. fall, but is used in some 
exprs. orig. from Norn, and diff. from 

Eng. (L.Sc.), esp. with preps, and 
advs. Thus: f. afore, to occur to 
one, hit [‘it’] fell afore me, it came 
into my mind-, *falla fyrir (O.N. falla 
fyrir, esp. to happen, occur)-, cf. ber 
afore (under ber, vb.). — f. at, to 
fall asleep, to slumber (N.I.), doubt- 
less of the eyes: to fall to. — /. 
frae, to fall off-, forsake, also to die-, 
O.N. falla fra, to dropp off-, die. — 
/. upon, of meat and fish: to begin 
to lose its freshness, become “high"-, 
de flesh or fish is “fa’en upon”, the 
flesh or fish has passed the fresh 
state, is getting “high'’ (Y., Fe.); cf. 
Faer. “falla 6” in exprs. such as: tad 
er fallid a skerpukjotid, a layer of 
mould has covered the wind-dried 
mutton. Cf. fall, sb. 
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f/a’-berd [fa••b0rd•], sb., the lee- 

ward side of a boat. 
fadabrod [fad"abrad‘], sb., an old, 

partly broken object, esp. wooden 
household article, e.g. a bowl; tub; 
box; chest; chair, etc.; a auld [‘old’] 
f. Uwg. From Yb. is recorded foda- 
brod [f5d"abrod‘] in its orig. sense: 
a piece of a broken wooden bowl. 
*f9tu-brot or*fat-brot. fada- is O.N. 
fata, f., or fat, n., amt.— brod is 
O.N. brot, n., a broken piece; frag- 
ment; cf. pottabrod, skolabrod. 

*fader, sb., father. Barclay has 
“faadir”; “aa” prob. denotes a long 
a as usually with Barclay in his Suppl. 
to Edm.— Now comm.: fed er [(fedor) 
fedar] or faeder [hedar], doubtless acc. 
to L.Sc. pronunc. (Jam. has: fader). 
— In Low’s notation of the Foula- 
ballad the word is written “fy” (for 
*fyr) and in def. form “fyrin(feyrin)”, 
prob. to be pronounced “fai(r)” and 
“fairin” respectively (Eng. long y = 
ai). 5 is dropped in the pronunc. 
(cf. Fser. “faeajir”, and cf. Shetl. brui, 
brother, and *mara, mother). — O.N. 
fadir, m., father. 

fain, vb., see fen, vb. 
faks [faks], sb., a) a long, high, 

foam-crested wave just breaking-, a 
comber-, also b) agitated sea with 
such waves-, heavy swell-, cross-sea, 
a (heavy) f. i’ de sea (Nmw.), = faks- 
in, sb. Sometimes c) of backwash 
of breakers, de f. f(r)ae de shore 
(De.). N.Sh.; Wests, occas. — Com- 
parative use of O.N. fax, n., a mane, 
which in No. (faks) can also denote 
a fringed border. 

faks [faks, fakfj], vb., to form a 
crest of foam, to lift a foaming top, 
of long waves immediately before 
breaking; de wave or sea [sea = 
wave, billow] is faksin; he’s faksin 
[faksin] upo de ba, the wave is 
breaking on the sunken rock (the 
shoal) (Wh.). Also of the sea: to be 
in an uproar with foam-topped waves; 

de sea is faksin. N.Sh., Me., Wests. 
*faxa, to form a mane or crest of 
foam. Deriv. of faks, sb. Cf. kom(b)2 

(kem), vb. 
faksin [faksin, faksjin, -in], sb., 

long, high, foam-crested waves-, agi- 
tated sea with such waves-, heavy 
swell (esp. cross-seas meeting after 
change of wind), cross-sea (Nmn -w.); 
a f. (agitation, swell) i’ de sea. N.Sh., 
Me., Wests. Sometimes also of a 
single wave, foaming wave, = faks, 
sb. a. From M.Roe is recorded faks- 
in s [faksjins], pi., in the sense of 
backwash of heavy surf from a 
steep coast (= joger2). *faxingr. 
See faks, sb. and vb. 

fald [fald], sb., 1) fold. 2) one 
of the strands composing a twisted 
string or thick thread far2). 3) 
a tuck-, hem, border-hem. O.N. 
faldr, m., a fold-, hem of a gar- 
ment-, L.Sc. fald, fauld = Eng. fold. 
No. fald, Icel. and Fser. faldur, m., 
a tuck-, hem, border-hem. 

fall [fa[], sb., a fall, now only as 
second part in some compds.: a) a 
fall; precipitation, in bafall, berg- 
fall; b) a downfall-, lameness, in 
tungefall. Other forms are fadl 
(Fo.) in tungefadl and — weakly 
stressed — fel [tel], current in the 
sea-, course of a current, in land- 
fell (lantfel). See the compds. men- 
tioned. O.N. fall, n., a fall, ete.; 
Fser. fall, n., also: current. Un- 
compd. in Shetl. now always “fa’ 
[fa]”, L.Sc. form of Eng. fall. H:faH [fa[?], vb., to fall, now only 
in perf. part, form, appearing in an 
old fairy rigmarole, belonging to a 
Fetlar version of the legend of the 
horseman and the fairy in the hill: 

. . [tell tuna (tona) tivla, at nuna 
(nona) nivla is] valne vatne [va[n3 
vatno]”, . . . [tell T. T. that N. N. has] 
fallen into the water, O.N. fallinn i 
vatnit. valne for *falne [*fa[n3] by 
assimilating infl. of v in the foil. 
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vatne. In the Foula-ballad: *fadlin. 
— See Introd., Fragments of Norn, 
also N.Spr. pp. 153—54. For *fall, 
now commonly L.Sc. fa’. 

fang [fag], sb., really a grasp, 
hold\ clasp, embrace, used in the 
foil, senses: 1) a knot\ overhand 
knot, esp. a) a knot tied in a cow’s 
tether to shorten it\ b) a knot-, over- 
hand knot, made on a damaged line 
(long-line, hand-line), securing the da- 
maged place. Cf. ra, ross1, hosek. 
2) a prize-, booty, profit-, comm, of 
stolen goods: tief’s f.— O.N. fang, 
n., a grasp, hold-, embrace-, profit-, 
catch. L.Sc. fang, sb., a prize-, 
booty, also a bight in a rope. Cf. 
fangin and fonglin, sbs. 

fang [fag], vb., to tie a knot (over- 
hand knot) on the damaged place in 
a long-line-, to f. op [‘up’] de line, 
to make an overhand knot on the 
fishing hand-line (Nmw.); to f. de 
k 1 e 11 (tabu-phrase, sea-term), to fasten 
the rope round the stone-sinker on 
a fishing hand-line (Du.). O.N. fanga, 
vb., to grip-, capture. 

fangin [fagin], sb., a rope fast- 
ened round the stone-sinker on a 
fishing hand-line. Du. Deriv. of 
fang, vb. 

fann [fan (fan)], sb., a heap of 
drifted snow, de snaw [‘snow’] lies 
(‘is lyin’) in fan ns. comm. O.N. 
fpnn (fann-), f., a heap of snow, 
a drift. 

fann [fan (fan)], vb., of snow: to 
drift into heaps; fannd togedder, 
drifted, of snow. No. and Icel. fenna, 
vb., to heap up, of snow-drifts (O.N. 
fenna, vb., to cover with snow. Fr.). 
See fann, sb. 

fann [fan], found, impf. of finn, 
vb., to find. O.N. fann, pret. sing., 
found. 

far1 [far], sb., a vessel; boat, tabu- 
word, used by fishermen at sea. 
comm. O.N. far, n., conveyance; 
vessel; Icel., Faer. and No. “far” as 

the last part of a compd.: boat, e.g. 
Icel. fjogramannafar, No. fjorefar, Faer. 
firamannafar, n., four-oared boat; 
Faer. seks-, atta-, tlggjumannafar, 
six-, eight-, ten-oared boat. 

far2 [far], sb., one of the strands 
composing a thick, twisted thread 
or string, — “lith”, fald. Fe. No. 
(Icel., Faer.) far and umfar, n., a 
round; circuit; row; No. and Faer. 
umfar, a single row of stitches 
in knitting. Really the same word 
as far1. 

far3 [far], sb., epidemic. Sa. N.I.? 
Icel. far and faraldr, m. (farald, n.), 
No. farang, m., and farsott, f., Sw. 
dial, far, n., Da. farsot, epidemic. 
Really the same word as the two 
preceding. The form firi [firi, flri, 
firi], used esp. of epizooty in dogs, is 
more extended than far. Cf. flora- 
fever, sb. 

fardi(n)met, sb., see ferdimet, 
sb. 

*iarenl [faron] and *farna [farna], 
perf. part., gone; passed away; set 
off; used promiscuously as perf. part., 
pres. part, and pres, ind., “f.” is found 
in the obs. expr.: kware (kwaren) 
faren or kwarna farna, where are 
you going? also: where have you 
(gone)? faren Mogeland [mo"ga- 
land-], / am going to M. Fo. The 
form foren [foron] is still used as 
the last part of a compd.; see mis- 
fare, vb. O.N. fara, vb., to fare-, go\ 
set off-, travel', perf. part.: farinn. 
Shetl. fare, vb., assimilates otherwise 
to Eng. fare, vb.; Shetl. weel fare du 
(O.N. vel fari pti)! = Eng. farewell! 

faren2 [faran], adj., old-fashioned-, 
obsolete-, Y". In Du. in the compd. 
“auld [‘old’]-faren [ald'far*an], -far- 
eld [-far”9ld]” in the sense of: a) 
= faren; b) miserable-, poor-, good- 
for-nothing, a a.-f. ting. Doubt- 
less the same word as the preceding; 
O.N. farinn, perf. part, and adj., very 
exhausted-, wretched, farinn aldri, 
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old; advanced in years. L.Sc. far- 
ren, far(r)and, in “auld-f.”, has, acc. 
to Jam., a diff. meaning: sagacious. 
— Shetl. “auld-faren (-fareld)” may 
prob. be a contraction of O.N. 
“aldri farinn”, and the first part con- 
sequently not an orig. L.Sc. auld? 
In that case, more correctly written 
ald-faren, etc. 

fargert, sb., see fasgert. 
*fari [fari], sb., noted down in the 

expr.: “firsta f.!”, exclamation, for- 
merly used by boys during a game. 
This game consisted of pitching a 
stone into a certain hole. When some- 
one succeeded “firsta f.!” was cried, 
and the next time, “second anari 
[anaTi]!” Sound and Lerwick, M. Re- 
ported by John Irvine. — fari is 
doubtless the def. form of “far” in 
the sense of time, round, like No. 
far, n.; “firsta f.” is prob. an orig. 
(O.N.) *fyrsta farit; cf. No. fyrste faret, 
the first time, anari (the second 
syllable stressed) might, in reference 
to this, be a contraction of “annat 
farit”, second time, “second”, in 
that case, has been added tautologi- 
cally, because “anari” or eventually 
“*anna fari” was no longer under- 
stood. The contraction of “anna(t) 
fari(t)” to “anari” might be explained 
thus, that “second” was used to in- 
troduce the second exclamation, as 
“firsta” the first one, before the con- 
traction had taken place. Exclama- 
tion 2, regarded as a kind of sec- 
ond line of verse, would, by the 
addition mentioned, contain one 
stressed syllable more than exclama- 
tion 1. This dissimilarity would 
then be adjusted by the contraction 
mentioned. 

farlek [farlek, -lak], sb., a vessel-, 
ship, tabu-word, used by fishermen 
at sea. U. Deriv. of far; see far1, 
sb. 

fasgerd, -gert [fasgord, fasgo'rt, 
fasge'rt, fnsgo'rt] and fasgord [fas- 

gord, -gord, -gord], sb., 1) a wall 
of peats laid up for drying along 
the edge of a peat-pit; the second 
drying in larger, closer piles; the 
first drying of newly cut peats takes 
place in the so-called utbord or “ut- 
lay”. Nmw. (Esh.): fasgert [fasgo'rt 
(fas-)]. 2) a length or circlet of 
plaited straw: a) a length of straw 
sewn round the upper edge of a 
straw-basket (kessi, occas. bodi), 
a circular plaiting round the edge 
of a basket-, sometimes also b) a 
length of straw, sewn round and 
round in the bottom of a broken 
basket (kessi) to mend it-, c) a 
collar of straw, placed round the 
neck of a draught-horse (= bjog1); 
d) a ring of straw, placed round 
the hollow of a “knockin’-stane”; 
see further under bjog1, sb.; e) a 
length of string or straw in a plaited 
straw-net basket (mesi), in contrast 
to stori. Reported from Du. in the 
forms: fadsgert [fad^go'rt] and fas- 
gert [fasga'rt] in sense 2 a; from 
Conn, in the forms fasgord [fas- 
gord (fasgord)] and fasgerd [fas- 
gard] in senses 2 a and b; from N.: 
fasgord [fasgord] in sense 2 a; from 
Nm. (N.Roe): fasgert [fasge'rt] in 
sense 2 a; from Ai.: fasgert [fas- 
ge'rt, fasgo'rt] in senses 2 c and d. 
fasgert [fasga'rt], in sense 2 e, is 
reported by J.I. (Fe.). “fasgord [fas- 
gord]-boddom” (Conn.), a part of 
the bottom of a basket sewn on 
afterwards. 3) jokingly and com- 
paratively: a piece partly torn off, 
e.g. of a petticoat or a pair of trou- 
sers; long rag, dragged behind a 
person in walking-, to geng trailin’ 
a fasgert; what’na [‘what’] fasgert 
is yon [‘that’], (at) du is trailin’ efter 
dee? N.Roe [fasge'rt]. In this sense 
also fargert [fargo'rt, far-] (N.Roe). 
— fasgerd, etc. seems to have a 
double origin: a) from fastgerd, 
-gert, -gord, from O.N. fastgardr; 
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b) from vasgerd, etc. (see below), 
from *vasagar(5r. O.N. fastgardr, m., 
a stronghold; No. fastgard, m., revet- 
ment consisting of bundles of straw 
or leafy branches and heather, fas- 
tened, with nailed lists or boards, 
round new houses or old leaky 
ones (R.). fasgert can reason- 
ably be derived from “fastgardr”, at 
any rate in meaning 1 (in spite of the 
freq. long a, which may be a more 
modern lengthening); but whether 
the word has the same origin in the 
other senses given, is more doubt- 
ful. In the same sense as fasgerd 2, 
collar of straw, are also found such 
forms as vasgerd and vasgert 
(Wests, occas., Du. occas.), wasgert 
and wisgert(Ai. occas.), vadsgor- 
din (Wh.), and these forms cannot 
be separated from the quite syn. wasi, 
wazi, “wizzie”, wisp of straw; col- 
lar of straw; cf. No., Sw. and Da. 
dial, vase, a tangled cluster; wisp; 
bundle of straw or twigs, etc., Sw. 
dial. vasa-gar(d)e, Da. dial, vasegjerde, 
— In Conn, a distinction is made be- 
tween fasgord and vasgord, the 
latter of which is used jokingly of 
a collar. 

fasgord [fasgord], vb., to repair 
a straw-basket, kessi, by sewing 
on a new bottom when the old one 
is broken. Conn. Deriv. of the pre- 
ceding word; see fasgerd, sb. 2 b. 

fasjon, /a’-sjon [fn^on, -fjon], sb., 
epidemic, esp. in cattle, fashun (Barc- 
lay). Originates prob. from O.N. fall- 
sott, f., epidemic. The first part of 
the compd., in that case, is fa’, sb. 
(L.Sc. fa’ = Eng. fall); the second 
part is corrupted (O.N. sott, f., epi- 
demic; illness; cf. Shetl. sott2, sb.). 
Hardly the word “farsot”, see prec. 
far3, sb. 

fast [fast] and fasti [fasti], sb., a 
rope fastened to a stone serving as 
an anchor for a boat; occas. only 
applied to the stone itself. The form 

fast is peculiar to Du. Jam. quotes 
a form, “fasta”. O.N. festr (after- 
wards: festi), f., a rope (fastened 
or by which something is fastened). 
See ilafast, skutfast and festi, sbs. 

fast [fast], adj. and adv., occas.; 
a) fast, firm, O.N. fastr; occas. b)fast, 
quick, to had f., to hold firmly. 

fastdrev, sb., see under fast- 
drog, sb. 

fastdrog [fas(t)-drog-], sb., a rope 
with an anchor, the rope fixed at 
each end of a fishing-net (esp. her- 
ring-net), set across a creek or bay, 
but the length of whick is less than 
the width of the creek (bay). Wests. 
Prob.: *fast-drag. In Conn, in the form 
fastdrev [fas(t)‘dre8v‘]. — drog is 
doubtless from an older (O.N.) *drag, 
see drog, sb. andvb.; cf. No. dragnet, 
n., a kind of fishing-net, and Eng. 
drag, sb. drev is prob. a word diff. 
from drog, as the final g never 
changes to v in Shetl. drev = O.N. 
dreif, f., a band, chain? more prob. 
to be compared with No. driv, n., 
fishing by net made to drift with 
the current. 

fFasten [fastsn], sb., Quinquage- 
sima; Fasten-e’en [‘eve’], the even- 
ing before Quinquagesima, = the 
more comm. (L.Sc.) “Fastern’s (Fast- 
erin’s, Fastren’s) e’en”. O.N. fasta, 
f., Lent, time of fasting. The form 
“Fasten” is also found in Eng. 
(L.Sc.) dials. 

fasti [fasti], vb., to fasten, esp., a) to 
secure hay- or corn-stacks by means 
of ropes (simmens) weighted with 
heavy stones, to f. de hay, de corn, 
and b) to secure a boat from being 
carried away by storm and squall, 
by means of stones and the like 
placed in the bottom of it, to f. de 
boat. Du. From O.N. festa, vb., to 
fasten, influenced by fast, sb. and 
adj., fasti, sb., and Eng. fasten, vb. 
— See jardfast, vb., syn. with 
fasti, vb. 
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fastiband [fas-tiband-], sb., cross- 

beam under the thwart of a boat, 
= bekk (fastibekk), hadi-band. Y. 
*fast-band. Cf. band, sb., in the sense 
of ribs of a boat. — Occas. fasti- 
band is used of the rope tied to 
the anchor-stone, fast(i), sb. 

fastibekk [fas"tibfk', -bok], sb., 
cross-beam under the thwart of a 

= fastiband and bekk1. Fo. 
*fast-bekkr. 

*fat-£r«c/e, *iat-guid, sb., butter and 
train-oil, formerly paid as a tax to 
the feudal lord of the Shetland Is- 
lands. Balfour: fatgude. Sinclair’s 
Rental: fat guid (see G.G., Ant. p. 
176). Poss. (acc. to A.W.J.) an orig. 
*fat-g6Ss, from O.N. fat, n., a vat, 
and goz (gods), n., goods. The latter 
part of the compd., in that case, is 
modified trough L.Sc. 

fall, fattel [fatal, fatal, fatal, fai- 
tal], vb., 1) to tie round-, wind round-, 
fasten with bands or ropes (fetel, 
fettel), e.g. a burden on one’s back, 
load on a pack-horse, sinker (steed, 
kappi) on a long-line, etc.; he’s got- 
ten it a’ [‘all’] fatteld (tied) upon 
his back noo [‘now’] (Un.: faital); to 
tie together the hind legs of a cow 
before milking, to tie together the 
legs of a pig or a sheep before 
slaughtering, to f. de (legs o’ a) 
coo [‘cow’] or grice [‘pig’], fatteld 
[(fatald, fatald) fatald, faitald], perf. 
part., chained-, tied-, hampered in 
one’s movements-, having the legs 
tied together (of a cow, pig, sheep). 
U. 2) to work continuously at some- 
thing without particular success-, 
to bungle, to f. aboot somet’in’; Y. 
and Fe. [fatal, fatal]. O.N. fatla, vb., 
to impede-, enclose (by rope)-, No. 
fatla also to bungle, — fitla (R.). 
Cf. fitl, fitel, vb. 

fatlin [faljinjatlm, faithn, fa^alin'], 
sb., 1) the act of tying round (wind- 
ing round-, fastening); U. 2) a band 
or rope tied round (somewhat diff. 

from fetel, which esp. denotes the 
band or rope before it is tied round); 
de f. o’de Y.WXs'azx (the pack-saddle), 
de f. o’ de coo (the rope by which 
a cow's hind legs are tied during 
milking)-, de f. o’ de “steed” (the 
sinker, de kappi, on the long-line). 
U. 3) bungle; futile working at some- 
thing-, Y. and Fe. [fatlin, fatlin]. 
*fatlan and *fatling, winding round, 
etc.; see fatl, fattel, vb. 

fadmel, sb., see fedmel, sb. 
fai, adj., see fei, adj. 
faiiel, vb., see fatl, fattel, vb. 
ffed [fed, fead], vb., to have a 

severe, fierce look-, to frown. Also 
Ork. Orig. uncertain. Poss. to be 
classed with M.Eng. fede, A.S. fsehd, 
hatred-, enmity. 

fedabord [fed"ab6rd\ fad'^abord1, 
fad"abard‘] and fedebord [fad'^abord", 
-bard1], sb., 1) heavy sleet, a f. o* 
rain. 2) dense snow-storm-, see fog- 
bord(er), sb. 3) dense sea-spray, 
“de sea is gaun [‘going’] in a f.”, 
of a very agitated sea (the sea is 
foaming). Uw. Etym. uncertain. In 
the senses 1 and 3 a deriv. of a 
*vsetuburdr might be indicated, as the 
initial v in Shetl. Norn at times 
changes to f; O.N. vaeta, f., wet-, 
sleet-, rain. For the last syllable, 
see bord2, sb., and fogbord(er), sb. 

fedek (fiddek) [fedak, fadak (fi- 
dak], feidek [faeidak] and fodek [fo- 
dak, fodak], sb., 1) bucket-, water- 
pail-, Wh.; Du.; Un., etc. The forms 
fedek and feidek are characteristic 
of Wh., the form fodek of Du. (partly 
as a tabu-name, sea-term), fedek 
[fedak] is reported from Un. as a 
sea-term (fishermen’s tabu-name) for 
bucket, while dollek was the cur- 
rent word. Now, however, commonly: 
dafek [dafak] from Gael, dabhach 
(a large tub-, brewing vat), vatek 
[vatak] is reported from St., and va- 
dek [vadak] from N., as a name for 
water-pail-, doubtless *fadek and the 
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same word as fedek, fodek, but 
prob. altered through influence of 
Eng. vat. 2) fedek: an oval-shaped 
chest for keeping small articles of 
clothing, women’s caps, etc. Re- 
ported in this sense by J.I. (Fe.). 
3) metaph.: a stumpy or clumsy per- 
son, corpulent woman, fedek [fo- 
dak] and fodek [fodok]: U". Cf. the 
relation between dollek1 and dol- 
lek2. — O.N. fat, n., a vat, and fata, 

a pail for fetching water, fedek 
2 might, however, have an origin 
diff. from fedek 1, or, at any rate, 
be influenced by another word diff. 
from the latter; cf. O.N. fatakista, f., 
a chest for garments, the first syl- 
lable of which is “fat”, n., a garment. 

fedmel [fedmol, fedmal], sb., a fat, 
corpulent woman. Also f a d m el [fad- 
mal]. fed- is O.N. feitr, adj.,/a/V a 
in fad- is influenced by Eng. fat, 
adj. For the suffix -mel, cf. such 
nouns as Da. fedme, Sw. fetma. 

feger [fegar], feg [feg, feg], foger 
[fogor, fogor], sb., a periphrasis for 
the sun, only in def. form: de f., 
the sun, and only as a tabu-name, 
used by fishermen at sea. feger, 
foger: Un.; feg: Yn. From Burra- 
firth, Unst, is recorded foger [fogar]. 
— From O.N. fagr, adj., fair; beauti- 
ful; *hin fagra (sol, f.), the fair. 
foger may also originate from the 
fern, form “f9gr”, used as a noun, 
foger prob. from “fpgr”. In Alviss- 
mal (Elder Edda) is mentioned “fagra- 
hv61 (the fair wheel)” as the elves’ 
name for the sun. Cf. fogri, sb. 

ffei [ffi, fsei], adj., dying, who is 
near death, comm, fai [fai]: U. 
occas. O.N. feigr, L.Sc. (Jam.) fey, 
fee, fie, adj., on the point of 
death. Though Shetl. fei (fai) may 
be regarded as most prob. a L.Sc. 
form and without any direct deve- 
lopment from O.N. feigr (which in 
Shetl. ought regularly to give *feg 
or *fjeg; note the form “fiegan” in 

the Foula-ballad, accus. sing, m., O.N. 
feigan), the word is used in certain 
sayings, not to be found in Jam., 
but quite syn. with the Fser. sayings, 
builtupon “feigur” (predestined to die) 
and certainly originating from O.N.; 
thus: “he is no [‘not’] f. de day [‘to 
day’]”, of a person arriving on the 
spot just when being spoken about; 
“he is (surely) f.”, of a person be- 
having in a manner unusual to him, 
is exceptionally flippant, boisterous, 
etc. fei ness [faeines (fai-), sb. (not 
in Jam.), a supernatural vision por- 
tending death, esp.: a) the appari- 
tion of a person not present (is con- 
sidered to portend the death of the 
person concerned before the close of 
the year); b) one’s double, alter ego 
(portending the person’s approaching 
death); to carry ane’s f., to be fol- 
lowed by one’s own double (Yh.). 
In Faer. “hamferd” is used in the 
same sense as Shetl. fei ness, and it 
is always said of one seen in “ham- 
ferd” that he (she) is “feigur (feig)”, 
i.e., will diebefore the close of theyear. 

fell [fei, fei, fe], fa[], sb., a moun- 
tain; height; except in place-names, 
now only preserved in a few cases 
in fishermen’s tabu-lang. at sea: “de 
Hill o’ Hagrister” (Nm.) is called (esp. 
by Nmw. fishermen) when at sea “de 
Felsend [fe'lspn]” or “de fell’s 
(Fell’s) damp” [fe‘ls, fe‘ls]: the end 
of the hill, O.N. fells endi; damp 
(really stump; fragment), rope’s end 
in fishermen’s lang. (see damp, sb.). 
fell in “fell’s damp” is still mainly 
a common noun, while Felsend now 
doubtless is understood only as a 
place-name, fell is quite common as 
the second part of compd. in names 
of great heights, pronounced “fei” 
(with a weak secondary accent or 
unaccented), and occas. (as in Unst) 
“fa]” (with a strong accentuation), 
e.g.: Blofell [blofel, blofel] (Y.): *bl&- 
fell; Hamrafell, see hamar, sb.; Hu- 
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fell (Hofell) [hufel (hufel, hofel)] (Gri- 
mista, Lw., M., C.,L., P.): *h6(ha)fell, 
“high mountain”-, Twarifell [twar"i- 
fel‘] (Du.): *pver-fell; Valafell [va"- 
lafel'] (U.): *val-fell. Hwifell [hwi'- 
fa(-, with the first and second syl- 
lables equally stressed] (Haroldswick, 
Un.): *kvi-fell; see *kwi, sb. A 
high, pointed headland Tonga(Uw.), 
which, from the sea, has the ap- 
pearance of a rounded hill, is called 
(was called) by fishermen from Unst, 
when at sea, Trotnefell, Trotne- 
[trot"nafa]', trot'mo-] and Trudena- 
fell [trod'anafa]’ (trn' danafa]-)]: the 
swollen hill, *pnitna fell. — The ex- 
tended form felli is less comm., and 
is found as the second part of compds., 
e.g. in Papa Stour [feli], in “Hala- 
felli” [haT'afel'i, halk i-] and “Tune- 
felli” [tu-nafeli, tun ’a-]: *tiin-fell(i). 
— As the first part fell-, fella 
(felli)- [fel (fela)-, fe]-]. — As name 
of farms and villages are found un- 
compd. Felli [fe]i] (Yn.), Fjelli [fjeli] 
(Skaw, Un.) and in several places 
Fjel [fjel, fje3!]; the latter forms 
might, however, just as well spring 
from “fjall”. — See further Shetl. 
Stedn. pp. 90-91 (and 210, 211-12). 
— O.N. fell, n., mountain; Faer. felli, 
n., a parallel form to “fell” in names 
of mountains. As a place-name in 
Yh. is found Mellen fjella [melon 
fjela, me^n fjela] from an older ’“mil- 
ium fella or fjalla, “between the hills 
(mountains)”; but as the name was 
explained by a person from Yh. in 
1894 as “atween de hills”, the mean- 
ing has been understood till a short 
time ago; cf. Mella fjela [meja 
fjela] as a place-name in Fe. Cf. 
*fjalsgord-dyke, sb. 

ffell1 [fael], vb., to strike; “I’ll f. 
dee atween de ha(l)s and de head”. 
Conn. Doubtless a local application 
of Eng. fell, O.N. fella, vb. 

fell2 [fael], vb., to scald, half-boil, 
a phrase belonging to fishermen’s 

tabu-lang.: to f. de flodreks, /o half- 
boil the limpets (for bait), = to leep 
de limpets. Du. O.N. vella, vb., to 
bring to the boil, fell for “veil, is 
due to assimilating influence from f 
in the foil, flodreks. 

ffello, feljo [fe]6 (faejo)], sb., an 
equal; mate; he had no [‘not’] (did 
no leave) his f. Un. Pronounced diff. 
from “fellow”, which in Shetl. (also 
Un.) is used quite commonly in the 
sense of a companion; fellow, pro- 
nounced “faelo (felo)”. fello, feljo, 
with a softened (palatalized) 1, ap- 
pears to be an older form in Shetl. 
than Eng. “fellow” and poss. arises 
from O.N. felagi, m., companion; 
comrade. 

fern [fern], sb., a very thin layer 
or covering of something, floating 
on the surface of a fluid (water), 
a f. o’ dust, o’ meal (N.I.); some- 
thing sticky (fat, oil) floating on the 
water (Un.). No. feime (Aa.), m., a 
skin of fat, sticky fluid (on the water), 
and feim (R.), n., a thin layer of dew, 
dust, fat in a liquid state, etc. Cf. 
fim, sb. 

fern [fern], vb., 1) vb. n., of some- 
thing fatty, sticky: to float as a layer 
on the water, to f. abune [abom], of 
oil (Un.); also e.g. of dust, meal 
(N.I.). 2) vb. a., to sprinkle some 
meal on the water, to f. meal on de 
water (Yh.). — No. feima, vb., to 
stick, adhere; Faer. feimin and No. 
feimen, adj., sticky. See fern, sb. 

fen, fain [fe3n, fg^n], vb., to show 
delight and pleasure at one’s com- 
ing; to receive one kindly and hos- 
pitably, to f. ane or to f. aboot ane; 
de dog fens (“fains”) his master, 
the dog wags its tail to its master, 
shows pleasure to him; de dog was 
fenin (“fainin”) aboot \nm, the dog 
bounded about him, wagging its tail-, 
I did no f. him, / could not bear 
him (U.). O.N. fagna, vb., to wel- 
come-, receive with good cheer. The 
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Shetl. word is in its form, Eng.“fain”, •) 
vb., but it differs in meaning from i 
this now obs. Eng. verb, while it is 
used similarly to O.N. fagna, vb. See 
fenli, adj., and ill-fen, vb. 

fenget [faerjot], adj., ingratiating] 
wheedling, a f. body. N.Roe. Prob. 
to be classed with No. fengleg, adj., 
hospitable; lavishly entertaining, and 
fengsleg, adj., attractive at first sight. 

fenli, fainly [fe3nli, fe®nli], adj., 
pleasant-, agreeable] attractive (of 
looks] behaviour)] f.-faced, with smil- 
ing, kind looks-, kindly obliging, — 
No. fegen, adj. (R.); No. fegneleg, 
ad]., joyful. *feginligr. With ref. to 
the form, fen- (in fenli) has arisen 
through infl. of Eng. fain, adj. (O.N. 
feginn, adj., glad, ought in Shetl. 
regularly to have given *fegin or 
*fegen). Cf. fen, vb. 

fer, sb., see ferd1, sb. 
*fer, *fir [far], prep., for. This 

form of pronunciation is now only 
found in a single compd., i.e.: a’ 
[‘aH’]-fe(r)-jens [a'faje'ns ], adv., just 
this minute, = Faer. “alt fyri eitt” 
in the same sense, “jens” is L.Sc. 
anis, ains, aince (yince), adv., once. 
O.N. fyr, prep., for, — fyrir. - See ! 
*fire [fara], prep., for. 

fera, sb., see golsa-fera, sb. 
ferald [faerald, faeral], sb., really, 

a stretch ] extensive tract or ground, 
esp. a fishing-ground of a certain 
extent, a f. o’ grund [grond]. Fe. 
The word must be a deriv. of O.N. ; 
far, n., in sense of way, tract] thor- 
oughfare (cf. No. far). For “faraldr, 
farald” (Icel.), a deriv. of “far”, but 
diff. in meaning from Shetl. ferald, 
see far3, sb. 

ferd1 [faerd, fe3rd], sb., \) a travel] 
journey, now only in certain phrases, 
as: “hit [‘it’] cam’ till a f. [faerd]” 
or (more commonly) “h. c. t. a 
ferdek [faerdak, fardak]”, “that was 
a nice journey”, ironically of a voy- 
age or errand with a poor result; 

Y. (Yh ' ".); cf., a) ferdalek, himins- 
ferd, hjimmelsferd; b) ferdimet, 
in which compounds ferd partly 
has its original meaning, a journey; 
voyage. From Conn, is recorded a 
form “fer [fe3r]” in the phrase “de 
hoidin fer”, the accomplishment of 
a work, really, the last trip (the 
last transport or bringing home of 
the peats, dried on the hill; the fin- 
ishing of the harvest-work), = de 
hoittin g(j)ang; see further hottin, 
adj., and gang, sb. 2) speed;great 
haste, to geng wi’ a (great) f.; der’r 
a f. upon him de day [‘to-day’]. 
Usually pronounced “faerd”, rarely (as 
e.g. Nmn.) “fe3rd”. In sense o\ speed, 
haste, a changed form fjard [fjard] 
from Nmn. (N.Roe) is also recorded; 
to geng wi’ a fj.; der’r a awfu’ fj. 
upo dee. 3) a person, esp. a wom- 
an of imposing proportions, doubt- 
less with ref. to the manner in which 
the person in question moves for- 
ward ; a great f. (U.: faerd). — O.N. 
ferd, f., a travel; journey; Icel., 
Faer. ferd and No. ferd also mean 
speed. For Shetl. ferd 3, cf. O.N. 
ferd in sense of a troop moving for- 
ward. ferd 3 might, however, be 
quite another word, viz. an old *verd; 
see the foil, ferd2, sb. — In sense 
of movement] behaviour-, manner, 
ferd1 (faerd) is found in atferd, sb. 

ferd2 [faerd], sb., a person or ar- 
ticle of value, of importance, esp. 
ironically of someone or something 
of no importance; dat [‘that’] isaf.; 
sae [‘so’] is he a f.? N.I. (Fe.). In 
U. esp. of a valuable find (some- 
thing found out of doors and car- 
ried home); he’s fonn a f. i’ de 
mornin’, he has made a valuable 
find this morning (Uwg.). — fjord 
[fjord] is a rarer form in sense of 
a good compensation-, I’m gotten 
a f j. for gaun [‘going’], / have been 
well paid to go, i.e. to carry out 
the errand (Yh.?); partly ironically. 
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— ferd (fjord) may stand for an 
old *verd, as the initial v occas. 
changes to f in Shetl. Norn; O.N. 
verd, n., a payment; value; price. 
Cf. however ford2, sb., with ferd 
in sense of a valuable find, and cf. 
for2, sb. with fjord. 

ferd [fserd (ferd, herd, ford)], vb., 
(vb. n.), to walk quickly; to hasten, 
to geng ferdin (N.I.); hwar is du 
ferdin till? (Uwg.); esp. of someone 
going quickly with a burden on his 
back or under his arm (U.); de tief 
[‘thief’] was ferdin awa [‘away’] wi’ 
his frag (booty): Uwg. faerd, ferd, 
herd: U. faerd, ford: Fe. A break- 
ing form fjard [fjard] is reported 
from Nmn. (N.Roe); to geng fjar- 
din. — Deriv. of ferd1, sb., in sense 
of speed; O.N. ferdask, vb., is found 
only in sense of to voyage, travel. 
— ferd, as vb. a. in sense of to 
carry, to bear off, has prob. arisen 
from ford, vb. a. (q.v.), which has 
been mingled with ferd, vb. n. 

ferdalek [faer"dalok,,for"dalek' and 
-l9k ], sb., a journey or errand re- 
sulting badly or unsuccessfully, 
occas. also: work badly carried out; 
in phrases as: hit [‘it’] cam’ till a 
f., “that was indeed a nice trip or 
fine result” (ironically), he’s com’ 
till a f., he made a nice muddle of 
it; du’s made a f. o’ it, a) that was 
a nice journey you made, or that 
was a fine result (ironically); b) what 
a muddle you have made. Y. (Yh., 
Yn.). The form ferdalet [faer’da- 
lof, far'dalet1] (Yn.) is doubtless a cor- 
ruption of ferdalek. — Icel. ferda- 
lok, n., result of a journey, and ferda- 
lag, n., a journey. 

ferdaluri, sb., see luraferdi, sb., 
from which “ferdaluri” has been 
formed by transposition of the two 
parts of the compd. 

ferdebord [fer'dabard- (-b6rd),fer"- 
da-], sb., great haste; great bustle; 
to be in a f., to make great haste; 

to be very busy. U". *ferdarburdr. 
Shetl. ferd1, sb., journey; speed, and 
*bord, sb., movement; drift, really, 
bearing (O.N. burdr), now only in 
compds.— see fogbord(er), kava- 
bord, and ber, “bear”, vb. 

ferdek, sb., see ferd1, sb. 1. 
ferdi [fsrdi, f'erdi, ferdi, fardi, faerdi], 

adj., in good condition; still active; 
able to do one’s work; said of an 
old man, not yet feeling the effects 
of age; he is still f.; a f. baess, an 
animal well fed, well cared for (Esh., 
Nmw.). ferdi,f'erdi: Un. ferdi,faerdi: Us. and w. ferdi: Nmw. (Esh.). The 
word corresponds exactly in mean- 
ing to No. ferdig, ferdug, adj. (Aa. 
and R.), brisk-, hale, etc. (O.N. ferd- 
ugr, adj., is handed down only in 
sense of ready, prepared for travel- 
ling). Cf. L.Sc. ferdi, feirdy, adj., 
explained by Jam. as “strong, ac- 
tive”. Other forms of the Shetl. word 
are, a) firdi [fl3rdi, firdi], which doubt- 
less must be L.Sc. feirdy, and b) firi 
[firi] with dropped original <5. The 
last form is recorded in Sa. — ferdi, 
firdi, is rarer in sense of ready, 
prepared, noted down in Yn. with 
the pronunc. “ferdi”; No. ferdig, fer- 
dug, Da. faerdig (of Germ, orig.; 
Germ, fertig). 

ferdi-ftread, sb., seeferdimet, sb. 
ferdimet [faer’dimsf, fer"dimef, 

-met-], sb., provisions for a journey 
or for a long fishing expedition (at 
deep-sea fishing). Occas. also far- 
dimet and fardinmet [far'dimet', 
-maet', far 'din-]. The cake-shaped 
loaves (bidis), serving as provisions 
at deep-sea fishing, are in Fo. called: 
ferdimet [ferdi-], ferdi [ferdi-]-bread 
and hafbidis. — *ferdar-matr; O.N. 
ferd, i., journey, O.N. matr, m., meat. 
For the form fardi(n)- cf. L.Sc. fard, 
sb., partly = Shetl. ferd1. 

ferlodin, adj., see forlegen, adj. 
Ferna [fe3rna], sb., the name for 

a spotted, piebald cow. N.Roe. Pre- 
11 
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served in a rigmarole, containing 
cows’ names. The two names “Flekka, 
Ferna” being placed together as in 
a similar Faer. rigmarole of cows’ 
names, containing “Flekka and Frae- 
na”, Ferna may be considered as 
having arisen through metathesis from 
*Frena, older (O.N.) *Fraena. — Prop, 
the same name as Frona; q.v. 

*fernet [fe3rnat], adj., spotted-, pie- 
bald, of a cow; a f. coo. N.Roe. For 
an older *frenet; see further under 
fronet, adj. 

fersmo, sb. and vb., see firsmo, 
sb. and vb. 

fesmel, fesment, sb., see fismel, 
fisment, sb. 

festa [fasta, festa], festen [festan, 
festan], sb., a hook over the fire, 
on which to hang a cooking-pot\ 
tabu-word, used by fishermen at sea. 
Fo. Colloquially now comm, called 
“de crook and delinks”. O.N.festr, 
f., a rope-, cord-, chain. Cf. kruk, 
“crook”, sb. 

fester [faestar], sb., \)commotion in 
the sea, esp. at change of wind; a heavy 
f. i’ de sea. Also the sea in uproar, 
cross-sea. Nmw. 2) backwash of 
waves breaking against a steep coast, 
back-sweep of breakers-, de back-f. 
(frae de shore), = “afluva, afskod, 
otterskod, overskod, strodda.” Nmw. 
— May be a deriv. of O.N. fyssa = 
fyrsa, vb., to gush, stream in tor- 
rents, e.g. in“hvitfyssa”,vb., of water: 
to foam; to move in white-crested 
waves, with the substantive hvitfyssi, 
n.; Icel. hvitfyssa, vb., to foam, of 
surf, fester, in that case, for *fis- 
ter or *f0ster (e in Shetl. Norn re- 
places in several cases an older 0). 
For the suffix -ter cf. fuster2, sb., 
fuster, vb., syn. with fester, as well 
as fust and fost, vb. 

festi [faesti], sb., a rope to which 
an anchor-stone of a boat is fixed. 
Un. Really the same word as festa, 
festen, sb. Cf. fasti, sb., and ila, 

sb. — “to lie at de festi” is used syn. 
with the phrase “to lie at de ila”. 

festisten [faes"tisten,j, sb., an an- 
chor-stone of a boat, = ilasten. 
U". See prec. festi, sb. 

*festo. *fosto? [fasto], sb., the bot- 
tom of the sea, esp. the surface of 
a fishing-ground in the sea, fishing- 
bank. Tabu-word, used at sea by 
boat fishermen, “de name 0’ mut- 
tel is said to geng to f.”, the knife 
has fallen overboard and gone to 
the bottom (tabu-phrase at sea when 
fishing). Levenwick, Du. — Appears 
to be a deriv. of the adj. fast,-and 
prop, to denote firm ground (cf. 
hardi, sb., and wolhard, sb.), but 
may also be explained from O.N. vqst 
(vozt: Fr.), \., fishing-ground-, fishing- 
bank, as initial v sometimes changes 
to f in Shetl. Norn, “vpst” is still 
found in a somewhat diff. sense (an 
open, bare waste) in N.I. in the forms 
wosta (wista) and wostu, q.v. 

fetel, fettel [(fetal) feetal], sb., a 
band, rope or strap for carrying 
something over the shoulder (the 
shoulders)-, de f. o’a kessi, a strap 
on a carrying-basket (the basket is 
carried on the back, and the strap 
placed over the shoulders and across 
the breast); de fetels 0’ a mesi, 
two bands or ropes fixed to each 
end of an oblong straw-rope net 
(mesi) by means of which the mesi 
with the basket (kessi) inside is at- 
tached to the pack-saddle (in horse- 
transport). comm. O.N. fetill, m., a 
strap by means of which something 
is carried over the shoulder. 

fell, fettel [(fetal) fetal, fatal], vb., 
to wind-, fasten by means 0/a fetel, 
sb. (e.g. of a load fastened to a 
pack-saddle), fatal: Nms. Cf. No. 
fetla = fatla. See fatl, vb., which 
is the older form. 

fett [fet], sb., bend of the back-, 
to ha’e a f. i’ de (ane’s) back, to be 
hollow-backed-, he had a f. in his 
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back. Conn., Sandw. (Du.). Cf. No., 
Icel. and Fser. fetta, vb., to bend 
back one's body, fetta s6r (Icel.), f. 
saer (Faer.), f. seg (No.); O.N. fattr, 
adj., bent backward; Icel. and Faer. 
fattur, No. fatt, adj., bent backwards; 
hollow-backed. 

fettin [fae‘tin], sb., in the compd. 
“keel-f.”, bend, curve of a boat's 
keel to facilitate sailing (opp. to 
“keel-krumpin”, the keel-rounding 
which is better for rowing). Fe. 
Getting. See prec. fett, sb. 

fib [fob], sb., downy hairs; small, 
short, soft hairs. Also fob [fob]. 
Conn, a fibi [fobi]- or fobi [fobi]- 
seal (Conn.), a young seal. Poss. to 
be compared with Faer. fipa, f., in“myri- 
fipa” = O.N.flfa, i., cotton-grass, (No.) 
myrdun, cotton-grass, Eriophorum. 

fibi or fibbi [fobi], sb., an otter; 
tabu-name, used by fishermen at sea. 
Y. occas. (Yh.). May, like “fibi-seal”, 
be derived from fib in sense of 
small, short, soft hairs. A deriv. 
of *fibb in sense of tail might, how- 
ever, also be indicated; cf. Sw. dial, 
febb, fibb, m., a point; tail (fibbul, 
m., dog’s tail). In that case, the 
name must be classed with other 
sea-terms for the otter, as: dratsi 
(corresponding to Icel. “dratthali” of 
the fox); dafi (from O.N. dpf, f., a 
hind part), hali (*halin, from O.N. 
hali, m., a tail), and drinj drinj- 
tail, dring-tail), really, that which 
drags its tail. 

*fid [fid], sb., a low, fertile mea- 
dow stretching along a river (or 
lake) and sometimes inundated; in 
Ys. still partly as a common noun, 
and partly as a place-name: de fids 
(Fids.), pi.; also Ub.: de Fids (fids), 
pi. Otherwise the word is common 
as a place-name in diff. forms: a) 
Fid- or Fidd- [fid]: Fidda [fida] and 
“Uta-dyke’s-Fidda” (oot o’ dyke’s = 
outside the fences) (Lerabakk, Fo.); 
de Fiddins [fidens] (Uwg.), def. pi. 

form: *fitjarnar; Fidna grona [fidna 
grona] (Collaster, Ai.), a piece of 
meadow in the middle of a swampy 
dale between two hills: *fitin (accus.: 
fitina) grcena (accus.: grcenu), “the 
green meadow”, b) Fitj [fit«j]: de 
Fit] (Ti.); de meadow o’ Fitjin [fitijin] 
(De.), def. sing, form: *fitin; de Fitjes 
[fit^os] (Hoswick, Du.), pi.; de Fitjins 
[fit^ins] (Fe., Collafirth, Nm., Catfirth, 
N.); occas. alsoVidji [vid^i] (M.Roe). 
c) as the last part of the compd. 
occas.: fit [fit], e.g. de Kjorkafits 
[lyj‘r"kafits-] (Bakka, De., Uyea, Nm.): 
*kirkju-fitjar. d) “Fed [fed]” in e.g. 
de Fedis [fedis] (Lunnister, Nm.), and 
“Fjed [fjed]” in e.g. Fjedhul [fjed"- 
hul‘] (Flad., C.), a piece of damp 
meadow at the foot of a hillock, 
orig. the name of the hillock itself: 
*fit-holl. See Shetl. Stedn. p. 92. 
— O.N. fit, f. (pi. fitjar), meadow- 
land on the banks of a firth, lake 
or river. 

fidabord, fidebord, sb., see fire- 
bord, sb. 

fiddikoddi [fid"ik6d‘i], vb., con- 
cubare. St. Vulgar. The first part 
prob. Da. dial, fitte, Sw. dial, fitta, f., 
vulva, pudendum muliebre. 

fider, fidder [fidor, fedor], sb., a 
sheep-mark: a slanting cut, esp./rom 
the upper edge of a sheep’s ear, 
opp. to “hingin’ [‘hangin’] widder” 
= a cut slanting from below up- 
wards. In some places (as in Y.) 
fider, fidder is similar to “strae- 
draw”, a strip cut from the edge 
of a sheep’s ear. wid(d)er [widar, 
wedor] (in several places) and wit(t)er 
[witar, wetar] (Ai.) are parallel forms 
to fid(d)er. The word orig. means 
feather. Cf. Icel. and Faer. fjodur, 
f., a) a feather; b) a cut, slanting 
from the upper edge of a sheep’s 
ear, also Icel. “hangandi fjoflur”, a 
cut, slanting from below in a sheep’s 
ear (orally reported). A distinct differ- 
ence of pronunc. is made between 

11* 
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fid(d)er and “fedder” [faedar, fsdar], 
the latter, from Mod. Eng. feather. 
Shetl. fid(d)er, acc. to the vowel- 
sound, appears to spring from a 
“*fidr” without changing i to ja (jg). 
O.N. fjgdr, f. (feather but fiflri, n.: 
plumage), Icel. fidr, n.; A.S. feder, 
fider, f., feather. — The similarity 
of Icel. fjddur b and Shetl. fid(d)er 
indicates that “fjgdr, *fidr”, applied 
to a sheep-mark, is very old in the 
Northern (Norn) language. 

fiderd, fidderd [fidard, fedard], adj., 
of a sheep’s ear: marked with f id(d)er 
(a slant cut, or a strip cut off); a 
f. lug [‘ear’]. With ref. to the form, 
cf. O.N. fidrdr and fidradr, adj., 
feathered. 

fifl, sb., see fivl, sb. 
fifel [fifal], vb., to act foolishly. 

Wests. (Sa.). — Ork. feiffle, fiffle, 
vb., to work awkwardly and aim- 
lessly (E.D.D.). — *fifla, from O.N. 
fifl, n., a clown, fool; O.N. fifla, 
vb., is handed down in a somewhat 
diff. sense: to fool one; to seduce. 

fifler [fiflar], sb., a foolish person. 
Wests. (Sa.). Deriv. of fifel, vb. 
[*fifla]. Fivl a [fivla], on the other 
hand, as the name for a goblin 
(prop, the name for a sorceress) in 
old Shetl. tales of goblins, must be 
derived directly from O.N. fifl, n., a 
goblin; fool; cf. O.N. fifla, f., a 
foolish, silly woman. 

ffik [fik], sb., comm, in pi., fiks: 
fancies, capricious orders, esp. want- 
ing many small things done. Un. A 
form of pronunc. “fik”, in sense of 
bustle (fidgety) trifling, is found in the 
compd. gumpelfik, sb. (q.v.). — 
O.N. and L.Sc. See further fik, vb. 

fik [fik, fik], vb., to bustle about 
with trifles; to geng fikin aboot; 
what is du fikin aboot de day [‘to- 
day’]?; to f. at or wi’ onyting [‘some- 
thing’]. No. fika, vb., to bustle;fidget; 
trifle, etc. (R.), of restless bustle, ex- 
actly like Shetl. fik; almost like L.Sc. 

“fike, fyke, feik”, vb.; cf. Icel. and 
Sw. dial, fika, Da. dial, fige, to hasten 
(to desire; aspire). The k, preserved 
at the end of Shetl. fik, is prob. due 
to L.Sc. influence. 

fikek [fikak, fikak], sb., a wisp; 
dishevelled lock; his hair is hangin’ 
in fikeks, like fikeks. U. Doubt- 
less to be classed with No. fiklast, vb., 
to become entangled. Cf. fisk2, sb. 

fillafoga [fi]-afo-ga (fe['a-), fal'a-] 
and fillafjoga [fil'afjo'ga (feha-), fal'a-], 
sb. and adv.: 1) sb. in the expr.: 
“hit [‘it’] turned ut [‘out’] a I. wi’ 
him”, it came to nothing, everything 
has gone wrong with him. 2) adv. 
in the expr.: “hit guid [‘went’] or 
turned (is gane, turned) f.”, it went 
(has gone) quite wrong with the 
work, it became (has become) a 
mere muddle. Un. The compd. un- 
certain. fill a- might have arisen 
from No. fikla, vb., to fidget; bungle; 
f(j)oga may be referred to the root 
in No. fokla, vb., = fikla, or to No. 
foga, vb. (to cram; stuff), in sense 
of stamping about without getting 
any farther. 

fillek, sb., see fullek, sb. 
filsk [fo‘lsk] and fjilsk [fji'lsk, 

fj3‘lsk], vb., to make fun; to f. wi’ 
de lasses. U. Prob. a more mod. 
verbal form; cf. filska, sb., and 
filsket, adj. 

filska [fa‘lska], sb., foolery; silly 
fun; flighty behaviour; he did it 
Trough [‘through’] f. N.I. Also 
fjilska [fjTlska, fja'lska]: U. occas.and 
Du.; more rarely fjolska [fjai'lska]: 
Wests, occas. The word seems to 
imply O.N. fiflska, f., folly (Icel.: 
foolery, madness), and O.N. folska, 
f., foolishness-, poss. also *villska 
(No. villska, f., wildness-, hot temper, 
and villskap, m., wildness-, wanton- 
ness). fjolska most prob. points 
to “folska”. — Cf. fifpl, vb., and 
filsket, adj. 

filsket [fa'lskat], adj., foolish-, half 
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silly, esp. of wildness, excessive 
mirth, fjilsket [fji‘lsk3t, fja'lskst]: 
U. occas.; Du. fjolsket [fjso'lskatj; 
Wests, occas. The word prob. in- 
cludes both O.N. (Mod. Icel.) fiflskr, 
adj., silly; foolish, and O.N. folskr, 
silly; stupid; poss. also *villsk-; see 
prec. filska, sb. fjolsket most prob. 
points to “folskr”. 

fim [fim], sb., = fern, sb.; a fim 
o’ meal, a fim o’ frost, “fim”: Y. 
occas., Fe6.; “fern”: Few. Also fjim 
[fjim] (U. occas.). — No. fim, n., a 
thin layer (R.), = feim; O.Da. and 
Da. dial, fiim, sb., a thin layer; 
froth, etc. 

fimis [firms, fimuj], sb., haste, esp. 
confused, noisy haste. Also con- 
fusion; excitement. Is prob. No. 
fima, f., precipitation; haste (R.), 
from O.N. fimr, adj., nimble; agile, 
but appears to be influenced by Eng. 
furnish, adj., and fumishness, sb. 
Cf. fommis. 

fimis [fimis, fimuj], vb., to make 
great haste. No. fima (fima seg), 
vb., to hasten. For the suffix -is 
in fimis see fimis, sb. 

fimm, vb., and fimmin, sb., see 
fomm, vb., and fommin, sb. 

*fimm [fern], num., five, O.N. 
fimm. F.I. 

fin, finn [fin, fan], sb., layer of 
dust, commonly: a layer of mould 
or mustiness, e.g. on corn, bread, 
occas. also on fish, meat (cf. blo- 
naild, adj.); der’r a f. upon it. 
Sometimes in the compd. blofin(n) 
[blofim, blofmvfan-] or “blue-fin(n)”, 
“blue mould". Also finni [fsrp], 
blofinni [blofaip], blue-f. (N.). No. 
faan, f., Faer. fon, n., Da. dial, fon 
and Sw. fan, n., dust-, a layer of 
dust-, flake-, down-, No. fauna, foyna, 
f., putrid skin (on fluid, esp. on 
milk), finni, esp. might be syn. 
with a *fyrni; No. forne, m., inter 
alia mould. See finsk, sb. 

ffind (fiend) [find], sb., thin, poor 

corn. Un. Prob. Eng. fiend, sb. 
See further under fjandi, sb. 

find [find], adj., covered with a 
layer of dust, mustiness or mould, 
f. corn, blofind [blofind', bjofind'], 
blue-find, musty. A deriv. of fin, 
finn, sb. Cf. finnet, finsket, adjs. 

finder [findar], sb., a find-, some- 
thing found-, yon [‘that’] is a f.! it 
is a good find, a thing of great 
value, mostly ironically; I fann a 
f., / made a good find, partly ironi- 
cally. Nmw., Wh., Fe. — O.N. fyndr, 
m., a find. — A form finden (Edm.) 
may have arisen from the def. accus. 
form “fyndinn” (nom. fyndrinn). — 
See funder, sb. 

fingerbjorg (-bjorg),sb., see bjorg 
(bjorg), sb. 

finn [fin], vb., 1) vb. a., to find, 
O.N. finna. 2) vb. a., to be sen- 
sible of, to feel, = O.N. finna, finna 
til; I fann de gof o’ his breath, 
/ felt his strong breath on my face 
(Y\); to finn cauld [‘cold’], to feel 
cold. 3) vb. n., to feel-, to f. weel 
[‘well’], to feel well, to f. ill, to 
feel ill, to be indisposed-, I finn no 
[‘not’] very weel; hoo (foo) finns 
du? hoo (foo)’s du finnin? how are 
you? (Fe.). No. finna seg, to feel. 
— The old inflection is partly pre- 
served in the Shetl. verb.; impf.: fann 
[fan] = O.N. iann, found-, perf. part.: 
fonn [fon] = O.N. funninn, found. 

finna, finni, sb., see fon a, sb. 
finnet [finat, fanst], adj., covered 

with dust-, musty, mouldy, = find, 
adj.; blofinnet [blofimst, b]ofin-3t, 
-fsn'st], blue-fin net, musty. 

finsk [fi'nsk, f3‘nsk], sb., 1) layer 
of dust, mustiness or mould, = fin, 
finn, sb., blofinsk [blofi'nsk-, b]o- 
fi'nsk', -fs'nsk']and b 1 o v i n s k [-vi‘nsk, 
-vs'nsk], blue-f., Ublue mould". 2) a 
slight covering of clouds, haze (Du.), 
= a) fjonsk [fjo'nsk], which is doubt- 
less a parallel form to finsk; b) 
fjongs, fongs, fjons. All these 
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forms, given under meaning 2, are 
peculiar to Du. — Ross records (doubt- 
fully) a form “finnske”, m., mould 
(= farde), in No. (Ryf.). Cf. Sw. 
dial, fonske, m., a covering, thin 
crust on the earth when the snow 
has melted in spring. Fser. (Sando) 
finska [fi‘nska], vb., to become musty, 
e. g. of corn, = ftina, vb. 

finsket [fi'nskst, fa'nskot], adj., = 
find and finnet, adj., blofinsket 
[blofi'n'skot, -fo'n'skot, bjo-] and blo- 
vinsket [-vi'nskat, -vo'nskot], blue- 
f. , musty. Esh., Nmw.: finsket and 
tinted; q.v. 

finster [fi'nstar, f3‘nstor], sb., a 
find, an object found; I’m fonn a 
f„ I have made a (valuable) find. 
Ai. Deriv. of finn, vb., formed like 
words ending in -ster. Cf. finder 
and funder, sbs. 

finted [fi'ntad] and fintet [fai‘qt9t]» 
adj., = find, finnet, finsket, adj.; 
finted, fintet corn. Nw. occas. 
[fi'ntad]. Yb. [f3i‘qt9t]. 

fintek [f3i‘ntak], sb., esp. in the 
compd. “roni [roni]-f.”, a) a puddle, 
inside or outside a byre; b) a filthy 
puddle or slough covered with green 
slime. Fe. fintek is doubtless a 
deriv. of O.N. fen, n., a swamp; 
soft bog; morass; with roni, cf. 
No. raan, f., and Fser. runa, f., mire; 
mud. The first part of No. runefen, 
n., quagmire round a watercourse 
(run; R.), differs in meaning from 
the first part of the Shetl. word. 

fip [fip], vb., to steal about (prop. 
to walk on tiptoe): a) to trip about, 
to geng fipin aboot; — to steal 
about, ingratiating oneself in order 
to get something; to come fipin, 
to come fawning-, de hens cam’ here 
fipin. b) to walk feebly with short 
steps, of a weakly person. U. No. 
fippa, to grip with one's finger-tips 
(from “fipp”, m., a tip; point)-, No. 
fjappen, adj., light-, nimble. O.N. fipla, 
vb., to touch, finger. Cf. fisp, vb. 

firdet [firdot], adj. (prop. perf. part.), 
lost-, disappeared, of something not 
to be found, in spite of search. U.? 
Edm.: firdit. — Prob.: firdr, perf. part, 
of O.N. firra, vb., to put out of sight; 
take away; deprive. 

*fire [faro], prep./or, in a single, old 
rigmarole: gott or goit f. monna, 
good for the mouth, in the verse 
about the cat (see Introd.). Conn. 
O.N. fyrir, prep., for. 

*fire [fara, fira, fira], num., four; 
O.N. fjorir; only in the riddle about 
the cow: F. honge, f. gonge. . . . 
four are hanging, four are going 
 (see Introd.). U. The pronunc. 
of “fira” is not regularly developed 
from O.N. fjorir; cf. Fser. fira, No. 
fire (= fjore) and Da. fire, modified 
acc. to Germ. vier. 

firebord [(fir"ab6rd‘) far-abord'], 
sb., an apparition coming as a (super- 
natural) warning. N.I. The expr. 
“turned till a f.”, is used in Ai. in 
the foil, senses: a) has come to 
nothing, a vain hope-, b) of a per- 
son: entirely emaciated. Also (cor- 
rupted) fidabord, fidebord [fid"a- 
bord-, -bard-, fad"a-, fad"a-] (U. oc- 
cas.; Ai. occas.) and fjedebord 
[fje''dabard' (-bord')] (Fe. occas.) in 
sense of a vision-, warning. O.N. 
fyrirburdr, m., appearance-, vision; 
spectre, prop, that which gives rise 
to presentiment-, cf. “ber afore” un- 
der ber, bear, vb. 

*firfoder, sb., a sea-term, tabu- 
name for cat. Reported by J.I. Prop. 
the four-footed one. See *f ire, num- 
eral, and fudin, sb.,aca/1 (tabu-name) 
— the last word in various forms. 

firi [firi, firi, fid], sb., epidemic, 
= far3, sb.; esp. canine epidemic, a f. 
among de dogs. In Fe. firi [firi] 
is occas. used disparagingly or jok- 
ingly of a slight illness, a cold, 
etc.; du’s gotten a f. In Conn, often 
fig. of a sickly, nervous state or in- 
disposition supposed (formerly sup- 
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posed) to be caused by the fairies; 
wha’s [‘who has’] gi’en dee de f.? 
— For *feri? Is doubtless a deriv. 
of far3, sb. Note No. “ferd” in 
“yverferd”, f., epidemic. 

firl, firel [firol], sb., a ridiculous 
new fashion in dress-, a new f, on 
de hat. U. Prob. to be classed with 
No. firl, n., something crumpled. 
Infl. by Eng. furl, vb.? 

firsmo [forsmo-], sb., l) contempt-, 
outrage-, neglect-, to get a f. 2) a 
trifle-, a small, trifling present; to 
get a mere f. Wests. N.I. O.N. fyrir- 
sm^n (forsman; Icel.) and fyrirsman- 
ing, f., contempt. See firsmo, vb. 

firsmo [forsmo-], vb., 1) to dim- 
inish or lessen-, to represent one’s 
resources as being poorer than they 
are; to understate; complain without 
reason; Ai.; Y. firsmjo [farsmjo’], 
a firsmjoin [farsmjo'in] body: Yb. 
2) more comm.: to disregard; dis- 
dain; also to scorn; insult. — O.N. 
fyrirsma, vb., to despise. In Shetl. 
the word is preserved in its orig. 
meaning: to reduce; to lessen the 
value of a thing. 

first [fo'rst], adj. and adv., first, 
O.N. fyrstr and fyrst, is used occas. 
in sense of not until now, = Da. 
forst nu, Faer. ml fyrsta; I’m f. come, 
I have just come (U.). 

fis [fis], vb., of fluid: to ooze-, 
flow slowly (through narrow open- 
ings), to f. ut t’rough (Fe.). Doubt- 
less also of air: to press through 
an opening, and in that case, the 
same word as O.N. ffsa, vb., to 
fizzle; puff. 

*fisk1 [fisk], sb., fish. Fo. In Ai. 
a form, fusk [fosk], is preserved as 
a sea-term, tabu-name lor fish. O.N. 
fiskr, m., fish. Cf. the compds. 
fiskafjel (-brod), sb., fiskali, adj. 

fisk2 [fisk], sb., comm, in pi.: 
fisks, small, short, faded tufts, wisps 
of hair, esp. on an elderly person, 
fisks o’ hair. Fe., Nmw. Appears 

to belong partly to Sw. dial, fjas, 
n., short, downy hairs, O.Da. fjaes, 
fjos, fos — fibre, cf. Sw. (Da.) dial, 
fjasskad, adj., “furry”, “bushy”, of 
hair: S.Schonen (Ri. under fjas1), 
partly to O.N. fis- in fisbleikr, adj., 
pale, withered. No. and Sw. dial, 
bleikfis (blaik-, blek-), Da. dial, bleg- 
fis, a pale, gaunt, withered person. 
Cf. fisket, adj., and frisk, sb. 

fiska [fiska]-6roc/, sb., see fiska- 
fjel, sb. 

fiskafjel [fis"kafje3F] and fiskafel 
[fis"kafel‘, -faP], sb., ufish-board”, 
partition in a boat to prevent the 
fish slipping from one hold to an- 
other. The “fish-boards” are placed 
under the so-called bekks (fasti- 
bekks, fastibands, hadibands, 
the cross-bars under the thwarts). 
fiskafjel: U. fiskafel:comm. *fiska- 
fjyl. See ♦fisk1, sb., and fjel, sb. 

fiskali [fis^kalr (f3s"kalr)], adj., 
1) a) suitable for fishing-, f. bait, 
a good, large piece of bait, a f. bit 
o’ line, a f. ayre [‘oar’], a f. hook; 
hit ’s no f. de day, it is not a good 
day (the weather is unfavourable) 
to-day for fishing; b) lucky for 
fishing, e.g. observance of old cus- 
toms, tabu-rules. 2) that becomes 
a fisherman, orderly, neat, tidy, a 
f. body [‘person’]. N.I. Occas. fistli 
[fistli (fastli)] for *fiskli, a f. bait: 
Yb. — O.N. fiskiligr, adj., fit for 
fishing. Cf. ufiskali (un-fiskali) 
and “*fiskarroe”. 

“*fiskarroe”, adj., unlike or unbe- 
coming a practical fisherman, = 
ufiskali. U.? Acc. to Edm. Not 
further corroborated. 

fisket [fiskat], adj., out of order, 
tangled, of locks of hair; lass, dy 
hair is a’ [‘all’] f. Wh., Fe., Nmw. 
Deriv. of fisk2, sb. Cf. Sw. (Da.) 
dial, fjasskad, adj., “furry”, “bushy”, 
of hair: S.Sc. (Ri. under fjas1). 
fisket poss. for frisket? The mean- 
ing appears, in any case, to be infl. 
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by the latter word. See frisk, sb., 
and frisket, adj. 

fismel [(fizmal) fezmol] and fismenf 
[(fismant) fesmont], sb., a small part 
of something, particle; dey’re [‘they 
have’] no [‘not’] left a fismel o’ 
it (Yb.: fezmal); a fisment o’ meal, 
sugar, tea, etc. (Um0.), fismel and 
pismel: Uc. [fismol and pesmal]. 
Cf. No. fisma, f., of something thin, 
and too fine (thin material), fismen, 
adj., very supple, thin, fine. — fis- 
mel is formed with the derivative 
ending “-el”; fisment, on the other 
hand, is formed similarly to Eng. 
words ending in -ent (-ment) as 
“fragment”. 

fisp [fisp, fisp], sb., a person trip- 
ping about lightly, esp. applied to 
elderly people. Un. See further 
fisp, vb. 

fisp [fisp, fisp], vb., 1) to trip 
lightly and nimbly, but feebly about, 
esp. of elderly people not decrepit 
with age; a braw fisp in body [‘per- 
son’] (pres. part, fisp in often ap- 
pears as an adjective in sense of 
light, nimble, but feeble), 2) to 
work the line backwards and for- 
wards in order to make the water 
foamy, in fly-fishing; as v. a.: to f. 
de water. Un. — Prob. for an older 
*fips by metathesis of p and s; in 
that case, a deriv. of fip, vb., to 
trip (see prec.), No. fippa, vb., to 
grip with one’s finger-tips; for the 
suffix cf. No. fjapsa, vb., to grip a 
little at a time, etc. (R.), partly = fippa. 

fispen [fispori, fispon], adj., light 
and nimble, but feeble, esp. of el- 
derly people; a f. body (person). 
Prop. pres. part, fispin? see prec. 
fisp, vb. Might be an older *fips- 
inn; cf. No. fjappen, adj., light;nimble, 
with the deriv. fjaps-. 

fist, sb., see frist, sb. 
fister, fisterment. sb., in swearing, 

in the expr.: “ill f.!”; see vister, sb. 
fisti [fisti]-6a’, sb., a fungus-ball, 

filled with powder, (acc. to Edm.: 
Agaricus campestris). U. No. fisball, 
m., = fissopp, puff-ball (Lycoperdon 
Bovista), Da. fisebolle (dial.) and 
(after Germ.) “bofist”, id.; Icel. fisi- 
sveppur, Fser. fisibjolgur. For the 
form fisti- cf. A.S. fist and Germ, 
fist (bofist), m., puff-ball; t in fisti- 
(fisti-6a) may orig. from A.S. (A.S. 
and Germ. fist), “ba”’ in “fisti-ba” 
is the L.Sc. form of Eng. ball; the 
Shetl. compd. thus corresponds to 
No. “fisball” and Da. “fisebolle”. 
The Norw. form fisball is found in 
the place-name Fiseballand (Ubu.). 
— fusti [fusti]-ba’ is found as a parallel 
form to “fistiba”’ (e.g. in N.I.). 

fit [fit], vb., to potter about doing 
some work without strength or en- 
ergy, to geng fitin aboot, to fit 
aboot de wark [‘work’]. Nmw. fit 
is the root in No. fitla, vb., to touch 
lightly — see further fitl, fitel, vb. 

ffitgeng [fotgseg], sb., cattle-track. 
Y. fit- is L.Sc. fit, sb., afoot. O.N. 
fotganga, f., walking on foot. L.Sc. 
fitgang (a small patch of ground; 
a long, narrow chest) deviates in 
meaning from the Shetl. word. 

fitj [fitsj (fot.^)], vb., to plait or 
twist into each other, esp. straw 
bands; to f. a chair, to fix net-work 
under the seat of a chair (Un.), to 
f. a peg, to fix net-work round a 
jar (Un.), to f. a roof, a hoose, to 
thatch a house (really to twist straw- 
bands in and out when thatching) 
(U., Fe.), to f. a skru, to sling straw- 
bands round a stack of grain (U., 
Fe.). In Du. the word is used in a 
special meaning, viz.: in the expr. 
“to f. fetels”, really to twist a bear- 
ing-band (fetel = carrying-band on 
a basket, kessi), now only in a fig. 
sense of two persons who, carrying 
peats, meet each other repeatedly, 
the one with an empty kessi (bas- 
ket) on his back, the other with a 
full one, exchange their kessis and 
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go back, etc.; also called “to geng 
[‘go’] fitj-fetels [fit^'faet'ols]. No. 
fitja, Sw. dial, fittja, vb., to draw to- 
gether (to plait), tie together; Icel. 
fitja, vb., to make folds; Da. fedde, 
vb., to tie in skeins (hanks of 
thread). 

fitj-fetel, sb., see under fitj, vb. 
fitjin [fitsjin], straw-band twisted 

in and out, used in thatching. U. 
Deriv. of fitj, vb. 

fill, fitel [fitol, ffital, Fitol, fseitol], 
vb., 1) to take short, light steps in 
walking-, U.? (Edm.: fittl). 2) to 
do trifling work-, to bungle; to f. 
aboot somet’in’; what is du fitlin 
aboot? N.Roe or Wh. [fitol]; U". 
[(feitol, Fitol) faeitol], — O.N. (and 
Mod. Icel.) fitla, vb., to touch lightly; 
No. fitla, vb., to bungle; trifle; Sw. 
dial. (Gothl.) fittla, vb., to be dila- 
tory.— Cf. fatl, fattel, vb. 2, with 
fitl 2. See further fit, vb., from 
which fitl is derived. 

fitlek, fitlin, fitrik, sb., a sea-term 
(tabu-name) for mouse; see further 
fotlek, fotlin, sb. 

fitlin [fitlin, fotlin, f3itlin, foitlin, 
f3it[m, faitlin, faitjin], sb., the skin 
of the foot of animals, esp. of a 
cow, ox, or horse; is made into 
rivlins (shoes). — fitlin, fotlin: 
comm, foitjin and fait[m: Fe. faitlin: 
Un. — *fitlingr. No. fitel (R.) and 
fetling (Aa.), m., skin of the foot 
of an animal, fitjung, m., a shoe 
made of the skin of a foot, are 
derivs. of O.N. fit, f., hide between 
the hoofs of a cloven-footed animal, 
als»» web, the webbed foot of water- 
birds, in No. also = fitel, fetling. 
Cf. O.N. fitskor, m., a shoe made 
of fit. — See pjokleg, sb. 

fitlinn, //Minn [fitlin, fotlm], sb., 
a stretcher in a boat supporting the 
feet in rowing, = Fser. fotalunnur. 
The first syllable is L.Sc. fit, sb., 
a foot; for the second syllable see 
linn1, sb. 

fitsek, sb., a sea-term (tabu-name) 
for mouse; see fotsek, sb. 

fittek, fitter, fittin, sb., sea-term 
(tabu-name) for mouse and cat-, see 
fudin (futen, futer). 

fitti, sb., see foti (futi), sb. 
fitwark, fit-wark [fotwa'rk], sb., 

1) pain in the feet. 2) much trudg- 
ing about; we had a f. destreen 
[‘yesterday’]. O.N. fotaverkr, m.,^o«/. 
“fit” is a L.Sc. form (cf. prec. fit- 
geng, fitlinn); prob. also “wa‘rk” 
(L.Sc. wark = Eng. work, N.Eng. dial, 
wark = an ache, a pain). The compd., 
now modified in its form acc. to L.Sc. 
pronunc., is doubtless ancient inShetl., 
arising from O.N. fotaverkr, to which 
the meaning of “fitwark 1” assimilates. 

fivl, fivel [fivol], fivla [fivla (fovla)] 
and fivlin [fivlin], sb., a very thin 
layer of something-, a fiv(e)l o’ 
butter (on bread), o’ meal, o’ snaw 
[‘snow’], etc.; a fivlin o’ smer (Fo.) 
= a fiv(e)l o’ butter. In Fo. also 
noted down in sense of a thin layer 
of low-lying mist, a fivl o’ mist. 
Prob. mostly of a thin covering of 
snow, a fivl (fivla) o’ snaw. — 
fivl, fivel: comm, fivla: Fe. fivlin: 
Fo. — Other forms: fifl, fifel [fifol], 
a f. o’ snaw, and fibl, fibel [fibol], 
a f. o’ snaw (De.). — O.N. fplva 
(folva), f., and fpl (fol), f. and n., 
a thin covering of snow (snsefplva, 
snja- and snjofpl); Faer. folv (folv), 
felv, n., and folvan (folvan), felvan, 
f., a thin layer (of snow, of butter 
on bread), folva (fdlva), felva, vb., 
to spread on quite thinly; to make 
a thin covering of snow on the 
ground. Icel. fbl, n., a) fading; 
b) “a little snow hardly visible on 
the ground'’ (B.H.). — The Shetl. 
forms have arisen by metathesis of 
1 and v: fivl for an older *filv 
or *felv. 

fivl, fivel [fivol], vb., to cover thin- 
ly, e.g. to spread butter thinly on 
bread, to f. upo de bread. Fo. Faer. 
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f0lva (folva), felva, vb., id. See above 
fivl, sb. Fivla, sb., name for a 
sorceress: see under fifler, sb. 

fjab, sb., see flab, sb. 
fjag1 [fjag], sb., I) l) dust; flake; 

something light, dust-like (U.); fine 
meal-dust (Uwg.). 2) a thin, light 
covering of clouds-, detached, misty 
clouds in motion-, Fe. and Y. occas. 
(Yh., Ye.); de f. is flyin’ ower de 
sky (Few.). 3) drizzle or snow fall- 
ing slightly (mostly in calm weather), 
a slight shower, a f. o’ rain, o’ weet 
[‘wet’], a f. o’ snaw[‘snow’]; U. (Un.). 
II) 1) something loose, unravelled, 
feazed-, de end o’ de rep [‘rope’] is 
a’ [‘all’] in a f., the end of the rope 
is quite feazed (Fe.); his head was 
in a t, his hair was quite dishe- 
velled, hanging loose and untidy 
(Fe., Y.); cf. meaning II 2 c; to be 
in a great f., to be very untidily 
dressed (Nmw.). 2) a) thin, short, 
empty corn in the field, a corn (a 
trifle) o’ f.; b) thin, poor hay, c) 
scant, dishevelled hair (see f j a g II l). 
Fe. and occas. Y. (Yh.). 3) lumber, 
a lock [‘lot’] o’ f. (Fe.). — Old *fjak? 
see fjakom, sb. (trash-, mess). Vari- 
ous words may here have been merged 
together. With fjag II 2 maybe com- 
pared No. fjagg, n., scantily grow- 
ing (poor)grass, hair, etc. (R.). fjag I 
assimilates entirely to fjog2 or fjug 
(fjok, fjuk), sb., and might be a 
parallel form to this word. A *fyk, 
which through *fig[*f i g] was changed 
to fjag by a later change of i to ja, 
might be indicated. Change of i, 
and esp. e, in Shetl. Norn, is car- 
ried out in a somewhat different way 
from the other Northern languages. 
— Cf. No. fyk, n., “some snow, 
just enough to drift” (R.), with fjag 
I 3, and cf. Sw. dial, fyk, n., a flake, 
— fjuk, with fjag I. With fjag cf. 
further Shetl. (Fe.) fjeg [fje3g], sb., 
rags; fibres, which might be reg- 
ularly developed from a *fig (cf. e.g. 

monnvjeg from monnvig, -vik, 
ongnibjeder from onglabiter.bje- 
rek from birek, from O.N. byrr, m., 
fair wind). Note, however, forms 
with “ja”, such as Sw. dial, “fjagel, 
fjagla”, recorded in Ri. with reference 
to “fjuk” — not mentioned, however, 
under this word (verb). — See fjog2 

or fjug (fjok, fjuk) and fjogg1, sbs. 
fjag2 [fjag], sb., l) eager bustling 

with trifles (N.I.?). 2) fidgeting about 
a person with excessive or simul- 
ated kindness and care-, to be in 
(op in) a f. aboot ane (Nm.; Ai.). 
3) feverish bustle-, to be in a great 
f. aboot somet’in’, to be very busy 
about something, of fidgety bustle 
with little progress (Nmw.); needless 
haste, to be in a f. (Nms.). 4) a 
long, close conversation, esp. dis- 
paragingly, mockingly or jokingly: 

: a long, wearisome talk (between two 
persons); to get intill [‘into’] a f. 
(Nm.; De.). — No. fjak, n., fidgety 
bustle. Cf. also No. fik, n., and fika, 
f., restless bustle or haste, Icel. and 
Sw. dial, fik, n., Da. dial, figvserk, 
haste. See fjag2, vb.,and fjakk, sb. 

fjag1 [fjag], vb., to unravel; feaze, 
esp. in perf. part, fjaget [fjagat], 
fjaget op, unravelled-, feazed-, de end 
o’ de rep [‘rope’] is a’ [‘all’] fjaget 
op (Fe.). Deriv. of fjag1, sb. (mean- 
ing II 1). 

fjag2 [fjag], vb., l) to trifle (N.I.?). 
2) to fidget about someone, simul- 
ating excessive kindness and care, 
to f. aboot ane (Nm.; Ai.), = the 
more usual fjarm, vb. No. fjaka, 
vb., to fidget-, bustle. Cf. also No. 
fika, vb., to fidget-, wag\ trifle, etc. (R.). 

fjagers [fjagars], exclamation of an- 
noyance, e.g. when something has 
been lost: hang it! etc.; also = fy 
upon it! fie. U. Cf. fjaldreks. 

fjakom [fjakom, fjakam], sb., scrap- 
ings; thin, worthless stuff; a grain 
o’ f. N.Roe. Cf. fjag1, sb. 

fjakk [fjak], sb., \) feverish hurry, 
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aimless and useless bustling about; 
de(r) wer [‘there was’] a f. upon him; 
to be in a f. U. and Y. 2) trouble-, 
anxiety; dilemma; to be in a f. U. 
No. fjakk, n., bustle-, deriv. of *fjak; 
see fjag2, sb. Faer. fjakk, n., dis- 
order; confusion. 

fjakk, vb., see fjogg, vb. 
fjal [fjal], vb., to hide oneself; 

disappear: now only in fishermen’s 
tabu-lang. at sea: Pobi [pobi] is 
fjal in, “Pobi” (sea-term for a hill 
in Unst, used as a landmark dur- 
ing fishing) is disappearing (hiding 
itself) in the distance. U. (Uwg.). *fjala 
from “fela”. O.N. fela, Peer, fjala, 
vb., to hide. 

fjaldreks [fjaldroks], exclamation of 
surprise; oh, f. on eart’! what on 
earth! etc. U. (Uwe.). 

*fjalsgord [fja‘lskar]-<fyke, sb., a 
fence, division, marking the bound- 
ary between parts of the out-field 
(Un.); now comm.: hill-dyke. *Fjals- 
gord [fja'lsgord] and “f.-dyke”, now 
obs. as a common noun, is used as 
a place-name in Un., esp. as a name 
for the remains of an old fence, se- 
parating the villages Haroldswick and 
Norwich: de F.-g. (-dyke). *fjalls- 
gardr. O.N. fjall, n., mountain, and 
garflr, m., a wall, “dyke” (L.Sc. dyke, 
sb., a wall) is a tautological addition 
to gord (q.v.). — fjall is found in a 
few other place-names, such as: “de 
Fjalsa-mires” (Fe.): *fjalls-(myrar); 
but otherwise the unchanged form 
fell is usual in place-names of heights. 
For the forms of place-names: Fjel, 
Fjelli,Mellen fjella(Mella fjela), 
see fell, sb. 

fjamer, vb., see fjarm, vb. 
fjana [fjana], sb., a disagreeable, 

obtrusive flock, esp. of poultry (hens); 
a f. o’ hens, o’ dukes [‘ducks’]. Conn. 
Doubtless something belonging to the 
devil, devilment. A mingling of 
fjandi(n) (O.N. fjandinn, the devil) 
and “fan-”, the devil? Faer. fani, No., 

Sw. and Da. “fanen, fan”, the devil, 
prop. L.Germ. — fjana might have 
arisen from *fana by a later inserted 
j. Faer. fananskapur can be used, 
similar to Shetl. “fjana”, of an ob- 
trusive flock. — Though a few in- 
stances are found in Shetl. in which 
a is developed from an orig. 6 (thus: 
*mara, mother), owing to phonetic 
reasons “fjana” can hardly be derived 
from fjon, n., enmity; haired, esp. as 
another obvious explanation exists. 

fjandi [fjandi, fjaqdi (fja'ndi)], sb., 
1) with the def. art. of the old lang.: 
fjandin [fjandin, -dm], the devil, 
mostly in exclamations, oaths, such 
as: f. sit i’ dy hands! (U.), oh f.! 
confound it! hang it! (Wests., Fo.). 
In De. the word is found equally 
stressed on both syllables: fjan'din’, 
noted down in the expr. “gane to 
de f.” gone to the devil, entirely 
disappeared. 2) contemptuous term 
for short, thin corn; Un. [(fja'ndi) 
fjaqdi]; nowmoreusually “fiend”(Un.). 
With suffixed art.: fjandin [fjandin], 
thin, empty corn (Nm.). — O.N. fjandi 
(fj£ndi), m., enemy; devil, with def. 
art. (fjandinn), the devil. With ref. 
to Shetl. fjandi 2, cf. the use of feel, 
“trami”, partly a) the devil-, partly 
b) poor yarn. 

fjanskin [fja'nskin], an oath; ex- 
clamation: oh f.! confound it! hang 
it! Wests. Also used as a kind of 
blessing: f. upo yon ting! may for- 
tune attend that child! (opp. to: 
heaviness upo. . .! may misfortune 
attend..!)-, Sa.; prob. applied here 
in a sense opp. to the orig., as the 
word must be regarded as a corrup- 
tion of fjandin. See prec. fjandi, sb. 

fjarm [fjarm], sb., 1) fawning-, in- 
gratiating oneself-, to had [‘hold’] a 
(big) f. aboot ane (Du.) = to fjarm 
aboot ane. 2) whimpering-, whining 
complaint. 3) chattering-, jabbering. 
See fjarm, vb. 

fjarm [fjarm], vb., 1) to ingratiate 
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oneself-, to fawn, to f. aboot ane; 
rather comm.; de cat was fjarmin 
aboot him, the cat was purring and 
rubbing her head against him (U.). 
2) to talk in a whimpering voice, 
to whine, what is du fjarmin aboot? 
N.I.? 3) to chatter, talk nonsense-, 
also fjamer [fjamor] with change of 
r and m. N.Roe. — No. fjarma, vb., to 
talk softly, to seem gentle and kind; 
to fawn, also: to chatter unreliably. 

fjarmsom [fjarmsom], adj., that 
makes himself agreeable; fawning, 
ingratiating, a f. body; Wests, “he 
was no [‘not’] very f. wi’ us ava’ 
[‘at all’], he did not give us any 
kind welcome at all (Fo.). Also very 
talkative Roe). — *fjarmsamr. See 
prec. fjarm, vb. 

fjarsk, vb., see fjask, vb. 
fjarskin [fja‘rskin, -in] and fjaskin 

[fjaskin], exclamation, 1) = fjandin, 
the devil-, what f. [fja'rskin, -in] is 
de matter wi’ dee? Un. 2) interj., 
outburst, expressing occas. anger, dis- 
appointment, gloom; occas. feeling of 
pleasure; oh f.! The devil! ’Sdeath! 
Heigh-ho! U. [fja'rskin, -in, fjaskin]. 
Fe. [fja'rskin], On Wests. (Sa.) is 
found fjarstin [fja'rstin] and fjor- 
stin [fjo'rstin], prob. for “fjarskin”, 
in sense of oh! Heaven help us! — 
Cf.(?) Icel. fjarski, m., exceedingly 
much; unreasonable, etc., fjarskaligr, 
adj., and fjarskaliga, adv., exceed- 
ingly, etc. 

fjarter [fja'rtor], sb., a rag-, shred, 
(a torn) piece, esp. in pi. in the 
expr.: torn in fjarters, torn, asun- 
der, to pieces, mostly of garments; 
also in a wider sense: laid in fjar- 
ters, torn asunder, crushed, De., 
Fe.? Syn. with the expr. “torn in 
fjarters” is used “torn in tarters 
[ta'rtors]” (Yh.). tarters appears to 
be “tptrar”, pi. of O.N. tpturr, m., 
tatter, fjarter might then be a comb, 
of a) one of the many words pre- 
fixed by fj- denoting something tat- 

tered (in Mod. Shetl. are found: fjag1, 
fjegi fjogg2 or fjugg, fjoks- (fjuks-), fjunks, fjolg), and b) tarter. Note 
No. fjarreleg, fjurreleg, fjurren (R.), 
adj., shabby, badly dressed (fjarre 
= farre, m., a tramp), fjarters 
might, however, be thought to be a 
contraction of an old *fatst9trar, pi., 
influenced by tarters; O.N. fatsQt- 
urr, m., a rag of an old garment (Fr.). 

fjask [fjask], sb., scrapings-, small 
heap scraped together. Uwg. No. 
fjask, n., thrash. See fjask, vb., 
and fjaskins, sb. pi. 

fjask [fjask], vb., 1) to scrape to- 
gether-, to hoard-, also fjarsk [fjarsk, 
fja'rsk]; a fja(r)skin body, an avari- 
cious person-, de coo is fja(r)skin, 
the cow is eating greedily; U. 2) 
to go quickly, in a headlong man- 
ner, to geng fjaskin aboot; N.Roe 
[fjask]. fjask 1 is doubtless No. faska, 
vb., to bury, to grab-, hoard, partly 
also fjaska, vb., to bungle (see fjask, 
sb., and fjaskins). fjask 2 appears 
to be a second or third word; cf. 
No. fjasa, vb., to puff-, overhurry 
oneself, etc. 

fjaskin [fjaskin], adj., desirous-, 
greedy? only noted down in the ne- 
gative expr.: de fish is no f., the 
fish will not bite. Un. Prob. from 
fjask, vb. 1. 

fjaskins [fjaskins], sb. pi., scrap- 
ings-, leavings; he was ab e r (greedy) 
to get de f. U". No. fjask, n., thin, 
worthless stuff, thrash. 

fjedemor [fje^domor], sb., con- 
temptuous expr. \ox poor butter. Few. 
Doubtless a name used comparatively, 
and, in that case, may be explained 
as an orig. “*feiti- or *feitu-m9rr”; 
O.N. feiti, \., fat substance (No. feita, 
Sw. dial, feta, f.); O.N. mprr, m., the 
inner fat of a slaughtered animal, 
tallow. Sw. dial, “feta” is used in 
sense of adipose membrane, lining the 
intestines of an animal, syn. with O.N. 
m9rr (cf. Icel. mdrr, Fser. morur, m.). 
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fjedin [fjedin, -in], sb., a sea-term, 

tabu-name used by fishermen for a 
whale (comm.: hwal). U.,Yn. (Dal- 
seter). Prob.: *feitingr, animal cov- 
ered with blubber, deriv. of O.N. 
feitr, adj., fat; cf. No. “feidenakkje” 
as a jocular name, prop, sea-term, 
appl. to a seal (De Fine; Aasen 
in a concluding remark p. 975). 

fjeg [fjeag], sb., collect, shreds-, 
fibres-, rags-, tak’ (cut) awa [‘away’] 
yon [‘that’] f.! Fe. May stand for a 
*fig [*flg] from an older *fyk, n., 
something drifting. Some instances 
of je, developed from i (O.N. i, 1, y), 
are given under fjag1, sb. A de- 
velopment *f0yk- > *f0g, *fj0g > 
fjeg is, however, also possible (No. 
foyk, m., and foykje, n., drifting par- 
ticles, drift). — See further fjag1, sb. 

fjel [fjel, fje3l], sb., a board-, esp. 
plank in a boat. Conn., U. From 
Conn, is also reported a form fjsel 
[fjffi3!]. In the form fel [fel, fol] the 
word is found as the second part 
in some compds., esp. dora-ordo- 
rifel, fiskafel; q.v. O.N. fjpl (fjal-), 
f., a board. 

*fjel, sb., see fell, sb., and 
*fjalsgord-dyke. 

fjerk, vb., fjerkin, adj., see fjork, 
fjorkin. 

fjevlos (fjeflos), adj., see vevlet 
(vavlet), adj. 

fjilsk, vb., fjilska, sb., fjilsket, 
adj., see filsk, filska, filsket. 

fjim, sb., see fim, sb. 
fjiml, fjimel [fjimol] and fjimbl, 

fjimbel [fjimbal], vb., to bungle, 
struggle with something-, foo [‘how’] 
lang is du gaun [‘going’] to f. aboot 
yon [‘that’] ting? Un. For the form 
cf. No. fimla, vb., to fumble, paw 
(R.); but the meaning comes nearer to 
No. fumla, vb., to fumble, bungle (R.). 

fjodi [fjodi, fjodi], sb., a short 
skirt, esp. skirt with a bodice-, de 
upper f.; also “f. [fj6di-]-skirt”. U. 
Perhaps from a *fota from an older 

*fat. Cf. No. fota, f. (R.), custom-, 
state-, order, from “fat”. O.N. fat, 
n., clothes-, dress (fat 3; Fr.). 

fjog1 [fjog, fjo3g], sb., loose, un- 
tidy dress-, to be in a f., to be un- 
tidily dressed-, de claes is a’ [‘all’] 
in a f., the clothes hang loosely and 
untidily about him or her (Esh., Nmw.). 
Poss. a later developed parallel form 
to fjag1, sb. II? Note, however, the 
syn. flog2 [f[og], sb., the softened 1 
of which might have changed to j, 
as in flab > fjab. 

fjog2 or fjug [fjog, fjog], sb., 1) 
light, loose substance-, dust-, fluff-, 
U. [fjog]. 2) too finely ground corn-, 
U. [fjog, fjog]. 3) thin covering of 
detached, misty clouds, loose f. [fjog], 
light, quickly drifting clouds (Yb.); 
heavy drift of clouds in the sky, a 
f. [fjog] ower de sky (N.Roe); haze-, 
der’r [‘there is’] a f. [fjog] upo de 
land (Ai.); cf. fog, sb. — A parallel 
form with k: fjok or fjuk [fjok], is 
used in Fe. in sense of: a) —fjog, 
fjug 1; b) snow falling in small, 
thin flakes, mostly in calm weather, 
= fjag11 3 (U.); c) very thin, lean 
corn, a grain o’ f. — The root-mean- 
ing: something light, drifting. The 
word can be referred partly to O.N. 
fok, n., drift, drifting, partly and 
esp. to O.N. fjtik, n., drift, snow- 
drift, in No. (fjuk) also: flake, drift- 
ing fibres, f. 3 is most probably to 
be referred to “fok”; f. 1 and 2, as 
well as fjok, fjuk, to “fjuk”. 

fjog, fjug [fjog], vb., said of a 
quern, mill: to grind, crush the corn 
too finely, de mill fjogs (fjugs) de 
corn, de corn is fjoget, fjuget 
[fjogot], U. Deriv. of fjog2, sb. 2. 

fjogg1 [fjog], sb., thin, lean, ill- 
grown corn, = fjag II 2 a. Fe. No. 
f(j)ogg, fjugg and fjagg, n., poor, 
scantily growing corn. 

fjogg2, fjugg [fjog, fjog], sb., 1) a 
lump-, disorderly bundle-, tangle-, hit 
[‘it’]’s a’ [‘all’] in a f. [fjog], e.g. of 
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a sheep, losing its wool; Nm.; De. 
2) something frayed; ragged clothes, 
slovenly dress; to geng in a f. (slov- 
enly; ragged), de claes is in a f. (in 
a slovenly, ragged state); N.Roe [fjog]. 
Cf. No. fjugga, f., a bundle; worn-out 
garment-, rag (fugge, m., and fugga, 
f., a parcel-, bundle)-, Fser. fjoggur, 
m., an old rag or patch. 

[fjog (fjog)], vb., to f. ane- sell [‘oneself’]: a) to shrug one's 
shoulders-, what is du fjoggin dee 
for (aboot)? Fe.; b) to shake and 
rub oneself, e.g. of a horse rubbing 
itself against a fence, when losing its 
coat-, de horse is fjoggin him [‘him- 
self’] (Yh.). Also used with the prep. 
“upo(n)”: to f. upon anesell; de horse 
or chicken fjogged [fjogad, fjogod] 
upon him (shook itself)-, Fe. From 
Fe. is noted down: fjakk [fjak] (un- 
certain) = fjogg a, to move one’s 
shoulders. — Doubtless to be classed 
with No. fika, vb., to make quick, 
frequent movements backwards and 
forwards, fjaka, fjakka and fjokka, 
vb., to fidget (fjakla, vb., to move 
restlessly to and fro). 

fj°gget> fjuggef [fjogot], adj., slov- enly; untidily dressed-, ragged. N.Roe. 
Deriv. of fjogg2, fjugg, sb. 

fjoglins, sb. pi., see fjuglins. 
fjok, sb., see fjog2, sb. 
fjokner, sb., see flokner. 
fjokset (fjukset) [fjoksat], adj., of 

hens: having downy feathers, cover- 
ing the legs as far as the claws-, 
a f. hen. Un. O.N. fpxottr, adj., = 
faxadr, adj., maned (fax). Cf. No. 
fjaks, n., dishevelled mass of hair-, 
fibres-, tatters, from “faks”: a mane, 
fringes. See faks, sb. 

fjolg, sb., see fjolg, sb. 
fjolska, sb., and fjolsket, adj., see 

filska and filsket. 
fjombel [fjombal], vb., to fumble, 

grope with one’s hands, to f. aboot 
for onyting [‘anything’ = something]. 
U. May just as well be No. fumla, 

fjomla, vb., to fumble, as Eng. 
fumble, vb. See fjiml, vb. 

*fjomtan, *fjumtan [fjo'mtan], nu- 
meral,Also fjomtena(fju m-) 
[fjo‘m"tana’] and fumtan, fumtena 
[fo‘mtan,fo‘m••t^na•]. Fo. O.N. fimm- 
tan, num., fifteen. 

fjongs [fjo'gs, fjo'rjs], fjons [fjo‘ns], 
sb., 1) haze, a light covering of 
clouds-, also in the formfongs [fo‘gs] 
without inserted j; a f. ower (upo) 
de sky; S.Sh., esp. Du. A form 
fjonsk [fj6‘nsk] (S.Sh.) in sense of 
haze is most prob. another word 
(see below in the art.). 2) faded, 
sallow appearance-, der’r [‘there is’] 
a fjons [fjo‘ns] ower de corn, the 
corn is wizened. S.Sh. — Cf. a) Da. 
dial. (Jut.) fams, sb., haze\ b) No. 
fjoms, fjomsen, adj., downy (from 
fjom, n., down, = fjon). Cf. also 
Shetl. words, such as fjonk, sb., 
and with ref. to the form, cf. fjonks, 
sb., and fjungs, sb. The form fongs 
mainly points to a *fams (*foms) or 
*fums (cf. fjungs) — for the change 
ms > ngs (nks) see Introd. V (also 
N.Spr. VII) § 38 c; — but fjonsk 
appears to be a word. diff. from 
fongs, and equal to finsk, sb. (Sw. 
dial, fonske, m., a crust on the ground 
when the snow has melted in spring)-, 
fjons hovers between fjongs and 
fjonsk with ref. to the form. — A 
form fljongs (f[o‘gs], reported from 
F.I. in sense of whitish vapour, 
rising from the ground (usually after 
warm weather, esp. about “Lammas”, 
1st August), may be developed from 
fjongs (meaning 1); der’r a vilde 
[‘vile’] “fljongs” cornin’ op f(r)ae de 
eart’. For flj as a poss. develop- 
ment of fj, cf. *ljora [[ora] from *jora, 
sb., an ear. 

fjongset, adj., see fjungset. 
fjonk [fjo'gk] and fjunk1 [fjo‘gk], 

sb., l) something light and dust-like-, 
mossy f., dry, light, mossy peats, 
quickly burning out-, as dry as f., 
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as light as f.; Conn. 2) haze, (light) 
vapoury clouds, = fog and fjongs, 
sb.; a (tick) f. [fjo'gk] on de sky 
(Irel., Du.). 3) a f. [fjo'gk] o’ hair, 
soft, thin, untidy hair (Fe.). — Cf. 
for meanings 1 and 3, No. fjon (fjaan), 
fjun, n. and f., a flake-, down, etc. 
(fjon inter alia: thin, scant straw)-, 
fjaangr, n., something thin, scant-, 
furthermore fjom, n., a) thin layer 
of dust-, b) short, thin grass or beard. 
See fjongs, sb. 

fjonks1 [fjo'rjks], sb., confused, ex- 
cited haste-, to get in [‘into’] a f. Yh., 
Y". For *fjongs (cf. fjungs and 
fjunks, flungs and flunks). May 
have arisen either from *fjams (*fjoms) 
or *fums; cf. a) No. fjamsa, vb., to 
run about in confusion-, to slur over-, 
fjomsa, f., a person easily confused, 
overhurrying himself-, Da. forfjam- 
s(k)e, vb., to confuse, forfjamsket, 
adj.; b) Icel. fum, n., confused haste-, 
Peer, fara fram ettir fummun, to go 
heedlessly on, follow one’s nose-, 
No. fums, n., = fuml, n., fumbling-, 
grabbing. —Jjongs, fjonks is, how- 
ever, prob. a *fjams, partly on acc. 
of the o-sound, partly because fjungs 
and fjunks (q.v.) are found in Y. 
in sense of slovenly, ragged dress 
(Faer. funs from *fums). For a change 
ms > ngs, nks in Shetl. see Introd. 
V (also N.Spr. VII) § 38 c. 

fjonks2 (fjaj'rjks, fja'ijks], sb., used 
contemptuously of a worthless gift-, 
dat’s [‘that is’] a f. Yn. *fjams or 
*fjangs. Cf. No. fjamsa, vb., to con- 
fuse-, slur over, etc., and fjangl, n., 
valueless work. 

fjonks3[fjo‘gks],sb., see fjunks,sb. 
fjonsk, sb., see finsk, sb., and 

fjongs, fjons, sb. 
fjora [fjora, fjora] and fjoren [fjo- 

ran], sb., prop, a) ebb-, b) foreshore, 
beach (dry at ebb and covered at 
flood-tide), now only used by fisher- 
men as a tabu-word (at sea) in sense 
of limpets, because these, used for 

bait, are found on the beach. Fo. 
O.N. fjara, f., ebb-tide-, foreshore. 
Occas. the word “ebb” is used in 
sense of limpets-, cf. the common 
expr.: to geng to de limpet-ebb, to go 
to the foreshore to gather limpets. 
See *fjorahwarf, sb., and fjora- 
skit, sb. — fjora is found as a place- 
name: a) as a name of a fishing- 
ground: de Fjora [fjora] (Un.), named 
after two low-lying tracts of shore, 
used as landmarks; b) as the first 
part of compd. in a couple of names, 
in sense of ebb: de Fjorastens [fjor"a- 
stens-] (Esh., Nmw.), some rocks, 
visible at ebb [*fjoru-steinar,] Fjora- 
wick [fj6r"awik-] (Lunnaness, L.): 
*fjpru-vlk — poss. to be found in 
several other names. 

*fjorahwarf [fjorahwa'rf], sb., 
prop, absence of ebb, formerly comm, 
used of one of the three instances 
occurring in the winter months when 
ebb does not take place by day, on 
account of its shortness, but imme- 
diately before sunrise and after sun- 
set. This phenomenon was called 
“de tree [‘three’] fjorahwarfs”. Esh., 
Nmw. *fj9ruhvarf; O.N. fjara, f., ebb. 
O.N. hvarf, n., turning away, dis- 
appearance, etc. 

fjoraskit [fjor'askif, -skit-, fjor a-], 
sb., l) empty shell of a shell-fish, 
found on the foreshore (Ai., Nmw.); 
dead shell-fish, putrid or putrifying 
piece of bait of a shell-fish, found 
on the beach, esp. in the sand, when 
digging for bait (Nmw.). fjor"askif: 
Ai.; fj6r-askit-, -skit-: Nmw. Also 
fjorasked or -ske [fj6r--asked‘,-ske-] 
and fjoraskid [-skid], empty shell 
of a shell-fish-, Nmw. 2) = fjora- 
hwarf; Nmw. [fjor'askif]. — *fjpru- 
skitr; see fjora, sb., and skit, sb. 
No. fjaere-skiit [*fj9ru-skltr] denotes 
a species of small sea-bird. 

fjord1 [fjord], sb., 1*) a firth-, large 
bay, now only as a place-name; de 
Fjord: a) the bay between Leven- 
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wick, Shannerwick, Hoswick and 
Cumlewick Ness (Du.); b) the bay 
of Conningsburgh (bounded on the 
north by Helliness, on the south by 
the Isle of Mousa [muse, tnnsa]); c) 
the bay between Uyea [oja] and “de 
Li o’ Seter” (east of Sandvoe): Nmn'w., 
N.Roe. As the second syllable in 
names of firths now commonly: -firt’ 
[fe‘rt, fs’rt], from Eng. firth. 2) ex- 
tensive fishing-ground, a fjord o’ 
grund; Nm. (Nmw., N.Roe); Ym. 
Also as a name of some fishing- 
grounds, e.g. “de Fjord” in St. 
Magnus’ Bay (Mw.), = de Rud; “de 
Fjord o’ Wadderste” (Dew.). In Un. 
a parallel form *fjard [fjard] is found 
as a name of a fishing-ground: de 
Fjard. Cf. ferald, sb., in sense of 
a fishing-ground. 3) a great stretch 
of arable land, a great fjord o’ 
land); to sow a great fjord; N.Roe. 
— O.N. fjprdr, m., (a tract of sea) 
firth; bay, in poetry also ocean. In 
Shetl. Norn in a wider use: a stretch 
of sea or land. 

fjord2 [fjord], sb., a crowd-, multi- 
tude, a f. o’ folk, o’ rocks (Yh.); to 
follow de f., to follow the crowd 
(Conn.). Also fjord [fjord]: Yh. O.N. 
fj9ldi, m., and fjpld, f., multitude. 
For a change from 1 to r, and con- 
versely, in Shetl. Norn see Introd. 
V (also N.Spr. VII) § 38 h. 

fjord3 [fjord], sb., = ferd1, sb. 
2. Nms. 

fjordin [fjordin], sb., a short skirt 
for a woman, bodice and skirt all 
in one (= O.N. stakkr, No. stakk); 
now often of a garment in general, 
= plagg; cast yon [‘that’] f. aboot 
dee! = heave yon plagg ower dee! 
Conn, fjordin seems to be the same 
word as fjodi (fj.-skirt), q.v., deve- 
loped from O.N. fat, n., clothes-, dress. 
The explanation of the inserted r be- 
fore d is uncertain. 

fjorek [fjorak] and fjorek [fjdrak], 
sb., a pet name for a little child, esp. 

used in address: darling, etc.; oh 
du piri (little) f.! Un. (Norwich). 
Either with the root-meaning: life, 
(my) little life, and rising from O.N. 
fjpr, n., life, or deriv. of fjorr, vb., 
to show fondness (No. firra, fjarra, 
to move nimbly); see further under 
fjorr and fjork, vb. A mingling 
has poss. taken place here. 

fjork [fjo'rk] and fjork [fjo'rk], vb., 
1) to move nimbly in a wheedling, 
coquettish manner; to geng fjor- 
kin (fjorkin) aboot a lass; N.I. 2) 
to pretend to be very busy; to geng 
fjorkin aboot; U. fjerk [fja‘rk] is 
reported from Fe. in sense of: a) to 
bustle; b) to sneak about, making 
observations; to geng fjerkin aboot. 
— *fjarka? Cf. fjorr, vb., No. firra, 
and fjarra, vb., to move nimbly, fjarla, 
vb., to pet; wheedle. 

fjorkin [fjo'rkin] and fjorkin [fjo‘r- 
kin] adj., nimble; active; he was 
very f. U. Also fjerkin [fjs'rkm] 
(Uwg.) and fjortin [fjo'rtin] Un. oc- 
cas.). Deriv. of fjork (fjork), vb. 
In expr., such as: “de fish is no 
[‘not’] fjorkin, fjbrkin” (Un.), the 
fish will not bite, and in several 
other instances the word merges into 
another fjorkin, prop, fjorkon [O.N. 
forkunni]; see forkon, adj. 

fjorr [fjor(r)], vb., to fuss about 
showing kindness, esp. of cats; circ- 
ling round one (rubbing its head 
against one’s leg), purring content- 
edly; de cat was fjorrin op aboot 
me. Fe. Cf. No. firra and fjarra, vb., 
to move nimbly, and fjarla, vb., inter 
alia to pet; wheedle. 

fjos [fjos], sb., light, poor (with- 
ered) stuff, esp. a) withered hay or 
moss; b) thin, soft, poor hair (col- 
lect.). Fe. Icel. fys (fis?), n., down 
(E.J.), fis, n., husk, eye of an apple, 
withered calyx, etc. (B.H.); Da. dial, 
fis (eye of an apple, withered ca- 
lyx, etc.). 

fjosk [fjosk], sb., prop, something 
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loose, light, unsubstantial, esp. in 
the foil, senses: 1) dry, light peats 
mouldering away, esp. peats dam- 
aged by frost (or rain). Also fjost 
[fjost] (N.Roe). 2) trash; worthless 
stuff, e.g. of poor corn; work 
badly done. 3) haze; light, misty 
clouds, a fjosk ower de sky; Ai.; 
Nm.; Fe. 4) something carelessly 
flung aside or rolled together; esp. 
in the expr. “in a f.”, in disorder; 
slovenly, etc.; Nm.; cf. fjogg2, sb. 
— No. f(j)usk, n., Da. fusk, a) some- 
thing loose and light (empty, unsub- 
stantial); b) work badly done; No. 
fuskegras, n., withered grass. 

fjosk [fjosk], vb., to hurry with a 
piece of work in a careless manner, 
to f. at onyting [‘something’]. N.Roe. 
No. fuska, Da. fuske, vb., to bungle. 

fjosket [fjoskat], adj., slovenly; 
untidy; a f. craeter’ [‘creature’]; U. 
(Uws). Deriv. of fjosk, sb. Cf.No. 
fjuskutt, adj., empty; unsubstantial; 
shabby; ragged, etc., from fjusk, n. 

fjost, sb., see fjosk, sb. 1. 
fjosti [fjosti], adj., of peats: dam- 

aged by frost (or rain); f. peats. 
N.Roe. For *fjoski. Deriv. of fjosk 
(f. 1), sb. 

fjug, sb. and vb., see fjog2, sb., 
and fjog, vb. sb-> see fjogg2, sb. fjugget, adj., see fjogget, adj. 

fjuglins [fjoglms] and fjoglins 
[fjoglins], sb. pi., refuse, offals of 
fish (esp. of halibut), cut into pieces 
for bait, turbot [‘halibut’]-f. Yh- n. and 
De11.: fjuglins. Uwg.: fjoglins. 
Doubtless to be classed with No. 
fjugl, n., poor, unserviceable ma- 
terial (R.). 

fjuk, sb., see fjog2, sb. 
fjukset, adj., see fjokset, adj. 
*fjuintan, num., see *fjomtan. 
fjungs [fjo'gs], sb., 1) slovenliness-, 

disorder-, carelessness-, tangle-, de 
hair is in a f., the hair is dishev- 
elled (Fe.); slovenly, ragged dress 

or state of dress, = fjunks, sb. 
N.I.; Wests. (Sa.). 2) untidy, slovenly 
and careless person, = fjungsi; 
U.; Wests. (Sa.). *fums. Peer, funs, 
n., slovenly, careless, bungling per- 
son. See fjunks and fjonks, sbs. 

fjungs [fjo‘gs], vb., to slight over, 
to walk in a careless manner, to 
geng fjungsin aboot. Wests. (Sa.). 
*fumsa. Faer. funsa, vb., to carry 
out work slovenly and carelessly. 

fjungset [fjo'rjsat] and fjungsi 
[fjo'gsi], adj., slovenly, untidy, care- 
less-, a f. creature; U.; Wests. (Sa.). 
Also with baggy, flapping garments, 
fjungset (Uwg.). Of hair: untidy, 
dishevelled-, de hair is a’ [‘all’] f. 
(Fe.). fjongset[fjd‘gsat] is reported 
from Yh. in sense of slovenly, a 
“fjongset” roll, a foal with tangled 
hair (when shedding its coat). 
*fumsottr. Faer. funsutur, adj., 
slovenly, careless-, bungling. 

fjungsi [fjo‘gsi]andfjunksi[fjo‘gksi], 
sb., shabbily or poorly dressed per- 
son-, Un. fjungsi is reported from 
Uwg. in sense of an untidy, slovenly 
person, or one with wide, flapping 
garments. Deriv. of fjungs, sb. 

fjunk1, sb., see fjonk, sb. 
fjunk2, sb., see funk, sb. 
fjunks [fjo'gks], sb., slovenly, rag- 

ged dress or condition, to geng in 
a f. Y. From Yh. is reported fjonks 
[fjo'gks]; de claes [‘clothes’] is [‘are’] 
in a fjonks, the clothes fit badly 
(esp. of shabby or ragged clothes). 
Really same word as fjungs, sb.; q.v. 

fjael, sb., see fjel, sb. 
fjefg [fjolg], sb., loose, ragged 

dress, a f. o’ pels (pel — rag)-, to 
geng in a f. Also fjolg [fjolg]. Nms. 
(Bard.). Prob. for *fjogl (*fjogl) 
by metathesis of gl to Ig, and the 
same word as No. fjogl, n., glitter-, 
finery, tomfoolery, cf. Faer. fjoggur, 
m., an old rag or patch. 

fjord, sb., see fjord2, sb. 
fjorek, sb., see fjorek, sb. 

12 
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fjork, vb., fjorkin, adj., see fjork, 

vb., fjorkin, adj. 
fla1 [fla], sb., thin, pared-off heath- 

er- or grass-turf, — Peer, flag, n. 
O.N. (moldar) flaga, f., thin cover- 
ing or layer of earth or mould. 
L.Sc. “flaw”, sb., acc. to Jam., is 
the same word as Shetl. “peat-bank”; 
see bank, sb. The dropped g in 
the Shetl. word may be due to the 
infl. of L.Sc. (and Ork.) “flaw”. Acc. to 
Jam., “flag” is found in L.Sc. with pre- 
served final g in sense of a piece 
of greensward. 

fla2 [fla], sb., 1) a wide, level 
stretch of grass-land. 2) broad ridge 
of land, flaw: Edm. Acc. to Jam., 
the word is Ork. (flaw) in the same 
senses. Cf. No. flag, n., a tract of 
sea (Sw. dial, flag, flaga), wide bank 
or level shoal (Aa.), wide expanse 
of land (R.), in the latter sense = 
flak, n. Shetl. fla, borrowed from 
Ork.? Cf. fla1, sb. 

fla [fla], vb., in peat-cutting: to 
pare off the surface-soil before get- 
ting down to the actual peat, to f. 
de mor [‘moor’], to f. de “bank”. 
Deriv. of fla1, sb. 

flab [flab], sb., 1) something loose 
and flapping-, a torn, loosely-hanging 
garment. 2) unsteady wind with 
breaks in between, now esp. break 
or short lull in windy weather, a f. 
i’ de wadder; in this sense also fjab 
[fjab], prob. arisen from flab through 
a form with a softened (palatalized) 
1: *f[ab. Du. Icel. flapr, m., un- 
steady wind-, flapaligr, adj., careless. 
Cf. also Eng. “flap”, which, how- 
ever, in Shetl. (Du.) is distinguished 
from flab (f. 1). 

flab [flab], vb., to hang flapping 
loosely, e.g. of a torn garment. Du. 
*flapa. See flab, sb. 

flad, sb., see flag1, sb. 
flada [flada], sb., ray (fish); a 

sea-term, tabu-name, used by fisher- 
men. Fo. Really “the flat” or “flat- 

fish”-, *(hin) flata; doubtless the def. 
fern, form of O.N. flatr, adj., flat. 

fladrek [flad(o)r3k] and more comm, 
flodrek [flod(9)r3k, flod”9r9k-], sb., 
limpet-, tabu-name, a word belong- 
ing to fishermen’s tabu-terms. These 
limpets are commonly used as bait 
for fish. The form fladrek is now- 
adays the rarer form (Fe. occas.), 
flodrek the more frequent. The 
latter form is noted down in some 
places in the N.l. [flod(9)r9k, flod"- 
9r9k]; Wh. [flod"9r9k'] and in Du. 
[flod"9r9k-]. flodek [flodak] (Du. 
occas.) = flodrek. to fell (*vell) 
de flodreks, to loosen limpets from 
their shells by scalding them (tabu- 
phrase); see fell2,vb.—*fla5ra. No. 
fladra, f., small splinter. For the 
change of meaning, cf. the relation 
between Fser. flida [flia], f., limpet, 
and No. flida, f., a thin flake-, splinter. 
See flar, sb., and *flingaso, sb.; of 
the latter word the first part, “flida” 
in Shetl. is handed down in sense of 
limpet. In same sense flither (bid- 
der) is found in N.Eng. dial. (York- 
shire) and in the Isle of Man. 

flag1 [flag (f[ag), flag], sb., 1) 
shoal of fish, shoal of small fry, 
a f. o’ silleks (small coalfish)-, Fe. 
[flag, flag, flag]; U. [Mg]. 2) a flock 
of birds, esp. in flight, a f. [flag] o’ 
birds; U. — In Papa a form flad 
[flad] is found in sense of abun- 
dance or a good haul of fish-, we 
got a f. o’ haddocks. — No. flak, n., 
and flake, m., inter alia: a shoal of 
fish swimming on the surface of 
the water (flak 5, flake 3. Aa.). Cf. 
“steed”, sb. 

flag2 [flag, f[ag], sb., 1) untidy, 
loose, flapping dress or state of 
dress-, to be in a f. [flag], to be 
loosely, untidily dressed-, de oo’ 
[‘wool’] is in a f. [flag], the wool 
(the sheep’s wool) is hanging loose, 
flapping-, N.I.; Ai. 2) much out- 
ward show of kindness-, ingratiating 
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manners-, simulated zeal in service; 
de(r) wer [‘there was’] a awfu’ f. on 
him; he had a awfu’ f. wi’ him. 
Nm£. [f]ag]. Doubtless, prop, open- 
ing wide one's arms. For flag 1, 
cf. No. flak, n., a flap, patch hang- 
ing down, and flaka, vb„ to wear 
one’s clothes unfastened, slovenly, 
Icel. flaka, vb.,. to hang loosely, torn 
and open. For flag 2, cf. O.N. flaka, 
vb. n., in sense of: to lie down at 
full length (Eg.), also to gape, form 
an opening, and Sw. dial, flaka, vb., 
to stretch out, e.g. flaka ut armar, 
to stretch out one’s arms. 

flag* [flag (flag)], sb., l) an un- 
tidy, slovenly woman, a dirty f. [flag], 
comm. 2) a big, corpulent woman: 
Du. [flag], a big, clumsy woman: 
U. [flag]. — Prob. from O.N. flagd, 
n., a giantess (Icel. flagd, No. and 
Faer. flagd, n., a giantess)-, cf. the 
use of troll, sb., and trollet, adj. 
flag in meaning 1 might, however, 
also be classed with flag2, sb. 
(flag2 1). 

flag1 [flag, flag], vb., of fish, esp. 
small fry: to gather in a mass, to 
form a shoal-, mostly in perf. part.: 
flaget [-at]; de fish (sillek) is fla- 
get at de very sten, a shoal of 
fish (small coalfish) is close in- 
shore (prop, near the stone, rock). Fe. 
Deriv. of flag1, sb. Cf. “steed”, vb. 

flag2 [flag (flag)], vb., to hang 
loose, flapping, to f. [flag, flag] i’ 
de wind; sho [‘she’] guid [‘went’] 
wi’ her claes flagin [flagm] aboot 
her; de oo’ [‘wool’] o’ de sheep is 
flagin [flagin], de oo’ is flagin 
aboot de yowe’s [‘ewe’s’] feet. N.l. 
[flag, flag]. Wests, [flag]. For the deriv. 
of the word, see above flag2, sb. 

flak!1 [flaki], sb., a plaited straw- 
mat, esp.: a) a mat placed on a 
horse’s back under the pack-saddle, 
and b) a mat used in winnowing 
corn. comm. Also Ork. O.N. flaki, 
m., a raft (boards nailed together); 

No. flake, m., Da. flage, sb.; in Sw. 
dialects flake, m., denotes inter alia, 
wickerwork, and likewise Da. dial, 
flage, flag. 

flaki2 [flaki, flaki], sb., esp. in pi. 
and compd. with “liver”: liver-flakis, 
a couple of young coalfish (Shetl. 
p i 11 e k s), slightly dried, split and laid 
together, with liver between, and 
roasted. Nm. (N.Roe). Also two flat, 
cup-shaped barley- or oat-cakes (bro- 
nis) laid together, with liver between, 
and roasted, liver-f 1 ak i s [flakis]: Nmw. 
In this sense more comm.: liver-bro- 
nis. Really a slice, something flat. 
Cf. No. flak, n., a slice; flat piece-, 
the one half of a cleft beam, etc., 
flake, m., a reft; a plane, “(liver-)- 
flatsi”, q.v., is found in same sense 
as “(liver-)flaki”. 

flakr, flaker [flakor], sb., a playing 
fond pranks; tomfoolery, he was ut 
ha’in’ [‘having’] him a f. wi’ de lasses. 
Y. No. flakr, n., tomfoolery. 

flakr, flaker [flakor], vb., to play 
fond pranks; to fool, to f. wi’ de 
lasses. Y. No. flakra, vb., to wave; 
flutter; caress; trifle. In sense of 
to flutter, flap the wings loudly (of 
birds, esp. hens) is now used a L.Sc. 
form “flaughter” [flavor], vb. 

flam, sb. and vb., see flan, sb. 
flams (floms?) [flaVins], sb., anx- 

ious, excited state of mind; in a f., 
agitated; excited. Conn. No. flams, 
n., bustle; flutter, and flamsen, adj., 
confused; flumsa, vb., to fly quickly; 
tumble about. Sw. dial, flams, n., 
clumsy, noisy behaviour; excessive 
wantonness,(Ri. under flana,vb.). 

flan [flan (flan)], sb., a gust of 
wind. comm. Also L.Sc. (N.Sc.). 
Of Northern orig.; see below flan, 
vb. — A parallel form flam [flam 
(flam, flam)] is found in the N.I.; 
L.Sc. flam, sb.; cf. flemster and 
flemter, sb. 

flan [flan (flan)], vb., to come 
rushing, esp. of a gust of wind; he (de 

12* 
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wind) fland or cam’ flanin doon 
[‘down’] de lum (the smoke-hole in 
the roof), comm. Also flam (flam): 
N. I. Icel. and No. flana, vb., to 
rush on blindly; tumble, gad about; 
Da. flane : to flirt. For the develop- 
ment of the meaning in Shetl. cf. 
e.g. brust(er), sb., squall of wind, 
from *brusa; bus, sb., stormy weath- 
er, from *busa; rus, sb., — bus, 
from *rusa; further poss. flos2, sb. 
(from *flasa, to rush on; flirt?). 

flaps [flaps], sb., a gentle blow; 
flap-, to get a f.; flap of the wings 
(see flaps, vb.). N.Roe. From the 
root *flap; see flab, sb. 

flaps [flaps], vb., to give a gentle 
blow, to flap-, of birds: to flap the 
wings. N.Roe. *flapsa from *flap-; 
see flab, sb. 

flar [flar], sb., a thin layer of 
something, a f. o’ snaw [‘snow’], o’ 
muck, = fler. Wh. *fla6r (or *fla<5ra). 
Sw. (N.Sw.) dialects flader, flar (Mr), 
m., bark, a flake of bark; No. fla(d)r, 
m., a flake, a kind of thin, flat fish 
(R.), also a thin coating (R. Suppl.). 
No. fladra (flara), f., a small splin- 
ter. In a diff. sense fladrek, sb.; q.v. 

flat! [flati], sb., a level piece of 
land, —WaUi, flot, platti. O.N. 
flati, m., flata, f., a plane surface. 

flat] (flats?) [flat^, vb., \) to flatten; 
press down. 2) to walk heavily and 
clumsily, to geng flatjin (flatsin) 
aboot (U.). 3) to strike to the ground. 
— O.N. fletja, vb., to level; stretch 
out, L.Sc. hatch, vb., to fold down. 
“flatfj” might be formed regularly from 
O. N. fletja: cf. for the pronunc. of tj, 
e.g. britj [bnbj and brotj [brobj], 
vb., from O.N. brytja; fit] [fit<j], sb., 
= fid from O.N. fit(j); fit] [fit!}], vb., 
from O.N. fitja; flit] [flit!}], vb., from 
O.N. flytja; vitj [vitsj], vb., from O.N. 
vitja. See flatsi1 or flatji, sb. 

flatsF or flatji [flat<}i (flatsi?)], sb., 
1) something large (extended) and 
flat (Yn.). 2) a flat cake, — lefsi. 

3) esp. in pi. and compounded with 
“liver’’: liver-flatsis (flat] is), a 
couple of young coalfish (Shetl. pil- 
teks) slightly dried, split and laid 
together with liver between, and 
grilled (Me., esp. L., Wh., Skerries), 
= (liver-) flakis; see flaki2, sb. 
Appears to be formed of flat] (flats), 
vb., see above, flatsi 3 might be 
a transformation of an older word, 
beginning with “flat-” (cf. O.N. flatn- 
ingr, m., a flat fish) or an abbr. of 
an orig. *flat-sei5r, “flat coalfish”. 

flatsi2 [(flatsi) flatiji], sb., a shake- 
down, esp. a bed of straw on a 
threshing-floor, = “flat-bed”. Abbr. 
of O.N. flatsseng, f., a bed made on 
the floor. 

flatti [fla[i, fla[i], sb., a level patch 
o/gram*/, = flati, platti. Fe. See 
flati, sb. For the doubling of t cf. 
Fser. “flottur” from O.N. flptr, m., a 
level stretch, a strip of arable land 
or grass-land. 

flek or flekk [Mk, flsek], sb., 1) 
a small stretch of land of a certain 
quality, diff. from the surrounding 
land (swampy, sandy, rocky, etc.), 
now mostly in place-names. 2) a 
part of the sea-bottom of a certain 
kind; sandy, muddy or covered with 
seaweed (U.). In Unst often used 
in names of fishing-grounds, mostly 
with def. art., equilibrating between 
a common noun and a place-name: 
de mukkel f. (Flekk), de Firsels- 
flekk, de Muflekk (Mua-) (Ue.). See 
Sh.Stedn. pp. 94 and 205. O.N. flek, 
n., a piece of ground, afield-, No. 
flekk, n., a small stretch of field (R.). 

Flekka [Mka, flseka], sb., a cow 
with large spots, as name for such 
a cow. N.I.; Fo. *Flekka. From O.N. 
flekkr, m., a fleck, spot. 

flekket [flekot, flaekat], adj., spotted, 
having large spots, esp. of cows: a 
f. coo; occas. also of horses: a f. 
horse; of soil of varied appearance, 
partly snow-covered ground : f. grund; 
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hit’s ill to track de brod o’ dratsi 
ower f. grund, it is difficult to fol- 
low the otter’s trail over patchy, 
snow-covered soil (Uwg.)- Appl. to 
the sea-bottom: covered with bunches 

' of seaweed, growing in patches on it 
(Edm.). — O.N. flekkottr, ad\.Jlecked; 
spotted. 

flem, flim [flem], sb., a layer-, 
covering, esp. of fat; fat, floating 
on the surface of a liquid; fat, 
skimmed from water in which meat 
is boiling. Cf. No. fleima (Aa.) and 
flima (R.), f., thin cloud-, slight cover- 
ing of clouds. — flem [fltm] and 
flom [flom], phlegm coughed up, 
differ from flem, flim here treated. 

flemper [flae'mpor], sb., passion; 
restless, excited state of mind; to 
get in [‘into’] a f., to fly into a tem- 
per. Conn. Prob. *flempra or^flimpra 
for an older *flem(p)tra or *flim(p)tra. 
See the cognate flams, flemster, 
flemter, flinter. pr from an older 
ptr is found, e.g. in aper, vb. [O.N. 
aptra]. 

flemster [flae'mstor] and flemter 
[flae'mtsr], sb., a rushing along in a 
confused hurry; to be in a f., to 
rush along or about in confusion. 
flempter: Edm. Occas. in an extended 
form: flemsteresjon [flae‘nrst3re-- 
!}3n] (N.), formed on analogy of Eng. 
words ending in -ation. Cf. No. flams, 
n., fidget; flutter, flemsen, adj., con- 
fused, flema and flima, vb., to fidget; 
to rush restlessly about, and Shell, 
flinter, sb. and vb. 

flemter, sb., see flemster and 
flinter. 

flens, vb., see flins, vb. 
fleper [flfpsr (fleepar)], sb., trifling, 

flattering talk. O.N. fleipr, m., chat; 
tattle. 

fleper [flrpar (flsepar)], vb., to speak 
in a flattering, fond way. O.N. fleipra, 
vb., = fleipa, to chat-, tattle-, No. 
fleipra (fleipa), vb., to flirt-, caress-, 
coax-, flatter-, Sw. flepa, vb. 

fler [flear], sb., = flar, a thin 
layer. Wh. fler may either have 
arisen from flar: *fla<5r, or be an 
older parallel form: *fledr-; cf. No. 
fledra, f., a thin flake-, splinter. 

fles1 [fles (flaes), fles (flG3s)], sb., 
1) a flat skerry in the sea-, also 
with final def. art.: flesin [flesm] 
and flesjin [fle^in, flae^in]. Now 
mostly as a place-name, name of a 
skerry, e.g. de Fles [fles] (Skeldanes, 
St.), de Fles [fl£3s] (Shaw, Un.), de 
Flesjins [flfsjens] (Ojasund, Us.), de 
Flesjins [flae^ans] o’ Orister (Fe.). An 
extended form flestrik [flestnk, fles- 
tnk] is found in Unst (Un.), where it 
has partly superseded fles as a com- 
mon noun; note the foil, explana- 
tion: “de Fles [flfs] at Skaw is a 
big wide flestrik” (Un.). As a place- 
name: de Flestreks [flestraks] (Balta 
Isle, Ue.). 2) a flat rock on the sea- 

\ shore; flat, rocky point of land, esp. 
as a place-name; U. [ftes, flaeg]; Ai. 
and Sa. [fles (fle3s)]. — O.N. fles, f., 

I a flat skerry in the sea. — With the 
j form flestrik cf. No. flistra, f., a 

chip; splinter, from “flis”. 
fles2, sb., see flos2, sb. 
flestrik, sb., see fles1, sb. 
flet1 [flaet], sb., a large, flat rock 

or stretch of rocks sloping towards 
the shore. Sa. Cf. O.N. flata, Apt, 
f., and flati, m., a plane. 

*flet2 [flat], sb., a patch of culti- 
vated land, strip of arable land or 
grass-land-, now doubtless only in 
place-names, in which it freq. ap- 
pears as the second part of compds. 
in names of cultivated patches of 
home-field. Uncompd. as a place- 
name in the forms flot [flot], flet 

I [flaet, flat (flay] and flat, flatt, flit it 
[(flat) flat,, flait]. See further Sh. 
Stedn. pp. 93-94. O.N. flptr, m., a 
plane; No. flot, m., a small, flat 
field; Faer. flottur, m., a patch of 
cultivated land, a strip of arable 

i land or grass-land. — Shetl. Flada 
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[flada], floda [floda, floda], Flota 
[flota], Flod- [flod-, flod-], in place- 
names, spring from O.N. flata, flpt, 
f., a plane; see Sh. Stedn., pp. 93-94. 

fli [fll], sb., very small quantity 
or thin layer; a particle; grain; a 
mere f.; a f. o’ butter. Y.; Fe. *fly; 
No. fly, f. and n., a) a shaving; 
chip; b) a film; fluff; grain. — See 
fluid, fluin, sb., which are other 
forms of the same word with dropped 
i-mutation and with final def. art. 

flider1 [fhdor], sb., a slight, pass- 
ing shower. Du. Not wholly con- 
firmed word. Poss. an orig. *flidra 
in sense of a small, detached cloud; 
cf. No. fledra, flidra, f., a thin, loos- 
ened splinter; chip, and cf. Shetl. 
flis, sb. (flis 4). 

flider2, flidder [fhdar], sb., l) un- 
seemly, foolish laughter (with gri- 
maces), grin; Yh. 2) soft, sweet 
speech; Esh., Nmw. See flider, vb. 

flider, flidder [fhdor], vb., 1) to 
laugh in an unseemly way, foolish- 
ly, making grimaces; to grin (foolish- ly), = flir, vb.; q.v. Yh. 2) to talk 
sweetly (L.Sc. flether). Esh., Nmw. 
*fli5ra. Cf. No. fledra, vb., to behave 
flippantly; to grin frivolously. 

flikr, fliker [fhkor], vb., to be in 
restless, fidgety motion, a) = No. 
flikra and Eng. flicker, vb., b) in a 
fig. sense: to fondle-, coax-, flirt-, 
fool, = flakr, flaker, vb.; No. flikra 
(R.) and L.Sc. flicker, vb., in same 
sense; cf. Eng. flicker, vb. 

flim, sb., see flem, sb. 
flimer, flimmer [flomor], sb., a 

small quantity, a grain-, particle, a 
f. o’meal, o’tea; 1 do no [‘not’] see 
de leastest [‘least’] f. Yh. *flim-. Doubt- 
less to be classed with flem, flim, 
sb., and No. flima, f. 

flinder [flmdor] and with the dim. 
ending ilinderkin, flindrekin [flm"- 
drakin'], sb., 1) a splinter, shaving. 
2) a thin slice-, a flinder o’a ban- 
nock, a very thin wheaten-cake (Y.). 

3) thin spreading, e.g. of butter on 
bread, a flinder o’ butter (Y.). 4) 
something thin, weak, e.g. thin ma- 
terial. 5) a miserable, weak per- 
son. — No. flindra, f., a thin flake 
or splinter, chip of stone. Cf. Eng. 
flinders, sb. pi. — Flindra [flindra] 

| is found in Shetl. (0ja, Nmw.) as a 
| place-name, name of a flat rock (used 

when angling) on the sea-shore. 
fling1 [fhi]], sb., a trifle-, small 

quantity, yon (dat)’s a f. Y., Fe. Cf. 
No. flinga (and flingra), f., a thin 
crust; splinter; slice. 

fling2, sb., see flink, sb. 
fling, vb., see flink, vb. 
*flingaso, *f!ingas0 [flig-asa', -sa-, 

-so'], sb., water in which limpets 
have been scalded from their shells. 
Un. (Skaw). These limpets are used 
as bait for fishing, flingaso for 
*flignaso from an older *fli3na-so6. 
Fser. flida, f., limpet, see further un- 
der fladrek, sb.; O.N. sod, n., broth, 
water in which something (esp. meat, 
fish) has been boiled. For Shetl. g 
from an original d, see Introd. V 
(also N.Spr. VII) § 29, the end. 

flings [fh‘f]s], and more comm, 
flinks [fh'rjks], sb., a rushing, bound- 
ing along, throwing out one’s legs; 
he had a f. upon him, he went jump- 
ing, running, kicking up his legs. 

I Sa. See flings, vb. 
flings [fh‘r|s] and more comm, 

flinks [fh'rjks], vb., to rush along 
with swinging movements, throwing 

; out one’s legs (in quick walking), 
to geng flingsin, flinksin. Sa. No. ! flingsa, vb., to swing one’s body, 
also to gad about. Cf. flink, vb. 

flingset [fh'gsat] and flinkset [fh'rjk- 
I sat], adj., giddy; wild; a f. body [‘per- 

son’]. Fo. [fli'gksat]. No. flingsutt, 1 adj., giddy. 
flink [fh‘gk], sb., a) quick, sweep- 

ing movement or gait-, der’r a f. 
upo yon ane (yon lass), look, how 

j she sweeps along (in all her finery)! 
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b) speed, haste; der’r a f. upo dee, 
what a hurry you are in! (Un.)- — 
fling [fhi)], sb., = flink, of sweep- 
ing movements (gait); sho’s gaun 
[‘she’s going’] wi’a fling upon her 
(Ai.). — See flink, vb. 

flink [fli'gk], adj., nimble; agile; 
active. Edm. Cf. Da. flink, quick; 
brisk; active. 

flink [fli‘r)k], vb., l) to swing giddi- 
ly along, to geng flink in aboot, 
flinkin wi’ a sweetheart; more rare- 
ly fling [flii)] (Ai., etc.). 2) to walk 
quickly, as being in a hurry, to geng 
flinkin. *flinkafrom*flina. No.flina, 
vb., to flutter about with swinging 
movements, etc., No. and Sw. dial, 
flinka, vb., to urge on; bound along; 
make haste. No. flingsa, vb., is found 
in sense of to gad; flirt; see above 
flings, flinks, vb. 

f Hnke t [fl i ‘ pkot], ad j., ,=f 1 i n g- 
set (flinkset), adj. See flink, vb. 

flinks, sb. and vb., flinkset, adj., 
see flings, flingset. 

flins [fh'n.'j, fle‘n!}], vb., to flense, 
e.g. the blubber of a whale. No. flinsa, 
vb., to slash; flense. 

flinsj (flensi) [fh‘n^, fle'nsj], vb., 
to lie basking in the sunshine; also I 
“to f. anesell [‘oneself’]”; to lie flins- 
jin (or flinsjin anesell) afore de sun; 
he is lyin flinsjin him. Ai. Poss. ! 
a corruption of O.N. fletjask, vb., 
to stretch oneself (in the sun, by 
the fire). 

flinter [fh'ntor], sb., bustling to and 
fro in a (confused) hurry; in a f. Un. 
Prob.: *flimt; cf. below flinter, vb., 
and see flemster, flemter, sb. 

flinter [fh'nter], vb., 1) to bustle 
to and fro in a (confused) hurry. 
Un. 2) of the wind: to puff\ blow 
softly, now from one quarter, now 
from another-, de wind is flinterin. 
Fe. Prob.: *flimtra. Deriv. of No. 
flima, vb., to move restlessly to 
and fro. 

flir [fllr], sb., giggle; grin; fri- 

volous or foolish laughter, a f. o’ 
laughter (Un). See below flir, vb. 

flir [fllr], vb., to giggle and laugh 
in a frivolous or foolish manner. 
N.I. No. flira, vb., to giggle; chuckle 
(untimely); Icel. flira, vb., to smile 
(orally reported); cf. L.Sc. fleyr, vb., 
to make grimaces, and Eng. fleer, 
vb. Shell, flir might, however, have 
arisen from a *fli3ra by dropping of 
6 and be a parallel form to flider, 
flidder, vb., in the same sense; cf. 
No. fledra, vb., to behave flippant- 
ly; to grin; giggle, etc., and cf. be- low, fliret, adj. 

fliret [fllrot, flirat], adj., gadding, 
variable, loose and flighty, a f. body, 
a variable, flighty person-, also of 
dress: a f. dress, a dress too loose 
and flimsy. Cf. No. fledra, vb., to 
gad about-, behave flippantly, and 
Shetl. flir, vb. 

flis [fhs, fles, flos (fUs)], sb., 1) 
a chip-, splinter, flake-, thin slice. 
2) a split-, crack, a f. in a piece o’ 
wood (Fo.: flis, flas). 3) a very 
small quantity, particle, a f. o’ corn, 
o’ tea. 4) a light, passing shower, 
a f. o’ a shooer [‘shower’]. — flis or 
*flys-. O.N. fils, f., a chip-, splinter-, 
No. flysja, f., a) a thin slice-, b) a 
flake-, peeling, and flys (flos), n., 
a flake-, mote-, particle, — flus, flu- 
sa. — flis in meaning 4 might be 
explained like flider1, sb. The ex- 
planation may, however, be some- 
what uncertain in consequence of 
flos [orig. *flas?] = flis 4; se? 
flos2, sb. 

flis [flas], vb., to peel off, to f.aff; to 
unravel, to f. op. N.I. O.N. flysja, vb., 
to peel off-, to cut into slices. 

flissi, fliss-y [fhsi], adj., flaky, 
flat and sharp, e.g. of pebbles; sma’ 
[‘small’] f. bits o’ stens (Un.) = 
*spirvigru. From flis, sb. 

flit [flit], sb., a slice cut from the 
belly of a fish (esp. mackerel) and 
used as bait. Du. Poss. allied to 
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No. fletta, f., a scratch-, rent-, a piece 
torn off (O.N. fletta, vb., to strip). 
For the vowel-sound in Shetl. may 
be compared brist from “bresta”, 
brit from “brseda”. 

flit, vb., see flitj, vb. 
flit [M]-boat, sb., a goods-carry- 

ing boat. See flitman, sb. 
flitj [fht?j], vb., 1) vb. a., to move 

aside; f. dat stol! move that chair! 
Du. 2) vb. n., to move oneself; f. 
a bit! move aside a little! Du. O.N. 
flytja, vb., to move-, transport. For 
the change tj > bj cf. e.g. britj > 
bntfj, vb., from “brytja”, vitj > vitsj, 
vb., from “vitja”. — The form flit 
[flit] has a wider meaning and use: 
to remove-, convey, — L.Sc. flit; also 
to remove from one dwelling to an- 
other (cf. Eng. flit); note esp. the 
expr. “to f. (hame) de peats”, to 
carry home the peats (N.I.). In Fo. 
is noted down an obs. form of pro- 
nunc., “flit”, in sense of to move 
from one place to another, e.g. of 
sheep in the pasture, = Fser. flyta 
(flytja) and orig. from O.N. flytja; 
see *ura, sb. 

flitman [flitman], sb., a porter, now 
mostly of one of a boat’s crew, tak- 
ing goods ashore from a ship. Doubt- 
less orig. a carrier. No. flytman, 
Fser. fluttmaflur (flutningsmadur), m., 
a carrier, ferryman (Icel. flutnings- 
madur). 

flitr. flitter [flitor],vb.,/o keep itself 
afloat with difficulty, to float with 
deep draught, e.g. of a heavily laden 
boat, the water almost reaching the 
gunwale; de boat flitters i’ de water 
(N.Sh.). No. flotra, vb., to be bare- 
ly afloat, etc. (in this case, a dim. 
deriv. of fljota,/o//ocr/). 1 in flitter 
has doubtless arisen through infl. of 
Eng. and L.Sc. fleet, vb. — flitter, 
however, in sense of to be in vi- 
brating motion, of air on a warm 
summer’s day, is most prob. a L.Sc. 
form of Eng. flutter, vb. 

flitret, flitteret [flifaraf], wXy, float- 
ing with deep draught, of a boat heav- 

; ily laden; de boat was very f. (U.). 
Deriv. of flitr, flitter, vb. 

fljog, vb., see flog3, vb. 
flo [flo], sb., 1*) the sea, in fisher- 

men’s tabu-lang. U.? 2) a swampy 
place, morass. Edm.:floe. — Ork. 
“flow (floe)” occas. denotes: a) (orig). 
a wide mouth of a firth or widen- 
ing of a bay, a sea-basin, as a ■ place-name in “Scapa Flow”, a wide 

I mouth of a bay, a sea-bassin outside 
Scapa Bay (the southern Mainland), 
occas.: b) a bog; morass. — “flow 
(occas. floe)”, sb., is found in Eng. 
dial, and in L.Sc. in the sense of 
bog; morass, but sense 1 of Shetl. 
“flo”, and sense a of Ork. “flow 
(floe)”, indicate that the word is orig- 
inally Shetl. and Ork. Norn, and in 
these dialects arises from O.N. floi, 
m., a large firth; mouth of a firth; 
a wide bay; sea-basin, also an ex- 
panse of water; Icel. (floi), No. (floe) 
and Sw. dial, (flo, floe) are often 
used of swamp; bog. — “*fln” ought 
to have been the development of O.N. 
flo- in Shetl., but the Shetl. form of 
pronunc. (fid) has doubtless been in- 
fluenced by Ork. and L.Sc. flow, floe. 

flodrek1, flodek, sb., see fladrek. 
flodrek2 [flddrok, fldd■■^r^k•], sb., 

a flat, slippery little rock on the 
sea-shore; Umo. “de Floder [fldd- 
or]” (Fen.) is noted down as the name 
of a flat skerry, and “Flodristonga 
[fl0d"3nstot]-ga]” (Fee.) as the name 
of a flat, rocky headland. A form 

.fluder [fludor] is still partly a com- 
mon noun in Fe. in the sense of a 
flat rock, a flat skerry; see further 
fluder, sb. — Prob. the same word 
as O.N. flydra, f., applied to some- 
thing flat, in colloq. use, ^.flounder, 
but orig. in a wider sense. Note 
Fser. “flydra” in the place-name “Flyd- 

- runev [fli"r6ne*v]”, a flat headland 
in the Isle Videro. Further perhaps 
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No. flyr, f., a sheet of something. — 
“fl0d(3)r-, fl6d(3)r and fludor” can be 
explained from *fly5r- (“fludar” by 
dropped i-mutation); “fl6d(a)r” might 
also be explained from *fla5r-; see 
fladrek and flar, sbs. 

flog1 [fjog], sb., a piece of wood 
nailed on the outside of a boat, esp. 
one apt to heel over (cf. bilskod, 
sb.). Prob. a parallel form to flag 
(see flag1, sb.), and orig. from *flak; 
No. flak, n., inter alia, a flake-, a 
slice of something. Note, however, 
Sw. dial, flok, n., a large detached 
piece of something. 

flog2 [flog], sb., careless, open, 
flapping dress or state of dress-, to 
be (geng) in a f. Nms. (Bard.). Par- 
allel form to flag; see flag2, sb. 

flog3 [flog], sb., l) a lump, tangled 
tufts of hair or wool-, de oo’ was 
in a f., the wool was quite entangled 
in tufts (of sheep when moulting). 
Nmw. (Esh.). 2) formation of clouds, 
negatively in the phrase “no [‘not’] 
a f.”; der’r no a f. upo tfe sky, there is 
not a cloud in the sky. Fe. — O.N. 
floki, m., something tangled, a tuft, 
appl. to hair, wool; also of clouds 
(skyfloki). 

flog1 [flog], vb., \) to hang loose, 
to flap, e.g. of clothes; wool on 
sheep; Nmw. Parallel form to flag; 
see flag2, vb. 

flog2 [flog], vb., to entangle-, most- 
ly in perf. part, floget [fjogat]; de 
line is floget, the fishing-line has 
become entangled. U". O.N. floekja 
(No. and Fser. flokja, Icel. flsekja, Sw. 
dial, floka, flbk’), vb., to entangle. 
See flog3, sb. 

flog1, fljog [flog, flog], vb., to throw, 
let fall, esp. to clean thrashed, dried 
corn by flinging it or letting it slip 
out of one’s hand (to handflog); the 
so-called dumba (chaff, dust) is then 
driven off by the wind; N.I. Also 
fl(j)ug [flog, f(ug] and fl(j)uk [fluk]: 
Wests. (Fo.: flug; Sa.: fluk), Nm. 

(Nms.: fluk), De., L. flug [flog]: 
Ai. occas. In Nm. also sometimes 
with guttural-sound: fluch [f]u^]. In 
Unst is found a form floi [fl&i] be- 
sides fl(j)og.— O.N. floygja (fleygja), 
vb., to let fly (fljiiga), to fling-, No. 
fleygja, vb., to let fall, to loose out of 
one’s hand. In Faer. is used a syn. 
verb “foykja” (to let drift), applied 
to winnowing corn. — In Yh. flog 
[flog] is found also in sense of shed- 
ding wool, esp. of sheep, and may, 
in this case, be a compd. of “fleygja” 
and the above-mentioned flog1, vb., 
which is a parallel form to flag[*flaka]; 
de sheep flog deir auld oo’ [‘their old 
wool’] when de new fleece grows 
ut (Yh.). 

floga1 [floga], sb., in the expr.: 
“to beat de f.”, to beat one's arms 
crosswise round the shoulders to 
keep oneself warm-, N.I. In U. also 
flog [flog], to beat de f., and in Fe.: 
fluk [fluk]. *fl6ki, berja floka; No.ber- 
jafloke, id. See further barflog (ber- 
flog), vb. Cf. skarf (to beat de s.). 

floga2 [floga], sb., a fly (insect), 
in the compds. longafloga [*langa 
fluga] and swartafloga [*svarta 
flugaj. Otherwise comm.: “fly”. 
O.N. fluga, f., a fly. floga, flug, 
in marfloga, marflug, sb., is the 
same word. 

fiogadrift [flog”adnft\ flo"ga-] and 
flokadrift (-trift) [flok"adriff (-tnft)], 
sb., (confused) haste-, speed-, to be 
in a f., to rush off headlong, also 
(N.Roe) to be flighty, disorderly, care- 
less. N.Roe: fiogadrift. Ai.: floka- 
drift and flokatrift. The expr. “to 
be in a f. [flrrgadnft']” is used in 
N.Roe also in sense of to be flighty, 
disorderly, careless, prob. with as- 
sociation to flog1, vb. — *flog (or 
*flug)- drift; O.N. flog, flug, n., flight; 
flying. For the hardening of the 
final g to k in Shetl. see Introd. V 
(also N.Spr. VII) § 31. For the 
form floka- cf. fluk1, sb., from *flug> 
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flogins, fljogins [flngins, flogins], 

sb. pi., chaff, dust, driven off by 
the wind from the thrashed, dried 
corn during the cleaning (flinging’). 
Un. *fl0ygi(ngar). See flog11, fljog, 
vb. From Du. is reported a form 
flowins [fbuins], prob. by association 
with flow, sb., a grain; particle 
(borrowed from L.Sc.). 

floi, vb., see flog3, fljog, vb. 
flokatros [flok"atros’, -tr&s-], sb., 

fidgety, noisy haste \ feverish, con- 
fused anxiety; to be in a f., to hasten 
confusedly along (cf. flogadrift); to 
be in a f. aboot somet’in’, to rush 
noisily about, showing fidgety anxi- 
ety about something. Ai. For*flo- 
gatros (-dros?). Orig. *flog-tros? 
For floka- in stead of floga- see 
prec. under flogadrift, sb. For 
the second part, tros may be com- 
pared to No. trosa, vb., to crush; 
crash (Aa.), also inter alia: to rush on 
heedlessly and noisily, tros might, 
however, poss. be referred to No. 
drusa, vb., to rush on\ tumble about 
(tr for dr, in that case, like floka- 
trift for flogadrift). 

floker [flokar, flokar], sb., l) con- 
fused rushing along-, to be in a f., 
to hurry along precipitately, U". 
2) confusion-, excitement-, anxiety, in 
a f. (N.I.). ReaWy fluttering, *flakr, 
*flpgr or flpkr; see below floker, vb. 

floker1 [flokor], vb., to flutter or 
fly to and fro (confusedly)-, a flo- 
kerin ful, a fluttering fowl-, \o geng 
flokerin. Du. *flakra or *fl9gra, 
*flpkra; No. flakra, O.N. flpgra (flpkra), 
vb., to flutter, etc. 

floker2. flokr. vb., see flukr, vb. 
flokk [flS'k], sb., a crowd-, multi- 

tude-, a f. o’ folk. O.N.flokkr, m., flock. 
flokner [fl&knor], and flukner [flok- 

nar, fjoknar], sb., a sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for fowl, 
esp. a hen. U. fl&knar, floknar: U"., 
floknsr: Uwg. *flognir (deriv. of fljuga, 
yb., to fly); cf. O.N. “flognir” in 

“arflognir”, m., as a poetical name 
for the raven (Eg.). 

flokra, sb., see flukra, sb. 
floks, flokster, sb., see flukster. 
flom [flom, fld3m], sb., a large 

piece of sod. M. Really the same 
word as the foil, flomi, sb. 

flomi [flomi, flosmi], sb., \) a (large) 
flat expanse, (large) stretch of arable 
land, a f. o’ grand; we’re [‘have’] 
delved or shorn a guid [‘good’] f. 
2) a large piece of cloth or stuff. 
3) a great, broad snowflake-, great 
flom is o’snaw [‘snow’] (Y.). — Prob. 
*flam-, deriv. of the root “fla”, used 
of something flat, extensive; Icel. 
flsemi, n., something wide, large, 
extensive; flat surface or space; cf. 
No. “flaa” and “flaan” (R.), f., an 
extensive, flat surface; wide expanse. 

?Homs, sb., see flams, 
flora-fever [flc>"rafiv,3r],sb.,£,y0/0,e- 

mic, esp. dog's epizooty, — far3 and 
firi, sb. Du. flora has prob. arisen 
from *foral(d) by metathesis of 1; 
orig. *farald(r); cf. Icel. farald(r), 
epidemic, under far;!, sb. 

floraskit [flor ’askif], sb., ^bungl- 
ing; unsuccessful work or result, esp. 
in the expr.: hit [‘it’] turned (ut) in a 
f., it failed entirely, it came to no- 
thing, etc. Un. 2) much ado about 
nothing. Esh., Nmw. — Prob. an old 
*flor-skitr, used contemptuously; O.N. 
florr, m., that part of the byre floor 
on which the dung falls, behind 
the stalled cattle. The last part is 
skit, sb. 

fflos1 [flos], sb., common rush 
(plant), Juncus. comm. Also Ork. as 
well as in some L.Sc. and N.Eng. 
dialects (acc. to E.D.D.; “floss” is 
quoted by Jam. as an Ork. word, 
and Edm. gives it as Ork. and Shetl.). 
Poss. denoting something frayed, 
scaled or peeled off, as formerly the 
pith from the peeled rush was used 
for wicks in the open train-oil lamp 
(koli). In that case, to be classed 
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with No. flasa, vb., to peel off in 
targe, long flakes-, to chip off, and 
flosa, vb., to loosen off in flosor 
(flakes). See flis, vb. 

flos2 [fl6s], sb., a light, passing 
shower, a f. o’ a shooer [‘shower’]. 
Wests, occas. May be classed with No. 
and Icel. flasa, vb., to flirt; go heedless- 
ly on-, cf. remarks under flan, vb. 
For the vowel-sound, cf. flos, vb., 
from *flasa. A form flis [fhs, fles, 
flas (fUs)], more comm, used, seems 
to be another word;- see flis(f. 4), sb. 

flos [flos], vb., to flirt; coquet; 
dally, to geng ut a-flosin [a-flos'in]. 
Du. No. flasa, vb., to flirt-, coquet, 
flosa, vb., to chatter; Icel. flosi, m., 
a dandy. 

floster [fbstor, flostor], sb., l) 
great, confused haste; to be in a 
f., to rush violently and heedlessly 
along (U.); to get quickly through 
one’s work, to do onyting [‘some- 
thing’] in a f. (Du.). 2) hot temper; 
impatience; to be in a f., to have a 
fit of impatience-, Fe. — flostor: U. 
flostor: Fe.; Du. — Icel. flaustr, n., 
careless haste, badly (hastily) per- 
formed work-, No. and Icel. flaustra, 
vb., to work violently in a slip- 
shod way. — The word assimilates 
partly to L.Sc. fluster, sb., bustle, 
confusion on account of hurry, and 
partly to Eng. fluster, sb. 

floster [flostor, flostor], vb., to rush 
violently and confusedly along (U.: 
ftostar); to get quickly through with 
one’s work, to f. at onyting (Du.: 
flostor). See prec. floster, sb. 

flot [flot], sb., a level stretch of 
land, wide expanse; a flot o’land, 
o’ corn. Nmw.; Dew. Deriv. from 
*flat-; O.N. fl9t (and flata), f., flptr 
(and flati), m., a level stretch of 
land-, cf. flet and flat(t)i, sbs. 

floti [floti], sb., a small raft, ferry- 
boat. Sa. O.N. floti, m., that which 
is floating or is floated on the 
water; a raft; ferry-boat. 

flotti [fbti], sb., the uppermost part 
of the partition-wall through the house, 
dividing but and ben (corresponding 
to No. and Faer. “rogstue”: the living- 
room, and “glasstue”: the best room); 
chiefly applied to the triangular- 
shaped straw partition above the 
wooden wall. Sa. O.N. flatta, f., a 
mat (plaiting). 

fluder [fludor], sb., a flat rock, 
esp. a flat skerry in the sea. Fe. 
Now mostly used as a place-name: 
de Fluder o’ Bakkigert, de F. o’ 0ri 
(Few.); de Fluders, pi. (Yw.). Prob. 
an orig. “*flydra” with dropped i- 
mutation. See further under flod- 
rek2, sb. 

*flug [flug, flog], sb., a flounder, 
L.Sc. flook, fleuk. N.I.? May be 
derived from O.N. floki (Sn.E.) on 
account of the final g. Icel. floki, 
m., a small flounder. 

flug1 and fluk, vb., see flog3, 
fljog, vb. 

flug2 [flng], vb., to hang loose, 
flapping — flag2, vb.; de oo’ [‘wool’] 
is flugin on de sheep. Ai. May be 
an orig. *fluga, vb., — *floga; cf. 
O.N. flug, n., in sense of a vane, 
something fluttering in the wind, and 
No. floga, vb., to float; hover; to 
run about. Might also be thought 
to be developed through a middle- 
form “*flug” from O.N. fljiiga, vb., 
to fly, although the latter ought to 
give a “*fl0g” in Shetl. 

fluid [f[ned] and fluin [fluin], sb., 
a very small quantity or thin layer; 
a particle-, grain-, a f. o’ butter. U. 
fluid: Un.; fluin: Uwg. Prop, the 
same word as fli, sb., in the same 
sense (see fli), and developed from 
a *fiy. u in flu- has arisen through 
dropped i-mutation; -id in fluid is 
prob. the suffixed def. art. in neut. 
[*flyit], and -in, in fluin, is the def. 
art. in the fern, gender [*flyin]; No. 
“fly” (a flake-, fluff-, grain) is found 
both as a neut. and as a fern. noun. 
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flow [fl&u] reported from Ai., a f. 
a’ meal, is L.Sc. 

fluk1 [fluk, f^uk], sb., a speeding 
along in great haste: der’r a f. on 
[‘upon’] him (her); he (she) is rush- 
ing along\ to geng wi’ a f., to make 
much headway (e.g. of a boat, a ship), 
to hasten. Conn, [fluk,f[uk], Fe. [fjuk]. 
O.N. flug, n., = flog, n., flying-, speed. 

fluk2, sb., see floga1 (flog), sb. 
fluk1 (fljuk) [fluk, f[uk], vb., to be 

in quick motion, to hurry, hasten; to 
geng flukin aboot, to rush about. 
Conn. Formed either from fluk1, 
sb., or developed from O.N. fljtiga, 
vb., to fly, through infl. of fluk1, sb. 

fluk2 or fljuk [f[uk],vb.,/o//y off;fall 
off, f. aff, of chaff on corn, cleaned 
by ‘flinging’, the so-called fl(j)ogin, 
fl(j)ugin, fl(j)ukin; de langtails on 
de aits [‘oats’] fl(j)uks aff when de 
corn is fl(j)uket. Nmw. Either direct- 
ly from O.N. fljtiga, vb., to fly, or the 
same word as the derived fl(j)uk = 
flog3, fljog [floygja], to f. de corn, 
to clean the corn by flinging, which 
may have become intransitive in use. 

fluki (fliuki) [fluki, f]uki], sb., a 
nimble, little fellow, esp. as a pet- 
name for a lively, active child; “my 
piri (little) f.”! Conn. Deriv. of 
fluk1 (fljuk), vb. 

flukner, sb., see flokner, sb. 
flukr, fluker [flokor], and flokr, 

floker [flokor], vb., to snow in broad 
flakes {p\ snow)', he is flukrin (flok- 
rin). *flykra. The Shetl. form has 
prob. arisen through dropped i-mu- 
tation; see flukra, sb. 

flukra [flokra, flok"ora‘] and flokra 
[flokra, flok"3ra-], sb., collect., quan- 
tity of big flakes of snow falling 
(in calm weather), comm. Occas. 
also of a single snowflake, thus in 
Du.: flukr, fluker [flokor], a snawie 
[‘snowy’] f. From *flykra through 
dropped i-mutation. Faer. flykra, f., 
snowflake. Cf. flurakavi, sb. 

Flukra [flok' ora’], sb., the name 

for a speckled hen. Wh. Formed 
from fluk ret, adj.; q.v. Not di- 
rectly from flukra, sb. — Flura is 
found in Un. as the name for a hen 
in same sense as Flukra. “Flura” 
is apparently formed from “flooer” 
= Eng. flower, sb. Note the form 
flurakavi for *flukrakavi with 
dropped k. 

flukret [flokrat, flok"3r3t‘], adj., 
spotted; speckled (white-speckled), 
esp. of hens; a f. hen, a speckled 
(black and white) hen. Wh.,N.,Un., 
Fe. *flykrottr. See prec. flukra, sb. 

fluksler [flokstor], sb., great haste; 
to be in a f., to be in a great hurry; 
Conn, floks [floks] and flokster 
[flokstor] agitation; excitement; Du. 
To be classed with No. flugsa and 
flogsa, vb., to flutter; bustle. 

fflunder [flondor], sb., a small 
flounder. Da. sandflynder, No.and Peer, 
sandflundra. Also “sand-fluke”. Uws. 
No., Sw., Faer. flundra, f., a flounder. 

flungs [flo'gs] and flunks [flocks], 
sb., a swinging-, shaking-, fluttering-, 
flapping-, he had a f. upon him, he 
swung along with flapping garments 

\ (Fo.: flunks); “de oo’ [‘wool’] was a’ 
| [‘all’] in a f. upo de yowe [‘ewe’], 

applied to a sheep losing its wool 
i (Fo.: flunks). Also quick move- 

ment in turning round. See flungs 
(flunks), vb. 

flungs [flo'qs] and flunks [flo’gks], 
vb., l) to swing-, shake-, flutter, e.g. 
of untidy clothes, wool on sheep, 
etc.; to geng flungsin (flunksin), 
to wear loose, flapping garments-, 
de claes is flungsin (flunksin). 

! In Fo.: flunks; de fleece is flunk- 
sin on de sheep. 2) to flap the 
wings; de ern (the eagle) guid 
[‘went’] flungsin op de burn (Yb.). 
3) to make quick movements in 
turning round, to geng flungsin. 
— No. flumsa, vb. a) to fly quick- 
ly, to flap the wings (Aa.); b) to 
tumble about (R.). — For a change 
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ms > ngs (nks) in Shell. Norn, see 
Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII) § 38 c. 

flunk! [flo'gki], sb., a long cloak 
or dress. Sa. Poss. synonymous or 
cognate with No. flange, m., an old- 
fashioned kind of coat or dress, 
wide (unbecoming) clothes. 

fluns [flo'ns], sb., the fins, cut 
off from the sides of a ray (Yh.); the 
thin part, including the fins, nearest 
the head of a ray, de f. o’ a skate 
(Un.), = bjels1. Really, that which 
is sliced off or flensed. Cf. No. 
flunsa, vb., = flinsa, to slice, flense. 

flurakavi [flrrraka'vi], sb., dense 
snow (kavi) falling in broad flakes, 
mostly in calm weather. Yn. Faer. 
flykrukavi,m., id. flura-for*flukra-; 
see flukra, sb. 

fled [fled, fle3d] and Herd [Herd], 
sb., speed-, great haste-, to geng 
(com’) wi’ a f.; der’r a f. upon him; 
dey were upon a great fled, they 
were in great haste. Fe. O.N. flyti, 
f., and flytir, m., speed-, fleetness. 
See fled2, vb. 

fled1 [fled], vb., to reach high 
water-, he’s fledin; to f. de brust, 
see brust1, sb. May be partly O.N. 
floeda, vb., partly Eng. flood, vb. — 
The substantive fled [fled], flood, 
high water, is prob. Eng. flood, sb., 
as O.N. “fl66” in Shetl. regularly 
ought to have given *fln(d). 

fled2 [fled, fle3d], vb., to hasten-, 
walk quickly, comm, in the pres, 
part, form; to geng fledin; he guid 
[‘went’] by fledin, he cam’ fledin. 
Fe. Other forms, also from Fe.: flegd 
[flegd] and flerd [Herd]. — O.N. flyta, 
vb., to urge on-, to speed oneself-, 
to hasten (from fljotr, adj., speedy). 
— A form fleg [fleg] (Fe.), which 
might be quite another word, viz.: 
O.N. fljtiga, vb., to fly, is not further 
confirmed and therefore uncertain, 
flegd and flerd are poss. influ- 
enced by “fljiiga”, vb., and ferd1, 
sb., respectively. 

fleder [fledor], sb., (great) hurry. 
Fe. A mingling of fled, sb., haste, 
and L.Sc. (and Shetl.) fludder, fluther, 
sb.,/?tfAry (pronounced flodsr in Shetl.). 

fledferd [fled“faerd‘], sb., great 
hurry, speed-, he was on a f., he 
was in a great hurry. Fe. May be 
either an old “*flj6tfen5” from O.N. 
fljotr, adj., brisk-, quick, and ferd, f., 
a journey (cf. No. fljotfarande, adj., 
moving quickly), or a later compd. 
of fled, sb., and ferd, sb. 

fledskerri [fled"skaeri], sb., a 
skerry, overflowed at high water, 
= O.N. flcedarsker. Yh. 

fler [flor], sb., is Eng. floor, but 
occas. used in Shetl. in fishermen’s 
tabu-lang. in sense of the sea-bottom, 
a shoal or bank in the sea, a mean- 
ing poss. originating from Norn (O.N. 
golf, n., floor, etc.); note, e.g. Sw. 
dial, golv, gulv, n., in sense of a 
patch of ground or field; a slope. 
Found as a place-name in “de Fler 
o’ Gamlarett” (Fo.). 

lies [fles] and flesin [flesin] sb., 
skerry with a broad surface-, he’s a 
great f. o’ him. Yn. Occas. in place- 
names (= fles), such as Flesgjo 
[flssgjo] (Fe.). See fles, sb., to which 
fles(in) is a parallel form. For the 
form fles cf. Icel. flos = fles, f., an 
open plain (B.H.). 

*fo [fo], vb., 1) vb. n., to get-, re- 
ceive. In Hildina-ballad (the Foula- 
ballad) in the form “fwo, fuo”. 2) 
vb. a., to procure. Noted down in 
the expr.: Fo me a dikk! get me 
something to drink! Uwg. O.N. fa, 
vb., a) to get, gain; b) to pro- 
cure. 

fob, sb., and fobi, sb., see fib 
and flbi, sbs. 

fodabrod, sb., see fadabrod, sb. 
fodek [fodak, fodak], sb., a water- 

pail,= Du. In Dus. fodek 
is (was) used occas. as a tabu-name 
by fishermen at sea, while the cur- 
rent word is dafek [dafak], hevel- 
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dafek (from Gael, dabhach, a large 
vessel, brewing-vat). 

fodin, foder. sb., a cat, see fu- 
din, sb. 

fog [fog, fog], sb., drift, drifting-, 
esp.: 1) thin covering of light, damp 
clouds; a f. ower de sky (Nm.; 
De.), a light f. o’ mist (Nm., De.). 
2) fine, drifting snow, snow-storm, 
a f. o’ snaw; Conn.; Y.; Fe.; De. 
3) misty spray from strong surf-, de 
f. o’ de sea (S.Sh.); de sea is standin 
wi’ a f. (Y.). — fog with close o: 
De. occas.; elsewhere comm.: fog. 
— O.N. fok, n., drift, e.g. drifting 
snow. Shetl. fog from O.N. “fok” 
is in several instances merged with 
Eng. fog, sb. (in Shetl. pronounced: 
fag, fog). Cf. fjog2, fjug, sb. 

fog [fog], vb., to drift, of densely 
falling snow; a fogin kavi, dense 
snow-storm (= a murin kavi); he’s 
fogin i’ de door, the snow is drift- 
ing in through the door. Y., Fe. 
Deriv. of fog (f. 2), sb. 

fogbord [fog-bord', fog ’bord'] and 
fogborder [fog-bordor, fog-], sb., 
dense snow-storm, afogbord o’snaw 
[‘snow’]; he’ssnawin’ [‘snowing’] wi’ 
a fogborder. Y.; F.; Us-and wg. fog- 
bord: Fe. [fogbord, fog-]; Us. [fog- 
bord]; Uwg. [fogbord]; fogborder: Y. 
(Ym., Yh.). From Yn. is recorded a 
form fogborger, fogeborger [fog-- 
(o)borgor]. In Unst (Us.) fogbord 
is used also of dense sea-spray, a 
f. o’ sea, spray rising from strong surf, 
= fog 3. From Conn, and Sandw. 
(Du.) fogbord in [fog-b6r"din] is re- 
ported as a rare form in sense of a 
snow-storm. — *fokburdr; a compd. of 
O.N. fok, n., drift, drifting, and burflr, 
m., bearing, something borne or car- 
ried. Cf. feel, snjoburdr, m., a snow- 
storm. For rg in Shetl. Norn from 
an original rd, see Introd. V (also 
N.Spr. VII) § 29, the end. 

fog(e)borger, sb., see fogbord- 
(er), sb. 

fogensi [fog-onsi-], sb., drifting 
snow, snow-storm (with gusts of 
wind). More recent deriv. of fog, sb. 

foger [fogor, fogor], sb., de f., the 
sun-, tabu-name in fishermen’s lang., 
sea-term. Un. Prop, “the fair”-, see 
further under feger, sb., and cf. 
fogri, sb. 

fogge, sb., bailiff-, see further un- 
der *foud, sb. 

fog [fog]-moor, sb., dry, moulder- 
ing, peaty soil. C. *fok-(mor). See 
fog, sb. 

fogmuld^mou/cf [fog’Tnold-], sb., 
dry, dusty mould. C. *fokmold; cf. 
No. fokjord, f., very loose, light earth. 
See fog, sb. 

fogri [fogri], sb., fishermen’s tabu- 
name at sea for mackerel. Un. Prop, 
def. form: “de f.” from O.N. “hinn 
fagri”, the fair. Cf. foger and fe- 
ger as name for the sun. 

foitlin, sb., sea-term (tabu-name) 
for mouse, see fotlin, fotlek, sb. 

fokk, vb., see fukk, vb. 
fold [fo]d] and foild [foild], vb., to 

wrap oneself up in clothes, esp. in 
perf. part, foldet (foildet), wrap- 
ped up in too much clothing, mostly 
of a woman; sho [‘she’]’s fo(i)ldet 

| op; fo(i)ldet op aboot de face. U".; 
Yb. Orig. doubtless to lay in folds, 
in plaits. O.N. falda, vb., to fold, 
etc. Cf. O.N. faldr (foldr), m., fold; 
the hem of a garment; border; flap; 
a woman’s white linen hood; No. 
folda, f., a plait or fold in clothes. 

foleks [foloks, folaks], sb. pl.,/o/£, 
people, esp. preserved as a tabu- 
word, used by fishermen at sea, in 
sense of men. Br. O.N. folk, n., 
people, foleks, pi. of O.N. folk by 
inserted connecting vowel. The pi. 
form in Shetl. orig. from Eng. folks 
= folk, sb., commonly used in Shetl. 
and pronounced like Eng. folks, with 
dropped 1 before k, as distinct from 
foleks. 

folgju (foldju) [foFgjrr, fjlgjn-, 
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fol<tu, foldju] and fulgju (fuldju, fulju) 
[fol(|u, foldju, fold^u, folju], sb., 1) 
annual allowance or pension; life- 
long support or residence given to 
one person by another; he’s ta’en 
[‘has taken’] her for a folgju, he 
has taken her to stay with him for 
good, has given her lifelong support 
(Conn.); he guid [‘went’] to sicc a 
place for a folgju, he went to such 
and such a place to make a per- 
manent stay there (Conn.). 2) abun- 
dant provisions; I ha’e [‘have’] a 
fulgju here (U.). 3) an unlimited 
or very long time, “eternity”, esp. 
in the expr. “for a f.”: a) for good; 
beyond recall; I tink, he’s gaun 
[‘going’] to sit here for a fulgju (Sa.); 
he’s gane [‘gone’] for a folgju, he 
has gone for good, taking away with 
him all his belongings (Un.; Conn.; 
Dum.); he’s no [‘not’] gane for a f ulgju 
(Umo.); b) for a very long time; to 
geng [‘go’] or bide for a f o 1 g j u (Few.); 
“to blaw [‘blow’] or stand for a 
folgju”, fig. of wind, blowing con- 
tinually from the same quarter (Few.); 
c) to go on with something contin- 
ually in real earnest; we’re no begun 
for a folgju, we have not yet begun 
to work seriously, so that we can 
continue without a break (Few.). — 
The diff. forms of {5ronunc. are dis- 
tributed as foil.: folgju (foldju): 
Conn, [fol-gju-], Un. [f.'il'gju-], Few. 
[folcju], Dum. [foldju]; fulgju (fuldju, 
fulju): U. [fol(ju, foldju], Sa. [foldju, 
fold^u, folju]. — The same word as 
O.N. fulga, f., payment for one's 
support; board; annual allowance; 
No. folga, f., annual allowance; Icel. 
ftilga, f., inter alia supply of food 
or fodder (B.H.). The Shetl. words 
ending in -gju, -dju (-ju) spring from 
an orig. “fulgu”, accus., gen. and 
dat. of “fulga”. For the stress on 
the orig. unstressed ending see the 
examples given in Introd. V (also 
N.Spr. VII), § 41. 

fom [fom (fam)], sb., a thin layer, 
a f. o’ meal, o’ saut [‘salt’], a f. o’ 
snaw [‘snow’] on de eart’. Nm®. Par- 
allel-form to fern, fim, sb.; q.v. 

foml-ous? fommelos [fam-alos’], 
adj., powerless and awkward in 
handling anything. Du. No. fum- 
len and fumlutt (“foomml-”), adj., 
fumbling; awkward, from fumla, vb.; 
Sw. dial. fum(m)la and fSmmla, vb., 
to fumble; to be awkward. The Shetl. 
form fom(me)l- is more closely con- 
nected with the Northern forms given 
than with Eng. fumble, vb. 

fomm [fom, fom], vb., to smoke; 
drift; a) of smoke: to escape; de 
reek is fom min ut de door, the 
smoke is escaping through the open- 
ing of the door; he’s fom min ut 
de reek, the smoke is escaping 
through the opening of the door or 
roof (‘louver’); Yb. [fom]; b) of dry, 
falling snow: to drift densely; a 
fommin kavi, very dense, dry snow- 
storm; Fe. [fomj; Nm. [fom]. Also 
fimm[fom]; Nm.; a fimmin muri(n) 
= a “fommin kavi”. — From Lat. 
[\imus, smoke? “fumma”, a sea-term 
(tabu-name), used by Faer. fishermen 
for smoke. For phonetic reasons, 
the Shetl. fomm cannot be derived 
directly from Eng. fume, vb. 

fommin (fimmin) [fomin, fomin], 
sb., heavy, very dense, dry snow- 
storm. Nm. See fomm, vb. 

fommis [fomis-j], sb., confused state 
of mind; trembling, esp. caused by 
a sudden, disagreeable surprise; he 
set me in a f., he made me con- 
fused, esp. surprised me disagree- 
ably, causing me to tremble. Sa. 
*fum-. Cf. No. fum, n., foolery, and 
fume, m., confusion; heedless bustle, 
fuma, vb., a) to bungle; b) to bustle, 
rush foolishly on; Sw. dial, fumm, 
n., foolishness; confusion, and fum- 
ma, vb., a) to be foolish or con- 
fused; b) to have trembling hands; 
Icel. fum, n., confused haste. For 
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the Shetl.fommis, cf. Faer. fummis- in 
fummisligur, adj., precipitant; im- 
prudent; headlong. See fim is, sb. 

fommis [fomi^], vb., to make one 
confused or bewildered; to put one 
out of countenance; to cause one 
to tremble; he fommist me; I was 
fommist, I was quite confused, esp. 
by a sudden, disagreeable surprise. 
Sa. For the etym. of the word, see 
under fommis, sb. 

fona [fona], sb., fire, tabu-name, 
used by fishermen at sea. More 
comm, in the forms: fenna, finna 
[fona, foija, fi^a] and fenni, finni 
[foni]. Wests, [in all the forms 
given]. Br. [foni]. O.N. funi, m., a 
flame; in poetry, o\fire (Eg.). — For 
other tabu-names for fire in Shetl. 
see birtek, brenner (brenna), 
emek,‘“furin.ilder1 (ildin) and*eld. 

fonder, sb., see funder, sb. 
*fong, *fung, sb., embrace-, lap. 

Hildina-ballad. O.N. fang, n., a grip-, 
embrace. 

fonglin [f&rjghn], sb., a thing lost 
and found again-, I’m fonn [‘I 
have found’] a f. de day [‘to-day’]. 
Uwg. From an old *fanglin. Deriv. 
of fang, sb. For the 1-deriv. cf. 
No. fangla (faangla), vb., to embrace, 
also the uncertain Faer. fongul, m., 
(catch? fishing-tackle? poetic word. 
F.A.II). 

*fongsnoro [f&iysno’To, -sno"ro], 
sb., (old-fashioned) violin. Conn. The 
first part is doubtless O.N. fang, n., 
a grip (see under fongstrong, sb.). 
The second part, snoro, may be syn. 
with *snarwa [snarwa, snar'owa1] 
(also noted down in Conn.) in sense 
of a violin, which may be associated 
with No. and Sw. dial, snarva, vb., to 
growl-, O.N. snarfla, vb., to rattle in 
the throat (Eng. snore, vb.), and snara, 
\., string. — “fongsnoro” and “snarwa” 
probably denoted the same kind of 
violin as *gju, *gu, *go, a two- 
stringed violin, reported from the N.I. 

*fongstrong [f&gstr&rj], sb., the first 
string of a violin-, a f. till a snarwa 
(violin). Conn. Prob.: *fang-strengr, 
from O.N. fang, n., a grip, and strengr, 
m., a string. 

fonk, sb., see funk, sb. 
for1 [for], sb., a find (something 

found) of great value-, he tought 
[‘thought’] he was [‘had’] fonn a f., 
he thought he had found something 
by which he could become rich. Sa. 
May be associated with No. forda, f., 
a burden-, load (to be carried), and 
O.N. fordi, m., livelihood-, support-, 
store. 

for2 [for], sb., \) a furrow in a 
field-, N.Roe. 2) a ditch, ridge or 
narrow strip of grass, forming a 
boundary between two cultivated 
patches (corn-rigs), de f. o’ de “rig”; 
Du. 3) a piece of ground dug by spade 
across a cultivated patch, = geng, 
sb. 5, and roddek; N.Roe. — O.N. 
for, f., a furrow, drain-, ditch, esp. a 
ploughed furrow in a field (cf. No. 
forarlengd, f., and forskot, n., a cul- 
tivated patch, strip of field). Faer. 
fori, m., the lower end of a slop- 
ing field. 

for [for], vb., to make a furrow 
in a field, esp. “to f. for taatis [‘po- 
tatoes’]”, when planting potatoes: to 
make a furrow (with the foot) across 
a cultivated patch where the pota- 
toes are to be planted. N.Roe. No. 
fora, vb., to make a furrow in the 
ground. See for2, sb. 

for [fSr], prep., for, in the expr.: 
“hwat (kwat) for”, like No. kvat for 
(fyre), Da. hvad for, hvilken, hvad 
slags, what, which, what kind of-, 
hwat for a man is he? what kind 
of man is he? 

ford1 [ford], sb., a fishing-ground 
of a certain extent. Du. Prob. the 
same word as fjord1, sb. Cf., how- 
ever, the syn. ferald, sb. 

ford2 [ford, fo3rd], sb., a poor re- 
sult of an errand or of something 
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one has undertaken to do, in expr. 
as: hit [‘it’] cam’ till a f., a puir 
[‘poor’] f., it did not succeed, did 
not turn out well. Nm. ford has 
poss. arisen through mingling of O.N. 
fpr, f., an expedition-, journey, and 
O.N. ferd, f., in same sense. Cf. 
ferd1, fori and ford, sb., and the 
use of these words (“hit cam’ til a 
ferd”, etc.). 

for-cfon [fordon1], perf. part, and 
adj., bewitched, cursed, burdensome 
or heavy, he took a \.-d. skate (an 
uncommonly heavy ray) upo de tap 
[‘top’] o’ dat (St.), d 0 n = Eng. done, 
perf. part. — From an old forgerdr 
(-gjordr), fyrirgerdr, perf. part., be- 
witched-, O.N. fyrirgera, vb., to be- 
witch-, Faer. forgjordur, No. forgjord, 
perf. part, and adj., = Da. forgjort, 
bewitched. 

foren [foran], perf. part., ^ro^.gone 
away-, set off-, now only in phrases, 
such as: Foo [‘how’]’s du f.? what 
luck have you had (on your jour- 
ney)? I’m f. ower weel [‘very well’], 
/ have fared very well. Conn. O.N. 
farinn, perf. part, of fara, vb., to fare-, 
travel. Cf. faren and misforen, 
perf. part., and ford2, vb. 

forgeng [forgaeg] and forgenger 
[for"gaei)(g)-ar], sb., a foreboding-, 
vision-, a supernatural appearance 
of a person, portending this person’s 
death (one’s wraith). *forgang- or 
*fyrirgang-; cf. No. fyreferd, f., a 
foreboding. See feiness, sb., un- 
der fei, adj. 

forhelma, /ore-h. [forhael ma], sb., 
a patch of grassy stubble (helma), 
the grass of which has not been 
eaten by the cattle. Y., Fe. Also 
forhelm [forhaelnr] (Fe.). In sim- 
ilar sense as in forhelma, “for, fore 
[for]” is found in Y. and Fe. in a) 
“for-girs, fore-girs [-‘grass’]”, per- 
manent grass-field for a favourite 
animal-, b) “for-lay, fore-lay”, sep- 
arated piece of pasture, lying fal- 

low, e) fore-stubble = forhelma. 
L.Sc. “fore” is found in meanings 
by which the Shetl. prefix can be 
explained, acc. to Jam.: “still re- 
maining”, “saved as a stock”, etc.; 
but none of the given compds., 
used in Shetl. — nor corresponding 
ones, — are mentioned in Jam. For 
the second part in forhelma see 
helma1, sb. 

fori [fori], sb., a poor sesult of 
an errand or of something one has 
undertaken to do, in expr. as: hit 
[‘it’] cam’ till a f. Y. (Yh., Yn.). O.N. 
for, f., an expedition; journey; Sw. 
dial, fora, f., a journey there and 
back. Cf. the use of ferd1 (ford2, 
ford), sb. 

fork [f&‘rk], vb., to work eagerly 
without progress, to f. in or atill 
(intill) onyting [‘into something’]. 
Wests. (Sa.). Doubtless to raise or 
move (as with a fork). O.N. forka, 
vb., to pole; Eng. fork, vb., in L.Sc. 
partly in a fig. sense (diff. from Shetl. 
fork): to look out or search for 
anything. 

forken, forkon [fo'rkon (fi'rkan), 
fa'rkan], adj., 1) desirous; greedy, 
esp. for food, dainty, f. for meat 
(food), for fish; N.Sh. [Yh.: fo'rkan; 
otherwise more comm.: fo‘rkan]; also 
fjorken [fjo'rkon (fja'rkin)] (Uws.: 
fja'rkin), which easily assimilates to 
fjorkin, fjorkin, adj. (q.v.). for- 
ken [fo'rkan] is reported from Wh. 
in sense of voracious. 2) appetizing, 
making one’s mouth water; see for- 
ken-met, sb. — O.N. forkunni and 
forkunna, adj., eager to learn; in- 
quiring; No. forkunn, Sw. dial, f&r- 
ken (f&rk&n), adj., also delicious; sa- 
voury; Faer. forkunnigur, adj., applied 
to food: delicious; eagerly longedfor. 

forken (forkon)-met [fo'r-kanmet-, 
f5‘r"kan-], sb.,delicious, savoury food. 
N.Roe. *forkunn(ar)-matr, from O.N. 
forkuflr (forkunnr), f., eagerness; in- 
clination; longing. No. forkunnmat, 

13 
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Sw. dial, f&rkenmat, m., toothsome 
morsel. 

*forkop, sb., prop. (acc. to Bal- 
four): a) the lawman’s salary for 
the Thing circuits; b) taxes constitut- 
ing the lawman’s salary, see ♦lag- 
man, lawman, sb. Later on (after 
the discontinuance of the lawman’s 
office), a name for various kinds of 
taxes, levied by the feudal lord of 
Shetland in former times. In Bal- 
four’s Glossary “forcop” is recorded 
with the foil, explanation: “the Law- 
man’s salary for the Thing circuits; 
afterwards charged by the Donatary, 
first against the Crown, and again 
against the parishes on various pre- 
texts, sometimes of Odal usage, some- 
times of feudal claim”. — O.N. farar- 
kaup, n., payment for a journey, 
means here: “E>ingfararkaup”,asa/drp 
or payment for Thing circuit. 

forlegen, forlegin [forle gan, fSr- 
le'gon, -le**gm], adj., thoroughly ex- 
hausted-, weakened. U. and Fe. [for- 
le'gon, f&r-]; Du. [terle'gan,-le^gin]. 
From Esh.,Nmw., is reported a form 
fi(r)leged or fe(r)leged [fole'god] 
and from N.: ferlodin [forlo3,din]. — 
Faer. firilagstur, perf. part, of “leg- 
gjast firi”, to become weakened, ex- 
hausted. O.N. “leggjask fyrir” is 
handed down in sense of to lose 
courage-, give up hope. The angli- 
cised “laid afore” is now more comm, 
used in Shetl. than forlegen. 

forrum [forrnm], sb., fore-hold in 
a boat. O.N. fyrirriim, n., fore-hold 
in a ship’. No. fyrerom, n., = fram- 
rom: fore-hold in a boat. 

fors [fo‘rs, f&‘rs], sb., a waterfall-, 
mostly in the expr.: “de f. o’ de burn”* 
the waterfall in the burn-, fors is here 
misinterpreted as Eng. force. Now 
mostly as a place-name: “de Fors” 
and “(de) Forsin [fo'rsin, fo‘rson]”. 
The latter form, containing the old def. 
art. [O.N. -inn: forsinn], is noted 
down in Conn, and Du. (Sandwick). 

See Forso under “*o”, sb.— O.N. 
fors (foss), m., a waterfall. 

fors [fo‘rs],vb., in fishing, angling: 
to spit out chewed limpets (patella) 
on the water to allure the fish-, f. 
awaa [‘away’]! (C.); to f. de sil- 
leks, to allure coalfish by spitting 
out chewed limpets (St.). S.Sh. 
(Conn., Du.). Br., Wests. (St.). — 
Prob. from fross (*fruss) by meta- 
thesis of r; see further fross, frosj, 
vb., occas. used in same sense as 
fors. — Cf. so, vb. 

forsek, forsi, sb., see forso, sb. ♦forsend [(fo'rson) fo'rson], sb., a 
snell on a fishing-line, the part be- 
tween the sinker and the lower piece, 
the so-called skog, with the hook. 
U. — Faer. forsendi, m., No. forsynd, f., 
a snell, the lower part of a fishing- 
line-, Icel. forsenda, f., a deep- 
sea lead on a fishing-line. — Cf. 
forsukn, sb. 

forsin [fo'rsinl-bag-, sb., a boat- 
fisherman’s bag, containing fittings 
for the fishing-line and articles neces- 
sary for mending. Uwg. Poss. “fors- 
end-bag”, a bag for keeping snells-, 
see *forsend, sb. 

fforsintaps [fo'r-smtaps-, f&‘r"sm-], 
sb. pi., \) cabbage-leaves cutoff for 
the cattle, also called “kail-stuins 
[stnins]”. L. (Vidlin). 2*) thin barley- 
cakes, reported in the phrase: “f. 
and skepta (whey mixed with curd)”-, 
Ube [ob], De. In the last given 
obs. sense the word was certainly 
also used in sing.: a forsintap.— 
The first part, forsin, can in both 
senses given be explained from No. 
fruse, m., a spout-, knot-, lump-, 
wooden peg-, flap-, the metathesis 
*fros(s) = >fors is exemplified in 
fors, vb., from fross, vb.; see above, 
“tap” may partly be No. and Sw. 
tapp, wooden peg, partly the word 
“top”, in which o in Shetl. has changed 
to a. — fors [fo'rs, f&‘rs], vb., to pluck 
the coarser hairs away from the finer 
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in sheep’s wool, is the same word 
as Eng. dial, force, vb., to cut off 
the long outer hairs of sheep’s wool 
(from O.Fr. forcer, vb., to cut), and 
forsin [fo'rsin, f&‘rsin], sb., forsins 
[fo'rsans, f&‘rsins], sb. pi., coarse outer 
wool, are in meaning so widely diff. 
from forsintaps 2, barley-cakes, 
that no connection can be supposed, 
even though forsintaps 1, cabbage- 
leaves cutoff, might be associated with 
forsin(s), outer hairs-, outer wool. 

forso [fo'rso], sb., half-boiled, chew- 
ed limpets spit out on the water to 
allure the fish-, a word belonging to 
fishermen’s tabu-lang. (esp. Dunross- 
ness fishermen) = the comm, so, sb. 
[*safl]. Other forms: forsok, for- 
sek [fo'rsok, fo'rsok] (Du.) and forsi 
[fo'rsi] (Br.) and *fortek [f&'rtak] 
(Uwg.). — forso is prob. the oldest 
of the forms given (“forsok, for- 
sek”, most prob. formed by means of 
the L.Sc. suffix) and might be ex- 
plained as a compd. fors-so from 
fors, vb., to spit out half-boiled, 
chewed limpets (see fors, vb.), and 
the comm, so, sb., which denotes 
limpets, thrown out (or spit out); 
while forso, on the other hand, 
prob. only denotes limpets spit out, 
“forset or frosset so”. 

for [for]-speak, forespeak, vb., 
to consecrate-, sanctify (by reciting 
a formula)-, esp. in perf. part, “for- 
spoken, forespoken”, consecrated-, 
forspoken water, holy water. Angli- 
cising of O.N. fyrirmaela (formaela), 
vb., prop, to recite a formula (for- 
m&li and formaeli, n., formulated 
words), esp. in sense of to curse-, 
O.N. (Icel.) form&li, m., phrase, etc., 
may also denote a solemn prayer. 

*forstil [fo‘rstil-], sb., (strong) surf-, 
dense spray from waves breaking on 
the shore with strong surf. Conn.(?). 
N. !.(?). Reported by John Irvine. Prob. 
a compd. the first part of which is 
O. N. fors, No. foss (fors), m., a) a 

waterfall-, b) an eddy, crest of foam- 
ing waves (thus in No.). The ex- 
planation of the second part (dil, til or 
stil? is uncertain (poss. of Celt.orig.). 

forstokk, /ore-stokk sb., see 
framstokk, sb. 

forsukn, forsokken [forsok-an.for - 
sok"3n], sb., a) a piece of iron or 
whalebone, fixed to the sinker on 
a fishing-line, to which the snell is 
tied-, Conn.; Du. Also: b) the snell 
by which the sinker is fixed to the 
line, esp. in catching coalfish (Du.), 
or c) the end of the fishing-line it- 
self, put through a hole in the sin- 
ker, to which the snell is fixed (Du.). 
Occas.: d) (in Du.s) =forsend, a 
snell of a fishing-line. — for’sok"- 
an: Conn, and Du. forsok'Sn: Du. 
occas. (Du.s). — *for-sokn; O.N. sokn, 
f., search, etc., inter alia also im- 
plement for searching for something 
on the sea-bottom and fetching it 
up (Fr.). “sokn”, in Icel., denotes 
a large hook for catching fish (E.J.) 
or (in pi.: soknir) an iron chain with 
which the Greenland shark is caught 
(B.H.). — “forsukn-knot” (Conn.) 
denotes an overhand knot by which 
de forsukn (meaning a) is fixed to 
a fishing-line. 

*fortek, sb., see forso, sb. 
fosen [fossn] and fozen [fozsn], 

adj., spongy, porous, = No. fosen. 
Also fosi [fosi] and “fozy” [fozi]; 
L.Sc. fozy, adj. 

fosens, fosjens [fo^ans, fsspns], 
interj., exclamation of astonishment, 
surprise; oh, my f.! oh, my gracious! 
etc. U. Poss. to be compared with 
Sw. dial, fassen, fasen, curse itl 
confound it! in exclamation (Ri. un- 
der “fan” 2). 

fosk [fosk], sb., haze-, light clouds-, 
also fjosk [fjosk]. Ai.;Nm.;Fe. No. 
f(j)usk, Da. fusk, n., anything loose 
and light. 

foski [foski], adj., haze\ a f. sky 
or day. Fe. Deriv. of fosk, sb. 

13* 
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foil, sb., see futi, sb. 
fotlin [foyin] and fotlek [foyak], 

sb., a mouse, tabu-name, used by 
fishermen at sea. Also foitlin [foit- 
lin], foitlek [foitlak, [faoi'tlak], feit- 
lek [fei'tlak, fai‘tlak], fitlek [f3itlak] 
and futli [futli]. The forms “fo^lin, 
foithn, fei‘tlak, f3itlak and futli” are 
noted down in Unst (futli: Un.), 
“fsoi'tlak and fai'tlak” in North-Yell. 
All the forms given, prob. spring 
from a “*fcetlingr” in sense of a 
small foot, light foot, a dim. deriv. 
of fotr, m., a foot. Cf. “fotel” in 
No., applied to the squirrel (in a 
rigmarole; in R. under “fotella”). 
For the derivative 1 cf. feel, ferfaet- 
lingur, m., a quadruped (J.Th.), and 
No. fjorfotla, f., a lizard. From the 
N.I. also a deriv. in s: fotsek [fo(- 
sak], foitsek [foitsak] and fitsik [fat- 
sik, fitsak] (esp. Y. and Fe.); besides 
the forms fotsek, foitsek, fitsik, 
is also found faitsek [fai'tsak]. Other 
forms, characteristic of the N.I. (esp. 
of Y. and Fe.), are: fittek [fatak], 
fitter [fatar, fetar], fitrik [faFnkj. 
The forms prefixed by fit- [fat (fet)-] 
are, with reference to the pronunc., 
influenced by L.Sc. (and Shetl.) “fit”, 
sb., foot. Cf. the tabu-names for 
cat, under fudin, sb. 

fotsek, sb., see fotlin, sb. 
fotsporr, //f-sporr [fafsporr”], sb., 

cross-bar, sporr, linn, stretcher of 
a boat, for supporting the feet in 
rowing = fitlinn. U. *f6t-sparri or 
-sperra. See sporr, sb. 

*foud, *foude. *fowde [foud, f&ud], 
sb., bailiff. Balfour gives “foud” with 
the explanation “collector of the king’s 
skatts, skyllds, mulcts, etc., afterwards 
chief judge, and ultimately sheriff of 
the Foudrie of Zetland”. In the Shet- 
land Isles in the 16th century the 
designation “great f. (grand f., head 
f.)” was used of the bailiff, the chief 
official in the Isles beside the law- 
man, the judge, while the under- 

bailiffs (district judges, parish bailiffs) 
in the various subordinate bailiwicks 
were called “underfouds, under- 
fowdes”, later, “parish fouds”. “The 
great foud” was replaced in the 17th 
century by a “steward-depute” or 
(later) “sheriff”, the under-bailiffs by 
“bailies, bailiffs”. The lawman’s of- 
fice was dissolved about or before the 
middle of the 16th century, shortly 
before the bailiff’s office, whit which 
it prob. has been merged. Hence 
the intermingling of the designations 
“great f.” and “lagman, lawman”. 
Hibbert applies “the great foude or 
lagman” to one and the same func- 
tionary, also called “prefect”. Barry 
designates the bailiff (the foud) as 
“the president of the supreme court 
formerly held in the Orkney and 
Shetland islands”, and, like Balfour, 
makes him a specifically Ork. func- 
tionary — in disagreement with Shetl. 
deeds from the 16th century; see 
further under *lagman, sb. — A 
form fogge, with preserved original 
g, was still used in the latter half of 
the 16th century. In a letter of 1567 
from the English Ambassador at the 
Scottish Court in Edinburgh, Sir Ni- 
cholas Throckmorton, to Queen Eliza- 
beth, with ref. to Bothwell (who in 
his flight to Denmark made a short 
stay in Shetland at the bailiff Olaw 
Sinclair’s), the Shetl. bailiff, “the 
principal man of the isle”, is men- 
tioned as “fogge” (misunderstood by 
the letter-writer as the bailiff’s name: 
“The principal man of the isle, named 
Fogge, doth favoure Bodwell...”). 
Q. Goudie, Ant. of Shetland, pp. 93 
(and 230). — Other modes of spelling 
the word in old Scottish-Shetlandic 
deeds are: fold, fould, and occas. 
f(e)ald, in which the 1 was prob. mute. 
— O.Norw. foguti (fogutr, fugutr, fol- 
guti, fouti), Mod. Norw. fut and faut, 
Sw. dial, faut, Fser. ftiti (ftidi), m., 
a bailiff (borrowed from Germ.). 
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“foudrie, fowdrie”, sb., 1) bai- 

liff’s district, bailiwick. Shetland is 
mentioned in deeds from the 16th 
century as “the Foudrie (Fowdrie, 
Foldrie, Faudrie) of Zetland”. 2) the 
office of bailiff (great foud) in the 
Shetl. Isles in the 16th century. No. 
futerike, n., Da. fogderi, n., bailiff’s 
district. 

/our-aerin,-arin[four(h)0erin,four"- 
arm-], sb., a four-oared boat. The 
general form is “f^ur"arm•”, while 
“four(h)aerm” is peculiar to Du. 
*(fer-)aeringr; No. faering, m., from 
“feraering” or “firaering”, a four- 
oared boat\ O.N. feraerr and fer- 
aerdr, adj., four-oared. Cf. seks- 
aerin, sb. 

*fradin [fradin], sb., fart-, also dis- 
paragingly of something worthless; 
noted down in the foil, fragment of 
conversation from Fo.: Jarta, jarta! 
I’m gotten fjomtena kjosens, dear- 
est (heart) mother! I have had fifteen 
kisses (a daughter’s statement to her 
mother after a dance). Aye, aye! fjom- 
tena fradins! (the mother’s answer). 
O.N. fretr, m., a/aA/. For a in fradin 
cf. O.N. frata, vb., = freta, to fart. 

free [frs] and fae [f®], prep., 
from, is L.Sc. “frae, fae”, but used 
adverbially = O.N. fr& in some ver- 
bal exprs.: “say f(r)ae”, “tell f(r)ae”, 
to tell, O.N. segja frd (Fser. poet.) 
telja fr&. 

frae-say [fr®"se’], frae-sayin 
[frarse’in], sb., a tale, narrative. 
O.N. frasaga and fraspgn, f., a tale. 
Cf. frae-tale, sb., and “say frae”, vb. 

frae-tale [fr®"td'], sb., a tale, 
rumour. Yn. See the preceding word 
and cf. “tell frae”, Fser. telja tr& 
(poet.) = siga fra, to tell. 

frag (fragg) [frag (frag), frag], sb., 
a person or thing of value-, a large 
portion: a) of people: a clever per- 
son; mostly negatively; he is nae 
[‘no’] f., he is good for nothing-, 
Uws. [frag], b) a valuable thing, 

esp. negatively; yon is n&zX.fhat is 
worthless (Uwg.). c) a large por- 
tion; good bargain; he’s gotten (got) 
a f., he has made a good find or 
bargain-, comm, ironically used, e.g.: 
Yon is a f., that is a great deal 
(applied to a worthless gift or find), 
^glob1; to ford awa [‘away’] ane’s 
f., to carry one’s booty into safety 
(see ford1, vb.); N.Sh. (N.I.). — to 
mak’ a f. o’ a ting, a) to make a 
good profit out of something (partly 
ironically): N.Sh. (N.I., Nm.( De., L.), 
Conn, b) rarely: to cause disorder, 
confusion (Yh.). frag and frag: Y., 
Fe.; elsewhere comm.: frag. Doubt- 
less etym. to be classed with O.N. 
frakkr, adj., clever; active; bold, etc.; 
No. frak, frakk, adj., mostly nega- 
tively: ikkje f., not particularly good; 
Sw. dial, frak, frakk, adj., also = 
big; stately, Da. dial, frag, adj., big; 
strong; clever. Cf. Eng. dial, and 
L.Sc. frack, adj., ready; active, etc., 
besides the foil. (Shetl.) frakk, sb. 

frakk [frak], sb., a feeble, deli- 
cate person. U. The word has prob., 
in consequence of ironical use, ob- 
tained a meaning opp. to the orig.; 
O.N. frakkr, adj., clever; active;brave; 
see further above under frag, sb., 
to which frakk seems to be allied. 
Cf. the syn. frsek [fr®3k], sb. Note, 
however, Icel. frakki, m., musty hay; 
worthless thing (B.H.). 

fram [fram], adv., I) forward, in 
the foil, applications and phrases: 
1) forwards to the stem of a boat, 
to geng f. 2) off or away from the 
shore, out to sea\ a) to set ut f., 
to head towards the high seas (Yh.); 
to geng f., to set out for deep-sea 
fishing (by boat) to the fishing- 
grounds farther off (see framhaf, 
sb.); b) of tide: he is f., it (the tide) 
is setting seawards; he is f. and 
sooth, f. and nort’, it is setting south- 
wards, northwards (cf. f ra m-tide, sb.); 
c) f. wi’, (forwards) along, esp. in 
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a straight line with something far- 
ther off or facing out to sea, of 
landmarks, situated at certain dis- 
tances from each other, by which 
to find a fishing-ground (Uw.); see 
wi, prep, and adv. N.I., Fo. O.N. 
fram, adv., forwards, also seawards 
(f. 4, Fr.). II) forward, in the foil, 
applications: ^forward in the stem 
of the boat-, to sit or lie f.; hit [‘it’J’s 
lyin’ f. 2) far from land, out at sea, 
in the expr.: to be f., to be out at 
deep-sea fishing (by boat); “fram 
o’ ” = in front of, farther out at 
sea than-, Johnie is f. o’ me (Fe.); 
N.I.; Fo. 3) in the game “to play 
holi” (a game consisting in driving 
small balls or round stones into ho- 
les): to be f., to be forward, to 
have got the stone (the ball) into 
the last hole in the row; to be a 
hole o’ f., to lack one hole of win- 
ning the game; N.I. O.N. frammi, 
adv., forward; in front. 

framer [framor], adj. comp., (lying) 
farther out at sea, of fishing-grounds, 
opp. to“hemer”; de f. Sedek (se- 
dek): Uwg., opp. to “de hemer Se- 
dek”; see sedek2, sb. O.N. fram- 
arri, adj. comp, (formed from fram, 
adv., forwards), farther on. See 
prec. fram, adv. 

framhaf ffram’^haf'], sb., deep-sea 
fishing-grounds on the high seas, 
de f.; to geng to de f. = to geng 
fram. N.I.,Fo. *fram-haf. See fram, 
adv., and haf, sb. “far haf” is now 
comm, used for framhaf (at any rate, 
outside the N.I. and Fo.). The far- 
thest deep-sea fishing-grounds are 
occas. called “de foremost haf or 
ocean” (Y\, Fe.). 

fram [fram, fra‘m] -side, sb., fore- 
side, esp. of a vessel, boat: the side 
Of a boat which faces the sea, de 
f.-s. o’ a boat. No. framsida, f., 
foreside. 

*framstokk [fra‘m"stok’], sb., the 
foremost side of the bed, facing the 

room, now comm.: forstokk, “fore”- 
stokk [for'stok’]. L. (Vidlin). *fram- 
stokkr. See fram, adv., and stokk, 
sb. 

fram [fram] -tide, sb., tide setting 
seawards (fram). N.I., Fo., Du. See 
fram, adv. 

fram [fram] -tow, sb., a rope 
fastened to the stem of a boat, 
securing it. See fram, adv. 

frek, sb., see fraek, sb. 
frekl, vb., see fretl, vb. 
fremd1 [fraemd], sb., tabu-name, 

used by fishermen at sea in the foil, 
senses: 1) a head, esp. offish-, head 
of a fish, used for bait (U.); occas. 
also of the human head t)d.-, Yn.); a 
pain i’ de f., headache (U.). 2) a 
young coalfish (piltek); prob. from 
the meaning: head; to glom a f., 
to take a (young) coalfish off the 
hook; Fe. 3) a high, steep point 
of land, “head” (Yn.). Prop, some- 
thing projecting or a forepart; deriv. 
of fram, adv. For the deriv. end- 
ing d, cf. O.N. fremd, f., with a diff. 
meaning (promotion, etc.). 

fremd2 [fremd, fraemd], sb., de f., 
foreign countries-, to geng to de f. 
trend [fraend]: Du. See fremd, 
adj. 

fremd [fremd, fraemd], &<\\.,strange, 
not akin, opp. to trend, “friend”, 
kinsman; nedder [‘neither’] frend or 
[‘nor’] fremd. To be kept distinct 
from “un-kon”, strange, unknown. 
Icel. framandi, No. framand, Sw. fram- 
mande, Da. fremmed, L.Sc. frem, 
frem(m)yt, adj. 

trend, friend [trend, fnnd], sb., 
a kinsman, relative, = O.N. fraendi, 
L.Sc. frend, friend, sb. Cf. blod- 
frind, sb. 

frest, frlst1 [frest, frost, fnst], sb., 
respite; time spent in waiting; wait 
till dey (de Iambs) ’re [‘have’] had 
a f. [frest], and dey ’ll eat de taatis 
[‘potatoes’] (Conn.). U., C. — O.N. 
frest, n., respite-, delay, L.Sc. frest, 
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frist, id. Easily confounded with the 
foil, frest, frist, sb. 

frest, frist2 [frest, frost, frist], sb., 
poor attempt to carry out a piece 
of work-, he’s made a (puir = poor) 
f. o’ it, he has made a poor job of it. 
Un. *freist-. Cf. O.N. freista, vb., to 
test-, try, attempt-, freistni, f., an 
attempt. 

frest, frist1 [frest, frost, frist], vb., 
l) vb. a., to delay, postpone-, he’ll 
no [‘not’] f. it; he could no f. it ony 
langer [‘any longer’]; U. frisp [fnsp]: 
Yn. 2) vb. n., to have a respite-, 
lat [‘let’] dem (de sheep) f. [frist] a 
while, let them (the sheep) rest a 
while (Fe.? acc. to J.I.). Reported 
from Conn, in sense of to wait. — 
O.N. fresta, vb., to delay, postpone. 
— Easily confounded with the foil, 
frest, frist, vb. 

frest, frist2 [frest, frost, frist], vb., 
1) to afford-, 1 could no f. to do 
[‘do’] it or to gi’e o’it; Un.; doubt- 
less, to attempt-, try. 2) to dispense 
with-, I canno [-‘not’] f. it; Un. — 
O.N. freista, vb., to test-, try, to 
tempt. — Meaning 2 of frest, frist, 
has prob. developed from meaning 
l, so that “I canno f. it” is an abbr. 
of “I canno f. to gi’e (o’) it”. 

fret [fret (fret), fraet], vb., to rain 
slightly, mostly with a gentle wind-, 
he’s fretin (ut o’ him), he begins 
(is beginnin’) to f. N.Sh., Wh. In 
Wh. fret is used in sense of blow- 
ing gently, together with a little rain, 
in the phrase “to f. and rain”. N.I.: 
fret; Nmn.: fret, fret; Wh.: frset. — 
O.N. freta, vb., to fart-, cf. O.N. fretr, 
m. , a puff of wind, and No. “fret” 
in “regnfret”, n., a slight shower. 

fretl, fretel [fraetol, fractal], vb., 
1) vb. n., to mutter to oneself be- 
low one’s breath-, a fretl in body; 
N.Roe [frsetol], 2) vb. a., to scatter 
to the four winds of heaven-, he 
fret eld it awa, he frittered away 
his earnings-, IP. [fractal]. From 

Uws. is reported frekl, frekel [frae- 
kal], vb. n., in sense of to be wasted; 
to dwindle (quickly) away; hit [‘it’] 
is freklin awa. — *fretla, vb., 
from O.N. freta, vb., to fart. Faer. 
fretla, vb., to emit a blowing or 
puffing sound; No. frata and fratla, 
vb., to crackle. The meanings 
given under fretl 2 and frekl 
prob. orig. from older meanings as: 
to let puff away, let drift before a 
puff of wind. 

fretla [fraetla], sb., a woman in 
the habit of talking to herself; esp. 
as a nickname: FrQ\\dL. N.Roq. De- 
riv. of fretl, vb. 1. 

frett, sb., see frott, sb. 
friend, sb., see frend, sb. 
tfrig(g) [frig], sb., 1) a person 

ingratiating himself with others. 2) 
a person continually trifling with his 
work without making progress. U. 
See fng(g), vb. 

tfrig(g) [frig], vb., l) to try to in- gratiate oneself with others, to hang 
on, to f. aboot ane. 2) to trifle with 
little or no result, to f. aboot de 
wark [‘work’]. U. — *frig- or *frik-? 
Doubtless connected with Eng. *frig, 
vb., to be in restless motion; to rub, 
etc., friggle, vb., to toy; gad; trifle 
with some work (dial.), and with No. 
frikla (frokla), vb., to caress; sniff; 
wag; play. 

Friggati-sura [fng"atr-sura], sb., 
the name for a sorceress (in a myth). 
Yh. The first part of the compd. poss. 
contains the ancient name of the god- 
dess “Friga”. Cf.(?) No. frigga, f., big, 
coarse woman. 

frisk [frisk], sb., a tangled tuft 
of hair; frisks o’ hair, tangled tufts 
of hair. N.Roe., Fe., U. Cf. Faer. 
frls- in frlsa, vb., to dishevel the 
hair, and frisutur, adj., dishevelled, 
having dishevelled hair or tangled 
curls. 

frisk [frisk], vb., to entangle; to 
dishevel; to f. de hair. N.Roe., Fe., 
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U. From an orig. *frfsa. See frisk, 
sb., and frisket, adj. 

f risket [f riskot], ad j., knotty, tangled, 
of hair. N.Roe., Fe., U. Deriv. of 
frisk, sb. 

frislet [fnslot], adj., dishevelled, 
tangled (of curly hair). L. Merging 
of: a) *fris-, see Faer. frisa, vb., 
and frisutur, adj., under frisk, sb., 
and b) Eng. frizzled, perf. part. Cf. 
frisket, adj. 

frisp, vb., see frest1, vb. 
frist 1 and 2, sb., see frest1 and 2, sb. 
frist1 and 2, vb., see frest1 and 2, vb. 
fritl, frittel? or frotl, frottel? [frotol, 

fratoj], sb., offended mood-, dislike-, 
rancour-, he’s ta’en [‘has taken’] some 
f. against dem, he has taken a dis- 
like to them, has become offended 
with them. U. Seems to be a deriv. 
of frott, sb.; q.v. 

fritt, sb., see frett, sb. 
*fro, prep., from. Hildina-ballad; 

The Lord’s Prayer. With the gov- 
erned word in dat.: fro liene, from 
the war (Hild. third v.), fro adlu 
idlu, from all evil (Lord’s Prayer). 
O.N. fr£, prep, (with dat.), from. In 
Shetl. now comm, “frae, fae”, in ac- 
cordance with L.Sc. 

fro1 [fro], sb., l) seed of a plant; 
anthers in a flower, esp.: a) of the 
so-called “John’s-mass-flooers [‘flow- 
ers’], John’s-mass-girs [‘grass’] or 
John’s-mass-pairs”, English plantain, 
from the projecting stamens of which 
an omen for one’s future is deduced 
on midsummer-night; b) on corn: 
de f. o’ de corn; c) on rushes: de 
f. o’ de flos. Also fro [fro]. Yh. 
2) metaph. of: a) down, scraped off 
a feather, de f. o’ a fedder [‘feather’], 
and b) wood-shavings. Yh. — O.N. 
frae and frj6, n., seed. — fro rather 
points back to “frae” than to “frjo” 
acc. to phonetic rules in Shetl.; fro, 
on the other hand, points to “frjo”. 

fro2 [fro] and frod [frod, fro®d], 
sb., froth, foam, esp. sea-foam, de 

f. o’ de sea; also foam from a boat 
or ship at full speed, fro: Yh. More 
comm.: frod. O.N. froda, f. (fraud, 
n.), froth, foam. Cf. froti, sb. 

frod [frod, fro3d], vb., to froth, 
foam-, de milk frods (in churning); 
he was frod in (at de mooth), he 
was foaming with rage. *froda. No. 
froda, vb., to froth, foam. 

frodi, frod-y [frodi, fro®di], adj., 
frothy, foamy. The mode of pro- 
nunc. indicates that the word is formed 
from frod, sb., and is not directly 
Eng. frothy, adj. 

frogg [frog], sb., offals of fish, 
thrown away. U. Cf. Icel. frugg, n. 
(E.J.)and f. (B.H.), poor, mouldy hay. 

frolik [frohk], sb., an old, magic 
rigmarole or formula-, auld [‘old’] 
froliks. N.I. Prob. orig. from O.N. 
frodleikr, m., prop, knowledge, but 
also knowledge of witchcraft-, learn- 
ing-, cf. O.N. froedi, n., a) know- 
ledge-, b) magic formula. Shetl. fro- 
lik(s) can hardly be derived from 
Eng. frolic, sb., as the deriv. of frod- 
leikr is supported: a) by the given 
special meanings of “frodleikr” and 
“froedi”; b) by the occurrence of 
fron, sb., q.v., syn. with the Shetl. 
frolik. Cf. also frott, sb. 

fromli [fromli], adj., neat-, orderly, 
opp.to the more comm, uf rum(ma)li, 
un-fromli, adj. Yn. No. frum, adj., 
superior-, excellent-, clever. 

ffroms, sb., see frums, sb. 
ffromset, adj., see frum set, adj. 
fron [fro®n], sb., superstition; super- 

stitious ceremony, magic formula-, 
a auld [‘old’] f. Un. Prob. a deriv. 
of *frod- (O.N. frodr, adj., well- 
informed, learned-, frodleikr, m., and 
froedi, n., knowledge-, learning-, in 
special meaning: knowledge of witch- 
craft, and magic formula)-, see above 
frolik, sb. For the ending -n cf. 
Sw. dial. Mn, m., genius-, sense 
(Ri.), likewise derived from “frod-”. 

Frona [fro®na], sb., name for a 
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(black-) spotted cow, having a white 
head and black-spotted forehead 
(round the eyes). Fe. *Fr£na, *Frae- 
na. See fronet, adj. Cf. Ferna. 

fronet [fro*nat], adj., of an ani- 
mal, esp. a cow: black-spotted, with 
a white head and black-spotted fore- 
head (round the eyes); a f. coo. Fe. 
*fran6ttr = *fraenottr. Faer. fraenot- 
tur, fraenutur [fraea"n6t'6r], adj., pied 
(Faer. Anth. II, vocabulary). Cf. No. 
“fraening” in “gulfraening”, m., a 
serpent (viper) having yellowish 
spots, and “raudfraening”, m., a 
ruddy-faced, freckled person. — A 
form fernet [fe8rn3t] for an older 
*frenet from *fraen- is reported from 
N.Roe; see fernet adj. fronet may 
either be derived from an orig. *fran- 
ottr or be a “*fraenottr” with a later 
dropped i[r]-mutation. Alternation of & 
and ae is found in O.N. frann, Icel. 
frann and fraenn, Faer. *fraenur, adj., 
glittering (fraenarormur = No. Fraa- 
narormen, poet.). 

fross1 [frosj], sb., 1) long, thick, 
dishevelled hair or beard; a great 
f. o’ hair; Sa. 2) bunch, cluster, 
spreading out; a f. o’ flooers [‘flow- 
ers’]. Du. — Prob. from *frons by 
assimilation of ns to ss, and the 
same word as No. fruns, m., a tas- 
sel; bristling tufts of hair. 

fross2, frosj [frosj], sb., 1) a spitting 
with a sputtering sound; de f. o’ a 
cat. U. 2) froth, foam, rising from 
the stem of a boat or ship at full 
speed; sho [‘she’, = de boat] is set- 
tin’ or sendin’ a f. afore her. See 
fross, frosj, vb. 

fross, frosj [fr6sj(^)], vb., 1) to spit 
with a sputtering sound; a frossin 
cat; de cat frosses (is frossin) at 
dee; to f. ut so, to spit out half- 
boiled, chewed limpets on the sea 
in order to allure the fish. 2) to 
froth, foam (from the stem) of a 
boat or ship at full speed; de boat 
is frossin (frosjin) = de boat is 

settin (sendin) a fross (frosj) afore 
her. *frussa? Icel. frussa, vb., to 
snort; O.N. (and Mod. Icel.) fr^sa, 
vb., id.; No. frosa, vb., to snort; 
sputter; gush; Faer. froysa, vb., to 
sputter; emit froth. 

froti [froti, froti], sb., froth, foam 
from a boat or ship at full speed; 
de boat is settin’ de f. fae [‘from’] 
her. Nms. (Bard.). The same word 
as frod and fro2 [O.N. froda], sb., 
with hardening of d to t. For t 
from d, orig. 6, in Shetl. Norn, see 
Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), § 29, 
the end. 

frotset [frotsat, fratsat], adj., peev- 
ish; sulky, from the pi. form frotts, 
see below frott, sb. Orig. prob. 
*frottet; cf. No. frottutt, adj., sulky, 
and Sw. dial, frutt, fruttun, adj., 
sullen; malicious. 

frott [frot and comm.: frat], sb., 
esp. in pi. (frotts) in the expr.: to 
tak’ de frotts, to feel offended and 
become peevish; he’s ta’en [‘taken’] 
de frotts, he is sulking. N.Roe. Cf. 
No. frott and frutt, m., protruding 
lips, frottutt, adj., sulky, frutta and 
frytta, vb., to sulk; O.N. frotta, vb., 
to protrude the lipsif). Shetl. frott(s) 
merges with fret(s) [fraet(s)] in the 
same sense as Eng. fret, sb. The 
pronunc. “frat(s)” may arise either 
from “frott-” or “fret”, 

ffrou, sb., see fru, sb. 
fru [frn], sb., tabu-name, sea-term, 

used by fishermen at sea for woman; 
wife. U. O.N. fru, f., mistress of 
the house; a lady. The form frou 
[frou, Mu] (U.), however, is more 
common than fru. frou is prob. 
borrowed from Dut. (vrouw). Note, 
however, that already in O.N., “frov, 
fro(u)va” = frii, is found as a word 
borrowed from Germ. 

frumli, adj.,in the compds.ufrumli, 
ufrummali; see fromli, adj. 

ffrums [fro‘ms] and froms [fro‘ms, 
fr6‘ms], sb., peevish, fretful mood; 
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esp. in pi. (frumses, fromses); to 
tak’ de frumses, to feel offended 
without cause. Besides “f rums, froms”, 
are found such forms as frumps 
[fro‘mps], fromps [fro'mps] and 
frimps [fro'mps]; in a f.; to tak’ a 
f. = to tak’ de frumses. frimps 
(fromps, frumps) is used also in 
sense of tossing one’s head con- 
temptuously, sho [‘she’] turned her 
wi’ a f. The origin of the word in 
Shetl. is uncertain. It can be re- 
ferred partly to No. frynsa, vb., to 
turn up one’s nose\ to sulk, partly 
to Eng. frump, sb., used in Shetl. 
in a similar sense to frums, in which 
word m, at any rate, seems to come 
from “frump”. Or might “frum(p)s”, 
etc., really be the pi. of Eng. frump, 
and later (on account of the freq. 
used pi. form) be regarded as sing, 
in Shetl. 

ffrums [fro‘ms], vb., to be fret- 
ful, peevish, to f. at ane. 

ffrumset [fro'msat] and fromset 
[from'sat, fro'msot], peevish-, fret- 
ful. Nm. Deriv. of frums, froms, sb. 

fraek [fra3k], sb., a feeble, deli- 
cate person, = frakk. Uwg. N.Roe. 
A form frek [frek, fre3k] is reported 
from De. frsek may orig. either a) 
from O.N. frcek- (froekleikr, m., cou- 
rage-, dauntlessness-, froekinn and 
froekn, adj., courageous-, able. No. 
frok, adj., clever; strong), or b) from 
O.N. frekr, adj., greedy, voracious-, 
harsh, which in No. (frek, freek) and 
occas. in Sw. dial, (frak) is found 
in the same sense as “frak, frakk”, adj., 
clever, kind, etc. frek may doubt- 
less be referred to “frekr”. fraek, 
frek has, like frakk, acquired a 
meaning opposite to the original, 
prob. through ironic use. See further 
frag(g) and frakk, sbs. 

fre [fro], sb., seed-, anthers (on 
flowers). Yh. O.N. frjo (and frae), 
n., seed. See fro1, sb. 

frott [frot (frot)], sb., 1) sooth- 
saying (combined with old phrases 
and formulas), esp. by an old, wise 
woman. 2) superstitious belief, cus- 
toms and spells-, auld [‘old’] frotts. 
N. l. Also, esp. in meaning 2: frett, 
fritt [fret, frot], comm, in pi. (fretts, 
fritts). The word is found in L.Sc., 
viz.: “freit, fret”, superstitious be- 
lief or observance (Jam.), orig. from 
O. N. fr6tt, f., questioning, and in a 
more restricted sense: a) consulta- 
tion of the oracle, and finding the 
will of the gods-, b) (Icel., acc. to 
B.H. and K.Q.) oracle, reponse of 
an oracle-, but meaning 1 of Shetl. 
frott, (oracular) soothsaying, not 
found in Jam., may indicate that the 
word in Shetl. originates directly from 
O.N. frett. — frotteri [frof’orr, frat"- 
ari1], sb. (collect.), = frotts, sb. pi. 
— frotti [froti, frati], adj., in the 
phrase: a auld [‘old’] f. sayin’, a 
phrase or formula used in sooth- 
saying, esp. by an old, wise woman. 

*ffu [fn, f6], sb., aflame-, fire-, to 
tak’ fu, to ignite, to take fire, formed 
in accordance with Eng. “to take 
fire”. Ai. (Clousta). “fu” is hardly 
the root in O.N. funi, m., and O.N. 
furr, m., fire, both of these words 
being formed by derivation. The 
word then might be either: a) an 
abbr. of “funi” or “ftirr” — these 
two words are handed down in Shetl. 
as part of the fishermen’s tabu-lang. 
(see fona, sb., and *furin, sbs.) — 
or: b) Fr. feu, fire, taken as a 
loan-word in Shetl. with change of 
vowel (Mod. Fr. eu [o] almost Shetl. o). 

Fuda [fnda, fuda], sb., the name 
for a black cow with white legs, or 
conversely. Fo. *F6ta; deriv. of O.N. 
fotr, m., foot-, leg. Cf. fudin, sb. 

“fudaburda”, sb., appearing in the 
foil, context in “DaTief i’ da Neean” 
(Shetland Times 1879): “at idder 
[‘other’] times sic [‘such’] feelings 
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prove de f. o’ de strongest affections”, 
“fudaburda” is explained as: “begin- 
ning, foundation”. Ai.? Prob. a cor- 
ruption of firebord, sb., a forebod- 
ing, which is also found noted down 
in the form fidebord. “fudaburda o’ ” 
really: “foreboding or witness of”. 

fudin [fudin, fudin], sb., a cat, 
tabu-name, sea-term, used by fisher- 
men. C., Wests., Nm. (Nmw.). Y. (Yh.). 
“fudin”, with a long u, is reported 
from Conn.; otherwise comm, “fudin” 
with a short u. The word is also 
noted down as: a) fudiin [fud'^iin’, 
fud'ion']: M.Roe, Uwg.; b) fjodin 
[fjodin]: W.; c) futin, futen: Yn. 
[futin], Wests, occas., Nm. occas., 
De. [futon]; d) futer [futor]: Wests, 
occas., Nm. occas.; e) futek [futok] 
(locality uncertain). — Prob.: *fotingr 
= *foetingr in sense of light-foot, 
derived from O.N. fotr, m., a foot. 
Other forms, such as fittin [fotin] 
(L., N., etc., Fo. occas.), fitter [fotor] 
and “four-fitter” (Papa St., etc.) are, 
with regard to the vowel-sound, in- 
fluenced by L.Sc. “fit”, sb., foot. 
For fittek, fitter, as a sea-term, tabu- 
name, for mouse, see under fot- 
lin, sb. 

“*fugga”, sb., fire (tabu-name). 
E.D.D. with Louis Lucien Bonaparte’s 
collection of Shetl. words as the 
source. Not confirmed. If the word 
is correct, it may be from O.N. foykir 
(feykir), m., a poetic word for fire; 
or Lat. focus? 

fugle-ca’ [fog"l9ka\ fogiaka-], sb., 
a great flock, driven or crowded 
together, e.g. sheep; also a flock of 
birds or a crowd of people. Occas. 
in the form “fogle [f6g-Ia]-ca’”. 
N.Roe. Orig. doubtless a flock of 
birds, in which case fugle- is O.N. 
fugla, gen. pi. of fugl, m., a bird. 
“ca”’ (L.Sc.) denotes in Shetl. a 
flock, being driven along, a ca’ o’ 
sheep, a ca’ o’ hwals [‘whales’] = 

a grind o’ hwals (aflock of ‘caaing’ 
whales); L.Sc. ca’ (caw, call), vb., 
to drive. 

fuglekavi [fog'iska’vi], sb., dense 
snow-storm. Rare. Nmw. Cf. No. 
fykla, fyklesnjova, vb., to snow in 
scattered, downy flakes. 

fill [ful], sb., bird, to fly like de 
f. o’ de air (N.I.). O.N. fugl, m., 
fowl. — In place-names the word 
is found in the form fugl [fogl]: 
Fuglaberglfog'iabserg1] (Lunna Ness, 
L.): *fuglaberg; Fuglali [fog'iali] 
(Yh.): *fuglahlid; Fuglanes [fog"la- 
nes-] (W. Burra): *fuglanes; Fuglasker- 
ri [fog"laskaeri] (Papa St.): *fuglasker. 
The lake-name “Fugla [fogla]-water” 
(Lunna Ness, L., Yn.) doubtless con- 
tains the old name of a stream, Fugl-. 

ful [fnl, ful], adj., \)foul; unclean; 
O.N. full, adj. 2) angry, annoyed-, 
to get f. o’ ane, to become annoyed 
with someone; No. ful, adj., foul, 
inter alia also angry; hot-headed; 
bitter. 

fuldju, fulju (fulgju), sb., see 
folgju, sb. 

tfullek [fol(l)3k] and ffillek [fal- 
(l)3k], sb., full force; full speed; de 
boat or de tide is gaun [‘going’] wi’ 
a f.; de f. o’ de tide, a fullek o’ 
tide, the tide at its highest. U. Eng. 
dial, fullock, sb., denotes a violent 
jerk-, sudden, heavy fall-, blow, thus 
indicating something more sudden 
than the Shetl. fullek. The Shetl. 
fullek, fillek really denotes “ful- 
ness”, movement at its highest, but 
is prob. a modernism. 

fuml, fumel [fomal (fumsl)], vb., 
1) to fumble; to f. i’ de dark. 2) 
to bungle, leave a piece of work 
half done; to f. at a ting. No. fumla, 
vb., to fumble; grab, also to bungle. 
Sw. dial, fumla, vb., to bungle. From 
fuml is formed fumli, fuml-y [fom- 
li], adj., applied to work: badly or half 
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done, and fumler [fomlar], sb., a 
fumbler. 

fumli [fomli], adj., big, unshapely, 
gross in appearance; a f. body [‘per- 
son’]. Nm.; De. *fumpligr? Cf. No. 
lump, m., a stout, stiff, heavy fig- 
ure, and fumpeleg, adj., clumsy (ap- 
plied to shape and appearance). 

*iufntan, num., see *fjomtan. 
funder [fondor], sb., 1) a find, 

esp. of some trifling object; a piri 
(small) f. Du. 2) a trifle, a piri f. 
Ai., Du. fonder[fondor,fondar] (Conn.), 
a piri f., = funder 2. O.N. fundr 
and fyndr, m., a find. Cf. finder, sb. 

fungli [foggli], adj., 1) big, of proper 
height and stoutness, full-figured; 
a f. piece o’ bait, a f. body [‘per- 
son’]. N.I.,Nm. Also funglin [fogg- 
hn]: Fe. 1) generous; open-handed 
(Uwg.). “funglie-foo, -fu”, adj., is 
given by Edm. in sense of “oblig- 
ing, generous”. fungli 1 might poss. 
be associated with No. funk, m., thick- 
set figure, and funken, adj., unshape- 
ly, = fumpeleg. The meaning of these 
words, however, does not correspond 
to fungli 2 and “funglie-foo”, just 
as the root-meaning of “funk, fump”, 
bundle, lump, does not quite corre- 
spond to fungli in sense of proper 
height and stoutness. The different 
meanings of fungli are more easily 
explained from an orig. *fangligr, 
derivative of O.N. fang, n.; see 
Shetl. fang, sb., and cf. O.N. fengi- 
ligr, adj., advantageous; beneficial; 
valuable (in dfengiligr), No. faafeng- 
(je)leg, adj., unsuitable. The invari- 
ably close o-sound in fungli is, 
however, in that case, somewhat re- 
markable. In fungli 1 and 2 two dif- 
ferent words may possibly be merged. 
See fumli, adj., which, however, 
differs in meaning from fungli. 

funk [fo‘gk], sb., \) dense smoke 
with sparks of fire. Nmn. (N.Roe); 
S.Sh. (Conn.). Also fjunk [fjo'gk] 

(N.Roe). 2) great heat from the fire 
on the hearth, a I. o’ het [‘heat’]. 
Du. In this sense also in an ex- 
tended form funksen, funksjen 
[fo'gkspn], a f. o’ het. Du. — From 
the root “fun-” (fire)? See fona, sb., 
and below, funk, vb. funks(j)en 
is poss. a *funks-: a *funk with ad- 
dition of s. — funk [fo'gk], fonk 
[fo'gk], fjunk [fjo‘gk], fjonk [fjo'gk] 
are also found in sense of vapour-, 
stink-, nauseous or mouldy smell (Un.: 
funk; Ai.: fonk; S.Sh.: fjunk, fjonk), 
but, in these senses, the word springs 
from Eng. funk, sb. In sense of the 
state of being offended, funk comes 
from Eng. dial. 

funk [fo'gk], vb., 1) vb. n., of fire: 
to send forth sparks, or dense smoke 
mingled with sparks; the fire is fun- 
kin. C. 2) vb. a., to poke the fire 
to make it blaze, to f. op de fire (= 
to hurt). C. — Poss. from fun- in 
O.N. funi, m.,fire, Shetl. fona (q.v.). 
Cf. Da. dial. (Jut.) funke, vb., of fire: 
to burn brightly with sputtering 
sparks, Germ, funke, m., a spark, 
and funken, vb., to sparkle, twinkle, 
M.Eng. funke, sb., a small fire, as 
well as Sw. dial, funka, vb., to shine-, 
glitter. 

*furin [form?], sb., fire, sea-term, 
tabu-name, used by fishermen. Bar- 
clay: foorin. O.N. fiirr, m.,fire, esp. 
poetically (cf. L.Germ. feuer, Da. fyr). 
-in, in furin, is the old def. art.; 
furin — *fiirrinn. 

furtel [fu'rtol], sb., a disparaging 
term used of an odd, ugly-looking 
thing of little value, esp. of an old 
thing; a auld [‘old’] f., a great f. 
Uwg. Poss. to be referred to O.N. 
furda, f., a wonder, something strange; 
Icel. furda, f., a strange thing. For 
a change rd > rt in Shetl. Norn, 
see Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), § 29, 
the end, and cf. e.g. bort, gart, 
wart, sbs. 
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fusk [fosk], sb.,fish, a jocular term; 

really a tabu-name, used by fisher- 
men: we’re gotten plenty o’ f. Sae., 
Aiw. From O.N. fiskr, m., fish. — 
In Fo. the word is handed down 
with an i [i]-sound; see ’"fisk1, sb. 

fusom [fusom], adj., eager, indus- 
trious worker; a guid [‘good’] f. body 
or party [‘person’]. Conn. O.N. hiss, 
adj., eager for; desirous; No. and 
Sw. dial, fus, Faer. hisur, adj., also: 
fiery; eager; agile. Though fusom 
differs entirely in meaning from a) 
L.Sc. fowsum, fousum, adj.,—Eng. 
fulsome, and from b) L.Sc. fowsum, 
adj., somewhat too large, it has, how- 
ever, been influenced in form by 
these words through the added suf- 
fix -om. 

fust [fust], vb., to go hastily; to 
geng fustin. Fe. Prob. a deriv. of 
*fusa; No. fusa, Da. fuse, vb., to 
rush on hastily. Cf. fost, vb. 

bister1 [fustor], sb., contemptuous 
term, appl. to a person: a bad fel- 
low, etc. Fo.? No. fusse, m., means, 
partly a bungler, partly a tramp; a 
filthy fellow, etc. 

faster2 [fustor, fostor], sb., an eddy; 
foaming sea, esp. foam from the 
stem of a vessel at full speed; “to 
set de f. afore her”, of a boat or 
ship: to go hastily through the water 
(causing foam to rise before the 
stem); de f. f(r)ae aba, spray dash- 
ing up from waves breaking on a 
skerry. N.I., Fo. Deriv. of *fusa; 
No. fusa, vb., to gush forth violently 
(R.); Faer. fussa, vb., id. — fuster 
is found as a place-name, a) e.g. in: 
de Brimfuster [bnm'fos'tor] (Ramna- 
gjo, IIs.), a rocky strip of coast with 
heavy surf; “de Qolifuster [gohi- 
fus"tor]” (West Nips, Yn.), a rock in 
the sea with heavy surf; Fustergjo 
[fus••t^rgjo•] (Lunna Ness, L.); b) in 
“de Fustra [fustra]” (Uwg.), a sunken 
rock with heavy surf. 

fuster [fustar], vb., to go about 
in a wild, noisy manner, to f. aboot, 
to geng fusterin. U. Deriv. of 
*fusa; see above fust, vb., and fu- 
ster2, sb. 

fusti [fusti]-ba’, sb., = fisti-ba’; 
q.v. N.I. 

futek, futer, futin, see fudin, sb. 
futer [futar, fotar], vb., to check; 

prevent; stand in one’s way; he 
futerd me; I futerd him. Un. — Is 
most prob. O.N. fatra, vb., to delay; 
prevent, with change of vowel in 
the main syllable. Might also stand 
for *furt from *furd, *ford, by me- 
tathesis of r and the foil, consonant. 
The metathesis, in that case, doubt- 
less arose in the past tense: futerd 
from an older *furted, *furded. For 
the change r<5 > rt in Shetl. Norn, 
see Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII) § 29, 
the end, and cf. e.g. gart, sb., from 
O.N. gardr. O.N. forda, vb., to move; 
carry into safety (from); to keep 
one from something; Fser. forda, vb., 
a) to rescue; b) to prevent; hinder. 

futi [foti] and fitti [fati], sb., a 
stocking-foot, knitted woollen shoe. 
Wests, futi: Fo. fitti: Sa. fitti 
is, in any case, a mod. form (L.Sc. 
and Shetl. fit, sb., a foot); futi is 
prob. older. The word itself is doubt- 
less ancient; cf. Sw. dial, fote (fdr- 
fot) and foiling, m., a stocking-foot, 
and No. fdtla, f., id. 

futli, sb., see fotlin, fotlek, sb. 
feger [fagar], sb., fishermen’s tabu- 

name for the sun; de f., really, the 
fair one. Ub. See further feger 
(and foger), sb. 

*f0U, sb., fire (tabu-name). In 
Edm.: “fun, fire (u as in French)”. 
See fona, sb. 

ford [ford, fo3rd], sb., 1) hurry; 
dey were upon a great f., they were 
in a great hurry. 2) an unsuccess- 
ful expedition or result, = mis- 
ford; hit [‘it’] cam’ till a f., it did 
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not succeed; I cam’ till a f. (misf.), 
I met with a misfortune. Fe. Seems 
to have arisen by mingling of O.N. 
ferfl, f., and O.N. fpr, f., a journey. 
See further ferd1, ford2 and fori, 
sbs. 

ford1 [ford, ford], vb. a., to con- 
vey; carry, esp. something heavy, 
or ironically used of something trif- 
ling; to f. a heavy burden, to carry 
a heavy burden; to f. awa [‘away’] 
ane’s frag(g), to carry one’s booty 
into safety; also in the phrase: “du 
’ll f., as du fin ns”, you most con- 
tent yourself with what you have 
or get, really, you bring home and 
put aside, acc. to that which you 
find U. (Uws.). — O.N. fcera, vb., to 
ferry; to bring. For d in ford 
see the note under ford2 and ford, 
sbs. Cf. also ford2, vb. n. — Poss. 
infl. from O.N. forda, vb., to move; 
bring to a safe place, No. forda, 
vb., to convey, move. See for1, 
ford2 and fori, sbs. 

gaat, sb., see galti, sb. 
ga1, ga' [ga], sb., 1) mock-sun; 

“a ga’ afore de sun” is considered 
to portend bad weather. See gad1, sb. 
2) in the compd. “wadder [‘weather’]- 
ga’”, low, threatening, storm-charged 
cloud (Burra). — Prob. a shortening 
of *gall with dropped, final 11 acc. 
to L.Sc. usage (see further under the 
foil. word). Cf. a) Da. dial. (Jut.) 
galle, gall, m., fragment of a rain- 
bow (a portent of rough weather); 
b) Sw. dial, vader-gall, n., a storm- 
charged cloud. 

ga2, ga' [ga], sb., hard piece in 
the centre of something, esp. hard 

ford2 [ford], vb. n., 1) to wander; 
in a fisherman’s verse from U.:. . . 
de ali grontjels wis [‘was’ — were] 
ford in aboot de fire, the sucking 
pigs wandered about the fire (the 
fire-place) (Ub.). 2) a) to get on or 
along in a certain manner, esp. in 
conjunction with “weel” [‘well’], more 
rarely with “ill” [‘badly’]; he forded 
weel, he was well received. Occas. 
passively: he was weel forded, he 
was well treated and entertained. 
Fe. b) to thrive; to f. weel, to thrive 
well. Fe. — ford 1 springs from 
O.N. ferdask, vb., to travel, ford 2 
from O.N. fara, vb., to fare, fara 
vel, to fare well, to be successful 
in one’s expedition. For the ming- 
ling of the forms see ford2, fori 
and ford, sbs., as well as ford1, vb. 

fast [fost], vb., to make great 
haste. Fe. Either from *foysa (No. 
foysa, Sw. dial, fosa, vb., to drive 
hastily onwards), or poss. a parallel 
form to fust. See fust, vb. 

spot in the middle of a potato; de 
taati [‘potato’] had a ga’ in him (U.). 
— ga’-knot = gall (gald)-knot, a 
firmly tied knot. — See further un- 
der gall (gald), adj., of which ga’ 
seems to be a shortening with drop- 
ped 11, acc. to L.Sc. usage (cf. e.g. 
ba’, ca’, fa’, ha’, wa’ = Eng. ball, 
call, fall, hall, wall). 

ga3 [ga], sb., a hole; opening, 
see gad2, sb. 

gab [gab], sb., 1) a gap; open- 
ing, esp. an open tract, a wind-swept 
place, noted down in the expr.: to 
stand i’ de g. o’ de wind, to stand in 
the mouth of the wind. Y., Fe. 2) idle 
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talk, nonsense. — This form with a 
long a doubtless arises from O.N. 
gap, n., a) a gap, opening; b) idle 
talk, nonsense. On the other hand, 
gab [gab], with a short a, a gap, 
mouth, comm, in pi., gabs, in sense 
of sing, (had dy gabs!), may be partly 
O.N. gap, partly Eng. (and L.Sc.) 
gab (mouth). — Cf. *gaba, sb. 

gab [gab], vb., to be talkative. 
Y., Fe., Nm". (N.Roe). O.N. gapa, 
vb., to gape\ also to shout, to spread 
gossip, No. and Sw. dial, gapa, vb., 
to chatter; L.Sc. gab, vb., id. 

*gaba [gaba], sb., a cave, grotto. 
Appears freq. as a place-name, esp. 
in Nm. (see Shetl. Stedn. p. 95). 
Deriv. of O.N. gap, n., a gap, open- 
ing, Shetl. gab, sb. 

*gabel [gabol], sb., \) a gable, 
end-wait, 2) a high, steep head- 
land, formed like a gable. Now 
only as a place-name, e.g. Orkna- 
gabel (Uw.), also called “de gevel 
[gevol, qevsl] o’ (de) Orka or Orki 
[6‘rka, 6‘rki]” by the Unst fisher- 
men. — The word is still used as 
a common noun in both senses in 
the form gevel [geval, qeval, geval 
(qeval)], which is L.Sc. gavel. — O.N. 
gafl, m., a) a gable; b) the extreme 
point of an island; c) as the name 
of headlands and mountains (rocky 
walls). L.Sc. gavel, sb., the gable 
of a house. 

gaberslinker [ga-barsle'g'ksr], sb., 
a lazy, talkative person, going about 
spreading gossip, “gaber” and “slin- 
ker”, formed respectively from gab, 
vb., and slink, vb. (to go idly about). 

gabet [gabat], adj., talkative; tatt- 
ling; a g. body. N.Roe. No. gaputt, 
adj., flippant. See gab, vb. 

gabi [gabi], sb., a talkative, tatt- 
ling person. N.Roe. *gapi; Icel. gapi, 
m., a tattler, hare-brained person, 
No. gape, m., a chatterer. 

gabset [gabsat], adj., very talka- 
tive; prating, tattling. S.Sh. *gaps- 

from O.N. gap, n., gossip. For the 
derivative s cf. Sw. dial, gapsig, adj., 
boastful. 

gabsi [gabsi], sb., a talkative per- 
son; a tattler. S.Sh. *gapsi. See 
prec. gabset, adj., and gabi, sb. 

gad1, gadd? [gad], sb., a mock- 
sun. Un-'w., Yn. gadd from *gall? 
Orig. uncertain. See ga1, sb. 

gad2 [gad], sb., a hole; opening, 
esp. a hole in a potato. Fo. As a 
place-name occas. with a long a: 
de Gads [gads] (Fo.), two fissures 
in a rock by the sea-shore. Gada- 
stakk [gad"astak-] (Fo.), a skerry with 
an opening through it. A form “gat” 
is found in Barclay in sense of “anus”. 
— O.N. gat, n., a hole; opening. 

gadd [gad], sb., a large nail, spike. 
O.N. gaddr, m., a spike; gad; goad; 
Icel. (Mod. Icel.) gaddr, m., a large nail. 

*gaddwond [gadwand],sb.,ag'0atf; 
stick for driving a plough-ox (partly 
also for preventing the ox from going 
too quickly) in ploughing. Nms. (Sul- 
lom). *gadd-v9ndr. O.N. gaddr, m., 
a spike-, gad\ goad-, O.N. vpndr, m., 
a wand; L.Sc. gadwand. 

tgag [gag], sb., mire; mud-, a 
porridge-like mass, esp. of too thick 
gruel or spoon-meat. N.Roe. Also 
L.Sc. dial, (gag, sb., a dirty mass, 
Banffshire), but may be of Norn orig. 
in Shetl. For the probable etym. of 
the word see gagl, and gogl, sbs. 

fgag [gag], vb., to stir a por- 
ridge-like mass, to sit gagin in (atill) 
onyting. N.Roe. Also fig. to do work 
in the wrong way, occas. with ob- 
ject, e.g. to g. a fish, to gut a fish 
in the wrong way or clumsily (Ai.). 
See gag, sb., and gagl, sbs. 

gagl [gag3l, gagal], sb., mire-, mud-, 
hotch-potch; a moist, soft mass; to 
be in a g. (of objects in a moist, 
decomposed state). Fig. = bungle-, 
to mak’ a g. o’ onyting. Parallel 
form to gogl, sb.; q.v. O.N. gogli, 
m., mire; mud. 
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gal, sb., see gilgal. 
galafer [ga"lafar], sb., noisy, fro- 

licsome mirth-, gi’en [‘given’] to g.; 
fu’ [‘full’] o’ g.; to mak’ g. Fo., N.I. 
galfer [ga'lfor]: Un., esp. in pi.: 
galfers; 1 can hear de galfers o’ 
dem. — No. galneferd, f., foolish be- 
haviour-, galnast and galna seg,vb., 
to play foolish tricks (O.N. galinn, 
adj., enchanted, No. galen, adj., mad\ 
wild-, unruly, etc.). For gala- cf. 
O.N. galaskapr, m., wildness-, mirth. 

galafert [ga-'laf3‘rt-], adj., wild; 
frolicsome-, a g. lass. Esh., Nmw. 
Really a substantive and the same 
word as galafer; see prec. 

galbou [gaMu], sb., hubbub-, 
very noisy mirth-, to mak’ or had 
[‘hold’] a g. Fe. The first part of 
the compd. is O.N. gal, n., bawling. 
The second part is uncertain; might 
be a shortening of O.N. *baul, n., 
bellowing — cf. gandigou under 
gandigoul, sb. 

galder [galdor], sb., 1) a) noisy, 
foolish talk-, chatter-, nane [‘none’] 
o’ dy g.! der’r a g. upo dee de day, 
how you are chattering to-day! b) 
noisy mirth-, often in pi.: de gal- 
der s o’ de bairns [‘children’] (Nm.). 
2) high, roaring wind-, strong gust 
of wind-, a g. o’wind; fairly comm. 
3) great uproar in the sea, a g. i’ 
de sea. — In senses 1 a, 2 and 3 
also golder; q.v. — O.N. galdr, m., 
crowing, magic song, etc.; No. gal- 
der, m., a) witchcraft-, b) roaring-, 
O.N. gala, vb., to crow, also of 
wind: galandi landnyrdingr, a howl- 
ing north-east wind. 

galder [galdor], vb., \) d) to speak 
in a loud, foolish manner-, a gal- 
der in voice, a loud, penetrating 
voice-, b) to laugh noisily and wild- 
ly. 2) of wind: to bluster. 3) of 
water: to rush-, gush. — In senses 
1 a, 2 and 3 also golder; q.v. — 
No. galdra, vb., to bawl-, cry, also 
to practise witchcraft. 

fgalderi [gal“d3tr], sb., an empty, 
open building through which the wind 
blows-, an open, draughty space. 
Mingling of galder, high wind, and 
Eng. gallery? 

galder-sguasfi [gal'darskwasj], 
sb., noisy surf along the shore. Fo. 
A compd. of galder, sb. (meaning 
3) and Eng. swash, sb. 

*galdragon, *galdra-gon, sb., a 
sorceress-, witch. The word is found 
in Sir Walter Scott’s novel “The 
Pirate” (the scene of which is laid 
in Shetland), and applied to a Shetl. 
soothsayer; prob. a word from Shetl. 
Norn. O.N. galdrakona, f., a sor- 
ceress (galdr, m., crowing-, a magic 
song-, witchcraft). — “kona” is pre- 
served in Shetl. in the form kuna. 

galdret [gal-doroT], adj., bluster- 
ing and noisy in talk; laughing wildly 
and frolicsomely, a g. body. *galdr- 
ottr. See galder, sb. and vb. 

fgalirant [gal ira'nt-], vb., to be- 
have giddily, playing foolish tricks. 
Du.? The first part of the compd. 
gali- must be regarded as being 
similar to gala-, gal- in galafer 
(galfer), sb., frolics (O.N. galinn, 
No. galen, adj., mad-, wild-, unruly, 
etc.), and gal- in galbou, sb., noise-, 
mirth. The second part, rant, is 
L.Sc. rant, vb., to be frolicsome in 
a noisy way. In the same sense 
as galirant is used galivant [gal'- 
iva'nt-], which is Eng. dial., L.Sc. 
and Irish-Eng. galivant, vb., to gad 
about-, to jaunt-, flirt-, the meaning 
of this word has been changed in 
Shetl. with association of “galli-” to 
the root “gall”, mentioned above. 

gal(j)ori, sb., see go Her, sb. 
gall [ga]] and gald [ga]d], adj., 

hard-, difficult-, bad, intensive in cer- 
tain exprs.: a) a g. knot, a knot, 
tied in a certain manner, difficult 
to loosen (N.Roe), also called “grani- 
knot”, tied reversely to the so-called 
“reef-knot”; the form “ga’ [ga]-knot” 
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is now more common than “gall 
(gald)-knot”; b) a g. tief, a wicked, 
confirmed thief (N.Roe; U.?). — 
“gail” is another form of pronuncia- 
tion, developed from “gap. — Cf. 
O.N. gallhardr, adj., hard as a stone, 
as well as gald, n., and galdr, m., 
hard, trampled snow. No. gald, m., 
hard or trampled ground, etc. 

galti [ga'lti (g'aiti, ga‘lti)], sb., 
properly a hog (castrated boar); now 
comm, only as a nickname (occas. 
tabu-name, sea-term) or a pet-name 
for a pig, fatted pig. In various 
forms: a) galti: Fo. occas. [ga‘lti]; 
Wh. and L. [ga'lti]; Esh., Nmw. [g'a'lti]; 
U". [ga‘[ti] (in Un. esp. as a cry 
when calling the pig; see below 
“golti”); b)golti (golte): Nm. [go‘lti]; 
Sa. and Ai. [go‘[ti]; N. [g6'‘lti, go‘lti]; 
U. [go‘lti, g6‘(ti]; Fo. [gS‘lti, g&‘ltej; 
c) golt: St. [g6‘lt]. From Nmw. golti 
is reported also as a tabu-name, sea- 
term for cod; in St. golt is used 
of a stupid person, esp. as an abu- 
sive term: stupid g.! — O.N. galti, 
galtr and gpltr, m., a hog. — In 
sense of hog, gaat [gat, gat] = L.Sc. 
gaut is now most comm. used, “gaat”, 
however, is found, e.g. in the N.I. 
(Fe.) in a special Norn sense, viz.: 
grassy clod of earth, accidentally 
sliced by the scythe in mowing (= 
skavin1). With the latter, cf. No.galte, 
m., in sense of ground unmarked 
by the plough (R.), gras-galte, a 
small grass-plot in an arable field 
(Aa.). — galti and gaat are found 
in Shetl. as place-names, in names 
of skerries: a) de Qalti [ga‘[ti] (Oja, 
Nmw.); Fedderagalti [fed-3raga‘[’ti] or 
Galtistakk [gaT’tistak1], a skerry near 
the headland “de Fedder [fedor]”, 
west of the entrance to “Ronis Vo” 
(Nmw.); Krabben Galti [krabon ga‘[ti] 
(Ennisf., Nmw.); Galtastakk [gaT'ta- 
stak ] (W.Burr., Ai.); b) de Gaat (Fe., 
Vidlin Voe, L.), de Gaat o’ Broch, 
de Gaat o’ Skellister (N.) — a skerry 

at the edge of the water. Occas. 
c) gait-, golt- is found as the name 
of a hill, e.g. in the compd. “Golt- 
hul [g6‘[tol]” (de Hogan o’ Fogri- 
gert, Ai.): *galt-holl. Cf. No. galt(e), 
used as the name of a mountain or 
skerry (N.G. I, p. 23). — See gilti 
(golti), sb. 

galtirigg [ga‘l"ting], sb., see 
getlarigg, sb. 

gam [gam], vb., to make fun\ 
du’s [‘you are’] gamin noo. Y. No. 
gama, vb., to amuse, gamast, to 
joke. Cf. Eng. dial, game, vb. 

gamari [grrmarl-], sb., wild, noisy 
mirth; loud talk and laugther-, to 
had [‘hold’] or mak’ a g., to make 
noisy mirth, indulge in jesting. N.I. 
(U., Fe.). Wests. (Sa.). A compd., 
the first part of which is O.N. ga- 
man, n., pleasure; amusement; the 
second part is prob. O.N. hri<5, f., 
onset, attack, Shetl. ri. 

*gamniel [gamol], adj., old, noted 
down in the phrase, “g. ol”, old 
ale.\in. *gambli [gambli] and *gam- 
la, *gambla [gam(b)la] are found in 
the def. form in the masculine (O.N. 
gamli) in a song (sea-song) from U". 
in a freq. repeated line: sagdekolle 
(kolla) gambli or gam(b)la [^ag- 
do kS[o (ko[3, k&[a) g.], i.e.: said 
the old man (fellow), O.N. sagdi 
karlinn gamli. — In place-names the 
word is occas. found in the def. 
form: de Gamla [gamla], also called 
by a more modern and translated 
name “de auld grund”, “the old 
ground”, a fishing-ground, visited by 
fishermen from Westing in Unst (Uw.). 
Further: 0je gamla [oja gamla], a 
fishing-ground between Fetlar and 
Skerries: *idan(?) gamla (O.N. ida, 
f., backward-running current, eddy, 
is found as a name of fishing-grounds; 
see Fr.). de Gamlabuls [ganvlabnls’] 
or Gamlibols [ganr'libols-] (Tumlin, 
Ai.): *g9mlu bol; see bol, sb. Gamla 
hellek [gamla hejak] (Fe6.): *gamla 
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hella; see hella, hellek, sb. Gam- 
lastakk (Uw.), a detached rock, land- 
mark by which to find the fishing- 
place, “de auld grund” (see prec.). 

gams [ga‘ms], vb., to behave in 
a rude, reckless manner, making 
rough movements-, he cam’ in gam- 
sin (= bunksin), he entered in a 
rude manner (Du.): “sho [‘she’]’s 
gams in aboot her, of a cow de- 
siring the bull: it is becoming wild, 
running about, kicking, etc. (Nm.). 
— No. gamsa, vb., to joke; toy, 
esp. (acc. to R.) in a foolish, unbe- 
coming manner; in a similar sense 
Sw. dial, gamsa, vb.; O.N. gemsa, 
vb., to behave wildly; to gibe; Da. 
dial. (Jut.) gamse, vb., to snatch; 
growl; bite. 

gamset [ga'msat], adj., having 
clumsy, ungraceful movements; 
throwing oneself about recklessly; 
a g. bein’. Du., Nm. ’•‘gamsottr. No. 
gamsutt, adj., full of (frolicsome, 
wild) fun. 

gan [gan, gan], vb., to stretch 
one’s neck, to crane, looking va- 
cantly; to stand gan in op i’ de air; 
what is du ganin at me like yon? 
Also gon [gon]. Du [gan, gon]; 
elsewhere (in N.Sh. and on the 
Wests.) more comm.: gan. In Conn, 
“gan” is found also in sense of 
to stare in an insolent manner, to g. 
at onybody. — No. and Sw. dial, 
gana, vb., to stretch one’s neck, 
looking upwards. 

gandaguster [gaq- dagos tor], gan- 
derguster [gan'dargos'tor] and gan- 
digust [ga'n"digost-, gaij-di-], sb., a 
strong, sudden gust of wind, also 
a strong, sweeping wind; a storm, 
esp. of short duration. Un. (Uwg.: 
gaiydagos'tor). For the first part 
of the compd. see gander1, sb.; 
for the second part see gust, gu- 
ster, sb. 

gander1 [gandor], sb., 1) noisy, 
foolish talk;chatter; = galder, sb. 1; 

2) a high, roaring wind; strong 
gust of wind, a g. o’ wind, = gal- 
der, sb. 2. U. Deriv. of O.N. gan, 
n., a gaping; shouting. For the mean- 
ing of Shetl. gander 2 cf. No. gona, 
f. , a strong gust of wind (R.), from 
the root *gan (Icel. gana, vb., to 
rush onward). 

gander- [gandar], sb., 1) a sud- 
den feeling of powerlessness, nau- 
sea, sickness at heart; der’r a ill 
g. aboot my heart, I am sick at 
heart. Fo. Orig. prob. sickness 
caused by witchcraft; O.N. gandr, 
m., something used in witchcraft. 
2) in the expr.: der’r a ill g. upo de 
fish, the fish will not bite, poss: the 
fish are bewitched, so that they will 
hot bite. Fo. O.N. gandr, m., witch- 
craft. — Cf. gansel, ganser, sb. 

gandigo [gan"digo ], sb., 1) noisy 
din, to mak’ or had [‘hold’] a g. 
(N.Roe?); — noisy dispute; bluster- 
ing talk; loud complaint; nane [‘none’] 
o’ dy g.! Conn. 2) (strong) squall 
of wind with rain; heavy shower, 
a g. o’ rain. Esh., Nmw. 3) violent 
spewing-, a sudden fit of vomiting; 
Conn. — For the first part of the 
compd. see gander1, sb. The sec- 
ond part is prob. O.N. gaud, (n.?), 
a barking; scolding, No. gau(d), m., 
a barking; bawling. Cf. however the 
foil. word. 

gandigoul, gmAx-goul [gan”di- 
g&ul-], sb., a powerful cry or yell; 
a burst of laughter or weeping; to 
come ut wi’ a g., to give a shout 
or yell, to burst into violent laughter 
or weeping. Alsogandigou [gan"- 
digSu*] with dropped 1. Fo. For 
gandi- see gander1, sb.; the sec- 
ond part, on account of the diph- 
thong “ou”, is more prob. L.Sc. goul, 
sb., a yell; cry of indignation, than 
the syn. O.N. gaul, n., which in 
Shetl. regularly assumes the forms 
gjol and gol. — From Nmw. gan- 
digou [gan'digSu-] is reported in 
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sense of a loud outburst; boister- 
ous talk; scolding, esp. by some- 
one coming rushing along; he cam’ 
in wi’ a great gandigou, he came 
rushing into the house, telling news 
in a scolding voice, etc. This may 
be, either gandigoul with dropped 
1 or a parallel form to gandigo; 
see the preceding word. 

gandigust, sb., see gandaguster. 
ganers [ganors, gsnars], sb. pi., 

enlargement of the papillce on the 
inside of a cow’s lips, now esp. a 
swelling of the inside of the lips, 
preventing the cow from chewing 
her food, “ganors” and “gainors”: 
N. Roe. A double pi. ending: O.N. 
-ir (-ar?) and Eng. -s. No. ganer, 
f., the inside of the lips of horned 
cattle. — gammers, pi., = gan- 
ners, pi., is found in E.D.D., given 
as Shetl. (“gammers”, doubtless acc. 
to L.Sc. gam, sb., a tooth, in Ork.: 
lips, mouth). 

ganfer1 [ga'nfor (ga’mfor, ga‘ui- 
for)], sb., 1) a phenomenon in the 
sky, e.g. a mock-sun; a broken rain- 
bow, portending bad weather; a g. 
(mock-sun) afore de sun (Yh.: ga‘n- 
fsr); a g. (the stump of a rainbow) 
dandled ower de Papaland a’ [‘all’] j 
day (Nmw.: ga'nfor, ga'mfor, ga‘ui- 
for). Also cold mist, indicating snow, 
a snawie [‘snowy’] g.; Nmw. (Esh.). 
*van-ganfer [van'ga'nTar] (Ai.), a 
halo around the moon or sun, in- 
dicating rain (van: O.N. vatn, n., 
water). 2) a cracking sound in the 
atmosphere, from ancient times con- 
sidered as an ominous portent; N.I. 
[ga'nfor; ga'uifor and ga'nfar: Fe.]; 
corresponding to Faer. vabrestur (O.N. 
vabrestr, m., a sudden crash, fol- 
lowed by misfortune or causing con- 
sternation). — *gand-fer<5; No. gand- 
ferd (gannfar), f., a company of 
witches or wicked spirits, imagined as 
riding through the air, syn. with | 
O. N. gandreid, f., witches’ ride. 

ganfer2 [ga'nfor, giinfor], sb., a 
ghost; also fig. of living human 
beings: a long, ghost-like person, a 
lang [‘long’] g. Nm. and Wests. [ga‘n- 
far]. S.Sh. occas. (Conn.; Sandw.) 
[ganfar]. From Nmn. (N.Roe) the 
word is reported in sense of a per- 
son’s double, seen before noon. If 
one’s double is seen before noon, it 
is considered a sign of long life for 
the said person. The contrary of 
this is called one’s feiness [faeines]; 
see fei, adj. From Uwg. is reported 
gamferi [ga‘m"fari-], a great muckle 
g., in sense of a very big person. 
— *gagn-fer5 or *gegn-ferd, f., really 
a haunting by ghosts. Sw. genfard, 
f., Da. genfaerd, n., a ghost. 

gang [(gag) gag] and gjang [(gjag) 
gjag], sb., prop, a going; gait, noted 
down in the foil, senses and appli- 
cations: 1) gang = geng: a) a pas- 
sage; a thoroughfare; b) a floor 
(“that on which or over which one 
goes”); Fladab., Conn. 2) gjang: 
a) a turn; walk, esp. to the peat-bog 
in carrying home the dried peats on 
horseback, and comm, counting the 
journeys (pi. = sing.): ane, twaa, 
tree gjang, one, two, three jour- 
neys; foo [‘how’] mony [‘many’] 
gjang is [‘have’] de horses been at 
de “bank” for peats? hurro for my 
hoitin (or hidmost) gjang! hurrah 
for my last journey! U.; b) by change 
of meaning a: times in counting; 
ane, twaa, tree gjang, once, twice, 
three times; esp. when bringing the 
peats home from the hill; U. — O.N. 
gangr, m.,and gangdi,\., a going, walk- 
ing, gang, n., a road; passage; L.Sc. 
gang, sb., a journey, etc. Cf. geng, 
sb. and vb., as well as gonge-, 
gjonge-, sb., and gjonger, sb. 

gans [ga‘ns], vb., to handle a 
number of diff. objects in order to 
find something; to g. for a ting. Gul- 
berwick, M. Stands for *hans from 
*handsa; see hons, vb. 

14* 
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gansel [ga'nssl], sb., 1) qualm; 

belching or vomiting; indisposition 
(esp. from over-eating or from in- 
digestible food); to get de g.; Conn. 
2) strange, repulsive, wizard-like 
manners and appearance; a ill g.; 
de(r) wer [‘there was’] a ill g. wi’ 
dat person, that person gave the 
impression of being concerned in 
(black) magic arts; Yh. 3) (a strange) 
illness, supposed to be caused by 
magic; queer, confused behaviour; 
der’r [‘there is’] a ill g. come ower 
dem; Yh. Sometimes 4) a violent 
attack of cold or other illness (Fe.? 
acc. to J.L) and 5) a slight accident 
(Fe.? acc. to J.I.). — The word seems 
to be cognate with gander2, sb., to 
which it partly assimilates in some 
of the senses here quoted (esp. in 
1 and 3). 

ganser [ga'nsor], sb., an illness, 
supposed to be caused by magic, 
— gansel 3; to cast a ill g. ower 
ane. Yn. Parallel form to gansel. 

fgansi [ga‘nsi] and fganzi [ganzi], 
sb., a woollen coat (opp. to swara, 
woollen vest as the inner clothing). 
Du. Also Eng. dial, (gansey: Yks. 
and Suf., acc. to E.D.D.). 

fganska [ga‘nska],adv., very well; 
quite well, etc., mostly as an excla- 
mation. A word belonging to fisher- 
men’s lang.; a tabu-word at sea. 
Da. ganske, adv., from Germ, (ganz, 
Ndl. gansch). 

gant [ga‘nt], sb., an overgrown 
fellow; long (lanky) person, a lang g. 
Fairly comm, a (great) g. o’ a wife 
[‘woman’], a tall, slender woman 
(Fe.). — gantlin [ga'ntlm] (Ai.) = 
gant; tall like a gantlin. — O.N. 
gandr, m., a stick; pole, No. gand, 
m., also: a tall, lean fellow; over- 
grown boy. — For the change nd 
> nt in Shetl. see Introd. V (also 
N.Spr. VII) § 28. “gantlin” is prop, 
a dim. deriv. of “gant”. 

gant (ganet) [gant], adj., staring 

with outstretched neck-, a g.-lookin’ 
craeter [‘creature’]. N.Roe. From 
gan, vb. 

gantlin, sb., see gant, sb. 
ganto, gantu, sb., see gongtag, 

gongtak, sb. 
gan-tree [ga'ntri], sb., one of the 

cross-beams binding the couples of 
a house. Barcl. Now comm.: twart- 
bauk. gan- from O.N. “gagn” as 
the first part of the compd., denot- 
ing: a) through (gagnfloygr, adj., 
which can be flown through, gagn- 
fcerr, adj., penetrating); b) towards; 
opposite. 

gapi [gapi], sb., a stupid, staring 
fellow; a gaby. U.? No. gape, m., a 
fool; blockhead. Prop, the same 
word as gabi, sb., but with some- 
what diff. meaning. Cf. gapos, sb. 

gapos [gapos], sb., 1) a gossip. 
2) a fool; blockhead. In meaning 
1, the Shetl. word assimilates to O.N. 
gapuxi, m. (gap, n., a gap; babble; 
uxi, m., an ox); in meaning 2, now 
comm, used, it assimilates to L.Sc. 
gapus, sb. 

gaps [gaps], adj., desirous of food; 
to be g. for a ting, anxious to get 
something (a certain kind of food); 
he is no [‘not’] g. for it, he does 
not care to get (to eat) it. Sa. Deriv. 
of O.N. gap, n., a gap; mouth. For 
the derived s cf. gabset, adj., and 
Sw. dial, gapsen, gapsig, adj., gap- 
ing, etc. 

gap [gap]-sf/ck, sb., fisher- 
men’s sea-term, tabu-name for the 
so-called “kav(e)l (kavlin)-tree” or 
“pattel-tree”, with which the hook 
is taken out when the fish has swal- 
lowed it too far down, “gum-stick”, 
q.v., is another sea-term. 

gar [gar], sb., decomposed mass; 
state of decomposition, to be in a 
g.; thick, muddy fluid or mixture; 
dregs, esp. of train-oil (Fo.); freq. 
of a mixture of meal (oat-meal) and 
water, used, e.g., as a poultice for a 
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wound, boil or abscess; — a thin, 
raw, doughy mass (Fe.); de gruel 
is like g., the gruel is thick and 
badly made (N.Roe). Fig. of bungled 
work\ to mak’ a g. o’ onyting [‘some- 
thing’], to make a mess of a piece 
of work (De.). — Parallel from to 
gor, sb.; q.v. — Cf. vatsgar2, sb. 

gar [gar, gar], vb., 1) to dredge; 
rake; mix, comm, with a short vowel 
[gar], 2) fig. to do a piece of 
work carelessly, freq. of spinning or 
knitting; du’s garin [garin] in it, i’ 
de yarn (Conn.); to g. [gar] ower 
a ting, to work clumsily (Conn.). 
From gar, sb. See gor, sb. 

gard [gard], sb., really an en- 
closure-, fence, in this form now 
only found in sense of a halo around 
the sun or moon (portending rainy 
and stormy weather), sun-g., moon-g. 
Fo. Also gerd [gerd] (Fo.; Yh.). 
O.N. gardr, m., a fence, No. veder- 
gard, Faer. vedurgardur, m., a halo 
around the sun or moon, gerd 
might also be the form “gerdi”, n., 
a deriv. of “gardr”. — With the 
same meaning as O.N. gardr (and 
gerdi) are found some parallel forms 
to gard, viz.: gart, gert (comm, as 
the last syllable in place-names) and 
*gord (still used in some compds.). 
As the first part of compds., besides 
gor(d)-, are also found gar(d)-, 
ger(d)-; see gardbalk and gerd- 
balk, also gerdste, gerdsti = 
gordsta, gordste, gordsti. 

gardbalk, -bolk [garbok, garbak] 
and gerdbalk [gserbak, gerbak, -bek, 
<j£rbak], sb., ridge of earth marking 
the boundary between two patches 
of arable land, gardbalk (-bolk): 
L. occas., and elsewhere; gerdbalk: 
Wh. and L. occas. [gserbak, qerbak], 
Ai. and Du. [gserbak, -bak, gerbak 
(-bak)]. In L. (Skelbre) is found a 
form darbek [darbak], a corruption 
of “gardbalk”, meaning a big clod 
of earth. — *gardbalkr (-bqlkr): O.N. 

(O.Norw.) gardbplkr, No. gardbolk, m., 
part of a fence-, O.N. balkr. (bqlkr), m., 
partition, (dividing) fence. 

gari [gari], adj., applied to state 
of the weather: disagreeable, rainy 
weather (muddy under foot); a g. 
mornin’ (Fe.). From gar, sb. 

gari, garel [garal], vb., to dredge; 
to stir up a decomposed mass or 
thick fluid, porridge or doughy mass, 
etc., to g. in onyting [‘something’]. 
Yn. 1- deriv. of gar, vb. 

*garm [garm, gar3m], sb., in the 
compd. “roffatu [roh'atu'J-g.”, used 
comparatively, denoting a person with 
untidy hair, esp. a woman; in the 
phrase: „like a r.-g.” Applied in 
threatening address to children (esp. 
girls): “Bairn, bairn! du is gaun 
[‘going’] aboot wi’ a head like r.-g.”. 
Kollafirt’, Nm. garm seems to have 
denoted a being with wild, dishev- 
elled hair, etc. O.N. garmr, m., 
a fabulous animal; a dog, really 
the dog in the infernal regions, Cer- 
berus (for “Garmr” from “Cerberus”, 
see S. Bugge, Studier I). No. garm, 
m., denotes a brake for preparing 
flax; acc. to Ross., decorated with 
a carved dog’s (or horse’s) head; in 
similar sense Sw. dial, garma (garma), 
f. Icel. garmr, m., occas. denotes a 
good-for-nothing, occas. a worn-out 
garment (B.H.). — The first part 
roffatu (see ruffet), prob. denotes 
something tattered, dishevelled. 

gart, gart [g’a'rt], sb., an en- 
closed, uncultivated patch of land 
(pasture) adjoining the village home- 
field (= gerdi); comm, in pi., garts, 
garts, used collect, of all the en- 
closed plots of the village out-field, 
esp. of pastures for the cattle. Un. 
As a place-name is found Gart, 
Gart [ga'rt, ga‘rt, qa'rt] and occas. 
Garth, Garth [ga‘rp], used of an 
enclosure, enclosed pasture, esp. for 
cattle; comm, in collect, pi. As the 
second part, in names of farms (and 
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villages) in sense of farm, occas. 
also in names of plots of land, the 
word assumes the form gert [ge'rt, 
g3‘rt], written “garth". See Sh. 
Stedn. pp. 95—96. — O.N. garflr, 
m., a fence-, enclosure-, farm. — 
Cf. gard, gord and gerdi1, sbs. 

garv [garv], vb., to work with 
one's hands in a dirty mass, to grub, 
to g. among grav (refuse). Uwg. For 
*garm? (note arvi2 = arm, sb.). 
See further gorm, vb. Deriv. of 
gar, gor, sbs. — The final v in garv 
might, however, be ancient; note No. 
gyrva, f., mass; mixture, as a par- 
allel form to gyrma, f. 

gas [gas], sb., a cold northerly 
wind; severe cold with wind, a g. 
o’ cauld [‘cold’]. Ys. Cf. No. gas- 
veder, n., cold, windy weather. — 
Diff. from gas is the form gast 
[gast], a g. o’ wind, a strong gust 
of wind; a violent squall of wind 
(Fe.), doubtless from L.Sc. gast, sb., 
= Eng. gust, sb. 

gat1, gaat [gat], sb., clod of earth 
sliced off in mowing grass (Fe.); see 
under galti, sb. 

gat2 [gat], sb., see gad, sb. 
gatabel [gat-ab-al, git"tab-3l], adj., 

in good condition and appearance-, 
a g. fellow, ox, horse, sheep; mostly 
of swine; a g. (well-fed) swine; — g. 
taatis, good-looking potatoes. Y. and 
Fe. [gatebsl]; Du. [gatabsl. In Du. in 
a wider sense: particularly good; val- 
uable; efficient, e.g.: he made dem a 
g. help, he rendered them valuable as- 
sistance.—Rea\\y, “quite to one's mind 
and pleasure", anti etym. to be classed 
with No. gjete, n., and gjetnad, m., 
mind-, pleasure; content; in a sim- 
ilar sense Sw. dial, gat, n., gatning, 
f., gattne, n.; Sw. dial, gattna, vb., 
to like, to take pleasure in. O.N. 
getask, vb. impers., to take pleasure 
in, and getnadr, m., pleasure, 

gate, sb., see under go da, sb. 
gavel, sb., see *gabel, sb. 

gavlet, adj., see gevlet, adj. 
gaikerl [garkerh, -ke'ral, -kaerl ], 

sb., 1) an ogress; sorceress 2) 
a tall, stout woman, comm. From 
Ai. are reported two old parallel 
forms: gokerl [ggkaerl] and gor- 
kerl [g03rkserl]. As names of two 
detached rocks are found “de Kerl 
[kerl]” and “de Gaikerl [gai'kerl-]” 
near “de Loch o’ Skellister”, N. — 
*gyg-kerling or *gygjar-kerling; cf. 
Ork. gyre-carlin. O.N. gygr, f., a 
sorceress; giantess. The second part 
kerl is hardly derived directly from 
O.N. kerling, f., a crone (acc. to 
regular Shetl. development, an orig. 
rl ought to give a softened 1; see 
hokillin, sb.); the preserved rl is cer- 
tainly due to infl. of L.Sc. carl (cairle), 
sb., (clumsy or old) man, and carl- 
in, sb., an old woman. For gai 
(go, gor)- see further gor, sb. 

gafa [g&Sfa], sb., a gift, now only 
in a few — mostly ironical — phrases, 
such as: I’m gotten a g., I have 
got a fine gift-, yon (dat) is a g., 
that is a fine gift (ironically). Sker- 
ries. Fe. O.N. g&fa, f., a gift. 

gebi [gebi, cjebi] and gebek [ge- 
bsk], sb., a short table-spoon, made 
of horn. comm. Also gibbi [gibi] 
and gibbek [gibsk]. Icel. gepill, m., 
a broad, large spoon (B.H.), from 
“gap”. 

geddek [gedsk, <jed3k] and giddek 
[gidsk, cpdsk], sb., a sand-eel, Am- 
modytes tobianus, Ammodytes lan- 
cea. U. neb bet [nsebst] g., garfish 
(Un.), = honngel. O.N. gedda, f., 
a pike (fish). Cf. pitergiddek. 

gefel, vb., see gevl, vb. 
gega-piltek, sb., see gigga-piltek, 

kegga-piltek. 
gel [gel, geel, gel, gel (gsel)], sb., 

1) a fissure in the ground. 2) a crack 
in wood (board, plank). O.N. geil, f., 
a cleft; narrow passage; also long- 
ish depression in the ground (cf. 
grasgeil, and No. geil 6 in R.); L.Sc. 
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gell, sb., a crack in wood. The 
form “gel (ge*l)” and meaning 1 show 
that the word springs from O.N. geil; 
the forms with a short vowel may 
be due to L.Sc. infl.; the use of the 
word in meaning 2 is certainly due 
to L.Sc. infl. 

gel [gel (ge®l), gel, gd (gael)], vb., 
to form clefts or fissures, only noted 
in the perf. part, form geld, used 
passively: containing clefts or fis- 
sures-, de eart’ is geld, there are 
clefts or fissures in the ground, de 
planks is a’ [‘are all’] geld, the 
planks are full of cracks. From 
gel, sb. 

*“gelaegit”, adj., coloured, appl. 
to animals. Acc. to Edm. It has 
not been possible to verify this obs. 
word, “ae” prob. here denotes a 
close e as commonly in a long 
syllable in Edm., but occas. also to 
be found in a short one, e.g. “baessy- 
flaas”; see bis(s)ifla, sb. — The 
word might poss. be an ancient *g(a)- 
litkadr, coloured (O.N. litkadr, adj., 
coloured, ruddy-cheeked, from litka, 
vb., to dye\ sprinkle-, stain). Se- 
veral words with a preserved prefix 
g (ga) are found in Shetl. Norn; see 
gjoger1, gloger, gold, sbs., gol- 
det, adj., as well as “angaluck” (un- 
der andelokk, sb.) and ongasto, sb. 

geld (gjeld) [cjedd, ^eld], sb., see 
deld, sb. 

geld [geld, gaeld, fjeld], vb., to cas- 
trate, geld. O.N. gelda, vb., to geld. 

fgelder, sb., see gilder, 
geldin [(geldin, gseldin) c^eldin], 

sb., a wether. U. [cjeldin]. O.N. 
geldingr, m., a eunuch; a wether; 
a bullock. 

*geltlin, sb., see getlin. 
geng [get], gaeg, g'er], geg, gseg], 

sb., 1) a going-, gait, esp. in the 
exprs. “here [‘barley’]-g.”, “ait [‘oat’]- 
g.”, applied to the going of the mill : 
a) in grinding barley: more slowly 
(bere-g.); b) in grinding oats: more 

quickly (ait-g.); to set de mill till a 
bere-g. or ait-g.; cf. (here-, ait-) lag1, 
sb. 2) a thoroughfare, in the compd. 
“f rough geng”, thoroughfare; Du. 
[trowgseq-]. 3) times-, circuit-, row, 
esp. a row of loops or stitches round 
or across something knitted or plait- 
ed (stockings; shawls; mats; bas- 
kets, etc.); a g. o’ loops; to mak’ a 
g. upon a sock, hap (shawl), flakki 
(mat), kessi (basket). 4) one of the 
bands (comm, made of rush or bent- grass), crossr/zg'/'Otf/zr/a kessi, plaited 
between the straw-bands, = band. 
5) a single row, dug by spade, across 
a cultivated patch of land; to set 
de g. (Ai.), to plant potatoes right 
across a cultivated patch of land, 
= to bet de roddek (Nm.). 6) a 
floor,= gang 1 b; Flad., Conn. — 
O.N. gangr, m., a going, walking, 
gang, n., a road, L.Sc. gang, sb., 
a passage; alley, etc. The deve- 
loped vowel-sound “e, ae”, in the 
Shetl. word, is prob. due to L.Sc. 
infl.; see under the verb geng. 

geng [gag, gaeg (g'eg, gag, gaeg)], 
vb., to go, O.N. ganga, L.Sc. gang, 
geng, vb., denotes both “to go” and 
“to walk”. The foil, meanings, orig. 
from Norn, may be noted: a) to 
swell; overflow, of water in a stream; 
de burn is gaun [‘going’]; b) to break 
heavily; to be in uproar, of the sea, 
esp. of surf on a sunken rock: de 
ba is gaun; see ba1, sb.; c) of a 
current of air, sound-waves: to go-, 
stream; roll; de grittin is gaun, 
the thunder is rolling; of the en- 
trails, guts: to rumble; de dog’s guts 
is [‘are’] gaun. O.N. ganga, vb., 
inter alia, to flow; stream; also of 
sound-waves (liidrar ganga, the trum- 
pets are sounding); ganga 14 in Fr.; 
ganga yfir, to overflow; ganga upp, 
to increase, of wind and water (water 
in a river); cf. in the foil. Shetl. 
geng op and “geng ower”. Note 
also the use of geng in certain modes 
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of exprs. such as: sho [‘she’] is sae 
[‘so’], at sho is gaun [‘going’] aboot, 
she is not quite well, but fairly well 
(really: she is well enough to go 
about); he is no gane [‘not gone’] 
to come, he will hardly come (N.I.), 
a gaun cauld, an infectious cold. — 
In phrases with preps, and advs.: “g. 
aboot”, in a special sense: of wind, 
to shift about or turn-, to go about, 
— No. ganga um; cf. aboot-gaan, 
pres. part, and adj. — g. aff: a) to 
go off; pass away, = Peer, ganga 
av; b) to leave off; e.g. of mood, 
anger, hot temper, to g. aff o’ ane, 
= Faer. ganga av; c) to accomplish 
a heavy piece of work, e.g. devor 
(the field-work in spring); rare; more 
comm, af geng as a substantive (q.v.); 
d) to leave a surplus, — O.N. ganga 
af (meaning 5 in Fr.). — g. afore: 
a) to g. afore de hill, to descend 
the hill, slope (M.); cf. O.N. “(ganga) 
fyrir” in sense of (to go) over the 
edge (fyrir brekku, ofan fyrir brek- 
kuna; see fyrir 2 in Fr.); b) to g. 
afore de craig [‘crag’] or sten, to 
fall (from the crag) into the sea 
(IP.), in Fo. with omission of the 
governed word: g. afore (understood: 
de “banks”, craig, etc.), to fall from 
the steep cliff or precipice (esp. in 
a fowling-cliff) and perish in the 
sea\ in same sense feel, ganga fyrir 
bjorg, Icel. and Fser. fara fyri(r) bakka; 
see afore, prep, and adv. — g. at, 
a) to set upon; to attack; to go at, 
O.N. ganga at; b) to set about doing 
something, O.N. ganga at; c) of wind: 
g. op or nort’ at, sooth at, to be- 
come northerly, southerly, see at, 
prep. — g. frae, a) to be taken from 
(as a part of something), to make 
an exception of, occas. = No. ganga 
fraa and Fser. ganga av (O.N. ganga 
fra, to part with or to be deprived 
of something); b) to die, of cattle 
(Uwg.), = g. till (O.N. ganga af, to 
go off, inter alia to die). — g. fram, 

see fram, adv. I 2. — g. op: a) to 
rise; b) of the sea near the shore, 
of surf: to heave, break high; the 
substantive uppgeng (q.v.) is more 
common; cf. O.N. ganga upp, of 
water (a stream): to increase. No. 
ganga upp; c) to come to an end, 
in perf. part, “gane op” = gane ut; 
see op, adv.; O.N. ganga upp, to 
use up; to be consumed; d) gane 
[‘gone’] op at, of wind; see prec. 
“g. at”. — g. ower: a) = geng op 
b, of the sea, surf (Conn.); cf. ower- 
geng, sb.; b) to go beyond all bounds; 
go too far; dat or yon [‘that’] gengs 
ower; O.N. ganga yfir, inter alia, 
to exceed; surpass (meaning 4 in 
Fr.), to overflow the banks (mean- 
ing 7 in Fr.); cf. owergeng, vb.; 
c) to discuss; go over, Faer. ganga 
ivir. — g. till, to perish; to die, esp. 
of young, weak animals; I tink de 
calf or de lamb is gaun [‘going’] till, 
I think that the calf or lamb is 
going to die (U.); No. ganga til, inter 
alia, to perish; O.N. (Icel.) ganga til 
heljar, id. — g. togedder [‘together’], 
to settle (of a connection, agreement, 
compromise, etc.), = O.N. ganga 
saman. — g. under, a) to take a 
burden on one’s back, = Faer. ganga 
undir; b) to pledge oneself to some- 
thing, to submit to, — O.N. ganga 
undir. — g. ut: a) (to go out) to 
begin the field-work in spring, de 
\ or, to cultivate the ground in spring 
(Yb.); b) to come to an end or to 
be worn out; de (corn-)rig is gane 
[‘gone’] ut, that patch of arable land 
has been exhausted, it cannot yield 
more (IP.); de day guid [‘went’] ut, 
the day passed (Fe.); O.N. ganga 
dt, to come to an end (meaning 4 
in Fr.); Faer. litgingin; Da. udgaaet 
= run short; c) to have a (definite, 
foretold) result; to be verified, of a 
prophecy. — g. wi’ or with [wip]: 
a) to go on (in spite of opposition); 
to endure, g. wi’; I maun [‘must’] g. 
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sae [‘so’] wi’ (Sa.); O.N. ganga vi5, 
to be about; make progress (mean- 
ing 4 in Fr.); b) to decline; waste 
away; to be enfeebled (N.I.), g- wi’ 
or (more comm.) with; No. ganga 
(gaa) ved (R.); Sw. dial, ganga med 
or ved (ga me, gh va: Ri.), to per- 
ish; die; c) to own up; confess, to 
g. wi’ onyting (Un.); O.N. ganga vid, 
to own up; confess (meaning 2 in 
Fr.). — “geng” is most prob. to be 
regarded as a L.Sc. form (Jam.: 
gang, geng) as the O.N. “-ang” in 
Shetl. is comm, preserved as “-ang 
[ai]]” or “-ong [&jj, on!”- The Faer. 
form “genga [gsegga]”, = ganga, is 
doubtless an accidental parallelism. 
An ancient form gonga [gagga], 
gonge [gorjga], = O.N. ganga, is 
found preserved in a few Shetl. Norn 
fragments from Fe. and U. (see In- 
trod.). In Hildina-ballad: gonga. 

genga [Ojfgga) gsegga], sb., a long 
walk; dat will be a g. Fe. O.N. 
ganga, f., a walking, going. For 
the development “ang > eng” in the 
Shetl. word, see above under geng, 
vb. Cf. gonga, sb. 

geng [gag, gaeg (qeg, gaeg)]-a&oof, 
sb., someone or something going 
about, esp., a) person always court- 
ing and playing the coquette, a 
giddy girl; b) tabu-name (sea-term) 
for tongs; c) g.-a. stori (Yn.: gseg"- 
abut-) = aboot-geng, sb.; q.v. 

genger [gegar, gaegar], sb., in pi. 
in the phrase “upo de (ane’s) geng- 
ers”, of the sun: at sunrise-, tabu- 
term, belonging to fishermen’s lang. 
Du. “de sjiner is upon his geng- 
ers, and de glomer is gane dere 
[‘there’]” (with stress on ‘dere’), 
the sun is rising and the moon has 
set. genger is here prob. Da. gan- 
ger, a saddle-horse, O.N. gangari, 
m. See gjonger, sb. 

gengerum [((^g-oronr) qseg-ar- 
onr], sb., a vagrant. Conn. In same 
sense L.Sc. gangrel, gengrel, sb. 

(O.N. gangari, L.Sc. ganger, genger, 
Shetl. genger [gegar, gaegar, gegar, 
cjaegar], sb., a pedestrian). — geng- 
erum is poss. the same word as 
“geng-aboot”, and the suffix -um 
might then be explained as O.N. um, 
prep, and adv., about-, around. 

gep [ge3p, gfp, gaep], sb., tattle-, 
gossip. The form “ge3p” is noted 
down in U. Either O.N. geip, n., 
gossip; babble, or “gape”, an angli- 
cised form of O.N. gap, n., a cry- 
ing; shouting, also tattle-, gossip 
(cf. gaplyndi, n.). The meaning gos- 
sip is foreign to Eng. gape, sb. Cf. 
gab, sb. 

gep [ge3p, gep, gaep], vb., 1) to 
tattle; gossip. ge®p: U. Either O.N. 
geipa, vb., to chatter; gossip, or an 
anglicised “gape”, from O.N. gapa, 
vb., to gape; shout; gossip, gap 
(No. gapa, vb., inter alia, to tattle). 
The meaning to chatter, gossip, is 
foreign to Eng. gape, vb. Cf. gab, 
vb. 2) to chew or swallow with 
difficulty; to make an effort in swal- 
lowing (e.g. of a hen). Cf. No. geipa, 
vb., to let gape, with the deriv. geipla, 
vb., to make vulgar movements with 
the mouth, while munching. 

ger [ge3r], sb., 1) a triangular or 
wedge-shaped piece, a patch. Un. 2) 
a narrow, grass-grown piece of land 
between two cultivated patches of 
land. Ys. — O.N. geiri, m., an angle; 
a gore; No. geire, m., occas. also a 
strip of ground, grasgeire. L.Sc. gair, 
gare, sb., a triangular piece of cloth; 
strip of grass in a barren spot, etc. 

*ger [ge3r], sb. pi., cows. Ai. Only 
noted down in the expr. “de g. cam’ 
a’ [‘all’] in ae [‘one’] clowbang [klu- 
bag-]”, all the cows came running 
at once, ger for *gor [*gor] from 
*kor [*k0r]; O.N. k^r, pi. of k^r (kti), 
L, a cow. For the change 0 > e in 
Shetl. cf. e.g. er3 [er] from an older 
or, seashore, O.N. oyrr, f. *ser 
[se8r] from *sor, adv., south, to the 
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south, O.N. suflr. For the change 
k > g, when initial, see Introd. V 
(also N.Spr. VII), § 33 (further ex- 
amples are to be found in the foil.). 
— See further *k0rn, sb. pi. (def. 
form), the cows. 

*gera, vb., to make; handed down 
as the imp. form iq a fragment of 
conversation in Norn from Unst: g. 
so [cjera so]! do that! (Um0.). *ger 
(sv&)! O.N. gera, vb., to do; make. 
For the use of “mak’ ”, vb., in mean- 
ings originating from Norn (gera), 
see mak’, vb. 

gerbi, sb., see girbi, sb. 
gerd [gerd], sb., a halo around 

the sun or moon. Yh., Fo. See 
gard, sb. 

gerdbalk, sb., see gardbalk, 
gerdi1 [gerdi], sb., a fenced plot 

of pasture, adjoining the home-field 
(de tun). St., Ai. Fairly freq. as a 
place-name: (de) Gerdi, mostly pro- 
nounced “gerdi”, more rarely “gerdi, 
geerdi”; in pi. with the suffixed def. 
art.: de Gerdin [gerdin] (Sae.): 
*ger6i-n, and often with an added 
Eng. pi. -s: de Gerdins [gerdins] 
(in several places, esp. in Ai.: de 
G. o’ Aith, o’ Klusta, o’ Twatt). See 
Sh. Stedn., pp. 97-98. — O.N. gerdi, 
n., a fenced patch of ground. 

gerdi2 [gerdi], sb., a long, high- 
crested billow. Yn. Deriv. of O.N. 
gardr, m., a fence; cf. No. garde, 
m., in “drivgarde” and “rokgarde”, 
a rushing mass of water in the sea. 

gerdste, gerdsti, sb., see gord- 
ste, gordsti. 

geslin [geslin], sb., a gosling. 
Conn. O.N. gseslingr, m., a gosling. 

gesnin [g'eznin], sb., strong con- 
trary wind; dey will get a g. i’ deir 
face. Fe. Seems to be cognate with 
gas, sb., cold wind-, q.v. gesnin 
might be a noun formed from a lost 
verb *gesn, *gesen; cf. No. gjsesna, 
vb., to become violent, gjsesen, of 
weather. Seegosen and gosnin, sb. 

gest [gest (cjfst)], sb., 1) a guest. 
2) half-burnt brand, standing right 
on its end, without any support, 
when the fire wastes away (Conn.: 
gest); this is considered as a fore- 
telling of a guest’s arrival at the 
house; if, when touched with the 
fingers or tongs, the brand, “guest”, 
blazed up, then it was said: “dis 
[‘this’] is gaun [‘going’] to be a wel- 
come g.”; in the opposite case, a 
disagreeable guest was expected: “dis 
is gaun to be a soor ane [‘sour 
one’]”. — O.N. gestr, m., a guest. 
In sense 2, gest is specially Norse 
(Norw.); cf. No. gjest, m., in sense 
of a pointed object (inter alia, a piece 
of burning wood in the fireplace) 
which, having slipped down, remains 
standing on end, foretelling the ar- 
rival of guests (R.). 

get [get], vb., to beget, get, etc., 
corresponding partly to O.N. geta, 
vb., partly to Eng. get, vb., but the 
past tense of Shetl. get is gat, cor- 
responding to O.N. gat (impf. sing.) 
and O.Eng. gat (Mod.Eng. got), get 
may be heard in the foil. expr. in 
Shetl.: he gat her wi’ bairn [‘child’], 
he got her with child. 

getel [getal, cjetol], sb., induration 
in a stone; a very hard stone, 
quartz (esp. in a stone of soft qual- 
ity). U., Fo. Also gitel [gital] (Fo.). 
O.N. geitill, m., induration in a stone 
of soft quality. In getilben, get- 
larigg and riggagitel, Shetl. ge- 
tel, gitel are found in a somewhat 
diff. sense. — Cf. hjegel (hjigel) 
and jetel, sb. 

getilben, getilben [<j0t"ilben ], sb., 
the hindmost vertebra of a swine. 
Nms. De.? Only noted down with 
an 0: g0til-, but the word must be 
the above-mentioned getel, sb., in- 
duration, denoting, in this case, a 
vertebra. See the foil, getlarigg, 
sb., under which are found parallel 
forms with 0, such as getl-, g0dl-. 
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getlarigg [gefiang-, gefla-, gaf- 

lang-], sb., the high curved part of 
a swine's back nearest the neck. 
Also in the forms gotlarigg [go't"- 
lang-], gotlirigg [<j0t"ling-], gotel- 
rigg [go't-alng], godlarigg [cj0d"- 
lang'] and godlesrigg [qod'iasrig-]. 
Fe. (getlarigg, gotlarigg, godlarigg, 
godlesrigg). U. occas. (gotelrigg). 
Ys. (gotlarigg). Nms. (gotlirigg). 
gaV'larig' (acc. to L.W.): Few. gal- 
tirigg [ga‘l”tirig-] (U.?), goltirigg 
[g6‘l"ting-] (U. occas., Nmw. occas.) 
and goltirigg [<j0‘l"ting'] (L. oc- 
cas.), with metathesis of t and 1, 
have doubtless arisen through infl. 
of the word galti, golti (golti), sb., 
a hog, a pig. — Prob. uknotty back", 
from an orig. “*geitils (geitla)-hryggr”, 
the first part of which is O.N. geitill, 
m., hard lump (esp. in a stone of 
soft quality), syn. with “eitill”, which 
in Icel. also denotes indurated gland 
in meat.— In De. (Swinister) god- 
lirigg [q0d••llrlg•] is used in a diff. sense, of the hindmost part of a 
swine's back-, cf. getilben, gotil- 
ben, sb. — From Yh. is recorded 
riggatitel [ng’^agihal] of the high- 
est part of a swine's back; prob. 
orig.: *hryggjargeitill, 11 back knot". 
Other names, prob. compounded with 
“geitill”: hjogeldarigg, hjogeles- 
rigg, hjogelsterigg, hovelda- 
rigg; see hiogeldarigg, sb. 

getlin [(getlin) qetlin], sb., a pig, 
really, a little (young) hog\ now 
rare. Lunn. For an older *geltlin 
from *geltlingr, dim. form with i- 
mutation af O.N. galtr, m., a hog. 

getskerd [getskerd, -skard), and 
more comm.: getsker [getskar, <j£t- 
skar], sb., a mark on a sheep’s ear: 
a slanting cut from the top of the 
ear along the edge, usually with a 
hole in the centre: “g. and a hole”. 
Un. *gatskard; O.N. gat, n., a hole-, 
opening, and skard, n., a notch, chink 
in the edge of a thing, etc. 

gevalos, adj., see gevlet. 
gevel, sb., see *gabel. 
gevl, gevel, [geval, qe®val, geval, 

qeval, g£val, gaeval] and more rarely 
gefl, gefel [ge3fal) qe*fal], vb., 1) 
to nibble, to chew without force, 
to munch, e.g. of a sick animal; de 
animal gevels (is gevlin) wi’ her 
mooth [’mouth’]; de grice is gev- 
lin ower de taatis [‘potatoes’]; de 
dog gevels (is gevlin) de ben, the 
dog is gnawing the bone. Also to 
gape; gape over the pap, of the 
suckling of a mammal; de lamb’s 
mooth [‘mouth’] canno [-‘not’] gev- 
(e)l ower de yowe’s [‘ewe’s’] paap 
[‘pap’] (Conn.). Y., Fe., Conn., etc.: 
geval. Un.: 9eafel and qe®val. Sa.: 
geval. Nmw.: g£val. N.Roe: gaev- 
al. 2) to mutter, to talk indistinct- 
ly and lispingly, more rarely. Yn. 
[qeval]. — O.N. geifla, vb., to nibble-, 
to munch-. No. geivla, vb., a) to 
munch-, b) to speak indistinctly. 

gevlet [gevlat] and more comm.: 
gevlos, gevlous [gevlos (ge8v-), gev-, 
qev-, gev-, g£v-, gaevlos, -las], adj., 
powerless, limp in one's movements, 
with feeble grasp. Also of move- 
ments of the mouth, speech: mumbl- 
ing-, indistinct-, lisping-, in this latter 
sense noted down in the form gev- 
let (Y., Fe.); a gevlet way o’ speak- 
in’ — otherwise comm.: gevlos, 
-ous, “gevless”; a gevlos body. From 
S.Sh. is reported gevlet and gav- 
let [gavlat]. Occas. in sense of dull-, 
indifferent-, listless, a muckle [‘big’] 
gevlos slu (fellow)-, U.? In U. (U"-, b.) is recorded a parallel form 
gevalos, -ous [<je*"val6s']; his hands 
is [‘are’] turned gevalos.— Doubt- 
less of powerless movements of the 
mouth, powerless chewing. *geiflottr. 
See prec. gevel, vb. Cf. vevlet 
> vevlos (fjevlos), adj., with the 
change gevlet > gevlos, -ous. 

giddek, sb., see geddek. 
fgidli [(jidli, qedli], sb., a knife. 
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Tabu-name, sea-term? W. Either No. 
kytel, m., a common knife, wooden 
knife (for the change k > g in Shetl. 
Norn, when initial, see Introd. V. — 
also N.Spr. VII —, § 33), or Cymr. 
cyllell, a knife (for a change 11 > 
dl on Wests.* see Introd. V — also 
N. Spr. VII —, § 42). 

gVe [gi], sb., natural ability, a 
correct manner of behaviour or of 
carrying out something, almost = 
kann, sb. In its form, the word is 
L.Sc. gi’e, vb., = Eng. to give. The 
meaning given, however, is Norse; 
cf. No. givnad, m., (something con- 
genital); a natural ability. 

gi’e [gi, gi], vb., to give; a L.Sc. 
form of Eng. to give. In special 
meaning as a tabu-word at sea in 
fishermen’s lang.: to fail; go to 
pieces, of a fishing-line, de lines 
ga’e [‘gave’] (Sa.); cf. Eng. “give” 
in sense of to give way, and No. 
giva seg, inter alia, to fail; give up. 
No. givast and Fser. gevast, to be- 
come fatigued; to lose one’s strength. 
— Is, in some phrases with prep, and 
adv., esp. Norse: a) g. on ur upon, 
to urge on; work energetically at 
something, — O.N. gefa b) g. 
till, to give much to, in expressing 
an intense desire; I would “g. till” 
a guid [‘good’] somet’in’ [‘something’]; 
cf. Icel.: ek vildi gefa mikit til, at 
—, and No.: eg skulde giva myket 
til, um —. “g. till” is also found 
in sense of to drub; to cudgel, “I 
ga’e [‘gave’] till him”, but may, in 
this sense, as well be L.Sc., as 
“gi’e” in L.Sc. is generally used 
in sense of to strike. — Note ^ op 
[‘up’] in expr. as: he ga’e op upo 
dem, he gave it up owing to ex- 
haustion; he withdrew from the game 
(Sa.); de boat (sail, mast) ga,e op 
upo dem, the boat (the sail, mast) 
was no longer serviceable (Fo.); cf. 
O. N. gefask upp, and Eng. give up. 

gig [gig], sb., coalfish hung up 

and dried, piltek; mostly in the 
phrase: “sulin gigs”, pi., hanging 
coalfish turned sour; sulin for *su- 
rin. Uw.; Yw. Orig. uncertain. Might 
not gig have a similar root-meaning 
to goieg [O.N. gaukr] — q.v. — used 
also of coalfish, and be cognate 
with M.H.G. giege, m., a fool? gig 
might, in spite of the long vowel, 
be the same word as the first part 
of the compd. in “kegga (gigga, 
kega, gega)-piltek”; q.v. 

giget [gigot], adj., stumbling about, 
making foolish movements and gest- 
ures; to geng g., to stumble about 
like a fool. Un. Cf. No. giga, vb., 
to stumble along with a slow, tot- 
tering gait, gigl, giglen and giglutt, 
adj., staggering; rocking; stumbling, 
ganga (to go) giglent, giglutt (R.). 
Shetl. giget, with implied notion of 
foolishness, imbecility, is prob. infl. 
by Eng. (and Shetl.) giggle, vb. 

gigga-piltek [^ega (qiga)-pA‘lt3k], 
sb., see kegga-piltek. 

gil1 [gil, qil], sb., a ravine; ghyll, 
esp. a small, narrow dale. Also 
gili [gili, geli, qili] and gilek [gi- 
lak, gelak, qilak]. comm, gil freq. 
appears as the last part of compds. 
in place-names. With suffixed def. 
art. in the pi. (O.N. -in) is found 
as a place name, e.g.: Gilena grona 
[gil"3na’ grona] (Maywick11, Duw.): 
*gilin groenu, “the green glens"; with 
an added Eng. pi. -s: de Gilins 
[gilins, qilins] (Fo.). — O.N. gil, n., 
a cleft in a rock\ a deep, narrow 
dale-, ravine-, ghyll. 

gil2 [gil, ^il, gil, <jil, gll, gil, qil], 
sb., prop, fermentation-, fermenting 
liquid, used in the foil, meanings: 
1) fermenting beer-, gaun [‘going’] 
g. [gil], recently fermented beertpe.?). 
2) a foaming eddy, a g. i’ de water; 
a g. o’ tide, tidal eddy (Conn.: gil, 
qil; Sandw., Du.: qil); greenish or 
bluish foam around a sunken rock 
on which the sea is breaking (Easts.: 
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gll, <jil, gil, gil); a whirling strip in 
the water, caused by an oar-stroke, 
de green g. [gil] fae [‘from’] de ayre 
[‘oar’] (Y.); the wake, caused by a 
boat going fast or by a fast swim- 
mer; sho [‘she’ = the boat] is leavin’ 
a g- [gil] efter [‘after’ = behind] her 
(Sa.); de duke [‘duck’] made a g. 
[gil] efter her (Sa.); an eddy in the 
water, caused by a splash; he ga’e 
[‘gave’] a g. [gil] (U.). O.N. gil, n., 
fermenting beer; in compds., such 
as “gilker”, n., a vat for ferment- 
ing beer (Ork. gyle-fat); No. gil, n., 
also fig.: excitement; uproar. 

gil3 [gil], sb., a mock-sun; lu- 
minous spot in the sky, = ga1, gad1 

and brennek. Rare. Papa St. Fe.? 
(reported by J.I.). No. gil, m., Icel. 
gill (g^ll: B.H.), m., id. 

gil1 gil, <]il, <*il], vb., 1) (vb. n.), to surge; rush; make eddies, 
of current, esp. of a current against 
a point of land; de tide gils, is 
gilin (Sandw., Du. and Conn.: gil, 
cpl, cjil). 2) (vb. a. and n.) to stir 
up a liquid (esp. water; spoon-meat), 
stir liquids together; to stir up the 
water and make it muddy; to g. de 
water or to g. i’ [‘in’] de water; du 
maun no [‘must not’] g. de gruel 
[‘porridge’], boy! (Sa.: gil); to sit 
gilin [gilin] i’ de water (Conn.); to 
g. (sit gilin) i’ de “suppin’-meat”, 
to stir the spoon-meat, of someone 
not eating properly (N.Roe: <jil). — 
Deriv. of gil2, sb. 

gil2 [gil], vb., to eat very quickly 
and greedily, to g. in; esp. of cattle; 
de coo [‘cow’] gils (is gilin) in. 
Fe. Orig. poss. *gilja in sense of 
to fill; stuff into an opening (O.N. 
gil, n., an opening; fissure; cleft); 
O.N. gilja, vb., is handed down in 
a diff. sense. 

*gild, sb., payment; compensation. 
Hildina ballad. O.N. gjald (*gild), 
n., payment. 

gild [gild, (jild], adj., 1) payable; 

! valid, of a certain weight and size, 
esp. of fish, 14 pounds and upwards 
being the weight fixed for market- 
able fish; a g. ling. The great estate- 
owners or lairds in the isles had 

: formerly the monopoly of buying up 
i such fish, fixing the prices them- 

selves. Un. [cpldj. 2) valuable; cap- 
able; quick; smart; good at work, 
a g. hand; N.I. [gild, <jild; Un.: <jild]; 
excellent-, notable, occas. in a dis- 
paraging sense: arrant, incorrigible 
(Y.; Fe.); a g. leear [‘liar’], an ar- 
rant liar, a g. tief, an arrant thief, 
but in the latter use of the word it 
merges into gall, gald, adj. O.N. 
gildr, adj., valued at a certain price 
(gjald); perfectly valid-. No. gild, 
inter alia, capable-, excellent. With 
“gild fish” cf. O.N. gildingr, m., a 
split cod, two feet wide nearest the 
head (Fr.). 

fgilder, gelder [yeldar], sb., an 
ancient coin, worth five Eng. shil- 
lings. N.I. Dut. guilder, sb., a florin. 
Cf. gildin2 and gollen1, sbs. 

*gildin' [gildin, cpldin, tjeldin], sb., 
small fry, esp. small coalfish, now 
only in the compd. mogildin (mu- 
gildin); q.v. 

t*gildin2 [gildin], sb., “guilder” as 
a measure of length, = six “cut- 
tels” or Scottish ells. N.I.? Cf. 
Faer. gyllin, f., as a measure of 
ground: Vie “mark”, mdrk (Shetl. 
mark). Germ, gulden, gulden, m., 
a guilder. Cf. gilder and gollen1. 

gilet [gilat], adj., of sheep: having 
a white or whitish belly, brown back, 
and whitish round the tail. Nm. Re- 
ported from Ai. (W.Burr) in same 
sense as kattmoget (havinga white 
belly and dark back, or conversely). 
Though somewhat difficult to class, 
owing to the main-vowel “i”, it is 
prob. the same word as Icel. gol- 
ottr and Faer. gulutur, adj., both words 
used of the colour of sheep, denot- 
ing diff. shades and mixed colours, 
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between yellowish, brownish and 
white. Icel. golottr, light brownish 
(E.J.). Fser. “gulutur” is occas. ap- 
plied to sheep, white-coloured on the 
belly and round the tail (e.g. in 
Sando), almost = Shetl. (Nm.) gilet; 
in 0ster0 “gulutur” denotes a yel- 
lowish belly, and in Mogenses, yel- 
lowish legs and whitish body. Shetl. 
“gil-” contains poss. another grada- 
tion than O.N. “gol-, gul-” (yellow), 
and must, in that case, be classed 
with O.H.G. gel- (gelo), Dut. geel, 
A.S. geolo, yellow. 

gilgal [(jil’gal-], sb., uproar in the 
sea, a g. i’ de sea. L. A compd. 
of gil2, sb. 2, and *gal (see gal- 
fa ou, sb.), O.N. gal, n., prop, a cry- 
ing; shouting. For the use of “gal” 
in “gilgal”, cf. galder and golder, 
sbs., which denote not only a shout- 
ing, a noisy gust of wind, but also 
uproar in the sea. 

gili-hunkers [gili-, tjeli-ho'gkors], 
sb. pi., potatoes chopped up, while 
hot, with “bursten” (q.v.). Fe. — 
gili is doubtless, like the foil, gil- 
ins, sb. pi., to be derived from gil1, 
vb. 2. For the second part of the 
compd. see hunkers, sb. pi. 

gilins [gilms, qilins], sb. pi., 
spoon-meat which has been stirred 
and eaten of; leavings of spoon- 
meat. N.Roe. Deriv. of gil1, vb. 2. 

gilj [gild/J, vb., to squeeze or to 
be squeezed, of something soft; see 
further under girj, vb. 

giltek [(gi'ltok) qi‘ltok], sb., a long- 
ish heap of mown heather and coarse 
grass piled up in a ridge for dry- 
ing in the out-field; this dried mass 
is used for thatching and as litter 
for cattle; a g. o’ tek (tek = dried 
heather and grass used for thatch- 
ing and litter for cattle). Un. gil- 
tek is prob. the same word as No. 
gylta, f., a mass (R.). 

gilti [qiiti], sb., a pig, esp. as a 
cry when calling the pig. U". Sporad- 

ically also golti [q0‘lti]. No. gylt, 
m., a pig (O.N. gylta and gyltr, f., 
a sow). See galti and golti, sb. 

gimmer [gimar (gimar, qimar)], 
sb., a yearling ewe. comm. O.N. 
gymbr (*gimbr), f.; Icel. and Fser. 
gimbur, No. (and Sw. dial.) gimber, 
Da. (and Sw. dial.) gimmer, L.Sc. 
and Eng. dial, gimmer. — In Shetl. 
“gimmers-lamb” denotes the lamb 
of a yearling ewe, = Fser. gimbra(r)- 
lamb, opp. to “gimmer-lamb”, a 
ewe, = Fser. gimburlamb. 

gimp1 [(gi‘mp) qi‘mp], sb., red- 
dish haze in the horizon above the 
sun before sunrise (harbinger of bad 
weather); flush of dawn; also red 
evening sky; a g. op f(r)ae [‘from’] 
de sun. Fe. For *gimb. -— No. gim, 
m., steam; exhalation. For the de- 
velopment *gim(b) > gimp in Shetl. 
cf. e.g. skump2 for *skumb from 
*sktim. 

gimp2 [(gi'mp) qi‘mp], sb., fidget- 
ing-, flirting-, to be on for a g., to 
make coquettish movements with 
one’s body, to flirt. Conn. See 

| gimp, vb. 
gimp [(gi‘mp) qi'mp], vb., to swing 

one’s body coquettishly in walking, 
I to geng gimpin. Conn. No. gimpa, 

vb., to swing one’s shoulders, g. 
(paa) seg; Sw. dial, gimpa, vb., to 
swing one’s hips. — Cf. gumbos, 
gumpel- and gombel, sbs. 

ginket [qi'gkat, qi’gkat (gi'gkat)], 
adj., of a certain nature or stamp; 
in the compd. “ill-g.”, wicked by 
nature; deceitful. Y. (Yn.). Poss. to 
be classed with No. gin, f., nature; 
disposition; quality, ginket [gi‘g- 
kat] is used in a diff. and intensive 
meaning in the expr. “a g. fool”, 
an arrant fool; an imbecile person, 
etc., voss. a constantly giggling fool, 
from L.Sc. gink, vb., to titter; snig- 
ger; in a similar sense “a glinket 
[gh‘gkat] fool”; L.Sc. glink, vb., to 

\ jilt; to look askance. 
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ginsj [ganij], ginzj [gind^], vb., to 

squeeze or press together; to tie 
very firmly. Wests. (Sa.; Papa St.), 
ginzj: Sa. The word is reported 
from Papa in the foil, phrase: de 
loops or stitches is ginsjd [gan^d] 
on de wire, (in knitting, esp. stock- 
ings), the stitches are too close on 
the knitting-needle, ginsj, ginzj 
prob. for *gnisj by metathesis. Cf. 
No. gnysja, vb., to squeeze; crush 
firmly, and knysja, vb., to crush to- 
gether. Cf. jerd and nol, vb. 

gip [gip, yip], sb., a cut made in 
the belly of a fish; the place where 
the fish is cut when the entrails 
are taken out, de g. o’ de fish. Cf. 
No. gip, m., a gap, and gipa, f., a 
scratch; deep wound. For the form 
and meaning of the Shetl. word, see 
further gip, vb. 

gip [gip, yip], vb., to gut a fish, 
to g. fish. comm. Cf. No. gipa, vb., 
to make an opening; to let gape, 
and Eng. gip [d^ip], vb. The g-sound 
in Shetl. gip indicates that this word 
springs from O.N. *gipa and not from 
the Eng. gip, the g of which is 
sounded d^; the development, how- 
ever, of the meaning of the Shetl. 
word must be due to infl. of Eng. gip. 
— Cf. gip, sb., and gipi, gippi, sb. 

gipek [gipak, yipak] and giper 
[giper (yipar)], sb., a small knife for 
gutting fish. Deriv. of gip, vb. 

gipi or gippi [(gipi) yipi], sb., a 
gap; narrow passage; fissure, esp. 
a fissure in a rock or in a rocky 
coast, somewhat wider than trinki. 
Du. *gip(a) or *gipp(a). No. gip, 
m., a gap, and gipa, f., a scratch-, 
incision-, deep cut-, Sw. dial, gippa, 
f., a crack-, fissure (gipa, vb., to 
gape). 

girbi [girbi], sb., 1) a mass of 
something scraped together, a lock 
[‘lot’] o’ g. (Fe.). 2) a great deal, 
ironically of something insignificant, 
a trifling gift; yon [‘that’] is a g. 

(Nm.). Also gjarbi [yarbi] and 
gerbi [yaerbi]: Dew. (M.Roe), esp. 
in meaning 2. — Prob. *gyrpa. Cf. 
No. gurpa, gyrpa, f., Sw. dial, jorpa, 
f., thick mud-, a porridge-like mass-, 
mire-, mixture. 

gird [gird, gard], vb., to girt, esp.: 
1) to strap the saddle-girth on a 
pack-horse, to g. a horse. 2) to 
put hoops on a cask or vat made 
of staves, to g. a cask. More rarely 
gord [yord] (Conn, occas.) O.N. 
gyrda, vb., to girt (Da. gjorde). Cf. 
L.Sc. and Shetl. gird, sb., a girth; 
hoop of a cask. 0 in gord springs 
from O.N. y. A form gord [gord] 
is found in the compd. *omgord, vb. 
gird in sense of to move with ex- 
pedition and force; to work ener- 
getically is L.Sc. 

girdin [gardin] and gerdin [yor- 
din], sb., a girth, esp.: 1) saddle- 
girth on a pack-horse-, belly-girdin, 
belly-band, = wame-girt. 2) a hoop; 
hoop of a vat made of staves. In 
meaning 2 now comm.: gird (L.Sc.). 
— Cf. No. gyrding, f., and Sw. dial, 
gjording, m., a rope to gird or to 
tie something with, -in in girdin, 
gordin might, however, also be ex- 
plained as the suffixed def. art. (O.N. 
gjprd, f., def. form: gjprflin). 

girj [gird^] and gilj [gildzj, vb., 
1) vb. a., to press-, squeeze, esp. a 
soft, elastic object or mass; to press 
closely together by tying firmly. 2) 
vb. n., to be squeezed, pressed; to 
be pressed out, e.g. of water in shoes 
or boots squeezed out in walking; in 
this sense reported: gilj; de water 
giljd [gilded] ut 0’ my boots. Sa. — 
No. gyrja, vb., to press or squeeze 
a soft mass; also to be squeezed 
out. See gorj, vb. 

gis, gisi, sb., see gris, sb. 
gisen, gissen [gisan, gizan, yi-], 

vb., to be dried up; to become leaky 
by shrinking, to get open interstices, 
used of something consisting of boards 
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or staves joined together, comm. 
No. and Faer. gisna (gistna), Da. 
gistne, vb., to become leaky by 
shrinking. 

gisend, gissend [gisond, gizond, 
91-], adj., leaky on account of shrink- 
age, of something consisting of boards 
or staves joined together; shrunk, of 
wood. comm. Apparently perf. part, 
of gis(s)en, vb., but orig. certainly 
an adjective: *gis(s)en; cf. No. gi- 
sen (gistin), Icel. gisinn, Sw. dial, 
gissen, Da. gisten, adj., leaky; shrunk. 
For the form gis(s)end cf. gosend 
= go sen, adj. Sometimes gis(s)- 
end is confounded with gosend in 
sense of air-dried, of fish. 

gitel, sb., see getel and rigga- 
gitel. 

*givamild, adj., generous; open- 
handed. Acc. to Edm. U.? No. giv- 
mild, Sw. gifmild, adj., generous-, 
open-handed. 

gjarbi, sb., see girbi, sb. 
gjeld, sb., see deld, djeld, sb. j 
gjo [gjo], sb., a cleft in a rock, 

esp. a cleft in a rocky coast; a deep 
ravine into which the sea-water flows. 
comm. From Nmw. is reported a form 
10 [jo]. Very commonly used in place- names, names of small indentations 
in the coast. Sometimes with the 
suffixed def. art., e.g. Gjona stura 
[gjona stura] (in deTorens, west side 
of Lamhoga, Few.): *gjain stora (acc.: 
gjana storu), “thelarge cleft". Gjona 
wi’ [gjona (gjona, gjona) wi] (Ue.), 
a fishing-ground named after a ra- 
vine in the rocky coast the opening 
of which is kept in view opp. the 
boat, in rowing out: *gj&na vid = 
“(one or other landmark) in a line 
with the ravine". — O.N. gj£, f., a 
cleft in the landscape. 

gjog1, sb., see gog1, sb. 
tgjog2 [gjo3g], sb., a narrow hol- 

low between two elevations, a green 
g. N.Roe. Might, by assimilation, 
possibly have arisen from an older 

*gjod; in that case, the same word 
as No. gjota, f., a longish hollow, 
grass-grown strip between elevations 
or rocks (Icel. and Faer. gjota, f., a 
hollow; cleft; cave). For another 
poss. etym., see gog in sense of a 
hollow, mentioned under gog1, sb., 
a dirty stripe. 

gjoger1 [gjogar], sb., a species of 
sea-perch (Sebastes), a small, red- 
dish fish with a large head and large 
eyes. U". No. auger and augur, 
m., a sea-perch; cf. O.N. augr, m., 
among fish-names in the Younger 
Edda (Skaldskaparm&l). — gjoger 
prob. represents an orig. *g(a)-augr 
or -augurr, the initial “g” of which 
must be regarded as the O.Germ. 
prefix. With ref. to other words in 
which this prefix is or seems to be 
preserved, see goldet, adj., and 
ongasto, sb. For “jo” from an 
orig. “au”, see Introd. V (also N.Spr. 
VII), § 21. 

gjoger2 [gjogor], sb., pain and 
swelling of the wrist (wrists), caused 
by sprain, esp. on account of hard 
work, — No. gjo, f., Faer. go, n. 
joger [jogor] is found in Unst as 
a parallel form to gjoger, and also 
denoting a disease in the ankle- 
joint of an animal (accompanied with 
a creaking sound when the joint is 
moved). From Mandal and Saeters- 
dalen (Bygland) a form “gjogr”, f. 
(R.), is noted down, corresponding 
to the Shetl. gjoger, joger.— This 
disease was cured in people by means 
of exorcism, called “to tell ut [‘out’] 
de g.” (tell ut — to drive out by 
reciting a formula). The following 
methods are reported: a) from Mn. 
Ara [ara] g. here? Is the pain in 
the wrist here? the wise man or 
woman asked three times while touch- 
ing the patient’s shoulder, then the 
elbow, and lastly the wrist. The 
first and second time the answer was 
“naa [na]”, no, the third time “jaa 
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[ja]” or “yea [jffij”, yes. Thereupon 
“de gjoger” is driven out by means 
ot the following formula, said over it: 
Ut [‘out’] o’ de ben and into de flesh! ut o’ de flesh and into de skin! ut o’ de skin and into de sten! 
b) from Un. Three straws, each with 
three knots, were drawn across the 
wrist, one after the other, while the 
following formula was recited at each 
drawing: 
Ut o’ de flesh and ut o’ de ben! into de stokk and into de sten! a’ [‘all’] de men (the hurt) geng [‘go’] i’de heart’-sten (the hearth-stone)! 
After the reciting of the formula the 
straws were thrown, one by one, 
into the fire on the hearth. The dis- 
ease was supposed to have left the 
patient if one of the straws crackled. 
The above-mentioned must doubtless 
be viewed in connection with the 
fact that in the disease a crackling 
sound is produced on bending the 
wrist. — A similar cure of “go” took 
place in the Faeroes by means of 
exorcism. The formula contained the 
words: “i stokk og stein! ongun 
menniskja til mein! her nidur skalt 
hi fara!” (into stock and stone! no 
harm to any one! down here you 
go!), after which the one who per- 
formed the cure stirred the embers 
on the hearth. See Landt, Faer. Be- 
skr. pp. 453—54. 

gjoget, adj., see go get, adj. 
gjol [gjo3l (<}o8l)], sb., l) howling, 

esp. fig. of poor singing-, to had 
[‘hold’] a g., a) to howl continually; 
b) to sing very badly. 2) a violent 
(howling) gust of wind, rippling the 
surface of the water; a g. o’ wind. 
Un. 3) a strong current of air through 
an opening. Un->w. — O.N. gaul, n., 
howling. For “jo” from an orig. 
“au”, see Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), 
§ 21. — The L.Sc. form “goul”, a 

g. o’ wind, is now much more in 
use in Shetl. than gjol. 

gjol [gjo3l Ojo3!)], vb., to howl-, 
bark-, de selkies (the seals) wis [‘was’ 
= were] gjolin (Un.). Now hardly 
used in the original sense; on the 
other hand, often used in connec- 
tion with the verb “sing”: to g. and 
sing, to sing very badly, really, to 
howl and sing. Un. O.N. gaula, vb., 
to howl. The L.Sc. form “goul” is 
now much more widely used, “goul” 
is always used in conn, with “greet”, 
to cry: to goul and greet, applied 
to children: to howl and cry. 

gjola [gjola (gjo3la, gola, d^o3la)], 
sb., thick whey with floating par- 
ticles of curd-, the porridge-like sub- 
stance from an unsuccessful churn- 
ing of milk when the butter has not 
separated at all, or only partially, 
from the milk, gjola: comm. <jola: 
Un., De. (occas.). d^o^a: Den. From 
St. is reported gjola [gjola] in sense 
of sour milk, 3 or 4 days old, be- 
ginning to curdle. Other forms of 
gjola somewhat diff. in meaning 
are: kjolek, kjoli, kolek, korek, 
(q.v.), usually compounded: blandi- 
k., meal and bland (whey mixea 
with water) stirred up. Cf. No. kjore, 
m., curdled milk, cf. also No. 
kaara, vb., of milk: to part-, se- 
parate-, curdle in very small par- 
ticles (Aa., R.). ?kaare, beginning 
of cheese-formation (R.); and kjora, 
f., mixture; gritty sediment of cheese 
in whey. See korek, sb. 

Gjola [gjola], sb. (f.), a nickname 
for a tall and gaunt, pale and sick- 
ly woman. Sa. Prob. to be classed 
with gjomet, adj., gaunt, pale and 
sickly, only differing in the two 
suffixes; see further gjomet. 

gjolg (gjolg) [d^olg (d^olg)], gjol- 
ger [d^olgor, d/^olgor], gjolger [d^bl- 
gor], sb., rough sea, cross-sea; heavy 
swell, a g. i’ de sea. N.Sh. and 
Wests. The different forms of pro- 

15 
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nunc, are distributed in the foil, places: 
d^olg Wests, occas.; d^olgar Y.; d/^61- 
gar, d^olgor: U., Nm., Ai. (W.Burr.), 
etc. FromDe®. comes a form kjolg 
[tsjolg], from Lunn: gjolk [d/jdik], 
from Wh. and Burra: kjdlk [t^6‘lk] 
— formed by hardening of *gjblg. 
From Fe. come the forms kjolger 
[tsjolgor], golger [gSlgor, golgar], 
jolger [jolgor] and jolger [jolgor], 
— a gjolger (gjolger) alang 
[‘along’] de shore, heavy wash of 
the waves along the shore (N.Roe). 
— From the same root as O.N. gjalfr, 
n., crashing sound; hollow swell; 
Icel. gjalfur, n., Peer, gj^lv, n., swell; 
wash of the waves. With the Shetl. 
form of words cf. esp. a) No. gjelg, 
m., partly = gjelv, n., swell, agi- 
tated sea, partly a current of air; 
b) No. gjolg, m., esp. a current 
of air. 

gjolgi, gjolgi, adj., rough or agi- 
tated, of sea; a g. sea, cross-sea. 
Only reported from Lunn. in the form 
gjolki [d^6‘lki]. See further the pre- 
ceding word. 

*gjolm [gjo3lm], sb., dense fog; 
he is cornin’ doon [‘down’] a g. Yh. 
Prob. by metathesis from an older 
*gjoml. See gjolm, vb. 

*gjolm [gjo3lm], vb., of dense, 
foggy clouds: to gather, lower-, he is 
gjolmin ut [‘out’] o’ every “bank”, 
ut o’ every hole. Yh. Prob. by me- 
tathesis from an older *gjoml. Cf. 
No. gjomla, vb., to become twilight. 

giolp [gjo‘lp], vb., to knit irregu- 
larly and loosely, making uneven 
loops, to g. op [‘up’]; mostly in 
perf. part., occas. used adjectivally: 
gjolpet [gjo‘lp3t], “gjolpet op”. 
Conn.; Sandw.; Du. Might be thought 
to be classed with Sw. dial, gdlp 
(gjolp), m., golpa, f., a hole-, small 
hollow, gjolpet, however, almost 
assimilates in meaning to No. glo- 
pall, adj., open-, holey (Aa.), full of 
interspaces; unevenly distributed-, 

casual-, uncertain (R.), and might 
then, by metathesis, have arisen from 
an older *gl(j)opet, perf. part, of 
a verb *glop, *gljop. 

gjolpin [gjo‘lpin (gjo'lpin)], sb., a 
fish swallowed by a larger one and 
spewed out again. U. [gjo'lpin (gj6‘l- 
pin)]. Prob. to be classed with Da. 
gulpe, gylpe,vb., Sw. dial, gylpa, vb., 
to be about to vomit, Eng. gulp.vb., 
and, in this case, diff. from gjol- 
pin [gjo'lpin, gjoT'piin’] in sense of 
a lubber, greenhorn — see further 
under golpin, sb. 

gjolta [gjo'lta] and gjolter [gj6‘l- 
tor], sb., a species of wrasse, = 
berggiltek, -golt(i), etc. Sa., Ai.(?). 
O.N. gylta and gyltr, f., really a 
sow, but in the compd. “berggylta” 
(No.) used of wrasse. — Cf. su, sb. 

gjomek1 [gjomak (gjo3m9k), gjo- 
mak], sb., both hands cupped to- 
gether-, that which is contained in 
both hands when held cupped to- 
gether, two handfuls (gopens, gjo- 
pens); a g. o’ corn, o’ meal. Also 
used in sense of a single hand curved 
upwards, a single handful; pi. gjo- 
meks, of both hands or two hand- 
fuls. to tak’ op i’ de gjomek(s). 
De. [gjo3mak, gjomak]. Aiw. and Sa. 
[gjomsk]. Conn, [gjomak]. Prob. for 
an older *kjom-. Cf. Faer. keymur 
(from orig. *kaumr) and kjomur, sb., 
both hands held cupped together-, 
blasa i keym or kjom. For the 
change k > g in Norn, when initial, 
see gjola, sb., and gjomek2, sb., 
and gjomet, adj. 

gjomek2 [gj63m9k], sb., a stripe, 
esp. a light, vertical stripe on an 
animal's forehead, almost — glo- 
mek1. Fo. Prob. for *kjomek, *ko- 
mek from an orig. *kam-. See 
further under the foil. word. 

gjomet [gjomat, gjoam3t], &d\., fad- 
ed, pale and sickly-looking, g. and 
“g.-lookin”’. Sa. Prob. from an older 
*kjomet = *komet. Cf. Faer. k£- 
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mutur, adj., = k&mur, adj., dusky; 
faded; dull-coloured. No. kaam, adj., 
Icel. kamugur, adj., from *k&m (Mod. 
Icel. kam, n., dirt\ Germ, kahm, m., 
mould). Shetland (Sa.) Gjola as a 
nickname for a pale, sickly woman 
(see ante) is doubtless to be classed 
with gjomet, adj., and formed with 
another suffix (cf. M.H.G. kadel, m., 
lamp-black-, fungus on corn-, dirt, = 
kahm). See kum, sb. 

gjonga [gjogga]-, gjonge [gjoggs]-, 
sb., in compds. as: a) gjonge-piece, 
gjonge-sop [s&p], some food (a 
piece) or drink (a sop) given to 
one in return for carrying out an 
errand, or doing a service for an- 
other (Ai.); b) gjonga-fish (Yh.); 
gjonge-fish (Ai.), see further “gon- 
ga-fish”. O.N. gpngu-, gen. of gan- 
ga, f., a going; walking. — gjonge- 
in gjongerol, on the other hand, 
is hardly an original gpngu-; see 
below. 

gjonger [gjoggar], sb., a steed, 
horse-, only as a tabu-name or sea- 
term in fishermen’s lang. for horse. 
Wests. O.N. gangari, m., a steed, 
saddle-horse. 

fgjongerel [gjog-garol], sb., a 
good-for-nothing, a ne’er-do-well. Ub. 
Regarded as a compd. of gjonge- 
(going; walking), see prec., and rol, 
sb., a young horse when losing its 
coat, but is doubtless orig. L.Sc. 
gangrel, adj., vagrant-, strolling-, also 
used as a substantive: gangrel, a little 
child, beginning to walk. Then this 
L.Sc. word has prob. been changed 
in Shetl. to a compd. consisting of 
two Norn words. 

gjopn, gjopen, gjopm, sb. (and 
vb.), see gopn, gopen, gopm, sb. 
(and vb.). 

gjord [gjord, (jord], sb., 1) income, 
that which one gets or receives, in 
the expr.: every ane [‘one’] roses 
de g., as he gets it, every one 
praises that which he gets acc. to 

its value. U. 2) a large gift-, fine 
present, ironically on the receipt of 
a trifle or something of less worth 
than what is expected; dis [‘this’] 
is a g.; yon [‘that’] is a g. (Un.; Yh.). 
From Unst comes a parallel form 
gord [(jiard]. — gjord is prob. O.N. 
gjprd, f., = gerd, f., (doing, carrying 
out, etc.), in sense oiduty,contribution 
(gerd 7, Fr.)f gord may spring from 
*g0rd, f., = gerd (cf. O.N. gora, vb., 
to make, to do). Cf. the use of 
the words gSfa, glob, kros, sb. 

gjorm, sb. and vb., see gorm. 
gjot [gjot] and more comm, gjo- 

tek1 [gjotok], sb., \) a defile-, hol- 
low, small dale (Fogrigert, Ai.). 2) 
a narrow cleft-, fissure in a rock 
(Onnifirf, Ai.). gjotek and gjoti 
[gjoti] are found in Sa. in sense 2. 
The word can be referred partly to 
a) Icel. gjdt and gjdta, Fser. gjota, 
No. gjota (gjott), f., a longish hol- 
low, Sw. dial, gjuta, f., mill-race, 
gutter, partly and most prob. b) to 
gotek, goti, sb.; q.v. — *gjot- ought 
regularly in Shetl. to give a *gjnd. 
*gjuda [gjuda] from *gjota is found 
as a place-name, thus: de Gjudas, 
pi. (de Brenna, Flad., C.). 

gjotek2, gjott, sb., see gott, 
gotti, sb. 

*gju [gjii. qu]. sb., = *go: a two- stringed violin. N.I. O.N. glgja, f., 
a fiddle, a stringed instrument. 

gjud [gjnd], sb., double current 
in the sea, cross-current, esp. un- 
der-current, turning in a contrary 
direction to the current on the sur- 
face, a (ill) g. i’ de tide. Fo. No. 
gjot, f., id. 

gjufset [gjofsot], adj., big and stout; 
a g. fellow. De. (Swinister). For 
*gufset. Cf. No. gufse, m., a big, 
broad, stately fellow. 

gjumset [gjo'msat] and gjumsi 
[gjo‘msi], adj., big, stout and clumsy, 
a g. fellow. Lunn. The same word 
as gum set, adj.; q.v. 

15* 
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gjolg, gjolger, sb., see gjolg, sb. 
gjelt, sb., see gott, gotti, sb. 
glab [glab], sb., an opening; a 

space, esp. a cleft; hollow; small 
dale, used in fishermen’s tabu-lang. 
at sea, “he (= de hill) mak’s (is mak- 
in’) i’ de g.”, in finding a fishing- 
ground out at sea by watching their 
landmarks: it (the hill) is appearing 
in the opening (the dale, gap, cleft). 
Un. *glap. No. (and Sw. dial.) glap, 
n., a hole-, interstice. 

glabb [glab], sb., a quick grab; 
a snatching at something (with the 
whole hand); to mak’ a g. Du. See 
glabb, vb. 

glabb [glab], vb., to grab quickly; 
to snatch at something with the whole 
hand.Vu. Also grabb. No. andSw. 
grabba, vb., to grab violently (with 
the whole hand). The change gr > 
gl in the Shetl. word indicates it to be 
ancient, originating from O.N. *grabb-, 
and not from Eng. grab, vb. 

glafos [glafos], sb., a person of 
rude, unpolished behaviour, a g. o’ 
a fellow. S.Sh. Also gloffus [glof- 
(f)os]. Cf. Sw. dial, glaffs, m., a per- 
son behaving unseemly, and No. glaf- 
sa, vb., to let gape-, to stride-, to 
be frolicsome and impetuous, flip- 
pant, indecent. 

glafter [glaftor], sb., 1) a) showing 
of teeth-, a stupid grin-, b) a burst 
of laughter-, stupid laughter. 2.) fool- 
ish talk-, tattle (Un.). Prob. from a 
*glafr or *glapr, formed from glap, 
n., a gap-, hole-, opening {see g\&b, 
sb. ); cf. Faer. glopur [*glopr], n., with 
a radical r, = glopp, n., a hole-, an 
opening, and glopra, vb., = gloppa, 
to open slightly. Cognate with gla- 
fos, sb. For the development of the 
present meanings of glafter cf. No. 
glafsa, vb., a) to let gape; b) to be 
frolicsome and flippant, etc. 

glaftret [glaftrot, glaf"tarot'], adj., 
1) grinning or laughing in a foolish 
manner, showing one’s teeth; gaping-, 

a g. fool, a g. face. 2) babbling-, 
conducting foolish and coarse talk; 
a g. “monument” (Un. and Ai.: glaf- 
tarat). *glafrottr or *glaprottr. See 
prec. glafter, sb. 

glagg, sb. and vb., see klegg, 
sb. and vb. 

Glaia [glaia, glaia], sb., reported 
as the name for a hen. N.Roe. Origin 
uncertain. Cf. Gloma. 

glaks [glaks], sb., a mass stirred 
up, esp. of meal; porridge. Wests. 
(Sa.). Prob. for *klaks. Cf. No. klek- 
sa, f., = klessa, a soft lump or mass, 
Germ, klecks, m., a lump, and the 

j Shetl. parallel forms gliks, gluks 
! (glogs, etc.). 

fglamer [glamor] and fklamer 
[klamar], vb., 1) to grab, to grasp 
fumblingly with the hand at some- 
thing. Du. (glamer); Conn, (kla- 
in e r). 2) to produce a tinkling sound 
when grabbing and fumbling at some- 
thing-, Conn, (k 1 a m e r).—The relation 
between Da. klamre, vb., L.Sc. glaum, 
vb., to grope, grasp feebly, and Shetl. 
glom [*grama?], vb., is uncertain, 
sense 2 partly assimilates in mean- 
ing to No. glamra, vb., to rattle, 
rumble (O.N. glamra, vb., to make 
a noise). Prob. two diff. words are 
here merged together. 

glamers [glamors], sb. pi., the in- 
ner sides of the legs-, the fork. Sa. 
Prob. to be referred to O.N. klpmbr 
(klambr-), f., No. klomber, Da. klam- 
mer and klamme, c., an implement 
for pinching-, a clothes-peg. For the 
pi. form glamers cf. Icel. klomb- 
rur, f. pi., a vice. 

glams [gla'ms], sb., 1) a snatch- 
ing with one's mouth at anything-, 
a quick awkward bite or attempt to 
bite-, to mak’ or tak’ a g. at onyting 
[‘anything’] (S.Sh.). 2) a hot-tem- 
pered, sharp answer-, he made a g.; 
Un. — See glams, vb. 

glams [gla‘ms], vb., 1) to snatch 
at something with one’s mouth-, to 
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snap-, de dog glamst at me (Un.); 
to make quick, but awkward attempts 
to bite, to g. at onyting [‘anything’] 
(S.Sh.). 2) to answer hotly and sharp- 
ly,he. glamst at me; Un. — No. glam- 
sa, vb., inter alia, to make quick 
(strained, awkward) attempts to 
grasp, to snatch up. Da. dial. (Jut.) 
glamse, vb., a) to snap at someone-, 
to growl (of a dog); b) to accost 
someone harshly and angrily. Cf. 
glums, vb. 

glan1 [glan], sb., a long scratch, 
a g. i’ de finger. Fe. Cf. No. glan, 
n., in sense of an opening-, an inter- 
stice (prop, something staring, gap- 
ing). 

glan2 [glan] and more comm, glani 
[glani], sb., a whetstone, tabu-name, 
sea-term, used by fishermen, comm. 
Cf. Icel. glan, n., the brightness of 
smoothed and polished objects 
(B.H.). A similar change of mean- 
ing seems to have taken place in 
Shetl. glan(i) as in O.N. briinn, adj., 
bright, shining, and bryni, n., a 
whetstone. 

glan1 [glan], vb., to cause a long 
scratch-, to cut oneself, with part of 
the body as object; I gland my finger. 
Pe. Deriv. of glan1, sb. 

glan2 [glan], vb., to whet, sharpen, 
tabu-word used by fishermen at sea; 
to g. de skoni (the knife). Deriv. 
of glan2, sb. 

glanklett [glanklet (-klaet), sb., a 
whetstone (tabu-name, sea-term). A 
compd. of glan2, sb., and klett, sb., 
a rock. 

glannel [glanol], sb., a strap round 
the neck of a plough-ox, used in 
ploughing. Du. Poss. cognate with 
Icel. glenna, vb., to stretch out-, 
extend. Cf. L.Sc. langel, vb. 

fglans [gla‘ns], sb., brightness-, 
shine, de g. o’ de sun. Un. Also 
in No., Faer., Icel., Sw. and Da., 
after Germ, glanz. Not used in the 
same sense as Eng. glance. 

fglans [gla'ns], vb., to shine-, give 
light-, de sun glanst (wasglansin) 
upon him; also e.g. of bright metals; 
shiny boots: a pair o’glansin boots. 
Un. No. glansa, vb., to shine-, glit- 
ter. See glans, sb. 

giant [gla‘nt], sb., amusement-, 
mirth-, pleasantry and jest. Conn. 
No. giant, n. and m., jest-, mirth-, 
frolicsome pleasantry. 

giant [gla‘nt], vb., to make amuse- 
ment and mirth-, to jest and fool. 
Conn. No. glanta, vb., to jest-, fool. 

glass! [glasji], sb., 1) (big) stom- 
ach, paunch of a cow. Fo. 2) colon 
in a cow. U. (Uwg.). Poss. cognate 
with No. klessa, f., of something 
squab (prop, a soft, adhesive mass)-, 
“klass-” of something soft, adhesive 
and dirty (cf. klaassa, f., a soft mass, 
applied to a toad-, Fser. kMssa, f., 
a shoe of hide, worn out and re- 
paired). For the change kl > gl in 
Shetl. cf. the possibly cognate words 
glaks, gliks, glogs, gluks, gloss, 
and glagg, sb. and vb., = klegg, 
sb. and vb. 

glaib [glaib], sb., a) a large quanti- 
ty, good exchange, ironically; yon [‘that’] is a g.; b) a good reward-, 
I’ll gi’e dee a g., if du ’ll do [‘do’] 
it. Nmn. (N.Roe). — a g. o’ money, 
plenty of money, Dew. (M.Roe). — 
*glip- (or glyp-)? Cf. No. glip (gliip), m., a gap, gully, and glyp, m., a 
gulp. — Poss. orig. the same word 
as the foil. 

glaip [glaip], sb., a glutton, esp. 
in the compd. “glutton-g.” Yn. No. 
glip (gliip), m., inter alia a gap (Aa.), 
a glutton (R.). Cf. glub, glutton-g. 

gled [gled, gle3d], adj., 1) having 
wide interstices-, thin-, scattered-, thin- 
ly growing-, de corn is g., the corn 
is growing thinly, or more emphas- 
ized : der’r [‘there is’] only a g. stelk 
[sta‘[k] here and dere (stelk = a 
stalk)-, de neeps [‘turnips’] or taatis 
[‘potatoes’] is [‘are’] very g. 2) of 
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loops in knitting: very open\ g. loops. 
S.Sh. (Conn.; Du.). Icel. gleiflur, No. 
gleid, adj., spread out-, astride-, very 
open. 

glegg or gligg [gleg, glag], sb., 
noted down in the expr.: to gi’e ane 
[‘one’] a kjob o’ de g., to give some- 
one a drubbing. Un. kjob = pur- 
chase (and sale)-, reward. In conse- 
quence of the frequent change in Shetl. 
Norn k(l) > g(l), when initial, glegg, 
gligg may possibly be referred to 
No. klakk, m., a smacking blow, a 
smack (Icel. klaka, vb., to smack, 
No. klakka, vb., to beat-, thrash). 

glegg (gligg) [gleg (glig)], adj., 
sharp-sighted-, acute-, gifted with the 
faculty of observation and apprehen- 
sion-, clever-, quick to learn-, g. i’ 
de optak, quick to learn. A phrase: 
g. is de guest’s ee [‘eye’], sharp- 
sighted is the guest’s eye, — Fser.: 
gloggt er gestins eyga, Icel.: gloggt 
er gests augad. — O.N. gloggr, No. 
glogg and glegg, L.Sc. gleg, adj., id. 

glegg and *gleggan, sb., see 
gligg1, sb. 

*glem [glam, glem], vb., to forget-, 
neglect, now only in the compd. 
misglomjq.v. O.N. gleyma, gleyma 
(Icel.), vb., to forget. 

glep [glep, glep], sb., prop, a 
mouthful, bite, snap with the mouth, 
esp.: a) a large mouthful of food-, 
abundant meal (Fe.); b) fig.: biting 
or cross address-, to gi’e a g. at ane 
[‘one’], to address someone crossly 
and snappishly (as if making a bite 
at someone) (Yb.). Prob. for *glop 
from an orig. *gl0ypr. No. gloyp, 
m., a bite-, mouthful-, gulp-, Fser. 
gloypur, m., a large mouthful. 

glep [glep, glep (glsep)], vb., 1) 
to swallow (in one mouthful)-, de 
skarf (the cormorant) gleps de fish; 
— to swallow up-, absorb, g. op; de 
eart’ gleps op de water (Yb.); — to 
dry up-, to make water evaporate, 
esp. of the wind; de wind will soon 

g. op de water aff o’ [‘off’] de grund 
[‘ground’] (Yb.). With transition to 
meaning 2: he was like to g. me, 
he flared up at me as if to swal- 
low me-, he abused me (N.I.; Nm.). 
2) to address someone snappishly 
and crossly, to g. at ane [‘one’] (Yb.). 
N. I.; Nm. O.N. gloypa (gleypa), vb., 
to swallow, to gulp down. — “glep- 
de-wadder [‘weather’]”, a bright piece 
of a rainbow at some distance from 
the sun (Esh., Nmw.). The name 
arises from the fact that the wind 
is supposed to turn to the side where 
the rainbow is to be seen, as if the 
latter attracted the wind. 

glepi [glsepi], sb., a large hole-, 
wide opening-, de wind is blawn [‘has 
blown’] a great g. i’ de roof. Sa. 
May be derived from *glap; see glab, 
sb. Might also be the word glipi, 
a cleft-, fissure-, hollow, though glipi 
is recorded in Sa. with a diff. ap- 
plication; see glipek, glipi, sb. 

gleps [glseps], sb., 1) a snatching 
at something with one’s mouth, a 
sudden attempt to bite-, to gi’e or 
mak’ a g. at ane [‘one’] or some- 
t’in’. 2) a snappish or cross address 
(as if biting someone), = glep, sb. 
See gleps, vb. 

gleps [glaeps], vb., 1) to snatch at 
something with one’s mouth, to make 
a sudden attempt to bite-, to g. at 
ane [‘one’] or somet’in’. 2) to ad- 
dress someone snappishly and cross- 
ly, — glep, vb. 2; to gleps at ane. 
O. N. glepsa, glefsa, vb., to snatch 
with one’s mouth (with a quick bite). 

glepsi [glsepsi], sb., a person who 
talks crossly and hotly, a snappish 
person. Deriv. of gleps, vb. 2. 

glerel (*glerhell) [glserol], glerla 
(*glerhella) [glerla, gle3rla], glerlek 
(*glerhellek) [glerlok, gltrlok], sb., a 
smooth, glassy sheet of ice, esp. on 
rocky ground-, a g. o’ frost, glerel: 
comm, glerla and glerlek [glerlok]: 
N.I. glerlek:N.Sh. *gler-hella;from 
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O.N. gler, n., glass; a mirror (also 
of ice; cf. gleriss, m., smooth ice), 
and hella, f., Shetl. hella and hel- 
lek, a rocky surface. Fser. gler- 
hella, f., a glassy sheet of ice. — 
Another gler el [glserol] is reported 
from Tingwall in a diff. sense, appl. 
to a soft or muddy mass, e.g. of 
the soil after continuous rain; sub- 
stance in a decomposed state, cov- 
ered with mould; cf. L.Sc. glair = 
glaur, sb., mire, mud, glair-hole, a 
slough. 

gleret [glerot, gle3rat], adj., 1) 
wall-eyed (having a white ring around 
the pupil), mostly of horses; a g. horse, 
a g. body; S.Sh. 2) of a glance, a look 
in one’s eyes: glassy; a g. look; Dew. 
(M.Roe); S.Sh. — *gler-0ygdr, wall- 
eyed; O.N. gler, n., glass, gleret 
2 might, however, also be an orig. 
*glerottr. Cf.glerl-eed, glerlet,adj. 

glerl [glserlj-ee, sb., wall-eye in 
horses. Wests. *gler-(auga). O.N. gler, 
n., glass. L.Sc. ee, sb., aw glerl 
for *gler poss. through infl. of gle- 
rel, sb. 

glerl [glserlj-eed, glerlet [glerlot 
(glaerlot), glerlat], adj., 1) wall-eyed, 
esp. of horses. 2) with a wider ap- 
plication, appl. to persons: staring 
stupidly without expression; a g. 
creature, glerlet also = gleret 2; 
a g. look, glerl-eed: Wests, gler- 
let: Dew. (M.Roe). Prop, the same 
word as gleret, adj. For the form 
glerl see prec. under glerl-ee, sb. 

fgles1 [gigs, gle9s], sb., a) a faint, 
transient light, esp. from the fire on 
the hearth; b) a short-lived heat from, 
or warming at, the fire on the hearth. 
Du. No. glis, m., a small glimmer 
of light, Sw. dial, glis, glesa, f., a 
faint light; live coal in embers, and 
glisa (glesa, glasa), vb., to gleam; 
give light; shine (of light or red-hot 
embers). — In meaning b, however, 
the Shetl. gles is certainly L.Sc. 
glaise (“a glaise o’ de fire or ingle”), 

the act of warning oneself hastily 
at a strong fire (esp. of persons 
susceptible to cold). 

gles2 [gleas], sb., slender, sparse 
corn, =henkel. Nm. and De. For 
the orig. of the word see gles, adj. 

gles [gleas], adj., coarse; loose; 
having too wide spaces, esp. of knit- 
ting or plaited work with too open 
loops, holes; de sock is g., the stock- 
ing is too loosely knitted; a g. kessi, 
a loosely plaited straw-basket. U. 
No. glisen (glesen), greis, grisen, adj., 
thin; loose; holey; with interstices, 
Icel. grisinn, Sw. gles. —With gles2, 
sb., cf. esp. No. greis, adj., in sense 
of thinly growing, scattered. 

gli [gll], sb., fatty stuff, film or 
streak of fatty substance on the top 
of water; also a coat of mineral 
stuff (iron) on the top of water. Du. 
Poss. to be classed with the foil, 
word, but might also be No. glya, 
f., mucus; jelly. 

gli [gll], vb., to glisten; gleam; 
shine; de water glis i’ de sore, de 
sore glis. O.N. glja, orig. glia, vb., 
to shine; to glitter; Sw. dial, glia 
(g. 2, Ri.), vb., to glisten; to shine. 

glibiben, sb., see globiben. 
glid [ghd], sb., glitter; brightness; 

shine; a ray of light; a gleam; der’r 
[‘there is’] a g. o’ light (a ray of 
light, streak of light) cornin’ in 
(N.Roe); a g. o’ de sun, a) a gleam 
of the sun, passing sunshine (Nm.); 
b) the glitter of the sun on the wa- 
ter (Sa.). — a g. o’ fire (Du.), a fire 
of red-hot embers, = glod (opp. to 
“bol (boul), es, os” of a flaming fire); 
der’r a g. o’ fire on. — sultry sun- 
shine (Fo.), almost = 0l; he is a g. 
de day [‘to-day’]. — From Wests, is 
reported “de glid” and “de glida 
[ghda]” as fishermen’s tabu-name for 
the sun. — O.N. glit, n., splendour; 
shine; glitter. 

glid [glid], vb., to glitter; shine; 
gleam out, esp. of the sun; de sun 
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just glided [glidad] ut for a maa- 
ment [‘moment’] (Nm.); de sjiner 
is glidin t’rough de mirkabrod, 
the sun is shining through the mist 
(Conn.; tabu-term at sea in fisher- 
men’s lang.). — O.N. glita, vb., to 
glitter; glisten; shine. — The de- 
rived verb gliter [ghtor], O.N. glitra, 
assimilates to Eng. glitter, vb. 

glida[ghda],sb., sea-term, tabu-name 
lor the sun. Wests. See glid, sb. 

gligg1 [ghg, gleg], sb., a hole in a wall (barn-wall, byre-wall) for ad- 
mitting light and air, and for the 
hens to pass in and out. comm. 
Occas. also: a) a small window-pane 
above a r/cw(U.); b) a gutter through 
the bottom of a house-wall for carry- 
ing off waste water (Vidlin, L.). From 
Fo. are reported the now obs. forms 
gliggin, gleggin [glegin, glegin 
(glsegin)] and gliggan, gleggan 
[glegan, glegan (gleegan)] in sense of 
a window, esp. of a blank-window, 
spungna ligger i gliggan (gleggan), 
the spoon is lying in the window 
(obs. expr. in Norn; see Introd., 
Fragments of Norn). — O.N. glyggr, 
m., and glygg, n., = gluggr, gluggi, 
m., a gap-, window-bay. — gligg- 
in, -an (gleggin, -an), contains the 
ancient def. art. and seems to pre- 
suppose a weak, inflected form *glyggi, 
def.: *glygginn, acc. glyggann. “i 
gliggan” — 1 glygganum? — Barclay 
gives a form “glug” (a hole, gap) 
which presupposes the pronunc. 
“glog” or “glog”. 

gligg2, sb., see glegg, sb. 
gligg, adj., see glegg, adj. 
gliks [ghks], sb., a sort of thick 

gruel, oatmeal stirred in hot water. 
Ys. Prob. *klyksa. See further the 
forms glaks, gluks (gloks, glogs). 

glim [glim], sb., 1) a gleam, a 
faint streak of light, a g. o’ light. 
N.I. 2) a glimpse, a sight of some- 
thing hastily disappearing-, I got a 
g. o’ it. N.I. (U.). Also O.L.Sc. No. 

glim, n., and glima, f., brightness-, 
shine-, gleam,glimpse, Sw. dial, glim, 
n., a glimpse, a passing gleam. Shetl. 
glim is pronounced diff. from Eng. 
“gleam”, which is also used in Shetl., 
and with a long i [i]. Eng. glim, 
sb., is used in a diff. sense. 

glim1 [ghm], vb., to shine faint- 
ly, to shine with a clear light, of 
fire; de fire glims. N.I. (Y., Fe.). 
No. glima, Sw. glimma, vb., to glim- 
mer-, to light-, to flash-, to twinkle-, 
Eng. dial, glim, vb. — glim [glim] 
with a long i is rather Eng. gleam, vb. 

glim2 [glim], vb., to peer with 
half-closed eyes, to blink. Fe. *glima 
or *glyma. Associated with the pre- 
ceding word. Cf. No. glimsa and 
gleima, vb., to glance sideways (from 
glima, vb., to shine dazzlingly, to 
gleam), and No. glyma, vb., to look 
fierce-, also to look sly or deceitful. 

glinder [glindor], vb., 1) to peer 
with half-dosed eyes, to blink, = 
glim2, vb. Wests. S.Sh. 2) to glance 
sideways. Fe. No. glindra, vb., to 
blink-, to spy, lurk. 

glinder [glmdorj-eed, adj., that 
peers through half-closed eyes, blink- 
ing-, a g.-e. body. Conn. *glindr- 
(oygdr). See glinder, vb. 

fglink [gli'rjk, gla'ijk], sb., l) con- 
fused behaviour-, foolish mirth. 2) 
a silly, confused, half-witted person. 
Prob. from *glin. See glink, vb. 

fglink [gh‘nk, gla'flk], vb.,/o gr/W 
stupidly, to behave in a foolish, con- 
fused manner. Not comm. More 
freq. used as an adj.: glinket. — 
Prob. a derivative, *glinka, of an 
original *glina; cf. Sw. dial, glina, 
vb., to grin-, to roar with laughter. 
Shetl. glink assimilates in other 
meanings to L.Sc. glink, vb., partly 
to shine, give light, flash, partly 
to look askance at. 

fglinket [gh‘i]kat, gla'qkat], adj., 
silly, confused-, half-witted-, giddy. 
From glink, vb. 
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fglint [gli'nt], sb., 1) a glimpse; 

to get a g. o’ onyting. 2) a gleam 
of the sun; a passing gleam of sun- 
shine between (dense) clouds, a g. 
o’ sunshine (Un.). 3) a small open- 
ing between clouds through which 
the sun shines. May in meanings 1 
and 2 poss. replace an older *glimt, 
a glimpse, but may also be a loan- 
word from L.Sc. glint, glent, sb., a 
glance-, flash. With ref. to meanings 
1—2, and esp. 3, cf. Sw. dial, glint, 
giant, m., a glimpse; gleam; a small 
opening. — See glunt, sb. 

glip [glop], sb., a wedge-shaped, 
uncultivated patch of ground be- 
tween two fields. Du. *glip-. No. 
glip, m., a gap-, an outlet through 
which water gushes, etc., glipa, f., 
a small gap-, an opening. Cf. the 
foil. word. 

glipek [ghpok, glepok, glapok] and 
glipi [glipi, glepi, glopi], sb., an 
opening; cleft; fissure, esp. such as 
can be looked through, e.g. the open- 
ing between two hills or in a rock, 
etc., the broken, upper part of a 
wall (stone wall) or of a fence (stone 
fence), glipek: Dew. (M.Roe), Ai. 
occas.,Wh. glipi: Nmn. (N.Roe), Ai. 
occas., Sa., Du. In Du. glipi [glopi] 
is used esp. of a funnel-shaped open- 
ing, in Sa. glipi [glepi] esp. of a 
deep hollow. From Wh. glipek [gle- 
pok] is reported in sense of a rent; 
rift; a glipek in a coat or in a pair 
o’ troosers [‘trousers’]. — *glip-. No. 
glip, m., and glipa, i., a (narrow) 
opening-, a crack-, a small gap, etc. 

glir [glir], sb., 1) a blinking-, peer- 
ing with half-shut eyes at a bright 
(dazzling) light, at a sunny sky; U.; 
Ai. 2) (dazzling) sunshine through 
slight haze in the sky; der’r [‘there 
is’] a g. on the sky (U.); a windy 
g., a bright, bluish-white sky, harb- 
inger of wind (Un.). No. glir, m., 
a blinking (gleaming), Sw. dial, 
glira, f., a ray of light-, a sun- 

beam (between clouds). See below, 
glir, vb. 

glir [gllr], vb., 1) to blink, peer 
with narrowed eyelids, esp. at a 
bright (dazzling) light. U.; Ai. 2) 
of the sun: to shine through a slight 
haze-, of the sky: to have a bright, 
bluish-white appearance with sun- 
shine through haze; a glirin sky. 
U. 3) of flesh and fish: to emit a 
kind of coppery sheen, to be phos- 
phorescent-, glirin flesh or fish; de 
fish glirs (is glirin) i’ de dark. Un. 
— No. glira, vb., a) to blink-, b) to 
gleam, shine through-, Sw. dial, glira, 
vb., to blink. — Cf. glur, vb. 

gliret [gllrot], adj., 1) blinking; 
that looks through narrowed eye- 
lids-, a g. (g.-lookin’) man. Ai.; U. 
2) of the sky: light, with sunshine 
through haze-, a g. sky = a glirin 
sky (U.). In meaning 1, gliret is 
an orig. *glir0yg5r (eygdr); No. glir- 
oygd, adj., blinking. In meaning 2 
a *glirottr. See glir, sb. and vb. 

tglisk [ghsk] and fglisker [ghs- 
kor], sb., 1) a glimpse of light-, a 
glimpse of sun-, passing sunshine 
between clouds, a glisk (glisker) 
o’ de sun (N.Sh.); de sun was ut 
wi’ a glisker (N.I.). In this sense 
also glist [glist], a g. o’ de sun. 
Nmw. 2) a) light from a blazing 
fire; a fire-g., a g. o’ de fire; b) 
(momentary) heat from, or warming 
at, the fire on the hearth; to tak’ a 
glisk (glisker) o’ de fire, to warm 
oneself at the fire for a moment. 
Cf. gles1, sb. 3) a fresh, drying 
breeze; a drying in fresh air for a 
while, of objects, esp. of clothes, hung 
out for a short period of drying; gi’e 
[‘give’] it a glisk o’ fresh air! (N.Roe). 
4) a moment; in this sense only re- 
corded in conn, with the preceding, 
viz., of a short while in which some- 
thing is dried: hang it ut a glisk! 
hang them (the clothes) out a while 
(to be dried)! N.Roe. — glisker: 
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N.I., Fo. occas.; in other places more 
comm, glisk. — Deriv. of a *glis-. 
No. glis, m., a glimpse of light, Sw. 
dial, glis, f., a faint gleam. No. and 
Sw. dial, glisa, vb., to gleam, give 
light-, to send a transient gleam-, to 
shine through an opening or a crack, 
or between two clouds, etc. No. gliseld, 
m., afire flaring up for a short while 
(R.); Sw. dial, eldglesa (ellglasa), f., 
red-hot embers. L.Sc. (and N.Eng. 
dial.) glisk, sb., a glimpse, flash; 
a slight affection; a moment. Shetl. 
glisk, glisker (glist) corresponds 
exactly to No. and Sw. dial, “glis” 
in the senses given under 1 and 
2; the form “glisk”, however, is 
certainly L.Sc. In sense 4 Shetl. 
“glisk” assimilates exactly to the Eng. 
dial, and L.Sc. glisk.— See gles1, 
sb., and glisp, sb. 

fglisk [ghsk], vb., to give a hasty, 
transient gleam, esp. of the sun be- 
tween clouds; “if de sun would g. 
ut [‘out’]”, if only the sun would 
peep out between the clouds (Nm.); 
cf. glid, vb. — Deriv. of an old 
*glisa; see prec. glisk, sb. 

fglisker [ghskar], vb., 1) = glisk, 
vb. U.; Y. 2) to blow gently; to 
dry slightly, of the wind; he’ll may 
be g. aff o’ [‘off’] de corn, so we 
can shear again, the wind will prob- 
ably dry the corn a little (before the 
next shower comes) so that we can 
reap again (Yb.); cf. glisk, sb. 3. 
Deriv. of *glis; see prec. glisk, glis- 
ker, sb., and glisk, vb. 

glisp [glesp], sb., a glimpse; a 
sudden sight of someone or some- 
thing hastily disappearing; I saw a 
g. o’ him, I caught a glimpse of him. 
Fee. Deriv. of O.N. glis (glimmer) 
in sense of a transient glimpse; see 
gles1, sb., and glisk(er), sb. For 
the derivative-ending in glisp may 
be compared Sw. dial, glispa, f., = 
No. glisa, f., a small opening or 
crack, through which the light pene- 

trates (Ri. under “glisa”, vb., as 
distinguished from glispa, f., a crack, 
chink, for *glipsa under “glipa”, vb., 
to gape). 

fglist [ghst], sb., = glisk, sb. 1; 
a g. o’de sun. Nmw. Also glister 
[ghstor], which doubtless is Eng. 
glister, sb. 

fglister [ghstar], vb., to glare, to 
stare fixedly. Fe. Really the same 
word as Eng. glister, vb.; in a sim- 
ilar sense Sw. dial, glystra (“glys- 
tar”) and Mod.H.Q. glistern, vb. 

glit [ght] and glitek [glatok], sb., 
an opening, crack, through which 
the light falls. Dew. (M.Roe). Deriv. 
of O.N. glit, n., glitter; see glid, sb. 
Cf. No. glita, f., a glade. — Another 
glit [ght, glat] in sense of mucus, 
slimy or fatty fluid (fat-, oil-, train- 
oil-, sweat) is, however, L.Sc. glitt 
(cf. glittie, adj., in Jam.), Eng. gleet 
(glit), sb. 

gljur [g]nr, g[o3r], sb., a deep 
cleft; a dark, rocky cavern; grotto, 
a deep or mirki (dark) g. Un.; Fo. 
O.N. gljufr, n., a) rocks or stones 
enclosing a ravine on both sides-, 
b) a (steep) hollow; a ravine. Cf. 
glover, sb. 

glob, globb [glob], sb., detached, 
dark, rainy clouds; sudden show- 
ers of sleet; sleety rain coming in 
sudden showers. Conn. *glop or 
*glopp. Cf. Sw. dial, glop, n., a 
heavy snowfall, sleet. No. glop(a)- 
regn, n., rain in large, scattered 
drops. Peer. glopp(a)regn and glop- 
(r)aregn, heavy rain (tad regnar av 
glopa, the rain is falling in torrents). 

globaben1 [glob'^aben1], sb., = 
kavlisben, kavelben: the arched 
(triangular) bone under the belly of 
a fish, esp. of a halibut, below the 
anus. U. (Un.). globaben, “a guid 
[‘good’] g.”, is reported from Uwg. 
in sense of a fat bone of a hali- 
but. Poss. the same word as glo- 
baben, mentioned in a diff. sense 
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under globiben. Note, however, 
blogaben, sb., from which globa- 
ben may be thought to have arisen 
by metathesis of b and g. 

globaben2, globnaben, sb., see 
globiben. 

globeren [glo-boron-], sb., de g., the 
moon\ a sea-term, tabu-name, used 
by fishermen. L. Prob. *glapari-nn 
(def. form), m., the glaring, staring 
one\ feel, glapa, vb., to stare, glare. 
Cf. Shetl. glom, glomer and glunt- 
(glont-) as tabu-names for the moon. 

globi, globbi [globi], adj., of dark, 
detached clouds, or showers: sleety, 
with heavy, sudden falls of rain-, 
g. cloods [‘clouds’], detached, dark, 
sleety clouds, rain-clouds; g. shooers 
[‘showers’], sudden, sleety showers, 
= glob(b), sb. Conn. Deriv. of 
glob (globb), sb. 

glod, sb., see glod, sb. 
gloder1 [glodar], sb., 1) a glow 

of heat from the sun; der’r a g. 
wi’ de sun (Un.); bright, fleeting 
sunshine between showers-, de sun 
was ut [‘out’] wi’ a g.; der’r a g. 
ut. N.I. Also glbder [glodor]. 2) 
sunbeams passing through an open- 
ing, esp. through a window, de g. 
o’ de sun (U.). 3) reddish light, 
reddish streaks of light in the vicin- 
ity of the sun, a g. afore (o’, under) 
de sun (Fe.). — Hardly from O.N. 
glod, f., red-hot embers, Shetl. glod 
(glod); more prob. from O.N. glitr- 
(glitra, vb., to glitter-, shine), poss. 
through infl. of “glod, glod”. For 
the main vowel-sound in gloder may 
be compared, e.g. hurt, bort, vb., 
from O.N. birta, brom — brim from 
O.N. brim. 

gloder2 [glodor], sb., a) a steep 
cleft through which a brook runs, 
forming a small waterfall-, b) a 
brook running between steep banks. 
Also gloder [glodor]. Yn. Now 
mostly as a place-name, e.g. de Glo- 
der, Gloder o’ Hjafell [hjafel] (Yn.). 

— The word may stand for *golder, 
*golder, by metathesis of 1, and, in 
that case, is the same word as No. 
gyldra, f., a) a watercourse in a 
narrow cleft (Aa.); b) a very nar- 
row cleft (R.). The definition indi- 
cates the form with “o” to be the 
more probable, gloder b, as the 
name of a river, might poss. be the 
same as the Norwegian river-name 
“Glitra” (O. Rygh, No. Elvn.). For 
the vowel-change cf. the preceding 
word. 

gloderet [glod-orat-] and gloderi 
[glod 'ori'], adj., 1) of a cloud: bright, 
whitish, through which the sun shines; 
esp. in the pi.: g. cloods [‘clouds’]. 
2) of the air, the sky: charged, cov- 
ered with whitish clouds through 
which the sun shines, a g. lift (at- 
mosphere) or sky; — “g. wadder”, 
of weather of such a nature; “a g. 
mornin’ ”, a morning with g.lift, sky, 
wadder. N.I. — Prob.: *glitr6ttr, g/tf- 
tering-, shining. See gloder1, sb. 

glodrek [glodrok, glodar3k, glod"- 
arok'], sb., \) a shapeless, sunken 
pile, esp. of a collapsed stack of 
peats, a ugly g. o’ a stakk; also 
used adjectivally: a ugly g. ting o’ 
a stakk. Sa. [glodrak, glod3r9k]. 2) 
a large, dense cloud (storm-charged 
cloud), immovable on the horizon, a 
cumulus. Yh. and Fe. occas. [gl6d3rak, 
gl6d”arak‘]. 3) a big, dark cloud 
with a whitish top through which 
the sun shines. Fe. [gl6dsrak]. — 
The word can, in sense 1 as well 
as 2, be derived from a *klotr in 
sense of a globe, lump-, cf. No. klotr, 
kloter, f., a globe, lump, and Sw. 
dial, klotr, kloter, n. and f., a clod 
of earth-, a skittle. For the fig. use 
of the word for a cloud, cf. Da. klode- 
sky, c., a big, dense cloud, a cu- 
mulus. Several indubitable instances 
of the change k > g, when initial, are 

i found in Shetl. Norn; e.g.: glagg 
| = klagg; glaks (gliks, glogs, 
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gluks). See Introd. V (also N.Spr. 
VII), § 33. Meaning 3 has doubt- 
less arisen from a mingling of gl o d r-: 
*klotr with gloder1, sb., from O.N. 
glitr-; see prec. 

glodret [gl6d3rot, gl6d"9rat‘] and 
glodri [gl6d3ri, gl6d"ari’], adj., 1) of 
a cloud: large; dense; dark; a g. 
clood. 2) of the air, the sky: charged, 
covered with dense, dark rain- or 
thunder-clouds. N.I. From *klotr, 
and to be classed with glodrek, sb. 
Hardly so common as the preceding 
gloderet, with which it is easily 
confounded. 

gloffi [gbf(f)i, gl&f(f)i], sb., a nick- 
name (tabu-name, sea-term) for hali- 
but. U". *gluff-. Etym. doubtless 
the same word as Sw. dial, gluffi, 
n., a glutton (gluffa and gluffsa, vb., 
to gobble-, No. glufsa, vb., to gobble, 
also to plunge-, blurt out, etc.). — 
Gloffisblit (Un.) is found as the 
name of a fishing-ground where hali- 
but is caught; see blit, sb. 

gloffus [glof(f)os], sb., see glafos. 
glog [glog], vb., to cast furtive, 

watchful side-glances about, to g. 
aboot (aroond). Conn. May poss. be 
compared partly with Icel. glugga vb./o 
scrutinize, partly with Sw. dial, glokka 
and glogsa, vb., to steal a glance at. 

gloger, gljoger [gjogarl, sb., foam 
on the surface of the sea from the 
backward-washing breakers. Wh. 
The same word as loger, Ijoger 
Qogar], = loder [16d9r] (recorded 
in Nms. and De.), from O.N. laudr, 
Ipdr, n., lather-, sea-foam. For the 
final g from an original 6 in Shetl. 
Norn words, see Introd. V (also N.Spr. 
VII), § 29, the end. The initial g in 
gl(j)oger appears to be the old com- 
mon Germ, prefix (ga), mentioned 
under gjoger1, sb. See further 
loger (Ijoger) and loder2, sb. 

glogg [glog(g)], sb., dirty slime 
scraped from fish, fish-g. Nm. Really 
the same word as glagg, klagg, 

sb., of something viscous, sticky and 
dirty; see klegg, sb. 

glogs, sb., see gluks, sb. 
*gloitl, sb., see glotti (*glott), sb. 
gloit2 [gloi't], sb., 1) a large bite-, 

large portion of food-, abundant meal. 
2) a meal between the regular meal- 
times, a snack, a g. o’ meat. Nms. 
Really the same word as the Eng. 
glut, sb., but the form gloit, from 
an orig. *glott or *glutt, indicates 
that the word is old in Shetl. Cf. 
Sw. dial, glotten, adj., gluttonous, 
and Shetl. glutning (glotning, gloit- 
nin’), sb., a glutton. For the change 
“ott [o(, 6(] > oit” in Shetl. see In- 
trod. V (also N.Spr. VII), § 19. 

gloit3 [gl6i‘t], sb., a big, corpulent, 
clumsy and bent person, a great g. 
o’a man. Nms. (Bard.). For*kloid 
from *klodd-? No. klodde, m., and 
klodda, f., a fat, heavy, corpulent 
figure, may poss. be compared. L.Sc. 
gloit, sb., differs in meaning (“lub- 
berly inactive fellow, soft delicate per- 
son”: Jam.), but has, in any case 
with regard to the form, probably 
influenced the Shetl. word. 

gloit4 [gloit, gl&it], sb., a slipping 
out with a jerk, esp. of a fishing- 
line which has chanced to stick fast 
to the sea-bottom, and is jerked loose 
again: de line ga’e [‘gave’] a g. or 
guid ut [‘went out’] wi’ a g. Un. 
*glott(r) for orig. *glettr; No. glett, 
m., a gliding-, slipping. — More 
usual as a verb; see below. 

gloit [gloit, giait], vb., to slide-, 
slip-, to become loose, esp. with a 
jerk, suddenly, of a fishing-line which 
has chanced to stick fast to the sea- 
bottom, and is carefully jerked up; 
de line gloited; I felt de line gloitin. 
Un. gloit from *glott: *glotta for 
orig. *gletta; No. gletta, vb., to slide-, 
slip (Sw. dial, glatta, glinta). Be- 
sides gloit, is also used a form 
bloit [bloit, blSit] (Un.). 

gloitnin, sb., see glutning, sb. 
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gloks, sb., see gluks, sb. 
glom [glom (glo3m)], sb., 1) a 

white stripe, esp. down the face of 
cattle (cows, sheep); a white g. doon 
[‘down’] deface. Conn.; L. 2) a faint 
light-, dull gleam, esp.: a) moonlight-, 
b) a low fire, the light from a fire 
half burnt out or from red-hot em- 
bers, “hit [‘it’] is just a g.” (Fo.). 
3) de g.: the fishermen’s tabu-name, 
sea-term, for ^/woo/z; comm.; also 
“de glomer [glomor].” More rarely 
(glom and glomer) as a tabu-name 
for a lamp (an open train-oil lamp, 
koli). — O.N. glamr, m., prop, a 
dull gleam or light, in poetry: the 
moon (Eg.); Icel. glama, f., white- 
ness.  er in glomer is prob. an 
orig. nom. -r (the suffixed r of the 
masc. gender), glom 1 is most prob. 
an orig. *glama, f.; cf. esp. No. glaa- 
ma, f., a bluish spot on the skin. 
— glom with a short o [glom], the 
evening twilight, “de g. o’ de eenin’ 
[‘evening’]”, recorded in S.Sh., may 
just as well be Eng. gloom, sb. 

glom1 [glom, glo3m], vb., 1) to 
grasp-, to gather (in a heap), to g. 
togedder, to g. op; to g. op taatis 
[‘potatoes’], to take up potatoes, soil- 
ing oneself in so doing. Fe. 2) to 
scrape off (lightly), esp. of slightly 
washed face and hands; du’s only 
glomd aff o’ de face, you have not 
washed your face properly (Fe.). 3) 
to smear all over with dirt; mostly 
in perf. part, glomd, besmeared, 
soiled; his face was glomd wi’ dirt 
(Y.; Fe.). 4) in the expr. “to g. a 
fremd”, a) to take a coalfish off the 
hook, tabu-term, sea-term, used by 
fishermen; b) to pick the head of a 
coalfish (tabu-expr.). Fe. — Prob. the 
same word as grom1, vb., to grasp; 
grip-, rake, with a similar change of 
gr to gl as e.g. grabb > glabb. 
Cf. however L.Sc. glaum, vb., to 
grasp feebly, to fumble. Meaning 
3 has poss. been confounded with 

the root *grom-; Icel. gromr, m., 
and grom, n., dirt; filth; see glo- 
rn et2, adj. 

glom2, vb., see glum, vb. 
Gloma [gloma], sb., reported as 

the name for a hen. N.Roe. Prob. 
the same word as No. glaama, f., a 
woman with staring eyes, and bony, 
drawn, hollow-cheeked face. 

glomek1 [glomok], sb., a white or 
light stripe down the face of an 
animal, esp. of cows and sheep (of 
horses usually: bles and snai.sni2). 
Prop, the same word as glom, sb. 1. 

glomek2 [glomok, glo3mak], sb., 1) 
a paw, large hand-, de glomeks, 
the hands, in joke or derision. 2) 
a dirty hand. Y., Fe. Deriv. of 
glom1, vb. Cf. the relation between 
Sw. dial, grabb, f., Da. dial, grab, c., 
a coarse hand, and Sw. dial, grabba, 
Da. dial, grabbe, vb., to grasp rough- 
ly with the whole hand. 

glomer [glomor (glamor)], sb., = 
glom, sb. 3. 

glomet1 [glomat, glo3m9t], adj., 
1) having a white, vertical stripe or 
spot on the face, esp. of cows and 
sheep: a g. coo, a g. sheep; also of 
horses (e.g. in Sa.), occas. = bleset 
and snaid, snid. 2) of sheep: white 
and grey, mixed in various shades, 
a g. sheep; in compds. in which the 
prevailing colour is denoted by a pre- 
fixed adjective: light-g., grey-g., dark- 
g., black-g. (Conn.). 3) a)pale, sickly- 
looking, g.-faced (U.); having a pale, 
thin face-, b) having a long, sad face, 
g.-lookin’ (Du.). — *glamottr, deriv. 
of *glam-, white colour-, a dull light 
or gleam-, see glom, sb. Icel. gl6m- 
ottur, adj., = glamblesdttur, white- 
blazed, of a horse; No. glaamen (and 
glaamutt), adj., pale; sickly-looking, 
with staring eyes, and drawn, hollow- 
cheeked face-, Sw. dial, gl&mug, gl&- 
mut, adj., also sad-looking, pale and 
gaunt. 

glomet2 [glomat], adj., dirty, hav- 
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ing a begrimed face (striped with 
dirt)\ du ’s unco [‘very’] g. or g.- 
lookin’. N.Roe. Poss. the same word 
as Faer. gromutur, adj., begrimed, 
dirty, with change of gr- to gl-. See 
further glom1, vb. (glom1 3). 

glomin [glomin], sb., daybreak. 
Nm., Yh. Deriv. of glom, sb.; poss. 
through infl. of L.Sc. gleamin’, sb., 
evening twilight, which in Shetl. is 
called ho min. Cf. Faer. (dags)- 
glaema, f., the first peep of day. 

glonni [glon(n)i], vb., to gulp\ to 
swallow (food) in large lumps. Prob. 
from *klunn- (lump)-, see further un- 
der glons, glonsa, sb. 

glons [gb‘ns, gb'n'j, glo’nsj, glo'nsj, 
glo'^s], sb., 1) a large lump (of food); 
an excessively large portion of food; 
very abundant meal; to tak’ a g.; 
a g. for a glutton. Fe. [gb'ns, gb‘nsj, 
gl5‘n«j]. Yh. [glo'iis]. Ai. [glo’n^]. 
From Nms. is reported a form gloss 
(glosj) [glofjOj)], which must have 
arisen through assimilation of ns to 
ss; see gloss2, sb. 2) a glutton. 
Yh. [glo'ijs]. — No. kluns, m., Da. 
dial, kluns, c., a lump-, block of wood; 
a round, thick loaf, etc.; Sw. dial, 
kluns, m., a large knot-, lump. From 
*klunn-; Icel. klunni, m., a clumsy 
person-, Sw. dial, klunn, m., a block 
of wood; Shetl. glonni, vb., to swal- 
low (in large lumps). 

glons [glo'iis, glo'iyj] and glun(t)s 
[glo'ntsj], vb., to gulp, esp. to swal- 
low greedily and hastily in large 
lumps, g. and “g. doon [‘down’]”. 
Yh. [gl6‘i}s]. Nmn. (N.Roe) and Conn, 
[glo*^]. Wests, occas. [glo'ntsj]. 
*klunsa. See glons, sb. — InE.D.D. 
is quoted a form “glush”, which 
must have arisen from “glons(j)” 
through assimilation of “ns(j) [rpj]” 
to “ssj [(^)^]”. See gloss2, sb. 

glonsa [glo'iyja] and glonska 
[gl6‘q<jka], sb., an additional meal, 
taken in between the regular meal- 

times-, he’s ta’en [‘has taken’] a g. 
again. Fe. Deriv. of glons, sb. 

glont1 [glo'qt (gloi'nt, glo'qt)], sb., 
1) a hole-, opening-, narrow passage-, 
to mak’ a g. [glo‘qt, gloi‘nt, g[6‘qti 
for de water to rin ut trough [‘run 
out through’] (Nmw.). Sometimes also 
of a very small, narrow sound (e.g. 
between an islet and the mainland). 
Esh., Nmw. [glo‘qt, gloi'nt]. 2) a 
fissure; cleft (Mn.: glo'qt and oc- 
cas. gloi'nt), = rivek. 3) a) a cave; 
pit;puddle, a great g. [glo'qt (gl6i‘nt)] 
i’ de road (N.Roe); b) a deep hol- 
low in a slope (Yh.: glo'qt). 4) a 
hollow in the sea-bottom; a stretch 
of muddy sea-bottom, poor fishing- 
ground-, to fa’ [‘fall’] upon ag. [glo‘qt 
(gloi'nt)] Nmn. (N.Roe). 5) a rent 
in a piece of cloth or in a garment 
(Y.: glo‘qt, gloi'nt). *glont in sense 
of a badly sewn, badly shaped gar- 
ment, is doubtless another word (see 
glont4, sb.). — *glont- or *glunt- 
(glynt-). No. glott, m., f. and n., 
glutt and glytt, m., an opening-, an 
interstice-, a rent. A cognate form 
with nt: giant, m., a small opening, 
is found in Sw. dial. For glont, 
in sense of a gleam of sun, mo- 
mentary sunshine, see glunt1, sb. 
(doubtless diff. from glont2). 

glont2 [glo'qt], sb., a faint light 
or gleam; just (only) a g.: de(r) 
wer’ scarcely a g. i’ de lamp, the 
lamp could scarcely burn; der’r no 
a g. on de hert [‘hearth’], there is 
no fire on the hearth. Fe. Doubt- 
less to be classed with glunta, etc., 
sb.; q.v. 

glont3 [glo'qt], sb., 1) a big, well- 
grown boy, a big, stout young man; 
a g. o’ a boy; he is grown a g. 
Us., Ys. 2) a large jelly-fish; medusa; 
in this sense also glunt [glo'nt] and 
glunk [glo‘i]k]. Yn. — No. and Sw. 
glunt, Da. dial, glunte, m., a boy, 
in Sw. dial., as in Shetl., esp. of a 
well-grown boy. 
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glont4 [glo'iit (gl6i‘nt)], sb., a bad- 

ly sewn and badly shaped gar- 
ment; dat is just a g. Yh. Doubt- 
less the same word as klont (kloint), 
sb.; q.v. 

glonter, sb., see glunta, etc. 
glopen, glupen [glop3in], adj., 

gluttonous-, greedy, hungry. Nm.? 
No. glopen, adj., voracious, from 
glop, m., a) a gulp, mouthful-, b) a 
glutton. Cf. glubet, adj. 

glopen [glopon], perf. part, of glep, 
vb., to swallow, he was glopen it, 
he had swallowed it. Nm. 

glopni, sb., see glupni, sb. 
tglGSS (glOSj)1 [glo*, (glosjsj)], sb., 

a pulp; hotch-potch; in a g.; de 
taatis [‘potatoes’] is gane [‘are gone’] 
i’ g.; puddle, in a g., in a sodden 
state (of a mass in a state of de- 
composition, muddy roads, etc.). S.Sh. 
Is the same word as No. klossa and 
klyssa (klysa), f., a soft mass. See 
gluks (gloks, glogs), sb., with a 
similar change of initial k to g, which 
is found in several Shetl. Norn words. 
The form gloss, glosj might, how- 
ever, be L.Sc.; note L.Sc. glush, sb., 
anything in a state of pulp; snow, 
when beginning to melt. 

gloss (glosj)- [glofj (glosjsj)], sb., 
a large portion of food, a very abun- 
dant meal. Nms. Prob. from glons 
through assimilation of ns to ss; see 
glons, sb. 1. 

glotning, sb., see glutning. 
glotti [gbti] and glutti [gloti], sb., 

an opening in a rock-, a rent-, small 
cleft-, a glotti in a rock; a great 
glutti (rent) in a coat or in a pair 
o’ troosers [‘trousers’]. Wh. gloit 
[gloi't]: Nms--W-. In Nmw. (Esh.), gloit 
also means a narrow passage, partly 
= glont1, sb. 1. From U. is re- 
ported *glott [glat (glii‘t)] and *gloit 
[gl&it, gl&i‘t] in a similar sense: an 
opening; passage; (narrow) inter- 
stice; obsolete as a real common 
noun, but used as a place-name, al- 

most on the border of a common 
noun: “de Glott (Gloit) i’ deSund”, 
denoting a narrow strait between two 
islets, named “de Sooth [‘south’]- 
holms o’ Widwik” (Uw.). “de Glott 
(Gloit) i’ de Sund” is the most pro- 
minent of the landmarks, by means 
of which a number of fishing-grounds 
are found, summed up under the 
name: “de Glott (Gloit) i’ de Sund”. 
— No. glott, m., f. and n., glutt, 
glytt, m., an opening-, interstice-, a 
rent. — Cf. glont1, sb. 

glover, sb., see glover, sb. 
glu [gin, g[o], vb., to glow, give 

light; to shine, esp. to emit a kind 
of phosphorescent light; cat’s een 
[‘eyes’] glus or is glu in [glum, 
gjnm] i’ de dark; de emers [‘em- 
bers’] glus (is gluin); soor [‘sour’] 
fish glus (is gluin). Fe. O.N. gloa, 
vb., to glow; glitter. 

glub [glub (g[nb)], sb., l) a gap-, 
ravine. Yh. [glub]. 2) appetite, re- 
corded as a tabu-word in the foil, 
exprs., in fishermen’s lang.: der’r 
nae [‘no’] g. on de fish, the fish 
will not bite. U. [glub]. 3) a greedy 
person, desirous of food; a glutton; 
greedy animal; partly as an inten- 
sive in the compd. “glutton-g.” Y. 
and Fe. [glub]. — No. glup, m., a 
gap; ravine; glop, m., also in sense 
of a glutton. 

glubet [glnbat], adj., very desirous 
of food, very hungry, a g. dog. Y., 
Fe. From glub, sb. 

glubien [gln-bion-], sb., a glutton, 
(intensive) in the compd. “glutton-g.” 
Yh. *glupingr. See glub, sb. In 
No. gluping, m., is found in a diff. 
sense (a fine fellow: R.). 

“glug”, sb., see gligg1, sb. 
gluggi [glog(g)i], sb., a small, 

round, flat cake, formerly baked in 
embers, but later toasted; commonly 
made of “bursten” (q.v.); a bursten-g. 
Du. Prob. the same word as Ork. 
gloggo, sb., a mixture of bursten 
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and milk (for the diff. between Ork. 
and Shetl. bursten, see under bur- 
sten). “gloggo” must be cognate with 
Shetl. glogs, in a similar sense; see 
glvtks, sb. 

glukast [glnkast, gin-], glukasti 
fglukas'ti], sb., 1) a large heap-, quan- 
tity, esp. of potatoes, baked in em- 
bers; a g. o’ taatis [‘potatoes’]: Un. 
(glukast and -kasti); he “laid in” a 
glukast, he put a large quantity 
of potatoes into the embers (to be 
baked): un-andw- 2) a very large 
portion of food; too much fodder; 
to gi’e de coo a glukast at de ane 
time and starve her at de tidder [‘oth- 
er’], to give the cow too much fod- 
der one day and starve her the next: 
N.Roe [glukast]. 3) a snack, light 
repast, esp. potato-mash, or pota- 
toes dipped in cod-liver oil-, also in 
a wider sense: a meal taken by 
hungry persons, unable to wait for 
the regular meal-time-, “he canno 
[‘-not’] wait lang [‘long’]; he is on 
wi’his glukast again”. Yh.[glnkast]. 
— Meanings 2 and 3 seem to pre- 
suppose an orig. *gliip-k9str. For 
the first part of the compd. see ante, 
glub, sb.; with kast (kasti) in sense 
of a heap, quantity, cf. O.N. kystr 
(kast-), m., a heap of objects flung 
together. With ref. to glukast(i) 1 
there might, however, also be sup- 
posed an orig. *gl63-k9str, a heap 
of embers raked together (in which 
something is baked). 

gluks [gloks], gloks [gloks], glugs 
[glogs], glogs [glogs, glogs], sb., a 
thick mass: a) gruel; in the N.I. 
esp. of oatmeal stirred in hot wa- 
ter, = gliks; sometimes also (e.g. 
in U.) a mass mixed of meal and 
bland (whey and water). Often used 
as a disparaging expr. of too thick 
milk-pottage, regular glogs (Un.). In 
Conn, occas. of lumps in porridge; 
“du lets (is lettin’) it a’ [‘all’] geng 
[‘go’] i’ gluks, a-gluks”, you are 

letting the porridge get lumpy (you 
are not stirring the porridge well); 
b) a thick, muddy mass. Y. and Fe. 
[glogs]; in glogs, adhesive, of a 
moist mass.—gluks and gloks: Conn, 
glugs and glogs: U. [glogs, glogs: Un.; 
elsewhere alternating with “glogs”]. 
glogs: Y. and Fe. [glogs]. — Cf. 
No. kleksa and klyssa (under klessa 
and klysa respectively), f., a soft 
lump or mass; Germ, klecks, m., a 
smudge, gluks (glugs) appears to 
be a *kluks(a) from *klyksa; gloks 
(glogs) either from *klaks(a) or 
*kluks(a), *klyksa.— See glaks and 
gliks, sbs. 

glum [glum (gl63m)], vb., to look or 
| be suspicious; to suspect, to g. upon 

a ting, to have a suspicion of some- 
thing being not quite right, that there 
is something wanting; I glumd as 
muckle, I thought as much. N.I. 

| Also in the compd. “to ill-glum”; 
q.v. No. gluma, vb., to scowl (R.), 

| glyma, vb., to look morose, also to 
have a sly look; L.Sc. gloum, gloom, 

i vb., to look morose or sullen. 
glums1 [glo‘ms], sb., a pit; hol- 

low; depression, esp. in sand, in 
sandy ground; a sandy g. Yw. (W.Sw.). 
Either for *glufs (cf. below glums, 
vb.) and, in that case, the same word 
as No. glufsa, f., a narrow ravine, 
or to be classed with No. glumstra, 
f., a narrow, dark defile. 

glums2 [glo‘ms (glo'mps)], sb., 1) 
a snap at something with one’s 
mouth, a greedy bite; to mak’ or 
tak’ a g. 2) an angry flaring up 
at someone; a snappish yelp; an 
angry, rough address; he got op 
[‘up’] in a g., he flared up at me 
in a rage; he ga’e a g. at me, a) 
it (the dog) gave an angry yelp at 
me; b) he treated me with a curt 
and rough address. 3) a muttered, 
indistinct remark or speech (Un.). 
“glo'ms” is the usual pronunc.; 
glo'mps: Un. occas. See glums, vb. 
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glums [glo‘ms (glo'mps)], vb., 1) 

to snap at something with one's 
mouth-, to eat greedily, to take large 
mouthfuls; de coo [‘cow’] glumses 
(is glum sin). 2) to flare up an- 
grily at someone-, to yelp snappishly 
(of dogs); to address curtly and 
roughly; he glumst at me, a) it 
(the dog) yelped snappishly at me-, 
b) he addressed me curtly and rough- 
ly. 3) to mumble-, talk indistinctly, 
snapping one’s words; he glum st his 
words, he glumst somet’in’ [‘some- 
thing’] ut o’ him (Un.). “glo‘ms” is 
the usual pronunc.; glo'mps: Un. 
occas. In Clumlie, Du., glums is re- 
corded in the same sense as glams, 
vb. — glums is doubtless only a 
parallel form to glams, vb., to snap, 
bite, but seems to have absorbed 
another word to which it corresponds 
fully as well in its diff. meanings 
and applications, viz.: *glupsa, No. 
glufsa and glupsa, vb., a) to snap with 
one’s mouth-, to gobble; b) to yelp. 

glumsek [glo'mspk], sb., a large 
mouthful; large draught. U. Deriv. 
of glums, vb. 

glumset [gWmsz\\,a<\\., that speaks 
in a gruff, blustering way; a g. body, 
glumst [glo'mst], of a gruff, fierce 
appearance (Conn., Du.). — Deriv. 
of glums, vb. 2. 

glunka [glo‘i]ka], sb., only re- 
corded in the phrase: “de hole o’ 
g.”, denoting a bottomless pit; gane 
[‘gone’] i’ de hole o’ g., disappeared 
into a bottomless pit, gone for ever. 
N.I. Prop, a place-name? Prob. an 
older *glumka, deriv. of *glum-, 
No. glumm, m., a deep, narrow, 
gloomy part of a dale (R.); cf. No. 
glumra and glymja, f., a dark ra- 
vine (R.). For the derivative ending 
-ka cf. the Norwegian name of a 
river: “Glunka” (Rygh, Norske Elve- 
navne), explained by S. Bugge as 
*Glumka, formed from O.N. glymja, 
vb. (to roar-, boom-, clash). 

glunt1 [glo‘nt], sb., a gleam of 
sunshine, momentary sunshine be- 
tween dense clouds-, de sun is [‘has’]. 
been ut [‘out’] a g., the sun has 
been out, has shone for a moment. 
Fe. A parallel form to glint, sb.; 
q.v. For the relation between glint 
and glunt, cf. blind and blont, 
blink. 

glunt2 (glunk), sb., see glont3, 
sb. 2. 

glunta [glo'nta], gluntek [glo‘n- 
tak], glunti [glo'nti], glunter [glo‘n- 
tar, gloilntar] and glonter [glo'qtar 
(gloi'ntar)], sb., sea-term, tabu-name 
in fishermen’s lang. for a) the moon, 
de g.; b) a lamp, open train-oil lamp 
(koli). Wests., etc. glunta, glunti: 
Ai. gluntek, glunti: Sa. glun- 
ter: Fo. glonter: Conn., etc. The 
form from Conn, is only recorded in 
sense of a (train-oil) lamp, esp. in 
the expr. “to djadd de glonter”,/o 
snuff the wick of the lamp, = to 
hurt or bprt de glonter; see hurt, 
vb. — Prop, something producing a 
faint light or gleam. Deriv. of *glun- 
or *glon-. Cf. Sw. dial, glona, gluna, 
glana, Da. dial, glyne, No. glana, 
glaana, vb.,/0 stare, gaze-, No. glane, 
m., a luminous spot on the horizon. 
For the development of the meaning 
in Shetl. cf. glom (glomer), sb., 
from *gl&m-. 

glunts, vb., see glons, vb. 
glupen, adj., see glopen, adj. 
glupni [glopni] and glopni [glap- 

ni, glopni], sb., a glutton, a greedy 
person or animal. Few.: glupni. 
Y. (Ym.): glupni and glopni; a “glup- 
ni” o’ a dog. Formed from glupen, 
glopen, adj. (see glopen). Cf. glub 
(g. 3) and glubien, sbs. 

glur [glnr (glur)], sb., 1) of sun- 
shine: a) sunshine through a slight 
haze or through rifts in the clouds. 
U. (Uwg.); Fo.; cf. glir, sb.; b) warm 
sunshine after rain or between show- 
ers; he is a g.; Nmw. (Nm^.). 2) a 

16 
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light in the dark, phosphorescent 
light, e.g. of fish turning putrid, hung 
up to dry. U. (Un.); Y. 3) very dim 
light, a g. o’ light. N.Roe. *glor. 
See glur, vb. 

glur [glur (glur)], vb., 1) to stare\ 
gaze\ cf. glurek, sb. 2) of the sun: 
to shine through a slight haze or 
through rifts in the clouds (Uwg.; 
Fo.), to shine warmly after rain or 
between showers (Nmg.); a glur in 
sky, a hazy sky of a pink tint and 
with sporadic sunshine (Fo.). 3) to 
shine in the dark, to emit a phos- 
phorescent light; een [‘eyes’] glur in 
i’ de dark; of fish turning putrid, 
when hung up to dry: glur in fish, 
de fish glurs (is glurin) i’ de dark. 
U. (Un.); Y. 4) to shine or burn 
faintly; de light glurs (is glurin). 
N.Roe. — *glora. No. and Sw. dial, 
glora, Icel. glora, vb., to gleam; glit- 
ter-, stare-, gaze. 

glurek [glurak], sb., an eye, tabu- 
name, used by fishermen at sea, esp. 
in the pi.: de glureks, the eyes. 
Deriv. of glur, vb. 1. Cf. O.N. glyr- 
na, f., an eye (cat’s eye). 

glusler [glustor], sb., a hasty flar- 
ing up at someone-, a cross reply, a 
curt, rough address-, he had a g. 
wi’ him, he spoke (answered) curtly 
and roughly without giving any real 
information. Un. Prob. for *gluf- 
ster. See gluster, vb. 

gluster [glustor], vb., to flare Up 
hastily at someone-, to reply crossly, 
to address (answer) someone curtly 
and roughly, he glusterd at me. Un. 
Assimilates in meaning to glums, 
vb. 2. Prob. for *glufster, extended 
form of *glufsa, *glupsa, vb., to snap 
with the mouth, to yelp, No. glufsa 
and glupsa. 

glutning [glotmg] and glotning 
[glo'tnirj], sb., a glutton. Fe. Also 
gloitnin [gloitmn] (Nm.). The oc- 
currence of Shell, gloit, sb., a large 
bite, abundant meal, indicates that 

glutning also may be a Norn word 
and not derived from the Eng. glut- 
ton, sb. See gloit2, sb. 

glutt [glot], sb., = glutning. Un. 
See the notes under gloit2, sb., and 
glutning, sb. 

glub1 [glob, glo3b] and glebi [globi], 
sb., a good mouthful; large portion; 
fine (large) gift, esp. ironically of a 
trifling gift; yon [‘that’] is a glob 
I’m [‘I have’] gotten; I’m gotten a 
globi noo. Also in the form glep 
[glep, glaep]. Fe. *gl0ypr. Icel. 
gleypur, No. gloyp, Fser. gloypur, 
m., a good bite, mouthful. Cf. 
glep, vb. 

glob2 [glo3b], sb., dirty slime scrap- 
ed from fish, = glogg. Nm. Prob. 
a deriv. of *giy-; No. glya, f., slime; 
soft stuff. 

glebiben, -bane [glob iben-], sb., 
a small, round bone between the 
thigh-bone and the shin-bone of an 
animal-, a small bone with a socket, 
into which the ball of the thigh- 
bone fits-, de g. o' de coo [‘cow’]; 
de coo is fa’en [‘fallen’] and is [‘has’] 
broken her g. Wests. (Ai., Nunsbr., 
Sa.). Other forms: globaben [glob"- 
aben'] (Uc.); globniben [glo 'boni- 
bem] (Fe. occas. and Y. occas.); glob- 
naben [glob maben1] (Yh.); glovna- 
ben or glovneben [glovnabem, 
-ben-, glovns-, glovana-J (Fe. oc- 
cas. and Y. occas.: glovonaben"; 
Un- w : glovnaben-, -ben1, glovna-); 
glovnaben [glovnaben-] (Us.) and 
glibiben [ghb"iben-] (Ai. occas. [W. 
Burraf.]). In Du. shortened to glovi. 
— glob- from an orig. *gl0yp- (O.N. 
gloypa, gleypa, No. gloypa, vb., to 
gape-, swallow)-, cf. Icel. gleypubein 
(“gleipu-bein” in B.H. with reference 
to a “smjorvasegi”, which, however, 
is not to be found in the dictionary), 
orally reported in the same sense 
as Shetl. globiben. — glob- may 
either have arisen from glob- or be 
an orig. *glop- (No. glop, n., a hole-, 
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gap\opening)-, glebn-,gl0vn-,seem 
to presuppose *gl0ypn- (gl0ypnarbein 
from *gl0ypn, f.?), and glibi-a*glip- 
(No. and. Sw. dial, glipa, vb., to gape-, 
to be ajar, = gloypa 2 in Aa.). — A 
globaben, in a diff. sense, is found 
in Unst; q.v. — Cf. klovaben, sb. 

gled [glad], sb., 1) red-hot em- 
bers-, a fire burnt down to embers 
(opp. to bol, es, bas, denoting a 
flaming fire); a g. o’ fire; de fire is 
in a g., the fire has burnt down, is 
lying in embers. 2) a faint light 
from the fire on the hearth-, der’r 
a g. frae de fire, a g. i’ de fire. 3) 
a strong, brief heat from the sun-, 
warm, bright sunshine after rain or 
betweeen showers-, de sun was utwi’ 
a g.; a g. atween shooers [‘between 
showers’]; a g. o’ bet [‘heat’]; a sun-g. 
comm. Also (more rarely) glod [glod]. 
Originates doubtless from O.N. glod, 
f., red-hot embers, though gl63 re- 
gularly ought to have given *glu(d) 
in Shetl. The form glod may have 
arisen through infl., partly a) with 
ref. to the vowel-sound: from the old 
pi. form (O.N. gloedr) and the verb 
glod, O.N. glceSa, to glow, partly 
b) with ref. to the final d: from sy- 
nonymous words, such as glid, sb., 
and gloder1, sb.; q.v. 

gled [glod], vb., to glow, lie in 
embers or burnt down, of fire; de 
fire glods, is glodin = de fire is 
in a glod. N.l. O.N. glcefla, vb., 
to glow. 

gldder, sb., see gloder1, sb. 
gleder, sb., see gloder2, sb. 
glever [glovsr] and glover [glovor], 

sb., a broad cleft in the soil, esp. 
a cleft or deep gully of a stream. 
S.Sh. Now mostly as a place-name: 
de Glover or Glover (in several 
places in Conn.); de burn o’ de Glo- 
ver (Conn.); de Glover o’ Sunde- 
banks (Quarfw., S.Sh.); de Glover 
(a house in Fladab., C.). As the 
first part of compds. in place-names, 

the word is noted down in Glovers- 
berg [glovorsbaerg", glovors-] (C.) 
and “de Glofrahweeis [gl5f"ra- 
hwais-]” (Fe.): *gljufra (glyfra-, gluf- 
ra)-kviar (see Shetl. kwi, sb.). — O.N. 
gljiifr, n., a ravine (prop, the rocks en- 
closing such a ravine on both sides); 
No. glyvra and gluvra, f., Faer. gly- 
vur [gllvor], n., a small ravine. — 
glover may spring either from 
gljiifr or *glyfr-; glover and *glof- 
ra- mainly point back to *glyfr-, *glufr- 
(No. glyvra, gluvra). — A form gljur, 
prob. from O.N. gljiifr, is reported 
from Un. and Fo.; see gljur, sb. 

gneg [gnsg, gnaeg], vb., to gnaw, 
de dog gnegs (is gnegin) de ben, 
the dog gnaws the bone. Conn. O.N. 
gnaga, vb., to gnaw. Cf. hnag 
(hnjag) and nag (njag), vbs. 

go [go], vb., in the phrase: “he 
(sho) ’ll nedder [‘neither’] sto or 
go”, he (she) will neither stand nor 
go, has no mind to do anything 
(Yn.), is hardly Eng. go, as go in 
Shetl. is always represented by geng 
[O.N. ganga, L.Sc. gang, geng]. The 
phrase: “sto or go” points to an 
old Danicism in Shetl. Norn (stand 
or go instead of go or stand). Cf. 
“ga” and “sta” in the Faer. ballads 
= “ganga” and “standa”. In Yn., 
where the above-mentioned expr. is 
noted down, an old burial formula 
is preserved, which is partly, at any 
rate, in the old Danish language, 
and reads: “staa”, stand, and “laar”, 
lets (3rd pers. sing. pres, of lade, 
vb., to let, vb.) — see Introd. (Frag- 
ments of Norn). 

gob [gob], sb., a puddle, a muddy 
or swampy spot. Du. Cf. No. gop, 
n., an abyss, and gopel, m., a 
muddy mass, gob [gob (gob)] and 
gobins [gobins], pi., in sense olfoam 
(foaming, fatty substance-, lather); 
froth, on the other hand, is an- 
other word, viz.: Gael, cobhar, sb., 
foam. 

16* 
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gobal [gobal1], sb., noisy mirth in 

rushing about-, to had [‘hold’] a g., to 
make noisy mirth. Yn. (Glup). The 
first part go- springs either from O.N. 
gaud, No. gaud (gau, go, go), n., 
a barking, (in No.:) noise, roar, or 
is an abbr. of gol (roar), which is 
found in compds., such as “gol- 
blaw, gol-stew”, sbs.; see gol, sb. 
bal is No. bal, n., noise; racket-, din. 

god [god], sb., 1) spawn, fish-g., 
= No. and Icel. got, n. 2) by drop- 
ping of the last part of the com- 
pound : the place in which the fish 
spawn, fish-g., — No. gotstad, got- 
plass, m. 

god1 [god], vb., of fish: to spawn-, 
de troot [‘trout’] is gane [‘gone’] op 
de burn to g. U. No. gota, vb., = 
gjota, vb., to spawn. 

god2 [god], vb., to work in a soft 
mass in a slatternly manner, soil- 
ing oneself; to g. i’ de fish, to g. 
i’ de taatis [‘potatoes’]. Also in a 
wider sense: to work awkwardly, to 
poke or rake in something, to g. in 
(atill) de wark [‘work’], to g. (sit 
go din) i’ de fire, to poke the fire 
with the tongs, esp. needlessly or 
awkwardly. N.Roe. The word may 
poss., in the sense first given, be 
compared with No. gota, f., a melted 
mass (Aa.), and with Sw. gytja, f., 
mud. The foil, meanings have doubt- 
less arisen from the meaning first 
given; but with ref. to god, in sense 
of to poke the fire. No. gota = gata, 
vb., to stake out, to bore, might also 
be thought of. See goit1 sb., and 
goit1, vb., which confirm the paral- 
lelism of god to “gota, gytja”. 

*goda [(goda) <j6da] and *goda 
[(goda) cjoda], sb., a road, path. Fe. 
Now only as a plac-name, but occas. 
alternating with “gate [get (get), $et]”, 
generally used as a common noun 
in sense of road, path (L.Sc. gate, 
gait), so that the meaning of goda 
(goda) is still understood in some 

places, e.g. Sturagoda, -goda [stu"- 
ra^od'a, -qod'a], alternating with the 
later form “Stura-gate [stu'Ta^et'] 
(Fe1.): *stora gata, uthe large path", 
now a cultivated piece of land. Bre- 
goda, -goda [bre'^od'a, -qod'a] 
(Feh.): *brei3-gata 11 the broad path". 
de Midgodins [mKT'god’ins] (Y.), 
two hillocks near the road between 
Mid-Yell and West Sandwick: *mi<5- 
gpturnar, “the mid-ways". As the 
first part of the compd. in e.g. Goda- 
teng [g6d"at3eg'] (Ai.), a tongue 
of land, across the neck of which a 
path runs: *gptu-tangi, “way-tongue"; 
Godate-gate [g0d"ate'-get] (Leven- 
wick, Du.): *gptu-teigr and *gptu- 
teigs-gata (te = teg, sb., a strip of 
land; piece of a field). The word 
is found as a place-name with pre- 
served t: Gota, Got; thus, e.g. 
Stakkagota [stair,a<j6t-a] (Aiw.), the 
name of a path, by which peat is 
transported from the peat-stacks in 
the out-field: *stakka-gata. Got [got, 
got] is found in several places as 
the name of a farm: in Laxfirth, 
Ti. [got], in Conn, [got], and in Du. 
[got]. An old road, called “de gate 
o’ Got”, runs past “Got” in Lax- 
firth. Got from an ancient “*f Gptu” 
with a later dropped prep.; cf. Fser. 
“f Gotu” as the name of a village 
in 0stero; in Norway the word is 
commonly used as a name of farms: 
Gate, Gutu. — O.N. gata (accus., 
gen., dat.: gptu), f., a road, path. 

godek [godok (go3dak), godak], 
sb., a riddle, something to guess; 
to lay op godeks. comm, “godak” 
is now the more freq. form of pro- 
nunc.; the older form “godak (go8- 
dak)”, with a long o, is peculiar to 
U., Fe. and Fo. Two other forms 
are found in S.Sh.: a) godek [go- 
dak] (Du.), and b) wodek [wodak] 
for *gwodek. — O.N. gata, f., a 
riddle. 

*goden [godan], adj., good, noted 
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down in the expr.: “*g. dag (dagh)!” 
good day! Fo. From Walls (Wests.) 
is reported as an old Foula-greeting 
“goga daga (gaga), goga!” good 
day, my good (good man or woman)! 
— goden (goga) in “g. dag” is 
O.N. godan, acc. sing. masc. of godr, 
adj., good, goga in sense of (my) 
good man or woman corresponds, 
in address, to Faer. godin (def. form), 
my good man, and godan (def. 
form), my good woman. 

godet [godot, goad3t], adj., mind- 
ed-, tempered-, in a certain mood or 
state of mind, esp. in conn, with 
“weel [‘well’]” and “ill”: weel g., 
in a good temper, contented, and 
“ill g., ill-g.”, in a bad temper-, dis- 
contented and taciturn-, disobliging-, 
malicious. Also gudet [gndat], weel 
or ill gudet. Un. *g&dr, g0dr from 
ga, g(>? O.N. g£, vb., to pay at- 
tention to something. No. gaa, vb., 
a) to notice, to be aware-, b) to feel, 
to be sensible of; of state of mind: 
to feel uneasy, to feel a want or 
longing. Icel. gadr, adj. (prop. perf. 
part, of ga, vb.), cautious (B.H.); in 
one’s right senses; sober. 

gof, sb. and vb., see guf, sb. 
and vb. 

gofs, sb., gofset, adj., see gufs, 
gufset. 

gog1 [gog], sb., a dirty stripe or spot, a g. doon [‘down’] ower de 
face, a dirty g. Sa., Du. In Nmn. 
(N.Roe): gjog [gjo8g, gjog], a dirty 
g.; black gjogs in a puir [‘poor’] 
fish. Is doubtless etym. associated 
with gogl, sb.; cf. gag, gog2, gagl 
and gogl, sbs. — Another gog [gog], 
reported from Sa. in sense of a small 
hollow or hole in the soil, is most 
prob. Celt. — cf. Gael, and Cymr. 
gag [gag], sb., a cleft; fissure; open- 
ing, Gael. (Irish) gobhag [goug], sb., 
a fissure-, split-, cave, etc. — al- 
though one might also think of Icel. 
gygja, f., “(apparently) a hollow; pit- 

fall” (E.J., Suppl.). From N.Roe is 
reported gjog [gjo3g] in sense of a 
narrow hollow-, see gjog2, sb. 

gog2 [gog, gog, gog], sb., dirty 
slime scraped from fish, fish-g. 
comm.; mostly pronounced “gog”. 
For the possible etymology of the 
word see below gogl, sb. Cf. 
gor, sb. 

gog1 [gdg], vb., to make dirty, 
to soil, goget [gogot], perf. part, 
and adj., soiled-, filthy. Conn. From 
gog1, sb. 

gog2 [(gog, gog) gog], vb., to be- 
smear with slime from fish, esp. in 
perf. part, goget [(gogot, gogot) go- 
got], besmeared with dirty slime from 
fish, gog2, sb. 

goger [gogar, go3gar], sb., 1) a 
kind of large fishing-hook; now com- 
monly used of any fishing-hook above 
the usual size; a great g. o’ a hook; 
a turbot [‘halibut’]-g. 2) a very big 
needle-, a big knitting-needle. N.I. 
(Yn.) and Nmn ’w- [gogar, go3gar]. 
Du. [gdgar]. From Nmw. (Esh.) only 
reported in sense 1. —- Icel. goggr, 
m., an iron hook used by fisher- 
men (B.H.). 

goget [gogat] and gjoget [gjogat], 
adj., striped-, covered with dirty 
stripes-, soiled-, dy [‘your’] face is 
a’ [‘all’] g. Du.: goget and gjoget. 
Nm.: gjoget. Deriv. of gog1, sb. 

gogi, sb., see kogi2, sb. 
gogl [gogal, gag3l, gog8l], sb., 

mire-, (soft) dirt-, filth. N.I. (U.: 
gog3l, gog3l; otherwise more com- 
monly: gog3l). O.N. gogli,m.,/«//•£; 
mud. See gagl, sb. 

gogl [gogal, gog8!, gog8l], vb., 1) to soil; to dirty. 2) to work with 
the hands in a moist, dirty sub- 
stance; to g. [gog8l] i’ de golgrav 
(liquid manure) (Un.). Deriv. of 
gogl, sb. 

goieg, goiek [goiag, g&iag, -ak], 
sb., l) a snow-man, = gok. Un. 
2) a young coalfish, “May-piltek” 
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(in its second year), a young coal- 
fish gambolling on the surface of 
the water. Mostly used as a tabu- 
name at sea, occas. a) = May-pil- 
tek, occas. b) of young coalfish 
used for bait, hand me twa’rtree 
[‘two or three’= S0/«£] goiegs wi’ 
dee! (Uwg.), occas. c) of young coal- 
fish in general. U. (Uw.) and Y. (Yw.). 
goiek is reported from Wh. in 
sense 2 b. — Prob. O.N. gaukr, m., 
properly a cuckoo, but also means 
a fool, simpleton (thus No. gauk; 
Germ. Gauch; Eng. gawk; L.Sc. 
gowk, gouk). No. gaukpale, m., in 
sense of a two-year-old coalfish 
(R. Suppl. or “New Suppl.”), con- 
firms the etymology given with re- 
ference to goieg (goiek) 2. goieg, 
-ek may have arisen from an older 
form *gjog (*gjok). 

goil-6/aw, sb., see gol-blaw, sb. 
goild, sb., see gold, 
goilmoget, adj.,see golmoget,adj. 
goisteros, -or/s [g&r'staros'], adj., 

stormy, with high wind, of weather; 
g. wadder. Fo. The word is prob. 
a mingling of Shetl. forms, such as 
gouster, guster with Eng. boister- 
ous, adj. With ref. to goister, it 
might also be reasonable to think 
of an older *gjoster (Icel. and Fser. 
gjostur, No. gjoster, m., a current 
of air; draught of air). 

goit1 [goi‘t (g5i‘t)], sb., a soft, 
slimy mass-, pulp-, disorderly mix- 
ture. Yh. Prob. for (*gj of or) *gotj. 
No. gota, f., a melted mass (in Aa., 
uncertain), Sw. gytja, f., mire-, mud. 
— See further god2, vb., and goit1, 
vb., as well as goitel, sb. and vb. 

goit2 [goit], sb., a hole; opening; 
tear, e.g. in a thatched roof. Conn. 
Must be O.N. gat, n., a hole; open- 
ing. See gad2, sb., and ga3, sb. 
For goit in the sense of a gutter; 
cleft; a narrow, fenced road, see 
further gotek, goti, sb. 

goit3, goitek, goiti, sb., (a door- 

case), threshold; a log of wood laid 
down, etc.; see gott, gotti, sb. 

goit1 [goi‘t (gai‘t)], vb., to root in 
a soft substance, to work in a care- 
less, awkward manner, soiling one- 
self-, to rake and poke in something, 
to g. i’ de fire, = to god i’ de fire. 
Yh. To be classed with goit1, sb. 

goit2 [goit, g6i‘t], vb., to peer out 
(stretching one’s neck); to g. i’ de 
door, to stand in the doorway peer- 
ing out. Easts. No. gytta, vb., gytta 
1 dora (R.), id. 

*goit, adj. (n. sing.), see *gott, adj. 
goitel [goi'tol, gM'tol], sb., mire-, 

filth-, heap of refuse-, goitels, pi., 
a lock [‘lot’] o’ goitels, a quantity 
of dirt (really heaps of refuse). Yh. 
The word is an 1-deriv. of goit1, sb. 

goitel (gotel) [goi'tal, goi'tal, go1- 
taj] and gotjel [go[3l], vb., 1) to root 
in (soft, moist) dirt (goitel); to goi- 
tel in dirt (Y1'.: goi'tal, goi'tal); to 
work in a slimy mass, to be oc- 
cupied in gutting fish, to gotjel in 
fish (Fe.: go(3l). 2) to work in an 
awkward, untidy or wrong man- 
ner, as vb. a.: to goitel (gotel) 
onyting [‘something’] (Yn.: go'ta]); to 
goitel ut de life o’ a baess [‘beast’], 
to kill an animal in an awkward, 
wrong manner-, to torture an ani- 
mal to death (Nms.: goi'tal). — In 
sense 1 the verb goitel, gotjel 
agrees with the subst. goitel. Sense 
2 has doubtless arisen from sense 1. 
With ref. to sense 2, cf. No. gytja, 
vb., (to trifle-, tattle) to wriggle, rock-, 
to tamper with. 

goithol, sb., see.gothol, sb. 
goitlin [goitlin], sb., a little boy. 
goitrif, -riv, sb., see gotrif,-riv,sb. 
gok [gok, g&k, go3k], sb., 1) a 

simpleton, a country-g. [gok, gSk], 
2) a person idling about from one 
house to another-, Du. [go3k]. O.N. 
gaukr, m., a cuckoo, also a fool, 
simpleton. See further under goieg, 
goiek, and gok, sb. 
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gok [go3k (gok, g&k)], vb., to idle 

about from one house to another-, 
to geng go kin [go3kin] aboot (frae 
boose till boose); to geng gok in 
[(gokin) g&kin] wi’ de head i’ de air. 
Du. Deriv. of gok, sb. 2. 

gol1 [gol, gol], sb., 1) wind-, a 
breeze; esp. in compds., such as: a) 
sea-g., a sea-breeze-, a fresh breeze 
(Fe.: gol); b) sun-g., wind at noon 
when the sun is high (Umo: gol, 
gol), = Faer. solgul. 2) swell in 
the sea before or after a storm-, 
swell with great, long waves, a g. 
i’ de sea, g. and bak; Du. [gol, gol]. 
In sense 2 also a) gola, goli (S.Sh.); 
b) gol (Conn.). 3) fig. (Yn.), of 
ostentation, brag, in the compd.“gol 
[gol, g6il]-blaw”, sb.; q.v. — O.N. gol and gul, n., squall of wind-, blast. 

gol2 [gol], sb., a mock-sun; a 
luminous spot in the sky; a gleam 
of sun, suggestive of approaching 
bad weather, recorded in the compds. 
“sun-g.” and “sea-g.” a) sun-g., a 
dull gleam from or around the sun, 
harbinger of bad weather (Fe.); der’r 
a sun-g. op; also burning sunshine: 
he cam’ ut wi’ a sun-g.; de(r) wer 
[‘there was’] a sun-g. F de mornin’, 
the sun was burning this morning 
after the rain, harbinger of approach- 
ing bad weather (Fe.); b) sea-g., 
bright spot, fragment of a rainbow 
on the horizon, harbinger of rough, 
stormy weather (W.Burraf., Ai.). — 
Is doubtless the same word as gil3, 
sb., but poss. influenced by gol1, 
sb., which is also used as the first 
part in compds. with “sun” and “sea”. 

fgol3, sb., see gowl, sb. 
gola [gola (gola)], sb., 1) wind-, 

blast, sea-term, tabu-name, used by 
fishermen. Fo. [gola]. 2) bad weather 
with strong wind. Ai. [gola, gola]; 
cf. golalek, adj. 3) swell in the 
sea, either before or after a gale, 
= gol1, sb. 2, and gol, sb. 2; a 
g. F de sea. Sandw., Du. [gola]. In 

senses 1 and 3 the form goli [goli, 
goli] is also found in Du.; he is 
blawin’ a (dry) goli, a fresh breeze 
is blowing; he is makin’ a goli 
f(r)ae de sooth-east, a swell from 
the south-east is setting shorewards. 
— O.N. gola, gula, f., a squall of 
wind-, blast. 

golalek [(gol"alek ) gol"alek-], adj., 
of weather: suggestive of strong 
wind-, g. wadder; g. sky; he is very 
g., the appearance of the sky indi- 
cates windy and rough weather. Ai. 
Prob.: “golalike”. From gola, sb. 

golatang [gol"ataiy], sb., a spe- 
cies of yellowish seaweed with thick, 
yellow stalks, growing on the sea- 
shore above the so-called s k i 11 a t a n g 
(furthest below “de red-war’”). Yh., 
N.Roe? *gol(a)-or*gul(a)pang. O.N. 
gulr (golr), adj., yellow. For the 
second part, see tang, sb. 

gol [gol, goilJ-6/aw, sb., “gas”, ostentation-, brag. Yn. Is the same 
word as gol1, sb., blast, with a 
tautological addition of L.Sc. blaw, 
pronounced bla in Shetl. 

golblot, vb., and golbloted, adj., 
see gorblot, vb., and gorbloted. 

golbrol [goj-brol', -bro3!], sb., a 
loud or continuous lowing of a cow. 
comm. In Du.: golbrol [gol'bro3!']. 
*gaul-b(r)aul. The first part of the 
compd. is O.N. gaul, n., a howling, 
in Shetl. uncompounded gjol; the 
second part is brol, sb., a bellow. 

golbrol [goj-broF, -bre3!1], vb., to 
low loudly or continuously, said of 
a cow. comm. In Du.: golbrol 
[goj-bro3!-]. From F.I. is reported 
boilgrol [boiFgrol-] forgoilbrol by 
metathesis of g and b. — *gaul- 
b(r)aula. See golbrol, sb., and 
brol, vb. 

gold, goild [g6[d (goild)], sb., a 
strong, sultry heat, a short period 
of strong heat, a g. o’ a heat. Yn. 
or Nmn. Prob. the same word as 
old, oild [old], sb., sultry heat, partly 
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= 0I (O.N. ylr, m., heat). The in- 
itial g is, in that case, the old pre- 
fix; with ref. to this, see gjoger1, 
gl(j)oger, sbs., and goldet, adj. 

gold, vb., see goldet, adj. 
golder [g&ldor, goldor (goldor)], sb., 

1) noisy, unintelligible talk, = gal- 
der. Sa. [g&ldor]; Nm. [goldar (gol- 
dor)]. 2) a strong gust of wind-, 
hard (really noisy) d/as/, = galder; 
a g. 0’ wind; Nm. [goldor (goldor)]. 
3) a rushing noise from a quantity 
of water, de g. o’ a burn; surf, a 
g. in aboot de shore; uproar in the 
sea, a g. i’ de sea, de g. 0’ de sea; 
eddy, foaming water rising from the 
stem of a boat or ship at full speed 
(=fross2, froti); de boat is settin a 
g. f(r)ae her. Nm. [goldor (goldor)]. 
— The word is a parallel form to 
galder, sb. For the alternation of 
a and 0 in Shetl. Norn, see Introd. 
V (also N.Spr. VII), § 1. L.Sc. “gol- 
der, gulder” is used in sense of a 
yell or loud cry-, a vigorous ex- 
clamation-, boisterous and threaten- 
ing speech, but acc. to Jam., not of 
wind, rushing water or agitated sea. 

golder [galdor, goldor, gokter], vb., 
1) to talk noisily and unintelligibly, 
= galder; Sa. [g&ldar]; Nm. [gol- 
dor, goldor], 2) of wind: to make 
a noise-, to blow hard, — galder; 
Nm. [goldar (goldor)J. See further 
golder, sb., and galder, vb. 

goldet [gojdot, gojdot (gajdat)], adj., 
prop. perf. part., applied to flesh or 
fish: decayed (esp. rapidly decayed 
by the effect of the sun or through 
want of fresh air), beginning to put- 
refy. U. “gojdat” is the common 
pronunc.; from U". is recorded “goj- 
dot, g&jdot”. — *g(a)tildinn. Icel. 
dldinn, adj., putrefied, decayed. The 
initial g is prob. the old Germ, pre- 
fix “ga”-, early dropped in Norse. 
For the occurrence of the prefix “ga” 
in other Shetl. words see gjoger1, 
gloger, gold, sbs., as well as “an- 

galuck” (under andelokk, sb.) and 
ongasto, sb. — gold [(gojd) gojd, 
g&jd], vb., to become putrefied (Un.), 
may be a later form from goldet. 
— A form golget [gojgot], noted 
down in Fe., = goldet, may have 
arisen from this word by assimila- 
tion, due to the initial g, but is more 
prob. to be classed with olget [6[- 
got], adj., partly decayed, of fish 
(Fe.), and olg [ojg, ojg], sb., sultry 
heat-, q.v. 

golek [golak], sb., a cleft or in- 
dentation in the landscape. L. Poss. 
a parallel form to gil, gilek, sb., in- 
fluenced from Eng. gully, sb., or 
L.Sc. gowl, sb., a hollow between 
hills. 

*golga [golga, galga (golga)], sb., 
a gallows, a gallows hill. Now on- 
ly preserved as a place-name, the 
name of a hill where formerly crim- 
inals were hanged; viz.: in Nm. (Nmw.) 
and Du. (Sandw.). Otherwise more 
commonly (outside the places men- 
tioned): Gallow Hill. In Conn, is 
found *wolga [wolga, walga], for an 
older *gwolga, partly a) as the name 
of a gallows hill, Wolga, a hill about 
which the legend says that a thief, 
named Kel Hulter, was hanged there, 
and that the hill got its name from 
being a place of execution, partly 
b) as a common noun denoting a 
cow’s tether-, see *wolga, *wolka, 
sb. — O.N. galgi, m., a gallows. 

golger,sb.,see gjolg,gjolger,sb. 
golget,adj., see under goldet, adj. 
golgrav [gol-grav, goj-grav], gol- 

gref [golgrsf, golgref, gojgref, -graf] 
and goilgref [goilgrsf, -graf], sb., 1) 
a gutter in the byre for the cattle’s 
urine. 2) liquid manure-, urine and 
manure in the byre-gutter behind 
the stalled cattle. N.I. The form 
golgrav is peculiar to U. [gol"- 
gmv: UV, g6j"grav: Uwg.], the 
other forms to Y. and Fe. Orig. 
applied to the gutter itself. The sec- 
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ond part grav, gref, is O.N. grpf, 
f., a hole dug; pit. The first part 
gol (goil) has poss. arisen from *ol 
(oil) through infl. of the foil, grav, 
gref; cf. oiler, oil(er), olger, sb., 
cattle-wash, liquid manure, and ol- 
grof, sb., = golgrav. But g in gol 
may, however, also be regarded as 
the old preserved prefix, mentioned, 
inter alia, under gjoger1, gloger, 
gold, sbs., and goldet, adj. — A 
form gulgrof or gulgref [gulgraf, 
golgrof] is reported from Wests, in 
sense of byre-dung, kept in the byre 
the whole year round, from Ai. (Onje- 
firt’) in special meaning of manure 
and earth in alternate layers, serv- 
ing as litter for stalled cattle, gul- 
grev [gul-gre*v] is reported from 
Conn, in the sense last quoted. 

goli, gol-y [goli, goli], adj., agi- 
tated, with swell, applied to the sea. 
Du. Deriv. of gol1, sb. 2. 

golikast [gohikast"], sb., commo- 
tion in the sea, esp. with the wind 
against the waves; cross-sea\ a g. 
i’ de sea. Du. Prop, gust of wind. 
*gol(u)- or *gul(u)kast. See gol1, 
sb. 2, gola, sb. 3, and kast, sb. 

golin [golm, golin], sb., tabu-name, 
sea-term, used in fishermen’s colloq. 
lang. for “ho”, dogfish (a small spe- 
cies of shark). Un. Prob.: *g£linn, 
def. form of *gali, m. Cf. No. gaale, 
m., and gjaela, f., a fool\ “gjaela” is 
also used as a name for fish, inter 
alia, in the compd. “haagjaela”, a 
species of small shark-, Icel. gala, 
f., a) a frivolous woman-, b) a trout. 
— danser is another Shetl. tabu- 
name for “ho”, dogfish. 

golir [gojir], vb., to bellow loudly. 
Conn. For the first part gol, see 
golbrol, vb. The last part is ir, 
vb., to scream. 

*golisting [gol'istirj-], vb., 1) to 
sew, using long stitches. 2) to knit 
with large or awkward movements, 
esp. of an unpractised person be- 

ginning to learn knitting; “has du 
begun to g.”? Un. gol- is prob. a 
corruption of an older *jol; cf. a) 
Fser. jolastingur, m., “Christmas- 
stitches”, long stitches taken in sew- 
ing (during busy time before Christ- 
mas), and b) Shetl. jol-stikk, sb. 

golla (golja) [gola], sb., \)ayoung 
woman attending a mother at the 
baptism of her child in the church. 
N. I. 2) godmother (U.); cf. golla- 
bairn. 3) occas. denoting a midwife 
(= kummer, griper), and then 
commonly with addition of the name 
of the person in question; “g. so 
and so (midwife so and so)”. — 
O. N. kolla, f., a woman (as the sec- 
ond part of a compd., e.g. in “kirkju- 
kolla”, a woman connectea with the 
church)-, No. kolla, f., occas. in sense 
of a charwoman; maidservant (east 
No., “kulle”); Sw. dial, kulla, f., a 
girl. — Some examples of a change 
of initial k to g in Shetl. Norn are 
given in the Introd. V (also N.Spr. 
VII), § 33, the end; further examples 
might have been mentioned there. 

golla [gb\a]-bairn, sb., a god- 
child. U. See golla, sb. ♦tgollen1 [golan], sb., one hun- 
dredweight, esp. of fish; “a gollens- 
wort’ ”, really, a hundred pounds of 
fish, further, a trifle, a small weight 
of fish-, a poor profit from fishing. 
Yh. Really a florin (Da. gylden, Germ. 
Gulden, Gulden). In old Shetl. deeds 
the word is spelt “gudling, guidling, 
gullion, gulyeon”, but is to be un- 
derstood in diff. ways. In a list by 
James Pitcairn of the revenues of 
the parochial benefices in the begin- 
ning of the 17th century (Revenues 
of the parochial benefices of Shet- 
land) is quoted the so-called “bot 
teind” or “botis teind” (boat’s tithe) 
in number of “gudlingis, guidlingis” 
(see G. Goudie, Ant. pp. 155—157). 
Acc. to Pitcairn every “guidling” was 
worth 24 “shillingis Scottis” (G. G. 
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Ant. p. 158). In a letter of 18th 
August 1612, “Act for Servandis”, 
noted in “Acts and Statutes”, “thrie- 
skoir (= three score) gulyeonis” or 
60 florins are explained as &12 Scots 
(“... that it sail not be lesum to servile 
persones not worth thrieskoir gulyeon- 
is quhilk is LXXII «£ i Scottis to tak 
vp housis”). One “gylden” is con- 
sequently worth £ll/5 Scots. Bal- 
four explains “gudling, gullion” as a 
measure originally answering to a) 
six “cuttels” (1 cuttel — one Scottish 
ell); b) 1/10 of a “pakke” of wadmal 
(“a pack of wadmael”; cf. O.N. pakki, 
pakkavadmal). Later, acc. to Balfour, 
a “gudling” was raised to the value 
of 8 “cuttels”. — In E.D.D. the Shetl. 
“gullion” is stated as being equal 
to 2 shillings. — Is the same word 
as gildin2, sb.; q.v. 

gollen2, goljen [golon], sb., re- 
corded in the expr. “slom-g. [slonr- 
gol-on]”, badly prepared, unappetiz- 
ing food, prop, a soft, muddy or slimy 
mass. Also adjectivally: si o m-g. dirt. 
Fef. — goljen possibly represents 
*gorjen, and, in that case, to be 
explained as an original *gyrja-n (def. 
form); cf. No. gyrja, f., mud\ mire\ 
pulpy mass, Sw. dial, gorja, f. For 
change of r to 1 (and conversely) in 
Shetl. Norn, see Introd. V (also N.Spr. 
VII), § 38, h. One might, however, 
also suggest O.N. gogli, m., mud-, 
mire, but this word is common in 
Shetl. (also in Fe.) in forms with 
preserved g, such as gogl and gagl. 

gol(l)ur [gojnr, gojuV] and goller 
[gojor], sb., the pericardium, esp. 
that of a cow, hung up to dry, 
stuffed with the surrounding fat 
mixed with spices (pepper, cloves 
and salt) to cure it-, de g. o’ a coo. 
golur: Fe. (and Umo.); goller: U. 
(and Fe. occas.). In Fe. is found a 
parallel form galur [gajnr, gajnV] 
of which the orig. o in the first part 
has changed to a, because the sec- 

ond part has received the full stress. 
The word is sometimes found as a 
place-name, name of a rock or hill: 
de Qoiler [gojar], a hill (Lunna 
Ness, L.), and “de Galur [galuar]- 
stakk”, a skerry near Fe. — prob. 
from the likeness of these places to 
an inflated pericardium. — O.N. gol- 
lorr, gollurr, m., the pericardium-, 
Icel. gollur (rad. r), m., the pericar- 
dium of a sheep, full of fat (B.H.). 

golmoget [golmo'gat, gojmo'gat] 
and goilmoget [goilmo'got], adj., 1) 
applied to a cow: a) dark-coloured 
with lighter (yellow, whitish) belly, 
b) spotted on the forehead (grimet), 
and having a light (white) stripe 
down the breast and belly, a g. coo 
[‘cow’]. 2) a) having small stripes 
or spots on the head, sometimes 
reddish, sometimes greyish-yellow or 
dirty-white, comm, of a cow; also 
applied to sheep; a g. sheep, a sheep 
having a dirty, light-coloured head-, 
b) having dirty stripes or spots on 
the face, of people; dirty, of the face; 
a g. face. Sense 2 b may, however, 
be a mingling with gormoget, adj.; 
q.v. 3) occas. in a fig. sense, sulky, 
peevish-, sullen. Conn. — Sense 1 a, 
"having a yellow belly”, is the or- 
iginal one; sense 2 has doubtless 
been developed from sense 1 a, with 
sense 1 b as the natural link, after 
the proper meaning of the word had 
been lost. The colour of the head 
has then gradually become to be re- 
garded as the main point. Sense 3, 
sullen and peevish-looking, must 
doubtless spring from sense 2 b: 
“with a dirty-lookingface”. — *gul- 
or *gol-m9gottr; O.N. gulr, adj.,y^/- 
low, *m9g6ttr, adj., of a certain col- 
our on the belly— see mo get, adj. 
Cf. Fser. gulmogutur, gulmutur, adj., 
having a yellowish (light or reddish- 
yellow) belly, of sheep; Icel. gol- 
mogottur, adj., is somewhat diff.: 
brownish with a darker shade on 
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the belly, of sheep (“gol-” is here 
apparently used of the colour of the 
body, and restricted by the added 
“mdgottur”, which denotes the spe- 
cial colour of the belly). 

fgolpin [g6‘lpin] and fgjolpin [gjo‘1- 
pin], sb., occas. a half-grown boy, 
occas. a greenhorn-, a young, im- 
pertinent fellow. Du. No. gypling, 
m. , a greenhorn; L.Sc. gulpin, sb., 
a) a young child; b) a raw, clumsy 
fellow. 

*golsa-fera [goTsafea,ra], sb., in 
the expr.: “to geng in g. f.”, to per- 
form a feat of dexterity which con- 
sists in stooping forwards and try- 
ing to pick up, with the teeth only, 
a large pin or bodkin, from among 
a heap of ashes, mixed with water, 
placed on the floor. U. (Woodwick, 
Uw.). The word may be taken to 
be an original *golfsfer5, “stooping 
down to the floor”; ganga i golfs- 
ferd? O.N. golf, n., a floor; O.N. 
ferd, f., a journey, Shetl. ferd and 
fer. For the connecting vowel a, 
in golsa-, see Introd. V (also N.Spr. 
VII), § 40. 

golskral [gol'skrok (-skro3!-)] and 
golskrol [goj’skrol- (-skro3!')], sb. and 
vb., = golbrol, sb. and vb. Also 
goilskrol [goil-skrok (-skro3!-)] and 
goilskrol [goikskrok (-skro3!*)]. For 
the second part of the compd. see 
skrol, skrol, vb. 

gol-sfew [goTstju*, gol*-], sb., a 
shouting and calling, agitated haste; 
to be in a g.-s., to be rushing to and 
fro with shouts and cries. Uwg. gol 
is here most prob. O.N. gaul, n., a 
howling, (in No.:) roar, clamour; see 
gjol, sb. Might also be O.N. gal, 
n. , a crying, shouting, contained in 
the Shetl. galbou, sb. The second 
part is L.Sc. stew, sb., steam-, smoke-, 
dust-, spray, in Shetl. also used of 
hot, confused haste. 

golt, sb., see galti and golti, sb. 

goltakrabb, sb., see grotlekrabb, 
sb. 

golti (golfe) [g&‘lti (ga‘lte), go'lti, 
go^lti, go'lti] and golt fgd'lt], sb., 
prop, a hog, now esp. a pig, fatted 
pig. In Nmw. golti [g6‘[ti] was al- 
so used by fishermen as a tabu-name 
for cod. In St. golt is used as an 
abusive term for a stupid person: 
stupid g.! For the diff. modes of 
pronunc. and for their distribution 
see further under galti, sb. 

goltirigg, sb., see getlarigg, sb. 
gombel[g6mb3l], sb., swell, heavy 

sea, esp. with choppy waves-, crested 
sea; der’r a great g. i’ de sea. Also 
go mm el [gomal]. Conn. Prob. for 
an older *gompel, *gumpel, jump- 
ing-, casting-, throwing, etc. For the 
origin of the word see the cognate 
gumbos (gombos), sb., and gimp, 
vb. A form gumpel (gompel), in 
sense of casting-, restless movement, 
is found in Shetl. gumpelfik, sb., 
and No. gumpelvak, sb.'— see gum- 
pelfik. 

gombet, adj., see gum bet, adj. 
gombos, sb., see gumbos, sb. 
gompelfik, sb., see gumpelfik, sb. 
gomra fgomra], sb., dense sea- 

spray, falling as drizzle-, dense spray 
from heavy surf (esp. against steep 
rocks). Nmw. Prob. for an older 
*gorma by metathesis of r and m; 
cf. No. gyrma, f., a) sediment-, dregs-, 
mud-, b) overcast sky, fog-, dense 
clouds. 

gom-tow, sb., see gongtag, sb. 
*gon [g&n], more correctly *gonn, 

sb., yarn; thread; esp. warp in weav- 
ing, recorded in the gen. form go ns 
[g&‘ns], governed by the prep, di, 
to, in the foil, proverbial phrase: 
Marta di gons teke di veps, much 
is used for woof that is useless for 
warp [*margt... til garns tekit(?) til 
vepts]. Yh. O.N. garn, n., yarn, also 
the warp in weaving. 

gon [gon], vb., to stare, gape with 
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craned neck; to stand gonin; what 
is du gonin at? Parallel form to 
gan, vb.; q.v. For the o-sound cf. 
No. gon, f., a stiff-necked person; 
one who gives himself airs. In Peer, 
is found a form “g£na [g&ana]” = 
No. gana, vb. 

fgonal [gonal], sb., a holey, worn- 
out shoe of hide (rivlin), a auld 
[‘old’] g. Conn. Etym. uncertain. 

gonga [go3ga]-//s/7, gonge [goggo 
(g'6t\p)]-fish, sb., 1) in boat-fishing: 
the last fish drawn out of the water 
before the boat leaves the fish- 
ing-ground. Yh.: gonga-fish. Also 
“gjonga [gjogga]-fish” (Yh.) and 
“gj onge [gjogg3]-fish” (W.Burr., Ai.). 
2) a very large fish (esp. of cod, 
ling and halibut); Ai. occas.: gonge 
[gogg3]-fish. From Papa Stur is re- 
ported “gonge [g'ogaHish” in sense 
of a halibut. — *gpngu-(fiskr), from 
O.N. ganga, f., a going, walking. 
gonga, etc., in g.-f. 1, must be 
understood as the departure of the 
boat from the fishing-ground, g.-f. 2 
may be developed from g.-f. 1 and 
really denote the last large or valu- 
able fish caught before the fishing 
is concluded, but is more prob. the 
same word as No. and Sw. gang- 
fisk, m., a spawning fish. — Cf. 
gjonge- in “gjonge-piece” and 
“gjonge-sop”, sbs., under gjonga, 
gjonge, sb. 

gongbit [gogbit], sb., a mark in 
a sheep’s ear: one of the two small 
incisions made (cut) opposite each 
other on the edge of the ear. U. 
*gagn-bit(i). The first part gong- is 
O.N. gagn, adv., opposite to; to- 
wards; against; through, which is 
found as the first part in compds., 
such as e.g. a gagngjprt, straight 
towards; opposite to, gagnvart and 
gagnvert = gegnt, opposite to, over 
against. Cf. Shetl. gongtag, sb. For 
the second part see bit2 and bidi, sb. 

gongbitet [gog ’bit'ot], adj., of a 

sheep’s ear: marked with two small 
incisions opposite each other, one on 
each side of the ear; a g. lug; a 
g. sheep. More common than the 
substantive. U. *gagn-bitadr. For 
the explanation of the word see prec. 
gongbit, sb. 

gongj, gongsj [gond^, gogdzj, vb., 
1) to swagger-, swing, when walk- 
ing; to geng gongsjin t’rough de 
place. Nmn. (N.Roe). 2) to walk 
aimlessly; to saunter; hwar gengs 
du (is du gaun) gongsjin till? where 
are you sauntering to? Nm.; De. 
Prob.: *gungsa. Cf. Sw. dial, gungsa, 
vb., = gunga, vb., to swing. With 
the change *gungsa > gong(s)j cf. 
e.g.*runsa > rong(s)j [rond/j, roqdsj], 
which is used syn. with gongj 2 in 
Shetl.; further: skunsa > skong(s)j 
[skond^, skoqd^l, *hundsa >hond(s)j 
[hond^, hoqd^]. 

gongtag [gogtag, gogtag, gogtag] 
and gongtak [gogtak, gogtak], sb., 
one of the two straps by which the 
girth is attached to the pack-saddle. 
Each strap is fastened by both ends 
into two holes, one in each corner 
of “de klibberbrod” (the board of 
the pack-saddle, one board on each 
side of the horse), while the middle 
(curve) of the strap is attached to 
the girth (de wame-girt). The word 
is recorded in many diff. forms: a) 
gongtag: Sa. and Aiw. [gogtag]; 
Papa St. [gdgtag]; Nm. occas., Ye. 
[g3Dtag]i b) gongtak [gogtak, gog-]: doubtless a rare form (locality un- 
certain); c) gontak, gontek (goin-), 
-tag: U. [goqtak, goqtok, goV, goq- 
tak, go'qtok]; Fe. occas. [go’qtok]; 
Ai. occas. [go’qtag]; d) gountag 
[g&untag]: Fe. occas.; e) gongtagl 
[gog"tag'3l]: Ai. occas.; f) gongtu 
[gogtu, gogtu]: Fe.? Du. occas.; g) 
gantu [ga‘ntu, gantu]: Du. occas.; 
h) gong-tow: Ai. occas., Nmn. 
(N.Roe) [gogtou, -t&u]; Conn, (and 
Papa St.) [gogt&u]; i) go un-tow 
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[g&untSu]: Nm. occas. (Nmw.); j) 
gom-tow [gomtau]: De. occas. — 
O.N. gagntak, n., a strap which 
fits into the opposite side of the 
girth, in order to fasten it (Fr.). 
— The forms ending in -tu, “-tow”, 
have arisen by corruption, mingling 
of tag (tak) with O.N. tog, n., and 
Eng. tow, sb. 

goni or gonni [goni, goni], sb., 
1) a supernatural being of elfish or 

fairy origin; gon(n)is, pi., elves\ 
fairies. Conn, [goni]; Sa. [goni]. In 
Sa. as the name of a fairy; “Gon(n)i 
will tak’ dee!” (a threat to naughty 
children). Cf. Eti (Goni Eti). 2) 
a bugbear. Wh. [goni]. 3) an ugly, 
old, ragged woman. Sa. — Prob. 
the same word as Sw. dial, “gonnar, 
gonnar”, goblins, only in the pi. 
(Ri. p. 208 under “god”). 

gontaplukker, sb., see konta- 
plucker. 

gopn, gopen [gopan] and gopm 
[gop3m, g&p3m, gop8m], sb., 1) the 
hollow of the hand-, de fill o’ de 
gopens, as much as can be held 
in both hands put together (Wh.). 
2) a) a handful; to tak’ op a g. o’ 
corn; b) as much as can be con- 
tained in both hands held together 
cupped; in the latter sense recorded 
esp. on the Wests (Sa., Fo.) and 
in Du. — Often with an inserted 
j: gjopn, gjopen [gjo3pan, gjopan, 
gj&pan] and gjopm [gj53p3m, gjopam, 
gjSpam]. Occas. with u for o: gupn 
[gup3n] and gupm [gupam]. — The 
word is recorded in the above-men- 
tioned forms in the foil, places. Wh.: 
gopn, gopen [gopan]; Me. occas., 
St.: gopm [gop3m, g&psm]; Fo.: 
gopm (gupm) [gSpam, gop3m]; 
Lunn.: gjopen [gjo3pan]; Ai.: gjopn 
[gjopan, gjapan]; Sa., De., Nm., N.I.: 
gjopm [gjap3m, gj&p3m; in Un. with 
a long vowel: gjo®p3m; Sa.: gj&pam]; 
Du.: gupn [gup3n, -an]; N.Roe: 
gupm [gupam] and gjopm [gjopsm]. 

— Though the word occas. means 
one handful, occas. two handfuls (as 
much as can be contained in both 
hands) the expr. “a gopen (gopm, 
gjopen, gjopm)-fu’ ”, however, is 
comm, used in the latter sense (like 
L.Sc. “goupin-fu’ ”) in contrast to “a 
nev-fu’”, a fistful, a handful — 
O.N. gaupn, f., the hollow of the 
hand; in No. and Icel. (gaupn), Sw. 
(gopen; dial.: gapn, goppen, gaup- 
ma, etc.), Da. dial, (gjovn), Fser. 
(geykn) partly a handful, partly as 
much as can be held in both hands 
put together. L.Sc. goupin, gowpin, 
gowpen, sb., the hollow of the hand, 
a handful, esp. the fill of both 
hands held bowlwise. The Shetl. word 
originates from O.N., which is proved 
by the forms of pronunc. with jo 
(O.N. au > Shetl. jo), esp. the forms 
with a long vowel-sound: gjo3pan 
(L.), gja3p3m (Un.). 

gopn, gopen, gopm, gjopen, gjopm, 
vb., to take up or to scoop with the 
hand, esp. with both hands, to g. 
op corn. The verb is less common 
than the substantive. Noted down 
in N.Roe in the form gjopm [gjopam]. 
For the different forms of pronunc. 
see gopn, sb. No. gaupna, vb., to 
scoop with the hand (with both hands). 

gor [gor (gor)], sb., 1) mire; mud; 
dirt; see gor blot, sb. 2) a slimy 
mass or fluid, esp. a) the slimy 
matter scraped from fish (Y.; Fe.), 
= gog2, sb.; b) rheum from the 
eyes. Has also been applied, like 
O.N. gor, n., to half-digested food 
in animal (human) intestines; see 
gormoget, adj., and gorpog, sb. 
No. gor, n., a) mire; mud-, b) chyme, 
half-digested food in the intestines 
of animals-, O.N. gor, n., is only 
handed down in the latter sense. Cf. 
Eng. gore, sb., and Cymr. (Welsh), 
gor, sb., pus; rheum. 

gorbel [gorbol], sb., eddy; whirl- 
pool, a g. i’ de sea. Du. *garpl or 
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*gurpl. Probably denotes a seething 
or roaring sound; see gorbel, vb. 

gorbel [gorbol], vb., of tide-rip: to 
be in uproar, to produce swirls; de 
sea is gorblin. Du. Pro\>. to seethe; 
boil\ roar-, and either the same word 
as or cognate with No. garpla, vb., 
to rant, to talk rudely (R.), deriv. 
of garpa, vb., to brag, to talk noisi- 
ly; to belch (gurpa, vb., to belch). 
gorbel may be either *garpla or 
*gurpla. 

gorblot [gorbl&t” (-blot"), gor-] and 
gorbloit [gor'bloif, -bl&it"], sb., bad- 
ly washed clothes, from which the 
dirt is only partly removed, also ap- 
plied to the face and hands, gor- 
blot: Fo. [gor-]; Du. [gor-]. gor- 
bloit: N.I., etc. In Du occas gol- 
blot [gorblot"] = gorblot. *gor-blot. 
The first part of the compd. is gor, 
sb., mud; dirt; the second part is 
No. and Fser. blot, n., softening-, 
soaking, steeping-, Shetl. blot, sb. 

gorblot [gorbl&t" (-blot"), gor-] and 
gorbloit [gor'bloif, -bl&it"], vb., to 
wash badly, so that the dirt is partly 
left, applied to washing of clothes; 
also of the face and hands; du’s (you 
have) gorbloted dy face (Du.), gor- 
blot: Fo. [gor-]; Du. [gor-]. gor- 
bloit: N.I., etc. In Du. occas. gol- 
blot [gol'blof] = gorblot. Mostly 
in perf. part, gorbloted, -bloited 
(-blotet, -bloitet), golbloted; hit 
(de claith, the clothes) is only gor- 
blo(i)ted; a gorbloited face, a 
dirty (badly washed) face. — *gor- 
blota (orig. *gor-bl0yta?). The first 
part of the compd. is gor, sb., mud-, 
dirt. The second part blot, bloit, 
more prob. points back to a *blota, 
vb., to soften (cf. No. biota, vb., to 
become soft), than to O.N. (No.) 
bloyta, vb., to soften, soak. Icel. 
gorblautur, No. gorblaut, adj., ex- 
tremely soft and moist (soaking 
wet: B.H.). 

*gord [gord], sb., a yard-, fence. 

= O.N. gardr, m. Now obsolete as 
an independent word, but preserved 
in some compds.: gordbalk (— gard- 
balk), sb., gordhird, vb., gordsi- 
men, sb., gordste, -sti or -stu, 
merkigord, sb. The expr. “milla 
gorda [m3[a gorda]”, prop, “between 
the fences", O.N. milium garda, is 
preserved in the Eshaness fisher- 
men’s tabu-lang. at sea; “de Isle 
(Isle o’ Oja) is milli gorda” is 
said by the fishermen, in finding a 
fishing-ground off the north of Main- 
land, when they have the Isle of Uyea 
(Nmn-'w.) just in front, half way be- 
tween the skerry or islet “de Osi 
(&sen: the ridge)" and the high point 
(west of the mouth of Ronis Voe), 
named “de Tingen Heads”: the isle 
is “enclosed". “Milla Qorda [mo[a 
gorda]” is found in Unst as the name 
of the boundary between the out- 
fields belonging to the farms Hoga- 
land and Braknegert, likewise found 
as a place-name in Fetlar (Fes 'w.) 
and possibly in other places. — As 
a place-name gord is found occas. 
uncompounded (Qord), but more freq. 
as the second part of compds., esp. 
in names of farms, though not so 
freq. as gert (gart). As the first 
part in place-names, gord is found 
in the compds: a) gordsende, 
gordsend [go^saen'ds, go'rs’end', 
g&‘rs3n(d)], a place where an old 
fence ends or formerly ended (O.N. 
gardsendi, m., the end of a fence), 
still partly understood by the older 
generation; b)gordste [go'rste, gS‘r- 
ste, -sto], still used as a common 
noun; see further under gordsta, sb. 
For the use of gord in place-names 
see Sh. Stedn. pp. 95—97. 

gordast0ri,sb.,seeg0rdast0ri, sb. 
gordbalk, sb., see gardbalk, sb. 
gordhird [gorhord', gorhord ], vb., 

to bring the reaped corn into safety 
in the special enclosure (de corn- 
yard), to g. de corn. Also korhird 
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[korhard-], by hardening of g to k. 
U.; Fe. Besides gordhird (kor- 
hird), a form gordshird [ga‘rs‘- 
hard"] is found in Fe. *gar6-hir5a 
(*gar5s-hir5a). O.N. gardr, m., an 
enclosed space-, a fence-, O.N. hirSa, 
vb., to hide-, to bring into safety, 
Shetl. bird, sb. 

*gordsend(e), sb., see under 
*gord, sb. 

gordsimen [garsim-an, go‘r-, g^r’-, 
g^'r1-], sb., one of the thick, pleated 
straw-ropes, simens, by which the 
stacked hay and corn in the en- 
closure (de yard) is secured-, now 
mostly a thick, coarse straw-rope 
in general, e.g. for thatching. *gard- 
simi; O.N. gardr, m., an enclosed 
space, etc.; O.N. simi, m., a rope; 
a cord. 

gordsta [(go'rsta) g&‘rsta], gordste 
[go'rste, gi'rste, -sta] and gordsti 
[ga'rsti, ga'rsti], sb., 1) a ridge of 
earth remaining from an old fence 
(in the outfield). 2) boundary (ridge 
of earth) between two pieces of ar- 
able land; N.I. The form gordsta 
is now rare (reported by J.I.), doubt- 
less used only in sense 1. In sense 
2 also gordstek [go'rstak, g&'rstak]. 
In S.Sh. (Du. and Conn.) the word 
is found in the form gerdste, gerd- 
sti [gae'rste, gae‘rsti (g'ae'rsti)], used 
in both the above senses, in Conn., 
however, esp. in sense 1: a auld 
[‘old’] g. [g'ee'rsti]. — O.N. gard- 
stadr, m., a place in which there is 
or has been a fence. The forms 
ending in -ste, -sti, -stek may also 
spring from O.N. gardstoedi, n., = 
gardstadr; cf. below gordstu, sb. 
— Outside the N.I. and Du. such 
words as gardbalk (gerdbalk) and 
merkigord or merki have replaced 
gordste 2 and gerdste 2. 

gordstu [ga‘rstn], sb., a ridge of 
earth or an elevation forming the 
boundary between two patches of 
arable land, = gordste 2. N. — 

*gard-stod (-stoedi). Cf. Sw. dial, gard- 
sel-sto, f., traces of an old fence. 

gorek [gorak (g§rak)], sb., stubble; 
also gleanings. Conn. Prob. the 
same word as No. gare, m., a spike-, 
point-, sharp stubble remaining from 
shrubs or bushes cut down, etc. — 
There is another gorek [gorak], also 
from Conn., but diff. from the go- 
rek here treated, in the expr. “slordi 
[slordi] g.”, denoting commotion in 
the sea-, spray dashing into the boat, 
a “slordi g.” i’ de sea. Doubtless 
the L.Sc. word gorroch, sb., mire-, 
moisture-, muddy mass-, hotch-potch. 
slordi, adj., is a deriv. of slord 
[slord], sb., drizzling rain. 

gorj? [gord/j, gord/J, vb., to plant 
too closely, esp. of potatoes: to g. 
taatis. Un. The word cannot be suf- 
ficiently explained from Eng. gorge, 
vb., and might spring from an or- 
iginal *gyrja; cf. a) No. gyrja, vb., 
to press, squeeze (something soft); 
also to clot, smear in lumps (R.); 
b) Icel. gyrja, vb., to prick; push; 
bore. See girj, vb. 

gorl, gorel [goral (goral)], vb., to 
soil, esp. the face: to g. de face 
(N.I.; Wh.; Sa.). a gorlin (gur- 
lin) [gorlin] hwalp (W.), a little 
boy, in the habit of dirtying him- 
self. Deriv. of gor, sb. 1. 

gorli, gorl-y [gorli], adj., dirty, 
esp. in the face; g.-faced. Wh. The 
same word as gorl, vb. 

gorm [gorm (gorm)], sb., 1) mire-, 
mud\ dirt. 2) a slimy mass scrap- 
ed from fish (Un.: gorm, gorm), = 
gor 2 a and gog2. In sense 1, and 
partly also sense 2: gjorm [gjdrm, 
gjor3m]; thus in Nm. and Sa. be- 
sides gorm. 3) occas. of rheum 
from the eyes, = gor 2 b. 4) bungl- 
ing; awkward execution of work; 
du’s hadin’ [‘you are holding’] a g. 
atill yon [‘into that’] de day, you 
are bungling that piece of work to- 
day (Yh.: gorm). 5) a person who 
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soils himself; a bungling, untidy 
and slovenly person; a dirty g. 
(Uwg. gorm). — *gorm- or *gurm-. 
Icel. gormur, m., No. gorm and gurm 
(n? m?), Sw. dial, gorm, m., mire; 
mud; dirt; filth (e.g. from entrails 
of animals, of fish); Sw. dial, gorm 
also means work badly done. 

gorm [gorm (gorm)], vb., 1) vb. 
n., to root in mire or (soft) dirt; 
to do a piece of dirty work; to g. 
in dirt, in rotten taatis [‘potatoes’], 
in weet [‘wet’] fish, etc. (L.,Wh., etc.: 
gorm). 2) vb. a., to g. anesell [‘one- 
self’], to besmear oneself and get 
slimy (by handling raw fish) [comm.: 
gorm; Un.: gorm, gorm]; he gormd 
his face, hands, claes [‘clothes’]. In 
senses 1 and 2 also gjorm [gjorm, 
gj6ram], thus in Nm., Sa. and Uwg. 
besides gorm. 3) to bungle a piece 
of work; du is gormin [gormin] 
atill yon de day (Yh.) = du is hadin 
a gorm atill yon de day; see gorm, 
sb. — *gorma or *gurma. No. gurma, 
vb., to make muddy, stir up; Sw. 
dial, gorma (g&&rm), vb., a) to stir 
up dirt; b) to do work badly. 

gormet [gormot], adj., l) besmear- 
ed with dirt, (quite) begrimed, esp. 
in the face; a g. face; his face was 
a’[‘all’] g. Wests. (Sa.; Fo.). 2) of 
sheep: discoloured, white with small, 
black spots on the forehead; a g. 
sheep. Fo. *gormottr or *gurmottr; 
No. gurmutt and gyrmutt, adj., dis- 
coloured; muddy; miry. 

gormoget [gormo-got], adj., soiled; 
besmeared with dirt; very dirty. Du. 
Doubtless prop, “having the stomach 
full of gor = filth, half-digested 
food”. *gor-mpg6ttr. For the first 
part of the compd. see gor, sb.; 
for the second part see mo get, adj. 

gormolg [gormo'lg’, gormoig'] and 
gormoll [gormo]-], vb., to cover with 
a layer of dirt; to soil; to g. ane- 
sell [‘oneself’], to soil oneself, esp. 
the face-, du ’s [‘you have’] gor- 

molget (gormollet) dy face. The 
word is mostly vb. a., but is also 
used as vb. n.: to root in dirt\ to 
do a dirty piece of work; du is gor- 
mollin (gormolgin) i’ yon [‘that’] 
a long time (Yh.); to gormoll in 
a sheep’s guts (Uwg). Ai. (W.B.): 
gormolg; Y.(Yh.): gormolg, gor- 
moll. U.: gormoll. — Perf. part, 
gormolget, gormollet, isfreq. used 
as an adj., in sense ol: a) soiled; 
covered with a layer of dirt, e.g. 
of the face, of clothes; b) insigni- 
ficant in appearance, also good-for- 
nothing, whether an animal or a hu- 
man being; a gormollet ting (body). 
In sense b noted down in Fe. c) 
gruff and peevish, stubborn. Fe.? 
From Un. is reported a form gor- 
moltet [gormo’l'tat, -mo'j'tot, gor-] 
In sense of soiled, dirty. In Nm. 
and in Fe. also with initial k for g: 
kormollet [kormoj'ot]. In sense c 
the word is noted down only in the 
form kormollet. — Prob. *gor- 
mygla, vb., and *gor-mygladr, perf. 
part, and adj. gormoltet seems, 
however, to presuppose a *gor-mygl5r 
or -mygltr. The first part of the 
compd. is gor, sb., mire\ mud\ the 
second part is O.N. mygla, vb., to 
grow musty, mygladr (Icel.), adj., 
musty, Shetl. molget (q.v.). — kor- 
mollet, adj. (q.v.), noted down in 
Sa., is another word than the gor- 
mollet treated here. 

gorpog [go‘rp&g], sb., derisive term, 
applied to a small, insignificant per- 
son-, a little-wort’ g. U. Also (mock- 
ingly or jokingly) of a small horse, 
pony (Edm.: gur-pug). Prob. *gor- 
poki; O.N. gor, n., half-digested food 
in the intestines of animals; O.N. 
poki, m., a poke; pouch. Cf. No. 
gorpose, m., (prop. = gorsekk, a 
large stomach, a glutton) as a de- 
risive term applied to a little boy 
(adept at eating, but not at work), 
and Sw. dial, gorpose (“g&rp&se”), 
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m., of a good-for-nothing, only able 
to eat. 

gosel, gozel, sb. andvb., see gusl, 
gusel, sb. and vb. 

gosen [gosan], gozen [gozan, go- 
zan], sb., sharp, dry wind; a) sharp, 
contrary wind; to get a g. i’ de face 
or “nebb”: Fe. [gosan, gozan]; b) 
drying wind; de corn gets (is gettin’) 
a g., the corn is drying well in the 
wind. Dum. [gozan]. In sense a also 
gosnin [goznin] (Fe.).— *gos-. No. 
gos, n., gosa, f., and gose, m., Fser. 
gos, n., current of air, draught. The 
ending -en in Shetl. gosen, gozen, 
may be either a relic of the old 
definite article in masc. or fem., or 
have arisen through influence of the 
common adj. gosen(d), gozend. 
Cf. gosnin as well as gus(e)l 
and guster, sbs. 

gosen [gosan, gosan, gosan, go3- 
san] and gozen [gbzan, gozan], vb., 
l) vb. n., to be dried in the wind; 
de peats is [‘are’] gosend op: Yh. 
[gosan]; de corn is gosnin [goz- 
nm]: Dum. 2) vb. a., to dry in the 
wind, to g. de fish. Y.; Fe. go- 
send, gozend, perf. part, and adj., 
wind-dried, = gosen, adj. — No. 
gosa, vb., to steam; fume; blow. — 
The Shetlandic verbal form, ending 
in -n, is doubtless formed through 
infl. of the more commonly used ad- 
jectival form gosen(d), gozend. Cf. 
gus(e)l, sb. and vb. 

gosen [gosan (gosan)], gosend [go- 
sand, gosand, gosand (go3sand), g'6- 
sand] and gozend [(gozand) gozand 
(g'ozand)], adj., slightly dried in the 
wind, esp. of fish hung up to dry 
outside the house or in a skjo (a 
stone-shed with narrow interstices 
through which the draught comes, 
drying the suspended meat and fish, 
etc.); g. fish. The form “gosan” (with 
short o) is peculiar to Fe.; “gosand” 
to Y.; “g’osand”: Un. occas. Other- 
wise more commonly: gozand (thus 

in Mainland: Ai., Du., etc.). A form 
guseld [gusald], = gosend, is re- 
ported from Un.; see gusel, vb. — 
O.N. gosinn, perf. part, of gjosa, vb., 
to gush, stream (occas. of air), Faer. 
gjosa, vb., to blow gently, esp. of 
a drying wind. — The Shetl. word 
has now commonly a double perf. 
part, ending, because a -d, through 
infl. of Eng. perf. part, forms end- 
ing in -end, has been added later 
to the original -en. Cf. morken 
and morkend, adj. 

gosnin [goznin], sb., a sharp wind, 
contrary wind, = gosen, sb. (sense 
a) . Fe. 

got, sb., see a) *goda,sb.; b) go- 
tek, goti, sb. 

gotek [gatak, gotak (gotak), go't^k] 
and goti [goti, goti], sb., a fissure; 
cleft, partly a) narrow indentation in 
the coast, admitting the sea, partly 
b) a fissure in the landscape; narrow 
sunken way. Mostly of a funnel- 
shaped rent or cleft. S.Sh. (Du.; 
Conn.). Du.: gotak, gotak (gjtak) and 
goti. Conn.: gotak, g6'(ak. gjot 
[gjot] and gjotek [gjotak]: Ai. (esp. 
in sense b). gjotek [gjotak] and 
gjoti [gjoti]: Sa. In Conn, gotek 
is also used in sense of a gutter. 
A form got [got] is noted down in 
sense of depression or rent in the 
sea-bottom, poor fishing-ground with 
muddy or sandy bottom (L.; Wh.). 
— Beside got, gotek, goti, is found 
a form go it [goit (goit, g&it)], partly 
a) = gotek, goti; Du. [goit]; partly 
b) a narrow, fenced road; reported 
by J.I. [g&it]. — No. gota, f., a fis- 
sure; a narrow rent in the land- 
scape, partly a funnel-shaped rent 
(R.) — from O.N. gata, f., (an open- 
ing, way out) road? goit b as- 
similates to O.N. gata in the spe- 
cial sense of a road enclosed by a 
fence on each side; No. gota, f. 
(Aa.), a narrow, fenced road. See 
*goda (goda), sb. goit [goit] (C.) 

17 
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in sense of a hole; opening; rent, 
must spring from O.N. gat, n., a hole, 
which, however, is also found in No. 
in sense of a short, narrow, fur- 
rowed depression in the landscape, 
almost = gota. — gjot, gjotek, 
gjoti, may also be derived from 
another word: *gjot(a); see gjot, 
sb. got, in sense of a muddy 
(sandy) fishing-ground, is merged 
with go it1, sb. 

gotel, gotjel, vb., see goitel, vb. 
gothol [gofhol'j and goithol [goi‘t"- 

hoh (g&i‘t-), g6i‘t"hol-], sb., anus in 
//$/?, = gotrif, sb. gothol:Wests. 
(Ai.). goithol: N.I. etc. *got-hol 
or *got. Faer. got, n., = gothol, n., 
anus; “got” prop, a) spawning (of 
roe); b) spawned roe; see Shetl. 
god, sb. 

gotrif, -riv [gotnf, gotnf, -nv] and 
goitrif [goi'tnf, goi‘t-, g&i‘trif, -nv], 
sb., anus in fish, — gothol. N.I. 
g5i‘tnf (goi't-): Un.; goi'tnf: Us. Icel. 
gotrauf, f., id. (O.N. rauf, f., a hole; 
rift). — -rif, -riv, has prob. arisen 
from “rauf” by mingling with an- 
other word: O.N. rifa, f., a rent; fis- 
sure, in Shetl. now commonly rivek. 

gott [got, got, (got)], gotti [goti, 
<joti], goit [goi‘t, g&i‘t, goi‘t (g5i‘t)], 
goiti [goi'ti, goti (goiti, goiti)], goi- 
tek [g&itok], gjott [gjot], gjotek [gjo- 
tok], g0tt [got, g'ot, got, go't (goit)], 
gotti [goti, g'oti], sb., 1) a) (door- 
case) doorway ; b) the space just 
inside the door (outer door); c) a 
chink in the door. In senses a and 
b noted down in Wh.: de gott [got] 
o’ de door; in senses a and c in 
Conn.: de goit [goi‘t] o’ de door, 
gjotek [gjotak] (Fladabister, Conn".), 
doorway, door; to geng [‘go’] t’rough 
de gjotek. In sense a occas. in N.I. 
(Fe.?): de goit(i) o’ de door; re- 
ported by J.I. [goi‘t, g&i‘t]. From 
Fo. is reported gjott [gjot] in sense 
of a wide gate in a fence. The 
word is more common in the sense 

following than in the senses given 
under 1. 2) the threshold, often in 
the expr. “de g. o’ de door”. N.I.: 
gott, gotti and goit, goiti. In U. 
esp. “goi't”; in Fe.: “go( (got),goti”; 
in Y.: got, goi‘t, goi'ti. Nmn. (N.Roe): 
gotti [(gotO goti], de gotti [goti]- 
tree. Nmw. (Esh.) and De.: gotti 
[goti, g'oti]; Esh.: g'oti. L.: gott 
[g'ot, got]. Wests.: (goit, -i and) 
gott; Ai.(Wests.): “got”; Sa.(Wests.): 
“goit”. Conn.: (goit and) goitek. 
Du.: gotti [g'oti]. Dey were no [‘not’] 
ut ower de gotti o’ de door (Fe.). 
Geng ower de goitek! cross the 
threshold! step in for a moment! 
(Conn.). 3) goit: a piece of timber 
laid down, on which the stern of a 
boat rests when drawn into the boat- 
shed; lay a g. in under de heel o’ 
de boat! Yh. [goi't, goi‘t]. — O.N. 
gatt, f., door-case; doorway. Icel. 
gatt, f., doorway. Faer. g&tt, f., thres- 
hold. No. gaatt, f., a groove, esp. 
in a door-case or threshold. Sw. 
dial, g&t, f., a door-post, groove in 
a door-case, etc. — goit, in sense 
3, doubtless springs from a root- 
meaning: threshold. 

*gott [got, go't] and *goit [goit], 
adj., in n. sing., good. The forms 
“got” and “goit” are found in an 
old formula, a kind of address to the 
cat, noted down in Conn.: Op aboot 
de Ijora (=jora)! gott (goit) fire 
monna [foro moga]! Up about the 
ear with the paw (wash round your 
ear)! it is good for the mouth, i.e. 
it bodes well for fishing, “go't” is 
found in an obsolete, proverbial phrase 
from Wd.: gott a taka gamla 
manna ro, it is good to follow 
old men’s advice. A doublet goo it 
[go’oit] is found in a fragment of a 
song from Yh.: see Introd. (Frag- 
ments of Norn). — O.N. gott (*gott), 
n., from g65r, adj., good. 

goul, sb. and vb., see gjol, sb. 
and vb. 
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gouster, sb. and vb., see guster, 

sb. and vb. 
fgowl [gou3l], sb., the inward hol- 

low of the hindmost part of an an- 
imal’s back. Also gol [go*l]. Du. 
Poss. syn. with L.Sc. gowl, sb., a 
hollow between two hills. To be 
compared with this: No. gyvle (and 
gylve), n., a narrow passage; cleft; 
hollow, etc. 

grabb [grab], vb., to grab; grasp. 
Du. No. and Sw. grabba, L.Sc. grab, 
vb., to seize with violence; to grasp. 
Cf. glabb, vb. 

gram [gram] and grama [grama], 
sb., a collection or heap of small 
objects (small potatoes; tiny fishes). 
Du.: gram, a lock [‘lot’] o’g. Conn.: 
grama (esp. of potatoes). Prob. from 
the synonymous kram2 (krama), sb.; 
q.v. Cf. also grum, sb. 

gram [gram], adj., 1) very de- 
sirous of, bent on (getting) some- 
thing, g. aboot a ting. U.; Nm. 2) 
delighted-, overjoyed-, he was g. ower 
it. U. Prop, “in an excited state of 
mind, mentally unhinged", and orig- 
inating from ON. gramr, adj., handed 
down in sense of wroth; embittered; 
offended. 

fgramis [grami^], vb., to bewitch. 
Mostly in perf. part, gramist [gra- 
mi^t], smitten by witchcraft; bewitch- 
ed. Poss. to be derived directly from 
O.N. gramr, m., fiend-, demon-, pi. 
“gramir” and “gramendr”, used 
in cursing-formulas. For the end- 
ing -is in gramis cf. fimis and 
fommis, sb. and vb. The word 
might, however, be L.Sc. Shetl. gra- 
meri [gra-mori-], sb., magic, must 
thus be L.Sc. “gramarye”, sb., in 
the same sense (Jam.). 

*grams, sb. and vb., see grems, 
sb. and vb. 

granbet [grambe^L, gran’beh], vb., 
in fishing: to cut open the lower 
jaw and throat of a fish in order to 
extract the hook, when swallowed 

too far down; to g. a fish. Wh. 
[gran'be®f, -bet']. L. [gran(d)'bet']. 
The first part of the compd. is O.N. 
grpn (gran-), f., muzzle, the lip where 
the beard grows, also jaw (cf. gran- 
bein, Shetl. graniben, sb.). The sec- 
ond part is O.N. beita, vb., which 
prop, means to cause to bite, but 
also, inter alia, was used in the sense 
of to make an incision; cf. No. beita, 
vb. 7, in Ross. See Shetl. bet, vb. 

grand [grand, graqd], vb., to hurt 
by witchcraft, grandet [grandot, 
graqdot], perf. part., a) bewitched, ir- 
retrievably lost; “hit [‘it’] is no [‘not’] 
to say, at [‘that’] he was witched, 
but he was grandet [grandot]”, he 
was not only bewitched, but there 
was no hope of rescue for him (Papa 
St.); b) distracted; queer (prop, caused 
by witchcraft, enchantment), said of 
one who behaves in an unusual man- 
ner; he’s grandet, there is some- 
thing wrong with him; applied to 
human beings and animals. Wests, 
[grand]. N.I. (Fe.) and Nm". (N.Roe) 
[graqdj. — O.N. granda, vb., to hurt; 
damage. Shetl. grand seems to have 
absorbed the verb *ganda, No. and 
Faer. ganda, to practise witchcraft. 

grander! [gran"d3ri', graq"d3ri'], 
sb., l) witchcraft; sorcery. 2) queer 
behaviour (prop, caused by witch- 
craft); der’r a g. come ower dee, 
there is something wrong with 
you (Fe.: graiy'dari'). Deriv. of 
grand, vb. 

“*grandrie”, “*grandorie”, sb., 
acc. to Balfour: “a septennial court 
to abate nuisances and punish local 
abuses" (in the Glossary to D. Bal- 
four, Oppressions of the 16th cen- 
tury in Orkney and Zetland. Odal 
Rights and Feudal Wrongs). *grand- 
rof? O.N. grand, n., a hurt-, injury, 
O.N. rof, n., a breach-, retraction-, 
reversal of judgement. Cf. d o m r ax, 
sb.: *dom-rof. 

grani [grani], sb., 1) thejawjaw- 
17* 
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bone of a fish\ de turbot [‘halibut’] 
gromd aft de tom wi’ his granis, 
the halibut gnawed through the snell 
on the fishing-line with its jaws or 
teeth Un -W.; Nmn-W. 2) a cut 
in the end of a thwart where it is 
mortised, enclosing the ribs (de b an d), 
de g. o’ de taft. Sandw.; Du. — O.N. 
grpn (gran-), f., muzzle-, lip\ jaw. 
See graniben, sb. 

graniben [gran-iben-], sb., the jaw- 
bone of a fish, = O.N. granbein. 
Nmn,w. Also gronaben [gron"a- 
ben-]: Un. *granar-bein. For the 
first part of the compd. see prec. 
grani, sb. 

granni [grani], sb., familiar ad- 
dress to a person: my friend! com- 
rade! Partly in jest or mockery. Naa, 
g.! no, my friend! Papa St. O.N. 
granni,Da. grande,id. 

gratta [grata, grata], and grafter 
[gratar, gratar], sb., l) very low water 
at ebb-tide, exposing a larger part 
of the foreshore than usual-, 2) a 
large stretch of the foreshore ex- 
posed by an unusually low tide. 
Yh. Partly in the phrase “a (great) 
gratter o’ a ebb” = a “gravin’[gre8- 
vin]-ebb”. The word is found in 
many different forms, besides those 
given: a) graitek [graitak] (Yn.); 
b) grotti [gro'ti] and grottek, groi- 
tek [gro'tak, groitak, grSitak] (U.); 
grotti: Um0.; grottek, groitek: 
Um’n.; c) by dropped initial g: rat- 
ter [ratar] (Haroldswick, Un.); rater 
[ratar] (Hillswick, Nmw.); a “ratter 
(rater)” o’ a ebb; d) grefster, grep- 
ster (graipster), gremster, grim- 
ster (grimsi); for these latter forms 
see further under gref ster, sb. Prop. 
a digging up, uebb by which the 
foreshore is, as it were, dug up." 
*graftar- or *graptar-(fjara). “graftar, 
graptar”: gen. of O.N. grpftr, grpptr, 
m., a digging. In Shetl. “ft, pt” has 
partly been assimilated to “tt”. From 
forms such as “gra[-, groi,-”, with 

softened t, the forms “grait-, groit-” 
have later been developed. The sec- 
ond part of the compd. (O.N. fjara, 
f., ebb) has been dropped. Forms 
such as grotti, grottek, groitek 
(and graitek?), as well as the forms 
given under d (grefster, etc.), might, 
however, just as well be derived from 
an uncompounded “grpftr, grpptr 
(greftr, greptr).” 

grav [grav], sb., scrapings, esp. 
a) objects loosened from the sea- 
bottom (by heavy swell)-, naet’in’ 
[nothing] but g. aff o’ de (sea-) bod- 
dom [‘bottom’] (Yn.). b) objects (frag- 
ments of shell, etc.) from the stom- 
ach of cuttle-fish, c) Objects float- 
ing on or under the surface of the 
water, driven together by the beat 
of waves shorewards into more or 
less dense masses (small molluscs-, 
spawn-, seaweed-, flotsam, etc.), esp. 
of such floating objects serving as 
food for fishes and birds; de g. is 
aggin (is driving) on upo de shore; 
cf. agg, sb. 2. d) refuse. — Prop. 
something dug up, rooted or stirred 
up. Cf. No. grav, n., a digging-, 
scraping together. 

grav [grav], vb., 1) to dig up\ 
break up, esp. of the sea during heavy 
swell: to break very heavily and 
deeply with ground-swell-, de sea 
is gravin like “ba-brak” (ground- 
swell): Y.; to ‘root up’ the sand or 
mud from the sea-bottom (of agi- 
tated sea); de sea is gravin aff o’ 
de boddom (Y.). 2) to bury, we 
ha’e been gravin so and so (sicc 
and sicc a body), we have been 
attending the funeral of so-and-so; 
U. In both senses now more com- 
monly anglicised: “grave” [grev, 
gre8v]; to g. a body; he is gravin’ 
to de very boddom (of very heavy 
swell). — O.N. grafa, vb., a) to dig 
up\ b) to bury. For grav 1 cf. 
Faer. grava, vb., in sense of to raise 
up or to agitate the sea violently 
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(of a strong gale), and Faer. grefstur, 
m., deep waves hollowing down, 
in a strong gale, as if rooting up 
the sea. O.Eng. grave, vb., to bury. 

gravel [graval], vb., to grope along 
(in the dark), to g. i’ de dark. Doubt- 
less prop, to dig uncertainly, not 
deep. No. gravla, vb. Eng. grovel, 
vb., is diff. Cf. O.N. grpfla, vb., 
= grafask, to go grovelling. 

gravin fgravin], sb., 1) a digging; 
rooting up,heavy sea with ground- 
swell, a g. i’ de sea. Y. 2) a bury- 
ing; burial. U. *grafan. See grav, vb. 

graf [gra'f], sb., see gref, sb. 
gre, sb., see gred, sb. 
gred [gred, gre3d] and gre [gre 

(gre3)], sb., 1) collect., objects of any 
kind, valued acc. to their quality; 
esp. disparagingly of objects of little 
value; we’ll see what kind o’ gred 
it is; dis is de gred! this is a pretty 
thing (ironically). Fe. 2) implement; 
more comm, collect.: belongings, 
esp. a) fishing-tackle, fishin’-g. N.I.; 
Nmw. (Esh.). In Esh. esp. of hooks, 
snells and small lengths of line (see 
tom, sb., and bid, sb.); de sea- 
gred; b) fishing-line with attach- 
ments, the collection o/pakkis (cer- 
tain lengths of line) belonging to a 
fishing long-line. N.I. In U. also as 
a sea-term, tabu-name for a fishing 
long-line-, gre (Un.); c) pack, all 
that belongs to the equipment of a 
pack-horse, = bends, sb. pi.; Nm". 
(N.Roe): gred. 3) matter; object of 
a certain quality; sort; kind; a dif- 
ferent gred. U. — gred: Fe.; Y.; 
Nmn"w. gre and gred: U. — *grei5-. 
No. greida, f., ordering, disentangle- 
ment; matter; means, gear, etc. Faer. 
greida and greidi, f., inter alia col- 
lection of things, gear. Sw. dial, 
greja, f., collection of things, trifles. 
L.Sc. graith, sb., apparatus of any 
kind. O.N. greidi, m., is only hand- 
ed down in sense of disentangle- 

ment, arrangement; entertainment. 
— Cf. redskab, sb. 

gred [gred, gre3d], vb., to put in 
order, unravel, make clear, esp. a 
fishing long-line: to g. de line. Now 
rare. Fe. O.N. greida, vb., to dis- 
entangle. 

j^reenska, greensku, sb., see 
gronska, sb. 

gref [graef], sb., 1) a grave; he 
is (is lyin’) in his g.; I’ll soon be 
i’ my g. Conn. 2) a peat-pit, de 
g. o’ de bank (peat-bank); see bank, 
sb. comm. From Fo. is reported a 
form graf [gra'f] in sense 2. gref- 
peat, the first peat cut from the 
ledge in a peat-pit, — baggiskjump, 
skjumpek, skjumpin. Beside gref, 
in sense 2, the forms grof [grof] 
and grof [grof] (Un.) are found in 
the compd. bakkagrof, -grof (q.v.), 
an older expr. for the now more 
common “gref o’ de bank”. 3) 
depths of the ocean; sea-bottom; 
sea-term, tabu-name, used by fisher- 
men at sea. Uwg. — O.N. grqf, f., 
a pit-, No. grov, f., also of a peat- 
pit, — torvgrov (R.). 

grefster [grsefstor], sb., properly 
a digging up, but now doubtless 
only applied to an unusually low 
tide, or to the stretch of the fore- 
shore exposed at'such ebb, — gratta, 
gratter (q.v.); a grefster-ebb. In 
various forms: a) grefster: Yh. oc- 
cas., Yb.; b) grepster [graepstor], a 
g.-ebb: Nmn >w., Papa occas.; graip- 
ster [graipstor], g.-ebb: Papa; c) 
gremster [grae'mstor], a g. o’ a ebb: 
Ym., Ye., Few.; d) grimster [gn‘m- 
stor, gre'mstor], a g. o’ a ebb: Uwg., 
Fee-h., N., Wests. (W.Burr., Ai., Sa.); 
in Sa. also grimsi [gn'msi], prob. 
by shortening of “grimster”. — O.N. 
greftr and greptr, m., = grpftr, grpptr, 
m., a digging up; burial. With ref. 
to the ending -ster for -ter in the 
preceding Shetl. forms, cf. Fser. gref- 
stur, m., a) a digging; b) deep waves 
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hollowing down, in a strong gale, as 
if rooting up the sea, as well as 
No. grevste, n., a digging up, tak- 
ing up of potatoes (R.). 

grem1 [gre9m], vb., 1) to be em- 
bittered, enraged. Un. 2) to curse; 
to swear horribly; sho [‘she’] gremd 
(was grem in) for dat ane and for 
dat ane, she called down evil upon 
so and so. Un. 3) to grieve; grumble; 
complain, to g. ower onyting [‘some- 
thing’] (Yn.), upon onyting (Yh.), aboot 
somet’in’ lost (Y., Fe.), to g. and 
gront (Fe.). In sense 3 also grim 
[grim, grl3m]; to sit grim in — to sit 
grem in, to sit complaining. — O.N. 
gremja, vb., to make angry (wroth, 
gramr), to embitter, and gremjask, 
vb. refl., to get or be angry or em- 
bittered. No. and Faer. gremja (seg), 
vb., to grieve; complain. 

grem2 [gre3m], vb., of very agi- 
tated sea on a shoal: to break with 
ground-swell, with violent heave, so 
that the sea-bottom is scraped; de 
sea was grem in ower de boddom 
[‘bottom’]. Un. Prob. to be classed 
with grim, sb., violent surf; q.v.; 
or for grev, “grave”, prop, to dig, 
Da. “grave” and grav, vb., are used 
of ground-swell. 

grema, sb., see groma, sb. 
grems [grse'ms], sb., a snatching; 

a greedy, sudden grasp at some- 
thing; to mak’ a g. for onyting [‘some- 
thing’]. Nmn. (N.Roe). For an older 
*grams. Da. and Sw. grams, sb., 
a greedy grasp with the whole hand. 
Cf. glams, sb. 

grems [grae'ms], vb., to grab; to 
grasp quickly and greedily at some- 
thing, to g. for onyting. Nmn. (N.Roe). 
For an older *grams. Da. gramse, 
Sw. gramsa, vb., to grasp with the 
whole hand (greedily). Cf.glams,vb. 

grep [gre3p], sb., a fork; forked 
implement, esp. manure-fork. No. 
greip, f., Sw. grepe, L.Sc. graip, sb., id. 

grepster, sb., see grefster, sb. 

fgresi ger [gresi gear], used ad- 
jectivally in phrases as: hit (dat) is 
g. g., it is very carefully done, ex- 
cellently carried out, ironically of 
work badly done. Y., Fe. Uncertain 
origin, gresi (adj.?) poss. to be com- 
pared with No. gresk, adj., unusual; 
admirable; excellent. The second 
part of the compd. is either O.N. 
gerd, f., a doing-, a piece of work, 
or Eng. gear; the meaning of (gresi) 
ger, however, agrees best with O.N. 
gerd. 

gret, impf. of *grot and “greet”, 
vb., see *grot, vb. 

grev, grave, vb., see grav, vb. 
grice, sb., see gris, sb. 
grik [grik, grik], sb., dawn, de g. 

o’ day = daggri, sb. N.I. (Y., Fe.): 
grik; in other places more comm, 
“grik” with short vowel. A form 
grok [grok] is noted down on Wests, 
(in Ai.); de grok o’day. By trans- 
ference occas. “de grik [grik] o’ de 
eenin’ [‘evening’]” (Sa.), late even- 
ing twilight, grik and grok from 
*gri-ek, *gro-ek (ek: the added suf- 
fix, Eng. and L.Sc.: -ack, -ick, -ock) 
point back to a *gr^-; cf. Da. gry, 
n., and O.N. (Icel.) gryjandi, f., dawn. 
For i and o (occas. alternating in 
the same word) from original y, ^ 
see Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII) §§ 
11 —12. *gri (preserved in the 
compd. daggri) has changed to 
grik through infl. of L.Sc. greek, 
greik in the same sense. The vowel- 
sound in grok shows that it is a 
Norn word. With ref. to interchange 
of i and o in Shetl. Norn, cf. e.g. 
skrivlin and skrovlin, sb. An ex- 
tended form, occurring occasionally, 
grikin [grikin] and griki [griki], de 
g. o’ de mornin’ (Nmw. and several 
places), is L.Sc. greking, gryking, 
sb., peep of day. — Cf. gronin, sb. 

grim [grl3m], sb., heavy surf; 
violent, roaring breakers against the 
shore, a g. upo de shore. Yn. No. 
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grim and grimm, n. (f.), the dash- 
ing of the sea against the rocks, 
heavy surf. Cf. grem2, vb. 

grim1 [grim], vb., to besmear with 
dirt, esp. to dirty one’s face, to g. 
ane’s (aneseH’s)face. grimd [grimd], 
perf. part., used adjectivally, dirtied 
(in the face), partly = grimet, adj. 
No. grima, vb., prop, to place a halter 
on a horse, also inter alia, to make 
dirty stripes on something, grima seg 
ut, to begrime or dirty one’s face. 

grim2, vb.^ see grem1, vb. 
grima1 [grima] and grimi [grimi], 

sb., a sprinkling of snow on the 
earth, esp. with bare patches here 
and there, snaw-grima, a snawie 
[‘snowy’] grimi. Ai. (grima, grimi). 
Conn, (grima). O.N. grima, f., a 
face-guard, etc. — Prop, the same 
word as the two following. Cf. Sc. 
dial, griming (of snow). 

Grima2 [grima], sb., the name for 
a striped cow, esp. a white cow 
with black stripes (or spots) on the 
forehead, — Peer. Grima. See further 
grimet, adj. 

grimek [grimok, gnmak], sb., a 
halter, rope, serving as bridle for 
a horse (a rope with a loop round 
the jaws), comm. In the same sense 
also No. grima, Faer. grima, f., a 
face-guard. In Sa. grimek [gnmok] 
and grim(m)et [gnmot] are found 
in sense of grummet, esp. a grum- 
met at the end of a chest, by mingl- 
ing with the Eng. word. — From 
Du. is reported a parallel form gro- 
in ek [gromok] in sense of a halter 
for a horse or calf. 

grimet [grimot (grimot, gnmat)], 
adj., 1) dirty in the face (prop, hav- 
ing black or dirty streaks); a g. 
face, a dirty face. Un. 2) com- 
monly of a white cow, a cow the 
head of which has a white ground- 
colour: black-striped or black-spot- 
ted on the forehead; a g. coo. In 
Du. reported in sense of: white- or 

black-spotted on the forehead. From 
the same place is reported a form 
gromet [gromot] in the sense of 
black with white and black specks 
on the forehead; a g. coo. 3) of 
the earth: covered with a very thin 
layer of snow, esp. with bare patches 
here and there, when a thaw has 
set in; de eart’ is g. (wi’ snaw). Yh., 
Fe. — 4) of the sky: covered with 
small clouds with peeps of blue sky 
in between; de sky is a’ [‘all’] g. 
Nmn. (N.Roe). — grimot (grimot): 
comm, grimot: Du. occas. — *grim- 
ottr. Faer. grimutur, No. grimutt, 
Sw. dial, grimmet (grimig, grimmig), 
adj., dirty or having dark stripes in 
the face, also of cows: having dark 
stripes on the forehead (in No. and 
Faer.), having white stripes on the 
forehead with darker ground-colour 
(Sw. dial.: Ri.). — See grima (grimi) 
and grimek, sbs. 

grimm [grim], sb., a piece, mor- 
sel? only noted down of bait in the 
phrase: der wer no [‘not’] a g. left 
f(r)ae lug to lug, there was no bait 
left on the fishing-line (the fish had 
swallowed the bait off the hooks). 
Yn. Poss. to be referred to O.N. 
krymma, f., a hand, = krumma, and 
No. kremma, f., a handful, as initial 
k (kr) occas. changes to g (gr) in 
Shetl. Norn. 

grimm [grim, gram], adj., 1) grim; 
fierce; of a harsh, frowning appear- 
ance; also of weather: storm-threaten- 
ing, a g.-lookin’ or g.-like mornin’. 
Yh. 2) ugly; repulsive. 3) fatal; 
hopeless; der’r a g. look nu, it does 
not look well for him, there is only 
a slender hope of rescue now (e.g. 
for a boat in distress, or a person 
seriously ill). Nmw. 4) of cattle: hav- 
ing discoloured, greyish forehead, ~ 
skjoget-faced. Du. — O.N. grimmr, 
adj., a) grim; evil-minded; b) stern; 
severe; cruel. Shetl. grimm 4 might 
spring from the root-meaning dark; 
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cf. grims, sb., dimness; darkness, 
parallel form to grums, sb. Poss. 
mingled with grimet, adj. — grimm- 
li [gnmli, gromli], adj., = grimm 1 
and 2. O.N. grimmligr, adj., of a 
grim or stern appearance-, Eng. 
grimly, adj. Cf. gromm, *grumm 
and grommli, grummli, adjs. 

grims [gn'ms], sb., dimness; dark- 
ness, esp.: a) the close of the even- 
ing twilight, de g. o’ de eenin’ [‘even- 
ing’], o’ de h 0 m i n (twilight); b) early 
dawn, de g. o’ de mornin’. St. Par- 
allel form to grums, sb., dimness; 
q.v. 

grimst [grimst, gn'mst], adj., 1) of 
a cow: having many black or white 
spots, esp. on the forehead; a g. 
coo. 2) of the earth: sprinkled with 
snow in patches, esp. during a thaw; 
snaw [‘snow’]-g. St. Parallel form 
to grimet, adj.; q.v. For the form 
grimst cf. Sw. dial, grimsig, adj., 
= grimig, grimmig, grimmet, Shetl. 
grimet. 

grimster, sb., see grefster, sb. 
grind [grind], sb., 1) a gate, wicket- 

gate, esp. in a fence, comm. Often 
found in place-names. 2) a frame 
consisting of four pieces of wood 
around which are wound the snells 
(toms, see tom, sb.) or a special 
angling-line, used in boat-fishing 
(for mackerel and coalfish), and to 
which the hooks are fixed. Fo., Uwg. 
Cf. stobadorro, sb. 3) a mark in 
a sheep’s ear, a) a mark consisting 
of two cuts with the sides running 
parallel, either in the top or in the 
one side of the ear; in the top: 
Nm.; in the side: Dew. (M.Roe); b) 
triangular incision in the top of the 
ear with the apex downwards {Lunn.). 
Cf. m i d d e 1, sb. 4) a shoal of whales, 
‘caatng’ whales, a g. o’ hwals. Un. 
— O.N. grind, f., a frame (filled in 
with lattice-work), lattice door; wicket 
fence. Icel., No. and Sw. grind, f., 
wicker-work; wicket gate; in No. also 

a frame over which something is 
stretched, e.g. a line- or snoregrind, 
a frame for a fishing-line to be wound 
on. Peer, grind, f., a shoal of'caaing’ 
whales (doubtless from the root- 
meaning, a frame, a filled frame); 
No. kvalgrind, f., a row of whales. 

grind [grind], vb., to shut the gate 
in a fence, to g. de gate. De. *grinda. 
From grind, sb. 1. 

grindel [grindal], sb., in the expr.: 
“to stand by g.”, of a goose (or 
duck): a) to be white, striped or 
spotted with grey; b) to be grey on 
the back and white on the flanks, 
belly and breast, as well as around 
the neck. Conn. See further grind- 
let, adj. 

grindhwal [grind1'hwal'], sb., a 
‘caaing’ whale. U". Peer, grindar- 
kvalur. See grind, sb. 4. 

grindlet [grindlot] and grindeld 
[grmdold], adj., of a goose or duck: 
a) grey-striped, white with grey stripes; b) white and spotted with 
grey; c) white with grey or dark 
back; a g. goose, a g. duke [‘duck’], 
grindlet: Un., esp. in senses a and 
b; in other places more comm.: 
grindeld. In sense c the word is 
noted down in S.Sh. (Conn., Du.). 
A form grinteld [gn‘nt3ld], besides 
grindeld, is found in Conn. In Un. 
also gringlet [gngglot]. — The pri- 
mary sense of the word may prob. 
be: striped with grey, and in that 
case, the word might be a contrac- 
tion of an older *gro-rindlet or 
-rendlet, orig. *gra-rendlottr. O.N. 
grarendr, adj., grey-striped-, No. ren- 
dutt, adj., striped; Shetl. rind, sb., 
a stripe. The acceptance of a *rendl- 
ottr is supported by a form such 
as No. randla, vb., = randa, vb., to 
stripe. 

grins [gre‘n^, gn'ntij] and grinsi 
[gre‘n?ji, gn'nt^i], sb., a small, lean 
and poor animal, a stunt, a puir 
[‘poor’] g. Yh. [gre'nsj]. Un-b. [gn'nt^]. 
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Nm". [gre‘n^i]. Fe. [gn'ntsji]. Be- 
cause initial k (kr) often changes to 
g (gr) in Shetl. Norn, the word is 
prob. to be classed with No. kreim- 
skjen and kreimslen, adj., eating little 
because of delicate health, kreimsl, 
kraemsl, m., a poor, weakly crea- 
ture. 

grinska, grinsku, sb., see g r 0 n s k a. 
grip1 [grip], sb., 1) a taking hold of; 

a grip. 2) wilful appropriation; a tak- 
ing possession of; robbery, = O.N. 
gripdeild, f., and Icel. grip, n. 3) a 
handle, a grip on a straw-basket 
(carrying-basket, kessi or bodi). — 
The word, in its diff. senses, is O.N. 
as well as Eng. O.N. (No., Icel.) 
grip, n., a grip, grasp, etc. No. 
gripe, m., a handle; Icel. greip, f., 
a handle, ear (B.H.); Sw. grep, f., 
Da. greb, n., a grip; a handle. — 
grip [grip] is commonly used as a 
verb in Shetl. in sense of: to grip; 
also to take possession of, to rob, 
L.Sc. grip, vb. In fig. sense, to af- 
fect; annoy; to make envious or 
jealous, the form “gripe” (Eng. gripe, 
vb.) is commonly used. The orig. 
long i-sound (O.N. gripa, vb.) has now 
doubtless disappeared in Shetland, 
“graii'p” (N.?), reported in fig. sense, 
is a rare form of pronunc.; “grs6i‘- 
pot”, perf. part, and adj., seized with 
a fit of vexation (envy or jealousy). 
Cf. O.N. (Icel.) gripinn af cedi, seized 
with rage (E.J.), with Shetl. “gripet”, 
overwhelmed, etc. 

grip2 [grip], sb., a valuable ob- 
ject or possession, excellent of its 
kind. In a special sense: husband 
or wife; sho’s gotten a guid (puir) 
g., she has got a good (bad) hus- 
band; he’s gotten a guid (puir) g., 
he has got a good (bad) wife. U. 
— O.N. gripr, m., a valuable pos- 
session; precious gems, also of liv- 
ing things, esp. of cattle. 

griper [gnpor], sb., properly one 
or something that grips, used in the 

following senses: 1) a midwife (Un.), 
= kummer. 2) as a sea-term (tabu- 
name) for fishing-hook (Fo.), = 
nokki1. 3) in the pi., gripers, as 
a sea-term (tabu-name) for tongs 
(Fe., Du., etc.), = klovi. The form 
“gnpor”, with short i-sound, most 
prob. points back to Eng. and L.Sc. 
grip, vb.; but the word may orig- 
inate from Norn in one or more of 
the above senses. 

gripster [gnpster], sb., a small 
fold, enclosure into which sheep are 
driven (griped). Fo. *gripstr from 
(O.N.) grip, a grip, grasp. 

gris [gr6^, gr*^], sb., a pig, 
(young) swine. The vowel-sound 
“i” is now rare in this word, ex- 
cept in the compd. grisifer, sb. 
(q.v.). The forms “grei<j, gr®^” are 
reported from Fo. and Sa. respect- 
ively. Otherwise commonly with 
anglicised pronunc.: grice [grais, 
grai's]. As a call, the forms with 
dropped r are commonly used, but 
with preserved “i”, such as: gis 
[gis, geisi]! gisi [gisi]! now most 
freq. used in the latter form. gei<j: 
Un. — O.N. grlss, m., a pig. In 
No., Da., Sw., Sc. and N.Eng. dials, 
“gis” for “gris” is used as a call. 

grisifer [grisfifer, -far, gr^is'ifar, 
gr4s"ifar, grai"sifar], sb., a disease 
affecting the back and legs (hind- 
legs) of swine, so that they are un- 
able to stand. The forms of pro- 
nunc. “grif3"ifer, -far-, gr^is^ifar 
(grais"ifar)” are noted down on 
Wests. (Ai.; St.). Prob. *grlsa-far. 
See gris, sb., and far3, firi, sb., 
(epidemic). 

grisl, grisel [gnsal], sb., in the 
expr.: “as hard as g.”, of something 
unusually hard. Umo. Orig. doubt- 
less stone? Cf. a) Fser. grisl, n., 
sharp pebbles in the soil scraping 
against the spade, and grisla, vb., 
to produce a sharp, grating sound 
by scratching something hard; b) 
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Shetl. grisli, adj. As tl in Shetl. 
does not change to si, the Shetl. 
grisl can hardly be developed di- 
rectly from No. grytl, grutl, n., 
pebbles; gravel. 

grisli, grisl-y [gnsli], adj., full of 
pebbles, of soil; a girs [‘grass’]- 
grown, grisli, stany [‘stony’] gerd- 
balk (ridge of earth). Wh., Lunn. 
See prec. grisl, sb. 

grist [grist, grost], sb., \) strength; 
force; bodily fitness; der’r nae [‘no’] 
g. in him (Sa.). 2) a) strong, hyp- 
notic influence practised by one per- 
son upon another-, b) hypnotizing; 
witchcraft; to kast a g. ower ane, 
a) to deprive someone of his per- 
sonal will by hypnotic influence; 
ft) to practise witchcraft upon some- 
one, to bewitch. Y. — With grist 2 cf. 
No. grust, m., harsh authority; fear 
caused by domineering, chastising 
authority (R.). grist 1 may be the 
same word (cf., with ref. to the 
meaning, No. grusa and grysja, vb., 
to force one’s way, etc.), it almost 
agrees with Eng. dial. (W. Yorks.) 
grist, sb., strength; endurance; ac- 
tivity, and is in Shetl. poss. a loan- 
word from Eng. dial. 

grittin [grotin], sb., a rumbling of 
thunder; thunderclap; thunder; de 
g. is gaun [‘going’], the thunder rolls. 
N.I. Noted down in Fo. in pi.: 
grittins. Esp. preserved as a tabu- 
word, belonging to the fishermen’s 
lang. For *griltin from an older 
*gryltingr. Cf. No. grulta, grylta, vb., 
to roll; boom, e.g. of thunder. 

gro [gro], sb., wind; esp.: 1) a 
gentle breeze, a g. o’ wind (Wh., 
etc.). 2) as a sea-term, fishermen’s 
tabu-name for wind; de g.; a hantle 
[‘handfull’] o’ g., a good deal of 
wind (U.); de bow [‘buoy’] is lost 
de g., the buoy is empty of wind 
(Nmw.). Fairly common. Also gru 
[grn] (Y.; Fe.; Sa.). — O.N. gradi, f., 
a gentle breeze ruffling the surface 

of the water. No. graae, m., and 
graa-a, f. The form gru seems to 
presuppose a *grod-; cf. No. (esp. 
east No.) “groe” as a parallel form to 
“graae”. — From gro was later 
formed an adjective “gro-y” [groi], 
windy, with wind; a gro-y day. 

gro [gro], vb. (vb. n.), to blow 
gently; used as a tabu-word at sea: 
to blow, he (de wind) grod [grod] 
op f(r)ae sicc a ert, the wind began 
to blow from such and such a 
quarter. Also gru [grn] (Y.; Fe.; 
Sa.); he began to gru f(r)ae de sooth- 
east, the wind began to blow (hard- 
er) from the south-east (Y.; Fe.). 
More rarely as vb. a. in the expr.: 
to gro de bow [‘buoy’], to inflate 
the buoy (Nmw.), tabu-term at sea. 
— *grada (*gr65a); No. graa(a), vb., 
to blow gently; to ruffle the sur- 
face of the water. For the form gru 
cf. No. (esp. east No.) groe, groo(e), 
vb., — graa(a). The word in Shetl. 
is easily confounded with “grow”, 
vb., to increase, also of wind; but, 
a) the inflected form grod (impf. 
and perf. part.) as distinct from “grew, 
grown”, and b) the infinitive “to gru”, 
show that Shetl. gro (g. op), in the 
above-mentioned expr., must be re- 
ferred to O.N. *grafla, and not to 
Eng. grow. 

*gro, adj., see groga, groget, 
grogi, grokoll. 

grobi. sb., see grobi1, sb. 
*grod, sb., see *grud and *gr0d, 

sbs. 
*grodningar, *gronge, sb., see 

groinin, sb. 
fgrof [grof, graf], adj., coarse 

(consisting of large, coarse parts). 
Prob. of later origin: Ndl. grof, Da. 
grov, adj., coarse, etc. L.Sc. groff 
and Eng. gruff, adj., are used in a 
special fig. sense. The word is al- 
ready found in O.N. grofr, adj., 
coarse; large. — See grop, sb. 
and vb. 
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fgroffi [gr&ffi], sb., “grunter”, 

prop, a pet name or nickname for 
a pig\ reported in a riddle in which 
the word is a periphrasis for pig 
(G. at de finna , the “grunter'' 
at the fire..see Introd.). Fo. May 
be a Norse word — note Sw. dial, 
groffa, vb., to grunt gently — but 
may also be derived from Eng. dial, 
gruff (grouff), vb., to grunt. 

groga [groga], sb., now only as 
the name for a grey mare or cow: 
Groga, “the grey one”. N.l. For 
*groa [*groa] from an older *graa, 
def. form in fern, of O.N. gr&r, adj., 
grey. Cf. No. “Graa-a” as the name 
for a grey mare. With ref. to the 
form grog- for gro-, see the fol- 
lowing word. 

groget [grogat], adj., greyish, light 
grey, of a horse (stallion or mare). 
Esh.; Nmw. Deriv. of O.N. gr&r, 
adj., grey. The ending -et here de- 
notes, as e.g. in bleget, brunket, 
rod ret, a lighter shade of colour; 
the common adjectival ending -et 
(mostly from O.N. -ottr), denoting 
colour of cows and sheep, may poss. 
have contributed in the forming of 
groget (see names of cows — In- 
trod. IV, also N.Spr. VI, § 7); cf. 
further Icel. golottur, Faer. gulutur 
(gulottur), adj., derived from O.N. 
gulr, *golr, yellow, denoting light 
colour on sheep. It is more diffi- 
cult to explain the inserted g, fol- 
lowing o in groget, groga and 
grogi, sbs. (see prec. and below), 
which may be due either for the 
sake of euphony, or to a very early 
influence from A.S. graeg, adj., grey. 
In Shetl. place-names, however, only 
the form gro [gro] is found in sense 
of grey, thus: Hellena gro [hs^ana' 
gro] (Yn.), a grey, flat rock, from 
O.N. *hellan (acc. helluna) gra; Gro- 
stakk [grostak] (in several places), a 
grey rock in the sea, *gr&stakkr; 
Grosten [gro"sten-] (many places), 

grey stone, grey rock (the places of 
this name are commonly regarded as 
dwellings of the Good Folk): *gra- 
steinn. gro is further found in the 
compd. grokoll, sb.; q.v. 

grogg1, sb., sediment, see grugg, 
sb. 

grogg2, sb., curved back, see 
krogg,. krugg, sb. 

grogi [grogi], sb., now only as 
the name for a grey stallion or bull: 
Grogi, “the grey one”. N.l. For 
*groi [*groi] from an older *gr6i, 
def. form in masc. from O.N. gr^r, 
adj., grey. See groga, sb., and 
groget, adj. 

grogsi [grogsi], sb., a big peg, 
nail, tack; also a big pin. N.I.? 
Prob. an s-deriv. of a *grog, which 
might be derived from O.N. kraki, 
m., a stake; thin pole, esp. a pole 
with a crook. An s-deriv. is found 
in No. kreksa, f., a bent branch 
or twig, from “krake”, m., which 
may mean a bent tree (meaning 4 
in Aa.); No. “krukse”, n., a bent, 
stunted tree (R. New Suppl.) is doubt- 
less cognate with “kreksa”. No. 
krakse, m., a pin, small stick, is, 
acc. to Aasen (No. Gramm. 1864, 
§ 134, note), a transformation of 
“krafse”, m., in the same sense. 

groin [groin], sb., a shallow 
fishing-ground. Whu, S.Sh. (Conn., 
Sandw.). Now mostly as a place- 
name, esp. name of fishing-grounds: 
deGroin (in several places); deGroin 
o’ Stavanes (N.). “de Groin o’ de 
Isle” is the name of a shallow place 
in the sea near the Isle of Musa 
(Sandw., Du.). — The form “groin” 
is developed from an older “*gr6q”. 
— O.N. grunn, n., and grunnr, m., 
a shallow; the bottom of the sea. 
— See*grunn and grunnka, sbs. 

*groinin [groinin], sb., a cod. Un. 
“groinin’’ from an older “*gr6qm”. 
Now only in the partly obs. compd. 
tanngroinin; q.v. From Fo. is re- 
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ported in Low’s list of words, *grod- 
ningar (prop, pi.?) as a name for 
cod, and (by contraction) *gronge. 
— O.N. grunnungr, m., a cod. 

groitek, sb., see gratta, grat- 
ter, sb. 

groiti, sb., see grotti1, sb. 
grokoll [gro'kol’], sb., sea-term, 

tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. for 
mouse. Also with the first part of 
the compd. anglicised: grey-koll 
[ko(], Ai. Prop, grey-head, *grar 
kollr or *grakollr; O.N. grar, adj., 
grey, and kollr, m., the head. 

grola [grola], sb., steady, gentle 
wind, esp. steady wind in one place 
(in the heights) accompanied by calm 
in a neighbouring place (on the hill- 
side, in the dale); he’s (it is) only 
a g. Conn. No. graela, f., steady 
(gentle) wind on the sea. 

grolmolet, adj., dirty-faced; peev- 
ish, see further under grolmolet, 
adj. 

grolta [gr6‘jta], sb., a pig, swine, 
as a pet name or nickname; der’r 
[‘there is’] a lodi wi’ g., the pig 
squeals loudly; g. is rinin, the pig 
squeals. Sa. More uncertain is a 
form grulta [gro'lta] in the reported 
expr. “to geng like a g.” (Sa.). Cf. 
No. grylta, vb., to grunt (R.), Sw. 
dial, grollta (grullta, gryllta), vb., to 
grunt gently; to squeal, applied to 
pigs. 

groltakrabb,sb.,seegrotlekrabb. 
grom1 [grom, gro3m], vb., 1) to 

grasp, to grip with the whole hand; 
also to handle. Nm. 2) to snatch 
with the mouth-, to gnaw through 
with the jaws, e.g. of fish gnawing 
through the snell on a fishing-line 
(Un.); de turbot [‘halibut’] gromd 
aff de tom wi’ his granis — see 
grani, sb. 3) to rake in something 
with the hands; to root in dirt; to 
carry out filthy work (U.); to lie 
gromin i’de dirt. U. — Either from 
*gr&m (*gram) or *kram (*kram)-; cf. 

a) No. graema, vb., to grasp; grip 
(Sw. dial, gramma, vb., id.); b) Faer. 
krama, vb., to grasp; grip; rake (No. 
krema, vb., to grip with outstretched 
arms; to grasp; Sw. dial, krama, vb., 
to fumble). — See glom1, vb. 

grom2 [grom, gro3m], vb., to double 
up; to shrink, e.g. of a new rope, 
of stiff shoe-laces; to g. like a new 
rep [‘rope’], first (newly) bent. U. 
Cf. No. krauma and kroyma (seg), 
vb., to move sinuously, to double 
up-, to shrink. 

groma [groma, groma], sb., 1) 
light mist, esp. mist with rifts through 
which the blue sky is seen; a misty 
g. Conn. 2) thin patches of snow 
on the ground (during a thaw); also 
pieces of ground covered with snow 
in patches-, a snaw [‘snow’]-g., a 
snawie [‘snowy’] g. Conn. Cf. gri- 
ma, grimi, sb. 2>) gossamer (wav- 
ing motion in the atmosphere near 
the ground, motion in a cobweb), 
de summer-g. Conn, [groma, groma]; 
Ai. [groma]. — The word can in all 
probability be derived from O.N. grom, 
n., something unclean or not clear; 
cf. Faer. grom, n., mud; dirt, and 
“gromutur”, adj., = grimutur, hav- 
ing dirty stripes (spots) on the face, 
grimy, further grima, grimi, sb., syn. 
with groma 2, as well as gromi, sb., 
a cow (striped in the face). Besides 
“groma”, in sense 3 (gossamer), a 
form of pronunc. “groma” is found 
in Ai. Owing to the short main 
vowel-sound in Shetl. “groma, groma, 
grama”, the word is poss. not to be 
directly derived from O.N. grom; note 
parallel forms in No. with short vowel, 
such as: grum-, grym(j)-, in “gru- 
men” and “grymjen, grymen”, adj., 
muddy. Shetl. “grama” most prob. 
points back to a *grym-. 

gromi [gromi] and gromek [gro- 
mak], humorous name for a cow, 
prop, a cow with striped face, = 
grima2. Sa. *groma or *gruma. 
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For the deriv. of the word see prec. 
under groma, sb. 

gromm [grom] and grommis [gro- 
mis], vb., to grope; to fumble in 
the dark, gromm: Y. grommis: 
Sandw., Du. Either from gram(m)a 
or *kram(m)a (Sw. dial, gramma, vb., 
to grab, grasp; Sw. dial, krama, vb., 
to fumble). Cf. grom1, vb. 

gromm [grom], grommli [gromli] 
and grombli [grom bli], ad j. ,= g r i m m, 
adj. 1 and 2, and grimmli, adj. See 
*grumm and grummli, adjs. 

gronaben, sb., see graniben, sb. 
grond, sb., see grund, sb. 
gronin [gronin, gronin], sb., 1) 

presentiment; suspicion; I had a g. 
o’ it, / had a presentiment or a 
suspicion of it. Un. 2) casual men- 
tion of something-, I heard a (de) g. 
o’ it, I heard it incidentally, I got 
a hint of it. N.I.— O.N. grunan, f., 
= grunr, m., suspicion. Cf. gronn, 
gronni, sb. 

gronn [grorj and gronni [groip], 
sb., l) ambiguous disposition in a 
person. 2) inclination to hint darkly 
at something-, I kenn (I know) his 
gronn. 3) a) ambiguous mode of 
expression-, b) covert remark; I kenn 
by deir gronni, what dey want. 
4) sulkiness-, dissatisfied state of 
mind, disinclination to speak plainly, 
hinting at something-, I kent what 
was in his gronni, I knew what he 
was brooding over. Conn. — The 
word is prob. derived from O.N. 
grunr, m., handed down in sense 
of suspicion. Cf. No. grun and grune, 
m., a) supposition-, b) brooding, 
speculating; Sw. dial, grunn and 
gr&n, m., a) suspicion-, b) informa- 
tion or allusion which causes suspi- 
cion; further No. grunk, m., obscure 
remark-, allusion-, supposition, and 
Sw. dial, grunk, m., idle, deficient 
information-, vague rumour. — Cf. 
gronin, sb. 

gronnins [grorjans] and grondins 

[grorjdins], sb. pi., (shoals in the 
sea) a place where the current is 
strong and rapid, now mostly as 
the name of such a place, esp. ap- 
plied to the current passing the pro- 
montory “de Niv o’ Kleberswick” 
(Haroldswick, Un.): de Gronnins, 
Grondins. Un. Prop, shallows; 
banks. Either directly from *grunn 
(O.N. grunn, n., and grunnr, m., a 
shallow, the bottom of the sea) or 
a deriv. thereof; cf. Icel. grynningar, 
f. pi., shoals in the water, No. grun- 
ning, m., and grynna, f., a shallow 
place, bank, Faer. grynna, f. The 
ending -in(s) in the Shetl. word may 
be a survival either of the def. art. 
in pi. of the old language (grunnin 
or grunnarnir or grynnurnar) with 
added Eng. pi. s, or of the derivative 
ending -ingar, pi. (grunningar, grynn- 
ingar) with added Eng. s. — See 
groin and *grunn, sbs. 

gronsi [gro'ijsi, gro'^i], sb., nick- 
name for a pig. N.Roe. Doubtless 
for *gronti; see gront, vb., and 
gronter, sb. 

gronska, sb., see gronska, gron- 
ska, sb. 

gront [gro'i^t], vb., 1) to grunt, of 
swine; de grice gronts. comm. 2) 
to grumble; to speak in a grumbl- 
ing, peevish manner, of a vexed per- 
son; he gronted it ut o’ him [‘him- 
self’]. 3) to complain-, whimper-, a 
grontin body, a grontin bairn 
[‘child’] (Y.). In sense 3 (to whimp- 
er) also noted down in the form 
kront [kr6‘i}t]: Nmw. (Esh.) occas., 
Sa. occas. From Nmn. (N.Roe) is 
reported grunt [gro'nt], and from 
St. gront [gro'nt] in sense of to 
grunt, to make a grunting sound. 
grunk [gro‘i]k]: F.I.; de grice is gr u n- 
kin, the pig grunts. — No. grumta 
and grymta, vb., to grunt, Sw. grymta, 
Da. grynte. 

gronter [gro'i^tor], sb., a grunter, 
one that grunts, esp. a) as a sea- 
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term, tabu-name for swine\ pig; b) 
gurnard, Trigla. Fo. *grumtari or 
*grymtari. See gront, vb. 

grontjel [gro'iitspl], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name for a pig, — gronter; de 
ali-grontjels, the sucking-pigs. Ub. 
*grumtl or *grymtl, one that gives 
short grunts. See grontl (grontl), 
vb. 

grontl, vb., see grontl, vb. 
grop [grop, gr&p], sb., 1) coarse- 

ly ground corn, (too) coarse meal, 
regular g. 2) coarse rain; rain in 
big, heavy drops, a g. o’ rain, grop- 
rain. — No. grop, n., granular mass; 
coarse meal. For “grop-rain” is 
sometimes used “grof [grof, graf] 
rain” (grof, adj., coarse). 

grop [grop, grap], vb., 1) of a quern, 
mill, or of a person who grinds corn: 
to grind coarsely; de mill grops; 
ye’re [‘you are’] gropin de corn; de 
corn is gropet; gropet meal, de 
grop in-bed, the space between the 
quern- or millstones when they are 
set for coarse grinding. 2) to break 
or cut into large pieces; to crush 
coarsely or only partially; gropet 
livers, fish-livers which have been 
crushed between the hands. N.I. 
3) to rain coarsely; to rain in large 
drops; he is gropin. — No. gropa, 
vb., to grind coarsely (Aa.); b) to 
form a granular mass (R.). 

grot, grut [grot, gr6t], sb., por- 
ridge, esp. of barley-meal or oat- 
meal. Papa St. O.N. grautr, m., 
porridge. Cf. *gr0tsta (grotsta), sb. 

*grot [grot], vb., to weep. Un. Now 
only in the compd. jolagrot, vb.; 
q.v. O.N. grata, vb., to weep. For 
*grot is now commonly used the 
L.Sc. form greet (greit: Jam.). Impf. 
gret [gret], and perf. part, groten 
[groton, groton] go back to O.N. 
“gr6t” and “grdtinn”, impf. (sing.) 
and perf. part, of “grata”, respect- 
ively. 

grotsa [grotsa], sb. (f.), a weep- 

ing girl, esp. as a humorous or 
mocking term: “nu, g.!” “here is 
g. cornin’ again”. Fe. *gr£tsa, f., 
deriv. of O.N. gr&tr, m., a weeping. 
See grotsi, sb. 

grotsi [grotsi], sb. (m.), a weep- 
ing boy, esp. as a humorous or 
mocking term: “nu, g.!” “here is g. 
cornin’ again”. Fe. *gratsi, m., s- 
deriv. of O.N. gratr, m., a weeping. 
For the derivative ending cf. No. 
graassen, adj., inclined to weep, 
prob. for “*graatse” from an older 
“*gratsi” (Aa. under graatsam, adj.). 

grotska [gro^ka] and gretska 
[grotska], sb., crying and noise; 
crying and howling, esp. of chil- 
dren: to had [‘hold’] a g., to cry 
and make a noise; to cry and howl. 
Fe. Deriv. of O.N. gr&tr, m., a 
weeping. 

*grotsta, sb., see *gr0tsta, sb. 
grotti1 [groti, gro[i], groiti [groiti, 

gr&iti], sb., the nave in a quern- or 
millstone, a piece of wood or cork 
which fills up the eye in the lower 
quern- or millstone through which 
the gudgeon, de spindle, goes. 
grotti: Y. (Yh.: gro[i). groiti: U. 
A form grotti [groti] is reported 
from Fe. and Du. — Faer. grotti, 
No. grotte (grotte), m., id., from O.N. 
grotti, m., which is found handed 
down as the name for quern. 

grotti2, sb., see gratta, grat- 
ter, sb. 

grovel [grovol], vb., to grope 
along (in the dark), to g. wi’ de 
hands. St. Parallel form to gravel, 
vb.; q.v. In sense of to creep along 
on all fours, grovel [groval], how- 
ever, is more prob. the Eng. grovel. 

*gru, sb., see grud. 
*grud [grnd, gruad], sb., stone, 

a species of stone, only preserved 
in the compd. “mill-grud”, micace- 
ous gneiss (acc. to S. Hibbert) of 
which millstones are made. U. More 
common in the form grot [grot], 
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mill-gr0t. In Fo.: grot, grut [grot], 
mill-grot (grut). A form *gru [gru], 
with dropped final consonant, is 
handed down in the compd. *spir- 
vigru (Un.), small chips of stone. 
As a place-name, denoting stony 
ground; rocky ground; collection of 
large stones or fragments of rocks, 
the word is found in various forms: 
grod [grod], grud [grud], grod [gred] 
and grot [grot]; more rarely in other 
forms, thus: in a single instance 
grot [grot] as the first part of compd.; 
occas. in compds.: “grod” with short 
vowel. In names of cultivated plots 
of land (home-field), partly uncom- 
pounded, partly as the second part 
of compd., the word (grod, grud, 
grod [grsd or grod]) denotes cleared 
ground. See Shetl. Stedn. p. 100. 
*grod [grgd], and occas. *grod, are 
found in a special sense: ford of 
stones; low, rocky neck of land; 
see further under grot1, sb. 

grugg [grog(g)], sb., sediment; 
dregs, in a special sense: sediment 
in buttermilk or whey; porridge- 
like substance resulting from an un- 
successful churning (Conn., Sandw., 
Du.). Also grogg [grog(g)]. No., 
Faer., Icel. grugg, n., sediment; dregs. 
Cf. dava, drotl, gjola, sbs. 

gruggi, grugg-y [grog(g)i], adj., 
dreggy; muddy; g. milk = drotl, 
sb. (Du.). Also of weather: dim; 
dark; threatening, g. wadder. De- 
riv. of grugg, sb. 

gruli, grulja, sb., a person, masked 
or dressed up like an ogress, see 
grolek, groli, sb. 

grulta, sb., see grolta, sb. 
grum [grum], sb., a number of 

small objects, e.g. very small po- 
tatoes; a lock [‘lot’] o’ g. Sandw., 
Du. (Hoswick). Doubtless prop, dregs; 
a granular mass; cf. No. grumen, 
adj., dreggish, and grymja, f., mixed 
mass, as well as Sw. dial, grum, n., 
sediment; dregs (Ri. under “g&r, 

gorm”), gruma, vb., to crush to pieces 
(Gothl.), and groma, f., clotted cream. 

*grumm [grum, grom] and gromm 
[grom], adj., = grimm, adj. 1 and 
2. The form “grumm” is reported 
from Papa St. Cf. Da. grum, Sw. 
grym and (dial.) grum, adj., grim. 

grummli [grumli, gromli], adj., of 
a grim, fierce or frowning appear- 
ance; also ugly; repulsive; a g. guest, 
a repulsive, ghastly visitor (e.g. of 
an apparition); a g. sight. Papa St. 
Other forms are grommli [gromli], 
reported from Yh., and grombli 
[grombli], reported from U. grimmli 
is more common; a grimmli guest 
or sight; see under grimm, adj. 

grums [gro‘ms], sb., turbidness; 
darkness-, de g. o’ de mornin’, the 
beginning of early dawn-, de g. o’ 
de eenin’, the close of the evening 
twilight or dusk, = grims. St. The 
same word as Da. grums, n., dregs, 
esp. coffee-grounds. 

grums1 [gro'ms], vb., to fumble or 
grope in a coarse, rude manner. 
Conn. Doubtless to be referred to 
*gramsa, vb., to grasp-, see grems, 
vb. Cf., however, also grofs and 
groms1, vb. 

grums2 [gro'ms], vb., 1) to make 
turbid-, to mingle-, to mix different 
things together-, to g. op (to stir up 
mud), to g. togedder. 2) to root in 
something, to search for something 
in dirt or mud, to g. atill (intill) 
onyting [‘into something’] (Sa.). 3) 
to g. anesell [‘oneself’], ane’s face, 
to soil oneself, esp. in the face -, de 
bairn is grumst its face, the child 
has dirtied its face (Sa.). 4) to speak 
confusedly, he grumst it (Sa.). 5) to 
mutter inaudible remarks, mutter un- 
der one's breath. Nm". (N.Roe). From 
Sa. is reported grumps [gro'mps] and 
gromps [gro'mps] as parallel forms 
to grums. — Deriv. of *grum; see 
grum, sb. Cf. Da. grumse and 
Sw. grumsa, vb., from grums, n. 
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With grums 5 cf. Sw. dial, grummsa, 
vb., to speak vaguely and in an 
undertone; to grumble about some- 
thing (Ri. under “gruna”, vb.). 

grumset [gro'msat (gru'msat)], adj., 
1) turbid] muddy, mingled] mixed] 
g. water, turbid or muddy water. 
Wests. Also grumsi [gro‘msi]. 2) 
dirty, esp. on the face-, a g. face, a 
dirty (besmeared) face-, also grumsi. 
Wests. (Sa., Papa). 3) confused and 
unintelligible in one’s speech; mingl- 
ing different topics together (in speak- 
ing) (Sa.). 4) muttering under one’s 
breath, speaking inaudibly and in- 
distinctly, also gruff and peevish] 
a g. body, a) a person muttering 
inaudible answers-, b) a gruff per- 
son. Nmn. (N.Roe). — Commonly 
pronounced “gro‘ms-”. Papa: gru‘m- 
sat and gro'msat. — From Sa. is re- 
ported grumpset [gro‘mpsat] and 
grompset [gro'mpsat] as parallel 
forms to grumset. — Deriv. of 
grums, vb. 

grumsi [gro'msi], sb., a) one who 
mutters under his breath] b) a gruff 
person, = a grumset body. N.Roe. 
See grums, vb. 5, and grumset, 
adj. 4. 

grund, grand [gr6nd(gr0nd)], sb., 
1) ground, soil. 2) ground, founda- 
tion. 3) sea-bottom, esp. the sea- 
floor of a fishing-ground. The word 
is partly O.N. grund, f., ground, soil, 
partly O.N. grunn, n., grunnr, m., a) 
a shoal in the sea, bank] b) ground, 
foundation, L.Sc. grund, sb., the 
bottom of the water. See "‘groin, 
*gronnins (pi.) and *grunn, sbs. 

grand-ebb, sb., the last stage 
of ebb (low water). 

grundking, grand-king [grond - 
kig- (-Hig1, grand’-)], sb., in a water- 
mill: an iron plate, a piece of iron 
with two or three holes, which is 
fixed to the groundsill (de grund- 
slo, sole-tree) and in which the 
pivot of the axle turns. *grunn- 

kengr. The first part of the compd. 
is grund, sb. 2; the second part 
is king, sb., a bend] bight] crook, 
O.N. kengr. grundsail (S.Sh.) is 
another name for grundking. 

grundrif, grund-ni [grondnf, 
grond’nf’ (grand’-)], sb., heavy swell 
in the sea] very agitated sea. Prop. 
heave with ground-swell. Conn, 
[grondnf, grond’nf’]; Nmw. [grond’- 
nf’ (grand’-)]. *grunn-rif. For the 
second part of the compd. see further 
rif, sb. 

grundsail, grund-sile [grond sair 
(grand’-)], sb., = grundking. S.Sh. 
*grunn-sigli. For the second part 
of the compd. (iron sill] mill-crank) 
see further sail1, sb. 

grundsem, grand-sem [grondsem, 
grond’sem’, -sem, (grand-)], sb., 
“ground-nail”, one of the nails by 
which the bottom boards of a 
boat are fixed to the keel. See 
sem, sb. 

grundsig, grund-sig [grond sig ], 
sb., heavy swell in the sea, prop. 
ground-swell] a g. i’ de sea. Conn. 
*grunn-sig. For the second part of 
the compd. see further sig, sb. 

grundslo, grunds\o [grond’slo’ 
(grand’-)], sb., in a water-mill: ground- 
sill with an iron plate (king, grund- 
king), in which the pivot of the axle 
turns. Fo. *grunn-sl£. No. grunn- 
slaa, f., groundsill beneath the axle 
of a quern, “sole-tree” is more com- 
monly used than grundslo (at any 
rate outside Fo.). From Du. is re- 
ported a form “grund-slu [grond’- 
slu’, grand’slti’]”, which presupposes 
an original form *grunn-slQ. “grund- 
slu” is used partly in the same 
sense as grundking. 

tgrundswirl,grunt/-f swirl [grond’- 
swirol], sb., tabu-name, sea-term for 
swine, pig. Conn. Prop, “he that 
roots in the ground”, like other tabu- 
names for swine, which mean rooter, 
he that roots-, see mod din, sb. 
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swirl, then, cannot be originally ex- 
plained from an Eng. and L.Sc. swirl, 
vb., to which it assimilates in form, 
but more prob. from an old *svarfla, 
vb.; Icel. svarfla, vb., to rummage 
about, to fling here and there (B.H.), 
from O.N. svarfa, vb., to displace-, 
put out of order-, to upset. 

*grunn [gron(n)], sb., a shoal in 
the sea, shallow bank, fishing- 
ground. Fo. Now only as a place- 
name, thus: de Hevdagrunn [*h9fda- 
grunnr], named after the forelands 
“de Nort’, Mid and Sooth Hevdi” 
in Fo. Otherwise more comm, in 
the form groin; q.v. O.N. grunn, 
n., and grunnr, m., a shallow, the 
bottom of the sea. 

grunnka [gro'gka], sb., a shallow 
bank in the sea, a fishing-ground-, 
now esp. as the name of a certain 
fishing-ground: de Grunnka (inside 
Hevdagrunn; see the prec. word); 
“we’re [‘we have’] been on de 
grunnka (de Grunnka)”. Fo. Out- 
side Fo. doubtless found only as a 
place-name, name of fishing-grounds, 
thus: de Grunnka(Yn.); de Grunn- 
kes [gro'gkas], pi. (Um0.); deGrunn- 
kens [gro'gkons], pi. def. form (Ai.). 
*grunnka, f., deriv. of grunn, grunnr, 
Shetl. *grunn, sb. With ref. to the 
derivative ending, cf. No. grunka, f., 
a shallow place in the water. 

grunt, vb., to grunt, see gront.vb. 
greb [grob], vb., properly to make 

holes in the earth, esp. to grub 
before the sowing of e.g. turnips; to 
g. de muld. Du. Cf. Sw. dial, grdpa, 
grypa, vb., to delve; scoop (Ri. p. 220), 
No. gropa, Fser. gropa, vb. See the 
foil. word. 

grabF [grobi, grobi], sb., 1) a 
hollow; small, roundish hollow in 
the soil; esp. a place from which 
the turf has been cut, and from 
which the so-called “dof muld” is 
fetched (see dof, adj.), a bare patch 

of mould (forming a small hollow), 
a muldi [moldi, moldi] g. Noted 
down in Sa., with long 0, otherwise 
a short 0 is more common. Occas. 
also grobi [grobi], a muldi g.: Nmw-n-. 
(alternating with grobi). A form 
grop [grop] is handed down in the 
N. I., N.Roe, Fo. and Du. In N.Roe 
a distinction is made between grop, 
hollow, e.g. a g. i’ de flor [‘floor’], 
and “a muldi grobi”. 2) a large 
vessel, sunk in the barn-floor, in 
which the husks are loosened from 
the corn by stamping it with the feet. 
St.: grop [grop]. Arisen from sense 
1: a hollow. Barclay (Suppl. to Edm.) 
has “grOp” (in which ft prob. de- 
notes the short 0-sound) in sense of 
a) a ditch-, peat-pit-, b) a gutter be- 
hind the stalled cattle in a byre 
for receiving their dung and urine. 
— As a place-name the word is 
found e.g., in “de Grop [grop] o’ 
de Sooth Sten” (Hamarsberg, Sna- 
ravo, Uwg.). — Cf. No. graup, grop, 
groypa, f., a groove-, hollow, groyp, 
f., deep track, Sw. grop and (dial.) 
groppa, grubba, f., a hollow; deep 
track. Da. grube, sb., a pit, etc.; 
O. N. grop, f., a pit, = grof, gryfja, 
f. Shetl. grobi and grop may spring 
from *graup, *groyp(a) or *grypja(?); 
grobi from *grop, *gropp- (grop?) 
or *graup. 

grubi2 [grobi], sb., 1) soft mud-, 
mire; slush. 2) bungled work; worth- 
less objects. U". Cf. No. grypja and 
groypa, f., lumpy or untidy mass, 
(lumpy) mixture (R.). 

grobi ' [grobi], sb., a small, feeble, 
incapable person; a poor wretch; 
also a naughty child. Yh. Prob. the 
same word as No. “krjup” and “kryp”, 
m., a poor wretch-, coward (from 
O.N. krjftpa, vb., to creep), with the 
change of initial k > g, often oc- 
curring in Shetl. Norn. With ref. 
to this change, cf. the foil. word. 

grebi4 [grobi], sb., in cattle: the 
18 
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arched forepart of the back, esp. 
in the expr. “to set de g.”, to arch 
the back and lower the head, to 
place oneself in an attitude of attack, 
applied to a cow about to charge. 
Sa. grob- from an original *krypp-; 
cf. O.N. kryppa, f., a hump; curva- 
ture of the back (kroppinn, perf. 
part, and adj., crippled; crooked, 
and kroppinbakr, adj., hunch-backed). 
No. kryplor, f. pi., the upper part 
or the forepart of the body, esp. 
the shoulders (R. “kraplaar”. The 
normalization into “kryplor” is given 
with hesitation). The long 0 in Shetl. 
grobi is certainly due to a later 
lengthening of the vowel. 

grebi5 [grobi], sb., a species of 
stone of which millstones are made, 
mill-g. Conn. Doubtless corrupt 
for *gr0di. See grud and grot1 

(grod), sb. 
grebi1’’ [grobi], sb., = glob1, glo- 

bi, sb. Fe. Prob. arisen from globi 
by transition of 1 to r. 

*gr0d, sb., see grot1, sb. 
*gr0d [grod] and *gr0t [grot], vb., 

to become turbid-, to become or be 
indistinct (partly covered), noted 
down in the following expr. (sea- 
term), belonging to fishermen’s tabu- 
lang.: de glomer grods, grots (is 
grodin, grotin) i’ de mirkebrod, 
the moon is partly hidden by clouds 
(drifting clouds). Conn. No. gruta, 
vb., to become dim (cloudy). 

grodek, sb., see grota, sb. 
grofel [gro3f3l] and grovel [gro3- 

val, groval], vb., properly to grovel, 
now esp. to fumble along in the 
dark-, to com’orgeng groflin,gr0v- 
lin. U.: [gro3f3l, gro3v3l]. Conn.: 
[grovsl]. O.N. grpfla (grdfla), vb., 
= grufla, vb., to grovel. Cf. gra- 
vel and grovel, vbs., as well as 
grofs, sb. 

tgr0flins[gr0fhns],adv.,/<zc’£afouvz- 
wards, prostrate; to fa’ [‘fall’] g. = 
O.N. falla a gnifu, to fall face down- 

wards. Prop, a L.Sc. form of word: 
“groflins, grufelingis,-lyngis” in Jam., 
who gives the explanation: “in a 
grovelling posture”, thus to a cer- 
tain degree deviating from Shetl. 
groflins in the above-mentioned 
application. The Shetl. word, how- 
ever, is also used in exprs. exactly 
agreeing with the L.Sc. (to lie g.). 

grofs [grofs], vb., to grovel (esp. 
in the dark), to fumble along in 
the dark in a stooping posture, al- 
most = grofel; to come grofsin; 
he cam’ grofsin in ower de bed. 
St. *gr9fsa (grufsa)? See further 
under grofel, vb. Cf. groms1, vb. 

grok, sb., see grik, sb. 
groli [groli (gro^i), groli] and gro- 

lek [grolsk (gr^lak), grolsk], sb., a 
troll (a witch), a bugbear. A) g r 01 i: 
1) a bogey or troll by which chil- 
dren are scared; du has better bide 
in, for else de oli groli will tak’ 
dee (Fo.). Y., Fe., Nmn. (N.Roe), 
Fo. groli, gro3li: Y., Fe., N.Roe. 
groli: Fo. 2*) a witch, esp. be- 
longing to a certain class of trolls, 
to one of the three classes into 
which they are divided, acc. to old 
tradition, as distinct from *skolta 
and *friggatisura. Yh. B) gro- 
lek: 1) a masked person, esp. a 
person disguised in a dress of 
plaited straw; to “geng in” gro- 
leks, to put on fancy dresses (straw 
dresses) and go about in this dis- 
guise-, an old custom on certain days, 
not quite holidays, of the year, esp. 
on the so-called “winter-Saturday” 
or prop. winter-Sunday Saturday — 
the first Saturday after the 14th Oc- 
tober, (fixed time for) the beginning 
of the winter — and on All-Saints’ 
Day (Hallowmass), the 1st Novem- 
ber; certainly also at Shrovetide. U. 
[grglsk, gr0al3k]. Outside U., esp. 
in Y., Fe. and Nm., skekel, skek- 
ler, sb., is used in this sense, “to 
geng in skeklin” (pres. part, of 
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skekl, vb.). For the use of the 
word groli in Y. and Fe., see prec. 
In the sense of disguised (masked, 
straw-dressed) person, L.Sc. guizard, 
(Shetl.) “guiser [(gaisar) gaisar]” is 
now commonly used outside the N.I. 
2) snow-man, a snawie [‘snowy’] g. 
Fo. [grolak]. — Two forms with drop- 
ped i-mutation: gruli [grnli] and 
grulja [gro]a], are reported from 
Conn. (Fladabister) in sense of dis- 
guised (masked) person, esp. a per- 
son dressed up like a witch; gruli 
is mostly used in the compd. “min- 
nie-gruli” (L.Sc. minnie, sb., good 
woman, old woman); to play m.-g. 
— O.N. gryla, f., a bugbear; an 
ogress; Fser. gryla, f., a bugbear; 
a masked person. — Cf. skekel, 
skekler, sb. 

grelmolet [grokmohat] and grol- 
molet [grol’mol'at], adj., 1) grimy, 
dirty-faced, a g. face. Partly with a 
further application, e.g. of dirty clothes, 
dirty or badly washed clothes; g. claes 
[‘clothes’]. 2) long-faced-, vexed-, 
peevish. Du. *grylumyltr or-miilottr? 
For the supposed first part of the 
compd. see prec. groli, grolek, sb. 
The second part is a deriv. of O.N. 
muli, m., a muzzle; hanging lip. 
With -molet, -molet in sense 2 of 
the Shetl. word cf. No. mulen, adj., 
sulky and fretful, mula, vb., a) to 
sulk; b) to sit silent or thoughtful, 
and Da. mule, vb., to sulk. The ex- 
planation of the first part of the Shetl. 
word grol (grol)- as a deriv. of 
“gryla” can be supported by ref. to 
the occurrence of *trollmolet, adj. 
(q.v.), used syn. with grolmolet. 
Cf.,however, gormollet(under gor- 
molg, gormoll, vb.), which in 
meaning partly assimilates to grol- 
molet. 

gremek1 [gromak], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name, belonging to fishermen’s 
lang., for ram. Wh., Yn. Prob. a 
*grymingr from *grlmungr; cf. O.N. 

grlmr, m., as a poetic name for ram 
(Eg.). Might also be thought to have 
arisen by deriv. from “grom”; cf. gro- 
ma, sb., as the name for a cow 
with striped face, = grim a1. 

gremek2, sb., see grimek, sb. 
gremet, adj., see grimet, adj. 
gremi, sb., see grima1, sb. 
grems1 [gro'ms], vb., = grefs, 

vb. (q.v.); to come gromsin. St. 
Poss. infl. in form by grums1, vb. 

grems2 [gr0‘ms], vb., properly to 
make turbid-, to stir up in dirt? only 
reported in the expr.: to g. ower de 
(ane’s) face, to wash one’s face 
slightly; he’s [‘is’ = ‘has’] gremst 
ower his face. Ai. Doubtless the 
same word as grums2, vb. 

*gren [gron (gro3n)], adj., green. 
Also *gren [gre3n], and with drop- 
ped i-mutation: *gron [gron (gro3n)]. 
Preserved in the old, now obsolete, 
double ballad-refrain: Skowan orla 
gren (or grona) [gron (grona)]  
Hwar jorten gru gren [gren] orla 
(with “han gron” as a variant of 
“gru gren”); see Introd. (Fragments 
of Norn). In place-names, in the 
forms gron (comm.) and gron, with 
long vowel-sound, and (esp. in the 
case of the last-mentioned form) with 
a short vowel-sound. Examples: Blet- 
tena grona [blaet"3na- or bla("3na- 

grona] (Yn.). Blekna grona [blsekna 
grona] (Yn.), grassy spots among 
heather: *blettirnir (acc. blettina) 
groenu. Dalin grona [dahn grona] 
(Norwich, U".), a green dale: *dalr- 
inn groeni (acc.: dalinn groena). 
Fidna grona [grona] (Ai.), see *fid, 
sb. Ljogena or Logena grona [grona] 
(Yh.), see log, Ijog3, sb. [Icekr]. 
Morena grona [grona] (Yh.), see mor1, 
sb. [m^rr]. Gilena grona [gil"3na- 

grona] (Maywick"., Duw.), narrow, 
green dales: *gilin groenu; see gil1, 
sb. Stakkena grona [stak'^na1 grona], 
some grass-grown rocks, overhang- 
ing the sea (Ham Vo, Fo.): *stak- 

18* 
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karnir (acc. stakkana) groenu. Tona 
grona [tona grona] (Sund near Ler- 
wick, M.): prob. *toin grcena (acc.: 
tona groenu); O.N. t6, f., a grassy 
spot. As the first part of compd. 
mostly with short vowel, e.g. Groni 
[grgni, groni]: *groen-0y, a green or 
grass-grown isle (several islets of 
this name); Gronablett [gron'^ablaet'] 
(Kwarf, S.Sh.): *groeni blettr (acc.: 
groena blett), see blett, sb. Grona- 
stakk (Gronistakk) [gr0n"astak- (gr@"- 
na-), gr0n"i-] and Gronastakk [gron“- 
astak’ (gron"a-), gron'istak' (gron"i-)] 
(several places), a high rock in the 
sea with a grass-grown top: *groeni 
stakkr (acc.: groena stakk). Groni- 
tong [gron-itog-] (N.Roe), and Gro- 
nateng [gron"ataeg-] (W., Snaranes, 
Sae.), a green tongue of land, head- 
land: *grceni tangi (acc.: groena 
tanga). Grontu [grontu] (W.): *groe- 
na to or piifa (mound, knoll), most 
prob. “ptifa”; cf. below Green-tua. 
The word is anglicised in e.g.: a) 
Green-a [grina, older: grine], an islet 
(Wd., Vo, M.): *(grcen-)0y — cf. prec. 
“Gr0ni”; b) Green-mu [mu] (C.): ,|t(groenn) mor; c) Green-tua [tna] 
(Fe.): *(groena) piifa; cf. Grontu.— 
O.N. groenn, adj., green. — From an 
O.N. *grcen(a), f., in sense of a 
green spot (Faer. grona, f., in place- 
names; Sw. dial, grdn, f., = gronska) 
are derived names such as: a) de 
Grons [grons (gro*ns)] (Skaw, Un.), 
grassy spots between sea-rocks; b) 
de Gronins [gronins] (Onjefirf, Ai.); 
c) deGronins[gr6nms](Hwefirt’,Nm.). 
Anglicised in “de Norf Greens” 
(Heglabister, Wd.). In Fe. is found 
Grona [grgna] as the name of a 
fishing-ground, so called from a 
green spot, used as a landmark. 

gronin [gronin], sb., dawn. Fo. 
*gr^ning. See grik, grok, sb. In 
No.: graaning, f., dawn, prop, the 
grey of the morning. 

grenska [gro'nska, gro'nsjka, gro‘g- 

^ka], gronska [gro'^ka] and gron- 
ska [gro'njjka, gro'qsjka], sb., in dig- 
ging with a spade: green heads of 
turf turned up by digging. Y., Fe., 
De., Sa. gronska with close o- 
sound: Sa. [gro'nska]; De. [gro'n- 
«jka, gro'r^ka], more rarely in Y. 
and Fe. gronska, and more comm, 
gronska: Y. [gro‘n<jka, gro'g^ka: 
Yh. (grd‘ii^ka: Ym. occas.)]; Fe. 
[gro'nsjka, gro'^ka: Few-h.]. gron- 
sku, -sko [gronskd] as well as 
grinska [grinska], grinsku, -sko 
[grinsko] are reported from Sa. as 
parallel forms to gronska. The forms 
with i, which now are most com- 
monly used in Sa., have been formed 
through infl. of Eng. green, adj. 
gronses [gro'rpjOs], pi.: Conn. From 
Fo.is reported grinsku, “greensku” 
[grin’sku1, grin'sku’] in a different 
sense: sprouting grass, esp. that 
which begins to grow on cultivated, 
poor ground. In Lunn. grinsku 
[gri‘nslyj] denotes the second crop 
of corn which grows anew when 
the first crop has been struck down 
by rain, — green ilsku; see ilska1, 
sb. — O.N. grcenska, f., verdure; a 
green spot (No. gronska); green vege- 
tation (No. and Faer. gronska). — 
The forms ending in -sku, -sko, 
spring from the acc. (gen.,dat.) form 
“greensku”. 

grent [gro'nt], vb., to grunt. St. 
*grymta. See further gront, vb. 

grentl, grentel [gro'ntol], vb., to 
grunt, to give short grunts-, de grice 
grontels. Wests. (Ai.,Sa.). *grymt- 
la from *grymta. See gront and 
gront, vb. 

grep, sb., see grobi1, sb. 
grop [grop], vb., to groove, to 

cut a groove in a board or piece 
of wood for fitting into a corre- 
sponding edge; to grop and sekk. 
Mostly in perf. part.: gropet [gro- 
pat], grooved, with a cut groove; de 
bords is [‘boards are’] gropet and 
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sekket. O.N. gray pa (grey pa), vb., 
to groove (No. gray pa), to fit into 
a groove. 

gret1 [grat], sb., stone, a species 
of stone, comm, in the compd. “mill- 
grot” (Eng. mill-grit), a species of 
stone from which millstones are made, 
micaceous gneiss (acc. to S. Hibbert); 
see*grud,sb. An obsolete form *grod 
[grad] is found in sense of: a) rocky 
ground; a rocky stretch of coast; col- 
lection of big boulders or fragments 
of rock; b) a stony ford; a low-lying, 
rocky tract, shaped like a neck or 
tongue of land, connecting a smaller 
piece of land with a larger— now only 
used as a place-name, though the 
meaning of the word is still under- 
stood, and it is always prefixed by the 
definite article; in sense b, esp. in 
“de Skerries (East Skerries)”: de 
*grod (Grod) o’ Groni [*groen-0y; 
see *gr0n, adj.], de *grod o’ de 
holm, de *gr0d o’ Mjones [*mjafa- 
nes, *mjanes, “the narrow head- 
land”]; the last name denoting a 
part of “de West Isle” (one of the 
Skerries), and used esp. by Lunna- 
sting fishermen, while the Skerri-men 
commonly call the place “de Stig 
[stig] o’ Mjones”. In sense a (loos- 
ened rocks, collection of big bould- 
ers), *grod is found esp. in Eshanes, 
Nmw., in the foil, place-names which 
stand on the border between a place- 
name and a common noun: de Grod 
o’ Tangwik [tanok]; de Grod o’ de 
Isle (Isle o’ Stenhus); de Grod o’ 
de Skerri (Stenhus). In Fo.: de 
Grods, a stony stretch of the hill 
“de Kame”. Otherwise the word is 
found as a place-name also in forms 
such as: Grod [grod], Grud [grnd] 
and Grot [grat], e.g. de Grods (Un. 
and Conn.), now culitivated land; de 
Grud (Uw.), a rocky strip of coast; 
de Gruds (Tumlin, Ai.), name of a 
farm; de Grot o’ Stavanes(N.), stony 
beach. In sense b of the preceding 

*grod is found in Fe. a form *grod- 
in the place-name “de Grodins [gro- 
dins], two skerries connected with 
the Isle of Fetlar by low-lying, rocky 
necks, and also in Un. groit [groit]- 
in “Stakken groiti [stakon groiti]” 
(Norwick), a high sea-rock, connected 
with the mainland by a low, rocky 
neck, prob. orig. *stakkrinn 1 grjoti. 
See further *grud, sb., and Shetl. 
Stedn. pp. 100—101. O.N. grjot, n., 
stone, a species of stone (esp. ma- 
terial for building); No. grjot (grjot), 
n., also a collection of big boulders 
under or by the water, a stony 
ford (R.). 

grot2 [grot (gro't)], sb., dregs of 
train-oil-, sediment of cod-liver oil. 
comm, “gro'f’is noted down in Fe.; 
otherwise comm. “grat”. Icel. grtitr, 
m., id. 

grota [grata], gretek [grgtok, gro- 
tak] and gredek [grodak], sb., a pot, 
now only preserved as a tabu-name, 
sea-term in fishermen’s lang. U. In 
the colloq. lang.: a kettle. O.N. gr^ta, 
f., a pot. See ringlodi, sb. 

groti1 [groti], sb. and adj. in the 
expr. “g.-oil, g. oil”, — grot2, sb. 
Wh. 

groti2 [groti], sb., a wisp of straw, 
greased with train-oil dregs, which 
is dipped into the water in angling 
with fishing-rod (from the shore), in 
order to produce fat (ljum, ljumi) 
on the water so as to allure the 
fish. U". Deriv. of grot2, sb. Is 
called groti-mollek in Du.; see the 
foil. word. 

groti-mollek [groti-molsk], sb., 1) 
= groti2, sb. 2) the belly of a 
fish, filled with liver from fish and 
boiled,= \i\er-mog\. Du. See grot2, 
sb., and mollek1, sb: 

grotlekrabb [groh-lakrab-], sb., a 
kind of tiny, grey crab, often found 
in shells (trumpet-shells); hermit- 
crab. Also groltakrabb [gr6illta-, 
gro-jtakrab] and goltakrabb [go1]"- 
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takrab-]. Yh. The form grotlekrabb 
is doubtless the original of the three 
mentioned, and the first part of the 
compd. might then be associated with 
No. grutl, n., dregs; eggs from aqua- 
tic animals (grytl, n., gravel). 

*gr0tsta [grotsjta] and *grotsta 
[grot^ta], sb., porridge. Yh. graut- 
stadi, m., from O.N. stadi, m., a 
pile. No. stade, m. No. grautstad, 
m., a mass of porridge (R. under 
“stoda”). 

gretti [groti], sb., the nave in a 
quern- or millstone, see further 
grotti (groiti), sb. 

gravel, vb., see grofel, vb. 
*gu [gn], sb., a two-stringed vio- 

lin, see *gju and *g0, sb. 
gudet [godot], adj., minded; tem- 

pered, weel [‘well’] or ill g. Un. See 
further godet, adj. 

*gue [goo], adj. (acc. and dat. fern.), 
good, preserved in an old verse from 
Unst: De vare or vera gue ti, etc. 
it was in a happy hour (time), etc. 
(see Introd.). A form *goden is 
reported from Fo.; q.v. 

guen [gnon], sb., improvement in 
the weather, a g. i’ de wadder; he 
(de wadder) is [‘has’] made a g., 
the weather has improved, esp. of 
a spell, interval of fine weather-, 
calm weather after storm. Nm., De. 
*g65an (or *g65ing), a substantive 
formed from the verb *g63a, *goda 
sik,/o become good (g66x)-, No. goda 
seg, vb., to become good, of weath- 
er (R.). 

guf [gof] and gof [gof, gof], sb., 
1) steam-, smoke, esp. a large es- 
cape of steam or smoke-, a g. o’ 
steam, a g. o’ reek. 2) a current 
of air-, breath of wind, a gof o’ 
wind (Yh.: gof; Sa.: gof). 3) a strong 
smell of something (N.Roe and Yh.: 
gof); I fann (felt) de g. o’ it. 4) a) 
heavy, rapid breathing, e.g. of an 
animal on a hot day; b) breathless- 
ness; great hurry; he cam’ in a g. 

Conn, [gof, gof]. 5) hasty state of 
mind; intense, unprovoked anger; 
he cam’ in a g. aboot it. Conn, [gof, 
gof]. — O.N. gufa and *gofa, f., 
smoke; steam; No. guva and gova, 
f. , and gov, n., Sw. dial, guva, gova, 
g&va, f. 

gul [gof] and gof [gof], vb., 1) to 
steam; smoke. 2) to breathe heav- 
ily and rapidly. 3) to hurry on; 
rush along in great haste; to come 
puffing and blowing-, to come gu- 
fin, gofin. — *gufa, *gofa. Icel. 
gufa, Faer. guva, No. gova, Sw. dial, 
guva, gova, g&va, vb., to steam; 
smoke; fume; blow; No. guva, vb., 
to smoke; drift; fidget, etc. 

guff [gof] and goff [gof], sb., 1) 
yelp, yelping (low barking). Nm". 
(N.Roe): goff. 2) nickname iox pig, 
in a riddle. Umo.: guff. In sense 2 
doubtless prop, the snorting one or 
he who “guzzles”. — See guff, vb. 

guff [gof] and goff [gof], vb., to 
yelp-, bark. Nmn. (N.Roe): goff. No. 
guffa, vb., to yelp. 

gufs [gofs] and gofs [gofs], sb., 
an impetuous, rude person. Nm. 
To be classed with No. gufse, m., 
a stately, dashing fellow (one who 
cuts a prominent figure), and gofs, 
m., an impetuous, violent person. 

guf set1 [gofsot] and gofset [gof- 
sot], adj., impetuous, noisy and rough 
in behaviour; a g. body. Nm. *gufs- 
ottr (*gofsottr). See gufs, sb. 

*gufset2, adj., see gjufset. 
gugl. gugel [gogol], sb. and vb., 

see gogl, gogel. 
gula [gula], sb., wind; sea-term, 

tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. Fo. 
O.N. gula, f., wind, a squall of 
wind, = gola. See go la, sb. 

gulgrav, gulgref. gulgrev. sb., 
see golgrav, sb. 

guls [go‘ls], sb., empty, noisy 
chatter; clamour-, nane [‘none’] o’ dy 
g. ! Y., Fe. No. guls, m., belching, 
applied to air or fluid. 
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guls [go‘ls], vb., to talk loudly, 

in a blustering manner, to clamour. 
Y., Fe. No. gulsa, vb., to rush for- 
ward, applied to masses of air or 
liquid. 

gulsa [go’Isa], sb., jaundice, comm. 
— gulsa-girs [‘grass’], a plant, bog- 
bean, used as a remedy against jaun- 
dice. gulsa-snail, g.-shall [‘shell’], g.- 
whelk, shelled animal or the shell 
only, used as a remedy against jaun- 
dice in cattle (put in the drinking- 
water). — O.N. gulusott, jaundice. 

gum1 [gum], sb., the gums, pa- 
late; in its old form with a long 
u-sound, now indeed only preserved 
in the compd. “gum [gum]-stick”, 
fishermen’s sea-term, tabu-name for 
the so-called kavel- or kavlin-tree 
(pattel-tree), cylindrical piece of 
wood with a small crook of iron 
at the end, for extracting the hook 
when the fish has swallowed it too 
far down. O.N. gomi, m., the'pa- \ 
late, and gomr, m., the gums, palate. 

gum2 [gum, gom], sb., mind; tem- 
per; feeling, esp. in the expr. “ill 
g.”, ill-will, esp. temporary ill-will; 
to ha’e [‘have’] a ill g. at ane [‘one’], 
to bear enmity or ill-will against 
someone. N.I. U. and Y.: giim. 
Fe.: g6m. — O.N. gaum (gpum), f., 
and gaumr (gpumr), m., heed; atten- 
tion. The vowel-sound in Shetl. 
“gum” points, however, towards an 
association with gudet, adj., from 
“(ga) g9”, syn. with “gaum(r)”; see godet, adj. — Cf. the foil. word. 

*?“gum”, vb., to pay attention; 
notice. Barclay: gume. Not reported, 
the pronunciation therefore uncer- 
tain, but the vowel-sound is prob. 
the same as in gum2, sb., a long 
u or a long close o; q.v. “gume, 
to notice”, is found as a marginal 
note under ent, ant, vb., in Bar- 
clay’s manuscript supplement to Edm. 
— Is doubtless O.N. goyma (geyma), 
vb., to pay attention, etc., with a 

later dropping of i-mutation through 
infl. of gum2, sb. 

gumbet [gombot] and gombet [gom- 
bat], adj., coarse of appearance, re- 
pulsive, g.-lookin’. Sometimes also 
of weather: ill-boding, hazy and 
windy; g.*like wadder [‘weather’] or 
sky. Ai. In the first-mentioned sense 
poss. to be classed with No. gamp, 
m., a big, coarse (strong) body; a 
heavy, clumsy person. Might, how- 
ever, like the syn. gum set (from 
*gumsa, f., a ewe), also be associ- 
ated with “gumma”, f., which in Sw. 
dial, denotes a ewe. The use of 
gumbet (gombet), appl. to the 
weather, may be due to an exten- 
sion of the original use of the word. 

gumbos [gombos] and gombos 
[gombos], sb., 1) uproar, noise, noisy 
running about; what are ye hadin’ 
sicc [‘holding such’] a g. aboot? 
Uburr. [gombos]. 2) vexed or angry 
state of mind, testiness; he cam’ in 
a g.; Nms. [gombos]. — The word 
doubtless denotes a) jumping; b) 
swinging or wriggling one's body. 
Cf. No. gimpa, g. (paa) seg, vb., to 
swing one's shoulders, etc., gump, 
m., a push; buffet, Sw. dial, gimpa 
and gumpa, vb., to wriggle one's 
hips; to jump heavily and clumsi- 
ly. gumbos (gombos) 1 points 
to an original “gimpa, gumpa” in 
sense of to jump, spring. The root- 
meaning of gumbos 2 is wriggling, 
swinging one's body. — Cf. gom- 
bel, sb., and the foil. word. 

gumpelfik [go'nvpolfik'], sb., rest- 
lessness; bustling. U.? gumplfeck: 
Edm. The second part of the compd. 
is fik, sb., bustle, (fidgety) trifling. 
For the first part gum pel, see the 
above-mentioned etym. under gum- 
bos, and cf., with ref. to the form, 
No. “gumpelvak”, denoting a shoal 
of fish gamboling on the surface 
of the water. — Diff. from gum- 
pelfik is a) gumpelfisti [go'nr- 
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palfis’ti]; -fiski [-fis'ki] (Yh.); gomb- 
fisti [gonrfis'ti] (Yb.), jokingly or 
derisively of some illness or other, 
made too much fuss about, esp. a 
cold; b) gumpelfit [go'nvpolfif], 
testiness; malicious peevishness (Y. 
occas.; Fe.). 

gumset [go‘msot], adj., big and 
clumsy; repulsive; having coarse, 
ugly features, g. and “g.-faced”; a g. fellow. Wh. From Lunn. is re- 
ported gj urn set [gjo'msot] and gj urn- 
si [gjo'msi] in the sense first given. 
— Cf. No. gumsa, f., a ewe; a cor- 
pulent, fleshy woman, and Sw. guni- 
se, m., a ram. 

gum-sf/cfr, sb., see gum1, sb. 
gupen, gupm, sb., see gopn, 

gopen. 
gurl [gorl, gorol], vb., to root in 

dirt (Wh.), see gorl, vb. 
gusl, gusel [gusol (gpsal), gusal], 

sb., a strong, drying wind or squall 
of wind; draught, a g. o’ wind. N.I. 
gusal (gosol): Y. and Fe. gusol, 
gnsol: U. Also gosl, gosel [go- 
sol] and gozl, gozel [gozol]: S.Sh. 
(Du.); Wests. (Sa.). Deriv. of *gus 
(*gos)-. No. gusa, vb., to blow 
gently, gus, m., current, and gos, 
n., a current of air. For the 1 
deriv. cf. No. gusul, m., a babbler. 
— Other derivatives from this root 
are gosen and guster; q.v. 

gusl, gusel [gusol (gosol), gosol], 
vb., to blow gently, esp. of drying 
wind; he gusels (he is guslin), 
a) it is blowing, blowing gently; 
b) it is beginning to blow. N.I. 
gusol (gosol): Y. and Fe. gusol, 
gosol: U. Also gosl, gosel [go- 
sol] and gozl, gozel [gozol]: S.Sh. 
and Wests. (Sa.). The expr. “gu- 
seld [gusold] fish” is used in U". 
of wind-dried fish, = the more com- 
mon gosen(d) fish; see gosen, adj. 
— *gusla (*gosla); No. gusa, vb., to 
blow gently. See prec. gusl, gu- 
sel, sb. 

guster [gustor, gostor] and gust 
[gost], sb., 1) guster, gust: strong, 
drying wind or squall of wind, a g. 
o’ wind (o’ wadder). gustor (gostor): 
N. I.; gostor: Dew. (M.Roe); other- 
wise more commonly: gust. 2) 
guster: a) blustering way of speak- 
ing; arrogant behaviour; he had a 
g. wi’ him, he behaved (spoke) ar- 
rogantly; he cam’ wi’ a g.; he cam’ 
ut wi’ a g., he began to speak in 
a swaggering way; b) fierce, threat- 
ening address; he ga’e [‘gave’] a g. 
at him. — O.N. gustr, m., a gust, 
blast. The preserved nominatival -r 
in guster and the vowel-sound “u 
(o)” show that the word is Shetl. 
Norn. With ref. to meaning 2 it 
may be remarked that No. guste, m., 
breath of wind, also (as is would 
seem) is found in sense of violence 
(Landstad; see Aa.). With different 
derivative ending No. gusul, m., a 
babbler. — Besides guster, a form 
gouster [gou‘stor, g&u‘stor] is also 
commonly found in Shetl., probably 
originating from L.Sc.; cf. L.Sc. gou- 
ster, sb., a wiolent, swaggering fel- 
low, and gowst, vb., to boast. Cer- 
tainly a form gausta, vb., is found 
in No. in sense of, a) to speak 
quickly and unintelligibly; b) to 
speak in a loud, threatening or 
scolding manner, but the diphthong 
“ou [ou, &u]” in the Shetl. word 
rather indicates a L.Scottish origin. 
O. N. “au (pu)” changes to a) o, jo, 
0; b) 0, 0, 6, u, 0, in Shetl. Norn. 
There may be an infl. of L.Sc. in 
the few cases in which the diph- 
thong “ou” is preserved in Shetl. 
Norn. See Introd. V (also N.Spr. 
VII), § 21. 

guster [gustor, gostor], vb., to 
speak in a blustering way, to boast; 
what’s du guster in aboot? Also to 
speak (accost someone) fiercely in 
a threatening manner, to g. at some- 
body. Besides guster, a form gou- 
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ster [gou'star, gSu'star] is also found 
in Shell., which most prob. is L.Scot- 
tish; see the preceding word. — 
guster prob. arises from O.N. gusta, 
vb., to blow, or from a *gausta 
(gpusta); cf. No. gausta, vb., to speak 
loudly in a threatening or scolding 
manner. See further under gu- 
ster, sb. 

gworm [gworm], vb., to wind; 
twine (Sa.); see *hworm, vb. 

*g0 [go], sb., an old-fashioned, 
two-stringed fiddle. O.N. gigja, f., 
a fiddle. See *gju. 

geda [goda, ijoda], sb., a road, 
path-, now only in place-names. 
See further under god a, sb. 

tgedasi [god^asr], sb., titbit, some 
good thing put by for a certain oc- 
casion-, to keep onyting [‘something’] 
for a g. Yh. Seems to be a mo- 
dernism: Shetl. god [god], adj., good 
(L.Sc. gud, gude) with the suffixed 
ending -asi. The word might, how- 
ever, poss. have sprung from O.N. 
goedska, goezka, f., goodness-, cf. the 
use of the Fser. godska, f., No. god- 
skor, f. pi., of something good, any- 
thing with which to regale oneself, 
dainty food. 

gedek, sb., see godek, sb. 
godin [godin (g'odin, godin)], sb., 

manure, cattle-dung. comm. From 
Uwg. is reported a form goding [g'o- 
dig] (L.Sc. guiding) with preserved 
final g. An old *gceding, f., in sense of 
manure. No. gjoding, Fser. goding, f., 
fattening. The common word in 
Norn (No., feel., Faer.) for manure: 
O.N. tad, n. pi.: tpd, is found again 
in Shetl. as the first part in the 
compd. to(u)dilep, topelep, tope- 
lep, todelek, tudelek, transport- 
basket for manure, etc.; see tudelep. 
— god in-fork [godin-fo‘rk, -f&‘rk], 
sb., dung-fork. 

gadi-o//, sb., see goti-oil. 
gadlarigg, gadlisrigg, sb., see 

getlarig, sb. 

gak [(gok) <j03k], sb., a snow- 
man, a snawie [‘snowy’] g. U. (Un.). 
Is doubtless O.N. gaukr, m., a) a 
cuckoo; b) a fool, a simpleton. See 
goieg, goiek and gok, sbs. 

gal [g*0l, <j0l, «j03l], sb., 1) wind, 
a faint breeze; he is no [‘not’] muckle 
wind at sea, just a g. upo de land, 
there is not much wind out at sea 
(out on the open sea), only a breeze 
towards the land. Fe. a sea-go 1 
[(jSl] (Conn.), strong wind or storm at 
sea (and calm on land). 2) swell 
in the sea before or after a storm, 
= gol1 2 and gola 3; a gol i’ 
de sea. Conn. — No. gaul, m., a) 
a gust of wind; b) a faint breeze -, 
gentle, steady wind-, O.N. gaul, n., 
howling. See gol1 and gola, sbs. 

gal [g'ol, 90I, <}0al], vb., to blow, 
howl, of wind; de wind is gol in i’ 
de door. Fe. O.N. gaula, vb., to 
howl; No. gaula, vb., id., but also 
= gula, vb., to blow gently. 

galti, sb., see galti and golti. 
galtirigg, sb., see getlarigg. 
gar [gor, <}0r], sb., 1) an unusu- 

ally tall woman (giantess)-, a tall, 
masculine woman. U. 2) a big snow- 
man, a snawie g. U. The final r is 
the old nom. sign. O.N. g^gr, f. 
(gen. gygjar), a giantess, witch. Cf. 
gaikerl, sb. Ork. “gyre” denotes, 
acc. to Dennison, a powerful, malig- 
nant spirit. — As a place-name 
Shetl. Gor is frequently found, oc- 
cas. without the final r: Go. It ap- 
pears: a) as a name of detached 
rocks, e.g. de Gor [gor, qor] (Moss- 
bank, De.); de Gor [<j0er] (Viggi, 
Uwg.); de Gorn [tjorn] (F.I.): *gyg- 
rin (def. form); de stakk 0’ Gora- 
sten [gor"asten-] (Fe11.): *gygjar- 
steinn. de Longego [l3i]"g3(}0‘]: 
*langa g^gr, and “de Bellago [bop-- 
aqo’]”: *ballar-gygr (from bpllr, m., 
a globe, lump), also called “de 
Rundgoens [ron(d)"«j03ns] — sker- 
ries near Fella (an islet near Whals- 
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ay); de G0stens listens] (Ti.): 
*gygjar-steinar, pi. b) as the first 
part in names of hills (hills inhabited 
by trolls): de Gorhul [gorwal (-wol), 
g0r“3w61‘], a) in West Burra Isle; 
(i) between Clousta and Aid, north 
of the lake “de Loch o’ Vara 
[vara]”; Ai. [gorwol, g03rwal (-wol)]: 
*gygjar-h611. The latter hill, from 
which, acc. to tradition, was often 
heard the sound of a violin playing, 
is now also called “detrowieknowe”; 
here, gor has been translated as 
“trow” (L.Sc. form of Eng. troll), 
c) “de Gors [g03rs, q03rs] Kirn” or 
“de Gjurs [gjo3rs] Kirn” (Br.): a 
ravine into which the sea-water flows, 
and where the breakers often roar 
loudly. 

gerd, sb., see gjord, sb. 
gerd, vb., see gird, vb. 
gordasteri [gor-dastuTi], sb., a 

thick rope around the mouth of a 
straw-rope net (mesi or *skalv). 
Also gordastori [gor^dasto'ri]. U. 
*gyr5i-staurr, “girding stave or band"-, 
cf. O.N. gyrdi, n., a hoop put round 
a vat to hold the staves together, 
and No. gyrde, n., in compds. such 
as “gyrdetog”, n., a rope to tie 
round a load. For the second part 
stori see further under that word, 
omgordin-stori is another old name 
for gordastori; see omgordin, sb. 

gerdin, sb., see girdin, sb. 
fgeserin (gjeserin) [g03"s3rm-, 

^"sorin’, gjo' sarm ], sb., the giz- 
zard; de g. o’ a hen. N.I. From 
kjos-? (O.N. kjoss, m., a deep or 
hollow place, Faer. kjos, f., the giz- 
zard). Most prob. a dialect trans- 
formation of Eng. gizzard (dial, giz- 
zern), sb. But kjos > kos > gos is a 
regular development of sound in 
Shetl. Norn. 

gesinfjog [(j0S"mfjog-], sb., only 
noted down in the phrase “to speak 
wi’ de tongue o’ g.”, to tattle, to 
talk nonsense. Ai. (Onjefirf). The 

first part of the compd. is prob. No. 
gysja, O.N. (Icel.) gussa, vb., to gos- 
sip. The second part is uncer- 
tain: folk? 

got [(got) ijot], vb., 1) to digest 
with difficulty; to eat food that causes 
a feeling of nausea (esp. fish-livers 
or food prepared from livers); to 
g. awa [‘away’] at onyting [‘some- 
thing’], to try to swallow something 
that makes the gorge rise (some- 
thing nauseating). Wh. 2) to cause 
nausea (of fish-livers, food prepared 
from fish-livers); hit [‘it’] is gotin 
upo me; de livers is gotin. Wh. 
[(jot]. 3) of fish-livers: to become 
liquid, to deposit oil which col- 
lects on the top of the livers. In 
the N.I. with initial k: kod, kodi 
(kjod, kjodi). U. [kod, kjod; 
kodi, Hodi, kjodi]; Fe. [kod]; Yn. 
[k,03d]; de livers is kodin, kodiin. 
These forms from the N.I. are only 
noted down in sense 3. Comm, in 
perf. part. g0tet [(gotot) ^otot]: a) 
partly liquefied, of raw fish-livers 
on the top of which the separated 
oil has collected; de livers is [‘are’] 
gotet; b) of food: partly digested 
(Wh.). In sense 1, got partly as- 
similates to Da. dial. (Jut.) kyvte 
(kyoute: Molbech; kywt: Fejlberg), 
vb., to manage, esp. of food and 
drink. In senses 2 and 3, got 
is poss. No. kyta (*kjota?), vb., to 
push forward; to come up to the 
surface (Sw. dial, kytta, vb., to push 
quickly forward or up). It is doubt- 
less, esp. in sense 3, also conceiv- 
able that here is an association with 
O.N. gjota, vb., to spawn, but the 
forms with initial k occasion some 
difficulty. A change g > k, when 
initial, is rare in Shetl. Norn in com- 
parison with the change k > g. See 
the foil. word. 

geti [goti (<joti)], gedi [godi], sb., 
liver-oil collected on decayed fish- 
livers-, sometimes with added “oil”; 
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g.-oil. The form “godi” is peculiar 
to Wests. In the N.I. the word is 
found with initial k: koti, kodi 
(kjodi), kodi (kjodi); U. [k'oti 
(l^oti), kodi, Hodi, kjodi, k'odi (Hodi)]; 
Fe. [koti, kodi, k'odi]. — The asso- 
ciation with O.N. gjota, vb., to spawn, 
in No. (gjota) also in sense of to 

come up (e.g. of mud: R.), is un- 
certain on account of the forms with 
initial k. See further under the pre- 
ceding word. 

getilben, sb., see getilben. 
getlirigg, sb., see getlarigg. 
gott, getti, sb., doorway\ thres- 

hold, see further under gott, sb. 

H. 
fha' [ha], sb., a grotto, rocky 

azmvz, = heller. N.Roe. May prob. 
be a running together of a) the com- 
mon ha’ = L.Sc. “ha”’ from Eng. 
hall, and b) Shetl. *hall (the root 
in heller), which in place-names 
is occas. found in sense of rocky 
cavern-, cleft in a rocky wall. 

habagoitlek [hab agoi't lok], sb., a 
miserable dwelling, a hut; a miser- 
able h. Yn. A compd. The second 
part goitlek is prob. a derivative, 
formed from O.N. kot, n., a hut, and 
the dim. ending -lek; cf. hoslek, 
“small house”, as a tabu-name (sea- 
term) for booth, fisherman’s hut. 
The first part haba- is poss. an 
abbr. of an Eng. word, beginning 
“habit-” in sense of a dwelling, such 
as: habitacle, habitance, habitation. 

habbi-gabbi [hab"igab'i], sb. and 
adv., noted down in foil, colloca- 
tions and applications: a) to play h., 
to throw up a stone and try to 
catch it when it falls down again, 
a boy’s game; also of throwing with 
two stones instead of one, or with 
other small objects (e.g. potatoes), 
which one throws into the air and 
tries to catch again. Prob. the word 
really denotes haphazard, chance. 
2) throwing for a scramble, e.g. 
coins; to kast h., to throw for a 
scramble among a crowd. Thus 
Edm. The root-meaning doubtless 
also here is “(at) haphazard, (by) 

chance”, habbigabbi then prob. 
represents a habbi-*glabbi from an 
old “*happ ok glapp” (O.N. happ, n., 
good luck, and glapp, n., a mishap-, 
a chance shot, etc.); cf. No. “paa 
haap og glaap”, at haphazard (R. 
under “glopp”), Icel. “med hdppum 
og gloppum”, with varied fortune, 
according to chance, Sw. dial, happe- 
glapp, m., by chance or haphazard. 
For the Shetl. form habbi, cf. Sw. 
dial, habba-lykka, f., chance, and 
“habba sig”, vb., to chance to, = 
happa sig. 

had [had], sb., 1) a hold-, grip. 
2) a grip-, handle-, ear on a straw- 
basket (kessi); see hadkessi, sb. 
3) a place (esp. a swamp) where 
one can catch the horses in the out- 
field. L.Sc. form: had = hald, hauld, 
sb., a hold, etc. O.N. hald, n., a 
hold, grip; No., Icel. and Faer. hald, 
n., also a handle, ear. In other 
senses, such as refuge, hiding-place, 
lair (otter’s had), had is L.Sc. 

/lad1 [had], vb., to hold-, keep. 
L.Sc. form: had, hauld. O.N. halda, 
vb., to hold. For an old Shetl. imp. 
form halt from the obsolete *hald, 
vb., q.v. Shetl. had in the impf. 
(pret.) is: hold [hold], in perf. 
part.: hadden [hadan]. — to A. a 
hus, to keep house, to h. jol, to 
keep Christmas, “h. dee [hadi]” or 
“h. dy hand!” stop that! hold your 
hand! h. dy hands! let me alone! 
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(Un.)- h. (dy) peace! keep quiet! 
(Un.). h. dee at dee! move aside 
a little! see flit, vb. h. dee gaun 
[‘going’]! be off! (Du.), h. dee still! 
a) be silent; b) stand still! stop! 
wait a little! (Conn.; Sandw.; Du.). 
In sense of to steer\ head\ to set 
off in a certain direction (to h. nort’, 
sooth, against, etc.), had corresponds 
to O.N. halda, inter alia to head, to 
set off in a certain direction (h. 15: 
Fr.); cf. below h. fram, in, till, ut. 
In sense of to maintain, mean, had 
corresponds to O.N. as well as to 
Eng. to h. gaun [‘going’], to handle 
roughly; to fling aside, when search- 
ing for something, prop, “to keep 
going” (Fe.). In some places had 
is often used in a special sense: to 
have assistance from neighbours (at 
fixed times and by turns), esp. at 
field-work, digging by spade, peat- 
cutting, mowing (esp. grass), also in 
certain indoor work (woollen work, 
spinning); dey’re gaun [‘going’] to 
h. de morn [‘to-morrow’], they will 
have helping hands (neighbours) 
to-morrow (Un.). “hadin’”, pres, 
part., is to be noted in the expr. 
“a sheep-hadin’ dyke”, a fence high 
enough to prevent sheep from get- 
ting into cultivated fields (Fe.). — 
In conn, with prep, and adv., had 
is used in several meanings and ap- 
plications, handed down from O.N. 
(halda): h. aff, to stop the execut- 
ing of something; to desist from = 
Faer. halda av. — /i. at: a) see prec.; 
b) to persist eagerly in an under- 
taking, also L.Sc.; cf. “lay at”. — 
h. f(r)ae, to steer away or aside, 
to draw off (from the wind), = No. 
and Peer, halda undan. — h. fram, 
to head towards the high seas; see 
fram, adv. — h. in, to pull to- 
wards the shore (Yh.). — A. on: 
to stop; h. on a bit! Icel. halda a, 
a) to keep back; b) to endure; to 
hold on, — Icel. and Fser. halda a; 

cf. “h. ut, h. wi”\ — A. op: a) 
to support for life, to A. ane [‘one’] 
op (Un.); cf. O.N. halda (einhverjum) 
uppi, a) to uphold something or 
other; b) to cease, esp. of rain; to 
continue fair for a time (Un.); he’ll 
may be A. op for a while, there 
will possibly be a lull in the rainy 
weather, it will doubtless be fine 
for a while; will he A. op lang? 
are we going to have dry weather 
for a time? O.N. halda upp, inter 
alia to keep back, to stop. No. and 
Faer. halda upp, to cease-, to hold 
up. — A. till: a) to frequent-, to 
stay (in a place), = No. and Faer. 
halda til; b) to last, to continue to 
be the same; foo [‘how’] is du hadin’ 
till? (Un.); c) to head, to set off in 
a certain direction; hwar [‘where’] 
is du hadin’ till noo [‘now’]? see 
prec. had; d) A. till and A. to [‘to’], 
to keep shut, = L.Sc. hald to, Sw. 
h&lla till. — A. ut, to endure-, hold 
out. No. halda ut, Faer. halda lit, 
Sw. h&lla ut. Cf. the foil, “had wi’ 
(a)”, which poss. is an earlier expr. 
in Shetl. — A. wi’: a) to endure; 
to hold out; go on; I’ll A. sae [‘so’] 
wi’ (Sa.); O.N. halda (haldask) vid, 
to hold out-, b) to agree with; to 
consent, to A. wi’ ane (Un.), = O.N. 
halda med einhverjum, Faer. halda 
vid einun. — Perf. part, had den 
[hadon] is occas. used, esp. in conn, 
with “weel”[‘well’] and “ill” [‘badly’], 
in a special sense: a) in a certain 
state or position, a. weel-hadden man, 
a man in a good position, well off; 
b) entertained, treated well or ill, weel 
or ill hadden. Cf. O.N. “vel (ilia) 
haldinn”, well (badly) off; in a good 
(bad) position; well (ill) entertained 
or treated. 

had2 [had], vb., to brand or treat 
someone as a dishonest person, esp. 
as a thief; perf. part.: hadet [hadat], 
branded or treated as a dishonest 
person, as a thief. N.I. (Y.). Prob. 
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No. hata, vb., to persecute, etc. (prop. 
to hate, O.N. hata). Cf. hader2 and 
hadersvisi, sbs., as well as hater, 
vb. In the same sense as had2 is 
found the more common hod2, vb.; 
q.v. 

hader1 [hador], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name for fishing-hook, prop, a 
“holder" (one that holds). S.Sh. 
(Shannerwick). From had1, vb., to 
hold. 

hader2 [hadar], sb., 1) a tiny, poor 
fish. Yn.; cf. hadersvisi, sb. 2) 
sea-term, tabu-name in fishermen’s 
lang. for fish. Yh. — Prop, some- 
thing (constantly) pursued? Prob. 
an old *hatr, n, with radical r; cf. 
No. hatra, vb., = hata, vb., con- 
stantly to persecute, try to exter- 
minate, Shetl. hadrage, sb., a miser- 
able animal, as well as hater2, vb., 
to bully; to persecute. 

hadersvisi, -vissi [ha'darsvisp], sb., 
a stunt; a miserable, lean animal. 
Yn. A compd. For the first part 
see prec. under hader2, sb. The 
second part is poss. to be classed 
with O.N. visinn, adj., withered;dried 
up; cf. No. visa, f., a weak and 
languid, somewhat withered person. 

hac//-band [had"iband‘ (ha”di- 
band')], sb., cross-beam under the thwart of a boat, — fastiband and 
bekk; q.v. had"iband‘: not uncomm.; 
ha"diband‘: Conn. A parallel form 
hadaband [had"aband'] is reported 
from C. *hald-band. See band, sb. 3. 

hadimer, sb., see hedemu, sb. 
hadin [hadin], sb., “holding” or 

“hold": assistance from neighbours 
with some work or other on a fixed 
day, e.g. at field-labour (delving with 
spade); a h. o’ dellers [‘delvers’]; 
also of the feast held on this occa- 
sion. “I was come to see, if du 
could winn to my / have come 
to see if you could be one of my 
helpers (Un.). From had1, vb., to 
hold-, see further under that word. 

had-kessi [had"ke^i (-kefj'i)], sb., 
a large straw-basket, kessi, with 
handles on each side. Papa St. 
*hald-kessa. O.N. (No., Icel., Faer.) 
hald, n., a grip, handle, had is a 
L.Scottish form. 

hadragei?) [hndred/J, sb., a mis- 
erable, bony animal. Y., Fe. See 
hader2 and hadersvisi, sbs. 

hads [hads], interj., a shout by 
which a dog is set on sheep: at him! 
Nmn. (N.Roe). See hauts (hawots). 

ha'e [hai, he], vb., to have; a 
L.Scottish form. The word is used in 
Shetl. in some special Northern (O.N., 
Norn) exprs. corresponding to O.N. 
“hafa” or No. and Faer. hava; thus: 
1) to bring-, carry, move, to ha’e 
awa hem [‘away home’], in, ut, etc. 
Thus comm. O.N. hafa. 2) to talk; 
to spread a rumour-, dey ha’e it, at 
 there is a rumour afloat, that 
 (Fe.); cf. O.N. hafa eitthvat, to 
remark about something, = hafa 
ord um eitthvat; Faer. hava a ordi, & 
munni, to mention (hava a lofti, to 
pass from mouth to mouth). 3) in 
conn, with certain preps, and advs.: 
h. aff, h. awa, to move aside, = 
Faer. hava undan; /i. anesell aff, awa, 
to be off-, go away, move aside-, 
h. dee aff (awa)! cf. Faer. hava seg 
burtur, fr&, undan, to be off-, go or 
move aside (O.N. hafa, to carry; re- 
move, hafa sik, to move along). — 
h. against, a) to have an objec- 
tion to, to bear animosity towards-, 
b) to make objections-, to contra- 
dict, = O.N. (Icel.) hafa Imoti, Faer. 
hava Imoti. — h, at ane: a) to find 
fault with someone-, to reprimand-. 
No. hava aat, to find fault with, 
also to chastise, punish, Faer. hava 
at einun, to reprimand; b) in the 
expr., h. dee at dee! move a little! 
= had dee at dee! cf. prec. “h. 
aff, awa.” — h. frae, to set off 
from the shore, — Faer. hava fr&. 
— h. op: a) to lift-, raise, — O.N. 
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hafa upp; b) to introduce a subject-, 
to mention, also to spread a rumour 
(see prec. ha’e 2); h. op again, to 
repeat; hark back upon-, O.N. hafa 
upp, to disclose, mention. No. hava 
upp atter, Fser. hava upp attur, to 
hark back; repeat. — h. somet’in’ 
wi’ ane, to remark upon or find 
fault with, — Fser. hava vi3 einun. 

haf [(haf) haf], sb., the open sea, 
now esp. deep-sea fishing-grounds-, 
to geng to de h., to go deep-sea 
fishing (in an open boat), comm. — 
O.N. haf, n., the open sea. Da. hav. 

hafbidi [haf"bid‘i], sb., one of the 
round cake-shaped loaves, bid is, 
constituting the provisions for a 
boat’s crew in deep-sea fishing from 
an open boat. See haf, sb., and 
bidi, sb. 

haf [haf]-6oaf, sb., a large, open 
boat for deep-sea fishing. See 
haf, sb. 

haf [hid]-fish, sb., a species of 
great seal, phoca barbata. Prop. 
"deep-sea fish”, as opposed to 
“tang-fish”. See haf, sb. 

haf [hnf]-fishin', sb., deep-sea 
fishing. See haf, sb. 

hafpiltek [haf"pA‘Pt9k], sb.,a coal- 
fish nearly full-grown; "young sea- 
coalfish”. See haf, sb., and pil- 
tek, sb. 

haf [hafJ-wacWer, sb., weather 
suitable for deep-sea fishing. No. 
havveder, n., favourable weather for 
the open sea. 

^hag1 [hag, hag] and *haga [haga? 
baga?], sb., hill-pasture, now only 
in compds.: see haglet, hagmet, 
hagri1, sbs., and *hagasted, adj. 
Otherwise hoga (hogen), q.v. 

hag2 [hag (haog)], sb., l) state-, 
condition-, in this sense only found in 
a few phrases, such as: ill [‘bad’Jh. 
come to dee! bad luck to you! N.I. 
(reported by J.I.). 2) order-, state 
of things-, management-, I ha’e nae 
[‘no’] h. upo dee, I cannot manage 

you (Un.); (good) management;house- 
keeping-, he has nae h. (Conn.); to 
ha’e h. wi’ onyting [‘something’], to 
economize-, der’r nae [‘no’] h. i’ dy 
hand, you have no economy or thrift-, 
dey had nae h. upon it, they lived 
beyond their income (Un.). 3) the 
carrying-out of a piece of work (appl. 
to the manner in which it is done), 
esp. of work badly done, in phrases 
such as: du’s [‘you have’] made a 
puir [‘poor’] h. o’ yon [‘that’], you 
have made a bad job of it (the 
work) (N.Roe). 4) in sea-terms be- 
longing to fishermen’s tabu-lang.: 
der’r nae [‘no’] h. on de fish, the 
fish will not bite (W.Burr., Ai.), 
doubtless prop, the fish have no 
“manners”.—The pronunc. “hag” is 
mostly used; “hg6g” is reported from 
Un. besides “hag”. — O.N. hagr, 
m., a) state-, condition-, b) means-, 
c) advantage-, gain-, No. hag, m., 
order-, state of things-, management-, 
moderation. — Cf. hoger, sb. 

hag [hag], vb., 1) to manage 
(well)-, to keep house economically, 
to save-, intensive in the expr. “to 
h. and hain” (L.Sc. hain, vb., to 
save), esp. negatively, e.g.: he can 
nedder [‘neither’] h. or [‘nor’] hain, 
he is a mere squanderer (N.I.). 2) 
of rain: a) to decrease-, he hags 
(is hagin) a little, the rain is les- 
sening (U.); b) to cease-, wait till 
he hags, wait till the rain ceases 
(U.). — An obsolete form *haga, with 
final a in inf., is reported in sense 1 in a 
list of words from Conn, by R.C. — 
O.N. haga, vb., a) to manage-, ar- 
range-, b) to be suitable. For hag 
2 cf. honk (and “hain”), vb. 

hagali, adj. and adv., see hagli. 
*hagasted, adj., properly applied 

to cattle: frequenting a certain place 
in the hill-pasture, in the habit of 
resting or grazing in a certain place, 
but in Edm. reported in a more com- 
mon sense: “familiarised to a par- 
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ticular place by a long stay in it.” 
*haga-stoe6r. O.N. hagi, m., a piece 
of land laid out for pasture, and 
stoedr, No. stod, adj., stationary. A 
form hogsted [hogsted] is noted 
down in Conn, in the original 
sense; q.v. 

hagerd, hagert [hsgard, -art], adj., 
badly and clumsily made, having a 
bad deportment-, a pair [‘poor’] h.- 
like body (person). West, occas. (Ai.). 
Doubtless for the more common 
ill-hagerd; see further under that 
compd. hager might be the same 
word as hag2 [O.N. hagr] with pre- 
served nom. ending -r; cf. the form 
hoger from O.N. hagr. 

hagi [hagi], sb., an old, worn- 
out spade, reported in the expr. “a 
auld [‘old’] h. o’ a spade”. Fo. Cf. 
Faer. haki, m., a spade-, a sward- 
cutter, prop, a hook, crook. — Be- 
sides hagi, a form hagis [hagis] is 
reported, “a auld h. o’ a spade”, 
poss. arisen by the merging of “haki” 
and “haks-”; cf. No. haks, m., a 
large block (wooden block), and 
haksa, vb., to cut carelessly. 

hagi, hagel1 [hagai], sb., (sub- 
ordinate) boundary-mark between 
parts of the hill-pasture; a stone 
set up as a boundary-mark. U. The 
word appears to be a deriv.. of 
*hag(a), sb., hill-pasture. Note, how- 
ever, Hagla hwida [hagla hwida], 
also called “de Hagel [hagai]”, as 
a place-name, name for a stone of 
white quartz, indicating the boun- 
dary-mark between Northdale and 
Burrafirth, U., in which connection 
the word most prob. may be de- 
rived from O.N. h6geitill, m., white 
quartz, stone of quartz, “h^geitill” 
otherwise appears in Shetl. in the 
forms hjegel, hjigel, hjigelti and 
jegel, jigel. 

hagi, hagel2, sb., thin, poor corn, 
see hekl, hekkel2, sb. 

hag-/ess, adj., see hagi os, adj. 

*?haglet [haglet, -lat?], sb., a place 
in the hill-pasture where an animal 
is or has been in the habit of graz- 
ing; “hit [‘it’] is come back till its 
auld [‘old’] h.”, said of a straying 
animal returning to its former past- 
ure. U. Edm.: haaglet. *hag(a)leiti. 
O.N. hagi, m., a piece of land laid 
out for pasture. For the second 
part of the compd. cf. e.g. No. leite, n., 
in sense of a place where cattle 
collect for milking (leite 3 in Aa.). 
Sw. dial, hag-let, f., pasture for 
cattle near the farm. See h o gl a, sb. 

hagli [hiigli] and hagali [ha ’gali*], 
adj., careful-, convenient] proper-, 
fine. N.I. O.N. hagligr, adj., con- 
venient] handy, proper, etc. The 
compounded, negative uhag(a)li, 
un-hag(a)li is more common than 
hag(a)li. 

hagli [hagli] and hagali [ha"gali,]) adv., carefully; conveniently; prop- 
erly; finely; du ’s come h. on dis 
time, (partly ironically) you have 
done it finely this time (Yn.). O.N. 
hagliga, adv., conveniently. 

haglos, hag-/ess [haglos], adj., 
1) wanting in economy, in manage- 
ment or housekeeping; immoderate; 
wasteful; a h. body. 2) boundless; 
excessive; illimitable; de h.-/. ocean. 
— *hag-lauss, adj., wanting in hagr 
(order-, state-, moderation-, limit). 
See hag2, sb. 

hagmark [hag' ma'rk'], sb., bound- 
ary-mark, esp. a corner-stone divid- 
ing pastures in the hill. *hag(a)- 
mark; Faer. hagamark, n., bound- 
ary-mark in the hill. See the fol- 
lowing word. 

hagmet [hag’mef], sb., a corner- 
stone dividing pastures in the hill. 
*hag-met or -mat. The first part of 
the compd. is *hag(a), sb., hill- 
pasture. For the second part see 
further met1, sb., a mark, boundary- 
mark. Cf. hogsten, sb. 

hagri1 [hagri, hag"9rr], sb., a 
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ride on the hill, beating the bounds, 
in the expr. “to ride de h.”, of 
neighbouring land-owners in former 
times: to ride on horseback over 
the hill-pastures to fix the bound- 
ary-marks. This ride took place 
every year (in autumn at the close 
of the corn-harvest), and every year 
one of the boys from the neigh- 
bourhood or village was taken along 
in turn; and at each stone, set up 
as a mark, the boy was whipped, 
in order the better to remember the 
boundary, and, in case of boundary 
controversies, be able to appear as 
a witness. This custom is now 
quite obsolete. — *hag(a)-reid; rlda 
hag(a)-reid. O.N. hagi, m., a piece 
of ground laid out for pasture, Fser. 
hagi, m., hill-pasture-, O.N. reid, f., 
a ride. 

hagri2, hageri [hag 'ori-, ha ’gori ], 
sb., a long list of something-, a flow 
of words-, a lang h., a h. o’words; 
— disparaging statement about a 
person-, “sicc [‘such’] a h. sho [‘she’l’s 
gi’en [‘given’] o’ her”. Also his- 
torical memoirs or narratives-, “to 
geng t’rough a h. o’ tings”; “de h. 
o’ it is no [‘not’] been keepet [‘kept’]”; 
in this sense also in pi.: “if dey 
[‘they’] wis [‘was’ for ‘were’, here = 
‘had’] keepet de auld [‘old’] hag(e)- 
ris —”. Nmw. (Esh.). — From Sa. 
is reported a form hogri, hogeri 
[hog3ri, h^g••^ri•, hog’^ri'] in sense 
of: a) use-, application-, advantage-, 
b) conclusion, esp. bad use, bad 
conclusion, hit [‘it’] will geng [‘go’] 
till (in) a ill [‘bad’] or puir [‘poor’] 
hogri — or ironically: till a guid or 
braw h., in a guid or braw h. From 
Ai. hog(e)ri [hog"3ri-] is also re- 
ported in sense of marriage, match, 
esp. jocularly of a poor match: he’s 
made ah. — Prob.: *hag-reid, f., 
arrangement; putting to rights, etc.; 
cf. Faer. hagreida, vb., to put into 
shape-, to treat in a certain manner. 

See hag2, sb., condition-, order; state 
of things; management, etc., and 
red, vb., to put in order. — hog(e)- 
ri, however, in all essentials assi- 
milates to the uncompounded hoger, 
sb. [O.N. hagr], and might also be 
regarded as an extended form of 
that word through infl. of hag(e)ri: 
*hagreid. 

hagri3, sb., see hegri1, sb. 
fhai [hai, hai] and fhaid [haid, 

haid], adj., very angry, embittered; 
he is h. upo me. N.I. (haid). Nmn. 
(hai). Cf.(?) No. hei, adj., hot-tem- 
pered, eager (R.), and hea, f., a 
fit, e.g. of wildness, madness (R.). 
Phonetically Shetl. “hai” is not di- 
rectly No. hei; “haid” is most prob. 
L.Sc. hite, hyte, adj., raging. 

hain, sb., properly pers. pron. he? 
see further under hann, pers. pron. 

fhaipernor [hai'porno3r, harpor-], 
sb., substitute for a person one does 
not wish to mention, in speaking of 
him: he you know, etc. M.Roe. 
Obscure, hai- may represent *hain 
and be O.N. hann, pers. pron., he\ 
see further hain (under *hann), 
handi and bannister, and the cor- 
responding use of these words. 

haivers [haivars, haivars], sb., 
properly pi., but used in the sing- 
ular: (clumsy, awkward) manner, 
(awkward) handling-, to ha’e a puir 
[‘poor’] h., to manage awkwardly. 
Fo. Edm. has a sing, form “hyver” 
in the compd. “ill-hyver”, awkward 
behaviour-, “y” expresses here “ai” 
or “ai”; “ill-hyvered” (Edm.) = ill- 
haiverd [il'hai'vard, -harvard], adj. 
— haivers implies prob. a double 
pi. ending: an older -er with an 
added Eng. -s. Cf. Sw. hava, hafva, 
f., in the compds. “Sthafvor”, pi., 
behaviour, manners, and (dial.) fa- 
hava, inability, as well as Sw. haf- 
der, f. pi., = athafvor. See further 
ill-haiverd, adj. — Besides hai- 
ver(s), the forms hever [hevar] and 
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haver [havar] are found, esp. in 
compds., such as: hever-less, ill- 
haverd,ill-heverd, ill-have rli.adjs. 

hakk1 [ha‘k] and hakker [ha‘kar], 
sb., \) a hack, also mark or scar 
made by hacking. 2) a minced 
condition; a’ [‘all’] in a hakker, en- 
tirely covered with scars and marks. 
hakk is more commonly used of a 
single notch or scar, hakker is used 
esp. collect, of scars, marks, or of a 
notched, scarred state. — No. and Sw. 
hak, n., a notch; No. hakk, m.,a mark 
left by hacking; Sc. hack. 

hakk2 [ha‘k, hak], sb., 1) rough 
sea with small, short waves in rapid 
succession; cross-sea; a h. o’ a sea; 
a h. upo de shore (partly like agg, 
sb.); he is a h. on de day [‘to-day’], 
there is a choppy sea near the land 
to-day, but calm farther out (Nms.). 
— Sometimes 2) wind causing the 
sea to rise; stiff wind, esp. con- 
trary wind, a h. o’ wind; he is a hard 
h. ahead (Nms.). — properly denoting 
a hacking; digging, digging slightly, 
and is then to be paralleled with 
gravin (a digging, rooting), which in 
Shetl. is occas. used of commotion 
in the sea. See hakk, vb. 3. 

hakk [ha‘k], vb., 1) to hack, hew 
asunder. 2) to make hacks or scars; 
my feet is [‘are’] hakket, my feet 
are full of hacks and scars (Fo.). 
3) to dig, dig slightly; esp.: a) to 
hoe up (by spade or hoe) a piece 
of ground, a potato-field, when the 
soil is too shallow for proper delv- 
ing-, to h. op taati [‘potato’]-muld, 
taati-grund; b) in ploughing, and as 
a substitute for harrowing: to dig up 
and with the spade to spread the 
earth along the edges of the ploughed 
furrows (Un.). — In Fe. is found a 
form hakker [ha'kar], vb., = hakk. 
— No. and Sw. hakka, Da. hakke, vb., 
to hack-, hoe-, Sc. hack. 

hakkamogi [ha‘k"amogi], sb., a 
kind of pudding: the belly of a fish, 

mogi, filled with fish-livers and 
air-bladders, chopped and mixed 
with oatmeal. Also hakkimogi 
[ha‘k"imogi], hakkmogi [ha‘k“- 
mog'i] and haggamogi [hag"a- 
mogij. The last form is noted down 
in Unst (Uwg.). The pi. form hak- 
kamogis (hakki-, hakk-, hagga-) is 
more commonly used than the sing, 
form. Cf. No. hakka, f., and hakk, 
n. (R., Suppl.), a chopped mass. 

hakker, sb. and vb., see hakk1, 
sb., and hakk, vb. 

hakket [ha‘kot], adj., having notches 
and scratches or scars. Prop. perf. 
part, of hakk, vb. 2; L.Sc. hacket. 

hakset [haksat] and haksi [haksi], 
adj., full of notches and scratches, 
full of scars, — hakket. Edm. has 
“hacksey-looked” in sense of a coarse 
visage, pitted with small-pox. h a k s- 
from hakk-; for the s-deriv. cf. No. 
haksa, vb., to cut carelessly. 

halbert, sb., see holberd, sb. 
hald, sb., see hall2, sb. 
*hald, vb., to hold. L.Sc. had 

with dropped 1 is now always used. 
An old imp. form halt [ha‘[t, ha‘[t] 
is reported in a term, belonging to 
fishermen’s tabu-lang. at sea: “Halt 
[ha‘[t] dy hands and tak’ a blag 
[blag]!” stop work (prop, keep your 
hands still) and take a rest! Un. 
O.N. halda, vb., to hold-, 2nd pers. 
sing, imp.: halt. 

halderin [hah dorm ], sb., a tall, 
stout person, a great h. Y8. Prob. 
from O.N. holdborinn, adj., fleshy, 
plump-, see further under holberd 
(halbert), sb. 

hali, sb., see halin, sb. 
f halihwiffer [haHhwiTar], sb., tabu- 

name in fishermen’s lang. for wo- 
man, wife; disparagingly of a woman 
executing her work badly. Nmw. 
Slang? The second part of the compd. 
is prob. formed from hwiff [hwif], 
vb., to give a smart blow; to fidget 
with trifles. 

19 
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halin [halin (halm, halan)], sb., 

sea-term, tabu-name forcou’ in fisher- 
men’s lang. Also haler [hater]. Br., 
L. — hali [hali] and h&li [hMli], 
sea-term, tabu-name for otter (Yn.). 
Prob. represents *halin. — Prop, the 
tailed one, the long-tailed one. *hal- 
ingr? Deriv. of O.N. hali, m., the 
tail. Cf. Faer. langhola [laeijg"h03‘- 
la], used by fishermen as a tabu- 
name for cow. 

halk, vb., see halt, vb. 
halkadans,sb.,see haltadans, sb. 
hall1 [(ha[) ha[], sb., a rock\ a) 

roundish, flat, rocky point (Fe.); now 
only used as a place-name, but on 
the border of a common noun, as 
in: de Hall (hall) o’ Hubi; de H. 
o’ Kolvister; de H. o’ 0ri (Fe.); b) 
a ledge of rocks, a projecting rock, 
serving as foothold in a steep, rocky 
wall, still used as a common noun. 
Nm. (Nmn.). As a place-name, partly 
in sense of a ledge of rocks, partly 
in sense of a large, deep fissure in 
a steep, rocky wall, e.g. de Hall o’ 
Blofell (Ness of Islesburgh, Nm.).— 
O.N. hallr, m., stone, rock. Shetl. 
hall corresponds otherwise in sense, 
partly to O.N. hjalli, m., a shelf or 
ledge (in a mountain side), but this 
word is handed down in Shetl. Norn 
in the form sjall, sjail. 

hall2 [ha[, ha[], sb., inclination, 
slanting position, esp. of a heavily 
loaded boat: der’r [‘there is’] a h. 
upo de boat, the boat floats deeply, 
inclining to one side or with a 
heavier stern. Also hald [ha[d, 
ha[d] and occas. halt [ha‘[t, ha‘[t]. 
U. O.N. hallr, m., inclination, slope-. 
No. and Faer. hall, n., inclination, 
slanting position-, Icel.halli, m. The 
final d(t) in hald (halt) is prob. due 
to infl. of L.Sc. heild, sb., inclination 
to one side, which also is used in 
Shetl., partly in the same sense as h a 11. 

hallo, hallow [hal(l)o], sb., a 
bundle of straw, sheaf of straw. 

Fe. Anglicised form from *halgi 
(*holgi); No. halge, m., a bundle of 
(8) sheaves of straw, holge, m., 
wisp of hay, great bundle of straw. 
The more original forms holgin and 
hilgin, q.v., are now only'found in 
Shetl. in a metaphorical sense (big, tall 
fellow, etc.). For the form “hallo(w)” 
cf. e.g. dorro(w), darro(w), sb., from 
“dorg”. — Cf. windlin, sb. 

halltott [hal't&t', ha['t&f, hal't&t'], 
sb. and adj., I) sb., unevenly spun 
or twined worsted, the threads being 
of uneven lengths when twined-, 
also lumps in uneven yarn (opp. to 
u m otta, the thin parts). N.Sh.; Wests. 
II) adj., l) unevenly spun or twined, 
one strand being longer than another, 
lumpy, of worsted; h. worsed [‘wor- 
sted’]. 2) entangled, in the expr. 
“gane [‘gone’] h.”, become entan- 
gled-, de line is gane h., the strands 
in the line (fishing-line) have been 
partly loosened and got entangled 
(Esh., Nmw.). 3) metaph. of living 
beings, people: confused-, laughing 
untimely, a h. body, a person be- 
having awkwardly orfoolishly, laugh- 
ing untimely, also a person rushing 
along precipitately (in the last sense: 
Ai.); du is fairly h., you are be- 
having preposterously, laughing un- 
timely. N.Sh.; Wests. — The pro- 
nunc. “hal'tSt’ ” is reported from Esh., 
Nmw.; otherwise the common pro- 
nunc. is (hal't&t', ha[*t&t') with soft- 
ened 1. In Fe. and Y. (Yn-h.) a 
form holltoit, hoiltoit [hoj'toit* 
(hjj'toit’), hoil’tdit ] is found and used 
as foil.: a) adjectivally, = halltott 
II 1 and esp. 2: uneven-, askew, 
entangled-, hit [‘it’] is gane holl- 
toit (hoi 1-), has gone out of order, 
has gone askew, b) substantively: 
a) commotion in the sea, a holl- 
toit (hoil-) i’ de sea. Fe. and oc- 
cas. Yh.; p) in Fe. as a sea-term, 
tabu-name for the sea in fishermen’s 
lang.; de h. — *hallr p&ttr or *hall- 
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pattr; O.N. hallr, adj., sloping-, O.N. 
pattr, m., a single strand of a rope. 
Cf. Faer. hellur [hodlor], m., un- 
evenness-, lump in worsted. 

hals, haws [has, has], sb., the 
neck. L.Sc. form: hawse = hals. 
O.N. hals, m. Some compds. in Shell., 
prefixed by “hals”, and the form 
halsin [hasin (hssin)], probably ori- 
ginate from O.N., of which further 
below. — A) in compds.: 1) hals- 
band [hasband, -bond, has-], sb., a 
collar, esp. a band around a calf’s 
neck for tying it up in the stall; 
*halsband, n. 2) halsgirt [hasg3‘rt, 
has-], sb., a band around a cow's 
neck for tying it up in the stall; 
O.N. halsgjprd, f., a necklace. 3) 
halslokk [hasl&k, -lok, has-], sb., 
“neck-lock”, the wool taken off the 
throat of a sheep before killing it-, 
also holslokk [hSslok, -lak] (Yn.). 
*halslokkr. — B) halsin [hasin], sb., 
a) short bottom-board nearest the 
keel fore or aft in a boat, 1/3 of 
the boat’s length; de fore- or aft- 
halsin. From Ai. is noted down 
“de gabord-stroke and de hals ins’' 
as the name of the lowest side-board 
in a boat, “de gabord-stroke” is the 
middle-board, and “de halsins” the 
added end-boards; b) side-board in 
a boat, curved towards the stem; 
de lower and upper halsin (Conn.). 
Common as a pi. word, halsins, 
prop, denoting the two curvatures of 
the boards, towards the stem and 
stern respectively, halsin is doubt- 
less “halsinn”, and halsins is an 
abbr. of “halsarnir” (with a later 
added Eng. pi. -s), definite forms in 
sing, and pi. respectively, from O.N. 
hals, m., neck, which seems also 
to have been used of the planks 
between the stem and the forehold 
in a ship, or the planks enclosing 
the forehold (hals 4 in Fr.); other- 
wise appl. to the space in a ship 
nearest the stem (hals 5 in Fr.). — 

The dropping of 1 in the pronunc. 
of ha(l)sin shows that the word is 
infl. by L.Sc. “hawse”. — The forms 
*hols (now only as a place-name) 
and *hwols (q.v.) in Shetl. are deve- 
loped phonetically from O.N. “hals”. 

halt [ha‘lt, ha‘[t], sb., a halting, 
limping gait-, to geng [‘go’] wi’ a h. 

halt [ha‘lt, ha‘]t], vb., to halt, 
limp-, to h. or to geng halt in. Also 
(more rarely) halk [ha‘]k], to geng 
halkin. Yn. No., Faer., Sw. halta, 
Da. halte, vb. A form of pronunc. 
“ha‘lt”, with long vowel-sound, most 
prob. springs from Eng. halt, vb. 

haltadans [(haT’tada'ns') ha‘|"ta- 
da'ns1], sb., prop, halting dance, 
limping dance, esp. denoting fairies’ 
dance; acc. to old Shetl. legends, 
the fairies limp in dancing. Now 
certainly only in foil, meanings and 
applications: 1) to had [‘hold’] a h., 
to run about, scolding and making 
a noise. Y.; Fe. Also halkadans 
[ha‘]"kada‘ns,]and hilkadans[hei‘[”- 
kada‘ns-] (Yb.); “sho [‘she’J’s dansin’ 
a hilkadans”, reported of a teth- 

| ered cow, trying to break loose. 2) 
gossamer, motion in a cobweb, quiv- 
ering in the atmosphere near the 

: ground. Fe. [ha‘|•'tada‘ns•]. Regarded 
as the fairies’ dance? — *haltr dans 
or (def. form) *halti dans (acc.: halta 
dans), “halting dance”. 

*haltagonga [(haTtagorj-ga) ha'J’ta- 
gorj’ga] and *haltagongi [ha'l^tagog1- 
gi], expr. in the imperative, belonging 
to fishermen’s tabu-lang. at sea: stop 
your gait! stop your speed! a kind 
of spell by which fishermen formerly 
thought to be able to check a hali- 
but or other large fish, when hooked, 
and threatening to run out the whole 
length of line and break it. Un-’w. 
haltagonga: Uws. haltagongi: 
U". Also with dropped initial h: 
altagongi [aTtagog'gi] (Un.). Re- 
ported by Edm. in the form “haltu- 
gonga”. —*halt g<?ngu! “stop (your) 
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gait!” “halt”, imp. of O.N. halda, 
vb., to hold back, stop. O.N. ganga, 
f., a going-, speed-, run. See gon- 
ga-fish. 

halti [ha‘lti], sb., a lame or limp- 
ing person, esp. in the expr. “cripple- 
h&Wi", a halting cripple. Fe. From 
O.N. haltr, adj., halt. 

halvag, vb., see hanvag, vb. 
*hamar, sb., see hammer, sb. 
hamari [ha"marr], sb., a side- 

board of a pack-saddle, comm, in 
pi.: “de hamaris [ha••maris•, ha"- 
marisj’] o’ de klibber”, the sides 
(side-boards) of the pack-saddle. Sa. 
In Nm. is found a form hemeri 
[henvarr, hanvorr] in sense of pro- 
truding handle on a pack-saddle; 
de hemeris o’ de klibber, the 
wooden handles branching out from 
the pack-saddle, crossing each other. 
— O.N. hamarr, m., a hammer. For 
the application of the word in Shetl. 
cf. No. hamar, m., the hindmost 
cross-bar over the runners in a sledge, 
and Da. (Jut.) hammer, m., in frame- 
work: the cross-pieces, combining 
the bars with the uppermost timber 
and the floor, also cross-beam(Fe)\b.). 
With ref. to the ending cf. Faer. ha- 
mari, m., a hammer. 

hammer [hamor], sb., a terrace- 
like ledge of rocks in a mountain 
side, also a single, projecting rock 
in a mountain or hill-side-, comm, 
in pi.: hammers, a collection of 
projecting, earth-fast stones. In 
place-names commonly in the older 
form hamar [hamar, hamar], partly 
in the senses mentioned above, partly 
(more rarely) in sense of a steep, 
rocky wall-, see further Shetl. Stedn. 
pp. 102—103. — O.N. hamarr, m., 
stone-, a steep rock-, rocky wall. 
Shetl. hammer is a form which 
has arisen from *hamar through infl. 
of Eng. hammer, and is really the 
same word as hamari (hemeri), 
sb.; q.v. 

hams [ha‘ms] and hamst [ha'mst], 
adj., confused-, unruly, queer-, fool- 
ish. hams: Du. and Sa. hamst: 
Papa St. From Sa. is reported “a 
hams body”, inter alia in sense of: 
an unruly person, a person in a 
confused hurry. The word might 
be regarded as an abbr. of O.N. 
hamstoli(nn), aid)., frantic, distracted, 
but is, however, more prob. only a 
parallel form to hi ms, hims(e)t 
(hjams, hjamst), adj.; q.v. 

hana [hana], interj., here! come 
here! used as a call when feeding 
animals or birds, esp. a call to gulls. 
Icel. hana, interj., look! look here! 
Cf. hanna, hannana, interj. 

hand [hand, haqd], sb., the hand, 
= O.N. hqnd (hand-), f. Used in 
Shetl. in some meanings and appli- 
cations handed down from O.N. and 
Norn: 1) a handful-, a h. [haqd] o’ 
meal. Conn. Fser. bond, f., the 
hand, also a handful, ein bond av 
ull. 2) five in number (acc. to the 
number of fingers); a h. [hand] o’ 
sheep (Fo.). 3) side-, edge, esp. of 
boat-fishermen at sea when finding 
fishing-grounds: two landmarks on 
one side brought in a certain rela- 
tion to two landmarks on another 
side (Du.: hand); de hands o’ a 
seat (a fishing-ground) or mid (mid, 
mip); see mid1, sb. 4) the expres- 
sions “in h. [hand], to h. [hand]”, 
at hand-, near-, fast approaching, 
to come in h. or to h., to be at 
hand, to happen, originate from O.N. 
fara (koma) f hpnd; to appear-, to 
arrive on the spot, at hendi, at hyn- 
dum, til handa, present-, hither-, at 
hand, but now assimilate mostly to the 
corresponding Eng. expressions. — 
to com’ weel or ill to h., to come 
well or ill to hand, (impers.) to turn 
out well or unfortunately for one; 
dey [‘they’] ’re come ill to h., they 
did not succeed; their errand or 
expedition had an unsuccessful re- 
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suit (N.I.); cf. Faer. “ganga veel (ilia) 
1 bond” (impers.: einun gongur, etc.), 
to turn out well (badly); also No. 
and Sw. — The form of prOnunc. 
“haijd” is only reported from Conn, 
in sense of a handful, but seems 
to be old; see handalos, adj. In 
proper sense the pronunc. “hand” 
is now only used. 

hand [hand] and handi [handi, 
haiidi], sb. and inter]. I) sb., in ex- 
clamations such as: guid [‘good’] 
hand, upo my hand or by my 
hand, upo my handi! upon my 
soul! upon my honour! etc. II) 
inter].: hand! “yea [‘yes’], hand!” 
handi! in similar senses to those 
quoted under I. — hand: comm, 
hand and handi: N.I. The pro- 
nunc. “haqdi” is reported from Uwg.; 
“handi” (in the expr.: upo my handi) 
from U. and Fe. — Is orig. hardly 
the word hand. More prob. for and, 
andi, from O.N. 9nd, f., and andi, 
m. , spirit, soul; breath, breathing, 
with a later added, aspirated h, poss. 
through infl. of hand, sb., the hand. 

handaklapp [(han"daklap‘) haq"a- 
klap-] and handiklapp [han"diklap- 
(haq-iklap-)], sb., a loud noise-, cla- 
morous eagerness; racket. N.Roe 
[han-diklap-]. Fe. [haq"aklap- (haq"i-), 
han"di-]. to had [‘hold’] a h. aboot 
a ting, to make a great fuss about 
something (Fe.). he cam’ in wi’ a 
great h. aboot de sheep, he came 
in making a great hubbub regard- 
ing the sheep (N.Roe). Prop, clap- 
ping the hands. O.N. handaklapp, 
n. , a slap (clap) with the hands. 
L.Sc. handclap, sb., a moment, is diff. 

*handa(r)los, handa(r)-/ess (Han- 
na-, hantar-) [haiyalos-, hay-tarlas', 
ha‘i|"tal3s-], adj., without hand or 
arm, handed down only in an old 
riddle in Norn from Yn., in which 
“modera [mod^ra1] , the hand- 
less or armless man, *ma6r(inn) 
handalauss, denotes the sun. O.N. 

(Icel.) handalauss — handlauss, No. 
handlaus and handalaus, Fser. hand- 
leysur and handaleysur. The forms 
with prefixed “handa-” really denote 
wanting both hands or arms. 

handbellin [hand'b£['in], handbol- 
len [hand ba6[ 3n], handibellen [han"- 
dibej’an], sb., a round lump of a 
stone, easy to throw with the hand. 
Sandwick, Du. (handbellin) and Conn, 
(handbollen, handibellen). See bel- 
lin2 (bollen), sb. 

handbor(r)os [hand"b&ros], sb. 
^\., a hand-barrow. Un. See boros, 
sb. pi. 

handel [handal (ha'ndal, haqdal)], 
sb., objects-, belongings-, tackle-, 
gear, necessary for the execution 
of some work or other-, goods-, lug- 
gage-, traps. N.I. Cf. Da. dial. (Jut.) 
handel, c., in sense of matter; cus- 
tom; arrangement, etc. 

handel (handi) [handsl (ha'ndal, 
haqdal)], vb., commonly denoting to 
handle = O.N. handla, vb., in a spe- 
cial sense: to feel, examine, and 
lift up sheep in order to value them, 
to h. sheep, the word is = Fser. 
handla, h. seyd (sheep). 

handgrip [handgrip], sb., in form- 
ing a sheaf of corn: a quantity of 
corn-stalks taken with one hand for 
making a sheaf. A sheaf consists 
of a certain number of “handgrips”. 
Nmn. (N.Roe). O.N. handgrip, n., a 
wresting with the hand, handargrip, 
n., as far as one can grip with 
the hand. See handmel, sb. 

handi [haqdi], sb., 1) expr. for a 
person whose name one does not wish 
to mention when speaking about him: 
he whom you know, etc.; Nm. 2) 
tabu-name, sea-term for shark, a kind 
of small shark, commonly called “ho” 
in Shetl.; Conn. — Prob. an extended 
form of O.N. hann, 3rd pers. sing., 
pers. pron. m., he. See further un- 
der *hann, pron., and hannepaa, 
bannister, sbs. 
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handibodek [hatrdibod'sk, -bod-- 

sk], sb., a mitten, sea-mitten. Prop, 
tabu-name at sea. Skerries, “hand- 
shoe”, “handboot”; see bodek, sb. 

handigrip [han"digrip-], sb., a firm 
grip with the hand; he has a guid 
[‘good’] h., a) he gives a good and 
firm grasp; b) he is a strong fel- 
low (Sa.). O.N. hand(ar)grip. See 
handgrip, sb. — PI. handigrips, 
in sense of close grappling, is Eng. 
dial., and L.Sc. 

handiklapp, sb., see handaklapp. 
handikruppen [han dikrop-3n and 

-krup'sn], sb., properly a slap or 
slight blow on the hand? Name of 
a boy’s game in which one of the 
players turns his face towards a wall 
with one hand behind his back; one 
of the other players gives him a 
blow on the hand, and he has to 
guess who struck him; if he guesses 
right, the striker has to take his place; 
if not, he has to remain standing, 
receiving the blows of all the others 
in rotation, until he has guessed 
rightly, “to play h.” N.I. Instead 
of being placed against the wall, the 
boy lies face downwards, receiving 
a slight blow on his back (Yn.). 
Prob. !|!handa(r)-kroppan, f., a slap or 
slight blow on the hand. No. and 
Icel. kroppa, vb., to jab; pick; scratch. 

handirist, -risk, vb., see handrist. 
handitrift [han"ditrift,]) sb., the 

preparing of the wool. Du. *handa- 
prift. For the second part of the 
compd. cf. O.N. prifinn, adj., active. 
See t’rift, sb. 

handmel [hanmel, hanmsl], sb., 
in reaping the corn: a certain quan- 
tity of corn, forming a certain part 
of a sheaf, laid on the straw-band; 
a h. o’ corn. 4 or 5 handmels 
generally make one sheaf. Du. Doubt- 
less an original *handmal, n., “hand- 
measure”, a handful, as much as 
can be taken with the hand; cf. 
handgrip, sb., in a similar sense. 

mel from “mal”, measure, limit, is 
preserved in sjurmol, foreshore 
[*sj6farmal or -mali]. 

handrist [handrist' (haqdnst')], vb., 
l) to separate the threshed corn 
from the chaff by rubbing it be- 
tween the hands-, to h. de corn. 
Also in the forms: handirist [han'- 
dinst"], hand risk [handnsk', harid- 
nsk'], handirisk [han'dinsk"] and 
hantrist [hantnst-]. N.I., esp. Fe.: 
handrist. U. (occas.): hand(i)risk 

j and hantrist. N.: hantrist. 2) to 
overhaul in impatient searching, e.g. 
garments out of a chest and fling- 
ing them away; to h. and “had gaun” 
[‘hold going’]. Fe. [handnst']. — 
*handhrista, to shake with the hand-, 

I O.N. hrista, vb., to shake. 
handsel [ha'nssl, hanssl], sb., some- 

\ thing given to a person with good 
wishes in order to bring him good 

\ luck-, prop, to be confirmed by shak- 
| ing hands; also solemn intercession. 

I’ll gi’e dee dis for h., I give you 
this present in order that it may 
bring you good luck (as a pledge 
of my wishes for good luck)-, I’ll 
gi’e dee my h., I promise you my 
prayers for good look (Conn.). In 
a special sense: the first present 
given to the bride after the cere- 
mony (N.I.; reported by J.I.). — 
O.N. handsal, n., a making over by 
handsel, stipulation (sal, n., delivery 

\ into the hand of another-, bargain); 
j Eng. and Sc. handsel. 

handspok [handspo3k], sb., a hand- 
spike. Nm. No. handspak(e), m., id., 
== handspik, f. 

hand [hand, hand]-f/e/, sb., “hand- 
thief”, a thief, in proper sense, opp. 
to “iung-bzi”,“ tongue-thief", a back- 
biter (Sa.). 

*hangl, hangel. vb., see hankl, 
hankel, vb. 

hanglin [hai]glin (haglin)], sb., a 
long, overgrown boy, between four- 
teen and twenty-one. N.I. *hang- 
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lingr. Cf. No. hangla, vb., to hang 
dangling, to balance, as well as 
Shell, hanklin, sb., which is a par- 
allel form to hanglin, but reported 
in another sense. 

hank [ha'gk], sb., 1) a loop, strap. 
2) junction of a boat’s side-boards 
with the stem or stern-, often in the 
pi., hanks, of the one join, esp. when 
the word stands by itself, not as a 
compd. with “fore” or “efter”. de 
fore-h. (hanks), the joining in the 
stem, de efter-h. (hanks), the joining 
in the stern, hank is often used 
as a sing, word in sense of stem- 
compartment (fore-h.) or stern-com- 
partment (efter-h.). — Prop, a coil; 
circular band-, handle, O.N. hanki, 
m., and hpnk, f. Cf. Eng. hank in 
sense of rope for tying up. — In 
sense of ball of thread, hank of 
yarn or thread (= No. honk, nyste- 
honk), Shetl. hank assimilates to 
Eng. hank, sb. 

hank [ha'pk], vb., 1) to make 
loops or bights, — No. hanka (Aa.); 
to h. op de tedder [‘tether’], to coil 
the tether (the cow’s tether), to “h. 
aff” yarn, to unwind yarn from a 
ball in knitting. For “h. aff” now 
also “hankie aff” (Eng. dial., to en- 
tangle-, twist together). 2) to stop 
the execution of a work, in the phrase 
“to h. ane’s hand”, prop, to let the 
hand rest; he hanked his hand; h. 
dy hand a “halicrack”! hold on! 
stop for a minute! Wh. hank here 
doubtless orig. means rope-handle. 
No. hanka, vb., to fasten together, 
to hook in a loop, etc. Eng. dial, 
hank, vb., to coil. 

hanki1, hankel [ha‘j]kal, ha'qkal], 
vb., = hank, vb. 1; to h. (op) de 
line (the fishing-line) or de tedder 
[‘tether’]; to h. aff (yarn) = to hank 
aff. — Eng. dial, hankie, vb., is 
used diff. (to entangle-, twist to- 
gether). — See henkl2, vb. 

hankl2, hankel [ha'gkel], vb., 1) 

to idle, of idlers: to geng hanklin 
aboot, — henkl1, vb. Fe. 2) of un- 
settled weather: to keep tolerably, 
continue in the same way (on the 
point of shifting); he is hanklin. Fo. 
— No. hangla, vb., inter alia to hang 
dangling, also to remain undecided; 
to balance (R.). Sw. dial, hangla, 
vb., to stick at one’s heels, to fol- 
low up, etc. — hanki for *hangl; 
see hanglin, sb. 

hanklin [ha^klin], sb., continu- 
ous unsettled weather. Fo. Prop. 
something which remains undecided, 
balancing. *hangling(r). See hanki2, 
vb. 2, and cf. hanglin, sb. 

*hann [harj, *hanna [haiia (haiia)], 
*hanne [haijae], 3rd pers. sing., pers. 
pron., m., he; only in some frag- 
ments, handed down in Norn: a) a 
short verse peculiar to Unst, applied 
to a Shetl. lad, returned home from 
Scotland (Caithness): ...hannkann 
ca’ russa mare.... he can call 
russa a “mare” ...; b) hanna daga 
[haiia daga]..., the day dawns... 
(Yh.): *hann dagar...; c) hanne 
[haiiae]: in a riddle from Yn. of the 
armless and legless man (the sun 
that melts the snow). O.N. hann, 
pron., he. — hain [hain] is doubt- 
less the same word, noted down 
in the foil, tabu-term, belonging to 
fishermen’s lang.: (der ’r) a hain 
ahead o’ hersell [‘herself’], there is 
a boat ahead of ours, “hersell” re- 
places “himsell”, which must be the 
older of these two words, as O.N. batr, 
a boat, is of the masculine gender. 
Prop.: he (a boat) before him (an- 
other boat). The term originates most 
prob. from S.Sh., where sho [‘she’] 
is used for “he” far more widely 
than in N.Sh. Cf. the use of the 
words bannister and hannepaa 
of a person or thing that one does 
not wish to mention by name. 

hanna [haiia, haiia], interj., here! 
come here! esp. a cry to birds, e.g. 
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sea-gulls, invited to pick up food, = 
hana. Also hannadu [haivadu1, 
hari"adu‘]. Though hanna, in sense, 
corresponds exactly to hana, the 
softened (palatal) pronunc. of n points 
towards an older nn, which may 
have arisen from rn; cf. O.N. Mrna 
(No. heran, herane, herne, henne, 
hsenn, Sw. dial, hena, hanne, hanna, 
and various forms), adv., here, just 
here. Cf. the foil, hannana. 

hannana [haiyana’, haiyana’], in- 
ter}., look out l keep clear! cry to 
pack-horses meeting each other in 
peat-transport from the out-field. Also 
honnina [hoiyina']. Yh. Prob. an 
extended form of hanna, inter}.; see 
the preceding word. Cf. Sw. dial, 
hennena, aA\.,just here, an extended 
form of hena, hanne, adv. 

hannepaa, sb., see under ban- 
nister. 

bannister [haipistor, haiyistar], 
sb., substitute for the name of a 
person one does not wish to mention 
when speaking of him: he whom you 
know, etc. Fe. hannepaa [hari'o- 
pa-, hari-opa-] is reported from Yh. 
in the same application. — Both words 
prob. contain O.N. hann, pron., he. 
“bannister” is used occas. with ad- 
dition of “de ho”, and has then 
probably been used as tabu-name, 
sea-term for shark, the small spe- 
cies of shark, commonly called “ho” 
in Shetl. Cf. a) handi, occas. = 
bannister, hannepaa, occas. tabu- 
name for the shark, and b) hain as 
a tabu-name for boat, under *hann, 
pron. 

hansper [ha'nspor], sb., stiffness 
in the limbs-, see ansperr, sb. 

hanvag [hamvag-, hairvag'], vb., 
1) to lie awake at night-, now rare 
in this sense; esp. in a fisherman’s 
verse from Unst (Burrafirf), begin- 
ning: I lay and I hanvaged [han-- 
va-gad, haiy-]... 1) to be drowsy, 
to saunter idly about, to geng han- 

vagin [haij'va’gin] aboot. Un. 3) 
to steal or lurk about, to geng han- 
vagin [harj’va'gin] aboot. Un. In the 
senses 2 and 3 also hemvag [henr- 
vag-] (Un.). 4) to be doubtful, to 
hesitate on account of irresolution. 
Un.: [har^vag-]; Umo.: hanvager 
[hanWgar]. — hanvag 1 presup- 
poses an “*andvaka”; cf. O.N. and- 
vaka, f., sleeplessness, and andvaki, 
ad}., sleepless. The senses 2 and 
3 may be later developments of 
sense 1. The word has prob. been 
used in sense of to feel slightly, 
see hanvagin, sb. — A form hal- 
vag [haj-vag-] (Un. occas.) = han- 
vag 2 and 3 is poss. the same word, 
but resembles, however, No. hal- 
vaka (uncertain normal form: R.), 
vb., to become doubtful, to be un- 
able to make up one’s mind. Certain- 
ly, halvag and “halvaka” do not assi- 
milate in meaning, which, on the 
other hand, is the case with han- 
vag(er) 4 and “halvaka”. — Mingl- 
ing of two different words? 

hanvagin [(han'va'gin) haii'va’gin], 
sb., a slight impression or feeling 
of something-, I had de mere h. o’ 
a fish bein’ at de hook, I could just 
feel a fish at the hook. Un. Deriv. 
of hanvag, vb., in a sense of this 
word which is no longer preserved. 

hap [hap], sb., a handle, a loop- 
shaped band (made of rush or straw) 
on the side of a straw-basket, trans- 
port-basket (kessi, bodi). N.I. (Un.). 
Nm. In transport the rope, band 
(repi(n)string, repinband, vattaband) 
is fixed through “de hap” across the 
mouth of the basket. — O.N. hapt, n., a 
band by which something is tied or 
fixed, hepti, n., a handle. With ref. 
to p for pt in Shetl., from O.N. pt, 
see e.g. ap, apta, sb. [O.N. aptann], 
and aper, vb. [O.N. aptra]. 

hapl, hapel [hapol], vb., to go 
halting, to geng [‘go’] hapl in aboot 
de door(s). Um0. Poss. the same 
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word as Sw. dial, happla, vb., to 
stammer; to stutter. As short o 
in several cases changes to a in 
Shetl., hapl may represent *hopl, 
and be a deriv. of O.N. hoppa, vb., 
to hop; cf. haps, vb. 

happ [hap], sb., good luck, suc- 
cess in one’s undertaking-, to ha’e 
h. or guid [‘good’] h. O.N. happ, 
n., good luck; Eng. hap, sb. 

happ [hap (haop)], adj., healthy 
and thriving, in good condition, esp. 
negatively: no [‘not’] very h.; no a 
bit hap per, as it was (not a bit 
better, larger. U.). N.I. The pro- 
nunc. “h;6p” is noted down in U. 
and Yn. The word prob. means lucky, 
happy, and consequently is derived 
from O.N. happ, n., that which serves 
to one’s honour or advantage; luck, 
happiness. Cf. hipper, adj. 

haps [haps], vb., to limp, halt, 
to drag the one foot in walking, to 
geng hap sin. Nmn. (N.Roe). May 
be a *hopsa, deriv. of O.N. hoppa, 
vb., to hop, bound, in No. also to 
hop on one leg. For the s-deriv. 
cf. Sw. dial, hoppsogr, adj., jump- 
ing and bustling about, as well as 
cognate Norw. word-forms, such as 
hipsa, hypsa, hupsa, vb., to rock-, 
swing. 

har [har], sb., scar; scratch, see 
ar2, sb. 

hard [hard], adj., scarred-, covered 
with scratches; see ard, adj. 

harda, sb., see herda, sb. 
hardbrus, sb., see brus, sb. 
hardi [hardi], sb., sea-term, tabu- 

name in fishermen’s lang. for the 
sea-bottom, esp. the sea-floor of a 
fishing-ground; de line is gotten 
“fool” i’ de h., the line sticks fast 
to the ground, to the sea-bottom. 
Nm. Prob. *hinn hardi, “the hard 
one’’. Cf. wolhard, sb. 

harek [harok, harak], sb., a speck, 
a very small piece of something-, no 
a h., not a grain, not a morsel. 

Dew. (M.Roe). Prob. the same word 
as ar, sb., a speck-, small par- 
ticle, q.v. 

harikel [har"ikal\ harukak], sb., 
a remnant-, fragment-, esp. in pi.: 
harikels, remnants, fragments. Nm. 
or F.I. L.Sc. har(r)igals. Sometimes 
“harikels” is used of: a) a dead body 
(esp: of an emaciated animal), skeleton, 
carcass (thus in Fe.); b) an extremely 
emaciated, miserable being (animal) 
(thus Y.). Either the same word as 
harek, sb., or from “hark-” (O.N. 
harki, m., trash; rubbish; No., and 
Sw. dial, hark, n., refuse; weary 
gait-, poor condition). 

hark [ha‘rk], vb., to hawk-, to 
cough up phlegm-, to spit out phlegm; 
to h. and krek. Conn. Corresponds 
almost to Da. harke, vb., and Sw. 
harkla, vb., to hawk. No. harka, 
vb., to make a rattling sound (in 
the throat). O.N.' harka, vb., is 
handed down in sense of to scrape 
together. 

harki [ha‘rki], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for swine. 
Also herki [h9‘rki] and horki [ho'rki]. 
Fairly comm. From the root *hark; 
cf. Fser. herkja, vb., herkja i seg, 
to devour, to eat greedily. No. hark, 
n., a rattling sound in the throat, 
herkjen, adj., hoarse. Cf. hjosi, sb. 

harlibens [hariibens], sb. pi., 
bones-, skeleton, esp. of: a) a car- 
cass of a very poor animal; b) an 
extremely emaciated human being 
or animal, a being that is nothing 
but skin and bone. Y., Fe. Poss. 
“creaking or rattling bones”. Cf. 
No. harla, vb., to walk with a jerk- 
ing gait-, produce a creaking, grat- 
ing sound. In the application of 
“harlibens”, appl. to an emaciated, 
living being, another word doubtless 
must be taken into consideration, 
viz.: L.Sc. (and Shetl.) harle, vb., 
to move onward with difficulty. 

harm [harm, harm], sb., sorrow; 
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grief; distress. N.I. occas. Not 
comm. O.N. harmr, m., grief; sor- 
row. In a sense which is now more 
extended, Shetl. “harm” assimilates 
to Eng. harm, sb. — For harms in 
the expr. “harms and wallowa” see 
herms. 

harpi [ha‘rpi], sb., harp-shell, a 
species of large mussel. Also har- 
pek [ha'rpak]. O.N. and Icel. hprpu- 
skel (harpa), No. harpeskjel, f. 

harrabel [har’ abal-], sb., l) a kind 
of hard wood, timber, imported from 
Norway in former times. Umo. 2) 
a miserable, bony animal, also an 
utterly emaciated, ragged person, 
a puir [‘poor’] h., a h. o’ bens, a 
living skeleton. S.Sh. (Du.; Conn.). 
Sometimes also used as an adj.: 
bony, like a skeleton-, a h. craeter’ 
[‘creature’] (Conn.). Acc. to Jam. 
Suppl., “harroble” is found in Orkney 
in sense of harrow-beam, cross-bar 
in a harrow, “harroble” must be 
the same word as Da. harvebul, c., 
harrow-beam, Sw. dial, harvbole, n., 
the wood-work forming the frame 
of a harrow. In Ork. deeds “sou- 
pies, birks and harrables” are men- 
tioned, sometimes used for flails. 
Meaning 1 of Shetl. harrabel sug- 
gests that it is the same as the Ork. 
word. Meaning 2 has arisen through 
a metaphorical use of the word. 

harri [(harri) harri], vb., to drive 
away by shouting, esp. to chase 
away geese or swine by shouting 
“harri, hard!”; to h. at geese and 
swine. Also herri, hirri [horri 
(hArri)]. Fe. Cf. Sw. dial, harja, 
harrja, vb., to make a loud, pierc- 
ing outcry. 

harri [(hard) hard], inter]., a shout 
by which e.g. geese and swine are 
chased away. See the preceding 
word and herr, herri, horri, inter]. 

harsk [ha'rsk], adj., unpleasant; 
disagreeable; coarse (Un.); h. wad- 
der, unpleasant, rough weather (Yh.). 

Also harski [ha'rski], and more com- 
monly with dropped r: haski [haski]. 
Wests. No. harsk, adj., somewhat 
gruff, harsh-, L.Sc. harsk, adj., = 
Eng. harsh. 

harvistokk [har vistSk ], sb., lum- 
bering thing, something useless ly- 
ing in one’s way. Esh., Nmw. Prop. 
cross-bar, harrow-beam; see har- 
rabel, sb. 

baser [hasor], sb., a very large 
fish, esp. a large ling. W.Burr.,Ai. 
Intensive in the compd. hulefer- 
haser; q.v. Etym. uncertain. Poss. 
Sw. dial, base, m., a large piece, 
may be compared, husel is found 
in the same sense as baser. 

has-, sb., see hals-, sb. 
has]1 (hass) [hasj], sb., commo- 

tion in the sea, usually with strong 
wind; a h. i’ de sea; der’r a h. o’ 
sea on. Wh., Du. (Irel.). Prob. the 
same word as boss (hosj), sb., and 
diff. from the foil. hasj. 

fhasj2 (hass?) [hasj], sb., drizzle; 
used in Unst (Un.) of drizzle with 
light wind, in Mn. (Nm.; De.) and 
Wests, of somewhat rougher weather, 
= drosj, dross, drizzle. May be 
classed with No. hysja, vb., to drizzle-, 
to pour down (Aa.), or Sw. dial, 
has, m. (n.), a light shower (Ri.), 
though the vowel-sound a points 
towards L.Sc. “hash”, dirt, used 
partly of showery weather. Cf. other- 
wise, with ref. to the vowel-sound, 
the verb hasj2 [No. hysja]. 

fhasj1 (hass?)[ha«j], vb., to drizzle. 
See further under hasj2, sb. 

fhasj2 [ha5j], vb., to scamp work, 
to go from one task to another with- 
out finishing anything, to geng ha- 
sjin aboot(Nmn.). (L.Sc.hash). Corre- 
sponds to No. hysja, vb., inter alia to 
work carelessly, to scamp (R.). 

haski1 [haski], ad j., of weather: hazy, 
with wind or (more rarely) drizzle; 
h. wadder, hazy weather; cloudy 
weather, with wind (or drizzle). Wests. 
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Prob. cognate with O.N. hpss, adj., 
greyish, Eng. haze, sb. Cf. ask,sb. 

haski2, adj., see harsk, adj. 
hater1, sb. and vb., see hatter. 
hater2 [hator, hator], vb., to bully; 

plague\ persecute-, ill-treat-, also to 
spoil-, harm. In Unst". “hatar” with 
long a; elsewhere comm, “hatar” 
with short a. perl. part, haterd 
[hatard (hstard)] is also used as an 
adj. in sense of neglected-, in a poor 
condition-, poor-looking caused by 
neglect, esp. of children and ani- 
mals; a puir [‘poor’] haterd ting. 
*hatra. O.N. hata, No. hata and 
hatra (R.), vb., to hate-, persecute-, 
worry, Eng. hatter, vb., to ill-treat 
(obs. and dial.). The long a-sound, 
noted down in U., indicates the word 
to be of Norn origin. Cf., more- 
over, hader2 and hadersvisi, as 
well as hatraviti, sbs. 

hatraviti [hat'Taviti], sb., \) a 
person who is always being perse- 
cuted or worried. 2) an ill-thriven 
person or animal, a stunt (Nmn.). 
For the first part of the compd., 
hatra-, see hater2, vb. The sec- 
ond part is viti, sb. (Faer. vaetti, n., 
O.N. vaettr, f., a living being, esp. a 
supernatural being). 

hatt [hat], sb., scum, skin, which 
gathers on the surface of a liquid, 
e.g. milk, collected for churning (Un.), 
and on bland (whey mixed with 
water), kept during the winter in 
closed barrels. Prop, hat, head-cov- 
ering. In the same sense as hatt 
is also found, e.g. in Du., a compd.: 
hatterskum [ha'horskunr], which 
might be an old *hattarskiim (hattar, 
gen. of O.N. hpttr, hattr, m., a hat, 
which has also been applied in a 
wider sense to a covering for the 
upper part of anything). 

hatter [hater], sb., hindrance-, 
drag-, hit is nae h. for me to do so 
and so, there is nothing to hinder 
me from doing such and such. Du. 

*aptr- (*attr-) or hapt. See the foil, 
hatter, vb. 

hatter [hator], vb., to detain-, stop-, 
hinder. In a special sense to pre- 
vent an animal (sheep) from run- 
ning away, e.g. by tying up one 
of its forelegs-, to h. a sheep. Du. 
The word can be explained, partly 
a) from O.N. aptra, No. attra, Faer. 
attra and atra [aeatra], Sw. Stra, vb., 
to take back, withdraw or detain, 
partly b) from O.N. hepta, No. hefta, 
vb., to tie, hopple (O.N. hapt, n., 
a band, hopple), also to stop, pre- 
vent. In the special sense, to tie 
up the foreleg of an animal, Shetl. 
hatter (Du.) corresponds to No. and 
Faer. hefta, Icel. hepta, vb., to tie a 
band (haft, hapt) round the forelegs 
of an animal. — Cf. aper, vb. 

hatterskum, sb., see under hatt, sb. 
haust [haust, haost] and hauts 

[hauts, haots], vb., to shout hoy! 
halloo! esp. in driving away sheep; 
to h. upo de sheep, haust: Fe. 
occas. hauts: U". (and Fe. occas.). 
Also hauets [hauots] (U. occas.) and 
ha wots [hawots, hawots]: Nm.; Y. 
haust is No. hausta, vb., to shout 
hoy! halloo! hauts (hawots) may 
have arisen by metathesis of the final 
s and t, but might also be an older 
*hautsa; cf. No. hauta, vb., = huta, 
vb., to shout; cry; to threaten by 
shouting, and Fser. hutsa, vb., to 
set a dog on sheep by shouting huts. 

haust [haust, haost] and hauts 
[hauts, haots], inter]., hoy! halloo! 
esp. as a cry for driving away sheep. 
Also hauets [hauots] and hawots 
[hawots, hawots]. For the various 
forms and their distribution see prec. 
under the verb (verbs) haust, hauts. 

haverd, ill-h., (ill-) haverli, haver- 
/ess, adjs., see haivers, sb., as well 
as heverd, ill-heverd and hever- 
less, adjs. 

havers, sb., see haivers and he- 
vers. 
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*havr, sb., oats. Barclay: haavr. 

Now comm.: aits (L.Sc.). 
Haim, sb., see him, sb. 
haind [haind, haiid], sb., skin, a 

thin layer or covering on anything, 
a h. o’ rust, a h. o’ cream upo de 
milk. A form hind [hind] is more 
rare; de hind o’ a egg (Sa.). O.N. 
hinna, f., a film, membrane. 

haind [haind, hand], vb., to form 
a coat. Esp. in perf. part.: hain- 
det, covered with a layer; dewater 
is haindet, the water is covered 
with a coat of mineral matter-, de 
kettle is haindet ower wi’ rust. L. 
From haind, sb. 

halur, sb., see helur, sb. 
hali, sb., see halin, sb. 
he [he], sb., commonly in pi.: hes 

[hes]: hesitating or evasive manner 
of expressing oneself-, evasive an- 
swer; esp. in the expr. “hems [hams] 
and hes”; “du needno [-‘not’] ha’e 
sae mony [‘so many’] hems and 
hes aboot it” (Esh., Nmw.). Nm. 
See further the foil. word. 

he [he], vb., to speak hesitatingly 
and evasively, to answer in an eva- 
sive manner, esp. in the intensive 
expr. “to hem [ham] and he”; to 
hem and he aboot somet’in’; to sit 
hemin and hein. Wests. (Sa.). Nm. 
[Icel. heia, vb., to linger, loiter, = 
hia, vb.; No. hia and heie, vb., 
to delay; prolong; Sw. dial, hia and 
haja, vb., to hinder\. hem is prop. 
to say uhm!” Cf. the syn. Eng. 
and L.Sc. “to hum and (or) haw”. 

head-ko\\ (koil), sb., see koll, sb. 
hear, vb., to hear, sometimes 

used in exprs. foreign to Eng. and 
orig. from Norn (O.N. hoyra, heyra); 
thus: h. upo(n), to listen to, — O.N. 
hoyra (heyra) a; I hear (am hearin’) 
upo dee. h. till ane, to listen to 
someone, esp. imperatively: h. till 
him! Just listen to him! 

heart, sb., (heart) corresponds in 
meaning, nave in a spinning-wheel. 

to Faer. hjarta, n. (the heart). See 
jarta, sb. 

heart-mu, sb., and ZiearMnud, 
adj., see mu3, sb., and mud, adj. 

hed [(hed) he3d, hE*d], sb., a 
grain, particle, (the least) morsel, 
comm, negatively in the expr. “no 
[‘not’] a h.”, not a grain-, not the 
least. Wh. het [he®t, h8*t], no ah.: 
Uwg. Prop, a name, “the mere name 
of something", O.N. heiti, n., a name, 
nomination. In No. (heite, eite) and 
in Faer. (heiti, eiti) the word is used 
syn. with the Shetl. word; thus: Faer. 
“eitt eiti”, a very trifling thing, a 
“cipher", No. “inkje eite”, Faer. “ikki 
eitt eiti”, not the very least. Also 
L.Sc.: hate, haid, sb., a grain, atom. 

hedemu [hed- omn-], sb., a slight 
whitish haze (over the land), heat- 
haze; a h. on the land. In a partly 
corrupted form: hadimer [had"i- 
mar], Fe. No. hitemoe, m., heat- 
haze-, O.N. hiti (No. hite, hete, etc.), 
m., heat. See *m03, sb. 

fhederkandunk, hederkendunk 
[hed,,9rka(n)'do‘gk",hed"arkan,-,he"- 
dar-J, sb., 1) a thump; heavy fall; 
I cam’ doon [‘down’] wi’ a h.; Conn. 
[hed"arka,do‘gk"]. 2) seesawing; to 
play h., to seesaw; fairly comm. 
Barclay has the word in the form 
“hederkadunkan”. From Wests. (Sa.) 
are reported the forms eberkan- 
dunk [e"barkan'do‘gk"] and eber- 
keldunk [e"barkel'do‘gk"]. From 
Orkney the word is reported in the 
forms hoberkandunki [hob"arkan‘- 
do‘g"ki] and hopikeldunki [hop“i- 
keLdo‘g"ki]. — The explanation of 
the first part (or two first parts?) of 
the compd. is uncertain. The last 
part, dunk, denotes a thump-, cf. 
No. and Sw. dunka, Da. dunke, vb., 
to thump (with a muffled resound). 
Edm. gives “heather-cun-dunk” as a 
Shetl. name of a kind of duck, the 
dun-diver. Not further confirmed. 
The name certainly denotes one that 
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bobs up and down, a diver. Cf. 
dunter, sb., prop, a diver, the name 
for an eider-duck. 

heel [hil], sb., the heel on the 
handle of a spade \ de h. o’ de 
spade. Fo. In the same sense Peer, 
haelur, m. O.N. haell, m., a) a 
wooden stake-, b) the heel on the 
handle of a scythe. In Shetl. the 
word has been anglicised to heel. 

/;ee/-kapp [hllkap], sb., the heel- 
lining inside in a leathern shoe. No. 
and Da. heelkappe, m. 

hefert [hafort], sb., a suspicion of 
something, only reported in the ne- 
gative expr. “no [‘not’] a h.”, not a 
trace; not the least bit. Poss. a 
deriv. of an old *ef-; cf. No. ev, n., 
eve, m., and eva, f. (the last comm, 
in pi.: evur), a trace, a suspicion 
of something. 

heft [haeft], sb., a handle-, grip-, 
the handle of any implement, — 
O.N. hepti, Peer, hefti, n. Also 
L.Sc., Eng.: heft (obs.) besides haft. 

heft [haeft], vb., to fix, esp. to fix 
a grip or handle on anything. O.N. 
hepta, vb., to tie, to tether. No. and 
Faer. hefta. 

fheftet [haeftot], adj., provided-, 
well supplied, also in a good situa- 
tion-, well off-, he is h., a) he is 
well provided-, b) he is well off. 
S.Sh. (Conn., Du.). Poss. an older 
*hefdet or *hevdet, and derived 
from O.N. hefd, f., claim, prescript- 
ive right-, cf. No. haevd, f., in sense 
of prosperity, and haevdung, m., 
a wealthy, powerful man. Note, 
however, Eng. dial, heft, sb., weight, 
hefty, adj., heavy, weighty, also used 
metaph. (influential, etc.), 

heg, sb., see hig, sb. 
hegel1 [hegol, hegol (haegol)], sb., 

a tang, the part of a knife or other 
implement which is inserted into the 
handle-, de h. o’ de knife. Also 
hekel [haekal]: Du. occas. In the 

same sense Faer. hekil, m., acc. to 
Svabo: the lower end of the sharp 
edge of a knife-, also cock’s spur. 
Cf. No. hekel, m., a small flap; edge, 
I cel. haki and haekill, m., the outside 
edge of a thing. Cf. L.Sc. heckle. 

hegel2 [hggol], sb., thin, lean corn, 
a h. o’ corn. Du. See hekl, hek- 
kel2, sb. 

hegl, hegel, vb., see hekl2, vb. 
heglabister [heg-labis’tar, heg"la- 

bis’tar], sb., a bony, tall, spare- 
grown fellow. Nmn. (N.Roe). Br. The 
first part of the compd., hegla, may 
be No. hekel, m., a) a small flap-, 
b) a tall, spare chap. 

hegri1 [hegri, hggri], sb., 1) the 
heron, comm. 2) a tall, thin per- 
son-, a tall, half-witted and some- 
what rude person-, a great h. o’ a 
fellow. Fe. In sense 2 also hagri 
[hagri] (Fe.). — O.N. hegri, m., a 
heron. No. hegre, m., occas. a) a 
heron, occas. b) a person with a 
long neck, wide mouth and dis- 
tended eyes, also an inconsiderate, 
noisy person. 

hegri2 [hegri], sb., very thin, loose 
worsted-, esp. in the expr. “hegri- 
worsed [‘worsted’]”. Yh., De. Prob. 
to be referred to No. higr, n., some- 
thing very insignificant, hikra, vb., 
to deal out in small portions. — 
Cf. henkl, sb. 

hei [haei], interj., ho! aha! esp. as 
a term of surprise. Fo. O.N. hej, 
inter]., is found, used in a similar 
sense. 

hek [hek, haek], sb., a crutch. 
comm. Also with 1-deriv.: hekel 
[haekol] (Du.). O.N. hcekja, f., a 
crutch. 

hek [hsk, haek], vb., 1) to walk 
jerkily, also to jump or hop on one 
leg-, to geng hek in. N.I. (U.). 2) 
to halt, to geng hekin [haekin]. Fo. 
Doubtless to walk with a crutch 
(hek). Cf. hekl1, vb. 
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hekel1, sb., see hegel1, sb. 
hekel2, sb., see hek, sb. 
hekk [haek], sb., a frame of wood; 

esp.: a) a rack in which a train-oil 
lamp, koli, is placed; b) a rack 
for horses and sheep (lambs), hay- 
hekk. No. hekk, m., a rack for 
horses, and hekka, f., a wooden 
rack on the side of a hay-cart. Da. 
heek, hsekke, c., Sw. hack, Eng. dial., 
L.Sc. heck, hay-rack. 

hekk [hek], vb., partly to cut, 
partly to tear up the thin, poor 
corn that cannot be reaped in the 
usual way, to h. op corn. Nms. 
Poss. orig. to break, and the same word 
as older Da. (No.?) hekkes, vb., to 
wrestle (Kalkar II, 196. Acc. to Moth). 

hekl, hekkel1 [hsekal], sb., a spe- 
cies of yellowish coral, bastard co- 
ral, that often gets on to the fishing 
lines. Ai. (W.Burr.). Conn. Is doubt- 
less the same word as No. hekla, 
f., stubble, in e.g, heklemo, m., a 
stony plain covered with straggling 
stubs of withered brushwood. 

hekl, hekkel2 [hekol, haekol], sb., 
thin, lean corn that cannot be reaped 
in the usual way, but must partly 
be torn up. Du., Nmw. The rela- 
tion to the verbs hekk and hekl2 

(hekkel) is uncertain. It is con- 
ceivable that there is association with 
No. hekla, vb., barely to hold together, 
as Shetl. henkl, henkel, sb., poor, 
lean corn, etc. (q.v.), doubtless must 
be referred to No. hengla, vb., barely 
to get a thing to hold together. 

hekl1, hekel [hekol, hsekol] and 
hegl, hegel [hegol], vb., 1) to walk 
bent and heavily, swaying the hips. 
Ai.: heg(e)l. 1) to walk unsteadily 
and jerkily, as on crutches. Du.: 
hek(e)l; to geng heklin. 3) to hop 
on one leg. Du.: hek(e)l. — No. 
hokla, vb., a) to trip along; b) to walk 
with bent knees, lifting the feet care- 
fully; c) to exert oneself in running 
without making much progress. 

fhekl2, hekkel [hekal, haekal], vb., 
= hekk, vb.; to h. (h. op) corn. 
S.Sh. (Conn.; Du.). Wests.; Nmw. Is 
doubtless the word hackle, vb., No. 
hekla, L.Sc. heckle, vb. —- Shetl. hek- 
(ke)l is also used in sense of to hackle, 
to comb wool-, to h. oo’ [‘wool’]. 

hekla [hsekla, hE3kla (hekla, h£e3k- 
la)], sb., sea-term, tabu-name in fish- 
ermen’s lang. for the ray (fish). U. 
(Un.). Metaphoric application of O.N. 
hekla, f., a cloak. The shape of the 
fish might indicate the latter. For 
the change in meaning cf. a) Shetl., 
prop. L.Sc. “*cockety-fan”, noted 
down in Fo., denoting partly a high 
hood for women, partly a ray, and 
b) L.Sc. bannet, partly a bonnet, 
partly a flounder, turbot. Edm. gives 
“heckla” in the sense of dog-fish-, 
not further confirmed in this sense. 

fheksi [heksi, heeksi], sb., a witch-, 
also used as a disparaging term of 
a repulsive-looking, old woman. Bar- 
clay: hexie. Da. heks, No. heksa, 
Germ, hexe, f., a witch. 

hel [hel, he®l, hel], adj., whole, 
= O.N. heill, adj., L.Sc. hale. In a 
special sense strong, healthy = O.N. 
heill and L.Sc. hale, “hel and weel 
[‘well’]”, quite well, corresponds to 
O.N. vel heill. 

hel [hel, hesl], vb., to become 
whole, to be healed-, de sore (wound) 
hels, is helin again. Fo. From 
“heilask”, middle form from O.N. 
heila, vb., to make whole-, to restore 
(No. heila). 

hella1, sb., see belli, sb. 
heila2 [(hfla) heja, he]a] and more 

comm, hellek [(helok, hselok) h£]3k, 
he[3k], sb., a flat rock, partly in a 
special sense, a smooth, sloping rock. 
hellek: comm, hella, esp. in the 
compd. ufsahella, a flat stone 
along the eaves of a house, also 
ufsahellek (q.v.). a hellek [hejak 
(h£]ak)] o’ frost (N.Roe), a sheet of 
ice on the ground-, a film of ice. 
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Abbreviated to la (el, lek), hella 
is found in the compd. glerla (gle- 
rel, glerlek) from an orig. *gler- 
hella (glerhellek), a sheet of ice 
(q.v.). — In place-names comm, in 
the older form hella [hda, he^a], 
in Fo. occas. hedla [haedla]. — O.N. 
hella, f., a flat stone or rock. 

*hellahwarf [hel"ahwa‘rf], sb., 
disease, injured health, partly jok- 
ingly: a bad cold, etc.; esp. in the 
phrase: to get ane’s [‘one’s’] h.; du’s 
gotten dy h., you have got a reg- 
ular cold. Nmn. (N.Roe). *heill(ar)- 
hvarf. heill = O.N. heilleikr, m., 
health (O.N. heill, f. and n., good 
luck, good omen); O.N. hvarf, n., 
disappearance, hella- in hella- 
hwarf is etym. diff. from hella- in 
hellamet (q.v.) which is used in 
the same sense. 

*hellakr0s (II softened), sb., a 
churchyard; the dead buried in a 
churchyard. U. Recorded in the form 
“heljacrose” by Jessie M. Saxby in 
“The Home of a Naturalist”. The 
first part of the compd. is prob. O.N. 
heilagr, adj., holy; cf. belli, sb. and 
adj. The second part is poss. No. 
“kraus (kraas?)” or “kr0ys(a)” or 
“krysja”, f., a heap, pile, and etym. 
to be classed with Fser. kroysa, f., 
a hut, shed. 

hellamet [he^'amet1, he]"amet'], 
sb., reported in the senses a) the 
Holy Sacrament given to a sick or 
dying person, the last morsel taken 
by a dying person (Nm.); b) a small 
portion of food (Fe.). Otherwise 
more common in the phrase “to get 
ane’s [‘one’s’] h.”, to get one’s de- 
serts (ironically), to have an attack 
of ill-health, to catch a very bad 
cold, etc.; du ’s gotten dy h., you 
have got your deserts, a shock, etc. 
Fe. Prop./ootf eaten on feast-days. 
O.N. *helgarmatr. See belli, sb. 

hellek, sb., see hella2, sb. 
heller [helor, he]3r (helar, hejor)], 

sb., a grotto, cave. he]or (he]3r): 
comm. helar (helar): Nm. occas. 
From Sa. “h£]3r” is reported also 
in sense of a large rock; see hall1, 
sb. — O.N. hellir, m., a cave. 

helli [heli, hseli], sb., 1) holy-day, 
esp. the interval between Saturday 
evening and Sunday evening. 2) a 
series of holy-days, festival; cf. upp- 
helli-a’. comm. *hella [he]a, he[a]: 
Yh.; now superseded by the form 
“helli”. helli-day,/?0/y-r/a)Vde helli- 
days o’ jol, the days of the Christ- 
mas feast (prop, twenty in number; 
see “upp-helli-a”’). helli-lamb, a 
lamb taken home for slaughtering, 
just before a festival, esp. before 
Christmas, helli-peats, helli-water, 
etc., peats, water, etc., taken home 
for use during “de helli”. hellis- 
kost [kost, k&st], food intended for 
use during “de helli”. Cf. the 
compd. hellamet. — O.N. helgr, 
helgi, f., holiness, the day or time 
to be kept holy. No. helg, f., esp. 
of the interval between Saturday 
evening and Sunday evening. 

helli [haeli], adj., holy, esp. in the 
expr. “h. muld [mold, mold]”, con- 
secrated earth (N.I.). Otherwise 
comm.: holy. — O.N. heilagr, adj., 
holy. — In the expr. “to had helli”, 
to keep a holy-day or festival, “helli” 
prob. originates from “heilagt”, neuter 
of “heilagr”, adj.; O.N. halda hei- 
lagt (thus also No., Icel., Faer.), to 
keep a holy-day or festival. 

helma1 [helma, haelma (haePma)], 
sb., stubble left in the field after 
the reaping of the corn; a piece 
of stubble-field. Also helm [hsFrn, 
haePm]. N.I. O.N. helma, f., haulm, 
straw. 

helma2 [haelma], sb., stir; con- 
fusion-, disagreement-, quarrelling-, 
der’r naet’in’ [‘nothing’] but h. among 
dem. Y. Doubtless for *herma from 
the root “harm”; cf. O.N. hermd, 
herming and hermsl, f., vexation-, 
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anger, Icel. hermsl, n., sorrow; com- 
plaint. See her ms, sb. 

helmabung, see bung2, sb. 
help-rep [hse'lp’Tep’], sb., a rope 

tied around a transport-basket, k e s s i, 
by which the latter is fixed to the 
pack-saddle, de klibber, in trans- 
port on horseback. Nmw. Prop. uhelp-rope”. 

hels [hseis (hs‘ls)], vb., 1) to talk 
kindly to someone; to receive one 
kindly, almost = fen, “fain”, vb.; 
to h. a man (Wests.: heeMs); he was 
no weel [‘not well’] heist, he was 
not well received or treated (U.: 
hse'ls); he is no ill heist he will 
be well (not ill) received (Fe.: 
he‘ls). 2) to greet someone kindly; 
to h. ane (a body). 3) to entertain 
kind feelings for someone, to feel 
sympathy for, to h. a body; esp. 
negatively: dey did no [‘not’] h. him 
(U.). 4) to agree; harmonize, to h. 
or “h. weel [‘well’]”; dey do no 
[‘do not’] h. weel (dey h. ill), they 
do not agree with each other. Un. 
[hse'ls]. — A form helsk [hae'lsk] 
is reported from N., to helsk ane, 
to wish someone good luck, good 
health. — O.N. heilsa, vb., to wish 
one good luck, to greet one. — In 
sense 4, hels prob. springs from 
the reflexive form “heilsask”, prop. 
to greet each other (one another). 

helset [he'isat, he‘ls3t, ha'lsst], adj., 
wild; silly; unruly; full of foolish 
tricks-, a h. bein’. U. [he'isat, he‘l- 
sst]. Nmn. (N.Roe) [ha'lsst]. The 
word may stand for an older *ol- 
set and be associated with No. olen, 
adj., full of drollery, olsla, f., fro- 
licsomeness ; wildness-,foolish tricks-, 
or (with ref. to the oft recurring 
change of r and 1 in Shetl. Norn) 
be derived from *cer-, denoting frenzy, 
madness. In the latter case either 
for *herslet, *erslet from *oersl- 
(O.N. cersl, n. pi., and cersla, f., 
frenzy, madness, No. orslen, adj., 

bewildered) or for *(h)erset, *(h)er- 
sket (No. orsk and orsken, adj., be- 
wildered, wild). — helsket [ho'lskot] 
(Fe., Sa.?), which might be derived 
from *cersk-, is a more rare parallel 
form to helset. Cf. helska, sb. 

helsin [hae'lsin, hse'lsin], sb., con- 
gratulation-, kind address or wel- 
come-, to get a guid [‘good’] h., to 
get a kind welcome-, to gi’e ane a 
guid h.; often ironically (Ai.; Sa.). 
Also helskin [hse'lskin] and (more 
rarely) helstin [hse'lstin]; the latter 
form is reported from Ai. (W.Burr.). 
In U. helsin and helskin [hee‘l- 
skin, hee'jsjkin] are often used in sense 
of: a) a good thrashing-, de dog is 
[‘has’] gotten his h.; b) injured health; 
a very bad cold, etc.; du ’s gotten 
dy h. de night [‘to-night’]. — O.N. 
heilsan, f., a greeting, salutation-, 
congratulation. hels(k)in, in the 
latter given sense (injured health, 
cold), may also contain such word 
as O.N. helsott, f., fatal sickness 
(cf. the use of the word bani, sb., 
in Shetl.), or be a compd. with heilsa, 
f., health, as the first part (cf. No. 
helseknekk, m., injured health). — 
Cf. *hjolsa, *hjolskin, sb. 

helska, ha(i)lska [ha‘[^ka, hai‘l- 
ska], sb., silly wildness or mirth-, 
fit of reckless wantonness-, he ’s 
gotten de h. Sa. May stand for an 
older *0lska (cf. No. olsla, f., fro- 
licsomeness-, wildness-, drollery) or 
be an orig. *cerska, f. (cf. No. orska, 
f., bewilderment-, senselessness). 

helsket, adj., see helset, adj. 
helur [hel-or, helnr (heldV)], sb., 

properly a confused, dull or sleepy 
state, now esp. a) fretfulness, peev- 
ishness, sometimes also b) a slight 
indisposition, accompanied by de- 
pressed or peevish frame of mind-, 
to be i’ de h., to lie i’ (op i’) de 
h., a) to be fretful, peevish-, ft) to 
be indisposed and depressed. Also 
halur [halu3r]. Yh. — No. helorar, 
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f. pi., confusion (parity from sleepi- 
ness); senselessness; state of stupor; 
O.N. orar, m. and f. yl.Jitof madness. 

hem1 [(hem) he3m], sb., see h i m, sb. 
hem(2)[h3m], sb. and vb.,seeh i m(m). 
*hema [hema], adv., at home, O.N. 

heima. Edm.: hemma. — hema 
[hema] is also found as a substan- 
tive, tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. 
(sea-term) for wife, de h., prop. 
she, the one who stays at home 
(while the fisherman is at sea). — 
See hemelt, sb. 2. 

fhemelt [hemslt, hemalt], sb., 1) 
pasture near the farm or immedi- 
ately adjoining an enclosed piece 
of ground-, cf. hemhoga, hemrost. 
heimilt: Edm. 2) sea-term, fisher- 
men’s tabu-name for wife; comm.; 
hjemelt [hjemalt]: Yh. (reported from 
Yn. in sense of girl)-, hemelend 
[henvalond1]: Du. occas. In Du. 
hemelt is found also in sense of 
big woman, a great h. o’ a wife 
[‘woman’]. See *hema, adv. and 
sb. — The word has been adapted 
to L.Sc. hamald, haimald, adj., that 
which belongs to the home or house. 

hemer[hem3r(hem9r)],adj.compar., 
nearer to the home (the farm, the 
village): de hemer skattald (hill- 
pasture), see hemhoga and hem- 
rost, sbs.; of fishing-grounds: 
to the shore, opp. to framer (farther 
out a sea), “de hemer Sedek 
[sedsk]”, and “de framer Sedek” 
(Uw.); sedek2, sb., fishing-ground. 
— O.N. heimri, adj. compar., nearer 
to the home-, Faer. heimari. 

hemeri. sb., see hamari, sb. 
hemest [hem3st(hem3st)], adj. sup., 

nearest to the home (the farm, the 
village); de h. nust, the boat-shed 
nearest the village or the houses 
(Un.); of fishing-grounds: nearest 
the land. No. heimst, Faer. heima- 
stur, adj., nearest to the home (the 
farm, the village). 

hemet, adj., see himet, adj. 

hemfer [hem"fear, hem"-], sb., a 
feast, held by a newly married man 
when bringing home his bride. Sa. 
Prop.: journey home, O.N. heimferd, 
f. O.Da. hiemfaerd, c., banquet, 
entertainment that was given for 
the guests by the married couple 
in their home, after the wedding 
(Kalkar), entertainment the day after 
the wedding (Molbech), also Da. 
dial. (T&singe): the third day of the 
wedding-feast (Molbech). 

hemhoga [hem"ho‘ga, hem"-], sb., 
hill-pasture nearest the farm (Yn.), 
= hemrost, sb. Also called “de 
hemer skattald”. O.N. heimhagi, 
m., home-pasture. See hoga (and 
skattald), sb. 

hemkomin [hem' kom in, hem"-], 
sb., partly in proper sense /zewztf- 
cozwz/z^(L.Sc.“hamecumming”),partly 
in a special sense festive welcome 
on taking possession of a new home, 
as well as the feast held on this 
occasion, = No. heimkoma, f., and 
heimkomeveitsla, heimkomeol; Sw. 
dial, hemkomma, f., = Shetl. hem- 
fer, sb. 

hernia [hsemla],sb., see heima1, sb. 
hemli [hemli, hemli], adj., home- 

ly; familiar, No. heimeleg, L.Sc. 
hamely. 

hemma, adv. and sb., see *hema. 
hemp [ha'mp], sb., a piece of a 

fishing-line, the lower part of a snell 
(see tom, sb.) on a fishing-line (had- 
dock-line); a line with “de bid” 
(q.v.), to which the hook is fixed. 
In the making of a hemp, horse-hair 
is mostly employed, comm. The 
word is also found in the form emp 
[3‘mp]. Prob. the same word as 
No. hempa, f., prop, hemp-stuff, but 
also, inter alia, band, strap. 

hemrost [henvrast-], sb., the part 
of the hill-pasture nearest the farm; 
hill-pasture adjoining the farm, = 
hemhoga, sb. Yh. O.N. heimrpst, 
f., home-pasture near the farm; No. 

20 
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heimrost and heimrast, f., = Shetl. 
hemrost. 

hems(e)t, adj., see hims(e)t, adj. 
hemsket [he'mskat (h0e‘msk3t)], 

adj., foolish; silly. O.N. heimskr, 
adj., foolish (like a stay-at-home). 
— The word is easily mingled with 
himset (hims, himst), adj., in sense 
4 of that word. A form himsket 
[ha'mskat] = himset is reported 
from Fo. 

hemskor [hem 'skor ], sb., a fish- 
ing-ground, skor2, near the land, = 
inner skor. Fe. 

hemvag, vb., see hanvag, vb. 
hengs, hings [he'gs, he'ijs (hi‘i]s)] 

and henks, hinks [hs'nks, he‘rjks 
(hi‘gks)J, vb., to get to fit better; to 
place in a better position, esp. by 
drawing or pulling higher up; to h. 
op de troosers, to pull up the trou- 
sers; to h. op a burden (a kessi) 
on ane’s back, to push a burden 
(basket) higher up on the back in 
order to make it rest better. U. 
hengs is poss. to be referred to 
No. hamsa, vb., inter alia to put to 
rights, get a thing to fit, and hemsa, 
vb., inter alia to gather quickly, 
catch loosely; to grasp; snatch; 
fumble; hemsa seg, to tidy oneself; 
collect oneself; recover (hemsa seg 
upp). For the common change ms 
> ngs, nks in Shetl. Norn see In- 
trod. V (also N.Spr. VII), § 38 c, and 
cf. moreover, e.g. fjunks, sb., = 
fjungs from *fums, flungs and 
flunks, vb., from *flumsa, as well 
as hungs (hunks), vb., trom *hum- 
sa. hungs (hunks), vb., is found 
in the same sense as hengs, hings. 
“ms” is preserved in humset = 
hungset, hunkset, adj. — Or might 
not hengs, hings rather be a mu- 
tated form, *hymsa, parallel to hungs 
from *humsa? hengs, in that case, 
is developed from hings. In sup- 
port of this deduction can be cited 

hims and hings, vb., to limp, = 
hungs (*hums), vb. 

hengset, hingset [he'gsat, he'gsst], 
adj., clumsy; ill-shaped. U. Edm.: 
hengsit. Poss. for *ill-hengset, as 
humset, hungset (hunkset) is 
often used in the same sense as 
ill-humset, ill-hungset (hunkset) 
= hengset. — *illa hamsadr? or 
*hymsottr? See hengs (hings), vb. 

hengsi, hingsi [he'gsi, he‘gsi], sb., 
a clumsy, ill-shaped person. U. 
Edm.: hengsie. See h e n gs (h i n gs), 
vb., and hengset (hingset), adj. 

henk (hink) [he‘gk, he‘gk], vb., 
partly to cut, partly to tear up the 
thin, poor corn difficult to reap, 
= hekk and hekl2, vb.; to henk 
op corn (strogins). Conn, [hs'gk]. 
N. [he‘gk (ha'gk)]. henkl [he‘gk3l, 
he‘gk3l] and hjenkl [hje'gkal]: De., 
L. Cf. No. hanka, vb., in sense of 
to drag forward in jerks. 

henki, sb., see hinki, sb. 
henkl, henkel (hinki, hinkel) [he‘g- 

ksl, he'gksl], sb., something thin, 
weak and loose, esp., a) thin, un- 
evenly spun worsted; Y.; Fe.; b) 
slender, sparse corn on the field, 
t’in [‘thin’] h. o’ corn. Nm.; De.; L. 
In the latter sense also henklins 
(hinkiins) [he'gklms, he'gkhns], pi., 
reported from Ai. Doubtless to be 
classed with No. hengla, vb., just 
barely to hold together, “henglande 
grannt”, so thin that it scarcely 
binds together (R.). 

henkl1, henkel [he'gkal (hae'gksl)], 
vb., a) to saunter, to geng henk- 
lin aboot; b) to hang on, to be at 
one’s heels, to geng henkl in efter 
a lass. S.Sh. (Conn.; Du.). From 
an older *hengl. Prop, the same 
word as hankl2, vb.; q.v. For 
henkl b cf. No. and Sw. (dial.) 
“hangla” in the same sense. 

henkl2, henkel [he'gksl, hae'gkal], 
vb., to coil; wind up; to form into 
loops or bights, e.g. a tether, a 
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fishing-line; to h. de tedder [‘tether’], 
de line. Also hankl, hankel [ha‘g- 
kol, ha'gkol]. No. hanka, vb., inter 
alia to form into loops or bights; 
Eng. dial, hankie, vb., on the other 
hand, means to entangle, to twist. 
Cf. hank and henk, vbs. 

henkl3, henkel, vb., see hinkl1, vb. 
henkl4, henkel. vb., see hinkl2, vb. 
henklet [hf'gklot, hee'gklot], adj., 

ill-shaped and having a bad carriage, 
limping; a h. body [‘person’]. Yh. 
Poss, a deriv. of *hangl-; see hang- 
lin, sb., hankl2, vb., and henkli, 
sb., and cf. No. hengslutt, adj., hav- 
ing a bad carriage. On the other 
hand, there may be an association 
with hinkl2, hinkel, vb., as well 
as honkl, honkel, sb. and vb.; 
note the relation of meaning be- 
tween a) hings, vb., and hingset, 
adj.; b) hungs, vb., and hungset 
(humset), adj. 

henkli [hs'gkli], a long, ill-shaped 
fellow, a person with a bad car- 
riage. Uyea, Nm. From *hangl- or 
*hengsl-? See the preceding word. 

henklin [he'gklin], sb., braces, 
esp. in pi.: henklins, braces. Un’m. 
Deriv. of hank? Is, however, more 
prob. the same word as Sw. hangsle, 
n., band or strap by which some- 
thing is suspended, also braces, s 
might easily be dropped in the col- 
location “ngsl” in Shetl. Norn; cf. 
dropped s in the collocations ksl 
(Introd. V — also N.Spr. VII — § 38 g) 
and tsl (e.g. *watl, wattel from O.N. 
veitsla). nk frequently occurs as 
a development of ng; see hengs 
(hings), vb., and henkl1, vb. Ex- 
amples given in Introd. V (also 
N.Spr. VII), § 31. 

henks (hinks), vb., see hengs, vb. 
hensperr [heiV5paer(r)"] and hen- 

sper [hae'n.'jpor, haeh^por, hen^por], 
sb., stiffness in the limbs (Nm. and 
De.: hensperr; Fe. and Y.: hen- 
sper); see ansperr, sb. 

hent [h£‘nt, hse'nt], sb., a fetch- 
ing; collecting; gleaning; raking; 
I’m [‘I have’] had me a h., I have 
been out, raking the hay (the grass, 
spread out for drying) together. Fe. 
*heimt-. See hent1, vb. 

hent1 [h£‘nt, hse‘nt], vb., to fetch, 
gather up and bring home; to pick 
up (h. and h. op), to h. lageds 
(lagets), to gather up and bring 
home tufts of wool, lageds, found 
on the hill, esp. when the sheep 
are shedding, to “h. in” peats, to 
fetch a small quantity of peats 
home from the peat-stacks (Fo.). 
to h. (h. in) taatis [‘potatoes’], to 
dig up a small quantity of pota- 
toes. to geng hen tin aboot, to go 
about gathering up trifles (Nm.). 
to h. de girs [‘grass’] aff o’ de “rig”, 
to rake together the grass spread 
on the ground for drying (Fe.). to 
h. de “rig”, a) to tear up weeds 
from a piece of field; b) to gather 
cow's dung on a field (Y.; Fe.). 
to h. ower or t’rough [‘through’] de 
taatis, to go through the potatoes, 
picking up the best among them 
(Fe.). — O.N. heimta, vb., to fetch; 
bring home; No. hemta (heimta), vb., 
to gather; pluck; pick up. 

hent2 [he'nt, hae'nt], vb., to walk 
with a jerking or plunging motion. 
not comm. Edm.: hent. Poss. cognate 
with Da. dial. (Jut.) hemte, hemtre, 
vb., to raise with difficulty, hemt(r)e 
sig, to get up from one’s seat. Or 
cf.(?) Sw. dial, hunt(a), vb., to jump 
heavily (like a bear). 

hentilaged [h£‘n"tilag‘3d, hse‘n"ti-], 
sb., a tuft of sheep’s wool (laged) 
found on the hill and brought home. 
Also hentilaget [-lag‘3t] and hen- 
til ag [-lag1]. *heimti-lag6r. See 
hent1, vb. (to hent lageds), and 
lag(e)d, sb. 

hentin [he'ntin, hae'ntin], sb., partly 
a) — hent, sb., partly b) something 
gleaned or raked together, esp. raked 

20* 
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hay; de h. is lyin’ upo de “rig” 
(the piece of ground). Fe. *heimtan 
or *heimting, f. See hent1, vb. 

“*heon”, sb., island, sb., see *0, sb. 
“*heosa”, sb., see *josa, sb. 
*heranger [he-rag'gar], sb., a small 

six-oared boat (six-aerin, -arin, six- 
oared) brought from Norway (about 
15—16 feet in keel-length). U. Prob. 
really a Hardanger boat brought 
from Hardanger in Norway. 

herda [haerda], sb., refuse of corn, 
husks, stubble (from reaped corn). 
Wests. The word is now rare in the 
original sense, but fairly common 
applied metaphorically, esp. in the 
phrases “to lie in h., to geng in h. 
(to h.), to lay in h.” a) of corn: a) to 
lie in h., to lie ruined, trampled down 
(e.g. by cattle) or broken by the 
storm; ft) to geng in h., to become 
ruined (trampled down, broken); de 
corn is gane [‘gone’] in h. (Un.; Fe.); 
b) of hay: de hay guid [‘went’] in 
h., the hay was whirled up and 
carried away by the wind (Un.); c) 
of any object: a) to lie in h., to lie 
broken in bits; f) to geng in h., to 
be broken into small pieces-, y) to 
lay in h., to crush to pieces; to 
destroy; de boat is laid in h. (Fe.). 
“gane i’ h.” and “gane in h.” (Un.). 
gane to h. (Du.). Occas. also harda 
[harda, harda] (Papa St.); he laid it 
in harda, he broke it into small 
pieces, ruined it entirely. — Is doubt- 
less the same word as No. haere, 
n., husks, refuse of corn, doubtless 
from an original *her5-, to which 
the Shetl. form herda points back. 

herki [ho'rki], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name for swine. Dew.; Wests.; Conn. 
See further under harki, sb. 

herm, hermek, sb., seehermel,sb. 
hermel, hirmel [hsrmal], sb., a 

remnant-, small fragment; particle; 
trace of anything, esp. in pi., her- 
mels,hirmels, remnants; particles, 
or in the negative phrase “no [‘not’] 

a h.”, “no de h.”, not the least 
particle; dey did no leave de h. 
Yn. Also in forms such as a) 
herm (hirm) [harm, harem] (Nmw., 
Nibon), by abbr. of hermel, and b) 
hermek (hirmek) [harmak] (Dew., 
M.Roe), by addition of the suffix 
-ek to herm; esp. negatively: no a 
herm(ek); der’r no a herm o’ bread 
i’ de corn, no a herm o’ oil i’ de 
livers; he did no leave a hermek. 
— hermel from an older *ermol. 
O.N. ormul, n. pi., ruins; remnants; 
No. ervol, m., small remnant; trace. 
— Cf. ormel, sb. 

herms [haerms], sb. (pi.?), lamenta- 
tion; cries of woe; noisy quarrel, 
esp. intensive in the expr. “h. and 
wallowa [walrewa-]”. Also “harms 
[harms] and wallowa”. — The word 
may be an old i-mutated derivation 
with dropped final 1, of O.N. harmr, 
m. , sorrow; grief-, cf. O.N. hermsl, 
f., vexation; anger, and Icel. hermsl, 
n. , sorrow; complaint. See harm, 
sb., and helma2 (*herma), sb. — 
“wallowa” is L.Sc. wallaway, Eng. 
wellaway. 

herr, hirr [harr] and herri, hirri 
[hard (hArri)], interj., shout (shoo! 
etc.) by which animals (sheep, pigs) 
or poultry (esp. geese and hens) 
are chased away. Fe. Partly to- 
gether with hits, interj. (q.v.) as a 
shout to animals (swine; pigs). In Yn. 
(acc. to J. Inkster) is used: a) herri, 
hirri [harri] as a shout in chasing 
away (e.g.) pigs, and b) herria, 
h i r r i a [harria1] in chasing away (e.g.) 
geese. See harri and herri, vbs. 

*herra [hcra, haera], sb., a limited 
district built on; now only preserved 
as a place-name, in names of built- 
up districts centrally situated: de 
Herra (Y., Fe., L.). It is, however, 
not very long since the meaning of 
the word was understood in Shetl. 
Acc. to statements by elderly people 
in Fetlar, the Isle of Fetlar was 
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formerly divided into three small 
districts, each provided with a local 
magistrate, of which “de Herra” was 
the central one. “de Herra” in the 
Isle of Yell is still divided into “de 
In-herra” [*inn-herafl], east of Hwal- 
firth Voe, and “de Ut-herra” [*tit- 
herad], west of Hwalfirth Voe. “de 
Herra” in Lunnasting, M., is also 
named “de Harre [hare]” by people 
there. See Sh. Stedn. pp. 174— 
175. — O.N. herad, n., an inhab- 
ited part of the country; village; 
district. 

herri, hirri [horri (hArri)], vb., by 
shouting to chase away animals 
(sheep and esp. pigs) or poultry (hens 
and esp. geese); to h. at geese and 
swine; to h. de geese. Fe.,Yn. Cf. Sw. 
dial, harja = har(r)ja, vb., to shout, 
raise an alarm. See harri, vb. 

herski, adj., see hirski, adj. 
hervek [hsrvak, haervak], sb., the 

great northern diver; see further un- 
der hirvek, sb. 

hesp [haesp], sb. 1) a wooden 
hasp of a door. 2) a skein of yarn, 
a h. o’ worsed [‘worsted’], comm. 
O.N. hespa, f., a) a hasp, fastening; 
b) a skein of yarn; likewise L.Sc. 
hesp, sb. 

hesper, sb., see *hospra and 
*hosper, sb. 

*hest [haest], *hesta [haesta] and 
*hestin [haestin], sb., a horse (stal- 
lion). Fo.; N.I. From U. is reported 
hestin as a sea-term, tabu-name for 
horse in fishermen’s lang. “hesta- 
foal”, and (abbr.) hesta are still oc- 
cas. used in the N.I. denoting a 
wild boy, prop, a colt (reported from 
U. and Fe.). — In place-names best 
is found as a designation of cer- 
tain rocky formations, esp. rocks by 
the sea-shore, thus e.g. Hest (Odd- 
ste, Fe.), Hessen (*Hesten) gula 
[haesan gola] (N.Roe), a yellowish 
rock: *hestinn gula, accuss. of “hest- 
rinn guli”. Occas. by anglicising 

“horse”, e.g. de Horse o’ Hjafell 
[hjafel] (Ness of Islesburgh, Nmw.). 
— O.N. hestr, m., a horse, esp. a 
stallion. 

het, sb., see hed, sb. 
*hevdi [havdi, haevdi] and *hevda 

[havda, haevda], sb., a promontory; 
high, steep point of land. Now only 
used as a place-name, but often with 
prefixed definite article: de H. The 
meaning of the name is still under- 
stood owing to its frequent occur- 
rence, and therefore it may be re- 
garded as bordering on a common 
noun. As place-names are also found 
the forms a)hefda, e.g. in “Lamba- 
hefda [lanvbahef’da]” (Y., between 
Reafirth and Otterswick): *lambah9f5i; 
b) with added def. art.: hevdin 
[haevdin, haevdin, hevd-], e.g. “de 
Hevdin [haevdin] o’ Wadderste”, “de 
Hevdin o’ de Ness” (both in De.): 
*hQf6inn. Occas. with dropped end- 
ing: hevd, e.g. in “Hohevd [ho- 
hevd-]” = Hohevda [hohavda] (Ham- 
na Voe, Esh., Nmw.): hShpfdi, “the 
high promontory”. Occas. anglicised: 
Head, e.g. in “de Head o’ Hevdi- 
gert [hsvdige'rt-] (Ym.): hpfdagarfls 
hpfdi. — O.N. hpffli, m., a pro- 
montory. 

heved [hevod, hevad], sb., “head”, 
an object formed like a head, a 
knob; lump; something grown or 
huddled together; a beilin’h., a boil; 
a h. o’ breer (sprouting corn); “in 
a h. o’ breer” is said of reaped corn 
grown together at the ears in con- 
sequence of damp (Fe.); a h. o’ rust 
(smut); a h. o’ scab (o’ a scab). Also 
hived [hivad]: Un.; a h. o’ a sten, a 
large, lumpy stone; he left it a’ [‘all’] 
lyin’ in hiveds, he left it lying in 
lumps, applied to someone digging 
carelessly with a spade, leaving the 
soil unsmoothed. — The word has 
now been lost in its original sense 
the head of living beings. — O.N. 
hpfufl, n., a) the head; b) an object 
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like a head. For the Shell, form 
of pronunc. cf. M.Eng. heued, heved, 
sb., the head. 

hevel [heval, hevol, haeval], sb., 
a handle, a curved handle across 
the mouth of a vessel (esp. of a 
bucket); de h. o’ de dollek or “da- 
fek”. Also hevlek [hevlak]. heval, 
hevlak: U. occas. heval: Yn. Else- 
where comm.: heval (hseval). a 
hevel-dafek, a bucket with a hevel. 
— No. hevel, m., a handle; ear, 
esp. a handle of an open vessel 
(bucket); O.N. hefill, m., a loop; a 
halyard. 

heverd [hev9rd],adj.,in the compd. 
ill-heverd, clumsy, ill-shaped', bad- 
ly behaved-, q.v. 

hever-/ess [hg^varles', -las’], adj., 
of bad behaviour and repulsive 
manners. Barclay: haeverless. See 
the foil. word. 

hevers [hevars], sb. pi., (clumsy, 
awkward) behaviour, (bad) conduct-, 
ill h., puir [‘poor’] h. Barclay: “hai- 
vers” and “haivins”. For the prob. 
etym. of the word, see haivers, sb. 

hevl,hevel, vb., see hivl, hivel, vb. 
hevlef, adj., see hivlet, adj. 
hibb, interj., see hipp, interj. 
hibbedor, sb., see hobiter, sb. 
hifs [hifs], vb., to walk heavily, 

making swinging and plunging move- 
ments, applied to a clumsy, unwieldy 
person with a bad carriage; to geng 
hifsin aboot. De., L. *hyfsa. No. 
hufsa and hyfsa, vb., to push’, swing', 
shake-, plunge. 

hifsek [hifsak (hifsak)], sb., a 
clumsy, slovenly person, esp. a 
woman. De. [hifsak]. L. [hifsak, 
hifsak]. No. hyfsa, f., a slattern, 
heavily-moving woman. See hifs, 
vb., and cf. hofsek, sb., and hof- 
set1, adj. 

big [hig, heg, hig, hig] sb., some- 
thing thin, insignificant, poor, esp. 
of grass and corn; a tin [‘thin’] h.; 
a mere h. o’ girs [‘grass’]; a h. o’ 

corn, thin, scant corn-, a h. alangst 
[‘along’] de edge o’ de “rig” (the 
cultivated patch). Du. Also heg 
[he3g], tin [‘thin’] h.: St. — Cf. No. 
higr, n., a particle; trifle; some- 
thing extremely insignificant. 

hikr, hiker [hikar], vb., to delay; 
hesitate; he would no h. aboot it, 
no h. at doin’ [‘doing’] so, he would 
not hesitate in doing so; to do 
onyting [‘do something’] withoot 
hiker in, to do something without 
delay or hesitation. S.Sh. (Du.; 
Conn.). *hikra from *hika. Icel. 
and No. hika, vb., to delay; linger; 
hesitate. 

hiks [hiks, haks], vb., to hiccough, 
to catch one’s breath. Fe. For 
hikst. Also hiksi [hiksi, haksi]. 
More rarely hiksti. — O.N. hixta, 
vb., to hiccough. — The correspond- 
ing substantive is more common in 
Shetl. See the foil. word. 

hiksti [hiksti, haksti] and boksti 
[hioksti], sb., hiccough, hiccoughing, 
catching one’s breath; to ha’e de 
h. = to hiks; to get de h. From 
Wests. (Sa.) the forms hoksti, hiksi 
[hiksi] are reported, and as pi. words: 
hikses [hiksas], hokses [haoksas]; 
from Conn.: hoksti. Elsewhere 
more comm.: hiksti. — O.N. hixti, 
m., hiccough, hiccoughing. With 
ref. to hikses (hokses), pi., cf. Da. 
hik, n. pi., hiccough. 

*hildin [hildin], sb., fire, sea-term, 
tabn-name in fishermen’s lang.; de h. 
Fo. *ildinn = eldinn, def. form of 
O.N. eldr, m., fire. See ilder1, il- 
din, sb. 

hilek [hilak], sb., a hollow in a 
flat rock. N.Roe. Br.? No. hyl, m., 
a deep hollow in the bed of a 
brook or river; also a puddle, a 
deep collection of water, — O.N. 
hylr, m.; Icel. hylr, m., gulf; depth. 

hilgin [h3ilgin, h3i[gin], sb., a tall, 
overgrown lad; a tall imposing fel- 
low (Yn.); a boy or girl growing 
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too fast in proportion to his or her 
age (U.)- Formed by i-mutation from 
holgin, sb., prop, a bundle of straw 
or truss of hay; a wisp of straw or 
hay; see further under that word. 

hill folk [hilfok, hoi (hAl)-],sb.,/a//-- 
ies. comm. Regarded as hillfolk 
from Eng. hill, but is, however, prob. 
in its origin Da. huldrefolk, Icel. 
and Fser. huldufolk, No. hulderfolk, 
huldafolk, n., the first part of which 
in Shetl. has by degrees been merged 
with Eng. hill, the more so as the 
fairies, acc. to the old superstition 
of the common people, are supposed 
to live in hills. — “hillfolk’s cairds” 
is found (reported from Conn.) be- 
sides “trows’ cairds” or “trowie 
cairds”, prop, trolls' cards, denoting 
the fern\ cf. Fser. trollakampur (troll’s 
moustache) or trollakambur (troll’s 
comb) as a designation for the same 
plant. 

hillisom [hil"isonr, he^isonr], 
adj., attractive and amiable, having 
kind, agreeable manners-, ah.man. 
U., Nm. *hyllisamr. No. hylleleg, 
adj., agreeable; amiable; O.N. hylla 
and hylli, f., fidelity; goodwill; 
favour. 

hilmongin [hihmog'gin, helmor)-- 
gin], sb., a silly, odd-looking per- 
son. Yn. Prob. from an old *him- 
lungrinn or *himlunginn, in which 
-inn is the added def. art.; cf. No. 
himling, m., abstracted or dreamy 
person, deriv. of himla, vb., to be 
absent-minded, abstracted or drow- 
sy (O.N. hfma, vb., to be absent- 
minded). For the metathesis ml > 
1m in Shetl. cf. e.g. gjolm, sb., from 
*gjoml, skulm, vb., = skuml1, 
skumbel, vb., and the reverse pro- 
cess in hernia, sb., = helma1, sb. 
Similar metathesis takes place with 
“mr” and “rm”. 

hilset, hilsket, adj., see h el set, 
helsket, adj. 

him [him], sb., a thin covering. 

esp. on a liquid. Nm. More ex- 
tended in the form haim [haim], in 
which the long i-sound has changed 
to “ai” through infl. of Eng.; a 
haim o’ cream upo de milk (Fe.), 
a haim (mineral coat) upo de water 
(Yh.). Occas. the word hem [(hem) 
he3m] is used, a h. on de water (a 
coat of some fatty or oily sub- 
stance). Nm. occas. (Nmn.). — *hlm. 
No. him, n., and hima, f., a coat, 
thin covering. Cf. himna, sb. 

him [him], vb., to lose its right 
colour, to get a dirty coat-, esp. in 
perf. part, himd [hlmd], himd f(r)ae 
de right colour, faded, of a dirty 
appearance. Nmw. (Nibon). See 
further under himet, adj. 

fhim, himm [horn], sb., esp. in 
pi., him(m)s, and in conn, with 
he [he], sb.: him(m)s and hes, 
evasive phrases or answers, subter- 
fuges-, to ha’e mony “him(m)s and 
hes” aboot onyting. Doubtless hml? 
See the foil. word. 

fhim, himm [horn], vb., to speak 
or answer hesitatingly, to avoid 
giving a proper answer, esp. in conn, 
with he [he], vb.: “to h. and he”, 
to sit him(m)in and hein. Doubt- 
less to say uhm”. Cf. Eng. and 
L.Sc. hum, vb., “to hum and haw”, 
used in a similar sense. 

himet [himot], adj., applied to 
colour, esp. of animals, wool: ofas/y; 
dull, dirty-grey (partly with a reddish, 
yellowish or bluish tinge); having 
a white ground with a muddy (partly 
grey and reddish) tinge. Nmn-andw- 
(N.Roe; Nibon). Also hemet [he- 
mot, he3m3t]: N.Roe. *himottr? Cf. 
No. himutt, adj., hazy, dim, and 
himeleitt, adj., dusky or ill-coloured, 
esp. of animals. 

himinsferd [hinvinsferd’, -fe3rd,]1 sb., in the expr. “to mak’ a h.”: 
a) to make a fruitless journey or 
expedition; to meet with a great 
disappointment in some or other 
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undertaking; to lose one’s way; to 
get into a scrape; he ’s made a 
bonie [L.Sc. bonie, bonny, fine, 
pretty] h., a pair [‘poor’] h., that 
was a pretty (bad) journey he 
made, he has got nothing for his 
pains, etc.; b) to do work badly, to 
spoil the work; du’s made a (bonie) 
h. o’ it, what a muddle you have 
made. Y. (Yh 'n-). Joking applica- 
tion of O.N. himinsferd, f., an as- 
cension to heaven, “to mak’ a h.”, 
prop, “to make an ascension”. Cf. 
below himmelsferd, sb. 

himmelsferd [him"3lsfaerd] and 
hjimmelsferd [hjinvolsfaerd', -fe3rd', 
-terd'], sb., properly ascension, but 
now only used fig. in exprs. in which 
the original sense is obscured,thus: 
a) der ’r a hjimmelsferd upo dem, 
they are in a very great hurry. Un. 
[-fe3rd (-faerd)]; b) to mak’ a h., to 
make a fruitless journey or expedi- 
tion-, to meet with a great disap- 
pointment, — to mak’ a himins- 
ferd, sense a; Yh. (himmelsferd); 
c) to mak’ or had a h., to make 
a tremendous hubbub, a “heaven 
house”. un-.burr. (hjimmelsferd 
[-faerd, -ferd]). See above him- 
insferd, sb. O.N. himill, m., = 
himinn, m., heaven. 

himmeri, sb., see hamari, sb. 
himna [(himna) homna], sb., a 

slight covering of mist along the 
shore; a thin covering of clouds. 
Ai. (W.Burr.). O.N. himna, f., = 
hinna, f., a coat; thin cover. 

*himp, vb., and *himp(et), adj., 
see hjimp, vb. and adj. 

hims [ho'ms], sb., 1) a swinging 
of the body with a sudden move- 
ment-, now rarely used in this sense. 
2) restless haste, esp. with regard 
to bad, superficial carrying-out of a 
work; to be in a h. Ai. See fur- 
ther under the foil, word as well as 
hims(et), adj. 

hims1 [ha'ms (he‘ms)], vb., 1) to 

make sudden, swinging movements 
of the body, esp. applied to a silly 
or confused person; he himst [he'mst, 
ho'mst] him [‘himself’] awa, he dis- 
appeared abruptly, went away sud- 
denly (N.). 2) to hurry with some- 
thing-, to hasten over a job; to h. 
ower a job. Ai. [ho‘ms]. a him- 
set [ho'msat] job, a bad, hastily done 
work. — Cf. No. himsa, vb., himsa 
seg, to behave with wild, foolish 
gestures, etc. (R.). 

hims2 [he‘ms] and hings [he‘i]s], 
vb., to raise one’s hips in walking, 
to limp, to geng himsin or hing- 
sin. Nm". (N.Roe). Mutated paral- 
lel form to hungs (*hums), vb., 
from *humsa (No. humsa, vb., to 
limp), hings is found also in sense 
of to shove, push up a little-, see 
further under hings, hinks, vb. 

hims [ho'ms], himset [ho'msot], 
himst [ho'mst (ho‘mpst)], and with 
inserted j: hiims [hje'ms, hjo'ms], 
hjimset [(hje'msot) hjo‘msot], hjimst 
[hje'mst, hjo'mst (hje'mpst)], adj., 1) 
that makes sudden, hasty and swing- 
ing movements of the body, esp. of 
a queer or half-witted person; a hjims 
body. Yh. [hjo‘ms]. 2) hasty, with 
quick, flighty movements. Wests, 
occas.; noted down in Ai. in the 
forms himset [ha'msot], hjimset 
[hjo'msot] and himst. From Fe. is 
reported hjimset [hjo'msot] in sense 
of restless-, changeable. 3) that 
talks abruptly or incoherently, in 
short and abrupt sentences-, that 
gives short, broken and unsatisfac- 
tory answers-, a hjims body. Fe. 
[hje‘ms]. Also as adv.: to speak 
hjims [hje'ms], to talk abruptly or 
incoherently (Fe.). 4) that behaves 
in a foolish, silly manner, gesti- 
culating wildly; a h. body; fairly 
comm, in this group of meanings; 
in Mainland esp. in the forms him- 
set and himst [ha‘mst]. Fo.: him- 
set. From Fo. is reported a form 
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himsket [hs'mskat] besides him set, 
poss. by mingling with hemsket, 
adj. Meanings 1, 2 and 4 are com- 
bined, thus in Conn.: hims(e)t. 
Forms with inserted j are found in 
the N.I., thus e.g.: Un. [hje‘mst, 
hje‘mpst, hjo'ms]; Uc. [hje'mst]; Uwg. 
[hje‘ms]; Yh. [hja'ms]; Fe. (Fee.) 
[hjo'mst]. In U. also in forms such 
as hjems [hjae'ms] and hjams 
[hja'ms]. Reported by J. I.: hjamst 
[hja‘mst] and homst [ho'mst]. In 
Du. homst [ho'mst] besides himst 
[ho'mst]. 5) abstracted; absent-mind- 
ed. Un. [hje‘m(p)st]; Sa. [ho'mpst]. 
6) not having the full use of the 
senses, in a very sickly or dying 
state. Fe. [hjo'mst]; hjimst-like. 
7) touchy, in a cross mood. Ai. 
(himst). 8) of taste: stale; sour; 
bad. Fe.: hjims(t)[hja‘ms(t)],hjims- 
tasted; hit [‘it’] is hjims-tasted, it 
tastes stale and sour. — *hims-. 
Cf. No. himsa, vb., himsa seg, to 
behave in a silly way, making wild 
gestures-, to joke in imbecile fun; 
himse, m., and himsa, f., a heed- 
less, unreliable person, himsen, adj., 
indisposed (R.). Esp. with ref. to 
the Shetl. forms hjams, hjamst 
cf. Da. dial. (Jut.) hjamsk, adj., a) 
indisposed; out of sorts-, b) half- 
witted-, silly, c) choleric-, ill-tem- 
pered. — hemsket (q.v.) is prob., 
in its origin, different from hims- 
(et). — a) hjimp, hjimpet, for 
an older *himp(et), adj., and b) 
kirns, kimset, adj., q.v., are found 
partly in same sense as hims(et), 
etc. 

himsket [he'mskot], adj., of col- 
our: dirty, dirty-grey with a reddish 
or bluish tinge, occas. = himet, 
adj., of which himsket is a deriva- 
tive. N.Roe. 

hind [hind], sb., a film; a thin 
covering; de h. o’ a egg. Sa. The 
form haind [haind, haqd], q.v., is 
far more extended, and used in a 

wider sense. — O.N. hinna, f., a 
film; membrane. 

hing [hig], vb., to hang, is a 
L.Sc. form, but in the expr. “hingin’ 
wid(d)er”, “hanging feather” (ear- 
mark in sheep), corresponding to 
Icel. “hangandi fjodur”, the word 
“hingin’ ” springs from an old “hang- 
andi”, pres. part, of O.N. hanga, vb., 
to hang. See fid(d)er (wid(d)er), 
sb. 

hings [hi‘gs, he‘gs] and hinks 
[hi'gks, he‘gks], vb., to shove, push 
up a little; to put in a better posi- 
tion by shoving or pulling up; to 
h. op a burden (a kessi) on ane’s 
back, to shove up a burden (a bas- 
ket) on one’s back in order to get 
it to rest better; to h. op de troo- 
sers, to hitch up one’s trousers. U. 
Prob. the same word as hims2 

(hings), vb., to limp. With ref. to 
the relation of meaning cf. the close- 
ly cognate hungs (hunks), vb., a) 
to limp-, b) to push up a little, e.g. 
a burden on one’s back, one’s trou- 
sers. See hengs, vb. 

hingset [he'gsot] and hinkset [he‘gk- 
sot], adj., clumsy; ill-shaped. U., Nmn. 
Edm. has: hengsit. To be classed 
with the preceding word, and with 
hims2 (hings), vb., to limp. Cf. 
the syn. humset, hungset (hunk- 
set), adj., and the relation of this 
word to hungs (hunks), vb., a) to 
limp; b) to push up. 

hingsi [he'gsi] and hinksi [he'gk- 
si], sb., a clumsy, ill-shaped per- 
son. U. Edm. has: hengsie. See 
hings, vb., and hingset, adj. 

hink [hi‘gk, he‘gk (hs'gk)], vb., 
to limp, halt; also to hop on one 
leg. comm. O.N. hinka, vb., to 
limp, hobble. 

hinki [hi‘gki, he'gki], henki [he'gki 
(hse'gki)], sb., a limping person, 
esp. as the name for a troll. For 
the troll’s limping see under halta- 
dans, sb. 
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hinkl, hinkel, sb., see henkl, 

Henkel, sb. 
hinkl1, hinkel [hi'gkal, he‘gk3l, 

ha'gksl], vb., to limp, to halt a little 
in walking; to geng hinkl in. Oc- 
cas. also henkel [he'gkal, hae'gkal], 
e.g. in Du. *hinkla or *hinkra? Cf. 
No. hinkra, vb., to limp, as well as 
“honka” and “honkla”, vb., to stump; 
limp; slouch. 

hinkl2, hinkel [he'gkal], vb., to 
shove up, push up a little, e.g. a 
burden on one’s back, one’s trou- 
sers, =hings, vb.; to hink(e)l op 
de troosers [‘trousers’]. Un ’m. Par- 
allel form to honkl, honkel,vb.; q.v. 

hinks-, see hings. 
hinnispott [han-ispot- (hAn"i-)], sb., 

a triangular piece of wood joining 
a boat’s gunwales fore or aft to the 
stem or stern, comm. More rare- 
ly honnispott [hon'ispat']. Prob. 
*hyrni, n., = horn, n., (horn) cor- 
ner-, I cel. spotti, m., a fragment-, 
piece. The uppermost part of a 
boat’s stem or stern is called “de 
horn” in Mod.Shetl., but the form 
of pronunc. “hani” rather points 
back to an older *hyrn- with i-muta- 
tion; “honi” may spring from either 
“horn” or *hyrn-. The word “enni- 
sponur” is found in Fser. in a sim- 
ilar sense to Shetl. hinnispott; 
there is, however, scarcely any ac- 
ceptable reason for deriving hinni 
from O.N. enni, n., the forehead. — 
From Un. is reported a hinnispott 
[hAn"ispof] in sense of birth-mark. 

*hinsin [hi'nsjin], sb., impatience; 
restlessness? only given in the expr. 
“to tak’ h.”, to become impatient, 
restless (nervous) or capricious, 
whimsical (e.g. of women in child- 
bed). Fe., Yh. Prob. for *(h)imsin 
and to be classed with No. imsa or 
ymsa, vb., to become restless-, cf. 
No. imsken, adj., cross-, capricious. 

hint [hi'nt, ha‘nt], sb., a glimpse; 

moment. No. himt, n., a glimpse-, 
L.Sc. hint, sb., a moment. See the 
foil. word. 

hint [hi‘nt, ha'nt (hA'nt)], vb., 1) 
vb. n., to vanish suddenly. 2) vb. 
a., to snatch away. Now hardly 
used except in perf. part., hintet 
[hi'ntat, ha'ntat (hA'ntat), -ad]: a) 
vanished suddenly, become invisible 
all at once-, hit is hintet f(r)ae my 
very hand, it has disappeared right 
out of my hand (Un.: ha'ntat); cf. 
hwerm2, vb.; b) taken away by 
fairies, spirited off into the moun- 
tains, hintet by de “hill-folk” or 
fairies (Fo.: hi'ntat). From Conn, is 
reported a form honted [ho'ntad] in 
sense a. — Cf. No. himta, vb., to 
glance-, to brush past. 

hintet [(hi'ntad) ha'ntad (hA‘ntad)], 
adj., (of a person) peculiar, not right 
in the head, h.-like; Yn. [ha‘ntad]. 
Also bewitched, hurt by witchcraft, 
e.g. of a cow. Few. [ha'ntad]. Poss. 
spirited off into the mountains or 
"touched”, see hintet b, perf. part., 
under the preceding word. May also 
be an adjective, syn. with hint, vb. 

hintl, hintel [h3i‘iital], vb., to stump, 
walk with a limping gait from one 
place to another, to geng hintlin 
[fFi'qtlin] aboot. Yb. Mutated par- 
allel form to hontl, vb.; q.v. 

hintWvn, sb., see lim, sb. 
hipp [hip, hep], vb., to earth, 

earth potatoes, to h. taatis. No. 
hypja, Da. hyppe, vb., id. 

hipp [hep], interj., gee-up! cry to 
horses to set them going. Nm., Y., 
Norwich, U". A form hibb [heb] 
is reported from Haroldswick, Un., 
sometimes used as a cry to cows. 
Cf. Da. hyp: gee-up! as a cry to 
horses. 

hipper [hipar], adj., fortunate-, 
lucky, given in the expr. “he was 
never h. efter dat”. Y., Fe. O.N. 
heppinn, adj., lucky, fortunate. Cf. 
happ, adj. 
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hipster [hipstar, hipst3r]-cocfc,sb., 

a poor, ill-thriven cock. Du. Doubt- 
less to be classed with No. hyp, 
m., a huddled-up weakling, etc. 

bird [bird, herd, hard], vb., to 
keep\ to bring into safety, to guard, 
esp. in foil, exprs.: a) to h. de corn, 
to bring the reaped corn into safety 
in the special enclosure, de corn- 
yard; cf. gordhird, vb.; b) to keep 
the home-field, de tu n, clear of sheep 
or other animals, grazing in the out- 
field, to h. de tun (Fe.). to h. de 
sheep, to keep away the sheep from 
the home-field; to h. de kye, to 
tend the cows, keep them in their 
own pasture, away from those of 
the neighbour. — From Fe. is re- 
ported a parallel form hord [hord] 
in sense of to keep, put aside. — 
O.N. hirda, vb., to mind, care for; 
to keep, to bring into safety (to 
secure hay or corn-, to tend cattle). 
L.Sc. bird, vb., to herd, tend cattle. 

hirdin [hirdm, herdin, hardin]- 
bannock, sb., a harvest feast held 
on the occasion of the bringing-in 
of the corn. See bird, vb. (sense 
a). L.Sc. bannock, sb., a sort of 
cake. 

hirm (hirmek), hirmel, sbs., see 
berm (hermek), hermel, sbs. 

hirnek [hirnak, hernak], sb., l) a 
corner-, nook-, also 2) a fragment-, 
particle, partly in metaph. sense; 
every h. o’ de kin; “he left no [‘not’] 
a h. atween [‘between’] her and 
heaven”: he deprived her of every- 
thing. Nm., De. O.N. hyrna, f., and 
hyrni, n., a corner, angle. Cf. 
horni1, sb., and hinnispott, sb. 

hirs [ha'rs] and hirsi [ha‘rsi], 
inter]., a shout, used in chasing 
swine; away with you! N. Cf. Sw. 
dial, “hyss, hiss(a), huss”, likewise 
a shout, used in chasing away 
swine. See horsk, inter]. 

hirski [ha'rski], ad]., shivering 
with cold, having disagreeable fits 

of chill-, to feel h., to have fits of 
shivering. Conn. Prob. from an older 
*hiskri by metathesis of r. Cf. a) 
No. hiskra, vb., to shiver with cold, 
hisken, ad]., of air, weather: caus- 
ing fits of shivering, raw cold, and 
b) Shetl. his in, adj. Note, however, 
Fser. irskra(st), vb., to shudder. 

hirsi, hirsel [ha'rsal], vb., 1) to 
have fits of shivering-, to tremble 
and draw oneself together from cold-, 
to sit or stand hirsi in wi’ cauld 
[‘cold’]. 2) to cause fits of shiver- 
ing-, hit [‘it’] hirseld upo me, it 
made me shudder. From the root 
*hir-. Cf. No. hira, vb., to mope, 
doze, to huddle up from cold, Sw. 
dial, hira, vb., to shiver from cold, 
Faer. irskra(st), vb., to shudder, and 
ill-hirsin, adj., out of sorts. 

hirvek [hirvak, hervak] and hervek 
[hervak (hservak)], sb., the loon, 
great northern diver, colymbus gla- 
cialis. Fe. hirv- may have arisen 
by metathesis of *hivr- from an older 
*himr-, orig. himbr-. Cf. O.N. (Icel.) 
himbrin, n., No. imbre, m., and hym- 
ber, hymmer, f., Da. imber, immer, 
c., Ork. immer-goose and (L.Sc., 
Eng.) emmer-goose. — arvek [ar- 
vak], the name for another, much 
smaller sea-fowl, black with white 
breast: a species of duck (diving- 
duck)? (Yn., Yh.), is doubtless, in 
its origin, different from hirvek, 
hervek. — Inconclusive reports, 
arv- poss. through metathesis of 
*(h)avr- from No. havorre, m., a 
species of duck (occas. of various 
species: Aa., and R. in Suppl.). 

fhisi [hisi, hisi], sb., powerful, 
visible action upon something-, de 
corn is gotten [‘has got’] a h., the 
corn has shot up rapidly, de snaw 
is gotten a h., the snow (layer of 
snow on the earth, field) has al- 
most disappeared. U. Cf. No. heisa, 
vb., of corn: to sprout too quickly, 
and heisen, adj., that displays or 
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exhibits much power or great im- 
petus (R.). In most cases, how- 
ever, Shell, hisi assimilates to L.Sc. 
heis (heeze, heisie), sb., the act of 
lifting up; swinging; aid; further- 
ance (cf. No. and Sw. hissa, Da. 
hisse, vb., to hoist). 

hisin, hisen [hi$m, hispn], adj., 
huddled up from cold, — kald- 
krogin; a h. body, a chilly per- 
son, always turning to the fire. U. 
(Uwg.). In the expr. “to sit h. ower 
de fire” hisin, hisen, might, how- 
ever, be regarded as a pres. part, 
of the verb *his, which otherwise 
is not used. — For the root *his 
see above under hirski, adj. 

hits [hats (hAts, h£its, h^its)], vb., 
a) to incite a dog on sheep; b) to 
chase sheep or other animals, esp. 
swine, pigs, from the home-field 
with threatening shouts; to h. de 
sheep awa f(r)ae de tun (L.: hats), 
hots [hots]: Sa. Prop, to cry hits 
(hots)! See the foil. word. 

hits [h£its, h^its, haeits, hats, hAts], 
interj., a) at him! a shout to set 
dogs on sheep; b) hoy! halloo! 
threatening shout to animals, esp. 
sheep and swine (pigs), in chasing 
them away, “hats” is doubtless the 
most common of the given forms of 
pronunciation (reported from Fe., 
Y. occas., Nm.), “hAts” and “h^its, 
hffiits, haeits”: Un. — In conn, with 
herri: h. herri [hats harri] (Fe.) as 
a shout to swine (pigs). — hots 
[hots]: Sa. From Yn. is reported an 
extended form hitstak [hatstak], a 
threatening shout to sheep and cattle. 
— Faer. huts, interj., at him! (a shout 
to incite dogs on sheep). See haust, 
hauts, vb. and interj. 

hitt [hit, het], vb., now commonly 
used in Shetl. = Eng. hit, but it 
is still heard used in the earlier 
sense: to find; to meet with, = 
O.N. hitta. 

hivda [hivda], in the expr. “dried 

a-h.” (Sa.), appl. to meat and fish, 
dried in the air, see further under 
vivda, sb. 

hived, sb., see heved, sb. 
hivl, hivel [heval], vb., to trudge, 

plod; to walk clumsily and drag- 
gingly, to h. or geng hivlin (N.Roe, 
Nmn.); to wear old, worn-out shoes, 
much too large, to h. aboot in a 
pair o’ auld shune [‘old shoes’] (Fe.). 
Parallel form to hovl, hovel, vb.; 
q.v. 

hivlet [hevlat], adj., having a trud- 
ging gait and a bad carriage; a h. 
body [‘person’]. N.Roe. Deriv. of 
hivl, hivel, vb. 

hjada [hjiida] and hjad [hjad], sb., 
1) a carcass, esp. of an animal 
(sheep), or remains of such an an- 
imal, found in the out-field. Yn. In 
this sense also found often in pi.: 
hjad ins [hjadins, hjadins]: Yh’n.; 
“I’m funn (I have found) de hjad 
or de hjadins o’ it”. 2) a miser- 
able, bony being (animal), hjada: 
Yn. —- hjada prob. for *jada from 
an old *eta, f., a carcass; hjadins 
from *jadins, prop. def. pi. form, 
orig. *eturnar from *etur, pi. Cf. 
No. eta, f., and etur, f. pi., bait for 
beasts of prey; carcass. For the 
Shetl. form with breaking cf. O.N. jata, 
f., == eta, f., a manger. Breaking 
of e to ja is found in Shetl. Norn 
in various words in which it is not 
to be found in O.N.; see Introd. V. 
(also N.Spr. VII) § 26. Prefixed initial 
h before j is found in several Shetl. 
Norn words, e.g. hjagl = jagl,vb. 
(see below), hjog from *jog(a), sb., 
the eye. 

hjagl, hjagel [hjagol], vb., to cut 
with a blunt knife, = sjagl2, vb.; q.v. 

hjakel [hjakol], sb., the lower 
corner of a straw-basket. U. Poss. 
the same word as No. hekel, m., a 
corner, edge, with breaking of the 
main vowel e to ja; see further un- 
der hjokel, sb. 
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hjalpinsten, sb., see hjelpersten 

and hjolpinsten. 
hjams, hjamst, adj., odd\ foolish-, 

see further hims(t), him set, adj. 
hjegel, hjigel [hjegal, hjigal] and 

hjigelti [hjig-alti-], sb., hard stone, 
quartz, esp. in a soft species of 
stone. Also in forms with dropped 
initial h: jegel, jigel [jegol, jigal], 
jigelti [jig"3ltr]. N.I. (h)jigelti is 
reported from Yh.; elsewhere more 
comm.: (h)jegel, (h)jigel. From 
Un. is reported a form hjogel, hju- 
gel [hjogol] besides (h)jegel, (h)ji- 
gel. sjoggersten [^6g"3rsten,](Esh., 
Nmw.) from an older *hjogelsten 
with change of hj > sj, though hj 
here is not the original form (cf. 
sjela, sb., from O.N. h61a). — O.N. 
hSgeitill, m., hard stone, white or 
light grey quartz. 

hjelpersten [hjeT parsten], hjel- 
pinsten [hjeT'pinsten-] and hjilper- 
sten [hjiT'parsten-], sb., a flat stone, 
lintel-stone, at the top in the mouth 
of a kiln, the innermost edge of 
which projects into the kiln space, 
protecting the corn, spread on laths, 
from the fire in the kiln. Conn, 
(hjelper- and hjilpersten). Nmw. 
(Esh.) and Uwg. (hjelpinsten). — 
Other cognate forms are hjalpin- 
sten [hja‘l"pinsten-] (Wh.; L.), jal- 
pinsten (Wests, and Du. occas. (Ire- 
land)) and jalpersten [jaT'porsten’] 
(Fo. occas.). — From *hylpr? prop. 
knot-, hump? For the supposed ety- 
mology of the word see further un- 
der hjolpinsten, sb. 

hjema, hjemelt, sb., see *hema, 
hemelt, sb. 

*hjemis-p/ace, see bol, sb. 2. 
hjems, adj., see hims(t), him- 

set, adj. 
hjenkl, hienkel. vb., see henkl. 
hjigl, hjigel [hjigol], vb., to cut 

with a blunt knife, see further sjagl2 

and jigl, vbs. 

hjimmelsferd, sb., see himmels- 
ferd. 

hjimp [hji'mp], vb., 1) in boat- 
fishing: to haul up the fishing-line 
with quick, short jerks-, a hjimp in 
(jerky, unsteady) way to hail [‘haul’] 
(Un.); to pull up the line a few 
fathoms when it has reached the 
sea-bottom, in order to prevent it 
from sticking fast there. Yh-n.; Uwg. 
hjump [hjo'mp]: Umo. The fathoms, 
which a line is pulled up in this 
way, are called “de hjimpin (hjum- 
pin) fadoms”. Occas. the same expr. 
is used, applied to the fathoms of 
line hastily given out, preventing a 
big fish, esp. a halibut, which has 
taken the bait, from running with 
the whole length of line and break- 
ing it; “gi’e de fish de hjimpin 
fadoms!” Us. Cf. the expr. “rosin 
fadoms” under ros, vb. 2) to draw 
a straw or (in later times) the back 
of the blade of a razor up and 
down the incisions (bens; see ben, 
sb.) made by the point of a knife 
on an injured part of the body, esp. 
the leg, to make the blood flow 
and keep the wound open-, to h. 
ower de bens (the incisions)-, to h. 
de leg. Yh. hjump [hjo‘mp]: Umo. 
— From an older *himp, the root 
of which is cognate with hims (see 
hims, sb. and vb., hims(t), him- 
set, adj.), and denotes quick move- 
ment. Cf. also the foil, adj., hjim- 
p(et). — For hjimp, vb., a form 
kimp, vb., q.v., is used in Un. in 
both senses. 

hjimp [hji'mp, hja'mp] and hjim- 
pet [hji'mpot], adj., 1) that speaks 
abruptly, giving short answers-, a 
hjimp person. Us. 2) half-insane-, 
wrong in the mind-, h.-lookin’. Un-Wg. 
Really prob. with queer, sudden move- 
ments (jerks) and whims, from an 
older *himp(et); see further under 
hims(t), himset, adj., which is used 
occas. in same sense, and with the 
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root of which hjimp(et) is cog- 
nate. 

hjims, hjimset, hjimst (hjimpst), 
adj., see hims, himset, himst, adj. 

hjog1 [hjog (hjoy)], sb., a hill, 
height-, occas. (in place-names) of 
somewhat greater heights. The word 
is now obsolete in its general sense, 
but is, however, still found in a few 
places in the sense of tumulus-, old 
burial ground, thus in Y. (Yn.) [hjog] 
and in Sandw., Du. [hjoy]. The 
word appears frequently in place- 
names; uncompounded mostly with 
prefixed art. “de” and, partly at any 
rate, with meaning understood; comm, 
pronounced: hjog, e.g.: “de muk- 
kel and de piri Hjog (hjog)”, the 
great and the small hill, two 
heights between Baltasound and Har- 
oldswick, Unst. Further: de Hjogs 
o’ Hwefirt’ (Nm.), o’ Taft (De.), “de 
Hjog” and “de Hjogins [hjogins] 
o’ Velji” (Fe.), the latter from an 
old “haugarnir”, def. pi., with a 
later added Eng. pi. s. See Shetl. 
Stedn., p. 103. The word is noted 
down in a single compounded place- 
name hog [hog], viz. in the name 
of a fishing-ground: Rivena-hoge- 
na-wi [nv"3na,-ho"g3na'-wi] (Uw.), 
named after two landmarks, by 
means of which it is to be found: 
*rifan or (accus.) rifuna-hauginn-viS, 
“the cleft in a line with the hill”. 
— O.N. haugr, m., a mound-, a 
cairn. 

hjog2 [hjog], sb., in plaiting a 
straw-basket: two lengths of straw, 
plaited. Esp. in pi.: de hjogs, the 
plaited parts of straw of which a 
basket is made-, de hjogs o’ de 
kessi = de “een” [‘eyes’] o’ de 
kessi. N.I. The more widely used 
“een”, pi. of L.Sc. ee, sb., the eye, 
for hjogs, shows that hjog, in this 
sense, replaces an older *jog in 
sense of eye-, see further *joga, sb. 
— O.N. auga, n., the eye. 

hjogel, sb., see hjegel, sb. 
hjogelben [hjog"3lben\ hjo"g3l- 

ben-], sb., the shoulder-blade, esp. 
the projecting edge of it, adjoining 
the collar-bone, of an animal. Yn. 
[hjog’-slben-]. U. occas. [hjo-gslbem]. 
hjogel prob. replaces *hjokl from 
an older *jokl, *okl. O.N. pxl, f., 
the shoulder, axlarbein, n., the 
shoulder-bone, jokl, jokel [jokal] 
is preserved in Shetl. (Conn.) in 
sense of a knotty crag-, corner 
(shoulder) of a mountain or hill, 
= O.N. 9x1. In Shetl. place-names 
is found occas. Hjokl- for Jokl- in 
sense of knot, corner, e.g. de Point 
o’ Hjokl a [hj&kla] (Br.), de Hjok- 
lins [hjoklins] (Uwg.), two sharp 
curves in the coast-line (steep coast). 
Cf. hjokelsrigg, hjoklarigg, and 
see moreover hjokel, sb., into which 
“9x1”, together with “hcekill”, has 
poss. been merged. For the deve- 
lopment ksl (xl) > kl in Shetl. Norn, 
see Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), § 
38 g. 

hjogeldarigg [hjo-galdang-, hjog-- 
alda-], hjogelesrigg [hjo-galasng-, 
hjog"3l3s-] and hjogelsterigg [hju"- 
galstang-, hjog"3lst3-], sb., the high, 
curved part of a swine’s back, near- 
est the neck. Y. and occas. U. and Fe. 
hjogelda-, hjogeles-, hjogelste- 
rigg: Y.; the form hjogelste- is re- 
portedfromYn. hjogelesrigg: U.oc- 
cas. “hjogelesrigg” and hjogelsrigg 
[hjog"3lsng']: Fe. occas. From Yb. 
is reported a form hoveldarig [ho"- 
valdang-, ho'waldang-]. — Poss. an 
original *ha-geitils (geitla)-hryggr. 
“-gelda-, -gelste-, -geles-”, in that 
case, for “(O.N.) geitla, gen. pi., 
and geitils, gen. sing.” respectively. 
O.N. geitill, m., hard lump, in Shetl. 
apparently used in sense of dorsal 
vertebra-, see further under getla- 
rigg and gitel (riggagitel), sbs. 
Esp. with regard to the first part of 
the compd. hjo (ho)- cf. Faer. h£- 
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ryggiir, m., “high-back", applied to 
the foremost part of a sheep’s back, 
nearest the neck. — Whether the 
forms hjokelsrigg and esp. hjok- 
larigg (q.v.) are to be classed with 
the Fser. word is doubtful, as in 
this case a deriv. of “pxl” might 
be suggested. 

hjogfinni [hjok'faip, -flip, hjok’-], 
sb., a strange, odd-looking object 
or person; an odd, dwarfish being; 
brownie. U., Y. Prop, “eitt *haug- 
funnit”, something found in a tum- 
ulus; see further under the foil, 
hjogfinni, adj. 

hjogfinni [hjok-faip, -flip, (hjok1-)], 
adj., odd; strange; old-fashioned; 
long hidden; mysterious; auld [‘old’] 
h. tings; dey had some auld h. tings 
gaderd [‘gathered’] op aboot dem, 
naebody kent o’ [‘nobody knew of’], 
they had a collection of queer, old 
objects, which nobody knew any- 
thing about. Yb. — *haugfunninn, 
found in a tumulus (haugr); No. 
haugfunnen, adj., d) found in a tum- 
ulus; b) odd; strange; queer. 

hjogg, hjugg [hjog], vb., to cut; 
tear; pluck; de dog is hjoggin 
(hjuggin) at de ro, the dog is tear- 
ing the carcass; de fish is hjogg- 
in (hjuggin) at de bait, the fish 
is nibbling at the bait. Un. O.N. 
hpggva, vb., to hew, cut, which latter 
words are now used in Shetl. in 
proper sense. Cf. hogg1, hugg, sb. 

hjokel [hjokal, hj&kol], sb., \) a 
flap; corner, part of a slaughtered 
animal’s (esp. a sheep's) skin; foot 
of a skin (sheep’s skin)-, occas. also 
the skin which has covered the 
shoulder or the thigh together with 
the foot. Also in the form hjok- 
lin [hjokhn], reported from Conn, 
in the last given sense: “de fore- 
hjoklin” and “de hint [‘hind’]-hjok- 
lin”. 2) a corner in the bottom of 
a plaited basket (straw-basket), one 
of the two bottom corners in a 

transport-basket; de hjokels o’ a 
kessi, bodiorkoddi. Inthissensea 
form hjakel [hjakol], besides hjo- 
kel [hjokal], is found in U. (Un.). — 
Prob. an original *hcekill. Cf., esp. 
with regard to meaning 1, O.N. hce- 
kill, m., the knee-joint of an ani- 
mal's hind leg, hough. No. hokel, 
m., id., Peer, hokil, m., the two bones 
(with the flesh) of a slaughtered 
animal's (sheep’s) shoulder, nearest 
the shoulder-blade, Icel. hsekill, m., 
a corner, the extreme end of an 
object (B.H.), Sw. dial, hykkal, m., 
the heel. In sense 2, hjokel may 
be the same word; cf. Icel. hsekill, 
m., corner, hjakel might spring 
from another word with a similar 
sence; cf. No. hekel, m., a corner; 
flap. For the breaking of e to ja 
in Shetl., see under hjada, sb. As 
the word “shooder [‘shoulder’]”, how- 
ever, is occas. used in a similar 
sense to hjokel, occas. in sense of 
corner in the bottom of a basket, 
and occas. in the last sense, given 
under hjokel 1 (fore- and hint- 
shooder — fore- and hint-hjoklin), 
a merging of the two originally quite 
different words may have taken place 
in Shetl., viz.: “hcekill” and O.N. 
pxl, f., the shoulder. The word “9x1” 
assumes different forms in Shetl. 
Norn: a) *akkel, okkel, b) with pre- 
fixed j: jokl, jokkel; c) further with 
prefixed h before j: hjokl, hjog(e)l; 
see further under jokl, sb., and 
the compds. hjogelben, hjokla- 
rigg, sbs. 

hjokelhjog [hjok-alhjog-], sb., one 
of the lengths of straw, used for 
plaiting the bottom corner of a straw- 
basket. Esp. in pi.: hjokelhjogs. 
See hjokel, sb., and hjog2, sb. 

hjokfinni, sb. and adj., see hjog- 
finni. 

hjokk [hj&k], adj., small, only 
used as a tabu-word in fishermen’s 
lang. at sea (opp. to od, large); de 
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hook is ower h., the hook is too 
small. Uwg. Obscure origin. 

hjokl, hjokel [hjokal, hjakol], vb., 
to tie up one of the forelegs of 
an animal, esp. that of a sheep, to 
prevent it from running; to h. a 
sheep. Occas. with guttural sound 
hjochl, hjochel [hjo^al, hj&^ol], 
doubtless through infl. of the word 
“hoch [‘hough’]” in “to hoch-bend”, 
to tie the foreleg of an animal to 
the hough. — *hoekla, vb., from 
O.N. hoekill, m., knee-joint, hough; 
cf. No. hokla, vb. n., to walk bent. 
See hobend, vb. 

hjoklarigg [hjok-lang-] and hjo- 
kelsrigg [hjok"alsng-], sb., the fore- 
most curved part of a swine's back, 
= hjogeldarigg, etc. hjoklarigg: 
Yh. hjokelsrigg: U.occas. hjokla- 
may here well be explained from 
O.N. axlar, gen. sing, of pxl, f., the 
shoulder. A form hjogel, for *hjo- 
k(e)l from pxl, is found in the compd. 
hjogelben, sb.; q.v. A form hjo- 
gel rigg [hjo"g3lng-], prop, charac- 
teristic of U., may stand either for 
hjogeldarigg, hjogelesriggorfor 
hjokel(s)rigg. 

hjoklet [hjoklat, hj&klot], hjuklet 
[hjoklat], adj., crooked; ill-shaped; 
of a strange, repulsive appearance; 
a h.-lookin’ body [‘person’]. Y. [hjok- 
lat, hj&klat; Yb.: hjoklat]. *hcekl6ttr 
or *hyklottr, adj., bent; really hav- 
ing crooked knees; cf. No. hokla 
and hykla, vb., to walk with crooked 
knees. 

hjolk [hjti'lk], vb., to catch hold of, 
cleverly, to h. onyting [‘something’], 
h. him (de fish) op! take in the 
fish quicklyl (in fishing with hand- 
line). Un. Prob. syn. with No. holka, 
vb., in sense of to start off; drive 
on (with awkward violence). 

hjolkinsten [hj&T’kinsten-], sb., a 
flat stone, lintel-stone at the top of 
the mouth of a kiln, the innermost 
edge of which projects into the kiln 

space, protecting the corn, spread 
on the laths, from the fire in the 
kiln. Un. hjolk- prob. replaces hoik-, 
poss. in sense of knot, lump; see 
hoik3, sb., and cf. the synonym 
hjolpinsten, in which hjolp- ap- 
pears to contain a similar root- 
meaning. 

hjolpins [hjo‘lpms], sb. pi., holes 
and rents in a garment. Fe. Is 
scarcely a compd. with O.N. hoi, n., 
a hole. Rather a metaphor, applied 
jokingly: hollows? cf. poss. No. hylp, 
m., inter alia appl. to a deep object. 

hjolpinsten [hjoT'pinsten1, hj&‘l"- 
pinsten-], sb., projecting stone in- 
side at the top of the mouth of a 
kiln, — hjolkinsten; q.v. Un-burr-; 
Yh.; Nms. hjolp- may poss. be 
referred, partly to Peer, holpur, m., 
knot, lump, partly to No. hylp, m., 
inter alia clumsy object (too deep 
vessel, etc.). There is, however, also 
a form kjolpinsten, in which kjolp- 
refers to another word; see further 
under kilpersten, kelpersten, kel- 
pinsten, which words are the gen- 
eral designations for the stone de- 
scribed under hjolkinsten. — The 
forms hjilpersten [hjiT^parstem] 
(Conn.), hjelpersten [hj£‘l"p3rsten,j 
(Conn.) and hjelpinsten [hjeT’pm- 
sten'] (Esh., Nmw., Uwg.) might re- 
place an older *hilpersten, and in 
that case the first part of the compd. 
doubtless points back to an original 
’“hylpr, m., which prop, has had the 
same meaning as *kilpr or *kylpr 
from which kilpersten, kelper- 
sten have arisen. — The form hjal- 
pinsten [hjaT'pinsten'] is reported 
from Wh. and L., from Wests, with 
dropped h: jalpinsten [jaT'pmsten'] 
and in Fo. is found jalpersten [ja‘l"- 
porsten1], prob. from original *hil- 
pinsten, *hilpersten. 

*hjolsa and *hjolskin [hj&‘lskin], 
sb., properly health, but only handed 
down in the following expletive term: 
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idla jolsa [idla ja‘lsa]! jilder hjol- 
skin [jildar hj&‘lskin]! noted down 
respectively in Fo. (“idla jolsa”) and 
in Conn, (“jilder hjolskin”): ill luck 
take you! the deuce take you! Now 
obsolete and superseded by the oath 
“ill healf”! — *ill heilsa. O.N. 
heilsa, f., welfare; health. — See 
helsin, helskin, sbs. 

hionamen, hjunamen [hjon-amon-, 
hjun--am3n'], sb., a queer, droll- 
looking, savage-like person (e.g. 
with matted hair); wi’ a face like a 
h. Also hjonamel [hjon"amal', 
hjon"amor]. U. The first part of 
the compd. hjona (hjuna)- is prob. 
No. haan(e), f., a fool, wretch, haan, 
m., senselessness, confusion. The 
second part men is poss. O.N. mynd, 
f., shape; figure; image (mel, in 
that case, is a corrupted form; 1 
might be due to dissimilation). 

hjonek [hjonak, hjo®n3k], sb., 1) 
a small, emaciated person; turned 
op in (atill) a h., shrunken and em- 
aciated. Y.; Fe. 2) a poor wretch; 
a useless, miserable person. N.I., 
esp. Y. and Fe. — In sense 1 the 
word indicates an association with 
No. haena, vb., to become dried up, 
from *han, *haan. With hjonek 2 
cf. No. haan(e), f., a fool, poor 
wretch. See sjon, vb., sjonin and 
sjonament, sbs. 

hjongs, vb., and hjongset, adj., 
see hungs, vb., humset1 (hung- 
set), adj. 

hjonsa [hjo'nsa (hj‘&nsa)], hjonsi 
[hjo‘nsi], sb., a hen (domestic fowl); 
only used as a tabu-word in fisher- 
men’s language. Also with dropped 
h: jonsa [jo‘nsa, j&‘nsa] and jonsi 
[jo‘nsi (j&‘nsi)]. Fo. Original form: 
*hcens. O.N. hoena, f., a hen, hcensn 
and hoens, n. pi., poultry. The Shetl. 
forms with final s in the root indi- 
cate that “hoens” was once used as 
a sing. word. 

hjorken [hjo'rkon], adj., greedy, 

voracious; very hungry. Nmw. (Esh.). 
From the root *hark; cf. Faer. herkja, 
vb., h. i seg, to devour, to eat 
greedily, and see harki, sb. 

hjos [hjos (hj&s)], vb., to devour; 
de fish is hjost [hj&st] de bait, the 
fish has swallowed the bait far 
down so that the hook is fixed in 
the stomach. Fe.,Nm. Prob. from the 
root “Ms, denoting harsh guttural 
sound (O.N. h^ss, adj., hoarse; No. 
haesa, vb., Sw. dial, hasja, hassja, 
hasa, vb., to pant, groan). No. 
haasken, adj., greedy, voracious, is 
doubtless derived from “*h&s”, and 
cognate with Shetl. hjos. For the 
change of meaning cf. harki (herki), 
sb., and hjorken, adj. 

hjosi [hjosi] and hjosen [hjoson], 
sb., swine, esp. a young pig. Fo. 
The word is used as a pet name 
or jokingly; formerly used by Foula 
fishermen as a tabu-name at sea. 
The ending -en in hjosen is poss. 
the old def. art.; note the use of 
the word in def. form without pre- 
fixed “de [‘the’]” in the expr.: Are 
ye [‘have you’] gi’en hjosen ony 
met? have you given the pig any 
food? — The word is poss. to be 
classed with hjos, vb., to devour, 
and might, in that case, denote the 
greedy one; cf. harki (herki), sb., 
with a similar root-meaning as a 
tabu-name for swine. It may, how- 
ever, be noticed that hyss (huss), 
hyssing, hysare, m., in sense of 
swine, (young) hog, is found in 
Sw. dial., acc. to Ri. 

hjukkisten [hjok"isten], sb., a 
grindstone. Un. (Haroldswick). Poss. 
for *jukkisten, the first part of 
which might be No. and Sw. (dial.) 
jukka, vb., to move up and down; 
cf. No. jugga, vb., to move slightly 
to and fro. For prefixed h, see e.g. 
hjada, sb., hjagl, vb., hjog2, sb., 
and hjogelben, sb. 

fhjukl, hjukel [hjukal, hjokol], vb., 
21 
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partly to cut, partly to tear up poor 
corn, not sufficiently grown to be 
regularly reaped-, to h. corn; to h. 
op corn. Conn.; Du. Doubtless prop. 
to grip or to hook, = No. huka, vb. 
(Aa.: Suppl., and R.). 

hjums. sb., see hums2,- sb. 
hjumset and hjungset, adj., see 

humset1 (hungset), adj. 
hjunamen, sb., see hjonamen,sb. 
hnag. hnjag [hijag], vb., fig., to 

gnaw; pinch; wrench, esp. appl. to 
pain; a hn(j)agin pain. O.N. gnaga 
and naga, vb., to gnaw. Cf. nag 
(njag), vb., which is used in a wider 
sense. — From Conn, is reported a 
form gneg [gneg, gnsegj, in proper 
sense to gnaw; de dog is gnegin 
de ben. 

hnapp(i), sb., see knapp, sb. 
hnark, hnjark [hiia'rk], vb., to 

creak, see knark (knjark), vb. 
hnepp [hnep, hnsep], vb., to tie; 

clench; to h. de nev, to clench the 
fist; a hnep pet nev, a clenched 
fist; to h. de mesi, to tie the bear- 
ing-bands (de fetels) around the 
straw-work basket, in transport by 
a pack-horse; to h. a mesi o’ hay, 
o’ strae [‘straw’], to tie a rope around 
the middle of a straw-work basket, 
containing hay or straw. The form 
hnepp is characteristic of Eastside. 
On Westside, where original hn and 
hv change to kn and kw respect- 
ively, knepp [knaep] is commonly 
used. In S.Sh. hnepp and knepp 
alternate. In a few places, occas. in 
N.I., snepp [snep, snaep] alternates 
with hnepp. Cf. the change hj > 
sj. — O.N. hneppa and kneppa, vb., 
to press; squeeze; pinch together, 
properly to make “scanf. 

hnif (hnjif) [hmf, hnsf, hipf, hrpf] 
and hnof [hnof], adj., clever; active. 
See knif, adj. 

hnokk, sb., see knokk1, sb. 
hnolt [hno‘]t, hn&‘lt], sb., a strong, 

well-knit young person (esp. a man). 

a h. o’ a chap. N. Doubtless a clod 
from an original *knolt; cf. No. 
knolte, m., a knoll (O.N. knollr, m., 
id.). See knolt1, sb., used in a dif- 
ferent sense. 

ho [ho], sb., a shark, a species 
of small shark, squalus acanthias. 
comm. O.N. har (Icel. h&fr), No. 
haa, m., Da. haj, a shark. 

hobagi [hb'ba'gi], sb., a small 
species of gull, lams fuscus. Fe. 
Considered to be a special kind, 
different from the larger, so-called 
bagi or swartbak, swabi. — ho 
is here poss. the root “ha”, which 
in No. (haa) is found used of a 
hostile or irritating flock or crowd 
(sanka haa, h&ast, to attack fiercely, 
e.g. of gnats, R.; Icel. ha, vb., to 
plague; attack; disturb). The same 
first part of compd. is poss. to be 
found in hoskitek, a species of 
small cuttle-fish, opp. to the larger 
skitek. 

hobb [hob], sb., 1) commotion in 
the sea, swell; a h. i’ de sea. Un.; 
Du. 2) a thing or person constantly 
being disparagingly talked about; 
to ha’e ane for a h., to expose 
someone to derision or scorn. N.I. 
(Y.; Fe.). — hobb for *opp, deriv. 
of O.N. upp, adv., up; “*ypp” with 
dropped i-mutation; cf. No. ypp, m., 
a lifting. See further under hobb, 
vb., and hobbastju, sb., = uppa- 
stju. 

hobb [hob], vb., 1) to bring into 
conversation, to hint at something 
in a joking or (mostly) derisive way, 
to h. op to ane [‘one’] aboot some- 
t’in’. Y. 2) to expose someone to 
disparaging report; to accuse some- 
one, esp. of theft; also to treat one 
as a veritable thief-, dey bobbed 
[hobad] him as a tief, for a tief 
[‘thief’]; hobbet [hobat] ut o’ de place, 
driven away from a place on ac- 
count of disparaging talk or accu- 
sations, esp. of theft, a hobbet 
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tief, a veritable thief. N.I. (Y.; Fe.). 
— hobb for *opp, deriv. of O.N. 
upp, adv., up; O.N. yppa, vb., a) 
to lift up; b) to make known, etc.; 
No. yppa, vb., inter alia to bring 
into conversation, Sw. yppa. Da. 
yppe, vb. The i-mutation is dropped 
in the Shetl. word. With regard to 
hobb for *opp cf. the compd. hob- 
bastju = uppastju, sb. — In Unst 
hobb is commonly replaced by the 
word skib [O.N. skipa, vb.]. 

hobbastju [h6b"astjn-, -stju], sb., 
hubbub; stir; tumult; to had [‘hold’] 
a h.; to be in a h. U. hobbistju 
[hob'istjir, -stju’]: Yn. Is the same 
word as uppastju, sb.; q.v. — From 
Un. is reported a form hobbelskju 
[h6b"3lskjir, -s^u’] in sense of a) 
great dilemma, difficulty, b) commo- 
tion in the sea or a very rough sea, 
esp. on account of strong current. 
The word appears to be L.Sc. hub- 
bilschow, hobbleshow, sb., tumult, 
hubbub, mingled with a) Eng. hobble 
in sense of dilemma, and b) Shetl. 
hobb, sb., commotion in the sea-, 
see prec. For another hobbelskju, 
see below. 

hobbaviti [hob' avit’i] and hobdi- 
vait [hob"divait-], sb., a notorious 
thief Y.: hobbaviti. Fe.: hobdi- 
vait. to mak’ ane a hobdivait, to 
charge one with theft, to treat one 
as a thief. Prob. an original “ *yppt 
vaettr or vaetti”, in which “yppt” is 
a perf. part, of O.N. yppa, vb. (pt.), 
to lift up\ to make known-, see hobb, 
vb. (2). The second part is viti, 
sb., corresponding to Faer. vaetti, n., 
a wretched (small) person (tjovs- 
vaetti, a thief), O.N. vaettr, f., a 
being, hobd- prob. springs from 
“yppt”, while hobba- may spring 
from “*yppa5” (vaettr, f.) or “*yppat” 
(vaetti, n.); cf. No. yppad = yppt, 
perf. part, of yppa, vb. See hobna- 
viti, sb. 

hobbelsk(j)u [h6b"3lskjir, -sl$n-, 

-styr], adv., really prob.: sb., wrong, 
reverse (wrong or reverse position)-, 
only noted down appl. to boots and 
shoes fitting badly, or put on the 
wrong foot; to ha’e shune [‘shoes’] 
on h.; to put on de shune or boots 
h. Y. Appears to be a mingling of 
hobbelskju (mentioned under hob- 
bastju) and hogelsku, og(g)elsku, 
q.v., applied to worn-out and badly 
fitting shoes. 

hobbi, sb., see hovi, sb. 
hobbistobb [h6b"ist6b-], sb., a bad 

piece of sea, agitated tide-rip. Un. 
hobbi- from hobb, sb., commotion 
in the sea-, q.v. The second part 
of the compd. is doubtless O.N. 
stobbi, stubbi or stubbr, m., a stub, 
stump-, see stobb1, sb. 

hobend [hobend", -baend"], sb., 
a piece of cord tied round the hough 
of an animal (a sheep, a young 
cow). Y. For *hoband from orig- 
inal *haband. See hobend, vb. 

bobend [ho’bend", -baend"], vb., 
to tie a band round the hough of 
an animal (esp. a sheep or a young 
cow) to prevent it from wandering 
far. Y. *habenda. No. haabenda, 
Icel. habenda and habinda, vb., id. 
(O.N. *h£, f., basin, f., the hough). 
— For hobend is now commonly 
used (in any case outside Y.) a form 
“houghbend, hochbend [ho^'bend", 
h&^'bend", -baend"]”, the first part 
of which is Eng. and L.Sc. hough, 
sb. Cf. L.Sc. houghband, vb., to tie 
a band round the hough of an 
animal. 

hobi, sb., see hovi, sb. 
hobiter [hob"ifor (heb"it‘9r)], sb., 

sea-term, tabu-name in fishermen’s 
lang. for the horse. Yn.; Br. Prob. 
for *hogbiter from an older *hag- 
bitr or *hagbltari, “the one that 
grazes in (prop, bites) the hill- 
pasture". See hoga, hog, sb., hill- 
pasture. For a compd. *hogbiter 
cf. the Faer. expr. “bita hagan”, to 

21* 
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graze in the hill-pasture (O.N. bita, 
vb., to bite, also to graze). — A 
parallel form hobiter [hob^t'or] is 
rather a corruption of the vowel- 
sound in the first part of the compd., 
and orig. hardly to be classed with 
No. and Da. ho, hay. 

hobnaviti [hob 'navit i] and hobna- 
vita [hob-navit’a], sb., a person ex- 
posed to idle reports and mockery, 
to ha’e ane for a hobnavita. Also 
with dropped ending: hobnavit 
[h6b"navit']. Fe. Ross, an *yppanar- 
or yppingar-vsetti. Or for *hobda- 
viti? See further under hobb, vb. 
[O.N. yppa], and hobbaviti (hob- 
divait), sb. 

hobrand [hobron, hob9ron, ho"- 
boron-], sb., l) a species of large 
shark-, esp. the blue shark, squalus 
glaucus, acc. to Edm. Zetl. (hobrin). 
No. haabrand, m., id. hobrand is 
sometimes used of “de hobrigdi”. 
2) metaphorically: a) a big, ugly 
being (fellow), a great, ugly h. [ho- 
b3ran]: N.Roe; a hobrand-slunk 
[ho"b3r3n,-slo‘gk], a tall, bony fel- 
low, a maypole (Du.); see slunk, 
sb.; b) a miserable animal, a por 
[‘poor’] h.: Du. — *habrandr. Cf. 
ho, hokel, hokillin, homer, ho- 
rovi, hoskerri, sbs. 

hobrigdi [ho'brig"di], sb., the bask- 
ing shark (the largest species of 
shark). De. *ha(f)brugda or -brygda. 
See ho, sb., and brigda, brigdi, 
sb. In Unst sulbrigda (-brigdi), 
q.v., is found as a name for the 
basking shark. 

hoch [(ho/) hS/], sb., ability, fit- 
ness-, skill-, handiness-, he has nae 
[‘no’] h. for de wark [‘work’]. N.Roe. 
Cf. O.N. hag- in hagleikr, m., fit- 
ness-, skill-, O.N. hagr, adj., handy, 
skilful. For the uncommon guttural 
sound in hoch, cf. e.g. dagh, dach, 
- dag1, sb. 

hoddek1 [h&dok, h&’dok], sb., the 
stern-compartment in a boat. Du. 

As the word “hank, aft-hank” is 
used in the same sense in Shetl., 
hoddek is most prob. the same 
word as O.N. hadda, f., an ear, a 
handle, No. hodda. Eng. dial, hud- 
dock. Cf. horek1, sb. 

hoddek2 [hodok], sb., a plaited 
straw-basket, kessi, esp. a peat- 
basket, made from straw or mug- 
wort, artemisia (bulwand, bulment), 
with two loops, one on each side. 
Du. The word can doubtless be 
explained as a derivative: *hqddungr, 
a basket with a handle, from O.N. 
hadda, f., a handle, because “de 
hoddek” has two loops in con- 
trast to the common transport-basket 
or kessi, which has only one loop. 
Cf. the L.Sc. designations “ hankie” and 
“luggie” (from “lug”, ear), denoting 
various kinds of vessels with handles. 

hofn, hofen [hoFn, hofon], vb., to 
swell, to h. op. Perf. part, h of end 
[hofond], h. op, swollen. Rare. The 
form hof [hof], with dropped final 
n, is now more common; to hof 
op; perf. part.: hoft op.— *hofna. 
No. hovna, Da. hovne, vb., id. The 
form hof is doubtless due to infl. 
of Eng. huff, vb. 

hols [hofs] and hofsa [hofsa], sb., 
1) a rushing along, great haste-, to 
be in a h., to hurry along, hasten, 
speed. 2) hastiness-, agitation of mind-, 
to be in a h., to be very excited. 
Fe. The word prob. springs from 
O.N. ofsi, m., presumption-, violence-, 
impetuosity (cf. No. ofse, m.); Icel. 
ofsi, m., agitation of mind-, pas- 
sionate flaring up. — hofs is also 
found in sense of irritable or offended 
state of mind, but merges here with 
Eng. huff, sb. 

hofs [hofs], vb., to cause anything 
to swell, e.g. applied to bread; to h. 
op onyting [‘anything’], to h. op bread 
or loaf. Esh., Nmw. For*ofs. O.N. 
ofsa, vb., handed down esp. in fig. 
sense: to exaggerate, do to excess. 
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hofsahellek [hof-sahe^ak], sb., 

see ufsahella, -hellek, sb. 
hofsek [hofsak], sb.,a big, clumsy, 

unwieldy person, a great mukkel 
h. (“mukkel”, as intensive addition 
to “great”). De. Doubtless from 
an original *hufs (hyfs)-, and parallel 
form to hifsek, sb.; q.v. No. hufsa, 
hyfsa, vb., inter alia to walk with a 
jerking, plunging gait. Infl. from 
hofs [O.N. ofsa], vb.? 

hofset1 [hofsat], adj., big; clumsy; 
unwieldy; a h. body [‘person’]. De. 
Is to be classed with the preceding 
word. Cf. No. hufsen, adj., inter alia 
that walks with a jerking, plunging 
gait, and see hifs, vb. 

hofset2 [hafsat], adj., excitable; 
hasty. U., Fe. Deriv. of hofs (hofsa), 
sb. In the now more general sense, 
touchy; apt to get angry over trifles; 
easily offended, hofset assimilates 
in sense to Eng. dial, huffy, adj. 

hofsi (hufsi), sb., edge-peat, sb., 
see ofsi, sb. 

hog [hog], sb., condition; state; 
der ’r a par [‘poor’] h. upo dee, 
you look poorly. U. The same word 
as hag2, sb.; q.v. 

hoga [hoga, hoga (haga, haya, 
hoya)] and hog [hog (hag)], sb., a 
pasture, out-field. In Un. hoga 
[hoga, hoga] and hog [hog] denote 
a pasture in general, both the home- 
field and the out-field, occas. = 
okregert (stubble-field); de kye 
[‘cows’] will no [‘not’] keep de hog, 
the cows will not keep to the past- 
ure where they ought to graze. 
Otherwise the word esp. denotes 
hill-pasture, out-field, = skattald, 
thus e.g. in Y. and Nm. occas. 
“to drive de sheep to de fardest 
[‘farthest’] hoga [hoga]” (Yh.). In 
Nm. [hoga], esp. a place where the 
sheep gather for shelter (in the 
out-field). In Fe. the word is found 
as a place-name Lam(b)hoga [1am"- 
oga]: *lamb-hagi. In Conn, and 

Sandw. (Du.) is found a form hogi 
[hogi] besides hoga [hoga, haya, 
hoya], used as a place-name, e.g. 
de Hogi or Hoga [haya, hoya] o’ 
Burraland (Sandw., Du.), “hogi” is 
peculiar to Conn., “haya, hoya” to 
Sandwick. With long o-sound: de 
Hoga [hoga] o’ Lunabister (Scous- 
burgh, Du.). — On Wests, the word is 
found preserved with suffixed def. art.: 
hogin [hogin] and hogen [hogan, 
hagan]. hogin: Fo.; otherwise more 
commonly: hogen, esp. as a place- 
name, e.g. de Hogen o’ Fogrigert 
[fag"riga‘rf] (Ai.): *Fagragar5s-hag- 
inn; de Hogen o’ Greenland, o’ 
Stapnes (W.), o’ Kolswik (St.), o’ 
Voe (Dew.); all these names border 
on a common noun. In Sa. hogen 
[hogan], and in Fo. hogin, are still 
common nouns; thus, e.g.: put de 
kye to de hogin! drive the cows 
into the hill-pasture! (Fo.). de 
“doon [‘down’]-hogin”, the lower 
part of the hill-pasture (nearest the 
village), opp. to: “de ophogin”, 
the higher (farther-off) part of the 
hill-pasture (Fo.). — hoga is occas. 
used of haunt, place of resort for 
people, in an obscure sense of the 
original meaning of the word (past- 
ure); thus, e.g.: he ’s come back 
till his auld [‘old’] h. [hoga]: Uwg > s-; 
du’s been in a guid [god = ‘good’] 
h. [hoga], you seem to have had a 
good time where you have been, 
you look well and hearty, you have 
grown fat, etc. (Uwg.), prop, you 
have been in clover; he’s come till 
a bony h. [hoga], he has come to 
a fine (i.e. bad) place (iron.). N.Roe 
or Wh. — O.N. hagi, m., a pasture; 
def. form: haginn. — Cf. a) bonn- 
hoga, hemhoga, lam(b)hoga, ho- 
galand, hogalif; b) hogsted, adj., 
hogsten, sb., and c) hag-, haga- 
as the first part of compds. 

hogaland [ho-galand-], sb., past- 
ure-land for cattle. U. Outside U. 
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now doubtless used only as a place- 
name, mostly with a short o-sound 
[hog"aland']. *hagaland or -lend!. 
O.N. haglendi, n., pasture-land, No. 
hageland, hag(e)lende, n., id., Peer, 
hagalendi [hffi"al0en'di], n., a piece 
of hill-pasture (for grazing). 

hogalif [ho-gahf-, -lif-, hog--a-, 
hog"a-] and hogaliv, -leave [ho"- 
gahv, -liv (hog"a-, hog“a-)], sb., 
1) leave, permission for a man, for 
a fixed payment, to cut peats and 
have liberty of grazing for cattle in 
the out-field, belonging to another, 
occas. also to cut tekk (coarse 
grass and heather for thatching or 
litter). 2) payment for the permis- 
sion mentioned under 1; to pay h. 
comm. Sometimes with dropped 
final consonant: hogali [(ho"galr), 
hog'^ali', hog"alr]. — *haga-l0yfi. 
The first part of the compd. is hoga, 
sb., pasture, out-field; the second 
part lif (liv) is a mingling of forms 
of O.N. loyfi (leyfi), n., (leave, per- 
mission), and Eng. leave. 

hogelsku, hogelskju [hog-olsko-, 
-slyr, (-skju-, -skiu’), hog"3lslyv, 
-sHu’, (-skju-, -skju-)], sb., adj. and 
adv.: I) sb. (collect.), 1) worn-out 
shoes, down at the heels, reported 
in the expr. “to geng [‘go’] in h.”; 
2) worn-out condition, appl. to shoes; 
to geng de shune [‘shoes’] in h., to 
wear one’s shoes so long that they 
become out of shape. II) adj.: h. shune, 
worn-out shoes, down at the heels; 
to geng de shune h. = to geng de 
shune in h. (see prec.); de shune 
(or boots) is gane [‘are gone’] h., 
the shoes (boots) have lost their 
shape. Ill) adv.: to geng h. (wi’ 
de shune or boots), to wear shoes 
(boots) that are worn-out and down 
at the heels. — The pronunciation 
with (close) o-sound “hogol-” is re- 
ported from N.I. (esp. Y. and Fe.) 
as used alternately with “hogol-”; 
elsewhere more comm.: hogol-. — 

From Fe. is given a parallel form 
hoglaskou, -skjou [hog--lasl^ou-, 
hog--lasl^ou-] or hoglesk(j)ou [hog--- 
loslpu-], esp. in the exprs.: “to geng 
de shune in h.” (sb.), “to geng de 
shune h.” (adj.). — As a substan- 
tive the word is doubtless an old 
*h9kulskor = *9kulskor, m., low 
shoes, “inhogelsku(hoglaskou)” 
prob.: *f h9kulskom (dat. pi.). As 
an adj. and adv. hogelsku, etc., 
may partly be a) O.N. hpkulsktiaSr, 
supposedly = okulskiiadr, adj., wear- 
ing shoes, reaching (or above) the 
ankles, partly b) appear as a short- 
ening of the expr. “in hogelsku”. 
to geng in h.: ganga i hpkulskom; 
“to geng h.” most prob. “ganga 
hpkulsktiadr”.— Cf. og(g)elsku, sb. 

hoger [hogor], sb., 1) (bad) state 
or condition; sho made a puir h. 
o’ him, she did not look well after 
him (U.). 2) profit; result, esp. 
poor profit; unsuccessful result of 
something; hit cam’ till a puir h., 
it (the undertaking, errand, work) 
had a poor result (fairly comm.); 
he made a puir h. o’ it, he made 
a muddle of it (U.). — O.N. hagr, 
m., condition; advantage, etc. -er 
in hoger is doubtless the old nom. 
sign in the masc. gender which is 
grafted into the word. See hag2, 
sb., which prop, is the same word, 
and to which hoger assimilates in 
a few phrases (he made a puir 
hoger o’ it = he made a puir hag 
o’ it). 

hogg1, hugg [(hog) hog] and 
hoggi, huggi [hogi, hogi], sb., a 
blow, push, only noted down in foil, 
meanings and collocations: a) a drub- 
bing; chastisement; to get hoggi, 
huggi; N.I. [Fe.: hogi; Un.: hogi]. 
b) in the expr. “to play h.”, to play 
“tig”, a boy’s game: A gives B 
a blow or tap, after which B tries 
to catch A.; N.I. U.: hogg, hugg 

i (Un.) and hoggi, huggi. In Fe. 
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comm.: hogi. Cf. pikki-hoggi, sb. 
— O.N. hpgg, n., a blow; stroke. 

hogg2 [hog] and hoggin [hogin, 
hogm], sb., a piece of false keel, 
piece of rounded keel in the stent 
or stern of a boat, in the compd. 
“keel-h.” Reported from U. and Ai. 
— Doubtless a hewn piece, and in 
that case, originally the same word 
as, or a deriv. of, hogg1, sb. 

hoggistaf, huggistaf, -sfa//[hog"i- 
staf-, hog'istaf’], sb., a gaff by which 
a large fish is hooked, in order to 
haul it above the surface of the 
water, comm, “hog-istaf’Y. and 
Fe.; elsewhere more comm.: hog"i- 
staf’. — *hpgg-(stafr). O.N. hpgg, 
n., a blow, Shetl. hogg(i), hugg(i); 
see hogg1, sb. The second part of 
the compd. may be either O.N. stafr, 
m., or Eng. staff, sb. 

hogj [hod^], vb., to bend down, 
crouch, in the expr. “to h. anesell 
[‘oneself’]”, to stoop; crouch down, 
esp. over the fire; he is hogj in 
[hod^in] him [‘himself’] ower de fire; 
hogj dee [‘yourself’] in till de fire! 
Conn. — O.N. hoykja (heykja), vb., 
to crouch on one's haunches, esp. 
reflexively: hoykjask (heykjask), to 
crouch down; Fser. hoykja seg, vb., 
to sit down for a while; No. hykja, 
vb., to bend down, hykja seg, to 
crouch down. — The development ki > gj [d^l is rather rare initially and finally in Shetl. Norn words. 
The development kj > k or g, when 
final or initial with dropped j, is 
more common, gi >- gji > d^i, e.g. 
in belgjin, sb. 

hogla [hogla], sb., hill-pasture; 
truss awaa to de h.! go (trudge) 
along to the pasture! a shout to a 
cow. Fe. Is the same word as 
haglet (haaglet), sb., [*hag(a)-leiti]; 
q.v. 

hogri, hogeri, sb., see hagri2, 
hageri, sb., and hoger, sb. 

hogsted [hog-sted-j, adj., applied 

to cattle, esp. sheep: frequenting a 
certain place in the hill-pasture; 
h. sheep. Conn. *hag-stoe3r. O.N. 
hagfastr, adj., of sheep, is found in 
the same sense as Shetl. hogsted. 
See *hagasted, adj. 

hogsten [hog-sten-], sb., a boundary- 
stone (esp. corner-stone), dividing 
pastures in the out-field. Wh. *hag(a)- 
steinn. See *hag1, hagmark and 
hagmet, sbs. 

fhoid [hoid, h&id], fhoit [(hoi‘t) 
h&i‘t, hoi‘t], fhoitt [hoi‘tt, h6[], sb., 
a hut, esp.: a) sea-term, tabu-name 
in fishermen’s lang. for booth, fisher- 
men’s hut, one of the collection of 
huts from which fishing is (was) 
carried on in common, during the 
summer, away from home; in this 
sense comm, in the form hoid. b) 
a mean house; also (e.g. in Sa.) a 
smoky, dirty house. In sense b 
comm, in the form ho it (hoitt); a 
h. o’ a hole, a mean hut (Fe.: hoi‘t 
and occas. hoi'tt); in Sa. pronounced 
“hSi‘t”. — In Fo. is found a form 
hotti or hutti [hot(t)i] = hoid 
(sense a). — The different forms in- 
dicate that the word has not re- 
cently found its way into Shetl. from 
Eng. (hut). It might be a loan-word 
from Germ. (Dut.) or from M.Eng.; 
M.H.G. and Mod.H.G. hutte, Ndl. hut, 
M.Eng. hotte. For the final d in hoid 
cf. Sw. hydda, f., a hut. 

hoidin1 [(hoidm) haidin], sb., the 
ridge of a height, top or upper- 
most part of a high hill or bank, 
esp. in pi.: hoidins; de hoidins 
o’de hill; we ’re gotten to de hoi- 
dins, we have climbed up near the 
top. Yh. As a place-name, in names 
of heights, the word is found in dif- 
ferent forms; thus: de Hodens or 
Hoddens [hodons, hodons] o’ de 
Kwols (*Hwols), o’ de Ness (Sa.), 
heights, elevated pastures: *hals- 
haedirnar (hcedirnar), ^nes-haedirnar 
(hoedirnar); de Hoidins a) [hfiidins] 
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(Yb.), b)[h6idms] (Sound near Lerwick, 
M.), denoting in both cases the up- 
permost part of a hill; de Hoddins, 
H odd jins [ho^ins] o’ Raga [raga] 
(Yh.), an elongated height. — O.N. 
haed (and hoed), f., a height; sum- 
mit; No. hsedd, ho(d) and hogd, f., 
Faer. haedd and hogd [hovd], f., a 
height. The Shell, forms ho id in, 
hoddjin (hoddin) rather presuppose 
“haedd” or “hpgd” as a root-form, -in 
is the def. art. grafted into the word; 
hoidin, hodd(j)in, thus prop. *haed- 
din or *hpgdin; de hoidins, hod- 
d(j)ins = *haeddirnar or ’“hpgdirnar. 

hoidin2 [hoidin (h&idin)] and hoi- 
dien [hoi"dion‘ (hSi"dion', hoi‘,di3n,

) h&i"-)], sb., sea-term, tabu-name in 
fishermen’s lang. for clergyman. 
Also hoitin [hoitin (h&itin)] and 
hoitien [hoi-tion* (h&i"-)]. U. Poss. 
he who threatens or waves his arms 
(in the pulpit), from an older *hot- 
tin. Cf. No. hytta, vb., to threaten; 
to wave the hand, to reach for 
(O.N. hota and hoeta, vb., to threaten). 
Cf. nicknames, tabu-names for cler- 
gyman, such as loder and upp- 
stander. 

hoidin-fer [hoidin-fe8r], sb., the 
last trip to the hill when bringing 
home the peats (esp. by pack-horse); 
also the finishing of a work, esp. 
of harvest-work. Conn. Prob. *hatt- 
anarferd (*hcittingar-) = *haettanar- 
ferd (*haettingar-). See further un- 
der hottena, etc., adj., sb. and 
interj. 

*hoilost, sb., see *hollost, sb. 
hoiltoit, sb. and adj., see halltott. 
“*hoissan”, sb., the haddock, ga- 

dus aeglefinus. In Low’s list of 
words from Foula. O.N. (Icel.) ^sa 
(Isa), f., No. hysa, Fser. h^sa, f., the 
haddock. 

hoit, hoitt1, sb., (strange) behav- 
iour or condition (bodily form); see 
further hott1, sb. 

fhoit, hoitt2, sb-.A/w/Vseehoid, sb. 

“*hoitafick”, adj., “applied to good 
or bad behaviour”. Coll. L. L. Bon- 
aparte in E.D.D. See hott1, sb. 

hoitt3, sb., (supernatural) fear; 
see hott2, sb. 

*hoitt4, sb., deep-sea fishing 
grounds; see *hott3, sb. (adj.). 

hoitted, hoited, adj., conditioned, 
see *hotted and ill-hoited, adj. 

hoitti, hoiti, adj., touchy, etc., see 
*hotti, adj. 

hoittin (hoittena, hoitna, hoitni), 
adj., sb. and interj., see hottena, 
etc. 

hok [hok], vb., to sit squatting 
or crouching, esp. in the expr. “to 
sit hokin [hokin]”; to sit hokin 
ower de fire, to sit squatting or 
crouching close over the fire on 
the hearth to warm oneself. U. 
(Uwg.). O.N. hoka, vb., to be (sit, 
stand, go) bent; to creep; Icel. 
hoka, vb., to sit squatting. Cf. hug, 
huk and hukl, vbs. 

hokel [hokol], sb., a species of 
large shark, greenland shark. O.N. 
hakarl, m., greenland shark, squa- 
lus carcharias; No. haakall, m., Da. 
havkal. 

hoken, hokken [hokon, h&kon], 
adj., greedy; voracious; very hungry. 
comm. A phrase: hit ’s ill for a 
hollow man to ha’e a h. hund, it is 
ill when a poor man has a greedy 
dog (comm.). — No. haaken (h. 4: 
R.), adj., ravenously hungry, and 
haeken, greedy; voracious. Icel. 
math^kr, m., a glutton (O.N. h&kr, 
m., an inconsiderate, insolent per- 
son). 

hokiilin [ho'kilin], sb., a species of 
large shark, = hokel. Nmw. (Esh.). 
For*hokellin from*hokerlin. O.N. 
hakerling, f., greenland shark (squa- 
lus carcharias); No. haakjerring, f. 

hokken [hakon], hokner [h&knar] 
and hokni1 [h&kni], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name for the horse. U. Doubt- 
less from Dut. hakkeneie, sb., a 
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small horse (Eng. hackney, sb.), but 
assimilates to the foil, hokni2, sb. 
With the form hokner there is the 
peculiarity that it is (was) still partly 
remembered as the old pi. form of 
hokken, hokni (O.N. -ar, -ir: pi. 
ending); but hokner is now mostly 
used in the sing., and hokners in 
the pi. Cf. the relation between she- 
kel and skekler (skeklers), 

hokl. hokkel [hokol, h&kol], vb., 
to gut and clean a fish, to h. fish. 
Poss. for *holk (by metathesis of 1 
and k) from and old *holka, vb., to 
hollow out. Cf. Eng. hulk, vb., and 
see hoik1 (hokk), sb. and vb. 

hokni2 [hakni], sb., a greedy, vora- 
cious person or animal. Y.; Fe. 
Deriv. of hoken, hokken, adj. 

hoi1 [hoi, hu*\\, sb., a young coal- 
fish, esp. a two- (or thre-) year-old 
coalfish, comm, in the compd. hol- 
piltek [pVltok]. U., Yh-n. hoi for 
older *ol, either (and rather) = O.N. 
all, m., an eel, or = O.N. vplr, m., 
a cylinder, round stick — in both 
cases alluding to the longish, narrow 
shape of the fish. Cf. ol in ollek 
= No. vallonga, f., a young ling. 
hol-piltek thus prob. from an orig- 
inal *al (or *val)-piltr (piltungr). 

hoi2 [hoi], sb., a hole, O.N. hoi, n. 
hoi [hoi], vb., 1) to hole, O.N. 

hola, vb.; in Shetl. in a special 
sense: a) to make a hole in a 
sheep's ear, to h. a lug (Fe.); b) 
to cause openings in the clouds; 
he is hoi in [holm] de sky, there 
are clear spaces appearing in the 
cloud-covered sky (Yh.). 2) to hol- 
low out, to h. ut, = O.N. hola, vb., 
to make hollow. 

holberd [holbord, holbord], holbert 
[holbort, holbort], adj. and sb.: I) 
adj., fleshy; full-figured; a h. craeter’ 
[‘creature’] (Wh.). A deriv. hol- 
berdli [h61"b9rdli-] is reported from 
Wh., used partly of inanimate ob- 
jects, e.g. holberdli stens, big, 

shapeless stones. II) sb., a big, 
full-figured person; a big, fleshy 
creature; a h. o’ a fellow, o’ a “quey” 
(a heifer). Occas. of inanimate objects: 
holberds o’ stens, big, shapeless 
stones (Wh.). — The pronunc. “hol- 
bord, holbort” is reported from Wests. 
(Ai.); elsewhere more comm.: hol- 
bord, holbort. — A form halbert 
[ha[bort, hajbort] is reported from 
N.I., esp. as a substantive; a h. o’ 
a man, o’ a wife [‘woman’]. — O.N. 
holdborinn and *holdbaerr, &d\.,fleshy, 
stout, a meaning not handed down, 
but found again in No. holdboren 
and holdbser, hollberin, adj. (O.N. 
“holdborinn” is handed down in 
sense of closely related, e.g. a nat- 
ural brother, from hold, n., flesh). 
Cf. halderin, sb. 

holg [holg, h&lg], sb., hollow sea; 
commotion in the sea with short, 
high-crested waves; der ’r [‘there is’] 
a h. i’ de sea. Fo. In the same 
place also olg [o]g], a o. o’ a sea, 
of agitated, crested sea. Different 
words? With holg it is most rea- 
sonable to compare No. “holga sjo”, 
hollow sea, and holga, vb., to make 
hollow sea, topping sea; cf. below 
hoik1, sb. and vb., and holkin, sb. 
olg may be either an orig. *holg-, 
or = Icel. olga, f., swell, 61gusj6r, 
m., agitated, billowy sea. Just as 
hoik1, sb., commotion in the sea, 
seems to be associated with *hulk, 
unevenness, knots (Shetl. hoik, sb., 
knot, hunch), so there might be a 
similar association between holg and 
L.Sc. hulg, hulgie, sb., knot, hunch. 

holgin [holgin, hojgin (h5[gin)], 
sb., a tall, big, imposing fellow. 
N.I. Also a big, raw-boned, clumsy 
person, a h. o’ a fellow, o’ a dog 
(Fe.). Prop, a bundle of straw, 
wisp of straw (or bundle, wisp of 
hay), and the same word as No. 
holge (halge), m., a bundle of straw 
or hay, which may be used meta- 
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phorically of a big, capable fellow. 
Cf. also the use of No. vondul, m., 
a wisp of hay, metaph. a clumsy, 
stumpy fellow. From Yn. and U. 
is reported an i-mutated form hil- 
gin, in U. in a somewhat divergent 
sense; q.v. In proper sense, bundle 
of straw (sheaf of straw), an ang- 
licised form “hallow”, q.v., is used 
in Shetl. 

holi [holi], adj., 1) holey, from 
O.N. hoi, n., a hole. 2) uneven, 
full of hollows, from O.N. hola, f., 
a hollow, holi gr\m&, uneven sea- 
bottom, fishing-ground (Nm.; De.). 
Often applied to the sea: rough; 
agitated; de sea is turnin’ very h. 
(Duw.). For the latter use of the 
word, cf. holg, sb., hoik1, sb. and 
vb., and No. hola = holga, adj., 
concave; steep; precipitous. 

hoik1 [h&‘lk, h6‘lk], sb., hollow 
sea; heavy swell with crested waves, 
a h. i’ de sea, a h. o’ a sea, = 
holg, sb. N.I., Nm., Den. hi‘lk: 
U. occas. h6‘jk: U. occas., Y., Fe., 
Nm., Den. In sense of hollow sea, 
hoik is either the same word, as 
holg, with hardening of g to k (as 
frequently in Shetl. Norn), or more 
prob. an original *holk-; cf. No. 
holka, f., a hollow, (O.N.) *holka, 
vb., to hollow out. From U. is re- 
ported a parallel form hok or hokk 
[h&k] with dropped 1; with this lat- 
ter cf. L.Sc. houk, howk = hoik, vb., 
to hollow out, dig. Otherwise, hoik, 
in sense of rough sea with crested 
waves, might be thought- to be as- 
sociated with No. hulk, n., rough- 
ness, etc. Note the use of words 
such as a) holter, hulter, sb.; b) 
humpi, adj.; c) hums (hungs, 
hunks), honki, sb., (prop, denoting 
unevenness, roughness), used of agi- 
tated sea. Cf. also hoik2 and hulk, 
vb., in sense of to stump. In hoik1, 
sb., two different words seem to 
have been merged together. 

hoik2 [h6‘lk (ho‘lk), hS'lk], sb., 1) 
a wooden vessel made of staves, 
narrower at the top than below, 
esp. for keeping fish-livers in, and 
for storing train-oil; a oli [‘oil’]-h. 
U. [ho'jk (h5‘jk)]. 2) a big, awk- 
ward and clumsy person, unfit for 
work. U. [h&‘lk]; N.Roe [ho'jk]. In 
sense of something large and clumsy, 
appl. to inanimate objects, the word 
assimilates to the foil. hoik3. From 
Uws. is reported hoi ok [holok] in 
sense of a clumsy, ill-shaped per- 
son, a h. o’ a body. — O.N. holkr, 
m., a ferrule, a ring-shaped fitting; 
No. hoik, m., a) a ferrule; a ring; 
b) a wooden vessel made of staves; 
a keg, with the derivative “hylke”, n., 
a high, narrow wooden vessel; c) 
a stiff, clumsy and awkward per- 
son. — The different pronunc. of 
“h&‘lk” (U.), meaning 2, and “ho'jk” 
(U.), meaning 1, might indicate that 
“h&‘lk” is an original “holkr”, and 
“ho'jk” a derived form *hylki (No. 
hylke, n.). 

hoik3 [ho‘[k], sb., 1) a knot; bump; 
hunch; a h. upo de back or atween 
de shooders [‘shoulders’]. U., N.Roe, 
Du. holk-backed [ho'jk-bakod],adj., 
hump-backed (Du.). 2) a lumpy, 
mis-shapen thing; something large 
and clumsy; a h. o’ a taati [‘pota- 
to’] (N.Roe); also something hastily 
and loosely built (e.g. a jerry-built 
house). Sa., Nmn. In Du. esp. ap- 
plied to something unusually large. 
In sense 1 hoik treated here is 
doubtless No. hulk, n., knot (knots). 
Poss. association with the preceding 
hoik2, sb. In sense 2 *hulk (given 
under holg, sb.) is prob. merged 
with Eng. hulk, sb., and with 
hoik2, sb. 

hoik1 [h6‘]k], vb., 1) to hollow 
out; to h. a taati, to cut a piece 
out of a potato; de rabbit is [‘has’] 
holket ut de heart o’ de neip [‘tur- 
nip’], the rabbit has gnawed the 
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inside of the turnip. Nmn. (N.Roe). 
*holka. 2) of the sea: to cause 
hollow sea, and high, crested waves, 
to be agitated, to h. op; de sea is 
holkin op. Nm. In sense 2 oc- 
cas. a) *holka (or *holga), to hol- 
low out, occas. b) *hulka, to stump; 
make uneven. See hoik1, sb., and 
holg, sb., as well as the foil. 
hoik2, vb. 

hoik2 [h6‘lk], vb., \) to walk bent 
with rounded shoulders, to geng 
[‘go’] holkin. 2) to stump, to walk 
unsteadily and jerkily, to geng hol- 
kin. Du. In sense 1 the word is 
directly to be classed with hoik3, 
sb. 1; in sense 2 it partly assimi- 
lates to Fser. holka, vb., to be clum- 
sy on one’s feet. The word can 
hardly be directly associated with 
No. hykla and hokla, vb., to walk 
bent and unsteadily; “hokla” is 
found in Shetl. (Du.) in the form 
hekl1, hekel; q.v. (vb.). A form 
hulk [hu'lk] is found in Du. in the 
same sense as hoik, to geng hul- 
kin, prob. originating from a *hul- 
ka, vb.; see hoik3, sb., from *hulk. 

holket1 [ho'lkat], adj., deep; roomy; 
round-bottomed, esp. of a boat or 
pot; a h. boat (Yn.); a h. kettle 
(N.Roe). Properly, hollowed out. 
*holkottr (adj.) or *holkadr (perf. 
part.). Cf. No. holka, f., a depres- 
sion, and see hoik1, sb. and vb. 

holket2 [ho'jkat], adj., humped; 
round-shouldered; also in a wider 
sense: mis-shapen; a h. craeter’ [‘crea- 
ture’] or ting; h. shooders, round 
shoulders (N.Roe). Also holki [h6‘l- 
ki]; a h. body [‘person’] (Conn.). — 
*hulkottr? To be classed with hoik3, 
sb., a knot; hunch. 

holki [h6‘]ki], adj., peevish; surly; 
a h. body. Conn. No. ulken, adj., 
surly; cross. See hoiks, sb. pi. 

holkin [h6‘[kin (ho[‘kin)], sb., 
heavy swell (hollow sea, crested 
waves), a h. i’ de sea = a hoik i’ 

de sea. N.I. (Y.; Fe.). *holkan (hol- 
gan)? See hoik1, sb. and vb. 

hoiks [h6‘[ks], sb. pi., bad temper; 
peevishness; sulks, esp. in the expr. 
“to be or sit i’ de h.”, to be peev- 
ish; to sulk. Conn. Prob. for *olks 
from *olk; cf. No. ulka, vb., inter 
alia to be sulky, just ready to 
grumble (R.). 

holl [ho]], sb., in the expr. “h. 
and hollband [hoj'band', -band- 

(-ban-)]”, bag and baggage; he (dey) 
guid h. and h.-band, he (they) went 
and took everything with him (them). 
N.I. Prob. from O.N. hpgld, f., a 
strap, fastened to the end of a rope. 
No. hogold (holda, holl). hollband 
then denotes the rope to which the 
strap is fastened. 

hollball [h6]bal-, -ba]-], adv., roll- 
ing over head foremost, head over 
heels; dey guid [‘went’] h. Um0. For 
*kollball or kollboll? See kolli- 
firbolli, adv. 

hollband [ho|-band-, -band- (-ban-)], 
sb., see under holl, sb. 

holli [h&]i (ho]0, ho[i], adj., 1) 
capacious, capable of holding much; 
a h. boat; a h. bodi (bjodi, fish- 
creel). U. Cf. holket1, adj. 2) 
slow to finish; de grund is h., longer 
in getting through than expected, 
in delving a piece of ground. U. 
(Un.: ho]i). — No. holleg, hollig, 
adj., solid; copious; substantial; 
Fser. holligur, adj., roomy. 

*hollost [(h&’r&st) ho]-ast-], sb., 
sea-term, tabu-name in fishermen’s 
lang. for deep-sea fishing-grounds; 
de h. Also hoilost, hoillost [hSil- 
(l)-&st-]. Fe. Poss. an original *61- 
vpst. O.N. 611, m., a gutter; a fur- 
row; deep depression, in poetry also 
ocean (prop, the course of a stream, 
current), Fser. 61ur, m., the narrow 
course of a stream. In Shetl. “de 
Olens” [*61arnir], pi., is found as 
a name for a fishing-ground; see 
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*ol, sb. O.N. vpst (Fr.: vozt), f., 
fishing-ground, in poetry: ocean. 

holltott, -toit, sb. and adj., see 
halltott. 

holm [hoPm, hom], sb., an islet; 
see further *hulm, sb. 

holrag [hol-rag-], sb., a tether-peg 
with the hole riven up, esp. tether- 
peg for a cow. Fe. *hol-rek; from 
O.N. hoi, n., a hole, and rek, n., 
something drifting, a wreck (No. 
rek 6: R ). See the foil. word. 

holrag [hohrag-, hokrag-, ho[-rag-], 
vb., 1) to chase, to drive from hole 
to hole, to pursue from place to 
place, to h. a person or body f(r)ae 
place to place, ut o’ hole and into 
hole. Un. [hol-rag-]. 2) metaph.: a) 
to abuse one like a blackguard; b) 
to backbite. Y., Fe. hol-rag-: Fe. 
hoi-rag" and holTag": Y. (and U.). — 
*holreka; O.N. hoi, n., a hole, and 
reka, vb., to chase, drive. 

*holraga [hol-ra-ga], sb., mentioned 
with reservation in sense of sick- 
ness, epidemic. Fe. Must be classed 
with the preceding word. 

*hols [ho'ls (ha‘ls)] and *hwols 
[hwois, hwa‘ls], sb., 1) the neck 
(part of the body); in this sense 
now only found in compds.; see 
hwolsben, sb.; otherwise comm.: 
a) ha(l)s [has (has)] through infl. 
of L.Sc. hass, hawse = the throat, 
and b) Eng. neck. For ha(l)sin, 
end plank in a boat, the meaning 
of which originates from Norn, see 
further hals, sb. 2) uneck”,a narrow 
elevation, esp. a slight depression 
in a high elevation, a lower ridge 
projecting from a higher one; now 
only found as a place-name, though 
rather bordering on a common noun, 
as the name (the word) in various 
places is understood by the com- 
mon people, owing to its frequent 
occurrence, and always with prefixed 
def. art. “de”. Examples: de Hols 

(in Noss Hill, Noss near Br.); de 
Hols o’ Lirastakk (Burrafirth, U.); de 
Hwois o’ de Wart (Sandw., Du.): 
vprdu-hals or *varda-hals; de Holses 
(Conn.), pi.; de Holsins [ho'lsms] 
(Norwich, U".; Westafirth, Yn.), pi.: 
*halsarnir, def. pi.; de Hwolsins 
[hwo‘lsins], the south end of the 
ridge “Valafell [va"lafel-]”, U. Oc- 
cas. with close o-sound, such as in: 
Holsinswart [ho‘l"sinswa‘rt-] (W. 
Isle, Skerries): *hals(ins)varda or 
-varfli. On Wests, are found foil, 
forms: a) *kwols [kwo‘ls], with the 
change of hv, hw to kw, characteri- 
stic of Wests., e.g. de Kwols (Sa.); 
b) esp. in Fo.: *wols [wois]; de 
Wols; wolsben (Fo.) = hwolsben. 
— O.N. hals (Icel. h&ls, Fser. hdlsur 
[h&‘lsor], No. hals, haals), m., a) 
the neck; b) an elevated ridge. Faer. 
“halsur” in sense b esp.: a narrow 
ridge; a depression between two 
elevations of unequal height. 

bolter [ho‘ltar, ho’ltar, h6‘[tor (h5‘[- 
tor)] and hulter [ho'ltor], sb., \) a 
slope, hillock, only reported in pi.: 
bolters = braes (L.Sc. bra, brae, 
sb., a slope, hill); Yh. [ho'ltar]; mostly 
applied to unfertile soil. As a place- 
name in this latter sense also oc- 
cas. *holt; thus: de Holt [ha‘lt] 
(W.), a stony slope. Otherwise more 
comm, with suffixed -er. 2) in pi., 
hulters (bolters): uneven ground 
with small elevations, esp. with large 
rifts, clefts and holes. Ye. (Hascos- 
ay: hulters). Frequently found as 
a place-name in senses 1 and 2; 
thus: de Holters or Hulters, a) be- 
tween Brae and Voe, De. [ho‘lt3rs, 
ho‘lt3rs]; b) W.Sw., Y. [ho'ltars]; c) 
Strand, Fe. [h6‘[t3rs] — stony slopes 
with broken ground; de Hulters o’ 
de Dale (L.), the southern part of 
the hill “de Klobb o’ Tronaster”, full 
of great rifts and clefts. 3) a frag- 
ment of rock (boulder); fairly comm., 
mostly pronounced “ho'ltar” or “ho‘l- 
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tar”, occas. “h&‘Itar” (thus: Sa., 
Wests.). From U. (Uwg.) is reported 
“ho'ltar” and “ho‘ltar” in special 
sense: firmly embedded rock; a 
great h. 4) more rarely: a) a heap 
of boulders which have fallen down 
from high rocks, ah. o’ stens (St.: 
ho'ltar), occas. also b) an opening 
between fallen rocks or in a heap 
of stones; a otter’s h., an otter's 
hole (St.: ho'ltar), in this sense other- 
wise more comm.: had [had]. 5) a 
big, bulky person or object, a great 
h. o’ a man, a great h. o’ a ting. 
N.l. Y. and Fe.: ho‘ltar (ho'ltar, ho‘1- 
tar); U.: h6‘]tar (h5‘]tar; ho'ltar, ha‘l- 
tar). 6) a) a very big wave, a h. 
[ha'ltar (h&‘ltar), ho'ltar, ho'ltar] o’ a 
sea (sea = wave); b) (very) agitated 
sea, a h. o’ a sea; c) commotion 
(agitated state) in the sea, a h. i’ 
de sea. Fairly comm, in the senses 
given under 6; the pronunc. “ha‘l- 
tar” is peculiar to Wests. (Sa.; P.); 
U".: a ho'ltar (ho'ltar) or h6‘]tar i’ 
de sea. — O.N. holt, n., dry, bar- 
ren, stony ground rising to a higher 
level than the surrounding surface, 
and usually covered with trees (Fr.); 
No. holt and Sw. dial, hult, n., a) 
a holt, grove; b) a rough, stony hill, 
a slope; Icel. holt, n., a stony slope. 
The Shetl. forms, ending in -er, prob. 
spring from an original *holtr- or 
*hultr-; cf. No. holtra and hultra, 
vb., to walk unsteadily, in a stumb- 
ling manner, hultren and hultrutt, 
adj., uneven; lumpy. Meaning 6 of 
the Shetl. word is preferably ex- 
plained from the latter given Nor- 
wegian words. For the change of 
meaning (stony) slope > fragment 
of rock, boulder > big, bulky per- 
son or object, cf. hordin, sb., and 
roni, sb., where similar changes of 
meaning have taken place. 

holterhol, hulterhol [hoT-tarhol- 
(hoT'tarhol*)], sb., a large fissure 
in the soil; a wide-mouthed cleft. 

Fo. A compd. of bolter, hulter 
(see bolter, sb. 2 and 4 b) and 
hoi, sb. 

holtri [ho'ltri, hoT’teri’, hd‘ltri] and 
hultri [ho'ltri, hoT’tsri’], adj., very 
rough; a) of soil: hilly, with clefts, 
rifts and holes; h. grund; more 
commonly b) of sea: agitated, very 
rough; a h. sea. See bolter, hul- 
ter, sb. 1, 2 and 6, and cf. No. 
hultren, hultrutt, adj., uneven; lumpy. 

hom [horn], sb., an inkling; un- 
certain rumour regarding something; 
a suspicion. Cf. Sw. hum, m. and 
(dial.) n., suspicion; an uncertain 
idea of anything; No. hymt, m., a 
hinted supposition. 

homek [homok (ho3m3k), homak], 
sb., 1) a big, heavy cloud; a istek-h., 
a heavy, lowering cloud in cold 
weather, snow-laden cloud (Uwg.), 
see istek, sb. Un-'w. 2) a shower, 
a) a snow-shower, passing or gath- 
ering in the distance, a h. o’ snaw; 
he’s cornin’ or settin’ op a h., a 
snow-shower is gathering; Um,>n.; 
Yn.; b) a (heavy) passing shower; 
he is settin op a h. o’ a shooer 
[‘shower’], a shower is coming on. 
Un. — The pronunc. “homak (ho3- 
mak)” is peculiar to Uwg., “homak” 
to Un. and Yn. — The word may 
be a contracted form from an old 
*hiimbakki; cf. No. humbakke (hom- 
bakkje), m., a bank of clouds, hom-, 
in any case, is O.N. htim, n., dark- 
ness (twilight), gloomy sky. See 
hums2, humsk, humska1, sbs. 

homer [homar], sb., a species of 
large shark, prop, female shark. 
O.N. h&merr, f. No. and Da. “haa- 
maer” esp.: Lamna cornubica (inNo. 
appl. to the female of “haabrand”). 
— a) homer and esp. b) “ho-mid- 
der [ho"mid,ar]” are used indiffer- 
ently, denoting an unusually large 
shark (midder = L.Sc. mither = Eng. 
mother). N.l. Acc. to Edm. Orkney 
“hoe-mother”, and acc. to Balfour 
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Shetl.-Ork. “homer, hoemother” = 
basking shark, the largest species 
of shark. — From Yh. is reported 
“homuth [homup] skark” as the 
name of a shark, larger than ho- 
brand; q.v. 

ho-midder, hoe-mother, sb., 
see under homer, sb. 

homl, hommel, vb., see hum- 
(me)l. 

homliband [honrliband- (honrii- 
band )] and humliband [hom' hband ], 
sb., a grommet (prop, made from 
raw hide, now also from rope) for 
fixing an oar to the thole-pin, de 
keb, in rowing, comm. Also hum- 
laband [hom"laband‘] and hombli- 
band [h6m••bllband•] (U.). — O.N. 
hamla, f., and hqmluband, n., a 
grommet. 

\\o-mooth'd [ho mupd ], adj., hav- 
ing a protruding upper jaw; a h.-m. 
animal, sheep. Ys. Prop, like a shark’s 
mouth. 

horns1, sb., see hums1, sb. 
horns2,sb., see hums2, humsk, sb. 
horns3 [ho'ms], sb., sulky or ca- 

pricious temper; he guid [‘went’] aff 
in a h. Fo. See the foil. word. 

horns [h6‘ms], adj., sulky; irritable; 
touchy; capricious. Fo. Cf. No. 
humsken and hymskjen, adj., in- 
disposed; disinclined; somewhat 
sulky; L.Sc. hum, adj., dissatisfied; 
fretful, and humstrum, sb., pettish 
temper, etc. 

homska, sb., see humska1, sb. 
homst, adj., see hims, hims(e)t, 

adj. 
homuth-shark, see under homer, 

sb. 
hond [bond, hoiid], sb., a dog, 

see hund, sb. 
hondigru [h6q"digru-], adjectival 

term, noted down in the expr. “to 
lie h.”: a) lying in a crouching 
position; “I’m [‘I have’] been lyin’ 
h. ‘treeangle’ like a marflu”; b) 
unoccupied through indisposition, 

not able to work, and yet not con- 
fined to bed. Yh. If meaning I be 
the original, the word might be re- 
garded as a contraction of an old 
“*(sem) hundr vid griifu”, "(like) a 
dog by the hearth”. Poss. to be 
compared with the Norw. phrase 
“sitja hund (hoond) i baate”, to sit 
askew in the boat (R.). 

hondiklokk, sb., see honnklokk 
(hornklokk), sb. 

bonds [hoqdij], vb., to incite, to 
set a dog (on), esp. on sheep; to drive 
by means of a dog; to h. de sheep 
= the now more common “to hond 
[hond (hoqd)] de sheep”, bonds is 
used yet more frequently in a wider 
sense: to bully; drive; chase, to h. 
ane [‘one’] ut. N.I.? A form hunds 
[ho‘ns] in sense of (to bully) to drive; 
chase; turn out, to h. ut, is reported 
by J.I. — *hundsa. Cf. Da. hundse, 
Sw. dial, hunnsa, vb., to hound out, 
prop, to treat like a dog. For the 
sound-change un(d)s, on(d)s > oqd^ 
in Shetl. cf. bons, sb., rons and 
skonzj, vbs. 

hondshol [hond^'hok, hoqd^-], sb., 
a hole or a widening like a pool 
in a brook in which pups are (were) 
drowned. The word is now esp. 
used as a place-name, “de Honds- 
hol”, e.g. in Wisdal burn (Wd., M.), 
and in West Sandwick burn (Y.). 
*hunds-hol, n., a dog’s hole. 

*honga [hogga] and *honge [hogga], 
vb., to hang; only preserved in a 
riddle about the cow (see Introd., 
Fragments of Norn), honga: Fe. 
honge: U. O.N. hanga, vb., to hang. 

honger [hoggar, haggar], sb., sea- 
term, tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. 
for a kettle, pot. Yn., Wests, oc- 
cas. Prop, the hanging one, that 
which hangs (in the chain or hook, 
de kruk and de links). *hangari, 
m., from O.N. hanga, vb., to hang. 
See *honga, vb. 

hongs, vb., see hungs, vb. 
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honk (hunk) [ho‘gk, ho'gk], sb., 

a lull or interval in bad weather, 
esp. in rainy weather. Now also com- 
monly used: hain (anglicised form). 
See further under the foil. word. 

honk (hunk) [ho'ijk, ho‘gk], vb., 
applied to bad weather, esp. rain 
(storm- or rain-charged clouds): to 
drift over, to cease, clear up, “to 
h.” and “to h. op”; he honks op, 
he is honkin op, it is clearing up, 
there is a lull in the rainy weather. 
Now commonly: “hain” (he hains, 
he is hainin’), of a lull in rainy 
weather, from L.Sc. (and Shetl.) hain, 
vb., to save, economize. — honk 
prob. for *hogn from O.N. hagna 
and hpgna, vb., to become service- 
able, to turn out profitable. Cf. 
hag, vb. 2. 

honki [ho'gki], sb., properly a 
push (upwards), a shaking, only 
reported in pi., honkis, said of the 
setting in of heavy seas; der’r hon- 
kis gettin’ in him nu, the sea is 
rising, and the waves are beginning 
to break. Du. The word is to be 
classed with No. honka, vb., to 
hobble, and is cognate with honki, 
honkel, sb. and vb. (see below). 
Cf. a) hunk, sb., and b) the use of 
the word humpi, adj., of heavy sea. 

honki, honkel [ho'gkol], sb., a 
shoving up\ he ga’e him (himsell = 
himself) a h., he raised or shrugged 
his shoulders. Yn. See the foil, 
word. 

honki, honkel [ho'gkol], vb., to 
heave upwards, to raise: a) to h. 
anesell [‘oneself’], to raise or shrug 
one’s shoulders-, he honk eld him; 
also “to h. upon anesell”; he hon- 
keld upon him; b) to get something 
(one’s garments, a burden on one’s 
back) to hang higher up and there- 
by to fit better-, to h. op de claes 
(troosers), to pull up one's gar- 
ments (trousers). Yn. Is the same 
word as No. honkla or hongla, vb., 

to move unsteadily, to stumble. Cf. 
hinkl2, hinkel, vb. 

honna, sb., see honnek1, sb. 
honnadu [h6ri"adu ], inter]., atten- 

tion! stand stilll cry to the cow to 
get her to stand still, in milking. U. 
honna- is prob. the same word as 
hanna (hannana); -du is doubt- 
less the Da., No. and Sw. pron. 
du, thou. 

honnek1 [ho^ak], sb., horn, esp. 
1) horn of an animal-, cow’s horn, 
ram’s horn. Ai. 2) sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for a) a 
boat’s fog-horn, 1 u d e r-horn; b) horn 
for holding snuff. Ai. honn [hon, 
harj, hoq (hoij)] is found in sense 
of horn (point) as the first part in 
a couple of compds.; see honngel, 
honnklokk, sbs. In a small Norn 
fragment (see Introd.) are found 
forms such as honna [hoi^a], honi 
[honi] and ho mi [horni]: the two 
first mentioned from Ai., the last 
from Us-,mo. — *honni [h6i}i, honi, 
h&ni] is found in place-names in 
sense of a conical height, e.g. de 
horn o’ Honni [honi, horp] (Sa.), a 
conical rock in the sea, near the 
land; “horn” is, in this case, a tau- 
tological addition; further: de Honni 
[h&ni] (Papa St.), an elevation. As 
the first part in “Honnastakk [hon"- 
astak’]” (Un.), de hemer and de oter 
Hondastakk [hoip'dastak] (Burraf., 
U.), two pointed skerries. In Fo. is 
found, with a change of rn to dn, 
“de Hodn [hod3n]”, as a name for 
a point of land, and a fissure in a 
rock (admitting the sea), also called 
“de gjo o’ Hodn” (Fon'e.). — In 
the sense of corner a form *hond 
[hoipi] is found preserved as a place- 
name, bordering on a common noun: 
de easter and de waster Hond (Hu- 
ston, Haroldswick, Un.), “the east- 
ern and the western corner”, two 
plots of field in the corners of the 
home-field. — O.N. horn, n., horn 
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in the different senses of this word: 
a tapering height, a foreland; a 
corner, nook. — The form honn- 
in Shetland Norn is regularly deve- 
loped; horn, on the other hand, with 
preserved rn, is prob. due to Eng. 
(L.Sc.) infl. See further under horn, 
sb., which is found preserved in Shetl. 
in a few special Norn meanings. 

honnek2 [hoipk], sb., a disparag- 
ing term for a girl, esp. a slatternly 
girl. Fe. From Fe. is reported a 
pi. form honneks as poss. being 
an obsolete term for girl, sweet- 
heart; “is it lang [‘long’] since du 
saw de honneks?” Prop, the same 
word as the preceding? honnek, 
(slatternly) girl, might be an old 
*hyrna (No. hyrna, f., horned animal, 
esp. sheep). 

honngel [hon"gel', h&ii"gel-, hoq"- 
geh (hori"-), -gil-], sb., the garfish, 
Belone, = No. horngjaela, f. The 
word is characteristic of S.Sh. (Du.), 
hongel (-gil): Du. See neb bet 
geddek. 

honnin [hoipn], sb., a sheep hav- 
ing woolly hair growing out of the 
tip of its horn. Yn. O.N. hyrningr, 
m., horned animal, honnin, in the 
sense given, is doubtless an abbr. 
of *blohonnin (reported from Ys. 
and Ai.) [*(bi-)lodhyrningr]; q.v. 

honnina [h6q"ma,]) inter]., = 
hannana. Yn. 

honnklokk [hoq-klok* (hoi}"-), 
-kl&k’], sb., nasicornous beetle, Dy- 
nastes tityus or Oryctes nasicornis. 
Fe. hornklokk [horanklok, -kl&k]: 
U.; N. Also hondiklokk [hoq"di- 
klok' (hoi}“di-), hon'^iklok (hoq"- 
d^i-), -klcik]: Nmn. [h6i}dikl&k]; Y. 
[hoqdi (hoqdi)-], and Fe. occas. 
[homhji (hoqd^i)-], and hontiklokk 
[h6*i}"tikiak']:Yn. honnklokk (horn- 
klokk) is an old *horn-klokka or 
-klukka; cf. Fser. svartaklukka, f., 
ground-beetle, and Icel. briinklukka, 
f., water-beetle. The forms hondi- 

klokk, hontiklokk seem most prob. 
to spring from a *hyrnd klukka; O.N. 
hyrndr, adj., horned, having horns. 

hons [ho‘ns, hS‘ns], vb., 1) to 
finger; grab; shake; to turn a thing 
about, esp. in searching for some- 
thing; to rums and h. Du. [ho‘ns]. 
2) to pilfer. Ai. [h&‘ns]. — No. 
handska, vb., to grab-, shake-, pull, 
Sw. dial, handska, vb., to catch. 

honsl, honsel [ho'nsol], vb., (to 
finger) to turn a thing about, to 
search eagerly for something, to h. 
t’rough onyting, to h. for onyting. 
Deriv. of hons, vb., to which (sense 
1) the word assimilates. 

hontibak [ho'q-tibak-], sb., a poor, 
hunchbacked person or animal. Yn- b. 
Hardly directly from Eng. hunch- 
back, sb.; see below hontj and 
hontl, vbs. 

hontj [h6‘i}tsj], vb., to hobble-, to 
saunter about without knowing what 
to do, to linger-, to geng hontj in 
aboot. Un. Assimilates in meaning 
to No. hunta, vb., to saunter aim- 
lessly, waiting for anything (huntra), 
from which the Shetl. word seems 
to spring, but, in its form, it is 
doubtless influenced by the cognate 
Eng. hunch, vb., in Shetl. pronoun- 
ced “ho'nsj, ho'ipj”. See hontibak, 
sb., and hontl, vb. 

hontl, hontel [ho'qtal], vb., to 
hobble, to walk with a bad carri- 
age. Un., Y. (Yh >b.). Mostly applied 
to a person of little physical strength; 
a hontlin body (Yb.) = a bjakki 
or bjaki body. Deriv. of a *hont; 
see the two prec. words. Cf. No. 
hunta, vb., to saunter to and fro, 
and Sw. (N.Sw.) dial, hunta, hunt, 
vb., to jump heavily, esp. of bears 
(Ri.). 

hontlet [h6‘i}tlot, h6‘qt]3t], adj., 
stumbling-, weak-, wanting strength, 
prop, applied to gait, mode of carri- 
age; a piri h. body = a bjakki 
body. Un. Deriv. of hontl, vb. 
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ho-p/# [ho,,pig,]) sb., a species of 

small shark (like the blue shark in 
appearance, but considerably smaller). 
Du. 

hopp [hop, h^p], sb., a hop, jump. 
O.N. hopp, n., a hop, jump. 

hopp [hop, hap], vb., to hop, jump. 
On. hoppa, vb., to hop, jump. 

hord1 [hord (hord)], sb., 1) a big 
boulder. Fo.[h6rd]; U". [hord (hard)]. 
2) a) a very large object; b) a living 
thing or being of imposing size, a h. o’ 
a skate (ray), a h. o’ a fellow or 
wife [‘woman’]. UD. [hord (hard)]. 
3) a) a great heap of stones, a h. 
o’ stens; b) a heap of any objects 
thrown together, a h. o’ tings, o’ 
claes [‘clothes’]. N.I. occas. [hord, 
hard]. Nmw. (Esh.). In Fe. esp.: 
hard.— hord [hord], a parallel form 
to hord, is noted down in N.I. (esp. 
Un., Y. occas.). — As a place-name 
the word is found sometimes with 
and sometimes without prefixed h: 
ord [ord, ord] and hord [hord] in 
sense of: a) a block of stone; b) a 
sloping heap of fragments of rock 
lying at the foot of a precipice, 
talus, e.g.: de Ord [ord] (Br., North 
Isle, N.), de Ords [ords] (N.Roe; 
Fitful, Du.), names of rocks fallen 
down, talus; near “de Ords” in Fit- 
ful is found a pasture, called “de 
Ordihog[6r"dihog-]”: *urda-hagi. de 
Hord (near Lerwick, M.), a block of 
stone; de Hord o’ Brunshamarsland 
(N.), rocks, talus; de Herds (Ai., 
Fo.), rocks fallen down, talus; de 
Hords o’ Bloberg (Fo.). de Skrodd 
Hordins [skrod hordins] (Fo.) = 
*skruddu urdirnar, the rocks fallen 
down from the mountain side. Hor- 
difell [h6r"difel‘] (Nms., Ai.): *urda(r)- 
fell. A rare form urd [ord] is found 
in “de Fadlurdins [fadlordins]” (Ham- 
nafell, Fo.): ^fall-urdirnar. — O.N. 
urd, f., a heap of fragments of rock 
fallen down at the foot of a rocky 
wall, talus. Seehordin (hordek),sb. 

hord2 [hord, hard] and more rarely 
hurd [hord], sb., 1) a great multitude 
or crowd, great number; a hord o’ 
folk, = fjord, fjord. Yh., Fe., Conn. 
Diff. from “hard”, the pronunc. of Eng. 
horde, sb. 2) a) as much corn as 
may be dried at one time in a pot 
over the fire, a hord o’ bursten 
(q.v.); also b) the quantity of corn 
dried at one time in a kiln, a hord 
o’ corn (Fe.). The form hurd is 
found in Fo. in the senses 2 a and 
b: a hurd on the kiln. — Possibly the 
same word as Icel. urdr, m., a great 
quantity. In No. “yrja”, f., denotes 
sometimes a crowd, great quantity, 
sometimes a heap, mass (ur, m. 
Aa.). 

hord [hord], adj., hard; severe; 
troublesome; a h. day, a hard day’s 
work. Nm. O.N. hardr, adj., hard, 
also difficult, troublesome. The 
change a > o in hord is in accord- 
ance with the current rules of sound 
in the Shetl. Norn words. Other- 
wise, “hard” is used in Shetl. as 
in Eng. 

hord, vb., see bird, vb. 
horda [horda], sb., sea-term, tabu- 

name in fishermen’s lang. for mare. 
U. Poss. syn. with No. hardel, an 
animal which consumes much (is 
“hardfostrad”), esp. of a horse (R.). 
For o in horda see hord, adj. 

hordek, sb., see hordin, sb. 
hordeks [hordoks], sb. pi., in the 

compd.“gjola [gjola,gjola]-h.”, sedi- 
ment, particles of cheese adhering 
to the inside of the churn, when the 
whey (see gjola, sb.) is poured out, 
after the churning. Fee. The word 
is prob. to be classed with No. 
yrda (“yyra”), vb., to cover with 
gravel (R.). 

hordin [hordin], sb., 1) a big 
boulder, = hord1 1. Fo. 1) a big, 
heavily-built woman, partly == hord1 

2; also hordek[hordak]. Morerarely 
of a big, stout man (N.Roe: hor- 
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dek). — hordin is prob. *ur5in, def. 
form of O.N. urd, f., (block of stone) 
a heap of large fragments of rock; 
see hord1, sb. hordek is prob. 
formed from hord with added suf- 
fix -ek. 

horek1 [(horak) h&rak], sb., com- 
partment in a boat, esp. in the 
stern. S.Sh. (Du.), Nmw. (Esh.). In 
Esh. esp. the space between the 
hindmost knee-timber and the stern 
itself. Prop, the place where the 
side-planks are fitted to the stern. 
“de hole o’ de h.” the hindmost 
part of the keelson in the stern- 
compartment (Esh.). horek is prob. 
the same word as No. hork, f., a 
band, handle, ring (osier ring), be- 
cause hank and hoddek1, prop., a 
handle, loop, are used in the same 
sense. 

horek2 [horak], sb., a fissure, 
small cleft; a h. i’ de rock. Du. 
Poss. syn. with No. haara, f., chap 
in the skin. 

horek3 [horak], sb., see horin, sb. 
horem (hurem) [horam] and horm, 

hurm [horm], sb., scaly pieces of 
skin adhering to the wool when 
plucked off the sheep. Also with 
dropped h: orem (urem) [oram], 
orm, urm [orm]. Conn. In N.I. 
found in the form uram [u'ranr]. — 
*h&rhamr (h£r, n., hair; hamr, m., ■pelt, skin). Icel. harhamur, m., hairy 
skin (B.H.); No. haar(h)am, m., grain 
of leather; the outer hairy skin; Sw. 
dial, h&rrema, f., grain of leather; 
Faer. h£rrama, f., the root of the 
hair on a skin. The Shetl. forms 
of pronunciation with close, short o 
or long u presuppose most prob. a 
*h#rhamr. 

horin [horin], sb., sea-term, fisher- 
men’s tabu-name for seal. N.I. Other 
forms are: a) horek [horak]: N.I. 
occas.; b) worin [worin, worm], for 
*hworin: Fo.; c) jorin [jorin, jorin, 
jonn], for *hjorin: Fo.; d) uriin 

[u’Tiin'] and urien [irTian1]: Wh., 
Sk. — Prop, the hairy one. An 
older *h£ringr (with dropped i-muta- 
tion) = hseringr, m., a hairy being. 
The seal is now also called “de 
hair-fish” in Shetl. fishermen’s tabu- 
lang. For the forms uriin, urien 
see the concluding remark under the 
preceding word. 

horkl, horkel [ho'rkal], sb., com- 
motion in the sea, esp. tide-race, 
waves going against one another; 
a h. i’ de sea. Nms. The word is 
most prob. to be referred to No. 
hurkla, vb., to roughen. 

horkl, horkel [ho'rkal, h6‘rkal], 
vb., to make a gurgling or rattling 
sound in the throat; to gurgle, rattle, 
hawk; a horkl in soond [‘sound’]; 
to h. and tear ut o’ de trot [‘throat’]. 
N.I. ho‘rkal: Fe. occas.; elsewhere 
more comm.: ho'rkal. No. harkla 
and hurkla, vb., to hawk, rattle, 
gurgle. 

horkli [h6‘rklij and horkali [ho‘r"- 
kali-], adj., disagreeable; coarse; 
rough, of weather; h. wadder, weather 
too rough for boat-fishing (Fo.); a h. 
day (Fo.); he is h.-lookin’, a storm is 
expected (Yn.). horkli: Fo. hor- 
kali: Yn. Also with dropped h: 
orkli [6‘rkli]: Fo. — No. hurklen 
and hurklutt (harkall and harklen), 
adj., rough; uneven. Cf. horkl, sb. 

horl [horl (h6ral, horol)], sb., a) a 
humming or whirring sound; b) (dis- 
tant) rushing or muffled, rolling sound 
of the sea; de h. o’ de sea; der’r 
[‘there is’] a h. i’ de sea. N.I. c) 
rattle, rattling sound; “der’r a h. at 
his breast”, applied to a person with 
a bad cold (Sa.). d) monotonous 
talk, nonsense (Du.). — *hurl from 
hurr; No. hurr, m., a dull, purring 
(humming, whirring) sound. No. 
hurla, vb., to whirl; hum; tattle; to 
speak monotonously and inanely. 

horl [horl, h6r3l (horsl)], vb., to 
hum; whirl; to rush, to roll with a 
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muffled sound, appl. to the sound 
of the sea some distance away. N.I. 
Also to speak monotonously, to 
tattle (Du. and elsewhere). — No. 
hurla, vb., to whirl; hum; tattle, 
etc., from hurra, vb. 

horlin [horlin], sb., disparaging 
term appl. to a person; a scaud 
[‘scald’] h. See horl, sb. and vb. 

horlos [horlos], hor-/ess [hor'les'] 
and hora-/ess [h6r"ales'], adj., deaf- 
ened with noise or boisterous talk; 
du is makin’ me h.-/., you make 
me quite deaf with your noise. yn„ burr *h0yrnar-lauss, from O.N. 
hoyrn (heyrn, Icel.), f., hearing; Icel. 
heyrnarlauss, adj., deaf. 

hormd [hormd], perf. part, and 
adj., = hwermd; see hwerm2, vb. 

horn [horn, hoarn; horn, h&rn], 
sb., 1) horn, partly a) horns of the 
head of an animal, partly b) horn 
(substance); c) horn, fashioned into 
an object, e.g. a wind-instrument 
(see luder-horn); a horn for hold- 
ing snuff; O.N. horn, n., and Eng. 
horn are used in the same sense. 
In Shell, also: d) pointed dorsal fin 
of a fish or shark; de horns o’ de 
ho (the shark); e) feelers of a snail 
or of an insect; de horns o’ a snail 
(Fe.: horn), horn is also a Norw. 
word in both the latter given senses. 
O.N. horn, inter alia: high dorsal fin 
of a whale. 2) the top of the stem 
(or sternfpost of a boat; de horns 
o’ de boat. comm, [horn, h&rn]. The 
compd. hinnispott (honnispott), sb., 
q.v., indicates horn in the last sense 
to be a Norn word. 3) a tapering 
height; pointed skerry; now mostly 
used as a place-name; de h. [h&rn] 
o’ Honni (Sa.), see honnek1, sb.; 
de Horn [h&rn], a point of land 
projecting from the steep coast on 
the north-western side of the isle 
of Papa Stour, “de H. o’Papa”, “de 
horns (Horns) o’ Hagmark”, two 
steep rocks in Klebergswick Hill, U". 

Hornshul [hor’nswol] (Yn.), a tap- 
ering hill: *horns-h611 (see hul, sb.). 
O.N. horn, a promontory, project- 
ing, high mountain. 4) a corner, 
nook, esp. in certain phrases: de 
auld [‘old’] h. [h&rn], the old nook, 
the old home or native place (De.). 
As a place-name, name of a farm, 
is reported “de Horn [h&rn]” (Skel- 
bre, L.). O.N. horn, a corner, nook. 
— horn is otherwise not the reg- 
ularly developed form in Shetl. Norn.; 
for this form (honn-) and the mean- 
ings in which it has been preserved, 
see honnek1, sb. 

horn [horn (h&rn), horn], vb., to 
procure a discharge of blood from 
an injured part of the body by 
means of the horn of an animal, 
to cup; the point of the horn is (was) 
put into the wound, and a piece of 
skin or a rag is (was) wrapped round 
the wide end of the horn. Also 
called “to tak’ horn-bled”, and 
“to kopp”. N.I. “horn, horn”: U. 
(hor3n: Un.). More recent form. 

horn-ft/od [hor3n-bl0d,
) hormbted1, 

hSrn--], sb., blood drawn from an 
injured part of the body by means 
of the horn of an animal. hor3n'- 
blod-: N.I. to tak’ h.-6. = to horn. 
See further horn, vb. 

horn-gebi, sb., see gebi, sb. 
horni1 [horni], sb., a corner, nook; 

I harried every h., I searched in 
every corner. U. The word is O.N. 
horn, n., in sense of corner, nook, 
or a derivative of this word: O.N. 
hyrni, n., a corner. Cf. hirnek, sb. 

horni2 [hSrni], sb., tabu-name, 
sea-term for cow; de h. Prop, the 
horned one. Wests. (Fo.; Papa St.). 
More recent form. 

horn-klokk, sb., see honnklokk, 
sb. 

horp [h6‘rp], vb., to contract; 
to shrink, esp. owing to drying up or 
to the action of heating. Mostly used 
in perf. part.: horpet [ho'rpot], too 
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much dried up or burnt, e.g. of 
bread. Papa St. No. hyrpa, Sw. dial, 
hyrpa, horpa, vb., to pinch, draw 
together. 

horr, sb. and vb., see burr, 
fhorra [hora]-g-oose, sb., barn- 

acle-goose. U. Also Ork. L.Sc. 
horie-goose. 

horri fhorri], interj., a shout by 
which swine are chased away. Sa. 
See harri and herr(i), interj. 

horro [hdrro", hor'ro"], sb., great 
disturbance, noise and confusion, a 
h. and a “balloot”. Wh. In a some- 
what different sense is handed down 
the form hurro [hurro\ horro-]: 
ardour; high spirits; like hurro, 
ardent and animated (S.Sh.? Bur- 
gess, Sketches, 2nd edit. p. 113.— 
Doubtless accus. “*hurru” from*hurra, 
f.; No. hurra, f., whirling and rush- 
ing speed (hurra, vb., to hum; whirl; 
O.N. hurra, vb., to hum; mutter). 

horse-\\a\ [ha‘rs-h0v],sb., marsh- 
marigold (plant). Fe. Prop, horse's 
hoof (O.N. hofr, m., a hoof). Cf. 
Icel. hofbladka, f., as the name of 
the same plant. The common Shetl. 
name for the plant is otherwise 
blokka (blogga); q.v. 

horsgok, -guk [ha‘rs--g6k- (-gok ), 
-gok-, -guk-], sb., the snipe, scolo- 
pax gallinago. h&‘rs--gok-, -guk-: 
Un. Elsewhere more comm.: “h&‘rs--- 
gok- (-gok-)” and “horse-gouk [gouk, 
gouk]”; the latter form acc. to L.Sc. 
gowk, sb., cuckoo. Also Ork. The 
name is due to the bird’s subdued 
cry. In Shetl. horsgok, horsgouk 
is also found used of another bird, 
viz.: the green sand-piper (Jam.). 
— O.N. hrossagaukr, No. rossegauk 
and horsegauk, Sw. horsagok, m., 
Da. horsegog, the snipe. 

horsk [h6‘r<jk], inter]., a shout by 
which swine are chased away. Sa. 
See hirs(i), interj. 

horus, horrus [horus-, horu.'j-, hor-- 
rusj--], sb., 1) bustle; noise; uncon- 

trolled speed; to be in a h.; der’r 
[‘there is’] a h. upo dee; he cam’ 
wi’ a h., he came rushing and 
stumbling. In various places, e.g. 
in Fe., the phrase “to be in a h.” 
is mostly said of a crowd as distinct 
from a single individual. h6r-ru<j--: 
Conn.; horus-: Fo.; elsewhere more 
comm.: horufj-. Also hurus [burns-, 
huTus--]; to had a hurus, to rush 
along, to make a noise. Un-) burr. 2) 
a noisy, rushing crowd, a h. o’ folk. 
L. [horusj-]. Sa., Wests, [horusf]. — 
Assimilates entirely in both senses 
to No. herraas, f., which prob. is 
the same word (the latter part is 
O.N. ras, f., run, speed, also a 
crowd). The first part of the word 
is prob. influenced by *hurr, horr, 
horro, appl. to humming, whirring, 
-rus seems to presuppose a root- 
form *r()s = ras. “u” of the first 
part of hurus can most reasonably 
be explained as having arisen by 
levelling of sound. 

horus [horus-, horusj-] and hurus 
[burns-], vb., to urge one on, e.g. 
by noisy shouting; he hurusd (was 
hurusin) him to come. See ho- 
rus, sb. 

horovi [ho'rovi, ho'rovi], sb., a 
species of grey shark, smooth dog- 
fish, mustelus, in shape like “de 
ho”, but larger, and having a tail 
of a different form. Nm. Occas. ho- 
robi [ho'rab'i]. Nms. occas. The 
name is due to the peculiar form of 
its tail. For the first part of the 
compd. see ho, sb.; the second part 
is a deriv. of O.N. rofa, No. rova, f., 
tail. With rovi cf. rovek2, sb., 
used, inter alia, of the tail of a shark. 

hosamilla, adv., see husamilla, 
adv. 

hosopall, -pell and -pann, sb., 
see hosapall, hosapann, sb. 

hosek [hosok, hosok], sb., an 
overhand knot made on a damaged 
fishing-line round the broken parts 
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which are laid double. U. Doubt- 
less to be classed with No. hose, n., 
an instrument for clinching. 

hoskali [hos"kalr], adj., applied 
to weather: harsh and disagreeable, 
unsuitable for out-door work or fish- 
ing; h. wadder. U. Cf. No. husk(e)- 
leg, adj., ugly; horrible; frightful 
(Aa.), indisposed, accompanied by 
shudderings (R.), and husken, adj., 
id., also appl. to weather: rough and 
cold, causing shivering fits. 

hoskerri [ho"skaeri, ho’skaeri], sb., 
a species of big shark, in shape like 
the smaller kind called “ho” (dog- 
fish). Nm., Wests. From Wests, the 
word is also reported in sense of 
a very large shark, from Nm". 
(N.Roe) understood as the same spe- 
cies of shark called hobrand. — 
O.N. haskerdingr, m., = hakarl and 
hakerling, greenland shark. See 
hokel and hokillin, sbs. 

hoski [hoski, hSskiJ, adj., of 
weather: a) hazy and also some- 
what rough and windy; h. wadder: 
cloudy, windy weather; b) misty 
with slight rain-, h. wadder. Re- 
ported from Nm. and Ai. in sense 
a [hoski], in sense b from Papa Stour 
[hoski and haski]. The word ap- 
pears to be a parallel form to haski1, 
adj., and must, in that case, be dis- 
tinguished from hoskali, adj., ap- 
plied to weather. 

hoskitek [ho' skit ok], sb, a spe- 
cies of cuttle-fish, smaller than the 
common skitek; q.v. Du. Food 
for “de ho” (the dogfish)? For 
another possible definition of ho, 
first part of the compd., see under 
hobagi, sb. 

hosl, hosel, sb. and vb., see 
hus(e)l. 

*hospra [hos^p^ra-] and *hosper 
[hospsr], sb., sea-term, tabu-name in 
fishermen’s lang. ior wife. Fe. Also 
hesper [haespar], acc. to J.I. — O.N. 

husproyja (htispreyja), f., = hiisfroyja 
(-freyja), f., mistress of the house, 
wife. — Cf. hostan(i), hostani, 
sb., which is another form of the 
same word. 

hoss, hosj [h6<j0jY|, sb., \)(muffled) 
rush or murmur, esp.: a) of waves 
lapping on the shore in calm wea- 
ther, a h. aboot de shore; usually with 
an implication of the rushing sound, 
caused by the waves; a h. i’ de sea; 
also of the rushing sound of the 
water in a brook: der’r a h. i’ de 
burn. In Fe. also hossin [h6^)m, 
h6sj0j)an], a h. o’ ca’ aboot de shore 
(softly breaking surf). From Sa. is 
reported boss [hof^] of a louder 
sound: rush of waters, a h. o’ 
water, b) gentle, soughing wind, 
a h. o’ wind. From Sa. of a louder 
sound: a sudden burst of wind, c) 
a slight, rustling sound] de h. o’ 
de mice i’ (among) de corn (Yh.). 
d) a loud, humming or droning 
sound, caused by a restless flock 
or crowd (Sa.). 2) a restless, noisy 
crowd, a h. o’folk. Sa., N. — hosj, 
boss [h0<j(!j)] is reported from Yh. 
as a parallel form to boss. — Cf. No. 
hussa and hysja, vb., to swing to 
and fro, prop, with a loud, rushing 
sound, Icel. hossa, vb., to swing, 
to shake (gently), to shove. No. 
hosa and hysja, vb., to sough, rush 
along, as well as L.Sc. hush, sb., 
a whisper, slight noise, gushing. 
The Shetl. form hosj [ho^Oj)] springs 
from an original *hysj. — The verb 
boss1 preserves a single sense 
(sense 1), different from the sub- 
stantive. 

boss1 (hossj) [boss, ho^sj)], vb., 
1) properly to cause a violent 
swinging or shaking, esp. in the 
phrase: to h. ane op, to beat 
someone. 2) to cause a rushing 
or sighing sound, to rush, sigh 
(esp. gently)-, de sea, burn, wind 
is hossin. In this sense comm. 
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with the pronunc. “ho^)”. 3) to 
rustle faintly; de mice is hossin i’ 
de corn (Yh.: hosj, hosjij). — Besides 
boss, a form hosj [ho^)] is found 
in Yh. — For the etymology of the 
word see boss, sb. 

boss2 (hossj) [hojjjj], vb., to chase 
away poultry, esp. hens, by shout- 
ing (boss! boss kirr!); to h. de hens 
awa [‘away’] or ut. Fe. huss [husj(sj), 
ho^]: Un. No. hussa, vb., to frighten-, 
chase away. 

boss (hossj) [ho^], inter]., ex- 
clamation by which poultry, esp. hens, 
are chased away; “shoo!” mostly 
in the expr. “boss kirr [h6fj$ korr]!” 
Fe. huss kirr [hus^ kerr]!: Un. 
See boss2, vb. — A form husseka 
[ho^sfaka’], now partly obsolete, is 
also reported from Un. as an ex- 
clamation to chase away mice; see 
under huss, inter]. 

hosset, hosjet [hos^at], adj., un- 
tidy, slatternly, shabby, ragged-, a 
h. bein’. Nm., De. Cf. No. hysjutt, 
adj., slatternly, shabby, ragged. 

host [host, h^st], sb., coughing, 
a cough. O.N. hosti, m., id.; in 
Fser. with short main vowel-sound: 
hosti [histi], m. L.Sc. host, sb. 

host [host, hast], vb., to cough. 
O.N. hosta, vb., id.; in Fser. with 
short main vowel-sound: hosta [hasta]. 
L.Sc. host, vb. 

hostakk, sb., see hostakk, sb. 
hostan [hostan], hostani [hos"- 

tani'] and hostani [h0S"tanr], sb., 
sea-term, tabu-name in fishermen’s 
lang. for wife, woman. Fo. Def. 
form (htistniin, accus.: hustrtina) of 
O.N. htistrti = htisfrti, htisfroyja 
(-freyja), f., mistress of the house, 
wife. 

hotask [hotask, ho’task"] and ho- 
tosk [hotosk, ho'tosk’], sb., a species 
of small shark, smooth dogfish, mu- 
stelus (dark-coloured); said to be 
the same kind of shark as the so- 
called blindho, q.v. Acc.toEdm.: 

smooth-hound, squalus mustelus. — 
*hataska. No. haataska, f., a kind of 
small shark, dogfish, spinax niger. 

hots, vb., and inter]., see hits, 
vb. and inter]. 

hotF [ho't], hoit [(hoi‘t) h&i‘t], sb., 
1) strange behaviour-, der’r [‘there 
is], a h. upo dee de day [‘to-day’], 
you are behaving queerly to-day, 
e.g. applied to a person running 
about in a confused hurry. 2) 
(queer) condition, bodily form-, he 
had a wheer [‘queer’] h. upon him, 
he was looking odd to-day. Un. — 
O.N. hattr, m., mode or manner in 
which a thing is done, condition. 

hott2 [ho't, ho'(], hoitt [hoi‘tt], sb., 
a kind of supernatural or super- 
stitious fear, or fear of trolls and 
fairies-, der’r [‘there is’] a h. upo 
me. Nm. — O.N. otti, m., fear-, 
dread. — Cf. ohott, ohoitt, sb., 
which is another form of the same 
word. 

*hott;i (hoitt) [h&H, h&t (h&'t, h&i‘tt)], 
sb., reported in the phrases “to try 
de h., to geng ut to (ut to try) de 
h.”, to go (to the high seas) by 
boat to try the deep-sea fishing. 
Fe. As the phrases: “to geng 
heich, to geng to de heicht” (L.Sc. 
heich = Eng. high, adj., and L.Sc. 
heicht = Eng. height, sb.) are used 
by Dunrossness fishermen in sense 
of to go out for deep-sea fishing, 
prop., so far as to lose sight of the 
lower part of the land, the Fetlar 
form *hott, in all probability, can 
be explained from O.N. hatt, neut. 
sing, of har, adj., high. 

hottabor [ha'L'abor (h&i‘tt"ab9r-)], 
sb., mode of behaviour, esp. strange 
conduct-, du has a h. o’ dy ain [‘of 
your own’]. Uwg. *hattar-bur5r. For 
the first part of the compd. see 
hott1, sb. The second part is O.N. 
burdr, m., a bearing, etc., also appl. 
to the manner of comporting one- 
self-, cf. Shetl. bord2, sb. 
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hottafer [hS^'afar, hai‘tt"af9r 

(-fer)], sb., = hottabor, sb. Yon 
puir kribbage [knbed^] has a wheer 
[‘queer’] hottafer, the poor, miser- 
able creature is going on in a 
strange fashion (willprobably not live 
long): I t’ink wi’ yon coo’s hotta- 
fer, at sho will (sho ’ll) soon dee, 
/ expect that cow will soon die, 
judging from the way she is going 
on. Uw8 *hattar-fer<5. See hott1, 
sb., and ferd1, sb., the latter word 
of which is preserved in the compd. 
atferd, sb., in sense of behaviour, 
manners. 

*hotted, now comm.: hoited. hoitet 
[hoi'tad, h&i‘tad, -at], adj., conditioned; 
of a certain condition (bodily form, 
carriage, deportment), in the compd. 
ill-hotted, ill-hoited; q.v. — O.N. 
hattaSr, adj., of a certain condition. 

hottena [h&["ana-], hoittena [hoi'tt"- 
ana', hoi‘"tana', hai^tana’ (hoi‘"ta- 
na')], hottin, hoittin [(hai'tin) hai'tin], 
hottna [h&[na, ho'tna, ho[na], hoitna 
[hai‘tna(h6i‘tna)], hottni [hS[ni], hoitni 
[hSi'tni], used as an adj., subst. and 
interj. in foil, phrases: I) adjectiv- 
ally: a) accomplished; concluding; 
last; de ho(i)ttena trip (Yn.), de 
hoittin gang (Un.), the concluding 
trip, esp. the last trip to the hill 
when bringing home the peats (when 
cut and dried) by pack-horse; “hurro 
[hurro-] for my hoittin (hidmost) 
gang! hurrah for my last trip! (Un.); 
de hoittena [hoi‘"tana', hoi^tana-] 
geng: Yb. In the same sense as 
“h. gang (geng), trip”, is reported 
from Conn.: hoidinfer [hoi"dinfe3r], 
which also is used of the finishing 
of the harvest-work; see hoidin- 
fer, sb. “de hoitna [hai'tna] piece”, 
the digging of the earth, esp. by 
spade: the last piece of ground (field) 
which has been dug (Fe.). de ho(i)t- 
ni, the last one in the series e.g. de 
ho(i)tni calf, the last calf of a cow 
(Yh., Fe.?); also as a subst., see be- 

low; b) finished (with a work), to 
be ho(i)ttena, to have finished, 
esp. a big piece of out-door work, 
as, e.g. hay- and corn-harvest (Yn.?); 
dey were ho(i)ttena. hoittena 
[h6i‘"tana-]: Conn"1.? II) more rarely 
as a subst.: conclusion of a work; 
dis is (de) hottna, dis will be 
hottna, this will be the finishing 
touch, appl. to the accomplishment 
of any work. Uwg. [ho'tna, h&^na]. 
hurro [hurro'] for hottna, hoitna! 
hurrah for the finishing of the work 
(esp.: for the last trip to the hill to 
fetch peats)! Uwg-n. Ill) as interj.: 
ho(i)ttena! ho(i)ttena horn [horn, 
ho3rn]! shout of joy at the accom- 
plishment of a work, esp. on the 
bringing home the last peats from 
the hill (Yn.). — The word is a 
deriv. of a *hatta, non-mutated form 
of “hsetta”: O.N. haetta, vb., to cease; 
stop. The suffixes -ena, -na, -ni, 
-in, may originate, partly from a 
pres. part, form “*hattandi and haett- 
andi”, partly from a subst. form 
“*hattan, haettan” (*h£tting, *haett- 
ing), f. 

hotter [hotar], vb., to shiver, e.g. 
with cold so that the teeth chatter; 
a hotterin soond [‘sound’]. N. Sw. 
dial, huttra, Da. dial, huddre, vb., 
to shiver, e.g. with cold; L.Sc. hot- 
ter, vb., to bubble, seethe (esp. appl. 
to sound); to shudder, shiver. 

fhotti, sb., see hoid, sb. 
*hotti, now hoitti, hoiti [h&i‘ti], 

adj., touchy; fretful; irritable; easily 
offended. Conn., Sandw., Du. Prob. 
to be classed with No. haatt, m., in 
sense of mood, spirits, from O.N. 
hattr, m., mode, condition; No. ill- 
haattad, adj., in bad humour; cross; 
hot-tempered. See hott (hoit), sb. 

hov [hov], sb., the remaining 
stubble on a mown grass-field; the 
field after having been mown. Also 
hov [hov] and h0vi [hovi], de mawn 
[‘mown’]h. Un. *haf-or *hof-. Faer. 
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hogvur, m., from an older *hovur 
= Shell, hov, h0v(i). No. hov, m. 
and f., haav, f., = haa (ho), f., after- 
math, O.N. h^, f. 

hoveldarigg, hovelsrigg, sb., see 
hjogeldarigg. 

hovi [hovi, hovi, hovi, hovi], sb., 
1) plaited basket, e.g. of mugwort, 
straw or dried stalks of dock, esp. 
a) a small fish-creel, a piltek-h. 
S.Sh. (Du.): hovi. F.I.: hovi (= 
bodi). Occas. hovi [hovi] (N.Roe). 
b) a straw-basket for holding bait 
(limpets), a bait-h., a limpet-h. This 
basket is (acc. to report from Conn.) 
a little more square at the bottom 
than the common “kessi”, and is 
provided with a carrying-band across 
the mouth. S.Sh. Y. occas. Du. 
(S.Sh.): hovi, hovi. Y.: hovi. From 
Conn, is reported the form hovi 
[hovi] in sense lb. c) a bee-hive- 
shaped straw-basket for holding salt, 
a saut [‘salf]-h. Sandw., Du. [hovi]. 
In the last sense a parallel form, 
hobi, hobbi [hobi, habi] is reported 
from Du., a sauti [‘salt’]-h. d) a 
small basket or muzzle, tied over 
a horse’s mouth to prevent it eat- 
ing the corn, a bet-h. [be3t-hovi, 
-hovi]. Du. See bet, sb. 2) a kind 
of bag-net, esp. for trout-fishing in 
a stream; a troot [‘trout’]-h. [hovi, 
hovi]. This appliance is commonly 
formed of dried, plaited dock-stalks, 
conical in shape, and open at the 
apex, to which a small bag is fixed; 
the wider end is distended by a 
hoop. In sense 2 more comm.: 
hovi [hovi]. — O.N. h£fr, m., No. 
haav, hov, m., a) a basket with a 
long handle (a landing-net) by 
means of which small fish are 
scooped out of the water or from 
the fishing-net; b) a bow-net for 
fishing in a stream. — See koddi 
and kovi, sbs. 

hovi, hovel [hovol], vb., to trudge, 
to drag oneself along; to h. alang 

[‘along’]. Nms. No. hofla and hufla, 
vb., to trudge, to plod, e.g. in loose, 
flopping shoes. Cf. hivl, vb. 

hu [hu], sb., properly hide, skin, 
but now used only in a few phrases 
in which the proper meaning of the 
word has been partly obscured; thus: 
a) by hu or hair, at all costs, by 
hook or by crook; tak’ de coo t’rough 
by hu or hair! make the cow go, 
drive it along at any cost! prop. 
“by hide or hair”. Also: by hook 
or crook; b) atween hu and hair, 
atween de hu and de hair, prop. 
“betwixt hide and hair”-, a) with 
great difficulty; I gat [‘got’] him to 
do [‘do’] it atween hu and hair, I 
had great difficulty in getting him 
to do it (reported by W.R.); “atween 
hu and hair”! I’m [‘have’] had a 
terrible day de day [‘to-day’]”, / 
have had a terrible day to-day, I 
could scarcely manage it; ft) as an 
exclamation, expressing doubt about 
the veracity of an exaggerated or 
improbable story: atween de hu and 
de hair! that is very strange! etc. 
In the same sense as “atween (de) 
hu and (de) hair” is also used: 
“atween horn and hair” and “atween 
de hals [has] and de head”. — Conn. 
— O.N. htid, f., hide. 

hub [hub, hob], sb., a small, land- 
locked bay or creek formed by the 
sea and partly dry at ebb-tide; the 
head of a bay or creek, esp. where 
a small stream runs into it. N.I. 
Partly in pi.: hubs. Edm.: hoobs. 
Ork. hope, sb., a small bay (Edm.), 
and “hubbin” (A.W.J.). O.N. hopr, 
m., and (Icel.) hop, n., a small, 
land-locked bay. 

hube, huba [hnba, hnbao, hnba; 
hob-], sb., a crowd; great number; 
(large) flock, a great h. o’ folk, o’ 
sheep. Conn. O.N. hopr, m., id. 

hube [hubo, hubo], inter]., halloo! 
a shout by which a dog is called 
back from a distance. Papa? (acc. 
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to J.I.). Is poss. to be classed with 
No. hua, huva, vb., Icel. boa, vb., 
to shout, call, and Sw. dial, hovva, 
huwa! inter]., ho! hallool 

hud [had], vb., to give a hint, a 
brief instruction regarding the exe- 
cution of something (e.g. an errand); 
I only had to h. it till him, and he 
would geng [‘go’], / had only to 
give him a hint or say one word, 
he was off at once to carry out 
his task. Conn. Is the same word 
as O.N. hota, vb., prop, to raise 
one’s hand, to swing the arm, handed 
down in sense of to threaten. No. 
hota, vb., to raise the hand threaten- 
ingly, and hota, hotta, hytta, vb., 
partly to swing the arm as though 
to give a blow, partly to threaten. 
— Cf. hod1, vb. 

hudek [hndok], hodek [hodok], 
heder [hodar, hodor], sb., fisher- 
men’s tabu-name, sea-term for “hog- 
gistaf, huggistaf”, a gaff (a stick 
provided with an iron hook for se- 
curing a large fish when drawn to 
the surface of the water). N.I.,Nm. 
Yn.: hudek. U. (and Y.): hodek. 
Fe.: hoder (and hodek). Nm.: 
hoder [hidar]. hutrikin [hut"n- 
knr] (Fe.?) is a rarer double-suf- 
fixed parallel form. — The word is 
prob. to be classed with a) Sw. dial, 
hota, hota, vb., to drill holes in the 
earth with an iron bar (for hedge- 
stakes), and “hutta”, vb., to push, 
also to spear fish through a hole 
in the ice with a fish-spear; b) 
No. hytt, m., inter alia a pike, also 
a small gaff by which to secure 
fish (R.). — hudek, etc. appears to 
be classed etymologically with hwa- 
di2, sb., in the same sense; q.v. 

hudin [hndin], sb., a hint, a brief 
instruction to one regarding what 
he (she) has to carry out, esp. an 
errand; to geng [‘go’] upo de (first) 
h.: at once; he guid wi’ de first h., 
he went at the first hint; he didno 

[‘-not’] tak’ a h.: he went at once; 
— to wait de h., to await the op- 
portune moment for carrying out 
anything. Conn. *hotan or *hoting. 
See hud, vb. 

hufsahellek, sb., see ufsahella, sb. 
hufsi, sb., see ofs, ofsi, sb. 
hug [hag], vb., 1) to sit on one’s 

hams; to settle on one’s hams; to 
h. doon [‘down’]. Also 2) to creep 
stealthily along in a bent position, 
to geng hugin; to h. anesell [‘one- 
self’]; he huged [hugad] him [‘him- 
self’] in under de dyke (the wall). 
Nmn. O.N. hiika, vb., to sit on 
one’s hams. Cf. huk (hok), hukl, 
vb., and huker, sb. 

*hugfell [hokfa[ ], vb., to like, to 
be charmed with, a person or thing. 
Un. Edm. has: “huckfail, to like 
or fancy, any thing or person”. An- 
other form “hjokfa]'” is reported 
from Un. with uncertain meaning; 
prob. the same word. — *hug-fella; 
cf. O.N. hugfeldr and hugfellr, adj., 
according to one’s liking, agreeable, 
prop, “that agrees well with one’s 
mind”. “*hugfella”, prop, “to keep 
in one’s mind." 

hugg(i) and huggistaf, sbs., see 
hoggi and hoggistaf. 

huk [huk], vb., 1) to sit on one’s 
hams, to sit huk in on de fire (over 
the fire on the hearth); also hok 
[hok], to sit hokin ower de fire. 
2) to huddle oneself up, esp. from 
cold; to huk (sit hukin) on de 
cauld [‘cold’]. Uwg. — While hug 
[hng], vb. (see above), prob. springs 
from a form with long vowel-sound, 
the relation, regarding huk, in this 
respect, is more doubtful. The form 
hok springs from a *hoka with a 
short main vowel; see hok, vb. 

huker [hukar], sb., comm, in pi.: 
hukers, the knees fully bent when 
in a crouching position; to sit on 
de hukers, to sit on one’s hams. 
comm. (= L.Sc. hunker, vb.). Deriv. 
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of huk, vb., or from *hukr- (see 
under hukl, vb.). 

huketi [huk”9ti-], adj., in definite 
form, curved, bent; only reported 
in the current, versified riddle about 
the meadow and the brook: Huketi, 
kruketiptruk^ati'^hwar rinns du? 
you bent one, you crooked one, where 
are you running to? (the meadow’s 
inquiry of the brook). Klippet tail 
every year, why spors du? you, 
that get your tail cut every year, 
why do you ask that? (the brook’s 
answer to the meadow). — *hiik- 
otti, def. form of *hiik6ttr,adj., curved, 
bent. See hug and huk, vb. 

hukl, hukel [hukal], vb., to sit 
on one’s hams, to h. doon [‘down’], 
== to hug, vb.; to hukl onde knees: 
to sit hukl in ower de fire, to sit 
crouching over the fire on the hearth 
to warm oneself. Un. From an orig. 
*hukla (or *hukra). No. hukla and 
hukra, vb., to huddle oneself up, 
esp. from cold (= Shetl. huk, vb. 
2), and hokra, vb., to limp in a 
bent position; O.N. hokra, vb., to 
go bent; to creep stealthily along, 
= Shetl. hug, vb. 2. 

hul [hul], sb., a hillock. Yh. Now 
almost obsolete as a common noun, 
but still used in place-names, names 
of hills in localities, where the mean- 
ing of the word is often understood 
by the common people. In place- 
names comm, with suffixed def. art.: 
Hulen (Hulin) [hulan (hulin)], in 
pi.: de Hulens (in several places), 
de Hulins (Yn.). “Hulen” may other- 
wise also be dat. pi. [*holum] with 
dropped preposition. With added 
descriptive adjectives, e.g.: Hulen 
brenda [brsenda, braqda] (Norwich, 
Un.): *h611in brendi, the blackened 
hill; Hulen hjoga [hjoga] (Gluss, 
Nm.): *h611inn hpgi (hai), the high 
hill; Hulna hwessa [hulna hwaessa] 
(Taft, Burrafirth, U.): *hollinn hvassi 
or *h61arnir hvpssu (pi.), the peaked 

hill; Hulen (Hollen) kwida [hul9n, 
ho]9n, h6[9n kwida] (Fladab., Conn.): 
*h611inn hvlti, the white hill; Hulen 
rundi [rundi] (Ness of Islesburgh, 
Nmw.} the round hill; Hul or Hulen 
skarpa (Wd.): *hollinn skarpi, the 
peaked or dry hill, covered with a 
thin layer of earth, now found as 
the name of a farm; Hulen stura 
[stura] (Nunsbrough, Ai.), Hulen 
stura or sturi (Sandwich and Leven- 
wick, Du.), Ulna [ulna] stura (Fo.): 
*hollinn stori, the large hill. As 
the second part of compds. in bi- 
syllabic place-names (names of hills), 
hul is commonly abbreviated to ol 
[ol, 61, 9l] or wol [wol (w9l)], e.g. 
Bratthul [bratol, brai'twol] (Y.): *bratt- 
holl, the steep hill; Grodhul [grodol, 
grodwol,-w9l] (Ns.): *grj6t-h611, stony 
hill; Kjorkhul [kjo'rkol] (Kwarf, S.Sh.): 
*kirkju-holl, “church-hill"; Kwirhul 
[kwir9l] (W.): *kvlar-h611, see *kwi, 
sb.; Lirhul [lirhul and lirwol] (Nor- 
wich, Un.): *hll5ar-h611, see li, sb.; 
Skibhul [slybol] (Ub.,W.): *skip-h611 
(a hill from which a look-out is 
kept for ships or boats); Stenshul 
[stenfjwol, -w9l] (Wd.): *steins-holl 
(named after a large stone or rock), 
now the name of a farm; Sturhul 
[stnrol, stur9l] (N.): *st6rh611, the 
great hill; Swarthul [swa‘rtol, swa'rt- 
wol] (Br., Y.): *svarth611, the black 
hill; Wolvhul (Wolwhul, Wolhul) 
[wolvol, wolwol, w61"9w61‘, wolol] 
(Tegen, De.: wolv9l, wolwol, “deW. 
knowe [‘knoll’]”; Wd.: w61"9wol-; 
Fladabister, Conn.: wolol) and Wol- 
ver(s)hul [wol"v9r(s)ol'] (Ym.): *alf- 
\\b\\,fairy-hillock; for the form “wol- 
ver-” cf. Fser. alvar- in “alvarhiis” 
(for “alvahus”, fairy dwelling). See 
Shetl. Stedn., pp. Ill—112. — O.N. 
holl, m., a height, hill. 

*hulefer [hul"9f9r'], sb., a very 
big ling; partly compd. with baser, 
sb.; a hulefer-haser. Prop, sea- 
term, tabu-name belonging to fisher- 
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men’s lang. W. Burr., Ai. Etym. 
uncertain. Fig. application of O.N. 
tilfr, m., wolf? 

(^huleferdal, huliferdal [hul afar- 
dal-], adjectival expr. applied to badly- 
spun worsted: very uneven, alter- 
nately thin and lumpy, de worsed 
[‘worsted’] is a’ [‘all’] h. Nmw. (Esh.). 
Prob. a jocular application of an 
orig.: *h611-yfir-dal, “hill over dale”, 
i.e.: hilly. Cf. brogget, adj., prop. 
hilly, applied to uneven worsted. 

huleferhaser [hul"9farha"s3r], sb., 
see *hulefer and baser, sbs. 

hulk [hu‘lk], sb., commotion in 
the sea, esp. of crested sea; a h. i’ 
de sea. U. The vowel-sound sug- 
gests an origin diff. from hoik1, 
sb. Prob. to be classed with No. 
hulk, n., unevenness; roughness. 
See hoik1 and 3, sbs. 

hulk [hu'lk], vb., = hoik2, vb. 
Du. 

*hulm [hulm], sb., a holm, islet, 
O.N. holmr, m. Now only found in 
a single compd., as: hulmsund 
[huhsund-], see below, and as the 
first part of compds. in some place- 
names, esp. names of lakes with 
islets, e.g. Hulmawater (St.), name 
of a lake: *h61ma-(vatn), Hulma* 
sjon [hul"masj0ir] (Hamar Ness, 
Nmw.), name of a lake: *h61ma- 
tjprn, see sjonn, sb. (a small lake, 
etc.); further, e.g. Hulmkoddi [huP- 
kodi], a point of land on the north 
side of “de Holm o’ West Sandwick” 
(Yellw.). Elsewhere the word has 
been anglicised to holm, pronounced 
“horn (h&m)”, more rarely with 
preserved 1: hol3m (as e.g. in Dus. 
occas.). As the second part of a 
compd. ho(l)m is often found ab- 
breviated to -om [6m]; thus: Bratt- 
holm [bra[6m], Fladholm [fladom], 
Nostholm [nostom] (Russeter, Few.): 
*bratth61mr, *flath61mr, *naustholmr; 
Skorholm [skorom, skoram] (Whalsay 
Sound): *skorholmr;Wedder (Wadder)- 

holm [wad"3r6m]: *vedrh61mr,“raAWS- 
holm”. See Shetl. Stedn. pp. 112 
—113. 

hulmsund [hul sund ], sb., a small 
sound between an islet and the op- 
posite mainland; between an island 
and one or more holms, or among 
holms and skerries. Conn. As place- 
names are found: “de Hulmsund 
[hul,sund,]”) a sound between Yell 
(Ym.) and Kay holm; further: Hulm- 
sond [hul'soiid'], near Fetlar (Fes _e). 
— *holmsund uholm (’s)-sound”; see 
*hulm and sund1, sbs. 

hum [(hum) horn], sb., gloomy 
sky, (dense) haze. De. O.N. hum, n., 
gloom; twilight. No. hum, n., dark- 
ness caused by gathering clouds. 
Cf. hums2, humsk(er), sb. 

hum [(hum) horn], vb., to grow 
dusk; he is hum in, the twilight is 
coming on. De. O.N. htima, vb., 
to grow dusk. A mutated form 
horn, from *hyma, is more common 
in Shetl.; see horn, vb. 

humi, hum-y [(humi) h6mi], adj., 
applied to the air: somewhat dark, 
murky, misty, hazy; he is a kind o’ 
h.-lookin’, the air is hazy, it looks 
as if it would be misty weather. 
De. Deriv. of hum, sb.; cf. No. 
humen, adj., obscure; dark. 

humin [(humin) h6mm], sb., even- 
ing twilight (the early part of even- 
ing twilight). De., Du. From hum, 
sb. See further the mutated and 
more common form, horn in. 

humi, hummel [homsl] and homl, 
hommel [homal], vb., 1) to chip 
or to remove corners and edges 
off something, esp. wood; de cor- 
ners is [‘are’] hum meld aff o’ [‘off’] 
de wood (wreck-wood), the sharp 
edges are worn off the wreck-wood 
(Du.). Most comm, used in sense: 
2) to thresh the bearded ears of 
barley (the second threshing), to h. 
here. In the sense first given the 
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word is = Sw. dial, hammla, hommla, 
vb., to round off, to lop off twigs; 
cf. O.N. hamla, vb., to mutilate, 
O.H.Q. hamal, adj., curtailed, L.Sc. 
homyll, hummil, adj., polled (refers 
to a hornless cow). In the second 
sense, huml, homl, is Eng. and 
L.Sc. hummel, vb., to hummel here. 

humlaband, humliband, sb., see 
homliband. 

humlins [homhns], sb. pi., whirl- 
pools (Yn.); see further swimlins, 
swumlins (under swiml, sb.), and 
hwumlins, sb. 

humpi, hump-y [ho'mpi], adj., 
rough, applied to the sea; de sea 
is gettin’ (turnin’) h. Du. No. hum- 
putt, adj., rough, uneven (hump, m., 
inter alia: roughness, unevenness: 
R.); Eng. humpy,adj. Cf.hums1,sb. 

humpigumpi [ho‘m"pigo‘nrpi and 
ho‘nrpigo‘nrpi], sb., rump, buttocks. 
Uc.; handed down especially in a 
versified riddle, beginning: I sat upo 
my h. The word is a compd. of 
*hump- (No. hump, m., knoll; piece 
of flesh; rump) and O.N. gumpr, 
m., rump. Cf. Sw. dial, hympa- 
gympa, n., of something baggy (in 
clothes). 

hums1 [hu‘ms, ho‘ms (ho'mps)], 
sb., surge or swell in the sea, esp. 
with short, choppy (not breaking) 
waves; der’r [‘there is’] a h. i’ de 
sea. Nmw. (Nibon) [hu‘ms]. N.Roe 
[ho‘ms(ho‘mps)]. Also horns[ho'ms]: 
Ai. The word is to be classed with 
No. humsa, vb., to walk heavily, to 
stump; cf. No. humputt, adj., rough, 
uneven, and the use of Shetl. hum- 
pi, adj. 

hums2 [hu'ms, ho'ms], humsk 
[hu'msk, ho'msk], humsker [ho‘m- 
skor], sb., gloomy sky, dense haze, a 
hums o’ mist (Wests.; L. occas.; 
Du.); also of gathering clouds. Of- 
ten used to denote haze over the 
land some distance off; der’r a 
hums on de land, ower de land 

(Nmw.; Fo.). — hjums [hju‘ms] 
(Esh. occas., Nmw.) — hums. — 
humsk: Nm. occas. [hu‘msk] and 
Wh. [ho‘msk]; a humsk ower de 
sky or land, humsker: Fo. — In 
Fo. and a few other places on Wests, 
is also used horns [h6‘ms], thin 
vapour or light clouds obscuring 
the sun to some extent. — From 
Den. (Brae) is reported hums [ho‘ms] 
in sense of dusk or dawn, de h. o’ 
de eenin’ [‘evening’], de h. o’ de 
mornin’. In Dew. (M.Roe) is found 
horns [ho'ms], and in Nmn. (N.Roe) 
a form h u n g s (h u n k s) [ho‘i)s (ho‘gks)] 
in sense of evening twilight; he is 
cornin’ to de h. o’ de night (in this 
sense more comm.: horn in), hum- 
skin [ho‘mskin]: L. — Deriv. of 
O.N. hum, n., gloom; dark air; twi- 
light; see hum, sb. hum ska1, sb., 
q.v., is prop, the same word as 
hums(k). 

humset1 [ho'msat], hjumset[hjo‘m- 
sot], adj., ill-shaped, having a bad 
carriage, e.g. one shoulder higher 
than the other. Often used with 
prefixed “ill”: ill-h(j)umset. U. 
Other forms are: hungset [ho‘g- 
sot], ill-hungset, hunkset and 
hjongset [hjo‘rjsat] for *hongset. 
IL: hungset (Uc.) and hjongset. 
hunkset [ho‘gks9t]: N.Roe. — The 
word is to be classed with No. humsa, 
vb., to walk heavily, to stump. Cf. 
hungs (hunks), vb. 

humset2 [ho'msat], humsi, hums-y 
[ho‘msi], adj., of the sky, the weather: 
cloudy, misty, hazy, a h. sky, h. 
wadder, a h.-lookin’ day. From 
hums2, sb. See humsket, adj. 

humska1 [ho'mska] and homska 
[ho‘mska], sb., fleecy clouds, esp. 
in an overcast sky with openings 
between the clouds. Un-'w., Nm". oc- 
cas. From Nmn. are reported the 
parallel forms hungska [ho'gska], 
and with i-mutation: homska [ho'm- 
ska]. homska is besides given by 
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W.R. in sense of twilight; i’ de 
homska = i’ de hamin. — The 
word is a deriv. of O.N. htim, n., 
gloom; dark air; twilight. See hums2, 
humsk, sb., and cf. besides No. 
hymskjen, adj., applied to the sky: 
somewhat overcast (R.). 

*humska2 [(hu‘mska) ho'mska] and 
*hunska [hu‘nska], sb., a kind of 
black pudding, made of blood (ox- 
blood) and meal. U. (hunska); ox- 
blood poured over cabbage in 
a pot and boiled together with 
meal: Fo. (humska). Also with 
dropped m: huska [huska]: Fo. 
From Yh. is reported a form hung- 
ska [ho'gska] in the same sense as 
hunska, reported from U. “hung- 
ska” is prob. developed from “hum- 
ska” by the change ms > ngs in 
Shetl. Norn. — Prob. the same word 
as O.Da. humske, hunske, f., (un- 
clean) liquid. 

humsker, sb., see hums2, humsk, 
sb. 

humsket, [ho'mskst], adj., dark; 
murky; hazy; overcast; de sky is 
h.; Wh. From Nmn. (N.Roe) is re- 
ported a parallel form hamsket 
[ha'mskot], a h. sky. See hum- 
ska1, sb., and cf. No. hymskjen, 
adj., appl. to the sky: somewhat 
overcast. 

humskin [ho'mskin], sb., twilight; 
i’ de h. L. From humsk; see 
hums2, sb. More comm.: hamin. 

hun [hnn (hnen, ho3n) hun], sb., 
1) a wooden handle, esp. a) the 
handle of the lid of a bucket or 
chest; b) a door-handle. 2) sea- 
term, tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. 
for hoggistaf, huggistaf, a gaff 
(a stick provided with an iron hook 
for landing a large fish); in this 
latter sense only reported from F.I. 
[hun]. 3) the mast-head with the 
hole through which the halyard goes 
for hoisting and lowering the sail; 
esp. in pi.: de huns o’ de mast. 

Fo. [hnn]. 4) the uppermost end 
of a rafter, esp. in pi., de huns, 
denoting the joining of the rafters 
at the top of a roof; de huns o’ 
de couples. — Beside hun is found 
a form han [han], esp. in the exprs.: 
“de bans o’ de mast” and “de bans 
o’ de couples”, reported from S.Sh., 
Sa., Y. and U. (in Fe., on the other 
hand: hn3n, ho®n, hun). Sa.: han, 
h'an. — Icel. hiinn, Faer. htini, m., 
a wooden handle, e.g. the handle 
of the lid of a chest or bucket; No. 
hun, m., a plank covered with bark 
on one side. O.N. hiinn, m., a 
cube-shaped piece of wood, also 
mast-head (with hiinbora = the hole 
through which the halyard goes) ; 
Faer. hiinar, pi., mast-head, esp. in 
poetry. 

hund [bond], sb., a dog; pro- 
nounced with u [o]-sound, e.g. in Fo. 
Otherwise often: bond [bond, hoi^d], 
esp. of a large, ugly dog. Metaph., 
bond is used as a contemptuous 
term about or to a person; dy bond 
[di hoijd]! you hound! (Un--bu.). Also 
hand [hand]. A dim. form, hondi 
[hondi] is mostly used as a pet name 
for a dog. — O.N. hundr, m., a 
dog, L.Sc. hund, sb. — Now comm.: 
Eng. dog. In certain phrases, how- 
ever, hund, bond or hand are still 
used, as: a hoken [hokan, hSksn] 
h., a greedy dog; see the prover- 
bial phrase given under hoken, adj. 

hundski [hu'nski], disparaging term 
of address. Uwg. Prop, you currish 
(fellow)? Prob. from hundskr, Da. 
hundsk, adj., coarse; currish. 

*hunek [honak) h6nak], sb., a 
hen; kirr [karr] de huneks! shoo 
the hens away l Esh., Nmw. O.N. 
hcena, f., a hen. Shetl. hunek by 
dropped i-mutation. For another 
Shetl. form of this word with the 
final s of the stem preserved, see 
*hjonsa. 

hungs [ho'ijs] and hunks [ho’gks], 
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vb., 1) to move with a heavy, roll- 
ing gait. N.Roe: hunks. 2) to 
shrug one's shoulders, to bungs 
(hunks) upon anesell [‘oneself’]. Al- 
so: to hjongs [hjo‘i}s] upon ane- 
sell; he hjongst upon him [‘him- 
self’]: Y. and Fe.(?) occas. 3) to 
push up, to make something sit 
better by moving it upwards, e.g. a 
burden on one’s back; to hungs 
(hunks) op a kessi (a straw-bas- 
ket); to h. op de troosers, to hitch 
up the trousers. — Prob. for *hurns, 
and to be classed with No. humsa, 
vb., to walk heavily, to stump, with 
the oft occurring change ms > ngs, 
nks in Shetl. Norn; cf. e.g. hums2, 
sb., and hum set, adj., with the par- 
allel forms hungs (hunks) and 
hung set (hunk set). Cf. hims2, 
vb., as well as hings (hinks), vb., 
and the derivatives of these words. 

hungset, hunkset, adj., see hum- 
set1, adj. 

hunk [ho'gk], sb., a lift or heave 
upwards; to gi’e a h., to heis (to 
hoist) wi’ a h. (cf. J. B., Rasmie’s 
Buddie, p. 104). See the foil. word. 

hunk [ho‘gk], vb., to heave or 
push higher up. S.Sh. To be classed 
with No. honka, prop, hunka, vb., 
to walk unsteadily. Cf. honki, sb., 
and hungs (hunks), vb. 

hunkers [ho'rjkars], sb. pi., a 
pasty mass, a chopped-up mixture 
(potatoes and bursten; q.v.), esp. 
in the compd. “gili-h.”; q.v. Fe. 
Uncertain origin, hunk- might poss. 
be a parallel form (with another de- 
rivative ending) to No. hump, m., 
Da. humpel, c., a knoll; lump; piece. 

hurem, hurm, sb., grain of leather, 
etc., see horem, sb. 

hurikuris [hn"rikOTis, hur’ikuris], 
sb. pi., half-awake, sulky state, see 
further urikuri, sb. 

fhurkl, hurkel [hu'rkal, ho'rkol], 
vb., to walk in a bent position, un- 
steadily and shivering from cold 

(with chattering teeth), to geng 
hurklin wi’ de cauld [‘cold’]. The 
word is most prob. to be classed 
with L.Sc. hurkle, hurkill, vb., to 
draw the body together, but has 
also implied sense of horkl, hor- 
kel, vb.; q.v. Cf. also No. hurkla, 
vb., in sense of to move unsteadily 
with a grating or rumbling sound, 
and O.N. hqrkla, vb., to drag one- 
self along. 

hurr [horr] and now comm.: horr 
[horr], sb., a whirling; a whirring 
sound; also applied to the purring 
of a cat. See hurr, vb. 

hurr [horr] and now comm.: horr 
[horr], vb., to whirl; whirr (to pro- 
duce a whirring sound)-, also ap- 
plied to a cat: to purr. No. and 
Sw. (dial.) hurra, Da. hurre, Eng. 
hurr. vb. 

hurro [hor*ro\ hor ro ], sb., live- 
liness-, vivacity, ardour-, laek’ [‘like’] 
h., vivaciously, lively-, ardently (].&., 
Sketches, 2nd edit. p. 113). No. 
hurra, f., whirling, rushing speed. 
hurro prop, represents the old accus. 
form “hurru”. See horro, sb., used 
in a different sense. 

hurt [ho‘rt], sb., laying, time for 
laying eggs-, also appl. to young 
birds being hatched: to come to de 
h., on the point of breaking the 
shell. Fo. See further urt, ort, sbs. 

hurus, sb. and vb., see horus, 
sb. and vb. 

hus [hos (h6s), hus], sb., 1) a 
house, dwelling. 2) a family circle, 
in certain phrases, such as: mony 
[‘many’] a feared h. was for him, 
there was much anxiety for his fate 
in many families or households 
(N.Roe). O.N. htis, n., a house, 
also family. 

hus1 [has (hos)], vb., to house, 
to bring into the house or under 
cover-, to h. de taatis [‘potatoes’]. 
O.N. hysa and htisa (Sw. husa, Da. 
huse), id. 
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hus2 [hns] and huz [hnz], vb., to 

lift a child up, and rock it to and 
fro, to make it stop crying, to h. 
a bairn, to h. a bairn op; h. him 
(de boy) op! U. *husa. No. hussa 
and hysja, vb., to rock, hysa, vb., 
to throw high up into the air\ Icel. 
hossa, vb., to dandle-, Sw. hyssa, 
vb., to throw (into the air), to rock, 
e.g. a child. The Shetl. form “huz” 
indicates an old form with a single s. 

husamilla [hus'amil'a, -mel'a, 
-mal"a, hos’a-], adverbial phrase: “to 
geng h.”, to go from house to house, 
gathering news, gossip. Fairly com- 
mon. Among other forms are re- 
ported: husamoll(j)a [hus,am6l"a] 
(L.,Ai.) and husamolli (hus'amo'lh'i] 
(Sandw., Du., Conn.). An obsolete 
form with final n: -millan [mijan, 
mejan, mojan], reported by J. I. — 
Prop, among the houses-, No. husa- 
millom, husemillom, Fser. hiisa mid- 
lun, from one house to another. Cf. 
O.N. ganga medal hdsa, to go from 
house to house, to go a-begging. 
See *milla, prep, and adv. 

husberd? [husbard], sb., an un- 
cultivated, grass-grown spot imme- 
diately in front of a farm, almost 
= tunwel. Us. The first part of 
the compd. is hus, sb.; the second 
part is poss. brod, sb., with r trans- 
posed; O.N. braut, f., a road (cut 
out through rocks), Faer. breyt, f., 
partly = ttin, n., in sense of court- 
yard. 

husel [(hosal) hosal], sb., some- 
thing of great circumference-, a very 
large fish (esp. a large ling)-, a h. 
o’ a wife, a very big woman. Whn. 
No. husul, m., a big, strong fel- 
low (R.). 

husfolk [husfok, *-fo‘lk], sb. (pi.), 
inmates of a house. *hiisfolk. 

hushad [hushad], sb., housekeep- 
ing, management of a house-, No. 
hushald, Icel. and Faer. hiishald, n. 
L.Sc. and Shetl. had, sb., = Eng. hold. 

husi [hnsi], in the exclamation “h. 
op!” heave, ho! in dragging up a 
boat to the shed. Sa. Prob. a par- 
allel form to hi si, hoisting, lifting 
up. As to the vowel-sound u, a 
possible merging with hus2, vb., 
might be suggested. 

husiskraimer [hus-iskrai mor], sb., 
a creature sneaking about in a 
house to pick up something for 
food, esp. a hen. Br. The first part 
of the compd. is hus, sb.; the sec- 
ond part is a deriv. of skraim, No. 
skrima, vb., to appear dimly. 

huska, sb., see *humska2, sb. 
huskis [huskis]-cfay, sb., day on 

which one is served with huska, 
*humska2. 

husl, husel [husol, hosol, hos3l], 
sb., \) a sighing, drying wind. Also 
hosl, hosel [hosol: Y. occas.; hosol: 
Esh., Nmw.]. a h. o’ wind, a steady, 
drying breeze. (Esh.). 2) a person 
bustling about in a great hurry from 
one trifle to another, esp. inside the 
house. Sa. [hos9l, hors3l]. See the 
foil. word. 

husl, husel [husol, hosol, hos3l], 
vb., 1) vb. n., to sigh; blow; whirl; 
of a drying wind; de wind will h. 
t’rough de strae [‘straw’] (Fe.). U.: 
hosol. 2) vb. a., to whirl some- 
thing around or into the air; de 
wind hus eld de sheaves aroond 
(Yh.). From Yh. is reported a par- 
allel form hosl, hosel [hosol). 3) 
vb. n., to rush around or away in 
a great hurry; to bustle about from 
one trifle to another; to be geng 
huslin; to be huslin for ever. Sa. 
[hosol, hors3l]. — 1-deriv. of a *hus, 
vb. Cf. boss (hosj), sb., and boss1 

(hosj), vb., as well as No. hysja, 
vb., in sense of to stir up some- 
thing, to put in disorder (of the 
wind, entangling the ears of corn 
in the field): R. No. husla, vb., is 
used somewhat diff., metaph.: to play 
the fool, to trifle, etc., but is prop. 
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the same word as Shetl. husl. L.Sc. 
hoozle, vb., is found in sense of to 
breathe with a wheezing sound. 

husli, husl-y [hosli], adj., sigh- 
ing-, drying, of wind; a h. wind. U. 
See husl, vb. 

husrum [husrum], sb., l) house- 
room-, he had nae [‘no’] h. for it. 
2) shelter-, to gi’e ane [‘one’] h. 
O.N. husrum, n., houseroom-, shelter. 

huss (hussj) [husjOj), hosjfj], vb., 
to shoo away, e.g. mice or poultry, 
esp. hens-, to h. awa de hens. Un. 
No. hussa, vb., to frighten-, chase 
away. See boss2 (hossj), vb. 

huss (hussj) [hujj(f}), hofft], inter]., 
exclamation by which poultry (hens) 
are chased away: shoo! esp. in the 
exp. huss-kirr [hu.^ kerr]! Un. A 
form husseka [hof^oka'] is re- 
ported in the expr. husseka mus- 
seka [hosjsfaka* mosJ(sJ)"^ka•] as an 
exclamation or a kind of formula 
(now obs.) in chasing away mice. 
Un. — See boss (hossj), inter]. 

huss-kirr, inter]., see prec. huss, 
inter]. 

hustakk, sb., see hostakk, sb. 
fhusvirdin [hus,vird"in], sb., a 

clever housewife, a woman able to 
manage the house-, a guid [‘good’] 
h. Um ’n. Prop, hostess. Germ, haus- 
wirthin, f. With vird- (virdin) cf. 
No. and Da. vert, vaert, Sw. vard, 
Germ, wirth, m. 

hut [hut], vb., to threaten-, bully, 
persecute, = No. and Sw. huta, vb., 
occas. also Eng. hoot, vb. 

huten-truten, adj., see trottin.adj. 
hutr, huter [hutor (h6tor)], vb., to 

threaten someone into silence-, to 
treat contemptuously, to bully, to 
h. a body [‘person’]; to make a 
dog to stop by threat, esp. to stop 
barking, to h. a dog. No. and Sw. 
huta, vb., id. In No. is found a 
derived form “hutra”, vb., in sense 
of to drive away with threats. 

hutrikin [hut"rikin ], sb., l) = hu- 
dek, hodek, hoder: sea-term for 
hoggistaf, a gaff. Rare. Fe.? (re- 
ported by J. I.). 2) in pi. in the 
phrase “trimmi [tnmi] hutrikins”, 
parcels, small things bundled to- 
gether, necessary for a journey. 
S.Sh. (Conn., Du.). — Prob. to be 
referred to No. hytt, m., partly a 
point-, spike-, top-, tip, partly in a 
special sense a small gaff for tak- 
ing up fish (R.), hott, hurt, m., a 
top-, tip. With regard to hutrikin 
2, cf. also No. hytta, vb., to em- 
ploy or distribute in very small por- 
tions (R.). For trimmi see trum- 
meks, sb. pi. 

fhutti [hoti], sb., a hut, fisher- 
man’s booth, see further under 
*hoid, sb. 

hwadi1 [hwadi], sb., whirlpool, 
whirling branch of a main current; 
esp. in pi.: h wad is, whirlpools, 
small branches. Un- W. Sometimes 
applied in general to swirls on the 
surface of the water-, I saw de 
h wad is o’ its tail, I saw the swirls 
caused by its (the fish’s) tail. Uwg. 
In Un. hwadis esp. denotes a) the 
first or last irregularly running part 
of the so-called “south fall” (south- 
ward running tide), “de hwadis”, 
and b) tide running against the wind 
(esp. the south tide going against 
the south wind), thereby causing a 
big sea. In Uwg. “de hwadis” is 
used esp. of certain parts of the strong 
tide in Blumul Sound between Unst 
and Yell. — hwadis is the same 
word as Moesogot. hvapo, f., foam, 
Sw. dial, hvaa, f. (West Gothland), 
and “vado”, f. (Karleby, East Both- 
nia in Finland), Bornholm “hva, 
vae”, n., foam. 

hwadi2 [hwadi], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name, used by fishermen for hog- 
gistaf, a gaff (used for securing a 
large fish when drawn to the surface 

\ of the water). Nms. (Sulem). Prob. 
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the same word as O.N. hvati, m., 
a sword (poet.; Eg.), from “hvatr”, 
adj., orig.: sharp, keen-, later: quick, 
active. No. kvette, n., a spear, 
puncheon, is derived from the same 
root (Aasen, 2nd edit. p. 974: 
Words from old glossaries). See 
hudek, sb. 

hwag1 [hwag], sb., a kind of liver- 
cake (Lunn., Wh., Sk.); see further 
*kwag\ sb. 

hwag2 [hwag] and hwaga [hwaga, 
/waga], sb., commotion in the sea; 
see further kwag2, kwaga, sb. 

hwag [hwag] and hwak [hwak], 
vb., to shake; quiver; swarm; see 
kwak1, vb. 

hwak [hwak], vb., to quack, see 
kwak2, vb. 

hwakk [hwak], sb., a start, sudden 
fright, see hwekk, sb. 

hwakk [hwak], vb., to startle, see 
hwekk, vb. 

hwal [hwal], sb., 1) a whale, O.N. 
hvalr, m., L.Sc. whaal. The pronunc. 
with a is characteristic ofN.I.; else- 
where now, in proper sense, more 
comm, pronounced as in Eng. The 
form with a, however, is often found 
in compds. outside N.I., e.g. hwal- 
bak (see below), hwalkrang (L.Sc. 
krang, sb., the body of a whale 
divested of the blubber), hwal slob 
(see below). 2) metaph.: long, rolling, 
unbroken wave; mostly in pi., hwals 
[hwals], applied to waves of this de- 
scription. In the same sense hwal- 
bak, prop, the back of a whale. 

hwal, sb. and vb., applied to 
abating of wind and bad weather, 
see kwal2, sb. and vb. 

hwalbak [hwalbak], sb., l) the 
back of a whale. 2) a long, roll- 
ing wave, = hwal 2. hwalbak 
is occas. found as a place-name, 
denoting rocks or skerries, in shape 
resembling the back of a whale; 
see Sh. Stedn. p. 74. *hvalbak, n., 
the back of a whale. 

hwalben [hwalben (-ben)], sb., 
whalebone. O.N. hvalbein, n., id. 

hwalgrind [hwalgnnd], sb., a 
shoal of whales, see grind, sb. 
4. Un. 

hwalp [hwa‘lp, hwa‘lp], sb., a whelp 
(puppy). *hvalpr = O.N. hvelpr, m., 
Da. hvalp, L.Sc. whalp, a whelp. 

hwalp [hwa'lp, hwa'lp], vb., to 
whelp; de dog is [‘has’] hwalpet. 
*hvalpa = *hvelpa. 

hwalslob [hwahslob-, -slob, -sl03b], 
sb., jelly-fish, medusa. Dew. (M.Roe): 
hwakslob", -slo3b'. A compd. of 
hwal, sb., a whale, and slob, sb., 
glutinous substance, also jelly-fish. 
Cf. Fser. “kvalsp^ggj” as the name 
for jelly-fish (spyggj, n., a quantity 
belched out). See glont3, sb. 2. 

hwalsnurt [hwalsno‘rt], sb., = 
hwalslob. Un. From hwal, sb., 
and snort1, sb., rheum. 

hwamm [hwam], sb., 1) a small 
dale; often to be found in place- 
names in this sense. Colloquially 
mostly: a round hollow, depression 
in the ground; de h. o’ a corn-rig, 
de h. o’ de rig (rig, corn-rig = 
cultivated patch). Also hwamm 
[hwam] and hwemm [hwsem] (U.). 
On Wests, and in Nmw., Lws. and 
Conn.: kwamm [kwam]. 2) the 
hollow or palm of the hand, de h. 
o’ de hand; more rarely = kwerk, 
sb. 2, of the hollow of the sole, 
de h. o’ de foot; also in the forms 
kwamm (see above) and hwamp 
[hwa‘mp] — the last form reported 
from N. — O.N. hvammr, m., a 
small dale; L.Sc. quhamm, wham, 
whaum. 

hwangi [hwarjgi], sb., or non-proli- 
fic ram, see kwangi, sb. 

*hwar, pron. indef., every, each, 
any. Noted down in Fo. in the 
forms *kwara [kwfira, kwara] and 
*kwart [kwa‘rt]: a) kwara, which 
is a dat. sing, form in masc., in the 
phrase “a kwara hala”, on each 
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tail, see Introd., Fragments, nursery 
rhymes; b) kwart, which is an acc. 
sing, form in neut., reported in the 
phrase “flitin [flitin] uppo kwart ura 
[nra]”, of sheep: roaming about on 
every hill-top (from hill-top to hill-top 
in the out-field): *uppa hvert oyra? — 
O.N. hvarr = hverr, as a pron. in- 
def., every, each, any. 

hwar [hwar], adv. 1) interroga- 
tive: where; also whither. 2) rel.: 
where, (there) where, (to) where. — 
h. till, h. to [‘to’], a) whither, where; 
b) for what, to what purpose, why 
(Nm.). On. Wests., etc.: kwar[kwar]. 
— O.N. hvar, adv., where, whither. 

hwarf, vb., to turn (turn hay), 
see hwerf, vb. 

hwark [hwa'rk, hwa'rk], sb., the 
throat; narrow pass, see kwark, sb. 

hwarkibos, -pos [hwa^-kibos1 

(-pos1), hwa‘r"ki-], sb., a swelling in the throat, see kwerkapus, sb. 
hwarl [hwarl, hwaral], sb., a 

whirl, something circular, esp. 1) 
hairs growing in a circle on the 
centre of the crown, de h. o’ de 
croon [‘crown’]. 2) the fly of a 
spinning-wheel. 3) = hwarlibr0ni. 
Also kwarl [kwarl, kwaral]: Wests, 
etc. — For *hwarvel. With hwarl 
1 cf. No. kvervel, m., whirlpool; 
hairs growing in a circle; the crown 
of the head, etc., and“ kvarvil”,m., 
given by R. as a parallel form to 
“kvervel” (O.N. hvirfill, m., a circle; 
ring; crown of the head), hwarl 
2 is L.Sc. “whorle” in the same sense, 

hwarlibreni [hwariibroni], sb., 
a round barley- or oat-cake (broni) 
with a hole in the middle. Re- 
ported from St. both with hw and 
kw: kwarli [kwarli]-b. Prob. by 
comparison with the fly of a spindle 
or of aspinning-wheel. See hwarl,sb. 

hwarm [hwarm], sb., the frame 
of the eyelids encircling the eyes, 
the rim of the eyelids. Often in a 
restricted sense: a) the inner rim of 

the one eyelid; thus in Conn.; de 
upper kwarm [kwarm] and de lower 
kwarm; b) the lower eyelid in con- 
trast to the upper one (de ee-lid); 
c) the corfier of the eye, de h. o’ 
de ee. From Conn, is reported in 
this sense “de fore-kwarm” of the 
inner, and “de back-kwarm” of//?£ 
outer corner of the eye. Easts, and 
N.I.: hwarm. Wests., etc. kwarm 
[kwarm]. From Nmw. are reported 
the forms of pronunciation: “^warm” 
and “k‘warm”, de h. (kwarm) o’ de 
ee-lid. — O.N. hvarmr, m., the eye- 
lid. No. kvarm, m., a) a frame, 
window-frame; b) the rim of the 
eyelid (augnekvarm); Faer. kvarmur, 
m. , = No. kvarm b. — The phrase 
“de hwarm o’ de foot” (S.Sh. oc- 
cas.) in the same sense as “de 
kwerk (kwark, hwark) o’ de foot”, 
is doubtless due to a mingling with 
hwamm and hwark. 

hwarp, sb. and vb., see hwarv, 
sb., and hwerf, vb. 

*hwart, *kwart, pron. indef. in 
neut., see *hwar, pron. 

hwarv, sb., swath of hay, = 
skori2. Noted down on Wests.(Sa.) 
in the form kwarv [kwarv]. An- 
other form hwarp [hwa‘rp]. is re- 
ported (Aie.?). — *hvarf. No. kvarv, 
n. , inter alia, a layer of hay spread 
out. See further, hwerf, vb. 

hwarv1 [hwarv], vb., to move 
quickly, to sweep along, to geng 
hwarvin; to work at high speed, 
to geng hwarvin Trough de wark, 
de shearin’ o’ de corn, to go very 
quickly through the work, the reap- 
ing of the corn. L. O.N. hvarfa, 
vb., to move (to and fro), to be in 
(unsteady) motion, hwarv, how- 
ever, might also be the same word 
as the foil., and to be classed with 
hwerf, vb.; q.v. 

hwarv2 [hwarv, hwarv], vb., (to 
turn) to turn or rake hay; see fur- 
ther under hwerf, vb. 
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hwas [*hwas], hwasi [*hwasi], 

hwasel [hwasal] and hwesel, hwaesel 
[hwaesal, hwssal], sb., a wheezing 
sound, hoarse sound in the throat, 
esp. of an asthmatic person. The 
forms hwas, hwasi, have not been 
noted down with initial h, but in 
the form of kwas [kwiis] and more 
freq. kwasi [kwasi], both forms in 
Fo.; “he had a kwasi in his breast”. 
The 1-deriv. hwasel (Easts., N.I.) 
is more common, “a h. i’ de trot 
[‘throat’] (Yb.); on Wests.: kwasel 
[kwasal]. — The forms hwesel, 
hwsesel are reported from Fe. — 
See the foil. word. 

hwas [*hwas], hwasi [*hwasi], 
hwasel [hwasol] and hwesel, hwaesel 
[hwaesol, hwassol], vb., 1) to wheeze, 
to produce hoarse throat-sounds, to 
be asthmatic, hwas, hwasi are 
noted down in form of kwas [kwas], 
kwasi [kwasi] in Fo. More comm.: 
hwasel (Easts., N.I.) and kwasel 
[kwasol] (Wests., Conn., etc.). Fe.: 
hwesel, hwaesel. 2) of wind: to 
whistle; in this sense only reported 
in the derivative hwasel, kwasel 
from Sa. — *hvasa, *hvasla and 
*hvaesla; O.N. hvaesa, vb., to hiss, 
whistle. For the vowel-sound in 
Shetl. hwas(i), hwasel, cf. Sw. dial, 
hvasa, vb., to whistle. 1-derivatives 
are found in L.Sc. dials., but with 
deviating vowel-sounds: whaisle, 
wheasle, whosle, vb., to wheeze. 

hwailet [hwailot], hwaljet [hwa[at], 
adj., having thick, coarse peel, appl. 
to potatoes. UWR. *hveljottr from 
hvelja, f., whale-skin; see further 
hwelji, sb. 

hwaili [hwaili], sb., a potato hav- 
ing thick, coarse peel. Uwg. The 
same word as hwelji, sb.; q.v. 

hwaitel, sb., see hwetel, hwi- 
tel, sb. 

hwedaklett [*hwed"aklaet‘], sb., a 
whetstone, = hwedi, hwidi, sb. 
Conn. [kwed"aklaef]. See the foil. 

word. The second part of the compd. 
is klett, sb., stone. 

hwedi, hwidi [hwedi, hwidi] and 
hwedisten, hwidisten [hwed 'isten-, 
hwid"isten'], sb., a soft whetstone. 
Wh.,Sk.,L.,N. kwedaklett [kwed"a- 
klaet1]: Conn. Deriv. of O.N. hvetja, 
vb., to whet, sharpen. Cf. Sw. dial, 
hvettja and “hvaddja”, f., “hvattje- 
sten” and “hvaddjesten”, n., Da. 
“hvaettesten” and (dial.) hvedsten, 
n., (soft) whetstone. Cf. hwetel, 
hwitel, sb. 

hweg, sb., see kweg, sb. 
hwekk [hwek, hwsek], sb., a start; 

sudden fright; to get a h., to be 
startled; to gi’e ane a h., to startle 

| one. Fo. In the same place is found 
kwekk [kwek, kwsek], which is the 
more common, and regularly deve- 
loped, form in the Foula dialect. In 
Sa. and Ai. are noted down the 
forms: a) hwakk [hwak] and kwakk 
[kwak]; b) swakk in amerswakk, 
sb.; q.v. — *hvekkr, m. Cf. No. 
kvekk (gvekk), Faer. kvbkkur, m., a 
start; No. kvekka, gvekke, vekke, 
Sw. dial, vacka, Faer. kvdkka, vb., 
to be startled. — L.Sc. gluff, sb., 
which is employed in the same sense, 
is far more widely used in Shetl. 
than hwekk, etc. 

hwekk [hwak, hwaek], vb., to 
startle, to strike one with sudden 
terror, to h. ane. Also kwekk 
[kwek, kwaek]. Both forms are noted 
down in Fo. hwakk [hwak] and 
kwakk [kwak]: Sa. and Ai.; I kwak- 
ked dem, I startled them (Sa.). — 
*hvekkja; No. kvekkja, vb., to startle. 
See hwekk, sb. 

hwelji [hweji (hwaji), hwi[i], sb., 
1) whale-skin. Un.;Yb. 2) (a piece 
of) tough skin, e.g. in flaying an 
animal: inner coating, attached to 
the flesh, difficult to flay off, “a h. 
underneath”. Un. 3) outer covering; 
film; layer of bark, e.g. of a walk- 
ing-stick (Un.); peel of a potato (Fe.), 
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esp. thick, coarse peel; see hwaili, j 
sb., and hwailet, adj. 4) a small 
piece of flesh with skin attached; 
a small piece of ham; a bit of 
loosened skin of a finger, etc. Fe. — 
More rarely hwoli [hwoli]. — O.N. 
hvelja, f., whale-skin; No. kvelja, f., 
film; crust. 

hwelk1, vb., see hwilk, vb. 
hwelk2, hwolk, sb. and vb., see 

kwolk, sb. and vb. 
hue ms. hwirns [hwse‘ms, hwa'ms], 

sb., \) a glance, a (quick) look 
askance. U. [hwae'ms]. 2) fidget, 
quick or restless movement in turn- 
ing one’s body. Y. [hwa'ms]; der’r 
[‘there is’] a h. upon him. — *hvims 
from *hvim; see hwems, vb. — 
hwums (kwums), sb., q.v., is more 
extended than hwems, hwims in 
sense 2. 

hwems, hwims [hwce‘ms, hwa'ms], 
vb., l) to glance sideways, to look 
askance. U. [hwae'ms]. 2) a) to fidget, 
to make quick movements; b) to pass \ 
quickly by; he h wi m s t by [‘past’] me. 
3) to vanish suddenly; he hwimst 
ut o’ my sight. In senses 2 and 3 i 
noted down in Y. and Fe. (Fee.) j 
[hwa‘ms]. — *hvimsa from *hvima. 
Icel. hvima, vb., to move quickly 
and unsteadily; to look round slyly; 
No. kvima and kvimsa, Sw. dial, 
hvimsa (gvimsa), Da. dial. (Jut.) 
hvimse, vb., to fidget, bustle about. 
In a similar sense No. kvisma, vb.; 
but sense 2 of Shetl. hwemst 
(hwimst), adj., indicates a closer 
association with *hwims-. — See the 
more extended hwums (kwums), 
vb., and cf. hwerm1, vb. 

hwemst and hwimst [hwae'mst, 
hwa'mst], adj., 1) continually look- 
ing from side to side, taking notes, 
a hwemst body. U. [hwae‘mst]. 2) 
light-headed; silly; confused, prop. 
that which makes sudden, strange 
movements in turning the head or 
body; a hwimst body. Fee., Yh. 

[hwa‘mst]. — *hvims-. No. kvim- 
sen, adj., restless, confused, Sw. 
dial, hvimsen, hvimsk, and Da. dial, 
hvims, adj., bewildered, confused. 
O.N. hvimsi, adj., is handed down 
in sense of blank, dull. — See 
hwumset, hwumsket, hwumst, 
adj. 

hwen1 [hwen, hwen (hwaen)], sb., 
lamentation, woe, see *kwen1, sb. 

hwen2 [hwe3n], sb., a stunt, a 
ram incapable of procreation; see 
kwin2, kwini, and kwingi, sbs. 

*hwenni [hweqi], sb., a quern, 
see kwern, sb. 

hwepp [hwop] and hwipp [hwip], 
vb., to snatch, twitch; he hwepped 
(hwipped) [hwopod, hwipod] it ut 
o’ my hand; he hwipped her in 
ower. L. (hwepp). Un. (hwipp). 
Fo.: kwipp [kwip]. From Fe. is re- 
ported a parallel formhwupp [hwop], 
and from Wests. (Sa.): kwupp [kwop]; 
he hwupped [hwopod] it ut o’ my 
hand. — *hveppa. Faer. kveppa, vb. 
n., to give a start, kveppa, vb. a., in the 
expr. “kveppa seg”, to give a start, 
= kveppa, vb. n. No. kveppa, a) 
vb. a., to startle; b) vb. n., to slip 
suddenly; to be shaken (with fear); 
applied to wind, smoke: to drive 
down in gusts. No. (Solor) gvepp 
(gvaepp) = kvepp, m., moment (R. 
Suppl.), indicates an orig. initial “hv”. 

hwerf [hwae'rf], vb., to turn or 
rake together; now only applied to 
new-mown grass, hay: to turn the 
hay; to rake together into swaths 
(skoris) the newly cut grass spread 
on the field; to h. de hay. Un. The 
forms with dropped i-mutation are 
more extended: hwarv[hwarv,hwarv] 
(Easts.; N.I.) and kwarv [kwarv, 
kwarv] (Wests.; Nmw. occas.; Conn.) 
or kwarf [kwa‘rf] (Ai. occas.); to 
hwarv (kwarv) hay, to turn the 
hay, occas. a) to rake the hay into 
swaths, occas. b) to spread out the 
hay, raked together into swaths 
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(thus, e.g. in Sa.). In Nmw. also ! 
pronounced “/warv” or “k'warv”. 
From Fo. is reported “hwarv” beside ! 
“kwarv”. A form hwarp [hwa‘rp] 
(Mm., Ai.?) is more rare. — O.N. 
hverfa, vb. a., to turn; No. kverva, 
vb., to turn hay (R.), and kvervla, 
vb., to spread hay (Aa.). See hwarv, 
sb., and hwerm2,hwirm,hwerv,vb. 

hwerk, sb., see kwerk, sb. 
hwerkapus, sb., see kwerka- 

pus, sb. 
hwerkl, hwerkel, vb., see kwerkl, 

kwerkel, vb. 
hwerm1 [hwserm], vb., l) to make 

quick movements in turning one's 
body, to h. aroond, aboot a ting. 
2) to cast swift glances about one, 
to h. wi’ de een [‘eyes’], to h. aroond. 
Un. Prob. (esp. as the foil, hwerm2, 
hwirm, is found with diff. pronunc. 
in Un.) arisen by metathesis from 
a *hwemr = *hwimr, orig. *hvimra 
from the stem *hvim-. See further 
underhwems,vb., to which hwerm1 | 
chiefly assimilates in meaning. Cf. 
besides a) Sw. dial, “hvimmer” in 
the compd. “hvimmer-kant(ig)”, adj., 
bewildered; senseless, = Sw. literary 
language “hvimmel-kantig” and Da. 
dial, hvimmelhovedet; b) No. vima 
with the derivative vimra, vb., to 
walk in a maze, to behave foolish- 
ly; c) Shetl. hwink, vb. 

hwerm2, hwirm [hwerm, hworm, 
hwirm] and hwerv [*hw3rv], vb., 1) 
to pass by quickly, hwerm (hwirm), 
to h. by, = hwems 2; he hwermd 
[hwormd] by [‘past’] me. Yh. 2) to 
disappear; vanish; to be lost. U". 
(hwerm, hwirm) and Y. occas. 
[hworm]; he hwermd ut o’ my | 
sight (Y); hwirmd (hwermd) doon 
[‘down’] t’rough de flor [‘floor’], dis- 
appeared; lost (Un.). In this sense 
the word is noted down in Fo. with 
final v in the form kwerv [kworv]; 
sicc [‘such’] and sicc a ting is 
kwervd, such and such a thing has 

disappeared, has been stolen. 3) to 
dwindle; shrink, hwerm (hwirm); 
N.Roe [hwarm]; de flesh or fish is 
hwermd in to naet’in’ [‘nothing’]. 
— O.N. hverfa, vb. n., a) to move 
in a circle; to turn about; b) to 
disappear; to be lost; No. kverva, 
vb., also: to dwindle; diminish. Esp. 
for the final m in the Shetl. word 
cf. Da. dial. (Jut.) hvirm, sb., whirl, 
whirlwind, and “hvirme”, vb., to 
whirl. The diff. pronunc. of hwerm1, 
to turn oneself about, to look side- 
ways, and hwerm2, hwirm in Unst, 
indicate that hwerm1 and hwerm2 

are two different words. 
hwermet, hwirmet [hwarmat], adj., 

l) continually playing foolish tricks; 
malicious; naughty; a h. craeter’ 
[‘creature’], a h. ting. De.; L. 2) 
shrunken-, stunted-, crooked-, sickly, 
a h. ting, craeter’, body. De.; L. — 
From hwerm2, hwirm, vb. In sense 
1 the word has prob. arisen from a 
root-meaning: making quick move- 
ments or turns, in sense 2 from 
meaning 3 of hwerm2, vb. 

hwern, sb., see kwern, sb. 
hwess1 [hwas(s)], hwiss [hwis(s)], 

hwizz [hwiz], vb., properly to sharpen, 
but only handed down in the follow- 
ing metaph. senses: 1) of wind: to 
increase; sporadically; he is kwis- 
sin [kwissin, kwizzin] op (Conn.), 
the wind is increasing. 2) to speak 
sharply and harshly to someone; 
sporadically in all the given forms; 
to h. at a body [‘person’]; freq. with 
object: “to h. a body”, by mingling 
with another word, see kwiss, vb. 
— O.N. hvessa, vb., a) to whet, 
sharpen-, b) of wind: to increase-. 
No. kvessa, vb., inter alia to speak 
sharply, Faer. kvessa i ein, to ad- 
dress someone hotly and angrily. 
— The Shetl. form hwizz has arisen 
by mingling with Eng. whizz, vb. 

hwetel [hwaetol, hwe^tol] and hwitel 
[hweitol, hwitol], sb., a small whet- 
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stone for sharpening scythes or 
knives. Fo. [hwaetal]; U. [hwe'Hal, 
hweit3l, hwital]. Also hwaitel 
[hwaitol], hwitli [hwitli] and hwit- 
ter-sten [hwit"3rsten-]. U. Deriv. of 
O.N. hvetja, vb., to whet, and formed 
on analogy of Eng. whittle, sb., 
which is another word, or of the 
Eng. slang-word “whittle”, vb. Eng. 
whet, vb., has probably influenced 
the word. See hwedi, hwidi, sb. 

hwev [hwev, hweav] and hwevi 
[hwevi], sb., tidal eddy, small branch 
of the main tidal stream, a h. o’ 
de tide; de hwev o’ de tide, point 
where a current changes direction, 
e.g. through meeting a headland. 
Comm, in pi.: hwevis, whirlpools, 
tidal streams. Yn. hwev for *swev 
from original *sveif-. No. sveiv, 
m., swirl; whirl; whirlpool; O.N. 
sveifla, vb., to swing-, spin in a 
circle. For the change sv > hw 
cf. hwum(b)lins as a parallel form 
to swum(b)lins, swimlins, tidal 
streams-, see further swimlins, sb. 
pi. (under swiml, sb.). — Cf. 
hwadi1, sb. 

*hwi, sb., enclosure, hill-pasture 
for cattle, see kwi, sb. 

*hwid [hwld (hwid)], adj., white. 
Wests, and Conn.: kwid [kwid (kwid)]. 
Handed down: a) in two fragments 
of Norn from Yh. and Fe. ( a) from 
Yh.: *hwiden, hwigen [hwigon] in 
“hw. s(w)iglen”, with white sails, 
*(me<5) hvltum seglum; ft) from Fe.: 
*hwi [hwi] for *hwit, *hwid from 
*hvltt and *hvitu, nom. and dat. sing, 
in neut.; see Introd.); b) in *hwida, 
sb., and brongikwidin, sb. and adj., 
q.v.; c) in various place-names. Place- 
names, in which the adjective occas. 
appears independently after the sub- 
stantive, occas. as the first part of 
compd., may be exemplified: o) Hel- 
lena hwida [hej”3na- hwTda] (Yh.), 
a flat rock containing quartz: *hel- 
lan hvita, the white rock-, Hulen 

kwida [hulan or hojan kwlda] (Fla- 
dab., C.): *h611inn hvlti, the white 
hill-, Morna kwida [morna kwlda] 
(Fo.): *myrrin hvita, the white bog. 
/?) Kwidamor [kwi"dam0r] (Dew.): 
hvita m^rr (see ^>rec. Morna kwida); 
Hwidanes fhwid"anes‘] (in Lunna 
Ness, L.), Kwidanes [kwid^'anes'] 
(Papa St.): *hvita nes, the white head- 
land. Orig. “*hvita nes” is angli- 
cised in “Whiteness” (Wd.,M.), name 
of a headland and of a parish, and 
“Whiteness” (W.), name of a head- 
land. — Forms with preserved t are 
found in names, such as: Hwiti- 
berg [hwit'ibaerg-] (Few.): *hvita berg, 
and Hwita- or Kwitastakk [/wit"a- 
stak', kwi^astak'] (Nmw., in two 
places): *hviti stakkr, the white sea- 
rock. 

hwid [hwid], sb., 1) a turning one- 
self in different directions, moving 
head and body while looking side- 
ways-, esp. in pi.: hwids [hwids], 
queer behaviour (in turning round, 
looking askance), wheer (queer) 
“hwids”; der’r “hwids” upon him; 
sicca [‘such’] “hwids” du has de night 
[‘to-night’]. Fairly comm. 2) pique, 
sudden and senseless grudge or 
ill-will against a person-, he’s ta’en 
[‘he has taken’] a h.; U. (Uwg’mo.); 
from Uwg. also reported in the form 
hwida [hwida]. — The word is 
prob., at any rate in sense 2, O.N. 
hvida, f., a fit, attack, in the old 
language handed down in a special 
sense as squall of wind (Shetl. 
hwider), but in Mod. Icel. used in 
a more extended sense, e.g. of at- 
tack of illness, pain or hot temper. 
For the group under meaning 1, cf. 
the verbs hwid and hwider, Icel. 
hvidra, vb., to be moved suddenly, 
but the word might, however, in these 
senses have been influenced by L.Sc. 
whid, quhyd, sb., quick movement-, 
smart stroke, or in former times by 
Celt. (Welsh) chwid, sb., quick turn- 
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ing, which may also have been 
Pictish. For probable Pictish in- 
fluence on Shell. Norn, see Sh. Stedn. 
part C, pp. 219—225. It is con- 
ceivable that hwid, in sense of look- 
ing askance, might be associated 
with Faer. kveita, vb., to look side- 
ways. 

hwid [hwid] and hwider [hwidar], 
vb., to turn head or body quickly 
in different directions-, also to glance 
round, taking note-, to sit hwid in 
or hwiderin aroond. L. (hwid). 
Y. (hwider: Yb.). For the form 
hwider cf. Icel. hvidra, vb., to be 
moved suddenly, and No. kvidra, 
vb., to rush to and fro, to bustle, 
Shetl. hwider, sb., squall of wind. 
hwid is somewhat more doubtful, 
since for the given senses it is 
possible to think not only of an 
original *hvida, vb., = hvidra, but 
also of an origin from L.Sc. or Celt., 
in sense of to look askance, as well 
as of Faer. kveita, vb.; see above 
under hwid, sb. 

*hwida [hwlda], sb., uwhitefish”, 
tabu-name at sea for the ling 
(*longafish). U., Yn., Fe. Prop, adj., 
in fern. def. form: “the white one”, 
*(hin) hvita (understood: langa, f., 
the ling). The dative form *hwido 
[hwido], appearing in the phrases 
below, indicates that a fern, word is 
understood. When, at ling-fishing 
by boat, the first ling was hauled 
up, “white!” was cried out, at the 
second (and the third): “white upo 
white!” or “white in under white!”; 
at the third or fourth: “white in un- 
der hwido!” (Yn.; Umo.; Fe.), and at 
the fourth: hwida ligger o [hg"- 
oro1] hwido or hwida! (Um0.): *hvita 
liggr a hvitu, “white (ling) lies upon 
white!” 

hwider [hwidor, hwodor], sb., 
sudden squall, whirlwind, a h. o’ 
wind, a black h. N.I. (U.; Fe.). In 
Conn.: kwider [kwidor]; der’ cam’ 

a kw. The word is to be classed 
with Icel. hvidra, vb., to set in quick 
motion. No. kvidra, vb., to hurry to 
and fro. Cf. O.N. hvida, f., squall 
of wind. 

hwider [hwidor], adv., in the phrase 
“hwikk [hwik] and h.”, suddenly 
and completely disappeared, lost. 
Un. From Wests. (St.) is reported: 
kwik [kwik] and kwider [kwidar]. 
Prob. to be classed with the pre- 
ceding words, hwid, sb. and vb., 
hwider, sb. and vb., denoting quick 
or sudden movement. See hwikk, 
adv. 

hwidet [hwidot], adj., looking 
around, turning in different ways, 
with queer tricks of manner-, a h. 
fool. Nm., De., L. *hvi36ttr. See 
hwid, sb. and vb. 

hwiff [hwif, hwif] and hwiffi [hwifi], 
sb., a blow-, push-, box on the ear. 
Fe. See further kwiff and kuff, sbs. 

hwiff [hwif], vb., to bustle about, 
see kwiff, vb. 

hwig [hwig] and hwik [hwik], sb., 
a sudden turn of the head or body, 
he had a h. upon him; he ga’e [‘gave’] 
a h. Nm., Wh., Nm11.: hwig. Wh. 
hwik. From Nmw. (Nibon) is re- 
ported the form kwig [kwig]. *hvik? 
See the foil. word. 

hwig [hwig], vb., to walk un- 
steadily, to make sudden jerks and 
turns when walking-, to geng hwi- 
gin [hwigin] aboot. Nm. Reported 
from Nmw. (Nibon) in the form kwig 
[kwig], to geng kwigin [kwigin] 
aboot. Prob. from the root “hvik”, 
which in O.N. denotes unsteady, 
wavering movement; cf. No. kvika, 
vb., to wriggle, to be restless, Icel. 
hvika, Sw. dial, hveka, O.Da. hvege, 
vb., to wriggle, waver. In Shetl. 
the word is used of more violent 
and sharper movements. 

hwiga [hwiga], sb., quickgrass, 
see kwiga, sb. 

hwiggade-sura [hwig 'ada' -snra, 
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-sjiira], sb., properly name of a troll 
(name of a witch), but later used 
partly as a term of mockery, partly 
jokingly in addressing, or referring 
to, a person; a auld h.-s., an old 
“troll”-, oh, h.-s., what news wi’ dee 
de day [‘to-day’]? Fe. Uncertain 
compound, hwig- might poss. be 
classed with No. kvekkje, n., a bug- 
bear, from *hvekk-; see hwekk, sb. 
and vb. sura is poss. the same 
word as No. syra, f., a grinning 
and whimpering woman. Cf. Frig- 
gati-sura. 

hwik, sb., see hwig, sb. 
hwikk [hwik], adv., in the phrase 

“h. and hwider [hwidor]”, sudden- 
ly and completely disappeared, lost. 
U". The word is prob. No. kvik 
(kveek, kvsek) = kvakk, adv., en- 
tirely; completely. Cf. No. kvekka 
(gvsekke), vb., inter alia to disap- 
pear suddenly (R., New Suppl.), from 
*hvekka, Shell, hwekk. See hwi- 
der, adv. 

hwikk, adj., see kwikk, adj. 
hwikkins, sb. pi., see kwikkins, 

sb. pi. 
hwikn, hwikken, vb., see kwikn, 

kwikken, yb. 
hwil [hwll] and hwild [*hw!ld; 

/wild, /wild], sb., repose, state of 
rest, now certainly only applied to 
lull in bad weather, (short) break 
in storm; he is a h. i’ de wadder 
[‘weather’]; dis [‘this’] is only a h. 
Nnu hwil: Nms. (Bardister). hwild 
[/wild, /wild] and kwild [k'wild, 
k‘wild]: Nmw. Also hwildi [/wildi] 
and kwildi [k'wildi]: Nmw. occas. 
— O.N. hvlla, f., and esp. “hvlld”, 
f., a rest, repose (“hvlla” in O.N. 
esp. a bed, couch, but Da. hvile, 
Sw. hvila, No. kvila, Peer, kvila, f., 
also = O.N. hvlld). 

hwilk [hwei‘lk] and hwelk [hwaei'lk, 
hwae'lk, hwo'lk], vb., 1) vb. n., to 
move smartly; to jump; gambol. 

2) vb. a., to snatch; pull, etc.; — 
see further under kwilk1, vb. 

hwilsben, sb., see hwolsben. 
hwims, sb. and vb., see hwems. 
hwin [hwln], sb., a piercing shriek; 

esp.: a) a loud neigh, whinny, de 
h. o’ a horse or foal; U. (Un.); b) 
the whining of a dog, de h. o’ a 
dog. Fo. O.N. hvinr, m., a whiz- 
zing, whistling sound. 

hwin [hwin, hwi3n], vb., to shriek; 
esp.: a) to neigh loudly, whinny, de 
piri (little) foal hwins (is hwin in) 
for its midder [‘mother’]; de horse 
hwins upo (on) de foal; U. (Un.); b) to 
whine, applied to a dog; de dog 
hwins. Fo. O.N. hvlna, vb., to 
give a whizzing sound. 

fhwinder [hwindor] and fhwinek 
[hwinok], sb., a whacking or sharp 
blow; a crack, smack. Wests. (St.): 
kwinder [kwindor]. hwinek is re- 
ported from Nms. (Sullom) in sense 
of the final or decisive blow (on 
the forehead) in slaughtering a cow. 
O.N. hvinr, m., a whizzing or whist- 
ling sound, in Icel.: a crack; smack 
(B.H.); L.Sc. whinner, sb., a whiz- 
zing sound; a smart, resounding 
box (on the ear). Prop, the same 
word as hwin, sb. 

hwini (stenihwini), sb., see kwi- 
ni, sb. 

hwink [hwi'gk, hwe'gk, hwo'gk], 
sb., sudden movement in turning 
one’s head or body while looking 
sideways; he has mony [‘many’] a 
h. upon him. Mostly in pi.: hwinks, 
sudden movements and turns while 
glancing round, also occas. of ab- 
rupt mode of speaking or laughing, 
with grimaces, and with jerks of 
the head. See the foil. word. 

hwink [hwi'gk, hwe'gk, hw3‘gk], 
vb., to move smartly in turning one’s 
head or body; to look sideways; to 
geng [‘go’] or sit hwin kin; to h. 
(sit hwinkin) aroond (Yb.: hwi'gk); 
— to turn on someone with digni- 
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fied air (Un.: hwi'rjk), to h. aroond; 
— to geng hwinkin, to walk in a 
swaggering manner (S.Sh.: hwe'rjk, 
hwa'rjk). — to shrug one’s shoulders 
(Yh.: hwo'rjk). — to look round with 
a smile or restrained laughter, to 
sit hwinkin [hwi‘rjkin]. Fe. and Y. 
— to grin foolishly, making faces, 
and turning round with jerks of 
the head, to sit hwinkin. N.Roe, 
Nmn. [hwe‘gk]. — Prob. an original 
*hvimka, deriv. of *hvim-, of quick, 
unsteady motion. See further un- 
der hwems, vb. 

hwinsi [hwi‘nsi], sb., a pilferer, 
a nimble thief. Esh., Nmw. — O.N. 
hvinnska f., petty theft, hvinnskr, 
adj., thievish, inclined to pilfer, feel, 
hvinn, m., a thief. — hwinsi is 
doubtless an adjectival form (nimble 
in carrying out a theft). 

hwipp [hwop], sb., a whipper- 
snapper, one who is easy to master, 
a piri (little) h. o’ a ting. Nmn. 
(N.Roe). Prob. from *wipp with 
prefixed h; cf. the foil. word. — 
No. vipp, m., a nimble person. Cf. 
Da. vippe, vb., to throw lightly into 
the air, or to tip over, and “vip” in 
“spirrevip”, a whipper-snapper, No. 
vippa, vb., to fidget; bob up and 
down; to swing (Icel. vipurligur, adj., 
slender, small). 

hwippek [hwipok, hwepsk] and 
hwuppek [hwopok (hwopak)], sb., a 
short fishing-rod, see vippek, sb. 

hwirel, hwirl, [hwirol, hwerol, 
hworol], sb., a twirl, a disk, esp.: 
1) barley- or oat-cake, broni, hav- 
ing a hole in the middle, for chil- 
dren to play with; also called hwirli- 
broni [hwirdibron’i] (Du.); = hwarl 
and hwarlibroni, sbs. 2) hairs 
growing in a circle on the centre 
of the crown-, the crown of the 
head, esp. the central point, de h. 
on de head, de h. o’ de croon [‘crown’], 
= hwarl 1. In this sense a more 
original form kwirfil (kwi‘rfil] is 

reported from Conn., de kw. o’ de 
croon, from *hwirfil. — O.N. hvir- 
fill, m., a) a circle; ring; b) hairs 
growing in a circle on the centre 
of the crown; the crown of the head. 
— In other senses, such as tidal eddy, 
whirlwind, Shetl. hwirel, hwirl, has 
doubtless arisen from an original 
hvirfill, but has assimilated to Eng. 
whirl, sb. 

hwirfil, sb., see hwirel, sb. 
hwiriakses, sb. pi., see kwiri- 

akses. 
hwirlek [hwirlok, hwerlak, hwarl- 

ok], sb., something closely entangled 
or bundled together, a tangled knot. 
Deriv. of hwir(e)l, sb. 

hwirlibrenijSb., = hwirel, hwirl, 
sb. 1. 

hwirm, vb., see hwerm2, vb. 
hwis [hwis (hwiz), hwis], vb., 1) 

to whisper, speak in a low voice; 
in this original sense noted down 
in Fo. in the form kwis [kwis]. 2) 
vb. a., to try in confidence (in low 
conversation) to extort secrets from 
a person, to h. a body [‘person’]. 
U". [hwis (hwiz)]; Yh. [hwis]. — 
*hvisa or kvisa. Sw. dial, hvisa, vb., 
to whisper; No. kvisa and “veesa”, 
vb., to whisper, to tattle in a low 
voice; O.N. kvisa, vb., to whisper, 
Icel. kvisa, vb., to whisper about 
something, to spread a false ru- 
mour. — The form “hwiz” has prob. 
arisen through influence of Eng. whizz, 
vb., and poss. also of quiz, vb. 

hwisl, hwisel [(hwissl) hwessl 
(hwsssi)], sb., a strong (whistling) 
wind, a h. o’ wind. Also (Wests.) 
kwisl, kwisel [(kwissl) kwesal]. 
See hwisl, vb. 

hwisl, hwisel [(hwissl) hwesal 
(hwssal)], vb., of wind: to begin to 
blow (stronger), increase in strength, 
rise, toh. op: he is hwislin op, 
gins to blow, the wind is gradually 
increasing. Also kwisl, kwisel 
[(kwisel) kwesal], to kw. op: Wests. 
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— *hvisla. Sw. hvissla, Da. hvisle, vb., 
to whistle; No. kvisla, vb., to ripple 
swiftly; Icel. hvissa, vb., to rush-, 
whistle. Cf. hwist2, sb. and vb. 

hwiss, sb. and vb., see kwiss, vb. 
hwist1, hwest, sb., see twest, sb. 
hwist2 [(hwist, hwest) hwost], sb., 

whistling or sharp wind, draught-, 
der’r a cauld [‘cold’] h. aboot de 
doors (the outer door). Fe. The 
word is derived from *hvis- and to 
be classed with hwisl. Cf. Icel. 
hviss, n., rush, whistle, and Sw. 
dial, hvisp, m., violent squall of 
wind. 

hwist [hwist (hwest, hwost)], vb., 
esp. of a sharp, drying wind or 
draught: to whistle-, to blow; de 
wind ’ll h. Trough it (Yb.: hwist). 
Icel. hvissa, vb., to rush; whistle. 
See the preceding word, and cf. 
hwisl, vb. 

hwisterester [hwis’tores'tar], sb., 
a crack; blow, box on the ear. Fe. 
Prob. for *hwister-hester, the sec- 
ond part of which then is O.N. hestr, 
m., = kinnhestr, m., box on the ear. 
For the first part of the compd. see 
hwist2, sb., hwist, vb., and hwist- 
ikaster, sb. 

hwistikaster [hwis-tikas'tor], sb., 
a crack-, a sudden, violent blow or 
push. Fe. Doubtless gust of wind-, 
see above hwist2, sb. and hwist, vb. 

hwitel, sb., see hwetel, sb. 
hwitn, hwiten [hwiton, hwetan, 

hwotan], vb., to whiten, to become 
white or light-coloured-, esp. of grow- 
ing corn; de corn is hwittend 
[hwitand] by sea or blast (Du.). O.N. 
hvltna, vb., to become white. — The 
form “hwaitan”, Eng. whiten, vb., 
has a more extended meaning and 
application in Shetl. 

hwoli, sb., see hwelji, sb. 
*hwols, sb., see *hols, sb. 
hwolsben [hwo'lsben, hwa'lsben], 

sb., vertebra of the neck or occi- 
pital bone, reported in sense of: a) 

the foremost articulation of the neck 
of an animal, esp. a sheep-, also 
hwolsaben [(hwoT'saben-) hwaT’- 
saben’]. Lunn. b) with dropped in- 
itial h: wolsben [wo‘lsben], neck- 
bone in fish. Fo. *halsbein; O.N. 
halsbein, n., vertebra of the neck, 
occipital bone. See *hols, sb. 

hwom(b)l, vb., see hwuml, vb. 
*hworm, vb., 1) vb. a., to turn-, 

wind-, twist. 2) vb. n., to turn, 
wind, twist oneself. Only reported 
in the form gworm [gworm] from 
Sa. on Wests.; de eel was gwormd 
doon i’ de sand, the eel had wound 
itself down into the sand or lay 
coiled up, buried in the sand-, de 
eel gwormd roond my finger, the 
eel twisted itself round my finger. 
— Doubtless either the same word 
as hwerm2, hwirm (hwerv), vb., 
or closely cognate with this word, 
which is classed partly with O.N. 
hverfa, vb., to turn round, to rotate, 
partly with Da. dial. (Jut.) hvirme, 
vb., to whirl. With regard to the 
change hv > gw, Shetl. Norn has 
only this example. In certain Norw. 
dials, (in the south and east of Nor- 
way) a change hv > gv is found, 
and in some Sw. dials, a change 
hv > gw. 

fhwuml, hwumel [hwomal], vb., 
to turn upside down-, to turn a 
hollow object bottom up, e.g. a 
vessel; bucket; a boat; to h. a boat. 
Also a) hwombl, hwombel [hwom- 
bol], hwumbl, hwumbel [hwom- 
bol]: Un.; b) kuml, kumel [komal]. 
— Prop, to arch, and developed from 
O.N. hvelfa, vb., used exactly in the 
same sense as the word in Mod. 
Shetl.; hvelfa skipi, bati. hwuml 
from *hwulm, *hwolm for *hwulv, 
*hwolv; the metathesis of 1 and m 
probably first took place in the past 
tense, and the past participle: hwu- 
meld for *hwulmd. For the final 
m cf. e.g. hwerm2, hwirm, vb. 
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[O.N. hverfa], and for the vowel u 
(o) cf. hwupp from hwepp, vb., 
hwums from hwims. hwuml is 
also L.Sc.; Jam.: quhemle, whom- 
mel, whummil, vb., to turn upside 
down; but otherwise the word in 
Shetl. Norn is regularly developed 
from O.N. hvelfa. With the form 
kuml from *kulm, *kolm, cf. No. 
kolva, kolve, vb., = kvelva, to turn 
a. hollow object bottom up, etc. 

hwumlins [hwomhns], hwumblins 
[hwomblins], sb. pi., small tidal 
branches (yn.)\ see further swim(b)- 
lins, sb. pi. (under swiml, sb.). 

hwumper [hwo'mpar], sb., a low 
sound, a cursory remark, murmur; 
esp. negatively: no [‘not’] a h., not 
the least disturbing sound or re- 
mark, not a murmur; I never heard 
ah.— kwumper[kwo‘mp3r]: Wests. 
(Fo.). — hwumper prob. for *hum- 
per, with dropped i-mutation, from 
*hympr, orig. *ympr. See the foil, 
word, and imper, sb. and vb. 

hwumper [hwo'mpar], vb., 1) vb. 
n., to produce a low sound, to make 
a slight remark, to murmur; esp. 
negatively: he did no [‘not’] h.; do 
no [‘do not’] h.! never h.! kwum- 
per [kwo‘mpar]: Wests. (Fo.). 2) 
vb. a., to hush, to cause to keep 
quiet; he hwumperd her (Yn.). — 
hwumper prob. for *humper with 
dropped i-mutation from an older 
*hympra = *ympra; Icel. ympra, vb., 
to begin to mention, to touch upon 
(slightly). See imper, vb. 

hwums [hwo‘ms], sb., bustle, quick 
or restless movement of the body; 
der’r a h. upon him, a) he is turn- 
ing and twisting himself; b) he is 
passing quickly by without a greet- 
ing (L.); c) he is touchy or dissat- 
isfied (prop, he makes quick, im- 
patient movements). I saw de h. 
o’ him, I saw him as he passed 
by quickly or disappeared (Few.). 
Wests, occas., Conn., etc.: kwums 

[kwo‘ms]. de kwums is on him, he 
is peevish and dissatisfied (Conn.). — 
*hvims. See hwems (hwims), sb. 

hwums [hwo'ms], vb., to bustle, 
to make quick and restless move- 
ments in turning and jumping about. 
Easts, and Du. kwums [kwo‘ms]: 
Wests., Nmw. occas., Dew., C. to 
geng hwums in aboot, to move quick- 
ly and restlessly about making turns 
and leaps, to kwums aboot, aroond, 
to turn suddenly in looking round 
(Conn.); what is du kwumsin aboot? 
he guid [‘went’] hwumsin by, he 
twisted himself about in passing by 
(N.Roe). — to h. by (past), to pass 
quickly by (without a greeting)-, he 
hwumst by or past me (L.). — to 
pass hastily out of sight-, he 
hwumst ut o’ my sight (Few.). — 
*hvimsa. See hwems (hwims), vb. 

hwumset [hwo‘ms3t], hwumsket 
[hwo'mskat], hwumst [hwo'mst], adj., 
1) making sudden, eccentric move- 
ments in turning the head or body, 
occas. also short-spoken, giving 
evasive answers. 2) not right in 
the head-, bewildered-, slightly mad-, 
a h. body, a h. fool [fol]. The form 
hwumsket is reported from L.; else- 
where more comm, hwumset and 
esp. hwumst. Wests., Nmw., Dew., 
Conn.: kwumst [kwo'mst] and 
kwumset [kwo'msat]; a kwumst 
fool. U.: hwumst and hwomst 
[hwo'mst]. Few.: hwums [hwo'ms]; 
“like a h. ting”. — *hvims-. See 
hwemst (hwimst), adj. With the 
form hwumsket cf. esp. Sw. dial, 
hvimsk, adj., bewildered. A form 
kwums [kwo‘ms] from U". (Nor- 
wick) is more prob. another word, 
as original hv is otherwise pre- 
served as hw in U".; see kirns, 
kimset, adj. 

hwupp, vb., see hwepp(hwipp), 
vb. 

hwuppek [hwopsk], sb., a short 
fishing-rod. h wo p p ek [hwopok] and 
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hwippek [hwipak, hwepak]: U. See 
vippek, sb. 

he1 [ho], sb., something sprout- 
ing weakly, checked and stunted in 
growth, esp. 1) downy hair, downy 
beard; also thin hair growing sparse- 
ly on the head, a t’in ho o’ hair 
on de head (Yb.); N.I. 2) thin, sparse 
corn in the field; (a “korn” o’) t’in 
he; tom (empty) ho; (naet’in’ [‘noth- 
ing’] but) a ho upo de eart’. N.I. 
— O.N. hy, n., thin hair, down, in 
No. (hy) also short grass; Peer, 
hyggj (hy-), n., mould, fust, ho 2 
might, however, also suggest O.N. 
hoy, n., hay, used comparatively of 
corn which grows badly. Both y 
and oy develop into o in Shetl. 
Norn. 

*h02 [ho], sb., hay, reported by 
Q.G. in the expr. “eker and ho”, 
corn (field) and hay. Du. O.N. hoy 
(Icel. hey), n., hay. See a) eker 
and aker, sbs.; b) hostakk, sb. 

hebet [hobot (hobot)] and hebi 
[hobi], adj., applied to liquid, drink: 
1) cohesive; substantial; full-bodied, 
e.g. of rich milk; strong beer; hit 
[‘it’] is t’ick and hobi i’ de mooth. Um.,n. (h0bi). 2) a) slimy; nauseat- 
ing; often of something lukewarm 
and nauseating, e.g. saad (thin broth) 
in which shell-fish (limpets) have 
been warmed, also of tea not well- 
drawn, or tea made with brackish 
water (see below, meaning c). Nm. 
and Ai. [hobst]. Sa. [hobat, hobat]; 
b) having a disagreeable, stale taste, 
of liquid kept too long. U.: hobi 
and hovi [hovi], h.-tasted; c) brack- 
ish in taste. Nm.: hobet [hobat]. 
Yh.: hobi; <\) rancid; sour; h. milk. 
Wests. (Fo. andSa.): hobet [hobat]. 
In Fo. also with dropped h: obet 
[obat]. — Prob. root-form: *hoepinn. 
Cf., with regard to hobi 1, Faer. 
hopin, adj., a) somewhat stout (in 
good condition); b) cohesive, and 
with regard to hobet, hobi in sense 

of slimy; nauseating-, brackish, cf. 
Icel. hsepinn, adj., slippery, uncer- 
tain (B.H.). 

hebiter, sb., see hobiter, sb. 
bed1 [hod], vb., to hint at some- 

thing, esp. to throw out hints, esp. 
in order in a sly way to gain an 
object, to h. aboot or at a t’ing; he 
cam’ hod in aboot it; he keepet 
[‘kept’] hod in at me. Sa. Prob. an 
original “hoeta” and syn. with No. 
hota, hotta, hytta, vb., to lift the 
hand, to reach out for something 
(R. under “hytta”), to threaten (Aa.), 
O.N. hoeta, vb., to threaten (prop. 
to lift the hand). Cf. the verbs 
hud, hut and hod2. 

bed2 [hod], vb., to subdue-, ill- 
treat-, bully, to h. a body [‘person’], 
to h. ane [‘one’] aboot, f(r)ae ae 
place to de tidder (from one place 
to another)-, — to chase away, to 
h. de animals f(r)ae de dykes (the 
fences). Sometimes in a special 
sense: to treat like a thief. N.I. 
The word is prob. O.N. hceta, vb., 
to threaten, = hota. Cf. hut, vb. 

hodek1 and heder, sb., tabu-name 
for hoggi- or huggistaf, a gaff; 
see further hudek, sb. 

hedek2 [hodok, hodok], hedi [hodi, 
hodi], hedin [hodin], sb., overhand- 
knot made on a rope or line en- 
closing the injured part of it, esp. 
on a fishing-line or a cow’s tether, 
hodek: Du. hodi, hodin: C. (and 
Sw.). Cf. poss. No. hutt, hytt, m., 
in sense of rounded top-, in that 
case the word is orig. syn. with 
hodek1; see hudek and hutrikin, 
sbs. — Another hodin [hodin] (Du.), 
in sense of: a piece of hide join- 
ing together the handle and the 
swipple of a flail, is, on the other 
hand, L.Sc. hooding, sb. 

hogert [hogart, -ord, hogord], adj., 
bent, stooping, with raised shoul- 
ders-, a h. body [‘person’]. Wests. 
(Sa.; Ai.). — Substantially, hogert 
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[h0g3rd] is found in sense of a bent, 
stooping person with raised shoul- 
ders (Sa.). — Deriv. of hyk- or hok-; 
cf. No. hykja, vb., to bend oneself, 
to crouch, and hok, m., sharp bend, 
angle. The derivative ending may 
be compared with No. hukra, vb., 
to shrink from cold. 

hel [hoi] and helin [holin], sb., a 
covering, esp. l) enclosing mem- 
brane (Un.), now esp. in phrases, 
such as: “My (his, etc.) heart is ut 
o’ hoi”, my (his, etc.) heart is out 
of its membrane, i. e. I am not 
quite myself, out of sorts, in low 
spirits, anxious, etc.; hit [‘it’] drave 
[‘drove’] my heart ut o’ hoi, it made 
me depressed, anxious, ete. 2) in 
a special sense: husk on corn; comm. 
in pi.: hols and holins,/ws&s. The 
latter form (holin) is reported from 
Un. together with a parallel form 
huljin [hu[in], comm, in pi.: hul- 
jins. — From the root “hul-” in 
O.N. hylja, vb., to hide; cover; dis- 
guise; Icel. hylja and hyla, f., a 
covering. With hoi (hoiin) 2 cf. 
L.Sc. hule, sb., husk, and Eng. hull, 
sb., by which the Shetl. word doubt- 
less has been influenced with re- 
gard to the meaning. The vowel- 
sounds o and u (phonetic u) in 
hol(in) and huljin indicate the 
Norn origin of the word. 

hell [holi, hsli], vb., in the expr. 
“to h. anesell [‘oneself’]”, to com- 
pose oneself, to take it easy; h. 
dee! h. deesell! Conn. (Fladab.). Is 
prop, the adjectival form holi, used 
as a verb to replace an older, lost 
*ho(g). O.N. hoegja, vb., to relieve-, 
abate-, make easy. 

heli [holi, holi, ho3li], adj., 1) 
leisurely, comfortable. Fairly comm. 
2) sad\ depressed-, uneasy, h.-look- 
in’, sad-looking. Nm. [holi, hoali]. — 
With holi 1 cf. O.N. hcegligr, adj., 
convenient-, leisurely, easy, No. hog- 
leg, adj., easy, comfortable, L.Sc. 

huly, hoolie, adj., moderate; slow. 
holi 2 is doubtless the same word, 
with root-meaning meek-, cf. O.N. 
hoegsamr, adj., meek-, quiet-mannered (— hogsamr, hoglyndr, hogvaerr). 

heli [holi, holi, ho9!!] and heleli 
[ho'dalr, ho9"l3li], adv., leisurely, 
slowly, to geng [‘go’] h. holi(h0- 
leli)! comm, as a sea-term in pul- 
ling a boat: pull slowly! holeli: 
Y. and Fe. Elsewhere more comm.: 
holi. Phrase: holi be wi’ dee! take 
it quietly, peace be with you! — 
O.N. hoegliga, adv., quietly-, gently, 
conveniently, L.Sc. huly, adv., slowly. 

hem [horn], sb., = homin, sb., 
to tak’ de h. = to horn. Fe. 

hem [horn, horn], vb., to darken-, 
to grow dusk-, to become evening-, 
he is homin (beginnin’ to horn), 
it grows dusk (it begins to grow 
dusk), twilight is coming on. comm. 
Mostly with short vowel-sound; in 
a few places, such as in Fo., with 
long o. From De. is reported a 
form without i-mutation: hum [h6m, 
with short vowel-sound]; he is bu- 
rn in.— *hyma, vb., from O.N. hiim, 
n., twilight-, No. hyma, vb., to grow 
dark, to become evening-, O.N. hiima, 
vb., to grow dusk. 

homin [homin, homin (hgmin)], 
sb., evening twilight, esp. of the early 
twilight, opp. to mirknin, which is 
the close of the twilight. — In De. 
without i-mutation: humin [homin, 
with short 6]. — *hyming, f., from 
O.N. hum, n., twilight-, No. hyming, 
f., twilight. 

homska, sb., = humska1 and 
homin, sbs.; see under humska. 

homsket, adj., see humsket, adj. 
hen, sb., see hun, sb. 
herd, sb., see hord', sb. 
hesapann, -pan [ho^'apan-] and 

hesapall [ho^'apa]], sb., the skull-, 
(jokingly or mockingly) the head. 
N.L The form with pall is pecu- 
liar to Unst. Other forms, likewise 
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reported from N.I., are: hosapann 
[h6<j"apaiv: Yn.] and hosapall, -pell 
[hos"apal\ ho^'apa’l-: Un. occas; 
hoffapel1: Um0.]. Edm.: hoosapaail. 
— The first part of the compd. is 
O.N. hauss, m., the skull, cranium. 
The second part, pann, is either 
Northern (No., Sw.) panna, f., Da. 
pande, c., the forehead, or more prob. 
Eng. pan, sb., in sense of brain-pan, 
skull, pall (pell), unless a corrup- 
tion of pann, might be O.N. pallr, 
m., in sense of the raised floor in 
the upper end of an ancient hall. 
— In place-names O.N. “hauss” de- 
notes hill-top, summit of a rock, 
from which comes Shetl. “de Hos 
[hos]” as the name of a rounded, 
rocky point in Sa. (Wests.). 

beset [hssot, hosot], adj., of col- 
our: dirty-grey; light-grey with dirty 
shade. Fo. [hosot] and U. [hosot]. 
oset [esot]: Fo. occas. No. hysjutt 
(hyskjutt?), adj., stained in various 
shades of the same colour; faded 
in patches (R.), and “hyskjutt (hus- 
kutt)”, adj., grizzled, of hair (Aa.). 
See iset and isket, adjs. 

hesj, Hess, sb. and vb., see boss, 
hosj, sb. and vb. 

fheslek [hoslok], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. for 
a) a hut, straw-thatched house (Yn.); 
b) bod: fisherman’s booth, one of 
a cluster of booths in which fishing- 
tackle was kept, when in former 
times deep-sea fishing was carried 
on in common in open boats (Un.). 
— Prob. a small house; -lek, dim- 
inutive ending. Prob. a loan-word 
from L.Germ. (Germ, hauslein, n., 
a small house). 

hestakk [(hostak) hostok], sb., a 
corpulent woman; a big, clumsy 
person (woman). Also hostakk [ho- 
stak] and hustakk [hnstak]; the lat- 
ter form reported from Un. Prop, 
the word haystack, O.N. hoystakkr 
(heystakkr), m., applied metaphori- 

1 cally; cf. sodi2, sodek with the 
i same transition in meaning, hay- 
\ stack is now in Shetl. commonly 

called “cole” or “coll” (L.Sc.). 
hostani, sb , see hostan(i), sb. 
hev1 [hov], sb., 1) the hindmost 

part of a woman’s cap, shaped like 
a horse’s hoof, opp. to the so-called 
“muckle croon” (great “crown” or 
back of the cap); “would du like 
a muckle croon or would du like a 
hov”? Also h0vi[h0vi]. Wests.(Sa.). 
Such a cap (mutch, cap) consisted 
of three pieces: a) the forepart, the ruf- 

| fled brim, called “de border”; b) de 
kell: the middle piece, formed like 
a bandage; c) the back of the cap 
(ruffled), called “de croon”. The 
cap was tied with a band, under the 
chin. 2) in the compd. “horsehov” 
(Fe.), marsh-marigold, prop, the leaf 
of this plant, = blokk(a), blogga, 
which is more common outside Fe. 
— O.N. hofr, m., hoof, horse’s hoof. 

I With hov 2 cf. a) No. hov, m., a 
hoof, used of the leaves of the plants 
marigold (hovblom, hovsoleia) and 
coltsfoot, tussilago (hovblekkja), as 
well as b) Icel. hofbladka, f., mari- 
gold. The final v in Shetl. hov 
shows the word to be Norn and 
not directly derived from Eng. hoof, 
sb., which now in Shetl. [hof] de- 
notes hoof in proper sense. 0, how- 
ever, is not regularly developed from 
6; one would have expected *huv. 
With regard to the vowel-sound, cf. 
e.g. flor [flar] from Eng. floor, sb. 

h0v2 [hov], h0vi [hovi], sb., re- 
maining stubble on a mown grass- 
field (Un.); see hov, sb. 

h0v [hov], vb., 1) vb. a.: a) to 
raise, lift; to cause to rise, e.g. of 
the wind, causing rough sea; b) to 
throw, fling. 2) vb. n., to rise-, 
heave; swell; of the sea: to rise-, 
become agitated-, to h. op. — Re- 
flexive: to h. anesell (op), to rise, 
lift, e.g. of the wind going in a 
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northerly direction; “he is hovin 
him [himself] op to de nor’wast” 
(N.Roe); also of the sea: to become 
agitated; he is hovin him op. — 
Comparison may be made, partly 
with No. “hova (“hove”), hovja, 
hyva”, as parallel forms to “hevja 
(O.N. hefja)”, vb., a) to raise, lift; 
b) to throw, fling; partly with L.Sc. 

huve up, vb., to lift up, and hove, 
vb., to swell, inflate. 

hevi [hovi, hovi], sb., 1) a plaited 
basket. 2) a bow-net\ see further 
hovi, sb. 

hevi-ftr/gg- [hovibrig-], sb., a 
bridge, across a burn, to which a 
hovi (a net to catch trout in) is 
fastened. Yh. 

I. 
i, /’ [e, o], prep., in, appears un- 

stressed in conjunction with and 
after “in”, adv.: in i [in e, in a], 
a) into (of motion); b) in (of being 
in a place), to geng in i de hus, 
in ijde kirk, to go into the house, 
into the church-, to be in i de hus 
(kirk), to be in the house (the 
church). O.N. inn i, into, and “inni 
i”, in. — For the rest, Shetl. “in i’ ”, 
prep., is often used indiscriminately 
with L.Sc. atill, corresponding to 
Eng. into. See further in, prep., 
and the applications of this word, 
originating from Norn. 

ibit [ibit], sb., a bite, a small 
meal: a) a light meal in the morn- 
ing, taken before the proper break- 
fast (Yb.); b) a snack between break- 
fast and dinner (Yn.); c) a light 
meal in the evening (Yn.). — *i-bit, 
from O.N. i, prep., in, and O.N. bit, 
n., a biting, a bite. Cf. No. aabit, 
n., and aabite, m., a meal in the 
morning, breakfast-, Icel. arbiti (Qisl.), 
id., with the first part of the compd. 
different. 

idi [idi], sb., whirlpool, backward- 
running tide-, also whirl on the sur- 
face of the water, eddy-, I saw de i. o’ 
de hwal (the swirl caused by the 
whale as it plunged). Fo. — O.N. 
ida, f., whirlpool. — A form i [I] 
with dropped 5 is found as a place- 
name in Nmn. (0ja, Nmn-W.): “de 

stakk o’ de I”, a skerry around 
which a whirlpool seethes. For an- 
other form see edjek [ed^ak]. 

idint [ident, Tdant], idient [i 'dient ], 
adj., diligent-, persevering-, assiduous 
in work-, i. wark [‘work’]; a i. warker 
[‘worker’]; a i. rooth, constant pull- 
ing (U.). (L.Sc. eident, ident). Also 
aeident [aeidant, aeida'nt] and ai- 
dent [aidant, aida'nt], the latter form 
with anglicised pronunciation [ai] of 
original long i. ident: Fo. idient: 
Un. Elsewhere more comm.: aei- 
dent and (esp.) aident. — As adv. 
are found id(i)ent-ly,aeident-ly, ai- 
de n t-1 y, diligently; perseveringly; as- 
siduously; to wark hard and idient- 
ly, to work hard and assiduously 
(Un.). — O.N. idinn, adj., assiduous; 
steady, persevering, Peer, idin [oijin]. 

{-draught [i"dra/t-, idra/t], sb., 
1) one of the bands (straw-bands) 
making the woof, de waft (weft), in 
an open, plaited net-basket, mesi; 
sometimes in a more restricted sense: 
a (thick, double) band forming the 
edge round the mouth of a mesi 
(net-basket) or of a rivakessi 
(coarser straw-basket). Applied to 
the edge of a “rivakessi”, noted 
down in Unst; elsewhere more comm, 
of the edge of a “mesi”. 2) a) in- 
clination, (favourable) mood-, fond- 
ness-, to ha’e [‘have’] a guid [‘good’] 
or no guid i-d. till ane; b) aim-, 
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purpose. In sense 2 otherwise more 
comm.: “in-draught (en-draught)” 
and “in-draw, en-draw”; q.v. — 
“i-draught” from an original *i-drag, 
n., or *idr£ttr, m., “a drawing into”. 
No. idrag, n., denotes anticipation, 
a vague promise, and comes near 
to the Shetl. word in sense 2 a. 

ifarek [i'fa’rok], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for shoe; 
esp. in pi.: de ifareks, the shoes. 
Yn. *ifar, n., that which one puts 
on, a garment; O.N. fara i, vb., to 
put on (clothes). Cf. Faer. Iferd 
[oife3r], f., the mouth of the shoe 
(Svabo), and Sw. dial, ifaraklader, 
n. pi., everyday clothes. 

ifetlek fT'fatiok], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. for 
mouse. Yn. fetlek is a parallel form 
to fotlin, fotlek, etc., a mouse, 
prop, a small foot, light foot (see 
fotlin, sb.). i- is most probably 
intensive here, as also in the foil, 
ifudien (cat), denoting the exceed- 
ingly light and quick movements of 
the animal; thus: the extremely 
light-footed one, or something to 
that effect. It may then be O.N. id-, 
in words such as: idgnogr, adj., 
abundant; plenty (gnogr), and i5- 
gnott, f., abundance (Eg.), idgllki, 
n., the exact image (of a thing or 
person) (Eg.), i5(g)likr, adj., exactly 
like, “id”, n., is found in Icel. as 
an independent word, in sense of 
perpetual motion (E.J.). 

ifudien [i'frrdten-], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. for 
cat. Esh., Nmw. Intensive of fu- 
din, fudien, cat (the swift-footed 
one; tabu-name); q.v. For the 
suggested explanation of the prefix 
i- as O.N. id-, see above under 
ifetlek, sb. 

igg [ig(g), eg(g)], vb., to incite, egg, see egg, vb. 
*igitel [i-git-al], sb., white quartz 

(species of stone); now used only 

as a place-name: “de Igitel” (Yn.), 
the name of some quartz rocks, a 
ravine (into which the sea-water 
flows), gjo, surrounded by such 
rocks. O.N. hdgeitill, m., white or 
light-grey quartz. The word is pre- 
served as a common noun in Shetl. 
in other forms; see hjigel, hji- 
gelti, hjogel, sb. 

*iglet, adj., see ilget, adj. 
•grip [ignp], sb., on a carrying- basket (kessi): ear, loop, into which 

the carrying-band (de berinband, 
de fetel) is fixed. N. There is one 
igrip on each side of the basket; 
the band is fastened at both ends, 
and put over the shoulders across 
the breast; thus the basket is carried 
on the back. *i-grip, prop. uingrip”, 
that into which something fits. 

*ikke [iko], adv., not, preserved 
in a small fragment of conversation, 
partly in Norn, from Norwick, Un.; 
see Introd. (Fragments of Norn). 
O.N. ekki, prop, nothing, = eigi, 
adv., not; No. ikkje, Da. ikke. 

il, prob. eel [(il) il], sb., a stripe 
along the back of a horse; a black 
il. Un., Ym. Is doubtless, in spite of 
the short [i]-sound, rather an angli- 
cisation, “eel”, from O.N. dll, m., 
an eel, a narrow channel, also a 
stripe along the back of an animal, 
in the same way as O.Shetl. *ol, 
eel (name of the fish), has now be- 
come “eel [II, il, il (il)]”. 

ila [Tla], sb., properly a stone 
serving as an anchor for a boat, 
when fishing (with rod) near the 
shore, now commonly in a trans- 
ferred sense of the fishing-place it- 
self, where this kind of fishing is 
carried on; in exprs. such as: a) to 
lie at de i., to angle for small fish 
(esp. young coalfish, pilteks, with 
rod) from an anchored boat near 
the shore, corresponding to Faer. 
“liggja firi Ila” (to fish with a rod, 
e.g.for small cod, from an anchored 
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boat), and b) to geng to de i., to 
go out fishing (with rod) from an 
anchored boat. In the last expr., 
ila is often understood as denoting 
this kind of fishing. The stone used 
as an anchor is commonly called 
Hasten or ilafast. At “ila-fishing” 
it is, however, not often the custom 
now to anchor the boat. Edm. gives 
“eela, iela, a fishing-place or ground 
for small fish near the shore”; the 
anchoring of the boat is not men- 
tioned. Here, accordingly, the cen- 
tral point of the original meaning of 
ila has been lost. — From Du. is 
reported a pi. form ails [ails], with 
anglicised pronunc. of the original 
long i; “to geng to de ails”.— O.N.ili, 
m., a stone with a rope, fastened to 
a boat and serving as an anchor. 

ilafast [i“lafast‘], sb., a stone, 
fastened to a rope, serving as an 
anchor for a boat at the so-called 
i 1 ^-fishing; see the preceding word, 
to lie at de ilafast (Du., Papa), 
fast appears originally to have de- 
noted the rope rather than the stone 
(comm, called “de Hasten”); see 
fast and fasti, sb. 

ilasod [i-lasod-], sb., a fishing- 
ground (sod, prop, a seat) near 
the shore, where rod-fishing from an 
anchored boat is carried on. U. *ila- 
sat. See ila, sb., and sod, sodi1, sb. 

Hasten [i"lasten\ -stem], sb.,a stone 
used as a boat-anchor at the so- 
called ila-fishing, see ila, sb. *ila- 
steinn. Faer. ila-steinur, m., id. 

ilder1 [ildor, ildar] and ilden, ildin 
[ildan, ildan, ildin], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name, used by fishermen for 
fire, ilder: Aiw. ilden, ildin: Fo. 
Also with prefixed h: hildin [hil- 
din]: Fo. The expr. *killi-ildra 
[kili-ildra], of fire in a kiln, is re- 
ported from Fo. From W. (Dale, 
W.) and Sae. are reported ilder [il- 
dar] and older [oldar] in sense of 
red-hot embers; de fire is brunt 

doon [‘burnt down’] to red ilder 
(older). From Yb. “a ild [ild] o’ 
het [het]” is given as an obsolete 
expr. without further explanation; 
het = heat. — O.N. eldr, m., a 
fire. The above-mentioned Shetl. 
forms seem to presuppose an orig- 
inal *ildr. A form, *eld, q.v., is, 
however, also found, -er in ilder 
(older) is the old masc. nom. end- 
ing -r, which has been grafted on 
the root of the Shetl. word, ilden, 
(h)ildin is prop, the acc. def. form 
of the word; -en, -in: the definite 
article grafted on the word. *ildra 
prop. *ildrinn, eldrinn. 

t*ilder2 [ildar], sb., name of a partly 
mythical fish, believed by fishermen to 
be able to perforate a boat at sea. Ye. 
See eder2, sb. Etym. uncertain. 

ilget [ilgot], adj., applied to sheep, 
wool on sheep: mottled with vari- 
ous coloured spots (black or grey), 
esp.: a) white and grey; b) white 
and black; c) grey and black-, a i. 
sheep. Nm. Prob. from *iglet by 
metathesis of g and 1. Cf. Faer. ig- 
lutur (iglottur), adj., of sheep: mott- 
led, having small spots, esp. of light 
(white) sheep, beginning to get darker 
spots and become dirty-grey 0mu- 
tur, imottur). 

ilkamoga [iT kamog’a], sb., a joc- 
ular term, nickname for Fo. moga 
is doubtless the same word as mogi, 
the stomach, ilka from Eng. eel? 

ill [il(l), 3l(l); a1(1)], adj., wicked; 
bad; ill, corresponding both to Eng. 
and L.Sc. “ill” and to Eng. “bad”, 
and used in foil, meanings, handed 
down from Norn (O.N. illr): a) mor- 
ally bad; b) hostile; inimical; c) 
fatal; harmful; d) painful; disa- 
greeable; e) repulsive; causing dis- 
gust; f) troublesome; difficult; disa- 
greeable; g) angry; hot-tempered 
(cf. e.g. compds., such as ill-bir- 
stet); h) trifling; of little value or 
use. — e.g.: de i. man, uthe evil 
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man” = the devil (U.); Faer. illi 
maflur, L.Sc. ill man, the devil, a 
i. vik [vikj, a had tendency or in- 
clination (Du.), a i. vam [vam, vam]: 
a) a repulsive impression, caused 
by a person’s manners and behav- 
iour, “der’r a i. vam wi’ him (her)”, 
see ill-vamd, adj.; b) unpleasantly 
strong in taste, “der’r a i. vam wi’ 
it”, der’r a i. kast i’ de sea (Du.), 
there is a bad commotion, tide, in 
the sea (preventing the catching of 
fish), i. wadder, hard weather, esp. 
thunder-storm; der’r i. wadder gaun 
[‘going’], the thunder rolls (Fo.); 
see i 11-wadder, sb. he is i. to do 
[‘do’] till, he is hard to get on with 
or to please (U.). Proverbial phrase: 
hit is a i. wind, at blaws naebody 
guid, it is an ill wind that blows 
nobody good. Often in expletives, 
oaths, such as: ill doren! ill 
er (ill honour)! ill happ! ill 
stond (moment)! ill t’rift! ill vik- 
ster (vokster)! ill vister! see the 
respective substantives. — Two ob- 
solete forms, *idla [idla] (Fo.) and 
*jilder [jildor] (C.), are found in 
the expletive term *idla (h) jo Isa! 
jilder hjolskin! [*ill heilsa] = ill 
healt’! see under *hjolsa, sb. — 
O.N. illr, illr, adj., bad, ill, evil, 
wicked; hostile, unkind; harmful; 
unpleasant; difficult; trifling, of 
little value, etc.; in No. and Sw. 
(ill), Icel. and Faer. (illur), as well 
as L.Sc. (ill), also, inter alia, angry; 
hot-tempered. — Nowadays Shetl. ill 
is also used commonly in sense of sick, 
indisposed, through Eng. influence. 

ill-berin [il be8*rm], adj., unable 
to bear illness or fatigue; a i.-b. 
body. U. Prop, "that bears badly”. 

ill-best [il'baest], adj. (sup.), de 
i.-b.: a) the best of a bad race or 
family, and even then not partic- 
ularly good; b) the best of a poor 
collection of things from which to 
choose. Faer. ill-bestur. Also L.Sc. 

ill-birstet [il bo'r stot], ill-borstet 

[il'boVstat], adj., angry; cross; mal- 
icious. Also with dropped r in the 
second part of the compd.: ill-bistet 
[ilbostat (-bis’tat)], ill-bostet [ih- 
bos’tat], ill-bosten [il'bos'ton]; the 
last form noted down only in Papa 
St. — *ill-byrstinn. Cf. a) No. by- 
sten, adj., hasty (prop, bristly, that 
raises the bristles). No. busta and 
bysta seg, Sw. dial, borsta sig, bor- 
stas, reflexive verb, to raise the 
bristles, to become angry or cross; 
b) No. and Sw. dial, illbyste, n., 
a hot-tempered and cross being, 
malicious person or animal. See 
further under birst, adj. 

ill-bist [il'bist-], vb., to threaten to 
do harm; he ill-bisted (was ill-bist- 
in) for him, he threatened to do him 
harm. Ai. See the preceding word. 

ill-fen, -fain [il-fe3n‘], vb., to show 
unkindness to someone, to repulse 
one by unfriendly demeanour-, comm, 
as vb. a.: to i.-f. a body (person). 
Also as vb. n.: to look unfriendly, 
to have an unkind look. As an 
adj., properly perf. part.: ill-fenin, 
-fainin’ [iHe^nm], unkind-, unpleas- 
ant, esp. applied to appearance, 
look-, he is awfu’ “ill-fenin”, he 
has a very unpleasant look. Conn. 
— *ill-(fagna). See fen, fain, vb. 

Wi-gi'in' [il'gran, il'cp’on, -g^n', 
-9e3n-], pres. part, and adj., con- 
tinually grumbling and complaining, 
discontented-, a \.-g. body. N.I. L.Sc. 
ill-gi’en, adj. The forms “-9lan” and 
“-<je9n” are noted down in Unst (Un.). 

ill-ginket[ll•9i‘g•k^t,-<Jl‘I]•k^t(-gi‘r)•- 
kot)], adj., wicked by nature-, deceit- 
ful-, a i.-g. coo [‘cow’]. Yn. See 
ginket, adj. 

ill-glum [il glnm-, -gl6anr], vb., to 
have a suspicion-, “he ill-glumd 
at so and so was ta’en [‘had taken’] 
it”, he had a suspicion that so and 
so had taken it. U". See glum, vb. 

ill-godet [il go dot, -go3 dot], ill- 
gudet [iPgn'dot], adj., in a bad 
temper, discontented and disoblig- 
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ing, sulky and malicious. Un. See 
godet, adj. 

ill-gru [il grn ], vb., to suspect, to 
have a suspicion of something; I 
ill-grued [il'grirad] at dat would 
be de case. Un. Cf. O.N. illgruna, 
vb., to suspect of evil (gruna, vb., 
to suppose, partly = illgruna), and 
Shetl. gronin, sb. 

ill-hagerd [il-hag-ord.-hrrgard, -art], 
adj., unattractive, clumsy and slat- 
ternly, having a bad deportment 
and gait (Nm., Ai., Fo.); having re- 
pulsive and awkward manners, esp. 
in consequence of bad treatment 
(Nmn.); also mishandled, of a poor, 
sickly appearance owing to bad 
treatment (Nmn.). With short a 
[hag'ord, hag'ort]: Nms., Fo. With 
long a [ha'gard, h.Tgart]: Nmn. 
(N.Roe). — For the second part of 
the compd. see hagerd, adj. ill- 
hagerd, in sense of ill-treated, might 
have arisen from an *illa hagreiddr; 
cf. Fser. hagreida, vb., to treat, ilia 
hagreiddur, ill-treated, and Shetl. 
hagri2, sb. Cf. ill-hogert, adj. 

ill-haverd [il havord], ill-haiverd 
[il'hai'vord], ill-heverd [il-he'vord], 
adj., 1) a) ill-grown; clumsily built; 
unattractive; ugly; ill-haverd: Fe., 
Y. occas., Nm. ill-haiverd: U. oc- 
cas. (Un.),Wests., S.Sh. occas. (Conn.); 
b) clumsy and awkward in behav- 
iour; having repulsive manners-, 
ill-haverd and ill-heverd: Y. oc- 
cas.; c) slatternly and untidy in 
appearance, repulsive-, ill-haverd: 
Few.; d) of poor, sickly appearance, 
neglected, esp. applied to an an- 
imal; a i.-h. baess [‘beast’, here esp. 
a cow], a i.-h. coo; ill-haverd: 
Nmn. occas. (N.Roe); ill-haiverd: 
Nmn-_w- (0ja), Y. occas. 2) a) of a 
piece of work: badly and carelessly 
executed-, ill-haiverd: Sa.; b) of 
worsted: poor, loose and thin-, “ill- 
haiverd” worsed [‘worsted’]: Sa. — 
Other forms are: a) ill-haverst [ik- 
ha'vorst] (Yn.); b) ill-haverli [il'ha"- 

varlr] (Fe.), both reported in sense 
1 a. — For the second part of the 
compd. see haivers, sb. 

ill-hjumset (-hjungset), adj., see 
ill-humset (-hungset), adj. 

ill-hotted, -hoited [il hoi tad, -h&r- 
tad], adj., ill-grown or deformed, 
clumsy, of bad carriage and awk- 
ward demeanour. N.I. *illa hattaflr. 
See *hotted, hoited, adj. 

ill-humset [il ho'm sat], ill-hungset 
(-hunkset)[il-ho‘g-s3t,-ho‘gk-s3t],adj., 
ill-shaped, having a bad deportment -, 
a i.-h. bein’ (craeter’). ill-humset 
and-hungset: U. ill-hunkset: Sa. 
(and Yn.). ill-hjumset [-hjo‘ms3t]: 
Un. occas. ill-hjunkset[-hjo‘gks3t]: 
Yn.— See further humset1, adj.-— 
i 11-k j u m s et has a different origin; see 
kjumset, adj. 

ili-hegert [ikho-gart, -hs-gard] and 
ill-hegeret [ikho-garat-], adj., 1) hav- 
ing a bad deportment, slouching. 
2) cunning; sly; a i.-h body. Wests. 
(Sa.). For the second part of the 
compd. see hogert, adj. 

ill-kint [ikl^e'nt-], adj., wicked by 
nature; of ill repute. Barclay: i 11-k e n t, 
adj., of notoriously bad character. No. 
illkyndt, adj., of a bad disposition; 
hot-tempered; cross (Aa.); Icel. ilia 
kyntr, adj., of ill repute (B.H.). No. 
kynd, f., kind, and kynde, n., nature. 

illlek [disk, allsk], adj., of an ugly, 
sickly appearance, esp. having an 
unhealthy complexion. Yh. O.N. illi- 
ligr, adj., frightful; abominable; Icel. 
illilegur, adj., evil and ugly of ap- 
pearance (“cruel-looking”: B.H.). 

ill-lukket [illokat], adj., unfort- 
unate. N.I. See lukk, sb., fortune; 
good luck, and lukket, adj. 

ill-menget,-minget[ilmegg3t],adj., 
applied to wool: not well mixed (Da. 
maenget, mingled), esp. of wool of 
various shades. Conn. See further 
under menget, adj. 

ill-minnet or -minjet [il mei^at, 
-m^iijat, -maipt], ill-minget [ik- 
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mi^ggt] and ill-mondet [d'mo^-dat], ! 
adj., evil-natured; malicious; ran- 
corous. N.I. ill-minnet: Fe. ill- 
minget: Yh. ill-mondet: Y., Fe. 
and U. (occas.). — Hardly from Eng. 
“ill-minded”. With a) minnet, min- 
jet, and b)mondet, cf. respectively 
No. mynja, f., disposition; kind, esp. 
appl. to impression made on the 
mind, and No. mynd, f., quality; 
kind; nature (O.N. mynd, f., form; 
shape; kind; mode). See also m o n d, 
sb., and the various applications of 
that word (corresponding both to 
O.N. mund, n., moment, nick of time, 
and to “mynd”, mentioned above). 
With regard to minnet, min jet, 
however, there might possibly also 
be an association with O.N. minni, 
n., memory, and minjar, f. pi., mem- 
orial; with minget may poss. be 
compared No. myngja (mynja?), vb., 
in the sense of to brood over some- 
thing. 

ill-raget [ilTa'gat], adj., ill-used; 
bullied; a i.-r. body. Un. See rag2, 
vb. (to drive; pursue; bully, from 
O.N. reka). 

ill-setten [ilseton, -saefon], adj., 
clumsy and ungraceful, awkward in 
movements; a i.-s. body (craeter’). 
Ai. Cf. Icel. “ilia-settur”, adj., in 
a bad state. Differs in meaning 
from L.Sc. ill-set, adj., evil-disposed-, 
ill-natured. 

ill-sjosket [il-^os-kot], ill-sjesket 
[il^os'kot], adj., very slovenly, untidy 
(in one’s appearance). U. Intensive 
of sjoskie, sjusket, adjs.; q.v. 

ill-sk(j)umet [il-sl^n mst, -skjirmst], 
adj., of an unpleasant, gloomy ap- 
pearance-, see skumet (skjomet), 
adjs. 

ill-sluget [ihsjirgat], adj., heavy 
and clumsy in shape, ungraceful 
(Ai.); having a bad carriage and a 
dragging, clumsy gait (Sa.). *ill- 
slcekinn? The word may most prob. 
be associated with No. sloka, vb., 

to walk heavily and draggingly, 
and Icel. slokr, m., a dull, indolent 
person, slaekinn (*sloekinn), adj., dull-, 
lazy. The word might also be derived 
from a *sl66-, as original 5 often 
changes to g in Shetl. Norn; cf. No. 
sloda (slooda), vb., to walk drag- 
gingly (O.N. slodi, m., that which one 
drags behind one). — slud, in ill- 
slud [iTslod ], adj., badly and clum- 
sily shaped (N.Roe), may be a perf. 
part, of' Eng. slew, slue, vb. 

iil-sneget [il-sne’gat], adj., cun- 
ning and malicious. S.Sh. *ill-snsek- 
inn? See ill-snuget, -snuket, adj. 

ill-sneldet [d-sneal d3tj, adj., mali- 
cious-, cross; disobliging, etc.; in 
the phrase: de fish is i.-s„ the fish 
will not bite (fishermen’s lang.). 
Sa. Prob.: *ill-snseld6ttr. *snseld6ttr, 
sneldet, by i-mutation from O.N. 
snaldr, m., No. snaald, m., snout; 
mouth. See snold, sb. 

iU-snitteret[il"smt"ar3f],adj.,/wa//- 
cious and obstinate by nature, wil- 
ful and quarrelsome. Easts. The 
second part of the compd. is prob. 
to be classed with O.N. snerta, vb., 
to touch. See snitter1, sb., a cold 
snap, a s. o’ cauld, and its deriv- 
ative, snitteret, snitret1, adj. 

ill-snolket [iTsno'j'kat, -sq6‘|-k3t], 
adj., cross; peevish; sulky; displeas- 
ed. Conn. Prob.: *ill-snurkinn or 
-snorkinn. See snolket, adj. 

ill-snuget or -snjuget [il squgat, 
-sqog’at (short 6), -snjug'st], ill-snuket 
or -snjuket [ihsquk’at, -sqok’at (short 
6), -snjuk-st], adj., 1) having re- 
pulsive manners, disagreeable (in 
behaviour), crafty, wanting in frank- 
ness; a i.-s. body. Yh.: ill-sn(j)u- 
get. Fe.: ill-sn(j)uget and -sn(j)u- 
ket. 2) cross, disobliging (by 
nature). Nmn. (N.Roe): ill-sn(j)uket. 
— The second part of the compd. 
is rather to be referred, partly to 
No. snugg and snygg, m., suspi- 
cion of something; touch; kind; ap- 
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titude, snekk, m., touch (O.N. snugga, 
vb., to hunger for, prop, to pry, to 
snuff around), and partly to No. 
snok, m., a) a snout; b) a prying 
person; c) a suspicion of something 
(— snak, snugg), No. and Sw. dial, 
snoka, vb., to snuff around, Da. 
dial, snokke, vb.; No. snaaken and 
snaeken, snaek, adj., a) obtrusive; 
prying; b) harsh; sharp; biting. Faer. 
ill-snaekin [iT'snaea'bpn], adj., cross; 
angry; sharp-tongued, is prob. de- 
rived from *sn£k-. The Shetl. ill- 
sneget [iksne'gat], adj., sly and 
malicious (S.Sh.), may prob. be an 
original *ill-snaekinn, and, in that case, 
either the same word as, or closely cog- 
nate with, ill-sn(j)uget, -sn(j)uket. 
— The phonology of Shetl. Norn 
permits two other possible etymo- 
logies, viz.: a) sn(j)uget, sn(j)uket 
from O.N. snikja, vb., to snuff a- 
round, beg for food, and b)sneget 
from O.N. sneida, vb., to cut off\ 
to walk zig-zag (Faer. sneida, vb., 
to turn, cut, or shape aslant)-, orig- 
inal d in Shetl. Norn, in several 
cases changes to g (see Introd. V — 
also N.Spr. VII — § 29, the end); 
in Sw. dial, “ill-snediger”, adj., is 
found in sense of cunning and evil. 

ill-snosket [iksnos'kot], adj., cross-, 
peevish-, dissatisfied (Sa.); see sno- 
sket, adj. 

fill-ti’-pass [iHopas-, -pas(s)"], adj., 
out of sorts-, indisposed-, unwell. Y. 
Danicism: “ilde til pas”. 

ill-fr/ve [iMraiv], vb., to thrive 
ill-, a ill-trivin’ craeter’, a miserable 
animal, ill-triven [iktnvon, -trov- 
on], adj., ill-thriven-, miserable. — 
No. illtrivast, vb., to thrive ill. 

\\\-wadder [il wad’or], sb., bad 
weather. O.N. (*illvedr and) ill- 
vidri, No. illveder, Faer. illvedur, n. 

ill-vamd [il vamd*], adj., disagree- 
able (in appearance or in manner), 
repulsive. U., Du. See vam, sb., 

influence emanating from a person, 
“aura" of a person. 

ill-wan [il 'wan-, ilwan], sb., a 
slight hope of something-, esp. in 
pi.: ill-wans: to ha’e “ill-wans” o’ 
(aboot) a ting. Somewhat deviating 
in sense from “ill wan(s)”, in which 
both parts of the compd. are inde- 
pendent words, denoting: only a 
slight hope of something. See 
wan2, sb. 

ill-vandet [ilvandot, -va'ndat, 
-vari'dot], adj., 1) badly or care- 
lessly carried out, applied to work. 
2) misshapen. 3) having unattrac- 
tive manners; with bad, awkward 
behaviour. — Also occas. ill-vjan- 
det [il'vjan'dst]. — Cf. Icel. ilia van- 
dadur, adj., carelessly carried out, 
applied to work; see vand, sb. and 
vb., vandet, adj. 

ill-viket, -vikket [il vik at (-vek'at, 
-vAk’at)], adj., l) malicious; making 
(or inclined for) mischief-, tricky, a 
i.-v. body. 2) intractable-, trouble- 
some-, chiefly appl. to persons, but 
sometimes also to objects; “de boat 
was i.-v. to row”, appl. to a boat, 
troublesome to row; “de road is 
i.-v.” (Fe.). — The pronunciation 
“(Al-)vAkat” is reported from Um>n- 
— The second part of the compd. 
is a derivative of vik2, vikk, sb., 
direction-, turning-, inclination-, q.v. 

ill-will [ikwil-, -war], sb., ill-will-, 
rancour-, to ha’e i.-w. at ane. O.N. 
illvili, m., ill-will-, hostile feeling. 

fill-willet [ikwil-at, -wakat (-w61‘at, 
-wokad)], adj., ill-natured-, bearing 
ill-will. O.N. illviljadr, adj., L.Sc. 
ill-willit, adj., ill-natured. 

ill-virken [ikva'r kan], adj., wretch- 
ed-, sickly-looking. Y. Perhaps in a 
passive sense, hurt-, bewitched? 
Otherwise No. illvyrken (illvirk, ill- 
orken), adj., idle and careless, carry- 
ing out work badly. Possibly, how- 
ever, from original *illa vordinn, con- 
sidering the development rd > rd 
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> rt and the occas. interchange be- 
tween rt and rk in Shetl. Norn. — 
No. ilia vor(d)en, adj. (prop. perf. 
part.), poor; slight; bad; Faer. ilia 
vordin, adj., ugly; repulsive; Sw. 
dial, ilia vuren, illvuren, adj., un- 
serviceable; poor-looking. 

ill-virket [ikvi'rkat, -va‘r-kat], adj., 
malicious-, bent on mischief; tricky; 
a i.-v. body; partly = ill-vik(k)et 1. 
a ill-virket craeter’ [‘creature’] or 
body (De.). a ill-virket coo, a cow 
in the habit of attacking other cows. 
(N.Roe). — From O.N. illverk, ill- 
virki, n., an evil deed, a crime. 

ill-visket [ikvis'kat (ikvis'kat)], adj., 
evil-minded-, ill-tempered-, very ir- 
ritable. Yn. No. illvisen and ill- 
viskjen, adj., evil-minded-, ill-tem- 
pered-, angrily and crossly repel- 
lent (R.). 

Hl-vistet [ikvas’tat], adj., enraged-, 
angry, ill-humoured. Umo. Cf. No. 
illvisten, adj., peevish-, biting, and 
illvistug, adj., mischievous-, mali- 
cious. The word might, however, 
be regarded as an alteration of ill- 
bistet; see ill-birstet, adj. 

ill-vitret, -vitteret [il,vet"arat,],adj.) malicious-, ill-natured-, always in- 
clined for mischief. Nmn. (N.Roe). 
a i.-v. coo = a ill-virket coo. Cf. 
Icel. illviti, m., an evil-minded per- 
son (E.J.), vita a ilt, bent on mis- 
chief. For the form vitret cf. O.N. 
vitr, adj., with radical r, wise, and 
vitra, f., sense, insight, = vitska, 
vizka. 

ill-voksen [ilwok'son (-vSkson), 
-vok'son], adj., ill-shaped-, clumsy 
of shape. Conn. *illa vaxinn, ill- 
shaped. See voksen, adj., and 
vokster, vukster, sb. 

ilmet [ilmot, ilmot, ilmot, ilmot], 
adj., applied to animals (cows, sheep): ; 
somewhat dark in colour, esp. a) 
striped, having variegated stripes 
(Conn.: ilmot); b) having a reddish- 
brown back, a i. coo (Nmn ‘w.: il- i 

mot). From Ai. is reported “ilmot”, 
appl. to colour of sheep, but with- 
out further definition of meaning; 
in Conn, and Nm. mostly appl. to 
cows. — For *imlet by metathesis 
of 1; cf. O.N. (Icel.) Imleitr, adj., 
greyish, dark of appearance (from 
O.N. 1m, n., dust), No. imutt, adj., 
striped. — See further imet and 
imsket, adjs. 

ilset [i‘lsot], adj., of an animal, 
esp. sheep: having a stripe of an- 
other colour round the neck-, dark- 
coloured (black) with a white ring 
round the neck-, a i. sheep. Un. 
Stands for an older *helset from 
*helsottr, adj., supplied with a neck- 
lace, collar-, cf. Peer, hdlsutur, adj., 
of sheep: having a stripe of an- 
other colour round the neck, and 
see bjelset, adj. (*bi-helset). 

ilska1 [i‘lska, i‘lska (iT'jka, eil^ka), 
i‘lsjka, ei‘lsjka, ei^ka], sb., 1) malice-, 
bad disposition-, hatred-, enmity, he 
did it ut t’rough ill, ut t’rough evil 
i., he did it out of mischief or 
hatred (Un.). N.I. (U.). 2) anger, 
bad temper-, defiance-, partly sim- 
ulated cheerfulness, hiding a bad 
humour (see the foil, ilska); de(r) 
wer (there was) a i. upon him; i.- 
laughter, laughter produced by an 
irritated frame of mind. N.I. 3) a 
severe or painful illness-, “to cry a 
i.-cry”, of very sick or dying ani- 
mals: to emit a cry of pain, a 
death-cry. Un. 4) damage-, misfor- 
tune-, in this sense only noted down 
in the exclamation “evil i.!” ex- 
pressing a wish that evil may over- 
take one (a plague upon you, him, 
etc.); also merely a strong outburst 
of anger (for shame! Oh! the 
devil!). U. 5) a) weeds (grass) among 
the corn on the field-, b) thin, empty 
corn, fin i.; c) new corn among 
the old, sprouting higher than that 
which has been laid by the rain or 
damp-, green corn growing among 
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the ripe corn, green i. — The form 
“ei^ka” is reported from Conn, in 
sense 5 b. “i‘l?jka, eil^ka” from Sae. 
and Aiw.; elsewhere most comm. 
“i‘lska, I'lijka” (iTska, i‘lfjka, i‘lska 
and iTfjka: Un.). — Other forms are: 
a) ilsku, ilsko [iiskd (i'lsku), ei‘l5jk6, eilijk6], reported from Lunn. in sense 
5 c: “green i.”; b) ilskse [ikskte'], 
ilske [il'ske-], reported from Fe. in 
sense of malice-, defiance: “he did 
it Trough i.” (in sheer defiance)-, 
c) ilsker [Tlskor] (Un. beside ilska), 
in sense 1: “he did it Trough i. 
against me”; d) ailska [a'Jfjka] (N.I. 
occas. beside ilska), in sense 5 (esp. 
5 c). — O.N. illska, f., a) ill-will-, 
malice-, b) enmity, hatred-, c) mis- 
chief ; misfortune-, in Faer. and No. 
the word is also used in sense of 
indisposition, illness, and of exas- 
peration, anger. — The form il- 
sku, ilsko, springs from the acc. 
(gen., dat.) form “illsku” from “ill- 
ska”. ilskae, ilske, with equally 
stressed stem and ending, has been 
regarded as two words (ill skae or 
ske), but is actually the word “ill- 
ska”. Several examples of such 
stressing are given in Introd. V (also 
N.Spr. VII), § 41: Stress. Cf. il- 
skod under ilsket, adj., as well 
as e.g. bjintar (under binder, sb.), 
grinsku, greensku (under gron- 
ska, sb.), horro and hurro, sb., 
klovandi (under klovi, klova, sb.), 
stongari, sb., and wostu, sb. 

ilska2 [Tlska], sb., flippancy, ex- 
uberant mirth-, “he had a i. upon 
him” or “de(r) wer (there was) a i. 
on (upon) him”, he was very flip- 
pant or exuberant. U. *9lska? oer- 
ska? Prob. the same word as hel- 
ska, sb.; q.v. 

ilsket [Tlskot, i'lskot, Tlsjkot, i‘l- 
fjkot, eil‘jkot], adj., 1) a) malicious-, 
ill-humoured-, irritable-, b) feigning 
gaiety, hiding bad humour or dis- 
content. i. fun: a) malicious fun-, 

b) fun with which ill nature is com- 
bined. N.I. Reported from Un. and 
Yn. in all the above-mentioned forms 
of pronunciation. 2) of corn (grow- 
ing in the field): unripe at harvest 
time, occas. of green corn among 
the ripe; i. corn; a piece o’ i. green 
(Ai. occas., Aiw. and Sae.: i'l^kot, eil^kot). — Other forms are: a) el- 
sket [eeTskot, ce'lsjkot], N.Roe in sense 
1; b) ailsket [a'^kot], N.I. occas. 
in senses 1 and 2; from Nmn andw. 
only in sense 1; c) ilskod [iTskod' 
(TTskod-)], reported from Yh. in sense 
2, and used as a substantive: new, 
green corn growing among the ripe, 
in the field. — Prob.: *illsk6ttr, 
malicious-, hostile-, see ilska1, sb. 
The form ilskod seems to have 
arisen from a form in the neuter: 
“illskott”; with regard to the stress, 
see the concluding remarks under 
ilska1, sb. No. illsken (ilskjen), adj., 
cross-, angry (O.N. illr, Hlr, adj., 
evil-, hostile, etc.). 

ilskod [ikskod- (iTskod )], sb., see 
the preceding word. 

ilta [Tlta, e‘lta, A‘lta], sb., \) spite-, 
enmity, (great) ill-will-, to ha’ei. (ai.) 
at somebody; to tak’ i. (to take a 
dislike) at or to a person. 2) malice-, 
done Trough i.; fu’ [‘full’] o’ i. U., 
Conn., Wests. The form “A‘lta” is 
reported from Un. Sometimes with 
prefixed h; hilta [hTlta] and ilta 
[Tlta, e'lta]: Fo. — Acc. to Edm. 
ilta is found also in sense of anger 
(U.?). — Prob. the neut. form “illt” 
of O.N. illr, adj., bad-, evil-, hostile-, 
unkind-, harmful, etc., this form in 
Shetl. Norn then changing to a sub- 
stantive, when the adjectives had 
lost their inflexion of gender. For 
the supporting final vowel, see e.g. 
doma, jema, lama (= lem), skalv2, 
skalve, stomna, sbs. — ilta-fu’, 
full of mischief, desirous to do dam- 
age or harm-, also ilte-fu’ [iT’tafu', 
eT"ta-] (Uwg.), Occas. as a sub- 
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stantive, = ilta, e.g.: to tak’ i.-f. to 
a person (Sa.) = to tak’ i. (spite); 
“he did it ut o’ iltevu [“il-tivir]” 
(Uwg.), he did it out of sheer spite; iltevu doubtless for “ilte-fu’.” 

ilta-/a’? [iT’tafa-, eT'ta- (i‘lta-, 
e‘l"ta-)], sb., in the phrase “to tak’ 
i.-/. at or to ony ane [‘any one’], at 
or to a person”, to take a dislike 
to one; see the preceding word. 

im [Tm, im], sb., soot, a layer of 
soot, esp. on the under side of a 
pot. Now much more common in 
the form aim [aim], in which the 
original long i has changed to ai 
through infl. of Eng. — O.N. im, 
n., dust, a coat of dust; dirt; Faer. 
im [oim, oim], n., soot (on pots). 
See imet, adj. 

im [Im (im)], vb., to swarnv, teem\ 
swarm with small, crawling things-, 
de ebb (the foreshore) is imin wi’ 
whelks (shell-fish). Yb. Doubtless 
the same word as No. ima, vb., (to 
reek, steam) to gleam-, ripple-, move-, 
smoulder-, to make a thin sheet of 
ice, etc. See em, vb. 

imet [imot, imot], adj., of colour, 
esp. appl. to cattle: having a dirty 
tinge, dirty-grey, ashen-, yellowish- 
grey, reddish-grey, or grey with a 
reddish-brown tinge-, also bluish-, 
bluish-grey, a i. colour; a i. coo 
[‘cow’]. *imottr. No. imutt, adj., of 
animals: having dark-greyish stripes. 
See im, sb., and cf. ilmet (for 
*imlet) and imsket, adjs. 

imper [(e'mpar) 9‘mpar], sb., a 
low sound, a cursory remark, mur- 
mur-, esp. negatively: no [‘not’] a i., 
not a sound (disturbing remark), not 
a murmur. *impr or *ympr. See the 
foil, word as well as hwumper, sb. 

imper [(e'mpar) a'mpsr], vb., to 
make a slight, cursory remark, to 
hint at something, to murmur-, only 
used negatively, as in: du dares no 
[‘not’] i.; never i.! like the now 
more common “never leet!” (L.Sc. 

leit, leet, vb.). Also in sense of to 
venture, to attempt-, “if du impers 
to say...”; “dey never could i. to 
geng to the haf (to deep-sea fish- 
ing) on sicc [‘such’] a bad day” 
(Ai.). — No. impra (ympre), vb., to 
touch upon, hint at-, Icel. ympra, vb., 
to touch upon, mention, imper, in 
sense of to venture, to attempt, ap- 
proaches O.N. impa, vb., to set in 
motion. — See hwumper, vb., which 
is another form of the same word. 

imsket [i‘msk9t, e'mskat], adj., of 
colour: having a dark, dirty tinge-, 
mixed, and partly indeterminable, esp. 
dirty-grey, blackish or bluish. (Ai.). 
Deriv. of imet, adj., to which im- 
sket essentially assimilates. 

in [in, en], prep., in, commonly 
abbreviated to “i”’ [e, «, 9] when 
preceding a consonant; the word 
is mostly used as in English, some- 
times differing, however, in cer- 
tain phrases, originating from Norn, 
thus by periphrasis for the genitive 
or the possessive pronoun: de een 
[‘eyes’] i’ de boy or lass, the boy’s 
or girl’s eyes-, de een in him, his 
eyes,— Fair.: eyguni i honun. See 
i, i’, prep. 

in-draught [indra/t, indraft (en-, 
sn-)] and in-draw [indra, endra, 
endra (aendra)], sb., 1) inclination, 
(favourable) mood, "favourable eye" 
on someone-, to ha’e a guid [‘good’] 
i.-d. till (to) ane; he had no guid 
i.-d. to me, he did not look with 
favourable eyes on me, he had an 
old grudge against me. 2) aim-, 
purpose. — See further under “i- 
draught” (i.-d. 2), sb. 

inn [in(n)], sb., a dwelling, haunt, 
= O.N. inni, n., and L.Sc. inn, sb. 

inn, in [in], adv., = O.N. inn and 
Eng. in. Note the foil, collocations, 
originating from Norn: a) in efter, 
inward, farther in, = O.N. inn eptir, 
No. inn etter; b) in to [to = ‘to’], 
of wind: more in the direction of 
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the land and northerly (Ym., Fe.),prop. 
in an inward direction-, de wind is 
gane [‘gone’] in to; No. inn, adv., 
inter alia, in towards the land-, c) 
op in under, hidden (Un.), see un- 
der, prep, and adv. — For the col- 
location “in T”, see i., prep. — inn, 
in, is now also commonly used in 
sense of in-, see below, *inne. 

innapi, injapi, sb., see ennapi. 
innari, sb., see innri, sb. 
innbigget [in-big’ot], adj., 1) re- 

served. 2) obstinate, having an un- 
shaken faith in oneself, sticking to 
one’s opinion. 3) selfish. 4) mo- 
rose-, cross. — Doubtless: ubuilt up”, 
“closed in”, from bigg, vb., to build. 
It is doubtful whether innbigget 
has any association originally with 
No. innebugga (bugga), adj., well 
provided, powerful, though the mean- 
ing of the Shetl. word might partly 
be explained from a depreciatory use 
of the Norwegian word here quoted. 

innbe [inbo, in’bo', embo], sb., a 
welcome, hospitable reception-, en- 
couragement to visit one’s home-, 
mostly negatively, e.g.: he would 
no [‘not’] get mukkel i. dere, he 
would not get any particularly kind 
welcome (no encouragement to come 
again). IP. — *innboc5, n. No. inn- 
bod, n., an invitation. The vowel 
o in -bo may be due to infl. of the 
verb; see the foil. word. 

innba [imho’, inbo], vb., to wel- 
come, to give a hospitable recep- 
tion-, to i. de fremd (the guest). IP. 
*innbj6da, vb., to invite, Faer. inn- 
bj63a, No. innbjoda, Sw. innbjuda. 

*inne [iqe, eqe], adv., in, = O.N. 
inni. Noted down in a fragment of 
conversation in Norn: Morjan, ara 
du i.?  (Marion, are you in 
there?...). See Introd. inn, in [in] 
is now used as in English. 

innerli [in"9rlr, 9n"arli’], adj., 1) 
rather far in, = No. innarleg, adj.; 
a i. place, a i. seat (fishin’-seat); see 

below innerli, adv. 2) affection- 
ate-, confidential-, hearty, very friend- 
ly, a i. body (Fe.). Icel. innilegur, 
Da. inderlig, L.Sc. innerly, adj., = 
Shetl. innerli 2. 

innerli [in"9rli- (9n"9rli-)], adv., 
somewhat far in, somewhat near 
the land-, to fish i„ to fish closer 
to the land, opp. to “to fish uterli”. 
O.N. innarliga, adv., far inward-, No. 
innarlega, adv., somewhat far in. 

inn-/a’ [in-fa], sb., shoreward 
setting tide, opp. to “ut-fa’Conn. 
No. innfall, n., inter alia shoreward- 
setting tide. 

innhaf [mhaf], sb., deep-sea fish- 
ing-grounds somewhat near the land, 
opp. to uthaf, framhaf, “far haf”. 
See haf, sb. 

innha(l)d [inhad], sb., contents, 
— O.N. *innihald, Da. indhold. 

inni, vb., applied to a ewe: to 
yean (Conn.); see enni, vb. 

innkomen, innkomin [m- kom an 
(-en), -in], sb., occas. coming in, ar- 
rival, occas. the beginning, e.g. de 
i. o’ de tide, the beginning of the in- 
flowing tide (Fo.), de i. o’ de new 
year, the beginning of the new year. 
O.N. innkoma and innkvama, f., a) 
a coming in, arrival-, b) a begin- 
ning, e.g. innkvAma manadar (the 
beginning of the month). L.Sc. in- 
coming, sb., arrival-, entrance. 

innri, innari [(ny ari ) eq' ari ], sb., 
diarrhoea, esp. in sheep. Fe., IP. 
Fser. innrid, f., diarrhoea in sheep. 
Icel. innrida, f., a kind of illness, 
internal cramp? (E. J.). For inn- 
(a)ri are now comm, used the words 
“scour [skur]”, after L.Sc., and “grass- 
sickness” (in sheep). 

inn-shot, sb., see in-shot, 
innsog [in^og], sb., shoreward 

setting tide, = landfell. IP. “inn- so(g) [insjoJ-tide”, noted down in Esh., Nmw., in the same sense, is 
more prob. to be referred to inn- 
sog than to “inshot” (q.v.).— *inn- 
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sog, n., sweep of the sea towards 
the shore-, see under afsuk, sb. Cf. 
O.N. “sog” and “fitsog”, n., the 
backwash of the breakers (Fr.). 

inntak [intak], sb., taking in\ bring- 
ing home, inntakins [nvtakins, 
-ins], pi., comm.: reducing the number 
of stitches in knitting, esp. in knitting 
stockings = L.Sc. intaks. — inntak, 
in sense of a piece of out-field taken 
in for cultivation, corresponds to L.Sc. 
intak, intack, as also to Sw. intaga, 
(dial.) intaka, O.Sw. intaka, f. 

in-shot [m<pt, -^t], sb., tide setting 
in shorewards, = i n n s o g, sb. Prob. 
an anglicised form of an old *inn- 
skot, n.; cf. the use of the word 
skod in af(a)skod, otterskod, 
appl. to the backwash of the breakers. 

ir [Ir], sb., a (piercing) cry, shriek-, 
hear de irs o’ her! (Yn.). See the 
foil. word. 

ir [Tr], vb., to cry, shriek, squeal, 
esp. appl. to swine. Syn. with O.N. 
ira, vb., to hint, to say? 

irast [i'rast], vb., to flay, scourge-, 
chastise. Also used as an exple- 
tive: irast! Sa. rast may poss. be 
No. rasa, vb. a., to scratch the skin, 
— hudrasa (R.). For the final t in 
rast, might be compared, e.g. fust, 
vb. The first part of the compd., 
i-, may stand for *hi- from O.Eng. 
hjhl, hid, f., hide (A.S. hyd, M.Eng. 
and Mod.Eng. hide), or may be the 
intensive prefix, mentioned under 
ifetlek, ifudien, sbs. 

iraster [rras'tor], sb., a flayer, a 
scourge (metaph. of a person); a i. 
o’ de puir [‘poor’], a scourge to the 
poor. Sa. See the preceding word. 

irek [irok, Irak], sb., see the foil, 
word. 

irepi [i"rapi-], irep [(irap) irap], 
a) diminutive creature-, b) a small, 
ill-thriven, stunted thing-, a little 
(piri) i. o’ a thing (bairn). Du. Also 
irek [irak, irak] (Du.). — ir-: prop. 

diminutive-particle; cf. No. “or, er, 
ir-” in a) orliten, erliten; b) orande, 
irende, irande (irrande) liten, di- 
minutive (irande: R., Suppl.). See 
urek1, sb., syn. with irek, irepi, 
prob. arisen from another form of 
the same particle. The last part 
(pi) in irepi, irep, may be an ab- 
breviation of pig [pig], sb., a small 
creature or thing, a small cabbage- 
stalk-, cf. pi and pig in ennapi, 
ennepig, sb., a small creature, etc. 

irp, vb., see erp. 
is, iz [(Is) Tz], vb., applied to sleet; 

cold rain: to fall-, also to snow or 
rain slightly, to begin to snow or 
rain, “he is isin, izin” or “he is 
isin (izin) ut o’him”, sleet is fall- 
ing, it is snowing or raining slightly. 
Nm. (Nmw.). Otherwise more comm, 
in the derived form isk [isk]; he is 
iskin (iskin ut o’ him); thus, e.g. 
in the N.I., Wh., etc. O.N. isa, vb., 
to freeze over, ising, f. (No. ising, 
m.), thin sheet of ice (cold rain). 
No. isa, vb., appl. to sleet: to fall. 
Shetl. is, iz, isk, used of fine, in- 
cipient rain, possibly also contains 
No. hysja, vb., to sprinkle-, with 
regard to the form, cf. iset (isket), 
adj., which prob. may be referred 
to No. hysjutt, hyskjutt, adj. See 
istek, adj. and sb. 

isbensi? ismonsi? [(is"bfnse ) iz"- 
bense', (ais’Tnonsr) aiz"monsi'], sb., 
bitter, sleety weather. De. Formed 
from the preceding word. The ex- 
planation of -bensi or -monsi is 
uncertain. 

isd, izd? [izd? ezd?], sb., empty, 
lean, thinly-growing corn; reported 
in writing in the foil, collocation: a 
“ezde” o’ corn upo de eart’. Not 
further confirmed. — Is prob. (given 
the correctness of the word) an orig- 
inal *his-; cf. No. his, n., immature 
grains of corn, hisen, adj., of a 
field: dried up, withering, hisk, n., 
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unsubstantial, by being dried up 
(R-). iset [isat, isat], adj., applied to 
colour in animals: bluish-grey, with 
spots of darker shade-, iron-grey, 
dark-coloured with many light hairs 
in between, giving the dark colour 
a light tinge, esp. of colour that 
looks bluish in the distance; greyish 
and mottled in different shades, more 
definitely denoted by a prefixed ad- 
jective: blue-i., black-i. (Conn.), partly 
also “red-i.”; — having a reddish 
or bluish tinge (Ys.); — with small 
spots (Sa.). a i. coo [‘cow’], horse 
or sheep, comm. Beside iset is 
found a form isket [iskot, iskot], 
reported from U., Ys., Du. and Fo. 
U.: “iskat”, closely mottled, occas. 
black and white, occas. grey (or 
bluish) and dirty-red. Fo.: “iskot”, 
dirty-white with a yellowish or 
greyish-brown tinge. Ys. and Du.: 
“iskot” = iset. — Prob. to be re- 
ferred to No. hysjutt (hyskjutt), adj., 
mottled in different shades of the 
same colour, faded in patches (R.), 
hyskjutt (huskutt), adj., appl. to hair: 
greyish, grizzled (Aa.), Sw. dial, 
“hyskji”, hyskjutt, hiskjug, hyssjog, 
yssjug, “ysugar, oisugar” (Gothl.), 
adj., grizzled, shaded in two col- 
ours (Ri.). Cf. hoset, oset, adj. 

I si [isi (Tsi)], sb., a cow of the 
colour described under iset; see 
the preceding word. Du. Older: *lsa. 
*Hysja? 

isk [isk], vb., applied to sleet: to 
fall-, to rain (in cold air), or to 
snow slightly, to begin to rain or 
snow, to isk and rain; he is iskin 
[iskin, iskon] ut o’ him; he is iskin 
de rain or snaw [‘snow’] (Fe.); he 
is iskin de snaw (ut) o’ him (Yh.). 
Deriv. of is, vb., q.v. A form ist 
[ist] is reported doubtfully from Y. 
and Fe. 

iska [iska], sb., in the expr. “i.- 

rain”, fine, cold rain. U. From Y. 
and Fe. is reported iskins [iskins], 
sb. pi., = iska. See is and isk, vbs. 

isket [iskot, iskat], adj., appl. to 
animals: having different shades of 
colour, mottled, see further under 
iset, adj. 

iskins [iskins], sb. pi., see iska, sb. 
?ist [ist], vb., see isk, vb. 
istek [istok, istak], adj. and sb., 

1) adj., appl. to weather: cold, rainy, 
i. wadder [‘weather’]; may in this 
instance also be regarded as a sub- 
stantive and written with a hyphen: 
i.-wadder; in Unst esp. of cold, vari- 
able, showery weather; “der’r a i. 
track upon him”, the weather looks 
as if it would be cold and change- 
able with sleety showers (U.). a i. 
sky, a sleety atmosphere full of 
heavy, dark clouds (thunder-clouds), 
esp. in winter (U.); i. cloods [‘clouds’], 
i. homeks, heavy, dark, snow-laden 
clouds {M.)-, see homek, sb. II) as 
a sb.: 1) small, soft, cold rain-, 
he is cornin’ ut i. (Us.). 2) usually 
in pi., isteks: a) sleety clouds-, b) 
sleety showers. Y\ — U.: istok and 
(comm.) istak. Yh.: istak. — Doubt- 
less an adjective: *lsottr. “istek 
wadder” for “*iset wadder” from 
original *lsott vedr. The common 
suffix -ek was prob. added to *iset 
when the latter was changed to a 
substantive, and the weak-stressed 
e in *iset was consequently dropped 
(istek from *isetek: *i"satak'). Cf. 
Sw. dial, issje, adj. neut., applied 
to weather: slightly cold, issje va- 
der; “da a issje ute”, it is chilly 
outside (Ri.). 

*itta [ita], dem. pron. in neut., 
this, that, only preserved in a frag- 
ment of conversation in Norn from 
Fo.: ...kwat a ita?, what is this 
or that? Also: kwat e [a] jada 
[jada, jada]? — Cf. a) Fser. hetta, 
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this, neut. sing, of hesin, this, de- 
veloped from O.N. pessi, dem. pron., 
this, in neuf.: petta; b) Sw. dial, 
“itta (ittad)” (Dalarne) and itta (Goihl.), 

this, sing. neut. of “issen (hissen, 
hessen)”, dem. pron., this. 

iven, even [Ivon], sb., matter-, 
material-, means (Un.), see *even, sb. 

J. 
ja [ja], adv., yes, affirmative, ja 

well! jokingly, = Da. ja vel! (yes) 
certainly! “yea” [j* (je)] has recently 
become more prevalent than ja. An 
obsolete form jo [jo (jo)] is reported 
from Unst. — ja is No., Fser., Da. 
and Sw. “ja”; jo may be an orig- 
inal ja (O.N. and Icel. ja). With 
“ja well” cf. O.N. “ja, ja! vel, vel!” 
(yes) certainly! 

jabb [jab], vb., to harp upon the 
same topic, to j. upon (on) a ting, 
to j. aboot a ting; he’s jabbet upon 
it for a hel (whole) day. N.I. Also 
pronounced “jab” (Y.; Fe.). No. 
jabba, vb., a) to speak fair-, b) to 
jabber, twaddle (R.); Fser. jabba, 
vb., to jabber. — Edm. has a form 
with long a: “yaab”. 

jader [jador, jador], sb., 1) the 
uppermost row of green turf in a 
built-up fence, or in a fence when 
being built up. 2) a layer, esp. a) 
a layer of green turf in a fence 
(when being built up)-, b) a layer 
in a dunghill, “de jader-feal (fail)” 
or “de upper jader”, the upper- 
most layer of green turf in a fence, 
also called “de jaderin [jad^orm1, 
ja"d3rm']” or “de jadren [(jadrin) 
jadron]”. N.I. [jador]. L. and De. 
(jaderin). jadren reported by J.I. 
From Nm. is reported a form: jar 
[jar] in the senses mentioned above; 
de jar-feals = de upper jader; a 
jar o’ feals in a dyke, a layer of 
green turf in a fence. — O.N. jafl- 
arr, m., border, edge, inter alia of 
a fence. In Fser. a distinction is 
made between “jadar, jadari [jifarO)]”, 
m., the edge, selvage of cloth 

(wadmal), and (acc. to Svabo) jadur 
[jseavor], n., a layer, -in, -en, in 
jaderin, jadren, is prob. the suf- 
fixed, definite article [O.N. jadarinn]. 
jar [jar] is found in Shetl. also in 
sense of selvage of woven stuff-, 
jar and jard [jard, jard] for*jadrin 
sense of an incipient or narrow cur- 
rent rippling at the edges-, see fur- 
ther under these forms of the word. 

jader1 [jador, jadsr], vb., to place 
one layer of green turf on the top 
of the other, to build up a fence of 
turf, to j. a dyke (a feali-dyke). De., 
L. *jadra. See the preceding word. 

jader2 [jador], vb., to sink down 
or to stick fast in a bog (U.), see 
jard2, vb. 

jadikrakk, sb., see j ala-crack, sb. 
jafs [d^afs], sb., a greedy snap 

with the mouth in eating. See 
further under the foil. word. 

jafs [d/^afs], vb., to make a loud 
noise with the jaws whilst eating 
greedily, to eat with vigorous, noisy 
movements of the jaws, and also 
loud breathing through the nose-, 
also to make greedy snaps with 
the mouth in eating. Cf. No. jafsa, 
vb., to eat greedily accompanied 
by loud breathing through the nose-, 
to snatch at something with the 
mouth, etc. (R.). The pronunciation 
“dy/’ is due to Eng. (L.Sc.) infl. 
djafs, vb., q.v., pronounced in the 
same way, differs from jafs. 

jag1 (jagg?) [jag], sb., 1) driven dust, esp. floury dust. Edm.: “yag, 
fine dust of flour or meal. ” 2) husks, 
also disparaging expr., applied to 
poor, immature grains of corn: 
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“naet’in’ [‘nothing’] but j.”. Esh., 
Nmw. — Prop, drift, something drift- 
ing, and to be classed with O.N. 
jaga, vb., to hunt, drive-, possibly a 
deriv. of this word, as the foil, jag3, 
sb., and jag, vb. [from O.N. jaga], 
are usually pronounced with long a. 

jag2 [jag]» sb., 1) a shoal, esp. of small fry, de(r) wer (there was) 
just a j. o’ it (Yh.); naet’in’ but j., 
nothing but small fry (Yn.). 2) a 
tiny fish, esp. a small codling. U. 
and Y. a jag-codlin (Uwg.). Mean- 
ing 1 is the original one, and may 
be referred to O.N. jaga, vb., to 
hunt, drive, etc.; feel, jaga, vb., inter 
alia to tumble or loll about (B.H.), 
Sw. dial, jaga, vb., inter alia to go 
at a great speed. See the foil, word 
and jakkel2, sb. 

jag [jag], vb., 1) in fishing: to pull up the line (with long and 
short jerks alternately) and lower 
it again, with also a backward and 
forward movement, in order to get 
the fish to take the bait, esp. in 
catching coalfish, sometimes also in 
cod-fishing, to j. for sed (coalfish), 
to j. sed: with quick movements of 
the line, to j. for cod: with slower 
movements of the line, to j. i’ de 
keb (the thole)-, to “j. in” de line, 
to haul in the line (with long and 
short jerks alternately, and then let 
it run out again): Un. Mostly used 
as vb. n., but also as vb. a., e.g.: 
j. de fish to dee! (Un.); to j. sed = 
to j. for sed. 2) a) to be talkative 
(Du.); b) to keep on asking for 
something, troubling one with re- 
peated requests or inquiries, to j. 
at ane. N.I. 3) to quarrel, wrangle-, 
to j. de ane [‘the one’] i’ de face o’ 
de tidder [‘the other’]. Du. (Irel., Duw.). 
4) to appropriate something to one- 
self in a sly or dishonest way, to 
j. aff. Nms. 5) a) to sell small 
wares, to hawk pedlar’s wares; b) 
to buy up (esp. fish) secretly; see 

jager, sb. — O.N. jaga, vb., a) to 
drive, hunt; b) to harp on one sub- 
ject; Icel. jaga and jagast, vb., a) 
to repeat constantly; b) to quarrel; 
dispute. 

jaga [jaga], sb., a species of 
cuttle-fish (N.Roe), see aga, sb. 

jager [jagor], sb., a pedlar, also 
one who buys in an underhand 
way, esp. appl. to a buyer-up of 
fish, one who forestalls the market. 
See jag, vb. 5. Differing in the 
compd. joljager, sb.; q.v. Edm. 
gives a form with short a: “yagger”. 

jagg [jag], sb., 1) continual scold- ing and reprimanding. 2) a wrangle; 
dispute. Ai., De. Faer. jagg, n., con- 
tinual grumbling. Icel. jagg, n., war 
of words (B.H.). 

jagg [jag], vb., l) to scold and 
reprimand continually; to j. at ony- 
body [‘somebody’]. 2) to argue; 
wrangle; dispute; to stand jaggin 
in ane’s face. Ai., De. Faer. jagga, 
vb., to grumble and reprimand con- 
tinually, to nag. 

jagi [jiigi], adj., small, applied to 
fry (esp. young cod), prop, fish in 
a shoal; a j. mite, a small codling 
(Yn.). Formed from jag2, sb.; q.v. 

jagi-ho [jag'iho-], sb., a young, 
small ho (shark, a small kind of 
porbeagle, lamna cornubica). Nmn. 
(N.Roe). The name is doubtless due 
to the fact of its moving in shoals. 
See jag2, sb. 

jagl, jaggel [jagal], vb., 1) to chew 
with difficulty; to j. upon onyting 
[‘something’]. N.I. 2) a) to dispute, 
contend (continually); b) to grumble, 
scold; what is du jagl in op i’ my 
face for? c) appl. to swine: to grunt 
continually; de swine is jaglin at 
de door. Conn. No. and Faer. jagla, 
vb., to chew with difficulty; in No. 
also to tattle, gossip. 

jakkel1, jakl [jakol], sb., a molar. 
comm. Also Ork. O.N. jaxl, m., 
id. For the change ksl (xl) > kl in 
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Shetl. Norn see Introd. V (also N.Spr. [ 
VII), § 38 g. — The word is some- i 
times used metaph. in Shetl., esp. 
in pi. jakkels, of small, whitish 
clouds, prop, dentiform clouds, white 
“jakkels” (N.Sh.). 

jakkel2 [jakal], sb., a) a swarm 
of small creatures, e.g. gnats; b) 
a shoal of small fish; c) esp. in pi. 
jakkels: very small sharks (small 
kind of porbeagle, Shetl. ho); a lock 
[‘lot’] o’ jakkels, jakkel-tings; see 
jagi-ho and jakkel-ho, sb. Nmw. 
(Esh.); in sense c also noted down 
in Nms. — *jakk-. Cf. Sw. dial, 
jakka, vb., to roam, frequentative 
form of jaga, vb., Mod. G. dial, ja- 
cken, vb., to hurry along. For the 
development of meaning of jakkel 
in Shetl., see jag2, sb. 

jakkelbitel [jak 'olbit'ol], sb., joc- 
ularly applied to a molar; also to 
a large tooth (prop, a molar). Wests. 
(Sa.; Ai.). — The word is a compd. 
of jakkel1, sb., and bitel, sb. 

jakkel-ho [jak"3lh<T], sb., a young, 
small ho (a species of shark). Nmw. 
(Esh.) and Nms. See jagi-ho and 
jakkel2, sb. (meaning c), as well 
as the definitions given under these 
words. 

jal [jal], vb., to scream, cry, esp. 
of gulls; “de maw (the gull) is 
jal in”: harbinger of wind. Yb. No. 
jala, vb., to shout, yell, cry; Eng. 
(L.Sc.) yaul, yawl, to yell. 

jalaklag [jak aklag ], sb., a shout- 
ing-, noise-, to mak’ a j., to make a 
noise-, to cry (or shout). Un. See 
jal, vb., and klag, vb. 

jalakrabb, sb., see allakrabb, sb. 
jala-crac/c [jak’akrak1] and jali- 

crack [jakikrak], sb., a loud cry-, 
a noisy quarrel-, also roar of laughter-, 
— to had (mak’) a j.-c., to make 
a hubbub by crying (or by laugh- 
ing noisily), to quarrel noisily, etc. 
jala-crack: Un. jali-crack: Conn., 
etc. For the first part of the compd. 

see jal, vb. The second part is 
Eng. crack, sb. “jadi [jadi]-crack, 
a j.-c. o’ laughter”, reported from 
Conn., is possibly a corruption of 
“jali-crack”. 

jalder [jaldor], sb., \) babble;noisy 
talk-, a loud quarrel. 2) (continu- 
ous) barking, esp. of a hound or 
sheep-dog, when the quarry is at 
bay. N.I. The word is poss. an old 
*jaldr = O.N. hjaldr, m., partly din, 
clangour, partly chatter, talk. See 
the foil. word. 

jalder [jaldar], vb., 1) to babble; 
to talk noisily, also to dispute with 
raised voices. 2) to bark continu- 
ously, esp. of a hound or sheep-dog 
when the quarry is at bay. N.I. 
*jaldra? See jalder, sb. Prob. a 
deriv. of an old *jala; No. jala, vb., 
to shout, yell, cry, Shetl. jal, vb. 
Cf. galder, sb. and vb., from O.N. 
gala. The word is hardly directly 
derived from O.N. hjala, vb., to 
chatter, talk, as the original hj 
usually changes in Shetl. Norn to sj 
[^], but to j in a few instances only 
(such as in jarta). 

fjalk [ja‘lk], vb., a) of dogs: to 
yelp; b) of persons: to babble, to 
talk noisily. From a “ *jala”, like 
the preceding word? Or only an 
alteration of Eng. yelp? Shetl. yalp 
[ja'lp], vb., = Eng. yelp. 

jalpersten. jalpinsten. sb., see 
hjelpersten, hjilpersten, sb. 

^jatnald, jammel [jamol], sb., a 
person of equal age to another, 
mostly in pi., jamalds, jammels, 
persons of equal age, in a special 
sense: twins. The word is now ob- 
solescent in Shetl., being replaced by 
“yeild, yield [jild]”, L.Sc. eild (yeild, 
yield). In Ork. the word is still used. 
— O.N. jafnaldri, sb., and jafnaldra, 
adj., of equal age. For the Shetl. and 
Ork. form cf. No. jamaldre, Faer. 
jamaldri = javnaldri, m., (person) of 
equal age. 
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jamer, vb., to whimper; bleat; 

mew, see jarm, vb. 
jams [ja‘ms], adj., greedy; desir- 

ous; eager to get something; to be 
j. for a ting. S.Sh. The word in- 
dicates an association in meaning 
with No. jafsa, vb., to snap at some- 
thing with the mouth; in its form 
the word assimilates to No. jamsa, 
vb., to chew; munch. 

japl, jappel [japol], vb., to jabber; 
to be talkative. S.Sh. No. japla, 
vb., = jappa, vb., to jabber, etc.; 
Icel. japla, vb., to turn the food 
about in the mouth, to chew (B.H.). 
See japp, vb. 

japp [jap], sb., l) a piping, a 
cheeping sound, generally appl. to 
chickens: de j. o’ a chicken. 2) | 
whimpering, crying; a bairn’s j. (C.). 
3) babble, nonsense. 4) continu- 
ous, tiresome repetition of the same 
thing, esp. of something insignifi- 
cant; also quarrel about a trifle. 
*japp. See the foil. word. 

japp [jap], vb., 1) to pipe, to 
cheep; generally appl. to chickens; 
de chicken japps. Also appl. to 
persons: he’s been dat [‘that’] way 
(interferin’), f(r)ae he was able to j., 
he has been that way (interfering) 
ever since he could “cheep”. (Yh.). 
2) to whimper, cry; de bairn japps 
(is jappin). C., etc. 3) to babble, 
to talk nonsense. 4) to repeat the 
same thing, esp. something trifling; 
also constantly to raise senseless 
objections, quarrel about a trifle; 
to j. aboot a ting (reported from Yh. 
in the last meaning). — *jappa. No. 
jappa, vb., to jabber, to talk with 
tiresome repetitions, etc.; Icel. jappa, 
vb., to repeat constantly (B.H.), Da. 
hjappe, a) to bawl; b) to jabber. 

jappek [japak], sb., a cheeping 
or piping creature (see jap pi, sb.); 
reported esp. in sense of a piping, 
whimpering or crying creature, e.g. 

a child; a j. o’ a ting (N.Roe). *japp. 
See japp, vb. 1 and 2. 

jappel, vb., see japl, vb. 
japper [japar], vb., to whimper, 

to speak in a whimpering or tear- 
ful voice Sa. Deriv. of japp, vb. 

jappi [japi], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for hen. 
Prop, a cheeping or jabbering crea- 
ture; see japp, vb. 

jar [jar], sb., a border; edge, esp.: 
1) selvage of wadmal or woven 
stuff; de j. o’ de wadmel, wub 
[‘web’] or claith [‘cloth’]. Nm., Wests. 
2) a layer of green turf in a fence, 
esp. the uppermost layer. Nm.; see 
further jader, sb. 3) a) a narrow 
or incipient current, appearing as 
a streak on the surface of the 
water-, a slight current-, a j. o’ tide. 
Fo. b) a current rippling with sharp 
edges, but calm in the centre. In 
sense 2 b the word is reported from 
Un. in the form jard [jard], a jard 
o’ tide. A verb, jard, correspon- 
ding to the latter, is reported from 
Un. and Wests.; see below. 4) ap- 
plied to a boat: to tak’ a j., to take 
a slanting course, e.g. in order to 
catch the wind or to avoid skerries. 
Yh. — O.N. jadarr, m., edge; selv- 
age; border. The form jar has 
arisen by dropping of 6, jard by 
metathesis of jad(e)r; see jader, 
sb. jar 4 is poss. due to a mingl- 
ing with Eng. yaw, vb. 

jar [jar] and jard [jard, jard], vb., 
1) vb. a., to place (build) in layers, 
esp. to build up a fence of green 
turf; reported in the form jar from 
Nm.: to jar a dyke; see jader, vb. 
2) vb. n., applied to current: a) to 
appear as a streak; b) to ripple 
with sharp edges (while the tide is 
running gently in the centre); de tide 
is jarin [jarin]: Fo. de tide is jard- 
in: Wests. (Sa.; Ai.) and Un. Wests.: 
jard. Un.: jard, jard (esp. in sense 
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b). — *jaflra, vb., to form an edge, 
etc. See the preceding word. 

“*jaraman”, sb., the extent of 
landed property? The word is found 
in a judicial letter of the 3rd of July, 
1604, with regard to the construc- 
tion of some fences in Whiteness 
(“The uter dyke of Quhytnes to be 
biggit”, in “Acts and Statutes”). In 
this letter it is decreed that the in- 
habitants were to build these fences 
“ilk person according to his jara- 
man” (written garaman; compare 
the mode of spelling “3eir”=yeir: 
year), which seems to mean: every 
one in proportion to the extent of 
his property. *jar3armagn? O.N. 
jarflarmegin, n., the extent of landed 
property; O.N. magn, n., = megin, 
n., main; strength; might. 

jarb, iarbind. sb., see jard- 
bind, sb. 

jarb [jarb], vb., to harp upon 
one subject, see jarp, vb. 

jard, sb., see jar, sb. 
jard1, vb., see jar, vb. 
jard2 [jard], vb., properly to bury; 

now esp. in sense of to press down, 
squeeze; he’s jarded him [‘him- 
self’] in at de fire, i’ de muckle 
chair, he has settled himself down 
in the arm-chair (the “great” chair) 
by the hearth, indicating a lengthy 
visit. N.I. — O.N. jarda, vb., to 
earth, bury; in No. (jorda) also used 
in sense of to fell, to lay on the 
ground. — From U. is reported ja- 
derd [jadord], perf. part, in sense of 
bogged, sunk down or stuck fast in a 
bog; de coo [‘cow’] is jaderd in a 
jarf. jaderd prob. by metathesis 
of jarded, jardet, prop, buried. — 
See jerd, vb. 

jardbind [jarbend, -bond, jarbe'nt, 
-bo'nt], sb., a cold and dry, con- 
tinuous north-east wind (generally 
in the spring), prop. “earthbinder”, 
because this wind is said to “bind 
the earth” = to make it dry and 

hard, thus damaging the corn (see 
bind, vb.). Conn. In Du. is found 
a mutilated form jarb [jarb]. *jard- 
bindi or -bind, “earthbinder”. In 
other places in Shetl. (esp. in N.I.) 
the word is found without the first 
part of the compd. jar(d); see furth- 
er under binder, sb. The word 
“harr [har]” or “har [har]” (L.Sc. 
harr, haar), is now mostly used in 
Shetl. as a designation for this wind. 

jardbind [(jarbind") jarbaind"], 
vb., applied to a cold and dry, con- 
tinuous north-east wind, and also to 
frost: “to bind” the earth; to make 
it very hard; to j. de eart’. de 
eart’ was just jardbinded [jarbain"- 
dod] wi’ frost, the earth had be- 
come frost-bound. Yn. *jar5binda. 
See the preceding word as well as 
bind, vb. 

jardfast [jar fast*, jarfast-], sb., a 
stone (attached to a rope or sim- 
men) by means of which some- 
thing is weighted down, “earthfast- 
ened”, esp. one of the heavy stones 
fastened to a rope in order to se- 
cure hay- or corn-stacks against 
storm and squalls; comm, in pi.: 
jardfasts. N.I. *jar3-festr (-festi)? 
See fast, fasti, sb. The verb jard- 
fast is more common than the sub- 
stantive; see the foil. word. 

jardfast [jarfasb (jard’fasf)], vb., 
“to earthfasten” something, to load 
down something, esp.: a) to secure 
corn- or hay-stacks by means of 
ropes (simmens), weighted with 
heavy stones, to j. de corn or hay; 
b) to secure a boat from being 
carried away by storm, squalls or 
surf, by means of stones and the 
like placed in the bottom of it, or 
to fasten it by a rope to an earth- 
fast stone or to any other heavy 
object. Fairly comm. The current 
pronunc. is “jarfasb”. The pro- 
nunc. “jard•fast•”, esp. reported in 
the phrase “to j. de corn”, is most 
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prob. due to influence of the word 
“jard” (corn-yard, enclosure where 
the corn is stacked). A parallel 
form jerdfast, jirdfast [jerfash], is 
reported from Fe. — *jardfesta, vb., 
prop, “to earthfasten”, to weight 
down to the ground. For the form 
fast for *fest see fasti, vb. — 
The adjective (earthfast, fixed in the 
ground) is now, by anglicising, com- 
monly “eart’-fast” (a e.-f. sten). 

jardpon [jarpon*, -po3n-, jarpo3n-; 
jar-], vb., in the phrase “to j. a 
miff [r0f' = roof], a hus”, to thatch 
a house with two layers of green 
turf, instead of, as usual, with one 
layer only, and an upper layer of 
straw. Fe. Is now called “to double- 
pon [-pon, -po3n]”, at least outside 
Fe. — Prob. an original *jar<5-spaena, 
vb., “to earth-thatch”, to thatch with 
green turf (only). Shetl. pon, sb., 
a piece of green turf for thatching, 
prob. from O.N. spann, m., a shingle 
for thatching. The original i-muta- 
tion in the second part of the compd. 
has been dropped in accordance with 
the phonetic peculiarities in Shetl. 
Norn. For dropping of initial s be- 
fore a consonant, see under pon, 
sb. — The word earth is found in 
the form jerd, jird [jard], in the 
compd. jerdiswidl (jirdiswidl); 
q.v. 

jar! [ja'rf] and jarfa1 [ja'rfa], sb., 
1) broken, swampy ground, boggy 
soil; swamp, (deep) bog; esp. hol- 
low ground with water underneath. 
N.I. (jarf). Nm. (jarf, j.-holes). 2) 
poor, tough (damp) ground, diffi- 
cult to prepare, choked with old, 
decayed grass-roots and rootlets. 
Wests, (jarf and jarfa). Ork. jarfa 
(“yarfa,yarpha”), sb., a) poor, peaty 
soil full of grass-rots and root- 
lets; b) peaty soil, mixed with clay 
or sand. O.N. jprfi, m., (sand, gravel) 
sand-bank or gravel-bank; No. jarve, 
m.(R.), a) = j0rve,m., bank; earthen 

mound; heap of gravel; b) hard, 
gravelly or stony subsoil; Icel. 
jorfi, m., a) mud; dirt (B.H.); b) 
mould; clay; c) brink, edge (E.J.). 

jarfa2, sb., see “jart-fa’”. 
jarfi, jarf-y [ja'rfi], adj., applied 

to ground: a) swampy, boggy; b) 
poor, tough (damp), choked with old, 
decayed grass-roots and rootlets; 
j. grund. Reported esp. from Wests, 
in sense b. See jarf (jarfa), sb. 

jarg [jarg], sb., continuous, eager 
talk with tiresome repetitions; ag- 
gressive talk; angry argumentation; 
criticism and fault-finding. See the 
foil. word. 

jarg [jarg], vb., to talk continu- 
ally and eagerly, repeating the same 
thing in a tiresome way; to talk or 
wrangle about something in an ag- 
gressive, angry manner-, to argue 
and criticise angrily. Icel. jarga, 
vb., to repeat in a tedious manner, 
to tattle. Sw. dial, jarg(a), vb., to 
chew something tough, and “jarg(a), 
jark(a)”, vb., to grumble-, to raise 
objections- See njarg and sjarg, 
vbs. 

jark [ja‘rk], jarki [ja'rki], jarkin 
[ja‘rkin, ja'rkin], sb., 1) edge of the 
sole of the foot (the widest part); also 
the instep-, de j. o’ de foot. 2) the 
edge of the palm of the hand, esp. that 
along the forefinger and the thumb; 
occas. also the muscle at the root of 
the thumb; de j. o’ de hand. 3) side- 
stitch of a shoe, esp. in pi.: j ark- 
ins. L.Sc. yerkin. 4) handful {proy. 
what one can grip with one’s hand), 
jarki(n); “Oh, Lord, we’re a’ [‘all’] 
but a jarkin o’ sinners”. — O.N. 
jarki, m., (outside edge of) the sole 
of the foot. No. jark(e), m., a) edge 
of the sole of the foot, also the sole 
at the root of the toes, and likewise 
applied to the corresponding part 
of boots and shoes; b) edge of 
the palm of the hand, esp. the 
muscle at the root of the thumb. 

25 
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Icel. and Fser. jarki, m., edge of the sole 
of the foot, in Icel. (B.H. and E.J.) 
esp. applied to the outside edge. — 
In sense of a) a push, jerk, blow, 
b) a large draught-, a quick, large 
bite (a snap with the mouth). Shell, 
jark (jarki) is quite another word, 
viz. Eng. yerk (yark) = jerk, tug, sb. 

jarm [jarm (jiirm)], sb., a bleating-, 
mewing-, a howling (crying), wail 
or complaint. Icel. jarmr, m., a 
bleating-, howling-, bawling-, crying 
(screeching of birds). See the foil, 
word. 

jarm [jarm, jarm], vb., applied to 
sheep: to bleat. Also appl. to a 
cat: to mew. Chiefly with short 
a-sound: jarm. With a long vowel- 
sound the word is esp. reported from 
Du. [jarm]. — O.N. jarma, vb., to 
bleat-, in Sw. dial, in a wider use 
(to howl-, cry-, lament). See njarm, 
vb. 

jarmek [jarmok] and jarmer [jar- 
mor, jarmor], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name, used by fishermen for a) 
sheep-, b) cat. jarmek (appl. to 
sheep) reported from Yh.; elsewhere 
more comm.: jarmer. In Du. pro- 
nounced with long a-sound; in other 
places more comm, with short a. — 
jarmer [jarmar] is also reported as 
a tabu-name, sea-term for precentor. 

jarmer from older *jarmari; jar- 
mek poss. from a *jarmingr. Prop. 
a ubleater”, "mewer”, ucrier". 

jarp [ja‘rp], vb., to repeat con- 
stantly the same questions or de- 
mands when wanting something 
done, to harp upon a thing-, to j. 
upon a ting. Sa. From Un. is re- 
ported a form jarb [jarb]; to jarb 
aboot or upo somet’in’. — No. jarpa, 
vb., to jabber-, chatter-, L.Sc. yarp, 
vb., to whine-, to carp at. The form 
jarb, with change from p to b, in- 
dicates jarp to be an old word in 
Shetlandic. See erp (irp), vb. 

jarta [ja'rta], sb., properly the 

heart, but now only preserved as 
a term of endearment or friendship: 
my treasure! my dear! my friend! 
“my heart!" N.I., Fo. Kwar (where) 
is du gaun [‘going’], j.? (Fo.). Stand 
at dee, j.! move a little, my dear! 
j. dadna! (for j. *badna!) child of 
my heart! (Fo.); see *bjadna, sb. 
j. bodda! my (little) treasure! my 
dear! (N.I.); see bodda, sb. — O.N. 
hjarta, n., the heart. With regard 
to the application of the word jarta 
in Shell., cf. e.g. No. “(mitt) hjar- 
tans barn”, (old) Da. “(mit) hjserte 
barn, (min) hjserte ven, hjaerte mo- 
der”, child of my heart, friend of 
my heart, dearest mother. The de- 
velopment hj > j in Shetl. jarta is 
an exception to the rule, as hj > sj 
[sj] is the common development in 
Shetl. Norn. 

jart-fa’? jarfa [ja'rfa], sb., nau- 
sea-, disorder of the stomach with 
inclination to vomit-, I am gotten 
[‘have got’] a jarfa. Conn. As the 
same indisposition is expressed by 
“heart-sickness” in Shetl., the word 
jarta may prob. be an old “jart’-fa”’ 
from an original *hjarta-fall,n.,/?ara/y- 
sis of the heart. See jarta, sb., ilheart”. The second part, fa, may be 
L.Sc. fa’, sb., afall. For the use of “fa’ ” 
in this expr., cf. fall in the compd. 
tungefall,sb., paralysis of the tongue. 

jasp [jasp], sb., a clever, active 
person. Sa. The word is more com- 
monly used as an adjective; see the 
foil. word. 

jasp [jasp], adj., somewhat smart, 
active, eager-, I am no sae [‘not so’] 
j.; he is no very j. N.Sh. Wests, 
jasp is reported from U. in a more 
special sense, more smart or agile 
than might be expected, applied to 
a person having but little vigour. 
The latter might indicate the word 
to have arisen from an older *japs 
by metathesis of p and s, and to 
have originally belonged to an old 
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verb, *jap-sa (*japp-sa) or *jabb-sa. 
Cf. No. jabba (jabba 2 in Aa.), vb., 
to trip, run (Aa.); to trip lightly 
(R.); also, inter alia to chew with 
difficulty (prop, of repeated, power- 
less, hacking movements). 

tjatlin [jatlin], adj., that indicates 
noble descent and thoroughbred 
race, pure and strong, esp. refer- 
ring to blood: of a pure and strong, 
red colour; dark-red; j. bluid [blod]. 
“As red as j. bluid”, said of some- 
thing having a strong, red colour 
(U.). The word is found also in 
other forms, such as: jatl [jat3l], 
jatn, jatten [jat3n, jatan], and abbr.: 
jatt [jat]; more rarely with d: jadl 
[jad3l], and jadn, jadden [jad3n]. 
— jatlin, in the first given sense, 
seems to point to O.N. adal and 
edli, n., kind; nature; quality, “edli” 
also: family; descent, pure descent, 
“adal”, No. adel, m., also nucleus, 
the best part of something. For a 
development 6 (dr, 61) > t (tr, tl) 
in Shetl. Norn, see Introd. V (also 
N.Spr. VII), § 29, the end. But the 
forms ending in dn, tn, and t (tt) 
do not correspond to “adal, e61i”, 
and in the current use, in reference 
to fresh, strong red blood, the Shetl. 
forms might be explained in another 
way, e.g. from “yat”, vb., = L.Sc. 
yet, vb., to pour, “yatlin” [jatlin] 
is found in Shetl. in sense of a tal- 
low-candle, formed by the repeated 
dipping of a wick into melted tal- 
low, and must here be derived from 
“yat”, vb., in sense of to cast metal 
(L.Sc. yet). 

jatter [jator], vb., to jabber; gos- 
sip; also to grumble, scold; to find 
fault unreasonably. Also L.Sc. “yat- 
ter”, in both senses. Da. jadre, 
hjadre, vb., to jabber, tattle, Sw. 
dial, j&ttra, vb., to lisp, babble. 

je [(je) jg] and jae [j®], sb., a low- 
lying spit of land covered by water 
at flood-tide; a longish bank in the 

sea, which lies (or formerly has 
lain) dry at ebb, esp. a sand-bank, 
forming an intertidal way at low 
water between two places. Ym ’n. 
“Tildrateng [til ^rataeg’] (Mid-Yell), 
de Point o’ Saltnes [sa’itnes] (Glupw-, 
Yn.) is a jae.” As a place-name the 
word is also found a) in Unst: de 
Je [jg] or Jae [j®] o’ Klugen [kln- 
gon], also called “de Je (Jae) o’ 
Hune [hone, -i]” (Ue.), a sand-bank 
which forms an intertidal way be- 
tween the village “Klugen”, south 
of Baltasund (Um.), and the islet 
“Hune”; b) in Northmavine (Mn.): 
de Je [jg] or Jae [jae] o’ 0ja [oja], 
a sand-bank forming a way between 
the village “0ja”, and the opposite 
“Isle o’ 0ja” (Nmw-n-). — je (jae) has 
arisen from *e [e, g] by prefixed j, 
and is O.N. ei6, n., neck of land, 
isthmus. No. eid, n., a) neck of 
land between two waters; b) way 
of communication; cross-valley or 
depression, etc. In sense of a neck 
of land, strip of land between two 
waters, are also found in Shetl. 
forms without prefixed j: *ed, e6, 
e; mostly used as a place-name; see 
further under *ed. 

jeder [jedor, jedar], sb., properly 
venom, poison, but now only used 
metaphorically as in: a) evil speak- 
ing; biting, spiteful words; to spit 
j. on ane, to vent venom, to give 
vent to one’s spleen on someone, to 
talk with biting malice to or about 
someone; his words was like j. 
(piercing, biting as venom) ; b) bit- 
ing or bitter cold; a j. o’ cauld 
[‘cold’]; he is a j. o’ cauld f(r)ae de 
nort’; hit [‘it’] is as cauld as j. (bit- 
ing cold). N.I. (U.). — O.N. eitr, n., 
a) venom, poison; b) bitterness; 
malice-, enmity, c) bitter cold. See 
eder1 and eter, sbs., which are 
other Shetl. forms of the word here 
treated. 

jederpadd [jed'^pad1, jed^apad1], 
25* 
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sb., a venomous, malicious person; 
also a very angry, cross person. 
Un. O.N. eitrpadda, f., venomous 
toad. 

jefl, jeffel [(jelal) jaefol] and jevl, 
jewel [(jsval) jseval], vb., to falter 
in one’s speech, hesitate for words; 
he jeffeld or jevveld it ut, he 
spoke in a hesitating manner, was 
not able to get the words out. Un. 
*jafla. No. javla, vb., a) to chew; 
b) to jabber (Aa.); c) to falter in 
speech (R.). The word is hardly 
from O.N. geifla, vb., to munch, as, 
in this case, the g, acc. to Shetl. 
phonology, ought to have been pre- 
served; see gevl, vb., and cf. jufl, 
juffel, vb. 

jegel, jigel [jegal, jigal] and jegil- 
sten [jeg"ilsten‘, -stem], sb., quartz, 
a hard stone in a soft species of 
stone (U.); see further hjegel, hji- 
gel, sb. 

jelin [jelin (jsehn)], sb., 1) a slight 
shower, usually with light wind, a 
j. o’ a shooer [‘shower’]. Y. 2) a 
frosty-looking cloud, a dark cloud 
in frosty or very cold weather, a 
frosty j., frosty jelins. U. — Prob. 
*61ingr. Deriv. of O.N. 61, n., a 
shower; in Icel. esp. a snow-squall, 
hail-storm; in Danish (Jut.) dials, 
also of a cloud (without rain). No. 
eling, m., a shower. Da. iling, c., 
a passing shower, in Jut. dial. acc. 
to Molbeck also: eel, eling, c. 

jema [jema (jema, jaema)], sb., 1) 
mist lying on the surface of the 
water (Papa St.; Yh.), esp. close to 
the shore (Yh.); also mist lying in 
the valleys (Papa), = dalamjork, 
dal a mist. 2) small, whitish clouds, 
flying before larger, dark clouds. 
Fe. — The pronunc. with close e 
is reported from Fe. [jema and oc- 
cas. jama], with e and ae from Yh. 
and P. [jama, jaema]. — From O.N. 
eimr, m., steam, (whitish) smoke. 
Cf. emek, sb., (tabu-name for) fire, 

which is another form of the same 
word. 

fjemelt [jemalt, jamolt], sb., tabu- 
name, sea-term for woman or girl 
(Yn.); see *hema and fhemelt 
(hjemelt), sb. 

jenk (jink) [je'rjk (ji'rjk), jo'rjk, 
jao’gk, jA‘gk], sb./really property, 
possession, O.N. eign, f. (in Shetl. 
jenk from *jeng by metathesis of 
*jegn), but now only used metaph., 
and in the foil, senses: 1) sweet- 
heart (a person to whom one is 
engaged). 2) dedication or making 
over a) of a thing of minor signifi- 
cance, a trifle; b) of something 
in merely nominal ownership and 
not as a real possession, such as 
a young domestic animal that a 
child is allowed to call his own: to 
gi’e ane (to get) de j. o’ onyting 
[‘something’]. N.l. For the use of 
the word in sentences, and for the 
distribution of the different forms of 
pronunciation in the various local- 
ities, see further under enk (ink), sb. 

jenk (jink) [je‘rjk (ji‘gk), (jo'gk), 
jA'rjk], vb., 1) to dedicate or make 
over to someone (esp. a child) some- 
thing, as a nominal possession. 2) 
applied to children: to be allowed 
to call something (esp. a young 
domestic animal) one’s own, and let 
it go by one’s name. N.l. (U. and Y.). 
For *jeng by metathesis of *jegn. 
O.N. eigna, vb., to attribute to one. 
See further under enk (ink), vb. 

jennapi [jen"api’], sb., a tiny, fra- 
gile being (person or animal), a 
small, frail wretch. U. occas. See 
further under ennapi, sb. 

fjerd, jird [jerd, jird], vb., l) to 
bury. 2) to hide, to put aside secret- 
ly, to j. awaa [‘away’]. 3) to press 
down, to squeeze; to j. anesell [‘one- 
self’], to settle oneself down firmly, 
= to jard anesell. de coo was 
jirdet in a jarf, the cow stuck fast 
in a slough (Y.; Fe.), = de coo 
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was jardet, jaderd in a jarf. jerd, 
jird is prop, a L.Sc. form (L.Sc. yerd, 
yird, older “erd”, vb., to bury). See 
jard, vb. 

jerdfast [jerfast], vb., = jard- 
fast, vb. 

jerdiswidl [jor'diswid-ol, jordi- 
swid’ol], sb., mud; mire; slush, esp. 
applied to the sloppy state of the [ 
ground and roads after rain; “de i 
earf is a’ [‘all’] in a perfect j.” Sa. i 
*jardar-skvitl? The first part of the i 
compd. is originally doubtless gen. 
of O.N. jprd, f., ground; the second 
part may be an old *skvitl; cf. No. 
skvitla, skvitra (skvatla, skvatra), vb., 
to splash; dabble. See swidl, sb. 

jern(i)skai, sb.,see jirn(i)skai, sb. 
jetel [jetol, jaetal], sb., a gland; 

knot, esp. a) a gland in the body 
(U.); b) induration in a stone, esp. 
quartz-, “as hard as j.”(U.). In sense 
of light-coloured or white quartz 
there is also found a form jetlin 
[jeetlin], reported from Conn. As 
adj.: jetli [jsetli], a white jetli sten 
(Conn.). — Icel. eitill, Faer. eitil, No. 
eitel, Sw. dial, ettel, m., a gland; 
hard lump, jetlin most prob. arises 
from the old, def. form: *eitillinn. — 
See getel and hjegel, hjigel, hji- 
gelti, sbs. 

jetlin, sb., see the preceding word. 
jigel [jigol] and jigelti [jig-alti*], 

sb., j.-sten (white) quartz (hard spe- 
cies of stone). Yh. jigelsten [jig"- 
olsten-]: Fe. As adj.: jigli [jigli], 
a j. sten: Yb. See further under 
hjegel, hjigel, hjigelti [O.N. h6- 
geitill]. 

jigl, jiggel [jigsl], vb., l) to chew 
with difficulty, to munch; to try to 
loosen, e.g. a knot with the teeth; 
to j. on or at a ting. 2) to at- 
tempt to cut with a blunt knife, 
only to do it badly. 3) to try to 
carry out a task beyond one’s 
power, but making a poor job of it, 

to j. at a ting (Nm11.). — Parallel form 
to jagl, vb.; q.v. Cf. sjagl, vb. 

jiker, jikker [jikar (jekor)], sb., 
a furious (but brief) quarrel; to ha’e 
a j. wi’ onybody. Nmn. (N.Roe). See 
the foil. word. 

jiker, jikker [jikor (jekar)], vb., 
to quarrel, wrangle, esp. applied to 
a furious and brief quarrel. Nmn. 
(N.Roe). jiker, jikr (*jigr?) has 
most prob. arisen by metathesis from 
an older *jerk, *jirk or *jerg, *jirg. 
Cf. Sw. dial, “jarga” and “jark(a)”, 
vb., to fret, grumble; to raise ob- 
jections, as well as jarg, vb. Cf., 
with regard to the metathesis of r, 
e.g. fjamer = fjarm, slord = 
slodder1, vb. 

jilmet (De.) from ilmet, adj. 
jink, sb. and vb., see jenk. 
jipper [jipar (jepor)], vb., to pipe; 

jabber; to talk monotonously (and 
noisily); also to yelp continuously. 
N. I. (Y.; Fe.). Is to be classed with 
japp, vb.; q.v. 

fjird, vb., see fjerd, vb. 
jirnsk&i [jorn-skai ] and jirniskai 

[jsr'niskai'], sb., on the old Shetl. 
wooden plough: a small board fixed 
in a slanting position behind (to the 
right), directly above the mould- 
board (de skai, de mukkel skai). 
Besides jirn(i)skai is also found 
the form jorninskai [jormmskai-]. 
Conn. Poss. from an older *hjirn- 
i(n)- or *hjorninskai. In that case, 
the first part of the compd. is a 
deriv., with i-mutation, of O.N. horn, 
n. (a horn; corner; angle, etc.); cf. 
O. N. hyrni, n., and hyrna, f., a 
corner, as well as No. hyrning, m., 
cross-beam; cross-bar in a sledge. 
Dropping of h before a later de- 
veloped j often takes place in Shetl. 
Norn, and alternation of the forms 
jirn- and jorn- may indicate y as 
being the fundamental vowel in this 
case; see hirnek and horni from 
O.N. hyrn-. skai is O.N. skid, n., 
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or skifla, f., apiece of wood; board; 
ski, snow-skate. The first part of 
erskai differs etymologically from 
the first part of jirn(i)skai, though 
both these words are used in the 
same sense; see erskai (S.Sh.) and 
erdros (Conn.), sbs. 

jirp fjo'rp], vb., to turn up one’s 
nose, to be peevish, to grumble 
(constantly), and harp on the same 
thing (Fe.); see erp (irp), vb., and 
jarp, vb. 

jo, sb., see gjo, sb. 
*jo [jo (jo)], adv., in the affirma- 

tive: yes. U. See ja and *ju (jusa). 
jog1 [jog (joag)], sb., a variety of 

large mussel, horse mussel, mytilus 
modiolus, comm. In Unst esp. in the 
form og [og]. — O.N. (feel.) ada (acc., 
gen., dat.: pflu), f., mytilus modiolus, 
No. odskjel, ovskjel, f., id. (modio- 
lus vulgaris), Faer. oda [03va], f., id. 
The Shetl. form jog has arisen from 
*og, with later prefixed j. For the 
change d > g in Shetl. Norn, esp. 
when final, see Introd. V (also N.Spr. 
VII), § 29, the end. A gen. pi. 
form jogna [*adna] from jog is 
found in the compds. (reported from 
Fo.): jognakessi, and esp. jogna- 
koddi, sbs. (q.v.), as well as in the 
place-name Jognapol [jag'mapor, 
jorpmapok] (Foula), a small, round- 
ish creek, where these mussels are 
gathered at low water to be used 
as bait for fishing: *adna-pollr. 

*joga [joga] and *jog2 [jog], sb., 
the eye (organ of vision). As a pi. 
form is reported jogers [jogars], 
the eyes, still partly used as a joc- 
ular term. Fo. For jog in sense 
of a hole, opening, see *joggird, 
sb. A form with prefixed h, hjog 
[hjog], is found in the sense of two 
lengths of straw pleated together 
(in pleating a straw-basket); see 
further under hjog2, sb. — As a 
place-name *joga is preserved in 
the sense of a pool of water, thus 

in Fo.: “de pol [pol =‘pool’] or 
pols o’ de Jogins [jogins]”, pi.— 
O.N. auga, n., the eye, also a hole; 
depression; small swamp, etc.; No. 
auga, n., a) the eye; b) a pool; 
bog (in place-names). See a) the 
compds. *rossajoga, sb., *joggird, 
sb., *joglitt, adj., and b) “ee” (L.Sc.), 
which is now the common designa- 
tion in Shetlandic for the eye. 

joger1 [jogar], sb., pain and swell- 
ing of the wrist (Un. occas.), see 
gjoger2, sb. 

joger2 [jogar], sb., backwash of 
breakers; sea-foam on the surface 
of the water, at some distance from 
the shore, caused by surf; see 
further oger, sb. 

jogerhjons, jogrehjons, sb., see 
ogerhons, sb. 

joget [jogat], adj., soiled; covered 
with dirty stripes (Duw.), from gjo- 
get; see goget, adj. 

jogg [jog, j^g?], sb., 1) commo- tion in the sea, esp. heavy sea with 
short, choppy waves; a j. i’ de sea, 
a j. o’ a sea(?). 2) wind, agitating 
the sea; contrary wind. Esh.; Nmw. 
A rare word; the vowel-sound is 
somewhat uncertain. It seems to be 
syn. with jagg, sb.; cf. Fser. jagg, 
n., a) continuous grumbling; b) small 
waves, cross-sea (F.F.S.). hakk2, 
sb., is used in Shetl. syn. with jogg. 

*joggird [jogerd, jogard] and ♦jo- 
gird [jogerd, jogard], sb., the ring 
or circle on the upper quern- or 
millstone, immediately surrounding 
the eye. Reported by J.I. Poss. also 
a ring of straw (bjog) placed round 
the "eye” or hollow of the so-called 
knockin’-stane (a stone hollowed out, 
used for separating the husks from 
the ears of barley by knocking with 
a smaller stone): Yh. (uncertain in 
this sense). — *aug(a)-gjqrd, f., prop. 
“ eye girth”, “eyeband”. See *joga 
(*jog), sb., the eye. L.Sc. and Shetl. 
gird, sb., a hoop. 
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joglitt [(joglet) joglst], adj., ap- 

plied to a sheep: white (having a 
white head) and with black circles 
round the eyes, or conversely; a j. 
yowe [‘ewe’]. Un. *auglit(t)r, adj., 
“eye-coloured”. Fser. eyglittur [ae'g- 
httor], adj., = Shetl. joglitt. See 
*joga, sb. 

iognakessi. sb., see the foil. word. 
jognakoddi [jog-nakodi], sb., a 

small basket (koddi) in which horse 
mussels (jogs) are gathered (to be 
used as bait for fishing). Fo. *a5na- 
koddi or -kuddi. adna, gen. pi. of 
O.N. (Icel.) ada, f., mytilus modio- 
lus. See jog1, sb., and koddi, sb. 
In the same sense as jognakoddi 
is used (also in Fo.) jognakessi 
[jog"nakesj,i]; see kessi, sb. 

John’smass-girs [‘-grass’], sb., 
ribwort plantain. Also called “ John’s- 
mass-flooers [‘-flowers’]” and “ John’s- 
mass-pairs”. An old superstitious 
custom is attached to this plant in 
connection with St. John’s Eve, since 
an omen of the future is taken (at 
any rate, was formerly taken) from 
the jutting stamens of the plant, e.g. 
whether one was to marry one’s 
true-love. In Faer. “Joansokugras” 
denotes the same plant, and the 
same custom is (was) attached to it 
on St. John’s Eve, and Midsummer- 
Night. O.N. J6(a)nsmessa and J6(a)ns- 
vaka, f., Midsummer Day, the 24th 
of June, Faer. Joansoka, f., Shetl. 
John’smass. In No. Jonsokeblom, 
m., denotes a plant, different from 
“John’smass-girs” and Faer. “Joans- 
okugras”, viz.: “arnica montana”, 
Sw. dial. Sankt Hans urta, f. 

jok [jok (jok)], sb., wooden door- 
latch; generally appl. to a wooden 
door-hinge: the bolt with a vertical 
pin at its head, de sjarl-pin, fixed 
to the door-post, together with the 
hook on the door fitting over the 
pin. comm. Sometimes in pi., joks, 
applied to the hook as well as 

the pin on which the door turns. 
— O.N. oki, m., a wooden cross- 
piece, e.g. on the inside of a door; 
thus also Icel. and Faer. oki, No. and 
Sw. dial. oke. — Though prefixed 
j before an initial vowel is fairly 
common in Shetl. Norn, here is 
doubtless an influence from another 
word, viz.: jok [jok], sb., yoke. In 
the latter jok, O.N. ok, n., a yoke, 
and Eng. “yoke”, may have been 
merged. 

jokel [jokol], sb., an icicle. Conn. 
O.N. jpkull, m., a) an icicle; b) a 
glacier. 

jokl, jokkel [jokal], sb., properly 
shoulder, now esp. 1) the upper 
part of the shoulder of a human 
being or animal, de j. o’ de shooder 
[‘shoulder’]. 2) a crag; also the 
steep end of a ridge, the place 
where a mountain or hill of some 
extent turns at an angle, the corner 
of a mountain; de j. o’ de hill. 
Conn. As a place-name: de Jok- 
(ke)l o’ de Kuml = de Nose o’ de 
“Kuml” (M.Roe, Dew.): jutting ledge 
in a hill, de J. o’ de Skro [skro], 
de J. o’ Tungafell [tog"(g)afer] (Conn.): 
the uppermost part of “de Skro” and 
“Tungafell” respectively, two large 
hills (’skro1 — a spot where a moun- 
tain-slide, O.N. skrida, f., has taken 
place). — In place-names appear be- 
side jokkel also older forms, such 
as okkel (under hjokel, sb.) and 
akkel, without prefixed j; q.v. — 
O.N. pxl, f., a) the shoulder; b) a 
crag. For the change xl (ksl) > kl 
in Shetl. Norn, see Introd. V (also 
N.Spr. VII), § 38 g, and j akkel1, 
sb. — For a form hjokl, arisen 
from jokl, jokkel, by adding h to 
the prefixed j, see hjoklarigg and 
hjogelben, sbs. See also the etym. 
remarks under hjokel, sb. 

*jokol, affirmative: yes, prop, yes, 
man! the word being regarded as 
a compd. of jo, adv., yes, and *koll2, 
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sb., carl, man, thus: an original 
*j&, karl! Sir Walter Scott mentions 
the word in chapter XXX of the novel 
“The Pirate”, which is set in Shetland, 
adding the remark: “Jokul — yes, sir; 
a Norse expression still in common 
use.” According to this, it may be ac- 
cepted that the expr. was in use well 
into the 19th century; it is now, 
however, obsolete. Edm. gives “yo- 
kul” as “yes, sir”. 

jolagrot [jol"agrof, jol"agrSt], sb., 
properly a “ Christmas weeper”, nick- 
name for a child who weeps on 
Christmas Day, when all ought to 
be cheerful. Un. *jola-grat (n.?). See 
the foil. word. 

jolagrot [jol"agrof, jol"agr&f], vb., 
to weep during Christmas, esp. on 
Christmas Day (when one ought to 
be cheerful), applied to a child; “de 
boy was jolagrotin and sure to 
greet (cry) every day o’ de year”. 
Un. *jola-grata. O.N. jol, n. pi., 
Christmas; O.N. grata, vb., to cry, 
weep. In Shetland the form jol 
(jols, pi.), q.v., is now commonly 
used for *jol. 

jolger [j&lgor, jolgar], sb., rough 
sea, cross-sea; commotion in the 
sea, heavy wash of the waves (esp. 
near the shore). Conn, [j&lgar]. Fe. 
[jolgor]. See further under gjolg, 
gjolger, sb. 

“*jolisting”, vb., see *golisting, 
vb., and “jol-steik”, sb. 

jolmet (De.) = jilmet from il- 
met, adj. 

jongla-b/ter, jongna-ft/fer, sb., 
see onglabiter, sb. 

jonsa [jo'nsa, j&‘nsa] and jonsi 
[jo'nsi, j&‘nsi], sb., tabu-name, sea- 
term for a hen. Occas. also jon- 
ska [j&‘nska]. Fo. See further un- 
der hjonsa, sb. 

*jora [jora], sb., the ear (organ 
of hearing). Fo. Now superseded 
by the more frequent “lug” (L.Sc.), 
and “ear”. Three different forms, 

viz.: *ora [*ora], *jora and *ora 
[ora], have been preserved in sense 
of ear, in two compds.: a) uppo(m)- 
j o ra [op-a(m)joTa], prop, three words: 
*upp urn oyra, up around the ear, 
up behind the ear, reported from 
Fo.; for the colloquial use of this 
compd. see further uppomjora, adv. 
From N.I. uppomora [op^ameTa] is 
reported as an obsolete form, b) 
ornaskap,-skep [ormaskap^-skaep", 
-sl^ep'] (Y. and U. occas.), ornaskep 
[0^•nasHep•, -skaep’] (U. and Fe.), 
prop, form of ear-mark in sheep 
[*0yrnaskap]. For the further use 
of this compd. see ornaskap and 
ornaskep, sbs. O.N. oyra (eyra, 
Icel.), n., the ear. The forms jora 
and orna- presuppose an *oura, *ora 
with dropped i-mutation. orna-, orna- 
are gen. pi.: O.N. oyrna. 

jordin [jordin], sb., a large lump, 
large and lumpy object or mass. 
Conn. Prob. from an older *ordin 
with prefixed j; in that case, the 
same word as hord1, sb., and hor- 
din, sb., a big boulder, a very 
large object or being, etc., from 
O.N. urd, f. (urdin: def. form), a 
heap of fragments of rock (fallen 
down), talus, doubtless also a block 
of stone. 

jorin, sb., sea-term, tabu-name for 
seal; see horin, sb. 

jorn [jorn, j&rn] and jurn [jorn], 
sb., hearth, hearth-stone, also de- 
pression in the hearth-stone; see 
further orn, sb. 

*josa and *hjosa, sb., a ladle. Fo. 
In Low’s list of words: heosa. O.N. 
ausa, f., a ladle. 

*ju [ju], adv., yes, affirmative; esp. 
in the compd. jusa (j0sa); q.v. 

jub [job], vb., to emit plaintive 
sounds, to howl, to moan; see 
ub (ob), vb. 

jufl, juffel [jofal], sb., a yelping; 
see the foil. word, 

jufl, juffel [jofol], vb., to yelp, 
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applied to dogs. Sometimes joking- 
ly or mockingly applied to per- 
sons: to grumble. The word is a 
parallel form to jefl, jeffel from 
*jafla; q.v. 

jugger [jogor, jogor (short 6)], sb., 
a large, heavy and clumsy object, 
esp. a stone, difficult to handle, a 
j. o’ a sten. U.; Yh. Possibly to 
be referred to No. and Sw. dial, 
jukka, vb., to bob up and down, 
Faer. jukka, vb., to busy oneself 
with some work to no purpose; Da. 
dial. (Jut.) jukke, jykke, vb., to push, 
jerk, etc. Cf. poss. also No. jukk, 
m., partly a) a dwarfish boy; partly 
b) muscle (at the root of the big 
toe), jukke, m., a bunion on the 
foot (R. Suppl.). 

jugla [jogla] and jugl [jog3l, jogal], 
sb., an owl; now mostly in the 
compd. kattjugla, kattjugl; q.v. 
O.N. ugla, f., an owl. 

julter, \.-head [jo‘lt9r(hed)], sb., 
sea-urchin, echinus marinus. Ai. 
Now otherwise common in Shetl. as 
in L.Sc. “scaud-man’s-head”. — jul- 
ter prob. for *julker from (O.N.) 
*igulker, n. Cf. Icel. and Faer. igul- 
ker, No. igulkjer, n., sea-urchin, O.N. 
igull, m. With the Shetl. form jul- 
ter (*julker) cf. esp. Norwegian 
forms of “igulkjer”, such as “jul- 
kjer, illkjaer and ullkjer” (Sondmore). 
Alternation of Ik (rk) and It (rt) takes 
place in several Shetl. Norn words; 
see brolki2, sb. — Ork.“ivigar”,S£a- 
urchin (Wallace, Descr. of Orkney, 
3rd edition, p. 17), likewise from 
“*igulker”. Edm. gives the word as 
“jvegar” (under j, not i), but with- 
out guidance as to pronunciation. 
The addition “O. and S.” in Edm. 
indicates not only that the word is 
characteristic of Orkney, but that it 
has also been Shetlandic (Unst?). 
Jam. has “ivigar, sb., the sea ur- 
chin”, with Sibb. Scot., p. 26, as a 
source (poss. referring to Sibbald’s 

Scotia Illustrata, folio, Edinburgh, 
1684). 

jungi [jorjgi], sb., a young animal, 
young bird, esp. a) a young horse; 
b) a young hen, used as a proper 
name for such a horse or hen. Bar- 
clay: yungie. Prob. a modernism. 

jumog, sb., see umag (umog), sb. 
junk fjo'gk], sb., a push (against 

a person or thing) through heed- 
lessness or awkwardness, a bump; 
(awkward, heavy) slap; he cam’ wi’ 
a j. upon him. Wests. (Sa.). See 
the foil. word. 

junk [jo'gk], vb., to tumble, bump; 
to push against a person or thing 
through heedlessness or awkward- 
ness; also to beat in an awkward 
or violent manner, to slap; dey 
junked [jo’qksd] de ane [‘one’] atill 
de tidder [‘ither’ = ‘other’], they 
dashed against each other; to j. at 
ane, to slap someone. Wests. (Sa.). 
Cf. Fser. janka [j&'rjka], vb., to spill 
through carelessness (also to give an 
unwilling half-promise), No. janka, 
jonkla, jongla, jungla and jangla, 
vb., to walk with a lurch, in an 
unsteady, stumbling manner. 

jur [jnr], sb., udder. Barclay: yoor. 
Now more commonly: juder [jndar, 
judar, jodar]. The form jur may 
spring either from (O.N.) *jtifr or 
from O.N. jugr, n., udder, also ab- 
breviated “jur”. Icel. jtifur and jtigur, 
n., Faer. jtivur or jtigur [jtiuor], n., 
No. juver, juer, jur, n., Sw. dial, 
jufver, jur, n. The form juder has 
arisen by merging of jur with Eng. 
udder, sb. 

(*)jusa [jusa], adv., expressing a 
slight affirmation: well, yes! Also 
Wjosa [josa]. Conn. *jti svti, yes, 
just so! Faer. jtisa [jtiustia, jtiusa], yes, 
indeed! Icel. and Faer. jti, adv., yes, 
O.N. jtir. The form josa might have 
arisen from a “*jau s(v)ti”, as Shetl. 0 
often corresponds to an original au; 
cf. No. jau, adv., yes, O.N. jaur. 
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jae [jse], a low-lying spit of land 

covered by water at flood-tide; a 
bank in the sea, see further je, sb. 

jager [jogar], sb., pain and swell- 
ing of the wrist (Un.), see further 
gjoger2 and joger1, sbs. 

jel [jal], sb., Christmas festival; 
now mostly applied to the last week 
of December, the time from Christ- 
mas Eve till the New Year, but also 
in an old and more extended sense, 
of the time from Christmas Eve till 
the 17th of January, in all, 24 Christ- 
mas holidays (not including the day 
of Christmas Eve). The 17th of Jan- 
uary, the extreme limit for Christ- 
mas, is now commonly called “four 
and twentieth (f. and twenty) day”, 
and “up-helli-a’,” formerly also 
comm. “Antonmass” or “St. An- 
tony’s day”. As it is only recently 
that the new, or Gregorian Calender, 
has found its way into Shetland, there 
are still rural districts where they 
reckon according to the older, or 
Julian Calendar, i.e. from the 5th of 
January to the 29th of January (6th 
of Jan. was Christmas Day), and 
this was until quite recently the usual 
custom outside Lerwick. Beside the 
sing, form jol, an older pi. form 
jols [jols] is found, reported from 
Unst.: de jols, Christmas, Christ- 
mas-time, but, on the other hand, 
sing, in the phrase: “to had jol”, to 
keep Christmas. — O.N. jol, n. pi., 
Christmas, Eng. (N.Eng. dial.) and 
L.Sc.yule,sb. The pi. form jols has its 
origin in Old Northern usage. The 
vowel-sound 0 is not, on the other 
hand, regularly developed from O.N. 
6, but is rather influenced by L.Sc. 
yule, yuyll (cf. the Shetl. pronunc. 
“blod, g0d” from L.Sc. “bluid, gude 
or guid” = Eng. blood, good). An 
older form jol [jol (jol)] is found in 
the compd. jolagrot, sb. and vb. 
[*jolagrat- and *jolagr^ta]; q.v. goli 
[goli]-by corruption from *joli- [O.N. 

jola, gen. pi.] in the compd. go li- 
sting, vb. [*jolastinga], to make 
“ Christmas-stitches" or wide stitches; 
see that, as well as “jol-steik”, sb. 

jolbromek [jol bronrok], sh.,afat 
ewe, slaughtered at Christmas-time. 
Conn.; Fo. See bromek, sb. 

jel [jel]-//re, sb., Christmas-fire, 
a great, blazing fire. 

jelger [jolger], sb., rapid motion 
in the sea (Fe.); see further under 
gjpJg. gjolger, sb. laX-girs [jelge'rs (-go'rs)], sb., 
meadowsweet, spiraea ulmaria. The 
plant was in former times common- 
ly used for dyeing wadmal black, 
hence the name blackin’ girs or 
black-girs [‘grass’]. — jel in “jel- 
girs” has hardly orig. any associa- 
tion with the above-treated jel, Christ- 
mas, but is more prob. the same 
word as O.N. joll, m. (see G. Vigf. 
and Eg.), and No. jol, m., wild an- 
gelica, angelica sylvestris, Faer. joli 
(later “nj61i”) in kvannjoli, m., the 
stalk of “kvonn” or angelica arch- 
angelica; No. kvann-jol and kvann- 
aule, m., partly of the plant itself 
(angelica archangelica), partly only 
of the stalk of the plant. The corol- 
la of the meadowsweet has a cer- 
tain resemblance to the umbel of 
umbelliferous plants, to which be- 
longs the angelica. No. (Solor) jul- 
gras, n., denotes a species of vetch 
(A. Larsen in R. Suppl.). 

jeljager [jol-ja-gor, jeLjrgar], sb., 
a person, esp. a boy without new 
clothes or anything new for Christ- 
mas; jocular or derisive term. N.Sh. 
See jager, sb. 

jelskrinkel [joLskre'g-kal], sb., a 
goblin or bogey with which to 
frighten naughty children at Christ- 
mas-time. skrinkel is possibly I cel. 
skringi, n., a monster, ludicrous 
being or strange thing (B.H.). From 
*skrimkl or *skrimgl? Might, in 
that case, be compared with O.N. 
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skrimsl, n., a goblin, monster, Faer. 
skrimsl, n. 

lal-steik [j0lstik], \0\-stik(k) [jel- 
stik], sb., “ Christmas-stitches”, ex- 
tremely long stitches taken in sewing \ 

(during the busy time before Christ- 
mas). Peer, jolastingur, m., id. (F.F.S.). 
See *golisting (“*jolisting”), vb. 

'^jasa [josa], adv., well, yes! 
(Conn.); see further under jusa, adv. 

K. 
(Under this are also included some words, anglicised in form, beginning with c.) 

fkabbi [kabi], sb., sea-term for 
cod. Wh. As words with root-mean- 
ing stump, lump, stick, cylinder, 
are often recognized in Shetl. as 
names of fishes (see, e.g. drolti, dro- 
lin, kegga-piltek, kelva, stivin, stokk, 
stukki, welsi, veltrin), Shetl. kabbi 
is most probably to be associated 
with No. kabbe, m., a stump, block, 
log, cylinder. There is, however, 
a possibility that the word is an 
abbr. of L.Sc. kabbelow, sb., cod, 
which word is known and some- 
times also heard in Shetland. Ork. 
“cabbie” denotes a cod caught near 
the shore (small cod). 

kablin [kabhn]-free, sb., see kav- 
1 in-tree. 

Kada [knda], sb., name of a cow: 
“K. o’ Taft”. Fe. Preserved in a 
fairy myth (of the horseman passing 
the troll hill, hearing the message 
and bringing it to the troll’s wife 
who is milking the cow). The word 
is most prob. an old fern, form of 
kadi, sb.; q.v. O.N. kati, m., is 
handed down as an epithet or nick- 
name for males; No. kate, m., a 
bov. Note also, however, Icel. kada, 
f., a hen (B.H.). 

kadel [kadal (ka'dol)], sb., a string 
tied around the neck, or through 
the ear, of a lamb, serving as a 
mark. Y., Fe. and Ai. O.N. kadall, 
m., a rope-, No. kal (from “kadal”), 
m., a rope, string. — In Ys. kadel 
is partly — lagdmark (tuft of wool, 

rag or piece of cloth, tied as a 
mark on a horse or a sheep). 

kadel [kadal, ka'dal], vb., to tie 
a string, kadel, as a mark, around 
the neck or through the ear of a 
lamb; to k. a lamb, a kadeld lamb, 
a lamb w///? a kadel. Y. and Fe. [kadal; 
Fe. occas.: ka'dal]. Ai. [kadal]. *kaflla. 
See the preceding word. 

kadi [kadi], sb., 1) a malicious 
person. N.I. (Y.). 2) a naughty, 
spoiled child. N.I. (U.). 3) orphan 
lamb, fostered or reared in the 
house, “kadi”, and “kadi-lamb”; 
comm. — kadi is sometimes used 
as a call to sheep, syn. with kidi, 
kid (Du.). — Cf. O.N. “kati”, handed 
down as an epithet or nickname for 
males; No. kate, m., a boy; L.Sc. 
cadie, sb., an errand-boy. Sw. dial, 
katig, adj., quick; clever; also head- 
strong; selfwilled; touchy. 

kaf, vb., see kav, vb. 
kafa. kafe. sb., see kavi, sb. 
kaflisben, sb., see kavlisben, sb. 
kafs- [kafs-], see further under 

kefs-. 
kagg [kag], sb., a keg, — O.N. 

kaggi, m. L.Sc. and N.Eng. dial, 
cag. Now commonly in the form 
keg [keg], as in Eng. 

kaki [kaki] and kakki [kaki], vb., 
cacare; to go to stool, mostly appl. 
to children; (also L.Sc.). Sw. dial, 
kakka, Da. kakke, vb., id. 

kald [(kald) kald], adj., cold, O.N. 
kaldr, L.Sc. cald, cauld. 
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kaldkrogin [kald'krogin], adj., 

susceptible to cold; a k. body [‘per- 
son’] or animal. U. Prop, huddling 
itself up, or seeking shelter against 
the cold. See krog, vb. -krogin 
may either be pert. part, of the verb 
krog, or an adjective “*krcekinn”, 
with dropped i-mutation; cf. No. 
krokjen, adj., curved, much bent. 

kaldward [kalward] and kaldword 
[kalword], adj., chilly, appl. to 
weather; he is k., it is (fresh and) 
chilly. No. kaldvoren (-vorden), adj., 
somewhat cold. 

calf [krd], sb., the innermost, soft 
part of rushes (flos), the pith, com- 
monly called “de heart o’ de flos.” 
Y. Cf. No. and Sw. dial, kalv, m., 
inter alia the soft wood surround- 
ing the pith of a tree. The word 
is an original “kalfr”, merged with 
Eng. calf, adopting the pronuncia- 
tion of the latter. The form *kwol- 
win, q.v., is handed down as a de- 
signation in Shetl. Norn for calf. 

calfskin [kalfskin], sb., prop. 
calf’s skin, but in the pi. often ap- 
plied to the surface of the water 
when ruffled by the wind; calf-skins 
on the water (Nm ). 

fkali [kali], sb., flap of the trou- 
sers. C. Etym. uncertain. 

kail [kal, (ka]) ka]], sb., business, 
calling, vocation, that which con- 
cerns one, or is one’s duty to exe- 
cute, esp. negatively: du has nae 
[‘no’] k. to do dat [‘do it’], you had 
no call to do that. Nm., etc.: 
kal. N.I.: (kal) ka]. No. kail, n., 
a calling. (O.N. kail, n., a call, 
shout; designation). In sense of 
call, shout, as well as in the other 
senses syn. with Eng. call, sb., the 
L.Sc. “ca’ ” is now used in Shetl. 

kali [(kal) kal], vb., 1*) to call, 
call someone; in this Norn form, 
originating from O.N. kalla, vb., is 
only handed down: a) in an ex- 
clamation, belonging to a troll myth: 

“Dat is my midder kallin [kalin] 
on me”, that is my mother calling 
me; in an older form: my midder 
“kaller o” me [kal"3r3mi\ kal'oro- 
ml*], my mother calls me, O.N.: 
*(min modir) kallar a mik — the 
exclamation of the child in the myth 
about the troll child in the horn 
(see Introd.); Fe.; b) in a Norn verse 
from Unst: ...kalli [kaji (ka'li)] in 
a bambirl, calling in great excite- 
ment ... (see Introd.). In sense of 
to call, ca’ [ka], L.Sc. form of Eng. 
call, vb., is now always used. 2) 
to cry, scream, esp. applied to gulls; 
de maws is kallin. — O.N. kalla, 
vb., to call, shout, kalla a einhvern, 
to call one. — in some Shetl. place- 
names, names of places from which 
it is (was) necessary to shout in order 
to be ferried across a sound, firth or 
stream, the root “kail” is found in 
the first part of compd.; thus: Kalli- 
brekk [ka["ibrek'], a slope on the 
east side of Wisdal Vo, Wd.: *kal- 
ladar-brekka (cf. O.N. kalladarberg, 
-land, -nes); Kallines [ka^'ines'] 
(Trondra, W.) from O.N. kalladar- 
nes; Kallateng [ka^atseg-] (W., op- 
posite to the isle ofVaila, pronounced 
vela): *kalladar-tangi; Kalnateng[kal"- 
nataerj1] (De., near Sulem Vo): *kal- 
lanar-tangi; cf. O.N. kallanarberg = 
kalladarberg. Eng. version of an 
older *kall- is found in the name 
“de Cryin’-teng”, tongue of land on 
the east side of Hwalfirt’ Vo, Yell. 
See Shetl. Stedn. pp. 59, 82 and 136. 

kalli [kali], sb., a crying, scream- 
ing, esp. applied to the gulls’ scream- 
ing; der’r a k. among de maws; 
de k. o’ de maws is awfu’ [-‘ful’]. 
Also kelli, killi [ke]! (koji)] and 
kellin, killin [kejin]; de k. o’ de 
maws. O.N. kail, n., kalian, f., a 
calling, shouting. See kail, vb. 2. 

hallow, callow [kalo], vb., appl. 
to a cow, to calve. Anglicised form, 

kallu [kaho-, kal*n- (kal-n*)], sb., 
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the long-tailed duck, anas glacialis. 
Also Orkney. Acc. to Barry, Ork. 
caloo, callow, denotes pintail, anas 
acuta. Prob. an onomatopoeic word. 

kalv-free, sb., a cylindrical piece 
of wood with a notch at the one 
end, for thrusting into the mouth 
of a fish to remove the hook when 
swallowed too far down. See patl- 
tree. 

*kamb [kamb] and *koniba [komba 
(komba)], sb., sharp-crested moun- 
tain ridge, prop, a comb. Now only 
as a place-name. “Kamb” is now 
found as the name of a farm inYm., 
originally: *undir kambi, while the 
large, comb-shaped hill, at the foot 
of which the farm lies, is called “de 
Kame (Kaim)” or “de Hill o’ Kamb”. 
“Komba” is the old, not quite ob- 
solete name of a hill on the isle of 
Foula [fula], now generally called 
“de Kame (Kaim)”. “Komba[komba]” 
is the old, now obsolete name of 
“de Hill o’ Hellister”, Wd., only 
preserved in the name “de Sten o’ 
Komba”. A form “komb” is found 
in Yn. in the name “Fellakomb [fel"- 
ak^mb•]”• With dropped final b, e.g.: Hestakam [hses-'takanr] (Nip o’ 
Burrafirt’, U.), hill-ridge, pasture-land 
for horses: *hestakambr; Brattikom 
[bra["ekonr] (Aithslee, Fe.): *bratti 
kambr; Rongakom [raj]”(g)akonr] 
(Skaw, Un.): *rangi kambr. de Ko- 
mens [komons], def. pi. (N.Roe): 
*kambarnir. With lengthened o-sound: 
Mukla Korn [mokla kom], and Litla 
Korn [htla kom] (Papa St.): *mikli, 
lltli kambr. See Sh. Stedn. pp. 115— 
116. O.N. kambr, m., a comb; a 
crested ridge of hills. — The L.Sc. 
form “kame, kaim”, has superseded 
komb, komba, in the colloq. lan- 
guage. 

kani [kani, kani], sb., (the hind- 
most part of) the stern-compartment 
of a boat, esp. the space between 
the last rib and the stern, the hind- 

most part of “de shot” (stern-com- 
partment). Fe. [kani]. U. [kani, kani]. 
S.Sh. (Du.) [kani]. Cf. Icel. kani, 
m., something projecting on an ob- 
ject, a trunk, snout, also a kind of 
boat (B.H.), kanabragS, n., the top 
of a boat’s stem to which the ropes 
are fastened (B.H.). No. kane, m., 
a bowl (“kani” in Icel. also a small 
wooden vessel). Germ, kahn, m., 
a boat. 

fkankersten [ka'g-korsten-], sb., 
(white) quartz, a hard species of 
stone. Ai. 

kann1 [kan (kaq, kaq)], sb., in- 
spection, counting up, esp. of cows 
which have been collected in the 
out-field (to see that none is miss- 
ing); “ane o’ my k., twaa o’ my k., 
free o’ my k.”, etc.: reported of a 
woman’s counting-up of her cows 
(St.: kan). *kann. See below kann, 
vb. — In the now more general 
sense: ability in carrying out a task; 
skill; knowledge; handiness, partly 
= vand, sb., kann is L.Sc. can, 
cann, sb. 

kann2 [kan], sb., a can as a 
measure of liquids, esp. of train-oil; 
= lli bull(e) and of a barrel (acc. 
to Rental of Yetland, 1628); see 
*bull, sb. Corresponding to O.N. 
kanna, “justukanna” as Vi belli. 
Balfour gives “can” as a measure 
°f “Vis of a barrel.” — In general sense, Shetl. kann assimilates to 
Eng. can, sb. 

kann [kan, kaq (kaii)], vb., \) to 
inspect; to count up, esp. count the 
cows (in the out-field) to see that 
none is missing; to k. de kye 
[‘cows’] or de baess [‘beasts’, the 
cattle], to kain [kain] de kye: 0ja, 
Nmn--W. to kand [kaqd (kaqd)J: U. 
occas.; to kand de kye, to count 
the cows; to kand among de kye, 
to examine or count the cows, choos- 
ing out the best (U.). 2) to try to 
identify by closer examination or 
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observance; “he is tryin’ to k. de 
boat”, he is trying, by means of a 
telescope, to recognize a boat, vis- 
ible in the distance (Conn.: kan). 
3) to go through; clear up; throw 
light upon, esp. relationship, to k. 
kin (Ai.: kan), = to red op kin, to 
red op sibred. — kan: fairly com- 
mon (S.Sh., M.Sh., Wests.), kaii (kaij): 
N.I.occas., Nm.occas. — O.N. kanna, 
vb., to search; examine; find out; 
recognize. No. kanna, vb., inter alia 
to search; examine; go through, 
esp. in order to know if everything 
has been collected, or if anything is 
wanting, e.g. cattle, small stock. In a 
similar sense Icel. and Fser. kanna, vb. 

fkant [ka‘nt], sb., 1) edge; corner; 
side; der wer no a great k. upo de 
boat, the boat was not very deeply 
or heavily loaded (Fe.). 2) (right 
or wrong) way of treating a per- 
son or thing, way of executing 
something; upo de wrang k., in 
the wrong manner, upon a wrang 
k., wi’ a wrang k., in a wrong 
manner (Sa.). 3) humour; spirits; 
he was upo de wrang k. dis morn- 
in’, he was in bad humour (prop. 
on the wrong side) this morning 
(Sa.). Recent word. No., Da., Sw. 
kant, m. and c. Eng. obsolete and 
dial.: cant, sb., edge; angle. 

fkant [ka'ntj, vb., to turn over, 
capsize, = L.Sc. kant, vb., and No. 
kanta, vb., Eng. cant, vb. 

fkapp [kap], sb., l) a hole, hol- 
low. 2) a wooden cup or bowl, 
esp. of the so-called “Norwa-kaps”, 
wooden vessel, formerly imported 
from Norway; L.Sc. cap, caup. See 
further under kopp, sb. 

kapp [kapj, vb., to cut off, esp. 
to cut off the heads of fish, and 
take out the entrails; to k. de fish. 
Da. kappe, No. kappa, vb., = kabba, 
vb., to cut off. 

kappet [kapot], adj., esp. applied 
to sheep: white and black or white 

and grey, esp. black on the lower 
part of the body and sides, and 
white on the back (or conversely?); 
a k. sheep, a k. yowe [‘ewe’]; also 
appl. to cows: a k. coo, a black 
cow having a white back (Ym.). 
Sometimes: having vertical, white 
stripes on the sides and a black 
body, referring to sheep (Fo.). From 
Fe. is reported: a k. grice, a pig 
having a black hind part, and white 
fore-part of the body (or converse- 
ly). — Prop, "wearing a cloak or 
outer garment’’. No. kappa, f., = 
kaapa, f., a cloak. 

kappi1 [kapi] and kappisten [kap"i- 
sten-], sb., the sinker of a fishing- 
line. On a long-line kappi denotes 
a larger sinker, fixed to the main 
line, a “kappi” at each end of the 
latter. Between the two end-stones, 
sinkers, are fixed smaller sinkers at 
definite intervals, the so-called “bight- 
ers [bailors, bailors]”, deriv. (with 
anglicised form of the word) of bugt, 
sb., a certain length of line; q.v. 
To each “kappi”, at the end of the 
main line, is fixed a buoy-rope. In 
a few places (as in Du.) “kappi” is 
used as a sea-term or tabu-name 
for the sinker of a fishing-line, whilst 
“steed-sten” or “sinker” is the 
common designation. — Edm. has 
a form “caapie” with long a-sound; 
not further confirmed. O.N. kqppu- 
steinn, m., a boulder; No. kapall, 
koppul, m., a round stone (kopp, m., 
pebble). Da. kampesten, No. kamp, 
kampestein, m., a boulder, also appl. 
to pebbles; in the same way Sw. 
dial, kamp, kamper (kampersten), m. 

kappi2 [kapi], sb., in different 
meanings, as 1) a kind of funnel- 
shaped sponge (Un.). 2) round bird’s- 
nest (acc. to J.I.), is prob., like kapp, 
sb., an alteration of the word kopp, 
sb. 

kapswivl [kapswival], vb., to cap- 
size. Fe. A mingling of Eng. cap- 
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size with O.N. sveifla, vb., to swing; 
turn? 

kar [kar], vb., to mix: 1) vb, a., 
to mingle heterogeneous things to- 
gether. kard [kard], perf. part., 
mixed; mingled. 2) vb. n., to root 
in something; to work with the hands 
in something dirty, soiling oneself; 
to k. in onyting [‘something’], f. i. in 
fish, taatis [‘potatoes’]. Nmn. (N.Roe). 
— Cf. No. kara, vb., to rake, scrape 
together, and Icel. kar, n., dirt; filth. 
See also, however, gar, vb., to which 
kar almost assimilates. 

karl [karl, kiirl], sb., 1) an old man, 
fellow. 2) a big, bulky person, esp. 
a woman-, see further *koll2, sb. 

karm [karm, karm], sb., properly 
frame, reported in the foil, meanings 
and applications: 1) a heap of some- 
thing damp or soiled; wet or dirty pile; 
“to lie in a k.”, e.g. of damp hay or 
corn, also of drenched clothes; boat- 
sails. Conn. [karm]. N.I.? Edm. has 
“kaarm”, defined by “a mass of dirt”. 
2) state; condition, esp. bad condition; 
to be in a puir [‘poor’] k. U. [karm]. 3) 
humour; spirits, esp. a) very bad hu- 
mour; b) excited state of mind; in 
these senses given under 3, only re- 
ported from Fo. in the form karmi 
[karmi]; he was in a “karmi” (ill k., 
bad k.). — *karmr. No. and Sw. karm, 
m., Da. karm, c., a frame. Faer. karm- 
ur, m., also of a drenched suit of 
clothes, wet clothes (on one’s body, or 
thrown in a heap). O.N. karmr, m., is 
handed down in sense of breastwork. 

kasen, kassen [kason (kasen)], 
adj., having a disagreeable, stale 
taste; no longer fresh-, see kasten, 
perf. part, and adj. 

kassmelt (kass-smelt?) [ka$me‘lt, 
ka^me'lt (kasjmse'lt)], sb., 1) colli- 
sion of two pack-horses loaded with 
peats. N.I. 2) collapse, precipita- 
tion; confused tumult-, destruction-, 
hit [‘it’] was a’ [‘all’] in a k. (Sa.: 
ka^mae'lt). 3) sometimes a heavy 

downpour of rain, a k. o’ rain. The 
first part of the compd. — taking 
meaning 1 as the original — seems 
to be kass in sense of load, pack- 
ing-, cf. No. kass, m., a basket; a 
small burden on the back; a small 
load. The second part is more un- 
certain — O.N. *smellr, m., crack? 

kast [kast (kast)], sb., 1) a cast, 
throw. 2) a cast of a fishing-tackle, 
the setting out of a fishing-net. 3) 
a certain measure of length, as far 
as one is able to cast. 4) quick 
movement, turning or twisting. 5) 
squall, gust of wind, a k. o’ wind. 
6) a cast-, winding; twisting. 7) 
handiness; skill, (right) way or skill 
of carrying out something-, he has 
a guid [‘good’] k. in his hands; to 
ha’e a fine k. to do onyting [‘do 
something’] or in doin’ [‘doing’] ony- 
ting; he has nae [‘no’] k. to do it 
(these turns of expression are re- 
ported from Un.); to ha’e de k. aboot 
onyting (Nmw.). 8) a) handling over 
of something-, b) a loan, lending of 
something, esp. for a short time; 
I will gi’e dee a k. o’ it, / will 
lend it you (Un.). 9) a helping 
hand. 10) an attack of illness, esp. 
in cattle; a k. o’ illness; de coo is 
[‘cow has’] gotten a k. (o’ illness). 
N.I. 11) habit, esp. of bad habit; 
de grice is [‘has’] gotten a k. o’ 
gaun [‘going’] i’de corn-rigs (the cul- 
tivated patches): Yh. 12) a change-, 
occurrence. 13) opportunity, con- 
venient point Of time; to get or wait 
a k. 14) disagreeable flavour, sour 
or stale taste; to get a k. (= knagg, 
nagg): esp. with reference to fish 
and meat. Du. —Generally pronounced 
“kast” with short a. “kast” and 
“kast, kast” are noted down from 
Un. in sense 7. — O.N. kast, n., a 
cast, throw of a fishing-tackle, esp. 
of a fishing-net \ quick movement, 
turning, twisting-, situation or op- 
portunity when one’s turn comes. 
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etc. No. and Fser. kast, n., also 
inter alia a casting as a measure 
of length-, sudden gust of wind-, 
winding-, chance-, meeting-, occa- 
sion-, time-, times. Sw. dial, kast, 
n., inter alia chance, luck-, handy 
carrying out of something-, trick, 
mischief. L.Sc. cast, sb., inter alia 
dexterity, cunning, trick-, occasion-, 
helping hand. — For meaning 14 
of Shetl. kast cf. partly No. kasta, 
vb. (kasta smaken), to lose its taste-, 
to become stale, sour, partly Icel. 
kasta, vb.: “kastar i kjotid”, the meat 
is beginning to decay (B.H.). For 
the use of the word in compds., 
such as aboot-kast, attikast, mooth- 
kast, see these sbs. 

kast [kast], vb., 1) to cast, fling, 
O.N. kasta. 2) to set out fishing- 
tackle, esp. a fishing-net. 3) to make 
a quick movement, a cast or turn. 
4) applied to wind: to chop about. 
5) to hand one something, prop, 
and esp. of a quick action; k. me 
here my jacket! (Conn.). 6) to re- 
ject-, cast off-, cf. kasten, attikas- 
sen (-kasten), perf. part, and adj., 
as well as attikast, sb. 7) in the 
phrase “to k. de door”, during a 
snow-storm: to heap up snow in 
the doorway to prevent drifting snow 
from penetrating into the house (N.I.). 
8) in collocation with certain adverbs, 
k. aboot, to make an exchange-, 
dey cuist [k'ost, kjost] aboot deir kye, 
they exchanged cows (Sa.); when de 
day and de night cuist [kjost] aboot, 
when the nights began to grow long- 
er than the days or conversely, at 
the equinox (N.I.); see aboot-kast, 
sb. k. op, a) vb. a., to propose, 
bring into discussion, esp. to upbraid, 
reproach, to k. somet’in’ op to ane; 
b) vb. n., to come to light. — O.N. 
kasta, vb., to cast, to throw out a 
fishing-net-, to reject, etc. No. and 
Fser. kasta, vb., also inter alia a) to 
make a sudden or quick turning-, 

p) (of wind) to blow unsteadily, y) 
to carry or bring in a hurry (with 
this cf. Shetl. kast 5). With Shetl. 
kast 7 (k. de door) cf. No. “kasta 
ned (nedre)” in sense of to cover 
with things thrown together. With 
“k. aboot” cf. No. kasta um (about), 
to exchange, and “kasta seg”, to be 
changed suddenly. With “k. op” 
cf. O.N. kasta upp, to propose, bring 
into discussion, and L.Sc. cast up, 
a) vb. a., to upbraid, reproach-, f) 
vb. n., to occur (accidentally), to 
come to light. — A form *kasta 
[kasta, kasta] with preserved infin- 
itive-a is found in an obsolete Norn 
verse, belonging to a troll myth 
(Skere, skere skulma: see Introd., 
Fragments of Norn). 

kastel [kastal], sb., de k., the 
castle, old name for the ruin “Mu- 
nes [mnnss] castle, de castle o’ Mu- 
nes” (Us-e.). Pronounced diff. from 
the common word “castle [kasol, 
kas3!]”, and therefore prob. to be 
derived from O.N. kastali, m., a 
castle, stronghold. 

kassen, kasten [kason], properly 
perf. part, of kast, vb., but now often 
used as an adjective, esp. in foil, 
senses: 1) rejected-, unserviceable-, 
useless-, a k. ting; see kast, vb. 6. 
2) appl. to the state or taste of food 
or drink: no longer fresh-, stale, sour, 
disagreeable, esp. of fish (N.I.) and 
bland (whey mixed with water) or 
milk. The word, also in this latter 
sense, is prob. from kast, vb.; see 
kast, sb. 14, sour or stale taste, 
as well as No. and Icel. kasta, vb., 
mentioned there. Probably a mingling 
with another word — No. kasen, adj., 
sourish, somewhat decayed (no 
longer fresh), esp. of fish; Icel.kas- 
adr, adj., beginning to decay by 
having lain in a heap (B.H.). “k. 
fish”, however, is esp. applied to 
fish which has been hung up, and 
not lain in a heap (O.N. kps). 
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katta, see kattamillaskrua. 
kattaful [kat' aful ] and kattiful 

[kat"iful ], sb., a kind of owl. *katt- 
(ar)-fugl. See further kattjugla, sb. 

kattaklu lkat"akln’ (-kin-), -klu-, 
ka't’ a-] and kattiklu [kat--ikln- (-kin-), 
-klu-, ka't--i- (ka(--i-)], sb., bird’s-foot 
trefoil, lotus corniculatus. *kattar- 
klo, f., cat’s claw. Da. katteklo, 
trefoil, lotus corniculatus, No. kat- 
tarklo, f., denotes partly the same 
plant (R.); also L.Sc. catcluke, sb. 
Fser. kattarklogv, f., denotes, acc. to 
Landt, bog-asphodel, anthericum os- 
sifragum, narthecium ossifragum. — 
From some places in Shetland (Esh., 
Nmw.) is reported “katti [kati]-flooer” 
= kattaklu. — kattaklu, in sense 
of tangled cluster or lump (Yn.: 
ka't--ikla-), is hardly original, but is 
most probably a mingling of *klu 
[O.N. klo, f., claw\ and Eng. clew, sb. 

kattaklur [(kat--aklnr) ka't--aklar-, 
-klu3r ] and kattiklur [kat--iklur-], 
sb., hubbub, hurry-scurry (Un. and 
Yn.); a brawl, noisy quarrel (Un. 
and Fo.); der wer [‘there was’] a k. 
atween dem. U". [ka'h'aklor-, -kln’r-]. 
Fo. [kat--iklnr-]. kattagori [kat--a- 
gor-i], kattigori [kat’igori (-gSri)], 
reported from Nm. and Wests. (Sa.) 
in sense of quarrel, is prob. a cor- 
ruption of kattaklur(i). kattiklu 
[ka'h’iklu-, ka[--i-] (Fe.), a brawl, 
quarrel, with dropped final r of the 
second part of compd. kattaklu 
[ka'h'aklu-, kat^a-] (Un.) and katti- 
klu [ka'hiklu-, ka[--i-] (Yn.), in sense 
of unruly, noisy crowd or flock (a 
crowd of boys, cats), is the same 
word. — Prop, applied to cats scratch- 
ing each other. *katta(r)klor, “cats’ 
scratching’•, cf. No. kattarklor, n., 
a scratch made by a cat. The par- 
tial dropping of the final r in Shetl. 
may be due to influence of the 
preceding word. 

kattamillaskrua [kat--amel-askru-a, 
kait--a-, -m3]a-], in the phrase “to rin 

k.”, to play at hide and seek among 
the corn-stacks (de skrus). Un. Other 
forms: kattamilliskru [kat--amel-- 
iskru ] (U. occas.), kattamollaskru 
[kat--am6[-askrn--] (Yh. occas.), kat- 
timilliskru [ka[--ime]-iskru--, ka(--i-] 
(Yh. occas.), and abbr.: kattamilla 
[kat-ame[-a, katame[-a, -m3]-a, ka't-a-] 
(U. occas.), and katta [ka'ta, ka(a] 
(Yn.); to rin k. For the etymology 
of this tripartite word see further 
skottamilliskru(a), skattamilli- 
skrua. 

katthus [kat(t)6s, ka't(t)6s, kat(t)6s 
(-os), kaitos (kaithos)], sb., porch in 
front of the door. U. The forms 
“ka't^os, kait(h)6s” are peculiar to 
Un., and “kat(t)6s, -os” to Uws. With 
katt- cf. Sw. dial, katte, kett, m., 
a small, locked closet, Da. dial, 
kiette, kiaette, c., a narrow corner, 
closet (Molb.), No. (and Sw. dial.) 
kitte, m., a space surrounded by 
a wall made of boards, and Icel. 
keta, f., = kota, f., a small com- 
partment or nook in a house (B.H.). 
For other names of porch in Shetl., 
see andor and sjaphus. 

kattiram [kat iram-], sb., properly 
cat’s paw, now commonly used 
metaph. of a small, ragged-look- 
ing cloud, esp. in pi. kattirams, 
small, detached, ragged clouds flying 
before the wind. Wh. “cats’-kra- 
meks [kramoks]” is a more com- 
mon designation for clouds of this 
kind. *kattar-hrammr. Shetl. ram 
[ram] and krammek, sb., paiv, cat's 
paw; q.v. 

kattjugla [kat jog la] and kattjugl 
[kat-jog-3l], sb., horned owl (eagle- 
owl), strix bubo. N.I. Also a) katt- 
jogl [kat-jog-0l, -jog'ol], kattiogl 
[kat--iogal-] (N.I. occas.), and b) katt- 
ul [kat(t)ul]. *katt-ugla. No. katt- 
ugla, kattula, Sw. kattuggla, f., Da. 
katugle, c., tawny owl, strix aluco. 
Faer. kattugla, kathila, f., a) snowy 
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owl, strix nyctea (acc. to H. C. Mul- 
ler); b) strix passerina? (Landt). Ork. 
katogle, sb., eagle-owl, strix bubo 
(Barry). — kattaful [kat"afur] is 
reported from Nmn. (N.Roe) in the 
same sense as kattul. Acc. to an- 
other report (from Ai., Wests.), kat- 
tiful [kat"iful‘] is understood as barn 
owl, strix flammea. *katt(ar)-fugl. 

kattmoget [katmo'gat, kat'mog'ot], 
adj., partly a) light-coloured (grey, 
dirty-grey, more rarely white) with 
dark belly, partly conversely b) 
dark-coloured (on the back) with 
light belly; esp. appl. to sheep; a 
k. sheep, yowe [‘ewe’]. The word 
is quite common, and is occasion- 
ally found in both senses in the 
same neighbourhood or village. This 
word can scarcely be any other than 
an original *katt-m9g6ttr, the first 
part of which is the word cat (O.N. 
kpttr, kattr, m.)f the second part is 
moget, adj., having the belly of a 
certain colour, differing from that 
of the body. In sense a, which 
seems to be the more frequent one, 
the first part of the compd., katt-, 
probably denotes the ground-colour 
of the body, somewhat restricted by 
the second part, moget, denoting 
the particular colour of the belly 
(see the concluding remark under 
golmoget, adj., and cf. e.g. Fser. 
reyflriggjutur, adj., “ reydriggj ut kugv”, 
denoting a red cow having a back 
of a different colour, esp. white; 
now occas. also applied to a red- 
backed cow). From Un., where katt- 
moget [-mogot] is found in sense 
b, as a further explanation the foil, 
is reported: “The lambs are born 
dirty-grey or ‘cat-coloured’ and turn 
out ‘kattmoget’ during the sum- 
mer.” — From Esh., Nmw., is re- 
ported a form kidmoget [kid'mog’- 
ot] = kattmoget b. — kattmoget 
[-mogat] is sometimes used metaph. 
in sense of dirty, esp. of a dirty 

face, “a k. face”; thus in Yh., where 
the word otherwise is found in 
sense a. 

kattmollet [kat’mol’at], adj., ap- 
plied to sheep: having light-col- 
oured nose and jaws; a k. sheep. 
Fe.? Reported by J.I. The mean- 
ing of the word is not quite cer- 
tain. By J. Inkster it is reported in 
sense of wry-mouthed, appl. to sheep. 
Doubtless having a nose like a cat. 
The last part of the compd. mollet 
for *molet from O.N. miili, m., 
muzzle; snout; hanging lip. See 
grolmolet (grolmolet), kormol- 
let, trollmolet, adjs. 

kav [kav], sb., see kavi, sb. 
kav [kav], vb., 1) to press on one’s 

way, to walk at a great pace, to 
stride; to come kavin op, to geng 
kav in. N.I. 2) to be troubled, esp. 
with short breath, caused by great 
exertion; to gasp for breath; to 
pant. Ai.; U. to be kavin [ksvin], 
to be out of breath (U.). 3) to rush 
about, to work in a restless, foolish 
way, running from one place to an- 
other; to geng kavin aboot. Conn. 
4) to eat greedily, taking large mouth- 
fuls; to k. in (U.; Conn.); de coo 
[‘cow’] is kavin in. b) to grumble; 
to insist upon something in a tire- 
some way; to k. aboot somet’in’. 
Nmw. Also kjav [kjav] (Nmw>). 6) 
a) of the sea during a storm: to 
foam in breaking, to throw up spray 
when a strong gale takes hold of 
a breaking wave (N.I.; Nmw.); de 
sea kavd ower us, the sea-spray 
flew about us (Fe.); b) more rarely 
as vb. a., of storm: to raise the sea, 
to throw up spray; de wind is kavin 
de sea. N.I. 7) to snow in drifts; 
to snow fast and thick (in a snow- 
storm); he is kavin, it is snowing 
fast and thick, the snow is drifting; 
he is kavin and berin; see ber, 
bear, vb. kavd [kavd] under or in 
under, quite covered with snow; de 
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sheep was kavd in under (Sa.). — 
From Fe. is reported a parallel form 
kaf [kaf] with short vowel in sense 
of a) to walk hastily (fighting one’s 
way); b) to gasp, pant heavily; sho 
[‘she’] cam’ kaf in op efter. — *kafa. 
No. kava, vb., to toss about, to be 
uneasy, to be burdened or over- 
charged; to grasp, to fumble with 
one’s hands; to dive. Sw. dial, kava, 
vb., to fumble with one's hands, to 
make swinging movements with one’s 
arms. O.N. kafa, vb., to dive (into 
the water); to swim under the sur- 
face of the water. — The word 
seems originally to have been used 
partly of plunging (diving) down into 
or under something, partly, through 
association with the latter, of eager 
or violent carrying out of something; 
burdening, overloading. See kavi, 
kava, sb. 

kava, sb., see kavi, sb. 
kavabord [ka"vab6rd-], sb., dense 

snow-storm, = fogbord(er). N.I. Re- 
ported from Yn. in the form kava- 
borg [ka"vab6rg']. *kafa-bur5r. See 
the foil, word as well as bord2, sb. 

kavi [kavi], kava [kava], kav [kav], 
sb., I) kavi: properly something div- 
ing (into the depth), noted down in 
foil, meanings: 1) the sinker, kappi, 
of a fishing hand-line or long-line; 
esp. as a tabu-name, sea-term. N.I. 
2) in rowing out for deep-sea fishing by 
boat: de kavi, the land (land, in con- 
trast to the sea), esp. the low land, 
which, during rowing, disappears be- 
fore the heights or high land; the latter 
is (was) called “de kogi (and kogis, 
pi.), prop, “that which peeps out.” 
Often used in pi.: de kavis. Un. 3) a) 
rock by the shore, esp. in pi.: de 
kavis, (the rocks by) the shore, 
mostly used of low shore. Chiefly 
assimilating in meaning to I 2. N.I., 
etc. b) in a wider sense: big boulder, 
esp. a stone used for ballast. N.I. 
In this latter sense the word has 

poss. arisen from meaning I 1, partly 
from I 3. II) kavi, kava, kav: prop. 
that into which someone or some- 
thing is plunged, or that which 
descends closely around one: 1) 
a dense snowfall, often with add- 
ed “o’ snaw [‘snow’]”: a k. o’ 
snaw, a snaw-k.; fairly common. 
Also a) kave [kavo]; b) kafe [kafa], 
kafa [kafa]. The forms with f are 
noted down in Conn. 2) heavy, 
driving rain, a kavi o’ rain. Uwg. 
Ill) kava: eagerness; hurry; vio- 
lence; to geng in a k., to walk 
fast with violent movements; to eat 
in a k., to eat hastily and greedi- 
ly; to be in a k., to be eager, quick 
and violent in one’s movements. 
Conn. — *kaf-. O.N. kaf, n., depths 
of the ocean, a plunging into the 
water, also inter alia = kof, n., smoke, 
steam; “kafi” appl. to snow-storm 
in the combinations “kafafjiik”, n., a 
thick fall of snow, and “ kafahrfd”, 
f., heavy snowfall accompanied 
by strong wind. No. kav, n., tu- 
mult, unrest, bustle; diving, swim- 
ming; depth (depth of water). No. 
kave, m., snow-squall, dense fall of 
snow; Fser. kavi, m., snow. Icel. 
a) kafi, m., dense smoke-, heavy 
dew or rain, and b) kafald, n., dense 
snow-storm. In sense III Shetl. kava 
assimilates to O.N. 6kafi, m., hasii- 
ness\ eagerness-, vehemence. In 
Shetl. kavi, kava, kav (kave, kafe, 
kafa) are poss. one or more deriva- 
tives of O.N. “kaf” merged together 
with the word “kaf”, so that here 
actually appear more than one word. 

kavi, kavel [kavol], sb., the hind- 
most space in the boat where the 
fishing-line is hauled over the roller 
fixed to the gunwale, and where 
the fish are taken off the hooks, 
also called “wed”. The man who 
hauls in the fish is said “to sit i’ 
de k.” U. Allied to the foil. word. 

kavi1, kavel [kaval], vb., to take 
26* 
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a fish off the hook by means of a 
wooden stick with a notch on the 
lower end, the so-called kavl-tree, 
to k. de fish. U. Sometimes also 
metaph. to take hold of one, to 
collar; “I ’ll k. dee”. *kafla. See 
kavl-tree, sb., and cf. kevl1, ke- 
vel, vb. 

kavl2, kavel [kavol], vb., to wind 
the snell a few (two or three) times 
around the hook, when hauling in 
the long-line; to k. op de hooks. 
U. *kafla, prop, to coil up into 
a roll. No. kavla, vb. n., to coil 
itself up into a roll, kavle (R.). 

kavl3, kavel [kaval], vb., to per- 
form work awkwardly, to bungle, to 
k. aboot onyting. Ai. No. kavla, 
vb., to dive into the work; to move 
the hands as if to disperse some- 
thing, from kava, vb. 

kavlin [kavlin, kavlin] and kavli 
[kavli], sb., on a fishing-line: a) the 
junction of the snell and the main 
line, the place where the snell, de 
tom, by winding, is joined to the 
main line; b) the winding about the 
sinker, the place where the sinker 
is fixed to the line (= de fatlin); c) 
the winding of the snell around the 
hooks, that part of the snell which 
is wound about the hooks, de kav- 
lin o’ de tom. Un. In senses a 
and b the word is noted down in 
the forms “kavlin” and “kavli”, in 
sense c, with a short a: kavlin (more 
directly to be classed with kavl2, 
vb., which has a short a). Deriv. 
of *kafla, to roll or wind up; see 
kavl2, vb. 

kavlisben [ksvlisben ] and kaflis- 
ben [kaf'iisben-], sb., bone of a hali- 
but: the foremost inter spinal bone 
of the anal fin, more strongly de- 
veloped than the others. Un. The first 
part of the compd. is O.N. kafli, m., 
a cylinder, roller, stick, or a deriv. 
thereof; see kavl-tree, sb. 

kavl-free, kavel-free [kavaltri ], 

kavlin-free [kavlintrl-], sb., “pal- 
ate-stick”, cylindrical piece of wood 
with a notch on the lower end which, 
in fishing, is put into the mouth of 
a fish to extract the hook, esp. when 
it has been swallowed too far down. 
Fairly common. From S.Sh. have 
been reported the forms “kavli-stick 
[kaviistik-]” (Conn.) and “kavlin- 
stick [kaviinstik-]” (Dus-W ). — O.N. 
kafli, m., cylinder; stick. No. kavle, 
m., cylinder; round stick; billet of 
wood (Aa.), and kavling, m., a 
short, round stick (R.). Sw. kafle 
and (dial.) kavel, m., a thick stick; 
a roller. The Shetl. forms kav(e)l, 
kavli, spring from *kafl and (O.N.) 
kafli; kavlin, most prob. from a 
*kaflingr, a parallel form (without 
mutation) to *keflingr; cf. ante, No. 
kavling. See “pattel-tree” and (the 
sea-terms) “gap-stick, gum-stick”. 

kafs-, see kefs-. 
keb [keb (Keb)], sb., thole, wooden 

pin, serving as a support for an oar 
in rowing. O.N. keipr, m., thole. 

*kebb, sb., see kepp (kepper), sb. 
*Keddhontla [ked’ho'ijh'la], sb., the 

name for a kind of ogress, prob. be- 
longing to a certain class of trolls. 
Fe. Prob. *kettu-hyndla, a being 
which is half cat, female cat (O.N. 
ketta), half bitch (O.N. hyndla). O.N. 
ketta, f., female cat, is also found 
used of an ogress, giantess. See 
ketthuntlin, sb.,as a sea-term, tabu- 
name for cat. 

keel [(kil) kil, lyl], sb., 1) the 
hollow of a horse’s back. 2) a stripe 
of another colour, esp. a black stripe, 
along the back of a horse, — il, 
“eel”, sb. N.I. (Fe.; Y.). Though 
the pronunciation does not quite as- 
similate to that of “keel” in sense 
of keel of a vessel [kll, kil], it must 
be the same word in a sense handed 
down from Norn. Note No. kjol 
(kyl), m., a) a keel; b) (long) moun- 
tain ridge; c) elevated line or edge; 
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O.N. kjplr, m., a) the keel (of a 
vessel); b) mountain ridge. 

keel-draught [kildra^t (-dra^t)], 
sb., false keel, = No. drag, kjoldrag, n. 

keel-hogg [kil-hog], sb., see 
hogg2, sb. 

kefl, vb., see kevl, vb. 
kefs [kaefs], vb., to be unhandy, 

to make awkward, clumsy move- 
ments in work or gait, spilling what 
one is carrying, etc.; what is du 
gaun [‘going’] kef sin for like yon 
[‘that’]? (W.); to k. and work and 
walk (Du.). Wests.,S.Sh. kefst[kaefst] 
and kefset [kaefsat], perf. part., ap- 
plied to worsted, a piece of woollen 
work: badly or carelessly spun or 
worked, op, = kegeld (Ai.). 
Also kafs [kafs (ka3fs)]; perf. part.: 
kafst and kafset. Sa.; Ai. — No. 
kafsa, vb., to grab; to move one’s 
hands continually; to stir something 
about (R.). See kav, vb. (kav 3: 
No. and Sw. dial, kava), with which 
kefs is related by derivation. 

kefset [kaefsat], adj., unhandy; un- 
tidy; awkward, spilling what one is 
carrying; a k. body, craeter’ [‘crea- 
ture’]. Also kafset [kafsat (ka3fsat)]. 
Wests. (Sa.; Ai.). *kafs6ttr. See 
kefs, vb. 

kefsi [kaefsi], sb., unhandy, un- 
tidy and awkward person (who spills 
what he is carrying). The word is 
noted down in Sa. in the form kafsi 
[kafsi (ka3fsi)]. See the two pre- 
ceding words. 

keger1 [kegar (k'egar), Kegar], sb., 
a twisting-, winding-, turning-, sprain-, 
twist (of thread or rope)-, a k. i’ de 
rep (the rope). Wh.; U. The word 
is more extented in the sense of 
crick in the neck (nape of the neck) 
caused by spraining, a k. i’ de neck. 
Sometimes in a wider sense of stiff- 
ness in a member or joint (caused 
by spraining). Easts, and S.Sh.: kegar 
and Hegar. Wests. (Ai.): kegar. From 
Sa. (Wests.) is reported a form, kek 

[kek], esp. appl. to a crick in the 
neck, a kek i’ de neck. This latter 
form is found used in other senses, 
differing from keger; see further 
kek, sb. and vb. — *keikr. No. keik, 
m., a) a bending, twisting-, crooked- 
ness-, dislocation-, b) stiffness in 
the neck (from keeping it long 
in one position), halskeik. -(e) r 
in keger is the fossilized, mas- 
culine nominative ending. — keger 
[kegar] in sense of badly twisted 
band or rope (Du.) may either be 
classed with keger1 or may be an 
original keg(e)l; see kegl, sb. 2 
and kegl, vb. 

*keger2 [kegar], sb., the stomach 
of a ling or cod\ prop, inflated 
stomach. Only handed down as a 
sea-term, tabu-name. “toblaw[‘blow’] 
de k. (its k.)”, applied to a ling (or 
cod): to blow the stomach out into 
the mouth, while struggling to get 
off the hook; de ling (or cod) is 
blawn [‘has blown’] its k. Uwg. For 
*kig(e)r from an original *klkr. Faer. 
kikur, m., (inflated) stomach of a 
whale, esp. inflated and dried for 
keeping train-oil in. No. kik (ii), m., 
skin of a sheep taken off entire, 
inflated, and used as a buoy (R.). 

keger [kegar, Hegar], vb., to twist-, 
wind-, distort-, entangle-, de coo 
or sheep is kegerd (entangled) i’ 
de tedder [‘tether’]. U. [l^egar]. De- 
riv. of keger1, sb. — Merges with 
kegl, kegel, vb. 2. 

kegga-piltek, kigga-piltek [kega 
(k'ega) pA‘ltak, l^ega pA‘ltak], sb., a 
big, plump, young coalfish, not yet 
fully developed: four- or five-year- 
old coalfish, piltek (young coal- 
fish). Un-W. The period of develop- 
ment for a coalfish is said to be six 
years. The word is occas. found 
in the form gegga (gigga)-piltek 
[gega (g’ega), (jega pA‘ltak] (Un.). 
The first part of the compd. is prob. 
an original *kekk- or *kikk-. Cf. 
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Icel. a) kekkur, m., a lump, = kok- 
kur (O.N. kpkkr, m.); b) kekki, kikki, 
n., id., in the compds. “hafkikki”, 
a variety of very plump whale 
(B.H.), and “holdakikki” = holda- 
hnoda, n., a sleek animal (B.H.). 
Sw. dial. kikk(a)r, f., a lump. 

kegi-buckle [keg"ibok-el], sb., 
something distorted; tangled lump; 
in a entangled. Ai. kegi is 
prob. an original *keikr; No. keik, 
m., a twisting, dislocation, etc.; see 
further keger1, sb. “buckle”, often 
used uncompounded in Shetl. in 
sense of tangled lump, is doubt- 
less Eng. buckle, sb. See kikel- 
buckle, sb. 

kegl, kegel [kegal, l^egol], sb., 1) 
the thickest part of a fishing long- 
line, now esp. the part next to the 
sinker, de kappi (= 20 fathoms). 
Wests, and Skalowa (Scalloway) 
[kegol]. 2) badly and unevenly spun 
woollen yarn; in a wider use of the 
word: work badly done. Conn, 
[kegol]. In the senses mentioned 
under 2 the word is also used in 
pi.: keglins [keglins] (Conn.). 3) 
a tangled lump; tangled state; in 
a k. Du. [kegal]. 4) a talk about 
a thing without coming to any de- 
cision. Ai. [kegol]. 5) toil and moil; 
struggle-, I had a guid [‘good’] k. 
wi’ dis piece o’ wood, afore I gat 
[‘got’] it hem (home). U. [^egol]. 
Also kigl [lygal]: U. 6) wrangle, 
quarrel. U. [kegol]. Also kigl [ly- 
gol]: U. — No. kjegl, Fser. kegl, n., 
(prop, a winding, that which is wound 
on a wheel of a winch) a twisting 
and turning-, quarrel. Esp. for the 
first three senses of the Shetl. word, 
see kegl, vb. 

kegl, kegel [kegol, Heg3l]> vb-, 
1) a) to twine, to wind in and out, 
esp. appl. to an uneven twining; hit 
[‘it’] is kegeld ut and in. N.I. [(ke- 
gol) Keg31!- Also kigl Pygal] (Yn-)- 
b) to k. onyting [‘something’] op, to 

twine, plait or spin carelessly and 
badly, to k. op simmens (straw- 
bands), to k. op worsed [‘worsted’]. 
Duw. [kegal]. keglet [keglat] op, 
perf. part., twined (plaited, spun) 
carelessly and badly (Du.): kegeld 
[kegold] op: appl. to worsted, or to 
a piece of woollen work: badly and 
carelessly spun or worked (Ai.), = 
kefst. 2) to entangle. Wests., U. 
de lambs is kegeld [kegold], the 
lambs’ tethers have become en- 
tangled (Sa.); de corn was kegeld 
[kegold], the corn lay tangled on 
the ground, blown down by the wind 
(Fo.). 3) to perform a task in an 
awkward manner, to leave work half 
finished-, to stand kegl in [keglin, 
Keglin] at a ting (Conn.); to k. [ke- 
gol] wi’ (or aboot) somet’in’ (Sa.). 
4) to rock backwards and forwards. 
Y. [Kegal]; to sit keglin [Keghn] 
upo de chair (Yh--n.), = kuglin (see 
kugl, vb.); to sit keglin at de ay re 
[‘oar’], to pull slackly (swaying the 
body to and fro): Yh. The word is 
also reported in the form kigl Py- 
gol] in sense of to rock (Yn.). 5) 
to overbalance oneself, to tumble 
down, e.g. by becoming entangled 
in something; to k. ower. Wests, 
[kegol]. 6) to snap at each other 
or another, to fight in jest or 
play; de coo [‘cow’] was keglin 
wi’ de bull (Sa.). Wests, [kegol: Sa.; 
kegal and Kegol: Ai.]. 7) to make 
vain efforts to catch, taking hold 
and letting go repeatedly, esp. appl. 
to a dog, which is pursuing a sheep 
or some other animal (a rabbit); kegl 
[Kegol] and kigl [(kigol) Kig31!: de 
dog kigeld Pygald] de sheep. Nm. 
8) to talk about a thing without 
coming to any decision. Ai. [kegol]. 
9) to dispute angrily, to wrangle, 
esp. used of a petty quarrel; U. and 
Nm. [Kegal]. Also kigl (U.: tyg91- 
Nm.: kigol, tyg91)- — *kegla and 
*kikla. No. kjegla, vb., a) to spin, 
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twine (prop, on the wheel of a 
winch, kjegla, f.); b) metaph.: to 
mouth (words), to wrangle. Faer. 
kegla, vb., to wind yarn badly, and 
keglast, vb. refl., to wrangle, brawl, 
quarrel. — In a few of the given sen- 
ses, as well as in the form kigl, 
there may be the possibility of a 
merging in Shetl. Norn of “kegla” 
with other words, as a) “kikla”: No. 
kikla, vb., to make short turns and 
twists, etc. (R.), and b) Eng. dial, 
keggle, vb., to be unsteady, to stand 
insecurely. See kugl, vb. 

*keita [kaeita], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name for halibut. Uwg. The form, 
esp. the diphthong “ei”, indicates 
that the word is not originally Shetl. 
Norn, but rather borrowed recently 
from Norwegian: No. kveita, f., hali- 
but. — Beside keita a still more 
corrupted form kreita [kraeita] is re- 
ported from Uwg. 

kek [kek], sb., 1) a twisting, dis- 
location-, stiffness caused by sprain- 
ing, a k. i’ de neck (stiffness in the 
neck). 2) a bending backwards-, 
stiff, erect bearing with backward- 
bent head and shoulders-, to geng 
[‘go’] wi’ a k.; he’s gotten a k. 
upon him, he walks along stiffly 
(bending head and shoulders back- 
wards). Sa. Is doubtless the same 
word as keger1, sb., see this word 
as well as kek, vb. Might, on the 
other hand, be cognate with keger; 
cf. No. kikk, m., a spraining-, stiff- 
ness. 

kek [kek], vb., to bend or twist 
backwards, esp. appl. to the bend- 
ing backwards of the head and 
shoulders; he keked [kekod] his 
head back. Also “k. ower”; he is 
gaun [‘going’] wi’ his head keket 
[kekot] ower. Sa. O.N. keikja, vb., 
to bend the upper part of the body 
backwards-. No. keika, vb., a) to 
bend back-, b) to dislocate (a mem- 
ber or joint)-, O.N. keikjask, No. keika 

seg, to bend the upper part of one’s 
body backwards. 

kel1 [kel, ke3l], vb., referring to 
rabbits: to bring forth young. Du., 
De. *keila? May be associated with 
O.N. keila, f., a) female genital parts-, 
b) female creature. 

kel2 [kel (ke3l), l$e8l], vb., to move 
very slowly, to geng [‘go’] kel in 
aboot; “de mill is kel in (kelin aboot)”, 
applied to a water-mill when grind- 
ing very slowly on account of the 
stream being low (Un.). Un. [l$e3l] 
and Yn. [kel (ke3l)]. No. kjala, vb., 
to have difficulty in doing a thing, 
to drudge (R.). 

kel3 [k’e3!, Ks8l], vb., 1) vb. a., 
applied to sheep: to rub the wool 
loose against any fixed object, or 
to tear it with the teeth when the 
skin itches (on account of parasites); 
de sheep is kelin ut de oo’ [‘wool’], 
her oo’. 2) vb. n., applied to sheep: 
to lose the wool owing to parasites 
(sheep-tick)-, de oo’ is kelin aff o’ 
de sheep. Conn. — The word is 
poss. an original *kila. Cf. No. 
kila (kiila), vb. (R.), = kitla, vb., to 
itch-, “kitla seg” also: to rub one- 
self, owing to itching. 

kelda [kelda, ka]da] and keldi 
[keldi (kaeldi), keldi], sb., 1*) source, 
spring of water. Fe. (kelda). In 
this sense the word is now found 
only as a place-name, e.g. de Well 
Kelda [kelda] (0ri, Fe.); Smorkelda 
[smor-, smorkal'da] (Fef.), a spring 
in which, from olden times, fresh 
churned butter has been washed: 
*smj9r (smoer)-kelda. Also *kella 
[ka[a], in the name “Kellabrunn” 
[ka["abron‘] (Velji, Feh.), a spring, 
well: ’"keldu-brunnr. 2) patch of 
soft, sandy sea-bottom between the 
rocks in a fishing-ground. Esh.,Nmw.: 
keldi. “we’re fa’en [‘fallen’] upon 
a keldi”. Also used as the name 
of a fishing-place: de Keldi [kseldi] 
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(Stenhus, Esh., Nmw.). — O.N. kelda, 
f., a) a source, well-, b) swamp-, 
morass. 

kelek [kelak, ke3l3k], sb., narrow 
trench, gutter for carrying off waste 
water (a gutter in the floor leading 
the water out beneath the outer wall 
of a house). Fee. kela[kela] isfound 
as a place-name: de Kela (Sa.), a 
narrow strait between “de holm o’ 
Melbi” and the opposite mainland. 
— O.N. keila, f., a fissure (strait)-, 
No. keila, f., a channel, a narrow 
sound. 

kelli, killi [ke|i], sb., the gull, esp. 
the three-toed gull, lams tridactylus. 
U. An onomatopoeic word; see 
kail, vb. 

*kellin, sb., see kerlin, sb. 
kelmin, sb., see kilmin, sb. 
kelpa-, kelper- and kelpinsten, 

sb., see kilper- and kilpinsten. 
kelva [kdva] and kelvek [kelvak], 

sb., a well-developed, not quite half- 
grown ling. Conn, kelva, esp. in 
the expr. “k. olek” (olek, a small 
ling), is O.N. kefli, n., a cylindrical 
piece of wood, kelvek may be 
either “kefli” or a derivative “*kefl- 
ingr, *keflungr”. For the use of 
the Shetl. form of words, cf. No. 
kjevling, m., a) a small cylinder or 
(thick) stick-, b) a half-grown boy 
or girl, and kjevlungseid, m., a 
medium-sized coalfish. Cf. drolin, 
welsi and veltrin, sbs. 

kem, kaim, kame [kern, Hem], 
vb., applied to sea, waves: to rise, 
to form a crest of foam, see 
kom(b), vb. 

kemp, vb., see kepp, vb. 
keng [keg, keg], sb., a clamp by 

which something is fastened-, see 
king, sb. 

kengsi [He‘gsi (He'gksi, kje‘gsi)] 
and kensi [He‘nsi (kje'nsi)], sb., a 
small cod, which, after the entrails 
have been removed, is filled with 
fish-livers and grilled-, liver-k. Fo. 

kengsi, kensi, may have arisen 
through a later developed i-mutation 
from an older *kangs, *kans = *kams; 
cf. No. kams (and partly “kangs”), 
m. , a kind of bun or cake, made 
from fish-liver and meal, kams- 
hovud, n., fish’s head filled with 
kams and boiled, Faer. kamshovd, 
n. Sw. dial, kings, kinns, m., lump-, 
knot, approximates more closely to 
the Shetl. word in form and pro- 
nunciation. 

kenn [ken, ken], vb., 1) to know-, 
2) to be aware of-, 3) to feel, to 
be sensible of-, in all these senses 
syn. with O.N. kenna, vb., and in 
the senses 2 (and 3) also with O.N. 
vita. I kennt it on me, / had a 
presentiment of it-, O.N. kenna a 
sdr, to have a feeling of. In senses 
1 and 2, the word assimilates to 
Eng. dial, and L.Sc. ken, vb. de 
sea ken ns in it [‘itself’], commo- 
tion in the sea along the shore, fore- 
boding an approaching storm (Yh.), 
= Faer. sjogvurin “veit 1”; Faer. vita 
f, to indicate, forebode, esp. appl. 
to weather. 

kennin [kenm, kenin], sb., 1) a 
feeling-, sensation. 2) identification-, 
recognition-, also in pi.: kenn ins. 
3) knowledge (about something), 
knowledge (of something)-, k. aboot 
or o’ somet’in’. Assimilates in all 
three senses to O.N. kenning, f. L.Sc. 
kennin, sb., knowledge-, acquain- 
tance. 

kennmark [kenma‘rk], sb., identi- 
fication mark, esp. on an animal. 
Yh. O.N. kennimark, n., identifica- 
tion mark. 

kent [ke‘nt], adj., properly perf. 
part, of kenn, vb., partly 1) well 
known-, partly 2) skilful (at some- 
thing), well acquainted (with some- 
thing). No. kjend, L.Sc. kent, perf. 
part, and adj., id. 

fkeper [kepor, Hepor]-corner, ad- 
verbially in the phrase “to cut (or 
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IE 

saw) k.-c.”, to cut (saw) diagonally. 
N.I. (U.)- kepen [kepanj-corner: Fe. The first part of the compd. is prob. 
the same word as M.L.G. keper, Da. 
kipper, n., cloth woven diagonally, 
twill, and cognate with O.N. keifr, 
adj., askew. 

kepp, sb., see kepper, sb. 
kepp [k'sep, l^ep, Haep], vb., to try 

one’s strength or skill in a com- 
petition, to vie with someone-, to 
strive to be chief or first, e.g. in a 
race. Conn. In the same senses O.N. 
keppa, keppask, vb. (from “kapp”, 
n., eagerness, competition). More 
common in Shetl. than kepp is the 
form kemp [ke‘mp, kse‘mp (l^e'mp, 
l^ae'mp)], which is most prob. bor- 
rowed from L.Sc. (kemp, vb.), though 
a) “kampast” is found in No. like 
“kjeppast”, and b) “kampas, kam- 
pas” in Sw. dial, like “kappas”. — 
In the sense of to hinder, stop (some- 
one or something), kepp, on the 
other hand, is L.Sc. kep, vb. 

kepper [kepor, k^pser, H«p3r (Ksep- 
ar)], sb., a short stick, billet of wood 
put into a horse's mouth to prevent 
it from eating corn, hay, potatoes, 
etc. The pronunc. “k'fpser” is noted 
down in Conn. Also kibber [kibar]: 
Ti.? -er is a fossilized nominative 
ending, kepp, on the other hand, 
is found in the compd. berkikepp; 
q.v. O.N. keppr, m., a cudgel; club. 
— As a place-name, name of a hill, 
a form kepp [kep, keep] is found in 
Shetl.; “de Kepp o’ Nunsdale”, a 
hill byHelliness,C. “de Kebb [keb]”, 
name of a conical-shaped hill near 
Kebbister, Ti., is prob. the same word 
(name) with change of pp to bb. As 
the name of a hill the word arises 
from a root-meaning: knot; cf. Icel. 
keppr, m., a) mallet, cudgel; b) knot. 

kepper [kepar (k'epeer), Hepar, (Heep- 
ar)], vb., in the expr. “to k. a horse”, 
to put a billet of wood, a kepper, 
into a horse’s mouth to prevent it 

from eating corn, hay, potatoes, etc. 
See the preceding substantive, from 
which the verbal form (with the fos- 
silized nominative sign -er of the 
substantive, preserved) is a later de- 
rivative. There may poss. have been 
an earlier form, *kepp, vb., from an 
original *keppa. 

fkepperwari. sb.,see kipperwari. 
keptet [keptat, keptat, kseptat] and 

kebdet [kebdat (kebdat), ksebdat], adj., 
having jaws or mouth of a certain 
shape, in compds. such as mis- 
keptet, skevkeptet; q.v. Deriv. of 
O.N. keptr, kjaptr, m., jaw; mouth. 
— As a place-name, name of some 
cultivated patches of ground, is found 
“de Keptatongs [kep'^tataqs1, -kep"- 
ti-]” (Seter, N.Roe), originally “*kepta 
(kjapta)-tungur”, prob. named from 
their outline. 

ker [ker], properly adj., dear, but 
now only as an exclamation in a 
tender, caressing tone: Oh, kere 
[kera] ker! (Wests.). In address to 
children: ker for dis [‘this’] ting! 
ker cam’ I till! (Sa.): my treasure! 
my dear one! — With the suffixed, 
grafted possessive pronoun my, ker, 
sb. (adj.), is found in keremi [ke“- 
ramr], my dear one! my treasure! 
(Wests.); oh keremi! what is hap- 
pened? (Fo.). — O.N. kserr, adj., 
dear. With keremi cf. No. kjaer, 
m., and kjaera, f., a dear soul, in 
exprs. such as: “kjaeren min” and 
“kjaera mi”, in address: my dear! 
— korri [kori], q.v., is another form 
developed from “kaerr”, still partly 
used as a pure adjective. — ker 
may sometimes be confused with Eng. 
“care”, in exclamations, as “oh, care 
and dule”! woe is me! woe worth 
the day! 

kerfi [k'ae'rfi], sb., a bunch, bundle 
(of rushes). Conn. See further kervi, 
kirvi, sb. 

kerlin [kerlin, ke3rlm] and kerl 
[kearl], sb., properly a crone, but now 
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generally in sense of a big woman, 
and commonly used in the form 
kerl, prob. by mingling with L.Sc. 
cairl(e) = carl, sb., a man. — In 
Shetl. place-names the word is ap- 
plied to detached rocks, mostly by 
the water-side or in the sea, and 
then often in the form kellin [ke- 
lin, kejm, (kaelon) ka^an], in which 
word the development rl > 11 is 
more in accordance with the rules 
of Shetl. phonology. Thus in several 
places in Fetlar, e.g. de mukkel 
and de piri Kellin [kelin, kajan] 
(Hammersness, Few.), the big and the 
small “crone”; de Kellin: a)in“de 
Gjo o’ Litleland”, Fee. [kalan]; b) 
in Ramnagio, Umo. [kalan]; c) by the 
isle of Uyea, “0ja”, Us. [kelin]. Some- 
times also in the form kerl as a 
place-name,thus: “de Kerl”, detached 
rock near “de Loch o’ Skellister”, N. 
— O.N. kerling, f., (old) woman. 

kernatansi, sb., see kirnatansi. 
kerro [kerro, kaerro], sb., tabu- 

name, sea-term for spinning-wheel. 
Ai. The word is to be classed with 
No. kirra, vb., to tremble, quiver, 
Sw. (Scania) kirra, vb., to swing. 

kervi, kirvi [kervi (Hervi, lyrvi)], 
sb., a bunch, bundle, truss; a cer- 
tain quantity of grass, and esp. of 
rushes; a k. o’ flos, a bundle of 
rushes. More rarely appl. to straw. 
Reported from Fo. [kervi] in a spe- 
cial sense, a bundle of rushes. Edm. 
has “kirvie” in a wider sense (“a 
certain quantity of straw or grass”), 
but especially in the phrase “a k. o’ 
floss”. An earlier form with f, kerfi 
[k'ae‘rfi, kae'rfi], “a k. o’ flos”, is 
preserved in Conn. — O.N. kerf, kerfi, 
n., a bunch, bundle, No. kjerve, n., 
a bundle of leafy twigs, etc.; Sw. 
karfve, m., and Da. kserv, c., a sheaf, 
sheaf of corn. 

kes [ksas, He3s, Hes], sb., a heap, 
pile, esp. in the compd. bolkes; 
q.v. U. No. kas(a), f., and kase, m., 

Sw. dial, kas, f. and m., a heap, pile. 
See kjos, kus, sbs. 

kes [ke3s (He3s, l^es)], vb., to pile up, 
esp. appl. to peats (to be dried); to k. o p 
peats. U. No., Faer., Icel. and Sw. dial, 
kasa, vb., to pile up. O.N. kasa, vb., 
esp.: to bury in a kps (a heap). 

kessi [(kesij kesi) kesji, ks^i; ke?]!, 
ke^i], sb., a carrying-basket, made of 
straw or dried dock-stalks, esp. for 
transport of peats or manure. Partly 
appl. to a basket for carrying on 
the back, partly to one used for 
transport on a pack-horse, comm. 
More rarely kjess(j)i [Hesp] (Feh.). 
In Papa Stour kissek [kifjOk] and 
kisi [kisi, kizi], “docken-k.”, denote 
a smaller basket, esp. a basket for 
holding bait, made of dried dock- 
stalks. Sa.: kissik [kis^ik], a small 
kessi. — *kessa. No. kjessa, f., an 
osier-basket, esp. used on a pack- 
saddle, also a high, narrow basket 
for carrying on the back. Deriv. of 
O.N. kass(i), m., a basket. Ork. 
and Caithness: cassie = Shetl. kessi. 

kessibel [kes^ibaL], an old, worn- 
out and ragged basket, kessi. U. 
bel poss. for pel [pel, psel], a rag. 

kessilepptkesfilep'.kejj-ilepvlaep’; 
ke^-i-, ke^"i-], sb., a piece of a broken 
or worn-out basket, kessi; occas. a 
torn basket with the bottom loose. 
From Papa Stour the word [keffilaep1] 
is reported in the same sense as 
bodi, a fish-creel; prop. appl. to a 
smaller basket than bodi. kessi- 
lapp [kes/'ilap1]: M.Roe, Dew. — lepp 
is O.N. leppr, m., a small piece or 
part of something, a patch. 

kessiriva, sb., see rivakessi, sb. 
ketl, kettel [kstol, ksetol], vb., ap- 

plied to cats: to litter, kitten. Un. 
*kettla. No. kjetla, vb., L.Sc. and 
Eng. dial, kittle, vb., id. 

ketlin [ketlin (l^etlin), ketl in (kethn)], 
sb.,akitten. Also kill in [kithn(kethn, 
ketlm)]. O.N. ketlingr, m., a kitten; 
L.Sc. and Eng. dial, kittling, id. 
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ketthuntlin [l^et'ho4^"!!!!], sb.,tabu- 

name, sea-term for cat. Whn. Orig- 
inally the word probably denotes a 
mystic being, something between a cat 
and a dog [*kettu-hyndla]. See fur- 
ther under *Keddhontla as the name 
for an ogress, really the same name 
as ketthuntlin. 

kev [kev, kev], vb., 1) to struggle 
with something, to try to execute 
work, but without success; to k. 
wi’ a ting. Sa. [kev]. 2) continu- 
ally to make large but feeble move- 
ments with the hands, to k. wi’ de 
hands. Nm. [kev, l^ev]. 3) to wrestle 
in fun; to k. wi’ ane anidder [‘one 
another’]. Sa. [kev]. Nm. [kev, Hsv]. 
4) to contend for something in an 
eager, impudent manner (of one 
sticking his face close to that of 
another in eager assertion); to k. 
op in ane’s face; he cam’ kevin op 
in or into my face. Nm. [kev, Hevj. 
Also as vb. a.: to k. ane op; he 
kevd me op. Nmw. [kev]. 5) to 
talk largely, but without any weight, 
to k. and speak. Nmw. [kev]. 6) 
to interfere, meddle with another 
person’s affairs, to k. wi’ onybody 
[‘any-’] or onyting. Sa. [kev]. 7) 
to fall on the wrong side; “de corn 
kevd doon i’ wir [‘our’] face”, in 
mowing corn. Nmn. [kev]. 8) to be 
overcome with weariness or sleepi- 
ness, letting the head drop forward, 
to drop off, to fall asleep, esp. in 
conn, with “ower”: to k. ower. 
comm.: [kev]. As adj.: kevd [kevd], 
overcome, quite exhausted. Wests. 
— Prob. a deriv. of O.N. “kaf”, at 
any rate, with regard to several of 
the senses given above. Cf. a) 
O.N. kefja, vb., to press down; sink; 
dive down, Icel. kafinn, perf. part, 
of “kefja”, and adj., overwhelmed, 
Sw. dial, kavja, vb., to work eagerly; 
b) Shetl. kav, vb., and the senses 
of No. and Sw. dial, kava, vb., given 
under this word. Further: No. kava, 

vb., to fumble, to move the hands 
as if pushing something away, Sw. 
dial, kava and kava, vb., to fumble 
with the hands, Sw. dial, keva, vb., 
inter alia to make feeble attempts 
or efforts. With kev 3 and 4 may 
also be compared No. kjevja(st), vb., 
to wrangle — compare with the lat- 
ter, kegl, vb., in the senses 6 and 
8 — and with kev 5 cf. No. kjeva, 
vb., to talk vaguely. A few senses 
of the Shetl. word, esp. sense 1, 
may also contain No. keiva, vb., a) 
to use the left hand; b) to bungle, 
to work awkwardly; c) to throw 
obliquely, to twist-, writhe-, see 
kevl2, vb. 

kevl, kevel1 [keval, keval (k'eval, 
k'eval)], sb., a bit, a short billet of 
wood put into a lamb’s mouth to 
prevent it from sucking the ewe. 
kebl, kebel [He3bal]: Un. occas. For 
the forms of pronunc., see kevl1, vb. 
— O.N. kefli, n., cylindrical piece 
of wood, a bit. 

kevl, kevel2 [keval], sb., badly 
and clumsily executed work, muddle; 
to mak’ a k. o’ a ting. Sa. From 
Sae (Snaraness) and Aiw. the word is 
reported in the special sense of too 
thickly spun worsted. Prob.: *keifl-. 
No. keivl, n., a bungle, clumsy work. 

kevl, kevel1 [keval, keval (k'eval, 
k'eval)], vb., to put a billet of wood, 
kevl, into the mouth of a lamb to 
prevent it from sucking the ewe\ to 
k. a lamb. This practice was com- 
mon in milking the ewes, “keval, 
keval” are the common forms of 
pronunciation, “k'eval” is reported 
from Fe., “k'eval” from Un. In Un. is 
found a parallel form kebl, kebel 
[l^e8bal]. From Nm". (N.Roe) is re- 
ported a form with preserved, orig- 
inal fl.: kefl [ksef3!]. — Metaph. kevl 
is sometimes used in sense of to 
take hold of, to collar-, “I’ll k. dee”; 
see kavl1, vb. — O.N. kefla, vb., to 
provide with a bit, kefli; “kefla lamb” 
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as in Shell. No. kjevla, vb., to pro- 
vide a kid with a bit. — Cf. kep- 
per, vb. 

kevl, kevel2 [kevol, ksvol], vb., to 
execute work badly and awkwardly, 
to bungle, to k. wi’ a ting. On 
Wests, esp. with short e-sound: keval. 
— The word is most prob. No. keivla, 
vb., to bungle, = keiva. See, how- 
ever, kav, vb., and note No. kavla, 
vb., to strive at something, = kava. 
— kefs, vb., from *kafsa, is found 
in a similar sense to kevl, vb. 

kevlet [kevlot], adj., clumsy with 
one’s hands, awkward, bungling-, a 
k. body. Sa. Prob. *keiflottr; see 
kevl2, vb. — In a similar sense 
kefset, adj., from *kafsa. 

kevlin [kevlin], sb., a badly tied 
knot. Yb. Is to be classed with 
kevl2, vb. 

kibbek or kibek [kibok], sb., small 
tub, esp. for holding butter, butter- 
milk or sour milk; a k. o’ butter. 
Nmn. occas. (N.Roe). O.N. kippa, f., 
a basket-, No. kipa, f., a) a basket 
(osier-basket)-, b) (square) tub. 

kibi [kibi, kebi (kobi), k’ibi (k^bi), 
l^ebi], adj., a) lively and alert, quick 
and clever. N.I., Nm. [kibi: U. oc- 
cas., Ym-’n., Nm. occas.]. b) viva- 
cious; quick-witted. Un. [I^ebi]. c) 
merry; in good spirits; delighted. 
Nm. occas. [kibi]. d) animated, mak- 
ing oneself amiable; coquettish. 
Wests, [kibi, kebi]. e) eager;greedy, 
very k. for onyting (Nm.); eager to 
execute something (esp. something 
that one is not concerned with); “du is 
k. at yon wark [‘that work’], but du 
wouldna do [‘-not do’] what du was 
bidden to do” (L.); Nm. occas. [kibi]. 
L. [kibi, kebi, Kebi]. f) smart and 
handy, mostly in a mischievous 
way. Yb ’n. [kibi]; Un. occas. [Kebi]. g) 
cunning, tricky; difficult to govern 
or have anything to do with. N.I. 
occas., esp. Y. and Fe. [(kibi) kebi 
(kabi); Y. and Fe. occas.]. h) flip- 

pant; talkative; incapable of keep- 
ing secrets, and apt to exaggerate. 
Fe. [(kibi, kebi) k'ibi, k'ebi]. i) im- 
pertinent, meddling too much with 
other people’s business. Y. and Fe. 
occas. [kibi, kebi (k'ibi, k'ebi)]. — 
Common in the expr.: a k. body.— 
In a different sense the word is found 
in Ai. [kibi, kebi]: having a pleas- 
ing, fine appearance; well-shaped 
and sleek-, a fine k.-lookin’ baess 
[‘beast’].— No. kipen, adj., a) rest- 
less from merriment, frolicsome, 
wild (Aa.); b) proud (Aa.); c) car- 
rying the head high-, difficult to 
master-, hard, obstinate (R.). 

kidi [kidi, kedi], sb., a small lamb, 
reared at home, a k.-lamb (= kadi- 
lamb and ali-lamb). U. kidi [kidi, 
kedi, kadi] is more commonly used 
when calling a lamb or sheep: k., 
k.! k. ma [ma]! Sometimes also kid a 
[(kida) keda] as a call for sheep. Un. 
— O.N. kid, n., a kid. No. kidla, 
f., a kid, is also used as a call 
(“kille”). Sw. dial, kidde, m.,a.y0«/zg' 
goat. Icel. kid, n., and kida, f., 
(a she kid). Shetl. (Un.) kida is 
really a fern, form: *kida. 

*kidn, Kidna. kidnet, see kinn, 
*Kinna, *kinnet. 

kiga, kigga, sb., see kwiga, 
kwigga. 

kigga-piltek, sb., see kegga-pil- 
tek. 

kigl, sb. and vb., see kegl, sb. and vb. 
kigr, kiger [Oygar) Kegar], sb., 

fits of foolish laughter. Wh., Sk. 
*kikr. See the foil. word. 

kigr, kiger [(Kigar) Kegar], vb., 
to laugh foolishly and fitfully, a 
kig(e)rin laugh. Wh., Sk. *kikra. 
Cf. No. kikla, vb., to make short 
jerks and twists-, also to laugh in 
a peculiar, fitful way, “kikkle og 
le” (“giggle and laugh”), Tele- 
marken. 

kik1 [kik], sb., 1) a peeping, peep. 
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2) very short visit-, to ha’e a k. 
alang [‘along’] (Du.). See kik1, vb., and cf. L.Sc. and N.Eng. keek, a peep. 

kik2 (kikk) [kik, kik], sb., com- 
monly in pi. kiks: \) gesticulation; 
turning and twisting of the body, 
esp. in walking; “sho [‘she’] had 
so mony [‘many’] kiks upon her” 
(Conn.); affected manner of move- 
ment (Conn.). 2) crick, stiffness (in 
the neck), = keger1 and kek, sbs.; 
a k. i’ de neck. Barclay: keek; “he 
had a keek in his neck”. 3) metaph.: 
a mouthing (vague talk), a making 
a fuss about a thing; he has so 
mony kiks aboot it (Conn.). — No. 
kik, n., sportive turns and twists; 
jerking, writhing, kikk, m., a sprain- 
ing. — Edm. gives a form “kek”, 
which might also spring from *keik-; 
see keger1, sb., and kek, sb. 
and vb. 

kik1 [kik (k'ik, k'ik)], vb., to peer, 
to keep a sharp look-out for some- 
thing, to stand kikin; also to peep. 
The pronunc. “k'lk” is reported from 
Un.; elsewhere commonly: “kik” with 
short i. No. and Fser. kika (ii), vb., 
to peep, look out for something (to 
stretch one’s neck in order to see 
something). Da. kige, to peep, peer. 
L.Sc. keek, keik, vb., partly like 
Shetl. kik. Compare kog1, vb. 

kik2 [kik], vb., to make efforts 
in swallowing something difficult to 
get down, to k. upo de kreg [kreg], 
Fe. kreg = throat. — No. kika, vb., 
to twist, wriggle-, Sw. dial. keka,vb., 
to chew something very tough, to 
struggle, etc. 

kikel-fmcfc/e [lyk"3lbok'9l], sb., 
something matted and entangled, 
tangled mass; in a k.-6., tangled. 
Esh., Nmw. kikel is poss. a par- 
allel form to kegl, kegel, sb., to 
which it assimilates in sense 3 of 
the latter word; note, however, Sw. 
dial. (North Sw.) kikkr (kikkar), f., 
a lump. No. kikr (R.). “buckle”, 

tangled mass, is doubtless Eng. 
buckle. See kegi-buckle, sb. 

kikhol [kikhol, k'lkhol], sb., a peep- 
hole, chink in a wall. Un. [k'lkhol]. 
*kik-hol. Also L.Sc.: keek-hole. See 
kik1, vb. 

kikin, kiken [kikin, kikan], adj., 
properly pres, part., all alive, ani- 
mated and vivacious, in the expr. 
“alive and k.”; he was a’ [‘all’] alive 
and k., he was all alive and kicking. 
The word is doubtless an old pres. part. 
*kykandi = *kvikandi from a verb 
*kyka, *kvika; cf. No. kvika, vb. (n.), 
to become animated (R.), Icel. kvika, 
vb., to move. O.N. kvikr and kykr, 
adj., a) alive-, b) lively, merry, 
alert. 

kilk [(ki'lk) Hi‘lk], vb., to befall 
of the joy of life and of mirth, to 
go about merrily and briskly, to k. 
aboot. Dew. (M.Roe). kilk poss. for 
*kirk (alternation between r and 1 
is fairly common in Shetl. Norn), 
and, in that case, to be referred to 
O.N. kjarkr, m., vigour, courage 
(spirit), ardour (Icel. kjarkur), No. 
kjerk, m., spirit. No. kirren, adj., 
lively and nimble in movement. 

k///-rainmek, -remmek, sb., a lath 
in a kiln, see remmek, sb. 

kilmin [l^elmin], sb. and adj., I) 
sb., a) a person attired in ludicrous 
disguise-, b) droll attire, esp. droll 
head-gear-, he’s [‘has’] “got on” a 
k. II) adj., ludicrous-, odd, appl. 
to dress, esp. head-gear; a k. mutch. 
Un. kilm-prob. for *kiml-by meta- 
thesis of m and 1; cf. Icel. klmilegur, 
adj., a) droll; funny, b) mocking, 
and “klmilyrdi”, n. pi., gibes. 

kilp [(ki‘lp) k’e'lp, He‘lp], vb., to 
catch by means of a rod (kilpin- 
stick): a) to take up a lamb or 
sheep from a ledge in a steep, 
rocky cliff, by means of a rope 
looped at the end, and attached to 
a rod-, to k. lambs or sheep. The 
loop is thrown over the sheep’s head. 
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Sometimes also sea-fowl, esp. gulls, 
are caught by means of a rod of 
this description-, to k. weegs (weeg 
= three-toed gull); b) to catch sea- 
fowl, esp. guillemots and puffins 
on a sea-cliff where birds nest, by 
means of a rod with a hook at the 
end. Un’ w. — *kilpa or *kylpa. No. 
(Lister) kylpa, vb., to fish with a rod. 
Deriv. of O.N. kilpr, m., handle of 
a vessel; loop. Cf. also Sw. dial, 
kalp, kjelp, m., a) rope-handle; b) 
a switch or short stick used as an 
implement, and Sw. dial, k&llpa, vb. 
a., to fish with a rod through a 
hole in the ice. 

kilpek [ki'lpak, ly'lpak, l^e'lpok], 
sb., wooden box in which the bait 
(limpets) is collected and kept; square 
box with gable-shaped ends to which 
a string, serving as a handle, is 
fastened. Br., Sandw., Du. Deriv. 
from O.N. kilpr, m., handle of a 
vessel; loop (No. kylp, m.). No. 
kylpa, f., a narrow (cylindrical) cook- 
ing-pot with a handle, is a cognate 
word, though “kylp”, in this case, 
seems to contain a somewhat differ- 
ent root-meaning (cf. No.kylpen, adj., 
deep and narrow, appl. to vessels). 

kilpersten, kelpersten [keT-par- 
stem, keT'parsten', ^"parsten"], kil- 
pinsten, kelpinsten [keT-pmstem, 
l^eT'pinsten' (l^e‘l"pinstenO], sb., a 
large, flat stone, at the top of the 
mouth of a kiln, the innermost edge 
of which projects into the. kiln space, 
protecting the corn, spread on laths, 
from the fire in the kiln. Of the 
forms of pronunciation “l^T'par- 
sten-” is characteristic ofConn.,“ke‘l"- 
pinsten‘”of Yh->n., and “ke'L'pinsten-, 
l^eT'pmsten- ” of U. occas. (Un. occas.). 
From Nmn. (N.Roe) is also reported 
a form kilpisten [ke‘l"pisten-], and 
from Un. also kelpasten [l^sT’pa- 
sten-]. In Yh. kilpinsten is partly 
used of a projecting stone below, 
inside the mouth of the kiln. — 

Variants of the main vowel-sound 
in the first part of the compd.: 
kjolpinsten [kjoT'pmsten*, kja‘l"- 
pinsten ]; reported from U. [kjo‘l- 
pin-]; Nm. and Dew. (M.Roe) [kj&‘l- 
pin-]. — The first part of the compd. 
is probably kilpr (kylpr), m., the 
handle of a vessel; loop; stick, etc., 
mentioned under kilp, vb., and kil- 
pek, sb. kjolpin- presupposes a 
*kylp-; cf. No. “kjolp, kjolp” as par- 
allel forms to “kylp”, m. — Com- 
pare the names a) hjelpersten, etc., 
hjolpinsten; b) hjolkinsten, and 
the etymological conjectures given 
under these headings. 

kilpin-sf/cfr [(kiT pin-) k'eT’pm- 
stik1, l^eT'pinstik-], sb., a) a rod to 
which a rope, with a loop at the 
end, is attached, esp. for hoisting 
up lambs or sheep from ledges in 
steep, unapproachable places (by the 
coast), sometimes also for catching 
sea-fowl (gulls); b) a rod with a 
hook at the end, for catching sea- 
fowl, esp. guillemots and puffins, on 
a sea-cliff where birds nest. Un,w. 
*kilp- or *kylp-. See further kilp, vb. 

ktlpusk, sb., see *kinnpuster, sb. 
kilset, kil-set [kiksst"], vb., to 

chase obstinate sheep by driving 
them into some corner or other 
(e.g. a bend in a fence) or into a 
natural enclosure, in order to catch 
them there. Ai. Prob. for *kir(r)- 
set from O.N. kyrrsetja, vb., which 
is found handed down in sense of to 
put or lay something in a certain 
place ready to hand, to sequester. 
For the change of r and 1 in Shetl. 
Norn, see Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), 
§ 38 h, and cf. the foil. word. 

kilsket [ly'lskot, l^e'lskat], adj., 
excessively merry; wild and wan- 
ton; a k. bein’. N.I. occas. (U.). 
Prob. from an older *kersket, *kir- 
sket by change of r to 1 — see the 
preceding word — and originating 
from O.N. kerskinn, adj., coarsely 
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jocular; skurrilous (Icel.). O.N. ker- 
ska, kerski, f., cheerfulness; mirth; 
fun. 

kimek, kimmek [(Vmsk) Hemak], 
sb., quite a small, grass-grown strip 
or spot between rocks, esp. in pi. 
k i m(m)ek s, small, grass-grown spots, 
“kim(m)eks” o’ girs [‘grass’]. Un. Cf. 
No. kime (kimm), m., a strip, small 
stretch; a narrow, pointed piece of 
land lying among surroundings of 
a different sort, skogarkime, small 
stretch of woodland. 

kimp [(ki'mp) Hi‘mp], sb., hasty 
movement; dash of the waves, com- 
motion in the sea with short, choppy 
waves, esp. at change of wind; cross- 
sea; a k. i’ de sea. U. (Un.). No. 
kimp, m., jerk, cast or twist (of the 
body), kimpen, adj., inter alia rest- 
less. 

kimp [ly‘mp], vb., 1) in boat- 
fishing: to haul up the fishing-line 
with quick, short jerks; to jerk up 
the line a few fathoms when it has 
reached the sea-bottom; this is to 
prevent the line from sticking there, i 
Un. Mostly in the expression “kim- 
pin [ly'mpin] fadoms [‘fathoms’], 
kimpi-fadoms”, partly a) uneven I 
pulling up of the fishing-line with 
short jerks; the fathoms, which the 
line is hauled up in this way; hail 
[‘haul’] steadily! not dat [‘that’ = 
those’] short kimpi-fadoms! (Un., J 
Norwick); b) the number of fathoms 
which the line is hauled (jerked) up 
from the sea-bottom; de kirn pin 
fadoms (Yn.), kimpin and kimpi 
fadoms (Un.). While kimpin must 
reasonably be regarded as a form 
in the pres, part., kimpi however 
may be a substantive *kimp- as the 
first part of compd. (see kimp, sb.) 
or an adjective: jerky; unsteady. 2) 
to draw a straw along the incisions 
(bens; see ben, sb.) made by the 
point of a knife on an injured part 
of the body, esp. the leg, to make 

the blood flow and keep the wound 
open. Un. — From a “*kimpa” in 
sense of to make quick movements 
or jerks. No. kimpa, k. (paa) seg, 
vb., to start up, making short jerks 
or turns with the body, kimpen, adj., 
inter alia restless. — hjimp (*himp), 
vb., q.v., is closely cognate with kimp, 
and used in the same senses. 

kims [ki'ms, ly‘ms], sb., 1) a 
sudden or quick movement, turn of 
the head or body. 2) a sudden, 
capricious whim. 3) short, dashing 
waves; cross-sea; a k. i’ de sea, 
= kimp, sb. U. (Un.). — The word 
is to be classed with No. kimsa, Da. 
kimse, vb., to toss the head, etc. 

kims [ki‘ms, ke‘ms, ly‘ms], vb., 
l) to make quick movements, sud- 
den turns of the head or body, esp. 
applied to a foolish, somewhat dis- 
tracted person. 2) applied to the 
sea: to become agitated; to rise, 
dash violently; de sea is kimsin, 
kimsin op. U. The verb is now 
seldom used; see the more common 
kims, sb., and kims, kimset, adj. 

kims [(ki‘ms, ke‘ms) l$i‘ms, ly'mps 
(l^e‘mps)J and kimset [ki'msat, ly‘m- 
sot], adj., 1) a) making quick move- 
ments and sudden turns of the head 
or body, esp. of a foolish, somewhat 
distracted person; a k. body. Partly 
also used (in fishermen’s lang.) of 
fish: nibbling at the bait without 
taking it; de fish is kims, the fish 
only nibbles at the bait (Un.). Un.: 
kims. Nmn.(N.Roe) and Conn.: kim- 
set. b) touchy; sulky, kimset and 
sulky. Nm. 2) restless-, unsteady, 
feverish-, “he has a kimset way 
aboot him” (N.Roe), partly including 
the senses given under 1. 3) talk- 
ing abruptly, giving short, dry 
answers-, a k. body. Nmn. occas. 
(N.Roe): kims and kimset. A) fro- 
licsome, merry and foolish, flighty. 
Un. (kims). 5) silly, wanton, half- 
witted. U". (kims, kimslike). — A 
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form kwums [kwo‘ms], reported from 
Norwick, Un., is doubtless to be re- 
garded as a parallel form to kirns, 
possibly formed by mingling with the 
synonymous hwums- (see hwuin- 
set, adj.), as original hv (hw) does 
not change to kw in Unst. — *kims- 
inn or *kimsottr. No. kimsen, adj., 
inclined to twist or toss one's head. 
See kirns, sb. 

kimtjagg [kmrtjag”, lynrtjag"], 
sb., continuous teasing; a putting ob- 
stacles in the way; lengthy, tedious 
work, to keep ane in k., to tease, 
hinder someone. Nm., Ai.? See the 
foil. word. 

kimtjagg [kmrtjag”], vb., to tease 
continually, to put obstacles in the 
way in a teasing manner; to keep 
one at lengthy, tedious work, — 
tiggtagg, tjiggtjagg. Nm., Ai.? 
With the first part of the compd. kim-, 
cf. No. kima, vb., to writhe, wriggle, 
etc., Sw. dial, kimmra, vb., to tease, 
irritate. For the second part tjagg, 
see tigg1, vb., to tease; Sw. dial, 
tjagga, vb., to grumble continually. 

king (keng) [kig, keg (keg); kig; 
k,ig, l^eg], sb., a hoop;" rivet; small 
clamp with which something broken 
is fastened together, now esp. ap- 
plied to a small clamp of lead and 
tin, or lead and zinc or clay, with 
which a broken or partly broken ob- 
ject of (earthenware) china is mended. 
Fairly common. The forms “kig” 
and “Hig” are reported from U. — 
“grundking, grund-k i n g” in a water- 
mill : a small iron plate with two or 
three holes in it, which is fixed to the 
groundsill, and in which the pivot 
of the axis turns-, see grundking, 
sb. Also grundkeng, grund-keng 
[keg (kaeg)] (Fe. occas.; acc. to J.I.). 
— O.N. kengr, m., a) a bight-, bend-, 
b) a crook of metal with which some- 
thing is fastened or closed-, No. 
kjeng and king, m., a small iron 
clamp, to fasten at both ends. 

king (keng) [kig, keg (keg); kig; 
lyg, HegJ, vb., to mend something, 
esp. broken objects of earthenware 
or china, by means of a hoop or rivet, 
king (keng), sb.; to k. a truncher 
[‘trencher’, plate]-, fairly common, 
“kig” and “lyg”: U. — No. kjenga 
and kinga, vb., to fasten with a 
clamp. 

kings [ly‘gs (ke‘gs)], sb., quarrel-, 
dispute. U. *kings or *kjangs. No. 
kjangl, n., quarrel. See the foil, 
word. — kinks, sb., differs from 
kings. 

kings [k;i‘gs (l$e‘gs)], vb., to quar- 
rel-, dispute-, grumble, to k. aboot 
onyting. U. *kingsa or *kjangsa. Cf. 
a) No. kjangla and kjengla, vb., partly 
to chew with difficulty, partly to 
wrangle, and b) No. kjangsa, vb., 
to chew, gnaw. 

kink [ki‘gk (ki‘gk), ke‘gk; Hi'gk, 
l^e'gk], sb., l) a)"a twist, winding, 
contortion-, to get a k.; a k. in a 
rep (rope). Un.: ly‘gk (ki‘gk, ly‘gk). 
a k. i’ de neck (Sa.: ke‘gk), “he 
has a k. in his neck” (see keger1, 
kek, kik2, sbs.). b) a writhing and 
wriggling-, tossing of the head-, haugh- 
ty and affected bearing-, “der’r a k. 
upon her de day [‘to-day’]” (Sa.: 
ke‘gk). c) metaph.: to gi’e ane a k., 
to give one a good drubbing (Esh., 
Nmw.: ^e‘gk). 2) commotion in the 
sea, cross-sea-, a k. i’ de sea (Nm.: 
ki‘gk, Hi‘gk, He'gk). — No. kink, m., 
a (small) bending or turning-, toss- 
ing of the head-, Sw. dial, kink, m., 
an intertwining, etc., also Eng. dial, 
(kink) in this sense. — In the sense 
of whooping-cough, Shetl. ki n k, kink- 
host, is most prob. L.Sc. (kinkhost), 
though the word “kinkhost” is also 
found in Da. dial. (Jut.) in the sense 
of whooping-cough. 

kink [ki'gk, ke‘gk (l^i'gk, l$e‘gk), 
vb., 1) to writhe, "wriggle-, to toss 
the head, to carry the head high-, to 
geng kinkin (Sa.: ke'gk); de coo 
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[‘cow’] kinks (wi’ de head): Sa. 2) 
to dislocate a limb; to k. de foot. 
Dew. (M.Roe: ke<0^)- — ^°- kinka, 
vb., to wriggle; rock to and fro; to wag 
the head, kinksa, vb., to toss the head 
slightly. — See kinks, sb. and adj. 

kinket [ki'gkot, ke‘gkat (l^i'gkat, 
l^e'gkot)], adj., inclined to make 
wriggling or tossing movements, esp. 
to toss the head, or carry the head 
high; a k. body, craeter’ [‘creature’]. 
Sa. [ke‘gkot] and several places. No. 
kinken, adj., restless, wriggling; kink- 
sen, adj., inclined to toss the head. 

kinks [ke‘gks], sb., offence, fit 
of bad humour, touchiness; to tak’ 
a k., to be peevish or offended. 
Sa. Prop, (offended) toss of the 
head. No. kink and kinks, m., a 
bending-, turning-, twisting-, toss of 
the head. Cf. Sw. dial, kinka, vb., 
to be touchy, to whine and scold, 
kinken, adj., touchy. 

kinks(t) [ke‘gks(t)], kinkset [ke‘gk- 
sot], adj., touchy, easily offended-, to 
be kinkst at ane [‘one’]; he looked 
kind o’ kinks. Sa. Deriv. of the 
preceding word. — kjinsket, tjin- 
sket, reported from Fe., is different 
from kinks(et); see tinsket, adj. 

kinn [kin (kin)], sb., properly cheek, 
but now found only in a few places 
in the same sense as the more com- 
mon “kinn-fish”, cheek-flesh of a 
fish; thus in Y. occas. [kin]. From 
Fo. is handed down an obsolete 
kidn [kidn, kid3n], with change from 
nn to dn, in proper sense cheek, 
used by fishermen as a tabu-word. 
A.L. (in “Proceedings”): keedin. — 
The word is found rather common- 
ly in place-names in the sense of 
steep slope, steep tract of coast, 
still partly on the border of a com- 
mon noun, understood in several 
places by the common people, and 
mostly with prefixed def. art.: (de) 
Kinn. Sometimes with added, closer 
designation, such as: de Kinn o’ Fjel 

[fjel] (Fe.); de Kinn o’Sorett [soret] 
(Wh.) [Sorett from O.N. saud(a)r6tt, 
f., sheep-fold]-, de Kin ns o’ Katanes 
(L.), some sloping tracts of coast. 
With double pi. ending: de oter 
(outer) and inner Kinnens [kittens] 
(Fe.); -ens from O.N. -rnar [kinnr- 
nar] with later added Eng. -s. On 
Wests.: Kidn [kidn, kid3n]; thus: 
“de Side o’ Sudra Kidn [sodra 
kid3n]”(Fo.), from an original *sydra 
kinn, the southern slope; “de craig 
[‘crag’] o’ Kidn” (Saw.). In the east- 
ern part of Sandness (Sae.), how- 
ever, is found “de Kinn” without 
change of nn to dn. See further 
Shetl. Stedn. p. 116. — O.N. kinn, 
f., a) the cheek; b) a steep slope 
or mountain-side. — See kinn-fish, 
*kinnpuster, sbs. 

*Kinna, sb., the name of a black 
cow with white cheek (cheeks) ox a 
white cow with black cheek (cheeks); 
only noted down in Fo. in the form 
Kidna [kidna]. See kinn, sb., and 
*kinnet, adj. 

*kinnet, adj., applied to an ani- 
mal, a cow: black with white cheek 
(cheeks) or vice versa. Only noted 
down in Fo. in the form kid net 
[kidnat]; a kidnet coo [‘cow’]. —- 
*kinnottr, having the cheek (cheeks) 
of another colour. See kinn, sb. 

kinn [kin (km)]-fish, sb., the 
cheek-flesh of a fish. comm. Icel. 
kinnfiskr, No. kinnfisk, m., cheek- 
flesh (not only of fish; in No., how- 
ever, esp. applied to the cheeks of fish 
and human beings), “fisk”, m., is 
found uncompounded in No. in sense 
of thick muscle. In Shetl. this latter 
word has been confounded with Eng. 
fish, sb. 
*kinnina(n)silek[kiii”inasel-ak,keii"- 

anansekak], *kinninsilek [kin"msel-- 
9k], sb., quite young coalfish (silek), 
split, after having the entrails re- 
moved, and hung up to be slightly 
dried, then stuffed with fish-livers 

27 
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and grilled, mostly in pairs; the 
word is only handed down in the 
pi. form: kinnina(n)sileks. Fe. 
Like “liver-silek”, spjolkin (spjol- 
ket silek), and mogildin, mugil- 
din. — “spjolkin, spjolket silek”, 
syn. with “kinnina(n)silek”, really de- 
notes a small, split coalfish, hung up 
to dry, with a wooden skewer (spjolk) 
across the split to keep it open (in 
order to dry the fish more quickly). 
The so-called k i n n i n a(n)s i 1 ek s were 
doubtless treated in a similar manner, 
and the word then might be ex- 
plained as an original “*kinninga- 
or*kinnunga-silungr”,in which “kinn- 
ingr, kinnungr” possibly denotes side, 
side-flap, pi. “kinningar, kinnungar”, 
the two side-flaps of the split, out- 
stretched fish. Cf. Icel. kinnungur, 
Fser. kinningur, m., in sense of the 
one side of a boat’s stem, O.N. 
kinnungr, m., prob. the bow of a 
ship. Possibly (though not prob- 
ably) *kinnin may be regarded in 
the same way as spjolk, in refer- 
ence to the skewer, used for hold- 
ing the fish open; and, if so, it 
might be referred to No. kinnung, 
Sw. dial, kinning, m., a stick; post 
(for fitting in, or into which some- 
thing is fitted), door-post, Da. dial. 
(Jut.) kinding, kinning, c., tang, the 
part of the shaft that fits into the 
carriage (O.N. kinnungr, m., beam 
with a groove in the end; groove 
in the end of a beam for fitting 
into another beam). 

*kinnpuster [kin pustor], *kinn- 
pus [kimpus-], sb., properly cheek- 
muscle; only reported in pi., kinn- 
pusters and kinnpuses [-pus’os, 
-pus'is], jokingly of cheeks, cheek- 
flesh, esp. full cheeks; fat aroond 
de kinnpusters (kinnpuses),/«// 
in the cheeks. Ym. (kinnpusters), 
and Yb. (kinnpuses). — From Umo. 
is reported a form kilpusk [lyLpusk', 
lylpusk-, fylposk-], only in pi.: fat, 

white, etc. aroond de “kilpusks”. 
Corruption of *kinnpust. ^— In Hil- 
dina-ballad (the Foula song) is found 
kidnpuster, written “kedn puster”, 
sb. sing., in sense of box on the 
ear. — O.N. kinnpiistr, m., prop. 
(full) cheek-muscle, cheek-flesh, but 
handed down only in sense of box 
on the ear. No. kinnpust, m., cheek- 
flesh (pust, m., a swelling). Cf.Sw. 
dial, pus-kinnad, adj., having full 
cheeks, applied to a hen having 
feathers sticking out around the beak 
(No. and Sw. pusa, Da. dial, puse, 
vb., to swell). 

fkinsked, fkin-sked [kinsksd1, 
-skead'J, sb., accident happening 
either to oneself or to a relation, 
one of the same clan; “geng [‘go’] 
du wi’ dy k.!” “du will maybe get 
dy k. yet!” Yh. kin- may be either 
O.N. kyn or Eng. kin, sb.; sked, 
either O.N. skadi, m., or L.Sc. skaith, 
sb., damage (Eng. scathe). 

kint [ly‘nt], sb., 1) contemptuous, 
disparaging term for a man. Y. 2) 
conceited or haughty person, a per- 
son with a provocative behaviour, 
esp. applied to a young woman; a 
k. o’ a ting. M1. — Cf. No. kynt, 
adj., inter alia pretentious, haughty, 
— kyndig, kyndug; Sw. dial, kyndig, 
adj., proud; conceited; wilful. O.N. 
kyndugr, adj., cunning. 

kippek [kipak (kepok), lypak (l$ep- 
ak)], sb., small bunch or string, esp. 
of small fish hung up (mostly small 
coalfish, sileks and pilteks). A 
kippek consists of 3 or more (usu- 
ally 4) fishes tied together, while a 
band (q.v.) is only two fishes. — 
O.N. kippi, n., a bundle strung to- 
gether; No. kippa, f., and kippe, n., 
Faer. kippa, f., id. 

kippek [(kipsk) l^ipak (Hepsk)], 
vb., to string small fishes (small 
coalfish) together in small bundles, 
kippeks; to k. de sileks (pil- 
teks). Un. The word has received 
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the substantival ending -ek, and re- 
presents an older *kipp from (O.N.) 
kippa. No. kippa, vb., inter alia to 
collect; draw together. O.N. kippa, 
vb., to snatch; pull. See the pre- 
ceding word. 

kippel [kipol, khpol (lypol)], sb., 
a small bunch or bundle; a k. o’ 
tings; a k. o’ herrings. Du. 1-deriva- 
tive of *kipp- (bunch). See kip- 
pek, sb. 

kipper-corner, adv., see keper- 
corner. 

fkipperwari, -wairi [kep orwa'r i, 
-wai'ri], sb., tabu-name, sea-term for 
tongs. U". The first part of the 
compd. kipper is possibly to be 
derived from O.N. kippa, vb., to 
snatch; pull. Or poss. kepper-?: 
from O.N. keppr, m., a cudgel; 
stick? -wairi: Eng. wire? 

kirikin [kir"ikin\ kerukin’], sb., 
see kirki, sb. 

kirk [ke‘rk, ko'rk], sb., a church, 
O.N. kirkja. kirk is, however, most 
prob. to be regarded as a L.Sc. form; 
in place-names the word is gener- 
ally found in forms as kjork- [(kjo‘rk) 
ko‘rk], kjork [k0‘rk] and kork [ko'rk], 
esp. the first mentioned. Examples: 
Kjorkabim6‘r,,kabi‘](Uwg., Wd.),name 
of a farm: *kirkju-bcer. de Kjorki- 
delds [10‘r-kidelds-] (Aith, Ai.) and 
de Kjorke- or Kjorkidelds [1^6‘r"k3-, 
ko'chidelds'] (Papa St.), pieces of 
land: *kirkju-deildir. Korki [ko‘rki]- 
field (Clumlie, Du.). Kjorkigert (Korki- 
gert), Korkegert [^6‘r"kige‘rt-: Hos- 
wick, Du.; k6‘r"kige‘rt: Wd.; k6‘r"- 
koge^t1: W.], names of farms, and 
names of pieces of land: *kirkju- 
gardr. ?K(j)orkhul [1^6‘rkol: Fe’. and 
Kwarf, Ms.; ko‘rkul: Ub.], name of 
a hill and of a farm: ?*kirkju-holl. 
de Kjorkalis [^6‘r••kalis•] (Fef.), slopes, 
hill-sides: *kirkju-hH3ir. PKorkaseter 
[ko‘r"kaset-3r] (Ti.): ?*kirkju-setr. See 
Shetl. Stedn. pp. 85 and 179. Words 
compounded with “kirk” denote either 

that a church stood on the site, or 
that the site belonged to a church. 
With the Shetl. place-names com- 
pounded with “kirk”, cf. O.N. (O. 
Norw.) kyrkja, “kiorkja”, besides 
“kirkja”, Mod.Norw. kyrkja, kjorkja, 
and other forms, as well as Sw. 
kyrka. 

kirkasukn, -sukni [ke'r kasuk on 
(-sok'sn), -sukni; ka'rka-], kirk- 
sukni [ke’rk'suk'ni, ko'rk’suk'ni], sb., 
properly parish; congregation, but 
now only used metaph. in foil, senses: 
l) great crowd of people, multitude. 
Yn.: kirksukni, with parallel forms 
such as kirksukna [ke'rk’suk’na] 
and kirksokni [ke'rk'sok'nij. 2) 
the buried dead of a parish; the 
dead, buried in a church or church- 
yard (as distinguished from those 
who perished at sea). U.: kirka- 
sukn and kirksukni. A.L. and 
Edm.: kirkasucken. 3) supernatural 
vision appearing as: a) a multitude 
of spirits, seen in a churchyard 
(esp. at night); b) a crowd of people, 
seen at night, esp. a crowd of people 
coming from a church; Yn.: kirka- 
sukni (kirksukni, -sokni). — 
Ork. kirk-sookan (Dennison) is used 
metaph. of a kind of pillory, strap for 
the neck in a pillory. — O.N. kirkju- 
sokn, f., parish; congregation. — See 
sukni, sb. 

kirkfolk [ke'rkfok, ko'rk-], sb., 
church-goers, church-people, O.N. 
kirkjufolk, L.Sc. kirk-folk. 

kirki [(ly‘rki) He‘r^n> sb., dis- 
agreeable, convulsive cough; he’s 
gotten a k., a k.-host. Wh. The 
word is also used adjectivally: a k. 
host (Wh.). — kirikin [l$ir"ikin', 
fyer ’ikur], sb., is doubtless the same 
word, a) cramp, stiffness in the 
neck, a k. i’ de neck; b) short ill- 
ness of uncertain kind, some sort o’ 
k. Wh. — No. kjerkja, f., cramp in the 
neck, drawing the head backwards; 
stiffness, crick in the neck. 

27* 
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kirkmark [ke‘rkmark, ka'rk-], sb., 

harelip. U. 
kirkmarket [ke‘rk"ma‘rk3t and 

ka'rk"-], adj., harelipped. U. 
kirks [ki'rks], sb. pi., scissors; 

tabu-name, used by fishermen at sea. 
Levenwick, Du. Is doubtless to be 
classed with O.N. kyrkja, vb., to 
pinch (prop, to strangle). 

kirl [(lyrol) Herol], sb., sudden 
rolling over or falling on the back; 
to get a k. bp. Wh. See the foil, 
word. 

kirl [(lyrol) l^erol], vb., to roll over 
or fall suddenly on the back, to k. 
op or ower. Wh. An 1-derivative. 
Cf. Sw. dial, kirra, vb., to swing 
round, roll over. 

fkirn [(kirn) kern, karn], sb., 1) 
a churn, — O.N. kirna, f. (kjarni, 
m.), and L.Sc. kirn, sb. 2) a) = 
kirn-milk, butter-milk; b) curd in 
contrast to whey. The preservation 
of “rn” is due to Eng. (L.Sc.) in- 
fluence. 

fkirn [(kirn) kern, karn], vb., to 
churn, = (O.N.) *kirna, vb., and 
L.Sc. kirn, vb. 

kirnatansi [karna"tansr], sb., vio- 
lent agitation and excitement; great, 
confused haste; in a perfect k. Us. 
The first part of the compd. is pos- 
sibly associated with Icel. kirna, vb., 
(to churn) wrangle, quarrel, Faer. 
kjarnast, vb. refl., to become greatly 
excited. 

kirp, kirpet, kirpin (kjirp-, kjerp-) 
[l^a'rp, l^a'rpat, l^a'rpin; kja‘rp, -at, 
-in], adj., 1) compressed, contracted, 
short; k (j) i r p-faced, k (j) i r p et (-faced), 
kirret [lyr(r)at]-faced, short-faced, 
contracted and angry-looking; also 
snub-nosed (and having a short, 
broad face). Du.: k(j)irp-faced and 
k(j)irpet(-faced). N.Roe: kirret- 
faced. kirr (kjirr)-faced [kjarr-, l^arr-] 
for kirp-faced, having a short face, 
snub-nosed (Conn.), sho has a wheer 
[‘queer’] k(j)irpet way wi’ her, she 

has a peculiarly sharp and hard 
expression, and contracted features. 
Du. 2) bent on something, eager 
and zealous in the execution of some- 
thing; kirpin: Conn. 3) pinched; 
niggardly; miserly; kirp: Nm.; 
a k. measure; dey’re k. wi’ deir 
measure or weight. — The word is 
to be classed with No. kyrpa, vb., 
to draw together, to wrinkle. Cf. 
O.N. kyrpingr, m., a weakling. — 
kor(p)nibset, q.v., is found in the 
same sense as “kirp-faced”. 

kirr [karr], vb., to quieten; check; 
to scare away, esp. hens; to k. de 
hens (*huneks). O.N. kyrra, vb., 
to quieten; calm; No. kjorra (kyrra), 
vb., to quieten; to frighten, check. 

kirr [kerr (k'err), karr], interj., 
hush! be quietl esp.: a) repeated 
exclamation when trying to calm a 
child, or lull it to sleep. Sa. [kerr 
(k'err)]. Also korr [korr]. kirra- 
baw [kerrabrr], lullaby. Sa. b) ex- 
clamation to stop the noise made 
by cackling poultry (esp. hens and 
geese), or to scare them away; shoo! 
shoo! In this use of the word the 
pronunc. is commonly “karr”. — The 
word may be referred, partly to O.N. 
kyrr, adj., quiet (see the preceding 
word), partly — in sense a — to Icel. 
korra, vb., to sing low to children 
(korriro, cradle-song, lullaby). L.Sc. 
baw, lullaby. See korr, sb. and 
interj. 

kirrnirr [ker(r) nerr, k'er(r)-nen"; 
Ker(r) -], sb., a slight sound, mur- 
mur; reported in the phrase “he 
never wort’ said k.”, he did not 
utter a syllable. Wests, [ker(r)-, 
k'er(r)-: Sa. l^er(r)-: St.]. Also used 
as interj.: keep quiet! be silent! 
See korrnorr and korrnorr, sb. 
and interj., as well as korr, sb. and 
interj. 

kirser, sb., see kisek, kisert, sb. 
kirvi, sb., see kervi, sb. 
kirvi-fcenf []^ir"vibe‘nt-], adj. (perf. 
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part.), appl. to a fishing-hook the I 
point of which is bent to one side; ' 
a k.-b. hook. Conn, kirvi here 
possibly means twist, dislocation, 
and is then cognate with kirki, sb. 
Cf. No. kjerva (kyrva), f., of stiff- 
ness of the muscles, due to con- 
tortion. 

kisek [kisak], kissek [kisak] and 
kiserl, kissert [kisart, kesart, Hesart], 
sb., a cat; partly as a pet name, J 
partly and esp. as a tabu-name, used 
by fishermen at sea. N.I., esp. Y. | 
and Fe. The forms ending in -ek [ 
are reported esp. from Yn. — O.N. 
kisi, m., a cat. feel, kisa, f., id. 
Sw. dial, kiss(e), m., and kiss(a), f., [ 
cat, used as a call; No. kiss, Da. 
kis (call for a cat). 

kisi and kissek, sb., a small 
basket, see kessi, sb. 

kiss [kiss, kiss] and kissi [kissi], 
inter]., a) call for a cat: puss! 
mostly, however, b) exclamation in 
scaring away a cat: kiss! be off! 
No. kyss! 

kist [kist (kest), lyst, Hest], sb., a 
chest, comm. O.N. kista, f., L.Sc. kist. 

kist [kist, kost], inter]., exclama- 
tion by which cats are scared away; 
be off! [kist]: Un., etc. More com- 
monly: [kost]. Also ksst [k3sst]! 

No. kjest! kist! kyss! exclama- 
tion with which to threaten or scare 
away cats. 

kitl1, kitel [(kital) vb., to 
prick with a knife. Esh. Is doubt- 
less to be classed with No. kytel, 
m., a wooden knife for scraping 
off bark (Aa.). 

kitl2, kittel [kitol (khtol), Hitol], 
vb., to tickle; irritate, comm, a 
kitl in host, a tickling in the throat 
(tickling cough). O.N. kitla, vb., to 
tickle, L.Sc. kittle, vb., id. 

kitlin, sb., a kitten, see ketlin. 
tkittel, ad]., see the foil. word, 
kittelsom [kit"3lsonv (k'ltol-.lytol-)], 

ad]., ticklish; sensitive. With dif- 

ferent suffix No. kitlug, Sw. kittlig, 
ad]., ticklish. — kittel [kitol (lytol)], 
ad]., partly a) = kittelsom, partly 
b) difficult to steer or manage, (of 
a boat): apt to heel over or cap- 
size, crank, is most prob. L.Sc. kittle, 
ad]., used in the senses mentioned; 
but No. kitall, ad]., is found in proper 
sense, ticklish. 

kitti [koti], sb., pet name and call 
for a hen: chick, k.-hen, chicka- 
biddy. Syn. with Sw. dial, kytta, f., 
a girl? (Finnish “kotti”, a boy). 
“kittie” is found in L.Sc. partly in 
the sense of a loose woman, and 
partly as a designation for a cow. 

kiv [kiv], vb., 1) to quarrel; to 
k. aboot onyting. Also: 2) to argue, 
insisting upon something in a 
provoking manner, to k. op in ane’s 
face. 3) to strive to out-do an op- 
ponent, to compete. U. O.N. klfa, 
vb., to quarrel. 

kjav, vb., see kav, vb. 
kjob [kjob (kjo3b)], sb., 1) com- 

pensation, reward; to get a k.; I’m 
awin’ [‘owing’] dee a k., I owe you 
a return, to gi’e ane a k. o’ de 
glegg (gligg)> t° give one a drub- bing, see glegg, sb. 2) a good 
gift (jokingly or mockingly); I’m 
gotten [‘have got’] a k.; a round 
sum, something considerable, most- 
ly ironically, to be wort’ a k. Also 
alms. 3) something given as an in- 
ducement or bribe; to gi’e ane a k. 
4) a) stake in a wager; b) wager; 
prop, bargaining; to gi’e ane a k., 
to lay a wager with someone (N.I.). 
— O.N. kaup, n., compensation, 
payment; bargain (bargain and sale). 
— A form kop [kop], found in U. 
besides kjob, but in a somewhat 
different sense, good bargain, sale, 
is rather L.Sc. coup, sb., id. “der ’r 
guid [‘good’] kop for de kye [‘cows’] 
or horses de year [‘this year’]. 

kjob [kjob (kjo9b)], vb., l) to com- 
pensate or reward someone for doing 
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a service; dey kjobed [kjobad] me 
for gaun [‘going’]. Ai. 2) to induce 
someone to do a thing by promise 
of a reward; to bribe; to k. ane to 
do [‘do’] a ting. 3) to make a stake. 
An imperative kjob! kjob! is used 
in the same sense as “lay somet’in’ 
i(n) my hand!” in a child’s game 
(Nmn.). One of the children, blind- 
folded, stretches out his hand saying 
“kjob! kjob!” lay something in my 
hand (make a stake)! The one blind- 
folded has then to catch hold of the 
one who complies, and try to guess 
who it is. If he guesses rightly, the 
two change roles. 4) to make a 
wager. — O.N. kaupa, vb., to make 
a bargain, to buy; to compensate, 
pay. 

kjod [kjod, kjo3d (kj63d)] and kjoder 
[kjodar (kjo3d3r)], vb., a) to show 
fondness, to be ingratiating and 
caressing; to talk fondly and cheer- 
ingly: to caress; to come kjoderin 
(Nmw.); to kjod [kjo3d] aboot ane 
(Fe.). kjod [kjo3d] and kjod [kj03d] 
(N.Roe, Nmn.). b) kjoder: to cheer 
up, to enliven; to give something 
as an encouragement; to kjoder 
ane wi’ somet’in’ (Wests.; Nm.). — 
More rarely koder [kodar] (Du. oc- 
cas., esp. in sense a). — kjod (kjo- 
der, koder) may be the same word 
as No. kada or koda (“koa”), vb., 
partly to cackle, chirp, quack, babble, 
partly to trifle, potter about. For 
the development of meaning in Shetl. 
cf. kjokl1, vb. See kjos2 and koli, 
vbs. 

kjoder [kjodar] and kjodos [kjo- 
dos], sb., a) kjoder: ingratiating be- 
haviour; fondness; caressing; effusive 
kindness; b) kjoder and kjodos: 
encouragement, enlivenment; some- 
thing to refresh one, or brighten 
one up; to gi’e ane a k., to get a 
k. Nm. The form kjodos is re- 
ported from Esh., Nmw. See the 
preceding word. 

kjoder [kjodar] and kjoderet [kjo-- 
darat-], adj., ingratiating; fondling; 
effusively kind; spoony; he looks 
very kjoder aboot her (Du.); dey’re 
ower [‘very’] kjoderet de day [‘to- 
day’] (Conn.). Also koder [kodar]: 
Du. See kjod, vb. 

kjodi (kjodi-o/7), sb., see goti 
and kodi, sbs. 

kjofset [kjofsat] and kjufset [kjof- 
sat], adj., thickly wrapped up about 
the neck, k. aboot de neck; a k. 
hen, a hen with thick plumage round 
the neck. Nmn. (N.Roe). — Prob. a 
deriv. of O.N. kjaftr, kjaptr, m., the 
jaw (jaw-bone). Cf. kjokset, adj., 
from *kjaki, m., jaw, partly syn. with 
kjofset. For the derivative ending 
in kjofset, kjufset, cf. No. kjafsa, 
(*kjaftsa), vb., to chew with large 
movements of the jaws (R.). 

kjoga, sb., see tjoga3, sb. 
kjokl1 [kjokel, kjSkal, -*1; kja/3l, 

kj&j’l], vb., to talk in a fond, in- 
gratiating way; to fondle; caress; 
to k. aboot ane. Also to show fond- 
ness, esp. excessive fondness; to k. 
aboot anesell [‘oneself’], to flatter 
oneself. An obsolete infinitive end- 
ing in -a is reported by J.I.: *kjokla 
[kjjtyla]. Fe. No. kokla, vb., a) to 
cackle (of birds, esp. hens); b) to 
pet; spoil. Cf. kjokr and kokr, 
vb. 

kjokl2, kjokel [kj&kal, kjakal, 
kjokal], vb., to cough abruptly or 
slightly, a kjokl in host, a slight, 
jerky cough, a dry cough. Fe. 
[kjokal, kjokal]. Yh. [kj&kal, kjokal]. 
Prob. *kjakla from *kikla. Cf. No. 
kikla, vb., to make short jerks and 
twists, to laugh in short jerks, 
“kikkle o lae” (Tel.), and see below 
kjoks, vb. 

kjokr, kjoker, vb., see kokr, 
vb. 

kjokrin, sb., see kokrin, sb. 
kjoks [kj&ks, kjoks] and kjuks 

[kjoks], vb., 1) to clear the throat 
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slightly when embarrassed, appl. to 
tickling cough; to k. and host. comm.: 
kjoks. to sit kjuksin at de fire 
(out of sorts, suffering from a cold 
or slight illness): Esh., Nmw. 2) 
applied to a hen: to try to swallow, 
or to get something up that has 
stuck in the throat, esp. referring 
to the sound thus produced. Wests. 
[Sa.: kjSks, kjoks; W.: kjoks]. — 
With kjoks 1 cf. No. kjakstra and 
kjaaksta (kjaakstra), vb., to cough 
slightly, “kjakstra” from “kjakka” 
from “kik(k)a”, vb., to jerk, twist, 
etc. See above kjokl2, vb. An- 
other word is possibly merged with 
kjoks 2; note No. kjoka and kjokja, 
vb., to make efforts to swallow some- 
thing, e.g. applied to a hen. 

kjokset [kjaksot, kjoksot], adj., 1) 
having flabby, fat cheeks; a k. body. 
Applied to a hen: having long, hang- 
ing, red wattles; a k. hen. Fo. 
[kj&ksat]. 2) a) having thick, long 
wool down from the jaws, of a sheep; 
a k. sheep; b) having thick plum- 
age round the neck, of a hen; a k. 
hen. Fairly common in sense 2 b. 
3) sulky-looking; sulky; a k. body. 
Fo. Prop, having flabby cheeks. 
— *kjaksottr, *kjpks6ttr. Deriv. of 
*kjaki, the jaw; No. kjake, m., and 
kjok, f., the jaw. For the derivative 
ending cf. No. kjaksa, vb., to chew 
wearily, from “kjake”. 

kjolek [kjolok, kjoal3k] and kjoli 
[kjoli, kjo3li], sb., thin, stirred mass. 
blandi k., thin gruel, meal and 
bland (whey mixed with water) stirred 
up; swatsi k., thin gruel, made from 
meal and swats (swats, pi., the thin 
part of sowens, sooens: a kind of 
oat-gruel). U. For *kjorek, *kjori 
by change of r to 1. Cf. a) No. 
kjore, m., curdled milk, and “kjo- 
ra”, f., mixture (preparation of 
milk or whey)-, b) Shetl. gjola, 
and the form syn. with kjolek, 
viz.: korek (kjorek) with the par- 

allel forms kolek (kjolek), koli 
(kjoli). 

kjolk [kjo'lk (kj&‘lk)] and kjolka 
[kjo‘lka], sb., prop, the jaw, but now 
used only metaph. of talking organs 
in phrases as: a) he (sho) has a pair 
o’ kjolks, he (she) has a good pair 
of jaws, i.e. can jabber (Uw.); b) 
he (sho) has a lock [‘lot’] o’ kjolka, 
he (she) has a tongue in his (her) 
head (Wh.). — O.N. kjalki, m., the 
jaw, jaw-bone, Icel. and Fser. kjalki. 

kjolkakast [kjoT-kakast-, kjo‘l"k3- 
(kjS'lk-)], sb., facility in using one’s 
jaws-, noted down in foil, phrases: 
to ha’e a guid [‘good’] k., a) to be 
a good trencherman, to have an 
excellent appetite (Un.: kjo‘lka-, 
kjo‘lk3-); b) to have a good tongue 
in one’s head (Uw.: kjoika-). he 
wanted no [‘not’] a guid k., he had 
no lack of appetite (Un.). a guid 
kolkekast [ko‘ [• -kokast', k5‘ [• •kakash] 
(Fe.), good appetite. In the same 
sense hwolkekast [hwoT'kakast-] 
(Br.) for *kwolkekast from *kolke- 
kast. — kjolkakast (Uw.) also: 
a long gossip-, to ha’e a k. — 
*kjalka-kast. See kjolk(a), sb., and 
kast, sb. 

kjolki, sb., see kolki, sb. 
kjolpinsten, sb., see kilpersten, 

kilpinsten. 
kjomset, adj., see kjumset, adj. 
kjonki, sb., see konk(i) and 

kunki, sb. 
*kjorek, *kjori, sb., see kjolek, 

kjoli, sb. 
*kjork [kjo'rk], sb., church, see 

kirk, sb. 
*kjorn [kjorn], sb. pi., de k., the 

cows (Us.), see *korn, sb. pi. 
kjos [kjos, kjos (kjos)], sb., thrown- 

up heap, esp.: a) heap of dried 
mould (used as litter for the cows 
in the byre), a muldi [moldi]-k. Y. 
[kjos]; b) heap of stones thrown 
together, under which small fish (esp. 
small coalfish, sileks) are kept un- 
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til almost putrid-, also applied to 
such a heap of small fish (small 
coalfish) in a pit made for the pur- 
pose, and under a heap of stones; 
a k. o’ sileks. Ye>m>n. and Fe. [kjos]. 
U. [kjos, kjos]. — O.N. kps, f., a 
heap, pile, thrown together, e.g. of 
stones. — See kus, which is the 
more frequent form in Shetl., as well 
as kos, sb. 

kjos1 [kjos, kjos (kjos)], vb., to 
heap up, to k. togedder; esp. to 
keep small fish (small coalfish) un- 
der a heap of stones, kjos; to k. 
sileks. Ye’m’n.: kjos [kjos] and kosj 
[ko^], to k. togedder.. U. [kjos, kjos]. 
See the preceding word. O.N. kasa, 
vb., to bury in kps (heap of stones)-, 
No. and Sw. dial, kasa, vb., to heap 
up, to put or gather into a heap. 
See kus and kos, vbs. 

kjos2 [kjos, kjos], vb., to caress, 
fondle, to k. aboot ane. Fe. No. 
“kaas(s)a” and “kausa”, vb., id. (cf. 
Germ, kosen). 

*kiosen [kjoson], sb., kiss (kiss 
on the mouth). Fo. Irregular length- 
ening of o. Properly def. form, *koss- 
inn, from O.N. koss, m., a kiss. 
See kuss, sb. 

kju [kju], sb., l) a kind of dis- 
ease, dropsy, in sheep, making them 
lean and feeble, and the skin shrunken 
and hard. Fo. 2) offensive, bad taste, 
of something beginning to decay. Sa. 
— In sense 1, doubtless the same 
word as Icel. kiigr, m., used of thin, 
poor marrow (B.H.). See the foil, 
word. 

kjud [kjnd, kjn3d], adj., properly 
perf. part., 1) applied to dropsied 
sheep: lean; feeble; having dry, 
shrunken skin; de sheep is k. Fo. 
[kjnd]. 2) beginning to get a sour 
taste, no longer fresh, e.g. of flesh 
and fish; de fish or flesh is k. Sa. 
[kjnad]. — In sense 1 kjud assi- 
milates to Icel. kugadr, adj. (perf. 
part.), emaciated, prop, subdued 

(B.H.), which poss. is the same word 
(O.N. kuga, vb., to subdue-, compel). 

kjufset, adj., see kjofset, adj. 
kjuks, vb., see kjoks, vb. 
kjulsin, adj., see kolsin, adj. 
kjumplet [kjo'mplot], adj., applied 

to a person: stout and unshapely 
(clumsy), with implied notion of un- 
tidiness. Nm". (N.Roe). The word 
is doubtless a deriv. of No. kump, 
m., a lump, bun. Cf. No. kumlen, 
adj., a) like a bun-, b) stout, stiff 
and clumsy, kumla, f., and kumle, 
m., a) a lump-, b) an unshapely 
person. 

kjumset [kjo'msot], adj., having a 
broad and fat face, k. and k.-faced. 
Wests. (Sa., Ai.). Applied to a face: 
broad, fat, ugly; a k. face, a ill k., 
or ill-k. face. U. — Prop, kjom- 
set, “having large cheek-bones or 
jaw-bones”, derived from *kjamm-; 
Icel. kjammi, m., cheek-bone (B.H.). 
For the s-derivative (kjoms-) kjums- 
cf. Icel. kjamsa, vb., to move the 
jaw-bones (B.H.), and No. kjamsa, 
vb., to chew slowly. With kjum- 
set for *kjomset cf. kjufset, adj., 
= kjofset, and kjuks, vb.,= kjoks. 
With regard to kjumset it is, how- 
ever, also possible to conceive an 
older *kumset, either from an orig- 
inal *kums-, syn. with *kump- and 
*kuml- (see under kjumplet, adj.), 
or by metathesis of *kusm- (No. 
kusma, f., swelling in the face). 

kjurl, vb., see kurl, kurel, vb. 
kjed1 [kj03d],vb., to fondle, caress, 

to k. aboot onybody, to k. aboot de 
grice. Nmn. (N.Roe). See further 
kjod, vb. 

kjed2 [kjod] and kjodi [kjodi], vb., 
see kodi (koti) and got, vb. 

kjolg,kjolk,kjdlger, see gjolg,sb. 
kjeli, vb., see koli, vb. 
kjorek, sb., see korek, sb. 
kjerk, vb., see kork, vb. 
kjornek [kji^rnok], sb., haddock, 

which is filled with fish-livers and 
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grilled, after having the entrails re- 
moved; liver-k. Dew. (M.Roe). Nm.? 
kj 0 rn- poss. for *k j 0 d n- from *kj0Sn-. 
Cf. No. kjoda, f., trout, and Shetl. 
kod (kod), sb., half-grown coalfish, 
a large, young coalfish, mostly in 
the expr. “liver-kod”, a coalfish, 
filled with fish-livers and grilled. 
For a change d > r in Shetl. Norn 
see brori, rori, sbs. 

klabunk [kla bo‘i]k ] and klabunks 
[kla'bo'gks-], vb., to heap thick clothes 
on oneself. a) klabunk is reported 
as vb. a.: to k. anesell [‘oneself], 
“I klabunked [-bo‘;]k3d] me” (Un.); 
b) klabunks, on the other hand, as 
vb. n.: “I klabunksed [-bo'gksod] 
or klabunkst [-bo'gkst].” U. — kla- 
bunk (s) for *k 1 e b u n k (s) from *klsed- 
bunka, *klsed-bunksa, to heap clothes 
on oneself. See bunks, sb. and vb. 
The form kla- for kle- is prob. old 
and has arisen through influence of 
A.S. clad or M.Eng. clath = cloth. 
A form kled is found in the compd. 
*klednabun, sb. 

klabunksi [kla'bo'gk'si], sb., a 
heavily-clad person (Un.), partly also 
a short, stout person, = bunksi. U. 
See the preceding word. 

klag [klag], sb., 1) a crying, cack- 
ling, appl. to sea-fowl, and esp. to 
hens. 2) jabber; twaddle. With 
short a [klSg] in the compd. rama- 
klag; q.v. O.N. klak, n., sound; 
screeching of birds. 

klag [klag], vb., 1) applied to sea- 
fowl and esp. to hens: to cry, cackle; 
a klagin hen. 2) to jabber; twaddle; 
to k. aboot onyting [‘something’]; to 
stand klagin. O.N. klaka, vb., to 
voice; cry; cackle; twitter; cluck 
(esp. appl. to birds); also appl. to 
people: to jabber. 

klag(g), sb. and vb., see kleg(g), sb. and vb. 
klakk [klak], sb., 1) fragment of 

rock, very large stone. N. In place- 
names also denoting a mountain, 

hill or a headland, e.g.: de Klakk 
o’ de Hwaeis (N.), a mountain; a 
high hill; for “hwaei” see kwi, sb. 
de Klakk 0’ Nunsverd [*nons-varda 
or vardi] (Wh.), a hill, de Klakk 
(Little Ham, Fo.), projecting point 
of land. 2) bank or elevation in 
the sea-bottom, fishing-ground, esp. 
near the land, opp. to haf; fairly 
common; see klakkskor, sb. 3) 
one of the two projecting wooden 
handles, crossing each other, in a 
pack-saddle; de klakks o’ de klib- 
ber (q.v.). Wests. In this sense other 
names are used in other places, as: 
knibi, nibi, nivi (N.I.), nugg, nog- 
gin, “horn” (Easts.). On the handles 
mentioned the load is hung in two 
halves, one on each side of the pack- 
horse. — O.N. klakkr, m., a lump. 
Icel. and Peer, klakkur, m., a) a ris- 
ing or prominent rock, knoll; b) 
wooden handle in a pack-saddle; in 
Fser. also bank in the sea, fishing- 
ground. No. klakk, m., a) a lump; 
b) a rock; c) bank in the sea, 
fishing-ground. Sw. dial, klakk, 
m., a) a lump-, b) a rock-, knoll-, 
mountain-top. 

klakkskor [klakskor] and klakka- 
skor [kla‘k"ask6r], sb., fishing- 
ground. The form klakkaskor is 
reported from Fe. The word is a 
compd. of klakk and skor, both 
words being found uncompounded 
in the sense given here. 

klaks [klaks], vb., to strike-, smack-, 
“to k. doon”, like the more frequent 
“to clash, clatch doon”. Nm. Either a 
deriv. of *klakka (No. and Sw. dial, 
klakka, vb., to beat, Icel. klaka, vb., 
to smack), or a metathesis of klask, 
vb.; q.v. 

klamm, clam [klam], sb., a 
wooden vice. The use of the sing, 
form is Norse; cf. No. klaamb (klom- 
ber) and klaamm, f., Sw. dial, klam(m), 
m., Da. klemme, c., id. Eng. andL.Sc. 
“clams” is used in the plural. 
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klamp [kla'mp], sb., a wooden 

clamp or patch for binding or 
fastening things together, e.g. on a 
boat to cover a crack, = No. and 
Sw. dial, klamp, Icel. klampi, m. In 
Shetl. also a patch to be sewn on 
something. 

klamp [kla'mp], klamper [kla'mp- 
ar], vb., to make a noise with the 
shoes in walking, esp. in clogs, — 
No. and Sw. dial, klampa. Also L.Sc.: 
clamp, clamper, vb. Cf. klimper, 
klump and klumper, vbs. 

*klamper, sb., see klimper, sb. 
klapp [klap], sb., a tap, a gentle 

blow, = O.N. klapp, and partly Eng. 
clap, sb., in Shetl. commonly applied 
to a lighter blow than Eng. clap, 
and more like Da. klap, a tap. klapp 
is especially Shetlandic in the sense 
of slight surf (light waves breaking 
against the shore), a sol o’ a k. 
upo de sand (Fe.); see sol1, sb. 

klapp [klap], vb., to tap, to strike 
(gently), = O.N. klappa. The word 
has a wider application than Eng. 
clap. Besides it is found in some 
special exprs. and phrases, as in: 
he klapped [klapod] him [‘himself’] 
doon i’ de muckle chair, he flopped 
down (placed himself) in the arm- 
chair (prop, the great chair): N.Roe. 
I never klapped my een [‘eyes’] 
upon it, I never saw or observed it. 
Also L.Sc. clap. 

klask [klask], sb., a stroke, a (dull) 
blow, esp. with something soft or 
damp; he t’rew it wi’ a k. against de 
wa’ [‘wall’], uncommon (Fe.?). Da. 
klask, n., a smack. See the foil. word. 

klask [klask], vb., to strike, to 
give a dull blow, esp. with some 
damp or soft object. Da. klaske, 
and No. kleska, vb., id. 

fklass [klasj], sb., slush; mire, — 
No. klessa, klesja, f., from “klass-”, 
and L.Sc. clash, sb. Now more com- 
monly: clatch. 

klass [klasj], vb., to splash, plash; 

to go splashing, to geng klass in 
doon de road, = clatchin’. The 
word assimilates to No. klassa and 
(esp.) klessa, vb., to splash, plash, 
soil, but has certainly been in- 
fluenced in later times by L.Sc. and 
Eng. clash, vb. 

klaim [klaim],vb., to paste; smear, 
e.g. butter on bread. Du. Cf. a) No. 
kleima, vb., Sw. dial, klema, klaima, 
vb., to paste; smear; stick, and b) 
Shetl. klain, vb. 

klaimiwik, sb., see klainiwik and 
klemmiwik. 

klain [klain], vb., 1) to paste; 
smear, e.g. butter on bread; to k. 
butter on bread, comm. 2) in spin- 
ning wool: to guide some wool 
along the taut strand, letting the 
two intertwine, so that the strand 
appears to be double, to k. de 
worsed [‘worsted’]. U. de t’read is 
klaind, the one strand of wool is 
twisted around the other (not ex- 
actly twined together). — From *k 1 i n 
[*klin] by anglicising of long i to ai. 
— O.N. kllna, vb., to smear. 

klainin [klainin,klainin], sb., a piece 
of bread and butter, esp. thickly 
buttered, comm. O.N. kliningr, m., 
(piece of) buttered bread. 

klainiwik [klarniwik-], sb., a small 
tallow-candle, made by dipping a 
wick repeatedly into melted tallow. 
Also klaimiwik [klai'^rniwik*]. From 
klain (and klaim), vb. In the sec- 
ond part of compd. (O.N.) *veikr, 
Fser. veikur, No. veik, m., a wick, 
have been merged with Eng. wick. 
See klemmiwik, sb. 

klaip [klaip, klai‘p], sb., properly 
something squeezed in, used in foil, 
meanings: \)fissure in a rock; now 
mostly used as a place-name: de 
Klaips (Sa.). 1) a miserable, ema- 
ciated creature, esp. an animal, a 
puir [‘poor’] k. (Nm.). 3) a stingy, 
miserly person. N.I. — From *klip 
[*klip] by anglicising of long i to ai. 
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— *klyp-. No. klypa, f., a) narrow 
space; b) fissure in a rock (berg- 
klypa); c) a miser, and “klype”, n., 
a narrow ravine. See klip, sb. 

klaip [klaip, klai'p], vb., to pinch, 
to be stingy, = No. klypa, vb. O.N. 
kl^pa, vb., to pinch; squeeze. See 
the preceding word, klipi, vb. (q.v.), 
which is found in a different sense, 
is prop, the same word as klaip, vb. 

klaipet [klaipot, klai'pot], adj., 1) 
pinched-, lean (N.). 2) stingy, miser- 
ly, see klipet, adj. 

klait [klai‘t], inter]., properly sb., 
smack! he fell k. upon his back or face, 
he fell heavily on his back or face. 
N.Roe. L.Sc. clyte, adv., with a heavy 
fall; heavily. No. klett, m., a crack, 
cracking blow or fall. Cf. kl o it, sb., 
and compare klons and kloss, sb. 
and interj. 

kleberg or kleber [klebor, klebor], 
sb., a kind of soft stone: steatite, 
soap-stone. Nm. and several places. 
Dum.: klever [klevsr]. Also kle- 
ber(g)sten [kle"borsten\ kleb"or- 
sten']. a) klever [klevar], kliver- 
sten [klfvarsten-], and b) klober- 
sten [klB-borsten-] are reported from 
Fe. and Ai. respectively, in sense of 
a stone tied before the horns of a 
bull apt to charge = klo, sb. — 
That the second part of the compd. 
kleber(g) is most prob. an original 
“berg” (stone, rock) is apparent from 
a couple of place-names: Kleberg | 
[klebaerg]: Fen.; Klebergswick (U.), 
now pronounced: [kleb'^rswik'], but 
in a deed dated the 4th of March, 1 

1360, (issued in Sandwick, Unst) it 
is called “i Klebergi”. Cf. also No. 
klybberg, n., steatite (R.). Possibly, I 
however, a kleber, different from 
kleberg, has merged with the lat- 
ter; cf. Da. klaeber, No. klsebbr and 
klabberstein (see R. under “klyb- ! 
berg”), which is to be classed with 
“klaebe”, and (No.) klabba, vb., (to 
adhere), as well as L.Sc. and Eng. 

dial. (Cumb.) clabber, sb., soft, sticky 
mud. With kle in kleberg cf. e.g. 
No. kli, n., fine (soapy) mass; fine, 
tough clay, etc., Da. klaeg, c. and 
n., adhesive kind of earth, (alluvi- 
al) clay, A.S. claeg, sb., clay. Germ, 
klei, m., alluvial clay; mire; marshy 
soil. Shetl. kle- is prob. synonymous 
with O.N. *kl6i, (later) kl6, m., one 
of the stones fastened to the ends of 
the warp hanging from a loom, since 
originally this word seems to have 
had the meaning steatite; cf. Icel. 
“kljagrjot”, applied to steatite, soap- 
stone, and see further under Shetl. 
klibi1 (klibisten), klibbi1, sb., as 
well as klebi, vb. — Other Shetl. 
names for steatite are k 1 e m (m) e 1 and 
(in Conn.) berdel (*berg-talg); q.v. 

klebi [klebi, klebi], vb., to tie a 
stone on something in order to 
weight it down, e.g. on a fishing- 
line, esp. to put an additional stone 
on a line; to k. de line. Also 
metaph.: to k. a body (person), to 
burden one with a difficult task. Yh. — 
The word is prob. associated, partly 
with O.N. *klea, (later) klj&, vb., to 
fasten stones (kl6i, k!6, m.), e.g. on 
the ends of the warp hanging from 
a loom, partly with Shetl. klibi 
(klibisten), klibbi, a) a stone, 
sinker of a fishing hand-line; b) a 
red-hot stone dropped into the milk, 
during churning, in order to separate 
the curd from the whey, probably 
steatite, klebi may be an older 
*klebbi, which, as a substantive, 
originally denoted steatite, and etym. 
is to be classed with Sw. dial, klebbig, 
adj., adhesive, No. klabba, vb., to ad- 
here. See further klib(b)i, klo, sbs. 

kled [kled], vb., to dress, to put 
on a garment or clothes; to k. de 
bairn (the child); to k. anesell [‘one- 
self’]; to k. de skovek, to put some- 
thing on one’s feet (Ai.). O.N. klseda, 
vb., to dress oneself, put on clothes; 
L.Sc. deed, vb., perf. part., cled. 
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klednabun [kled"nabnn' (klaed- - 

na-)], sb., a garment. Conn. O.N. 
klaednabiinadr = klsedabunadr, m., 
clothes, apparel. 

kleg, klegg [kleg, klaeg], sb., loamy, 
adhesive mass-, mire. To this the 
adjectives: kleg(g)et and kleg(g)i. 
Cf. Da. klaeg, sb., loam, adj., loamy, 
and No. klaek, adj., loamy, adhesive. 
— Now commonly: clag, sb., and 
claggy, adj., from L.Sc. 

kleg, klegg [kleg, klaeg], vb., to 
adhere, of a sticky mass. Now comm.: 
clag, from L.Sc. 

kick or klekk [klek, klaek], vb., 
to flock, crowd together, to k. to- 
gedder; de folk is a’ [‘all’] klek(k)- 
in to de kirk de day [‘to-day’]. Sa. 
klek(k) poss. for *krek(k) from an 
older *krik(k), vb., to swarm. Cf. 
No. krykkja (krykja), Faer. kryka 
[krika], vb., to swarm. Alternation 
of r and 1 is common in Shetl. Norn. 

kicks [klaeks], sb., sticky or ad- 
hesive mass, esp. very fine meal 
which settles on the edges of the 
millstones. Du. No. kleksa, f., = 
klessa, f., soft lump, soft mass. Cf. 
klemmin, klesgord, klisgord and 
don1, sbs. 

kleksi, sb., see kliksi, sb. 
klem [klem (klem)], klemm [(klem) 

klaem], vb., to adhere, applied to a 
damp, soft and sticky mass. U.: 
[klem]; Fe. (and Y.) [(klem) klaem]. 
de snaw [‘snow’] klems (is klemd) 
to de feet, upo de face; de claes 
[‘clothes’] is klem(m)d to de skin; 
“my tongue is klem in [klemm] to 
my mooth wi’ trist [‘thirst’]” (U.). 
— No. kleima, Sw. dial, klema, vb., 
to paste-. No. “kleima” also to ad- 
here, e.g. of meal, sticking to a 
quern. 

klemel [klemal, klemal (-el)], klem- 
mel [(klemol) klaemal] and klemer 
[klemar], sb., steatite, soap-stone, — 
kleberg. The forms klemel, klem- 
mel, are more frequent; mostly with 

short vowel-sound. U. and Conn.: 
klemal and klemal, -el. Y., Fe. and 
Du.: klaemol (klamal); k.-sten (Du.), 
klemer is noted down in Yell and 
in Conn, besides klem(m)el. Ork. 
clemel, clemmel. — klemel prob. 
from older klemer, originally *kleimr, 
n. Cf. a) No. kleimra, vb., to ad- 
here (from “kleima”) and kleimer, 
n., mucus-, b) No. klim, m., mire 
(klima = kleima, vb., to adhere). 
See klem(m), vb. 

klemi [klemi (klemi)], klemmi 
[(klami) ad].,adhesive-, loamy, 
a k. substance. No. kleimen, klei- 
mutt, adj., adhesive. See klem, vb. 

klemmin [(klemin) klaemin], sb., 
fine, adhesive meal or meal-dust 
which, in grinding corn, settles on 
the edges of the millstones. Du. 
No. kleima, f., and kleim, m., paste-, 
exceedingly fine meal, also meal 
which sticks to the quern. See 
klem(m), vb., and compare kicks, 
klesgord, klisgord, don1, sbs. 

klemmiwik [(klenviwik') klaenri- 
wik-], sb., a wick (rag), dipped re- 
peatedly into melted tallow or fat, 
serving as a tallow-candle; also a 
small tallow-candle, made in the 
same way. Wests. From klem(m), 
vb. See klainiwik, sb. 

klepp [klep (klep, klaep; klap)], 
sb., 1) a gaff: wooden stick with a 
large iron hook at the end of it, 
used by fishermen in spiking a large 
fish when drawn above the surface 
of the water. Now esp. used as a 
tabu-name at sea. The name com- 
monly used is hoggistaf, huggi- 
staf. 2) a crooked piece of iron, 
fixed to a wooden handle, used for 
tearing up tormentil by the root. 
Wests. (Sa.: klep, klep). Un. See 
barkklepp and berkiklepp. 3*) 
crag; hill; now only used as a 
place-name, e.g. de Klepp [klaep], 
projecting part of the promontory 
Fitful Head, Du. de Nort’ and Sooth 
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Klepp [kleep], two hills in Flada- 
bister, Conn, de Klepps [klaeps] o’ 
Kollaster (Sa.), hills. — O.N. kleppr, 
m., a lump; block; knot (the root 
is handed down in sense of crag, 
rock, in the compds. “klepparnes, 
kleppu(r)nes”). No. klepp, m., a) a 
lump; b) crag; elevated point of 
land; c) a staff, supplied with an 
iron hook, by which large fish are 
hauled into the boat; in sense c to 
the North of the Dovrefjeld. Sw. klapp, 
m. , elevated height. The form of 
pronunc. “klop” in Shetl. points most 
prob. to L.Sc. clip, sb., = klepp 1. 

klesgord [klesgord,kleskord; klaes- 
kor], sb., l) the edges of the two 
rotating millstones where the ad- 
hesive meal-dust settles during the 
grinding of the corn; de k. o’ 
de mill. Nmn. [klesgord, kleskord]. 
2) adhesive meal or meal-dust 
which, in grinding corn, settles 
on the edges of the millstones. 
Nmn. [klesgord, kleskord]; Ai. 
[klaeskor]. *kleis-gar5r (and *kless- 
gardr), m., “(surrounding) adhesive 
edge”. No. kleisa and klessa, vb. 
n. , to adhere, stick, Sw. dial, klessa, 
vb. For the second part of the 
compd. see *gord, sb. Cf. klis(s)- 
gord, sb. 

klester [klestor, klsestor], sb., some- 
thing pasted or smeared on; see 
the foil. word. 

klester [klestar, kleestor], vb., to 
paste on; to smear on, esp. in an 
untidy or careless manner, e.g. paint 
or tar on a boat, whitewash on a 
stone-wall. Deriv. of *kleisa or*klessa, 
vb., to adhere, stick (see the pre- 
ceding word). The word is most 
prob. a *kleistra; No. kleistra, vb., 
to squeeze the juice out of some- 
thing, — klistra, vb., which also is 
used in sense of to deposit fluid, 
applied to sticky objects. Cf. kli- 
ster, vb. In meaning and use of 
the word, Shetl. klester, klister, is 

more closely allied to Da. klistre, to 
paste, than to No. kleistra, klistra. 

klett1 [klet, klaet], sb., 1) detached 
rock, esp.o/z the sea-shore; k 1 e11s, pi., 
sea-rocks; low-lying rocks on the 
coast; to dry fish on de “kletts”. In 
place-names, in which the word has a 
wider application (cliff, rock), it is 
sometimes found with more or less 
perfectly preserved, old terminations, 
e.g.: Klettin ro [klston or klaeten ro] 
(Hillswick, Nmw.), prop, name of a 
red rock, “*klettrinn rauSi”, but now 
only preserved as the name of a 
farm: *undir klettinum rauda. Klet- 
terne [klset"3rn£-] (W. Sw., Y.), def. 
form in the pi.: *klettarnir. deKlet- 
ters [klaetars] (Noss near Bressay): 
*klettar, O.N. pi. form with added 
Eng. pi. -s. “de Klettins”, fishing- 
bank near M.Roe (Dew.): “*klettar- 
nir” with added Eng. pi. -s. Else- 
where commonly: “Klett” and (in 
pi.) “Kletts”. A form “Kletta [kleta]” 
(Ai.), name of a rocky hill, corre- 
sponds to No. klitta, f., = klett, m. 
2) a large stone, intended for a 
certain purpose, esp.: a) (large) 
ballast-stone (Nm.); b) sinker of a 
fishing-line, mostly used as a tabu- 
name (Du.); see kappi, sb.; c) a 
w/?£/sfo/Z£(Du.),=^glan klett, glan(i). 
3) a pike-, pointed fin, esp. of a 
shark (or whale) and of a ray; de 
k. o’ de ho, de kletts o’ de skate 
(Nm11.). — O.N. klettr, m., (detached) 
rock-, cliff-, crag, prop, and origin- 
ally in a more extended meaning 
clod. In Ork. and Caithness dial, 
esp. of a detached rock in the sea. 

klett2 [klaett], sb., a tough lump-, 
small, sticky mass, in pi., kletts, 
esp. appl. to too damp and badly 
ground meal, which settles in lumps 
on the edges of or between the mill- 
stones; also appl. to tar, badly smeared 
(in lumps), “de corn comes ut in 
kletts”, in grinding of imperfectly 
dried corn. N.I. (U., Fe.). Cf. Sw. 
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dial, kladd, m., (damp) lump; a 
piece of dough; a moist lump of 
clay, No. kladd, m., a lump. In 
form, however, the word assimilates 
more closely to Da. klat, c.. No. 
klatt, m., a lump; mass. 

klett [klset], vb., appl. to a quern 
or mill in grinding of damp corn: 
to crush the corn insufficiently, 
pressing it into tough, sticky lumps; 
de mill kletts de corn. U.; Fe. 
Also as vb. n.: to form tough lumps, 
appl. to corn, not properly ground, 
and to damp meal; also of tar, badly 
smeared, de corn or meal kletts (U.). 
de corn is klettet (forming lumps) 
in under or aboot de mill; de meal 
is klettet at de sides o’ de basin 
(U.). de tar is klettet, the tar is 
badly and unevenly smeared (U.). 
Syn. with Da. klatte, vb.? (to daub, 
etc.). Cf. also No. kledda, vb., = 
kladda, to adhere, and Sw. dial, 
kleta, vb., to spread, smear on. 

klett [klet, klset]-fish, sb., a species 
of whale with spinous fins like the 
shark (de ho), squalus acanthias. 
Nmn. (Ske.). See klett1, sb. 3. 

klev [klev], sb., 1) a brink or 
steep slope over which a path leads; 
now almost obsolete in the spoken 
language, but often used as a place- 
name, the meaning of which is still 
partly understood, e.g. de K. o’ Man- 
gister, o’ Olnesfirt’ (Nmw.). On Wests, 
is found a form klevi [klevi] in sense 
of a steep path; thus in Ai. (Onne- 
firt’). In Fo. klev and klevi as 
(common noun and) place-name (de 
K.) de Klevi o’ Tresta (Fe.). 2) 
barren ground, a spot where the 
soil has been taken off the surface, 
leaving only the gravel or the rocky 
ground. Yh. — O.N. kleif, f., steep, 
rocky slope-, steep ascent-, Icel. kleif, 
No. and Faer. kleiv, Sw. dial, klev, 
f., partly a rocky slope, partly steep 
ascent-, steep, rocky path. 

klever, sb., see kleberg, sb. 

klevi [klevi (kle9vi)], sb., a hollow 
in the ground caused by trampling-, 
a place trampled up by animals-, a 
sheep-k., sheeps’ k.; tramped like a 
sheeps’k. (Fe.). N.I. Prob.for *klovi 
by change of 0 to e (cf. e.g. er3, 
sb., from or), poss. by influence of 
klev (klevi), steep slope or track. 
In that case, prop, a place trampled 
up by cloven-footed animals-, cf. Peer, 
kleyva (orig. *klaufa), vb., to trample, 
prop. appl. to cloven-footed animals: 
to trample up the ground, from O.N. 
klauf, f., a cloven hoof. 

klewel [klewol], sb., a strap, band, 
plaited from horse-hair (or straw), 
which goes (went) under the neck 
of a plough-ox, and is (was) tied 
on each side with the so-called 
besels (pieces of wood, fixed to 
the yoke) in ploughing with the old, 
now obsolete, Shetl. wooden plough. 
Nms., Conn. Deriv. of O.N. klafi 
(No. klave, Sw. klafve), m., collar 
for an animal, “collar put round 
a cow’s neck to tie it up in the 
stall” (Fr.). 

klibastei^sb^seeklibbiSklibiSsb. 
klibbatengs, klib(b)itengs, sb. pi., 

see klipitengs. 
klibber [khbar], sb., a pack-saddle: 

two flat pieces of wood (one on each 
side of the horse) with projecting 
handles, crossing each other over 
the horse’s back, on which the car- 
rying-baskets (de kess is) are hung. 
comm. Also in Ork. and in Caith- 
ness. O.N. klyfberi (No. klyvbar, 
“klybbar”, klyvbere, Fser. “klibbari”), 
m., a pack-saddle. 

klibbi1 [khbi] and klibi1 [klibi, 
klTbi, klibi], sb., a roundish stone 
(prop, steatite), used in foil, senses: 
a) a stone, made red-hot in the fire, 
plunged into the milk, in churning 
butter, in order to separate the curd 
from the whey, this procedure is (was) 
used when the water, poured on, is (was) 
not hot enough or insufficient in quan- 
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tity. klibbi and klibi [klibi], klibi- 
sten: Fe. klibi (klibisten) [klibi-]: 
Y. occas. kl ibi and klibasten [kli"- 
basten']: U. Also klipi [klipi], klipi- 
sten: U. (and Fe. occas.), as well 
as klivi [klivi]. b) sinker of a fish- 
ing hand-line \ klibi [klibi]: Fo. Also 
klivi [klivi, klivi]: Fo. — From 
Fo. is also reported klivi or klivvi 
[(klivi) klivi] in sense of a stone, 
easy to handle or throw. — The 
root-meaning of the word is prob- 
ably steatite. Cf. Sw. klibba, vb., 
to adhere, stick, and (dial.) klebbig, 
adj., sticky, tough-, adhesive, and see 
further under kleberg, klo, sbs., as 
well as klebi, vb. 

klibi (klibbi)2, sb., see klipi- 
tengs, sb. pi. 

klifastikk [kll-fastik-], sb., quar- 
rel-, de(r) wer a k. atween dem. un-burr. With the first part of the 
compd. klifa- cf. O.N. klifa, vb., to 
harp upon the same subject. With 
stikk cf. No. styk (stuk, sfok), n., 
noise-, din (Sw. stak, n.). 

klifen, kliffen, sb., see klovi, sb. 
fklikk [khk, klak], vb., the word 

may still be heard used in an older 
sense, to give a light fillip, = Faer. 
klikkja (No. klekkja, vb., inter alia 
to strike), but is now chiefly used 
like L.Scottish “cleik, cle(e)k”, vb., 
in sense of to pull (hastily), to 
snatch. 

kliksi [(kleksi) kloksi], sb., magic 
name and tabu-name (sea-term) for 
eagle. Un. Commonly used in former 
times in the following magic formula, 
reported from U"., recited to get an 
eagle to let go its prey: 

Kliksi, kliksi! fire i’ dy tail! water i’ dy nest! tar-barrel abune dee! 
[abune = above]. — The word must 
be derived from *klikka, vb., to make 
a cracking sound, to cry, No. klikka, 
vb., to smack, to smack with the 
tongue, applied to the eagle: to cry 

(O.N. “klaka”, vb., to cry, used 
inter alia of the eagle). 

klimper [kh'mpor (kle‘m-), kla‘m- 
por], sb., rough or pointed rock-, 
bare, uneven, rocky ground-, de bare 
k. (Fe.). klimpers, pi., sharp stones 
or fragments of rock in the subsoil 
(AL). [klTmpor]: Fe. [klo'mpor]: Ai. 
*klimpr. No. klimp, m., barren crag 
(R.), = klepp, m. Da. klimp, c., on 
the other hand, clod of earth. — A 
form *klamper [kla‘mp3r], syn. with 
klimper, is sometimes found as a 
place-name; thus: de Klampers, pi., 
as a name of a rocky ridge, now 
esp. name of a farm, in Seter,Walls. 
With this cf. No. klamp, m., log, 
piece of wood, and the cognate Icel. 
klombrur, f. pi. (from klambr-), “a 
stony place, difficult to pass” (B.H.). 
— See klump and klumper, sbs. 

klimper [klTmpar (kle‘m-), kla'm- 
par], vb., to walk noisily with heavy 
footing, esp. in a pair of clogs; to 
geng klimperin aboot in a pair o’ 
clogs (Ai.), = klamp, klamper, vb. 
Cf. Da. klimpre, vb., to strum. 

klingr, klinger [kligar], vb., to 
turn round-, only reported in the 
imperative: “k. dee!” “turn round!” 
exclamation belonging to fishermen’s 
tabu-language at sea, and addressed 
to a halibut or other large fish, when 
hooked, and threatening to run out 
the whole length of line and break 
it. Un. Cf. *haltagonga. — klin- 
g(e)r for *kringl by metathesis of 
r and 1. Sw. dial, “kringla” and by 
metathesis “klingra, klingar”, vb., to 
wind about, to turn or roll around. 
O.N. kringla, f., a circle-, ring-, disk, 
in Faer. and some No. and Sw. 
dials, by metathesis: klingra. 

klink [kh‘gk, kle'gk], \b., to clinch, 
rivet, = No. klinka, Da. klinke, L.Sc. 
clink, vb. Also fig. to clinch. 

klink-seum [kh‘gksim, kh‘gksim; 
kle‘gk-], sb., clinch-nail. 

klip [klip], sb., ear-mark in sheep: 
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incision in the top of a sheep’s 
ear, partly also in the side of the 
ear. Du. *ktyp (*kHp)-. No. klype, 
n., a cleft, klypa and klipa, f., nar- 
row space, etc. (O.N. klypa, vb., to 
squeeze-, pinch). The pronunc. [klip 
— not: klip] makes a derivation from 
*klyp (*kllp)- more probable than 
a derivation from *klipp- (klippa, 
vb., to clip). See klipi, vb., and 
klaip, sb. 

klipet [klipot; klipot, klopot], adj., 
1) pinched (lean). Now mostly: 2) 
pinched-, stingy, miserly. *klypottr 
or *kiypinn. No. klypen, adj., a) 
narrow, pinched-, b) stingy, miserly. 
See klaipet, adj. 

klipi, klipisten, sb., see klibbi1, 
klibi1, sb. 

klipi [klipi], vb., to jam, now esp. 
“to k. a dog”, to jam a dog’s tail 
in a crack in a piece of wood, thus 
imprisoning the dog or hampering 
it in its movements. Conn. O.N. 
klypa, vb., to squeeze-, pinch. Cf. 
klaip, vb., which is found in a dif- 
ferent sense. 

klipitengs, -taings [klipitegs-, 
-tsegs-], sb. pi., a pair of tongs, a 
piece of bent iron or wood (piece 
of a hoop) used as tongs. Fe.? 
(reported by J.I.). More common 
in the forms: klibi [kllbi, klibi]- 
taings, klibbi [khbi]-taings, klibba 
[khba]-taings (the last form reported 
from U.). Edm. gives “klibba- 
taings” with the definition “tongs 
made of two bits of wood”, klobi 
[klobij-taings, “klobi [klobi]-taings” 
and klobi: Conn. klibbi [klibi] 
(Br.), with the second part of the 
compd. dropped, is found as a tabu- 
name, sea-term, for tongs, klip- 
pers [khpors] (Glup, Yn.), sb. pi., 
sea-term for tongs, is doubtless orig- 
inally the same word with associa- 
tion to klipp, vb., to clip. — Icel. 
klypitdng, kllpitong, Fser. klipitong, 
kliputong, f., pincers. The second 

part of the Shetl. word is L.Sc. 
taings, = Eng. tongs, pi. — See 
klovi, sb. 

klipp [klip (klep), klop], vb., to 
clip, O.N. klippa, vb., to clip, to 
k. de bait, to cut the bait into small, 
square pieces (U.: klop). 

klippers, sb. pi., see under klipi- 
tengs. 

klippstolin [khpsto3lin], klipp- 
stollin [khp stol'on] and klippstolnin 
[khp’stSl'nin], sb., not fully developed 
(hermaphroditical) he-lamb, non- 
prolific ram-, a lamb, neither male 
nor female. M\. The form klippstol- 
in, with long o in the second part of 
the compd., is best testified (An- 
thony Doull, W.Burr., Ai.),and stolin 
then, in this connection, might be 
O.N. stauli, m., a boy, toddler (svein- 
stauli); the same stem as in Faer. 
stoyla (*st0yla), f., bridesmaid, and 
O.N. (Icel.)' staulpa, f., a girl, lass. 
The first part klipp- indicates a re- 
stricting or disparaging term, and 
might be looked upon as being Da. 
dial, klep, klaep, Sw. dial, klapp, 
m., a child (partly disparagingly), a 
toddler. No. klebb, m., a little boy, 
toddler. As r and 1 frequently al- 
ternate in Shetl. Norn, klipp-, how- 
ever, might also be supposed to re- 
present *kripp- from older *krypp-, 
denoting something stunted. 

klir [kllr] and kliri [kllri, kliri], 
sb., partly a nickname, partly tabu- 
name, sea-term for the cock. Un>w. 
klir: Un. kliri: Uws. The word 
is either a deriv. of O.N. klidr, m., 
bird’s cry, or a metathesis of kriel, 
which is also handed down as a 
tabu-name for the cock. For a 
change <5 > r in Shetl. Norn see 
brori, rqri, sbs. 

klisgord, klissgord [klisgart, khs- 
gart], sb., fine, sticky meal or meal- 
dust which, in grinding corn, settles 
on the edges of the millstones. 
Du. *klis(s)-gardr. No. klissa, f., 
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sticky mass, and klissa, vb., to ad- 
here, etc. Cf. klesgord, sb. 

klister [klistar], sb., partly jocular 
or mocking term, partly tabu-name, 
sea-term for butter (churned butter). 
Fo. Cf. Da. klister, n., paste, and 
see the foil. word. 

klister [klistor], vb., to paste, 
daub, smear, coat, esp. in an untidy, 
careless manner, e.g. paint or tar 
on a boat, whitewash on a stone 
wall, = kies ter, vb. The meaning 
of the Shetl. word is more closely 
allied to Da. klistre, vb., to paste, 
than to No. klistra, vb., to squeeze 
the juice out of something. 

*kliv1 [khv], sb., brink; steep slope 
or cliff, almost = klev. Now only 
used as a place-name: de Klivens 
[khvons] (N.Roew.), pi., elevated, steep, 
rocky tract; de Hedlikliv [haed"h- 
khv] (Fo.): *hellu-klif. — O.N. klif, 
n., = kleif, f.; see under klev, sb. 
Faer. kliv, f., a steep place; a brink. 

*kliv2 [khv], sb., partly a) cleft 
in a rock, partly b) stretch of coast 
containing a cleft. The word is only 
preserved as a place-name: de Kliv 
(U.). O.N. klyf, f., prop, a cleft or 
something cloven, handed down in 
sense of the pack for a horse (horse- 
load, divided into two parts), pack- 
saddle.— A form klivi [khvi, klivi] 
is reported from St. [khvi (kli-)], and 
from Fe. [klivi] as belonging to the 
colloquial language in sense of fis- 
sure, cleft in a rock. It is, how- 
ever, uncertain if this latter klivi 
springs from O.N. klyf; it may, like 
kliva, klivi, in sense of a cleft 
piece of iron, tongs, spring from 
O.N. klofi, m., a cleft in a hill, 
through infl. of L.Sc. clivvie, sb., a 
cleft in a branch of a tree or in a 
piece of wood. — kliv, in sense of 
hoof (cloven foot), springs from an 
older klov1, klov1, sbs. 

kliv3, klivi, kliva, sb., cleft im- 

plement (a piece of iron, tongs); 
see further klovi, sb. 

kliv4, klivek, sb., hoof; see fur- 
ther klov1 and klav1, sbs. 

klivaben, sb., = klovaben. 
kliven, sb., I) cleft implement, 

tongs, see klovi, sb. II) tabu-name, 
sea-term for sheep, see klavin, sb. 

kliversten, sb., see kleberg, kle- 
ber, sb. 

klivgeng, sb., see klovgeng, sb. 
klivsi, sb., see klovsi, sb. 
-klo (-*klu), sb., properly claw, 

in lungklo; q.v. 
*klobb1 [klob], sb., crag; rugged 

hill-top, often found in place-names, 
esp. in Mainland (Mm->n.): de Klobb. 
See Shetl. Stedn. p. 118. Also found 
as a name “Klobba [kloba]” (Nmw.). 
No. klubb, m. (and klubba, f.), round 
lump; crag; height; O.N. klubba, f., 
a club. — In the collocation mal- 
din or maldoin (maldo-in’) klobb, 
a long wooden handle to the end of 
which is fixed aflat, slanting piece of 
wood, by which to smooth the mould 
after the sowing, “klobb” may be 
either O.N. “klubba” (see klubb, sb.) 
or Eng. club. The same applies to 
klobb as a sea-term (in L.) for 
hoggistaff, a gaff. 

klobb2 [klob], sb., a worm for bait- 
ing the hook in trout-fishing. Y. 
occas. Poss. originally synonymous 
with the preceding word. No. klubb, 
m. , a lump; dumpling. 

klobi, YXoXA-taings, sb., see klipi- 
tengs. 

fklodi [klodi], sb., (small) hillock, 
mound. The word is to be asso- 
ciated with No. klot, m., Sw. klot, 
n. , lump. Da. klode, c., globe, ball; 
but it is often found as a plaee- 
name, denoting mounds or hills, and 
may here, in all probability, be derived 
from Celt.: Cymr. (Welsh) “clodd-, 
clawdd”, Irish “clad”, raised earth- 
wall or mound, frequently found in 
place-names, names of mounds. In 
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Shetl. there is also found a form 
kloud [kl&ud] as a place-name 
(Klouden: Vela Isle, W.), correspond- 
ing to Cymr. clawdd. See Shetl. 
Stedn. p. 240. 

fklogg [klog (kl&g), klog], sb. and 
vb., = klegg, sb. and vb. 

kloit [kl6i‘t], sb., a smack; plash; 
he fell wi’ a k. i’ de gutters (in the 
mire). Umo. The same word as klait, 
adv., prop. sb. 

klokk1 [klok, klSk], sb., a beetle, 
esp. in compds. as honnklokk 
(hornklokk, hondiklokk), nasi- 
cornous beetle, witchi-klokk, a spe- 
cies of large beetle, and “water- 
klokk”, water-beetle, dytiscus. Icel. 
and Fser. klukka, f., Eng. dial, and 
L.Sc. clock, sb., a beetle. Icel. 
bninklukka, f., corresponds to Shetl. 
“water-klokk”. 

fklokk2 [kl&k], sb., bract of rush; 
de k. o’ de flos. N.I. In the same 
sense also boti [boti]. N.I. — O.N. 
klokka, f., a cloak (M.Lat. cloca). 

fklokk, vb., see klukk, vb. 
kicks, sb., a kind of milk-pottage. 

Un.? Edm.: cloks, “a preparation 
of milk, milk boiled for hours until 
it acquires a dark colour and a pe- 
culiar taste”. *klaks(a) or *kluks(a), 
a soft or pulpy mass. See glaks, 
gluks, etc. 

klombong(i), sb., see klum- 
bung(i). 

klonger [klorjgor], sb., wild brier, 
wild rose. N.I.; Conn. (Fladabister). 
— Sometimes (as in Bastavo, Y.) —■ 
klonger-berry, flower-bud of the 
wild brier, klonger-flooer, brier- 
bloom. O.N. klungr, m., brier. 

klonk1, sb. and vb., see klunk1, 
sb. and vb. 

klonk2, sb. and vb., see klunk2, 
sb. and vb. 

klons [kl6‘qsj], sb., 1) a lump; 
Edm.: klunsh. 2) a stroke, dull 
blow. *kluns. With klons, in sense 
1, cf. No. and Sw. dial, kluns, m., 

a lump; big knot. See the foil, 
word as well as kloss, sb. 

klons [klo'qfj], vb., to smack, to 
give a dull blow; to strike a soft 
or damp object against something; 
he klonst it op alang de wa’ [‘wall’]. 
Fe. ? No. klunsa, vb., to strike with 
a stubby object. 

klont [klo‘qt (kloi'nt)], sb., 1) a 
lump; piece of wood, esp.: a) log 
of wood, a k. o’ wood; a piece of 
wood, badly hewn; a k. o’ a tree; 
b) a shapeless stone, a k. o’ a 
sten. Un. 2) a corpulent, clumsy 
person; an obese, dull person, a 
k. o’ a fellow. U". — Cf. Da. klunt, 
c., log of wood (No. klant, m., a 
clod, No. and Sw. dial, kluns, m., 
a) a lump, log of wood; ft) a cor- 
pulent, clumsy person, Sw. dial, 
klunn, m., a stumpy piece of wood). 

kloss [klosj], sb., l) a lump; a 
clumsy object or person. Fo. 2) a 
fall of something heavy and clumsy, 
a thud; to fa’ [‘fall’] wi’ a k. Nmn. 
(N.Roe). Also as inter]., smack! 
splash! = k\ai\-, he fell kloss upon 
his back or face (N.Roe). — Prob. 
from klons by assimilation of ns 
to ss. See klons, a) a lump; b) a 
stroke, and cf. No. and Sw. dial, 
kluns, m., a) a lump, etc.; b) a cor- 
pulent, clumsy person. 

klosser [klosjor], sb., a species of 
large beetle, witchi-klokk, found in 
the out-field, esp. in dry, peaty soil. 
Conn. Prob. for *klonser, and prop, 
the same word as kloss, sb. 1, and 
*klons, sb. 1. 

klosset [kl6$3t] and klossi [klosji], 
adj., stout and clumsy. Deriv. of 
kloss, sb. 

kloster [klostor (klostor)], sb., tabu- 
name, sea-term for chapel or church. 
Wests. Also kluster[klustar(klostar)] 
(Fo.) and kloster [klgstar, klostor] 
(Sa. occas., Sae. and Aiw.). O.N. 
klaustr, n., a convent, monastery. 

klov1 [klov], sb., hoof, cloven 
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hoof of animals. More rarely klof 
[klof] and klov [klov (klov)] (U. 
occas.,Un.)- Now mostly: kliv[khv], klivek [khvak]. Jocularly or esp. 
mockingly also appl. to the foot of 
a human being. — O.N. klauf, f., 
a hoof. 

klov2, klova, sb., see klovi, sb. 
klovaben [klovaben-], sb., partly a 

knob, with a small hollow, on the top 
of the thigh-bone of an animal (Un.), 
partly = globiben: a small, round 
bone, with a socket at the top, be- 
tween the thigh-bone and the shin- 
bone of an animal (U. occas., Us.). 
Also klovaben [kl0"vaben']: Nor- 
wick, Un. From Fe. is reported 
klivaben [khvaben*, klovaben'] = 
globiben. — klova- prob. springs 
from O.N. klofi, m., a cleft; angle; 
klova- may spring from O.N. “klauf” 
or “klyf” in the same sense, and 
kliva- from “klyf”, unless kliva- 
happens to be a variation of klova-, 
which same possibility applies to 
klova-; see klovi, sb. 

klovamark1 [kl6vama‘rk', klava- 
ma‘rk'], sb., inside cavity in the 
hindmost part of the back of an 
animal. N.I. (U.; Y.); Fo. Also 
wedge-shaped piece of flesh, cut 
from the groin of an animal. U. 
[klova-] and [klova-]: N.I. (U.). [klova-]: 
Fo. — *klofa-mark. The first part of 
the compd. is O.N. klofi, m., a cleft; 
angle. See klovi, sb. 

klovamark2 [klovama'rk', klova- 
ma‘rk'], sb., 1) a print made by a 
hoof (cloven foot). Un. 1) a peculiar 
or characteristic form of hoof in 
an animal, esp. in a young calf. 
Yh. *klaufar-mark. See klov1, sb. 

klovek [klovok], sb., cleft, fork, 
esp. between the buttocks, = rovek1. 
Fe. O.N. klof, n., a cleft (esp. be- 
tween the legs of a human being), 
the fork. 

klovgeng [klovgerj, -geg], sb., l) 
a herd of cloven-footed animals in 

motion; a herd of driven cows, or 
esp. a flock of driven sheep. Also 
metaph. of a crowd of people, a 
flock of horses (in motion or being 
driven), [klovtjeg]: Un. 2) tracks, 
foot-prints of a flock of cloven- 
footed animals, also (fig.) of a crowd 
of people or a flock of horses. In 
this sense noted down in N.I. in the 
form klivgeng[khvgeg (-<jeg), -gseg]. 
Also in sense 1 (at any rate out- 
side Un.) is now commonly used 
the form klivgeng.— O.N. klaufa- 
gangr, m., the motion of the 
hoofs during the going of a cloven- 
footed animal. Sense 1 of the Shetl. 
word indicates klov to mean a 
cloven-footed animal; in O.N., klauf, 
f., not only denotes hoof, but also 
a cloven-footed animal. With the 
second part of the compd. geng (a 
flock in motion), in klovgeng 1, 
cf. esp. O.N. ganga, f., (a going, 
gait), in sense of advancing flock, 
procession, and Fser. gonga, f., in 
sense of a flock of sheep grazing 
together in one place, and being 
driven into the sheep-fold at one 
time. 

klovi [klovi, klovi, klovi], klova 
[klova (klova)], klov [klov, klov], klo- 
ven [klovon (kloven)], sb., cleft tool 
(of iron), esp.: 1) tongs, only pre- 
served as tabu-name, sea-term. The 
word is found in many different 
forms besides those mentioned above, 
viz.: kliva [khva (klova)], kliven 
[khvon (klovon, klivon)], klivi [khvi, 
klivi], k 1 o vi [klovi, klovi], k 1 o v [klov], 
klovni [klovni], klovandi [klovan'- 
di], klovann [klo'van', klovan'], 
klovendi [klovsen'di], and with 
preserved original f: klofen [klo- 
fon (klofon)], klifen [khfon (klofon)]. 
For the distribution of the different 
forms of pronunciation in the differ- 
ent localities heterogeneous facts pre- 
vail. The following forms in dif- 
ferent places are predominant: [klovi, 
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klovi]: Nmw. [klovi]: L. occas. [klo- 
vi (klavi), klov, khvan, klivan]: Conn, 
[klov]: Yn. occas. [klovan, klovni, 
klg’van", klovan']: Yh. [klava, khva; 
klavan, khvan]: Fo. (Wests.), [klgvi, 
klev]: Whn. [klovi]: Nm. occas., 
U. occas. [klovi, klovaen'di (klo- 
van’di), khvi, klivi]: Uwg. The forms 
with f (klofen, klifen) are peculiar 
to Un andburr. A pi. form klivens 
[khvans] in singular sense is re- 
ported from Ai.; the pi., in this case, 
is due to infl. of the now prevalent 
L.Sc. taings, pi., tongs. The form 
klovandi [klovan’di] is contained in 
a rhyme from Unst, partly in Norn, 
partly in Scottish, originating from the 
18th century (about the lad who 
made a journey to Caithness; see 
Introd.). 2) klovi [klovi]: on the 
old wooden Shetl. plough: a long 
piece of iron, in shape like a horse- 
shoe, passing under and above the 
place where “de merkal”, i.e., the 
piece of wood on which the plough- 
share is (was) fastened, goes (went) 
into the hindmost part of the plough ; 
a piece of iron (cleft or shaped like 
a horse-shoe) under de merkal. Dus. 
Reported in this sense from Conn, 
and Sandwick (Dun.) in the form 
klivi [klavi, khvi], and from Nms. 
(Sulem) in the form kliv [khv]; see 
*ordikliv. — O.N. klofi, m., a cleft; 
angle; cleft implement, pincers. Peer, 
klovi, m., tongs. No. and Sw. dial, 
klove,m., Da. klov (dial., Jut.: klove, 
klow), c., cleft implement; fire-tongs. 
— The Shetl. forms, ending in -ann, 
-andi (-endi) spring from O.N. 
“klofann”, accusative with added, 
definite article. The forms in -en 
and -ni may spring either from 
“klofinn”, nominative, definite form, 
or from “klofann”. 

klovin [klovin], sb., tabu-name, 
sea-term for sheep. Yn., Lunn. (Skel- 
bre). *klaufingr for *kl0yfingr, m., 
a cloven-footed animal, from O.N. 

klauf, f., hoof, Shetl. klov. See 
klovin, sb. 

klovmark [klovma'rk], sb., hare- 
lip = kirkmark. St. *klof-mark: 
O.N. klof, n., a cleft. See klova- 
mark1 and 2, sbs. 

klovsi [klovsi], sb., 1) cloven- 
footed animal, esp. sheep. 2) a 
person (man) with clumsy feet, a 
club-footed person. In both senses 
now more commonly: klivsi [klivsi 
(klevsi), klavsi]. Deriv. of klov1 

(kliv), sb., hoof. 
*klu, sb., a claw, in the compds. 

kattaklu and lungklo; q.v. 
klubb [klob], sb., a long wooden 

handle to the end of which is fixed a 
flat, slanting piece of wood, by which 
to smooth the mould after the sow- 
ing, in the expr. “moldoin (moldo- 
in’) k.” U. The pronunc. [klob] 
with close o indicates the word to 
spring from O.N. klubba, f., a club, 
and is not the Shetl. pronunc. “klob” 
of Eng. club. See *klobb1, sb. 

klud [klud], sb., (a cloth) neck- 
cloth, neckerchief. Nm11. (N.Roe). In 
proper sense, a clout, is commonly 
used the form klut [klut]. O.N. 
klutr, m., a clout, rag (for tying 
around something). See the foil, 
word. 

kludet [kludot], adj., applied to 
stockings: figured, striped, esp. hav- 
ing such stripes (or spots), as are pro- 
duced by tying bands around the 
stocking before dyeing so as to pre- 
vent the dye from taking; k. sokks. 
Nm., Fe. From klud, sb., in the 
former sense of the word, a clout, 
rag (for tying around something); 
see the preceding word. 

klug, vb., see^the foil. word, 
kluk [kluk (klok)], vb., to build 

up loosely and temporarily, esp. 
a fence; \o k. op a dyke. Un. 
*klug [kl6g], to klug op a dyke: 
Y. *kluka, to pile up (loosely). 
Faer. kltika, vb., in hay-making; to put 
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up hay in small, loose heaps; I cel. 
kluka, vb., to sit on a rickety seat 
(B.H.). — Some place-names seem 
to spring from *kltik- with root- 
meaning pile, such as “Klukistakk 
[kluk"istak-]” (Foraness, Duw.), name 
of a rock in the sea, and “Klugen 
[klugon]” (Ue., Fe*.); seeShetl. Stedn. 
p. 118. Icel. kliika, f., small stack 
or heap; Faer. kliikur, m., small, 
loose heap of hay. — Cf. klunk2, 
sb. and vb. 

kluki [kluki], adj., wily, sly; now 
mostly used in a disparaging sense. 
Sometimes also in sense of ingeni- 
ous and dexterous or nimble; re- 
ported from Un. — O.N. klokr, adj., 
wily. In sense of dexterous (nimble), 
kluki has been merged with L.Sc. 
cleuch, adj., in the same sense. 

klukk [kluk, klok], vb., applied 
to a hen: to cluck, to call the chick- 
ens. The pronunc. with u [kluk] is 
reported from N.Roe (Nmn.); else- 
where more comm.: [klok]. *klukka. 
Also L.Sc.: clouk, vb. — A form 
klokk [klak] in sense of to cluck 
in the hatching-season, to desire to 
hatch, is L.Sc. clock, vb. 

klumber [klombor], vb., to walk 
noisily with heavy tread (with 
clogs); to geng klumberin. Sa. 
See klump and klumper, vbs. 

klumbung (klumbungi) [klom borj- 
(klom'borj-gi)], sb., a thick-set, clumsy 
(short) person. Du. klombongi 
[klonrborj’gi]: Fe. In Fe. esp. of 
an undersized or thick-set person. 
The word is a compd. of klump, 
sb. (see the foil, word), and bungi, 
sb., a bump; lump; bundle, No. 
bunga, f., a bump; a small heap. 

klump [klo‘mp], sb., a lump, esp. 
1) a log of wood, a k. o’ wood. 
2) a) a clod of earth (Ai.); b) a 
large, square peat (Fo.). 3) a) a 
big boulder, fragment of rock; in 
this sense also klumper [klo'mpar] 
(Sa.); as a place-name: de Klum- 

pers o’ Hogster [h&kstar] (Sa.); b) 
mass of rocks (Ti.). 4) a thick-set, 
clumsy person, a k. o’ a fellow (U.). 
(O.N.) *klumpr. No. klump, m., a 
lump. 

klump [klo'mp], vb., to walk noisily 
with heavy footing, esp. with clogs; 
to geng klumpin. Also klumper 
[klo'mpor] and klumber [klombor] 
(Sa.). See klamp (klamper), vb. 
klump is prob. an old *klumpa 
(=*klampa), as klumper, sb., c/og-, 
seems to be an original *klumpr. 

klumper [klo'mpar], sb., clog; 
esp. of old, clattering clogs, and 
commonly in pi.: klumpers. Fe. 
*klumpr. No. klump, m., a lump, 
also a kind of wooden shoe. Eng. 
dial, clump and dumper, id. Either 
the same word as klump, sb. (the 
ending -er then is the fossilized 
nominative, masculine ending), or 
a derivative of the verb klump. For 
a klumper in a deviating sense, 
see klump, sb. 3 a. 

klumper, vb., see klump, vb. 
klumpet [klo'mpot], adj., lumpy, 

thick and somewhat clumsy; “a 
k. shield” (L.Scottish chield). N.L 
*klumpottr. No.klumputt, adj., lumpy. 

klums [klo'ms], vb., to make 
speechless, to deprive one of speech; 
esp. by swearing: “Sorrow” (De’il) 
k. dee! — de nort’wind klumsd 
de grey-fish, the north wind kept 
the coalfish from taking the bait 
(prop, closed the mouth of the coal- 
fish): Dew. Sometimes in the neuter 
or intransitive: to become speech- 
less, unable to open the mouth, be- 
sides: to expire, to die; de horse 
klumsd, the horse could not open 
its mouth (could not drink), or the 
horse expired: Dew. (M.Roe). Also 
klumps [klo'mps] (Un. occas.). — 
klums in, commonly regarded as 
pres. part, of klums, vb., is prop- 
erly and originally an adjective; see 
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the foil. word. — *klumsa. No. 
klumsa, vb., to make speechless. 

klumsen (klumsin) [klo'mson], 
adj., parched in the mouth, that 
cannot open the mouth, esp. when 
choked with thirst. I am k. wi’ trist 
[‘thirst’], I am nearly choked with 
thirst, prop. I am parched, or my 
throat is closed from thirst. Also 
klumst, klumsd [klo‘msd]. de fish 
was a’ [‘all’] klumst de day [‘to- 
day’], the fish would not take the 
bait (would not open the mouth) 
to-day (Fo.). Sometimes metaph.: 
blocked, (too) firmly packed; too 
klumst (klumsd): originating from 
the meaning: having the throat 
blocked. — No. klums, klumsa (klum- 
sad), adj., speechless; Icel. klumsa, 
adj., unable to open the mouth from 
cramp (B.H.); Sw. dial, klumsen, 
klummsen, adj., a) stiff and numb 
from frost; b) excessively thirsty 
and hungry. 

klunk1 [klo'gk], sb., a gurgling 
sound, e.g. of a liquid, when gulped 
down greedily; a draught. Also k 1 o n k 
[klo'rjk]. (L.Sc.clunk). See klunkl,vb. 

klunk2 [klo'gk], sb., the top of a 
wall or fence (a fence of stone or 
earth), a k. on a dyke. Esp. in pi.: 
klunks, applied to the uppermost 
part of a fence. Fe. No. klunk, m., 
a lump of something rather soft-, 
Faer. klunkur, m., Sw. dial, klunk, 
m., a (large) lump. Cf. kluk, vb. 

klunk1 [klo'gk], vb., l) v. n., to 
gurgle, to make a gurgling or gulp- 
ing sound, appl. to a liquid, when 
shaken. 2) vb. a., to drink eager- 
ly (producing a gulping sound), to 
swallow greedily, to k. doon [’down’]; 
he klunked [klo'gkod] doon a lock 
[‘lot’] o’ water. Also klonk [klo'gk]. 
— *klunka. No. and Sw. klunka, 
L.Sc. clunk, vb., to gurgle (of a liq- 
uid when shaken), in No. and Sw. 
also to drink greedily with a gurg- 
ling sound. 

klunk2 [klo'gk], vb., to build some- 
thing, esp. a wall or fence, tempo- 
rarily and loosely, to k. op a dyke. 
Fe. *klunka. See klunk2, sb., and 
cf. kluk, vb. 

klur [klor (kl6r)], sb., a scratch, 
a mark, made by a cat’s claw. 
*klor. No. klor, n., a scratch, made 
by a claw. 

klur [klor (kl6r)],vb., 1) to scratch, 
esp. appl. to a cat. comm. 2) to 
harrow the earth unprepared by 
spade or plough, esp. of earth in 
which potatoes have been planted; 
to k. op de grund; klurd [klurd, 
kldrd] grund: U. — O.N. klora, vb., 
to scratch. 

klurek [klurok, klurok], sb., jok- 
ingly of a claw, cat's claw. Deriv. 
of klur, vb. 1. 

klurer [klnror] and kluri [kind], 
sb., tabu-name, sea-term for a cat. 
klurer: Hoswick, Du. kluri: W. 
Properly a scratcher. See klur, 
vb. 1. 

kluster, see kloster and kloster. 
klut [klut], sb., 1) a clout, rag, 

piece of cloth, comm. 2) sea- 
term, tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. 
for sail, a boat’s sail. Yn. O.N. 
kltitr, m., a clout. Cf. klud, sb., 
a neckerchief, and kludet, adj. 

kle [klo], sb., a stone, esp. a 
piece of steatite (or a piece of 
wood), hung down the face of a 
butting cow, and tied with a piece 
of cord round the horns. Fe., Yh. 
Prop, a stone for weighting down. 
O.N. kl6 (*kl6i) and klj&r, m. In 
O.N. esp. a stone for keeping the 
warp straight in the old, upright 
loom. — In Fe. is found a parallel 
form klor [kl0ar] with preserved 
nom. -r, originating from O.N. “kljar”, 
and used similarly to klo, appl. to a 
stone hung down the face of a cow. 

kl0 [klo], vb., to tie a stone (or 
a piece of wood), klo, down the 
face of a cow, apt to butt-, to k. 
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a coo. Fe., Yh. O.N. (*kl£a) klja, 
vb., esp. to fix weight-stones on a 
loom. See klebi, vb. 

klebersten, sb., see klebersten. 
*kl0bi [klsbi], sb., badly spun, 

uneven, lumpy worsted. Yh. Poss. 
lump, something lumpy, and in as- 
sociation with Norw. words, such as 
“klubb” and “klabb”, a lump, etc.? 
The pronunc. with long 0 seems, 
however, to contradict this adoption. 
It is also possible to conceive that the 
word is related to Germ, klauben, 
vb., to trifle with something (taking 
to pieces or putting together), or 
to No. klob (klov?), n., ball of 
thread. 

klebitengs. sb. pi., see klipi- 
tengs. 

kief [kief], sb., cleft hoof. Un. 
O.N. klauf, f., id. See klov, sb. 

kler, sb., see under kle, sb. 
klester, sb., see kloster, sb. 
klev1 [klev (fiXav)), sb., cleft hoof; 

see kief and klov, sbs. — In sense 
of heading-tool, klev is found in 
the compd. “sem-k.”; q.v. 

klev2 [klov], sb., narrow cleft in 
a rock. Conn. The word is found 
repeatedly as a place-name: de Kiev, 
in names of clefts. Kiev prob. 
springs from O.N. klauf, f., (narrow) 
cleft, though a derivative of “klyf”, 
in sense of cleft, is not improbable. 
Cf. klov1, sb. 

klev:5 [klov], sb., = kle, sb. Fe. 
klevhammer [klovham or, klev- 

hanror], sb., claw-hammer. Also 
klevi [klovi, klevi]-hammer. Icel. 
klaufhamarr, m., id. 

klevi1, sb., fire-tongs, see klovi, 
sb. 

klevi2 [klovi, klevi], sb., claw of 
a hammer (claw-hammer). Prob. 
*kleyf- (from “klauf”) of a piece 
hewn off. See klevhammer. 

klevin [klovin, klovin], sb., tabu- 
name, sea-term for sheep. N.I. (U., 
Y.),etc. klovin [klovin]: Y". occas., 

L. (Skelbre), etc. Also in forms 
such as klover [klovar (klovor)], 
kliver [khvor, klovor], klivin [khv- 
in (klavin), klivin], noted down esp. 
on Eastside. — klevin is an old 
*kleyfingr, m., cloven-footed animal, 
deriv. of O.N. klauf, f., cleft hoof. 
klovin is a form with dropped i* 
mutation. See klov1 (and kliv), sb. 

knab [knab], vb., to crunch-, gnaw, 
gnaw off, esp. to gnaw audibly, 
making a sound with the teeth-, de 
dog knabs de ben (the bone)-, de 
horses is [‘are’] knabin de tangles 
(the stalks of seaweed). Perf. part, 
knabet [knabat], gnawed, eaten off. 
de neeps [‘turnips’] is [‘are’] knabet 
by de sheep. Un. Besides knab is 
found a form knob [kno3b] (Un.). 
— No. knapa, “knaapaa”, vb., to 
gnaw hastily and audibly. 

*knabb [knab], sb., projecting 
knoll, rock-, now only used as a 
place-name: de Knabb = de Nabb 
(Lerwick, M.). No. knabb, m., knoll, 
crag. Cf. nabb, sb. 

knabi [knabi], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for cod. 
Fo. O.N. knapi, m., a man, fel- 
low, No. knape, m. Cf. knavi, vb. 

knabsi [knabsi], sb., a thick-set, 
well-knit person. No. knabbe, m., 
a knoll, crag. 

knag(g) [knag, k‘nag], sb., 1) a 
sore, wound (metaph.), gnawing grief, 
smart-, “dat will be a k. at my heart”; 
Sae. and Aiw. [k‘nag]. 2) foul, stale 
and mouldy taste-, der’r a k. wi’de 
bread, etc. Conn. [knag]. — No. 
knag, n., trouble, to be classed with 
“knaga”, vb., to gnaw, parallel form 
to “gnaga”. 

knapp [k‘nap], sb., a (button) 
round top, a knob-, de k. 0’ a staff, 
the knob of a staff-, de k. o’ de 
el bog, the bone of the elbow, de 
k. o’ de knee, the knee-cap. The 
form with “kn” is peculiar to Wests, 
and Conn. On Eastside commonly: 
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hnapp [hnap]. — knapp and knap- 
pi [k‘napi], hnappi [hnapi],are found 
as place-names, names of hills: de 
Knapps (Sa., Taft, Ai.). de Knappis 
or Hnappis (Ti.). de Knappis o’ 
Stabaness (M.Roe, Dew.), two rocky 
heights. — O.N. knappr (Icel. hnappr), 
m., a knob, round top\ in Norw. 
place-names “knapp”, m., inter alia 
denotes mountain-top, crag. Eng. 
and L.Sc. knap, sb., a knob, pro- 
tuberance-, hillock. Cf. snapp2, sb. 

knark, knjark [(krja'rk) k‘ria‘rk], 
sb., a) creaking sound-, b) loud and 
noisy gnawing, crushing between 
the teeth-, c) a snatching with the 
teeth, a bite, esp. and prop, in pro- 
ducing a chattering or creaking sound 
with the teeth; de horses ga’e [‘gave’] 
a k. de ane at de tidder [‘the one 
at the other’], the horses snapped 
at each other (as if to bite): IP. 
See the foil. word. 

knark, knjark [(kqa'rk) k'lja'rk], 
vb., a) to emit a creaking sound; 
b) to rub two rough and hard ob- 
jects against each other, producing 
a creaking sound-, c) to gnaw loudly, 
to crunch between the teeth-, also 
mockingly of hasty and greedy eat- 
ing; to k. and “snite” (IP.); to k. 
a sugar-lump; de dog is kn(j)arkin 
op de bens (IP.); d) to snatch with 
the teeth, making quick bites. Also 
hn(j)ark [hi^aTk] (Easts.), reported 
in the senses a and b. — Sw. knarrka, 
.vb., to creak, and dial.: to chew 
something which produces a crunch- 
ing sound, No. knarka, vb., a) to 
creak (Aa.); b) to gnaw (to grin-, 
growl) (R.). — Cf. knirk and snirk, 
vbs. 

knarp [kna'rp, k‘i}a‘rp], sb., = 
knark, sb., esp. in sense c. U. 

knarp [kna'rp, k‘iia‘rp], vb., = 
knark, vb., esp. in the senses c 
and d. U. The word is doubtless 
a deriv. of *knarra in the same way 
as knark. 

knav [k‘nav, k'rjav], vb., a) to 
gnaw off, e.g. meat from a bone; 
de dog isknavin de ben; b)/oscrape 
off, e.g. encrustation from the in- 
side of a kettle. Nmn. (N.Roe). Cf. 
No. knavla (from *knava, orig. *knafa), 
vb., to importune, plague, prop, to 
gnaw, and see knab, vb. 

knavi [knavi], sb., tabu-name, sea- 
term for cod. Fo. Parallel form to 
knabi, sb.; q.v. For the form knavi, 
cf. A.S. cnafa, = (old) cnapa, m., 
a boy, Eng. knave. 

kne [kne, k‘ne], sb., ear-mark in 
sheep: a slanting cut down from 
the top of the ear, a piece cut on 
the slant out of a sheep’s ear; a 
k. afore, a k. ahint [‘behind’]. U., 
Yh >b. Prop, the knee, O.N. kne, n. 
In proper sense, £aee, the Eng. pro- 
nunc. [kni, older: k‘ni] is now al- 
ways used. From Conn, is reported 
“knee” in sense of knee of a plough 
(the old wooden plough), the bend 
in the plough-beam into which the 
plough-share fits. — Cf. knee-head, 
sb. 

kned [kned, kne®d], adj., appl. to 
a sheep’s ear: marked with a kne 
(a slanting cut above in the side 
of the ear); a k. lug [‘ear’]; k. 
afore, k. ahint [‘behind’]. U., Yh-b. 
See kne, sb. 

fcnee-buks [kni-boks-], vb., to 
keep a vanquished man down by 
placing one’s knee on his abdomen; 
see buks, vb. 

fknee-head [hni'hcd'], sb., in a 
boat: a knee, knee-timber, which 
below is scarfed together with the 
frame-timber or cross-timber, de 
band, and above is scarfed into 
the cleft end of the thwart, de taft. 
Between two opposite “knee-heads”, 
and resting on top of each, is fasten- 
ed a cross-beam (bekk, fastiband, 
hadiband) underneath the thwart. — 
Prop. uknee-timber-head, or frame- 
timber-head'’. O.N. kn6, n., the knee, 
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also knee-timber in a vessel; Mod. 
No. kne, n., Da. knee, n., id. Cf. 
*kragek and “kraga-tae”, sbs. 

knee-shal! [knifjal, knl'^ak], sb., 
the knee-pan, O.N. kneskel, f. 

knepp [knep, knsep, k‘n-], vb., to 
bind, clench or fold, to tie together; 
to k. de nev, to clench the fist, to 
k. de hands, to fold the hands, e.g. 
at prayer (Un. occas.: k‘n-); to k. a 
mesi (o’ hay), to tie the carrying- 
bands, de fetels, around a straw- 
net basket (with hay) in transport 
by pack-horse. Also hnepp [hnsp, 
hnsep] and snepp [snep, snsep]. The 
form knepp is characteristic of Wests, 
and Mn., partly also of N.I.; hnepp 
esp. of Easts., partly of S.Sh. (alter- 
nating with knepp); snepp of N.I., 
alternating with hnepp and knepp. 
— O.N. kneppa and hneppa, vb., 
(to make scant) to press; squeeze; 
to pinch. See hnepp and snepp, 
vbs. 

knepp [knap], adj., scant; close; 
(too) short. Fo. No. kneppen, Icel. 
(O.N.) hneppr (= Icel. hnappr), adj., 
scant; short. 

knibb [kmb], vb., in play, com- 
petition: to strike the knuckles 
against those of another person. 
Fo. Cf. No. knubba, vb., to push; 
shove (knua, vb., to knuckle; knead, 
press with the knuckles), Da. knubbe, 
vb., to beat, and knubse, vb., to 
thump, drub; Sw. dial, knybbla, vb., 
to beat (slightly). 

knibbi [knibi], sb., a pointed stone, 
sharp point on a stone or on a 
fragment of rock. Conn. No. knibbe, 
m., sharp stone (Wille), pointed 
crag (R.). 

knibbi [kmbi], adj., stumpy, small 
of stature but well-knit. Fo. *knybb- 
by i-mutation from *knubb-. Cf. No. 
knubben, adj., thick-set (from knubb, 
m., block-, log of wood), knybba, f., 
and knybbe, n., small lump-, piece 

of wood-, Sw. dial, knubbe and knyb- 
bel, m., inter alia a small ox. 

knibi [knibi, knibi], sb., a handle 
or peg in a pack-saddle, one of the 
two projecting handles (in a pack- 
saddle), crossing each other-, de kni- 
bis o’ de klibber. Yn., Nm". oc- 
cas. The long, pure i-sound in the 
main syllable indicates knibi not 
to be the same word as the before- 
treated knibbi, sb., but an original 
*knip-. Cf. No. knip (ii), m., and 
knipa (ii), f., Sw. dial, knip, m., 
steep mountain-top, crag. For the 
development of meaning of the Shetl. 
word cf. e.g. klakk, sb., partly racA 
(hill), fragment of rock, bank (in 
the sea), partly peg in a pack- 
saddle, and cf. besides nibi and 
nivi, sbs., = knibi. 

knif [kmf, knof (knAf), kipf, k^af 
(k'rpf, k'qaf)], adj., quick (in action 
and movement), clever, active and 
able-, a k. body. In some places 
(as in Un.) esp. applied to old, yet 
able-bodied, active people. Un., Yh. 
[kmf]. Ym., Fe. [knaf], Yb. [k'lpf 
(k'ljif)]. Wests. (Sa.) [kipf, kijef]. 
S.Sh. [krpf]. With hn: hnif [hmf, 
hnaf, hipf, hi^ef, hipf], esp. on Easts. 
Fe. occas. (J.I.): [hmf, hnaf]. Lunn. 
[hipf]. knifi [knafi, knAfi]: Uba. 
[knAfi] and several places. Also in 
forms with o [6]: knof [knof] and 
hnof [hnof], reported by J.I. — Icel. 
knaefr (naefr), adj., brave-, active-, 
ardent (B.H.); quick, clever (E.J.). 
Da. (dial.) knov, adj., clever. L.Sc. 
kneef, kneif, knief. Cf. O.N. noefr, 
adj., clever-, skilled. — The now 
comparatively rare forms with o [6] 
(knof, hnof) are, as a rule, older 
in Shetl. than the forms with “i”, 
which must be due to influence 
of L.Scottish. Without initial k (h) 
is found in Shetl. nof, njof, adj., 
q.v. 

knikr, knikker [kmkar (knekar)], 
vb., to emit a grating or snickering 
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sound. Cf. No. knikra, vb., to laugh 
continually, to snicker with laughter 
(Aa.), to giggle (R.). L.Sc. and Eng. 
dial, nicker, vb., to neigh, whinny, 
is cognate with the word. 

knipp [(knip) k‘mp, k‘nep], vb., 
to pull to pieces, to break asunder 
with a jerk; de coo [‘cow’] knipped 
fk'nipod, k'nepod] de tedder [‘tether’]. 
Wests. (Sa.). No. knippa, vb., to 
snatch, pull, cut off (pinch off) with 
a smart nick. 

knippek [kmpok], sb., a (small) 
bunch, (small) bundle or parcel. 
Conn. Edni. gives “knippach” as 
“two or three small fish tied to- 
gether” (compare kippek). The 
derived forms are: a) knipsek [kmp- 
sak, k‘mps9k], reported from Nmn. 
(N.Roe), and b) k nips el [kmpsel 
(k'mpsel)], reported from De. — 
Faer. kneppi, Icel. hneppi, No. kneppe, 
knippe, Da. knippe, n., a bundle. 

knipsek, knipsel, sbs., see the 
preceding word. 

knirj [kmrd^], vb., to squeeze; 
crush; pinch; press. Un. *knyrja. 
No. knyra and knyrja, vb., to squeeze; 
crush; press; the form “knyrja” from 
W.Tel. (Mo.) is reported by S. Bugge 
in R., Suppl. 

knirjin [kmrd^in], sb., a squeez- 
ing; crushing; pressing; to gi’e ane 
a k., to press (press on) one, to 
give one a drubbing. Un. See 
knirj, vb. 

knirk [(km'rk) kne'rk, kna‘rk, k‘n-, 
krj-, k'lj-], sb., a creaking. 

knirk [(km‘rk) kne'rk, kna‘rk, k‘n-, 
kq-, k‘ri-], vb., to creak. Cf. knark 
and snirk, vbs. 

knirk [kna'rk], adj., scant; short, 
appl. to measure. Fo. Is doubtless 
to be classed with No. knurk, m., 
stunted in growth. 

knit [knit, knet, knat; k‘mt, k‘net, 
k‘nat], vb., is used partly like Eng. 
knit, partly in sense to tie; to k. de corn, 

to bind the corn into sheaves. In 
a special sense: to k. de coo, to 
tie the cow in the byre, in contrast 
to “to bind [bind] de coo”, to tether 
the cow in the home-field. Shetl. 
“knit” is doubtless Eng. (L.Sc.), as 
O.N. knyta, vb., to tie, has a long 
vowel. 

knob [kno3b], vb., to gnaw, gnaw 
off, esp. to gnaw audibly, = knab, 
vb.; deyowe [‘ewe’] or coo is knobin 
aff o’ de kail-stock (the cabbage 
stalk). U". 

knobb [knob (k‘n6b)], sb., l) a 
log, short cudgel, small club. 2) 
projecting lump, bump, knob; also 
a bump caused by a blow or knock. 
3) a short, thick-set person; a k. o’ 
a“chield”, a stout little fellow. 4) 
a thump; knock; smart blow. — 
No. knubb, m., log of wood; stub 
of a tree; Sw. knubbe, m., a) short, 
gnarled stick; b) (dial.) large pro- 
tuberance, bunion; c) (dial.) a short, 
thick-set person. For knobb 4 see 
the verb knobb, and cf. Eng. dial, 
knub, sb., a (gentle) push; nudge. 

knobb [knob (k'nob)], vb., to push-, 
strike-, thump. No. knubba, vb., to 
press-, push-, shove-. Da. knubbe, 
vb., to beat. 

fknobb [knob, k‘n6b], vb., to 
make a hitch (half-hitch) on a snell 
around the hook, to “k. on” a hook. 
Un. Cf. M.H.G. knop, Dut. knoop, 
a knot. No. knop, m., a hitch on 
a halyardf?), Sw. knop, Da. knob, 
c., hitch on a log-line, and knobe, 
vb., to make a hitch on a rope 
(line), to splice. 

knobbi [knobi, k'nobi], sb., pro- 
tuberance-, de k. o’ de elbog, the 
prominent bone of the elbow-, de 
k. o’ de knee, the knee-cap. U. In 
both applications = knapp, sb. 
Either (No.) knubb, m., log of wood-, 
stub of a tree, or No. knop, m., a 
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bone of the human frame, knope, 
m., a knot\ gnarl of wood-, lump. 

fknobbin [knobin, k'nobin], sb., a 
hitch, half-hitch on a fishing hand- 
line; snell. Un. See knobb, vb. 

knot (hnof), adj., see knif. 
knoggi [knod^i, k'nod^i] and knoggj 

[(knod/^) k‘nod/J, sb., a short, square- 
built, well-knit fellow. Yh.(knoggi). 
Fe. (knoggj). *knyggi? No. knugg, 
m., a) protuberance on the body; 
b) a short, thick-set fellow (R.). See 
snoggi, snoggji, sb. 

knoggjet [knod^at, k‘n-], adj., small 
in stature, but stout and square- 
built; a k. fellow. Fe. — No. 
knuggjen, adj., thick-set. See the 
preceding word, and cf. snoggjet, 
adj. 

fknokk1 [knok, kn&k, k‘n-], sb., 
a bundle of carded wool, a certain 
number of carded tufts of wool, 
wound and tied together, a k. o’ 
rowers [‘rollers’, carded tufts of wool 
rolled up cylindrically] = “a ba’ 
[‘ball’] o’ rowers” or “a head o’ 
rowers”. On Easts, occas. hnokk 
[hnok, hn&k]. The expr. “a head o’ 
rowers” rather suggests Fser. knokk- 
ur, m., the head (Gael, cnoc, round- 
ish hill, knoll); but Shetl. knokk 
is, however, in the given sense, 
most prob. originally the same word 
as Sw. dial, knoka, f., a bundle, 
bundle of flax. Germ. (L.Germ.) 
knocke and knocken, bundle of flax, 
skein of flax, M.Eng. kno(h)che, 
cniicce, cnicche, a bundle, which 
words assimilate to the Shetl. word 
in sense as well as in application. 

fknokk2 [knok, kn&k, k‘n&k] and 
fknokkin [knokin, knSkm (k‘n-)], 
sb., the head of two couples joined 
together; de knokk(in)s o’ de 
“couples”, [kn&kin]: Fo. Also “de 
heads o’ de couples”. The same 
word as Faer. knokkur, m., the head? 
(Gael, cnoc; see under the preceding 

word). The word might also be 
referred to *knuk- (whence O.N. 
knykill, m., protuberance; in the 
same sense No. knugg, m.), esp. as 
nugg and noggin, sbs., in Shetl. 
are used partly in the same sense 
as knokk2, partly of a projecting 
peg or handle in a pack-saddle; 
cf. knibi, nibi, nivi and klakk 
(sense 3), sbs. 

knolt1 [kno‘[t, k‘n6‘[t], sb., a knoll; 
lump; log of wood; a k. o’ wood. 
Also metaph. of living things, e.g. 
a k. o’ a codlin, a well-developed 
(large and firm) cod (Un.). Some- 
times appl. to persons: a strong, 
well-knit, young person (a man); 
in this sense reported from N. in 
the form hnolt [hno‘[t, hn&‘|t]; q.v. 
Reported from Conn. [kno‘[t] in sense 
of small, knotty, undeveloped horn 
of an animal. — No. knolt, knolte 
and knult, m., a knoll (crag), un- 
evenness; Sw. dial, knollt, m., a 
lump. 

knolt2 [kno‘[t, k‘n- (kno‘[t, knS‘[t)], 
sb., a thrust or blow with the 
knuckles; to gi’e ane a k. wi’ de 
knuckles. Occas. in a wider sense: 
a stroke (esp. a slight stroke), a 
buffet. On Easts, occas.: hnolt. 
knult [k'noit] (Esh., Nmw.), a smart 
blow. See the foil. word. 

knolt [kno‘lt, k‘n6‘[t(kno‘[t, kn&‘[t)], 
vb., to thrust, strike, esp. to knuckle; 
to k. wi’ de knuckles. On Easts, 
occas.: hnolt. knult [k‘no‘lt]: Esh., 
Nmw. — No. knolta, vb., to push, 
and knultrast (knaltrast), vb. refl., to 
buffet each other. 

knoltin [kno‘[tin, k‘n6‘[tin], sb., a 
stroke, (repeated) thumping with the 
knuckles; to gi’e ane a k. N.I. 

*knorin, sb., a vessel, boat. Fo. 
In Low’s list of words. Prop. def. 
form. O.N. knprr, m., a kind of 
merchant ship, Fser. knorrur, m. 

knoss [knosj, k'nosj] and knossi 
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[kno?ji, k'nosji], sb., a protuberance; 
an object of a coarse, knobby ap- 
pearance; a k. o’ a tail. De. Cf. 
No. knust, m., and knyste, n., knobby 
log of wood, Sw. (dial.) knyst, m., 
Da. knyst, c., bunion, and Sw. dial, 
knose, m., protuberance. 

knott [knot, kn&t, k‘not, k‘n&t], 
sb., l) roundish lump. 2) a person 
with a short and stout body, a k. 
o’ a man (chield, fellow). The word, 
esp. in sense 2, is to be derived 
rather from Old Northern than from 
Eng. knot, sb. No. knott, m., a 
short, stout body (prop, a ball; log; 
cone); O.N. knpttr, m., a ball; globe. 
Originally the same as the foil. word. 

knotti (knutti) [k‘noti], sb., prop- 
erly a ball (for a game of ball), 
football, in later use a cork, a cork- 
stopper, used in football-playing, 
replacing a proper ball; to play k. 
Wh. A boy’s game. Instead of 
using the feet in hitting these corks, 
hooked, wooden sticks are (were) 
used, but otherwise the game is (was) 
essentially the same as football-play- 
ing. — O.N. knpttr, m., a ball, inter 
alia for a game of ball (football). 
The word, however, is lost in this 
application in the Scandinavian coun- 
tries. 

knubbi [knobi], sb., tabu-name in 
fishermen’s lang. for potato. Fe.? 
Prop, a log, club, and the same 
word as knobb, sb. 

knugl, knugel [kn’ogol (kijogol), 
k'rjogol], sb., protuberant knot or 
unevenness. Wests. (Sa.). Cf. O.N. 
knykill, m., a small knob or swell- 
ing, Peer, knykil [knitsjil], m., from 
*knuk-, a) lump; protuberant knot; 
b) small projecting crag; further: No. 
knoklar, pi., lumps, as on frozen 
ground. — The form knugl with 
gl indicates the word to be an old 
Norn word, and not Eng. knuckle. 
— snukkel, snjukkel, snikkel, 

q.v., are prop. syn. or closely cog- 
nate with the word here treated. 

knuglet [kn'oglat (kqogtet), k‘qog- 
lat], now more comm.: knugli,knugl-y 
[kn'ogli (kijogli), k'qogli], adj., full 
of projecting knots, knobby, uneven; 
a k. staff, a k. sten (knobby, use- 
less for building purposes), a k. 
hand. Wests. (Sa.). Deriv. of the 
preceding word. Cf. No. knoklutt, 
adj., lumpy, uneven, and Da. knok- 
let, knoglet, adj., bony. 

knurr [knorr], sb., a slight sound, 
a murmur; no [‘not’] a k., not the 
slightest sound or indication. Un. 
*knurr. See the foil. word. 

knurr [knorr], vb., to produce a 
slight sound, to whisper, murmur; 
esp. negatively. Un. More comm, 
as a substantive; see preceding. No. 
knurra, Da. knurre, to produce a 
sound, to grumble, murmur. 

kobb [kob, kob], sb., a young 
seal. Papa Stour. O.N. kobbi, m., a 
seal. See kub, kubi, sb., which is 
another form [O.N. kopr]. 

kobbi [kobi] and kobbek [kobak], 
sb., 1) kobbi: the hollowed stone 
or wooden box from which a pig 
eats its food. Un., Fo. 2) kobbek: 
a wooden vessel, small tub. Fe. 
May be either O.N. koppr, m., a 
cup, small vessel (for a change pp 
> bb in Shetl. Norn see Introd. V 
— also N.Spr. VII — § 38 a), or 
No. kubbe, m., a log of wood; stub 
of a tree, Sw. kubb, m., in dial, 
inter alia applied to a flat-bottomed 
cargo-boat, Icel. kubbi and kubbr, 
m., a stump, kobbi, however, easily 
merges with kupi, sb.; q.v. 

kobbirobbis [kob-irobis], sb. pi., 
small, detached, ragged clouds. Br. 
Prop, seals’ tails. See kobb, sb. 
robbis for rovis through influence 
of the preceding word kobbi-. rovi, 
rovek, sb., a tail. See tovi-rovins, 
sb. pi., = kobbirobbis. A more 
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common designation for such clouds 
is “cats’-krammeks” (partly katti- 
rams), literally “ cats’-paws”, and 
“mares’-tails”. 

kodd [kod (k&d)], sb., 1) a pillow, 
cushion, comm. From Wests. (Sa.)the 
older parallel forms koddi [k&di] 
and kod din [Mdin] have been re- 
ported. 2) the fleece of a sheep; 
a new k. o’ oo’ [‘wool’] on a sheep. 
Fo. 3) kodds [k&ds], pi., a piece 
of plaited straw through which goes 
the spindle of a spinning-wheel, 
de mukkel wheel. Wests. (Sa.). — 
O.N. koddi, m., a pillow. The senses 
2 and 3 doubtless spring from a 
root-meaning cod, sheath. Cf. Sw. 
kudde, m., a) a pillow; b) a small 
bag or sack; c) (dial.) sheath, cod, 
capsule. — The form kod din con- 
tains the suffixed, definite article 
grafted on the word (O.N. koddinn). 

kodd [kod, k&d, kod], vb., 1) vb. 
a., to make lumpy; de cairds (the 
wool-cards) only kodds de oo’ 
[‘wool’]. 2) vb. n., to become lumpy, 
esp. appl. to wool; de oo’ is kod- 
din on de sheep, i’ de cairds. The 
word is to be classed with kodd, 
sb., a pillow. 

koddi [kodi, kodi (k&di, kodi)], 
sb., l) a small plaited basket, e.g. 
of straw or dried dock-stalks; esp. 
a) a basket for holding bait (lim- 
pets); a limpet-k.; b) a bee-hive- 
shaped straw-basket for holding 
salt, sauti-k.; a similar basket for 
spoons, spoon [spon]- or spooni 
[sp0ni]-k.; also “spoona-k. [spon"- 
akodi, -k&d'i]”: U. In Du. koddi 
[kodi] esp. denotes a small, round 
basket (made from dock-stalks) for 
gleaning potatoes in (in Du. is mostly 
used kubi and hovi in sense of 
basket for bait, limpets, and hovi, 
hobi or hobbi in sense of salt- 
basket). 2) a small bag for hold- 
ing bait. Wests. (Sa.) [kodi]. A form 

koddi [kodi] is reported from Sa. 
in sense of a small basket for bait. 
3) = kodd, sb. 1; Sa. [k&di]. — 
Prop, the same word as the pre- 
ceding, and denoting a bag, some- 
thing bellied or baggy. See the 
etym. given under kodd, sb., and 
besides, cf. L.Sc. coodie, cudie, sb., 
a small tub, No. kudde, m., a nest, 
bird's-nest (containing a dozen eggs 
or more). 

fkoddins [kodins], sb. pi., the 
foundation-stones of a chimney. 
Also koddings [kodigs], U. 

fkodd-skew [kodskjn, -sl$n], sb., 
a large, square stone, forming the 
upper corner of the main-wall and 
the gable-wall in a house, at the 
foot of “de wind-skew”. U. 

koder, vb., see kjod, kjoder, vb. 
koder [kodar] and kodi [kodi], 

adj., ingratiatingly kind, confidential. 
koder: Du. and Wests, occas. (Sa.). 
kodi: Wests, occas. See further 
kjod, kjoder, vb., kjoder(et), adj. 

kodi (kodi-o/7), sb., see goti and 
kodi, sbs. 

kodn, kodden, vb. and adj., see 
konn, vb. and adj. 

kofl, kofel, sb. and vb., see kovl, 
kovel. 

kog1 [kog], vb., to peer, to look 
out cautiously, comm. In the same 
sense O.N. kaga, No. kaga and 
koga, vb. 

kog2, kug [kog], vb., to swallow, 
to drink in large draughts; to k. 
aff o’ a can o’ bland (whey mixed 
with water). Y., Fe. Cf. Icel. koka 
and kykja, vb., to devour, and No. 
kjokja, vb., to make efforts in swal- 
lowing something, from kok (Icel. 
kok, f. and n., No. kok, n.), the 
throat, O.N. kok, f. 

kogabrol [kog-abroh], vb., to howl; 
to mew loudly and continuously, 
applied to cats in pairing-time; de 
cat is kogabrolin. Conn. The first 
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part of the compd. is prob. No. 
kauka, vb., to shout, cry, Sw. dial, 
kauka, k&ka, vb., also to try to al- 
lure by calling. The second part 
is brol, vb., to bellow; howl. 

*kogil [kogi, kggi], sb., sea-term, 
name in fishermen’s tabu-lang. at 
sea for seal. Nmw. (Esh.). Prop. 
the peeping one, from kog1, vb., 
owing to the manner in which the 
seal, with its head above the sur- 
face of the water, watches the boat 
from a distance. 

kogi2 [kogi], sb., sea-term, name 
in fishermen’s tabu-lang. at sea for 
land (in contrast to sea), esp. the 
high land (ridges of hills) in con- 
trast to the low land (see kavi, sb. 
I 2). Un. “I saw de tap [‘top’] o’ 
de k. loomin’.” Often used in the 
pi., de kogis, the high land, the 
hills. Also partly gogi [gogi], go- 
gis (Uu.). Prop, that which peeps 
out (as the high land is the last to 
disappear and the first to appear 
when the boat-fishermen row out 
towards the high sea, or in towards 
the land respectively); see kog1, vb. 

kogi, kogel [kogol, kogol], sb., 
something round and unshapely, a 
round, lumpy stone; see further un- 
der kugl, kugel, sb. 

kogi, kogel, vb., see kugl, ku- 
gel, vb. 

koglet, kogli, adj., see kuglet, 
adj. 

koil, sb., see koll, sb. 
kojak(k) [kojak, ko^jak1], vb., to 

chatter, to have a long gossip; to 
sit kojak(k)in. Fo. Poss. an ex- 
tension of a *koja, like e.g. bis- 
nakk, vb., to be occupied with use- 
less trifles, from *bisna (No. bisna). 
In that case, the word can be re- 
ferred to O.N. koeja, vb., to disturb 
by talking? or to No. skoia, vb., to 
bawl, to make a noise (some ex- 
amples of dropped, initial s before a 
consonant are found in Shetl. Norn). 

It might also be conceived that ko- 
jak(k) has arisen by extension of 
a *kjak(k): No. kjaka, vb., a) to 
wrangle; b) to talk with tiresome 
monotony, and kjakka, vb., a) to 
carp at; b) to grumble, wrangle. 

kok (kjok) [1^3k], vb., to caress, 
to fondle in a rough manner, to k. 
aboot ane. U". *koka? No. kaka 
and koka, vb., a) to bungle: b) to 
fondle. 

*kokk, sb., see *kukk, sb. 
kokkasodi [kok^asg'di, kak’ase'di 

(kok-aijg-di)] and kokkasotl [kok'a-, 
kSk'asg'ti, -soti], sb., an onomato- 
poeic name, prop, tabu-name, sea- 
term in fishermen’s lang. applied to 
various kinds of sea-fowl. N.I. Acc. 
to some people, the name for an 
auk, alca torda, acc. to others, a 
cormorant (large, grey, white-breast- 
ed cormorant), again acc. to others 
(Yh.), the long-tailed duck, the so- 
called kallu (q.v.); finally acc. to 
some, used of the shearwater, liri. 
Also kokkinsoti [k&k'insoti] (Fe. 
occas.) and kokkasona [k&k'aso'na] 
(Yh.). The cry of such a sea-bird 
was taken as an omen of bad 
weather, when heard by fishermen 
rowing out to the high sea. — to 
sing like a k., to sing out of tune 
(N.I.). 

kokkel [(kokal) k&kol], sb., tabu- 
name, sea-term, used by fishermen 
for the compass. Nms. Prop, a 
lump, Icel. kokkull, No. kokle (ko- 
kul), Sw. dial, kokkel, m. 

kokkeluri [kok’oluTi, k&k’olu’ri], 
sb., daisy, Beilis perennis. comm. 
Sometimes called “de piri (the little) 
k.” in contrast to “de mukkel (the 
big) k.”, ox-eye daisy (Chrysanthe- 
mum Leucanthemum), L.Sc. horse- 
gowan. Is the same word as No. 
kokkelur(e), m., pine-cone (seed- 
capsule, kokul), with which doubt- 
less are connected “kukkelur(e)”, m., 
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snail-shell, Icel. kukulur, m., snail 
(= fjorukongur. B.H.). Prop, a lump; 
see kokkel, sb. 

kokr, koker [kokor (k&kar)] and 
kukr, kuker [kokor], vb., to cheer 
up, to revive, to k. ane op; also 
to talk gently; to fondle, caress. 
Wests, occas. (Sa.): [kokor]. Else- 
where more comm.: [kokor (k&kor)]. 
Also commonly with inserted j: 
kjokr, kjoker [kjokor]. More rarely 
used as vb. n., to become revived, 
to recover, to k(j)okr op. — No. 
kokra (kukra), vb., inter alia to fondle; 
to talk gently (prop, to cackle; whin- 
ny; to emit monotonous, detached 
sounds); Eng. cocker, vb. 

kokrin, kokerin [kok ’orm ] and 
more comm.: kjokrin, kjokerin 
[kjok^'orin1] sb., sea-term, fishermen’s 
tabu-name for hen. Wh. In Papa 
Stour the word is found with close 
o-sound: (kukrin) kjukrin [(kok“- 
orm-) kjok"3rm ]. — Prop, the cackl- 
ing one. No. kokra (and kukra), 
vb., to emit monotonous, detached 
sounds; to cackle, whinny, etc. See 
the preceding word. 

kol [kol], sb., a small piece of 
partly burnt, glowing peat on the 
hearth, small brand (q.v.) or piece 
of a brand. O.N. kol, n., is handed 
down in sense of coal; prop, fire 
or something burning (from this 
“kola”, f., a lamp). See tand, sb. 

kolgrof [(kolgrof) ko'lgrof], kolgref 
[kolgref, kSlgref], sb., a piece of 
ground very carelessly delved; “to 
dell [‘delve’] or lay onyting (a piece, 
a ‘rig’) in k.”, in delving a piece 
of ground with a spade: to prepare 
the ground roughly, leaving it in 
an uneven state. In a wider sense: 
to lay onyting in k., to execute a 
piece of work carelessly and badly. 
Y. (kolgrof: Yb.; kolgref: Ym.). 
— de Kolgref or Kolgrev [-grev] 
is found as a place-name on the 
east side of the isle of Hascosay 

[has"kose,]I situated between Yell 
(Ym.) and Fetlar. The said place is 
of a very rough character, uneven 
and full of depressions. From this 
is derived the name of the sound 
“Kolgref or Kolgrev Sund” (between 
Hascosay and Fetlar). — O.N. kol- 
grpf, f., a charcoal pit. See gref, sb. 

koli [koli (k&li)], sb., a small, 
cup-shaped, open lamp (made of 
iron), a train-oil lamp. comm. From 
F.I. is reported a form with long & 
[kMli]. — O.N. kola, f., a small, 
open lamp (train-oil lamp). 

kolihekk [kphihaek- (kali-)], sb., 
a wooden frame for the lamp, koli, 
to hang in. Fo. See hekk, sb. 

kolirag [kolirag- (kali-)], sb., the 
wick in a train-oil lamp, koli. The 
word is now only used in exprs. in 
which the original sense has be- 
come obscure, as: riven (torn) i’ 
kolirags, torn into strips, rags, 
applied to a piece of cloth, a gar- 
ment — with reference to Eng. 
rag. — O.N. rak, n., the wick of a 
candle; Fser. rak, n., also wick in 
a train-oil lamp (kola). 

kolket [k6‘[k3t (koiikot)], adj., 
knobby, unshapely, out of its pro- 
per shape. U. (Un.). Doubtless perf. 
part, of a verb *kolk, to bring out 
of shape. Cf. No. kolka, kulka, vb., 
to work badly, to bungle, and see 
the foil. word. 

kolki [k6‘]ki (koiiki)], sb., l) a 
protuberance, knob or lump: a) de 
k. o’ de kettle, the protuberance 
(round little swelling) on the out- 
side of the bottom of a kettle. N.I. 
(in Unst, Un., also kjolki [kj6‘[ki] 
and kulki [kuiki]). Wests, occas. 
(Ai.) and Easts, occas. (L.; Wh.; 
Sk.): kulki [kuiki, koiki], de k. o’ 
de kettle; b) the hindmost curve of 
the stomach of a fish; de k. o’ de 
mogi. N.I. and several places (Un. 
occas.: kulki [kuiki]). 2) small 
hollow in the centre of the hearth 
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in the horizontal, midmost hearth- 
stone; de k. o’ de heart’-sten, = 
de kuli. Nm". (N.Roe). 3) (dented) 
corner of a plaited straw-basket; 
“de k. o’ a kessi”, esp. referring 
to the corner of an old basket, which 
has lost its shape (see kolket, adj.)- 
U. occas. (Uba.). 4) short stem of 
a pipe; de k. o’ de pipe. Fe. — In 
sense 1 a are found also without 
k-derivation: kuli and kulek (-ek 
is the diminutive ending in the lat- 
ter); in sense 2 also kuli. — *kulkr. 
Deriv. of *ktil-; O.N. ktila, f., a 
bump; swelling; No. and Sw. dial, 
kul (uu), m., and kula, f., a bump. 
No. kolk (kulk), n., is doubtless the 
same as the Shetlandic word, but 
used in a different sense: a bungle; 
badly done work, prob. originally 
something knobby or lumpy. 

koll1 (koil) [kol, koil], sb., 1) sea- 
term, a name in fishermen’s tabu- 
lang. at sea for head, esp. head of 
a fish; smite de k.! chop its (the 
ling’s) head off! Ai. Also in the 
compd. grokoll [gro'ko(] or with 
anglicising of the first part: grey- 
koll, grey k„ sea-term, tabu-name 
for mouse, prop, grey-head [O.N. 
grar kollr, *grakollr]. Ai. (W. Burr.). 
2) a protecting cover of straw, placed 
over the top of a hay- or corn-stack, 
esp. against rain; chiefly in the compd. 
“head k.”; Nms. [(koD koil (kail)]. 
In the same sense: koil-tap [‘top’] 
and “koll-tett (-tate)” (L.Sc. tate, 
tatte, sb., a small quantity; tuft of 
wool; lock of hair, etc.; O.N. pattr, 
m., a single strand of a rope; a 
part of something); Nms. — In sense 
of hay-stack a form koll [kol (ko'l)] 
is found, alternating with “cole [kol]”. 
The latter form is doubtless L.Sc. 
(Jam.: cole), and the use of koll in 
sense of hay-stack is probably due 
to L.Scottish influence (N.Eng. dial, 
and L.Sc., N.Scottish: coll, sb., hay- 
stack), though a derivative *kyllingr, 

from O.N. kollr, is found in sense 
of small hay-stack in No. (kylling, 
m.), and in Fser. (kyllingur [tsjid- 
hggor]); the word “kollr” itself is 
not found in this sense in the Northern 
languages, but certainly it is found 
in sense of the rounded top of a 
hay-stack. Original words in Shetl. 
for hay-stack, such as hostakk and 
sodi, sodek, are found only in a 
metaphorical sense, used compara- 
tively; see further under these words. 
3*) round-topped hill, knoll; now 
found only in place-names, chiefly 
as the first part of compd., and pro- 
nounced in many different ways [kol 
^0*1), ko[ (koj, k&p, kol, kol, koil 

(koil)]. Examples: Kollafirt’ [kol"a- 
fe'rL] (Nm.): *kolla-fjQrdr; Kollevo 
[k61"9vo’] (Yn., Papa St.): *kolla- 
vagr; Kollefell [k&l"9fer] (Sa.): *koll- 
fell; Kolleron (Ai.: kol"9r9n’; Nibon, 
Nmw.: kol"9ron0, rounded, rocky 
hills: *koll-hraun. Uncompounded 
with suffixed definite article: de Kol- 
len (Kullen) [ko[9n] (on the isle of 
“Vela”, Vaila, near “Was”, Walls): 
*koll(r)inn. In “Fula”, Foula is found 
a form with change of 11 to dl; thus 
in the names: a) de Kodl [kodal, 
ko<l9l, ko(j9l] o’ de Nup: *gmips- 
kollr, and b) Kodlefell [k&d-iefeL]: 
*koll(a)-fell. See Shetl. Stedn. p. 121. 
— O.N. kollr, m., the head; rounded 
top, summit; crag, knoll. 

*koll2 [k&l], sb., a man, an old 
man, noted down only in a sea- 
song in Norn from Un. in the expr. 
“sagde k.[<jagd9 k&l]”, sagde kolle 
gambli or kolla gamla [sjaida 
(^agd9) k&[9 gambli, ijagda k&Ja gam- 
la], the old man said so, *sagdi 
karl, sagdi karlinn gamli. O.N. karl, 
m., a man. The now current form 
karl [karl, karl] in Shetl., in spite 
of its likeness to O.N. karl, or rather 
on account of its inconsistency with 
Norn phonology (esp. rl for 11, soft- 
ened, palatal 1), is scarcely Norn- 
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Shetlandic, but a loan-word from L.Sc. 
(L.Sc. carl, sb., a man, churl), karl 
is sometimes used, by mingling, in 
the same sense as kerlin, kerl (a 
big woman). For the relation be- 
tween “karl” and koll, cf. the rela- 
tion between kerlin (kerl) and 
*kellin. 

Roll [kol], vb., to clip, to take 
off the top, to k. onyting aff; to k. 
de light, to snuff the candle. No. 
kolla, vb., inter alia to clip, to take 
off the top; L.Sc. coll, vb., id. A 
form with long o: kol [kol, ko3l], 
which must be L.Scottish, is now 
more common in Shetl.; see under 
koll1, sb. 2. 

kolla [ko^a (kola)], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. for 
a buoy (made from sheep-skin). 
Conn.; Fo. Prop, something clipped 
and rounded, a roundish or “polled” 
object. Cf. No., Faer. and Icel. kolla,f., 
a wooden vessel without ear or 
handle, Sw. dial, kolla, f., Shetl. 
-koll in the compd. romikoll (q.v.). 
O.N. kolla, f., a polled animal, a 
female, also a woman, is prop, the 
same word. 

kollek [kolok, kojak (kojak)], sb., 
1) a roundish, lumpy object, esp. 
an unshapely stone (useless for 
building purposes), = kog(e)l and 
kug(e)l, sb.; a vilde [‘vile’] kollek 
o’ a sten. Du. [kolak]. 2) a variety 
of oval-shaped mussel; acc. to L. 
Edm.: Mactra solida. In Neill: Ve- 
nus Erycina. Acc. to Th. Edm. 
(Glossary): Tellina rhomboides. ko- 
lak: Yh. occas. kolak: Sa. occas. 
Elsewhere more comm.: kolak. In 
Wh.: kolli [koli]-shall. Deriv. of 
O.N. kollr, m. (rounded top; the 
head)? See koll1 and kolla, sbs. 
The word might, however, also sug- 
gest an older *koglek or *koklek; 
see further kugl, kugel, sb. 

koller [kolar], sb., young gull 
(esp. the three-toed gull). Sa. Ono- 

matopoeic word; see kelli, killi, 
sb., and kali, vb. 2. 

kollet [kolat (kolat, koilat, kailat)], 
adj., 1) applied to cattle, esp. cows: 
polled; a k. coo. In Fo.: kodlet 
[(kodlat) k&dlat], now partly super- 
seded by, and alternating with, the 
more common kollet [kolat]. Nmn. 
(N.Roe): kojat and koilat, koilat. Of 
a hard storm it is said: “hit [‘it’] is 
enough [enjS^] to blaw [‘blow’] de 
horns aff o’ a k. coo”. 2) bald- 
looking, having the hair cropped 
closely; du is very k.-lookin’. N.Roe 
[kolat, koilat, koilat]. 3) in the phrase 
“a k. cap”, a skull-cap. N.I. [kolat]; 
corresponding to O.N. kollhetta 
(-hpttr), Icel. kollhtifa, No. kollhuva, 
Peer, kollhiigva, a skull-cap. — O.N. 
kollottr, adj., polled (bald), appl. to 
animals. 

kollgret [kolgrot], sb., a lead, 
with a rope attached, for sounding 
the depth of the sea. Esh., Nmw. 
The second part of the compd. is 
grot, sb., a stone. The first part 
is poss. O.N. kadall, No. kal, kail, 
m., a rope; cable. Or koll, head? 

kollifirbolli [kaiifarbSli], adv., 
headlong, topsy-turvy; dey guid 
[‘went’] k. doon [‘down’] de hill; 
dey tumbled k. N.Roe. *koll fyrir 
bpll? kolli here prob. means head; 
see koll1, sb. belli: globe; lump; 
hind part? 

kolmirk [kolma‘rk],adj.,yo//c^ dark. 
No. kolmyrk, Sw. kolmork, adj., id. 

kolti [ko'lti], adj., applied to a 
stone: round and lumpy, useless 
for building purposes; a k. sten. 
Conn., Du. No. kulten, adj., re- 
sembling a kult (log of wood; crag; 
a small, stout, round figure), some- 
what convex, stoutish. 

*kolv-, sb., see *kwolvin. 
kom1, come [kom], vb., to come, 

used in collocations with certain 
preps, and advs. in some exprs. 
originating from O.N. (Norn). Thus: 

29 
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k. aff, see af, aff, adv. — k. at, a) 
to come to an end, to have nearly 
finished some work or other, — 
Fser. koma at enda; we ’re cornin’ 
at; Sa. b) to happen, of a misfor- 
tune or accident; som’tin’ is [‘has’] 
come at him; what’s come at de 
coo? O.N. koma at, inter alia a) 
(impers.) to come to a certain point, 
so that something is at hand; .9) to 
come over one, to overwhelm; feel, 
and Fser. koma at e-m, to happen 
(of an accident). — k. frae, inter 
alia of a fishing-line which has 
chanced to stick fast to the sea- 
bottom, round, or under, a stone, 
and is carefully jerked up: to be- 
come loose, to slip out (with a jerk), 
— gloit, vb.; de line cam’frae (Fe.). 
— k. on, to happen, occur, = 
Fser. koma a, No. koma paa (up- 
paa); in other senses see “k. upon 
(upo)”. — k. op, to get on, to be- 
come known, = O.N. koma upp. 
— k. till: d) to grow, to become 
something more or greater; esp. 
jokingly or ironically: du is cornin’ 
till, you surpass my expectations. 
Un.; No. and Fser. koma til, inter 
alia to grow to manhood; O.N. koma 
til e-s, inter alia to become some- 
thing. b) to recover; to regain 
strength; in a similar sense No. 
koma til (tee), to revive, to come 
to (of a person in a swoon). — k. 
to [‘to’], in the phrase “ill come 
to”, perf. part., properly to come 
off badly, esp. of a cow calving 
before due time, or applied to a 
woman who has been confined be- 
fore her time; “sho’s ill come to” 
(Conn.). O.N. koma til, inter alia 
to happen, occur. — k.upon (upo), 
a) to meet, to run across, O.N. 
koma &; b) to come over one, ap- 
plied to frame of mind, = Fser. 
koma 6; der ’r a ilska come upon 
him. — k. wi’, to occur in a cer- 
tain manner (well or ill), to k. weel 

or ill wi’, = Fser. koma (vsel, ilia) 
viS; O.N. koma vid, inter alia to 
happen, occur. — In fishermen’s 
tabu-lang. at sea is used the phrase 
“come till itsell [‘itself’]”, of the 
fishing-line, in sense of to break; 
mostly in perf. part.: de line is come 
till itsell, the line is broken. 

fkom(b) [kom, kom], vb., of waves: 
to form a crest (of foam); of the 
sea: to form crested waves, com- 
bers; de sea is kom(b)in op. Wests. 
(Sa., Papa). Also kem, “kame, kaim 
[kern, kem, l^sm, l$em]”, with L.Sc. 
form of the word; thus on Easts. 
(Wh.: l^em); to k. op. — Denoting, 
in contrast to Eng. comb, vb., not 
the breaking but only the lifting of 
long, high waves, and may then be 
an old *kamba, to form crest or 
top. See *kamb and *komb(a), 
sb., sharp-crested mountain ridge, 
and compare faks, sb. and vb. 

komin [kormn], sb., that which 
is suitable for one to do, is one’s 
duty; to be in ane’s k., to be one's 
duty; hit [‘it’] is guid or ill i’ dy k. 
to do it, it becomes you well or 
ill to do that; hit is ill i’ dy k., it 
is ungrateful of you, it is a poor 
return. Also in pi.: kom ins; hit 
is ill i’ dy komins (N.I.). — Cf. 
O.N. koma, vb., in sense of to be 
one’s duty, something one is obliged 
to do (koma 6 in Fr.). 

*kongalu [korj-galn", kSg-goln-], 
sb., a bush, heather-bush; under (a) 
k. Un > bu. Only preserved in a riddle 
in Norn; see Introd. Prob.: *kpnglu, 
acc., gen., dat. of *kangla, f. O.N. 
kpngull, m., a cluster of berries; 
No. kongla, f., a fir-cone (kongul, 
m., a cluster of berries), Sw. dial, 
kangel, m. Cf. also Sw. dial, kang, 
m., a long, drooping, leafy twig or 
branch of a conifer, No. kangla, vb., to 
strip off leaves or seed. — For the 
stressed ending in the Shetl. word see 
Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), § 41. 
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kongel [koggal (kar)g3l)], sb., 1) 

a piece of dough made into a 
br0ni or circular, thick cake (bar- 
ley- or oat-cake), raw breni. Nm. 
2) a small piece of peat (piece of 
burning peat). U.? Edm.: “kongl, 
a piece of burning peat”. Fser. 
kongul, m., a small piece of peat. 
No. kongul (East Norw.), m., kongla, 
f., Sw. dial, kangel, m., a fir-cone, 
“kongul” also means a cluster of 
berries (West Norw.). See the pre- 
ceding word, and konglalavin, sb. 
The root-meaning of the word is 
doubtless lump. For the relation 
between the two different meanings 
of kongel cf. the relation between 
Shetl. bogel, sb., and Ork. boglo, sb. 

kongi [koggi], sb., sea-snail, spiral- 
formed shell. Yh., Fe. No. kong, 
m., and Icel. kongur (fjorukongur), 
m., sea-snail. 

konglalavin [kog-glala'vin], sb., = 
kongel, sb. 1 (a piece of dough 
made into a broni). Nm. For the 
second part see lavin, sb. 

konk, konki (kjonki), sb., illness, 
a very bad cold, see kunki, sb. 

konn, vb., to become acquainted 
or familiar with something (a place), 
to become accustomed to a haunt, 
esp. referring to cattle, kept in a 
certain pasture, in order to get them 
accustomed to the place. Only re- 
ported in the form kodn, kodden 
[kodan] from Sandness on Wests, 
“keep de coo dere, untill sho kod- 
dens”, keep the cow there till she 
gets familiar with or used to the 
said pasture. — O.N. kynnask, vb. 
refl., to become acquainted, to make 
acquaintance with someone or some- 
thing (kunnr, adj., known); No. 
kynna, vb., to let a person get 
familiar with one, and kynnast, vb. 
refl., to make oneself familiar (with 
someone). — In the Shetl. verb the 
i-mutation is dropped. Change of 
nn to dn, especially prominent in 

the Foula dialect, has formerly been 
common on the greater part of 
Westside (Sa., W., Aiw., Stw., Foula 
and Papa). Examples of the changes 
11 > dl, nn and rn > dn, on Wests., 
are found in Introd. V (also N.Spr. 
VII), § 42; note further the Foula 
forms, such as kidn- from kinn- 
(O.N. kinn, f., the cheek), and in 
the Hildina ballad (Foula ballad), 
e. g. kadn from O.N. kann, can, 
3rd pers. sing, of kunna, vb. In 
Norn a)ll and b)nn, rn, are found 
as 11 and nn respectively in the 
other parts of Shetland, often (esp. 
in the N.I.) with softened, palatal 
pronunciation. 

konn, adj., acquainted with; fa- 
miliar with; accustomed to, esp. 
referring to cattle having become 
accustomed to a certain pasture. 
Only reported from Sa., Wests., in 
the form kodn, kodden [kodan]. 
“de coo is no k. yet”, the cow is 
not yet accustomed to the pasture. 
O.N. kunnr, adj., a) known; b) fa- 
miliar (with), being acquainted with 
or having knowledge of. For the 
change nn > dn in Shetl. Norn on 
Wests, see under the preceding 
word. 

*konnmerki [ko'n’mae'rki, k6Il•- 
mse'rki (korj--)], sb., a kind of corn- 
worm (that creeps into the ears of 
corn, ruining them), zabrus gibbus. 
Yh. *V.orr\-mdi6Wr,corn-worm, merki: 
derivative, with i-mutation, of older 
*mark, O.N. madkr, m., maggot; 
worm. For the change 5k > rk cf. 
No. and Sw. dial, mark = makk, m., 
maggot; worm (Sw. literary lang.: 
mask). Another Shetl. name for the 
said worm is oks-worm, “ear (of 
corn)-worm”; q.v. 

konta-plucker [ko'q-taplok’ar], 
sb., small marul (the angler), Lo- 
phius piscatorius. U". — O.N. kunta, 
f. , cunnus. See fplukker, sb. 

fkop, sb., see kjob, sb. 
29* 
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kopp [kop], sb., \) a somewhat 

precipitous hollow, roundish de- 
pression in the landscape. Ai. (Fo- 
grigert). Often found as a place- 
name: de Kopp, de Kopps. Holo- 
kopp [hor'okop1] (Norwick, Un.): 
*holu-koppr; de Kukopp [knkop] (de 
Biggins, Papa St): *ku-koppr, and 
“Koppena kor [kop’^na1 kSr]” (Nmw., 
near the lake of “K or water”): *k^r- 
kopparnir — small dales, haunts of 
the cows, de Koppadelds (Sembli- 
ster, St): *kopp(a)-deildir. Koppi- 
fell [kop"ifel‘] (Ai.), a hill, the one 
side of which is concave: *kopp- 
fell. de Koppahwaeis [kop"ahwais-] 
(Sulem, Nm.): *kopp(a)-kvlar (see 
kwi, sb.). de Koppa-“rigs” (Tang- 
wick, Esh., Nmw., Huster, Ai.); rig 
(L.Sc.) = cultivated patch (older 
Shetl. teg, deld). — Sometimes 
kopp (in place-names) denotes a 
roundish elevation, e.g. de Smokopps 
[smokops, -kops] (Connw.), some 
small, round hills with level top; cf. 
O.N. “sm&koppr”in a contrary sense 
small vessel; small hollow. 2) in 
a water-mill: one of the (two or 
three) holes, bored in the iron plate 
fixed to the groundsill, and in which 
the pivot of the axle turns; see 
grundking, sb. In sense 2 now 
often a) with the pronunc.: [kop], 
like Eng. “cup”, and b) in the form 
kapp, “cap” [kap], after L.Sc. cap, 
sb., a wooden bowl. 3) stern of a 
boat or ship? In this sense a form 
“kupp” is given in Edm. Not fur- 
ther confirmed. — kapp is com- 
monly used in Shetl., partly in sense 
of wooden bowl, a Norwa-k., a 
wooden bowl made in Norway (and 
imported from there), partly (esp. in 
S.Sh.) in sense of boat's scoop, = 
ouskerri, but in contrast to the 
latter, mostly used as a sea-term, 
tabu-name; see *kupa, sb. Also 
in place-names the form kapp has 
sometimes replaced kopp; e.g. de 

Rossikapps [ro^’ikaps’] (Fitful, Du.), 
depressions in the ground, pastures 
for horses: *hrossa-koppar. — O.N. 
koppr, m., a) a cup, small vessel; 
b) a cup-shaped hollow; c) semi- 
spherical elevation. — It may be 
doubtful, in several cases, whether 
in Shetlandic place-names there is 
any evidence of an original “koppr” 
or *kop-, *kopa (No. kop and kopa, 
small hollow), or a *ktipa (No. kupa, 
f., a bowl, something cup-shaped), 
esp. where the pronunc. is [kop] 
with close o. Examples: Bergkop(p) 
or -kup [bse'rkop] (Brough, Wh.), 
hollow in a rock; de Koppek or 
Kupek [kopok] o’ de Wart (Scous- 
burgh, Du.), hollow in a mountain- 
side. Kop(p)a [kopa] (L.), an over- 
hanging rock, concave at the foot, 
may be an original *kopa. See 
*kupa, kupi, sbs. 

*kora-mussi [koramo.^i], sb., re- 
ported from Sa. as being the last 
words of a dying Aithsting man to 
his wife: “Oh, puir k.-m., I’ll t’ink 
lang for dee”, oh, poor - -, / will 
long for you (Ai.). As the expr. 
“krol-mooth” or “krolet mooth”, 
prop, “curly mouth”, is still used as 
an endearing term to or about some- 
one, kora-mussi may possibly be 
explained in a similar manner from 
O.N. k&rr, m., a curl (or No. kaure, 
m., id.), and Fser. mussur, m., en- 
dearingly = munnur, m., the mouth. 
With Faer. “mussur” compare No. 
munsa, Sw. dial, and Faer. mussa, 
vb.f to kiss. 

korf, sb., see kurf, sb. 
korgl, korgel [k&rgol], vb., to tell 

strongly exaggerated stories. Prop. 
to emit throat sounds? in this case, 
there may be compared with the Shetl. 
word, Faer. gorra and gorpa, vb., a) 
appl. to the raven: to croak (hoarse- 
ly); b) to babble, to talk nonsense; 
Faer. gorpur, m., the raven, = O.N. 
korpr, No. korp, m. No. karkla, vb., 
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to cackle, almost assimilates in form 
to Shetl. korgl. 

korhird, vb., see gordhird, vb. 
kork, vb., see kork, vb. 
fkorka [kS'rka] and fkorkin [kS‘r- 

km], sb., oats. Fo. (korka) and 
Un ’bu. (korkin). Used as a tabu- 
name, sea-term in U. korkakost, 
oaten bread (Fo.); see ‘kost1, sb. 
— O.N. korki, m., oats, from Irish 
coirce, corca. 

korkalit [k^r’kaht1 (ko‘r"ka-)], sb., 
red dye (purple), produced from 
crab’s-eye lichen, korki, = Faer. 
korkalitur,No. korkelit, m. Fe. Other- 
wise more comm.: korkelit[ko‘r“- 
keht-, k&‘r"ke-] or korkilit [ko‘r”- 
kilit-, k&‘r"ki-]. See below korki, sb. 

fkorki [ko'rki, kS'rki], sb., crab’s- 
eye lichen, lichen tartarea. From 
this lichen is extracted a purple 
colour, comm, korki and korka 
[(ko'rka) k&‘rka]: Fe. Faer. korki, 
No. (West Norw.) korke, m., id., from 
Gael, corcar. L.Sc. (obs.) corkes. 
Shetl. korki denotes also a red 
(purple) colour, prepared from crab’s- 
eye lichen. 

korki [ko'rki, k&‘rki]-6a’, sb., a 
round lump (ba’) of prepared korki, 
a lump of red (purple) dye, — Faer. 
korkaleivur (O.N. hleifr, m., a round 
loaf). 

korl, sb., see korr1, sb. 
Pkormoget [kormo-got], adj., hav- 

ing an impure, light grey colour, 
with a darker coloured belly, ap- 
plied to animals; a k. sheep. Esh., 
Nmw. For gormoget? see gor, sb. 
Or a parallel form to kidmoget? 
see under kattmoget, adj. 

kormollet [kormoj^t, kormoj'at, 
kormoj'ot (kor-)], adj., 1) having a 
large, ugly mouth, esp. a) used 
by children and young persons of 
old women who are (were) harsh 
with them, and b) of cows; a k, 
coo. Sa. [kormoj'ot]. 2) ill-looking, 
having a disagreeable, repulsive ap- 

pearance and a queer, ugly face; 
a k. body. U. [kormoj'Ot; Un.: kor- 
moj’ot (kor-)]. Fo. [kormol’at]. — 
The word may be an original *kyr- 
m^Itr or -miilottr, "having a mouth 
(muzzle) like a cow”. The first part 
of the compd., in this case, is gen. 
sing, (k^r) of O.N. k^r, f., a cow. 
For the second part mol let see 
grolmolet, and grolmolet, katt- 
mollet, *trollmolet, adjs. — Dif- 
ferent from the kormollet, treated 
here, is another kormollet [kor- 
moj'Ot] = kormolget [kormoj’gat], 
having a dirty face, soiled (Nm.; 
[kormoj’got]: N.Roe), which is a par- 
allel form to gormolget, gormol- 
let; see further under gormolg 
(gormoll), vb. In sense 2 (ugly 
and disagreeable in appearance), 
the two words are, however, merged 
together; likewise in sense c of the 
word gormollet (kor-), surly and 
peevish, which poss. is a kormol- 
1 e\,ucow-mouthed”, “ugly-mouthed”, 
repulsive. 

kom, corn [korn, ko3rn, kSrn], 
sb., corn, still commonly used in a 
sense handed down from the old 
language: a morsel; grain; a tiny 
part of anything, a piri (little) corn, 
= O.N. korn, n. The older Norn- 
form of the word was *konn [ko'n, 
koii, korj; see under *konnmerki, 
sb. Cf. forms as *honn- from O.N. 
horn, *bonn from O.N. barn. 

corn-deld, -djeld, sb., see deld, 
(and skebb2), sb. 

corn-gild [konrgild' (-<jild')], sb., 
payment, gild,/or the damage done 
by one man’s sheep on another 
man’s corn. U. *korn-gild (gjald). 
See *gild, sb. 

corn-skepp [kornsksp, kornskep, 
-skaep], sb., a large straw-basket 
for stamping corn in. See skepp2 

(and skebb2), sb. 
korp [k&‘rp], vb., to emit rattling 

sounds, to be dying. Fe. *korpa, 
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to croak hoarsely, applied to the 
raven; O.N. korpr, m., the raven. Cf. 
Fser. gorpa, vb., to croak (appl. to 
the raven, Peer, gorpur). 

korpnibset [korrpb-sot], adj., snub- 
nosed, short-faced. Fo. kirpnib- 
set [(kanpb'sot) lyrrpb'sat]: Sa. Like 
“kirp-faced”. — Properly “short- 
beaked”. For the first part korp- see 
further under kirp (kirpet, kirpin), 
adj. The second part is a deriv. of 
*nebb, beak (No. nebb and Sw. 
nabb, m., Fser. nebb, n., O.N. nef, n.). 

korr1 [kor (korr)], sb., in the expr. 
“de k. o’ dimm”, the quietest part 
of the midsummer-night, the dead 
of the midsummer-night. N.I.; Nm. 
occas. In Nm. also korl [korl], de 
k. o’ dimm. — O.N. kyrfl, f., rest, 
quietness (kyrr, adj., quiet, still). — 
Cf. No. kurr, adj. (= kyrr, kjorr, 
quiet, still), in exprs. as “paa det 
kurraste”, in the middle of the night, 
and “kurraste natti”, in the dead of 
night. 

korr2 [korr], sb., a slight sound, 
a murmur, esp. negatively “no a 
k.”, not the slightest sound or in- 
dication; der’ wer (there was) no a 
k. ut o’ his head; der’ wer no a k. 
among dem. N.I. Also referring to 
a cooing or clucking sound, e.g. of 
hens; Wests. (St.); see korr, vb. — 
O.N. kurr, m., a murmur, prop, a 
grumbling, growling. 

korr [korr], vb., to coo, to cluck, 
e.g. of hens perceiving something 
that fixes their attention. Wests. (St.). 
— O.N. kurra, vb., to murmur; 
grumble, growl, etc. 

korr [korr], interj., hushaby! Cf. 
feel, korra, vb., to sing low to 
children (korriro, cradle-song, lulla- 
by), and see kirr, interj. 

korri [kori], sb., a small, lively 
fellow; applied to children and small 
animals. “My k.!” my treasure, my 
honey! (Sa.). Occas. also of dogs 
(Conn.), esp. in fondling address, 

and as the name of a dog. In the 
first given sense korri is prob. the 
same word as Sw. dial, kurre, m., 
a) the squirrel; b) a small, lively 
boy. In sense of dog, and as the 
name of a dog, another “kurre” is 
found in Sw. dial., with which cf. 
Eng. cur, sb. For a possible merg- 
ing of “*kurri’’ and O.N. kaerr, adj., 
dear, in the expr. “my kor(r)i”, 
see the following word. 

korri [kori], adj., l) small, lively, 
cheerful and quick, commonly ap- 
plied to children and small animals; 
a k. little fellow. Nmn. (N.Roe), Conn. 
2) in fondling address to a child: 
my k. ting (lamb)! my piri k. ting! 
my sweet little honey! Sa. Edm. 
gives kurrie: “pretty, dear, amiable”. 
— For the etymology of the word in 
sense 1 see under korri, sb. In 
sense 2 there seems to be a mingl- 
ing of *kurri with O.N. kaerr, adj., 
dear, in Shetl. partly ker, as “my 
kor(r)i!” (see the preceding word) 
is also used syn. with keremi! my 
dear! my treasure! 

korrnorr [korndr], sb. and in- 
terj.: I) sb., a murmur; mutter, esp. 
negatively; he never said k., he 
never said a word. Nm. II) interj., 
be quiet! be silent! Fe. — The 
first part is korr2, sb., a murmur; 
the second part is poss. knurr, sb., 
(q.v.) in this compd. merely intensive, 
noted down in the same sense. The 
initial k in the second part might 
easily be dropped in the said compd. 
See kirrnirr and korrnorr, sb. 
(and interj.), in which “i” and “o”, 
in the second parts are, respectively, 
due to adjustment of sound. 

kors, cors [(ko‘rs) k&‘rs], sb., 1) 
fiery-cross in shape of a small, 
wooden cross-pin; formerly used 
especially when tithes were to be 
collected, and was stuck above the 
door when sending round from house 
to house. Also Ork. 2) express 
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message, very important tidings or 
errand; to send a k.; N.I. (Y.; Fe.)- 
3) korses, pi., two pieces of wood 
laid crosswise and fixed at the end 
of the churn-staff, for butter-churn- 
ing; (a pair o’) kirn-korses; comm. 
4) a cruciform mark on a steelyard 
by which to distinguish the centre; 
comm, in pi. of two such marks on 
a steelyard; de bismer-korses, half 
a lispund korses. 5) exclamation 
in swearing: kors! “cross”! k.upo 
dee! k. upo dat! — Kors-mass, 
cross-mass, the 3rd of May (In- 
ventio Crucis), and the 14th of Sep- 
tember (Elevatio Crucis), = O.N. 
Krossmessa, L.Sc. Cors(e)-mass. — 
The form of the word is L.Sc. (cors), 
but the meanings spring from O.N. 
kross, m., a cross, cross-pin, which, 
inter alia, is found in sense of a 
circulating fiery-cross, = Shell, kors 
1; Faer. tingakrossur, m., fiery-cross. 
Meaning 2 of Shetl. kors has been 
developed from meaning 1. With 
kors (korses) 3, “kirn-korses”, cf. 
No. kirnekross, m., wheel in a wheel- 
churn (R.). — In place-names com- 
monly in the older form kross [kros, 
kras; kros, krosj], esp. as the first 
part, and denoting a cross, in former 
times placed on or near the spot 
where e.g. the passers-by performed 
their devotions. See Shell. Stedn. 
p. 124. 

fkort [ko'rt, k&‘rt, ko‘rt], adj., 
short; also scant. Prob. a more re- 
cent word. Da. (and No.) kort, Ndl. 
kort, adj. 

koss [kosj], vb., to scare away 
poultry (hens) by shouting; see 
kuss and koss, vbs. 

koss [kofj], interj., outcry, by which 
to scare away poultry (hens); see 
kuss and koss, interj. 

kossi [kosi (kos^i)] and kotsa, kotsi 
[kotsa, kotsi], sb., a calf or cow, 
used as a call or fondling term, 
kotsa: U". occas. kotsi: U. and 

Fe. Elsewhere more commonly: 
kossi. See kussi, sb. 

*kost1 [kost], sb., \) bread; handed 
down in the compds. boga [boga]-k., 
barley -bread, and korka |M‘rka]-k., 
oaten bread. Fo. In Low’s list of 
words (from Fo.): Coust, Boga coust 
and Corka coust. 2) in former times: 
a certain tax of corn, acc. to D. Bal- 
four commonly paid in 1/3 meal, and 2/s malt or corn (Ork. and Shetl.). 
cost: Balfour. — Cf. O.N. kostr, m., 
in sense of sustenance (in provi- 
sions), food, corn, and Ork. cost, 
coist, sb., a) sustenance or duty 
payable in kind, tax in kind; b) in 
a special sense: meal and malt 
(Jam., Edm.). 

*kost2, kjost [(kost) Kost, kjost], 
sb., tumulus. Nms. (Bard.). As a 
place-name, names of hills, are found: 
de Kostins [Kostins] or de Kostins 
[Kostins], a lumpy hill in Bonidale, 
Lunn.; de K(j)ostins [Kostens, kjost- 
ins], sea-term for a (steep) tract of 
coast in Westing, U., forming a 
height; de K(j)osta [K^sta], sea-term, 
used by Yell fishermen of the pro- 
montory “Tonga [torjga]” in Unst 
(Uw.); Kostifell [kos”tefeL], sea-term 
for the hill Sulmisvird [*-var<5a], Nm. 
— O.N. kpstr, m., a heap, hetero- 
geneous mass. Fser. kbstur, m., Ork. 
kaest, sb. (Jam., Suppl.), a dunghill. 

kotl, kottel [ko'tol, koi'tol], vb., 
1) to tickle (Un.), = kitl2, kittel, 
vb. 2) to put aside secretly, to 
pilfer. U. Cf. a) No. kutla, vb. 
(Dal.), = kitla, to tickle, and b) 
kitla, vb., in sense of to poke, rake 
up the fire (R.). 

kotti [koti], sb., a pet name and 
call for a hen: chickabiddy; piri 
(little) k.! Fe.? (acc. to J.I.). See 
kitti, sb. 

kovl1, kovel, sb., see kuvl, kuv- 
el, sb. 

kovl2, kovel [koval], sb.,thick, warm 
clothing, esp. head-covering. Also 
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kofl, koffel [kofsl]. O.N. kufl and 
kofl, n., a cowled cloak. 

kovl, kovel [kovsl], vb., to k. 
anesell [‘oneself’], to k. anesell op, 
to dress oneself warmly, to wrap 
oneself up carefully, esp. about the 
head; sho [‘she’] kovels her (her 
head) op. Also kofl, kofel [kofal]: 
Un. occas., Conn, koveld (kofeld) 
op, closely wrapped up (esp. about 
the head). *kufla or *kofla. See 
the preceding word. 

kra [kra], sb., see *kragek and 
kraga-tae, sbs. 

krab [krab], sb., a collection of 
small, worthless objects, e.g. small, 
ill-thriven potatoes; small pieces of 
peat, etc.; a lock [‘lot’] o’ k. Un., 
Yh. (of potatoes). Also a collection 
of small creatures, esp. small, test- 
aceous animals (very small limpets, 
patella, unserviceable for bait), small 
mussels. Un.,Nms. (mussel-k.). Some- 
times appl. to small fish, disparag- 
ingly. Un. — No. krap, n., a) copse; 
small, stunted trees; b) small, ill- 
thriven animals (R.). 

krab [krab], vb., to scrape, to be 
dragged over an uneven surface 
while scratching and gripping hold, 
e.g. of an anchor or grapnel, dragged 
over the sea-bottom; de anchor or 
dregg krabs (is krabin). Umo. 
*krapa? Cf. O.N. krafsa and krapsa, 
vb., to scratch, scrape, No. krabba, 
vb., a) to crawl, creep; b) to grab, 
snatch, scrape (krafsa), Sw. dial, 
krabba, vb., to creep. 

krabbaliri [krab'ali’ri], sb., bar- 
nacles, lepas anatifera; commonly in 
pi.: krabbaliris. Esp. of barnacles 
on driftwood. U". The first part of 
the compd. is, in all probability, O.N. 
krabbi, m., handed down in sense 
of crab, but doubtless originally used 
in a wider sense of a creeping 
creature; cf. No. krabbe, m., a) a crab; 
b) a small, creeping thing, and No. 
and Sw. dial, krabba, vb., to crawl. 

creep, liri is possibly the same 
word as, or cognate with, No. lira, 
f., a thin cake. Otherwise Shetl. 
liri is found in sense of shearwater, 
Puffinus (a species of sea-fowl). Other 
names for barnacles are spikkali- 
ris (spiggaliris) (Un.) and “tammi- 
noris”, the latter otherwise de- 
noting the sea-fowl puffin, Frater- 
cula arctica. The name “tammi- 
nori” for barnacles is prob. due to 
a comparison of this animal with 
the beak of the puffin. On the other 
hand, a comparison with the beak 
of the shearwater does not agree 
quite so well. 

*k rabbi, *krabbe [(krabi) kraba], 
sb., a crab, in the verse about the 
crow and the crab (see Introd.: Frag- 
ments of Norn). Fe. Now always: 
crab. — O.N. krabbi, m., a crab. 

krabbi [krabi]-//nes, sb. pi., a 
variety of stringy seaweed, fucus 
filum. Fe.? (J.I.). Doubtless “mrp- 
ingstrings"; No. and Sw. dial, krabba, 
vb., to crawl, creep; see krabba- 
liri, sb. Another name for the 
same variety of seaweed is “lokkis- 
lines”. 

krag [krag], sb., 1*) a collar. 2) 
the throat, neck. Conn. O.N. kragi, 
m., the collar of a coat. L.Sc. crag, 
craug, sb., the neck. In sense 2 
the L.Sc. form “craig [kreg]” is now 
more common in Shetl. 

kraga [kraga], sb., a black cow 
with a white stripe round the neck, 
or conversely. Used esp. as the 
name for such a cow: Kraga. Fo. 
See kraget1, adj. 

kraga-fae [kra"gate<], sb., in a 
boat: the top of a frame- or cross- 
timber; a bent piece of wood, which 
stretches from the end of the cross- 
beam under a thwart up to the 
gunwale (antiquated construction). 
Yh. Elsewhere more generally in 
the abbreviated form: “kra [kra]- 
tae”, now used of a somewhat dif- 
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ferent construction: short knee-tim- 
ber, a piece of wood which, under- 
neath, rests on the end of a cross- 
timber, and on top of which is 
scarfed the so-called “knee-head" 
(q.v.). In Wh. found uncompounded: 
kra [kra], denoting a knee-piece 
scarfed to the bottom timber (de 
band) below, and to “de knee-head” 
above. — “kraga-tae”, prop, "knee- 
timber-toe” (L.Sc. tae, sb., = Eng. 
toe). For the first part of the compd. 
see the foil. word. 

*kragek [kragak, kragak], sb., knee- 
timber in a boat; the word assimi- 
lates partly to “kraga (kra)-tae”; 
q.v. Edm.: “cragacks, the knees in 
a boat’’. — O.N. kraki, m., a pole, 
stake, also (as Icel. kraki, m., No. 
krake partly) a crook, hook. 

kraget1 [kragat (kragat)],adj.,appl. 
to an animal: having the neck (partly 
also the cheeks and head) of a 
different colour from that of the 
body, with light (white) body and 
dark (black) neck, or conversely; 
a k. coo or horse, a k. sheep. Prop. 
having a collar round the neck, 
and derived from O.N. kragi, m., a 
coat-collar. *kr9gottr? One might 
have expected a form *kroget, sim- 
ilar e.g. to mo get [*mpg6ttr], hav- 
ing a belly of a different colour 
from that of the body, from O.N. 
magi, m., the stomach. The word 
is possibly not quite old, though ab- 
sence of u-mutation in kraget may 
be due to influence of the word 
krag, sb., whilst o in moget is 
supported by the form mogi, sb., 
stomach, stomach of a fish. Cf. 
bjelset (*bi-helset), adj. 

kraget2 [kragat], adj., very lean 
and miserable, esp. applied to cattle; 
a k. sheep. Wh. Cf. No. krakutt, 
Sw. dial, krakig and krakligr, adj., 
feeble; miserable; sick (krake, m., 
inter alia a very emaciated ani- 
mal), O.N. krakligr, adj., thin, slim, 

slender of frame, and see below 
krak(k)1, sb. 

kragklut [kraklat, kraklat (-klot)], 
sb., a cravat, neckerchief. From 
krag and klut, sbs. 

fkragsi [kragsi], sb., a person 
with a long neck, esp. as a nick- 
name for such a person. Fo. From 
krag, sb. 2. 

krak or krakk1 [krak], sb., a 
small, thin and weak person who 
has reached maturity, but is stunted 
in growth; a k. o’ a ting. Cf. 
a) O.N. kraki, m., (a stake, pole) 
thin and spare-limbed person, No. 
and Sw. dial, krake, m., also a stunt; 
a weak, emaciated being; b) No. 
krakk, m., a poor wretch. See kra- 
get2, adj. 

krakk2 [krak], sb., 1) a three- 
legged wooden stool, = No. krakk, 
Faer. krakkur (O.N. knakkr), m., L.Sc. 
crackie,sb. Also krokk [krSk]. Some- 
times 2) a foot-stool (wooden foot- 
stool), = No. krakk (O.N. knakkr). 

krakk-gr/ce [krak-grais], sb., a pig 
with very short, poorly developed 
hind legs, on account of disease 
in the joints. Un. With krakk, in 
this compd., cf. No. krakall, adj., 
stiff and feeble in the feet, kraken, 
adj., that moves stiffly and wearily 
(to be classed with kraka, vb., to 
creep, crawl along). 

kram1 [kram], sb., a paw, cat’s 
paw, cat’s claw. Jocular or mock- 
ing term, also applied to a hand: 
“paw”. Wh., Lunn. O.N. hrammr, m., 
bear’s paw. The Shetl. form, how- 
ever, possibly springs from an origi- 
nal *kram-; see kramm, vb., and 
krammek, sb. Cf. ram, sb. 

kram2 [kram], sb., a heap of 
small objects or tiny creatures (shell- 
fish for bait, small potatoes, etc.). 
Nms. Is doubtless the same word 
as O.N. kram, n., goods, small 
wares. See kram a, sb. 

kram [kram], vb., to pack into 
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a heap; kramd [kramd] togedder, 
kramd op. Nms. The long vowel- 
sound indicates kram to be a Norn, 
and not the Eng. word. No. krama, 
vb., a)' to grab; b) to cram, stuff. 
A form with short vowel-sound is 
now commonly used in Shetl. 

krama [krama], sb., a collection 
or heap of small objects, such as 
very small potatoes, small clods of 
earth, pieces of peat, etc.; gane 
[‘gone’] i’ k., lyin’ in a k., crumb- 
led, crushed. Conn. Derived form 
from kram2, sb., see ante. — The 
same word as krama is doubtless 
grama [grama], sb., heap of small 
objects, esp. small potatoes, (dirty) 
heap of potatoes, many of which 
are bad ones, to lie in a grama, 
to lie in a partly decomposed state, 
appl. to small objects (potatoes) in 
a heap. 

kramm [kram], vb., 1) to grab; 
to k. i’ de taatis [‘potatoes’], i’ de 
peats; to k. ut. 2) to scrape; 
scratch; de cat kram ms or klurs 
(is krammin or klurin) to de wast 
[‘west’]: considered to indicate that 
the wind is going to be westerly 
(Fe.). — Cf. Da. kramme, vb., No. 
kremma, vb., to crumple; crush; 
handle; squeeze; paw (No. krama 
and kramsa, vb., to grab, snatch; 
“kramsa” also to scratch). 

krammek [kramok], sb., the paw 
of an animal, esp. cat’s paw. 
Mockingly also appl. to a hand: 
"paw”, “cats’-krammeks” is also 
used metaph. in sense of small, de- 
tached, drifting clouds; see katti- 
ram, sb. — O.N. hrammr, m., bear’s 
paw. The Shetl. form is, however, 
possibly an original *krammr; see 
the preceding word, and cf. kram1 

and ram, sbs. 
kramp [kra‘mp], sb., cramp, con- 

traction of the sinews; see k r a p pl, sb. 
krampi [kra'mpi], sb., commonly 

in pl., krampis, liver-krampis: meal 

from bursten, burstin (corn, dried 
over the fire in a pot), crushed to- 
gether with fish-livers, esp. livers 
from small coalfish (see sillek2, 
sb.); barley- or oatmeal crushed to- 
gether with fish-livers (from small 
coalfish) or with the train-oil ex- 
tracted therefrom; usually prepared 
by boiling in a pan. krampi, sing., 
partly also == liver-broni, barley- 
or oat-cake crushed with fish-livers 
and grilled, or broni with livers in 
the middle (U. occas., Uws). — The 
word is to be classed with No. 
krampa, vb., to press; squeeze (esp. 
clothes in washing. R.). — In Wh. 
and in L. occas. a form krumpas, 
q.v., is used in the same sense as 
krampis. Cf. krappin, sb. 

krank [kra‘rjk], adj., sick, feeble. 
O.N. krankr, adj., sick, L.Sc. and 
Eng. dial, crank, Germ, krank. See 
kronk, sb. and adj. 

kranset1 [kra'nsot (k ran sat)], adj., 
applied to cattle, esp. sheep: dark- 
coloured (black or brown) with 
partly light (white) face (esp. round 
the eyes), and frequently also with 
light (white) neck. Also converse- 
ly. Wests. Doubtless, having a 
wreath (crown, ring). O.N. krans, 
kranz, m., a ring; garland; crown. 

kranset2 [kra'nsat], adj., cross; fret- 
ful; malicious. Prob. for *krangset. 
Cf. No. krange, m., a cross, dis- 
obliging person, “krangV', applied to 
anything twisted or crooked (krang- 
len, adj., twisted, gnarled, krangla, 
vb., to quarrel). 

kransi [kra'nsi (kransi)], sb., (the 
common) coral, millepora poly- 
morpha. O.N. krans, kranz, m., a 
wreath; ring; crown, in No. (krans) 
also a cluster of berries. 

krapp1 [krap], sb., cramp, con- 
traction of the sinews, in compds., 
such as tungekrapp, sandikrapp; 
q.v. N.I. Also kramp [kra'mp] (U. 
occas.). Sw. kramp and (in dials.) 
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krampe and krappe, m., cramp, con- 
traction of the sinews. 

krapp2 [krap], sb., the angular 
space in the interior of a house 
between the upper part of the stone 
wall and the lower part of the roof 
(the rafters); de k. o’ de wa [‘wall’]. 
F.I. This space above the wall is 
a general depository for small things. 
— Doubtless narrow space; see 
krapp, adj., and cf. O.N. krappa- 
riim, n., handed down in a different 
sense of a space (the third from the 
stern) in an ancient ship-of-war. No. 
krepp, m., a narrowing. L. Sc. crap, sb., 
the top of any thing. Cf. e s i n s, sb. pi. 

krapp [krap], adj., 1) close; scant, 
esp. of wind, mostly contrary wind, 
making it difficult for sailing; a k. 
wind. In the same sense No. krapp, 
adj. 2) of the sea: choppy, with 
short, crested waves; k. sea. 3) 
of the stem of a boat: sharply bent 
upwards; of a boat: having the stem 
sharply bent upwards, = No. kropp- 
stemnd, adj.; k. stems; de boat is 
ower (very) k. i’ de stem. — O.N. 
krappr, adj., strait; narrow. 

krappin [krapm], sb., meal and 
fish-livers crushed together 
meal-dumplings, filled with fish- 
livers (Swinister, De.). Mostly in 
the form kroppin [krSpin, kr&pon], 
and esp. denoting meal and fish- 
livers crushed together, stuffed into 
the head of a fish and boiled; k.- 
head. — Originally doubtless the 
same word as krampi, sb. (q.v.), 
with change mp > pp (cf. kramp 
and krapp1, sb.). The word merges 
with L.Sc. “crappit head”, head of 
haddock, stuffed with oatmeal, suet, 
etc., from “crap”, vb., to fill, stuff. 

kravi [kravi, kravi], sb., a swarm, 
large (collected) flock, crowd; a 
k. o’ dogs, a k. o’ fish. Nmn-W. 
(N.Roe; Esh.). Also appl. to inani- 
mate objects: a heap; mass; great 
pile; a k. o’ waar [L.Sc. ware, sea- 

weed]. Esh., Nmw. [kravi]: Esh.; 
[kravi]: N.Roe. — Possibly to be 
classed with No. krade, m., dense 
crowd (R.), Icel. kradak, n., a swarm, 
crowd (B.H.). v (-vi), in that case, 
raises some difficulty, and therefore 
an original *kraf, in sense of crawl- 
ing, creeping things, might be in- 
dicated; cf. Sw. dial, krava, vb., to 
crawl, creep. 

craw-pil [kr&pil (-pil, -pil)], sb., 
a kind of testaceous animal, to be 
found on the foreshore. Mostly 
used collect.: small, black shell-fish 
on the foreshore. Cf. O.N. kr&ku- 
skel, No. kraakeskjel, f., mytilus edu- 
lis; L.Sc. craw, sb., = crow. Shetl. 
pil, sb., small shell-fish; No. pile, 
m., a particle; grain. See krok- 
lin, sb. 

craws’-court [kr£s-ko‘rt], sb., 1) 
“crows’ court”, a gathering of crows 
holding conference and judgement 
(generally resulting in an attack on 
one of the flock, leaving it dead on 
the spot), = Faer. krakuting, n. 2) 
comparatively and mockingly: boister- 
ous assembly discussing insignifi- 
cant matters with much and use- 
less talk, = Faer. kr&kuting, No. 
kraaketing, n. 

craw-siller [kra-silar], sb., glim- 
mer, a kind of mineral (stone, 
cleavable into very thin, glittering, 
flexible plates), mica. No. kraake- 
sylv, Da. dial, kragesolv, n., id. 

craw-sten, -stane [kr&sten, -sten], 
sb., = craw-siller. 

craw-tang [kratap], sb., “crow 
seaweed”, a variety of yellowish 
seaweed, growing in small clusters 
on a single stalk among the so- 
called golatang (q.v.) on the sea- 
shore. Yh., Fe. Reported from Fe. 
appl. to the kind of seaweed grow- 
ing on the sea-shore above the so- 
called bongtang or sea-wrack. Fe.: 
craw-tang = Yh.: golatang? 

krechin, sb., see krekin. 
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fkreg, sb., see krigi, krik, sbs. 
kregasod, cra/^a-sod [kre'ga- 

sod-, -s^d"], sb., a rock on the sea- 
shore from which angling is carried 
on. U. The form of the word is 
partly L.Sc., partly Norn. L.Sc. craig, 
sb., a rock; Shetl. sod, sb., a seat. 
See *bergset and *bergsodi, sb. 

krek1 [krek, kraek], vb., to spit, 
hawk, to cough up phlegm, [kraek]: 
Conn. O.N. hraekja, vb., to spit. 
Common in the derived form kreks; 
see kreks1, vb. 

krek2 [kre3k], vb., to move slow- 
ly and falteringly, to stumble along, 
usually complaining in a whimper- 
ing voice; to geng krekin aboot. 
Du. Poss. syn. with No. “kreka” 
or “kraka”, Sw. dial, kraka (kreka), 
vb., to creep, crawl (to walk slowly 
and badly). Owing to the long e, 
however, the word, in its form, is 
closer allied to Icel. kreika, vb., to 
walk slowly, to stagger along. 

krek, kraek [kresk, krae3k], sb., 
an animal with very short, poorly de- 
veloped hind legs. Fe. See “ k r a k k- 
grice”, sb., and krekset1, adj. 

krekin, krechin [krae^in, krae^an], 
sb., sea-term, used in fishermen’s 
tabu-lang. for whale. U. Cf. No. 
krake, m., as the name of a large 
marine animal (and in Aa. Supp!.: 
krakunge, m., a kind of marine an- 
imal?). 

kreks1 [kraeks (kreks)], vb., 1) to 
hawk, cough up phlegm; to clear 
one's throat, esp. in a forcible man- 
ner; to k. ut o’ de craig or t’rot 
(the throat), to k. ut ane’s t’rot, to 
k. i’ de t’rot. 2) to grumble; more 
rare in this sense.— kraeks: comm, 
kreks: Wests, occas. — Cf. No. (Helgo- 
land) kraksa, N.Sw. dial, kraaks’, vb., 
to hawk, cough, cough up (O.N. 
hraekja, vb., to spit). See krek1 

and bruks, vbs. 
kreks2 [kraeks], vb., to walk in a 

bent position with crooked knees. 

to stagger. Du., etc. *kreksa. See 
the foil, word as well as krikl, 
krikel2 and kriks, vbs. 

krekset1 [kraeksat (krae3ksat)], adj., 
applied to foals and pigs: having 
feeble, crooked and stiff legs (owing 
to disease in the joints); a k. foal 
or grice. Appl. to the legs of foals 
and pigs: feeble, crooked and stiff; 
k. legs. Fe. Cf. No. kreks, m., a 
stunt, and kreksa, f., a crooked ob- 
ject (a branch). Deriv. of *krak(k); 
see “krakk-grice”. krikset, adj., 
q.v., differs somewhat in sense from 
krekset. 

krekset2 [kraeksat], adj., grumb- 
ling; cross. Uncommon. Deriv. of 
kreks1, vb. 2. 

kreksi [kraeksi], sb., a disease in 
foals and pigs, causing the legs to 
become crooked and stiff. Fe. See 
krekset1, adj. 

krell, krill [krej], sb., a clinking 
sound, the sound of any hard ob- 
ject (as glass or china) breaking into 
pieces. U. See skrell, skrill, sb. 

krem [kresm], vb., l) to be ail- 
ing, always unwell and sulky. Fe.; 
Yh. 2) to complain. Fe.; a krem in 
body. — *kreima(sk) or kremjask? 
The long e-sound in Shetl. rather 
indicates an original *kreim-. Cf. 
a) No. kreimskjen and kreimslen, 
adj., ailing, weakly and eating little, 
from *kreim-, Icel. kreima (kreyma?), 
f., a weak person; b) O.N. krem- 
jask, vb. refl. to pine away from 
a wasting sickness (krpm, f.). — 
Hardly developed through a *kr0m 
from *krauma; see further krom, vb. 

krest [(krest) kraest], vb., to exert 
oneself, walking wearily, bending 
under a heavy burden (on one’s 
back); to k. under a burden. Un. 
Also krist [knst, krest] (Un.). — 
O.N. kreista, vb., to squeeze; pinch; 
press. No. kreista seg, to exert 
oneself in order to bring out some- 
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thing, e.g. the voice in singing or 
speaking. 

krestin [(krestm) kraestin], sb., 
hard toil and struggle, e.g. in car- 
rying a heavy burden (on the back), 
also of laborious rowing; we ’re had 
a k. Un. See krest, vb. 

fkribb, sb., see krobbek, kruff 
and krib(b)i, sbs. 

kribba^e [knbod^], sb., a poor 
wretch, emaciated creature (person 
or animal); a puir [‘poor’] k. Un>w. 
May be either a *krypp- appl. to 
something shrunken or stunted (No. 
kryppa, vb., to shrivel up, O.N. 
kryppill, m., a cripple) or *krepp- 
(No. krepp, m., partly a narrowing, 
partly a falling-off in condition). Cf. 
poss. also Sw. dial, kripp, m., a 
little child. For a change pp>bb 
in Shetl. Norn see Introd. V (also 
N. Spr. VII), § 38 a. Edm. gives 
“cribbage, the person, the body of a 
person”, syn. with kruppin, from 
O. N. kroppr, m. 

kribbi, kribi [kribi], sb., an oblong, 
flat wooden vessel in which the 
fisherman keeps his fishing-line (esp. 
haddock-line) when going a-fishing. 
Ai. (W.Burr.). Prob. a form arisen 
by i-mutation or through infl. of Eng. 
crib, sb., from an older *krubb; see 
further krobbek2 sb. 

kriel [krlol, kri*l] and krier [krior, 
kri3r], sb., sea-term in fishermen’s 
tabu-lang. for a cock. U. Cf. Icel. 
krla, f., as the name for a sea- 
swallow; No. kria, vb., to shout; 
rejoice. 

krig(g) [kng], vb., to hook, to 
grip and let loose again, e.g. of an 
anchor or sinker on a fishing-line, 
catching the sea-bottom, and having 
to be loosened again; de kappi (the 
sinker on the line) was krig(g)et; 
we could feel de anchor krig(g)in. 
Yn. O.N. kroekja, vb., to hook. The 
vowel is developed irregularly in 
Shetlandic. 

krigga [kroga], sb., cover or shelter 
against bad weather, prop, crouch- 
ing position; to stand in k. Fe. Prob. 
*kryk- or *krykk-. Cf. No. krykja, 
vb., = kroka, vb., to crouch (against 
bad weather). Da. dial, krokke, vb. 
“krykja” from “kruk”, crouching 
position. See further kroga1, sb., 
and krog, vb. 

krigi, kriggi [kngi, krogi], sb., 
corner, sharp angle in a wall or 
fence; a k. in a dyke (fence). U. 
[kngi; Un. occas.: krogi]. As a place- 
name sometimes appl. to a creek; 
thus: “de Kriga (Krigga) [knga]”: 
a narrow creek in the isle of Muckle 
Roe (Dew.). — O.N. kriki and krikr, 
krlkr, m., a bend; curve; angle; 
No. krik and krikk, m., a sharp 
angle, corner. — A rare form kreg 
[kreg], curvature, in place-names 
may have arisen from “krlkr”, as 
long e in Shetl. Norn is sometimes 
a development of O.N. f; thus e.g. 
“Krega [krega]-burn”, name of the 
bend of a stream, winding part of 
a stream, running into Vidlin Loch, 
Lunn. Different from this *kreg, 
though etymologically connected, and 
similarly pronounced, is the L.Scot- 
tish loan-word craig, sb., the throat. 
kr\\t,sb., a narrow pass, q.v.,is prop, 
the same word as krigi (kreg). 

krigi-set, kriggi-set [krigiseL, 
krog'iset", -saet’], vb., to drive an 
animal into a corner, esp. into a 
sharp angle, krig(g)i, in a fence 
in order to catch it; to k.-s. a horse 
or sheep. U. [krigi-; Un. occas.: 
kragi-]. *krik(a)-setja, to put into a 
corner. See the preceding word, 
and cf. krogset, vb. 

krik [krik], sb., a defile in the 
landscape, narrow pass, cleft. Fo. 
Also fig.: a trap (prop, corner or 
angle of a fence in which to 
catch an animal-, see krig(g)i, sb., 
and kriggi-set, vb.). As a place- 
name is found “de Krig [krig]”: a 
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narrow valley in Fo. On the other 
hand, kreg [kreg], in the expr. “de 
k. o’ a loch”, a narrowing, or a 
narrow, neck-shaped part of a lake, 
is prob. L.Sc. craig, sb., the throat. 
See further krigi (kriggi), sb., 
which prob. is the same word. 

krikl, krikel1 [krikal], vb., to 
crumple or crush; de paper was a’ 
[‘all’] krikeld op. Y., Fe. Cf. No. 
“krikl” appl. to something crooked 
and winding, krikla, vb., to make 
crooked designs, e.g. in sewing. 

krikl, krikel2 [krikal], vb., to walk 
unsteadily and feebly, to stagger 
along with bent knees; “to k.”, or 
“to gengkriklin”. *krikla or *krykla. 
Cf. a) No. krikel, m., a feeble creature, 
krekla, f., a poor, bent wretch, stiff 
in the limbs; b) No. krykla, f., a) 
lameness in the feet (in cows), = 
krypla; /?) something stunted or weak 
and shrinking, kryklen, adj., weak 
and shrinking (krykjel, m., a crouch- 
ing wretch). 

kriklet [kriklot, knklat], adj., stiff 
in the limbs; bent; having a feeble, 
stiff and staggering gait; a puir 
[‘poor’] k. craeter’. Un. Is to be 
classed with the preceding word. 

fkriks [knks, kriks], sb., stiffness 
in a limb or in a part of the body; 
pain in the sinews (from remaining 
too long in the same strained posi- 
tion); to get de k. (Du.); temporary 
lameness or numbness in the legs 
or arms accompanied by tingling 
sensations, usleeping”-, I ’m gotten 
de k. (Conn.), [kriks, kriks]: Wests, 
[kriks]: Du. and Conn. See the two 
following words as well as a) 
kreks2, vb., and kreksi, sb.; b) 
krikl2, vb. Cf. Eng. crick, sb. 

kriks [kriks (knks)], vb., to walk 
bent and unsteadily with a feeble, 
staggering gait-, to geng [‘go’] 
kriksin. In Du. also krisk [krisk 
(knsk)], by metathesis of k and s. 
Cf. No. kriks, n., a poor, feeble 

creature, and see kreks2, krikl2, 
vbs. 

krikset [kriksat (knksat)], adj., 
bent, crooked, having raised shoul- 
ders and humped back (Easts, occas.: 
N. , etc., Nmn.); having bent knees 
(Dew.); a puir [‘poor’] k. body; to 
geng k. See the preceding word 
and kreks2, vb. 

krikst [krikst (knkst)], adj., hav- 
ing a stiff limb, suffering from a 
temporary stiffness of the sinews, 
from remaining too long in the 
same strained position (Du.); having 
a numb limb, that “sleeps” (Conn.). 
I ’m k. = I ’m [‘have’] gotten de 
kriks; see kriks, sb. 

krimm [knm, kram], vb., to cough 
(slightly), to clear one’s throat, to 
k. ut o’ de craig (the throat). Fe. 
*krim- or *krym-? Cf. the following 
derived forms: No.krymta and kremta, 
vb., to hawk slightly, to clear one’s 
throat, Icel. krimta, vb., Sw. dial. 

| krimta, vb., to squeeze-, wring. The 
word is doubtless to be classed with 
O. N. kremja, vb., to press, krem- 
jask, a) to be squeezed, pinched-, 
b) to be afflicted with illness. For 
the development of meaning cf. No. 
kremta, vb., a) to press, squeeze-, 
b) to hawk, to clear one’s throat. 

krimp [kn‘mp (kra'mp)], vb., prop- 
erly to squeeze, press: 1) to shrink-, 
to narrow, to restrict-, now often 
used metaph.: a) ye maun no k. 
yoursell, you must not sacrifice so 
much that you will suffer want (Fe.); 
b) to be too stingy (in measure or 
weight), to give too short measure 
and weight (Un.). 2) a) to wince-, 
complain; whimper-, a k r i m p i n body. 
U. (Uwg.). Applied to cows in the 
byre, longing for fodder: to od 
(nod) and krimp, to emit a low, 
long-drawn, plaintive sound. Wests. 
(St.?); b) to desire, to long for 
something, intensive in the phrase 
“to od (nod) and krimp” (Wests.: 
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St.?). — No. krympa, vb., to squeeze; 
press. Da. krympe, vb., to shrink-, 
Sw. krympa seg, Da. krympe sig, 
to wince. 

krimpet [kn‘mp3t, kra'mpat], adj., 
having a scalloped edge, pinked 
(Du.). A form krimp [kn‘mp,kr3‘mp], 
in sense of scarce, scrimp, is L.Sc. 
Jam.: crimpe, adj.). 

krimpi [kn'mpi], sb., a whimper- 
ing person, a person that is al- 
ways complaining. U. From krimp, 
vb. 2. 

kring [knrj], sb., l) a halter round 
the neck of an animal by which to 
lead it, esp. a rope binding or tying 
two animals (sheep, horses) together, 
either by passing it round the neck 
or feet of both, or (esp. in case of 
horses) by tying the one animal to 
the tail of the other the better to 
drive them. 2) two animals (sheep, 
horses) tied together by means of 
kring (k. 1); a k. o’ sheep, o’ horses. 
— O.N. kringr = hringr, m., a circle-, 
ring-, No. kring, m., also inter alia 
a chain (of connected links or osier). 

kring [krig], vb., 1) to tie two 
animals (sheep, horses) together by 
means of kring (sb. 1; see the 
preceding word); to k. horses or 
sheep (lambs). 2) appl. to rope, 
tether: to become entangled-, de 
tedders o’ de two kye (cows) kringd 
togedder [‘together’] (U.). — O.N. 
kringja and hringja, vb., to encircle, 
surround. 

kring [krig], prep, and adv., 
around-, about. Fo. O.N. 1 kring 
and “kring”, adv., about-, around, 
(0 kring um, about (prep.). kringband [knrjband, -band], sb., 
= kring, sb. 1. 

kringl- or kringel [knipl]-f>read, 
sb., a kind of round loaf, brought 
from Norway. Edm.: kringle-bread. 
Brand (Zetland): cringel-bread. — 
No. kringla, f., a) a round disk, a 

circle, = O.N. kringla; b) a twisted 
roll of bread or cake, Sw. kringla, 
Da. kringle. 

kripmaliri [krip-mali'ri], sb., nick- 
name for the so-called sandilu, a 
kind of plover, charadrius hiaticula. 
Metaph. applied to a person having 
an uneven gait, now running, now 
stopping-, to geng like [lek] a k., 
to walk like a plover. Fe. or Wh. 
The first part of the compd. is prob. 
an original *krymp (*krypp-), denot- 
ing a small, feeble creature, prop. 
a stunted creature, kripma- may 
be a metathesis of krimpa-. The 
second part is to be classed with 
No. lira, vb., to move forward in 
jerks, to sneak along, Sw. dial, lira, 
vb., to turn and twist-, to move in 
a lively but quiet manner. 

krisk, vb., and krisket, adj., see 
kriks and krikset. 

krist [knst, krist], vb., 1) to exert 
oneself, to take great pains with- 
out making progress-, du’s kristet 
[knstot] as lang wi’ it (Fe.). 2) to 
walk wearily, groaning under a 
heavy burden on one’s back. 3) to 
whimper, complain slightly and con- 
tinually, to sit kristin at de fire. 
N.I. Parallel form to krest, vb., 
q.v. While krest springs from O.N. 
kreista, vb., krist is most prob. an 
original *krysta; cf. No. krysta, vb., 
= kreista, Da. kryste, Goth, kriustan. 
Ork. kreest, vb., to squeeze-, pinch-, 
press (Denn.), = O.N. kreista. 

kro [kro], sb., a corner-, nook-, 
small space in which something is 
kept, esp.: a) a space in a corner 
of de but (kitchen and living-room) 
for storing potatoes, a taati-k. [taati: 
‘potato’]; see lodi1, sb.; b) a corner 
of de but for keeping peats-, de 
peat-k.; now more comm.: peat-nook 
[L.Sc. nook, a corner]-, c) in a boat: 
a small box fastened under de 
stamron (knee-timber of the stem). 
Sometimes by transference: a heap 
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of potatoes or peats in a corner of 
de but; see the senses a and b. — 
In sense of a fold, small enclosure 
(= kro), kro is found in the ob- 
solete compd. *lambakro (sheep- 
fold). — O.N. kra, f., a nook\ 
corner. 

krobb [krob], sb., small enclosure, 
esp. a) for young cabbage-plants, 
planti-k., = planti-kro; b) for pigs, 
and adjoining the sty, grice-k. (Un.). 
Prop, a narrow space. *krubba; see 
the foil, words. 

krobb [krob], vb., to narrow, con- 
fine-, to pinch for room. In a spe- 
cial sense: to keep (a child) in 
check, to k. a bairn; de bairn is 
never krob bed [krobod], the child 
is never ruled, always gets its own 
way. The word is also found in 
Eng. dial., but in Shetlandic it may 
be of Norn origin (*krubba); see 
below krobbet, adj. 

krobbek [krobak], sb., a crib, box, 
esp. a) lamb’s crib, a box for hold- 
ing fodder for lambs (Conn.); b) a 
wooden box in which bait (esp. lim- 
pets) is gathered and kept (mostly 
square, with gable-shaped ends be- 
tween which is fastened a string, 
serving as a handle), bait-k., limpet- 
k. (= kilpek and kupi). Conn. In 
Du., occas. (Ireland) krobbi [krobi], 
bait-k. — No., Sw., Fser. krubba, f., 
a crib, a box for holding fodder-, 
Icel. krubba, acc. to B.H.: a jar, 
and krubbufat, n., a deep dish, deep 
bowl. Eng. dial, (and L. Scottish) 
crub = crib, sb. 

krobbet [krobat], adj., narrow, con- 
fined-, pinched for room, = No. 
krubben, krubbutt, adj. 

krobbi [krobi], sb., a small hol- 
low, hole in which plants, esp. po- 
tatoes, are planted. U.? Edm.: krub- 
bie, a place or hole in which po- 
tatoes, etc., are covered up. Prop. 
confined space, and the same word 
as krobb and krobbek, sbs. 

krod or krodd [krod], vb., to 
cram together (living beings), to 
crowd-, esp. in perf. part, krodded 
[krodad], krodded op, crowded 
(with something living), swarming-, 
de room or path was krod(d)ed 
op wi’ folk. Fo. The word is pro- 
nounced diff. from Eng. (and L.Sc.) 
“crowd”, and can therefore be re- 
ferred to No. kryda (*krjoda, kruda) 
or “kroda seg”, vb., to crowd-, swarm. 
No. kroda, f., a crowd. See krodni 
and krodni, sbs. 

kroder [krodar], sb., properly a 
murmur, slight indication of sound, 
reported in sense of a small piece 
of news, in the phrase “a k. o’ 
news”. “Ony [‘any’] k. o’ news de 
day [‘to-day’]”? Fo. O.N. krytr, m., 
a gentle sound (a murmur, grumble). 
Closer in form to the Shetl. word 
is O.N. krutr, m., given in Fr. as 
noise, tumult, doubtless, like “krytr”: 
a murmur, grumble. 

kroddins [kro'dins], sb. pi., small 
particles of curd floating in the 
whey after churning. Papa. In the 
same sense as the Shetl. word is 
found No. krodde, m. (prop, grit 
or small, hard particles floating in 
a liquid, = krot, n.; also greaves, 
= krota, f.). Otherwise L.Sc. crouds, 
cruds, sb. pi., which is Eng. curd(s). 

krodni [krodni], sb., a crowd, 
multitude, a k. o’ folk, o’ horses, 
o’ sheep; in a k. (forming a dense 
crowd). Fee. No. kroda, f., a crowd. 
See krod(d), vb., krodni, sb., and 
cf. krokni (krokni), sb. 

krolf, sb., see kruff, sb. 
krog [(krog, krog) krog], sb., shelter 

against bad 'weather-, to tak’ k., to 
take shelter. See krog, vb., and 
kroga1, sb. 

krog [krog, krog, krog, krog], 
vb., to crouch (to bend the back) 
against bad weather, rain or cold-, 
to shelter against bad weather (rain); 
to k. f(r)ae a shooer [‘shower’]; to 
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k. in under; to stand krogin (for 
de cauld). comm. Also as vb. a.: 
to k. a shooer, to dodge a shower 
by taking shelter. Sometimes to 
crouch so as to hide oneself in 
order to spy, sneak about in a bent 
position, spying upon another-, dey 
’re krogin aboot (said of two per- 
sons watching each other). Conn. 
— Mostly with short vowel; re- 
ported with long vowel from e.g. 
Conn.; Nmw. (Esh.); Ai. occas.; 
Easts, occas. (L.; Wh.); Fe. occas. 
— O.N. (Icel.) kroka, vb., to bend-, 
No. kroka, vb., to bend oneself, to 
huddle oneself up (against bad 
weather, esp. appl. to cattle); Peer, 
kroka, vb., to take shelter from the 
rain and bad weather; Da. dial, 
krukke, krokke, vb., to bend one’s 
back, huddle oneself up. 

kroga1 [kroga, kroga, kroga], sb., 
shelter against bad weather; to tak’ 
k., to take shelter; to stand in k., 
in a k., to get atill [‘into’] k.; in 
under k. Deriv. of the preceding 
word. 

*kroga2 [kroga], sb., a crow. The 
word is quite obsolete, and the mem- 
ory thereof, preserved in Du"., is 
due to the fact that a skerry off 
Noness in Sandwick parish, Dun'e., 
is called Krogaskerri [kro”gaskaeri] 
(by people in Sandwick), and “Craw- 
skerri” (by people in Levenwick). 
O.N. kr&ka, f., a crow. L.Sc. and 
Mod. Shetl. craw = crow. Kroga- 
and Craw-, in the said place-name, 
have scarcely any connection origin- 
ally with the name of the bird, 
any more than with many of the 
Northern place-names beginning with 
*Krak-. 

krogabel [krog"ab0r], sb., en- 
closure, bol, for giving shelter to 
animals against bad weather. Nm., 
De. See krog, vb., and kroga1, sb. 

krogen, krogin [krogon, krogon 
(krogin, krogOn)], adj., that huddles 

itself up against bad weather, or 
esp. against the cold; susceptible to 
cold, unable to stand the cold-, a 
k. body or craeter’ [‘creature’]. Icel. 
krokinn, No. kroken and krokjen, 
adj., crooked-, bent. See krog, vb., 
and kaldkrogin, adj. 

krogg [krog], sb., raised, curved 
back, esp. the high, curved part of 
a swine’s back nearest the neck. 
Also grogg [grog]. S.Sh. No. krugg, 
m., the top of the back-, raised, 
humpy back. See krugi1, sb. 

krogg [krog], vb., to raise one’s 
back and shoulders, to shrug one's 
shoulders, to k. upon anesell; he 
krogged [krogod] upon him. N. 
*krugga. Derived from the preced- 
ing word. 

krogi, sb., see kregi (krugi2), sb. 
krogset [krogset1, -saet], vb., to 

drive one or more animals into a 
corner, and catch it (them) there; 
to k. de sheep. U. Also krukset 
[kruk'saet-]: N. Prop. *kroksetja, to 
put into a corner. See further 
krig(g)i-set, vb. 

kro [kro]-/ieacf, sb., “rib-head” 
in a boat (Un.), = “knee-head”; 
see further under that word as well 
as kxdLgzV. (knee-timber), anti kraga- 
tae, sbs. kro-is prob. another form 
of kra- in “kra-tae” = kraga-tae. 

kroil, sb. and vb., see kroll, sb. 
and vb. 

kroitel, sb. and vb., see krotl, 
sb. and vb. 

krok [krok, krok], sb., a heap-, 
cluster, esp. of potatoes forming 
a single root; der ’r a k. o’ taatis 
[‘potatoes’] under dat “shoe” (potato- 
top). Den. May be O.N. hraukr, m., 
(conical) pile or heap (No. rauke, 
m., ridge of earth covering a row 
of potatoes), or a word cognate 
with hraukr, m. (cf. e.g. O.N. hroki, 
hrokr, m., handed down in sense 
of heaped measure, and No. kroka, 
f., a cluster, a small quantity of 
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sheaves of corn on a stake). The 
vowel-sound of the Shetl. word tal- 
lies better with O.N. hraukr than 
with O.N. hrtiga and (Icel.) hnika, 
f., No. ruk, m., and ruka, f., a heap. 
“hrtiga” is also found in Shetl. in 
the current form rug [rng]. 

fkrok [krok, krok (krok)], vb., to 
be in a state of utter exhaustion, 
emaciation and misery, to starve, 
esp. of cattle in the out-field owing 
to a long spell of severe or stormy 
weather; de baess [‘beast’] is krokin. 
Sa. [krok (krtik)]. Also comm.: to 
die (prop, and esp. applied to cattle 
owing to their miserable condition); 
de baess is gaun to k. — Cf. No. 
kroka, vb., appl. to cattle: to die 
from exposure to rough weather or 
cold (R.). The Shetl. word may, in 
any case when used of people, also 
be Eng. dial, croak, vb., to die. 

krokek or krokkek [krokok, kr&- 
kok], sb., name of some species of 
sea-fowl, reported from Unst, partly 
of the gannet (Un.), partly of the 
black-backed gull (bagi, swart- 
bak, swabi). Acc. to J.I. (doubt- 
ful) also of a young gull (three- 
toed gull) or “craw-maw”. — As 
“craw” is Eng. crow in the last 
quoted word, krok(k)ek may be 
O.N. krtika, f., the crow. The name 
may have been transferred to other 
birds on account of likeness of their 
cry. Note, however, No. krykkja = 
krytja, f., sea-fowl of the gull kind 
(three-toed gull). 

kroklin [krokhn, kraklin], sb., small 
mussel \ one of the small, black 
mussels adhering to the rocks on 
the foreshore. U. *kraklingr (with 
dropped i-mutation) = *kraeklingr. 
Cf. Icel. kraelingur, m., (and krtiku- 
skel, f.), a kind of mussel, mytilus 
vulgaris minor, Faer. kraeklingur, 
(small) mussel, O.N. krakuskel, f., 
(common) mussel, mytilus edulis. 
See “craw-pil”, sb. — In a few place- 

names, such as Kroklahella [kr&k1- 
lahel'a] (Wick o’ Tresta, Fe.), and 
doubtless also Kroglaskerri [krog"- 
laskaeri] (Skerries), *krokl is prob. 
syn. with kroklin. 

krokni [krokni, krokni], sb., a 
swarm; crowd. Umo. [krokni]. Un. 
occas. [krokni]. See further krokni, 
sb. 

krolk [kr6‘[k], sb., a hump (on a 
person’s or animal’s back); a k. 
atween de shooders [‘shoulders’]. 
Un. Cf. a) No. krylt, m., = kryl, 
m., a hump on the back; b) Shetl. 
krol and krolki, sbs. 

krolket [kr6‘[kot], adj., hump- 
backed (Un.); having a very com- 
pressed shape (Yn.); a k. body. 
Deriv. of the preceding word. 

kroll [krol] and kroil [kroil], sb., 
1) something curled up. 2) a) some- 
thing rolled or coiled up; b) a 
coiled or huddled state-, to be in a 
k., to be intertwined or entangled-, 
to lie in a k„ to lie huddled up 
(of an animal). 3) arched back-, 
hump, caused by compressing the 
body, e.g. against cold or bad weather, 
esp. appl. to cattle; to stand wi’ a 
kroil on the back (N.Roe). — No. 
krull, m., a) a curl-, b) something 
rolled or coiled up-, c) a circle-, 
cluster. L.Sc. crull, sb.?, contrac- 
tion, doubling up (see below crull, 
vb., under kroil, kroil, vb.). With 
kroll, kroil 3 cf. a) Shetl. krol, 
sb., No. kryl, m., a hump-, b) Shetl. 
krolk, sb. 

kroll [krol] and kroil [kroil], vb., 
1) to curl up. 2) to roll or coil 
up-, to lie krolld or kroild, to lie 
huddled up, esp. of cattle. No. 
krulla, vb., a) to curl-, crisp-, b) to 
bend together (into a ring or curve). 
L.Sc. crull, vb., to contract-, to 
double up. 

krom [krom], vb., to whimper, 
complain owing to bad health-, a 
puir [‘poor’] kromin body. Un. Sw. 
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dial. (N.Sw., West Bothnia) kraum’ 
(kroum, krodm), vb., a) appl. to 
sick persons: to wince,, whimper-, 
b) to complain -, to be impatient-, to 
grumble. Cf. No. kraumen = krau- 
nen, adj., sensitive-, whimpering 
(krauna, vb., to shrink from-, to 
whimper). O.N. krauma, vb., to 
simmer. See kron, vb. 

krommin [kromin], sb., on the old 
Shetl. wooden plough: a wooden 
clamp fixed to the so-called mer- 
kal (the piece of wood to which 
the plough-share is fixed)-, a piece 
of wood between the plough-share 
(de sock) and the mould-board (de 
mukkel skai). Conn. Poss. to be 
classed with Da. dial. (Jut.) kramme, 
c., a hoop on a wooden shoe. 

kronk [kro'rjk], sb., indisposition-, 
malingery, he’s gotten a k. Fe. 
Abbreviated form through influence 
of the adjective. O.N. krankdomr 
and krankleikr, m., ailing-, sickness. 

kronk (krunk) [kra‘rjk, kro‘gk], 
adj., 1) sick, indisposed. Fe. and Yn. 
2) cross-grained, disobliging. Yn. 
kronk 1 is O.N. krankr, adj., weak, 
frail, etc. In sense 2 kronk may 
be either “krankr” or “krangr”. Cf. 
No. krange, m., a cross, disoblig- 
ing person, to be classed with O.N. 
krangr, adj., weak, frail. For a 
change ng > nk in Shetl. Norn see 
Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII) § 31. 

fkront (kroint) [kro'gt (kroi'nt)], 
vb., to whimper-, complain-, to krist 
and kront. N.Sh. Originally doubt- 
less the same word as No. krymta, 
vb., to press-, crush, which also is 
the original meaning of krist, vb., 
q.v. Cf. the use of krimp, vb. 
Note, however, L.Sc. (Eng.) croyn, 
vb., to bellow-, whine-, whimper, 
and “crointer, croynter”, sb., as the 
name of the gurnard of the genus 
Trigla. 

fkrontel [kro'qtal], vb., to curl-, 
crisp-, mostly in perf. part, kron- 

teld. N., L. Possibly syn. with No. 
krynta, vb., to make oneself smart-, 
to crisp, “kryntel” in “krynteldyr”, n., 
dressed-up doll, k r o nt e 1 might,how- 
ever, also represent an older *kron- 
kel, and, in that case, be L.Sc. 
crunkle, vb., to crease-, to rumple. 

kropen [kropan, kropan, krop3m], 
krupen [krupan, -®m, krop3m], perf. 
part., crawled, crept-, de bairn is k. 
awa’ [‘away’]. The word is an older 
Norn form besides the now com- 
mon “crept” of “creep”, vb. O.N. 
kropinn, crept, perf. part, of krjiipa, 
vb., to creep. With u: Sw. krupen, 
perf. part. 

kroppen [krapan, krSpan; krap8m, 
kr&p8m], adj., properly perf. part., 
shrunk-, contracted-, doubled up-, 
crooked, bent. Mostly in the forms 
“kropam, krSp8m” (cf. the forms of 
pronunc. of this word, given un- 
der gopn, sb.). a k. body, a) a 
shrivelled-up person with a doubled- 
up or shrunken body, b) a crook- 
ed or bent person. In expletives, 
wishing evil: k. be de fingers, at 
[‘that’] do sicc a ting! may the fing- 
ers become crooked that do such 
a thingl k. op, shrivelled. — O.N. 
kroppinn, bowed together, crooked, 
perf. part, of kreppa, vb. n., to 
clench-, pinch-, press. 

kroppin1 [krSpin, -an], sb., meal 
and fish-livers crushed together 
(stuffed into a fish’s head)-, see 
further krappin and krampi, sbs. 

kroppin2 [kropin (krapm), -an], 
sb., body, person-, see further krup- 
pin, which is the common form. 

kros [(kros) kro3s], sb., (a dainty), 
a nice gift, esp. ironically appl. to 
a slight thing, a trifle, received as 
a gift; dis [‘this’] is a k. U. (Un.), 
Fe. — O.N. krds, f., a dainty. Cf. 
the use of the words gMa, gjord, 
glob1, sbs. 

kross1, cross, sb., a cross; see 
kors, sb. 
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kross (krosj)2 [kr6<j], sb., a heap, 

(small) pile; a k. o’ stens, o’ peats, 
o’ taatis [‘potatoes’]. N.Roe. No. 
krysja, f., (untidy) heap. 

fkross (krosj)3 [kro^], sb., small, 
choppy waves, breaking against each 
other (indicating a change of weather, 
bad weather); commotion in the sea; 
cross-sea, esp. near the shore; a k. 
i’ de sea; a k. aboot de shore. Nmw. 
The word is pronounced differently 
to Eng. cross, sb., — cf. the two 
foil, words, — but is doubtless the 
same word as Eng. cross-sea, Da. 
krysso, with the second part dropped. 

krossek [krosok, kro^ak], sb., 1) 
star-fish, Asterias. 2) a species of 
crab with a furrow across the back. 
In this sense also krossikrabb 
[kr6s"ikrab’, kro<j"i-]. — No. kross- 
fisk, Icel. and Fser. krossfiskur, m., 
Da. dial. (Jut.) korsfisk, star-fish, 
Asterias. With krossikrabb cf. Da. 
dial. (Jut.) “korskrabbe” as the name 
of a species of crab (Fejlberg). 

krosset [krosat (kr&sat), krosat, 
kro^at], adj., a) appl. to an animal, 
esp. a cow: (dark, black) having 
white stripes up over the loins and 
(partly) the shoulders; a k. coo. 
U. [krosat, krosjat]. Fe. [krosat, kro- 
sjat]. Also b) striped and spotted 
(esp. black and white) (Uwg.), and 
with a more extended application: 
c) variegated, with different colours 
blended together (Conn.: krosat).— 
In senses a and b the word is doubt- 
less an old *krossottr; cf. No. kross- 
utt, adj., having the device of a 
cross. 

krossikrabb, sb., see krossek, 
sb. 2. 

krossmark [krosma‘rk, krSsma‘rk], 
sb., properly the sign of the cross, 
used in the foil, phrase: to mak’ 
ane [‘one’] a k., to thrash one so, 
that the marks are visible to every- 
one, to maltreat (Sa.); to lie a k., 
to lie helpless, disabled (Y.; Fe.). 

— O.N. krossmark, n., the sign of 
the cross. 

krotl [krot3l, kro't3!, kr6i‘t3l, kroi‘tal 
(kr6(al)], sb., 1) a) heterogeneous 
heap or mass; to be (lie) in a k.; 
N.I. [kro't®!, kr6i‘t®l, kroi'tal]; b) a 
collection of small objects; small 
stones used when building a wall 
or fence, for filling in the spaces 
between the larger stones for sup- 
port (M.Roe, Dew.: krot®l). 2) a 
crackling sound, e.g. of tallow being 
melted; a gurgling or rumbling 
sound; rumbling in the bowels-, I 
heard de k. o’ him; “hit guid doon 
wi’a k.”, of a liquid: it went down 
with a gurgling sound. Also rumb- 
ling of a down-falling mass, esp. 
stones, “hit cam’ doon wi’ a k.”; 
rumbling as of thunder. 3) commo- 
tion in the sea, small waves break- 
ing against each other (choppy sea, 
cross-sea), a k. i’ de sea (S.Sh.); 
he set a k. i’ de sea, an uproar in 
the sea came on (S.Sh.). 4) a 
simmering-, the sound of a liquid 
just before boiling. — S.Sh.: [kr6t®l]. 
N.I.: [kro't®!, kroi‘t®l, kroi‘tal (kro[al)]. 
Wests.(Sa.): [krot®l] and krutl[krot- 
®1]. — Cf. Sw. dial, krottel, m., mixed 
or entangled mass. No. krusl (krutl?), 
a simmering, No. and Faer. krutl, 
n., a bungling-, a trifling with some- 
thing. With krotl-1 b cf. also L.Sc. 
crottil, sb., a small fragment of any 
hard body. Different words? 

krotl [krot®l, kro't®!, kroi‘t®l, kroi‘tal 
(krotal)], vb., 1) a) to emit a crack- 
ling sound, e.g. of tallow being 
melted; of thunder; b) to make a 
gurgling or rumbling sound-, to 
rumble-, de guts (the bowels) is 
krotlin; “hit guid [‘it went’] krot- 
lin doon”, e.g. of a liquid, passing 
through a narrow opening; a krot- 
lin soond [‘sound’]. 2) to tumble 
down, e.g. of small stones in a 
fence; to com’ krotlin doon (Sa.). 
3) to simmer-, to begin to boil, of 
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a liquid, esp. appl. to the simmer- 
ing sound; de kettle is krotlin. — 
N.I.: [kro't3!, kr6i‘t3l, -al (kro^ol)]. 
M.Sh., S.Sh.: [krotal]. Wests. (Sa.): 
[krot3l] and krutl [krot3!]. — Cf. a) 
No. krusla, prop, krutla?, vb., to 
simmer b) No. and Faer. krutla, 
vb., to bungle, to niggle with some- 
thing; Sw. dial, krottla, vb., to mix; 
tangle. The meanings of “krutla, 
krottla”, given under b, are foreign 
to the verb, in Shetl., but cf. senses 
a and b of the substantive krotl. 

krotli, krotl-y [krotli], adj., appl. 
to the sea: agitated; choppy (with 
small waves breaking against each 
other); a k. sea. S.Sh. Deriv. of 
krotl, sb. 3. 

krov [krov], sb., 1) the cut-up 
carcass of a (slaughtered) animal; 
de k. o’ a coo, o’ a sheep. Un. 2) 
the lap of a (sitting) person, the 
angle between the breast and the 
knees; boy, come and sit i’ gran- 
nie’s k.! (L.Sc. grannie, sb., grand- 
mother). Uwg. — In Fo. is found a 
form krof or kruf [krof] in sense 
of the back of the carcass of a 
slaughtered animal. — O.N. krof, 
n., the cut-up carcass of a slaugh- 
tered animal (No. krov, n., also: 
the inside of a body). 

krovmark [krovma'rk], sb., fat, 
lining the inside hollow of the back 
(along the spine) of an animal. Yh. 
The first part of the compd. is krov, 
sb.; see the preceding word. The 
second part, mark, is doubtless the 
same word as mergi1, merki, sb., 
marrow (O.N. mergr). 

kru [kru], sb., an enclosure, fold, 
esp. sheep-fold. Wh. Now com- 
monly: kro [kre], which word has 
mainly superseded the older form 
kru. In old place-names: kru. Icel. 
kro (lambakro), f., a fold (sheep- 
fold). Gael, cro, sb., a fold (sheep- 
fold). — A form kro [kro], found 
in the spoken language as well as 

in place-names, may spring from an 
original “kr&” (see kro, sb.), or 
may be Gael. cro. 

kru [kru], vb., to drive sheep 
into a fold, = kro1, vb.; to kru de 
sheep. Wh. Cf. Icel. kroa, vb., in 
the expr. “kroa lombin”, to close 
in the sheep (B.H.). 

krubbet [krobot], adj., narrow; 
confined (Sa.); see the more com- 
mon krobbet [krobot]. 

krubbi [krobi], sb., breastbone of 
a bird. Fo. Cf. No. krabbe, m., in 
sense of cartilaginous lamina. 

kruf1, sb., see krov, sb. 
fkruf2 [krof], sb., a crowd. Fo. 

See kro1, sb. 
kruff [krof], sb., a) a small wooden 

box for seed-potatoes; b) bait-box 
(esp. for holding limpets), of the 
same shape as krobbek and kil- 
pek (q.v.); c) (oblong) box for hold- 
ing sheep’s fodder; lamb’s crib. 
Wests, (in sense c reported from Fo.). 
Cognate with krobb and krobbek, 
sbs. Cf. No. krufsen (krupsen) and 
krufsutt, adj., narrow. 

krug1 [krng], sb., a thole, keb, 
in a boat, only preserved as a sea- 
term, belonging to fishermen’s tabu- 
lang. “Sho blaws behint de far; 
guid lukk be at de k.!” “it (the 
ling) ‘blows’ behind the boat-, good 
luck at the thole!” Uw?. O.N. kr6kr, 
m., hook\ hoop. — In sense of sail, 
boat’s sail, used as a tabu-name 
(U.), the word has arisen more re- 
cently from the verb krug. — A 
form kruket [krukot] is reported 
from Easts. (L.; Wh.; Sk.) as a sea- 
term for “hailin’-keb, vatikeb”, reel 
on a boat’s gunwale. Cf. kruk1, sb. 

krug2 [krug], Sb., see krugg, sb. 
krug1 [krng], vb., 1) to crouch 

low, sinking on all fours, esp. in 
the phrase “to k. anesell [‘oneself’] 
doon!” 2) to arch the back, ready 
for attack, appl. to an animal going' 
to butt, = to set de krug. Conn. No. 
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kruka, vb., to crouch down as if 
going to sit on one’s hams. See 
krugg, sbM and cf. hug, vb. 

krug2 [krug], vb., used in fisher- 
men’s tabu-lang. at sea: to sail, of 
a vessel; I saw a far (a boat) 
krugin. Uwg. Cf. O.N. “rista krok”, 
of a ship on the sea: to cut a great 
curve (krokr, m., a corner, nook; 
a bending, winding). 

kruget [krugat], adj., crooked; 
bent; stooping, bent and k., k. fore 
ower. Wh.; Conn. May be partly 
O.N. krokottr, adj., bent, crooked, 
partly a deriv. of *kruk or *krtik; 
cf. No. kruken, adj., bent down, 
crooked, and Peer, krykin [kroi't^in], 
adj., bowed. 

krugg [krug (krog)], sb., the upper- 
most curved part of an animal’s 
back; de k. o’ de grice; — a bent 
back; to set de k., to arch the back, 
appl. to an animal ready to charge 
and butt. Diverging: “to set de 
krol”, to bend the back against 
bad weather or when rising from 
a recumbent posture. — Also kruggi 
or krugi [krugi (krogi), krngi], and 
with long u: krug [krng]. — [krug, 
krog]: Wests. (Sa.; Ai.). [krng]: 
Conn, [krugi]: Lunn,, etc. “krOgi” 
is reported from Sa. in the sense 
first given (de k. o’ de grice); else- 
where more commonly with short 
u [krugi]. A form krog [krog], occas. 
also grogg [grog], “to set de 
k. (g.)”, is reported from Du. — 
No. krugg, m., a) the uppermost 
part of the back; b) raised, humped 
back, etc. The forms with long u 
[krug, krngi] may spring from an 
original *kruk (cf. No. kruk, m., a 
bent person, kruka, vb., to crouch 
down as if going to sit on one’s 
hams, and see Shetl. kruk2, sb.) or 
may have arisen by a later vowel- 
lengthening from “krugg”. 

krugi1, sb., see krugg, sb. 

krugi2 [krngi], sb., worm used 
for bait (U.); see krogi, sb. 

kruk1 [kruk, krnk], sb., assimilates 
to O.N. krokr, m., and Eng. (and 
L.Sc.) crook, sb. The word is com- 
monly used in a sense correspond- 
ing to Eng. curve, sb., a k. upo 
de band (the rib of a boat) (L.), de 
k. o’ de dyke (the fence) (U.). As 
a place-name, e.g. de Kruk o’ Ha- 
verswala (Kwarfe, S.Sh.), name of 
the bend of a stream. The special 
meanings of the word in Shetlandic 
are: 1) knee-timber in the stem of 
a boat (Fo.), = stamron. 2) as 
an ear-mark in sheep: an incision, 
or a piece cut out of a sheep’s 
ear\ comm. In N.I. (U., Fe.) kruk 
is appl. to a slanting cut from the 
edge upwards in a sheep’s ear, 
opp. to fid(d)er, sb. 3) a nook, 
corner (Fo.). In this sense the word 
is found also in place-names. — Com- 
monly pronounced [kruk] with short 
u; with long u [kruk] reported from 
Fo. in sense 3. — O.N. krokr, m., 
a bending, winding; a hook; a nook, 
corner; a narrowing. Cf. krug1, sb. 

kruk2 [kruk], sb., the uppermost 
part of the back of a (slaughtered) 
animal. Fo. Prob. an original *kruk- 
(or *kriik-) = krugg, sb.; see further 
under that word, as well as kruget, 
adj. 

fkrukben [krukben], sb.,' collar- 
bone of a halibut, — blogaben. 
S.Sh., Wests. Prop, hooked bone? 
Poss. a more recent word, the first 
part of which, kruk, in this case, 
denotes a pot-hook, L.Sc. crook, be- 
cause the said bone was hung on 
the pot-hook over the fire after the 
fish had been eaten. 

kruket, sb., see krug1 (and kruk), 
sb. 

kruketi [kruk”3ti ], adj., in definite 
form, crooked, bent, only handed 
down in the versified riddle about the 
meadow and the brook, the former 
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accosting the brook: huketi kruk- 
eti, you bent one, you crooked one 
.... See further under huketi, adj. 
O.N. krokottr, adj., crooked, curved. 
Cf. kruget, adj., which may be the 
same word. 

kruki [kruki], sb., a bend, curve; 
de k. o’ a “dyke” (Fe.; Y.?); see 
kruk1, sb. 

kruki,1 krukel [kruk3!, krok3!, -ol], 
vb., applied to a person: to bend 
one’s back, to go bent forward; to 
become bowed; to k. under a heavy 
burden; to k. doon [‘down’] wi’ age. 
U. No. krukla, vb., to walk with 
bent and stiff limbs (and back); to 
walk wearily and unsteadily. See 
krikl2, vb. 

kruki2, krukel [krok3!, krokol], vb., 
to wrinkle, crease; esp. in perf. part.: 
krukeld, k. op. N.I. See the foil, 
word. 

kruklet [kroklat], adj., wrinkled; 
creased. N.I. Cf. Sw. dial, krokl- 
lot, adj., wrinkled, creased, Da. dial, 
kroglet, adj., creased. See kruki2, 
vb. 

krukset, kruk-set [kruk set-, -sset ], 
vb., to drive an animal into the 
corner of a fence in order to catch 
it, to k.-s. a(n) animal. N. *kroksetja. 
See krogset, krig(g)iset, vbs. 

krumm [krom], vb., to tie a string 
around the feet of a goose to pre- 
vent it from walking too far; to k. 
a goose. S.Sh., Esh., Nmw. Prob. 
an old “*krumma”, prop, to bend; 
press (to curve, shrink), from which 
the root-extension: krump. — Dif- 
ferent from the homonymous krom, 
vb. 

krummek [kromok], sb., 1) the 
hand with hooked fingers; to set de 
k., to set the four fingers against 
the thumb, a k.-fu’ [‘-full’], a hand- 
ful 2) as much as can be held 
between the tips of finger and 
thumb, a pinch; a k. o’ meal. — 
O.N. krumma, f., hand (with bended 

fingers; No. and Icef. krumma); 
Icel. “krumma” also handful. With 
krummek, in the expr. “to set de 
k.”, cf. also No. (Lister) krummar, 
(f.) pi., the four fingers hooked. 

krump1 [kro'mp], sb., curved back, 
hump, esp. caused by raising the 
back (in contrast to a natural hump); 
to geng wi’ a k. atween de shood- 
ers [‘shoulders’]; to set de k., to 
arch the back. Fe. Prop, curvature; 
shrinking. See krump1, vb., and 
krumpet, adj. 

krump2 [kro'mp], sb., a mass of 
butter or cheese kneaded and formed 
like a loaf ; cheese eaten together 
with butter. Fladab., Conn. The 
word is doubtless to be classed with 
No. krumpa, vb., to shrink; press; 
squeeze; knead, and, in that case, 
cognate with the preceding word. 
Cf. krumpas, sb. (pi.). 

krump1 [kro'mp], vb.,/o cause to 
shrink or contract, to k. op onyting; 
krumpet op. de bread is krum- 
pet op, the bread is shrunk (hav- 
ing been too long over the fire). — 
krump has doubtless also meant 
to curve, bend; see below krum- 
pet, adj. (properly perf. part.), krum- 
pin, sb., and cf. krump1, sb. — 
No. krumpa, vb., to shrink; press; 
squeeze. 

krump2 [kro'mp], vb., 1) vb. a., 
to crush between the teeth; to k. 
a ben. comm. 2) vb. n., to make 
a cracking noise (esp. of something 
being crushed between the teeth). 
Conn. No. krumpa, L.Sc. crump, 
vb., to crush (between the teeth). 
The Shetl. pronunc. with close o 
[kro'mp, not kro‘mp] might indicate 
krump to be originally Shetlandic, 
and not a loan-word from L.Scottish. 

krumpas [kro‘mpas], sb. pi., a dish 
of meal kneaded with fish-livers. 
Whn., Skelbre, L. Also krumpis 
[kro'mpis]. No. krumpa and krympa, 
vb., to press-, squeeze-, knead-, 
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crush-, pinch. See further under 
krampi, sb. 

krumpet[kro‘mp3t], adj., \)curved, 
appl. to a boat’s keel (to facilitate 
the rowing); keel-krumpet, of a 
boat: having a sharply curved keel. 
Fe. 2) crook-backed, humped; a k. 
or k.-backed body (person), a k.- 
backed coo. Fe. 3) shrunk-, shri- 
velled up, = perf. part.: krumpet 
(k. op) from krump, vb.; see ante. 
— Cf. Sw. and Da. krumpen, adj., 
crooked, stiff and bent, properly 
perf. part, of an old *krimpa, vb., 
a) to be bent, crooked, shrunk-, b) 
to shrivel up-, to make crooked. 

krumpin [kro'mpin (kru‘mpin)], 
sb., a sharp curve, esp. of the curve 
of a boat’s keel in order to facilitate 
the rowing: a keel-k. (opp. to “keel- 
fettin”, the keel-rounding, which is 
better for sailing). Fe. *krumpan or 
*krumping. See krump1, sb. and 
vb., and krumpet, adj. 

krumplikin fkro'mp iikin ], sb., a 
codling, = porr. Sound (Lerwick, 
M.). Prob. an original *krympill or 
*krympl, denoting something shri- 
velled up, shrunk or stunted. Cf. No. 
krumpa and krympa, Sw. krympa, 
Da. krympe, vb., to shrink-, Sw. 
krympling, m., a cripple-, poor little 
wretch. The dim. ending -(i)kin in 
the Shetlandic word is doubtless the 
same as in, e.g. Eng. manikin, O.Dut. 
manneken, sb., formed by analogy. 

krun [krun], sb., 1) a crown-, gar- 
land. 2) the crown of the head. 3) 
summit. As a place-name krun de- 
notes a) circular hill-top-, b) a hill 
with a circular top-, thus: de Krun 
o’ de 0ra (Un.), hill-top; de Krun o’ 
Winjerhul (Uwg.), hill-top; de Krun o’ 
Katfirt’ (N.), a hill; de Krunens 
[krunans] o’ Kollaster (Sae.), hills: 
*krijmurnar. Shetl. St. p. 125. — 
O.N. kriina, f., a crown-, a wreath-, 
the crown of the head. The word 
is found in Norway as the name of 

mountains and of farms. Shetl. krun, 
in a more extended sense, top, point, 
assimilates to Eng. crown, sb. 

fkrunter [krolntex),sb.,the gurnard, 
Trigla. Sandw., Du. L.Sc.? See 
kront, vb., and cf. gronter, sb. 

krupen [krupan, krup8n (krup3m)], 
perf. part., crawled, crept. Conn. 
See further kropen, perf. part. 

krupp [krup], sb., cramp. The 
second part in the compd. sandi- 
krupp; q.v. 

kruppen [(kropan) krop3m], adj. 
(perf. part.), shrunk-, contracted-, 
doubled up (of the body or limbs); 
a k. body; to stand k. Sa. See 
kroppen, adj. 

kruppin [krupin, -in] and kruppen 
[krupan], sb., 1) the body, now only 
found in a few phrases, as: Blessins 
be upo dy k.! bless your body! 2) 
man, person, mostly jocularly or 
mockingly: an odd or poor indi- 
vidual. “Du is a kruppin”, you 
are a queer one (Un.). Puir krup- 
pin! poor fellow! (Fo.). Siccan a 
k.! what a queer person! Fy upo 
yon k.! fy fa’ [‘befall’] yon k.! may 
misfortune befall him (her), that 
“body”! he (she) ought to be 
ashamed. Also kruppiin (krup- 
pjin) [krup'iin-] (Sa. occas.); fy fa’ 
yon k.! — More rarely kroppin, 
-en [(kropm) kropin, -in, -an]. — 
O.N. kroppr, m., the body. The 
form of the Shetl. word springs from 
the accusative with added definite 
article: kroppinn, *kruppinn.w krus [krns, kr6s (krus, kros)],sb., 
1) a jug (made from clay), a small, cup-shaped earthen vessel, partly 
a) for holding train-oil, “oli [‘oil’]- 
k.” (Ireland, Du.: krns), partly b) in 
which to form and bake a dough of 
meal filled with fish-livers in the 
centre; “liver-k.” (N.Roe: kros). 2) 
dough of meal with fish-livers in 
the centre, baked in a krus (stone- 
ware jug or cup-shaped vessel)-, a 
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small, round meal-pudding, filled 
with fish-livers. — O.N. krus, f., a 
jug (a tankard), prop, o! stone or 
earthenware (No., Da. krus). 

krus [krus, krds], vb., to collect, 
to drive together, to drive the sheep 
together into a fold; k. dem (the 
sheep)! an exclamation in driving 
sheep towards the fold. Nms. (Bard.). 
Prob. etymologically to be classed 
with No. krysja, kroys, kroysa, f., 
a heap; a dense crowd, kroysa seg, 
vb., to gather into a dense crowd 
(krays). 

krutl, sb. and vb., see krotl. 
kre1 [krs], sb., a cluster; dense, 

assembled crowd; gaderd [‘gathered’] 
in a k. Nm. *kry<5-. To be classed 
with No. kryda (“kry”), vb., to crowd, 
to gather; to swarm, teem; Sw. dial, 
kry, vb., to swarm, teem. Cf. 
krodni, sb. 

kre2 [kro], sb., a fold, enclosure, 
esp. a sheep-fold. A more recent 
form from L.Sc. See kru, sb. Icel. 
kro, f., Gael, cro, sb. 

kre1 [kro], vb., to drive sheep 
into a fold (kre), to k. de sheep. 
A more recent form. See kru, vb. 

kre2 [kro], vb., to flock together 
in a dense crowd; dey wis [‘were’] 
krod togedder. Fe. See kre1, sb. 

kredni [kredni], sb., a crowd, 
swarm, dense gathering (of living 
beings); in a k.; a k. o’ folk, o’ 
horses, o’ sheep. Also krodni 
[krodni]. Fe. To be classed with 
No. kryda (and kroda, k. seg), vb., 
to crowd, to gather; to swarm, 
teem. Cf. kro1, sb. Compare 
krokni, sb. 

kregi [krogi], sb., worm used for 
bait in fishing, esp. trout-fishing; 
to skon [sHosn] de k., to cut the 
bait (the worms) into pieces. Also 
krugi [krOgi] and krogi [krogi]. U. 
(the form with long o is peculiar to 
U".). *kroeki, “anything hooked” 
(O.N. krcekja, vb., to seize with a 

hook). The i-mutation is dropped 
in krugi and krogi. 

krekni [krokni], sb., a crowd, 
multitude, large flock; a k. o’ folk, 
o’ sheep or cattle, o’ fuls (birds). 
U"., Yh. Also krokni [krokni]: Un. 
The word is to be classed with No. 
krjuka, vb., inter alia to creep, to 
teem (R.), krykkja, vb., to swarm 
(Aa.). No. kryk, m., a small shoal. 
Icel. krokkur (kroggur), adj., numer- 
ous; swarming (B.H.). Cf. kro1 

and krodni, sbs. 
krai [krol (krol)], sb., 1) some- 

thing rolled (curled) or coiled up; 
something contracted, bent and 
curved or curled [krol]; krol [krol]- 
mooth, round, pursed-up, protrud- 
ing mouth. 2) arched back; (small) 
hump; a k. (small hump) upo de 
back, a k. atween de shooders 
[‘shoulders’]. Often in the expr. “to 
set de k.”, to arch the back, to 
bend the back, partly a) against 
bad weather or cold, partly b) in 
rising from a recumbent posture, 
esp. appl. to cattle; to set a k. upo 
or i’ de back, “to set de krugg 
(krugi)” is used somewhat differ- 
ently, esp.: to arch the back in at- 
tacking, of cattle going to butt. In 
sense 2 the word is sometimes pro- 
nounced with long o [krol], acc. to 
J.I.; but mostly with short o [krol]. 
3) a piece of dough (made from 
oat- or barley-meal), raw broni, 
shaped into a round cake or broni; 
a aitmeal [‘oat-’]-k., bursten (bere- 
bursten)-k.; see bursten, sb. In 
this sense with short o: [krolj. — 
Possibly here is originally more than 
one word. In sense 1 krol assimi- 
lates mainly to kroll (kroil), sb., 
to which it prob. is a parallel form. 
With krol 2 cf. No. kryl, m., a 
hump, protuberance on the back; 
No. kryla seg, to arch the back, 
= Shetl. “to set de krol”. See kroll 
(kroil) 3, krolk (and krolki), sbs. 
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With krol 1 and 2 can also be 
compared Sw. dial, krylas, vb. refl., 
to double oneself up. With krol 
3 (a shaped piece of dough) can 
mainly be compared No. krull, m., 
inter alia curly shaving, and krulla, 
f., a cluster. With such a develop- 
ment of meaning of the Shetlandic 
word might then be compared the 
changes of meaning in dungel, and 
esp. kongel, sbs., used synonym- 
ously with krol 3. 

krolet [krolat], adj., 1) rolled up 
(curled), coiled up; contracted; 
curled, a k. mooth, a round, pursed- 
up, protruding mouth, = krol- 
mooth. 2) having an arched back, 
humped; a k. (k.-backed) baess or 
animal. N.? — Deriv. of krol, sb. 

krelki [kro‘lki], sb., arched back, 
hump; to set a k. upon ane’s back, 
to arch the back. Fe.(?). Acc. to 
J.I. Prob.: *krylk- or *krylt-. See 
further krolk and krol, sbs., in the 
same sense. 

krel [krol]-/noof/i, sb.,==krolet 
mooth; see krol, sb., and krolet, 
adj. 1. 

krornm [krom], sb., a crumb; 
particle. Fe. A form with i-muta- 
tion. 

kren [kri^n], vb., 1) to be ail- 
ing or sickly. 2) to whimper, com- 
plain; to sit kronin. U. No. krauna 
and kroyna, vb., a) to shrink from-, 
b) to whimper, complain, Sw. dial, 
krona, vb., to talk in the throat, to 
cough slightly, O.N. krauna, vb., to 
make a gurgling sound (appl. to 
liquid). 

kressek [kro^ak], sb., star-fish, 
Asterias. Fe. See krossek, sb. 

krestigi [kro shg i] and krestjagi 
[kro'stja'gi], sb., a fence leading out 
from a sheep-fold, kro, preventing 
the sheep from being scattered 
when driven into the fold. Sa. 
(-stigi). Fo. (-stjagi). See stjagi, 
sb. 

krestuki [krostuki], krestjugi 
[-stjogi], krostoglgji [-stogi], sb., 
= krostigi. Wests., Nm., De., L., 
N. See stuki (stjugi) and stoggi, 
sbs. 

kub [knb] and kubi [knbi], sb., a 
seal, esp.: a young seal. Now 
mostly used as a call in order to 
coax a seal: kubi, kubi! Sa. — 
O. N. kopr, m., a deal, Faer. kopur. 
See kobb, sb., which is another 
form. 

kub [kub], vb., appl. to a seal: 
to bring forth young, = Icel. kaepa 
(*koepa), vb. The Shetl. form springs 
from a ’"kopa = *kcepa, without i- 
mutation. See the preceding word. 

kubi [kubi], sb., a small, hive- 
shaped basket, esp. a) a quite small 
bodi or fish-creel (made of straw)-, 
b) small basket for holding bait-, 
c) a small hive-shaped box (made 
of straw or rushes) for holding salt, 
a saut (sauti)-k.; d) a hive-shaped 
muzzle (mostly made from dried 
dock-leaves) tied over a horse's 
mouth to prevent it from eating 
corn. Du. and Conn. In sense a 
the word is peculiar to Du., in senses 
c and d to Conn. Prop, the same 
word as kupi, sb. [*kupa, f., a bowl]-, 
q.v. — A form kubbi [kobi], a 
small bait-basket (Du.), is doubtless 
originally etymologically syn. with 
kubi; see however kobbi, sb. 

fkuf, kuff [kuf, kof], sb., a push-, 
thrust-, blow.. Fe. [kuf]. Yh. [kof]. 
The word may spring from No. kuff 
(No. and Sw. kuffa, vb., to push-, 
thrust), owing to the u-sound, and 
the close o [o]-sound, though in 
meaning it almost assimilates to Eng. 
cuff, sb. See the syn. kwiff, sb., 
which, together with the verb kwiff, 
seems to be of Norn origin. 

kufi [kufi], sb., a species of big, 
round shell-fish, Cyprina (Venus) 
Islandica. U. (Un -w.) and Yn. Other- 
wise more commonly: a) ku-shall 
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[ko^al] for *kuv-shall [‘-shell’], and 
b) “ku [ku]-fish” for *kuv-fish. — 
*kiif-. No. kuvskjel (kuskjel), f., id., 
from the root *kuf-, denoting some- 
thing rounded (Icel. kiifr. No. kuv, 
m. , rounded top. No. kuven, adj., 
somethipg roundish, raised in the 
middle, convex, O.N. kufottr, adj., 
convex). 

kugl, kugel [kogol], sb., a round, 
unshapely object, esp. appl. to stones, 
useless for building purposes; a 
(roond, ugly) k. o’ a sten. Also 
kogl, kogel [kogol, kogol]. The 
pronunc. “kogal” is reported from 
Aiw.; elsewhere more comm.: [kog- 
3l] and [kogsl]. — Cf. a) No. kug- 
ull, m., a small lump, knot, kjogla 
or kygla, f., a roundish mass; lump; 
ball; b) No. kokle, m., a lump (see 
kuglet, adj.); c) Icel. koggull (kokk- 
ull), m., a lump. 

kugl, kugel [kogal], vb., 1) vb. 
n. , to be unsteady and tottering 
(unsteady as to position), to rock, 
prop, of something round or round- 
ish, unable to rest on its foundation; 
also of anything having an unsub- 
stantial foundation to rest on. Appl. 
to persons: to rock from side to 
side; to £it kugl in. 2) vb. a., to 
turn upside^ down, to overset; to k. 
a ting ower. — Also in the form 
kogl, kogel [kogal]. — The word 
is cognate with kug(e)l, sb., but in 
meaning closely associated with L.Sc. 
cog(g)le, vb. a., to cause anything 
to move from side to side, and in 
its use is prob. infl. by the latter. For 
the development of meaning, see the 
foil. word. 

kuglet [koglat], adj., a) round and 
unshapely; b) unsteady, tottering 
and rocking, e.g. of stones, unfit 
for building purposes; a k. sten. 
Wests, occas. (Papa). N.I. (Fe.). 
Also of an unsteady boat; in this 
latter sense commonly in the more 
recent form kogli, kogl-y [kogli]; 

a k. boat. — Deriv. of kug(e)l, sb. 
Cf. No. koklutt (kuklutt, kuglen), adj., 
lumpy, uneven, and L.Sc. cogglie, 
adj., moving from side to side, un- 
steady as to position, apt to be 
overset. 

kuhwal [knhwal], sb., a species 
of whale (somewhat larger than the 
ca’ing whale) with a white spot on 
each side of the neck. Us. Prop. 
“cow whale”. 

kuk(k) [kuk], sb., excrement, esp. 
excrement of a cow, dried in the 
sun. U. Fser. kukkur, m., No. kukk 
(kukka, vb., cacare). 

*kukk [kuk, kok], sb., a detached 
rock (U.); now only as a place- 
name. de Kukk (Haroldswick, Un.), 
a rock on the sea-shore from which 
angling is carried on. Also *kokk 
[kok], only as a place-name: de 
Kokk (in “de Nort’ Sund o’ Balta”, 
Ue.), a rock in the sea. — O.N. 
kpkkr, m., a lump. — For the u- 
sound in kukk, cf. kus, sb. [O.N. 
kps]. 

kukr, vb., see kokr, vb. 
kul1 [kul], sb., a light breeze; a 

k. o’ wind. Un. O.N. kul, n., a 
cool breeze. Da. kuling, id. See 
kol, sb. 

kul2 [kul, kul], kull [(kuli) kuli] 
and kulek [(kulak) kulak], sb., 1) 
the protuberant little round swell- 
ing on the outside of the bottom 
of a pot; kul: Conn.; kuli: Nmn. 
(N.Roe); kulek: N. 2) de kuli o’ 
de face (N.Roe), the prominent part 
of the face, esp. the nose; to wash 
de k. o’ de face. 3) kul [knl]: a 
roundish hill. In this sense now 
mostly as a place-name, also (as a 
place-name) in the form kula [knla]. 
Examples: Kula (N.Roe, Nmn.); de 
Kul (Nmw.), de Kul o’ Sound (near 
Lerwick, M.), de Kul o’ Fladabister 
(Conn.). 4) a small hollow in the 
centre of the hearth in the hori- 
zontal, midmost hearthstone; de 
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kuli o’ de heart’ (heart’-stane); Nmn. 
(N.Roe). 5) pot-hook; kul [kul]: 
Conn.; “hang de kettle higher op i’ 
de kul!” — O.N. ktila, f., a bump; 
knob; (round) lump; “something 
protruding from an otherwise plain 
surface” (Fr.). In Norway (acc. to 
O. Rygh) the word is found as a 
place-name, in names of heights. — 
In the senses of night-cap, skull- 
cap, baby’s hood, Shetl. kuli is 
L.Sc. coul(ie), Eng. cowl (coul), sb. 

kuli (kulek), sb., see the preced- 
ing word. 

*kulk, sb. and vb., see kwolk. 
kulki [ku'lki (ko‘lki)], sb., pro- 

tuberant knob or lump; de k. o’ de 
kettle [kettle,/70/1], de k. o’ de mogi 
[mogi, the stomach of a fish]; see 
further kolki, sb. Deriv. of kul2, sb. 

kulsin, kjulsfn, adj., see kolsin. 
kum [kum, kum], sb., If) (layer 

of) dirt, soot. Y. Also adhesive 
meal-dust; fine, adhesive meal on 
the edges of the millstones (Du.); 
fine ashes (Conn.). — a k. o’ mel, 
a small quantity of meal (Conn.). 
2*) low-lying mist; a k. ower de 
sea; der ’r a k. cornin’ op de val- 
ley (dal, dale); a k. upo de land. 
Fe. [kum]. — *kom = *kam. Icel. 
kam, n., a layer of dirt; Germ, 
kahm, m., mustiness. No. kaam, Sw. 
dial, k&m, Faer. kamur, adj., dusky; 
dull-coloured (faded). In sense l 
Shetl. kum merges with Eng. dial, 
and L.Sc. coom, sb., soot; coal-dust 
(also in a wider sense of dust-like 
refuse), and is, in this case, mainly 
to be explained from this word, as 
it is also pronounced with the same 
vowel-sound [u]. In sense 2, on 
the other hand, kum is prob. O.N. 
*kam (*k6m) with ref. to the mean- 
ing of the adjective *k£mr in No., 
Sw. and Faer. — See kumet (and 
gjomet), adj. 

fkum [kum], vb., appl. to a quern 
or mill in grinding of moist corn: 

to deposit adhesive meal on the 
edges of the millstones. Du. See 
kum, sb. 1. 

kumet [komat], adj., misty, hazy, 
appl. to weather, atmosphere. Not 
appl. to very damp fog. Fe. Also 
kumi [kumi](Fe.). *k6m6ttr = *k£m- 
ottr. See kum, sb. 2. For an- 
other form, with different sense, de- 
veloped on Wests, from an original 
•kamottr (*kamr), see gjomet, adj. 

kumi [komal], sb., a cairn, a 
stany [‘stony’] k.; also a hillock, 
mound, a k. o’ eart’, a green k. 
Wests. Often found in place-names 
with the root-meaning tumulus (cairn). 
Beside kumi (e.g. “de Kummels o’ 
Korkigert”, near Kollswick, St.,Wests.) 
are sometimes found in place-names 
the forms kumbel [kombal] (Fo.: 
de K. o’ Harrier. U"’w.), ko m 1 [komal] 
(de stany K.: between Sa. and W., 
Wests.), and kombel [kombal] (Ha- 
roldswick, Un., Uws.). — O.N. kumi, 
n., a sign; tumulus; cairn; Icel. kumi, 
n., a hill. 

kumi [komal], vb., to turn up- 
side down, to turn a hollow object 
bottom up; to k. a boat (Nmn., etc.). 
See further hwuml, vb., and cf. 
kuvl, vb. 

fkummer [komor], sb., godmother 
(U.), also used as a term Of address 
to elderly women in analogy with 
Sw. dial, “gummoran” (def. form), 
prop, the godmother, from O.N. gu<5- 
modir. The Shetl. word, however, 
is also commonly used in sense of 
midwife like L.Sc. cummer, sb. a) 
(more rarely) godmother-, b) a gossip- 
monger-, c) midwife (Fr. commere = 
cummer a and b). Since a deve- 
lopment g > k is comparatively rare 
in Shetl. Norn, when initial (the 
change of initial k > g is more fre- 
quent), there is certainly in Shetl. 
kummer a merging and mingling 
with the L.Scottish word, in form 
as well as in sense and application. 
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Cf. golla, sb. — A loan-word from 
L.Sc. is kummerskols [kom"3r- 
skols-, -sk&ls-], sb. pi., refreshments 
given to visitors by a woman just 
risen from childbed (Un.). 

*kuna [kuna], sb., sea-term, name in 
fishermen’s tabu-language at sea for 
woman, wife. U., Fo.? Also kuni 
[kuni]. A.L.: kunie. O.N. kuna, f., 
a more rare parallel form to “kona”, 
f., a wife, woman. 

kunki [ko'rjki], sb., an attack of 
illness, esp. a severe, bad cold; 
du’s gotten dee a k. Yh. Also 
konk [ko'ijk]: Fe.; konki [ko‘gki, 
ka’gki] and kjonki [kjo'gki]: Y. occas. 
(Yn.: konki); du will get a konk 
efter dis; du will be gotten dy kjonki 
de night [‘to-night’]. Poss. the same 
word as, or cognate with, Sw. dial, 
kyng, m., inter alia sudden, violent 
attack of illness or pain (lying-in 
pain), hostekyng, n., a violent fit 
of coughing; No. kyng, m., inter 
alia rush; downpour. 

kup [kup (kop)], sb., 1*) a round- 
ish elevation; small, rounded hill; 
the word kopp is more commonly 
used; de Smokups [smokups] (Conn.) 
= de Smokopps. 2) a hollow, round- 
ish depression in the landscape, esp. 
a hill, the one side of which is 
concave; to this the hill-names “de 
Kupens” [kupons: Fo.; kopons:Wd. 
and Katfirt’, N.], hills in the side of 
which are found vault-shaped hol- 
lows; poss. also “de Kupek or Kup- 
pek [kopok] o’ de Wart’” (Scous- 
burgh, Du.), hollow in a hill-side. 
3) boat's scoop (Fe.), = kupa; esp. 
used as tabu-name, sea-term. — *kiip-. 
No. kupa, f., a) a bowl (Icel. kiipa); 
b) cup-shaped valley, kup, n., con- 
vexity. See kupa and kupi, sbs. 

kup [jrup], vb., 1) vb. n., to form a 
hollow, caused by an overhanging 
top, e.g. of a mountain; to k. or 
“k. (ut) ower”. 2) vb. n., to cap- 

size, e.g. of a boat. 3) vb. a., to 
turn something (a hollow object) 
bottom up. 4) to bale out (water 
with a boat’s scoop); “hand me de 
kup (the scoop) to k. ut dis water!” 
an expr. belonging to fishermen’s 
tabu-language at sea (Fe.). — In 
sense 1 kup, vb., is an old *ktipa, 
to arch, to form a convexity or a 
concavity; see kup, sb. 2, and cf. 
No. kupa, vb., to arch. In the senses 
2 and 3, kup is likewise an orig- 
inal to arch or to turn bottom up, 
but has certainly been influenced by 
L.Sc. (L.Sc. coup, vb. n. and vb. a., 
to overturn; overset; to be overset; 
to tumble). The use of the word 
in sense 4 is prob. more recent; 
see *kupa, sb. (kup, sb. 3). 

*kupa [kupa], sb., tabu-name, sea- 
term for boat’s scoop; “tak de k. 
and ous de bloda!” take the scoop 
and bale out the water! (expr. be- 
longing to fishermen’s tabu-language 
at sea). N. Also *kupo [kupo]. With 
dropped ending: kup [kup, kop] (Fe.). 
Icel. kiipa, No. kupa, f., a round 
vessel-, a bowl. 

kupet [kupat] and kupi [kupi], adj., 
arched, round (globular)-, a k. ting, 
“a k. head”, e.g. head of a butter- 
cup (Fo.). O.N. kiipdttr, adj., id. 
See kup, sb. and vb. 

kupi [kupi], sb., 1) a small basket, 
= koddi. N. 2) a wooden box with 
upright, gable-shaped ends, esp. for 
holding bait (limpet); a limpet-k. Br. 
See kilpek and krobbek, sbs. 3) 
a hollow, pit-, hole-, “to cut de ku- 
pis [kupis] or kupins [kupms]” was 
an old custom on St. John’s Eve, 
esp. practised by young, betrothed 
girls, and consisting in the foil.: three 
holes were cut in the ground, into 
which the breath was blown; they were 
then filled up with earth, and visited 
fasting next morning to see if there 
were any living worms or insects 
in the holes; and as many as were 
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found of these, as many would be 
the children in the future marriage. 
Skerries. — Icel. ktipa, No. kupa, 
f., a round vessel; a bowl, prop, a 
hollow, something hollowed out. In 
sense 3, Shetl. kupi is more closely 
allied to No. kopa, f., small hollow 
or pit. In the pi. form, kupins, 
the final n is a relic of the old de- 
finite article. See kupikapp, sb. 

kupi, adj., see kupet, adj. 
kupikapp [kup-ikap1], sb., a deep, 

round wooden bowl (Fe.). kupi is 
prob. *ktipa, f., a bowl (see kupi, 
sb.). With regard to kapp (prop. 
L.Sc. form: cap) for kopp, sb., a 
cup, see the latter word. 

kur [knr], vb., 1) to stoop; crouch; 
to sit bending forward, to sit kurin. 
2) to doze; to sit kurin, to sit 
dozing-, — to rest (esp. in a some- 
what bent or huddled-up posture), 
to doze\ to lie or sit kurin. “de 
hen is kurin” is said of a hen, the 
wings of which hang limp, and 
which is expected to die. 3) to be 
unwell-, to be dejected or dispir- 
ited-, to geng kurin aboot; a kurin 
ting, a dispirited or sad creature. 
— No. and Sw. dial, kura, vb., a) 
to crouch-, to hang one’s head-, to 
cower-, b) to rest-, to lie still-, to 
doze (prop, and esp. in a somewhat 
bent posture), in No. also to be de- 
jected or dispirited. Icel. kura, vb., 
to be at rest-, to be idle-, Fser. kura, 
vb., to be unwell-, to be dejected-, 
Da. kure, vb., to lie (sit) still-, to 
rest-, (of birds) to hatch (in dial, 
also: to dip down, to hide oneself). 
L.Sc. cour, vb., to stoop-, to crouch. 

*kuralag? sb., confused, noisy 
assembly. Coll. L. L. Bonaparte in 
E.D.D.: koor-a-lag, people in a tur- 
bulent uproar. 

kurf [ko'rf], sb., (rough) surface-, 
de k. o’ de land; — epidermis, the 
hairy side of leather. Un. Cognate 

with the word are partly No. skurv, 
n., a) scurf, b) scab, skorv, f., an 
uneven plane; partly No. korpa, f., 
and korp, n., thick, knotty bark. 

kurl1, kurel [knral (k63r3l), kur3l, 
kor3l, -ol], vb., to crouch in bend- 
ing forward-, to sit kurl in ower de 
fire (Du.), N., S.Sh. 1-deriv. of 
kur, vb, 

kurl2, kurel [kur3l, kurol], vb., to 
make a cooing sound, to sing or 
chirp low and softly, appl. to a bird. 
Fe., etc. Also kjurl [kjur3l, kjor3l, 
-ol]: De., etc. No. kurla, vb., to 
make a cooing sound, from “kurra”, 
vb. 

kurr [korr], sb., a casual remark-, 
slight rumour of something-, I only 
heard a k.; hit [‘it’] was just a k. 
“Has du ony news? No [‘not’] a 
k.”, not the least (not the slightest 
news). Fo. O.N. kurr, m., a) a mur- 
mur-, b) a rumour-, talk. 

kus [kus (kos)], sb., thrown-up 
heap, e.g. of dried mould: a muldi 
[moldi, moldi] k., muldi-k. a k. o’ 
peat(s), a pile of peat, a small, 
round pile of peat (Uwg.). Esp. a) 
heap of stones flung together, un- 
der which small fish (small coal- 
fish: sileks, pilteks) are kept un- 
til almost putrid-, b) a heap of 
small fish (small coalfish) kept in 
the above-mentioned manner; a k. 
o’ sileks or pilteks. For a form 
kjos [kjos, kjos (kjos)] in the N.I. 
see further under kjos, sb. In Unst 
the form kus is used esp. in the 
exprs. “muldi-k.” and “a k. o’ 
peat(s)”; kjos, on the other hand, 
appl. to a pile of stones covering 
small coalfish and to a heap of 
small coalfish under a pile of stones: 
a k. o’ sileks. — In place-names 
kus is found as the name of hills 
and rocks, mostly roundish in shape. 
As the name of hills, e.g.: de Kus 
o’ Buster (Yh.); Kus-knowe [‘-knoll’] 
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(South Nunsbrough, Ai.); as the name 
of rocks (detached rocks), e.g.: de Kus 
(Sa.); de Nort’ and de Sooth Kus 
(Lambaness, Norwich, Un.); de Kus- 
ens o’ Dimons [dimans] (two rocks; 
Yh.). kjos is more rarely found as 
a place-name (name of hills), e.g. de 
Kjos o’ Nip (East Isle, Skerries), a 
hillock in shape like a dunghill, a) 
Kusena stura [kus'^ana1 or kos"ana‘ 
stnra]; de hole o’ K. stura, and b) 
Sturakjos [stu’Takjos-] is the name 
of a deep hollow at the foot of the 
hill Windus [*vind-ass]. Ym.: O.N. 
*k9sin stora, *stora kps. — O.N. kps, 
f., a heap, e.g. of stones. 

kus [kus (kos)], vb., to heap up, 
esp. to keep small fish (coalfish) 
under a heap of stones till almost 
putrid-, to k. (k. op) sileks. The 
word springs from O.N. kasa, vb., 
to pile up in a heap (of stones, 
kps), but in form (the vowel-sound 
u) it has been influenced by the 
substantive kus. See further kjos1, 
vb. 

ku-s/ia// [knsjal], sb., a variety of 
large, round shell-fish, see kufi, sb. 

kuss [kos(s)], sb., a kiss (kiss on 
the mouth). S.Sh. O.N. koss, m., 
a kiss. See *kjosen, sb. 

kuss (kusj) [ku^, ko^j], vb., to 
scare away poultry (hens) by shout- 
ing, — koss and koss; to k. awa 
hens. 

kuss (kusj), interj., shout, by 
which to scare away poultry (hens). 
No. kyss! a threatening cry. 

kussi [kusi, kosi], sb., a pet-name 
and call-name for a calf or heifer, 
cow; in S.Sh. esp. as a name for 
a calf, otherwise often appl. to a 
cow. Also kos si [kosi (kojji)], and 
more rarely kotsa [kotsa] (Un.occas.), 
kotsi [kotsi] (U. and Fe.). — O.N. 
kussa, f., a heifer, cow, still used 
as an endearing term or as a call 
in modern Northern languages. Cf. 
bussa, bussi, sb. 

kussi [kos(s)i], vb., to kiss, now 
mostly used colloq. or as slang. S.Sh. 
A form with dropped i-mutation. 
O.N. kyssa, vb., to kiss. See kuss, 
sb., and k0ss(i), vb. 

kust [kn3st], interj., a shout to 
set dogs on sheep: at him! hits! 
k.! Fe. Cf. No. kusta, vb., to keep 
under discipline, to chastise. 

kuv [knv], vb., to be somewhat 
asthmatic, to cough slightly. Also 
kof [l^of]. Conn. Cf. O.N. koefa, vb., 
to be suffocated, from “kof”. No. 
kjova, vb., id. Icel. kof, n., No. 
kjova, f., kjove, m., and kov, n., 
Sw. dial, kov and kjov, n., a diffi- 
culty in breathing, asthma. In Shetl. 
kuv the i-mutation has been dropped. 
— gh in “cough”, which in Mod. Eng. 
sounds f, is in Shetlandic pronounced 
quite differently from kuv (kof), viz.: 
[kb/, k'&z; kjo/, kjS/]. host is, how- 
ever, still the common word in Shetl. 
for cough. 

kuvl, kuvel [kovol] and kovl, kovel 
[kovol], sb., a hollow, a (concave) 
depression, esp. in a slope or in a 
hill-side; de k. o’ de hill. Nmn. As 
a place-name: “de Kovl (Kuvl)”, a 
deep, concave depression in Sandvo 
Hill, Nmn. — 1-deriv. from *kiif-. 
Cf. Icel. kufr, No. kuv, m., a round 
elevation or top. No. kyva, vb., con- 
versely, inter alia to make concave or 
to be concave, kyven, adj., concave 
(O.N kiifottr, adj., round, convex). 

kuvl, kuvel [kovol], vb., to turn 
a hollow, concave object (e.g. a 
vessel, a basket) bottom up-, further- 
more to place something under a 
hollow object, thus turned-, to k. a 
kessi (basket), or a hen under a 
kessi. Also kuml, kumel [komol]. 
Wests. (Sa.). — By metathesis from 
older *kulv (*kolv), and *kulm 
(*kolm). Cf. No. kolva, kolve, vb., 
= kvelva, vb., to turn a hollow ob- 
ject, to be in a concave or inverted 
position, O.N. hvelfa, hvalfa, vb. 
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See further under fhwuml (and 
kuml), vb. 

kwag1 [*kwag], sb., a) a round 
cake or large dumpling, kneaded to- 
gether with chopped fish-livers and 
boiled-, liver-hwags [hwags]: Skelbre, 
Lunn.; b) in pi.: (liver-) kwags, two 
flat and somewhat cup-shaped cakes 
made of oat- or barley-meal, baked 
with fish-livers between (Wh. and 
Sk. occas.: hwags). In Sk. also (in 
pi.) of two split, young coalfishes, 
pilteks, grilled with kneaded fish- 
livers and meal between, otherwise 
called “liver-pilteks”, and “liver- 
boats”. — The word is only noted 
down in the form hwag [hwag] on 
Easts. (L., Wh., Sk.), where the pro- 
nunc. hw generally replaces kw. — 
Originally doubtless cake, O.N. kaka, 
f., “liver-kwag” in sense 1 = Faer. 
livur-koka (Faer. “koka” from O.N. 
kaka, acc., gen., dat.: kpku). The 
form kwag (hwag) for *kag may 
be analogically formed after an older 
*kwog (*hwog), arising by diph- 
thongation from *kog- in acc., gen., 
dat. (O.N. k9ku). w might, however, 
be due to infl. from v in the pre- 
ceding “liver”. 

kwag2 [*kwag], kwaga [*kwaga] 
and kwak [*kwak], sb., stir, com- 
motion, in the sea, dash of the 
waves (esp. in calm weather before 
wind or change of wind when it is 
veering), a k. i’ de sea; noted down 
in the forms a) hwag [hwag]: Yh.; 
b) hwaga [hwiiga, /waga]: Yh. 
[hw- Ctw-)]; Nmw. [/w-], and c) 
hwak, hwach [(hwak) hwa/]: Du. 
— *kvak- (quake). Cf. the use of 
No. kvakla, vb., 1-derivative of *kvak-, 
appl. to waves: to crest and break 
in meeting; to splash, ripple. The 
change k > g in hwag (a) together 
with the a-sound indicates the word 
to be old in Shell., and not directly 
to be derived from Eng. quake. — 
A form kwak, hwak [hwak] (Nm.), 

a quaking, quivering, violent mo- 
tion (up and down), appl. to soft, 
marshy ground, quagmire, “de grund 
is a’ [‘all’] in a hwak”, may, on the 
other hand, be Eng. quake. 

kwak1 [kwak], vb., l) to quiver, 
quake. 2) a) to creep, of a number 
of small, creeping animals, esp. mag- 
gots, mites; b) to swarm, esp. of 
maggots, mites; de midden hwaks 
[hwaks] wi’ mids [mids] or meds 
[meds], the dunghill swarms with 
maggots (Easts.). — *kvaka, prop. 
to be alive or in motion, to move, 
cognate with *kvika (O.N. kvikna, 
vb., to quicken, come to life). The 
word is hardly to be derived directly 
from Eng. quake. See kwag2, sb. 

kwak2, [kwak], vb., to quack, esp. 
of ducks; de duke [‘duck’] kwaks. 
C. The long a-sound indicates an 
origin from O.N. kvaka, vb., to 
chatter; quack; twitter (of birds); 
cf. Sw. dial, kvaka, vb., to quack. 

kwakk, sb. and vb., see hwekk 
(hwakk), sb. and vb. 

kwal1, sb., see hwal, sb. 
kwal2 [kwal], sb., abatement of 

wind; a lull in rough weather, or 
in a storm; he is a k. i’ de wadder 
[‘weather’], kw-: Wests, and Conn, 
hwal [hwal]: Easts, and N.I. un- 
common. Edm.: quaal. — No. and 
O.Da. kvale, m., a light slumber, a 
swoon. Seehwil(d)and dwal(i), sbs. 

kwal [kwal], vb., appl. to wind: 
to abate, to calm. Also hwal [hwal]. 
uncommon. Edm.: quaal. *kval-. See 
further under the preceding word, 

kwamm. sb., see hwamm, sb. 
kwangi [kwaggi, hwaggi], sb., a 

non-prolific ram (Papa), see further 
under kwingi, sb. 

kwar, indef. pron., adv., see hwar. 
kwark, sb., the throat, narrow 

pass; see kwerk, sb. 
kwarl-, see hwarl-. 
kwarm, sb., see hwarm, sb. 
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kwarv, sb., see hwarv, sb. 
kwas-, see hwas-. 
kwakkrepp, -krupp, sb., see *k w i k- 

krepp, sb. 
kwedaklett, sb., see hwedaklett. 
fkweg [kweg], sb., a heifer. Wests.; 

Conn, hweg [hweg]: Easts. As e 
in Shetl. Norn is sometimes found 
as a development of O.N. i, the word 
may be regularly developed from 
O.N. kvlga, f., a heifer. It is prob- 
able, however, that the vowel-sound 
in Shetl. is due to influence of L.Sc. 
quey, quaig, sb., a heifer. 

*kwen1, sb., lamentation; sorrow; 
woe; reported from U. (and Fe.) in 
the form hwen [hwen, hwen (hwaen)], 
and in the exprs. “dule [dol] and 
hwen (or: hwen and dule)!” “hwen 
and care!” Oh, woe and grief! — 
O.N. kvein, f. and n., a wailing, 
lamentation. 

kwen2, sb., a non-prolific ram 
(or boar); Y. and Fe. occas.: hwen 
[hwean]. See further under kwin2, 
sb. 

kwengi, sb., = kwen2, sb.; see 
kwingi, sb. 

*kwenni, sb., a quern, see kwern, 
sb. 

kwerk (kwirk) [kwse‘rk (kwe‘rk), 
kwo'rk, kwe'rk], sb., 1) the throat; 
now rare in this sense, and found 
mostly in a restricted application; 
esp.: a) the angle between the chin 
and the uppermost part of the throat, 
de k. o’ de t’rot. Sa. [kwa'rk]. b) 
part of the throat of a fish, used 
for bait in fishing; bait, cut from 
the throat of a fish; de k. [(kwse'rk), 
kwa'rk (kwe‘rk)] o’ de fish; “gi’e 
me a bit o’ de k.!” Wests, hwerk, 
hwirk [hwae'rk, hwe'rk, hw3‘rk]: U.; 
see kwerka-bait, sb. 2) the hol- 
low of the sole of the foot, de k. 
o’ de foot (Wests., Conn.); hwerk 
[(hwae'rk), hwa'rk (hwe'rk)]: Easts, 
and N.I. Also a) kwark [kwa'rk, 
kwa‘rk]: Wests, occas., and b)hwark 

[hwa‘rk (hwa'rk)]: Easts, occas. and 
Du. By transfer, applied to the part 
of a shoe or boot, corresponding to 
the hollow of the sole; de hwark 
o’ de boot (Du.). 3) more rarely 
= jark(in) of the edge of the palm 
along the forefinger and the thumb, 
reported from Du.: de hwark o’ de 
hand (= de jarkin o’ de hand). 4) 
a closing in of the landscape: a) a 
(narrow) depression, a small hol- 
low, a) in a height; a k. in a hill, 
de k. o’ de hill: Fo. [(kwae'rk) 
kwe'rk, kwa'rk]; p) between two 
hills, or two strips of arable land 
(corn-rigs): Du. (hwark); b) the in- 
nermost, narrow end of a cleft, gjo, 
a cleft in a rocky coast, into which 
the sea-water flows, de k. o’ gjo. 
Fo. [kwae’rk, kw9‘rk (kwe'rk)]. — 
O.N. kverk, f., the angle below the 
chin, (in pi.: kverkr, kverkar) the 
throat. No. kverk, m., esp. a) the 
throat of a fish; b) an abrupt nar- 
rowing; also the sole of the foot. 
Icel. kverk, f., (the throat) also an 
angle, the innermost edge of a 
curve. 

kwerka-<ba/r, sb., apiece of bait, 
cut from the throat of a fish, re- 
ported from Un. in the form “hwerka- 
bait [hvae'r”ka- or hw^‘r••kabEset•]”. 
See the preceding word. 

kwerkapus, -bus (-bos) [kwaeVka- 
pos-, -bos-, -bos-, (kwa'r’ka-)], sb., 
a swelling, filled with pus: disease 
in the throat in cattle. The forms 
with kw- are peculiar to Wests. On 
Easts, and N.I.: hw-. Other forms 
reported are: a) kwarkabus, -bos 
[(kwa‘r--ka-) kwa‘r"kabos-, -bos-], 
kwarkebus, -bos [(kwa'r--k9-) 
kwa‘r--k3-]: Wests, occas. (Fo.; Sa.); 
b) hwarkebus, -bos, hwarki- 
[hwa‘r--k9b6s- (-bos-), hwa‘r--k3-, 
hwa‘r--ki- (hwa‘r--ki-)]: Easts, occas. 
and N.I. occas. (Fe.). From Unst 
is reported a form hwerk a- or 
hwirkabus, -bos [hw3‘r--kab6s- 
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(-bos’)]. Burra Isle: hwerkapus 
[hwae‘r"kapos']. In the second part 
of the compd. initial b has replaced 
p: bus or (mostly) bos [bos]. — 
*kverkar-puss, a swelling in the 
throat. O.N. kverk, f., the throat, 
Shetl. kwerk. With Shetl. -pus 
(-bus, -bos) cf. No. pus (uu), m., a 
swelling, filled with pus (No. and 
Sw. dial, pusa and pusna, Da. dial, 
puse, vb., to tumefy). 

kwerket (kwirket) [kwo'rkot], adj., 
applied to cattle: white about the 
throat and jaws; a k. sheep or coo. 
Conn. *kverkottr. Deriv. of O.N. 
kverk, f., the throat. See kwerk, sb. 

kwerkl, kwerkel (kwirkl, kwirkel) 
[*kwse‘rk3l, *kwa‘rk3l (*kwe‘rkal)], 
vb., 1) to cough up (phlegm), to 
hawk slightly, to clear the throat, 
reported from Un. in the form hwerkl, 
hwirkl [hw3‘rkal (hwe'rkal)]; to hw. 
ut o’ de (ane’s) t’rot [‘throat’]. 2) 
of crested waves, esp. in tide-rip: 
to break (prop, to topple over)-, re- 
ported from Un. in the form hwerkl 
[hwae'rkal]; he is hwerkl in [hwse'rk- 
1m] upo de landfell de day, the 
sea breaks on the “land-tide” (the 
shoreward-setting tide) to-day. — 
*kverkla; deriv. of O.N. kverk, f., 
an angle; a narrowing, esp, a) the 
throat; b) the angle formed by the 
toppling crest of a breaking wave, 
curvature of a breaking wave-crest, 
etc. 

kwern [kwern, kwern; kwearn, 
kwe£rn, kw£ffirn], sb., a quern, hand- 
mill, == O.N. kvern, f. In Fo. the 
word is used also as a sea-term 
(tabu-name in fishermen’s language) 
for mill in general, kwern: Wests, 
(together with Nmw.) and Conn, 
hwern: Easts., Du., N.I. The final 
rn in the word is doubtless due to 
infl. of Eng. quern, sb. Older and 
more phonetically developed Shet- 
landic forms (now obsolete) in which 
rn has been assimilated to nn [gen- 

erally with palatal softening: q] are re- 
ported from N.I.:. *hwenni [hweqi] 
and *hwenna (hwenja) [hweqa, 
hweqa], as well as in a special 
sense snuff-mill: hwennek, hwin- 
nek [hweqak], prop, a small mill, 
with the dim. ending -ek. In place- 
names the word often appears as 
the first part in sense of water-mill, 
in names of streams which drive or 
have driven such a mill, or, more 
commonly, in names (mostly tri- 
syllabic) of places situated by mill- 
streams. The word, in this latter 
sense, is commonly found in the 
forms kwenn [(kwen) kwen, kweq: 
Wests., Nmw. and Conn.; in Du. 
occas.: kwaen], and hwenn [hwen 
(hwen) and more comm, hweq: Easts, 
and N.I.; Y. occas.: hwein, hwein]. 
See further Shetl. Stedn., pp. 17 9—180. 
— O.N. kvern, f., a quern; mill. 

kwern-//s/j, sb., the turbot. Du.: 
hwern [hwern]-fish. Thus named 
on account of its round shape, re- 
sembling a millstone. Prob. a quite 
recent word. 

kwi [kwl], sb., properly an en- 
closure or milking-place for cattle, 
reported from Un. in sense of shelter 
and pasture for cattle, in the form 
hwi [(hwi) hwei], esp. in pi.: de 
hwis [hweis] o’ a toonship, pas- 
tures, parcelled out, belonging to a 
farm, or common to a cluster of 
farms. The word is found exten- 
sively as a place-name in different 
forms with alternating pronunc. of 
the original long 1. With preserved 
long i [I], e.g. Kwi (Conn.), now the 
name of a farm: de Kwis (Lora- 
fell, Fo.); de Kwiens [kwTans] (Tum- 
lin, Ai.): *kwiarnar (def. pi.). Hwien 
[hwlan] (Ye.), two farms: prob. *1 
kvlum. More common with diph- 
thongal i: [hwei, hwaei, hwai and 
kwai]. de Hweis: Umo. [hwaeis]; Fef. 
[hwseis, hwais]; de Hweis [hweis, 
hwaeis] o’ Valsgert (Un.). Mostly 
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with ai-sound: hwai and (esp. on 
Wests.) kwai. de Hwais: Easts., 
N.I., Mm. occas.; de Hwais o’ Kat- 
firf (N.). In Mm. “hwai” alternat- 
ing with “kwai”. de Kwais: Wd., 
Conn, and several other places. As the 
second part of compd. the forms 
“kwi, hwi, wi, vi” alternate with 
“kwai, hwai”. Vestkwi [vseskwl] (W.): 
*vest(r)-kvi. Hulshwi [hulshwi] (Hul, 
N.Roe): *hols-kvi. Helnahwi [hel“- 
nahwi-] (Klebergswick, U.): *hellna- 
kvl. Gr0t(k)wi [grotwi] (W.): *grjot- 
kvi. Watnhwi [watwi] (Haroldswick, 
Un.); Vatnshvi [vats^vi] (Br.) and Vatns- 
hwei [vatshwsei] (Colvidale, Ue.), near 
water, lakes: *vatn-kvi and *vatns- 
kvi respectively. With ai, e.g.: Okre- 
kwai [okre-] (W., Conn.): *akra-kvi; 
Fogrekwai [fogre-] (Snaraness, Sae.): 
*fagra kvi; Kulfahwai [ko'lfa-] (Har- 
oldswick, Un.): *kalfa (*kalfa)-kvi; 
Nordrahwai fnordra-] and Evrahwai 
[evra-] (Ym.): *nyrdra and *ofra (*efra) 
kvl respectively. As the first part 
Hwi- in “de Hwilands [hwilen(d)s, 
-lon(d)s]” (Skollan and Virki, Du.); 
Hwines [hwines]: L.; on the other 
hand “Hwaines [hwaines]”: W. Isle, 
Sk. See Shell. Stedn. pp. 125—126. 
— O.N. kvl, f., a fold, enclosure 
for cattle. 

kwid and kwider, sb., see hwid 
and hwider, sbs. 

*kwid-, adj., white, see *hwid,adj. 
kwiff, sb., a blow; thrust; push; 

a box on the ear; reported from 
Fe. in the forms hwiff [hwif, hwif] 
and hwiffi [hwifi]. kwiff is a par- 
allel form to fkuf(f), sb. For the 
sound-combination “wi” see the foil, 
word. 

kwiff, vb., to bustle about, to 
move nimbly. Reported from N.Sh. 
(Nm. and N.I.) in the form hwiff 
[hwif: Nm.; hwif]; to hwiff aboot, 
to geng hwiffin aboot de hoose 
(Nm.): in the doing of various trifles. 
Parallel form to kuff. Cf. the Nor- 

wegian derivative forms from *kuf-: 
kufsa and kufta, vb., to bustle, run 
about. For the relation of change 
between “u” and “wi” in Shetl. cf. 
No. “kufs” and “kvifs, kvifsen”, adj., 
confused by being startled or sur- 
prised, prop, that makes a sudden 
movement or gives a start; further 
No. “kvifs” in “kvifsalda”, f., a big 
wave cresting suddenly and break- 
ing. 

kwig, sb. and vb., see hwig. 
kwiga, kwigga [kwiga, kwega], 

sb., quickgrass, triticum repens, k w-: 
Conn, and Wests, hwiga, hwigga 
[hwiga (hwega)]: Easts.; Nm.; N.I. 
— No. kvika, f., Sw. qvicka, qvickrot, 
id. — A form kig(g)a [Kega], re- 
ported from Fo., may spring from 
a *kyka = *kvika. 

kwikk [kwik (kwek)], adj., prop. 
living, reported in sense of swarm- 
ing, teeming, appl. to a swarm of 
small animals, vermin; teeming with 
(small animals, vermin, in motion); 
hwikk [hwik (hwek)]: N.I. “I’m 
seen de grund hwikk [hwik] wi’ 
hondiklokks”, / have seen the 
ground alive (moving) with nasi- 
cornous beetles. Yh. — O.N. kvikr, 
adj., living, lively; skrlda kvikr, to 
swarm. 

kwikk [kwik, kwek], adv., in the 
expr. “k. and kwider [kwidar]”, 
suddenly disappeared (Wests.); see 
hwikk, adv. 

kwikkins [kwikins, kwekins], sb. 
pi., immature grains of corn mingled 
with husks which, by sifting (fl(j)og- 
in or rinnin, winnowin’), are sepa- 
rated from the fully ripened corn, 
as the husks and the immature corn, 
in winnowing, drift before the wind, 
kwikkins and hwikkins: Wests. 
(Sa.). Prob. from O.N. kvikr, adj., 
in sense of easily moved, prop, liv- 
ing. See afraains, afrarins, af- 
rinnins, fl(j)ogins (afflj ogins), 
rodins (afrodins). 
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*kwikkrepp [kwekrap], sb., mis- 

ery, want, lack of the necessities 
of life; to get k. Also *kwak- 
krepp, -krupp [kwakrap, kwakrop]. 
Fo. — Prob.: “*kvik-kreppr”, the 
first part of which is No. kvik, n., 
live-stock, cattle, the second part is 
No. krepp, m., a falling off in con- 
dition. 

kwikn, kwikken [kwikan, kwekan], 
vb., 1) vb. a., to get the fire to 
blaze (by poking it), to k. op de 
fire. 2) vb. n., of the tide, esp. at 
the beginning of flood: to begin to 
run quicker, to increase; de tide 
kwikkens, is kwiknin. de kwik- 
nin o’ de tide, the increase of the 
tide. — kwikn 2 is O.N. kvikna, 
vb. n., to quicken, to come to life; 
in sense 1 the word represents an 
older *kvika or (O.N.) kveikja, vb. 
a., to quicken, to kindle. With kwikn 
2, and “kwiknin o’ de tide”, cf. 
Icel. kveikja, f., the increasing of 
the sea-current with the changing 
phases of the moon (qveikja: B.H.), 
prop, a quickening, kindling, O.N. 
kveikja, f. 

kwilk1, kwelk, vb., 1) vb. n., to 
move smartly; to jump, gambol; to 
k. aboot, to geng kwilk in aboot. 
Reported from N.I. with initial hw: 
hwilk (hwelk) [hwei‘lk: Un.; hwa'lk: 
U. occas. and Y.(Yn.); hwe‘[k, hwei'lk, 
hwsei'lk: Fe.]. 2) vb. a., to snatch; 
pull; pluck (with a quick grasp); 
to k. op or ut. hwilk (hwelk) 
[hweiik, hwei'lk: U.; hwe'Jk, hwei‘lk: 
Fe.; hwa‘lk: Du.]. — Two different 
words? By kwilk 1 may be con- 
ceived a metathesis of an older 
*kwikl, derived from O.N. kvikr, 
adj., living; lively; cf. No. kvikra 
seg, to become livelier. In sense 
2, possibly a hwilk which has a- 
risen from an older *hulk or *holk; 
cf. hjolk, vb., to catch hold of 
cleverly. 

kwilk2, vb., see kwolk, vb. 

kwilli, sb., 1) a bump, a bumped 
or blunt corner, e.g. of a basket, 
kessi, which has lost its shape. Uba.: 
hwilli [hwili]. Poss. for *kulli (cf. 
kwiff, hwiff = kuff) and prop, de- 
noting round top; protuberant knot, 
etc. See the syn. kolki (kulki), 
sb. 2) a small boat, a) a boat 
about ten feet in keel-length. U.; 
b) a small four-oared boat: Fe. 
Reported from both places in the 
form hwilli [hwali], the same word 
as kwilli 1? Cf. Faer. kulla [kodla], 
f., a small, roundish hollow. 

kwillin, sb., a young, non-prolific 
ram; a hermaphrodite. Wh.: h w i 1- 
lin [hwilin, hwolin]. Prop., how- 
ever, a stunt, a feeble wretch, and 
to be classed with O.N. kvelli (kvel- 
lisott), kvelling, f., Icel. kvilli, f., de- 
licate health, Icel. kvilladr, adj., ail- 
ing, weak (qvilladr: B.H.). See 
kwin2, sb. 

kwin1, sb. and vb., see hwin. 
kwin2, kwini, sb., a stunt, herma- 

phrodite, esp. appl. to sheep: a non- 
prolific ram. Reported from Easts, 
and N.I. with initial hw: hwin 
[hwlsn], hwini [hwini, hwlni], hwen 
[hwean]. L. and De.: hwin. Esh., 
Nmw.: chwen [^we3n], chweni 
[^we3ni]. Fe.: hwini. Y. (and Fe.): 
hwen. In Fe. also sometimes appl. 
to a non-prolific boar, a hwen-pig. 
Originally prob.: *kvln-. Cf. O.Eng. 
cwinan, Germ, quienen, vb., to pine 
away, to be ailing, No. kviast and 
vankviast, vb. refl., to pine, vankvia, 
f., an ill-thriven animal. See the 
foil, word, and cf. kwillin, sb. 

kwingi [kwerjgi], sb., non-prolific 
ram or he-lamb. Wests. (Sa., Ai.). 
Partly also kwengi [kweggi] (St.), 
and kwangi [kwaggi, hwaggi] (Papa). 
— *kvink-? Cf. Sw. dial, kvinklig, 
adj., sickly, ailing, that wastes away 
(Sw. dial, and No. kvinka, vb., to 
whimper, in No. also: to talk in 
a feeble, piping voice), O.Frisian 
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kwinka, vb., to languish, to waste 
away. Esp. with regard to kwangi 
may poss. be compared Germ, quan- 
geln, quengeln, vb., to whimper, 
whine. See kwin2, sb. 

kwirfil (kwirl), sb., see hwirel, 
hwirl, sb. 

fkwiriakses [kwir'iak’sos], sb. pi., 
beating about the bush, subterfuge. 
Un.: hwiriakses [hwir"iak‘s3s]. 
Slang? 

kwis, vb., see hwis, vb. 
kwisl, sb. and vb., see hwisl, 

sb. and vb. 
kwiss [kwis(s), kwes(s), kw3s(s)], 

vb., to cut off the outstanding edges 
of something, to dress, esp. stone. 
Wests, (and Conn.): kwiss. Easts, 
and N.I.: hwiss [hwis(s), hwes(s), 
hw3s(s)]. uncommon. E.D.D. (Sh. 
I.): quiss. The word, in the sense 
mentioned, probably springs from 
O.N. kvista, vb., to lop off twigs, 
also, as in Sw. dial., in a wider 
sense, to cut off, to separate (sec- 
tions of a whole). — In sense of 
to scatter, to lacerate or pull a- 
sunder, Shetl. kwiss and hwiss is 
poss. the same word (to cut off). 
Another hwiss (kwiss), however, 
is found in sense of to husk, prob. 
for *huss from *huls; cf. Germ, 
hiilsen, vb., to husk, from original 
*hulsc. With regard to “wi” for 
“u”, see under kwiff, sb. and vb. 
In sense of to bite to pieces, con- 
sume or eat up entirely (e.g. meat 
of bones), hwiss (kwiss) is prob- 
ably the latter word (to husk). In 
sense of to scatter, pull asunder, 
hwiss, kwiss, may be either the 
one or the other of the originally 
different words mentioned. — kwiss- 
ins [kwissins], sb. pi., immature 
grains of corn (Fo.), is to be classed 
with hwiss, to husk. 

kwolk [kwo‘lk, kws'lk], sb., a 
large mouthful or draught; to tak’ 
a k. Wests. (Sa.). *kulkr or *kolkr. 

Sw. dial, kulk, kolk, k&lk, m., a 
draught, Da. kulk, c., a) the throat; 
b) a draught (Molb.). See the foil, 
word. 

kwolk [kwo'lk, kw3‘lk], vb., to 
swallow quickly or greedily, to 
make efforts in swallowing, to k. 
doon [‘down’]; also to gulp, to drink 
in large draughts or greedily, to k. 
doon.Wests.(Sa.). S.Sh.occas.(Conn.). 
hwolk [hws'lk] and hwalk [hwa'lk]: 
Du. kwilk [kwe‘lk, kwe‘]k]: Nmw. 
(Esh.). N.L: [hwe'lk, hwe‘[k]. — Sw. 
dial, kulka, kolka, k&lka, vb., to gulp, 
to drink in large draughts; Da. 
kulke, vb., id.; Faer. kulka, vb., to 
swallow, gulp down in large mouth- 
fuls, to drink in large draughts. 

*kwoIvin [kwolvin, kwslvin (-in)], 
sb., calf, properly def. form: the 
calf. Fo. O.N. kalfinn (k&lfinn), def. 
form, accus. of kalfr (k^lfr), m., calf. 
Shetl. kwolv- springs from “k£lf-” 
with lengthened a. 

kwums-. see hwums-. 
kwums, adj., see kirns, adj. 
kwupp, vb., see hwepp (hwipp, 

hwupp), vb. 
kob [H03b], sb., a bargain, bar- 

gaining; compensation. Yn. Other- 
wise comm, in the form kjob; q.v. 
O.N. kaup, n., id. 

kod [kod, k03d (l^sd, H03d)] and 
ke5 [k03], sb., l) a well-developed, 
plump, half-grown fish, esp. coal- 
fish (see piltek, sed). Wests.; Nm.; 
N.I. Comm, in the form kod [kod, 
ksM]. Nmn. occas. and U. occas. 
(Uwg.): [I^od, K03d] and kjod [kjod, 
kj03d]. kod in [kodin] (Wh. and Y. 
occas.). Yh.: [kod] and koder [kodsr] 
as well as obsolete *kop [k03p] and 
*skop [sl$03p]. In Yh. occas. in a 
special sense: a big or well deve- 
loped trout, a kod(er) o’ a troot 
[‘trout’]. Otherwise more comm.: a 
kod o’ a piltek, a coalfish. 2) a 
coalfish (young coalfish, piltek), 
prepared in a special manner, grilled 
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with the liver; a young coalfish, 
filled with fish-livers and grilled; a 
liver-k. In this sense esp. in S.Sh. 
(Du.). k03 [kgfl]: Du. — Ork. k0(5 
[kefl] = Shetl. piltek. — *koeS-, 
*koe3a. Deriv. of O.N. k65, n., small 
fry. Cf. No. kjoda, f., a (young) trout. 

ked, kedi, vb., appl. to fish-livers: 
to become liquid, to deposit oil which 
collects on the top of the livers. 
N. I. For this word and its possible 
etymology, see further under got, vb. 

k0di, k0ti, sb., liver-oil which has 
collected on decayed fish-livers; 
k.(-oil). N.I. See further goti, sb. 

k0f [k;0f], sb., noted down in the 
phrase “no [‘not’] wort’ a k.”, worth- 
less, of no value (Yh.), is prob. 
kob, kjob, sb., a bargain. The final 
f indicates influence of L.Sc. cofe 
(coff), sb., a bargain. 

k0f [kof], vb., to cough slightly 
(to be somewhat asthmatic). Conn. 
O. N. koefa, vb., to be suffocated. 
See further kuv, vb. 

k0fl, k0fel [kofol (k'ofal)], sb., 1) 
badly and clumsily executed work, 
muddle; to mak’ a k. o’ a ting. 2) 
a bungler. Du. (Ireland). Prob. the 
same word as kev(e)l2, sb. 

k0fl, kofel [kofal (k'ofal)], vb., 1) 
to work slowly and clumsily, to 
bungle, to k. at a ting. Du. (Ire- 
land). Prob. the same word as 
kevt (kevel)2, vb. 

k0l [kol (Hoi)], sb., (cool) breath 
of air, fresh breeze, a k. o’ wind, 
a piri (little) k. Wests, [kol]. N.I. 
[kal, Hoi], The pronunc. “fyal” is 
reported from U". — No. kyl, kjal, 
m., and kjola, f., Icel. kylja and 
kaela (kcela), f., (faint) breath of 
air, cool wind. O N. kul, n., a cool 
breeze. Da. kuling, id. 

k0ll [kol (Hoi)], vb., 1) to cool. 
2) to blow faintly; he is kolin. — 
O.N. koela, vb., to cool. No. kjola 
and kylja, Icel. kylja (kaela), Faer. 
kylja, vb., to cool; to blow gently. 

In sense 1, however, kol may just 
as well spring from Eng. cool. (L.Sc. 
cuil). 

kol2 [H0al], vb., to become cool by 
working slowly, to k. ower a ting. 
Un. Prob. a parallel form to kel2, 
vb.; q.v. (L.Sc. cuil). 

kolek [H03l9k] and koli [H®9!!], 
sb., a thin, stirred mass, a kind of 
gruel; a warm k. Also kjolek 
[kj0alak] and kjoli [kj03li]. Sporadic 
forms in the N.I. Y".: koli, kjoli 
(and kolek, kjolek). Us-e. (Muness, 
Colvidale): kolek. Fe. occas.: k(j)o- 
lek. For older *kor-. See further 
under the forms a) kjolek, kjoli, 
b) korek. 

+k0li (kolli) [koli, Holi, vb-» 
to fondle, to k. aboot or ower ane 
(a bairn); to k. a bairn. Commonly 
with short o. Yn.: H®3!!. Also 
kjol(l)i [kjoli]: U. occas. The rela- 
tion to No. kjaela, Sw. kela and Da. 
ksele, vb., is doubtful. Cf. L.Sc. 
culye, culyie, vb., inter alia to caress, 
fondle. 

kolki [Ho‘lki], sb., a) a small hol- 
low, esp. in the centre of the bottom 
of a pot or bottle; de kettle has a 
deep k.; b) protuberance on the out- 
side of the bottom of a pot; de k. 
o’ de kettle. U". *kylki, deriv. with 
i-mutation of *kulk-; see further 
kolki (kulki), sb. 

k0llifirb0lli[H0l-if3rb0li],adv.,^ar/- 
long, topsy-turvy; to geng k. Esh., 
Nmw. See kollifirbolli, adv. 

kolsin [koTsjin, H0<lsin- k'o'l^in], 
adj., 1) cool, appl. to weather; he 
is very k. ootside. 2) cold, chilly, 
susceptible to cold; k. i’ de hands, 
cold about one’s hands. Un. Also 
kjulsin [(kjo'lsin) kjoT^in] (Un.) from 
*kulsin; reported esp. in sense 1. 
*kylsinn and *kulsinn. — No. kulsen 
and kjols, kjolsen, adj., chilly, sus- 
ceptible to cold (kjolen, cool)-, Sw. 
dial, kdllsig, adj., cool. No. kjolsna, 
f., coolness. 
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kerek [k0*r8k (k0r3k)], sb., thin, 

stirred mass, a kind of gruel, esp. 
stirred mass of meal and bland 
(whey mixed with water); blandi 
[blandi]-k. Fe. (and Y. occas.) [ko3- 
rak]. More rarely with short 0 [1^0- 
rak] (Y.?). Also kjorek [kj03rak 
(kjorak)]: Fe., Yn. — No. kjora, f., 
mixture (preparation of milk and 
whey). See kjolek, kjoli, as well 
as kolek, sbs. 

kork [(k0‘rk)k0‘rk],vb.,/0 squeeze, 
pinch, to take hold of and shake, 
mostly in fun; to k. a bairn (a 
child). I ’ll k. dee, I’ll punish you 
(esp. jokingly). Un. Also kjork 
fkjo'rk] and kork (kjork) [ko'rk]: 
U. (Un.). — O.N. kyrkja, vb., to 
strangle; in No. also in a wider 
sense: to squeeze, pinch. 

korkin [(ko'rkin) k0lrkin], sb., a 
squeezing, pinching; also esp. partly 
in fun: a drubbing, correction or 
chastisement (with the hand); to 
gi’e ane (a bairn) a k. Un. Other 
forms of pronunc. are: kjorkin 
[kjo’rkin], k(j)orkin [k6‘rkin] (Un. 
occas.). *kyrkjan. See kork, vb. 

*k0rn [korn, k0r3n]» sb- pi-, cow's. 
Handed down: a) in the phrase “to 
lag [lag] de k.”, to move the cows 
(from one part of the home-pasture 
to another). Us.; Fe.? Also*kjorn 
[kjorn], to lag de kjorn (Us.). Now 
commonly: to mon [mon] de baess 
[‘beasts’]; b) [koran] in a fragment 
of conversation in Norn from Unst. 
In B. Edmondston and Jessie M. 
Saxby’s “The Home of a Naturalist”, 
given in the form “cur” (pi.) in 
the same fragment. See Introd. 
(Fragments of Norn). — korn is 
prop. def. pi. form: the cows, O.N. 
“kyrnar”, from k^r, f., a cow. A pi. 
form *ger [ge3r] from older *kor 
[*kgr] through a middle form *gor 
[*g0r] or *ker [ker] is reported from 
Ai.; q.v. 

kerr [korr], vb., to scare away. 

esp. (cackling) poultry, hens; to k. 
de hens. N. O.N. kyrra, vb., to 
quieten, calm. More commonly kirr, 
vb.; q.v. 

kerr [korr], interj., shoo! shoo! 
esp. as a shout to poultry (hens) 
in order to stop their noise, or scare 
them away. N. Doubtless from O.N. 
kyrr, adj., quiet. See further kirr, 
interj. 

korrnorr [k0r(r) n0r(r)'], sb. and 
interj. I) sb., a murmur, only neg- 
atively, as: “no [‘not’] to say k.”, 
not a word to be said. .Conn. II) 
interj., keep quiet! be silent! Fe. — 
The first part of the compd. is prob. 
O.N. kyrr (kyrr, adj., quief). See 
further kirrnirr and korrnorr, un- 
der which latter form an attempt 
has been made to define the second 
part of the compd. 

kes [kos, \0S (kjos)], sb., a heap, 
esp. of small coalfish, turned sour. 
Fe. Parallel form to the more com- 
mon kjos and kus, sbs. [O.N. kps, 
f., a heap]-, q.v. 

kes [kos, kos], vb., to bury in a 
pit or hole; esp. appl. to the bury- 
ing of a heap of small coalfish. Fe. 
See further kjos1 and kus, vbs. 

kess [kos] and kessi [kosi], vb., 
to kiss; now esp. jokingly or mock- 
ingly. Y". O.N. kyssa, vb., to kiss. 
More common in Shetl. is a form 
with dropped i-mutation: kussi 
[kosi], q.v., esp. characteristic of the 
southern part of Shetland. 

kess (kesj) [ko<j(^)], vb., to drive 
away cattle or poultry (esp. hens) 
by shouting k 0 s s! to k. awa [‘away’]; 
to k. hens. Parallel forms: koss 
[kosj], kuss [kusj, ko^] and occas. 
(e.g. in St.): kiss [ka^]. Prob. an 
original *kyssa, to cry kyss. See 
the foil. word. 

kess (kesj) [ke^sj)], inter]., shoo! 
a shout by which to drive away 
cattle and poultry (hens); k.! k. awa 
wi’dee! Parallel forms: koss[k6<j(5j)], 
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kuss [ku^sj')] and kiss [ka^]. Cf. 
No. and Da. “kyss!” as a shout by 
which to scare away cats. 

ketel [(kotal) Hotal], sb., an old, 
blunt knife (for gutting fish; whittle). 
Also kjotel [kjotal]. Wh. Cf. No. 
kytel, m., a wooden knife. 

keti (keti-o//), sb., liver-oil which 
has collected on decayed fish-livers; 
see further goti, sb. 

ketl, ketel [kotal (k'otal)], vb., to 
work awkwardly, to bungle, to k. 
at or aboot a ting. Du. Prop, to 
cut with a blunt knife? See kotel, sb. 
Poss. associated with No. kiltra (kjaltra, 
kjeltra), vb., to bungle, to scamp. 

fkettikel [kofikal-], &&]., tough, 
difficult, appl. to a piece of work; 
a k. job. Du. 

kevi [kovi], sb., a small basket 
(straw-basket), esp. for holding lim- 
pets, bait, = kubi and hovi. 
Conn., Sandw., Du. Prob. an ori- 
ginal *k^fi, formed from *kiif- by 
i-mutation, denoting a round or 
convex object. Cf. a) I cel. kufr, 
No. kuv, m., rounded top (see 
Shetl. kufi, sb.); b) No. kyva, vb., 
= kuva, vb, partly to round off, 
partly to be curved inwards at 
the top, appl. to vessels and bas- 
kets. 
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ERRATA. 
blohog’in read 
ir&'Vt) 
V (helahwa'rf) 
[oyrr] 
Ijoa 
bpli 
running 
M.S. 
d 
balk 
bar-km- 
mesi 
(imp. 
brow 
(Swz.) 
wel 
connection 
somehwat 
drumbed 
rig-mar ole 
in 
fatspturr 
losing its coat 
equilibrating 
sea-bassin 
moulting 
forsokken 
whit 
Aye, aye! 
reponse 
L.Germ. 
from 
“gylden” 
become 
[‘handfull’] 
for the sake of 
hob 
look 
a) to speak fair; - 
[kalfskin] 
konta-plucker - 
cross-mass 

blohoiyin 
i-a'qt) 
n (he[ahwa‘rf) 
[oyrr] 
Ijoa 
bpli 
running 
MS. 
b 
balk 
barkl&- 

mesi 
(impf. 
brow 
(Swiss) 
well 
compound 
somewhat 
drumbet 
rigmarole 
in 
fatstpturr 
losing its coat 
hovering 
sea-basin 
shedding 
forsukken 
with 
Yea, yea! 
response 
Germ. 
form 
gulyeon 
come 
[‘handful’] 
to a trend to 
h6b 
look 
a) to speak fair (Aa.); 
[kafskin] 
konta-plucker 
Cross-mass 












